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Athletic Program
Sharply Curtailed

The Athletic Board of Control has decided to curtail sharply the athletic program for the

1960-61 session.

This year there will be no hockey, track, badminton, tennis, skiing, boxing or wrestling on
the intercollegiate level.

Reason for the move is an increasing deficit in the athletic budget. As of May 30 the esti-

mated deficit was $21,336.99.

The actual financial state of athletics at Queen's had been hidden by the surplus made on
football admissions during the years 1954-57. Each year since that time however, there have been

losses and last year there was a deficit of $9,278.23.

Olympic Theme
For Meds Formal

PHOTO BY HOWELL

John Ware, (22) assisted by two other Gael tacklers, dump the McGtll ball carrier after a

short gain in Queen's 38-21 victory over the Redmen, last Saturday. The same two teams meet in the

league opener to-morrow afternoon in McGill's stidium. Toronto and Western meet to-night under

the lights at Varsity in what should prove to be an interesting contest as these two teams played to

a 22-22 tie last Saturday in London,

QUEEN'S STUDENTS ATTEND
RECENT NFCUS CONVENTION

Five Queen's students recently

had the opportunity of attending the

tliircl national NFCUS seminar at

UBC. Aug. 2Sth to Sept. 4th. Mary
wV'ilkins, Judy Rice, Dick Gather-

cole, Don Fraser and Stewart Smith

^ere the Queen's delegates to this

Conference, the theme of which was,

"Education, Research and National

development".

The purposes of these national

seminars are explicit: a) to bring

together representative groups of

carefully selected students to dis-

cuss issues of major importance

to university students and to the

nation as a whole; and b) to pro-

vide an exchange on a national

level of the different regional con-

cepts and attitudes which exist

in Canada, thus assisting in the

achievement of a greater under-

standing of our Dominion.

' In the opinion of the Queen's

Students, these ends were admirably

Served by the two week expedition,

which saw many students travelling

fcver 6.000 miles. Via special CNR
Trains, the delegates travelled across

Canada, stopping for a day each in

(Winnipeg, Saskatoon, and Ed-
monton. On these stop-overs, tours

of [he educational and industrial

ttentres were provided.

I Mr. Walter Gordon, noted Cana-

dian economist, gave the keynote

address. In his provocative talk, the

Ituthor of the recent Royal Com-
passion on Canada's Economic Pros-

fcects developed the theme of

Canadian-American relations. He
Rrgued that Canada must soon make

p> decision, whether to become a

Satellite of the U.S. or to assert her

independence. From this, questions

and discussions followed quickly.

Among the other speakers heard

were: Dr. Samuel Beatty, former

Chancellor of the University of

Toronto, who, along with Dean
Meyers and Dr. Earle Birney of the

UBC staff, discussed the contri-

bution of the arts and humanities

to national development ; Dr. Eugene

Forsey, Research Director of the

i CLC, who described the aspirations

I of organized labour and their impact

on national development; Mr. Leslie

Brown, Assistant Deputy Minister

of Trade and Commerce, who out-

t
lined the relationship between na-

tional development and international

trade.

In the Journal's next issue, Don
Fraser will present several of the

inajnr problems discussed.

WANTED
The Journal needs reporters,

features and sports writers, pho-

tographers, cartoonists. Contact

Mary Fraser 6-7542 (before noon)

or Frank Sebestik 6-7073 (meal-

times).

Women Invade

Male Sanctuary

This autumn for the first time in

Union history the doors of Wallace

Hall, the L;mon cafeteria, are wide

open to members of Levaua. The

Union House Council at the close

of last year voted to welcome

Levaua to Wallace Hall as the

opening of the Leonard Hall cafe-

teria equalized the eating facilities

for men and women in residences.

The hours are 7:15-9 a.m. for

breakfast, 11 ;30 - 1 p.m. for lunch,

and 4:45 - 6:15 p.m. for dinner.

The prices are reasonable.

The Union also wishes to an-

nounce the opening of two new

committee rooms in place of the

Employment Office (which has been

moved upstairs beside the business

office). Any campus organization

can hook either the committee rooms

or the McLaughlin Room by en

quiring at the business office.

Arts Society Positions Open
Applications fo rthc following positions will be accepted by

Mr. Robert Hornal on the third floor of the Student's Union building

:

Symposium Chairman;

Clerk-Crier

;

Junior Judge;

Public Prosecutor.

Applications for positions on the following Committees may be

made to the respective chairmen and freshmen are reminded they

have to compose one quarter of all these committees:

Arts Concert: Paul Pross—6-7637

Arts Formal: Gavin Wyllie—6-4033

Arts-Levana: Paul Pross—6-7637

Did you miss this year's Olympics

in Rome ? For those of you who
missed it, the Medical Faculty has

decided to make ample compen-

sation. On Oct. 7, 1960 at the

La Salle Hotel, the Medsmen will

host OLYMPIAD LXI.

Although Canada went to this

year's Olympics and came home

empty handed, this year's formal

convenor Ken Axmith assures us

that everyone who attends

OLYMPIAD LXI will carry home

something (or someone).

At the onset, it might be wise

to inform all concerned (and if

you have read this far you are

included in this category) that

this formal is not restricted to

Medical Students, but rather to

all supporters of athletics at

Queen's. With the promise of

such a wonderful evening, it just

wouldn't be fair to restrict this

to any one segment or elite cam-

pus group.

Dancing will be in the Burgundy

Room of the La Salle Hotel after the

cocktail parties (10 p.m.) until 3 in

the a.m. to the music of Ellis Mc
Clhitock. For those with weary feet,

concessions will he available on the

mezzanine floor (accompanied by a

jazz group adding further listening

pleasure). A sit-down meal will be

available in the dining room. Dress

is semi-formal.

So as to accommodate the demand

for tickets, a booth will be set up

weekdays outside Leonard Hall

Cafeteria from noon until 1 :30, or

in the evening from 5 :30 until 10 :30

from Doug Harding in the Medical

Library. Classroom sellers include

Frazer Fellowes (Meds '66)-local

293; Sandford Fleming (Meds '65
I

-local 294; Tom McQueen (Meds

fJ4 ,-87<>41
;
Richard Barry (Meds

'63)-21219; Harvey Brown (Meds

'62)-64400; or Ron Dowd (Meds

"6D-87641. If all this fails, just

contact Pete McLaine at Medical

House. The number there is 66504,

Attention Meds
Who's Where proofs are

now posted at Post Office,

Douglas Library and Union.

Please check accuracy of your

listings (make corrections on

the proof if necessary).

This situation was brought to the

attention of the A.B. of C, by its

secretary-treasurer Pat Galasso at

a meeting last March. At that time,

with examinations so near, it was

deemed inadvisable to do anything

and the members decided to wait

until this year to correct the situ-

ation. In the past when the A.B. of

C. has been in financial difficulties

the administration of the University

has come to its rescue. While agree-

ing to make advances towards the

deficit from the 1959-60 season the

Board of Trustees of the University-

refused to underwrite the estimated

deficit for this year. The feeling of

the administration is that if the

students desire a complete inter-

collegiate program they will have

to pay for it. The size of the deficit

was not as important as the fact

that under present conditions there

is little chance of athletics at Queen's

ever breaking even again.

Athletics at Queen's contrary to

usual practice at other Canadian

universities, is theoretically self

supporting and therefore must be

paid for out of gate receipts and

student athletic lees. The only sport

which can be a potential money

maker is football and in the past

few seasons, hampered by weather

conditions and other circumstances,

revenue from this source has heen

falling off.

Since 1952 the athletic fee has

been $15.00 for which the stud-

ents have had a full athletic pro-

gram at a total cost of $45,000,

This is $20,000 less than that at

Western where the fee is $20.00

where boxing and hockey teams

are not included.

The fee is $15.00 at both McGilL

and Toronto, but because of their

larger student body and added

income from stadium rentals, their

athletic program operates on a

budget of between $100,000 and

$150,000. In addition, Toronto

charges extra fees for football and

hockey tickets and each integrated

college and faculty has its own in-

tramural athletic fee. McMaster and

Assumption have higher fees than

Queen's, but have even more limited

programs.

If the fee is not raised the athletic

program at Queen's, now including

basketball and football, cross

country, harrier and golf will, ignor-

ing possible profits from football,

still run at a deficit.

If the fee is raised students

may be able to enter some of

these sports which have been dis-

continued this year and will be

able to re-enter them all with the

exception of hockey next year.

Although this decision has been

reached with regard to the inter-

collegiate program it should b e

stressed that the intramural program

and Bews competition have remained

completely intact.

Ex-Red To Discuss

Communist Strategy

Unrest in Africa can be inter-

preted corectly if one knows the

full story behind it. Douglas Hyde,

who will speak on "Communist

Global Strategy" in Grant Hall on

Monday, recently wrote "A college

for the study of African languages

and native culture was established

near Moscow. There, Russian diplo-

mats, technicians ami trade experts

were taught local African dialects.

A consequence has been that as

one African country after another

has become independent it has been

possible for Soviet diplomatic mis-

sions and trade delegations to move

n and at once establish themselves

at the level of the common people."

Mr. Hyde joined the Communist

Party in England when be was 18.

In iy39 he became editor of the

Dailv Worker. Nine years later,

after he left the Party to become a

Catholic, he began an intensive

battle against world Communism,

and now travels an average of

65,000 miles a year to observe it

and warn others against it.

During the first half of 1960 he

lived among captured Communist

leaders in South East Asia and

worked successfully for their con-

version to the Catholic Faith.

When he speaks in Grant Hall on

Monday, at 8.30 p.m., Douglas

Hvde will review Communist meth-

ods throughout the world. The

Newman Club Alumni of Kingston,

who will sponsor his talk, cordially

invite all interested persons to hear

htm at that time, without charge.

October 7th ATTEND OLYMPIAD LXI
LaSfllLE H0TEL

2C702
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Spring In Autumn
Spring is a time of joy and happiness, a time of awakening and

rebirth. The world emerges from its cold cocoon of dead winter

into a fresh, clear atmosphere of life.

An editorial of aesthetic cliches concerning the pleasures of

spring would indeed be out of place at this time if springtime were

not so analogous to the re-incarnation of campus life that once

again faces us. The stately limestone halls of this great institution

again echo to the cries, scuffles, and general turbulence of the

hoards of sweater-wearing college-types. The ridiculous attire of

Frosh and curvaceous Freshette adds further colour to the invading

army that will for another seven months occupy staid old Kingston

Town.

Among all this noise and colour, fun and bewilderment, it is

perhaps good for one's soul (if such a nebulous thing does indeed

exist) to take thought of what lies ahead. Many a curse will he un-

ceremoniously hurled at the continual drudgery of math problems,

reading assignments and lab reports (to mention only a few of the

students' burdens) before this year is through. These, however, are

a small price to pay for the inestimable worth of an education. In

this age of the atom the three R's and their complex progeny must

fee mastered, not only for success, but for survival.

University was primarily created for book-learning. This, im-

portant as it is, is not the exclusive mode of becoming educated

while at university. Too many students bury themselves in books and

ignore the splendid facilities available for becoming educated in life.

A fear of the opinions of others, a dread of criticism, and an appre-

hensiveness concerning marks has limited students' extracurricular

activities and even student government to a very small minority.

The era of college-hood should be one of extreme conservatism or

extreme liberalism and normality should be considered abnormal.

All that is left to be said on this subject is to welcome the new-
comers, to wish them all success in their studies and to remind
them that the lecture room is important but not omnipotent. Perhaps
oldtimers can learn a bit from these babes of university life.

Editor's Message
It seems in recent years that a tradition has evolved whereby

every school publication has a message from the principal (See
Eelow), chancellor, presidents of each faculty, the registrar and
anybody else who happens to be around. Well, as a well qualified

"anybody else who happens to be around", I herewith offer an
"Editor's Message" in the hopes that the Janitor will not be given
a similar opportunity in the near future.

Seriously, my message is more In the form of a pledge. The
Queen's Journal is a student publication put out twice weekly during
the aedemic year and usually consisting of six pages. It is my intention

to make this feature of campus life the best possible.

To the best of my ability 1 will maintain a high level of objective
news reporting, a controversial and thought provoking editorial page
and a wide open Features section which will further the creative
writing talents on this campus. Sports, a cornerstone in campn; life,

will be accorded an equally prominent place in the Journal.

It is impossible to please everyone all the time but I hope to
be able to please as many as possible, as much as possible. In
advance I give great credit to a intelligent and hard working staff

who will, I ant sure, do their best to help me honour this pledge.

Any Queen's student willing to help in achieving these lofty
aims will be a welcomed addition to the staff.

From The Principal
realisation of your dreams and
ambitions.

You come from all parts of

Canada. It is important that you
should, for othenvise this would be

merely a local or regional univer-

sity. A grooving number of you
come from other countries. You are

welcome for yourselves and for the

contribution which you can make
to our greater understanding of
people and problems beyond our
borders.

We have this year more students

than we have had before. I hope
it will also be the best session yet

in accomplishment.

I gladly take the opportunity

which the first issue of the Journal

in 1960-61 offers to me to say
welcome to the students of all

faculties and schools. Those who
have been here before, we are glad

to sec again after what I hope has
been a pleasant, useful summer.
Those who are here for the first

time whether fresh from high

school or transferring from other

universities or in graduate zvork

are especially welcome. I knou< you
will find Queen's University a

friendly place. I hope yoti wilt find

it a slimulatitjg and invigorating

place which will make possible the

Questions, Answers And Conclusions

Wha' Happen? "Young Jack" Or "Tricky Dickie"?

On July 8th a headline of the

Whig-Standard blared the fol-

lowing : "Queen's Sports Cur-

tailed". The article which fol-

lowed indicated that the Athletic

Board of Control was, to put it

bluntly, going broke.

To those who say "wha' hap-

pen'?" the story appears to go
something like this: Funds for

athletics are provided, in part,

by the students; fifteen dollars

of what you pay in student in-

terest fees is earmarked for

athletics. It is worth noting that

the last increase in this fee was
made in 1952. The other main
source of revenue is football,

which during the years '54-'56

proved quite lucrative simply

because Queen's was able to

field a winning team. The two
championship years of '55 and
'56 served to counteract the ef-

fect of rising costs. Since 1956,

however, the football end has

been barely able to hold its own
and the Board found it necessary

to dip into reserves to finance

intercollegiate sports. And now
the well has nearly run dry. We
are out of the running, this year,

and for an indefinite period, in

all intercollegiate sports except

football, basketball and track.

The cure for the ills of the

athletic body lies almost entire-

ly with the students. We deter-

mine our own athletic fees and

it ts up to us to decide the future

of intercollegiate sports at

Queen's. On talking the matter

over with Mr. Pat Galasso, the

Secretary-Treasurer of the A,

B of C, he indicated that an in-

crease in fees of about $5.00

would be sufficient to get us on
the road again and back into

competition. The annual cost of

competition in boxing, wrestling,

hockey, etc. would require ap-

proximately all of this increase.

There are two courses open:

we can accept an increase in

funds or we can reject it. Five dol-

lars is not an awful lot to ask. For
some, it may mean less beer, for

others, the same amount of beer but

less food, but for the majority of us

it will neither make us nor break

us. Therefore, I urge you all to

ensure that Queen'smen are able

to participate in all inter-colleg-

iate sports. It's up to the student

body, so let's get on with it, and
not have any petty bickering

and arguing.

Q. S. Cikstetu

Last July, a vast television

audienced was treated to a

couple of the magnificent free

circuses that are sponsored

every four years by the two

major American political par-

ties. Somehow, in the brief time

not allotted to boozy demonstra-

tions and frenzied bouts of ora-

torical superlatives, each of these

parties managed to nominate

its ablest and most ruthless

machine politician. More signi-

ficant for the outside world, per-

haps, is the fact that they also

managed to produce what
amounts to the same platform

— a platform that repudiates

(openly in one case and oblique-

ly in the other) the conservative

political philosophy of the Eis-

enhower administration.

This is undoubtedly a neces-

sary step forward, especially for

the traditionally cautious Re-

publicans. Though they had to

be forced by Rockefeller and
Nixon to imitate the somewhat
more progressive aspect of the

Democrats, they have much en-

hanced their prospects of vic-

tory by doing so. President

Eisenhower is still personally

beloved, and perhaps deservedly,

but his laissez-faire approach to

government and his rigid black-

and-white attitude to the world-

wide competition with commun-
ism are decidedly dated. Many
conscientious Americans are al-

ready wondering about the fu-

ture of a society that spends

more per head on advertising

than on education. An affluent

United States cannot continue

to ignore the economic and
social problems of its own min-
ority groups, simply because

positive action might upset a

balanced budget.

While Kennedy and Nixon
have been described by at least

one foreign observer as "the two
chromium - plated organization

men of American politics", the

fact remains that each of these

very tough and very able men
seems to be fully aware that

more realistic policies must pre-

vail. Kennedy, the wealthy
Roman Catholic, has attempted

to appease the conservative

minority in his party by offering

them Senator Johnson as a vice-

president, but he himself, an in-

tellectual with the ability to

make decisions, represents the

best liberal tradition of the

Democrats. Nixon, the ostenta-

tiously impoverished Quaker,

won the support of the conserv-

ative majority of Republicans at

least a year in advance of his

nomination and double-crossed

them only at the last minute

when it was too late to deny

him the vote-getting platform

he demanded. Once generally

regarded as the Republicans'

most brutal "hatchet man", he

now promises to introduce his

party to twentieth-century pro-

grams, and yet, at the same time,

to implement these programs

without any appreciable increase

in federal government activity

or expense.

Actually, both men would
probably fight hard to restore

American world leadership and
prestige. But since Democrats
outnumber Republicans by al-

most 3-2 among registered vot-

ers and are thus almost certain

to retain control of the legisla-

ture, it would probably be best

if they captured the presidency

as well. This would minimize
the bickering between president

and congress, and enable the

American government to act

more positively than it has in

the past few years.

The election is expected to be
very close. In accordance with
Democratic strategy, Senator
Kennedy is busy polishing his

highly potent, energetic and ag-

gressive "son-image" for liberal

voters, while Senator Johnson
is expected to overcome the

anti-Catholic and anti-liberal

prejudices of the not-so-solid

South. Meanwhite, Nixon and
Lodge are seeking widespread
non-partisan support with their

studied pose as an experienced
duo of white knights nobly wag-
ing battle against world com-
munism. Certainly, with four
such determined men involved,
and with virtually no difference

between the declared goals of
the two parties, we would be
more than foolhardy to predict
an easy victory for either side.

One thing, however, is reason-
ably sure. After the needlessly
prolonged tumult and the loudly
meaningless speeches have sub-
sided, and after Mr. Eisenhower
has been safely packed off to a
suitable 18-hole Valhalla, a very
strong and very resourceful
young man will take over the
leadership of the west.

Tom Marshall

Jaw
Bone

This column is devoted to tht

expression of lively student opin-

ion. Opinions expressed here oY

not necessarily reflect editorial

policv and any student is welconu

to submit articles on any subject.

In a recent editorial, the Tor-

onto Globe and Mail accused

Canada of being a "Nation oi

Weaklings". The editor was re-

ferring to our physical immo-

bility, but we must surely voice

as much concern over the levc[

of mental inertia of today's Ca-

nadians. Canada's absyrnal fail-

ure in the recent Olympic Ga.

mes, our worst showing in mod-

ern Olympiad history, exhibit;

our national sporting flabbiness.

An indication of Canada's intel

lectual obesity is the mass of

high-school graduates proceed-

ing to the universities today.

Ignorance seems to recognize

no provincial boundaries, as

undergraduate teachers from

across the nation deplore the in-

telligence of their students.

Grossly inadequate language

skills, hopeless writing ability,

complete unawareness of history

are just some of the charges

levelled at our freshmen. Dr.

Earle Birney, poet, conducted a

recent survey among his UBC
freshmen, who were termed 'illi-

terate', as a result of this test.

The great number of students

enrolled in remedial english com-

position courses attests to the

low standard of literary achieve-

ment of high school graduates.

High drop-out rates from first

year university, especially in en-

gineering courses, point out

again the decreasing calibre of

the Canadian high school grad-

uate. But no one group should

be compelled to accept full re-

sponsibility for this situation. If

the secondary school system

needs improvement, it is surelj

because it reflects our whole

society of TV-mesmerized, over-

pepsodentized people. Out
]

values are certainly perverse at

a time when more is being spent

on liquor and tobacco in Ontario

than on road improvement and

education in the province.

This columnist extends a chal-

lenge to this year's freshman

class at Queen's to reverse the

national trend of mediocrity. We
challenge you to prove that ex-

cellence and radicalism still have

their places in Canadian society.

We suggest that you dig intu

university life, to enjoy it, tol

profit by it, and to emerge, not

as mechanised BA's but as pre-

cursors and advocates of a vib-

rant, decisive generation of lead-

ers. We urge you not to practise

intellectual snobbery, nor to i

consider yourselves the sole pre-

servers of Canada's destiny, but

as potential citizens with a chal-

lenge to meet and new paths t°

discover. The university does

have an important function is

any civilization. It would be no

exaggeration to say that it is up

to today's undergrads to prov;

that the university still can pur-

sue excellence, still can play thai

important role.

Stewart Smith

Editor's Note: While there are

three more or less regular contri-

butors to this column, we will

welcome contributions from any

student who feels that he or she

has a genuine axe to grind, a

point to make, a frustration to

release, etc., etc., etc.
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if goldsmith had had the benefit

of reading freud

When any mortal stoops too fully,

And finds too soon that life betrays.

What charm is there that does not sully'

What art that's not a phallic maze?

The only woy the force to weather.

To hide the crux from every eye.

To keep the crotch beneath the heather

(Well under the fig leaves) is — to lie.

Tom Marshall

welcome?
Let me be among the last to congratulate you on being at

Queen's. No doubt those returning have already clasped sticky

hands and indulged in mutual unfelt transports of joy that they

braved the storm of exams and are now safely back in the fold with

an inside track position on the road to higher learning. By now,

also, the freshmen have been told so often of their singular luck in

coming to litis price: :.f uinv2rsiti:2 that an antidote is necessary

Freshmen, some of you arc in for quite a bell of a time. Quite

apart from such terrors as November tests, Christmas exams, and

April finals—of which you have been suitably warned—you have

many a disappointment in store for you.

Some of you are here, bright-eyed and bushy -tailed, filled with

glee at having shaken loose Mummy's apron strings at last. You
are now entitled to the "Mr." before your name, entitled to make a

fool of yourself in initiation, and then expected to continue the

process through many a football game, many a wild party ; in fact,

at any lime you can find someone whom you can Iegitimetcly annoy

under the cloak of being a "university type".

Rut perhaps one or two of you are not interested in this sort of

thing. No. I do not mean the poor sports who think initiation

beneath them as too childish, those who are here only to sponge up

matter (not knowledge) from lectures and books and then to re-

gurgitate it all on exams. No, I do not mean those who are here

expressly for the "broadening experience of university life", deter-

mined also to be more outside of lectures than in them. I am
speaking (with very little hope) of those who have come here to

think and to be taught to think better.

Lots of luck to all you freshmen, because you'll need it. Com-
miserations to those who have come here to supercharge their

four, six or eight-cylinder brains, not to gas up their high-powered

grey matter with the necessary requirements for a piece of sheep-

skin. Have fun! all you freshmen who are here for fun—it won't

last long. Sponge up wisdom, you book-worms—without under-

standing it will last shorter than a champagne hangover. Be miser-

able, you poor minority of thinkers, for no matter what your I.Q.,

you are already a race apart. You will be fated to wander about

the campus looking for someone to talk, discuss, or argue with

until you too will succumb, and see the eternity of University dis-

cussion, not in a grain of sand, but in something smaller and

cheaper: interminable arguments upon sex, drink, campus politics,

model parliament, and why the Journal is not a better paper.

Seymour Hamilton

wus
The World Universities Ser-

vice is an international organiz-

ation whose objectives are fo-

cusscd on the university com-

munity throughout the world.

Each year, thousands of dollars

are spent on conferences, sem-

inars, scholarships, research

programmes and material aid to

needy students. Its hope is a

greater understanding and co-

operation on all levels.

WUS is not a charitable or-

ganization, but a practical donor

which encourages all recipients

to help themselves. Money is

provided for student hostels,

books and equipment, medical

centres and supplies, and emer-

gency aid.

WUS activities on the Queen's

campus, as in most Canadian

universities, cover education,

publicity of projects, and of

course, fund-raising through

the "Share" campaign. Each
year, the local WUS committee

sponsors "Treasure Van", an ex-

citing and colourful collection

of handicrafts from many coun-

tries, sold in Canada for their

benefit. Students are sent from

Queen's to conferences and sem-

inars in Canada and other coun-

tries. The summer seminar was
held in Israel this past summer.
On October 7 - 10, the Nation-

al Assembly of the World Uni-

versities Service of Canada

(WUSC) is being held at

Queen's. Some 100 delegates

from across Canada, both stud-

ents and professors, are expected

to attend. The Assembly will

determine policy for the coming

year and elect a National Com-

mittee to administer its pro-

gramme. It also provides a val-

uable foruTii for members to ex-

change ideas, and gives Cana-

dian committees a sense of unity

within the world-wide univer-

sity community.

If you are interested in learn-

ing more about WUS or in join-

ing the committee, you will be

very welcome at our next meet-

ing, in Baker House Common

Room, Monday night, October

3, at 7 p.m.

the great irrelevancy -

1

Some six months from now,

in a milieu of weeping and wail-

ing and gnashing of teeth, an-

other season of higher learning

will reach its culmination in this

locality as three thousand sticky

fists adhere to three thousand

sticky sheets of paper, and their

three thousand owners divert

their attention from the occupa-

tion to which the young man's

fancy naturally turns in the

spring, to the solemn game of

examinations. Their behaviour

and their thoughts, as they pre-

pare for and submit to the sticky

ordeals of the brain and the

wrist, will vary considerably.

Nevertheless, we may identify

three common types of examin-

ation writer, and one less com-

mon one.

1. The "Studious" type. He
will go to work weeks, if not

months in advance of the judg-

ment day and parade every word

of his year's work before his

consciousness. There is no deny-

ing that this exercise will return

substantial benefits, but our

studious student will probably

undertake it in the wholly mis-

taken belief that he is playing

the examination game, playing

it in the ideal way, and playing

it safe.

2. The Crammer. He will sit

down a matter of hours before

the doors open for the show,

and attempt to accomplish in

that time what No. 1 may (or

may not) have accomplished in

a couple of months. In actual

fact he has come a good deal

closer to an ideal strategy of

the game than has his assiduous

mate, but unfortunately for him,

he is unaware of his achieve-

ment. Of course he cannot do a

month's work in a day, but he

works on the misled assumption

that a month's work is neces-

sary. This mistake may easily

lose him his chance of doing one

good day's work. On the other

hand, his panic-stricken career

through, or past, an haphazard-

ly abridged version of his course

may turn out by accident to be

the correct plan of action, and

he will surprise himself by "do-

ing better" in the examination

than his more well-versed com-

petitors.

3. The "Poor Student". He
does no work at any time before

the examination. He may also

surprise himself, but will certain-

ly surprise no one else, by fail-

ing same. He has one thing in

common with the other two,

however: none of the three real-

ly knows what examinations are

all about.

4. The Apparent Genius. This

is the man who really interests

us. He combines the rational

thoroughness of No. 1 with the

economy of time achieved by

No. 2 and the appearance of No.

3. Without long days and nights

of study, without panic and

without relying on luck, he will

score consistently higher marks

than his classmates, to the won-

der and envy of all parts of

Christendom. It is just possible

that he really is exceptionally

bright; this might account for

one case in a thousand of these

relatively rare birds. The other

nine hundred and ninety-nine

are those with the correct ex-

amination technique.

Examination technique re-

quires neither very great intel-

ligence nor a very great deal of

work, but simply the application

of average intelligence and a

modicum of work to the right

objects. Indeed, examination

technique consists of nothing

extraordinary except a thorough-

ly cynical attitude to examina-

tions. Our apparent genius dif-

fers from his three fellows in

one important respect only

:

whereas they believe in what

they are doing, he knows what

he is doing, and does not believe

in it. He has rejected the article

of faith which is held by all the

studious who study, all the

crammers who cram and all the

failures who fail,— namely, that

the result of an examination

measures one's comprehension

of the subject concerned or at

least bears some relation to it.

For this belief he has substituted

the exact opposite—i.e., that

there is no essential connection

between the digits that turn up

in a column of examination re-

sults, and the examinee's know-

ledge and understanding of the

subject matter upon which the

examinations were set. Whether
there is or ever can be any con-

nection between the two which

is not entirely fortuitous, he does

not trouble himself to inquire.

He fixes his attention on the

50 per cent or 66 per cent or 75

per cent that he considers a

desirable score, then pursues it

as an end in itself, an end quite

separate from the mastery of

any subject, pursued independ-

ently of any desire for self-im-

provement. All that is now ir-

relevant.

What is relevant is to find

the means to put on paper at a

given time the two or three

thousand words (a ridiculously

small proportion of what is said,

read and written in the course

of a year's study) which will

best stave off the attacks and

break through the defences of

the other side—the examiners-

while complying with all the

rules of the game. This requires

preparation, planning and train-

ing, just like boxing, basketball

or any other indoor sport. Pre-

sumably the majority of stud-

ents have been misled by the

fact that examinations are not

classified as an extracurricular

activity into believing that pre-

paration for this particular sport

should take the form of study

and comprehension of a subject.

In fact it simply involves com-

mitting to memory a very small

number of carefully selected

gobbets of information, so re-

lated to one another that they

can be arranged and rearranged,

like the small movements, tricks

and feints of football players,

into a large enough number of

different plays. The value judg-

ment applied at all points in the

process is that of relwancc. Our
examination expert will not

learn a thing because it interests

him, nor write a single state-

ment on his paper because it is

likely to interest anybody else.

Each move he makes, he makes

because it is to the point, and

the point of the game is to win.

The expert will win every time,

because at every stage he has

systematically excluded from his

activities everything not strict-

ly relevant to the task he has

taken in hand.

When the fateful columns of

digits fall before his eyes he can

say, with as much smugness as

he has in him, "Aha, fooled them

again". His most difficult mo-

ments will come later, when

friends and well-wishers, whom
he does not wish to offend,

pump his hand in congratulation

and sing his praises to an ad-

miring, deluded world. For then

he is forced to pretend that he

takes the thing as seriously as

they, and his expedient spoofing

begins to drag him into the

coils of downright humbug. By
this time he. like the other stud-

ents, will have forgotten most,

if not all of the information (I

respect and therefore avoid the

word "knowledge") which
brought him the wages of sup-

posed academic achievement.

But unlike the others, he will

not kid himself that he has been

getting an education.

M. G.

All-ln-One
Your outomobiles, dwelling, cottage, household contents, jewels,

furs, fine arts, boats, personal liability. All may be insured on

One policy with six months, a year or three years to pay.

Office:

105 Brock St.

LI 8-3271

ASK

JACK WAUGH
GENERAL
INSURANCE

Residence:

143 Churchill Cresc.

LI 6-6933

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR

DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

FULL DRESS AND

TUXEDOS
(or all vour

FORMAL REQUIREMENTS

We offer you a complete Rental Service

for your Formal Dance Wear

REPRESENTING CANADA'S LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS

See us now. Moke your earliest arrangements

* *

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR
350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LI 6-9859

Growing in

popularity

Cnmpus
Alwnya In stock at your Queans

University Technical Supply Store

Book refills . . wire bound

note books and refills , .

,

loose-leaf fillers . . .

exercise books. . . scrapbooks

and specialties

GAGE STATIONERY
A DIVISION OF W. J. GAGE LIMITED

TORONTO • MONTR£Al • WINNIPEG . VANCOUVER
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Classsfied Ads

For Sale

Collectors! Anyone interested in col-

lecting or trading Canadian Army Re-

gimehi tsj Cap Badges please conlacl

W. Tozcr, Central Fire Station, Grims-

by Fire Bldg., Grimsby, Lincolnshire,

England.

Attention Leonard Hall "59-60, Res-

idence pictures which were ordered last

year may be picked up at (he porter's

office in Leonard Half.

For Rent
Quiet, warm rooms, $0". Theology,

Law, and Commerce students. Gravel

parkins J' ar(1 ,rtc - 196 Union St.

Lost
One brown leather sports bag con-

taining overnight articles and a sum-
mer's work gathering theses data. Last

seen on station platform Sunday Sept.

18. Please call 6-7237.

AMS Positions

Applications are iiow being ac-

cepted by the AMS for the fol-

lowing positions: junior Justice

of the AMS Court (four are re-

quired, usually senior students,

one from each of the Faculties

except Law), Sheriff, Crier, Clerk,

Prosecuting Attorney, and Tri-

color Editor,

Application should be made
immediately to the AMS office.

Barbers

You like a good haircut? Be sure —
come to Hans Barber Shop, 74 Princess

St., (formerly at Darling's Barber
Shop).

Band

Urgent! Bandsmen I The Brass Band,
your Brass Band needs trumpets, trom-
bones, and any other brass section men.
Please turn out to rehearsals next
week. Watch for notices of time and
place on the main bulletin boards.

Kingston Traditional Jazi Club

Limestone City group will be fea-

tured, also out-of-town bands, at the

meetings of this new club for Dixie

fans. First meeting at Orange Hall, 388
Princess St., Friday, Sept. 30, 9 p.m. to

midnight. Dancing to Dixieland music

by Jeff Berry's Band. Membership
available at the door. Reduced admis-

ion prices for students with ID cards.

Untfeb ©fan:*?
sydenham and william streets

pa storal assistant
Rev Riley Smallev

organist and choirmaster
Dr. F. R. C. Clarke f.C.C.o.

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 2nd

11:00 a.m. "The Cup And The
Vow".
Holy Communion

Rev. Efias Andrews, Ph.D.,
D.Litt., Preacher.

7:30 p.m. Rev. Riley Smalley,

Preacher
Sermon; The Master's Call

8:45 p.m. Young People's

Fellowship Hour

liver
\ Welcoi

(iPumt Stmt
ltttirH <Dffurrfr

CORNER CLEKOY AND QUEEN STHEC»8
Rev, E, W. Horton. b.a,, b d.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 2nd

10:45 a.m. Sundoy School

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young People

&t. Hsmrfl' fltyurrJf

UrtroN Street, ot the campus

RECTOR; REV DESMOND C. HUNT

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 2nd

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11 00 a.m. Holy Communion

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour in

Parish Hall

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

SIGNPOST
Friday

:

West Indian Club First general

meeting in the McLaughlin Room,

Students' Union, at 1:30 p.m.

Saturday:

Dance: sponsored by the Welcoming

Committee, in Grant Hall. Dancing

9-12. Everyone invited to this get-

ncquaintcd event. Stag 50c, drag $1.00.

Sunday: 5

QCF Missionary breakfast at 8 a.m.

St. James' Church. The speaker will

be Dr. Gordon Carter, medical mission-

ary to Nigeria. Everyone welcome.

Overseas studenta: The Kingston

branch of the I.O.D.E., under the au-

pices of the Kingston branch of the

National Commitce for Friendly Re-

lations with Overseas Students, will

hold a coffee party for overseas stud-

ents in Ban Righ at 8 p.m. A chance

for overseas students to meet Kingston-

ians and faculty members.

Monday

:

SCM: Morning Prayer at the Mor-

gan Memorial Chapel at 8:30 a.m. All

are welcome. Freshmen Reception in

the west centre common room of Leo-

nard Hall at 8:30 p.m. There will be

a debate: "Queen's vs. Christ", and

refreshments. All years welcome.

Thursday:
Debating Union: Opening meeting,

Bnn Righ Common Room, 7 p.m. Elec-

tion of Freshman officers followed by

spontaneous panel discussion on un-

rehearsed topics. Coffee will be served.

CFRC
Friday:

6-30—Time for Listening

7:00— Palladium Party

7:30—Campus Topics
77.15—Show Time — Porgy and Bess

8:15—Queen's at Work
8:30—In Recital

Woodwind Quartet and
George Whalley

9:00—Concert Hall
Harold—Zampa Overture

Mendelssohn—Symphony
No. 3

Beethoven—Krcutzer Sonata

Grieg—Peer Gynt Suites 1&2

11:00—Music Till Midnight
12:00—Easy Terms
Saturday:
I;00—Prelude to Opera
2:00—Opera House

Ponchiclli—La Gioconda
5:00—Time for Listening

5:30—Fun With Good Music
6:00—Sweet and Low

7:00—Old Favourites

7:30—Calendar and Personality

7.45—Jazz Steps Out
8:30—Fop Concert — featuring

Lis/t — Concerto No. I

for Piano

9-30—Music Round The World

10-00—Night Music

11 !00—Starlight Serenade

12:00—Night Cap

Sunday:

9 00—Musical Panorama
12-00—Mostly Music

,

4-30—Emission Francatsc

DR. MARCUS BLOCH
President

Eastern Bible Society

240 R1VINCTON STREET

NEW YORK 2, N.Y.

(Sattjriiral
1 anglican )

King St. East at Johnson St.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2nd
8:00 o.m. Holy Communion

9:15 o.m. Choral Communion
Sermon: The Dean

11:00 a.m. Choral Communion
Sermon: The Reverend
Canon J. L. Hutchinson

7:00 p.m. Evensong
Sermon: The Reverend

John Neal

Students Very Welcome

NICKEL ALLOY STEELS • NICKEL PLATING

NICKEL STAINLESS STEEL - vital to the

appearance and performance of today's cars!

Nickel alloy steels are stronger, tougher and more

durable than ordinary steels. That's why nickel

alloy steels are used in automotive transmissions,

engines and other parts that must withstand hard

wear and severe abuse.

Nickel plating is used under chrome for the

"brightwork" on cars. On bumpers, grilles and trim,

it's this heavy coating of nickel beneath the surface

layer of chiome that provides the real protection

against rust, corrosion and wear ... for lasting

beauty in depth.

Nickel stainless steel is used for wheel covers

and other trim. Nickel helps give stainless steel its

strength and corrosion resistance, providing resis-

tance to flying gravel and to the corrosive action

of de-icing salts, tar and asphalt.

QUALITY CANADIAN PRODUCTS CONTAINING QUALITY INCO NICKEL

THE
INTERNATIONAL NICKEL

COMPANY OF CANADA. LIMITED
55 YONGE STREET, TORONTO
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Proceedings

AMS Meeting

The first meeting of the Alma

Mater Society Executive in the first

term was held last Tuesday. Atten-

dance being one hundred percent,

there was a wide range of debate

on a number of topics

:

The AMS authorized the Cana-

dian Red Cross to hold a Blood

Donor Clinic at Queen's, starting

on October 25th. The Science

Faculty will be in charge of arrange-

ments.

A five man committee was estab-

lished to enquire into the question

of Tricolor Awards. This committee

will consist of two AMS Executive

members, the Permanent Secretary-

Treasurer of the AMS, and three

other people from faculty societies

on campus. Students who are in-

terested in this investigation are

urged to apply for membership on

the committee to the AMS Office

in the Students' Union immediately.

The AMS gave the Queen's Band

official authorization to travel to

Montreal for the McGill game this

weekend.

The Editor of "Who's Where"
reported that due to rising printing

costs the 1960-61 issue will just

break even.

Science Faculty was awarded the

job of policing the football stadium

during the League games this fall.

It was announced that the King-

ston Whig-Standard has donated a

trophy to be awarded to the faculty

Journal that maintains the highest

standard.

NFCUS announced that its 25th

annual conference will be held at

Queen's in the fall of 1961.

Science Formal
Date Announced

This year's Science Formal will

he held on November 9th, the

Engineering Society has announced.
Tickets for the "Millionaire's Week-
end" and for the formal itself will

soon be available.

Following its Wednesday night

meeting, the Society also announced

:

• First practice for the new
Science Choir under the direction

of Mr. Gtiy Piastre will be on Wed-
nesday, October 5th.

• Terry Ntckerson, the Senior

AMS Representative will organize

this year's Blood Drive.

• The Society is in favour of

the re-instatement of as many in-

ter-collegiate sports as possible.

• Constables from Science '62 and
'63 will be in charge of keeping

the football field clear for the

Toronto game.

• The AMS positions of court

clerk, crier, prosecuting attorney

and sheriff are now open for appli-

cation. A Tri-Colour Editor and a

Colour Night Convenor are also

needed.

• The Society will suggest to

the AMS, that another invitation

be extended to U of T to return

the Quarathon football to Queen's

this year.

• One of the reasons that the

degree B.Sc. given to graduating

engineers has not been changed is

the fact that no other engineering

college has ever changed its degree

while many have had some reason

to do so.

• The Jackson Lounge in the

Science Clubrooms is now co-

educational on Friday and Saturday

evenings after 6 p.m.

Frosh React To Initiations
Arts, Science, Meds, Levana

:

they all initiate their frosh, and all

the initiations evoke response from
the victims of this controversial

campus perennial. Some of the com-
ments are in violent opposition to

this celebrated institution; others

are in hearty support.

"Had a ball, man, had a ball

is the cryptic way in which one
member of Meds '66 sums up hi

experiences. "The reader," he goes

on to say, "is no doubt aware of the

terror experienced by each and
every Meds Frosh . . . from this

brutal week.

"If your sympathies tend to

ward our cause, would you kindly

contribute to the 'Restoration of

Youth Welfare' as soon as pos
sible. I fully intend to see each
and every Sophomore responsible

presented with charges before a
court of justice."

Gordon Gosse, Meds '66

Levana initiations are less inclined

to involve the cruder forms of

physical violence that are inflicted

upon the male frosh, but according

to this freshette, feminine dignity is

AMS W-lAW
Beverages: The chief of police

shall be fully empowered to curb

the entrance of all bottled beverages

into the stadium and to prevent

the consumption of alcoholic beve-

rages on the premises at the football

games.

Recommendation is made to the

AMS Court that any offender who
is convicted of infraction of the

above rule be fined a minimum of

$15. and a maximum of $100.

There's something special

about du MAURIER
says FRED DAVIS

TV's fop pane/ moderator

"As a du MAURIER smoker, I know what

satisfaction means. It's the feeling I get

when I light up a du MAURIER and taste that

choice Virginia tobacco. And the "Millecel"

super filter is the finest yet developed."

.... a ZS~~

du MAURIER
a really milder high grade Virginia Cigarette

nevertheless ruthlessly destroyed:

'It's hard to be a poised and
charming member of Levana when
you're playing leap-frog over the

backs of senior boys ! ... It reduced

all the snippy little freshettes to the

status of mere children in the watch-

ing eyes of the all-important

Queen'smen.
".

. . . We ran an obstacle race,

but as the obstacles were males,

we didn't make any extreme ef-

forts to overcome them.

"... We had to wear tarns and
name cards. In spite of the grumb-
ling, most of us were secretly glad

of these distinguishing features.

After all, it saved us from being

prematurely caught in that dread

period called the 'sophomore slump'.

"Now that initiation is safely

over, I can say that we'd go
through even more, just for the

privilege of proudly singing the

Queen's song."

Moira Beattie, Arts '64

Engineering initiations are tra-

ditionally murderous, but at least

one Science freshman is appreciative

of the efforts of the F.R.E.C.'s on

his behalf and that of his classmates.

"Science '6+ is shaping up as a

year: taking form as an integral

Creative Talent

Urgently Needed
Scripts, Scripts. Scripts. Compe-

tition for this year's Queen's Revue

script ends Monday, October 3. If

you haven't put the finishing touches

to youf brainchild, get moving. It

is worth §100, repeat $100 to you

for a winning script. Two type-

written, double-spaced copies are

required. $10 each for two runners-

up. Scripts must be in the A.M.S.

Office Mondav, October 3.

part of Quen's in 1960. We have

spirit, determination, and a feeling

that we belong here. This is not the

same group that arrived here three

weeks ago.

"The change from a group of

timid newcomers to a team of

cocky Frosh can be attributed

only to our initiation and our

Sophomores.

"... at this writing, initiation

is upon us and we are enjoying it.

None of our horrible imaginings

have materialized . , . yet; and we
have profited. Initiations have form-

ed a year.

"The Frosh initiation is a good

and valuable institution here at

Queen's. It serves a good and

useful purpose. Congratulations,

Science *63, on a job well done."

Flynn Marr, Sc. '64

In a tale of woe entitled 'Lamenta-

tions of a Frazzled Frosh', a some-

what shattered member of Arts '64

quotes the chief Arts Vig, Graeme

Low, as telling the assembled Frosh,

"Each of you will be assigned a Vig.

He is your guiding light during

your initiation period ... he is a

pretty good guy and eager to help

you out."

The 'frazzled frosh', however, lias

his own ideas on the subject.

"The difficult and trying ad-

justment of a frosh to university

life is immeasurably lightened by

a band of 25 eager, amiable gen-

tlemen who call themselves vig's.

"This jovial band spared no effort

to assist their lowly charges in

threading their way through the

intricacies of entering Queen's.

"For example, they re-routed the

C.N'.R. Express from Toronto,

which barrels through at 2:05 a.m..

through the lobhy of Leonard Hall

"This same hard-working group

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

then administered free hair-cuts to

privileged frosh, thus assisting the

first-year Artsmen in coping with

the high expenses of university. Nor
did their kindness end at that point.

Our clothing needs were also taken

care of with burlap outfits, which,

though not the height of fashion,

were comfortable and serviceable.

"But the labours of the indus-

trious vig's did not cease at this

point. In order that all freshmen

might awaken refreshed and in

plenty of time for their first day of

lectures, the band of 25 aroused

their charges — at 4 a.m. We frosh

responded to their magnanimous act

by bursting spontaneously into song.

"Let not other students at Queen's

think that we frosh allowed our vig's

efforts to be unrewarded. Quite to

the contrary ! We demonstrated our

appreciation by taking Mr. Low
on a jaunt through the peaceful

Ontario countryside. Unfortunately,

Mr. Low became separated from
Ins escort at one point in the tour,

but he showed admirable sportsman-

like restraint by allowing all frosh

to wear their sackcloth apparel for

an extra day. Freshmen hailed this

announcement with cries of . . . and
. . . and . . .

"Alas I Initiations are now over.

Yet the inspired conduct of our

'guiding lights' has not been in

vain. Because next year we, the

Arts Frosh, will be sophomores.

We will strive mightily to enter-

tain and assist the incoming crop

of Queen'smen as well as, ot bet-

ter than, we ourselves were treat-

ed. This latter result would ap-

pear to be the true purpose of

initiations."

Rick Malt, Arts '64.

Sue Yurselph
(Law 52) says:

WANT£D!
Director, Producer, and Business

Manager for this year's Queen's

Revue Guild Production. Have you

always had that urge to be a director,

a producer, a business manager of

a musical comedy? This may be

your chance. Some experience would

lie helpful, hut not obligatory. So

dust off your dark glasses, your

tarn and your long cigarette holder

and hand in your application to the

AMS Office now! This is an all-

student production.

I rest my case for the

future on 3 growing

Savings Account at . . .¥ bank-

bank of Montreal

Kingston Main Office. 297 King St E„ at the Market:

T. R. FRANCIS, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:

WILLIAM F. CRONIN. Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath RcJ. Branch;

WILLIAM BARRY, Manager

big ttop on ihj road to tuccau it an •arty banking connection

(Shalmrre

Bntteb CJjnrrh;

EARL ANO SABfllE STS.

REV W F BANISTER,

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2no

11:00 a.m. Holy Communion

7:30 p.m. "Behold Your King'

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

Very Cordial Invitation

To All Queen's Students

Prfsbgtrrian QUfurrfc;

REV Ma
10 Clihot SraiiTj

V Putnam b a.
11 mister

SUNDAY SERVICES

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 2hB

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

8: IS p.m. Youth Fellowihip

Tuesday, 7 30 p.m.

Prayer and Bible Hour

Come and Worship
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By Fred Durdan

As we begin the 87th season of the Queen's Journal, the sports

department faces the gloomy task of having less to write about.

In past years many people have felt maybe—from looking at the

sports page—that we had nothing to write about and that the back-

page was a general catch all for articles expounding liberalism,

socialism, communism and drinking by a once famous Mr. M
Let us bow our heads in respect.

Even though Queen's is forced into a drastic situation with

regard to Intercollegiate sports, the same full program of intramural

sports is being offered. The Bews competition allows for participa-

tion in a vast array of sports from touch football, hockey, bowling,

tennis, track and field, harrier, etc., to tiddly winking. We can't all

be Tobin Rote's and Dave Mann's but we can recall our glory years

in football at Pedunk High by lending our talents to the intramural

level. Just check the postings on the gym bulletin boards and watch

for announcements on this page.

Saturday afternoon gave us the opportunity to have a look at

what we can expect from the Gaels this year. Cal Connor, our

quarterback, is not a new face on the Queen's gridiron as he played

a season here during the 58-59 session. Mike Wicklum seems fully

recovered from a knee operation last year and treated us to one of

the rare spectacles of football as he returned a kick the length of the

field, following the sound blocking of Don Robb, for his second

T.D. of the day.

We were surprised to see the outcome of the Western-Toronto

game in London last Saturday—22-22. Both teams have been built

up to great expectations according to press clippings from the re-

spective Hallowed Halls. Dalt White is pleased with Norm Turner's

job at quarterback and claims bis team is a real contender. On the

other hand Coach Metras from London claims the graduation of

twelve veterans has not harmed him as he has built his team around

a speedy backfield headlining Roger Stewart. Metras predicts another

ground game with good crisp blocking making the holes — rather

than Polhiani and Conacher the twin battering rams of the past few

seasons.

Looking ahead: maybe it is in order to make a few predictions

about this week-end games. In the Big Four we will have to go
along with Rote and Crew over the Alouettes and the Ottawa
Rough-riders over Tiger (Mouse) Cats. The Intercollegiate season

gets underway Friday night with Varsity playing host to Western
under the lights. Despite last week's tie score I will take Toronto by
10 points over the Mustangs, Meanwhile our own crew should he

able to hand McGill Rednien a 17 point defeat Saturday afternoon

in Montreal. Here's hoping and order another round please.

GRADUATE
WITH
FASHION
HONOURS
in perfectly matching "Ceelone"^K

Umbswool classmates ^ffli

GLENAYR

Tea with the Dean? A date with a

quarlcrbnck? Your wonderful Kitten

ensemble is always high style.

"Geelong" lambswool. Identical in

yarn and colour, us perfectly matched

as your cultured pearls . . , exclusive

with Kitten.

Full-fashioned, hand-finished pullover

contrast-ribbed collar and panel,

'It sleeves . . . sizes 34-40 . . . $10.95

. . . perfectly matched slim skirt, sises 8-20

. . . $17.95 ... in a brilliant burst of

Autumn colours, exciting as a last

minute touchdown.

GAELS WIN EXHIBITION GAMES
The 1960 edition of the Golden Gaels, which plays its first league

game in Montreal tomorrow, could be the highest scoring club that

Queen's has had in years. In three exhibition games against O.A.C.

(48-0), R.M.C. (54-0) and McGill (38-31) the Gaels have displayed an

ability to score quickly on the ground and in the air. The games with

the Aggies and the Cadets can be ignored as mere scrimmages, but

the McGill game showed that the Gaels can score at any time.

The Gaels' attack is centered around quarterback Cal Connor

who threw touchdown passes to Mike Wicklum and Peter Wityk

and demonstrated that he can still run like a halfback if he needs to.

Wicklum scored the game's most exciting touchdown when, with

the help of some good blocking by Wayne McGill and Don Robb.

he scampered over 90 yards on a kick runback to score.

Robin Ritchie, who had intercept

from newcomers John Quinn, Frank

Tindall Jr.. as well as Dick Peace

and Gord Simester who toiled for

Jake Edward's Comets last year.

Even though it yielded 31 points

against McGill, the Queen's defen-

sive unit is likely to improve as the

season progresses. Gary Lucemi,

Gary Strickler, George Bethune

along with first year men Dolecki

and John de la Vergue stopped the

McGill rushing attack fairly well.

Their main trouble come from a

tackle trap play up the centre, but

if this can be stopped McGill's

running attack may be finished com-

pletely. The defensive back field will

be strengthened by the return of

corner-back Terry Porter, out with

injuries the past week and because

it can't get any worse it should give

Mr. Skypeck and crew much more

trouble than it did last Saturday.

In an attempt to strengthen this

part of the defences the coaching

staff were assisted last Monday by

Ron Stewart, Gary Schreider and

Lou Bruce.

ed a McGill pass to give Queen s

possession, scored the Gaels' first

touchdown on a three yard off-

tackle piny. The final major came

as a result of a good defensive play

by newcomer Larry Dolecki, who

blocked a McGill kick in the end

zone, where Gary Strickler fell on

the hall for the winning points.

The Gaels however arc not a

sure bet for the Yates Cup. Most

important defects are the poor con-

ditioning of the whole team and

the timing in the backfield. No
doubt the temperature, the flu, and

the early stage of the season can

be blamed for some of these faults

but unless they are both greatly

improved there will be little rejoicing

at Queen's this fall.

John Ware at centre and Frank

Hawkins and Sam Poaps at tack-

le, all veterans, are the nucleus of

a front wall which provided Con-

nor with good protection on pass-

Two newcomers from last

year's Intermediates, Bill Miklas

and John Erickson are playing

the guard positions. Although still

inexperienced they have the size

to hold their own in the senior

competition.

The backfield has more depth

than it has had in years and it is

too early yet to predict who will go

with Wicklum and Connor in the

starting five. Such veterans as Bob
McAleese. Mike Petit and Robin

Ritchie will have strong competition

The coaches are having a hard

job trying to trim the club this

year and it may be that some two

or three year veterans may find

themselves without a job. Not even

in the championship years were

there as many talented players at

each position as there are this year.

Frank Tindall would like to carry

about 35 players and dress the best

28 for each game.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5-50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Part? or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

M
/
tjUAKANTT£EI>

Without this label \A3tMiL&&\ it is not a genuine KITTEN

THE

MUTUAL IIP

E

SSURANCE COMPANY
of CANADA

HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO

ESTABLISHED 1069

KINCSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. — TEL. LI 6-1405

BRANCH MANACER — A. E. NELSON, C.LU.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.—Res. LI 8-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.—R«. LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.LU.—Res. LI 2-7602

M. EMMETT ADAM - Res. LI 2-6782
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No, Don Robb (54) is not carrying the ball for this Queen's

touchdown during Saturday's game with McGill. He's just leading

the blocking for teammate Robin Ritchie.

COMETS BEAT RMC
If there are any football fans at Queen's left in Kingston to-

morrow afternoon, they could do a lot worse than wander over to

the Richardson Stadium and watch the Queen's Comets bash heads

with the Ryerson Rams. The Comets played their only exhibition

game against the R.M.C. Juniors on Wednesday, and came out on the

long end of a 53-0 score.

The offense, basically the same as that used by the Gaels, is also

centred around the Quarterback—in this case three year veteran Neil

Wilson. Against the Cadets, who were re-inforced by a dozen seniors,

the scoring was divided among eight players: Lathan, Jim Green,

Fortier, Howard Green, Maxwell, McDougall, Graham and West.

Standouts on defense for the Comets were middle guard Dale

Green, half-back Gary West, and Norm Dunstan and end Noel

Buskard. One man who does a great deal to beef up the Queen's line-

is 280 lb. Ian Scorgie. He looked green on Wednesday, but with,

experience could be a tremendous asset.

LEVANA FALL PROGRAM
Throughout the year, many sports are sponsored by the Levana

Athletic Board of Control. A girl can obtain points for herself as

well as for her year in the major contest for the Levana Athletic

Board of Control trophy awarded annually to the year attaining the

highest record in points and participation.

A round rubin tournament in softball leads the way followed

by tennis, track and field, and outdoor archery. House League

volleyball, played just for fun, and intramural volleyball take place

through October and November. Swimming and intramural basket-

ball are scheduled for November as well as badminton singles. Bowl-

ing starts in November and continues until March.

There is a wide variety of sports and every girl should come out

and aid her year in at least one, if not more.

TRACK AND FIELD
Track and Field lists are now up.

Sign up and come to the practices

all next week at the practice field

from 1 :30 to 4:30 P.M. The Intra-

mural tabloid meet will be Mon.,

Oct, 17 with an intercollegiate

telegraphic meet at the end of

October.

ARCHERY
The stadium is open Monday

through Friday from 1 :30 fo 4 :30

P.M. for all to come out and practice

Archery. If you haven't already

signed the list in the gym, do so

now. The Levana Intramural tour-

nament will begin next week.

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In all your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-
dering requirements our store at 314 Barie Street
near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.
Same day service on Request

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

dial 6-ini AMEY'S TAXI dial e-ini

'ol. 88
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Levanites Crash
Arts Frosh Court

At last week's Arts Frosh Court, seven rash Levanites who
|

rashed the courtroom were required to expiate their crime in so
|

Ding by kissing a frosh who had been tried and found guilty. This
punishment?

juindon Conducts Research
nto Quebec Rural Society

Hubert Guindon, assistant pre-

ssor of sociology at the University
1

Montreal, will speak on researches

i is conducting on Quebec society

4.15 p.m. on Oct. 5 in Room 14,

'tinning Hall.

Of special interest to sociology

:udents Mr. Guindon's talk will

aver some aspects of studies he

as recently completed on French
anadian rural society in St.

lenis; social organization of a

eighborhood in Montreal; and
le "new middle class" which he

describes as "the agents of the

bureaucratic revolution in French
Canada's growing set of institu-

tions."

Mr. Guindon, who studied at the

University of Montreal and the

University of Chicago, lias been

teaching at the U. of M. since 1954.

In September he began a two year

leave of absence from the University

and plans to spend the first year in

Paris completing a thesis based on

his recent researches.

The Students of the Faculty of Medicine in honour of Meds '61

resent ....

Olympiad
YOU are invited to compete in these Olympic games

at the La Salle Cplliseiun on Friday, October 7, 1960.

The feature of the games is ELLIS McCLINTOCK
representing Canada's team in a five hour heat starting

at ten (post meridian).

Paul Chabot plus three. Queen's favorite team is

expected to break all records this year with his

original arrangements in modern jazz style.

3 heats will be run in the banquet hall and liquid

refreshments will be served to strengthen your training

for the free-style swim.

Put on your best togs, attacli a laurel wreath to your

favourite puella and drive your chariot to the Coliseum

on FRI PAY, OCTOBER 7, MCMLX, A.D.

Pick up your tickets from medical year representatives

or send a message to Pete McLaine telephonis

via LI 6 6504.

And remember, tickets must be purchased by

Wednesday afternoon.

Senior Intercollegiate Football Standing

QUEEN'S ..

TORONTO
AVESTERN
McGILI

Wins
1

1

0

0

Losses Ties Points

0 0 2

0 0 2

1 0 0

1 0 0

Return Of
The Old_Boys
The campus will come alive this

weekend with alumni and alumnae
who will flock back to old Queen's

for the annual re-union weekend
and the guaranteed spectacular

game against her traditional Varsity

rivals.

Old friendships will be renew-

ed by the score, forgotten names
and faces will be recalled, and a

gay, youthful spirit will prevail

around the University as men
and women from all parts of Can-

ada and beyond pour into town
for a nostalgic three days on their

old stamping ground.

Parties, teas, receptions, and

banquets will provide opportunity

for a hectic round of back-slapping

and jovial remeniscing among the

returned, and the weekend promises

to be a memorable re-union for all

who attend.

Message To All

Overseas Students

It is a great pleasure to welcome

overseas students to Queen's. The

many students from other lands who
are studying on our campus em-

phasize the true meaning of the

word "university". Consequently,

it is very important that students

from abroad should be able to enter

into university activities to the full.

At the same time, students from

outside Canada frequently run up

against problems which do not

affect their Canadian fellows. The

purpose of this message then is to

advise overseas students of certain

arrangements which have been made

to assist them and also to point to

the implications of certain sections

of the Immigration Act.

The Kingston Branch of the

National Committee for Friendly

Relations with Overseas Students

was established early in 1957. Its

abject is to assist students from

(See Message, Page 4)

Correction

The Science Formal will be

held this year on Friday,

November 4, not on Nov. 9

as erroneously printed in the

last issue of the Journal.

Attention Levana

Who's Where proofs are now

posted at the Post Office, Douglas

Library, and Union. Please check

ihe accuracy of your listings and

make corrections on the proof if

Dr. Douglas To
Receive Doctorate

Queen's former Dean of Women,
Dr. A. Vibert Douglas, will receive

an honorary Doctor of Laws degree

from McGill University this week.

Dr. Douglas, a distinguished

astrophysicist, holds B.A., M.Sc.
and Ph.D. degrees from McGill and

has done research in astrophysics

at Cambridge and at Yerkes Obser-

vatory. She joined the McGill staff

in 1920 and was lecturer in astro-

physics in 1927. She became Dean

of Women at Queen's in 1939, and

held this post until 1959.

The presentation of the degree

will he made at McGill's annual

Founder's Day Convention on

October 6.

Claiming to he "honorary repre-

sentatives" of the Faculty of Science,

seven Levanites, marching to the

Engineers' Hymn and wearing

yellow-tassled tarns, broke into pro-

ceedings at the recent Arts Faculty

Frosh Court.

The seven were immediately

arrested, and one guilty frosh was

required, in the way of serving his

sentence, to kiss each of them.

Judge Graeme Low and his

vigilante jury then turned their

attention to the Levanites" own
crime in disturbing the dignity

of the court. Deciding to punish

the psuedo-Sciencemen in fitting

fashion, they sentenced them to

climb the greased pole.

To the evident relief of the defen-

dants, however, the pole had not

yet been "treated", although they

still had to climb it (with the

assistance of the jury).

WUS National

Assembly Here

Queen's plays host this weekend to

one hundred delegates to the Na-
tional Assembly of the World Uni-

versity Service of Canada. Faculty

and student representatives from

universities across Canada are sche-

duled to register on Friday at 3

p.m. Their time will be devoted to

discussion of the international "Pro-

gramme of Action", a world-wide

programme of mutual aid and edu-

cation.

As one of the 42 national branches

of WUS, Canada votes Eunds to

the international fund at the head-

quarters in Geneva. This money is

raised largely from the SHARE
campaigns of local committees and

Treasure Van handicraft sales.

Funds are used to supplement

national efforts of needy universities

in other countries. These universities

are thus able to improve their edu-

cational and medical equipment, liv-

ing quarters, and research facilities.

The Assembly will also determine

a general national policy and elect

a National Committee to help ad-

minister this policy.

Frustrated?
Are you a skinny little runt who can't play football but could

talk about it for hours? Suffer from an insatiable curiosity? Like

putting the colorful imagining of your twisted little mind on paper

for posterity? Feel a need for recognition, to have your name on

every campus lip? Need a physical release for all that bugs you?

Cherish dreams of yourself as a great artist? Then the Queen's

Journal needs YOU !

Sportswriters, reporters, established and would-be Creative

writers, guest columnists, typists, photngraphcrs and cartoonists:

we want them all. To offer your services to this beloved campus

institution and cffiaal t.vKe-weekly publication cf the :-ll

Frank Sebestik, 6-7073, at mealtimes, or Mary Fraser, 6-7542 before

noun any day.

Attention Frosh
Applications are now being

accepted from freshmen and

freshettes wishing positions on

the Queen's National Federa-

tion of Canadian University

Students Committee. This is

one of the largest and most

important organizations on the

campus, and membership on it

will provide very worthwhile

experience. Applications from

all those interested should be

made in writing to the AMS
office in the basement of the

Students' Union.

Shown above are some of the bemired young men who, having gone through the traditional

Science baptism of heavy grease and ripe tomatoes, are now full-fledged "Warriors of Science". At the

moment the picture was taken, Maide Marion's newest recruits had just finished rescuing the tarn

atop the pole, and in the process succeeded in transferring the pole's heavy coat of grease, and a good

portion of the oil and white paint in the pit as well, to their own persons. While thus engaged they

were under constant fire of sophomore Sciencemen shown in the upper left of the photo.

i October 7«, ATTEND OLYMPIAD LXI
LaSflLLE H0TEL
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Wishful Thinking
There is in this month's Readers Digest an article entitled "Why

A Scientist Believes In God". The scientist in question gives seven

reasons, based on scientific facts ; these are to be construed as

"proofs" in the sense that (as he says) "no other hypothesis will

suffice".

The interesting feature of this article is not the reasoning advan-

ced — which we do not think is particularly cogent — but the fact

that it is printed as a "special request feature". It was first published

in 1946 but it has been thought worthwhile to resurrect it at this

time. It must be tliat there is something rather special about this

article.

The Journal suggests tliat what is special is this: the article is

an attempt (and ostensibly a successful one) to establish a theory

which the great mass of people earnestly hope can be established.

We can all sympathize with such an under taking, but the fact

is that both the writing and the publishing of this article show
symptoms of a disease which is all too common. This is the willing-

ness to accept theories, not because there are good grounds for

believing them valid, but because we would like to believe them valid.

Often, of course, one suffers from this disease without being con-

scious of it; but in that case it is all the more insidious.

Not that the disease is new. On the contrary, the finding of

"proofs" in support of desirable conclusions is in fact a very old

pastime. Socrates, for example, assumed many of his conclusions

in advance, then set up his train of reasoning accordingly. This

accounts for much of [lie bad reasoning found so abundantly in the

writings of Plato.

Of course there is no doubt that the method has practical advan-

tages. To take Socrates again by way of illustration: having con-

vinced himself, by some very dubious arguments, of the immortality

of the soul, he was able to drink the hemlock with that equanimity

for which he has since been so often praised. Similarly, there is no
denying the enormous comfort derived from faith by millions of

suffering people the world over. As Will Durant says: "As long as

there is suffering there will be gods,"

At a university, however, we are expected to seek not comforting

panaceas for the ills of life, but as close an approximation to the truth

as human frailty will allow. To this end there is a second method of

inquiry very different from the one we have been discussing.

This second method consists in believing not what we would
like to believe, but what there are some objective grounds for

believing. Of course there is a slight drawback: not all the conclu-

sions reached in this way are pleasant. There is no very good reason
to suppose that the universe was designed for the benefit of human
beings; but that does not stop us from accepting it as it is. There is a

certain kind of courage required of those who face objective reality

rather than retreat into wishful thinking; but it is an ennobling kind
of courage, and gives to those who possess it a freedom and power
of intellect not to be attained in any other way.

We are not here arguing for or against the existence of God.
What we are asserting is that for the conscientious university stud-
ent wishful thinking is not good enough. If he chooses he may, like

the editors of the Reader's Digest, select from among the various
theories of the world those which he will find pleasant or comforting:
but if he does so, he should never delude himself into supposing that
he has sought — or attained — the truth.

J2uaied .

Liberal leader Pearson, speaking at Elliot Lake, in his week
long tour of the North Georgian Bay Shore and Manitoulin Island
as MP for Algoma East:

"It hurts me to say it, but Prime Minister Diefenbaker was
magnificent at the U.N."

'Trust everybody, but cut the card;

F. P. Dunne

aHy fellow </e./ey3tef..<

Those, of little. fMhtire,
impugned Lh&

JaCr&el honour and
i n.tention$ of my

S&rtousnes&tAat We, toe,

Oppose Si M... cund a£
Lontj g$ tarn prime mirtitteh
>af tiny Country, Nane af

U. /V. / i^l^sjons of SQVEktlirNT/.

Letters To The Editor

Vandalism
Editor, Journal:

For time immemorial (if

Queen's is indeed that old) the

activities of initiation week have

caused worry, debate, and even

fear on the part of the Univer-

sity administration, the Alma
Mater Society, the citizens of

Kingston, and the Frosh. The
only people unconcerned with

checking the nefarious results

of some of the vandal-like events

seem to be the Sopbmores in gen-

eral and the Vig's in particular.

I freely admit that this is not

strictly true as there are some

people in the Sophmore year

(not to mention other years)

who, while agreeing some form

of initiation is desirable, would

like to see it operated under cer-

tain safeguards. No one denies

that the advantage of getting

to know your fellow students at

Queen's during a common activ-

ity of this nature is very great.

However, the insane and ridicu-

lous (if it did not have so serious

results it would appear almost

humorous) Faculty rivalry, to-

gether with the acts of vandal-

ism committed, by an admittedly

small minority of participants,

makes it extremely necessary to

put this activity under a regu-

lating body.

In view of the recent incident

involving vandalism by a num-
ber of Queen's Frosh under the

direction of a Vig on the proper-

ty of a responsible citizen of

Kingston I would strongly re-

commend to the AMS that they

gain more direct control in in-

itiations, perhaps through a

standing committee. Regardless

as to the outcome of this inci-

dent I feel that action should

be immediately taken and to

this task I commend the ener-

gies of our student government.

Emo Gootch.

Propaganda

For our own part, we heartily welcome the rebellion taking
part m New York. It is not so much of a rebellion against two super-
powers — though that was long overdue — as a rebellion against the
situation the two superpowers have created: A world of fear and
tension, a world always on the edge of atomic destruction, a world
wasting billions on the means of death when most of its people barely
cling to the means of life.

The rebels can succeed if they hold together; they will hold
together if they are wisely led. Canada could and should be giving
such leadership at this truly historic session of the United Nation-
General Assembly.

Globe & Mail

Notice

Peter TomHnson, who had
been chosen by the AMS to

edit the Queen's Journal for

1960-61, was unable to return

to Queen's this year. His place

has been taken by David H.
Hill, a third year Honours His-

tory student from Ottawa. Mr.
Hill was Features Editor on the

Journal staff last year.

Editor, Journal:

Premier Khrushchev recently

proposed two changes for the

United Nations that, according

to various leaders in the free

world, would scuttle, ruin, emas-

culate, and otherwise render that

distinguished organization com-

pletely useless. I am sure that

we are all indignantly and right-

eously aroused by his proposals,

and feel we have seen just an-

other example of the Commun-
ist propaganda machine at work.

Or is this really the case?

For two years, from the sum-

mer of 1957 until the summer of

1959, I was living in the Cana-

dian Arctic where our only form

of communication with the out-

side world, except for a monthly

aircraft, was the radio. There

were two stations we could re-

ceive well almost any time, and

we listened to them daily. They
were the Voice of America and

Moscow Radio, both broadcast-

ing in English. At first we lis-

tened to the Voice of America

for our news, and to Moscow
Radio for our rather cynical

amusement, to see how an ac-

curate news report would be dis-

torted by the Communist propa-

ganda system. But a disturbing

fact emerged. We slowly began

to realize that Voice of America

was just as politically biased

and distorted as Moscow Radio,

and to get any idea of what the

various international issues real-

ly were about, we had to make
our own syntheses, in a sense,

of the two news reports. For a
mild example, at that time sat-

ellites were going up, and if an

American one was successful,

Voice of America spent the first

five minutes of their fifteen min-

ute news lauding the importance

of their achievement, while

Moscow Radio might mention it

in an offhand and depreciating

manner in the last thirty sec-

onds of their broadcast, saying
how useless this new American
toy was in comparison with the

last Russian sputnik. The im-
portant point is this. In the re-

verse situation, the Russian suc-

cess suffered exactly the same
distortion and deprecation at the

American hands. It was sort of

frightening, because you felt,

"How can we now ever know
the truth?" It was a sense of

disillusionment almost compar-
able to that felt by the maturing
child when he discovered his

parents aren't perfect after all —
that his father's fidelity is sus-

pect, and that his mother takes

quiet nips on the side.

Now here is the point of all of

this. Khrushchev proposed that

the UN be removed to a neutral

country, such as Switzerland.

He proposed also that the Sec-

retariat be split three ways, to

prevent the Secretary-General

from representing the interests

of one camp over another. Im-

mediately the free world went

into action and condemned these

proposals violently in a lot of

cases, and in some cases vicious-

ly. For example, look at the

headlines of back issues of such

papers as the Toronto Star.

Despite the fact that Khrush-

chev may have been trying to

tempt the African camp with

his proposals, as some political

analysts have suggested, I think

there is a great deal of sense in

them. Why not move the UN
to a neutral country? For one

thing, would this not solve the

security problem peculiar to

New York, which is gradually

taking on the more final aspects

of a hopeless mess? Why not

split the Secretariat? We can
afford to feel righteous about
this while we have a man in our
own camp as Secretary-General,

but this is not ours by right. It

is not written into the UN
Charter. Someday a member of

the Communist camp may hold

this position. Will we find

Khrushchev's proposal so insid-

ious then?

However, my aim is not real-

ly to attempt to justify his pro-

posals as such, but to ask this

question,—"Have we reached
the point now, in the cold war,
where we are so influenced by
our own propaganda, conscious-
ly or unconsciously, that we can
never again see political issues

with the clearness and objec-
tivity that is fundamental to
solving the problems of world
tension? Have we reached, or
are we already passing through
the murky and indistinguishable

borderline that separates the
world of truth from the twilight
zone of bias, half-truths, and
political double-talk?" I think
there is a real danger here, and
the penalty for ignoring it will
be severe.

D. Fraser, Law '62.

Jaw
Bon<

This column is devoted to

expression of lively student o;

ion. Opinions expressed here

not jiccessarily reflect edita,

policy and any student is zvelco,

to submit articles on any subjt

Like Osiris and Dionysus,
|

at Queen's dies and revi

every year with the chang

seasons. Some familiar faces
;

back, and others have passed

and the processes of the mic

cosm return for another eye!

Once again last year's frc

men take out their new-foii

feeling of superiority by hurr

iating the current crop in
i

ancient tribal practice of in

ation. Aboriginies followed ri

of circumcisism, tramping

red-hot coals, and night-lc

vigils. We seem to be com-

with shaved heads, obsta

races, and getting up at five

the morning. Ah, the virtues

civilization

!

We have some other puzzl

customs in this primitive socii

of ours. Why, for instance, .

the young women of the cc

munity shut up in glorified pei

colonies? Maybe this is done

provide an outlet for the pry;

curiosity of their keepers, o;

laboratory for the study of soi

frustrations. My own guess

that it is to release the pov

drives of those in the reside!

hierarchy. The feeding of the

in residence is a wonderful <

ample of how one of our ml

satisfying experiences can

converted into a dreary tab-

less mechanical routine throu

bureaucratic management.

The treatment of sex a;

natural and pleasant attrib;

of life seems to be anathema

many of the orthodox soc

order here. While this may
a natural reaction from tli

own repressed desires, or fri

feelings of inferiority when q
fronted with the virility of

younger generation, it is a sha:

that they should convert one

the most uplifting experiences

mankind into something lur

and dispicable. The usual rep

to this is "But sex is only i

those who are married."

former years, of course, this v

a matter of social necessity, b

it has lost all relevence tods

Men and women do not ceiM

being such just because they!

not married . . . and marri^

itself is simply an archaic ci

torn which should be remodel

in the light of present-day c£

ditions. Be that as it may, '

best way to secure the abando

ment of anachronistic custo:

is to ignore them.

The chief use of all the pal

chute clubs, judo clubs, biont

sical societies, etc., is to proM

a distraction from the incredil

dull curriculum. Athletics

either a form of entertainnr

or an expression of inter-fact

rivalry, and campus politics

lows future Diefenbakers to r

harmlessly without having
lead riots. Perhaps those «

constantly bemoan camp
apathy will someday be able

offer some attraction worthy

student interest. Until then I'

have all sorts of apathetic bu :

ready to preserve their in :

pendence against the efforts

the organization men.

A. D. Bry
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the great irrelevancy - II
Not long ago I was talking to

one of the teachers at a gram-

mar school in England about the

problem of specialization at the

secondary school level. In Eng-

land and Wales today, children

in all the State schools are sort-

ed at the age of eleven or twelve

into two classes. Those who rate

well on intelligence tests go to

a grammar school and may pre-

pare to enter a university. The
remainder are obliged to attend

a secondary modern school, with

the prospect of terminating

their education at the age of 15

to IS. The grammar school pupil

must choose at the age of 14

whether he will specialize in

' science or in the humanities, and

from the age of 16 onwards

—

i.e., for two years prior to enter-

ing university—he will concen-

trate exclusively on three or four

subjects within his chosen
sphere. Even at this stage, the

combination of a scientific sub-

ject with one of the humanities

would as a rule be unfeasible.

In other words, the academic

wedge separating the arts from

the sciences has been driven

clean through the English uni-

versities and down into the

secondary schools. The teacher

with whom I was speaking de-

pored this situation, but remark-

ed that the Americans appear to

have gone to the other extreme.

In the United States, he observ-

ed, the broad, general education,

with its necessarily lower stan-

dards, is carried right to the

level of the bachelor's degree.

My friend was interested to

hear that Canadian education

follows a pattern which lies be-

tween these two extremes, I told

him that in Canada there was no

bifocation into academic and
technical schooling before the

ninth grade, that everyone could

choose freely which type of high

school he would attend, and that

everyone preparing for univer-

sity would take both arts and

science subjects until be matri-

culated, I went on to tell him
that I had entered upon a spec-

ialized Honours course which to

say the very least would stand

comparison, both in depth and

in scope, with that offered at a

"redbrick" university in Eng-
land; yet that in my first year

at university, I had studied sub-

jects as diverse as languages,

history, physics and psychology.

The old schoolmaster nodded
with satisfaction. "You Cana-
dians do have about the best

system there is", he said.

His words appealed to my
bvcry real pride as a Canadian
^and a Queen'sman, but I made
an effort to be candid as well as

proud and replied, "Yes, I think

so too. The trouble is that the

actual education we get is sel-

dom as good as the system".

; The schoolmaster was quite

right to say that we Canadians
have found the best practicable

^compromise between the pre-

:sent-day need for specialized

education and the equally crying

need for general education. But
the fact remains that the school-

leaver in England, even if he
has specialized in science, has

more general knowledge, a more
independent mind and a far

superior command of his own
language. The average Canadian
(graduate engineer will have a
"technical training at least as

good as that obtained by his

English counterpart at a techni-

cal college. Yet for all his com-

pulsory Grade XIII English and
his university courses in lan-

guages and social science, he will
not be able to hold a candle to

the Englishman when they stop
talking shop and start to discuss
literature or politics. Why
should this be so? Why does
Canadian education look so
good on paper, when in reality

it is so very mediocre?

We ought first to decide just
what we mean by education. It

is not remembering everything
one learns at school; no one ever
does. And as I have already im-
plied, it goes beyond technical

or professional training. Ulti-

mately, education in the full

sense means the training and
development of all the faculties

of the mind, especially powers
of abstract thought and imagin-
ation, creative talents, and moral
and aesthetic sensibility. A truly

complete education will nurture

all these faculties, and one of the

marks of the educated man is

the wide range of situations and
ideas he can understand and
manipulate. Of course the meth-
ods and approaches by which
this end may be reached are

many—which is another way of

saying that there are many dif-

ferent subjects and theories to

study. But the essence of the

educational process is common
to them all. It is learning how to

learn, mastering the rationale of

an academic discipline, learning

to use its language and to think

according to its forms. To be

broadly educated means, there-

fore, to have comprehended

and used the concepts and pro-

cesses of a number of hetero-

geneous disciplines, both

Sciences and humanities. Fact-

ual knowledge will in any case

be forgotten; ideas, and above

all facility in handling ideas, will

remain and bear fruit for the

whole of one's life.

Now look at our education

system, look inside its fine stru-

tures of brick or limestone, look

underneath its efficient, all-of-a-

piece ..administrative ..machine.

What do you see but millions

of high school pupils and uni-

versity students "doing" various

subjects, and "doing" a subject

in this country means acquiring

and memorizing factual data, to-

gether with other people's ideas

about these data, for the purpose

of passing examinations. Only

one real mental discipline is be-

ing systematically taught, and

that is the discipline of writing

examinations. And the only men-

tal faculties which are involved

in this process or trained by it

are memory of the meanest and

most short-lived kind, and the

ability to arrange memorized

matter, at the word "go", into

superficially plausible argu-

ments.

At this juncture I should like

to return to the question of ex-

amination technique, which I

treated in the previous article.

The accomplished player of the

examination game is the student

who has got to the root of the

matter and grasped the crazy

rationale of examination writing

as a discipline iti itself. The "ap-

parent genius" is the spoofer

far excellence, who conforms pre-

cisely to the rules of the game,

succeeds at it with regularity

and certainty yet without effort,

and all the while laughs up his

sleeve at his fellow players, at

the referees and at the almighty

system itself. He has been work-

ing on the hypothesis that ex-
aminations are a thing apart
from the essence of education.

The fact that he wins the game,
while others (who may really

have mastered the subject) go
down to defeat, gives us more
than sufficient grounds for con-
cluding, pragmatistically, that
his hypothesis is correct.

If we accept this conclusion,

we need advance but one short

step further in our reasoning to

see that our whole imposing
system of education, of grades,

courses and prerequisites, of en-

trance requirements, special re-

gulations and failure levels, of

marks, averages, "curves" and
percentages, of committees, sub-

committees, government depart-

ments and Boards of Examiners,

of files, indexes and calculations,

diplomas, certificates and pos-

sibly even the prized B.A., is

nothing but a great and beauti-

ful irrelevancy. It rests upon a

foundation that is false in theory

and self-defeating in practice.

This is not to say that we
Canadians stand no chance of

becoming educated. We stand

every chance, if good fortune

(or good judgment) places us

under the influence of a teacher

or a professor who does more

than the system requires of him,

and actually teaches his subject.

Otherwise we are forced to take

part in what is simply an organ-

ized waste of time. And the re-

sults show it—not on paper, but

on ourselves.

M. G.

professors i have known
There once was o scholar named James

Who had a great vocab of names

The/ spewed forth in galaxies

All sorts of phatlicsies

That were mostly alarming to dames

In history there was a Crowe

Left Queen's for a land of snow

Decried his new scene

Ran smack into Eugene

Who told our professor to blow

A youngish professor called Gorman

Of mineralogy he was the foreman

He described all the racks

In fragments and blocks

In the hall of a Miller named Norman

An illustrious teacher named Knox

Was kindly but wise as a fox

He'd chuckle and smile

And then in a while

You'd find he was thinking of marks

A lanky professor named Baxter

In English he knew all the faxt, sir

With one leg on the table

To discourse he was able

On writings of genius or hackster

An aggressive young man known as Wise

Left nothing to chance or surmise

With pen sharp and acid

He attacked students placid

And was always most hard to surprise

The illustrious Dean known as Dune

At Christmas the thousands he'd flunk

Whether logic or moral

With their answers he'd quorrel

And regrettably- also debunk

A man who once served as Vice-Prink

Used to lecture quite early ... I think

At Pol he would look

And read from his book

Some facts which his tutors would link

A philosopher nomed Dr. Carter

Said the ancients were just a bit smarter

The negative slant

Of a name such as Kont

Would demolish the faith of a martyr

In Eco there was an Urquhart

With block robes about he would dart

In tones soft as butter

He was oft heard to mutter

"Guns and butter are close to my heart"

down by the quadrangle
My intention is to discuss, provocatively though perhaps sporadically,

subjects of general interest related to the medical field.

I believe that one must "know people" to be able to treat the
individual.

There is no time to he wasted in acquiring this knowledge,
especially since it is freely available all about us. During the inter-
mission of a play, at the football game or in the amusement park,
one can be learning to "know people" through accurate observation.
Dr. Dennis White, a professor of medicine at this university, has said
this many times. The message came alive for me, however, through
my readings in the episodes of Mr. Sherlock Holmes. From Holmes
I learned that two words, or even a slight change of facial expression,
a broken fingernail or an unevenly worn pair of shoes may be a clue
to the full understanding of a personality.

We see then that allowing for literary license, the fabulous Mr.
Sherlock Holmes was not really blessed with superhuman powers.
He merely employed sound medical principles of observation. He
was the creation of a very astute clinician.

One can make an intellectual sport of this. Try to assess your
neighbour on the bus or at the football game. Watch him react to

stimuli as they arise. Look at him with an eye to deciding what
his character, occupation and financial status may be. What kind of

a guy is he? Now get to know your subject and learn to correct

mistaken observations. You will improve rapidly and find the

experience entertaining, exciting and extremely rewarding.

Earl M. Gapeunar,

Meds '61.

the apostles' creed
I believe in the arms race, justified by fear and greed. I believe

in the efficacy of the atom bomb, which was conceived of a genius,

born of Western co-operation, used to end a finished war ; it descend-

ed to the stockpile, was improved, strengthened and readied for the

cause of justice. The next decade it rose again, from thence it shall

be exploded to prevent the destruction of the world. I believe in

dirty bombs, mass murder, massive retaliation, and in the moral

basis of our cause. Though death and destruction strike mc, yet I

shall reach out with a dead hand to destroy mine enemy.

I believe in disbelief, scepticism, and in the evil of everyone

else. I shall never trust in my antagonist, but will see his hidden

arms. When he proposes total disarmament, I shall scoff and send

spy planes to trespass on his territory. I believe that might is right,

as long as it is mine.

I believe in democracy, capitalism, free enterprise, and in my
right to destroy all who disagree.

Amen.
Phil Elder

quarterly fine arts

gelf

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

"Africa I960" is the theme of

the current issue of Queen's

Quarterly. Eight of the articles

in the number deal with aspects

of the present African situation,

stressing in particular its signi-

ficance for the British Common-
wealth, said Dr. John Stedmond,

editor-in-chief, in an interview.

Heath McQuarne, Conserva-

tive member of parliament for

Queen's, P.E.I. , and Canadian

delegate at the United Nations,

makes some suggestions con-

cerning Canada's role in the

rapidly developing African crisis

Professor A. M. Kcppel-Joues of

Queen's University gives an up-

to-date assessment of the state

of affairs in South Africa. Ghana

the first of the black African

colonial territories to achieve

independence, is reported on by

Philip Stuchcn who recently

spent fifteen months in that

country on loan from the Cana-

dian Department of Trade and

Commerce.

Three articles investigate the

problem of the Central African

Federation made up of North

and South Rhodesia and Nyasa-

land. D. J.
Heasman of Dal-

housic University discusses the

implications of the current nego-

tiations between the British

Government and the Federation.

B. T. G. Chidzero, himself a

Nyasalander, tells why his coun-

try is so strongly opposed to

federation. The problems involv-

ed in applying some form of

federalism to the complex Afri-

can community are examined by

R. C. Pratt of the University of

Toronto.

In addition to its regular fea-

The Fine Arts Committee co-

ordinates the work of the lan-

guage, literature and art clubs,

the Glee Club, Drama Guild, etc.

Each year it arranges a series of

professional concerts, and also

a series of recitals, talks, drama-

tic performances and displays

known as "Art at Noon", in

which the performers are all

students.

This year's concert series

opens this evening, October 4,

with a concert by the harpsi-

chordist Sylvia Marlowe. Later

in the season, other world-

famous artists, such as the pian-

ist Friedrich Goulda, the guitar-

ist Andres Segovia and the Buf-

falo Philharmonic Orchestra

under Josef Krips, will play in

Grant Hall. In the spring, cham-

ber music is brought to Queen's

in the Spring Series of concerts.

If you play a musical instru-

ment or sing, and would con-

sider taking part in "Art at

Noon", please let the Fine Arts

Committee know by writing

your name, instrument and ex-

perience (if any) on a sheet of

paper and dropping it in at the

Art Centre. Should you have

difficulty in finding the club or

organization which best suits

you, please let us know. You

may rest assured that the Fine

Arts Committee is interested in

your problem and both wants

and needs your support. Come

and see us, or leave a message

at the Art Centre.

turcs, this issue of Queen's

Quarterly carries a review by

the poet E. W. Mandel of a

number of recent books of Cana-

dian poetry.
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Message
(Continued from Page 1)

abroad to integrate into the Cai

dian way of life. FROS does not

offer financial assistance or attempt

to promote inter-student activities,

such as those sponsored by WUSC.
Rather it seeks to bring out opor-

tunities for overseas students to

meet Canadians, particularly indi-

viduals and families not connected

with the University. The organi-

zation also atcmpts to meet par-

ticular needs of individual overseas

students as they arise. For example,

in recent years assistance has been

rendered in obtaining accommo-

dation, legal advice, and information

concerning Canada and other

matters of particular interest.

In view of the increasing number

of overseas students attending

Queen's, the University lias decided

that an Adviser to Overseas Stu-

dents should be appointed. Pro-

fessor F. J. L. Young of the In-

dustrial Relations Centre, Depart-

ment of Political and Economic

Science, has been chosen to fill this

position. Professor Young is also

Secrclary-Treasnrer of the Kingston

Branch of FROS. Students wishing

lo consult Professor Young may
find him in Room 335, Dunning

Hall. His phone is Extension 261

on the Queen's Exchange.

The sections of the Immigration

Act mentioned earlier arc those

affecting overseas students who
seek employment in Canada. Gen-

erally speaking, the majority of

overseas students are barred from

taking employment without the

written permission of a Canadian

Immigration Officer. Students,

whose course of studies involves

summer employment, can obtain this

permission provided they produce

evidence from the University that

they are required to work. Other

students may experience great diffi-

culty in obtaining permission to

work. Past experience shows that

it is of utmost importance that over-

seas students should not attempt to

flout this regulation. "The Student

Declaration", which must be signed

by those applying for a non-immi-

grant visa contains the statement

the signatory recognizes his (or

her) liability to deportation for

certain acts. These acts include (a)

leaving the specified institution of

learning or changing to another

institution of learning without writ-

ten permission of an Immigration

Officer, and (b) taking employment
without a similar written per-

mission.

On several occasions, overseas

students have had considerable

difficulty as a result of taking un-
authorized employment. Conse-
quently, no matter how serious the

need, overseas students should not
seek employment without obtaining

Classified

For Rent

Quiet, warm room, $6. Theology,
Law, and Commerce studenls. Gravel
parking yard free. 196 Union St.

Large, warm room, single beds, hot
water, double or single, men. 562 John-
son SL Call 8-4661.

Lost

One beige and blue raincoat taken
by mistake from Fall Frolic Friday
night. Finder please call 2-2171.

Wanted

Urgent! Tlic Inter-Faculty Choir re-

quires sopranos and basses. For any-
one interested, the next rehearsal will

be held on Thursday, October 6, at
6:30 p.m. in the Red Room, first floor

New Arts Building,

Notice

No Further classified ads will be ac-

cepted by The Journal unless 25c is

-.ubmiticd with (hem.

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINCS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M

MORE LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR . . .

Axes
Editor, Journal;

Hail Seymour ! Verily thou

hast ground thine axe with great

diligence and precision. Yea, we
do hope that thou shalt continue

in like manner, remembering

only that ever as thou grindest,

thou shalt have less and less

axe.

Grindstone.

Thou Shalt

Not Indulge

As a public service announcement

the Queen's Journal once again

brings it to YOUR attention that

the AMS By-Law number twelve

expressly forbids the possession and
consumption of intoxicating beve-

rages at football games. To put

teeth into this rule there is a fine

for offenders of up tn $100.00.

permission from the Immigration

Department. Similarly, the views of

overseas students should also be

very careful to make sure that they

do not contravene immigration reg-

ulations by taking employment. If

pressing need for employment does

arise and the necessary permission

cannot be obtained from the Immi-
gration Department, it is strongly

urged that the student in question

report the matter to Professor

Young. While there is no guarantee

that it will be possible to change

the stand of the Immigration De-

partment, the University and FROS
arc in a much better position to

nakc representations than is the

individual student.

Prof. A. M. Keppel-Jones

Chairman,

Kingston Branch F.R.O.S.

For A Sure Tomorrow
.Insure Today

mr. j. d. Macintosh
OFFICE LI 2-4933
HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
Insuranci Company

HOMt OfUCf 'IOIONTO, CANADA

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI-COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

STEAM SHOVEL
Did glorious year of three score + 1 of most glorious golden

fae of An return to the battle of ed at limestone caves of ruling

monarch. Previous battle of one winter did cause loss of I score + 5

of warriors, thus did army of Au return to battle with new recruits

from 3 score even and r, m, of c with 216 battle ready men.

The year of Au of 3 score -J- 2 did obtain largest of tropheez

made by booz for their victories on the field of Olympics while the

snows of the coldest variety did last cover this verdant land of can,

Maide Marion in cav of nic did wheeze and offer to the godz
great cloudz of vapof-us H.,0 and did offer her finest of congrats to

said warriorz of 3 score + 2 for the great victory in the battle for

booz.

Most mighty of all warriorz, allowed to don the complete suit of

Au are in great state of ready for the joust for the oval object on the

grid of Fe. Maide Marion did coff and request to be enticed with the

amber fluidz to seek out the newest of nu harvest of lemonz. Com-
pleting this Maide did rattle: "Typical", and fell into great shedding
of tears, which waz feered would cause great rust to form, for the

noble fac.

And did quick brown fox, (who had been indolent), jump for the

lazy dog, (who said: "No").

Campus Orchestra

Dr. Graham George of the

Music Department, and KCVI's
new Music Director, Edouard

Bartlett, also on the Music De-

partment staff, have undertaken

to organize a campus orchestra.

Some twenty enthusiasts have

thus far come out, and have form-

ed a very promising nucleus for

the group.

At present, plans are to con-

tinue Sunday rehearsals, and to

appear in recital during the first

term.

Additional members are needed

to augment the string section, as

well as brass instrumentalists, an

oboist and a bassoonist.

Those who have come to re-

hearsals already, and those who
wish to join, are requested to at-

tend a short meeting at the Doug-
las Library Music Room this

Wednesday at 1 P.M.

It is the intention of Dr. George

and Mr. Bartlett to establish

chamber music groups of stand-

ard instrumentation, such as a
string quartet and piano-violin-

cello trio.

CFRC
Thuraday:

6:30—Music Break

7:00—More Music

7:30—Calendar and Programme
Highlights

7:35—March Time

8;00—Gilbert and Sullivan

H.M.S. Pinafore

8:30—Speaking Frankly

On Our Liquor Laws

9:00—The Living Classics

Dvorak — New World
Symphony

Schubert — String Quartet
No. 14

Rachmaninoff — Concerto
No. 3

11:00—Music for Moderns

Nickerson

AMSJiep
At a recent meeting within the

confines of the Science Faculty,

Terry Nickerson was elected to the

position of AMS representative, re-

placing Jack Davies who is unable

to return to Queen's University.
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Dr. M. Daria Haust

Named Assistant

In Dept. Pathology

Appointment of Dr. M. Daria

Haust as Assistant Professor in the

Department of Pathology, Queen's

University, and Assistant Patholo-

gist to the Kingston General Hos-

pital, is announced.

Dr. Haust graduated from the

University of Heidelberg, Germany,

in 1951 with the degree of Doctor

of Medicine. After interning at the

Surgical Hospital of the University

of Marburg, Germany, she came to

Kingston with her husband, Dr. H.

L. Haust. During 1952-1953, she

held a Rotating Interneship at the

Kingston General Hospital, and

entered the Department of Pathol-

ogy for post-graduate training. She

interrupted her medical career dur-

ing 1953-1955 when her two sons

were born, resuming training in the

Department of Pathology in 1955

under Dr. Robert H. More, Pro-

fessor and Head of the Department.

During the academic session of

1955-56, she simultaneously held a

part-time appointment on the teach-

ing staff of Queen's Department

of Anatomy, then headed by Pro-

fessor D. C. Matheson.

In 1959, Dr. Haust obtained the

Master of Science Degree in Medi-

cine from Queen's, the topic of her

thesis being "The Role of Blood

Proteins in the Genesis of Arterio-

sclerosis". Dr. Haust holds the

Specialist Certificate in Pathology

from the Royal College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons of Canada.

She spent the past twelve months

at the Children's Hospital and the

Children's Research Foundation in

Cincinnati, Ohio, pursuing her in-

terests in histochemistry, and inves-

tigating problems relating to neo-

natal and pacdiatric pathology.

Dr. Haust is author and co-author

of 14 scientific publications, the

majority of which resulted from her

work at Queen's. She has to her

credit the introduction of a new
method for the processing of human
tissue removed at surgery or post

mortem; this procedure has been

widely adopted on this continent.

Dr. Haust is a member of the

Ontario Association of Pathologists,

of the International Academy of

Pathology, and of the American
Heart Association and its Council

on Arteriosclerosis.

Rawson New
Prexy NFCUS

Halifax (CUP)—Bruce Rawson,

of the University of Saskatchewan,

is the new president of the National

Federation of Canadian University

Students.

NFCUS outgoing president

Jacques Gerin of Montreal was

elected international affairs vice-

president; Brian Fleming of Dal-

housie was elected national affairs

vice-president and Russell Brink of

UBC, former national affairs presi-

dent, was chosen for the new

position of educational vice-presi-

dent.

Queen's Medical

Research Grants

Queen's University has become

known as a centre for research in

the cardiovascular field and haema-

tology, for exciting discoveries in

electron microscopy, for ingenious

investigations in electromyography,

and for careful studies in ophthal-

mology.

This and other original work in

the field of medicine at Queen's has

been financed by research grants

in the amount of $642,000 which

were given to medical scientists in

the Faculty of Medicine during

1959-60.

Of this amount, $48,500 came

from research fellowships awards;

grants-in-aid of research amounted

to approximately $330,000 and a

research equipment grant totalled

$264,500.

Dr. G. H. Ettinger, Dean of

Medicine, reporting to the Board of

Trustees said that out of research

grants, the University had obtained

splendidly equipped laboratories in

the Physiology building, a cardio-

pulmonary department in Ethering-

ton Hall, and an elecron microscope

in the Richardson Laboratory.

In the past ten years the Faculty

has had eighteen medical research

fellows supported by the National

Research Council alone and a con-

siderable number of graduate

students supported by other fellow-

ships, or on grants-in-aid.

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
— AND —

University Grants Worth $10,400.00

Will be offered by Mobil Oil of Canada, Ltd. at 10
Canadian universities for 1960-61.

Eleven scholarships will be offered to students
in their final year of geology, petroleum engineering
and other branches of engineering.

Each will be worth $800, with half the amount
going to the university in the form of a grant to help
achieve more effectiveness in teaching.

Universities involved ore British Columbia, Al-
berta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Toronto, Queen's,
McGil! and New Brunswick.

A grant of $800 will be made to the U niversity
of Alberta for graduate work in petroleum engineer-
ing, and grants of $400 each will be made to the
geology department of McMaster University in
Hamilton, Ontario, and to the geophysics depart-
ment at the University of Western Ontario
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SIGNPOST
Tuesday

:

First Concert of the University series

to be given by Sylvia Marlowe, harp-

sichord, tonight at 8:30 in Grant Hall.

Admission by season ticket only. Doors
open 7:45 p.m.

Brass Band Rehearsal tonight at

6:30. Meet at Grant Hall and proceed

to the Practice Field for marching
rehearsal. Brassmen wanted!
Audubon Screen Tours: Robert C.

Hermes will present his all-colour mo-
tion picture "Ranch of the Purple
Flowers" in Dunning Hall auditorium
at 8:15 p.m. Tickets for the complete
series on sale at the door. Sponsored
by ihe Queen's Biological Society.

Wednesday:
Intramural Athletic Council Meeting

at 12:30 p.m. in the Gym. Faculty and
year athletic sticks please attend.

Prof. Hubert Guidon, of the Uni-
versity of Montreal, will speak On his

recent researches on French-Canadian
rural and urban life. Dunning Hall,
room 14, at 4:15 p.m.

The Queens Biochemical Biophys-
ical Society will hold its first meeting.
John Trev.ithick, last year's president,
will give a short introductory speech.
A secretary and vice-president will be
elected, and a possible trip to Con-
naught Laboratory on the Toronto
weekend will be discussed.

Queen's Student Orchestra: New
members specially invited to attend a
short meeting in the Douglas Library
Music Room at 1 p.m.
The Queen's Liberal Club will hold

its first meeting in Committee room
2 at 7:30 p.m. Election of officers.

Thursday:

Math and Physics Club: The first

meeting of the Math and Physics Club
will be held at 7;30 p.m. in room 314
of the Physics building. Prof. A. J.
Coleman will speak on "Mathematics
in Ontario High Schools." New people,
especially from first year, are welcome.
SCM: Bible study. Student lunch

provided for 25 cents. Place to be an-
nounced by posters.

Debating Union: Opening meeting,
Ban Righ Common Room, 7 p.m. Elec-
tion of Freshman oficers followed by
spontaneous panel discussion on un-
rehearsed topics: Coffee will be served.

Monday

;

SCM: Morning prayer, 8;30 a.m.,
Morgan Memorial Chapel: all welcome,
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CORRY TO STUDY
WELFARE STATE

Tricolor '60

Tricolors '60 not delivered

can be picked up in the AMS
office in the Students' Union
9 to 4:30.

Kingston — Vice-principal of

Queen's University and a recent

recipient of a senior award by the

Canada Council. Dr. J. A. Corry
will spend the next year in Europe
on sabbatical leave. He returns to

Queen's in the summer of 1961.

Sabbatical leave is granted each
year to a small group of members
of Queen's teaching staff on a ro-

tating basis. This permits them to

keep abreast of advances in their

own field by visiting other centres

of scholarship and other scholars in

various countries.

A teacher and scholar at

Queen's University since 1936,

Dr. Corry is Hardy Professor of

Political Science. One of Canada's
leading authorities on govern-
ment and politics, he plans to

study in the fields of his own in-

terest, principally federalism and
legal and constitutional studies.

Dr. Corry will study in particular

the effects of increasing government

activities^ on the liberties of the in-

dividual. On the latter point he

will look specifically at the impact

of the welfare state in Britain on
the individual.

He is well-known throughout

the English-speaking world for

his textbook, "Democratic Gov-
ernment and Politics." First pub-
lished in Canada in 1946 and in

the United States in 1947, this

book is now in its third edition

in both Canada and the USA.
In 1957 Dr. Corry was mainly re-

sponsible for the launching of

Queen's Faculty of Law and he was

its acting dean for the first year.

A graduate of the University of

Saskatchewan and of its Law
School, he won the Rhodes scholar-

ship from that province in 1924 and
spent three years at Lincoln College.

Oxford University. He will re-visit

Oxford while in Britain.

Dr. Corry has been active in

many fields of public service. He has
been a member and former chairman
of the Canadian Social Science
Research Council, a member of the

Council for the Survey of the Legal
Profession in Canada, and of the

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

Board of Governors. He helped to

reorganize Kingston's Children's

Aid Society and has been prominent
in its activities. He also is a member
of the Board of Governors of

Kingston General Hospital.

Front time to time Dr. Corry
has been called upon to advise the

federal government on Dominion-
Provincial relations and he was a
contributor to the Rowelt-Sirois

Commission. Among the numerous
honors he has received has heen the

LL.D. from his Alma Mater,

University of Saskatchewan in

1951.

Uncle Keith Needs

Uncle Keith requires . . . Director,

Producer, and Business Manager for

this year's Queen's Revue Guild

production. Have you always had

that urge to be a director, a pro-

ducer, a business manager of a

musical comedy? This may be your

chance. Some experience would be

helpful, but not obligatory.

So dust off your dark glasses,

your tarn, and your long cigarette

holder, and hand in your application

to the AMS office now! This is an

iill-stiident production. Deadline for

applications is Tuesday, October 11.

NFCUS Rep IExpand Program In

Halifax (CUP)—A former presi-

dent of NFCUS has been refused

entry into the Soviet Union to

attend an international youth meet-

ing after assurances had been given

that a Canadian was welcome.

Jacques Gerin, NFCUS Presi-

dent, said today that Walter
Tarnopolsky had been refused a

visa by the Soviet embassy in

London which would allow him
to attend the International Pre
paratory Committee for a student

youth forum to be held next year
in the Crimea.

"We are very surprised at this

refusal because we had assurance

from the Student's Council of the

USSR that the Soviet Embassy in

London had been told of our in-

tention of sending a Canadian

delegate", Gerin said.

The embassy said that they had
not been informed of Tarnopol-

sky's intended visit, and that he
would need an invitation to go
to the meeting.

"We had hoped very much to

arrange a conference with the

Soviet students", president Gerin

continued, "as we consider this an
important meeting. We wonder if

anything can be taken from the fact

that Tarnopolsky is a known anti-

Communist, is well-experienced in

international student affairs and
speaks Russian. The matter will be

investigated carefully".

He aded that this might affect

the visit of the Soviet students who
arrive in Canada October 15th for

one month visit to visit fifteen

Canadian Universities.

Under the new name of the
School of Business, Queen's Uni-
versity School of Commerce and
Business Administration this

autumn will expand its program
of studies to include a two-year
graduate course leading to the de-
gree of Master of Business Ad-
ministration.

The faculty of the School of
Business has been enlarged by
appointments in the fields of mar-
keting, production, and general
administration, to provide a full

program of education for business

administration, states Professor
L. G. Macpherson, Director of the
School of Business.

Expansion of the work of the
School has been made possible by
the completion of a handsome
new building — Dunning Hall —
named in honor of the late Charles
A. Dunning, for many years
Chancellor of Queen's University
and long prominent in financial
and government circles of Canada.

Dunning Hall is equipped with
modern facilities for case-discus-

son courses, executive seminars,
lectures, study and film present-
ations.

The purpose of the new mas-
ter's course is to prepare students
for professional careers in busi-

ness management and administra-

tion. Graduates in arts, science

and engineering are eligible for

enrolment.

The expanded role of the School
in business education will include

besides the new M.B.A. course, a

one-year graduate course leading

to a diploma in business adminis-

tration, the undergraduate Bach-
elor of Commerce course, the Ex-

ecutive Program, a program of

business research, and the pro-

fessional courses for bankers,

chartered accountants and trust

officers.

The courses in Commerce and
Business Administration at

Queen's University and the de-

grees o£ Bachelor and Master of

Commerce were established in

1919 under the guidance of the
late Dr. O. D. Skelton, to provide
a college education suited to the

interests and needs of young men
and women looking to a career in

the field of business. In 1937 the

Industrial Relations Centre was
established.

The new two-year course lead-

ing to the degree of Master of

Business Administration will

commence in September. This
program has been established in

response to the increasing demand
for graduate-level professional

training in business, which has
been felt increasingly in Canada
since the end of World War II.

The M.B.A. course will include

training in the basic business

functions: marketing and sales

management, financial manage-
ment and control, business policy

and administration, production

management and labor relations.

Equal emphasis will be placed

on study of the economic and in-

stitutional tools and concepts of

business analysis.

A balance between intellectual

stimulation and practical applic-

ation will be provided by a blend

of case studies, seminar discus-

sions and lectures. The skills in-

volved in problem-solving, analy-

tic thinking and communication

will receive specific attention.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
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BRANCH MANAGER — A. E. NELSON, C.LU.

REPRESENTATIVES:

0. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc., C.L.U.—Re«. LI 8-4552
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GAELS SQUEEZE PAST McGILL 27-26
Comets Wallop Rams

By Gus MacKay
Last Saturday morning the quarterback for the Ryerson Rams

failed to catch the bus for Kingston, thereby showing more sense

than his teammates. They came; and were soundly whipped to the

tune of 53-0. The Comets completely over-whelmed the Ryerson

team and most of the game was played in the Ryerson end. Ryerson

had only one scoring chance in the game when Lusby recovered a

Queens fumble on the Comet's 12, but all three pass attempts

were incomplete.

The Comets stuck to the ground most of the afternoon as the

Queen's line was able to open holes in the lighter and less-experienced

Ryerson defensive unit almost at will. Queen's majors were scored

by Howard Green (2), West, Todd, Wilson, Graham, and Endley (2).

Only two of these, West's and Graham's, came from passes, as Wilson

seemed to have trouble finding his receivers in the first half although

he had more success as the game progressed.

The Comets' defensive unit,

which has yet to yield a point,

had little to do on Saturday as

the Ryerson offense was almost

non-existent. Players like Jim

Green, Stu Watts and Bill John-

son spent most of the afternoon

in the Ryerson back-field. These

three, along with Gord Dougal,

John Bulmcr and Laird Rasmus-

sen were the main reason the

Rams were limited to less three

first downs per quarter.

Coach Jake Edwards, while

happy that the Comets have made
such a fine start, is worried about

the game next Friday in Toronto

against the Baby Blues. He re-

gards this as the big game of the

year and feels that the Comets
will have to play even better to

beat Toronto.

Queen's came out of the frame

relatively injury-free although

Howie Green did injure his ribs

and did not play in the second

half. However, both Green and

Bob Carnegie who was hurt in

practice will be ready for Toronto.

Bit and Pieces: Brian Todd ran

well whenever he carried . . .

Laird Rasmussen looked good on

quick end passes . . . Best for

Ryerson were Jones, Lusby and

Knieda . . . Even though he did

not score, Bob Latham was

Queen's best runner . . . Fred

Endly ran much better than he

did against R.M.C. and is begin-

ning to look like the Freddie of

old. Both teams fumbled a lot

and Queen's especially, got too

many penalties . . . Best block of

the game was a peel-back thrown

by Brian McLeod on Wilson's

T.D. when he hit two Rams, one

of whom was carried off.

FROM MONTREAL by Fred Durdan

Well we did it! Now we have one game under our belt, but it

was a battle.

The game in Montreal was featured by expert quarter-backing

and fine faking by a pair of excellent players. Tom Skypeck from
McGill and our own Cal Connor handled their teams like veterans

and gave the spectators an exhibition of great deception pin-point
passing and a wide variety of plays.

Dave Skene and Mike Pettit were the major ball carriers for

Queen's. Skene playing from a full back position regularly for the

first time was very consistent. Pettit, a break away runner, squeezed
through holes in the line and then broke loose for extra yardage on
several occasions.

Defensively John De La Verge and George Bethune kept a
serious rush on Mr. Skypeck, while Pete Quinn, Kent Plumley,
Wayne McGill and Dave Sonshine kept his receivers under cover.
Gary Strickler and Terry Porter the inside line backers did a fine

job of holding Hansen and Milligan to short yardage up the centre.

Latest word on the Intercollegiate Athletic problem is that a
student referendum will be held {date to be announced) posing the
question to the students regarding a five dollar raise in athletic fees
for the student body next year.

PHOTO BY PHIPPEM

Cal Connor, Queen's quarterback, is shown here on one of his

fine running plays, outdistancing Uniat (59) and Barrie (77) from

McGill in Saturday's victory.

ATTENTION STUDENTS

We hove a complete stock of

QUEEN'S BLAZERS

with Crest and gold buttons

A wide range of fine English worsted trousers to

go with your Queen's Blazer

SPECIAL $13.95

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR
350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LI 6-9859

Bews News
In the Fall of 1939, the various

branches of the Queen's Alumni

presented the University with the

James G. Bews Trophy. This is

awarded annually to the year team

which compiles the highest point

aggregate in Intramural Athletics.

The emphasis is not so much on

individual excellence in the par-

ticular sports hut rather on getting

as many able-bodied men into the

various activities as possible. The

scoring system emphasizes the fact

that team sports are more important

than individual skill.

The excellent facilities available

for Intramural athletics make it

possible for twenty-two different

sports to be carried on. The sports

range from golf to ice-hockey, and

the competition is keen. Last year's

winners, Science '62 put forth an

all-out effort to defeat a game
Science '61 crew. However, this is

a new year and the freshmen

classes, combined with the renewed

effort by the veterans of intramural

competition, promises to capture

campus-wide interest.

The Golf Tournament was held

last Friday at the Cataraqui Golf

Toronto Wins
Norm Turner, a freshman quarter-

back who had a trial with Toronto

Argns earlier this season, passed the

Toronto Blues to a 28-7 shellacking

of the Western Mustangs. Not

only did Turner toss two T.D.

passes to Paul Burroughs and Mike

Mtiir, hut his pin-point passing set

up Toronto's other two scores by

Paul Burroughs and John Mc-
Murtry and his educated toe accoun-

ted for 3 converts and a single.

Western was never in the game

from the first quarter when Roy
Wood ran 16 yards up the centre tor

a major. Barry Job converted. From
then on the Blues completely dom-

inated play going for 201 yards in

the air and 210 on the ground.

Western attack netted the grand

total of 66 yards; a far cry from

last year when Conacher and

Poliziani each ganied that much in

a single game.

Club and Doug MacDonald from

Science '62 led the field. Yesterday

the Tennis Tournament got under-

way. For further notice of intra-

mural news one should consult the

bulletin board of the Gymnasium.

Fine Tricolor Defensive Effort

Halts Late Redmen Rally

Queen's Golden Gaels opened their 1960 season in Montreal on

Saturday as they eked out a 27-26 victory over the McGill Redmen

to tie with Varsity for first place as the Blues dropped Western 28-7.

The Gaels came up with a supreme defensive effort along the

line with less than two minutes remaining in the game as McGill

took the ball on Queen's 47 and moved for a first down to Queen's 30.

McGill lost possession on a close measure as they failed to move, the

sticks and Queen's took over on the third down.

The Gael scores came on
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f
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two

touch-downs by quarterback Cal

Connor and singles by Robin

Ritchie and Don Robb. The score

difference came on the convert

kicking as Robin Ritchie split the

uprights on three of four attempts

while McGill only made two out

of four.

Queen's got off to a fine start

as they struck early in the second

quarter and ran up a 13-0 lead.

The first major came after

McGill's kicker fumbled a bad

snap as Larry Dolecki rushed in

and Queen's recovered on the

McGill 7. Pettit moved closer to

pay dirt and Robin Ritchie went

over and converted.

The second touchdown came on

a third down with four to go

from the McGill 30, late in the

first half. Connor went back and

hit Don Robb on the McGill 10

with a perfect strike and Robb
went into the end zone unmol-

ested.

After an exchange of kicks

McGill took over on their 28 with

a minute left in the half. Skypeck

unleashed a pass, after fine faking

to John Moore behind the Queen's

defenders on the Queen's 40 and

he ran the remaining yardage for

the T.D. George Bethune squee-

zed through the line to block the

convert as the half ended 13-6.

McGill struck back in the first

S minutes of the second half as

they scored two fast T.D.'s to go

into a 19-13 lead. The first came

on a fine option play as Skypeck

gave off to Milligan to end the

14 yard scoring play. A McGill

holding penalty on the convert

nullified the attempt and proved

to be the losing point, The sec-

ond T.D. again proved Tom Sky-

peck's worth as a Quarterback as

he faked a run up into the centre

and then threw to AVillia Lambert

in the end zone for a 19-13 lead.

Following the kick-off Mike

Wicklum took the ball on the

Queen's 20 and following the

blocking of Don Robb ran the

kick back to McGill's 20 where
McGill was assessed with a piling

on penalty to give Queen's the

ball on their ten yard line. Skene

and Pettit carried to the three

where Connor executed his first

touchdown on a fine roll-out boot-

leg around the left end protected

by a horde of blocks.

Queen's final touchdown came

as a result of a McGill pass inter-

ference penalty as Don Robb was

tackled on the McGill 18. A fur-

ther talking infraction moved the

ball to the McGill 9. Ritchie car-

ried for four and Cal repeated his

scoring play with an end run

option. Robin Ritchie added the

convert to break the tie and give

Queen's the victory.

The Queen's offensive line

headlined by Hawkins, Miklas,

Ware, Erickson, and Poaps came

up with an excellent performance

as Connor and punters Porter and

Tindall Jr. had lots of protection.

A week's preparation for the

big game with Toronto should

iron out any bugs in the Queen's

offence and once again a good

pass defence will be necessary to

control the passing of Toronto's.

Norm Turner.

BOOKSHOP 14 Montreal St.

Queen's XV-33

U Of TJIXV-0
The Queen's Rugger XV, beat

University of Toronto 2nd XV 33-0

in Toronto in their first match of

the season, Saturday afternoon.

On a hard ground and with

seven players new to the game,

Queen's started a fast and ag-

gressive match. Soon after a per-

fect combined team movement,

Don MacOrmick on the right

wing beat his man to get the first

try (T.D.). Queen's playing beau-

tifully as a team scored another

four tries and one convert leav-

ing the score at 17-0 at half time.

Toronto's defence and attack

tightened in the second half, but

they had a hard time trying to hold

down John McNeil and his fighting

forwards. Four more tries were

scored and two converts, bringing

the final score to 33-0 for Queen's.

Scorers were: Tries (TD's) D.

MacOrmick 4, P. MacEwen 2, L.

H. Lawrence 1, M. Ware 1, R. H.

Lawrence 1. Converts: M. Ross 1,

J. A. McNeil 1, L. H. Lawrence 1.

Queen's have some eight more

games to play and hope that with

this victory they will get more en-

couragement from the AB of C.

than has so far been aparent. They

will play U. of T. 1st XV this Sat-

urday at noon in Kingston, if the

University will lend or rent the

Queen's Rugger Club a field. It is

interesting to note that now more

than forty players are training for

the club and that they have bought

all their own equipment, which in-

cludes jerseys, stockings, 3 balls and

a whistle, out of their own pockets.

Team: M. Connel; Don Mac-

Ormick, Glen Pascoe, Pete Mac-
Ewen, Jim Moloneux; L. H. Law-
rence, Hadyn Richardson ; Mike

Ross; John A. McNeil (capt.)

;

Bruce Pappas ; Don MacEwen

;

Charlie Conn ; R. H. Lawrence

;

Dave Steele ; Martin Ware
;

(H.

Sava; Ed Preston).
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DEAN LEADS PARADE TO OLYMPIAD LXI
BOYD NAMED HONORARY
PRESIDENT OF AMS
At the Tuesday night meeting,

Dr. Eldon M. Boyd, professor of

Pharmocology, was voted Honorary

President of the A.M.S., thus adding

to the long list of honours he has

previously won.

Graduating from Queen's in

1928. he received his honours BA,

his MA a year later, and his MDCM
in 1932. He was lecturer in biology

at Queen's in 1929, Research

Fellow in Biochemistry at the Uni-

versity of Rochester, N.Y., Research

Fellow in Bacteriology at Queen's

ind interne and Research Fellow

in Obstetrics and Gynaecology at

:he U. of R. He was lecturer in

Pharmocology from 1934 to 1937

ind made Assistant Professor in

1938. He has been head of the De-

triment since 1938.

Added to these responsibilities he

ias been consultant to the KGH
iince 1935, is a Senator at Queen's

md is an Ex-Treasurer and Charter

nemher of the Canadian Physio-

ogical Society, a member of the

Canadian Medical Association, and

ias written over 240 papers on
tiology and pharmocology.

Dr. Boyd is a real friend to the

ftudents of Queen's University,

especially to those of the Aesculapian

Society to whom he has given in-

valuable advice, being the perma-

nent Secretary-Treasurer of the

Society. We of the Medical Society

would like to offer our hearty con-

gratulations to this well-deserved

honour recently won by Dr. Boyd.

Attention Arts

Who's Where proofs are now
posted at the Post Office, Douglas

Library, and Union. Please check

the accuracy of your listings and

make corrections on the proof if

necessary.

Help

The TRICOLOR '61 needs

photographers, composing staff

and anyone with any talent they

are willing to donate to the

production of the yearbook.

Contact the Editor, either at

the Tricolor office in the room

shared at the Journal office

or in Leonard Hall, Phone

295, Rm. 234. Dick O'Donnell

will be the new editor of this

annual momento.

From The President . . .

It gives me great pleasure on
behalf of the Aesculapian Society

Executive to extend an official

word oj welcome to all students

md in particular to the medical

Undents. To the freshmen, I offer

>wy congratulations on your choice

/f Queen's- as your guide in higher

idueation towards the attainment

)/ your medical degree. I hope you
•vill find satisfaction here and that

Vou zvill be successful in achieving

your fondest hopes and aspirations.

To the members of the graduating

rlass I offer my best wishes for

ruceess during this year and in the

icars following graduation in what-

ever capacity you may serve. I trust that yon will do honour to the

members of the faculty who have taught you and to the Queen's tradition

i] medicine.

Tonight the annual medical at home zvill permit a transient respite

rom the academic battles in -which we are engaged. We owe a great deal

>! gratitude to the forma! committee for the wonderful job done in arrang-
ng>this event and we look forward to 'welcoming you personally this

veiling at this affair.

E. Rabin.

International Medical Co-Op
And The Tricolor Medsman

n Denmark, nine years ago,

medical student representatives from

eight countries met to discuss the

forming of an international medical

student organization. Many problems

had arisen concerning us as students

of medicine and it was decided that

such an association could carry

tremendous weight for the better-

ment of medicine and be a voice for

many.

PROBLEMS TO OVERCOME
WERE THESE:

(1) Suppose a student wanted

to travel to a foreign country, learn

of its culture, medical techniques,

people, language. How would he do

it? Would he have to rely on his

own contacts in a distant land or

could this kind of exchange be done

on a vastly simplified scale?

(2) What is Medical Education

like in other countries? A country

might ask itself, why are we losing

ground to other lands in the realm I

of medical advances? Is it a reflec-

tion on our medical educational

systems? Why not have a com-

mittee therefore to gather world-

wide information on this subject so

that reform could be intelligently

carried out?

(3) We need more communi-

cation. If we published a magazine

we could deal with problems of

medical students throughout the

world.

(4) Many fellow students in

other countries are unable to study

because of ill health. We have con-

tacts with the Medical and phar-

maceutical professions. If we formed

an international association we

would have enough influence to ask

drug companies to contribute phar-

maceuticals and to expect an answer

since we would represent hundreds

of thousands of medical students.

With little effort we in the west

(See International, page 3)

World Tensions To
Be Released Tonight

Olympiad Stadium, Oct. 7 I Reuters Cramp Special) — This
special report comes to you direct from the campsite of OLYMPIAD
LXI.

Today marks the gathering of the world's greatest cast of

Athletes. Never before has such a stalwart group assembled in one
place. The feeling here is that the mere greatness of this, event
will be sufficient to wipe from the front pages of newspapers
around the world the awesome events of the past few months.

To give you an idea of this immense spectacle we will now roam
through the camp and describe the scene as all the better known
members of the sporting world go through their final workouts in

preparation for the opening parade of OLYMPIAD LXI. The
parade will take place tonight at ten o'clock in the Burgandy Arena

of the ancient Olympic camp situated in the LaSalle district.

SWISH SH .SH....SH

Wait a minute! There goes "'Dizzy Dean" Ettinger sizzling

down the track towards the Olympic torch. He, being a humble

bare-footed peasant, has been given the honor of carrying the flame

to light the age old torch which has been polished to perfection for

the occasion.

The torch is situated in the centre of the Burgandy Arena and

is truly a magnificent sight to behold as it sparkles and glitters in

tlie bright lights of the arena. Dermatitis Danby, the renowned inter-

national skinner, has just arrived at the upper circle of the huge

Olympic grounds. He is welcomed by a fanfare from Paul Chabot

and bis cool Cumbo who have been placed in the upper circle to play

gondola music fur the boat-race competitions which will be a con-

stant feature throughout games for the pleasure of the many tourists

expected here tonight. Already wanning up for this event is the

great philosopher of yore, Yodeling Yogi, and his "GHOULES from

the MORGUE" (also known as the GM dealers). Word has it, un-

fortunately, that one of the boat teams has already been scratched

because its anchor man Morphine McEwen was seen trying to get

a meal outside the camp residence — a very unsportsmanlike gest-

ure — n'est-ce pas

!

(See World Tension, page 4)

From The Convenor , . .

As early in the year as it comes

— that lime is here again — time

for the annual Meds at home.

We hope to welcome back all our

fellow students, instructors and re-

turning alumni to the best at home

ever to start the ball rolling for a

fruitful and exciting year for alt.

I would like to extend my thauks

to the members of Afeds '62 and

all others connected with the orga-

nisation and work involved in this

year's formal.

As a philosopher once said —
when vou work — work hard and

when you play — play a damned

sight harder.

K. Trafalgar Smith.
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Mtbml Stountal

Those Gods and Goddesses who have used their mighty intel-

lects in the press room On Old Olympus' Towering Tops are listed

below, with their earthly identities supplied.

Zeus — Bill Jampolsky

Apollo — Dick Barry

Vulcan — Robert Card

Bacchus — Roger Hughes
Hercules — Shia Salem

Dionysus — Clarke Forbes

Erotica — Helen Currie

Cerebrus — Dave Hill

Paris — Frank Sebestik

and the following Nymphs:
Bev McCallum, Susan Smith, Chris Johnson,

Terry Firth, Bob Williams, J. Taylor, E. Fallen,

and one wise old Centaur:

Cheiron — Bob Smolkin

Fooey!
Osier L. Peterson recently wrote in the Atlantic Monthly;

"Major medical changes are ahead, and rational answers will not

come from hastily considered legislation in an election year, though

that is the way the process usually begins." Truer words have never

been written as is evident by the recent elections in Saskatchewan.

At that time, Tommy Douglas and his CCF party swept back into

power on a platform of "State Medicine."

This unfortunate state of affairs poses the question, should the

health of the people become a "political snowball," or should it follow

a pattern of cold, hard reasoning, where the destinies of certain

politicians doesn't hang in the balance.

In the recent Saskatchewan election, more mud was slung at the

medical profession than most people in the east could imagine. The
medical men of the province were humiliated strictly because they

are not politicians. As one doctor hold me after the election, it is

impossible to enter the field of politics, and at the same time main-

tain a practice.

When the CCF rode into power, they only carried a 40%
majority, yet that was sufficient to force 60% of the population into

a scheme which in fact they didn't want. If the issue should come

right down to a vote, the only proper way would be via a direct

mandate to the people with either a yes or no reply. Not drag

doctors through the muck and mire of a political campaign. At the

same time, a true indication of the desires of the populace could

best be tested.

In the recent western election, all the people knew was that

they were voting on a scheme, the exact details still are a mystery.

In a recent letter from Hon. Douglas of Sask. I was informed that

he is presently in the United Kingdom, presumably still studying

the British plan. In another letter from a prominent physician in

Sask. I was informed that the deputy minister of Finance was heard

to comment that he hasn't a clue where the money to finance such

a scheme will come from. After all that fuss, the CCF still are in the

dark, yet they rushed to an election with boasts of medical care

for all (free).

Let's hypothesize for just a moment. Supposing the majority

desire a "Health Insurance" scheme. The next problem is who
should run the plan. Returning to the situation in Saskatchewan,
at present, 75 employees provide the administration for all the

various medical schemes in the province. It is estimated that

close to a thousand would be required to administer such a scheme
if the government takes it over. That waste in itself should be
enough incentive to let the doctors keep control.

It is a well established fact, that where the government is deal-

ing with our money, there is unnecessary administrative waste. Also,
the doctors have proven in the past that they know their business,
let them continue to do so, by working hand in hand with members
of a government picked commission composed equally of doctors
and non-professional men.

Most medical men will concede the fact that a scheme will
eventually present itself in Canada. When the day comes about, let's

not beat around the bush with idle boasts, nor should we feather the
nest of aspiring politicians. Let's sit down and discuss State Medicine
from all aspects, and then reach a decision. If we are to make a
change, let's be sure it is one in the right direction. Let the issue
not be clouded.

B.J.

Jo ft yourself

Z>00O£^R

Of Youth

Medicine Chest
Dexedrine

Thanks to Pharmacology Dept for revised Prescription Pads.

Dear Medicine Chest:

My purpose here is to violent-

ly oppose the use of any medi-

cation, unless prescribed by a

medical doctor. Many students

(I would be embarrassed and

disappointed to take an actual

count) in every faculty, see fit

to prescribe for themselves sti-

mulant medication at the time

of the Spring examinations.

Dexedrine or benzedrine is the

usual drug of choice.

Dexedrine, by way of example

is one of a family of drugs

whose action is to stimulate the

nervous system. Other members

of the family include caffeine,

benzedrine, and strychnine (a

cousin with wide renown and

questionable reputation.)

Improperly used, these stim-

ulants can be habit forming.

They eliminate fatigue, the na-

tural body brake. Stimulants

have been known to damage the

heart and can bring on psy-

choses.

My third argument against

the use of these drugs is based

on a personal ethic. It is hor-

rible to think that we must

gather our initiative and capac-

ity for work, out of a pill bottle

and not from our of ourselves.

It is enough, that for lack of

initiative live theatre must bow
out to the "Idiot Box" we watch

each night in our living rooms.

It is enough that our concern

for good nutrition is satisfied by

the ingestion of a vitamin tablet

daily.

Sneering sociologists report

that man takes a dexedrine in

the morning to keep alert, a

tranquilizer in the afternoon to

calm the nerves, and a sedative

at night to get some rest. If we,

as students, cannot face our ex-

aminations without some form

of pill stimulant, "whence Com-

eth our strength" for the debate

in court, or the classroom lec-

ture, or the emergency operation

after we leave this university?

Will we meet each challenge

with a dexedrine?

If we continue to depend on

drugs for the management of our

emotions, then the perfect, the

bottled, the BRAVE NEW
WORLD, will be ours.

Earl M. Cooperman

Queen's Clods

Dear Medicine Chest:

Approximately two months

ago, the Aesculapian Society en-

deavored to arrange a "smoker"

to hail the return of the medical

students back to Queen's. We
contacted the proprietors of a

number of suitable halls for this

event, but much to our dismay

we were curtly informed that

the students of Queen's were to

be denied any access or privi-

lege to these halls. We of course

pleaded vehemently that medi-

cal students constitute a some-

what less irresponsible and

more refined group of persons;

but although agreement was
reached on this point, the ban

on Queen's students could not

be lifted.

The reason for this ban seem-

ed to be rooted in a certain type

of corporeal entertainment spon-

sored by some yellow jacketed

Oedipusly complex individuals

who found some particular fas-

cination with the sine-like move-

ments of a navel set to music.

It appears the over stimulation

effected by such aesthetic enter-

tainment provoked the observ-

ant connaisscurss of feminine

form, shape and motion to take

leave of their cerebral functions

and to emulate behavior unbe-

coming of mature and sensible

human beings. The net result of

such a demonstration led the

proprietors of these halls to re-

fuse their facilities to all Queen's

students (regardless of colour of

jackets). You can hardly blame

the proprietors for their action

;

indeed one can only sympathise

with their predicament and at

the same time point a finger at

the people responsible. How-
ever, strong words of denunci-

ation at this point would be oE

little consequence against the

specious arguments of the group
responsible, on the solidarity of

their numerical strength. We
suggest that the Engineering

Society should seek to establish

some control over the staging

of this program if not seek to

eliminate it entirely. If this were
done, one would expect that the

respect and regard for Queen's

students as a whole may in some
measure be spared the embar-

rassment and ill repute to which

it is being subjected in some
quarters.

Let me add that we do not

seek to denigrate or desecrate

Politics

The searching reporters of the

Digital Examiner have uncovered a

copy of a letter to our Dean which

is thought to be of general interest

to Queen's Medsmen.

Office of the Premier

Regina, Saskatchewan.

Dr. G. H. Ettinger

Dean, Faculty of Medicine

Queen's University,

Kingston, Ontario.

Dear Dr. Ettinger:

May I extend to you on behalf

of the Province of Saskatchewan

and the University of Saskat-

chewan, an invitation to be the

key-note speaker at the forth-

coming Convocation of the uni-

versity. We also trust that you
will accept the honorary LLD.
which we plan to confer upon
you.

May we have a reply from

you by return air-mail and kind-

est personal regards both to you
and to Dr. McEwen.

Yours very sincerely,

T. C. Douglas.

P.S.

As you are probably aware,

the political situation regarding

medicine in our province is

somewhat — how shall I put it

— touchy. My eldest son,

Thomas Cuthbert Jr., has been

refused entrance into Pre-medi-

cine at the University of Saskat-

chewan. His low marks in sec-

ondary school are attributable

purely to the antagonism of cer-

tain former members of the De-
partment of Education. To use

my influence in the matter

would not be sound politics at

this time. I am having him ap-

ply to Queen's. I know you will

understand.

T. C.

those aesthetic Freudian images
indiginous to those who pursue

an empty existence with such
Baalistic Symbolism. We mere-
ly express the hope that in the
future, certain students on cam-
pus will consider the other stu-

dents on campus who pursue
life in more realistic terms and
who do not wish to share the

notoriety resulting out of their

depraceed efforts.

Program Committee of

Aesculapian Society.

And A(j

Younger university stud?

engage in hot and confused

bates, and older university st

en ts engage in p rofou nd

wise discussions, about mat

ity.

The University, especially

the undergraduate living in

sidence, is a pleasantly isola-

community. Intellectual nu;

ity, that is, a realistic and t

sistent attitude to the worlij

a whole, is not too hard to fj

Attendance and attention

lectures, occasional reading

the newspaper, and the app|i

tion of one's own intellig^t

are the only exertions necessjj

And intellectual maturation

a solitary activity—it's up

you.

On the other hand, social r

turity is what you get w!

you're looking for sometli

else. Social maturity is what;

get when you're rubbing elbo

with people whose way of
]

is drastically different. Sot

maturity is a realistic and <$

sistent attitude to one's c

place in the world. It is attaii

by experience alone.

The pleasant isolation of u

versity life delays our social d

turation. The university po;

Iation is relatively homogc:

ous; we are all healthy, intd

gent and resilient. Univerf

students don't die—they sim|

graduate. Only in the sumtn

time may we come into conn

with real sickness, real stup

ity, and real despair. When
stop being shocked by the w;

of the world, and when
choose our own path throi

the maze that confronts \i:

only then will we be totally r

ture.

Such a combination of in;

lectual and social maturity

uncommon. When maturity

compounded with ability, ;

bition and a bit of altruism,

'

product is very rare indeed. M

and women with such qualit

are the most valuable memb-

of our society.

Custom and the law lead

to believe that the years behv

the twenty-first birthday

the sixty-fifth are years of n

turity. Before that, is irresp

sibility (and after that, senilit

This iron-clad custom and I

law do not take into account I

wide individual variation in ;

time of attaining this matnn

Compared with their fries

who quit school in grade ' :

University people attain niai

ity much later. But their mat

ity may be compounded «'

more ability, and better traim 1

"

and they may contribute to

ciety and themselves n»

more, for much longer.

H-l

2u*te± . . .

"Men are not going to '

brace eugenics. They are g°

to embrace the first likely, tf

figured girl with limpid <

and flashing teeth who CO'

along, in spite of the fact 1

her germ plasm is probi

reeking with hypertension, '

cer, haemophilia, color-bl 1

ness, hay fever, epilepsy, ;

amytrophic lateral sclerosi;

—Logan Clenden

/
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What Is C.A.M.S.I.?
One of the most arduous tasks

demanded of the newly register-

ed medical student is trying to

achieve some means of identity

among the many societies and

organizations into which he has

been inadvertently initiated. To
enlighten not only the freshman

but also all medical students

who may very well be in the

same fog, it will be the purpose

of tins article to explain briefly

the organization known as the

Canadian Association of Medi-

cal Students and Internes of

which all twelve medical schools

in Canada are members. The

aims of C.A. M.S.I, as outlined

in the constitution are primarily

threefold:

(1) to promote the exchange of

ideas among medical stud-

ents and internes,

(2) to promote the investigation

and attack of common prob-

lems on a national basis,

is what ),

"j (3) to help prepare the mem-
3tng elbi. bers for national medical

way of ; <i| citizenship.

Quite apart from these all em-

bracing statements which indeed

appear to predicate all constitu-

tions among student organiza-

tions in the very splendid work

it has achieved since its inaug-

uration on March 13, 1938.

Among the many constructive

projects are itemized the follow-

ing

(1) On Student Health; — it

was CAMSI who carried

out nationwide studies on

efficiency of health examin-

ation of medical students.

As a result, recommendation

for improvement towards

this end and the institution

of tuberculin testing and

routine chest x-rays on all

students were made.

2) It was CAMSI who formu-

lated the idea of incorporat-

ing the Dominion Council

papers and University finals

as one set of exams.

In 1947 CAMSI became af-

filiated with the Canadian

Medical Association, thus

giving us the opportunity

to voice matters of student

concern to this influential

group.

(4) The CAMSI Journal has

been an organ for medical

student expression for the

last fifteen years. Many of

these articles have not only

been a source of valuable

information for the student,

but have also provided

equally valuable experience

for their contributors.

(5) One of the truly beneficial

projects of CAMSI has

been its Canadian Intern-

ship Placement Service or-

ganized in Toronto in 1949

and dedicated to insuring

adequate placement of all

graduating students in the

hospitals of their choice.

With almost total cooper-

ation of all schools and ac-

credited hospitals across

Canada this organization

has batted well over .850 in

managing to place students

in hospitals of their first

choice.

(6) CAMSI is now an official

and active member of the

International Federation of

Medical Students Associa-

tion. Among its many ad-

vantages, IFMSA provides

an opportunity for medical

students to travel, study

and work in Europe during

1

Mr

the summer as part of an
exchange program.

(7) CAMSI Life Insurance
forerunner of the NFCUS
Plan) written by the 1955
national executive specific-

ally for the medical student
and intern.

These represent only a part
of CAMSI's many achievements
and is a reminder to the medical
student that he is a bonafide

member of an organization

which is making great strides

towards improving his feather-

bed existence.

The CAMSI National

Convention

For the past year, Queen's has
been the seat of the National

Executive of CAMSI and will

consequently play host to dele-

gates from all across Canada at

the 24th Annual CAMSI Con-
vention here in Kingston. The
Convention will run from Sun-
day, Oct. 9th, through Wednes-
day, Oct. 12th.

It will consist mainly of busi-

ness meetings, luncheons, Guest
Speakers, annual reports, tours

of the various hospitals, suppers,

and receptions. Sandy Scott,

Meds '61, is the president of

CAMSI, and has performed an
excellent job in not only con-

ducting and organizing the as-

sociation's business through the

year but also in fostering many
new ideas relating to the associa-

tion's welfare.

Under the very able direction

of Jack Adam, Vice-President

of CAMSI and Chairman of the

convention, a comprehensive

schedule of events has been

drawn up to cover three days of

furious activity. Plaudits for

their unerring sacrifice of study

time goes to members of the

executive:— Dave May, treas-

urer; Harley Smyth, secretary;

E. H, Fallen, Public Relations,

and Dkk Flindall and Brian

Hennen, local CAMSI reps.

Anyone wishing to attend any

of the meetings may contact

their local CAMSI representa-

tive for further information. Of
special interest for everyone is

the 2nd annual CAMSI lecture

on Medical Education which

will be delivered by Dr. R. D.

Laurenson, Assistant Professor

of Anatomy at Queen's, in the

Ethcrington Hall Auditorium,

Tuesday evening at 8:30 P.M.

Dr. Laurenson needs no intro-

duction to medical students on

campus. Having won the lecture-

ship award last year, it is need-

less to say that this event will

be well worth attending. All stu-

dents are invited.

E. H. Fallen.

Official opening of the King-

ston Traditional Jazz Club, Fri-

day, Sept. 30, was proclaimed a

great success. Forty-eight peo-

ple, a phenomenal record, at-

tended our opening night. Mem-
bers and guests drank coffee,

etc.? by candlelight and danced

to the music of the Limestone

City Jazz Band. The Club will

continue the sessions this Fri-

day and every Friday from 9

P.M. to 12 at the Orange Hall,

3S8 Princess St. Membership
for the year is $1.50 and is avail-

able at the door. Members are

admitted for $1.00 single and

$1.50 per couple. However, stu-

dent members are admitted for

65c single and $1.00 per couple.

mM MM

CAMSI Commtitee: H. Smyth. D. May. H. Scott, ( national
pres.) J. Adam, E. Fallen, R. Flindall.

International Medical Co Op
(continued from page 1)

cnnld be a considerable help to our

fellow students in the East through

drugs like quinine or vitamins which
we so often take for granted.

This dream, envisioned only nine

years ago has taken place. The
IFMSA, (Internaticinal Federation

of Medical Student Associations of

which CAMSI is a member is today

a reality. Canada has the unique

position of being the only North
American member as yet.

HERE IS HOW
THE PROBLEMS ARE
BEING SOLVED:

( 1 ) Each of the twenty-three

IFMSA member countries has an

exchange officer. Canada's is Mr.
Ernie Fallen, McNeill House, Meds
'61.

A medical student wishes to go

to Sweden for a summer clerk-ship,

i.e. (A hospital job, four to eight

hours per day, the opportunity to

learn much, room and board paid

by the hospital.) He fills in an

IFMSA Application form and gives

it to Mr. Fallen who sends it to the

exchange officer for Sweden. This

student then matches jobs available,

with qualifications. It is also pos-

sible to go if you are a premedical

student. The Swedish exchange

officer sends back the O.K. and

makes full arrangements for the

reception of the student. The booklet

"Medical Students How To Go

Abroad" is available from Mr.

Fallen for further convenience. In

195S, 600 students were exchanged,

1959, 1,000, and this summer, 2,000,

by this method.

(2) The IFMSA is now collect-

ing a library of documents on

medical education. The director now
in Sweden has many from Canada

including the Queen's University

Calendar, CAMSI Journal. Require-

ments of the Ontario College of

Physicians and Surgeons. But where

would these come in useful? In two

weeks in Cologne a six day con-

vention will discuss education and

compare Canada's system with that

of other countries. This conference

is being held because it is felt by

many that there is a need for

medical change in Germany.

(3) The journal "Intermedica"

can he found in the medical library.

Sandy Scott's article "Medical Edu-

cation in Canada" will appear in

the next issue published in England.

The IFMSA thus offers us a

unique opportunity to contri-

bute to others and to receive ad-

vantages attainable by any other

means. So far Canada has had

perhaps ten students exchanged this

way.

It is hoped on both sides of the

ocean that this number will grow

starting next summer.

John Taylor. Meds '63.

Quote , . .

"If thou hast been forced to eat too much, arise, go out and

vomit; and it shall refresh thee, and thou shalt not bring sickness

Upon the body."

Ecclcsiasticus XXXI. 25.

To The Most Illustrious

And Indomnitable Prince

Most illustrious Prince!

The heart of animals is the foundation of their life.

The sovereign of everything within them!

The Dean, in like Manner, is the foundation of his faculty

The sun of the world around them
The foundation whence all power doth proceed.

Accept therefore with your wanton clemency, we most

humbly beseech you, most illustrious Dean, this our

new treatise on the Medical Studenr.

On England's far and misty share

A bard once wrote in days of yore

Of wives a Medical Student took.

Be it barmaid, princess or Roy York Cook.

Of different kinds we now shall speak.

The hot, the cold, the indiscreet.

Aesculapius looked down from the sky.

To see his students living high

"All drunken on Wolfe Island's Raft,

1 fear we need the Meds' man Shaft!"

"Alas, Alos", Erotica spake

'These ore my children, I'll not forsake."

And in the midst of hectic strife

Aesculapius called an Mack the Knife.

O' venerable Pharmacos, tell us why

these my students, live so high.

Hoth not the shaft sufficient sting

To send these roves on the wing?

"The better students", spake the Knife

"Have long decided to take a wife"

But good old Nate was on his way

From his picturesque den called the Cholct

"0' Aesculapius do not be rash

This woyward brood supply my cash".

Then flittering in on a pneumograph

Hatch called upon them to quell their wrath

—"August assembly, while you have been fighting,

I chanced upon o very recent writing.

The Libido we now con sublimate

By making students hyperventilate.

Into a paper bag.

This potent weapon I should think

Will make the female quite extinct.

Then sweeping down before their eyes

Appeared the vilest creatures of the skies

And making battle lines in long flotillas

Where twenty score of Dorwin's winged Gorillas.

Nate, seeing the assembly gripped with fear

Spurred on these monsters with a case of beer

But slowly slinking through the ethcrial sea.

Came roseote simpers from our beloved MC

All jousting ceased and Chads was heard to whine

"Though love is human, woman is divine."

"Of paper bags and Darwin's low," he crooned

'This glory of all glories is immuned."

"For it is obvious to such as me.

This paper bag is but a phallisy."

And with these words our knight d'amour did save

The fate of the paper bag for every knave.

Far ot this ball, we would not dance and sing

Sans life, sans ondrogen, sans everything.

COULD YOU USE MONEY FOR GAS?

COULD YOU DELIVER THE JOURNAL

TUESDAY OR FRIDAY

OR BOTH DAYS ?

FROM 11:00 TO 12:00

S2.50 PER DAY
CONTACT:

DOUG WOODS, LI 6-7521 or JUDY RICE, LI 8-4260

(fumt Btmt
IMtvb (ElHtrrl?

CORNER CLEHGI- *NO QUEEN STREETS

Rev. E. W. Horton. b.a., bo.
MINISTER

SUNDAY

10:45 a,m. Sunday School

11:00 o.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesdoy: 8:00 p.m.

Young People

United (Sifurrti
stoenhum and willi* m streets

pastoral assistant
Rev Riley Smaller

organist and choirmaster
Dr F. R C. Clarke f c c o

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9tk

11:00 a.m. "Wonder, Love and
Praise"

Rev. E. Crossley Hunter,

B.A„ D-D., Preacher

7:30 p.m. "Beyond Anxiety"

Rev. J. A. Davidson, CD., B.A.,

B D.. Chaplain (Protestant)

Royal Military College, Preacher

8:45 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

all Young People

Everyone Welcome

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

All -In -One
Your automobiles, dwelling, cottage, household contents, jewels,

furs, fine oris, boots, personal liobility. All may be insured on

One policy with six months, a year or three yeors to pay.

Office:

105 Brock St.

LI 8-3271

JACK WAUGH
GENERAL
INSURANCE

Residence:

143 Churchill Cresc.

LI 6-6933
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World Tensions To Be Relieved
(continued from page I)

Preparations for the feeding of

the teams is a major activity to-

day. A very touchy undertaking

in such a large gathering is to

decide just who can eat with

whom. It has been decided to

run the food events in three dif-

ferent heats to try to separate the

more belligerent factions. Just

last night Castro Conneil and

Christian (Hatch) Hcrter were

seated near each other and nearly

came to blows. A scene was pre-

vented, however, when Krush

Kelly came along and slipped

Conneil some loaded biscuits

which frightened Hcrter away.

The dining area is very color-

ful. One can see here the flags of

every nation taking part in

OLYMPIAD LXI. Sanitation

Sludge is presently distributing

pamphlets to each table. He is

giving special instructions on how
the athletes can best protect them-

selves from malar ia-carrying-mos-

quito-punctures. His plan is based

on the fact that if you teach the

mosquito to bite instead of punc-

turing then there will be no

trouble.

At the head table, "Bell Ring"

Bazz is seen demonstrating his

anatomical prowess as he care-

fully dissects his dinner. He is

most proficient at separating each

tiny strand of food without dam-

aging any of the surrounding tid-

bits.

Back in the central Burgandy

Arena the Great Canadian Wind
Artist, Ellis McClintock and his

flatulent twelve are warming up
for their part in tonight's pro-

gram. They will be directing oper-

ations in the marathon (five hour)

Hop-Skip and Jump event that is

to ensue.

A report has just come in that

Oedipus Sloane and his mother

left their retreat in the Chalet

and are heading to OLYMPIAD
LXI when they learned that there

will be more "Elbow Room" at

the Olympic Forum tonight.

The aura of excitement here is

great — just completely beyond

description. As the time draws

near for the opening events one

can just feel the surge of this ex-

citement rippling through the

crowd, for soon, all the cares of

the world will disappear. We
heartily suggest that you don your

togas and plan to hustle down to

the LaSalle Hotel between ten

tonight and three tomorrow morn-

ing for OLYMPIAD LXI, also

known as the 1960-61 Medical

Formal.

For Sale

The following surgical equipment

is offered for quick sale. The owner,

an enterprising medical student, has

been forced to discontinue his

medical training and leave Kingston

rather suddenly.

1 vaginal speculum

1 currette

assorted retractors, clamps and

sutures

2 clinical fingers

Contact M. Furd, LI 66666S.

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET. KINGSTON. ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangement! at Rainbow Room

Smart student!
Of course we can't guarantee an "A" in every subject
as a result of enjoying Coke while studying for tests
and exams. We do, however, claim most emphatically,
that you'll tackle each complex problem completely
refreshed, by that cold crisp taste of
Coca-Cola. Worth thinking about—
don't you think? Remember Coke-
Regular or King Size—refreshes
you best!

FOR THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHES

*
I Kate people- i^ho folk about"

the.tr opw-atiorus *

Wanted
The AMS requires a crier and

sheriff for AMS Court and a

Color Night Convenor. Applica-

tions should be sent to the AMS
office immediately.

Book Exchange
To all Sellers;

Please collect all money and/or books

in the Arts Club Rooms, New Arts

Building.

Friday, Oct. 7, and Tuesday, Oct 11.

12:30 - 5:00 p.m.

1490 AM CFRC 91.9 FM

Friday

6:J0—Time (or Listening

7:00—Palladium Party

7:30—Campus Topics
7:35—Show Time — Oklahoma
8:15—Queen's at Work
8:30—In Rccilal

Grant Sampson —Pianist

9:00—Concert Hall
Auber—-Crown Diamonds

Overture
Beethoven — Concerto 4 in

G. Major
Grofe — Grand Canyon Suite

Rimsky-Korsakov — Schehera-

zade Suite

11:00—Music Till Midnight
12:00—Easy Terms
Saturday
1:00—Prelude la Opera

2:00—Opera House
Mozart — The Abduction from

the Seraglio

5;00—Time for Listening

5:30—Fun with Good Music
6:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—Old Favourites

7:30—Calendar and Personality

7;45—Jazz Steps Out
8:30—Pop Concert featuring

Albinoni — Concerti, Op. 9
n

:30— Music Round the World
10:00—Night Music
II :00—Starlight Serenade
12:00—Night Cap.

Sunday
9:00—Musical Panorama
12:00— Mostly Music
4:30—Emission Francaisc

CHignit

Do Beavers Grow Bald?

Do Beavers grow bald ?

Hell, no !

From the scientific labs of the

Crainc building comes a most ex-

citing discovery. From the excre-

ment of the well-known Madagascar

ape has been synthesized a my-

sterious elixir which has been given

the name of KRUD.

This magnificent discovery comes

in four delicious flavors: Caramel,

Chocolate, Vanilla, and Gin-extract.

Not only does it flush one's scalp

of dandruff, but as a side effect it

has a stimulating effect on the

arteries and rids them of the grime

of accumulated Cholesterol.

Dr. Galens Beveroil et al. hav«

manufactured 50,000 handy card-

board containers of KRUD which

must be sold at once; the sale

begins next week in the basement

of the Crainc building and will be

on a strictly first-come, first-served

basis.

Classified

Wanted
A girl lo share spacious apartment

with three Queen's girls. Handy !o«-

lion. Phone 0-4059.

Typing

Anyone wishing* -to have typing

done, contact D. Salisbury. Phone LI

8-70<>5. Reasonable rates.

PEOPLE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

ALBERT EINSTEIN

When the world speaks of genius it is seldom
long before the personality of Albert Einstein

makes its presence felt. So profound was his

contribution to science that scarcely another
contemporary mind can be compared to his.

Albert Einstein's life was a paradox. Few
could understand how such revolutionary
theories could be so authoritatively advanced
by such a quiet and unassuming man. But his

ability belied his manner. His preoccupation
with things that were remote and abstract only
served to sharpen his understanding of those
around him. It was this ability to understand
that gave mankind the theory of relativity and

opened the door to the nuclear age.

The character of Albert Einstein illustrates a
powerful truth: that the humility and under-
standing of people always make the significant

difference. We, at "The Bank", hold this phil-

osophy in great respect. We are proud of our
people and consider them our greatest single

asset.

Shftuld you be considering banking as a career,

visit the Manager of the nearest Toronto-Dominion
Bank. He'll be delighted to outline the many
rewarding opportunities that can be yours through
a career at "The Bank".

THE TORONTO-DOMINION
THE BANK THAT LOOKS AHEAD

BANK
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From T6e Bean . . •

Students, staff and graduates of the faculty of Medicine all look

forward to Medical Week-end. Now it has come again, and I am glad

to see relaxation on the campus: the Formal Committee deep in decor-

ation; the freshmen envying the social sophistication of the seniors:

the alumni joyously greeting classmates, grateful for golden memories

as they wander about familiar halls and cheer a football team wearing

well-remembered colours; and the staff, torn between mild annoyance

at having a teaching schedule interrupted, and the welcome opportunity

to drop it and join again those they teach or have taught, in the activities

for which great preparation has been made. To All — / wish refresh-

ment of mind, some well-deserved fatigue of muscle, and a rencioed

conviction that Medical Week-end is a family reunion.

G. H. Ettinger.

From TAe Principal , , •

Good wishes for a successful and enjoyable week-end to all students

of the Faculty of Medicine !

The number of students in the Faculty stays about the same from

session to session but each year more building space, more laboratory

equipment and more staff arc added. Each year more research is carried

on. Each year the facilities of our teaching hospital are extended. This

is to the great benefit of the students m the Faculty, provided that they

take advantage of them.

May all your activities during the Medical Week-end be marked

by good weather, good fun and good taste.

W. A. Mackintosh.

KINGSTON UNITARIAN
FELLOWSHIP
GUEST SPEAKER:

REV. WILLIAM P. JENKINS
of First

1 Unitarian Church,
Rochester, N.Y.

Thursday, Oct. 13th, 1960
8:00 P.M.

LA SALLE HOTEL
Students Cordially Invited

dUialmrre

Httttrb <SJ?urrh

EARL AND BARRIE ST5.

REV. W F BANISTER. D O.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 9TH

11:00 a.m. "Cive Thanks to

Cod"

7:30 p.i 'Now Thank We
All Our Cod"

Very Cordial Welcome

To All Queen's Students

Bt. Sampfi' QUturrh

Union Street, by the Campus

rector: rev. desmond c. hunt

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 9TH

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion
for Canterbury Club

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

1 1 00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7 00 p.m. Evening Proyer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

&t. Attumn's
$rrabgt?rian Glhurrh
PRINCESS AND CLEftOV STREETS

Rev Max V. Putnam, b.a.
MINISTER

SUNDAY SERVICES
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2ND

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

8:15 p.m. Youth Fellowship

Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.

Prayer and Bible Hour

Come and Worship

SIGNPOST
Friday

:

Kingston Traditional jazz Club
meets this Friday and every Fridav
9-12 p.m., at tlie Orange Hall. 388
Princess St. Dance or listen to Dlx
land Jazz by the Limestone City Ja
Band. Membership $1.50 available at
the door. Admission 65c, couples 51.00,

Sc. '61 year meeting, Ellis Hall, Oct
7. 4:30 p.m.

Don't miss this "SCENIC" cruise
to wolfe Island where you can dance
10 the music of your favourite dance
bands. Food and refreshments included
when you buy a ticket. These are on
sale at noon-to-day in front of the
Student's Union, Ban Rigli, and at
Leonard Hall. Tickets will also be
available at the dock to-night. Ferry
leaves Kingston at 7:45 and 9:15 p.m.
( Slag girls will be more than welcome.)
Pre-Game Dance tonight: After the

pep rally, follow the crowd to the Gym,
where the Collegians are playing for

the big pre-game dance.
Saturday:
Q.C.F. Football Supper, Saturday,

October 8, at 5:45 p.m., in First Bap-
tist Church Hall. Everyone welcome
for food, fun, and fellowship.
Queen's University Rugger Club

plays its first home game against To-
ronto 1st XV" I lasi year's intercol-

legiate champions) on Saturday, Oct.
8th. The game will be played at 1 1 a.m.
on the outer field.

Monday:
Morning Prayer in the Morgan NEe-

morial Chapel at 8:30 a.m. Everybody

Tuesday

:

Worship Service in Morgan Memo-
rial Chapel at 4:45 to 5:15 p.m. Every-
body welcome.

Apathy
As the new editor of the Queen's

Medical Review, [ would. like to

appeal to the individuals who make
up the Faculty of Medicine to come
forth and tear down their curtain

of apathy if it so exists. The Review

it may be home in mind, exists as

a medium for student expression.

I should hope that it would not

express our apathetic state but

rather that it would reflect the esseu

Hals of a dynamic student body.

The Queen's Medical Review con-

stitutionally exists to serve as a

source of interesting and informative

material to the students in Medicine,

to further the interests and esteem

of the Faculty of Medicine, to serve

as a source of news of those asso-

ciated with Queen's Medicine and

to serve as a link with Queen's

Medical Alumni, as well as being

a vehicle for creative self-expression.

The Queen's Annual Medical

Review certainly warrants a place

m our Aesculapicn Society C3pv

deadline is Nov. 30.

Garrv Willard.

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

of CANADA
HBAO OFFICE: WATMLOO, ONTARIO

As The Freshman Sees It . . .

All medical freshmen dream of the day triat they too will leave the land

of Physical Chemistry and Calculus and join the ranks of the dedicated,

benevolent Senior Medical Students. BUT . . .

UTAK.WHCD IH»

KINGSTON IRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. — TEL LI 6-1405

BRANCH MANAGER — A. E. NELSON, C.LU.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D. R. ROUGHTON, I.Sc., C.L.U.—Rts. LI 8-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.LU.—R«. LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.LU.—R«. LI 2-7602

M. EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER — RES. LI 6-2170

. As It Really Is

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR

DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In all your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-

dering requirements our store at 314 Barie Street

near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same day service on Request

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

For A SureTomorrow
...Insure Today

mr. j. d. Macintosh
OFFICE LI 2-4933

HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
[NSUIANCI COMPANY

mo«e OFfict-roiowto. Canada

Uattfebral
| ANGLICAN I

CING STREET AT JOHNSON STREET

HARVEST THANKSGIVING
SUNDAY. OCTOBER 9TH

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion

9 15 a.m. Choral Eucharist

Preacher: The Rev. John Neal,

11:00 a.m. Choral Motrins

Preacher: The Most Rev. W. L.

Wright, D-D.. Metropolitan

and Archbishop.

7:00 p.m. Festal Evensong

Preacher: The Rev. Henry G.

Hill. M.A.

Holy Communion each week-day »t

7:4i tm. and on Wednesday! end

Holy Dayi *> IO:J0 lm- *ht*-

A Special Welcome lo AH StudeDU-

The Be*. John Nea] b Chaplain to tb<

University Canterbury Club.
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GAELS IN CRUCIAL TEST SATURDAY
Hepatic Holiday

It is the Medical Week-end,

And all through the school

Not a Meds man is studying,

Not even playing pool

;

For they all are out meeting

The buses and trains,

That are carrying to Olympus

Their individual dames.

It is the Varsity ball game

The spirits are high

Not the least of these spirits

Are Vodka and Rye.

The stands will be filled

With old friends and new

This weekend is devoted

Sloshed Frosh

While swaggering in the pub one

night

A group of frosh who (eit quite

sprite

Eyed a damsel they thought a

princess

—

Alas, she proved to be their distress.

For many frosh inebriated,

Destiny was evily fated

Because that night of sultry vice

Meant crise next day for

streptoinyce.

These frosh soon learned that any

nurse

Is seldom more than just a curse.

So now when frosh indulge in dating

simply with the hopes of mating

They ask not simply if she pleases

But if she has acute diseases.

To the Faculty of Blue,

The best that could happen

Better than Scotch or Gin

Would be for the fans of the Stadium

To see the Gael's second win.

—Billisap OS, Meds '03.

DAVE SKENE DON RASMUSSEN LAIRD RASMUSSEN TERRY PORTER

MEN OF AESCULAPIUS
Among the stalwart men of Meds who play football two names

come quickly to mind, Terry Porter and Dave Skene.

Terry, last year Queen's most valuable player and also one of

the most versatile, was the only Gael to make the All-Star team.

This year among his other duties of punting and inside line-backer,

Terry has been converted to offensive end from his fullback slot.

Although injuries continue to plague Terry as they did part of last

year, Terry was one of the big men in the Gael's victory over McGill

last Saturday.

Another two-way man is the veteran Dave Skene, "Skeener"

has been playing offense at the fullback slot and on defense as a

corner line-backer. His Saturday performance also ranked with the

best.

Don Rasmu5sen is a guard who
has come up from the Comets.

Don with a bit more experience

will be a regular at this position.

Also, we have brother Laird

Rasmussen who is an offensive

end. Laird is a second year man
who will undoubtedly make his

presence with the Gael's very

perfectly

matching

sweaters

and
slim-slacks

Identical yams, subtle dyed-to-

malch colours, create

guaranteed matchmates in

wonderful Kitten "Shetlantex"

Shetland and mohair jumbo
knit pullover. Exciting contra-

ribbed vestee and convertible

collar, plus the new "Relaxed"

silhouette . . . wonderfully

ensembled for active sports . .

.

leisure lounging . . . pullover,

34-40 . . . S14.95, matching
slim slacks, 8-20 . . . S18.9S
Colours, brilliant, with exciting

possibilities . . . lovely as the

women who wear them!

noticeable with his fine pass re-

ceiving.

Football is well represented by
all faculties but we in Meds can

be proud of our representatives

who, although few in number,
have placed themselves in the

upper echelon,

Track and Field

All interested in intercollegiate

competition this year report to Rick

Lake at the track alter 4:30 or

phone 6-4516.

Mat Basterton's Sports Report

Well, sports fans, on Sept. 15th we witnessed a preview of this

year's Olympics. On the lower campus, the Greek sophs easily

outmanoeuvered the inexperienced Roman freshmen to the tune

of 6-0, in a soccorus match.

Using Barry Loughton (the frosh's biology prof.) as key man,

the sophs repeatedly scored without encountering much resistance

from their bewildered and confused antagonists. At times the frust-

rated frosh (there weren't too many feminine forms around)

FORGOT they were playing soccer, not football, but led by Donalus

Taylorus, the Greeks soon brought them to their senses.

Sanfornando Flamingo, the extremely impartial referee (he also

scored 2 goals) was most judicious in his calls. With the score

mounting against them, the Romans resorted to using freshettes,

but the fair sex did not fare any better.

At the close of the game, the ecstatic frosh gathered around

Malcis McPhees (head of Greek vice) and gave him a sousing jeer.

Well, that's it sports fans. And remember if you can't play a

sport, you're a frosh.

BELIhVE IT OR NOT
. . . Gaels over Toronto by 75 points . . . Comets by 69 points . . .

Terry Porter, Dave Skene, Don and Laird Rasmussen will be

standouts . . . Western and McGill will attempt to play this week-
end . . . Win, lose or draw the Tea Dance will be noisy as hell . . .

Due to lack of interest I will not predict the Big Four games . . .

. . . Bews' News . . . Meds '62 will run away with the football . . .

Meds '65 will chase them with the Bews Trophy . . . Meds *64 will

again fail to register a win tor the third straight year . . .

S. Riplius Digitorum.

Without this label Ltffi&i

it is not a genuine KITTEN

THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO

ISomernmtng Bay
OCTOBER 14, 15, 16

QUEEN'S GAELS VS. WESTERN MUSTANGS

AH Queen's Students and Supporters are Invited to

Have Fun with Western at

THE ALUMNI VARIETY SHOW
Friday, October 14th, 8.30 P.M.

On Thames Hall— Admission $1 .00

—AND

—

THE ALUMNI -STUDENT
tfccam-GL-'i&otJuacl Stance

Saturday, October 15th — 9.00 — 12.00

THREE BIG DANCES FOR ONE PRICE

Admission— $1.00 per person

PIGSKIN PARADE—Thames Hall—Glenn Bticklin's 12-piece Bond

HARVEST HOEDOWN—Convocation Hall—Norm Lindsay

MODERN COMBO—University College—London All-Stars

WHICHEVER TEAM WINS, COME AND ENJOY YOURSELF

Quotes

"Anatomists see no beautiful

women in all their lives, but only a

ghastly sack of bones with Latin

names to them, and a network of

nerves and muscles and tissues

inflamed by disease."—Mark Twain.

Tomorrow, Queen's Gaels meet

the notorious Toronto Varsity

Blues in a game which could be

a big factor in deciding the Inter-

collegiate championship. Both

teams came out victorious in their

opening battles last week, the

Gaels with a 27-26 thriller over

McGill, while Varsity had it a

little easier 28-7 over Western.

The Blues are rated by many

as the team to beat, even though

they have lost quite a number of

men from last year's team which

finished a close 2nd to the West-

ern Mustangs. They are led by

rookie sensation Norm Turner, a

fine passing quarterback whose

passing to sure-fingered backs

like John McMurty and Paul

Burroughs was a big factor in

their opening victory. On defense

they are led by big 230 lb. Casey

Wood and Walt Sopinka; both of

whom stood out against Western.

Coach Dalt White, realizing that

a victory over Queen's in their

own backyard would be a giant

step forward in their quest for

the intercollegiate flag, will have

his charges and ready for this

game.

On the home front, the Gaels,

not to be outdone, also are led by

a fine quarterback, Cal Conner,

who scored 2 touchdowns last

week. With him in the backfield

are such stalwarts as Medsman

Dave Skene, Robin Ritchie, and

Mike Wicklum. The fine punting

of another Medsman, Terry Por-

ter, and pass catching of Don

Robb also stood out in Montreal.

Coach Tindall has had his boys

working hard this week correct-

ing mistakes made in the McGill

game and he should have the

Gaels hungry.

Football glory has evaded

Queen's since the championship

Stewart - Schrieder - Thompson

days of 1955-56 BUT this year's

Gaels are a top notch team. Sat-

urday will give them a chance to

avenge a string of three losing

seasons against the Blues. Es-

pecially fresh in the players' and

fans' minds is the memory of two

squeekers against Varsity last

year 7-0 and 7-6. Will the Gaels

prove themselves? Saturday after-

noon's revelers will iknow the

answer.

Vol. 88

FULL DRESS AND

TUXEDOS
for all your

FORMAL REQUIREMENTS

We offer you a complete Rental Service

for your Formal Dance Wear

REPRESENTING CANADA'S LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS

See us now. Make your earliest arrangements

* *

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR
350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LI 6-9859

d.al 6-iin AMEY'S TAXI °.al 6-1111
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Science Frosh rather cooly undergoes the most humiliating

sunishment that the Science Frosh Courts are in a habit of inflicting

Wonder if she knows what it's all about?

Warriors Cut Numbers;
Now 3095 On Campus

By Janet Cummins

359

1

Registration figures this year

.gain show a marked decrease in

he number of students in Applied

Science — 67 sciencemen this year

nd 140 over a period of two years,

legislation totals 3,095, showing an

pproximate increase of 75 students

or the 1959-60 session. The Faculty

f Arts and Science this year lectures

82 mi >re students, Physical Educ-

ation 24. and Nursing Science 15.

These figures partially explain a

irger enrolment in Arts and
.cience. less in Applied Sneuce.

Vhy ? Does this apply only to

lueen's? Registrar Jean I. Royce
xplains that there is a general

rend all over North America favor-

ig the pure sciences rather than the

pplied sciences, Queen's registra-

on figures cannot be fully ex-

lained by the fact that more
mtario universities are offering

pplied science, and that therefore

lere is a wider distribution of

Indents. Nor has this drop been

ntirely forced by higher standards

'ithin the universities.

The trend is due primarily to

ie choice of the students, judg
ig from first year registration

gures. In 1958, 309 registered in

ipplied Science. In 1959 there

rere 238, and this year 232. The
Ltomic Age and its scientific

chievements have demanded fur-

rier research and technological

dvances. Employment and in-

ome figures have placed doubt
n engineering careers, while the

eld of pure science seems to

ffer wider opportunities.

This year there are 182 more
udents in the Faculty of Arts and
cience. The Honours B.Sc. course

ow has 294 registered, represent-

ig 22';;. of the Faculty. SI of these

'e girls. This figure shows that

ire science course combinations

"e now giving women a better

lance io compete in a field pre-

ously restricted to men.
Increases of 24 in Physical Ed-
cation and 15 in the School of

Nursing Science are a direct re

suit of the demand for teachers

and nurses. Medical and Law
figures show no extreme changes.

This year there are 104 more

women students at Queen's. The
Dean of Women, Mrs. E. Bryce,

explains that this increase is pos-

sible since the newly opened Chown
Hall offers accommodation for 165

more girls. Administration policy

has always insisted first year

women students be in residence,

wtih very few exceptions. Dean

Bryce reports that visitors to our

campus have commented favorably

on this residence policy.

From The Powers

That Be-

Mid-Term Tests

In accordance with regular

practice, the Faculty of Arts

and Science will give Mid-

Term Tests in courses num-
bered A, 1 and 2 and other

pass courses irt which first

year students are registered.

October 2S and 3 1 and

November I, 2, 3 and 4 have

been set aside for this purpose.

The tests will he held in the

regular class hours.

JEAN I. ROYCE, Registrar

Queen's Hosts Its First

National Assemby OfWUSC
AMS To Hold Plebescite

On Athletic Fee Increase

Last week the executive of the Alma Mater Society decided to

hold a plebescite of the entire student body in order to ratify a

raise in the student athletic fee. The A.M.S. Executive has already

voted in favour of raising the fee from the present fifteen dollars to

twenty dollars per year, beginning with the 1961-62 session. To bring

this raised fee into effect requires only a majority vote by the

students.

The Athletic Board of Control in a statement to the Journal

has set out the reasons it feels the raised fee is warranted pointing

out that operating expenses have increased greatly since 1952 when
the last raise in the Athletic fee was made. Now the AB of C is

faced with continued large deficits ($8,000.00 this year) which will

not be paid by the University Administration.

The receipts from the football games have helped defray expen-

ses but since 1956 (the year of the last Championship Queen's team)

gate receipts have fallen off steadily. The variability of weather

conditions also makes it difficult to budget on the admission receipts

as a few days rain could considerably reduce the profits.

The AB of C informed the Journal that it will be unable to sup-

port a full athletic programme in the future on its present deficit

budget. Inflation not being static, however, it must be realized that

an increase of five dollars in the athletic fee will only be a temporary

remedy. It will probably be necessary to raise the fees again four or

five years from now.

The five dollar raise will enable Queen's to return to a normal

schedule and participate in intercollegiate sports, Athletes competing

for Queen's would not have to pay for their own travelling expenses,

meals, officials' fees, and entrance fees, as they are doing this year

in wrestling, boxing, skiing, and track. There is also a possibility of

Queen's returning to intercollegiate Hockey in 1961-62 but this is

not definite and would not necessarily follow the ratification of a

raise in the athletic fees. The Intramural Athletic Programme would

be continued in full. It is noted that at the present time there is

no danger of intramural cutbacks but in future years if deficits still

occur this will be a very real possibility. It is hoped the raised

fees will provide for the continued upkeep of all the athletic facilities.

Failing a ratifying; vote, the athletic programme may face further

curtailment. The plebescite, in other words, determines the students'

wishes concerning the retention of a full athletic programme as

opposed to the support of a couple of intercollegiate teams and a

possible reduction in intramural sports activities. The plebescite

will be held on Tuesday, October ISth, I960 and exact details as to

time and place of voting

•Journal-

be published in the next issue of the

Population Explosion

Topic Lecture Series

Science Sings

The flourishing Science Glee

Club, after its auditions held last

Wednesday, now consists of sixty-

three members. The club starts its

weekly practices at 7 :30 tonight.

Would-be songsters will be wel-

comed. New members should come

to rehearsals tonight or next Wed-
nesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Union

dining room.

The club expects to appear soon

on the campus scene at a University

Service.

The Public Lecture Series pre-

sented annually for many years

at Queen's University as a free

service to the people of Kingston

and district will this year have as

its topic the World Population

Explosion. Tbe series has been

moved forward to the autumn and

will consist of four Monday even-

ing lectures on November 14, 21,

2S, and December 5, it is an-

nounced by Dr. J. V. Basmajian,

Chairman, Committee on Public

Lectures.

Internationally famous authori-

ties have agreed to participate.

They include Prof. Nathan Key-

fitz, Department of Economics

and Political Science, University

of Toronto; Prof. D. R. Campbell,

Department of Agricultural Econ-

omics, Ontario Agriculture Col-

lege, Guelph, Ontario; Prof. John

Meisel, Department of Political

and Economic Science, Queen's

University ; and Dr. John Holmes,

President of the Canadian Insti-

tute of International Affairs.

The speakers will examine the

present trends in population I

growth the world over. They will i

discuss the food supplies now
available and likely to become

[

available in the foreseeable future

and whether these will be ade-

quate. One lecture will be devot-

ed to the probable effects of the

great increases of population on

society and on the individual and

another will be devoted to the

international repercussions and
the possibilities of war.

Dominion-Provincial
Bursaries

Domini on- Provincial S t u -

dent Aid Bursary applica-

tions, type B, should In- nmi-

pleted and returned to the

Registrar's Office, Richardson

Hall, at once.

inclusion in the heavily-sub-

sidized programme.

• a decision to stiffen the pro-

cedure presently employed
in selecting summer seminar

participants, particularly by
making mandatory on all

campuses a widely-based se-

lection committee, including

the Principal or his delegate;

the student president or his

delegate, and representatives

of all the various faculties.

• acceptance of the present

policy of not "ear-marking"

particular projects in the mil-

lion-dollar Program of Ac-
tion, together with an ex-

pressed determination to lift

Canada, presently second in

the list of donor nations, to

an even higher level of prom-

inence in the self-help pro-

gramme.

• plans to increase the health

of the already-thriving Trea-

sure Van campaigns by in-

creasing inventory, and re-

placing a third of the exist-

ing inventory with complete-

ly new items from Morocco,

Egypt, West Africa, and Yu-
goslavia.

• a decision to co-operate with

other student and university

organizations in attempting

to persuade the federal gov-

ernment to amend its present

immigration regulations, by

permitting foreign students

in Canada to engage in sum-

mer employment in this

country also.

At a Saturday night banquet at

operation, involves travel and
:

the Brown-McGillivray hall, the

intensive study in selected delegates were told by Prof. John
foreign countries; any Cana-J Meisel, of the Queen's Political

dian student may apply fon ^continued on page 4)

A million-dollar, world-wide
program of mutual aid among!
university students and teachers

j

in 47 countries came under close,

study at the 15th National As-'

sembly of World University Ser-

vice of Canada, held in Dunning
Hall over the four-day Thanks-

giving weekend. The Assembly,

the first of its kind ever to be

held at Queen's, was attended by
over 1 10 delegates from every

university in the country, togeth-

er with representatives of various

other university organizations.

Dealing with the WUSC pro-

gramme under five sub-headings

:

international affairs, summer sem-

inars, general educational activi-

ties, business and finance, and

Treasure Van — the Assembly
produced a wide range of resolu-

tions to govern 1960-61 activities.

The bulk of the resolution-ap-

proving was done during a long. 1

intensely-debated Sunday plenary

session which was finally adjourn-

ed a few minutes before midnight.

Among the plans for the com-
ing year were included:

• a proposal to aim at fund

raising for the International

Programme of Action via the

Annual SHARE Campaigns
on the basis of a contribution

of 30 cents per capita on each

campus;

• approval of provisional plans

for holding the 1961 Summer'
Seminar Programme in Tun-,

isia, or, if that country should

'

not prove feasible, in Sweden.
1

The summer programme,

I

now entering its 15th year of

Seated at the keyboard of her harpsichord above is Sylvia

Marlowe. See the Features Page for a review of her concert.
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The Public Needs
The average doctor apparently still regards himself as a bus-

inessman rather than a public servant. Instead of regarding medicine

as a service to which every citizen has a right, like education, our

dedicated physicians see it as an enterprise in which he sells so much

healing power for a proportionate amount of cash.

This judgment may seem unfair, but what other explanation is

there for the fact that the medical profession persists in its diehard

resistance to any government-operated prepaid medical plan? In

1952 many American doctors contributed §25.00 apiece to Senator

Robert Taft's unsuccessful campaign for the Republican presidential

nomination on the theory that he was the only candidate who took a

definite stand against "creeping socialism". In I960 the same tactic,

was employed by the Saskatchewan College of Physicians and Sur-

geons who took $100 from each of their members to finance their

campaign against Premier Douglas. It was suggested last week in the

editorial column of the Digital Examiner that Saskatchewan doctors

were dragged "through the muck and mire of a political campaign",

but surely the doctors must take at least part of the responsibility

for the muddied waters. Indeed, their public-information campaign

attacked Mr. Douglas' health proposals so violently that it probably

won him votes.

After this defeat for medical reaction in Saskatchewan, the

Canadian Medical Association unbent so far as to concede that

"insurance to prepay medical costs should be available to all regard-

less of age, state of health or financial status." However, they then

proceeded to add so many restrictions that this statement became

meaningless. Fees must still be set by "negotiation" between doctor

and patient i.e. medicine is still a business.

In a recent Maclean's article Dr. Harry Paikin contended

that socialized medicine would be just as great a benefit to the

individual doctor as to our whole society, but that the average

doctor, because he has such a meager knowledge of economics,

politics and sociology, generally fails to realize this. With an

adequate health plan, says Dr. Paikin, the doctor need not regularly

overwork himself into a state of groggy inefficiency, need not be-

come involved in the legal difficulties of defaulting patients, and

need not starve while he is still a student or while he is slowly

building up a practice.

What of the doctor's favourite argument that under socialized

medicine they will become mere civil servants and (perhaps the real

clue to their attitude) probably earn less? The actual fact of the

matter is that in England some specialists earn more today than

they ever did before the advent of socialized medicine. As for the

average Canadian practitioner, does he have any significant degree

of economic security now? He doesn't have the low-cost insurance

and pension benefits available to nearly any labourer. He has no
minimum work week, no guarantee of payment and no job security

until years after he has graduated from university. It can easily be
argued that, quite apart from the urgent public needs which make
socialized medicine inevitable, it is definitely in the nterest of the

medical profession to accept a public health plan.

In fact, a bit of "socialism" might well be applied to certain

other areas of public concern without destroying private initiative.

For example, in the legal profession many top-priced lawyers make a
specialty of getting off rich clients by finding legal loopholes. The
ill-famed Teamsters Union of Jimmy Hoffa retains about thirty

lawyers to get around legal difficulties. And yet, a poor man. who
cannot afford a good lawyer, can quite easily be falsely convicted on
circumstantial evidence. There is even today a very real sense in

which it can be said that there is one law for the rich and another
for the poor.

It is to be hoped that the day will soon come when such things
as medical care and equality before the law are not only regarded as
civil rights but treated as such.

The Levine Affair
The death of a freshman, during the initiation ceremonies of

Sir George Williams University in Montreal, has drawn much
editorial comment from the McGill Daily and other campus news-
papers. I believe, that the subject has been overdone and this short
reflection of my views must suffice as Journal comment on this
tragic accident.

Mr. Levine, the victim of rheumatic fever in his youth and a
former "blue baby", dropped dead of a heart seizure. He was, at the
time, willingly participating in the initiation ceremonies. His seniors
did not know of the true state of his health and had they, I am sure,
Mr. Levine would be living today. It is thus clear that it was not
initiations nor what they stand for that caused this lose of life. It is

unfair to condemn a tradition on the basis of such rare results,
results that are acts of God and not of Sophmores.

WV\0 WON?

Letters To The Editor
Congratulations Liquid legs Discords

Editor, Journal:

Congratulations Medsmen

!

Once again you have published

the annual Medical Journal, an

effort that amply illustrates the

elevation of your great minds!

Much criticism has been heap-

ed upon the "bad taste" of

Science Journals of former years.

In my opinion, however, the

Digital Examiner has succeeded

in surpassing, in obscenity and

downright vulgarity, any pub-

lication issued since my enrol-

ment. I have witnessed other

Medical Journals that have in-

corporated an underlying subtle-

ness in this risque humour, but

never have I been confronted

with such raw filth. It is unfor-

tunate that you did not have the

skill and ability to produce

something fit for the consump-

tion of the reading audience, 1

which, incidentally, includes lad-

ies;

Particularly disgusting was

the title block of the front page.

Patients of the future will re-

member you as offensive joke-

sters. It is a skill of merit to

make people laugh. It is unfor-

tunate you attempted this feat

in such a raw, humorless man-

ner. You are a disgrace to your

profession, a profession that

through the ages has been noted

for respectability and good

taste. It is, in fact, a disgraceful

reflection upon Queen's itself,

that such "literature" has been

produced.

Censorship, an unnecessary

and regretable restriction upon

the truly educated, should per-

haps be invoked in connection

with Faculty Journals. The Med-
ical Journal is certainly a strong

argument in favor of this inno-

vation.

H. Amiable.

And More

Congratulations
Editor, Journal:

I would like to take this op-

portunity to commend the

prompt and thorough action of

the student government at

Queen's. Following recent inci-

dents in relation to initiations

the AMS has established an in-

vestigating committee to deal

with this subject and its con-

nection with the AMS standing

committee, the Freshman Re-

ception Committee.

Emo Gootch.

Editor, Journal:

Dr. Millard Copping, a pro-

fessor of physical education in

the United States has predicted

the almost complete inutility of

the human lower limbs within

another one hundred years. Now
I won't go so far as to agree

with Dr. Copping but I certain-

ly do share his anxiety over this

vital problem.

I address myself to student

and business men alike; you

both know what I am talking

about. If not, drop in at your

nearest golf club, sneak off into

the men's locker room, tighten

up and prepare for the shock.

There, exposed in the cold light

of day you see legs of jelly —
legs of little permanent form —

NOTICE!
Editor's Note: All "Letters to

the Editor" must be accom-

panied with the true name of

the author, The Journal, if so

desired, will not publish the

author's identity hut the name
must he on record with the

Editor, All letters not bearing

an indication of the actual

author will not be published.

I call them liquid legs. I've heard

one man describe them as a

huge platter of pork spareribs

after the meat has been removed
from the bones.

My remarks apply equally

well to the women although my
description of their lower limbs

must be somewhat kinder.
Women are very much more
aware of attractive legs; they

are slaves to Christian Dior and
his rapidly evaporating dresses.

I would rather gape at the twen-

tieth century version of women's
legs than at their male counter-

part.

Gordon Howe is an athlete.

He is a magnificent right-wing-

er for the Detroit Red Wings
and Howe knows that his legs

are the most important asset to

him. He learned this early in life

because he was raised in the

blistering cold winters of Sas-

katchewan ; out there, the most

important plumbing facilities

were located some yardage be-

hind the house. But the point is

simple and important. Howe
and Richard know that walking

Editor, Journal:

A recent Journal noted that a

"new Science Choir" was to be-

gin rehearsals shortly. The an-

nouncement on one of the Uni-

versity bulletin boards states

that the choir in question is be-

ing modelled on the Harvard

Male Choir. Although the

Science choir is not a new or-

ganization, and the idea of

modelling one's group on such

a fine institution as the Harvard

Male Choir is commendable, did

no one think to enquire if, rather

than resurrect a defunct group,

these fine male voices, which

evidently reside in the Science

faculty, could be used to great

advantage in one of the three

existing vocal music groups on

campus, who, by the way, are

constantly begging for male

voices? The Glee Club, Revue

Guild, and Inter-Faculty Choir

all need male voices and would

welcome these singers as a God-

send to their work. Among the

three well-established groups,

any golden-throated Science

man could choose any aspect of

the full range of styles and

types of music and musical pre-

sentation.

One of the prime aims of a

university, I have always

thought, was an exchange of

ideas. Rivalry has its place, but

this new, old choir appears to be

another example of the ever-in-

creasing trend towards fragmen-

tation on the campus. Let's get

together!

"A. & K."

contributes heartily to the dur-

ability of an athlete, Warren
Spahn, one of baseball's greatest

pitchers takes a five mile walk

every day of his life!

In fear of begetting boredom,
I retire at present but I do ask

that we do give more - very
much more - attention to our

pedal appendages. Just stop and

think next time you hop into

the gas-driven charriot in order

to go to the store two blocks

away. Don't drive! Walk, and
wheel the beer home in a baby
carriage.

Mike Saunders.

Editor's Note: Being the posses~
sor and avid operator of one of
these gas driven chariots I am
extremely suspicious. Is Mr.
Saunders a shoe salesmanf

Jaw
Bon*

This column is devoted t0 .

expression of lively student oj

ion. Opinions expressed here

not necessarily reflect edita,

policy and any student is we!Cr_.

to submit articles on any subj/

Put out more flags! The f,,

ball season is in full siyj

again! Once again it is, we
s

told, our joyful duty to supt

our Golden Gales as they h,

another smash at winning a (,

games.

But why should we supp

them? How can we supp

them? By our presence, shri,

ing ourselves hoarse, our che,

punctuated by the occasio

sound of someone breaking tfc

watch? (Or are timepieces

stricted to officials this year:

think not. My own feeling,

;

the expressed opinion of rus

persons who have played "sj

tator sports", is that an oc<

ional yell from someone wat

ing and appreciating the ga:

is worth a continual discord

voices belonging to persons s

do not know a guard froc

tackle.

I think that support [ r

those who came for the ga:

not the half-time frolics, wo;

be more welcome than :

Roman Holiday aspect t!

Queen's games have taken

themselves over the years. Wl

is more, I firmly believe (i

we would not have the path?

remnant of intercollegiate spo

which is all that we now 1

boast, if those who shou;

themselves hoarse in past io

ball seasons had followed it

own interests and saved ti

breath and enthusiasm

PLAYING one of the despii

"other sports" at which Que;

used to do so remarkably w

despite lack of interest.

Do we need such an audit!

to our games? Must we pv'A

our vaunted university sp

with volume rather than by?

ticipation? Must we leave gi

"take" up to the mass opin

and herd following, instead

personal preference for watch;

a good game for an honors

university? I do not see h

these questions can be answt

except by fewer people goinj'

football games out of haJ

more people appreciating

game when they go, and 01

people playing the many spt

that Queen's offers.

Please note: I am not

eating a decrease in the nun>-

of those INTERESTED
football, (The gate of the M

ball season pays for too

for it to be cut down.) Hoi"

I am respectfully urging

who do not come for the p

to stay at home until they l f

to take more interest. '

strongly suggesting that e

people should leave the mob-

seek their own pleasure in 1(
'

ing to play a game in which 1

are interested, so that they

feel the thrill of having ao'

plished something for t'

selves and for Queen's.

A few more people inter',

in sports for its own sake,,

less seekers of vicarious ei

ment from the comfort and ;

of a bench, and Queen's v

soon recover the prestige

is losing in falling out of >'

collegiate sports.

Seymour Ham
:
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A recent issue of the Journal

described the NFCUS Seminar

in Vancouver which five Queen's

students attended this summer.

The purpose of this second ar-

ticle is to acquaint the student

briefly with some of the major

problems discussed. Before out-

lining the topics, a few careful

qualifications must be made.

First, these points are merely

outlines. They are stated in

skeleton form, and where pos-

sible, in a provocative manner.

We hope they will later be ex-

: supp panded in debates, articles and

supj, discussions. Second, the views

e, shri stated are not the delegates'

ur cht views, but are intended to serve

>ccasio; as kick-off points for discussion,

king it and for this reason this article

jieces approaches the topics from one

i year: direction only.

:Iing,
; The general topic of the Sem-

of in; inar was "Research, Education,
*

e(l "sp and National Development."

an oct Here are some of the problems

le wa; which arose

:

;he ga' (1). Canadian industry's con-

liscori tribution to basic research in the

'sons form of grants to graduate fa-

1 iron culties and outstanding individ-

ual researchers is practically

non-existent. Canadian industry

is not mature enough to realize

that long term benefits can be

gained by supporting independ-

ent research with no strings at-

tached. This is strongly in con-

trast with both the U.S. and

Britain. In Britain, grants of

this nature are so numerous that

an impartial national council has

been set up to distribute money
to independent researchers on a

basis of academic capability.

(2) . It is foolish of Canada to

spend so much money in the

field of atomic energy research

to the neglect of other fields

such as education when she is

so richly endowed with natural

sources of energy such as oil,

natural gas, and water-power.

Although such research un-

doubtedly has benefits, it is a

rich man's game which we can-

not afford to play. This view
was held by the Director of

Planning and Research for B.C.

Electric who was previously em-
ployed for fourteen years in

atomic energy research.

(3) . The specialized type of

education prevalent in the

sciences and engineering in our
universities is producing a mass

;
iOf semi-literate narrow-minded
technicians. Such training should

he removed to technical insti-

tutes where it belongs; or in the

alternative should deal more in

the humanities and in general

approaches to engineering prob-

lems. The engineering course

should be extended a year if

necessary to achieve this. Any-
way, in reality the graduate en-

gineer needs to serve what is

really an apprenticeship in the

first year of his employment be-

nfcus seminar topics here
fore he is any use to his com-
pany, in which he learns most
of the specific techniques he will

need.

(4) . The lecture method with
classes of over thirty students
is obsolete and archaic. With
classes of over one hundred stu-

dents not uncommon, the stu-

dent would be better off to read
a mimeographed copy of the

lecture and not go to classes at

all. After all, such lectures mere-
ly disseminate information. It

can hardly be said that they
train the mind. The solution for

this is to employ enough teach-

ers to be able to use the seminar
method more widely, especially

in the humanities. The reason

there are not enough teachers

now is that university boards

prefer to spend on beautiful

buildings, an investment which
stays on campus for all to see,

rather on teachers, an invest-

ment which spreads far beyond
the bounds of the campus. This
is a difficult problem, because

alumni would rather see their

university grow physically than

academically.

(5) . No fault for the Canadian
unemployment situation can be

placed on the incumbent gov-
ernment. Both the origin and
possible cure are so complex
economically as to defy a rea-

sonable analysis. As neither

Liberals nor P.C.'s are able to

make or suggest solutions to

this problem, parts of the labour

force and perhaps a significant

part of the electorate will turn

to the new CLC-sponsored party

to find a solution. On the other

hand, one of the major causes of

unemployment could be the de-

mat, ds of the unions which have

given us an unrealistic standard

of living, which in turn tends to

price us out of many foreign

markets.

(6) a. It is practically impos-

sible for Canada to reduce

American investment and con-

trol in Canadian industry, es-

pecially as we are so dependent

on the U.S. in our foreign trade.

The long term answer to this is

to diversify our foreign trade;

however this will be difficult he-

cause of strong competition from

such countries as Russia. Again

our prices are too high because

of our extremely high standard

nf living. This will hurt us in the

long run.

(6)b. Canada should with-

draw from NATO, NORAD,
any other defence commitment

she has with the U.S., and be-

come neutral. Although it is

argued that 'if there is a war, we
will be on the side of the States

anyway, so let's co-operate, this

is negative thinking. The only

way there will ever be peace is

for us to work for peace, rather

than prepare for war. We would

have greater weight in the U.N.

Welcome to Kingston . . .

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS"
to

Speam's of Kingston
"The Gift Centre"

FREE CIFT WRAPPINC AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

as an 'uncommitted power' if

we came out firmly neutral.

Canada could work for peace by
turning the great amount of

energy and money she expends
on defence into support of such
things as a world food bank,

world rule by law, and interna-

tional population problems
(birth control clinics), all of

which are rapidly becoming im-

mediate problems of great im-
portance.

(7) . A new political-economic

synthesis will evolve from the
converging paths of capitalist,

democratic, and Russian com-
munist economic systems. This
will be a modified form of social

democracy. Such a synthesis

will be accelerated by fear of a

common enemy, Red China,
which at present lacks only
enough technology to break
completely with Russia. Red
China desperately needs living

room, and the only way for her
to get it is through violence and
war. Russia is slowly abandon-
ing this viewpoint and within
the next twenty years will be in

a military alliance with North
America.

(8) . The Ontario university

student is apathetic and overly

conservative. We sorely lack

idealists and 'revolutionaries',

especially in the political sphere.

We have in strong contrast the

fight that French-Canadian stu-

dents — especially those from
Laval — put up against the

Duplessis regime, and the inter-

est and participation of students

in Saskatchewan and British

Columbia show in their provin-

cial governments in their politi-

cal discussions, songs, clubs and
rallies. By comparison, the On-
tario university student is only

interested in being secure and
moderate. We have no individ-

uals or groups with 'the courage

to dare'.

These were some of the major

areas of discussion. In closing,

I might mention that the most
hotly discussed topic was the

question of Canadian neutrality.

Also, in the writer's experience,

the books that were most wide-

ly used and referred to by the

delegates were Peacemaker or

Poxvdcrmonkcy? by James Minifie,

William Whyte's The Organization

Man, The Affluent Society by John

Galbraith, and various sections of

the Gordon Report.

Donald Fraser.

On fogged window

Furieously slow tear drop

Quiessence in o fury and

Shadows of grey eminence.

Men and women

Silent, with their unspoken, unspeakable words.

Pounding, inaudible whispers:

They think they are secret, these thoughts,

But I am one of them, and 1 know them.

Nature and harmony

As ideals—
They exist no longer.

And have passed unmourned in

A sort of quiessence in a fury.

Feel, dream

Red nights and

Shatter in gly grey days

And assimilation of the eminence

In this roar of eternity . . .

This may be the good, to feel

This roor and subtle pounding.

This physical nearness

and psychical abstraction —
This is the life we have chosen.

M. L

sylvia marlowe, harpsichordist
The University Concerts series opened last Tuesday with a of the piano to which wc arc accustomed are very different from those

brilliantly executed harpsichord recital by Sylvia Marlowe. The in- of the harpsichord. The role of the performer in the eighteenth

strument itself shared the attention of the audience throughout the century was greatly one of improvisation since the pieces were
concert and during the intermission various comments were made written virtually without ornaments, this being left to the fancy of

ranging from "the lower manual is too frail for Handel's music" to the executant. Her improvised accompaniment to the opening notes

noncommittal remarks such as "the harpsichord has got quite a of a Handel harpsichord concerto illustrated her point quite clearly.

ping, hasn't it?" She explained that in the harpsichord the strings are plucked, not

r, ^, i p , . „ struck; pedals and buff stops act as do the stops of the organ prov-Uurmg the Largo of Handel s suite m C minor. Miss Marlowe . .. ....
, , , r

, ,
° ^ ,, , , . ,

iding a different colour from that of a piano.
was seen to look up at the vaulted ceiling of Grant Hall from which

she found little encouragement. Her playing was far too forceful Her handsome instrument was built by John Challis about ten

during the following Adagio and Andante, which at the same time years ago. It has an 8' upper manual, a 16' and 8' lower manual.

caused minor but obvious flaws in her execution. Reconciled to the These and the registers arc controlled by five pedals. At the rccep-

fact that she could not be heard in the last five rows, Miss Marlowe tion which followed the concert Mis Marlowe pointed out the differ-

displayed her effortless techiiione as a harpsichordist especially ences in style of French and English composers of the same period.

during the Giguc and Passacaille. These were due in part to the distinctive musical scales used in the

... , , , .. , , , . i
two countries. Where an English musician would read and play

Having warmed up with Handel, the performer introduced a
do-rc-mi-fa-sol etc., a Frenchman would play do, re, mi; fa, sol, la;

si, do. This peculiar rhythm could be distinguished during the

second part of the concert in (he performance of Jean Philippe

Rameau's Gavotte and Variations in A minor. Here the theme,

work by Louis Couperin, 'Les Fastes de la Grande et Ancienne

Menestraudise'. She explained that it was a musical tableau of an

early "musicians' union'. Couperin, disapproving of the Meues-

trandise, attempted to satirize the organization in this piece. The
mo™I^

harpsichord reproduced the lute, viol and tambourines of the min-

strels as well as the antics of the hears and monkeys. One also

had a vivid impression of the beggars and of 'those crippled in the
j

service of the union' as they limped about in time to the broken

and wailing chords of the lower register. Miss Marlowe then showed

her remarkable dexterity as she played a presto illustrating the

commotion and disbandmcut of the company caused by the drunk- Miss Marlowe's preference for Domcnico Scarlatti was evident

ards, the monkeys and the bears. The harpsichordist was particu- in her magnificent execution of five sonotas. The first, an allegro,

larly skilful in bringing to life these keyboard dances which included was full of vivid contrasts superbly written for the instrument. A
some tricky pasages involving frequent stretches of a tenth in the left notable feature was the repeated 'hunting horn' codetta of this two

hand. The typically French rhythm and the composer's predilection part composition. The second sonata, a -K time cantabilc. gave a

for the middle and low registers, so sonorous on the harpsichord, melancholic interlude to the otherwise vivacious selections. The

power of the composer's harmony. At one time the theme, played

maestuoso, escaped from its medium and became monumental, recal-

ling the beginning of Bach's Christmas Oratorio; then a light and

playful variation brought on a sketchy repeat of the theme to a

quiet ending.

were expertly brought out.

After the intermission, Miss Marlowe gave an interesting and

informative talk on the instrument and concerning harpsichord lit-

erature. "There has been a sudden boom in harpsichords in the

United States", she said and added: "the reason for this is the

rediscovery of the enormous literature which was written for the

following allegro consisted in a pastorale sandwiched between two

different sections, an unusual rh-parturc from Scarlatti's two-form

compositions. The difficulties of this piece were noticed when Miss

Marlowe stumbled and beautifully covered up by resolving the last

chords sponte sua. Then a smooth and melodic Andante made up

of a succession of elegiac airs resulted in a most noble movement.

It was enhanced by admirable chains of thirds in the final bars of

harpsichord up until the nineteenth century. Until recently a great ^ nmmnt theme The hst riecc was ail extrcme|y appealing

number of Scarlatti sonatas were hidden away and with their re- ^ assai of a Qigue-like character with much imitation between
appearance, other works of Albinoni, Monteverdi, Frescohaldi, Bach .

and Rameau. to mention only a few, have come to light."

Miss Marlowe went on to say that the sound and techniques

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

the two hands, falling rocktt arpeggios and passages in thirds.

Miss Marlowe was warmly applauded and graciously performed

another Scarlatti sonata. This work recalled the Bach type tocata

and fugue construction. It was an elegant climax to the evening.

P. S. Day

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

V 231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"
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WUSC National Assembly
Held Here Over Weekend

(continued from page 1)

Science Department, that they

should intensify their efforts to

promote a sense of international

consciousness on campuses coast

to coast. "I need not labour the

importance of this task", Prof.

Meisel concluded, "because you

are now engaged in what is the

most important work of the twen-

tieth century. A failure of the

nations of the world to under-

stand each other will mean the

end of our civilization, and pos-

sibly of life on this planet". On-
campus seminars ; international

sports days ; inter-library ex-

change programmes; and the es-

tablishment of "foreign offices"

by student governments were all

means by which the desirable "in-

ternational consciousness" could

be achieved, he said.

The Assembly concluded its

sessions Monday morning by

electing a 22-mcmber National

Committee to advise on day-to-

day operations of the organization

during the coming year. The Na-

tional Committee, composed of

students and faculty members in

equal proportion, will include Jim

O'Grady, third year law student

at Queen's, and Daniel Soberman,

professor of law here.

Tricolor

Appointments
Dick O'Donnell was last week

appointed Tricolor Editor by the

AMS.
Other appointments were made as

follows

:

AMS Court: Junior Justices;

Arthur Szabo, Arts and Science;

Judy Rice, Levana; John Metson,

Theology; Prosecuting Attornev,

Paul Russell
;

Clerk, Peter F.

Barrett,

Junior Justice appointments from

Science and Medicine have been

deferred to a lalcr date.

KINGSTON UNITARIAN
FELLOWSHIP
GUEST SPEAKER:

REV. WILLIAM P. JENKINS
of First Unitarian Church,

Rochester, N.Y.

Thursday, Oct. 13th, 1960
8;oo P.M.

LA SALLE HOTEL
Sludents Cordially Invilcd

Frosh Committee Found
Blameless In Levine Case

The recent death of Michael

Levine, a frosh at Sir George

Williams College, has resulted in a

widespread debate about the purpose

and value of initiations. Levine died

of a heart attack while participating

in an initiation ceremony.

Born a blue-baby, Levine suffered

from rheumatic forver at the age of

five, He spent his first ten years at

the Schol for Crippled Giitdren, and

had suffered a relapse of his heart

condition two years ago.

As a penalty for a minor mis-

demeanour, Levine was sentenced

to impersonate Herb Elliot, the

famous miler. He offered no objec-

tion, and began "prancing, running

and waving his arms". He was to

lead the other freshmen to Phillips

Square in Montreal at his leisure

and sign autographs and pose for

photographs, according to the judges

of the initiation court. He entered

the spirit of the occasion, racing

quickly, and refusing to rest. Reach-

ing the Statue of Edward VII in

Phillips Square, he began climbing

it but collapsed from a heart attack

and died.

A coroner's jury has absolved

the initiation officials of any guilt

in the affair.

Work Proceeds On The
''Greatest Of Bashes"
There will be a general meeting

of the Engineering Society on

Wednesday, October 12th at 4:45

P.M. in the Science Clubrooms,

At a meeting last Wednesday,

the Engineering Society Executive

announced that decorations for the

Science Formal, to be held Novem-
ber 4th, are being assembled in the

basement of the old H.M.C.S.

Cataraqui at 47 Wellington Street,

Work is going on from 6:00 to

12:00 P.M. Monday through Friday

and on Sunday afternoons. All

Sciencemen are urged to come out

and help make this year's Formal

another success.

Visiting Russians

Any campus organization

interested in meeting the

Russian students who will

visit the campus later this

term should notify the

NFCUS Committee to arrange

an itinerary.

Attention
Science Frosh!

FRESHMAN INDUCTION
CEREMONY :—Ellis Hall, Thurs-

day, October 13th at 7:00 P.M.
Attendance is compulsory.

More Science news:

• The Science Faculty has rec-

ommended Graeme Leonard for the

AMS appointment of Junior Justice

for the AMS Court.

• All Science years holding

stags, whether public or private,

tnuht get the approval of the

Engineering Society beforehand.

• It was suggested that Science-

men might wear crests denoting the

Engineering courses which they are

taking. This is to be dealt with at

the next meeting.

• Applications are now being

accepted by the Engineering Society

for appointments to the Service

Control Board,

Student Aid Loans

THE

Ontario Student Aid Loans for

1960-61 are open to students resid-

ing in Ontario. A third class stand-

ing in Senior Matriculation or in

the previous academic University

year is a required qualification

for students wishing to apply. Loan

amounts reach a maximum of $500.

Rhodes Scholarships valued at

£750 annually are obtainable over

a two or three year period. Un-
married male Canadian citizens or

British subjects, who have com-
pleted two years' study at a Cana-

dian University by October t, 1960,

are eligible to apply.

Further information is available

at the Registrar's Office, Richardson

Hall, concerning the conditions of

application for these two awards.

MUTUAL 1 1FE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

of CANADA
HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. - TEL. LI 6-1405
BRANCH MANAGER - A. E. NELSON, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.LU.-Res, LI 8-4552
K. C. KENNEDY, C.LU.-R«. LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.LU.-Res. LI 2-7602
M. EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER — RES. LI 6-2170

STEAM SHOVEL
Scribe did descend on cav of nic as Maidc Marion had sent

runners for same. Maidc did look very joy-ns for the invincible men

of An did bring great battle honours back to the land of the ruling

monarch from the land of frog. These same men did battle day of

sat last on green wrecked-angle at stad of die, against wearers of

double from town of pig and did again carry home glorious laurel-

leaf type hat as sign of victory.

Maide did send out call to all loyal members of family of Au to

attend extra coarse in building of decor at grounded ship on street

of English noble. Bash of 3 score -f- 1 is to be most elegant of

Spanish type named party given to romance. Maide did also express

wish to buy ticket of winning variety for days of sat & Sun of man

with much money.

Bash of fairy variety by 3 score + 2 was of highest quality

and did many men and lemonz of three colour cavs of CaCO a
attend

with much frivolity and revelry.

Maide did take offence to hieroglyphic type murmurings m rag

of blue men of med. It is to be noticed — said same— that such bashz

as mentioned were well attended by those of red and blue and same

did enjoy same. Also the Zeus of Au and court proclaimed ban on all

such frivolities many moons ago. Maide did instruct scribe to inform

those of med who did scribble such sayings that they be well in-

formed before laying such rash charges in the nefary-us rap.

Lazy dog did cause quick brown fox to fall and was there to

greet him.

WHAT IS NFCUS?
Robbie Shaw, Queen's NFCUS

Committee Chairman, will answer

this question tomorrow night in a

public meeting in Room 1 1 ,
Dunning

Hall.

NFCUS is a going concern. With

over 80,000 members in 35 Cana-

dian universities, the Federation is

involved in an ever-expanding

number of activities. Every year at

the National Congress, each univer-

sity is delegated to investigate a

particular student problem, and to

report on this mandate at the next

national meeting.

Seminars and conferences bring

together students from every part

of the Dominion to discuss topics

of mutual interest. The National

Secretariat with its headquarters in

Ottawa, through co-operation of the

local committees, is the spokesman

for Canadian students, NFCUS is

well aware of its international

obligations and pays close attention

to the problems of the student com-

munity in all continents.

Debating tournaments, photog-

raphy and literary contests, exchange

week-ends, insurance plans, travel

allowances constitute additional acti-

vities of NFCUS. Queen's local

Committee lias a busy year ahead

and requires help from all faculties.

Members of the freshman classes

are particularly invited to join the

committee.

CFRC
Thursday
6:30—Music Break

7 00—Canadian Sunset

7:30—Calendar and Programme
Highlights

7:35—March Time
8;00—Gilbert and Sulhvan

Ruddigorc
8:30—Speaking Frankly about

Queen's Athletics

9 '00—The Living Classics —
The Music of Bach, featiiriri

the Brandenburg Corner

and the Goldberg Variation.

11:00—Music for Modems

Classified

For Rent

Bright room, near Campus, $8 p (

week. 486 Johnson St. 2-2592.

Applications arc invilcd for a limitt

number of double-bed spaces_ (roo

and board) in the men's resident*

\pp1y lo the business office, Leonat

Hall.
Lost

German 12 lecture notes. Find-

please phone 6-2068,

Text on Differential Equations, ;

McLaughlin Hall Tuesday, Oct,
j

before 3:30 p.m. Finder please conti:

K. P. Ebscn.
Notice

Persons submitting notices for sigr

post or classified please check th>

date, hour, and place are listed for i

events being advertised, and telephor

numbers for all people to be contact^

Delegates Wantec

Those interested in attending tlv

annual McGill Conference on Worl

Affairs, being held Nov. 21-24, aj

delegates or observers, should sen:

their applications to the AMS Offic

immediately. Delegates should I*

conversant in the fields of politic;

science and economics. The then*

this year is "Democracy in

Changing World."

Freeze Courses

There may be no further

changes in Registration after

Friday, October IS.

MARRIAGE?
Why should twentieth

man bother himself with

century

the in-

stitution of marriage? This propo-

sition will be discussed today in

the coffee shop at 12 :30. Invite your

girl-friend to lunch and let the

Queen's Debating Union shock you

bolh with this provocative topic. For

the purposes of argument, Stewart

Smith and Mike Bell will defy

society and oppose the institution

of marriage. Tradition, virtue,

honesty and normality will be re-

presented by two daring freshettcs,

Mary Holden and Whipple Stein-

krauss. If you have any opinions

on this subject, some and heckle,

If not, just some and be enter-

tained. That's the Coffee Shop,

12:30, today, October 12th, for the

Debating Union's opening debate

of the year.

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

PINS • RINGS
* BRACELETS

Choose your class pin or

school insignia from a com-

plete stock in sterling or

gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
JEWELLERS

168 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 6-2261

SIGNPOST
Wednesday:

The Queen's Biochemical Biophysical
Society will meet in the lecture room
of the Craine Building at 7 p.m. Mr.
John Pclcrson from the Upjon Com-
pany will talk on "Careers in Commer-
cial Biochemistry".

The Tricolor Auto-Sport Club will
meet at 8 p.m. in Ellis Hall. Movies
will be shown and applications accepted
for the October Rally on Oct. 23.

First debate of the year by the De-
bating Union in the McLaughlin Room
at 12:30 p.m. Stewart Smith and Mike
Bell will opoose Whipple Steinkrauss
and Mary Holdcu on the topic: Re-
solved that marriage is an outmoded
social custom. Plan to witness this pro-
vocative and lively debate.

Progressive-Conservative Association
first general meeting of the year in
Committee room 2 at 8 p.m. New
members welcome. Plans for the year's
activities will he outlined. Special
feature: a lively debate on the US
Presidential election.

Thursday:

SCM Bible Study: New Arts Build-
ing, room 102, at 12:30 p.m. Lunch
provided for 25c. Come early if eating.
All welcome.

Candlelight Coffee Hour Debate:
Resolved that women are gregarious
and overly clannish and that hence the
Levana Society and its candlelight cer-
emonies should be abolished. In the
McLauphlin Room al 9:30 p.m, Coffee
and cookies will be served for 10c.

Art Centre; A short film on Vezchj

a 12lh century French Abbey, at

p.m., under the auspices of the Kin;

ston Art Association. It will also 1

shown to the Art History classes ;

•1:30 p.m. and visitors would be m
come at that time.

NFCUS: A general open meetinR I

explain the workings and aims '

NFCUS. All students are invited to a'

tend this meeting, particularly studem

interested in joining the Queen's con

mittcc. Meeting will be held in rotf

11 of Dunning Hall at 9:15 p.m.

Saturday:

Dance in Grant Hall 9 - 12 P"
featuring the Limestone City Jn-

Band. Don't miss the Charleston C»'

test to be held at about 10:30 P"
Admission 75c per body. Wear yofl

flappers.

Sunday

The October Sports Car Rally will t

run off Sunday, Oct. 23 over appro'

imately 135 miles of tar and fi
w

gravel roads. There will be five clicf

points and a party after the rally wf

a supper of hot dogs and liquid

freshmen ts. Any make of car may '

entered, and anyone may enter. Tt

entry fee is S2 for members and
for non-members, until Oct. 16, aft'

which date it will be (3 for every"1

Eulry forms and information can '

obtained from Warren Laiug, Ton

Hawke, or Bruce Hartwick. All
welcome.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

Pllf ^^^K COOU IOK YOU I
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Find

Former Communist Editor

Reveals Red World Stategy
By Bob Crown

Assistant News Editor

Douglas Hyde, a convert to Roman Catholicism, would have

appeared in Communist eyes as the "Dr. Jeckle turned Mr. Hyde"

of fictional fame, as he lectured on Communist Global Strategy

in Grant Hall. Monday, Oct. 3. The former editor of the communist

"London Daily Worker" said that communism Will attempt to raise

a classless, prejudice-free, commune state on the ruins of our capital-

istic society.

Communism attempts to pick the smallest flaws in situations,

explained Mr. Hyde, as well as the glaring larger ones, and to use

this to further their cause. One of, or any combination of. the fol-

lowing conflicts of society, can be turned to advantage by Com-

munists :

(a) the conflict between the "haves" and the "have nots";

(b) the conflict between the colonialist and the imperialist;

(c) conflicts between imperialists;

(d) the conflict between communism and capitalism (in which
Lenin expounded his theory of total war).

Mr. Hyde said that it is doubt

ful at present whether Moscow

feels total war would serve best

to bring the communist state into

existence. Consequently, we must

be alerted for more subversion

which may be legal, bordering on

illegality or criminal.

Mr. Hyde felt that communism
was a spiritual as well as material-

istic philosophy. It has attracted

the young, the intelligent, the viv

acious, the hard-working. It is

an ideal which unfortunately be

comes disillusioning when those

involved realize that this perfect

state is so remote from human
nature that it is impossible. This

is the greatest weakness of com
munism; disillusionment.

However, it is unreasonable for

western states to attempt to com-
bat communism with materialism

alone. The spiritual vacuum cre-

ated is a waiting space and pros-

pective hold for communism.
Among those most easily con-

verted to communism are persons
who have held strongly or are
holding strongly a Christian faith

In conclusion, Mr. Hyde gave
a warning against the communist
friendly with non-communists.
That there is no such thing was
implied in his crude statement of

the basic communist tactic "We
take them by the hand to take
them bv the throat."

Q.U.B.BS.

Peter Galsworthy was elected

vice-president and Patricia Forman,
secretary at the first meeting of the
Queen's University Biochemical and
Biophysical Society last Wednes-
day. This rounded off the executive
slate on which Elizabeth Kaiser is

president, and Joan Camelford.
secretary.

Last year's President, John Trevi-
thick outlined the main functions
of the club amongst which are the
investigation of current research
techniques and the provision of
information on the opportunities
awaiting graduates in the field.

OOKSHO* 14 M on .,, a | J,.

HiARYe . .

.

As a public service the Queen's
Journal is publishing the AMS
by-law number three. It is drawn
to the particular notice of campus
organizations and individuals af-

fected. Know and Obey the rules

of YOUR student government!

By-Law Number 3:

(a) The posting of all notices

and announcements of the

Alma Mater Society auth-

orized organizations or in-

dividuals shall be restricted

to notice boards on camp-
us, and organizations or

individuals responsible for

improperly posting said

notices or announcements

are subject to a penalty to

be imposed by the AMS
Court,

(b) All such notices and an-

nouncements so posted (by

Alma Mater Society auth-

orized organizations or in-

dividuals) shall be remov-

ed from the said notice

boards within 24 hours

following the functions

concerned.

AMS Vacancies

Applications for the positions of

Science and Medicine Junior Jus-

tices, Crier, and Sheriff for the

AMS Court, for Color Night Con-

venor, and for positions on the AMS
committee on Tricolor Awards
should be sent to the AMS Office

immediately.

Receive Canada
Council Grants

Under the Canada Council Act,

the Council has made available ten

categories of awards to individuals.

These awards are designed to foster

and promote the study and enjoy-

ment of, and the production of

works in the arts and humanities,

and social sciences. These objectives

do not, as yet, include social work,

theology, pedagogy, applied mathe-

matics, and generally, studies in

professional schools.

The Canada Council Act defines

the arts as follows : architecture,

the arts of the theatre, literature,

music, painting, sculpture, and other

creative, interpretative activities.

Recipients of these grants now
pursuing post graduate studies at

Queen's, are: Aniceto Jalbuena of

the Philippines, and Lois Ann Sem
bower and R. L. Phillips of the

United States. C. G. Parameswaren

from India holds a special post

doctoral fellowship. William Brown
an undergraduate, has a special

award for teachers.

See Richardson Hall for further

information.

Engineering '64

Elections

At a year meeting last Friday,

members of Science '64 picked the

following executive for the 1960-61

session

:

President : Mac Evans ; Engineer-

ing Society Representatives: Jack

Medd, Doug Nilcs; Vice President:

Hap Parnaly ; Secretary : Nick Dela-

velle ; Treasurer : Flynn Marr

;

Athletic Stick: Ken Skeock; Assis-

tant Athletic Sticks: Roger Yates,

Bole Duthie ; Social Convenor

:

Mike Nedham ; Scribe : Ford Wong

;

Constable : Barry Dicks.

The WUS Story

Transportation

Assistance

Persons residing in distant

Ontario Territorial Districts must

have their applications into the

Registrar's Office by October 31.

ATTENTION STUDENTS

We have a complete stock of

QUEEN'S BLAZERS

with Crest and gold buttons

A wide range of fine English worsted trousers to

go with your Queen's Blazer

SPECIAL $13.95

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR

350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LI 6-9859

The World University Service of

Canada is one of forty-two National

Committees of World University

Service, an internationally recog-

nized service organization of the

world university community with

its headquarters in Geneva.

Its objectives are to develop

inter-university contacts, co-oper-

ation, and understanding through

a three point programme of:

1. Material aid to students,

faculty, and universities in

need.

2. Seminars, conferences, con-

sultations, and study tours

to bring together members
of the world university com-

munity.

3. Scholarships, study pro-

grammes, and research into

university problems.

WUS has no specific members, no

fees. All students, faculty, and

graduates can participate in its

activities; in turn, WUS exists to

serve them. WUS is financed by

voluntary contributions from stu-

dents, faculty, graduates, and funds

raised by campus campaigns and

activities. Universities and student

councils make grants for administra-

tion costs. Financial support is also

provided by several Provincial

governments, Universities, Foun-

dations, business and industry, and

individual donors for specific acti-

vities such as seminars and scholar-

ships. Donations are tax-exempt

and can he given for general pur-

poses or earmarked for a particular

project of area.

Four major university organiza-

tions sponsor WUS at the Inter-

national level : they are the World

Student Christian Federation. Pax

Romana, World Union of Jewish

Students and the Association of

University Professors and Lec-

turers. WUS enjoys Consultative

status with UNESCO, and co-

operates closely with several UN
agencies including the World Health

Organization and the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees.

WUS carries out assorted acti-

vities in what is commonly referred

to as "The Programme for Action".

Through a S250.000.00 plan an-

nually agreed upon by the WUS
branches in Africa, Asia, Europe,

the Middle East, North America
and the Pacific Region, and admin-

istered by International Head-
quarters in Geneva, WUS carries

out a world-wide programme of

mutual aid and international educa-

tion. In every instance the idea of

'self-help' is encouraged. Inter-

national funds are used only to

supplement national efforts or

matched on a dollar-for-dollar basis.

Projects fall into the following

categories

:

WUS IN CANADA:

As members of a world univer-

sity community, Canadian stu-

dents and faculty have a respon-

sibility to their colleagues in

need. WUS believes that the most

powerful weapon in the fight

against poverty, disease, ignor-

ance, and despair among the vast

populations of Asia, the Middle

East and Africa is educated lead-

ership. University training is es-

sential if the problems of these

areas are to be overcome. By help-

ing Asian and African students to

help themselves, we create se-

curity not only for them but for

ourselves. For their future is our

future, and educated leadership

is the cornerstone of the future of

1

all peoples.

|

Since 1945, Canadian students

and faculty have raised over $150,-

j

000 to aid their colleagues abroad.

Canada has also received nearly 700

Hungarian student refugees and
provided 120 scholarships, valued

at more than $100,000.

International Seminars and Study

Tours : Every year forty Canadian

students and faculty representing

every university in Canada are

selected to participate in an Inter-

national Seminar. Seminars have
been held in France. Germany,

India. Japan, and China. Bringing

together students and faculty from

many countries, they provide Cana-

dians with a unique opportunity for

international contacts and a stimu-

lating intellectual experience.

Scholarships: After World War
Two, sixty student refugees from

Europe were provided with scholar-

ships by WUS. In 1952 this pro-

gramme was replaced by scholar-

ships, for graduate students from

Southeast Asia, the Middle East

and Africa, where there are limited

or no facilities for graduate study.

Treasure Van: The WUS Trea-

sure Van is a display and sale of

handicrafts from some sixty coun-

tries. Initiated in 1952 by Mrs.

Ethel Mulvany its three-fold objec-

tives are ( 1 ) to bring the arts and

crafts of other countries to Canada,

(2) to stimulate trade and en-

courage "self-help" with people rich

in handicraft skills and (3) to

provide funds for WUS programmes

and activities.

Editor's Note: It was thought ap-

propriate that the WUS story be

told in conjunction with the WUS
National Convention which was held

at Queen's this past weekend. This

campus organization carries out

many important and worthwhile

activities and operates on an inter-

national scale. It is dedicated to

further the interests of students and

for this reason should be of par-

ticular note to all on campus.

CHECK INTO THESE CAREER OPENINGS FOR

YOUNG
GRADUATES
AT ALCAN!
Aluminum Company of Canada, Limited is looking for university

graduates who seek careers where they can look forward to further

developing their technical and administrative skills.

This major metal producing and fabricating company has openings

for metallurgical and chemical engineers, graduates in mechanical,

industrial and electrical engineering, as well as young men holding

degrees in arts, commerce or law.

Alcan engages in the development of products and processes both

for itself and its customers, is identified with aluminum's rise as a

many-purpose metal with rapidly expanding uses and markets.

Research facilities are among the finest in the world.

This is the "growth situation" you may be looking for; a chance

to make full use of your knowledge and potential, combined with

attractive salary scales and working coaditions, plus generous

employees benefits. Company literature is available at your uni-

versity placement office or upon request. Please write to:

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD.

Personnel Department,

P.O. Sox 609O, Montreal 3, P.Q.
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Oh, Sweet Revenge

Any resemblance to the picture in the bottom corner is purely coincidental. This is Queen's first

rugger game played before an enthusiastic crowd on Saturday morning on the outer field when Queen's

edged Toronto 1st 8-3.

Levana Arise Victors Of Scrum

Softball
Queens Rugger XV scored

another victory, last Saturday on

The women's softball tournament 'home ground, and this time against

began Mon., Sept. 26 with '62

beating '63, 9-6. In the next bout,

Levana '61 overpowered '64, 14-0.

'61 was again victorious over '63,

defeating them 14-4. '62 and '64

played off in an exciting and close

game which ended '64 winning 7-5.

With '61 needing only one more
victory to clinch the championship,

'62 took them on in the final sche-

duled game of the tournament and
battled their way to a 10-7 victory.

The playoff game between '61 and
'62 to break the first-place tie found
'62 the victors by a score of S-5.

Tennis

Tennis is now underway with an

exceptionally large entry of approx-

imately 60 girls entered in the singles

and doubles tournaments. The games
lake place on the courts near the

stadium every day and the tourna-

ment will carry on through the

month of October. The intercol-

legiate tournament is coming up next
weekend in Toronto with Queen's
gals defending champs.

For A Sure Tomorrow
...Insure Today

MR.
J. D. MoclNTOSH

OFFICE LI 2-4933
HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
IrmilANCI COMPANY

tiOM OFUCf • 10»ONIO, CANADA

U. of T's 1st XV. In a very scrappy

game, the Queen's team were backed

by an enthusiastic audience. Toronto

scored in the first half, when their

full-back, J. Vallance, drop-kicked

from the thirty-five yard line, to

put them three points up. Queen's,

although trying hard, could not

coordinate any of their moves and

had a difficult time trying to get

even, but finally the forwards, led by

Charlie Conn and Barry Loughton,

broke through and took the ball

down the field, where Don Mc-
Omiick who was right up with the

|

play, touched it down, thus evening

I

the score (3-3).

!
In the second half, after a series

1 of attacks Queen's scored again,

' sending Hadyn Richardson over the

Tine. Dave Steele converted the try

1 8-3 1. Queen's seemed to have the

potential to increase the score but

the ball was taking a long time

to gel kick to the backs who could

never really get moving once they

had the ball. At full lime Queen's

still led 8-3. They play a return

match on 29th October.

Team: D. Steele, D. McOrmick,
P. MacEwan, G. Pascoe, H. Sava,

H. Richardson, L. H. Lawrence,

M. Ross, J. A. McNeil (capt.), M.
Ware. E. Pappas, C. Conn, R. Hirst,

R. H. Lawrence, B. Loughton.

evana '61

The LAB of C trophy is at stake

and we are out to win it. Please

contact Sally MacDonald, Levana
'61 athletic stick, at 2-4539 for in-

formation about the different sports

activities on the schedule.

LEARN TQ FLY !

Now in Kingston you will never hove a better opportunity to
toke flying training.

The Kingston Flying Club now has vacancies for foil training.
It you ore a Conodian Citizen or a British subject ond under 33
the totol cost of the Government Approved Course it $338 65 Pay
as you fly. All you need to start is $50.00.
The Kingston Flying Club operates—

FivB Fleet Canucks (Canadian built and Canada's most popular
and safest training aircraft)

Four-Place Cessna 172
Four-Place Piper Tri- Pacer
Two-Place Cessna Tri-M0
Two-way Air to Ground Radio
Lunch Bar for Members and Visitors.

For demonstration flight or further particulars Diol LI 8-3276.
The Kingston Flying Club is located 5 miles west of City.

Grunts and Groans

Gentlemen ! In past years it has

been said that "the Sport of Kings

Queen's, Queen's, Queen's".

This is entirely true as far as it

is stated. However, the Sport of

Wrestling, being recognized by

discriminating men as the Kingly

test of an individual, has been

overlooked in most quarters.

Word has reached us that a

sanctuary of this Art exists and

is open to the men of "oil and

thigh" from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. every

afternoon

On Saturday afternoon the

Golden Gaels in their best all-

round performance of the year

trampled the Varsity Blues 26-13.

The Blues were out-thought and

out-fought, by a fired-up Queen'-;

team which had the game in con-

trol from the opening kick-off.

Despite an injured finger which

he hurt the first time Queen's go!

the ball, Cal Connor kept the

Blues' d c f e n s e off-balance

throughout the game. In contrast

Toronto quarterback, Norm
Turner, could not get Varsity's

vaunted offense rolling until late

in the third quarter when the

Blues scored their first touch-

down.

The Gaels offensive line played

its best game of the year giving

Connor good pass protection and

repeatedly opening holes in the

Blues' defense. Not in the least

intimidated by those pre-season

all-stars, Casey Woods and Glen

Harding, the Gaels' front wall

pushed back the Blues' line almost

at will.

two Varsity men covering him. As

a result Mike seldom got the ball

and Connor centred the Queen's

attack around Robin Ritchie who
scored 14 points and Gord Si-

mester who picked up a touch-

down in the second quarter.

Defensively the Gaels' line kept

a steady pressure on Turner and

bottled up the Toronto attack

whenever the Blues threatened.

The only consistent Toronto run-

ner was John McMurtry as the

Queen's led by Gary Strickler and

Terry Porter at the lincbacking

spots kept Paul Burroughs and

Ev. Rush to short yardage all

afternoon. Even though Turner

The Gaels scored the first time

they got the ball when Robin

Ritchie climaxed a 60 yard march

by kicking a field-goal from the

Toronto 20. The big play in that

sequence was a 45 yard pass and

run effort from Connor to Wick-

lum which took the Gaels deep

into Toronto territory. Minutes

later Ritchie scored another field

goal again from about 20 yards

out. This time it was Ritchie him-

self who set up the score, with

two runs of 25 yards which helped

move the ball from Queen's 35

yard line to scoring position in

six plays.

Ritchie scored the Gaels' first

major midway through the second

quarter when lie plunged off-

tackle from the one-yard line.

That score was set up when Be-

thune recovered a Toronto fumble

on the Blues' 10 yard line. The

next Queen's touchdown came

late in the first half when Gordie

Siniester took a screen pass from

Connor on the Toronto 45 and

twisted and turned his way over

to score. He was aided by excel-

lent blocking, particularly by Don
Robb who made the key block to

spring him loose.

scored on a third and seven sit-

uation when Turner threw to Mc-

Murtry for the score.

The final period opened explo-

sively when Wicklum ran the

kickoff back 50 yards to the To-

ronto 45 but from there on the

play degenerated with both sides

fumbling and losing the ball on

interceptions. Mike Pettit scored

the Gaels' final touchdown when
he caught a short pass from Con-

nor in the end zone. Pettit set up

the touchdown a few plays earlier

when he intercepted a Turner

pass on the Toronto 40 and ran

it to their 23 yard line. Toronto's

second touchdown went to Bur-

roughs when he plunged over

from the one in the last minute of

play. The convert which was at-

tempted while fans were rushing

on to the field, was blocked by
middle guard George Bethune.

completed 17 passes few of them
except weekends, in! were 0f the dangerous type. All I

I" the third quarter, play see-

the small gym. , but two of his long ones were i

sawed back and forth until late in

Freshmen will note that par-' either knocked down or intercept-
1 lnc period when the Blues made

ticipalion in this endevour will with Kent Pluinley (2), Mike! their only sustained march of the

remove obligations of Physical! Pettit. and Wa >'ne McGill get-
;

game. The Blues went into a

Education classes, and others

will note that since you fight

only in your own weight class,

you can become individually im-

portant thus satisfying deep psy-

chological and Freudian needs.

There will be a Queen's Wrest-
ling team entered this year into

Intercollegiate c o m p e t i t i o.n

(Western holds that champion-

ship, and we feel that we can win
that, too.)

Come prepared to regain phy-

sical fitness and social prestige,

couie to enjoy the values of good 1

sport.

. . . And therefore, Gentlemen,
j

to complete "What's the Sport of I

Kings?" cry "QUEEN'S WRES-
TLING".
— 2 coaches, no waiting —

ting the interceptions. spread formation which confused

Mike Wicklum, a stand-out in
,he Q»een '

s defense long enough

the Gaels' victories over McGill, to enable the Blues to score. To
spent most of the afternoon with : add insult to injury, the Blues

Tricolor Sailing
On Saturday afternon a group of

sailors represented Queen's in a

very obscure Intercollegiate sport

—

sailing. The Queen's crew ended up

after three races in second place,

trailing University of Toronto.

Representing Queen's were Ross

Hodgetts, John Mooney and Hank
Connell and considering the derelicts

(as described, by the crewmen)

they came up with a very creditable

showing.

Sailing from the R.M.C. basin

the course was set up as three legs

of a triangle each a mile long. The
laps consisted of one windward,

reaching and downwind around the

course. The crews sailed three races

switching boats after each race.

When the three races of the after-

noon were completed the final scor-

ing showed University of Toronto

S'A, Queen's 6J4, and R.M.C. 4.

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

PHOTO BY KOJ1 K*RIATSUM*F

i JTT *£?!"
i

t
S

!!

OWn on
„
th

?
™«ivin

6 end of * Connor pass going into the end zone
molested tor a T.D. which was called back due to a Queen's offside

PAT TO It'S CLEfiNERS
DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDERING

In by 10:00 a.m.; Out by 5:00 p.m.

TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE
The Nicest Cleaning In Town

349 PRINCESS STREET DIAL LI 8-4292

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

ment^n Tev?R ^7 with all your require-

LeTf I?Jk~ ? F««W«* Departments. Loose

CushtW '
F°Untam Pens

- Q»«n's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIESKINGSTON Queen -

8 univeraity Grounds ONTARIO

7o\. 88
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To Pay Or Not To Play?

AMS Plebiscite

tfDue to the rising costs of sports administration. Queen's has

«en forced this year to drastically reduce the intercollegiate sports

program. A raise of $5 in student athletic fees (to be effective next

all) would help meet the deficit and make it possible to revive the

TOgrani.

Thus the students are being asked to vote on the proposed iu-j

regse in fees; voting hours and location of polls will be announced.

Proclamation
TAKE NOTICE THAT pursuant to Article XIII, Section
:(a) of the Constitution of the Alma Mater Society a
'eneral plebiscite will be held on

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18th, 1960
VOTERS will be asked the following question:

"Do you favour an increase in the Student Athletic
•"ee to $20 (from $15)?"

THIS PLEBESCITE is being held pursuant to a proposed
Amendment to Article I, Section 2 of the Constitution of
he Athletic Board of Control.

TIMES AND PLACES OF VOTING will shortly
e published on all Campus Notice Boards

STUDENTS MUST PRESENT THEIR NFCUS
:ards AT THE POLLS. OTHERWISE THEY WILL
JOT BE PERMITTED TO VOTE.

G. Gordon Sedgwick,
Chief Justice.

Noted Poet, Irving Layton
Visits Queen s Next Tuesday

Oecide That

.

. .

MARRIAGE IS FOREVER
By Bob Crown

The McLaughlin Room of the

Itudent's Memorial Union was the

ccne i>i" a noon hour debate last

Vedncsday, Oct. 12, in which
Itewart Smith and Mike Bell were
liable to defend "Resolved: That
tfarriage Should be Abolished"

aainst Mary Hnlden and Whipple
iteinkrauss.

"Satisfy those Freudian in-

tincts !*' pleaded Mr. Smith.
Since two-fifths of all marriages
;o on the rocks, abandon the
idiculous institution and move
p to 'the broad uplands of free
ive'l"

First speaker for the negative,

She also asserted that marriage

"good for the health," and is

deterrend to 'social diseases'.

To answer this, Mr. Bell, second

speaker for the affirmative, called

upon the three economic standards

of quantity, quality, and cost. He
urged that since maritial unions

are so much like labor unions (i.

they both cause too much trouble

and the seat of power often gets

channeled to the wrong person(s)

they should be handled with finality.

Scientific matching of men and

women would insure a superior

race, capable of meeting the chal-

lenges of tomorrow. The rule of

thumb should be S.R.I, (selective,

4ary Hulden. urged women not to ' restrictive inter-mingling). Cost of

a) give up their meal tickets,

b) accept their pre-marital status
of working girl,

c) forfeit their hard-won status

symbol "MRS."

Wrassling Wraffle

As the campus is aware, the
nestling team is covering its own
xpenses to the Intercollegiate
Vrestling Tournament at Western
between $40 and $50 eaeh). To
ase^this cost the team is sponsoring

VIN 26 oz. of your favourite liquid
Draw 22 Oct., 2:30 p.m.

10c or 3 for 25c.
Tickets can be obtained from

l0a ride member of

any

wrestling team.

snmvERs

marriage is self evident, not to

mention those valuable diamonds

taken away from industry's demand.

Miss Steinkrauss made an appeal

to men. In hopes of rallying support

she quoted Bacon's definition of the

wife

:

"She is a young man's mistress,

A middle-aged man's companion,
And an old man's nurse."

The vote went to the negative.

Marriage was not abolished, al-

though Messieurs Smith and Bell

were chosen as the better team.

After the debate, Stewart Smith

and Chairman Peter Gallop, pointed

out to the large audience that the

Queen's Debating Union is in

essence an academic group, whose
energies are devoted chiefly to dis-

cussions of such topics as govern-

ment, the United Nations, or Cana-

dian Economic Independence.

At Wednesday's Debating Union meeting, chairman Peter

Gallop keeps the peace between Mary Holden and Whipple Stein-

krauss, who like the institution of matrimony, and Mike Bell and

Stewart Smith, who don't.

Gentlemen, Start Your Engines

Do you have racing blood in your veins? Do you thrill to the

open road? Then you must find Kingston boring on Sundays.

Solution: Join the Tricolor Autospurt Club in its Autumn Rally

on October 23rd. Amateurs needn't fear; no previous experience

necessary.

Entry forms available at committee room 2, Students' Union

from 12:30 to 1 :1S on Oct. 17, IS, 19, 20.

Gala bash afterwards included in entry fee. .Supper with

"inspired" liquid refreshment to be served followed by awarding

of trophies. Only at Queen's could all this be obtained for the

low entry fee of one dollar — which, after Thursday, Oct. 20th. wilt

be §1.50. See you there!

Reputation As Freethinker

One of Canada's leading poets, Irving Layton, will give a public
lecture at Queen's on Oct. 18 under the auspices of the English club.

Roumanian by birth, lecturer by profession, and poet by inclin-

ation, Mr. Layton is a noted member of the Montreal Group, which
achieved prominence during the war and immediately afterwards.

In recent years his achievements have included the publication
of a selection of poems entitled The Improved Binoculars; in 1957 a
Canada Foundation Fellowship; and last year, the Governor-Gen-
eral's Medal for his volume Red Carpet for the Sun.
Mr. Layton arrived in Canada

in 1913, and graduated from Mac-
Donald College with a B.Sc. in

1939. In World War II he served

in the Royal Canadian Army as a

lieutenant, and received an M.A.
from McGill in 1946. He lectured

for some time at Sir George Wil-

liams College and was teaching

until recently at Horzliah Hish
School in Montreal.

Socialism .

Buffet Suppers

The Students' Memorial Union

are having the first of their Sunday

Buffet Suppers in Wallace Hall on

Sunday, October 16th.

These Buffet Suppers have been

popular affairs in the past. Men and

women students and members of

staff are welcome.

There wilt be two sittings at 5.30

p.m. and at 6.45 p.m., and it is

suggested that tickets should be

secured as soon as they are avail-

able.

The charge is $1-00 per person

Queen'smen (or women) interest-
» m breaking out of the common-
place are invited to try the exciting
»t perfectly safe sport of skydiving.
A very active group js aIrea(]v

raining at the Gananoque airport
transportation no problem). In-
vested? Contact Charlie Burbank
r Bob Mills at 8-3212.

Mr. Smith announced that there I and tickets may be procured at the

will be inter-school debating compe-
: Tuck Shop or from the cashier in

titions later in the year. Due to [the L'nion.

lack of support, Queen's has done
very poorly in the past.

It was pointed out that previous

showings can be remedied by giving

Queen's debaters strong support in

all their efforts so that they will be

well-seasoned and experienced by

the time they participate in inter-

collegiate competition.

Queen's Theatre

The Queen's Theatre Build-

ing Fund Committee will be

holding a drive for funds on

Saturday, Oct. 22. All are

urged to contribute generously

to this cause.

Dances Of The
West Indies

The West Indian S o c i e t y

promises to provide a novel form of

entertainment cm Friday night, 14th

October, at the Rainbow Room,

Roy York Cafe.

Miss Ivy Baxter, West Indian

Choreographer now at the Uni-

versity of Toronto will be on

hand to demonstrate a few steps

in some of the more popular dance

forms.

The function is open to all. Price

of admission is $1.50 per couple and

?5c cents single.

Notices on the campus should be

consulted fur any change in plans.

Previous publications of Mr.

Layton's include Here and A'cti'.

Now is the Place, The Black

Huntsmen, In the Midst of my
Fever, The Blue Profeltor, The

Bull Calf and Other Poems, and

Music on a Kasoo.

Mr. Layton will be in Tech.

Supplies between 3 and 4 p.m. on

Tuesday. Oct. 18, where copies of

his latest award-winning book of

poems, Red Carpet for the Sun,

will be on sale. He will be happy

to personally autograph the

copies.

A controversial figure at all

times, as his television appear-

ances have shown. Mr. Layton is

popularly considered to be a free-

thinker and will doubtless have

something bold to say. He will

give his address in the Ellis Hall

Auditorium on Tuesday, Oct. 18.

at S:15 p.m.

The leftist element on Queen's

campus joined ranks Wednesday
evening and formed the Queen's

Socialist Party.

"In the interest of Democracy"

the group decided "not to abandon

Model Parliament to the whims
anrl caprices of the reactionary two-

faced coin, Liberalism and Con-
servatism".

The Queen's Socialist Party

considers it obvious that the pri-

vate enterprise system is no long-

er able to cope with Canada's

social and economic problems.

The conventional parties, backing

blindly into socialism, without

due regard for the basic tenets

have jeopardized the life and se-

curity of the Canadian people.

"This party does not represent

organized labour or any other

pressure group but offers the

country a co-operative, planned

econon:> for the first tune in his-

tory."

The party welcomes the support

of "those informed students whose

political affiliations are not bound

by traditional ties."

AMS Notices

If you have made a deposit on

Tricolor '60 and have not received

your copy please pick it up in the

AMS Office in the Union imme-

diately.

Will presidents of clubs and

societies on campus please pick up

reservation forms for executive

pictures for Tricolor '61 from the

wicket at the Post Office.

The position of Assistant Editor

of Tricolor '61 is now vacant. Appli-

cations for it should be sent to the

AMS Office as soon as possible.

Applications for Color Night

Convenor should be sent to the

AMS Office immediately.

or Liberalism?
Some twenty students attended

the first meeting of the Queen's

Liberal Club on October 7th. The

initial meeting was held in order

to elect this year's executive and to

discuss the club's program for the

year.

Results of the elections were as

follows : Executive Vice-president,

Harold Melanson, Arts '63; Faculty

Vice-presidents, Susan Dexter, Arts

'64, Dave Coo, Arts '62; Al Phillip.

Law '63; and Secretary, Art Szabo.

For all those who missed the

first one, the Grits will be meeting

again on October 26 al 8 in the

McLaughlin Room.

ARTSMEN

Beats To Bash

Dance, sponsored by the Queen's

NFCUS Committee, featuring the

Metronomes. Dancing 9-1, this

Friday, Oct. 14, in Grant Hall.

Prizes for the best beatniks. Ad-Year cards now on sale. New
\rts, Dunning Hall. Get yours now [mission 75c and S1.25. Plan to be

and avoid prosecution. j
there.

Directors Wanted

Do you fancy that a director's

cap would fit you ?

The Queen's Drama Guild needs

two directors for one-act plays to

be staged on November 26.

If the cap fits, contact Dr. Angus

at the Drama Lounge, Old Arts

Building, or phone Martin Gerwin,

6-4185.
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Niki And Ike
Khrushchev can write 'fini' to another episode in his career as

Soviet boss when he sails home this week. His international duel with

Eisenhower is over. Although this engagement did not produce a

permanent victory or defeat, it still remains to analyse the motives

that produced, and the results that will be produced by. their speeches

and actions in the past few weeks. It has been evident from the begin-

ing that both leaders were actively pursuing the national interests

of their own respective countries. The United States is in a highly

advantageous position working through an international organiza-

tion controlled by sympathetic administrators. The Soviet Union,

naturally, desires to re-create the United Nations Organization along

such lines as to bring about a more equal east-west influence within

the structure of the world body.

President Eisenhower, following his old election platform (and

that of his would-be heir, Nixon) advocated "Peace, Progress, and

Prosperity" on an international and world wide scale. In this attempt

to impose American ideals upon the rest of the world, the president

strongly supported the organization and personnel of the United

Nations. He also ofered increased aid to the emerging nations in

Africa and obliquely attacked the Soviet Union.

Premier Khrushchev sang a somewhat different song. In a

blistering attack upon the format and operations of the United

Nations the Soviet leader demonstrated his feeling that the world

body is a western organization. He is quite right! The Secretariat

is largely western in make-up, the financial support is mainly derived

from the United States, and the Secretary- General is a citizen of a

pro-western nation.

Naturally, there are two sides to this question. The Soviets that

have been employed by the United Nations Secretariat tend to

follow the "party line" and as a result do not reach the stage of

'internationalization' as do employees of other nations. This directly

effects their ability to operate within an international civil service.

Financially, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has not lived up
to its obligations. Monies that have been given to the United
Nations have been accompanied by hampering conditions. The
Soviets can only blame themselves for American financial domination
of the United Nations. The Secretary General is indeed a product of

the western tradition but, in the opinion of most observers, has acted

with scrupulous impartiality. There is a rational basis for the Soviet
attack upon the United Nations. How rational depends on your view-
point.

The United States, employing the Eisenhower facility with
cliches, tried to strengthen and bolster the United Nations. At the
same time it made a serious bid to gain the numerical support of the
African bloc while excluding a hostile Red China. In their aims our
southern neighbours were partially successful. The 70 to 0 vote
of confidence in the United Nations and the Secretary General, the
understandable gratitude of Africa for aid, and the successful pre-
vention of a debate on Red China's admission proved tactical vic-

tories. However, the Cold War was not significantly eased as
Khrushchev's proposals directly contradicted those of the United
States. Many neutrals were angered at both protagonists for their
refusal to co-operate in ending the tense situation and at the United
States especially, for opposing the debate on the admission of Red
China. Events and backstairs negotiations have made it clear that the
United States may not be so lucky in the future,

What of the incomprehensible bear? Khrushchev's motives in
proposing a tripartite board to replace the Secretary General, a
board composed of a western, eastern, and neutral delegate, are
quite obscure. That he was sincere in disliking the western organiza-
tion he is forced to work through can not be doubted. However, any
man of his intellect should realize that the three Secretary Generals
would deadlock over vital issues, each favouring his own region's
viewpoint, Thus the proposal might have been merely an attempt
to destroy the United Nations as an effective body. Only God and
Mr, Khrushchev can say for sure.

Whatever the psychology of these two men, whatever their
real intentions were, it is obvious that the Cold War will continue
for some time to come. The only dim ray of hope lies in the Soviet
intimation that another Summit might be in order after the American
election. Those who lean strongly upon dim rays of hope, however,
are quite apt to fall flat on their faces.

2ucte<L

Letters To The Editor
G.Q.B.S.S. Irrelevant Litter

"Politics is, as it were, the gizzard of society, full of grit and
gravel, and the two political parties are its opposite halves, — some-
times split into quarters, it may be, which grind on each other.
Not only individuals, but states, have thus a confirmed dyspepsia,
which expresses itself, you can imagine by what sort of eloquence."

Henry David Thoreau.

Editor, Journal:

In a recent Jaw Bone article

Mr. Seymour Hamilton com-

plained of the attitude of audi-

ences at football games here.

Now I suppose that this mistake

is natural in an Englishman at-

tending a Scottish university

;

those from south of THE Bord-

er always need to have the joke

explained to them. Although

three thousand and ninety-four

of the students at Queen's un-

derstand the purpose of the non-

participants, it seems that none

of the many friends of this be-

loved tourist have taken the

trouble to explain the matter to

him. I therefore take this private

and confidential method to ex-

plain to him the function of the

Greater Queen's Beer and Skits

Society (the football audience)

and its dazzling performances.

All but one of the student

body, it seems, attend the foot-

ball game not in the least to

participate in a sport, but rather

to participate in a dramatic per-

formance that complements, and

relieves the tension of, football.

In short, Mr. Hamilton thinks

that he has been commenting on

sport (or lack of it), whereas

he has actually been comment-
ing on drama. The play put on

by the enthusiastic members of

the G.Q.B.S.S. is a well-produc-

ed parody of the serious and
deadly attitude in American uni-

versities—particularly the Big

Ten. Mr. Hamilton has failed to

comprehend the double level of

meaning in parodic structure.

This is rather well done; it is

perhaps a mistake that only the

English major could contrive.

To understand the nature of

the parody, one must examine

the American attitude to the big

league game. For three days be-

fore the game waste-paper bas-

kets are filled with torn finger-

nails; for three days after, with

reports of suicide (if the team
lost) or of happily empty bottles

(if the opposite). Here at

Queen's we proudly maintain

our Scots' independence of mind
in the face of tremendous pres-

sure to twist it into a starkly

narrow, hunchbacked sports-

complex. And so we perform.

We do not parody football ; we

Editor, Journal:

As a person who has taught

himself and taught others, I feel

deeply moved at/by the articles

entitled "The Great Irrelevancy"

by one "MG", whom I had al-

ways assumed to be a sports

car.

"MG's" insidious attack has

weakened the foundations of

our system because of the dis-

illusionment which it will create

amongst the student body. Dis-

illusionment will sap initiative

by undermining the primary and

time-honoured method of pass-

ing exams at Queen's. After the

alcoholic stupor of the fall term

has evaporated, seldom is a stu-

dent in any condition to take

his studies seriously. Hence

students have two alternatives:

they can either leave Queen's

and relapse into said stupor, or

remaining here, hypocritically

emerge from same. Suppos-

ing one emerges, it is necessary

to do something to justify one's

academic existence. Given the

deteriorating effects of the fall

term, it is necessary to follow

the methods of the said MG
(sports car). Hence his protests

are harmful to the academic

standing of socially minded stu-

dents.

I wrote this letter because my
insane frustrations built up by
studying were touched off by
MG (I can't afford one).

A. Healy

know a guard from a tackle; we
play the roles of spectatordom

in a warm comedy on the open-

air stage.

Mr, Hamilton, I believe, made
a very curious reference to drink

in his subtle remark about time-

pieces. This is incomprehensible.

Does Mr. Hamilton not know
that there is a by-law against

this that is rigorously enforced?

As matters stand, we are proud
of the superb acting of the en-

gineers cast in the Falstaff sub-

plot.

Mr. Hamilton, put on your
Queen's scarf. This is drama!
Join the G.Q.B.S.S. and assume
your glorious role.

Molly Macdonnell.

Editor, Journal:

This is a beautiful university,

as those who have travelled to

other institutions realize. Yet,

too few of us appreciate that it

is our individual duty to keep

it this way. Both in the resi-

dences and on the campus itself,

we should continually attempt

to maintain the good condition

Queen's is in. Unnecessary walk

ing on the grass, throwing coke

bottles etc. away carelessly and

defacing desks, bulletin boards

and walls are foolish habits we
ought to stay away from.

I might suggest that the Alma
Mater Society could see to it

that refuse baskets are placed in

strategic points about the cam-

pus. This would be an invest-

ment that would certainly pay
big dividends.

John Duncan,

Science '64.

Levant*

Editor, Journal:

It is no secret that the A B
of C has curtailed most inter-

collegiate activities this year due
to a lack of funds. Certain ath-

letic teams have, however, gain-

ed permission to cover their own
expenses and are keeping the

Tricolor fighting.

Last week, an interesting de-

velopment was noted. Levana's
A B of C donated ten percent of

their athletic funds to the male
athletic treasury (approximate-
ly $800.00) to cover the cost, in

part, of entrance fees, officials,

and prizes for competition.

In light of these two major
steps I feel that:

(a) those athletic organiza-
tions who have not considered
covering their own expenses
should do so, to discover the
relative practicability of self
support.

(b) All Queen'smen give a
special and sincere vote of
thanks to our Queens of Queen's
for their generous, all out sup-
port, of Queen's Intercollegiate
effort and spirit.

"Oil Thigh" Levana.

Robert Crown,

Arts '63.

Jaw
Bon,

This column is devoted to

expression of lively student
0J

(on- Opinions expressed here

not necessarily reflect edit*,

policy and any student is welc
t

to submit articles on any subj,

Open season on the 'beats

hereby declared. The 'Aoj

Young Men', self-named ret

sentatives of this generat

ought to be locked in their 0

dreary cellars. Why bother

tacking this breed of human,

It is because their basic phi]

ophy is attracting more
;

more of our misguided ado1

,

cents. It seems highly incono

ous that our age-group, raj

during a triumphant victory

democracy over tyranny shoi

find solace and satisfaction v

doctrine which denies the

herent capabilities of mania

Are these disciples of a n

age, these prophets of doom

fact, achieving anything?

their 'anger' constructive, or

it rather indicative of a tantr.

of petulant frustration?

Anger is surely the flexing

an aroused conscience. It ii

big emotion, one which the ii

morality of indifference slio:

never keep us from summonii

But the beats are not angry

they're defeatists and they

whiners. Isn't everyone sick

being expected to believe t!

ugliness is beauty, that meb

choly is man's sole pleasi

that delinquency is delight, tl

disease is health, and that lauf

ter is something to be ashan

of.

Our optimism is not based

unreal fancies, but on a realis

appraisal that we must live v,

life's challenges, undaunted

them, just as we must live vri

the knowledge that death is I

ultimate challenge of life.

In its opinions, a generat

reflects the environment aror

it, and its responses to that*

vironment. To say that !

world stinks is surely to

gerate its defects. To subscr:

to the theory that the wo;

must always stink is to invi

the worst and to deserve it. 1

do not need to be scared by !

stories of mass destruction s

savagery possible in our presi

civilization. But if we give

hope, if we concede the inei

ability of our destruction,

deny our history, slander 1

institutions, and frustrate 1

hopes.

That man will always be fa i

with seemingly insunnoun'

problems is inevitable. Howe'

an examination of history

show us that little progress

ever been achieved by those

illusioned with the struggle

struggle must provoke, ml

stimulate and must chalk 1

people. If we allow oursclvef

be overwhelmed, and throw

our hands in despair, all fu' 1

history will laugh at our tin

ity. All right, Communism ^

frighten us, world poverty
'

[

shock us, immorality does

gust us. All our energies aref

sently devoted to turning v

these dangers, however, an-

this task, science combines (

our innate wisdom to give 1

fighting chance.

It is far better to be an at1

participant in our thriving W
than a dissipated spectatoi

the sidelines. To be mun<l ;

let's live!

Stewart Si*

'

1
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lew here, hear lew the social pressure - cooker
ueen'smen whose nerves have been tautened by the sight of t

~
Queen'smen whose nerves have been tautened by the sight of

curt Madison Avenue punch-lines on pastel-coloured paper scat-

tered over the campus notice-boards, will be more relieved than

surprised to learn that the Queen's Drama Guild is to present

Shakespeare's King Lear next month. The play went into rehearsal

soon after the beginning of term, and will open in Convocation

. Hall on November IS or 16. The direction is in the hands of

Dr. William Angus, whose renown in the field of drama has spread

far beyond the sphere of this university, while Mrs. Angus is keep-

ing an industrious crew of girls occupied with the task of making

ithe costumes match the very high standard set in past years.

The title role is taken by George Pike, a familiar figure to

Convocation Hall playgoers. He has previously appeared in The
Crucible, The Noble Spaniard and A Man Named Judas with the

Drama Guild, and starred in the revue, Thank Hugh, last spring.

Among the "good guys" of the action are Donald Gauthicr as the

*FooI, Peter MacLaughlin as Kent, Leslie Marshall as Edgar and

|Larry Lcafloor as Gloucester. The "bad guys" are Martin Gerwin

as Edmund, Donald Downie as Cornwall and Martin Ware as

Albany. Two actresses have been cast in each of the female roles;

so depending on which night you go to the play you will see either

Frances Dunn, Lorna Phillips and Katherine Corbett, or Pat Gore,

Anne Porter and Jessie Rittcr, playing Goueril, Regan and Cordelia

respectively. Roger Hughes is in charge of the technical aspect

of the production — no mean task when one considers the size

of the dramatic undertaking in relation to that of the stage.

prism seeks mss. down by the quad
Prism, Canada's magazine of

creative writing, wants students

to submit material for its All-

Campus issue, to appear in De-

cember of this year.

The payment is S2S for short

stories, novel excerpts, literary

essays and plays ; and for verse,

30 cents a line or $5.00 a poem,

whichever is the greater. The
deadline is November 1, Manu-
scripts must be accompanied by
a stamped, self-addressed enve-

lope and should be sent to Prism,

All-Campus Issue, 3492, West
35th Avenue, Vancouver 13, B.C.

Medical investigative and the-

rapeutic procedures require of

the doctor a sounder knowledge
and better grounding in basic

engineering principles than once
was the case. Especially in the

field of medical research there

is a real and expanding need for

medical doctors trained in en-

gineering principles. The uni-

versity would be favourably

surprised at the response from
the medical profession to a two-

to three-year post-graduate
course in medical engineering.

B. F. (Earl) Cooperman

Bob Little attended the WUSC
seminar in Israel this past summer.

"If America in the nineteenth

century was a melting pot of

many diverse peoples, then
Israel is the pressure cooker of

the twentieth."

This comparison is often made
by Israelis to describe the vast

problem of moulding a new
nation from the immigrants of

over 70 different lands.

Jews have been returning con-

tinuously to the Holy Land for

the last 70 years. Persecutions

in Russia and anti-Seinitism in

Eastern Europe encouraged sev-

eral waves of immigration before

World War I. About 500,000

people came from Eastern and
Central Europe during the Bri-

tish mandate of 1919 to 1948.

When Israel was established in

1948, the new nation guaranteed

acceptance of Jewish settlers

from any part of the globe and

the last 12 years have seen the

population swell to over 2,000,-

000 people.

The diversity in national ori-

gins of these newcomers has

made the problem of social in-

tegration an acute one, especial-

ly in the post-war years. The
immigrants have included dis-

placed persons and other refu-

gees from Eastern and Central

Europe, refugees from Arab na-

tions like Yemen and Iraq, and

settlers from North Africa,

Western Europe and North

America.

500th weekly program broadcast at queen's
One of the longest continuing

radio programs on the air in

Canada, Queen's Quarter Hour
of Kingston radio station C K
W S recently completed its

500th consecutive weekly broad-

cast. The 10th anniversary will

be observed in November.

The 500th program was a tape
recording of the address given

&y Dr. J. J. Deutsch, Queen's
vice-principal (administration),

at the 50th anniversary dinner
of Queen's Summer School.

Almost 10 years ago — in the
late fall of 1950 — D. G. Dewar,
Queen's publicity director, ar-
ranged with CKWS to carry a
program which was named
Queen's Quarter Hour. The sta-
tion agreed to provide the time
and the technical assistance
while Queen's publicity office

was to provide the program ma-
terial with Mr. Dewar as pro-

ducer. The arrangement has

worked out admirably.

At that time CKWS was lo-

cated in the Kingston Whig-
Standard building, but a year or

two later CKWS moved to its

own new modern building on

Queen Street, Kingston.

Since then CKWS has con-

tinued to give generously of its

time and technical assistance to

the program while Queen's pub-

licity office has arranged for the

program material, sometimes

writing the scripts.

The two main purposes of the

program are to publicize Queen's

University, and to bring to the

microphone as many as possible

of the large number of distin-

guished people who visit Queen's

University campus throughout

the year. Topics of current in-

terest on the campus and in the

nation are stressed. The most

successful technique has been

the interview, but panel and

group discussions, talks, and an

occasional dramatic skit are

used, said Mr. Dewar.

Many famous persons have

appeared on the program includ-

ing several of Canada's univer-

sity presidents, most of the Dun-

ning Trust lecturers, research

scientists in medicine and en-

gineering, business and indus-

trial leaders, editors, writers and

artists of various kinds, and

many university teachers in a

wide variety of fields.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET. KINGSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Partv nr Banquet Arrangement! nt Rainbow Room

LEARN TO FLY!
Now in Kingston you will never have a better opportunity to

•oke flying training.

The Kingston Flying Club now has vacancies for foil training.
It you ore a Canadian Citizen or a British subject and under 33
the total cost of the Government Approved Course it $338.65. Pay
as you fly. All you need to start is $50.00.
The Kingston Flying Club operates—

Five Fleet Canucks (Canadian built and Canada's most popular
and safest training aircraft)

Four-Place Cessna 172
Four-Place Piper Tri-Pacer
Two-Place Cessna Tri-140
Two-way Air to Ground Radio
Lunch Bar for Members and Visitors.

For demonstration flight or further particulars Dial LI 8-3276.

The Kingston Flying Club is located 5 miles west of City.

Look For The Bottles With

The Tartan Tops

JAMAICA DRY

GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI - COLA

ELDER'S BEVERAGES

The land these immigrants
found was hardly the "land of

wheat and barley and vines and
fig-trees and pomegranates, a

land of olive-oil and honey" des-

cribed in the Bible. Instead they
were faced with a land half de-

sert and the remainder marked
with rough barren hills and a

few fertile plains and valleys.

They also met a semi-tropical

climate with hot summers and
rainfall insufficient to meet do-

mestic, industrial and agricul-

tural needs.

Further obstacles lay in the

condition of the soil itself. The
most striking characteristic of

the northern part of Israel is the

endless sea of bleached stones

which still cover the hills and
line the edges of the cultivated

valleys. Centuries of neglect

have eroded valuable topsoil

from the land and restoration

has been slow. The builders of

agricultural settlements have
had to remove by hand millions

of stones and bring water and
fertilizer to replenish the soil.

The immensity of this task

meant that Israeli agriculture

has been dominated by commun-
al and co-operative settlements

instead of individual landhold-

ing common in Western Europe

and North America. To facili-

tate the land reclamation, the

prestige attached to farming has

been high for over half a cen-

tury. Despite this incentive only

a small number of the post-war

immigrants turned to agricul-

ture. The toil is long and ardu-

ous, the material rewards are

not great, and many immigrants

were not farmers in their native

lands. Most of the newcomers

preferred city life and since 1948

the major urban centres have

mushroomed with new housing

projects and industrial and com-

mercial enterprises.

The early years of the new
nation were devoted to absorb-

ing the flood of immigrants as

rapidly as possible. The govern-

ment provided temporary ac-

commodation and assisted with

the construction of permanent
living quarters and the placing

of people in agricultural settle-

ments. New skills had to be

acquired by many people before

they could begin work in a new
environment. Hebrew, the only

common language, was taught

to a multitude of people of di-

verse educational backgrounds

and different ages.

These initial problems were

generally faced successfully.

But debate still continues on
many of the basic issues affect-

ing the complete social integra-

tion of the immigrants, an in-

creasing number of whom are

now Oriental. While education

is predominantly secular, the

role of state support for second-

ary and university education has

yet to be determined. It is un-

certain if the communal agricul-

tural settlements will continue

to hold a leading place in the

life of the nation. An acceptable

substitute for the strict religious

observances of the orthodox

Jews has not been found. Al-

though the government has ac-

tively encouraged economic de-

velopment, there are signs that

Israeli socialism may be more

pragmatic than ideological, and

that private enterprise may be

given a freer rein.

Paradoxically, the Arab threat

has assisted in the integration of

the immigrants. Since everyone

must serve in the Israeli army
for defence purposes, it has prov-

ed a strong cohesive force in the

new state. Israeli soldiers are

being educated in the ways of

war and the ways of Israeli life

at the same time. As a result,

many of the problems of social

adjustment have been met suc-

cessfully.

The new society that is emer-

ging is predominantly Western.

Although Israeli men have for-

saken tics and jackets for open

necked shirts, the habits of

dress are similar to those in Can-

ada. North American products

abound in the shops and depart-

ment stores, and North Ameri-

can artists appear in the night

clubs and concert halls.

Although many different ton-

gues may be heard, English is

now second only to Hebrew as

a spoken language.

In view of this strong West-

ern influence, a major question

mark is the possible extent of

Oriental Influence in the devel-

opment of Israeli culture. Re-

cent statistics indicate an up-

surge in the immigration of

Oriental Jews, and Israelis ad-

mit that the problem of integrat-

ing these people has not yet

been solved. Whether Israel can

achieve a complementary blend

of these two influences, select-

ing the best from each, is per-

haps the most interesting long-

run aspect of the re-establish-

ment of the Jewish nation.

Bob Little

"Only the choicest
Virginia Tobaccos

are used in

du MAURIER"
says FRED DAVIS

TV's top panel moderator

"There's something extra special about a

du MAURIER cigarette; two things, in fact.

One is the choice Virginia tobacco. The other is

the "Millecel" super filter. Together, they give

you the best cigarette ever."

7^e~ Z%e*tf/ U- 'to'

du MAURIER
a really milder high grade Virginia Cigarette
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"The Law Of Contradiction

And Professor Maclachlan
"The Law of Contradiction on

the Philosophy of F. H. Bradley"

was the title of a paper presented

the Queen's Philosophical Society

on Tuesday, Oct. 11, by Mr. D. L.

C. MacLachlan, a new member of

the Philosophy Department.

The Journal reporter covering the

meeting had only three weeks of

Phil 1, so she ran into quite some

difficulty completing her assign-

ment. However, she mentioned her

problem to Mr. MacLachlan, and

he kindly offered to write a resume

of his paper for the Journal, Here,

then, is his "self-report":

"According to Bradley, all judg-

ments are self-contradictory. The

ROCK N-RCLL
COMMUNITY MEMORIAL

CENTRE

WED., OCT. 19

JOHNNY
AND THE

HURRICANES
DANCING 9-12 P.M.

ALSO THE

CHEVRONS
ADVANCE PRICED TICKETS $1.25

Now on sale at Centre Box Office,

C Hand's Drug Store, House of

Sound, Lido Restaurant, Silver Grill.

Door Sale $1,50.

purpose of the paper was to explain

why Bradley holds so very para-

doxical a view. For Bradley, con-

tradiction is the identification of

differences and this is, in effect, the

unification of differences without a

ground of union and distinction.

Now, it seems that in ordinary

judgments about the world, we

combine differences without identi-

fying them, assuming a justifying

ground of union and distinction in

the external reality. But Bradley is

not satisfied with judgments which

depend on an external ground,

because such judgments are con-

ditioned, and he believes that a

satisfactory judgment must be

unconditioned. But if judgments do

claim an unconditioned truth, they

inevitably contradict themselves.

The reason why Bradley believes

that in thought we must strive for

an unconditioned truth, is that unless

in thought we had an ideal of the

unconditioned which thought as

such could never satisfy, it would

be impossible to position a reality

beyond thought. But the way to

attack Bradley's position is to main-

tain that thought is essentially

thought about a faculty beyond

thought."

Bt. AnftrrnTfl

{hrnsbgtfrian Qtlfurrl}

SUNDAY SERVICES
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16th

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

8:15 p.m. Youth Fellowship

Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.

Prayer and Bible Hour

Conic and Worship

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen'e Univenity Grounds ONTARIO

THE

MUTUAL 1 1FE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

of CANADA
HIAD OFFICII WAT1RIOO, ONTARIO

The Woodrow
Wilson Fellowship

The Woodrow Wilson Fellowship

offers 1,000 fellowships annually to

aid first year graduate study. The

program is a move to combat a

nation-wide shortage of qualified

teachers. Recipients of these awards

are to pursue advanced studies at

universities of their choice in Canada

or the United States.

The program is open to men and

women graduates mainly in the

humanities and social sciences.

There is no limit on the age of the

candidates or on the number of years

they may have been out of college.

Committment to college teach-

ing is not asked, only serious con-

sideration of it as a possible

career. Successful candidates re-

ceive a $1400 stipend for living

expenses plus full tuition and

family allowances.

The program is administered by

the Woodrow Wilson National

Fellowship Foundation under a

$24,500,000 five-year grant from the

Ford Foundation. It is estimated

that over 9,000 students will be

nominated by the closing date of

October 31.

See Richardson Hall for further

formation.

KINCSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. _ TEL. LI 6-1405
BRANCH MANAGER - A. E. NELSON, C.LU.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D. R. ROUGHTON, I.St, C.LU.-Rei. LI 8-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.—R«. LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.LU.-R«. LI 2-7602

M. EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER — RES. LI 6-2170

Warriors Hand Down Science Budge!

Bob Campbell presented the 1960-61 budget at a General meet-

ing of the Engineering Society held last Wednesday. After some

discussion it was approved by the society.

Ed Lauer also presented his- budget for this years Science

Formal. He is expecting a slight surplus.

Also in regard to the Science Formal the Society decided to

have a permanent band-stand made for use at future Science

Formals. This will be rented out to other organizations for dances

and will be controlled by the Science Formal Convenor.

President Malcolm Scott gave a brief report on the Engineering

Institute of Canada Conference held in Winnipeg this summer. He

was the representative sent from Queen's and outlined for those

at the meeting some of the benefits available for engineering stud-

ents. This includes the services of a central research department as

an aid in writing theses and essays and in carrying out research.

AMS Studies AMS

A five-member committee has

been set up to investigate the repre-

sentation of the five faculties on the

AMS. Last year the Engineering

Faculty raised the question that

they had the same representation

as the Law Faculty, despite their

far greater membership on campus.

Applications for positions on a

committee to investigate this prob-

lem are being accepted by Peter

Hayden, phone 6-4666.

Report on recent executive

meetings

:

The Oscar Peterson Trio has

been booked to play in Grant Hall

on Nov. 10, 1960.

The Buddy Morrow Band has

been hired to play at the Arts

Formal, 1961.

Science Service

Control Board

Glenn Amell of Science '62 was

chosen last Wednesday at the

Engineering Society meeting as

the third year representative on

the Service Control Board for

1960-61.

One first year and two second

year representatives are still

needed on the Engineering Socie-

ty Service Control Board.

A motion to completely eliminate

all stags, both public and private,

was tabled until the next meeting.

A committee was formed to consider

this proposal and to draw up a

proposed by-law to this effect.

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

Classified

For Rent

Large, warm room, single beds, hv
water, single or double. Men. Di s

8-4661. 562 Johnson St.

Quiet, warm room, $6. Theology

Law and Commerce students. Grav t
:

parking yard free. 196 Union Street.

Typing

Typing at home, all kinds. Call Mr,

J. Burnette, 167 Regent, 2-2278.

Typing: reports, theses, typed aceut.

ately, quickly. Tel. 8-422S betwee,

12:30 and 1 p.m. or after S p.m. 0 .

week-days. Ml day Saturday and Su n

day- „ . , 1
Found

At Saturday's football game, a Sor

Transistor Radio. Call Haydn Richard,

son, 8-4190.
Dancing

Square dancing now is out of style

Except behind the old wood-pile,

So come on men, out in the fore,

Let's get out on the ball-room floor.

You know, old chap, you'll really go fj|

If you learn to do the cha-cha-cha.

The girls want a man with poise an;

inn.

Not one from back of the old red bare

They'll teach you how to sway and i,

swerve
If you're to place — phone and rcscrvd

On Friday night the floor phone \

open to you
|

So come on, Queen'smen, call "492,

Seat Stealers

Stadium seating: It is quiti

legal for persons to approad

AMS Constables during football

games and demand their correc:

reserved seats. Offenders shoulc

notice that holders of reserved

seats are fully entitled to occup;

them.

WITH

CANADIAN CHEMICAL
COMPANY, LIMITED

This advertisement will be of most interest to graduates in chemistry,

chemical, mechanical and electrical engineering and engineering physics.

What interests you most about a career? Opportunity

should. Opportunity not only for advancement, but

opportunity for professional growth through varied

and interesting experience. We firmly believe in diversi-

fied experience and, luckily, we can offer it in our fully

integrated operation. Wc find it's best for you (makes

life more interesting and provides greater opportunity)

and best for us (we end up with senior people who are

fully experienced in our business). Now, let's have a

crack at answering some of your questions.

What do wc do? Canadian Chemical Company produces

basic organic chemicals, cellulose acetate flake and

acetate yarns, fibres and staple.

Where do we do it? At Edmonton. Wc have three plants

on a 430 acre site. The first produces chemicals-

alcohol, ester and ketone solvents, acetic acid, glycols,

pentaerythritol, formaldehyde and other organics. The

second produces cellulose acetate flake. The third, ace-

tate and Arnel yarns and fibres.

Sales offices are located in Montreal, Toronto and

Vancouver.

What is our future? Very bright. (It just happens to be

true.) We think of ourselves as a young, progressive,

fast-growing Canadian firm with world-wide affilia-

tions. The record bears this out. So does the operation

of our Edmonton plant. And the fact that our engineer-

ing department is one of the largest and most diversified

in Canada.

Our raw materials are basic Canadian natural resources

:

petroleum by-products from Alberta and cellulose from

the forests of British Columbia. Our markets are world-

wide, and through our affiliates we have a strong al-

liance with companies in the textile, chemical and
plastics industries;

What would you do? As a qualified chemist or engineer

you could be working on product development, research,

process engineering, plant design, construction or some
aspect of production. This is exciting work in many
completely new fields. As a chemist or chemical engineer

youcouldchooscalsoacarcerinsfl/Gsor/ec/iH/'cfl/'seTv/ce.

What else should you know about us? Lots more. You
can get more information and literature by writing to

Department "A" at 1600 Dorchester Blvd. West,
Montreal 25, Quebec. Or to the Personnel Department,

Canadian Chemical Company, Limited, P.O. Box 99,

Edmonton, Alberta.

CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED
MONTREAL . TORONTO • EDMONTON . VANCOUVER

PETROCHEMICALS
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McMaster Undergrads

To Have March Recess
HAMILTON (CUP)—Oct. 4~

McMaster students will have a one

week study break in March, more

than a dozen years after the first

recess was discontinued as un

successful.

The break will be held from

Mar. 5 - Mar. 12. four weeks before

the final examinations. However

Dean H. S. Armstrong stressed that

because of study week, there will be

no break between the term and the

start of examinations. Western tried

a similar experiment last year,

McMaster was the first to initiate

the recess.

"It should be made clear,"

Dean Armstrong said, "that stu

dents cannot afford to leave until

study week, any substantial

amount of work that remains to

be done." And he added that the

first attempt, "was not at all sue

cessful. It was discontinued when

(IIhalm ets

ttnttrft atyurrt?

EARL, ANO BARBIE STS.

REV. W, F. BANISTER. O.D.
MINISTER

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 16th

11:00 a.m. Dr. H. A. Kent

7:30 p.m. Dr. H. A Kent

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to all

Queen's Students.

Attention Sciencemen!

Who's Where proofs now posted
in the Douglas Library, Union,
and Post Office. Please check the

accuracy of your listings and make
corrections if necessary.

$1. -Datnra' (Hhurrh

Union si-beet, by thc campus

rector: rev. desmond c. hunt

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 16th

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Proyer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer
St. James' Series

The Rev. Maurice Flint. M.A.
"Overcoming Our Fears"

8:15 p.m.Coffee Hour

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

United C^urd?
Corner Clerov ano Queen streets
Rev. E, w. Horton. e.<v, b.d.

MINISTER

SUNDAY

10:45 a.m. Sunday School

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7 :00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday 8:00 p.m.

Young People

people wanted to know ahead of

time when it would be, so that
they could plan their skiing trips."

During the break the library will

be open and professors will be avail-

able for consultation.

McMaster President G. P. Gil-

mour said that he had "helped
invent it, and helped kill it. Stu-
dents assured me that they need-
ed the time, were exhausted, and
would use the time to catch up.
There is no evidence that this

occurred."

"My pity for the average under-
graduate is not very warm. Later
on they are not going to get a mid-
term break whenever they need it."

he concluded.

However, undergraduate reaction

to the study week is favorable.
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Russians Training Quarter
Million At Forty Universities
USSR (Moscow News)

More than 250,000 students will

be studying at the forty universities

of the USSR during the academic
year which began September 1st.

Teaching at Soviet universities

is conducted in the mother tongue
of the students. Engineers are

now being trained in 200 special-

ities in such branches of technol

ogy as atomic power, automation,

transistors, and plastics.

Since the beginning of the year

some fifteen new institutes have
been opened in the Soviet Union,

mainly in the east — Siberia,

Kazakhstan, and the Urals, for in-

stance in Perm (in the Urals) a

poli -technical institute, which has

nine departments and will train

engineers in twenty-four specialties.

Further technological engineering

institutes have been opened in

Krasnoyarsk, Kurgan, Irkutsk, and
Khaborovsk.

(IUS News Bulletin, Prague
Sovietskaya Rossiya, Moscow)
"The University of Friendship of

Peoples" was opened in the build-

trie which formerlv housed the

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In all your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-
dering requirements our store at 314 Barie Street

near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same day service on Request

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

Moscow Military Academy. Accord-
ing to press reports 25,000 appli-

cations from seventy countries have
been received for entrance to this

new university.

Out of this total 11.000 are re-

ported to have come from India,

600 from Brazil, thousands from
African countries, 89 from the

Mali Federation. 64 from China, IS
from Congo, and 12 from Da-
homey, while another great number
originated from China, Nepal,
Afghanistan, the United Arab
Republic, and Cuba.

The decisive factor for selecting

candidates will be their educational

level. Five hundred students have
been admitted to attend the first

courses beginning this month.

The university will start function-
ing only in its preparatory faculty,

where students will learn Russian
and in some cases complete their

secondary education. From next
year on studies will also be con-
ducted in the six main departments
for engineering, agriculture, medi-
cine, physics, mathematics, arts,

economics, and international law.
The university is planned to have
eventually four to five thousand
students.

Qlathrbral
'ANGLICAN I

<ING STREET AT JOHNSON STREET

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 16th

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion

9:15 a.m. Choral Communion
Preacher: The Dean

11:00 o.m. Choral Eucharist

R.M.C. Church Parade
Preacher: The Rev. John Neal

7:00 p.m. Evensong

Preacher: Rev. William Watson

Holy Communion each wetk-diy it
7:45 a.m. md on Wednesday! at Holy
Days at 10:30 a.m. alio.

STUDENTS MOST WELCOME

Initio Ol^urriy
Sydenham

pastoral
Rev Riley

ORGANIST AND CHOIRMASTER
_u " F

- R c. Clarke, f.c.c.o.

SUNDAY. OCTOBER I6TH
":00 a.m. "Cetting A New

Perspective"
Rev. J. A. Davidson, CD. B A

»i'„.
ProtesUnt Chaplain Royal

Military College, Preacher.

4:00 p.m. Organ Recital by
Dr. F. R. C. Clorke

7:30 p.m. "The Menace Of
Mere Respectability"

Rev. J. a. Davidson.

8:45 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

— All Young People

4, ,

Ev*ryone Welcome

TRAIN FOR TOMORROW
serve your way through university

You can become an Officer in the

Canadian Army, and complete your

education with financial assistance

by enrolling in the tri-service

Regular Officer Training Plan.

Your tuition and

university fees will be paid

You will receive an annual

grant for books and
instruments

You will receive a monthly

income

You will receive allowances

for board and room

You will receive free

medical and dental care

and, beat of all, you will be

beginning an interesting

and adventurous career as

an officer in Canada's

modern Army.

Call your University Support
Officer today or write to:

^Capt. R. I. Jenkins^
I KINGSTON, ONT. I

TELEPHONE: LI 8-9722^

m

CFRC
Friday:
6:30—Time for Listening
7:00—Palladium Party
7:30—Campus Topics
7:35—Show Time — Guys and Dolls
8:15—Queer's at Work —

The Anatomy Department
8:30—In Recital

Michael Rabin — violinist

9:00—Concert Hall
Adam—If I Were King
Overture

Beethoven—Symphony No. 6
Schumann—Piano Concerto
Op. 54

Bizet—Carmen Suite
Delibes—Excerpts from

Coppelia

11:00—Moonlight Melodies

12:00—Easy Terms

Saturday:
1:00—Prelude to Opera
2:00—Opera House

Gluck — Alccste.

5:00—Good Listening
5:30—Fun With Good Music
6:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—Old Favourites
7:30—Calendar and Personality

7.45—Jazz Steps Out
8:30—Pop Concert featuring

Schumann—Cello Concerto
Op. 129

9:30—Music Round the World
10:00—Night Music
11:00— Music Beat
12:00—Starlight Serenade
Sunday:
9:00—Musical Panorama
1:00—Mostly Music
4:30—Emission Francaise — A Play

SIGNPOST
Friday:
Beat Bash Dance in Grant Hall, run

by NFCUS. Dancing to the music of

the Metronomes 9-1, admission 75c
and 51.25. Prize for the best beatnik.

Saturday

:

It's Gay Twenties Night at the De-
bating Club Dance this Saturday. The
Limestone C'ty Jazz Band will play for

pleasant dancing and fine listening

too. The time is 9-12 p.m. at Grant
Hall, and the price 75c per body.

Sunday:
Practice for the Queen's Orchestra

in Grant Hall at 2 p.m. New members
welcome.

Newman Club: A Newman Nite will

be held this Sunday. Oct. 15 at Jeanne
Mance Nurse's Residence on Brock
St. All Catholic students are cordially

invited to attend.

Monday:
Queen's Duplicate Bridge Club: All

persons interested in joining the bridge

club are requested at the club's organi-

zational meeting, to be held on Mon-
day, Oct. 17, at 7:30 p.m. in committee
room 2 of the Union. Business of the

meeting will be to choose a day for

weekly meetings and to elect officials.

Book Exchange
To All Sellers;

This afternoon 12:30 - 5:00 p.m.

is the final day for the return of

money and books.

Any money remaining unclaimed

after this afternoon will be subject

to an extra service charge of 5%.

All-ln-One
Your automobiles, dwelling, cottage, household contents, jewels,

furs, fine arts, boats, personal liability. All may be insured an

One policy with six months, a year or three years to pay.

Office:

105 Brock St.

LI 8-3271

JACK WAUGH
GENERAL
INSURANCE

Residence:

143 Churchill Cresc.

LI 6-6933

DANCING EVERY NIGHT , r „
— AT — ** t

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS CANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night — Paar Christie's Orchestra

Catering to Private Parties and Banquets
FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

CALL LI 2-0745

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR

DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

ATTENTION STUDENTS

We have a complete stock of

QUEEN'S BLAZERS

with Crest and gold buttons

A wide range of fine English worsted trousers to

go with your Queen's Blazer

SPECIAL $13.95

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR

350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LJ 6-9859
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ITS WHAT'S LP rCONT
THAI COUNTS

Of .late, much has been written of the Gaels Football team but

little has been said of the unsung heros. These are not the likes

of Ritchie and Connor or the backfield threats, neither are they

members of our fine defensive unit which has been called upon on

many occasions. No these players are the men along the offensive

wall, these boys open the holes for our fleet backs to scamper

through and stand the brunt attack of an on-rushing line when

Cal gets set to pass. Our offensive linemen seldom make crowd

pleasing plays but in the later analysis when the movies are

reviewed these boys really show their stuff.

In the centre of the line starting his first season at snap

having been converted from a tackle position after two season

we have John Ware. Weighing 220 and standing 6 2". John is

very adequately filling the position vacated by Pete Saegert's

graduation.

Flanking John on cither side we find Bill Miklas and John

Erickson. Both players are in their first year with the Gaels having

received a year's seasoning with the Comets. Bill weighing 220

and John tipping the sscales at over 225 have been very effective

in clearing the field for the speedy backs.

In th tackle position Sam Poaps and Frank Hawkins have

returned to these spots for their third season. Both players have

been instrumental in helping spring loose several long end runs

as they have been leading the blocking.

Wtih five players standing along the front wall the defensive

opposition finds over one half a ion of brute man power and

individually each man averages 214 lbs. A very impressive figure

for opposition coaches.

In the end slot coach Tindal] has a fine array of diversified

players. Don Robb has shown himself on several occasions as a key

blocker as he has sprung several men loose on kick-off returns and

end runs as well as providing a sure pair of hands for Connor passes.

Terry Porter and Pete Wityk who have both received all star

berths in the past two years and who are both converted fullbacks

give the end corps an impressive duo of power runners. Pete

weighing 225 and standing 6 4" is the biggest man on the Queen's

squad, and has used his weight to good advantage both on offensive

and defensive plays, ...^ . ,
,- - - ., . — >

Pete Thompson another end came to the Gaels last year.

Pete has proven himself a fine blocker and pass catcher in his first

season with the Gaels. One end whose name we shall hear no

longer over the P.A. but who deserves mention is Don Plumley.

Don was starting his third season with Coach Tindall but unfortun-

ately a shoulder dislocation suffered in Saturday's victory has side-

lined Don for the remainder of the year.

May we suggest that the next time you are watching the

Gaels play that you look for several players opening a hole large

enough to drive a truck through. These are your offensive line-

men and it's what's up front that counts.

GIRLS,
WITH 1

THE
RIGHT
FASHION

ANSWERS
KNOW THE

STYLE QUOTIENT

OF A

CLENAYR

Maybe you don't rate "A-pIus" in math . . . you'll still

create a fashion furore in this exciting "girl-on-the-go"

Kitten jumbo-knit "Shetlantex" Shetland and mohair

. . . grand for sports car jaunting, wonderful for

weekend skiing, fabulous, on or off campus.

Coiffure-protecting hood forms cowl collar when down . .

.

vibrating young colours . . . silhouette relaxed and

easy as fashion dictates, for Fall and Winter.

Sizes 36-40 . . . S14.95

Without this label \£ffl&ii$&\ it is not a genuine KITTEN

Levana Defends Tennis Title

By Barb Johnston

Women's Sports Editor

The women's Intercollegiate

tennis team travels to Toronto

this weekend to defend their

championship on the courts. The

Queen's team is well prepared

with three back from last year's

team and fresh blood provided

with one newcomer to make up

the foursome.

Ann Carter, Levana '64. hails

from Havergal College where she

was an all-round participator as

well as games captain in her last

year. She is teamed up with Jessie

Wallace, PHE '62, in the doubles,

who is no stranger on either bad-

minton or tennis courts. Mary

Welsh, also of PHE '62, plays the

second singles position while Marg

Benson, Arts '62, is our first singles

contestant. Both these girls are

masters of the 'lob and smash'.

Coach Ann Turnbufl is the spark

behind this winning team.

The girls fought hard and played

well last year to win the champion-

ship and we are betting they will

show even better this year to keep

it here for another" season.

From the sidelines:

Intramural sports are going

along smoothly — tennis is past the

first round — there's an archery

tournament in session — track and

field is coming up next week.

Representing Queen's Levana AB of C defending champions in the Intercollegiate Tennis

tournament to be played in Toronto this weekend are from left to right Mary Welsh, Ann Carter,

Marg Benson and Jessie Wallace.

sews
Football

The Intramural Touch Football

League commenced play last Tues-

day. It promises to be an exciting

season this year and with Science

'60 at last departed from the scene

the competition should be very cluse

with plenty of surprises and upsets.

The various year teams of each

faculty will be trying to capture first

or second place. The first place

team in each section will play against

the second place team in the other

section in the semi-finals. The two
winners then meet to decide who
the touch football champions will be.

sews
Track and Field

On Wednesday a record number

of entrants took part in the first

series of events of the Intramural

Track and Field Meet. The one

hundred, two-twenty, and four-

forty yard dashes were run off in

order to narrow the field for

Thursday's Semi-final events.
Harold Olendorf, the convenor of

tin's affair, bad a very difficult time

of it due to the masses of bodies

participating. Evidently many boys

decided to accept Seymour Hamil-

ton's challenge put forth in the

recent Jaw-Bone article.

GAELS MEET WESTERN
SEEKING THIRD WIN

Queen's unbeaten Golden Gaels travel to London this weekend

to do battle with the Mustangs of Western. The Gaels with two

wins under their belt, will be facing a team that has blown hot and

cold so far this season. In their first game against Toronto, the

Mustangs bore little resemblance to the Intercollegiate champions

of 1959, but against McGUl they surprised everyone by ekeing out

a 17-13 win.

The Mustangs will field a vastly different team from last year

with a lighter and probably speedier backfield than Poliziani, Con-

achcr and Company. Along the line they have lost Bill Mitchell-

and Jack Humphreys through graduation and what they have to

replace these two with, remains to be seen.

As far as coach Frank Tindall

is concerned the Mustangs are

largely an unknown calamity but

he is sure that the Metras menThe winning times in each of

the heats were well off the existing i™' 11 be to,,gh to beat
-
Last

-
vear

records in these three events. \VJ they were very difficult and man-

Fritz of Science "40 incidentlv is
'

aged to
I
irevai1 over tl,e b

J'

the holder of the four records from I

a 55"13 score m London. The

the hundred to the eight-eighty yard
j

Gaels however, have begun a

dash. Although the times were rela-i
cam Pa 'g |1 of revenge this year

tively unimpressive the fact that the. and -
""fortunately for the Mus

best men in each heat were quite tanes
-
win continue it this Sat

often not pressed to win was an

important factor.

Dance

Progroms

anson & Edgar
PRINTERS Printing of

Every Description

urday.

At least one of the Gaels T-D's

will be scored by Robin Ritchie

who is currently heading the In-

tercollegiate scoring race with 23

points. Another major will come
on a pass from Cal Connor who is

standing show

P W L T
Queen's 2 2 0 .0

Toronto 2 1 1 0

W estern 2 1 1 0

McGill 2 9 2 0

Phone 8-4114

FULL DRESS AND

TUXEDOS
for all your

FORMAL REQUIREMENTS

We offer you a complete Rental Service

for your Formal Dance Wear
REPRESENTING CANADA'S LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS

See us now. Moke your earliest arrangements

* *

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR
350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LI 6-9859

EXPORT
PLAIN OR FILTER TIP

CIGARETTES

in third place in the scoring race

and will probably go to Mike

Wicklum.

After two full weekends of play

the league is shaping up much
similar to all early anticipation.

Western came up with a surprise

last minute victory over McGill

last weekend to add more chaos

to the league. With each team

having played two games the

Pts.

2

2

0

don't go tlFor those who
London, the Queen's Comets who

lost their last game to Toronto

53-20 will he playing host to the

Western Colts. The Comets have

a good team which will be "out for

blood" on Saturday and they could

quite conceivably make it a double

win for Queen's this weekend.

BUD BLAIR
formerly at Valleou's Barber Shop

- NOW AT -

W. H. CURTIS & SONS
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For A SureTomorrow
. . . Insure Today

MR.
J. D. MacINTOSH

OFFICE LI 2-4933
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Representing

Crown Life
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PRIME MINISTER HERE THURSDAY

Portrait of a Levanite, taken at the Candlelighting Ceremony.

Freshettes Become Levanites

4f Candlelighting Ceremony
,
The solemn tradition of the

Candlelighting Ceremony was re-

lated last Thursday evening in

Irani Hall as the Freshettes of the

lass of '64 were made official

sembers of the Levana Society.

On entering the hushed, dimly-lit

all, the new members were intro-

ueed by Judy Pliunptre, member
( the Levana Council, to the re-

eiving line, and were welcomed by

Ian- An Laverty. President of the

.evana Council ; Dawn Campbell,

'resident of the Levana Society

;

>ean Bryce: Mrs. Mackintosh, wife
f the Principal; and Mrs. Duncan,
nie of die Dean of Arts and
cicnce.

Each Freshette stood with a

lophomore clad in an academic
obe as Dawn Campbell explained
hat the Candlelighting Ceremony
erves to impress upon the minds
if the new class the necessity of

iccepting the ideals and respon-
sibilities of a Queen's woman. As
freshettes answered "I will"
vhen asked to swear loyalty to

Queen's Theatre

; The Queen's Theatre Build-
ing Fund Committee will be
holding a drive for funds on
Saturday, Ocl. 22. AH are
urged to contribute generously
to; this cause.

Queen's, each Senior removed her

robe and gowned her Freshette

symbolizing the handing down of

the tradition of searching for

knowledge, truth, and wisdom.

The final act of the ceremony, the

lighting of each Freshette's candle,

represented the new hopes and

ambitions brought to the University

bv each incoming class.

Convocation

Programme

On Thursday classes and Labor-

atories will be discontinued not later

than 2:30 P.M. and students should

proceed directly to Grant Hall as

the gallery is reserved for them only

until 3:00 P.M.

The gallery unfortunately will

only accommodate a fraction of the

students but others may listen to

the proceedings and speeches over

a public address system in the

auditorium in Ellis Hall and Dun-

ning Hall.

Following Convocation at approx-

imately 5:00 P.M., Mr. Diefenbaker

will open Sir John A. MacDonald

Hall, the new law building, and
j

unveil a portrait of the late Hon-

ourable W. F. Nickle, whose library

is housed there.

Proclamation
TAKE NOTICE THAT pursuant to Article XIII, Section
2(a) of the Constitution of the Alma Mater Society, a
general plebiscite will be held

TODAY, OCTOBER 18th, 1960

VOTERS will be asked the following question:

"Do you favour an increase in the Student Athletic
Fee to $20 (from $15)?"

THIS PLEBISCITE is being held pursuant to a proposed
Amendment to Article I, Section 2 of the Constitution of
the Athletic Board of Control.

STUDENTS MUST PRESENT THEIR NFCUS
CARDS AT THE POLLS. OTHERWISE THEY WILL
NOT BE PERMITTED TO VOTE.

Times and Places of Voting
— Students Union — Committee Room 2 — 9 to 5

— Science Club Rooms — 9 to 5

— Anatomy Club Rooms — 10 to 12

— Matheson Room, K.G.H, — 1 to 5

— New Arts Building — 9 to 3

— Dunning Hall — 9 to 11 :30

— Ellis Hall — 9 to 11, 1:30 to 5

— Leonard Hall — 11 to 1:30

— Ban Righ — 11:30 to 1:30

G. Gordon Sedgwick,
Chief Justice.

Hope To Run Second

Quarathon To Toronto
By George LaFleur

Special Journal Correspondent

The Quarathon, Queens Marathon to the uninitiated, lives

again !

Originated two years ago, as a student undertaking to enliven

the Toronto-Queen's weekend, it was relegated to only a memory

in 1959. Now, with a championship bound team as added incentive,

an attempt is being made to enter the city of Toronto with a large

sampling of that famous "Queen's Spirit

Partially a reaction against destructive student pranks at Queen's

and other Canadian universities the original Quarathon prompted the

following editorial comment in the Queen's Journal:

"One of the most hallowed aspects of campus life is the 'pulling

off of a prank. It's great to have the whole town talking about a

near riot downtown or a Russian flag on City Hall. All the ring-

leaders are heroes and the more paint splattered and the greater the

destruction wrought the more successful the venture.

With this in mind it's refresh-

ing to see something a little dif-

ferent such as the Quarathon. The

basic idea is centuries old but the

application is one with interesting

possibilities. If a group of stud-

ents can consult with proper au-

thorities, make precise, well

thought out plans, and send press

relases to varied news agencies

before embarking on such a pro-

ject then maybe enthusiasm can

rightly replace vandalism. The

Queen's Quarathon may not serve

the general good of mankind but

it releases youthful energy in an

escapade which will produce a

feeling of 'making a mark' with-

out leaving any 'permanent

Queen's Law Faculty

Moves Out Of Morris
A new faculty of law building at Queen's University named in

honor of Canada's first prime minister will be opened formally

Oct. 20 by Prime Minister Diefenbaker. He also will unveil a

portrait of a long-time friend of Queen's, the late Hon. W. F. Nickle,

former attorney general of Ontario.

The ceremony will follow the Fall convocation at which the

newly-installed Chancellor of Queen's, Dr. John B. Stirling, will

confer an honorary doctorate of laws upon Mr. Diefenbaker. A
similar honor went to Sir John A. Macdonald 97 years ago at the

first convocation of the original Queen's law school, which he had

helped to bring into being. Mr. Diefenbaker is a great admirer of

Sir John and has been a keen student of his life and achievements.

Sir John A. Macdonald Hall, built of the limestone so familiar

on the Queen's campus, provides a modern, well-planned home for

the law school, which was revived in 1957 after a lapse of many

years. The building was designed by Marani, Morris and Allan.

Its design evolved from a study of plans of more than 30 leading

North American schools of the kind. The building provides class-

rooms and library facilities for up to 200 students and offices for

10 to 12 faculty members. Separate wings give ideal accommodation

for teaching and for research and library study. The one-story teach-

ing wing has three classrooms and four seminar rooms, several of

which have semi-circular tiered seating.

A feature of the library wing is

a spacious reading room extend-

ing upwards two storeys with an

open mezzanine on two sides. It

is flanked by two floors of offices.

The stacks have a capacity of

75,000 books and although the

faculty of law is only in its fourth

year, the library already has

30,000 volumes. An important con-

tribution was the library of the

late Hon. W. F. Nickle, given by

his family.

A collection of international law

materials second to none in this

country will be the basis for some

special emphasis upon the study

As part of the festivities there

was a monster pep rally and send

off at Queen's and a gigantic par-

ade at Toronto. Plans are in pro-

gress to repeat this procedure for

Quarathon II and will be finalized

pending approval of the AMS.
The runners and drivers will be

from all faculties at Queen's with

selection being on a population

basis. Watch the Journal for fur-

ther information.

Highlights of Quarathon I

• Five members of the Faculty of

Law ran a total of 22 miles with-

out relief because they misunder-

stood instructions.

• A Journal reporter managed to

icars_- i talk a group of railway employees

The 195S version was completed
j

into donating two flares to replace

with the use of over 125 drivers the sputtering torch at nine a.m.

and runners, and the 167 mile 9 A total of over 125 runners and

course was covered in the time drivers took part in the twenty-

of 22J4 hours. I
h<>"r affair -

Deb; Ripaters

United Nations

Have Nikita Khrushchev's antics

"cowed" and disorganized the

United Nations? Is Philip Deane

correct in asserting that Mr. K.

put on a "masterful" demonstration

of his power at the U.N.? Has

Societ opposition rendered Dag

Hanimerskjold ineffectual for the

halance ot his term as Secretary-

General ?

These are only a few of these

questions that are likely to arise

tins Thursday evening at 7.30 in

the Ban Righ Common Room.

Randy Mark and Doug McCalla

will take the affirmative side and

Rory Leishtnan and John Suoran

the negative side of the topic: "lie-

solved that the U.N. is ineffective

as a peace-making body".

Since this is to be a formal de-

bate, it will be judged by Pro-

fessor Thorburn of the Politics

Department and two senior mem-

bers of the Debating Union. Re-

freshments will be served with-

out charge.

at Queen's of international law, a

subject of growing importance in

a fast changing world. The school

also has a valuable collection on

criminology and penology.

Present enrolment at tlie school

is 62 and, in keeping with the

national tradition of Queen's these

are representative of seven of the

ten provinces of Canada: New-
foundland 2, New Brunswick 1,

Quebec 7, Ontario 43. Manitoba

2, Saskatchewan 1, and Alberta

2. Only 12 of the 62 students are

drawn from Kingston and the

immediate area.

The faculty, headed by Dean

W. R. Lederman, comprises seven

full-time and three part time

teachers : Professor H. R. S. Ryan,

Associate Professors A. W. Me-

wett and D. A. Soberman ; Assist-

ant Professors R. F. Gosse, H. J.

Lawford and J. M. Mclntyre. and

Special Lecturers T. D. Slater,

Q.C., T. R. Wilcox, Q.C., and L.

S. Willoughby. Another member

of the faculty, Dr. J. A. Cony,

vice-principal of Queen's is on

sabbatical leave.

MtSPlACW
LOST

ONE BULL: for bull-fight the

night of the Science Formal, Nov

4. 1960. Anyone tinding. bring it

along with your date on that eve-

ning. (Bull must wear full-dress

tails.)

Actually, this is in jest. "Fiesta

Roinantica" is rolling ahead at an

astounding rate. Indications now

point to one of the most extravagant

but suave formals yet. Be sure and

finalize your plans to go—and take

a chance on the Millionaire's Week-

end.

Band : Ron Metcalfe. Tlieme

:

Spanish Courtyard. Convenor: Ed

Lauer.

FIESTA ROMANTICA FRIDAY, NOV. 4
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The Frailty Of Artsmen
With inter-Faculty rivalry on an upswing in recent years it is

not uncommon to hear an Arts-type denouncing Engineers as a

mob of drunken sewer-rats. Naturally Scieucemcn retaliate by refer-

ring to Artsmen as pseudo-intellectual snobs that have no practical

value in society. In part, both these analysis are correct.

In this editorial it is our intention to point out the attitudes of

the campus red-coats that make them obnoxious pests to an un-

biased observer, let alone a Scienceman. We intend, however, to set

out the true worth of a liberal arts education and to stress the point

that the majority should not be judged according to the minority.

Perhaps the most annoying facet that seems to be inbred in an

Artsman is his false sense of superiority. He considers himself an

expert on a wide range of subjects such as history, politics, current

affairs, sociology and the sex life of an amoeba. His disgusted count-

enance that is portrayed to the world whenever be is contradicted

illustrates perfectly the low opinion he holds of the ideas of others

(especially non-Arts types). At parties he sits in the corner with

his conferes discussing the political situation of Lower Slobovia. He
is at home neither with the boys nor the girls, for he knows nothing

of sports, the central theme of the boys, and his fund of small chatter,

with which to amuse the girls, is confined to such elevated subjects

that the female mind considers him an insufferable bore. His pseudo-

intellectuality reaches its peak when he preaches Freud by rote,, not

understanding a word. This is the image of all Artsmen that is

subconsciously held by most Sciencemen.

To say that the description of an Artsmen in the above para-

graph is an exagerration is to greatly understate the situation. Ex-
ageration, however, is in art often practised to emphasize a particular

point of view. It has been used in this way here, for surely no one

person encompasses all the social faults of the above fictional Arts-

type. However, these faults are easily recognizable in a variety of

red-jacketed personages. Artsmen on this campus seem to have an
inferiority complex that compels them to challenge Engineers in

order to prove their worth. This serves only to make them more
sneered at by the anti-Arts faction. The "fraility" of Artsmen is not,

as Engineers insist, an integral part of all Artsmen, but it certainly

is present to some degree in many.

The fact that Artsmen have faults, however, should not be
considered so abnormal. It seems to us that there are very few
perfect people in this world. The true worth of an individual (or

group of individuals) should be determined from their contributions

to society which usually outweigh, considerably, their defects. This
is the case of the Artsman,

The practical construction work of the Engineer would be
useless unless the social scientist teaches how to use it in a civilized

fashion. This is particularly true today when nuclear technology
has created great tools for mankind. It is up to the politician, the
liberally educated voter, the Artsman, whether these tools will be
used in peace or war. Certainly there can be no more practical
value to a group of people than that they are the preventers of wars.
It is apparent that very few (although admittedly there are some)
Engineers achieve a prominent place in the controlling of national
destinies, This is the true worth and fate of the Artsmen.

Yes, a minority of red-coats are the dispicable type of super-
cilious snobs that are envisioned by Sciencemen. This is not the
majority, however, and should not be considered as such. The arts
do have a practical value in society in that science is useless with-
out them. Perhaps this vastly inadequate analysis of Artsmen will
provide food for thought. I hope it will cause Artsmen to think hitro-
spectively and attempt to curb their frailities. I also hope that others,
especially Sciencemen, will come to realize that Arts-types are not
all bad, and in fact are a necessary ingredient for their own success
in the world.

Letters To The Editor

Neutrality For Canada Means Peace

2uoie<L . . .

"Earnest people are often people who habitually look on the
serious side of things that have no serious side."

Van Wyck Brooks

"The alligator waz made for sum useful! purpose, but like the
muskeeter. the bedbugg and the kokroach, their usefulness haz been
karephully hid from us."

Josh Billings

"To do great works one must be very idle as well as very
industrious."

Samuel Butler

Editor Journal:

. The present session of the

General Assembly of the United

Nations is receiving the atten-

tion of all thinking beings and

resulting in acres of reporting

and editorializing in the press.

This is indeed fitting, for the

results of the session are vital

to the future of mankind. We
would be remiss, nay, blind,

therefore, to fail to include com-

ment upon the world situation

in our campus journal. I propose

to reflect upon the general pic-

ture briefly, then to attempt to

fix Canada's position,

In any situation where more

than two individuals are con-

cerned with differences of opin-

ion, there are three possible

positions: either they are on one

side or the other, or else they

are in the middle. This is pre-

cisely the situation in the world

to-day, reduced to its simplest

form. There are two ideologies

facing one another, on opposite

sides of the Iron Curtain. These

two aggregations of humanity

are so far separated in political

philosophy that it seems that

agreement on any fundamental

belief is highly unlikely, at

least within the life span of the

present participants. To make
matters even more critical, both

these powers appear to have the

technological ability to ensure

that virtually complete destruc-

tion of our civilization will re-

sult if some unfortunate slip is

made by either side. There is

also a third group, the neutrals,

who are being wooed by both

East and West to choose sides,

to become a member of one or

the other of the great teams, and
thereby ensuring that the oblit-

eration of the human race will

be that much more complete.

Let us select a suitable anal-

ogy to render this situation more
manageable. Admittedly, simpli-

fication frequently results in

loss of accuracy, but we must
start somewhere. If for example,

we possess two antagonistic

dogs, we provide some means of

keeping them separated: suit-

able fences or chains. Similarly,

if two neighbours find it im-
possible to live peacefully, but

Vote As You Like .

rather concentrate their efforts

upon destroying each other's

property, law enforcement ma-

chinery is brought to bear, and

the two are restrained. From

these simple analogies, it ap-

pears essential that some suit-

able restraining influence be in-

troduced to keep East and West

at safe distances. This is the

task of the neutrals, and the

semi-neutrals. This is the field

where all the middle and smaller

powers may win the battle for

the preservation of mankind. It

is in this position that Canada

should orient herself if we Cana-

dians truly believe that total all

out atomic warfare is undersir-

able.

With suitable leadership, the

neutral nations could be rallied

to-day into the required police

force. They would have to be

strong enough, bold enough, and

resourceful enough to make

their influence felt, to ensure

that there is no miscarriage of

international justice, and, for

the present at least, to maintain

the national boundaries where

the}' are. "Suitable leadership"

will indeed be difficult to find,

but it must be found. In this re-

gard I immediately think of

Canada, India and Australia as

being the prime movers required

to provide the initial momentum.
India has long professed and

practiced neutrality, and is a

natural charter member of this

"International Police Force".

Canada has had experience in

UN policing, has the resources,

and I'm sure, the resourcefulness

to be a second charter member.
Australia possesses these same
qualities of resources and re-

sourcefulness and has the addi-

tional advantage of being rather

removed from the direct cross-

fire between East and West.

What must neutrality mean to

the nations which will comprise

this restraining force ? It will

mean a fairly large degree of

severing of various military and

semi-military alliances which

have sprung up during these

fifteen years of Cold War. It will

mean that the neutralist group

must have one common aim:

preservation of mankind at all

costs. It will mean that the neu-

tralists must contribute, each

according to his ability, to a

suitable Armed Force which will

command the respect of the

East and the West. It will not,

however, mean complete rejec-

tion of the fundamentally politi-

cal philosophies of the individ-

ual neutral states. We in Canada

would not be required to give

up our democratic system to be-

come a party to this police force.

We would however, find it

necessary to maintain aloofness,

particularly toward our neigh-

bour to the South. The police-

man, who, when off-duty, regu-

larly buys his alcohol from a

bootlegger would find it ex-

tremely difficult and dangerous

to press charges against this

same bootlegger.

On the basis of this partly

complete list let us shape Can-

ada's foreign policy. Our first

move could be that of recogniz-

ing Red China. How blind, how
naive, how stupid it is to at-

tempt to convince oneself that

something does not exist simply

by refusing to recognize it. I

can percieve no good reason for

our present policy. The question

of recognition of the most pop-

ulous nation in the world must

not hinge on whether or not we
agree with their ideology; in-

deed, do we not recognize the

USSR? Recognition would not

tend to compromise our position

in the Far East, for we have

little or nothing to compromise.

And, not the least in importance,

our foreign policy must be in-

dependent of that of the United

States. By this simple act of fac-

ing up to the realities of the

world, Canada would do much
to influence other neutrals to

support the common cause at

her side. A second, and perhaps

bolder move would be the re-

jection of the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization. Not only
has this alliance outlived its

military usefulness, but if we
are to become truly neutral, we
could have no ties with a body
designed to resist agression by

the Communist or any other

bloc. We must also be prepared

to work closely with other states

AMS Plebiscite on Athletic fees TODAY

. . .But Vote ! 1

1

A Critique:

Editor, Journal:

Failing to heed the advice

him earlier in the year, Mr.

mour Hamilton has written

second article and found no a*,

grind. In an impressive display

inconsistent logic, flagrant ^.

of the simple, concise language

essential to clarity, and a ban-,

of broad and meaningless gen^.

izations, he has filled a colu>

confused the reader, and degra,-:

a potentially valuable opportur

for well-founded discussion,

submit this, then as an an;

entitled "Mr. Hamilton: A {

tique."

His first two paragraphs

must dismiss as pure verhi;

and, for the most part, sim

nonsense.

Then Mr. Hamilton says,

firmly believe that we would

have the pathetic remnant of ini.

collegiate sports which is all
tl

we now can boast, if those v

shouted themselves hoarse . . . W

saved their breath and enthusiai

for playing . . .
"

. For suet;

controversial and notorious Ik;

he offers no evidence to suppi

himself. He knows as well
i

anyone on the campus that whett

or not we participate in everythit

including the Intercollegiate sp

ling bee, this would have no eft<

upon the desperate financial pli
;

of the A.B. of C. — the canst

our curtailed sports program.

Not wishing to get "nailed"

being specific, he speaks nf i

"despised other sports"'. To wij

he is exactly purporting we i

left in a typical darkness. As

boxer (I shall suppose boxing

be one of those "other sport:

I can with authority witness to
|

continued interest in the sport li

at Queen's. Four or five elimii

tions are needed in every divis

in intramural competition befon

champion can be declared. Thirl

five boys train each afternt>

Competition is also heavy !

berths on the inter-varsity assaj

Let us look at the recently-b

track and field meet. Entries hi

so heavy that the notice had if

taken down a day early. Had j

Hamilton been present he w«

have found many participant-

the pole-vault, javelin tint

broad-jump, etc. In two of the it

gruelling events, the one and th'

mile races, he would have (lis*
1

ered an overflowing field of nil

teen and seventeen entries re-?

lively. And so the facts and ;

tistics could he reeled off while!

generalization concerning the
1

<

pised other sports" falls fh ;
'

and flatter on its face.

Queen's has one of the larg

intra-mural programs in Can^

The participation in proporli'"1

its size is the highest of any u

versity. Despite many obst^

(which need not be enumerate

we field teams as good, and "'

better than our larger and $

ofrtunate rivals. Three cheer?

all our boys and girls who pf'

pate on all levels of sports. IM

cannot play yourself, Mr. H*j

ton, come out and cheer us on

need your support.

Don Cocrtf

whose political beliefs are 1

aligned with our own.

The member nations of

International Police F'

should share two common ^

self-preservation and pre=f

tion of mankind.

Provided that the prcst

neutral nations can de>1

mutual confidence and work

ward the common aim of I

servation of mankind, the '

War of to-day can becom'

Reasonable Peace of tomC
Q. S. Ciksf

This e:

the Natio

was inspi

of that t

Spendlov<

diana Co;
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Fifty-two
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been chos
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room to let
"Good morning, I understand

you have a room to let with

separate entrance."

"Yes. This way."

"This way ... yes ... I beg

your pardon, but this is the

.kitchen."

"Naturally, this is the kitchen."

"Yes, but . . . pardon me, the

advertisement says separate ent-

rance."

"Well, isn't this a separate

entrance?"

"Through the kitchen?"

"What do you mean through

the kitchen? Can't there be a

Beparate entrance from the kit-

chen? Separate entrance means

that the room has a separate

door to enter. Through this door

you can enter the room. A sep-

arate door for the separate rea-

son that is to get into the room."

"Well, yes, yes . . . after all,

it is a great advantage that this

entrance here is to enter. Some

places, I suppose, they use the

door for various other purposes,

'you know ; for example they

wash the dishes with it or they

dry themselves with it or even

they dine on it."

"Well, nowdays, the high cost

of living."

'"You see, madam, there are

a great number of rooms with

no door at all.,"

"The high cost of living!"

'"You see, there is the coffin

for instance."

"Are you a student?"

canadiana
This exhibition, prepared by

the National Gallery of Canada,

was inspired by the recent book
of that title by F. St. George
Spendlove. Curator of the Cana-
diana Collections of the Royal
Ontario Museum, Toronto.
Fifty-two important prints (en-

gravings, aquatints and litho-

graphs) and water colours have
been chosen from the Sigmund
Samuel Collection.

These early views of Canada,
produced between 1760 and 1850,
reveal an enormous range of
feeling from moody romaticism
to accurate topographical deline-
ation. The subjects include
views of famous landmarks and
cities as well as general scenes of
daily life in colonial Canada.
Among the artists represented
are Hervey Smyth, Georges
Hcriot, W. H. Bartlett and Cor-

"Why?"
"Because if you are a musician

you can't have it,"

"I haven't seen the room yet.

— Where is the window?"
"The window? ... oh, it's up

there."

"Where . . . 'you mean there?

... In that case where is the

chimney hole ; I thought. .
."

"You don't need to heat this

room. The heat comes from the

kitchen. 'You know, the high
cost of living 1"

"Yes, yes, I beg your pardon,

does that, err . . . window face

the street?"

"Sir, if I say so you can be
sure about it. Are you in the

life insurance business?"

"Why do you ask it?"

"Because there was an insur-

ance man here before and I am
not going to let it to one of

those again."

"Please don't worry. I am not
one. Well, then . . . what's this?

This room has two doors!"

"Oh, no, that's the wall."

'"You mean the opposite

wall?"

"Yes. Do you have female

visitors? In my house it is for-

bidden."

"Oh, please don't worry . . .

as a matter of fact, I have a

fiance, but in this case, of course,

we will break up."

"Well, yes; I don't think it is

a proper thing for a gentleman
to have female visitors. — This
is the bed; it is a very good
one."

"It doesn't make much differ-

ence to me as long as one can

sleep in it."

"You can in this one. What
time do you usually come
home?"

"Why are you interested?"

"In this house you can not

come home after ten o'clock.'We
go to bed at nine and after that

time I don't open the door for

anybody, not even if he is the

American president; you know
there are some rotten people

who used to come home after

midnight in total drunkeness —
they just fell on the bed with

their shoes on; in this house

things like that can not happen!"

"Well, as a matter of fact . . .

Is there a closet in here?"

"Are your parents alive?"

"Yes, they are . . . but if you
wish, of course, I will kill them.

Is there a closet in here?"

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds
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d wor^
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Welcome to Kingston .

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS"
to

Spearn's of Kingston
"The Gift Centre"

FREE GIFT WRAPPING AND PACKINC FOR SHIPMENT

DROP IN AND SEE OUR STUDIO CARDS

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

"Are you not ill?"

"I will bring a health certifi-

cate from my doctor. Is there a
closet in here?"

"Well, sir, are you going to

take it or not?"

"How much is the rent?"

"The rent! The rent! This is

always their first question. This
isn't an auction I"

"Oh, yes ... I know . . , just

a second ... I shall just run
down for my money; I've put it

down at the door."

"Bring fifty-five dollars, four

weeks in advance. And hurry,

someone might take it before

you get back!"

Nicholas Forgacs

poets!
The American College Poetry

Society is now compiling its

fourth semestcrly anthology of

outstanding college poetry for

publication early next year.

Contributions must be the

original work of the student

(who shall retain literary rights

to the material), submitted to

Alan C. Fox, care of the Amer-
ican College Poetry Society, Box
24463, Los Angeles 24, Califor-

nia. The poems may deal with

any subject, but must not ex-

ceed 48 lines, nor may any in-

dividual submit more than five

poems. Deadline for entries is

December 9, 1960.

theatre tag day
The Queen's Building Fund

is holding a tag day this Satur-

day to raise funds for a proposed

theatre on campus, This fund

was set up last year under AMS
jurisdiction with the aim of

eventually building a campus
theatre. The inadequate facili-

ties of Grant Hall and Convoca-

tion Hall have long drawn the

wrath of the Drama Guild, the

Glee Club, the Faculty Players

and the Revue Guild. It was
with these antiquated facilities

in mind that the Committee

chose a theatre over other alter-

natives.

It is the first building project

initiated by students since the

completion of the Students'

Memorial Union and so let's all

go out Saturday with the aim of

reaching this goal, when canvas-

sers approach you.

Gordon MacRae

indifference
Rarely has such choice game

come the way of the snorting

pseudo-intellectual as the unof-

ficial brotherhood of the holy

bums—Beats to him. And so

gladly has he seized on it that

enough ink has been spread
over all the respectable journals

to drown that slender band

—

for we can hardly count among
the true Dharma bums the son

of an honest bourgeois who,
with a struggling whisker and
a copy of Kerouac, pursues mai-
dens over a mug of costly and
execpable espresso. His heart is

still with Henry Luce and he
will return with a whoop to the

ranks of the right-thinkers at

the first sign of foul weather.

But the genuine article does

exist, although the true test is

state of mind rather than hair

and garb, and one may inquire,

why the virulence of the attack?

For the Beat is not one to

blow up City Hall, or to preach

the various horrid ::isms'\ or to

join the merry throng of outfits

dedicated to limiting our free-

dom, public and private. He is

simply the Man Who Won't

Play, who looks with no delight

on the inviting setpieces of Wife

and Family, a Steady Job with

Opportunities for Advancement,
and the Good Things of Life

(complete with finance charges

at 24% per annum), and turns

away and goes into the wilder-

ness to learn what he can from
experience, good and bad, and

find out what manner of crea-

ture a man is, anyway.

Now this is not a crime, but

it is something far worse—

a

heresy—and so rouses the de-

fenders of the conventional wis-

dom to just wrath. For if this

thing spreads—and the powers
that be are well-known to be

timid—the pillars of society

come to dust. The Establish-

ment does not so much fear

direct attacks on an economic

system that makes the weak the

prey of the strong, nor on

churches that exist only to sup-

port a fat hierarchy and torment

human life into unnatural shapes

—its propaganda is too good; it

has made Socialist and Atheist

epithets to be dared only by the

courageous and the crack-brain-

ed. But the dread of indifference

shakes it to its boots.

It may welt do so. Look at

the human products of the con-

ventional wisdom—the little

traders and white-collar workers

and so forth, and the outworn

forms and slogans they live by.

Free enterprise—which means
controlled prices oligaychy and

built-in obsolescence. Chris-

tianity—largely concerned with

making sex into a thing of

stealth and sniggering. The race

to keep up a proper level of con-

spicuous consumption—and, un-

der all, the knowledge that they

are wasting their lives, the

knowledge that makes death a

horror to be placated by costly

and useless embalming and en-

tombing. Dust and ashes lie be-

hind those imposing facades and

the Beat knows their worth and

turns away.

So, to these defenders of

Action and Right Thinking

—

friends, forget your indoctrina-

tion, forget your slogans and

catch-thoughts, forget the com-

pact and vast majority on your

side and look into yourselves

—

if you dare. It is likely that in-

difference is not the answer to

our problems, but it is better

than blind support of the forces

that cause them; and if those

forces are too strong for direct

opposition, it is the only way.

E. R. Bishop

vox populi in vauxhall
In an attempt to ferret out

the feelings of the average stu-

dent motorist on affairs of na-

tional interest, your roving re-

porters conducted a series of

on-the-job investigations. To en-

sure a random selection of sub-

jects, your roving reporters ap-

proached the occupants of seven-

teen automobiles parked near

the Murney Tower on a Satur-

day evening. Of the 34 subjects

interviewed, 19 were male and

15 were female. The following

is a summary of the questions

asked and the replies received.

Q. What is your opinion of

commercial intercourse with

Red China?

A. Of the 34 interviewed, IS

subjects were advocates of a

free-trade policy and laissez-

faire, 17 thought it would be

immoral, and two subjects (fe-

male) considered it fattening.

Q. Are you in favour of com-

pulsory military service?

A. Twent y-e i g h t people

thought that the policy was in-

conceivable in the present situ-

ation; five thought the policy

abortive ; one subject pointed

out that two previous attempts

had miscarried. Most agreed

that everything is different in

war-time.

Q. Are you in favour of mid-

term examinations?

A. Twenty-one persons ad-

vised us to go and disport our-

selves in the adjacent lake.

Eight thought they were neces-

sary and should be made week-

ly, with prescribed exercises,

Remainder declined comment.

Q. What do you think of a

government subsidy on artificial

fertilizer for farmers?

A. Nineteen opposed it on re-

ligious grounds; II thought it

psychologically d e t r imenta!

;

four (male) pointed out that it

would not benefit the entire

population.

Q. Given that barristers are

looked after at the bar, what

provision should be made for

solicitors?

A. Twenty-four subjects re-

plied that no quarter should be

given ; eight others thought they

should be banned, while two

thought they were illegal any-

way.

Q. Should chequers be made

the national sport of Canada?

A. Four subjects (male) re-

plied that they "simply adored"

chequers; three couples said

they had discovered a sport that

was truly international; while

the remainder thought of more

fruitful suggestions.

I.M.; R.U.
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LEARN TO FLY!
Now in Kingston you will never hove o better opportunity to

take flying training,

The Kingston Flying Club now has vacancies for fall training.

If you are a Canadian Citizen or a British subject and under 33

the total cost of the Government Approved Course it 5338.65. Poy

as you fly. All you need to start is $50.00.

The Kingston Flying Club operates

—

Five Fleet Canucks (Canadian built and Canada's most popular

and safest training airerait)

Four-Place Cessna 172

Four-Place Piper Tri-Pacer

Two-Place Cessna Tri-140

Two-way Air to Ground Radio
Lunch Bar for Members and Visitors.

For demonstration Might or further particulars Dial LI 8-3276.

The Kingston Flying Club is located 5 miles west of City.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS
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DISTINGUISHED ENGINEER NEW CHANCELLOR
John Bertram Stirling, one of

Canada's most distinguished engi-

neers, will be installed October 20

as Chancellor of Queen's University,

from which he graduated 51 years

ago and for whom he has worked

ever since,

President of the E.G.M. Cape

and Co., a firm of Montreal en-

gineers and contractors establish-

ed in 1905, Dr. Stirling is the

eighth person to hold the univer-

sity's highest post, and the second

engineer to do so. He succeeds

the late Charles A. Dunning.

Dr. Stirling was born in Dundas,

Ontario, on Nov. 29, 1888, the son

of James Alexander Stirling, M.D.,

and Jessie (Bertram) Stirling. He
received his public and high school

education at Dundas schools, and

graduated with a B.A. from

Queen's in 1909. Two years later

he received his B.Sc. from Queen's.

After serving overseas with the

Canadian Engineers in World
War I, he returned and settled in

Montreal, figuring strongly in

Canadian business and engineer-

ing circles.

In 1928, he married Emily Par-

ker, daughter of Colonel Edward
T. Sturdec. They have one daugh-

ter, Jessie Mar.

Though an engineer by profes-

sion, John Stirling is a commun-
ity worker by avocation. Friendly

and approachable, he has made
time in the past for work in all

sorts of organizations connected

with his business, his community,
or public welfare in general.

SIGNPCST
Tuesday:

Canterbury: Study group on Angli-
can Faith and practice. All arc welcome.
12:30 p.m. room 30b, New Arts Build-
ing.

SCM: Combined Worship, Morgan
Memorial Chapel, 4:45 p.m. to 5:15
p.m. Everyone welcome.
Wednesday

:

Chemical Institute of Canada: Meet-
ing Oct. 19 at 4:30 p.m. in room 310
of Gordon Hal!. Dr. Godard of
ALCAN will speak on "The Chemical
Aspect of Research at the Aluminum
Laboratories". There will also be a
discussion of the lour to Connaught
Laboratories in Toronto.
Le Cercle Francaisi Meeting in Ellis

Hall at 8:30 p.m. Two documentaries
on France will be presented, followed
by a discussion period stimulated by
refreshments.

Canterbury: Prayer group. St. James'
Chapel, 6:30 p.m.
SCM: Cabinet meeting, 6:30 p m.

in Committee room 3 of ihe Students'
Union. All are welcome.

Hillel House: Prof. Basmaijian.
professor of anatomy at Queen's, will
speak on the lopic "Trends in Medical
Education" at Hillel House at 5:30
p.m.

Thursday:
Queen's Drama Guild: General meet-

ing, Drama Lounge. 7:30 p.m. to 8:30
p.m. Everyone welcome.

Canterbury: Fall Party at St. Geor-
ge's Parish Hall, 7:30 p.m. Dress
informal (slacks). All arc welcome.
Queen's Debating Union: "Resolved

that the UN is ineffective as a peace-
making body". Affirmative: Randy
Mark and Dong McCalla; negative:
Rory Leishman and John Sooran. Ban
Righ Common Room, 7:30 p.m.
Monday:
SCM: Morning Worship, Morgan

Memorial Chapel, 8:30 a.m. Everyone
welcome. At 4 p.m. a Study on World
Mission, led by Mrs. J. Coleman in
committee room 3 of the Students'
Union. Topic: "Today, a challenge to
my Faith?"

He has been a trustee of Queen's

University for many years, and in

recent years served as chairman of

the building committee and vice-

chairman of the University Board

of Trustees.

In 1951, his fellow graduates

elected him president of the General

Alumni Association, and in the

same year the University conferred

on him the honorary degree of

doctor of laws.

To name only some of his in-

terests : He is past president of

the Canadian Construction Asso-

ciation (1942) ; of the Corporation

of Professional Engineers of Que-

bec (1948) ; of the Montreal Board

of Trade (1950); of the Engine-

ering Institute of Canada (1952).

He has also been chairman of the

American Society of Civil Engine-

ers, member of the Executive

Committee of the Canadian
Chamber of Commerce; president

of the Montreal Better Business

Bureau (1954-56); governor,
Montreal General Hospital; di-

rector, Grace Dart Hospital; hon-

orary colonel, 3rd Field Engineer

Regt. of Montreal ;
vice-president

of the Diocesan Advance Appeal

for the Anglican Church (1955).

Dr. Stirling is a member of the

Mount Royal Club, the St. James

Club, University Club, Ridcau Club

of Ottawa, and Forest and Stream

Club.

He attributes his packed public

life to the fact that he likes people.

"Some people play golf," he has

said. "I go into public organizations

where I can work with people —
probably because I just like people."

The Sttrlings spend as much

time as possible at their summer

home at I.acolle, Que., on the nor-

thern end of Lake Champlain near

the American border. Dr. Stirling

lists country life, sailing, and music

as his chief recreations, and he

once played double bass in Mon-

treal's first symphony orchestra. He

still plays the cello occasionally,

with his wife playing the piano

accompaniment.

In reading, he favors history,

which he admits bored him during

his college days.

Although having done most of

his engineering with the E.G.M.

Cape & Co. firm which he now

heads, he did work for four years

in Toronto after graduation before

joining the Cape company in 1915.

After his war service he returned

to them and became a partner in

1928. He was elected Vice Presi-

dent in 1940 and President in 1950.

Dr. Stirling has been one of those

Canadians who have been constantly

conscious of the problems of this

country's schools and universities.

(See Stirling, page 5)

CFRC
Thursday:

6:30—Music Break

7 ;
0rj—Canadian Sunset

7:30—Calendar and Programme
Highlights

7:35—March Time
8:00—Gilbert and Sullivan

The Mikado

8.30—Studio Theatre — The Engl^
Club reading Poetry For
Those Who Don't Like
Poetry

9:00—The Living Classics

Schubert — Symphony No
,

Handel — Water Music
Beethoven — Piano Concen.
No. 3

Tchaikovsky — Nutcracker
Suite

11:00—Music for Moderns

BUD BLAIR
formerly at Valleati'i Barber Shop

- NOW AT -

W. H. CURTIS & SONS

BOOKSHOP 14 Montreal SI.

MODERN TRANSPORTATION DEPENDS ON NICKEL!
Nickel alloy steels are the strong, tough, durable materials

that carry the load in modern transportation. On railway rolling

stock, nickel steels are used for truck frames, couplers, axles

and other heavy duty equipment and for car bodies for long life.

They're used for automotive transmission and engine parts on cars,

trucks and buses; for undercarriages and engine parts of planes;

for the propeller shafts and machinery of ocean-going ships and lake

freighters; for the structural steel in modern bridges. In fact, wherever

the load is great or where hard wear and severe abuse are factors

in modern transportation, nickel alloy steels are on the job. t
-

Nickel stainless steels are the glamour metals of the trans-

portation industry. It's the shimmering lustre of nickel stainless

steel you see on the sleek, modern streamlined trains and buses.
Stainless steel is as practical and efficient as it is beautiful. It's

strong and has exceptional resistance to corrosion. Never needs
painting and tends to wash clean in every rainfall. It resists the
corrosive effects of acids and alkalies in modern tank trucks. It

makes beautiful, easy-to-clean hardware and ornamental accessories
on ships, buses, trains and planes.

Nickel high temperature alloys are the sinews of modem
transportation—they withstand the searing temperatures and the
extreme stresses of high speed jet engine parts. They play a vital

role in the components of the power plants of atomic ships and
submarines.

QUALITY PRODUCTS CONTAINING QUALITY INCO NICKEL

THE
INTERNATIONAL NICKEL

INCO COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
SB CONGE STREET, TORONTO
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Local Jazz Traditional Club

Gains Fame Beyond Kingston

Since 1873, Queen'smen have

complained that Kingston is a city

devoid of any night life. As one

student recently remarked, "King-

ston is the place where farmers

come to die."

Although no great revolution has

occurred since 1873 in Kingston

with regard to this situation, a move

in the right direction was made two

weeks ago with the establishment

of the Kingston Traditional Jazz

Club. This organization is patterned

after Toronto's popular Galleon

Jazz Club and the Toronto Tra-

ditional Jazz Club and it is expected

to be equally successful. Similar

groups are thriving in Ottawa,

Montreal, Edmonton, and various

American cities.

The aim of the Club's founders

is to provide a place where people

can hear good jazz. According to

John Norris, president of Cana-

dian Jazz Associates and Editor

of Canadian Jazz Mazazine, young

people are always attracted to

particularity lively forms of music

and if given a chance to under-

stand and appreciate dixieland

jazz they are less likely to be

lost in the wastelands of rock and

roll.

The Kingston Traditional Jazz

Club meets every Friday night from

9 p.m. to 1 p.m. in the Orange

Hall, 388 Princess Street, across

from the Odeon Theatre. A nominal

membership fee, which can be paid

at the door, entitles you to enjoy

candlelight atmosphere, to dance or

to sit and listen to the Limestone

City Jazz Band for less than the

price of a movie.

In little more than a year the

If.C.J.B. has grown from a group
of talented, but little known ama-

teurs into a well integrated pro
fessional team of seven, whose
services have even been requested
in Canada's Jazz Capital, Toronto.

Although the Limestone City Jazz
Band will be the chief source of

talent, top bands from other cities

will be featured at approximately

monthly intervals. The Jeff Berry
group from Toronto's Galleon Club
will be the first visitors although

the exact date has not been de-

finitely established.

An unidentified source states

that if the members of Mike
White's Imperial Jazz Band could
tear themselves away from their

engagements at Toronto's Basin
Street, within three hours they
would be found on the bandstand
of the Kingston Traditional Jazz
Club (Having informed the Amer
ican Federation of Musicians in

writing twenty-four hours in ad-
vance, of course.)

With or without the outside

talent, if you go for red hot dixie-

land or smooth danceabte blues you
will enjoy the Kingston Traditional

|azz Club.

Japanese Students

Indicted For Riots

Nine Japanese students, accused

of having attacked the Japanese

Diet on November 17, 1959 are to

be put on their first public trial on

October 26.

A group of twenty-two leftist

students, believed to have attacked

the car of James Hagerty. White
House Press Secretary, at Tokyo
International Airport on June 16,

•.hall go on trial October 2S.

Diefenbaker One Of Five
To Receive Honorary LL.D.
Prime Minister Diefenbaker will

head a group of five distinguished

Canadians who will be tbe recip-

ients of honorary degrees at the

convocation.

Following his installation Chan-
cellor John Bertram Stirling will

confer honorary LL.D, degrees
on Mr. Diefenbaker; Hon. Mr.
Justice D. C. Abbott, Chancellor
of Bishop's University; Dr. C. S.

B e a 1 s, Dominion Astronomer,
Ottawa; Mr. James F. MacLaren,
consulting engineer, Toronto

;

and Mr. R. E. Powell, Chancellor
of McGill University.

Hon. Douglas Charles Abbott
was born in Lenno.wille, Que., and
graduated from Bishop's University.

He was appointed Minister of Na-
tional Defence for Naval Services

and Minister of National Defence

(Army) in 1945. A year later Mr.
Abbott was appointed Minister of

Finance, a post which he held for

eight years. Since that time (1954)

he has been a justice of the Supreme
Court of Canada.

Dr. Carlyle Smith Beals is a

native of Canso, N.S. From 1927 to

1940 Dr. Beats was astronomer at

the Dominion Astrophysical Obser-

vatory, Victoria, B.C.. and then was

promoted to first assistant, a post

he held until 1947 when he became

Dominion Astronomer. Dr. Beals

was president of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society in 1951-52.

James F. MacLaren is senior

partner in the firm of James F.

MacLaren Associates, consulting

engineers specializing in water

supply and control problems. Native

of Ingersoll, Out., he began his

professional career on the engineer-

ing staff of the City of Toronto.

Later he was a partner for 14 years

in tbe consulting firm of Gore and

Storie. Since 1950 be has had his

own firm.

Ray Edwin Powell is senior vice-

president and director of Aluminium
Limited, and vice-president and
director of Saguenay Power Co.

Ltd. He is also a director of a score

of other companies including the

Bank of Montreal, the Bell Tele-

phone Co. and the Royal Trust

Co.

and their implementation your aim,

you'll find most satisfaction in an Alcan career.

Strong statement ?

Not if you look at aluminum —
the world's most versatile metal;

or if you ask any of the 1,400 Canadian
manufacturers who use Alcan aluminum

in some form or other —
as Ingot, powder, rod, sheet, tubing, bar, fabric, foil—

to make— not one product or another, but—
a thousand products and more.

They may be electrical, mechanical, structural, ornamental, utilitarian,

simple or sophisticated products, well established

or daringly new . .

.

Now, if ideas are your forte, you can
help these users of aluminum make even
better use of this ubiquitous metal —
because that's one of the jobs of Alcan
career men. When you get your degree
here's what Alcan offers you:

An excellent salary and a generous pen-
sion plan. An employee shore purchase

plan and other benefits. A Canadian
organization international in scope
with a wide selection of challenging

careers in production, process control,

development, research, sales, business

administration, accounting, marketing,

legal work, personnel, industrial re-

lations, etc.

John Stirling

(continued from page 4)

During the past ten years, he lias

repeatedly issued warnings about

the "crisis" caused by rapidly in-

creasing enrolment, and has been

concerned about the means by which

Canadian Universities will meet the

crisis.

He has called for new spending

and large expansion programs to

meet the needs of the new students

and has also spoken up on many
occasions for his fellow engineers.

He has called upon Canadian firms

and Canadian subsidiaries of U.S.

firms to use Canadian engineers

and consultants. He said Canadian

engineers were indisputably qualified

for their work, and had professional

attainments equal to and in some
cases greater than those in other

countries.

He has also called upon engineers

themselves to take a greater part in

public affairs, as plain citizens,

though be was opposed to forma-

tion of pressure groups of engineers

to exert political or professional

influence.

Dr. Stirling was awarded the

Sir John Kennedy medal by

the Engineering Institute of Canada

in 1954 in recognition of "out-

standing services toward tbe de-

velopment of Canada, to engineering

science, and to the profession. In

1955, be received the Montreal

Medal of the General Alumni

Association of Queen's University,

tbe Montreal group's highest honor

to "a maker of Queen's."

STEAM SHOVEL
And did great echo from clarion call of Faire Maide Marion

reverberate in league wide scranium of Scribe, for had morn after

arrived. And after emittance of great sound of low frequency, did
Scribe rotate self 180 degrees to vertical position and did propell at
low velocity, exhibiting minor oseillationz. down trail of onion to
subterranian cav of Nic where Maide did wait.

Nausiating Nag
And was Maide Marion greatly angered, such that bashing of

her shovel on floor of cav waz rapidly reducing same to state of

fine division. For had Gloriousz Gaelz of Au been overcome by
Nagz of Wez. But did Scribe assure Maide that waz not calibre
of Nagz in combat which did overcome Gloriouz Gaelz but waz
instead sickening odor of same nagz. Such could not indeed occur
again in great Stad of Dick. Thus was Maide pacified.

In-Finite Frigidity

And was it thought by many warriorz of Au that since acquiring;

of electronic brain waz it now possible to attempt calculation of

Frigidity Coefficient of lemonz (being equal to ratio of stimuli

required to passion produced). And waz preparation performed only
in time required for many tripz of ball of fire across land of Kin,
until at last waz great program prepared. AU was without sonic

vibrationz az brain did spin through many twelfth rotationz of eartz

until at last did writer of type click once. And did number be figure

of eight on side.

Biggest Bash
And waz time of bash of all bashz, such that otherz are only

feeble imitationz. Thus, did Maide order preparation of n plus 1

litres of amber fluidz containing large fraction of C2H50H. And
was Scribe on way to look to same, after cautioning from Maide
not to step on clodz of eartz which did litter trailz. For are same
clodz most difficult to remove from cleatz of warriorz.

And did spry fox jump prove canine, who afterwardz did accuse

same fox of illegal misdeedz

Irving Layton
Talks Tonight

Tonight at 8:15 p.m. Queen's

students will have the opportun-

ity to hear the noted Canadian

poet, Iving Layton, give an ad-

dress in the Ellis Hal! auditorium.

The guest lecturer is being

brought to the campus under the

auspices of the English Club.

Author of the award-winning

anthology Red Carpet in the Sun,

Mr. Layton will be in Tech Sup-

plies this afternoon between 3

Hid

copies of this latest book, which

.vill be on sale there.

Classified

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI-COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

Party

Looking for a place to hold your
Science Forma! coffee and breakfast
party? Want to save money: Three
Queen's students will make available

their large roomy apartment and sup-
ply experienced catering service. Out-
standing features include refrigerator

equipped bar, stereophonic hi-fi, loung-
ing room for up to seven couples, con-
venient location (i.e. to taxis), and
ATMOSPHERE! Phone 6-7980 for

quotation and inspection.

Barbers

You like a good haircut? Be sure;

come to Hans' Barber Shop, 74 Prin-

cess Street, (formerly at Darling's

Barber Shop).

Men Wanted

You don't like rooming? I don't

blame you. Here is your chance; I

4 o'clock to autograph the jam looking for a partner or partners

|
to share an apartment If you are a

man of liberal Ideas call: Nicholas

Forgacs, 2-6401.

Wanted

Bright young men with varied skills

and hobbies plus spare time. Oppor-
tunity for advancement, financial and

otherwise. Phone 2-6236.

For Rent

Quiet, warm room, 16. Theology,

Law, and Commerce students. Gravel

parking yard free. 196 Union St. near

the university.

Room for rent, 113 Alfred St. Bed-

sitting room. (6 per week.

Lost

Science '63 jacket with "A.O.S."

crest on right side and name tag

'Nicholas Brown' on collar, misplaced

Thursday. Finder please return to room
111 Morris Hall or call Nick Brown
at Local 386. No questions asked.

Two beige coats were accidentally

exchanged at the Levana Candlelight-

ing service. Would the owner of the

coat I have please cont-ict Joan Go-

thard. room 5b, Ban Righ, Local 442.

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

• PINS * RINGS

• BRACELETS

Choose your class pin or

school insignia from a com-

plete stock in sterling or

gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
JEWELLERS

168 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 6-2261

For A SureTotnorrow

...Insure Today

MR. I D. MoclNTOSH
OFFICE LI 2-4933

HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
IHSIMANCI COMPANY

MOM( omct ' roiONTO, Canada

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED

SHIRT LAUNDERIN*
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 f.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.
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COMETS. GAELS SPLIT WITH'WESTERN
Tricolor Toppled By
Mustangs Drive, 21-10

By Gus McKay

Well, the Gaels are not invincible. Last Saturday in London,

ihcy met a team that was "up" the way Queen's was against Toronto.

Throughout the last half of the game the Western Mustangs line

oucharged the Gaels and the M*ustangs backs ran for eight yards

or more almost every time they carried.

The Western cause was aided by the most inept tackling that a

Queen team has exhibited in years, and by officiating that was, to

say the least, questionable.

The Gaels started off the game the way they played against

Varsity and quickly ran up a 10-0 score. Robin Ritchie opened the

scoring with a 24 yard field goal after the Gaels had marched from

their own S3 yard line in six plays.

Later in the quarter, Skene ran

off left tackle from the five yard

line. The convert was missed and

the Gaels led 9-0. Queen's hit the

scoreboard for the last time late

in the first quarter when a field

goal attempt by Ritchie went

wide. Earlier Gord Simester ran

30 yards on a screen pass to score.

However, one of the officials, who
has his own rather unique con-

ception of the rules, called Don
Robb for clipping.

The Mustangs began to come
to life early in the second quarter

and midway through the period

Ouellette went over from the

Queen's two yard line. Nash con-

verted and the score was Queen's

10, Western 7,
,

|*n : .j-ii-

One of the first plays in the

third quarter was typical of the

play through the half. Three
Queen's linesmen broke through

on Rysdale, the Western Q.B.

but after chasing him all over the

field and tripping over one an-

other, they let him get away and

he ran for an eight yard gain.

Western went ahead about the

six minute mark when Wood ran

over from about the five to make
the score 14-7. Late in the quarter

Queen's made their last deter-

mined drive of the game when
they marched from mid-field to

the Western three. However
Harvey Scott broke in and made
Connor fumble to end that threat.

Western kept possession of the

ball for most of the final period

and the Mustangs defense stopped
the Gaels whenever they started

to threaten. Rysdale scored the
final Western major late in the
game when he kept the ball on an
option play and ran around the
right to score. Again, Nash con-

verted and the game ended 21-10.

This game was the Gaels worst

of the year. For the last three

quarters the offense was unable

to come up with the "big play".

Rysdale was able to pick holes in

the Gael's pass defense far more
easily than Norm Turner did two

weeks ago. The worst part of the

defense was the tackling. Far too

many Queen'smen were trying to

make tackles and were being run

over by the likes of Larry Ouel-

lette and John Wydraney for their

trouble. Very seldom did the

first man make the tackle in the

second half and it generally took

three men to bring down the

Western ball carriers.

The best for Western were Ken
Rysdale, who showed himself to

be a fine passer and good runner

on the option
;
Larry Ouellette

who must have averaged about

five yards per carry largely off

tackle and up the centre; and

Whit Tucker and John Wydraney
who ran the ends almost at will.

Both Wydraney and Tucker, a

former track man, were aided

by excellent blocking: there were

always two or three blockers on

McGilJ and Skene, the corner

backs, everytime they carried.

The Gaels will have to improve

greatly tin's week if they expect

to win many more games this

year. Mechanically they were, for

the most part, just as good as the

Mustangs, but their early success

had left some of them trying to

play as individuals.

Until they do start playing as

a team they will find that al-

though they can play exciting

football they will still be on the

short end of the score.

Mike Wicklum (76), the ball carrier, is shown here starting off
|

one of his erfd runs after having been sprung loose by an unidentified

Queen's blocker. This was one of the few Gael offensive drives in

Saturday's 21-10 loss to the Western Mustangs in London.

ATTENTION STUDENTS

We have a complete stock of

QUEEN'S BLAZERS

with Crest and gold buttons

A wide range of fine English worsted trousers to

go with your Queen's Blazer

SPECIAL $13.95

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR
350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LI 6-9859

Levana Share
Tennis Title

This weekend in Toronto, the

Queen's girls tied for first place

with Toronto and McGill, retaining

their tennis championship by a close

margin.

Marg Benson, first singles, won
Queen's only individual champion-

ship, downing all opponents. Slie

won all her games but one, losing

6-3. Mary Welsh in second singles,

held second place to Anne LeFleur

from McGill, the only player who
managed to defeat her.

In the doubles, Jessie Wallace

and Ann Carter placed third to

Toronto's team of Marion Mac-
Dotigal and Francis Rorke. They
were downed by Toronto and
McGill after defeating Western and

McMaster 6-3, 7-5, and 6-2, 6-0

respectively.

In spite of the three-way tie,

Queen's outplayed their opponents,

dropping only six games compared
to Toronto's 7, McGilPs 7, and
Western's 9.

Gaels 'n Tie

P W L Pts.

Queen's 3 2 1 4

Western 3 2 1 4

Toronto 3 1 2 2

McGill 3 1 2 2

Fall Sports

Rallyar

Is your name Stirling Moss? Is

an Aston-Martin "old stuff" to you?

If so, then Oct. 23 will have to be

just as dull for you as any other

Sunday in Kingston.

To anyone holding a less demand-

ing concept of adventure and excite-

ment, and a love of road and wheel,

the Tricolor Auto-Sport Club is

offering a great chance to get away

from it all next Sunday through

participation in the October Rally.

The low entry fee of $1.00 in-

cludes a gala blast with "inspired"

liquid refreshment (after the road

rally, that is!). Entry forms are

available in Committee room 2 in

the Students' Union today, Wed-
nesday, Thursday, and Friday, be-

tween 12:15 p.m. and 1:15 p.m.

You don't have to be the least

bit experienced; just keen. Bring a

navigator and join the fun.

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP

and SHOE SHINE

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 2-9717

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP
231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
"Where Traditional PRESTIGE Prsvails"

Room and Board - Men's Residences

Limited number of double-room spaces (room and
board) available in the Men's Residences.

Apply to: BUSINESS OFFICE, LEONARD HALL.

Preference will be given to those on former waiting lists.

Comets Roll Over

Western Colts 25-8
By Bob Boyle

Saturday afternoon before a good crowd of supporters the

Queen's Comets rolled to a rather easy 25 to 8 victory over the

Western Colts for the second victory of the season against one

defeat.

The Comets drew first blood with a booming spiral by Gary

West from the Colts forty-seven yard line. Shortly after this Dave

Purcell barged through to block a Colt punt and on the first set of

downs, Tom Graham sprinted around the right end for the first

Queen's major.

Queen's was stopped after Fer-

guson had recovered a Western

fmnble, and West again kicked a

single. Ron Murray intercepted a

Western pass, shook off a tackle

at the Western forty and galloped

for another touchdown.

Western's lone touchdown, by

Whealy, came on a short pass after

a series of power runs up the mid-

dle. Perhaps the prettiest play of

the afternoon was a long pass

from Neil Wilson of the Comets

to Gary West who split the two

Western defensive backfielders,

caught the pass over his shoulder,

and without breaking stride ran

for an eighty-yard touchdown. In

the last stages of the first half,

a poor snap to kicker West gave

Western another two points on a

safety-touch.

There was relatively little scor-

ing in the second half although

the ball travelled up and down the

field. Gary West kicked a twenty-

five yard field goal to add to the

Queen's margin.

As a result of strong rush by

the Comets forward wall led by

ol. 88

Graham Paces

PHE Victory

The annual Intramural Track and

Field Meet took place on Oct. 12,

13, and 14 under the direction of

convenor Harold Ohlendorf, assist-

ed by Mr. Bartlett and Mr. Galasso,

the starter. Eliminations in the

sprints were held on Wednesday

with finals in all events being held

on Thursday and Friday.

In a battle that went down to

the final event on the program,

the P.H.E. team won the title by
edging Arts '64, 33 points to 30

points. In this event, the 880 yard

relay, P.H.E. had to come from
behind twice to win a dramatic

race in a near-record perform-

ance. In the team standings, Sc.

'63 and Sc. '62 followed the lead-

ers with 26 and 22 points respec-

tively.

Individually, Tom Graham of

P.H.E. was in on 28 of his team's

33 points with wins in the 100

yards, 220 yards, 220 yard low
hurdles, 880 yard relay, and a
second in the pole vault. Lewis of

Arts '63 collected 16 points with

wins in the 440 yard dash, the hop.
step, and jump, and a second in the

880 yard relay. Grant of Sc. '62

paced himself well to win the SSO
yards and the one-mile runs, while
White of Sc. '63 took both the
broad jump (21') and the high
jump (5'S") with excelelnt per-

formances.

Other wins were : 3 miles, Coch-
rane, A '62; 120 yard high hurdles.
McDermott, A "64; discus, Hus-
kisson, A "64; pole vault, Dickson,
P.H.E.; Javelin, Scully, Meds '65;

shot put, Steele, A '64; and frosh
relay, Meds '66.

Watts, quarter-back Marrs of the

Colts was caught behind his own
goal line for the last two points

of the game. The final score was

Queen's 25, Western 8.

Ramblings: Gary West played

a fine game offensively for the

Gael's. His punting brought back

memories of little Jocko Thomp-
son. Jim Green's cross-body block

that, took two Colt tacklers out on

a Fletcher McLaughlin intercep-

tion, was a highlight of the game.

Stu Watts, Watson and Murray

played a rugged game up front

for the Comets.

For the Colts, Corbett dazzled

the crowd with some good bro-

ken field running. Marrs, the Colt

quarter-back, throws a pass al-

most as well as Wilson, but Marrs

lacked imagination in calling his

plays.

Queen

Rugger Team
Suffers Lose

*oet I

Jving

"For all

How man, I

ch was tl

idress to tr

Queen's Rugger Club, playing

away against the Ontario Agricul-

tural College at Guelph, entertained Uues of a

a large crowd to a thrilling game, ian no longi

eventually losing S-3. ives".

From the kickoff it was an excii- In a uni

ing, evenly fought game with belli ie individuE

sides striving to gain the edge, ignity. Any
Queen's drew first blood, when, i ultimate d

following an O.A.C. infringement Layton, al

Dave Steele goaled to give Queen's ; had some

a 3-0 lead. From then on it was a igarding ma
question of whether the Rugger ', has decid<

Gaels could hold off the brilliant, miantic poe

fast-running O.A.C. backs; with 15 iould be unc

minutes left to play the O.A.C. oraantic', h

loose forwards broke through to tere is this

score, and converted to lead 5-3. ty which th

Queen's fought ferociously to re- ->t give hini;

gain supremacy; Dave Steele nar- luse he will

rowly missed another penalty kick. Although ]

and time and again Queen's were lantic exhu
stopped inches from the line- icy in the v.

Minutes from the end a penalty .mporary p<

against Queen's put the issue beyond aems domin

doubt and O.A.C. were victors 8-3. ess, a deep

It was a frustrating loss for the indamental

Queen's club, but certainly no tyraent, ma
disgrace, for the O.A.C. team were tan, even th<

veterans as regards experience. It 'which is re;

was a trenmendous encounter all >r an adoles

round. The secoiu

Next Saturday morning the club tantic poetrv

tackles R.M.C. at home, and there v^ie has a

should be lots of interesting action.

Sews CIttes

Place kicking starts Monday, Oc-

tober 17.

Bowling starts Monday, October 17*

Entries for Softball teams close Fri- (behind tl

day, October 21.
" th b™'"ire.

Entries for paddleball teams close
Tw° buses

Friday, October 21.
!atl°n

' where

Tennis, Touch-football, and Horse- ^""g the t

shoes are now underway—check
11 [}^ve 'he

the gym bulletin boards for time, P- 1"- am
place and date. y"

There will I

"ght at 8:30
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'oet Layton Feels Alienated

living In Our Hostile Society

By Joan Harmon

"For all my extroversion, publicized pugnacity, and love of

Ilow man, I am alienated, living in a society I regard as hostile."

Lich was the assertion of Canadian poet Irving Layton in his

Idress to the English Club Tuesday night. He cannot accept the

ilues of a super-organized, robotized, insane society in which
ian no longer knows if "he hates what he hates and loves what he
ivea".

In a universe of no meaning or purpose, Layton thinks that

le individual must forge his own meaning and values, his own
tgnity. Any of these things he accomplishes, however, go down
i ultimate defeat in death.

Layton, although he believes

; had some nasty things to say
igarding man and man in socie-

'. has decided he is essentially a

unantic poet. Three conceptions
lOUld be understood by the term
Oman tic', he explained. First,

lere is this alienation from soc-
ty which the poet feels. He can-
Jt give himself wholly to it be-
tuse he will not accept its values.

Although Layton senses a ro-

lantic exhuberance and buoy-
icy in the work of aspiring con-
;mporary poets, he finds their
oems dominated by an uneasi-
ess, a deep concern for such
mdamental problems as unemp-
lyment, man's inhumanity to
ian, even the frigidity of women
"which is really quite precocious
>r an adolescent").

The second conception of ro-
mantic poetry is that the poet be-
1

1

- 1"' has an entry into another
orltl, from the empirical world
e all know. It i

'Snowball* Defined

transcendant

-

0c'

erl7.

: Fri-

close

torse-

check

time.

Pep Rally
There will be a pep rally Friday

'g»t at S:30 p.m. on the outer
'
M 1 behind the stadium), complete

''th bonfire.

Two buses to take fans to the
tm,0> "here the bands will be
letting the train from Western.
"11 leave the front of the Gvm at™ P.m. and will return to the

world of imagination, revelation

and ecstasy. He must inhabit both

realms but he cannot permanently

inhabit the second. His return to

it is always uncertain, and if he

loses hold of his poetic insight and

sensibility, his return is impos-

sible.

Herein lies the tragedy of the

poet. In anguish, he exists in an

'"unreal, stale, flat, empirical

world". To transmit his revela-

tion from this second realm, the

poet employs the "grand instru-

ment" of the image. An image,

for the romantic poet, is "not a

decoration, but the very heart of

the mystery, by which the mys-

tery may be revealed."

Illustrating the effective use of

imaginery to reveal a primary

truth about life, Layton cited the

film "Suddenly Last Summer".

He was disheartened to find that

most viewers regarded it merely

as the classical story of the Oedi-

pus complex. The pattern of im-

ages Tennessee Williams presents

gives us insight into "the nature

of the cosmos and our part in it,"

said Layton. Williams presents a

(See Layton. page 4)

Millionaire's Weekend

Any salesmen still holding
Millionaire's Weekend Tickets
should bring them to the Science

Clubrooms this Saturday between

12 and 1 P.M.

The following is a list of recent

changes in AMS Bylaws:

No. 2: Section 2(d) changed to

read: "Annual Band Dance".

Section 2(e) changed to read:

"Levana Suzie-Q Dance"; the fol-

lowing sub-sections to be numbered

accordingly.

Section 1 1 added to read : "Dis-

posal of proceeds from the Levana

Suzie-Q Dance shall at the discre-

tion of the Levana Society, subject

to ratification by the Alma Mater

Society executive."

No. 20 : Snowball

:

1. Snowball is a winter weekend

organized and financially supported

by the Levana Athletic Board of

Control.

2. The Snowball committee will

consist of five girls from Levana

of which at least three must be

members of the Levana Athletic

Board of Control. The remainder

of the committee will consist of two

representatives from each of the

faculties of Arts, Science and Medi-

cine who will be elected by their

respective faculty executives and of

which at least one from each

faculty must be a male represen-

tative.

3. The aim of the Levana Athletic

Board of Control in the organi-

zation of Snowball is to provide a

winter weekend which will en-

courage the participation of the

maximum number of Queen's

students.

4. Snowball is a non-profit event

and in the case that a profit is

accumulated it will be donated to

an organization or organizations at

the discretion of the Snowball

Committee and ratified by the

Levana Athletic Board of Control

and the Alma Mater Society.

Queen 's Theatre Seeks
Student Aid Saturday
Up They Go!

PLEBISCITE RESULTS:

Question: Do you favour in-

creasing athletic fees to $20 (from

$15)?

942 yes

255 no

1197 total

The voting thus showed 70%
in favour. Therefore, athletic fees,

beginning next year, will be rais-

ed to $20.

Blood Drive

OpensTuesday

Again this year, all Faculties will

have an opportunity to display

their rivalry in a beneficial cause,

since next Tuesday will mark the

opening of the annual competition

for the Coq>uscle Cup.

The Cup is awarded to the

faculty from which the highest

percentage of blood donors turns

out, and last year was won by

Theology. The field of battle this

year is the Gymnasium which

will be open for donations from

3 p.m. - 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

next Tuesday, Wednesday and

Thursday.

A thennomenter indicating which

faculty is leading in the drive will

be placed where all can see and

act accordingly (i.e. contribute). If

giving blood makes anyone squea-

mish, compensation is offered in

the form of coffee and doughnuts,

charmingly served by co-eds. Should

any of the staff or post-grads wish

to donate, they're welcome, and may

donate for whatever faculty they

wish.

Although a clock-radio will be

given to some donor in the form

of a "door prize", the motivation

to donate should perhaps be on a

loftier plane since the blood benefits

many people throughout the King-

ston area. In light of much local

criticism of Queen's students, it is a

project such as this which helps to

counter-act the unfavourable publi-

city which we all too often to receive.

Everyone able is asked to donate

and help make this drive as success-

ful as the one last year.

From the AMS Building Committee

Queen's needs a theatre that is worthy of her! Grant Hall and
Convocation Hall are too small and too rudimentary, the latter

seats only 350, has an inadequate stage, and crude equipment; the
former was never intended to be a theatre. There is no building
available on the campus or in the city of Kingston, which is built

and equipped for music and drama, and able to hold an audience
of 1,500.

The uses to which a proper theatre could be put are many.
Among these are

:

—performances, rehearsals and preparations for the Drama
Guild, Glee Club, In terfacuity Choir, Faculty Players, Revue
Guild and the Science Choir.

—concert series and public performances of drama, opera and
ballet by visiting professional companies.

—club meetings for the various campus organizations.

—a centre for various conferences.

—public meetings and functions outside the University.

—Summer School of Drama.
—Public lectures such as the Dunning Trust lectures.

The Committee is now in its second year of operation. The
work in the first year was centred mainly on laying the foundations

for this long term project. It is the students' project and in all the

committee's activities this point has been stressed emphatically.

Last year, George Stecko, for-i !

mer president of the Aesculapian

Society, headed the AMS Build-

ing Committee during a number
of campaigns designed to raise

money for such a theatre. Of the

$750,000 needed for its construc-

tion, it was hoped that the stud-

ents could finance from $100,000

to §150.000. Mr. Stecko felt that

thi* objective could be achieved

within 15 years.

The task seems gigantic! How-
ever, when the fact that $1,110

was raised on only one day last

year is brought into consideration,

the likelyhood of the project's

success approaches certainty. It

may also be remembered that the

students of Queen's built both the

Union and Grant Hall.

Four staff members have been

appointed to give permanency and

stability to the committee as well

as to offer advice. Dr. William

Angus, head of the Drama De-

partment, Dr. H. L. Tracy, head

of the Classics Department, Dr.

Graham George of the Music De-

partment, and Mrs. Duncan, are

the faculty representatives on the

committee.

Over the past five years,

Queen's has somewhat alleviated

the pressing needs of classroom

and laboratory space and of stud-

(See Theatre, page 5)

Science Formal
Fitting for tails for the Science

Formal are to be held on Friday,

October 21st and Tuesday, October

25th from 3:30 to 7 P.M. in the

Science Clubrooms.

AMS By-Law

Students are reminded that

taking alcoholic beverages into

the stadium at football games

ts strictly prohibited by AMS
law. They are also reminded

that the reserved seating

system will be enforced by

AMS constables at the games.

AMS constables have the

power of eviction or of pros-

ecuting before the AMS court

(where fines range from $15

to $100) for offenses.

v

Shown above is noted Canadian poet Irving Layton, expounding

on the problems and frustrations of the contemporary poet. Mr.

Layton spoke to the English Club last Tuesday.
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Boorishness Of Science
The modern campus is composed of many types of individuals

engaged in the pursuit of education in a great variety of fields.

Today's university is a study in diversity. Yet, there is one thing

that all colleges hold in common and that is the uncompromising

opinion that all Sciencemen are loutish boors.

Sciencemen, locally referred to as the great unwashed or the

golden hoard, have created in the minds of others (mostly Artsmen)

an impression that is, to say the least, derogatory. Engineers are

considered a mob of drunken bums whose vocabulary is only half

English and half curses. According to many they are incapable of

engaging in an intelligent discussion about events in the world

around them and can really only converse with another Engineer on

a technical plane. They are infamous for their wild orgies where

booze and sex arc mixed in equal parts to produce a very volatile

party indeed. It is said they can have fun in no other way! Their

physical condition is often likened to that of a gorilla with long

dangling arms, bulging-bloodshot-eyes, and a slightly pointed head.

The Engineers' abilities in sport are often attributed to this grotesque

physical shape.

I freely admit that this description of the average Scienceman

was fed to me by a slightly anaemic, underweight red-coat whose

tarn was stolen by a Science Frosh during initiations. Thus the

foregoing paragraph could perhaps be considered slightly biased.

Sciencemen. like everybody else, do have faults a plenty. It is, how-

ever, a small minority of ignorant*, that create this lasting but false

impression. There are many educated mannerly men holding respon-

sible positions that have graduated from a Science course. As the

saying goes, the Leopard can't change its spots and I fail to see how

the mythical boozing Engineer can metamorpbasize into a respect-

able citizen. The obvious answer to this paradox is that very few

Engineers are as bad as Artsmen think.

Engineering is an important facet of our modern life. Without

Sciencemen there would be little comfort for man and life would

be back in the era of the backhouse. An education in Science has

practicle applications which better the world in which we live. I

see no room for scorn where such a valuable body of knowledge is

concerned, and I have no sympathy with the slanderers of the

masters of this body of knowledge. The minority should never

be allowed to condemn the whole.

Sciencemen are well endowed with faults, some of which I have

mentioned. 1 hope this editorial will aid them in curbing them. They

also happen to be educated, literate, even scholarly, gentlemen and I

hope this editorial will bring this to the attention of their critics.

Laval Expels

letters To The Editor

Jaw
Bon

This column is devoted
ij

expression of lively studeni.

ion. Opinions expressed ht,.

not necessarily reflect ej.;

policy and any student is wc

to submit articles on any Jui

The other day a friend oi
:

who had returned to QJ *

after a few year's absence;

tioned that in this time stij

seemed to have become .

studious and quiet, and etc

less of the carefree irresp

bility of youth. One is stru
: *

the greater degree of
|

activities in previous days.

"We have not had in r >

times any great pranks of E

proportions.

No real controversy seer-

have arisen in the column

the Journal. The most ootid

shortage is a lack of some

of original idea, or mover.

Is our college to bee

simply a machine for inculc

the same ideas and concepts

an ever-progressing succe,

of minds? Should we not n

have a ferment of ideas and

In the past week Laval University has been rocked by the

expulsion of three senior editors of their campus newspaper, Le

Carabin. This action was taken by the University administration and

announced by Mr. Vachon. the newly appointed rector, without any

previous consultation with the Association Generale des Etudiants

de Laval (AGEL).
The expulsion followed the publication of an article, "Je Suis

Seulc" (October 6th), describing in sensuous language the reactions

of a prostitute to a visit from a university "professeur". The author

an immigrant girl and not from Laval, signed the article "Dora".

In our opinion the article was not one of a high intellectual

character nor did it encompass any significant message. It was not

written by a D. H. Lawrence of Lady Chatlerly's Lover fame. It

was the more offensive in that Le Carabin is distributed to a faculty

where many nuns study. It would not have been printed in the

Journal]

It is also onr opinion, however, that press censorship to any

degree is unfortunate, inexcusable, and just plain wrong. Press

censorship to the degree of depriving people of an education is

worse by tenfold. The editors of Laval's paper admittedly made a

bail error in judgement and taste but everyone makes mistakes

and fortunately, few get thrown out of school for them. Student

opinion at Laval, shown by "Letters to the Editor", condemmed the

publication of this article. We feel that the scorn and criticism of the

Laval students, coupled perhaps with an admonition from the stud-

ent council (AGEL) would suffice as punishment for the three

editors. The freedom of the press, a foundation of our democratic

society, should indeed extend to the student population, which will

soon be the voters of Canada.

Engineers 7.

Editor, Journal:

In a recent front page article

of the Journal concerning regis-

tration at Queen's this year it

was stated "Employment and

income figures have placed

doubt on engineering careers,

while the field of pure science

seems to offer wider opportun-

ities". I question this statement!

In a recent issue of the Finan-

cial Post, the important points of

a government survey on the sub-

ject of careers were revealed.

Quoting this article: "The re-

port shows an average estimated

increase in 1960 of 7.3% for

engineer employment and 5.&%

for scientific."

The previous two year slow

down trend in demand for en-

gineers is reversing itself. A
spokesman for a professional as-

sociation of engineers has stated

that the future will bring steady

but unspectacular expansion.

Admittedly there is an increase

in the demand for scientific

people. This is a reflection of the

growth of scientific research.

Let us not forget, however, that

as research itself expands the

demand for engineers will in-

crease even more rapidly. It is

the engineer who makes research

possible and a reality.

P. Dey, Science '63.

Editor's Note: Regardless, there is

a larger enrolment in Arts and

Science over former years while

the Science Faculty has had a re-

duction in numbers.

Abortives

Editor, Journal:

After three abortive attempts

to read any sense into Mr. E. R.

Bishop's article, I am only

aware of one facet of his atti-

tude . . . namely that he does not

know what he is talking about.

Though his main point is not

clear, he effectively shows him-

self to be a shallow thinker by

his attitude to Christianity. Mr.

Bishop has obviously progressed

no further than a week of Sun-

day School if his idea of Chris-

tianity is limited to thinking it

to be "largely concerned with

making sex a thing of stealth

and sniggering." He accomplish-

es nothing but the proof of his

own ignorance with such a state-

ment, as anyone, whether Chris-

tian, Athiest, or Agnostic will

agree if he has thought on the

matter. If Mr. Bishop was pure-

ly interested in sensationalism,

his remarks were ignorant and

in bad taste. If, on the other

hand he believes what he says,

his thinking is in a sad state of

decay. Either way, his article

judged on the one sentence that

I have quoted was neither worth

writing nor reading.
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Seymour Hamilton

C.S.S.R.

Editor, Journal:

Re: Neutrality For Canada

Hfeans Peace.

2uoiel
"A real television comedian is

glasses off."

one who can ad lib with his

Dan Bennet

Boors

Editor, Journal:

I understand that the AMS
has in effect a by-law which

prohibits the consumption of

liquor in the football stadium.

This is ridiculous

!

The actions of Queen's foot-

ball "fans" at recent games has

demonstrated their desire to

drink, fight, swear, and general-

ly to establish themselves as

boors. It will be impossible to

enforce the by-law until

Queen'smen grow up and so I

suggest it be repealed.

Emo Gootch

The inevitable results of the

foreign policy of Canada, as pro-

posed by Mr. Cikstetu, could be

achieved faster and better if

Canada broke off diplomatic re-

lations with the U.S., joined the

Warsaw Pact, and eventually

asked to be included into the

USSR as the Canadian Soviet

Socialist Republic. The inter-

mediate neutralist stage would

not even be necessary. Mankind

would be preserved, and Mr.

Cikstetu could become Canada's

first People's Commissar Gen-

eral.

Matthew Blecha,

Arts '61.

Editor, Journal:

The criticisms of the Engine-

ering Glee Club in a recent issue

of the Journal had a very good

basis. We hope, by expressing

the ideas behind the Glee Club,

that we can tarn the criticisms

of "A & K". to comments on

the Club's performances.

The fact stands that the "gol-

den-throated" Sciencemen and

many other fellows on campus

were not supporting the other

three singing organizations. We
have formed an all-male choir

— a very popular idea among

many universities — to sing

lighter songs such as the popu-

lar Negro Spirituals and mod-

ern songs in four part harmony.

We have offered our services to

the Padre to sing at every fourth

Sunday service and we will sing

at the Engineering Christmas

Carol Service.

Rather than draw from the

other organizations, we have in-

creased the campus participa-

tion in organized singing. Rather

than compete with the other

groups, we hope to be an added

feature at the Lhiiversity. Rather

than dividing the campus more

and more into faculties, we hope

to unite it by performing ser-

vices for the University. Perhaps

campus-wide participation can

be aranged in the future but the

idea and its momentum were

originated in the Science Facul-

ty and it is serving its probation

period as the Engineering Glee

Club.

We would appreciate criticism

of the choir's performance rather

than the criticism of its origin.

Jim MacAlpine,

Mike Bennet,

Co-Chairmen of The
Engineering Glee Club

Greased Vines

Editor, Journal:

I advise all students of

Queen's to stop seeing "Tarzan"
movies. They are disgusting and
degrading to the dignity of

African natives. Besides Tarzan
is clean shaven.

F. Cas. Trow

notions of future societies:

Canadian students have J

inspired the observation i

foreign students that they

a dull, unadventurous loL

sulated from many bun

causes by a thick wall of r

ence and cowardliness.
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Surely somewhere you chen I
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tempt which you have j>i

opportunity to express.

can deny that injustice a" 1

|

equality are still rife in r

areas today. The causal

there but the students t«

vocate them have gone.

If we are to prevent th'

generation of our system oj

lege education into one °f

J

ious, authoritarian pedant

the type predominant in Ol

scholasticism or in the

docrtinaire schools of the -

Union today, then we m^ 1

courage individual exprf"|

and initiative by every

our disposal.

If not a subsidized state
^

house, university today ten-

be a place for the child^

upper-class families to

their early days in fun and

'

and find spasms of radi^

Students should provide
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contented society that stir'

us. There are dangerous
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As the children cried to Augustine from the enchanted garden

So did your still voice call cloud to me

And I have heard more muted than a night smile

Your sullen drygrass whispers rising, rising,

Saying: we are drowned in ashes, drowned, drowned.

The horsemen ride the v/ind and the wind is sown.

Tom Marshall

the revolting frosh

Now, the story can be told—

the heart-breaking story of a

frosh rebellion and the courag-

eous soph who quashed it, sin-

glehandedly.

The site is Ellis Hall. Unbe-

knownst to their oppressors, the

frosh have secretly dragged

their spent, broken bodies to a

common meeting place, in order

to throw off the tyrannical yoke

of the sophomores. The air it-

self breathes rebellion.

But, lurking in the shadows,

is a slit-eyed, pitcher-eared soph.

Instantly, he sizes up the situ-

ation and races to spread the

alarm.

"The frosh are revolting!" he

cries.

»* "Of course", is the response.

"No, no, you don't under-

stand", pleads our hero. "The

frosh are REVOLTING, RE-

VOLTING!"

Everywhere he encounters the

same reply.

"Naturally", his quick-witted

comrades agree. This is obvious

to anyone who has seen those

sub-human creatures swarming

over the serene campus of

Queen's. Frosh are not only re-

volting, but they are vulgar, im-

becilic, ignorant . . .

Will our hero, this last bastion

of hope, allow a little thing like

the ambiguity of the English

language stop him? No!

A plan slowly forms in his

superior mind. Quickly, urgent-

ly, he races back to the site of

unrest. He mounts a chair, and

proclaims in a clear, resounding

voice,

"FREE BEER AT THE
CHALET!"
Today, in the kitchen of

Leonard Hall cafeteria, lies an

unmarked grave.

Our hero, who for obvious

reasons must remain anony-

mous, died ati ignominious death

under the heels of stampeding

frosh. But let no man say he

died in vain. The lowly ideals

of freedom from tyranny vanish-

ed before the high-minded prin-

ciples of demon rum and the

rebellion was forgotten.

And the inspired last words of

this modern-day Patrick Henry

will forever echo through the

stately halls of Queen's

—

"I only regret that I have but

one life to . .
"

Rick Malt, Arts '64.

down by the quad

decemberspring in
The finest in chamber music will again be presented to

students of Queen's. The series of four concerts begins on December

6th with Hungarian String Quartet, one of the leading quartets of

our generation playing an all-Beethoven programme. On January

17th the audience will be treated to the celebrated violmist, Paul

Doktor and Yaltah Meuuhin. In February a programme heavily

consisting of the music of Bach will be played by Rafael Puyana on

the harpsichord. The final concert, on March 13th, will feature the

Toronto Wind Quintet, whose recital two years ago was received

with such enthusiasm. For the major work of the evening they will

be joined by Mario Bernard! in the Quintet for Piano and Wmd
Instruments in E flat major.

There are several features in this year's concert series which

will attract students. First, there is the very high quality «f the music

itself Then we note the early dates of the concerts which will avoid

the spring studying rush. Finally, for students only a very special

price - the four concerts for two dollars. Tickets may be obtamcd now

at the Department of Philosophy office in the New Arts Budding,

STONES
FLOWER SHOP
231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'Where o Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

you have

A child acquires habit patterns

of personality, partly through

an indefinable inherited influ-

ence, but mostly through imita-

tion.

There is at present a major

increase in the rate of juvenile

the
delinquency and maladjustment.

The Community Chest and other

agencies provided by the Gov-

ernment or religious organiza-

tions spend a great deal of

money on social services direct-

ed to the resolution of this prob-

lem. But unacceptable habit pat-

terns in a 17-year-old are the

result of a lifetime of confused

and inappropriate examples.
These cannot be easily correct-

ed. And when we boast of mod-

ernized prisons and more hu-

mane laws and summer camps

for the underprivileged, we are

offering, at best, palliative treat-

ment. We certainly are not pro-

viding a cure.

It is my impression that it is

up to the professional people to

give of their time, effort and

love in the capacity of foster

parents to children from broken

homes. Let us then resolve to

do this, so that each child may

be placed, at an early date, in

an environment suitable for the

development of our socially ac-

ceptable ideals.

E. M. Cooperman

In two earlier articles under

the same title I sought to show

how the examination system

may be perverted by a student

who conforms exactly to it and

obtains high marks without hav-

ing a real grasp of his subject. I

went on to express the opinion

that the dullness and mediocrity

that characterizes all too great

a proportion of Canadian educa-

tion may be traced to the ex-

tensive use of that false touch-

stone of scholarship, the written

examination. Yet a majority of

Canadian students and teachers,

i£ challenged, will defend the

system as it now is, even if they

appreciate its inherent draw-

backs. Our final step, therefore,

is to scrutinize the arguments

used in its defence and suggest

how they could be answered by

an alternative system. I have

selected three characteristic ar-

guments, which to all intents

and purposes exhaust the field.

1. "Written examinations are

the only feasible test of a stu-

dent's knowledge". This, I as-

sert, is simply not true. Oral

examinations are a far more

subtle and flexible instrument

for testing, since the examiner

has the chance to fit the ques-

tion to the individual candidate

(and pin him down if he tries to

evade it) while the candidate

knows when he has made his

point. Neither has to rely on

anything half-explicit. Essays
and term papers provide an oc-

casion and a test for careful re-

search and original thought,

both of which are lacking on the

work of very many Canadian

students, because the system

does not demand them. If term

papers in the humanities, and

laboratory work in the sciences,

were given a greatly increased

emphasis, a higher standard of

scholarship could be demanded

—and, I strongly believe, obtain-

ed. Most important of all, the

educational system would then

be concerning itself with the es-

sence of education, or something

far closer to it than mere exam-

ination technique.

2. "Examinations are neces-

sary to make students apply

themselves to study". This

makes the examination into a

sort of bureaucratic bogey-man,

who will get you for sure in

April if you don't start studying

NOW. Hence November tests

and Christmas examinations,

miniature bogey-men who come

along to warn us, "Thus bad

begins, but worse remains be-

hind". But if essays and labs

were given the prominence that

written examinations now enjoy,

alt students—not only those

without a smart examination

technique—would have to apply

themselves all through the year,

and they would be applying

themselves to something rele-

vant to their education.

3. "Too many other organiz-

ations—business, industry, the

spectating
Minutes dripping slowly by — drop by drop:

Past a sea of faces turned

smiling one to the other.

Post profound lake

sulking in its fathomless pools,

Through the strains of an unnamed melody

floating by unattainable.

I count them — one by one.

Awaiting

A mist like the swirls of a dream

sifting around buildings

with life

but no life.

There will be life within these skeleton walls

And I can only watch

from the other side of the window.

Drop by drop the minutes foil

Upon an unfurling rivulet

sliping by until

Another misty scene becomes descernablc.

S. Darby
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EXPORT
PLAIN OR FILTER TIP

CIGARETTES

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

All-ln-One
Your automobiles, dwelling, cottage, household contents, jewels,

furs, fine arts, boats, personal liability. All may be insured on

One policy with six months, a year or three years to pay.

Office:

105 Brock St.

LI 8-3271

JACK WAUGH
GENERAL
INSURANCE

Residence:

143 Churchill Cresc.

LI 6-6933

Department of Education, and

the like—rely on the results of

written examinations for admin-

istrative purposes". Here we
have struck the crux of the pro-

blem. "The System", the vast

bureaucratic machine of the Or-

ganization Man which sways

over almost all departments of

life in our society, demands the

secure-looking little statistics

that "social engineers" love.

Statistics can be fed to an IBM
machine or to the IBMpty brains

of selection committees, person-

nel managers and registrars'

staffs. In "this scientific age",

we cannot stand on our own
merits as human beings; we
have to be filed and docketed,

indexed and cross-indexed—in

short, reduced to a set of statis-

tics, in order that the statistical

hocus-pocus of the Organization

may work its wonders. Once

man was the measure of all

things; now, percentages are the

measure of man. As a result,

education authorities, together

with a great number of teachers

and students, have lost sight of

the point which the Organiza-

tion Men have never seen : name-

ly, that education is a process,

not a product, and must be mea-

sured qualitatively, not quanti-

tatively.

If the orientation and the lead-

ing hypothesis of our examin-

ation system could be altered

with this in mind, only compar-

atively small changes of outward

form would be required in order

to make the system lead the stu-

dent into the paths of the edu-

cational process, instead of di-

verting him down the sidetrack

of "doing a subject" for exam-

ination purposes. The universi-

ties have kept their academic

and administrative freedom; if

they were to use it and tell the

Organization Men outside their

walls to mind their own busi-

ness, they would do an immense

long-term service to Canadian

society. It might rouse a good

deal of opposition if, for in-

stance, percentage marks were

replaced by a simpler and more

realistic A-B-C-D grading ac-

companied by a personal testi-

monial from the professor, based

on oral examination and assign-

ed work. I feel sure that many

would welcome and support

such experimenting by the uni-

versities. At the very least it

would lead to a reappraisal of

this important, perverse yet odd-

ly uncontroversial facet of Cana-

dian education.

For no aspect of our education

system needs reappraisal more

urgently. In the whirlwind of

men and bits of paper which

surrounds us everywhere, and

particularly in school and at

university, the bits of paper have

held sway for far too long. We
are trying to educate men.

M.G.

Growing in

popularity

Cnmpus
Always In stock at your Queens

University Technical Supply Store

Book refills . . . wire bound

note books and refills . .

.

loose-leaf fillers . . -

exercise books . . . scrapbooks

and specialties

GAGE STATIONERY
A DIVISION OF W. ;. GAGE LIMITED

WONTBEAt . WINNIPEG • VANCOUVER
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Basmaijian On Med's Worries
Hippocrates did not start the

medical trend. In fact, tlie Western

medical field, is only a little older

than Canada itself, and in Europe,

it dates back no further than the

Renaissence. Dr. Basmaijian, in his

talk on "Trends in Medical Edu-

cation", heaping scorn on the early

medical schools, labelled them

'terrible', and compared them to

the worst chiropractic institutes

existing. Out of the hundreds of

medical schools which started in

North America, only a small min-

ority survived; but none of the

Canadian clinics were eliminated.

Still, there is a serious shortage

of training centers. Last year,

only 35% of the doctors in Can-

ada were Canadian. Dr. Basmai-

jian suggested that the possibility

of socialized medicine stopped

many students from entering the

field. Another deterent was the

length of the course. The peak of

a doctor's career, he said, was 35,

and yet the student only gains his

degree and specializes by the

time he is thirty. In addition, his

schooling will have cost him

$20,000.

He stressed a need for shorter

courses, and yet this is hard to

achieve without lowering the stan-

dards, which never would he con-

sidered. With the increase in pop-

ulation always pressing on us, the

danger of too few doctors is even

more alarming. Because of the lack

of clinical facilities, the trouble

medical schools have in both con-

trolling hospitals and finding pa-

tients to work on, and the high

cost of research, Dr. Basmaijian

could hope only for a drastic change

to alleviate the situation.

. Dr. Basmaijian, who took his

M.D. at Toronto and post-graduate

work in London, and who is pres-

ently professor of anatomy at

Queen's, gave his talk to a group

of 30 at the Hillel House, on Barrie

Street, as an after dinner speech.

Rotary To Fete

Overseas Students

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

UVi Princess Street Kingston Dial LI 6-1166

STAN'S REG'D
523 Princess St.

CORDUROY PANTS — $4.95 AND $9.95

CORDUROY SPORT JACKETS
- SPECIAL -

$8.88 EACH

The Kingston Branch of Rotary

International is proposing to enter-

tain a number of overseas students,

particularly graduates and senior

undergraduates. The members of the

club will ask these students to

luncheon with them on several

occasions during the winter months.

Owing to limited facilities and

the members' desire to have more

than a fleeting acquaintance with

their guests, the Rotary Club will

be unable to entertain all graduates

and senior undergraduates from

overseas. The adviser to Overseas

Students ( Professor F. J. L.

Young) has consequently been asked

to draw names from "a hat", and

to circularize students chosen.

Should any of the latter be un-

willing to attend the luncheons, other

names will then be added to the list.

Classified

Help Wanted
Four absolute abstainers, for reason-

able duties at the Science Formal

No. A. *1 per hour. Call Ed. at 8-7118.

Lost and Found
Found: One pair of men's glasses

beside Ellis Hall last Sunday. Owner

may pick them up in the Journal Office.

Lost: Pair of brown and beige Ita-

ther gloves, vicinity Dunning Hall and

Post Office. Call Janet Zurbrigg,

fi-0752.

Barbers
You like a good haircut? Be sure —

come to Hans' Barber Shop, 74 Prin-

cess Street, (formerly Darling's Barber

Shop).
For Rent

Quiet, warm room, §6. Nicely fur-

nished. Theology, Law, and Commerce
students. Gravel parking lot free. 196

Union, near the University.

Delegates Wanted

Applications for delegates to the

Michigan State University United

Nations should be submitted to the

AMS office immediately. The con-

ference is to be held Feb. 17, 18,

and 19, 1961.

CFRC
Friday:

6:30-—Time for Listening

7:00—Palladium Party

7:JO—Campus Topics

7:35—Show Time — Damn Yankees

8:15—Queen's at Work —
Radio Station CFRC

8:30—In Recital

Lily Pons — Soprano

9:00—Concert Hall
Von Suppe — Queen of Spades

Overture
Mendelssohn — Midsummer
Nights Dream

Schumann — Fantasio in C
Bruch — Scottish Fantasy
Tchaikovsky — Marche Slav

11:00—Moonlight Melodies

12:00—Easy Terms

Saturday:

1:00—Prelude to Opera
2:00—Opera House

Puccini — Manon Lcseaut

R, TP. "Dick" Godton,
graduate in electrical engineering

oj Queen's University ti

now a Supervising Engineer,
Trunks and Special

Seruicca, In the

Toronto area

"What do I like about the Bell? The
well-planned way in which a college

graduate can gain both technical and
administrative experience! Here's what
I mean;
"A well varied series of jobs at the start

gave me the technical experience I could

soon use in the engineering of equip-
ment installations. At the same time, a

number of fine company courses in the

personnel and administrative fields, as

well as in the technical field, helped me
get ahead.
'As a result, I was placed in charge of

on engineering group of five men —

a

good combination of engineering and
administrative work.
"My present job involves the planning
and recommending of various types and
quantities of cable pairs and transmis-

sion equipment needed to inter-connect

the many telephone exchanges in greater

Toronto. This makes use of all my past
experience and provides an opportunity
to become familiar with still another
phase of the company's operations."

Ask your Placement Officer now for our
career booklets.

Men and woman students In

ENGINEERING
ARTS/SCIENCE

COMMERCE/ BUS. ADM.

Vour Campus will soon

be visited by Bell Telephone

Employment Officers

THE QEI.L TELEPHONE COMPANY OFBlNMI

Mi
:00—Good Listening
5:30—Fun With Good
6:00—Sweet and Low
7;00—Old Favourites
7:30—Calendar and Personality

7:45—Jazz Steps Out
8:30—Pop Concert featuring

Sir William Walton —
Bclshazzar's Feast

9:30—Music Round the World
10:00—Night Music
11:00—Music Beat
12:00—Sarlight Serenade
Sunday:
9;00—Musical Panorama
1 :00—Mostly Music
4:30—Emission Francaise —

Interview from Behind the Iron
Curtain

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINCS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

Layton In A Hostile Worl
{

(continued from page 1)

cruel, relentless universe in which

one species exists merely to prov-

ide a diet for another. We must

either be lobotomized or face the

truth.

Procreation and sexuality are

regarded as evil — they only per-

petuate and magnify this futile

struggle for survival and continu-

ance of the race. Homo-sexuality

avoids procreation^ we have Se-

bastion, as the passionate Christ

(Layton's interpretation of Wil-

liam's leading character) running

desperately up the great hill. He is

running away from the sea, the

symbol of sexuality, and the goal

which the turtles sought for self-

preservation. Many were devour-

ed. So was Sebastion.

Thirdly, in the romantic con-

ception of poetry, the poetic pro-

cess is of an organic nature. For

the romantic, his poem is not a

statement about life, but life it-

self. Layton regards the poem as

a "living artifice". It is dead in

the sense that it has been "scoop-

ed out of time and space", posses-

ses a complexity or organization

which life itself does not exhibit."

Layton stated that the most

dramatic loss of faith the world

has yet experienced is taking

place in this twentieth century.

Whereas the early church show-

ed man the ecstasy and beauty

which could be revealed to him

through religion, today's church

reproaches him for his unpardon-

able sinfulness and drums its

moral maxims into him with

deadening ceremony.

Layton believes that man must

regain this ecstasy, must regain

a strong passion for life, despite

the conformity, passivity and mis-

directed values of present society.

It may well be the function of the

poet to reawaken this passion.

Although his readings seemed

LEARN TO FLY!
Now in Kingston you will never have a better opportunity to

take flying training.

The Kingston Flying Club now has vacancies for fall training.

If you are a Canadian Citizen or a British subject and under 33

the total cost of the Government Approved Course it $338.65. Poy

as you fly. All you need to start is $50.00.

The Kingston Flying Club operates

—

Five Fleet Canucks (Canadian built and Canada's most popular
and safest training aircraft)

Four-Place Cessna 172
Four-Place Piper Tri-Pacer
Two-Place Cessna Tri-140

Two-way Air to Ground Radio
Lunch Bar for Members and Visitors.

For demonstration flight or further particulars Dial LI 8-3276.

The Kingston Flying Club is located 5 miles west of City.

ATTENTION STUDENTS

We have a complete stock of

QUEEN'S BLAZERS

with Crest and gold buttons

A wide range of fine English worsted trousers to

go with your Queen's Blazer

SPECIAL $13.95

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR
350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LI 6-9859

dominated by the desolation

purposelessness of the

Irving Layton is himself a (,,

ful, stimulating, positive pe ,

ality. He has begun his latest

lection of poems:

"They dance best who dance
v

desire

Who lifting feet of fire from
i

Weave before they lie down

A red carpet for the sun."

Such is his prescription

humanity.

Desperate Warri
(

Climbing Mountai

Madrid (QP) Oct. 20-;

mountain village of Lerida at

foot of Maladetta, a mountain
in

.

Pyrenees, is today buzzing
,

talk of a perilous climb being umj

taken by an ex-Queen's Univcn

student.

Local guides have expret

dismay at this undertaking by:

climber, Carlos Burbanca,
;

the general feeling is one o|,

treme uneasiness. The only
j

vious attempt on Maladetta,

highest mountain in Spain, t

made in 1924, but the party *

unsuccessful.

The talk began when the pilot

an Air Force plane flying from Pjj

to Madrid spotted Burbanca era

ing an ice field on the mounfc

It has since been learned !)

Burbanca is making a desper,

attempt to reach transports

which is to take him to Canal

where he will attend the Fisa

Romantica on November 4th.

Press agents and photograph

have been sent to Lerida In

where Burbanca should be k

sighted.

For A Sure Tomorrow !

. . . Insure Today

MR. J. D. MoclNTOSH
OFFICE LI 2-4933
HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
Insurance COMPANY

HOME Of MCE TORONTO, CANADA

(S halm pre

Hitttcu (Bhurcl)

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F, BANISTER, D.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23r> a

11 :00 a.m. Long Cords,

Strong Stakes

7:30 p.m. Tolerance

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to fl"

Queen's Students.

$t. aiamrfl' Cfltiitrd?

Union street, bv the campus

RECTOR; REV. DESMOND C. HON 1

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23R0

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses
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Theatre
(continued from page 1)

ent housing. Queen's this year has

gone over the 3,000 mark but be-

cause of the recent ambitious

classroom building program, this

increased enrolment has been

m et. By raising the entrance re-

qiii rements, this university is stn-

SIGNPCST
Friday

Kingston Traditional Jazz Club

.

I "Why

meets this and every Friday, 9 p.m.

a Cliristian must be a Socialist"

the Leonard Hall west-centre com-
mon room.

vine for quality ahead of quantity,

as more and more students an-

nually seek entrance into univer-

sity. *.-
A

.

A university education should

not, however, be merely academic.

A major university like Queen's

should provide its students and

the community with adequate fac-

ilities for the enjoyment of culture

and even entertainment beyond

the classroom lectures. A truly

liberal education should include

public lectures, drama, music and

ballet, which cannot be enjoyed

in the cramped and inadequate

facilities currently available.

The proposed theatre with a

gallery could accommodate au-

diences of up to 1 ,500 and by

means of moveable partitions

could be reduced to 750. In the

initial plans for the theatre, pro-

vision is made for a sizeable stage

with modern lighting, adequate-

dressing rooms: space for con-

struction and painting of scenery,

a costume workshop and store-

rooms, comfortably furnished club

rooms for meetings: cloak rooms,

a kitchen, and sufficient rehearsal

space to be shared by several

groups.

Past experience has shown the

need for this type of accommoda-
tion and the ever increasing enrol-

ment certainly does not lessen the

problem. Those of us who were
here last spring remember the

, huge crowds in Grant Hall to hear

Dr. Oppenheimer in the Dunning
Trust Lecture Series. Many peo-

ple had to stand while others sat

in the aisles or on the main floor

I or even in nearby classrooms.

Such events clearly demonstrate
the need for better facilities. Con-
certs need the better acoustics

and more comfortable seating that

a new theatre would provide.

Continuing the campaign this

I year, the AMS Building Fund
Committee under the chairman-

I |'iio of Terry Rickcrson, Senior

| Fugineerii)'; AMS representative.

I 1>ns planned *i ta" day fnr to-mor-

Irnw. Oct. 22. This Blitz Cam-
paign will cover the entire campus
and will be very much in evidence

before the football game. It is

hoped that many of last year's

•'Canadian Culture Heroes' will

persuade some of the tight, rich

frosh and upper-classmen to ex-

press their generosity through the

wonderful media . . . "moolah,
moolah !"

1 a.m.
cess St. Dance or listen to Dixieland I ,

Jazz by the Limestone City Jazz I
SCM: Cabinet

Band. Membership $1.50 available at
'

the door. Admission 65c, couples it.

— QCF: Special meeting, 12.45 p.m.
Biology lecture room. Old Arts Build-
ing. Speaker is Mr. Dennis Clark,

returned missionary from India. Every-
one welcome.

at the Orange Hall, 388 Prin- Tuesday
. Dance or listen to Dixieland

|

' ,. . .SCM: Cabinet meeting, 6:30 p.m.
Dunning Hall room 11. Vince Goring
will he present. Everyone welcome.
Combined Worship Service in the
Morgan Memorial Chapel, 4:15-5:15

p.m. All invited.

Employment Service: Mr. D. H.
Cheney of the Department of Trade
and Commerce will talk on "Trade
Commissionership" in room 10 of

Dunning Hall at 4:30 p.m. Private ap
pointments through the Employment
Service, Students' Union. All interest

ed are invited to attend.

Arts '62: General Year Meeting.
Come to the biology lecture room at

7:15 p.m. and find out what is happen-
ing in your year. Let's have a full

turn-out.

Saturday:

QCF: Football supper after the
Queen's-Western game. Meet in the
Salvation Army Citadel ( Princess St.

near Clergy) at 5:45 p.m. Everyone
welcome.

Western Tea Dance, sponsored by
the Ban Righ House Council, on Sat-
urday, Oct. 22, in Grant Hall, 4-6 p.m.

Sunday:

Canterbury: Corporate Communion
breakfast, 8 a.m. at St. George's Cath-
edral. All are welcome.

Hillel House: International Nile.
Program commences at 8 p.m., to be
followed by refreshments. Everyone
who reads this is welcome. Hillel

House, 26 Barrie Street.

Monday:
SCM: Morning

Memorial Chapel,
welcome. At 4:15 p
Study, "Today: a

Engineers Outlaw Stags

worship. Morgan
8.J0 a.m. All are

m., World Mission
challenge to my

faith", in committee room 2 of the

Students' Union, led by Mrs. J. Cole-
man. Anyone interested is welcome.
At 8 p.m. a talk by Vince Goring

:

Wednesday

:

Queen's Jazz Society: First meeting.
Oct. 26, in the Douglas Library Music
Room. Tim Murray's Quintet will be
featured.

October 29:

QCF: Sponsoring a bus to Toronto
to leave the Saturday morning and re-

turn Sunday afternoon, provided
enough people sign up. Please contact

Ed Cook, 2-6333, or Marg Middleton,

6-7614.

November 10:

Arts Society Concert, Oscar Peter-

son Trio. Grant Hall. Nov. 10, 8 p.m.

Tickets SI. 50 from Arts Society Exec-

utive. No reserved seats.

Below are the proceedings at a

recent Engineering Society meeting:

• Ron Jacobson and Hans

Vorster were chosen as second year

representatives on die Service

Control Board.

• The Engineering Society has

been approached by Mr. Shaw, a

member of the local Community

Chest. He asked for forty volun-

teers, 10 from each year, to help

canvass the Collins Bay area, on

Thursday, Oct. 27. Those who are

interested should contact a member

of their year executive as soon as

possible.

• Terry Nickerson reported on

the Blood Clinic, which is to be

held on Tuesday, Wednesday and

Thursday of next week between

the hours 3 to 6 and 7 to 9 p.m.

Sciencemen are urged to support

this drive,

• Two by-laws were passed and

will be voted on twice more on the

next two following Wednesdays.

By-law No. 8: All Stags spon-

sored by a Science Year,

public or private, are forbid-

den by the Society. Offend-

ers will be subject to the jur-

isdiction of the Science Court.

(Stag defined as any gather-

ing which employs the use

of pornographic displays).

By-law No. 9 : Any Science Year

sponsoring a profit making

Social event off the University

Campus must have the appro-

val of the Executive Board.

• Science '61 constables will be

responsible for keeping the field

clear at half time for the We?tern-

Queen's football game.

took For The Bottles With

The Tartan Tops

JAMAICA DRY
GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI - COLA

ELDER'S BEVERAGES

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR

DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

Arts Raffle

Are you going on the Toronto

Week-end? Why not buy a ticket

on the Arts '62 raffle and win an

expenses paid week-end for 25c :

Draw to be held Oct. 25th. 1960.

Tickets available from Arts "62

executive and at Leonard Hall. Ban

Righ and Collins House. Tickets

are 5 for $1.00. or 1 for 25c.

Hold International

Night AtHillel

On Sunday evening, Oct, 23, at

8 p.m., Hillel House (26 Barrie

Street ) will welcome a varied throng

of students from many nations.

A number of them will be on

the program: singing, dancing,

speaking, or performing on var-

ious musical instruments. These

performances will be representa-

tive of their native country.

All guests are promised an

evening of cultural exchange and

enjoyment. Queen's students from

at least four continents will par-

ticipate in providing you with an

evening to remember.

Admission is free and refresh-

ments will he served. Everyone is

welcome.

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In all your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-

dering requirements our store at 314 Barie Street

near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same day service on Request

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd
PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407

WHAT THE

WgE EojuippeA

STUDENT IS

WEARING...

Whether you are going in for

Hji.n;as Corpus or Harmonics,

you will find aBotM Savings

Account Passbook an invaluable

piece of equipment

in the years ahead.

(Eatlje&ral
{ ANGLICAN 1

KING STREET AT JOHNSON STREET

TRINITY XIX

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 23RO

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion
(Corporate Communion and

Breakfast for Queen's
Canterbury Club.)

9:15 a.m. Choral Eucharist

Preacher: The Rev. John Neal

1 1 :00 a.m. Choral Martins

Preacher: The Dean

7 00 p.m. Evensong
Preacher: The Dean

Holy Communion each weekday

at 7:45 a.m. and on Wednesdays
and Holidays at 10:30 a.m. Also

a special welcome to all students.

Bank of Montreal

THE BANK WHERE STUDENTS' ACCOUNTS ABE WARMLY WELCOMED

Kingston Main Office. 297 King St. £- at the Market:

T. R. FRANCIS, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:

WILLIAM F. CRONIN. Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch;

WILLIAM BARRY, Manager

a big step on the rood to succeii ii on early bonking connection

InttPii (Etjurrty

CORNER CLEBOr *ND QUE(

Rev E W. Horton i

MINISTER

STREETS

A , 3 0

10:45 a.m. Sunday School

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young People

THE PROCTOR & GAMBLE CO. OF CANADA
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

has management positions open in

PRODUCTION - PRODUCT RESEARCH - ENGINEERING - DEVELOPMENT

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-TECHNICAL PACKAGING

for graduates and postgraduates in Engineering and Honour Science Courses

Company representatives will be present for campus interviews

NOVEMBER 1-2-3-4 - I960

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS MAY BE ARRANGED THROUGH

THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

summer employment opportunities for men from the 1 962 Engineering ond Science Closses

There are also

rr

Imtefc (ElMirrh
S»DENK»M MO WILLIAM SIRteTS

pastoral assistant
Rev Rilev Smaller

organist 1no choirmastep
DR. F R C ClABKE FCC.O.

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 23rd

11;00 o.m. "The Influences Of

Life"

Rev. Prof. Ernest G. Clarke,

Preacher.

7 30 p.m. "Life's Two Ways"

Rev. Prof. Ernest G. Cbrke,
Preacher.

8:45 p.m. Fellowship Hour for
\

oil Young People,
j

Everyone Welcome I

§t. Anbreui'a

Jlrrabnterian (Mm"*!
IO CLtna' STREtTS

V Putnam, b.a.

INISTER

SUNDAY SERVICES
SUNDAY. OCTOBER 23RD

Sunday Morning:

Saving Face

Sunday Evening:

Grandmotherly Religion

8:15 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A Film: "The Burden of Truth"

A fight against prejudice

Come and Worship
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WHAT HAPPENS
IN CASE CE A TIE?

Great concern has been expressed in various quarters this week

over the prospect of the league ending in a tie. With last week's

loss to Western, leaving the league with ties for first and second

place it is quite likely such a situation may arise and we are

trying to enlighten the student body to the league rulings in such

a case.

This stems from the fact that a great deal of consternation

arose over the decision last year. It will be remembered that at the

«nd of last season Western and Toronto ended in a tie. Midway

through the season the powers to be held caucus and it was decided

that the league victor would be the team with the most points for

and against in the total games between the top two teams. Much to

Varsity's consternation this decision was handed down after they

had been soundly trounced by Western. Ending the season in the

tie for first place Western was the champion by virtue of their

early resounding victory.

The decision for such a circumstance was due to the fact that

a date had already been set for an East-West Intercollegiate play-off.

Not so this year and we shall be reverting to the playing rules as

outlined by the Ontario-Quebec Athletic Association.

Playoff Game Regulations

1. A playoff shall be held between the two teams that finish in

first and second place at the end of the regular schedule, provided

the second place team has during the regular schedule defeated the

first place team at least once or tied the first place team twice.

2. In the event that two teams tie for first place at the end of

the regular schedule, there shall be one sudden death playoff game

between the tied teams.

3. In the event that two teams tie for second place the team

that has qualified under the provisions of paragraph 1 shall enter

the playoff. In the event that both tied teams have qualified under

the provisions of paragraph 1 the team that has scored the most

points in their mutual games during the regular schedule shall enter

the playoff.

4. The team finishing in first place at the end of the regular

schedule shall have the privilege of selecting the site of the playoff.

In the event of a tie for first place, a coin shall he tossed, the winner

to select the site.

5. In a championship final playoff game that ends in a tie,

there shall be fifteen minutes of overtime (seven and one half minutes

each way) with one kick-off to commence the overtime period.

If at the end of this period the teams are still tied, a joint champion-

ship shall be declared.

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT
Banquet Facilities Avaibble lot Groups up to 50 Persons

1399 Princess Street Liberty 2-2729 Kingston, Ont.

KINGSTON'S HOSPITALITY RESTAURANT
OPEN 8:00 A.M. TO 11:00 P.M.

Comets Meet
Blues Today
This afternoon, at 3:00, the

Queen's Comets play their 'big

game* of the year against Toronto

Baby Blues. The last time these

two teams met, 2 weeks ago, the

Comets were trounced 53-20. How-

ever, the intermediates sprang back

last Saturday to whip Western

Colts 25-8. A big factor in that

win was the defence, which against

Toronto left a great deal to be

desired.

Toronto's big play in the last

game was an end sweep led by

three blockers which completely

stymied the Comets. Coach Jake

Edwards has set up a new defensive

alignment which he hopes will keep

the Toronto attack under control.

The new defence worked well

against the Gaels in a scrimmage,

on Tuesday, and the coaching staff

has high hopes for the game to-day.

Once the Comets get the ball they

have an offence which can grind

out the yards on the ground or

hit for the quick touch down through

the air. They have a well rounded

backfield to help quarter-back Neil

Wilson, in Bob Latham, Howie

Green, Brian Todd, and Brian

McLeod.

One more backfielder who
bears watching is Gary West,

who has played well defensively

all year and has blossomed into

a fine kicker as well. Last week

his punts averaged 45 yards and

his kicboff repeatedly put the

Western team deep in their own
end.

If the Comets win this game,

they will be almost sure to finish

in at least a tie for first place in the

intermediate league. The team can

use all the fan support it can get,

so anyone who is free should toddle

over to Richardson Stadium this

afternoon at 3 :00. Remember it's

FREE.

Blues Play Here
Queen's Comets

vs

Toronto Baby Blues

Time—3 :00 p.m.

Day—Today: Friday

Place—Richardson Stadium

Admittance—Free.

Levana
Archery
One of the biggest outdoor

archery tournaments yet was com-

pleted this week inside the stadium.

Because of the large number of

entries involved, things were run

silghtly behind schedule and fin-

ished on Tuesday, October 18. This

is the first big lesson to be learned

by freshettes in encountering a

point loss for defaults. No less than

ten of the freshette entries did not

turn up to shoot their seventy two

arrows. As a result the winners

were all members of the upper years.

Barbara Fair of Arts '62 took top

honours after scoring 286 by shoot-

ing 24 arrows at 50 yards, 40 and

30 yards respectively. In second

place was Audrey Bayles of mighty

'62 team battling to secure the

LAB of C Intramural Trophy. Her

score of 203 was enough to shove

sophomore Ann LcBrash into third

place with 161 points.

The large participation in this

tottranment was encouraging to all

involved and it is to be hoped that

response to the indoor tournament

which begins shortly will be as

great. The Intercollegiate team

travels to O.A.C. Guclph this week-

end to participate with the U. of

Toronto, Western, McGill, Mc-

Mastcr and O.A.C. and hopes to

return with winning archers. Good

Luck, Gals !

Gaels Meet Western

In Crucial Contest

To-morrow afternoon, at Richard-

son Stadium, the Gaels get a chance

to resume their winning ways, and

against the team that upset them

last Saturday, the Western Mus-

tangs. Last week the Gaels — well

the less said about last week the

better.

Anyway, the Gaels have^ been

working much harder in practice

than they did last week and they

should be better prepared for the

Mustangs than they were in London.

Although shaken up by their first

loss of the season, the coaching

staff sees no reason why the Gaels

can't beat Western this time. If

they don't, and the Mustangs go

on to finish first, then the Gaels

will not have a chance to meet them

in a play-off.

Several of the players have picked

up the usual assortment of bruises,

sprains, etc., but there were no

serious injuries last week. It will be

basically the same team that goes

on to redeem Queen's honour to-

morrow but you fans can rest

assured that though the physical

condition will be the same, the

mental attitude will not.

The personnel on this year's team

is as good as any in the league and

if the players get 'fired-up', then the

Mustangs may be in for an un-

pleasant afternoon.

VoL 88

from Un<l*n~
Word has leaked out of the fair

city of London about a surprise

move by Western coach John

Metras. In order to have his charges

up for the game in an effort to repeat

last week's upset over the Gaels,

John is taking the early morning

train out of London. Arrangements

have been made so that the Western

Mustangs will practice on the outer

field Friday afternoon about 3:30.

It will be a chance for observers to

watch Western run through their

manoeuvers unobstructed by a

horde of charging Gaels.

Robin Ritchie is still leading the

individual scoring race and hopes

to add to it tomorrow.

Cal Connor, Gael's quarterback,

expects to have his charges up for

Saturday's big game. He also is

looking for sunny skies, a dry

field and a big Tricolor Scoring

Parade.

Rugger Team
Versus RMC

Prior to the Gael's walloping

Western, this Saturday, the Queen's

Rugger Club tackles R.M.C. at 10.00

a.m., on the outer field, in what

should be an exciting game. Last

Saturday Toronto Blues downed

McGill 8-5 and since Queen's beat

Varsity 8-3, it looks like our Club

is the team to beat, so why don't

you come over and take a look .it

the R.M.C. tussle.
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ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

SpEciaJ Sunday Dinnen

Party or Buiauet Arrangement! at Rainbow Room

Lambda Omega Rho
Some fraternities get athletes. Some get

brains. This fraternity gets virtually everybody.

Including women. It has fanatically loyal

members in more than 100 countries around

the world. It hns no pin and its only ritual Is

the simple act of enjoying Coca-Cola every

single day of the year.

Its name? L O R—Lovers of Refreshment

Join up today.

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

A call tor ""CoVe li a tali (or "Ct*P*Colo". Both Irode-marVi

Identity Iho tome refreshing bevcroge—the product of Coca-Cola Lid.

FULL DRESS AND

TUXEDOS
for all your

FORMAL REQUIREMENTS

We offer you a complete Rental Service

for your Formal Dance Wear

REPRESENTING CANADA'S LARCEST DISTRIBUTORS

See us now. Moke your earliest arrangements

* *

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR

Room and Board - Men's Residences

Limited number of double-room spaces (room and

board) available in the Men's Residences.

Apply to: BUSINESS OFFICE, LEONARD HALL.

Preference will be given to those on former waiting lists.

350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LI 6-9859

-UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

-RECENTLY RENOVATED

MBIN'S TCA ROOM
l UNION AT DIVISION)

GOOD FOOD AT STUDENT PRICES

Open 7:30 a.m. - 11:45 p.m.
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DANCING EVERY NIGHT
— AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS GANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night — Paar Christie's Orchestra

Catering to Private Parties and Banquets
FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

CALL LI 2-0745

dial 6-ini AMEY'S TAXI D,AL e-iinS
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Install Chancellor
At Fall Convocation
Blood Drive

Begins Today
Faculties will be competing this

week for the Corpuscle Cup given

annually to the faculty which donates

the most blood in proportion to

size. Donors should go to the gym-

nasium today, Wednesday and

Thursday from 3 to 6 p.m. and 7

to 9 p.m. Get out and give blood

for the honour of your faculty,

your university (and the chance of

winning a clock radio.)

Need "Educated" Sciencemen
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Schools of Engineering tend to

tu# out high-grade technicians

unsuited for public service, declared

Chancellor Stirling in bis installation

Address given Thursday at the

Autumn Convocation.

After commenting on his own
undergraduate life at Queen's

during which he paid tribute to

his professors, John Stirling went

on to say that, though three other

recently installed University

Chancellors were engineers, men
from this field were, as a group,

unfitted to take on the responsi-

bilities of public life.

With a view to changing this

situation he felt that Engineering

studies should be liberalized and

budding engineers given the oppor-

tunity to acquire a broader outlook.

One of the difficulties with this is

that as knowledge proliferates,

engineers are required to specialize

more and more and the result is

often only a technician. However,

there were wide fields to be ex-

plored 111 the field of applied science

"They're Off!" Quarathoners

Carry Challenge To Hogtown
Despite the last minute neces-

sity of obtaining four extra

drivers Queen's Quarathon II is

now in full swing. Send-off time

bas been officially been set as

12:45, Friday October 2S on the

steps of Fleming Hall, and the

final runner is expected at Hart
House in Toronto at approxim-
ately 12:45 Saturday, October 29.

One week ago today the AMS
Executive gave their approval,

both verbal and financial, to Qua-
rathon organizers Graham Ford,

Mm McAlpine and George La-
Fleur, and requested that further

information be presented at the

From The AMS
"he AMS committee to study

Hie Tricolor Award has been ap-
pointed as follows: Eli Rabin and
Doug Monroe of the AMS; and
Tom Marshall, Mike Bell, and
Robbie Shaw, non-members of the
AMS executive.

I Quarathon II has received

and financial support from
the AMS executive and will

definitely be run this year.

• -Mr. A. H. A. Maloney has
been appointed Assistant Editor of
Tricolor '61.

meeting to be held tonight.

Since that time, however, plans

have been made for an opening

ceremony at Queen's and a gigan-

tic parade from Hart House, on

the University of Toronto cam-

pus, into Varsity Stadium.

The former will include an op-

ening address and explanation of

Quarathon II 's purpose by AMS
President Bob Little, a sendoff

address by Principal Mackintosh,

reading of the Quarathon II pro

clamation by Wally Zuk and the

lighting of the Quarathon II

torch.

In ..attendance _\vill -be -the

Queen's band and cheerleaders, to

start proceedings at 12:10, and

members of the AMS Executive

to lend an aura of dignity.

It is also hoped at this time to

have the 1960 edition of the

Queen's Golden Gaels present to

be introduced and take a bow

along with Head Coach Frank

Tindall.

Kingston publicity media have

also responded to Quarathonian

enthusiasm and popular local

sportcaster Max Jackson will fol-

low the progress of the runners

through the all night facilities of

radio station CKWS. In addition

; to "Uncle Max" two Whig Stand-

(See Quarathon, page 4)

and it was possible to produce not

just competent specialists but edu-

cated men and women.

He concluded by saying that,

along with Milton, he felt that an

educated man is one who could fill

almost any public position com-

petently.

PM Opens New
Law Building

A large crowd was on hand last

Thursday afternoon as Prime

Minister John G. Diefenbaker cut

the ribbon to officially open Sir

John A. Mac-Donald Hall, home

of Queen's newest faculty, the

Faculty of Law. A Liberal display

marred the otherwise conserva-

tive opening.

Attended by Chancellor John

Stirling and Dean W. R. Lederman

of the Law Faculty, the Prime

Minister opened the building and

led the procession of school offi-

cials and faculty to the main read-

ing room.

Dean Lederman read a letter

from Doctor Corry (at present in

England on sabbatical leave) ex

pressing his regret at being ab

sent. He continued by paying

tribute to the benefactors of the

Library and to friends who don-

ated generously

The W. F. Nickle collection of

law books was considered by

Dean Lederman as a most val-

uable gift. Mr. Nickle. a Queen's

graduate, had been, as well, mem-

ber of the board of trustees of

Queen's and Ontario's Attorney

General. Queen's Law Faculty i

laying emphasis on International

Law said the Dean, and the pres-

ent International law library is

among the continent's best. He

then called on the Prime Minister

to unveil the portrait of W. F.

Nickle.

Want A Dance?

HONOR PRIME MINISTER
At 3:30 Thursday afternoon Grant Hall resounded to a trumpet

ovation heralding the opening of the annual Fall Convocation.

In a solemn ceremony John Bertram Stirling, B.A., B.Sc, LL.D.

was officially installed as Chancellor of Queen's University. Hon-

orary Doctorates in Laws were presented to John G. Diefenbaker,

Prime Minister of Canada; Justice Douglas C. Abbott, Mr. J. F.

MacLaren, consulting engineer; and Mr. R. E. Powell. Chancellor

of McGill University. As well, an Honorary Doctor of Science Degree

was presented to Dr. C. S. Beals, Dominion Astronomer.

All available space in Grant Hall was occupied well before the

start of the Academic Procession in which faculty, honoured guests

from other universities and such notables as Charlotte Whitton

(former mayor of Ottawa) and W. T. Mills, Mayor of Kingston,

preceded the candidates for the honorary degrees and the new

chancellor. The choir led the singing of the opening hymn and

Reverend Elias Andrews, Principal of Queen's Theological College

gave the Invocation

The Snowball '61 committee has

received control of the dances on

the weekend of Jan. 13 and 14.

Both dances will be allocated to

campus organizations by the Snow-

ball committee. All years, faculties,

and organizations are eligible. Appli-

cation must include a programme

outlining intended entertainment

novelties, decorations, theme, and

person in charge, and will be judged

on originality, quality, and appro

priate Snowball atmosphere.

Please submit your plans to

"Snowball" at the A.B. of C. office

in the Gym before Tuesday, Nov. 8

For further information call Donna

Davis, 2-4376.

The Secretary oE the University

Council, Mr. Ian MacLachlan

presented Mr. Stirling to Prin-

cipal Macintosh for the installa-

tion. Donning his robe, Chancel-

lor Stirling was given a thunder-

ous ovation and an impromptu

Queen's yell. He then delivered

an acceptance speech.

The honorary degrees were

presented by the new Chancellor

following his speech with appro-

priate citations read by Vice-

Chancellor Macintosh. Prime
Minister Diefenbaker was then

asked to address the convocation.

He concluded by forwarding an

invitation to all to attend the

opening of the law building.

Reverend Andrews gave the

benediction and the national an-

them was sung. However, before

the Chancellor and Vice-Chan-

cellor and dignitaries could leave

the platform, choir, students, and

most of the audience sang "Oil

Thigh".

We Goofed
The Journal regrets that in an

article on Dr. Basmajian's address

to the Supper Club published on

Friday. October 21, it said that "only

35% of the doctors in Canada were

Canadian". This should have read,

"35% of doctors who qualified to

practice in Canada were of foreign

origin."

And World Law Specialists

"To obtain lasting peace there

must be an international rule of

law", stated Prime Minister Diefen-

baker at the Autumn Convocation.

When he had expressed his grati-

tude for the honor done to him in

the conferring of an LL.D. degree.

Mr. Diefenbaker went on to speak

on the importance of the study of

Law, especially of International

Law which is the speciality of the

Queen's Law School. He said that

the problems posed by International

law and the cold war would test

the scholarship of the Universities

throughout Canada and all the free

world.

The Prime Minister advocated:

the establishment of an interna-,

tional court with the power to

make its decisions final and to

enforce them. This he felt was aj

goal in the distant future but one!

towards which we must now
j

work. He said that the opening!

of the new law building was an-

other step in the direction of the
|

"light of universal order and

;

away from the darkness of des-,

truction".

The Prime Minister then went

on to outline some of the highlights

,

of the life of Sir John A. Mac-

J

Donald, the first Prime Minister of,

Canada, after whom the building

was named. Kingston was Mac-

Donald's home town and Queen's

was his university. It was the train-

ing he got here that fitted him for

the job of making this country a

great Dominion.

Mr. Diefenbaker concluded by

saving the Queen's Motto should

be an inspiration to all who study

here, and expressed the hope that

they might exemplify it.

i SUPPORT THE QUEEN'S BLOOU ORIVE
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Town And Gown
Student behaviour, or the lack of it, has always aroused a great

deal of acid comment from the aroused natives of Kingston. It is

unfortunate that students have not been inclined to regard this

criticism overly seriously. Perhaps this is because we persist in

seeing the population of Kingston as a comic-opera conglomeration

of frustrated old maids (either sex), colonial-minded militarists,

harried policemen and crabbed, money-grubbing landlords. The

University gives this city what little distinction it possesses, we say,

and so why shouldn't the natives appreciate it instead of taking out

money one minute and insulting us the next? Why should we curb

the very natural and very healthy high spirits of youth simply to

please a bunch of mercenary misanthropists?

We would like to suggest that, quite apart from the degree of

truth that may or may not be present in the above remarks about

Kingstonians, there is a very good reason why we should curb or,

at least regulate our occasional fits of exhilaration. This reason is

related to the old Sunday-school cliche about retaining a certain min-

imal consideration for the rights and sensibilities of others. We
predict that both spirit and spirits will continue to flow at football

games, despite the publication of unenforceable by-laws or the efforts

of AMS constables, and we do not condemn this, but is it necessary

that middle-aged football fans {perhaps the group most likely to be

genuinely interested in the game) should be showered with mangled

ducks? A snake dance down Princess Street probably provides more

benevolent amusement than annoyance to the average citizen, unless

he happens to be the guy whose car roof is trampled on by some

toothy sophomore.

What we are driving at is that most of the destructive acts

resnlting from student demonstrations or student parties are un-

necessary. Accidents will happen, it is true, but with a certain degree

of foresight and self-control, they can usually be avoided. It is

possible that Qucen'smen have certain legitimate complaints against

Kingstonians ; it is certain that the city has legitimate complaints

against students, even if the trouble-makers are a minority.

Perhaps this all goes back to the medieval skirmishes of town

and gown. Because a university is virtually a city within a city, its

little citizens are set apart from ordinary tax-payers and feel no

community with them. The citizens of Kingston are a settled older

generation. Naturally, they desire a certain amount of peace and

quiet. It is therefore not surprising that they feel some resentment

against students, whose activities and controversies, alarums and

excursions, must seem incredibly puerile to them.

Students are too much motivated by the single-minded egotism

of their own concerns to realize this. We tend to think that the city

of Kingston is at our disposal, that it exists for our special con-

venience. If we were at least to attempt a sympathetic tinder-

standing of the attitude of Kingstonians (and the history behind it),

we might begin to impress them with that mental alertness and
courtesy that students are supposed to possess. Who knows? The
relations of town and gown might reach an all-time high.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25th,

Letters To The Editor

To All Pogo Sacred Cows

Quarathon II
Qnarathon II lives! Another faltering step on the long road to

establishing a Queen's tradition has finally been made. A marathon
will be run from Queen's to Varsity this coming weekend.

This revival of a marvellous inovation is one of the most pro-

mising things seen on campus this year. If the youthful exhuberance
and good spirits of students can find self-expression in a harmless
outlet such as this, then something worthwhile has been accom-
plished.

Let us sincerely hope that no irresponsible vandals from this

university ruin the good publicity to be gained through the running
of Quarathon II. One serious incident of crude destruction could
result in the tragic death of this iiftfl Queen's tradition,

2uotel . . .

"If we fix our minds upon the fact that the capacity to produce
is the nation's wealth, and upon the dislocation of that capacity as
the supreme evil to be avoided, we shall, I believe, have hold of the
saving truth".

Walter Lippman.

"What is literature in hard covers at $4.50 may be obscene
in a fifty cent paperback".

Anonymous.
"An honest God's the noblest work of man".

Samuel Butler.

An open Idler to

the student body:

This week-end many students

will journey to Toronto to wit-

ness one of the highlights of the

football season, the Queen's-

Varsity game. Our traditional

friendly rivalry with the Univer-

sity of Toronto will be symbol-

ized by the participation of a

number of our students in Quar-

athon II.

Unfortunately, the high spirits

and youthful energies of our

student body have not always

been directed towards such a

worthwhile end. In the past, our

good name has suffered because

of the conduct of a few irrespon-

sible individuals. The minutes of

the AMS Executive reveal that

acts of vandalism on this par-

ticular week-end have cost us

almost $1,250 in the short period

of a decade.

The AMS cannot undertake to

control student behaviour be-

yond the limits of the campus

and the football train. Accord-

ingly, the Executive asks you to

respect the private property of

our hosts at the University of

Toronto.

All the goodwill generated by

a project such as Quarathon II

would be destroyed by a single

act of vandalism. This lawless-

ness has no place in student body

with our century old tradition of

responsible student government.

Have a happy week-end and

show Toronto that we abide by

the rules of the game both on

and off the playing field.

Bob Little,

President, AMS.

Thanks

Many thanks to those who
helped make the Building Fund
drive a success on Saturday.

About $700.00 was collected

(plus one T.T.C. Subway token)

and close to 80% of the student

body contributed. This was en-

couraging and emphasized the

original purpose of the fund ; to

construct a building on campus,
the money for the project being

raised by the students them-
selves.

AMS Building Fund
Committee.

Editor, Journal:

I can honestly say

two editorials in the last issue

of the Journal .are two of the

poorest examples of critical

thought that I have ever en-

countered.

The climax of the editorial on

Sciencemen is contained in the

sentence; "The minority should

not condemn the whole". If the

Editor understands what he

means when he says this, and if

this is representative of editorial

opinion, then the Journal has

just denied itself the right to

condemn any thought or action

of which it does not approve.

In the editorial denying the

article published in Le Carabin.

the Editor implies that the Jour-

nal is a newspaper of Puritanical

intent. The Editor delivers a

crushing blow when he says of

this sensuous article "It would

not have been printed in the

Journal 1."

Even more annoying was the

Editor's comment, "It (the arti-

cle) was more offensive in that

Le Carabin is distributed to a

faculty where many nuns study."

This thoughtful statement is

typical of the lack of understand-

ing which a large class of people

have concerning the nature and

mission of the church in general

and nuns in particular. It is im-

plied that nuns are less well

equipped to face the realities of

life, or that it is improper to ex-

pose them to matters of such a

mundane nature as sensuality.

An editorial page exists for

the purpose of expressing opin-

ion in a forthright, objective and

lucid manner on topics of im-

portance. These descriptions do

not apply to the editorials cited

above which were wild and

wooly in their generalizations

and sadly lacking in thought

content. Either the standard of

the Journal's editorials will im-

prove or I shall have to rely

solely on Pogo to keep me in-

formed.

George Stewart Richards.

Edit or' s Note: 1. When the

Journal "condemns" it docs so by

an expression of opinion which, in

the last analysis, reflects only upon

itself. This is cricket ! When a

group of people act in such a way
as to prove themselves worthy of

cotulemnation and adversely affect

Editor, Journal:

that the I see I must be more explicit,

Mr. Smith complains that the

Beats do not take a proper in-

terest in local and world prob-

lems. I say that in this society

there are certain sacred cows,

such as Free Enterprise, the

Family and Christianity, which

are considered to be Good

Things a priori, and not because

of their usefulness ; that criti-

cism of these sacred cows is met,

not by honest discussion, but by

a blare of mindless abuse (e.g.

Mr. Hamilton's letter) ; that

solution of the problems of this

society depends on a thorough

examination of these accepted

doctrines and on their modific-

ation or, in some cases, their

complete rejection ; and that,

such examination and criticism

is almost impossible in the

prevailing climate of thought,

the Beats cannot be blamed for

ignoring both the problems and

the accepted doctrines which

give rise to them, and living as

they see fit. Mr. Hamilton tears

one phrase of my reply out of

context and proceeds to beat me
over the head with it in a rather

churlish manner. The phrase was
possibly unfortunate; complete

precision of expression is given

to few of us ; but if Mr. Hamilton

would stop bristling and look

around him he would see con-

siderable grounds for the charge

that Christianity, as practiced,

considers sex a major sin and

has concentrated on it to the ex-

clusion of more serious social

evils and to the detriment of a

healthy attitude toward this es-

sential part of human life.

E. R. Bishop

the reputation of an entire univer-

sity in the bargain, they are wrong!

2. "Je Suis Settle", as printed

in Le Carabin, will not be printed

in the Journal. Its place is in a

tabloid of more dubious quality.

Mr. Richards seems to know more
about the place of nuns than the

church itself. He should be remin-

ded it u-as the church that expelled

the Laval editors and the Journal

which refused to condone this

action.

3. There is no such thing as

"objective" opinions.

4. We also prefer Pogo, espe-

cially at 3:00 A.M. Press Night.

This column is devoted
,

expression of lively studey

ion. Opinions expressed
f(!;

not necessarily reflect tj

policy and any student is Tt ,

to submit articles on any Si.

The United States spies

allies.

The United States delib
t

.

-

violates the air space of3
nations, lies about the viols

a presidential candidate
<j

t

these hostile acts as t&.j

right, stating that all me ;,,

justifiable to protect his Ct,

Of course, for any other I

the end does not justifi

means.

Many leaders of the
[

States' forces advocate
tf

mencement of nuclear tea

maintain superiority". Th (

icy of massive retaliatk,;

changed from answering
;

tile attack to assuring R
^

that we — or rather the (

States will strike first if

ened. Senator Barry Golck

a leading Republican "Coi

ative" recently recomm;

severing diplomatic rehl

with Russia and buildim

greater military forces.

It is my contention thai

United States is being pJ

logically prepared for war:!

prepared, it is more likeH

begin one. The constant p

ganda keeps Americans ins

stant anticipation of war

raid alerts, information on a

shelters, not "if" but "J

produces a feeling of the ic

ability of war.

But why worry abouil

possible struggle? After alll

much more fun being

malted democrats and assJ

automatic, divinely ordl

superiority than it is to sti

danger and avoid it. The I

ern world is in terrible per:!

it may already be too late
J

anything about it. Dougla; I

pointed out that he is antij

ing signs of a final victory'

in fifteen years. In the
;

North American deprti]

there will be a massive cam:}

by the Communists to gait"

port. And the depression sj

inevitable, for unless the
>j

American community can I

to consume more and motf

magnificent push-button 4

oniy will turn and swallo"

When the depression cfl

and a glorious new ideol"?

proclaimed what does a tu

disgruntled materialist l" 1

fight with? Can he turn i

religion? That is unliM;

we are worse than the Rt,

atheist, since we profei* C

ianity, yet do not live it. W
in a spiritual vacuum \vhio

been temporarily satisfied'.

Great God Car and her

maidens. When she ha 5

us, what is left to wage the 1

logical struggle with?

Our civilization as i'
f

today has run out of energJ

perhaps justification. Wit

great wealth, and with s

fessed faith of such p°*

compassion, there is a com

ing need to share with

and to jump off this hate if

ed treadmill to oblivion.

can regain our idealism
|v

is out of fashion in our iM

think society) there may sl

j

a chance to live. If we dc
;

then "when the masses
|

you they will trample f

death". J
Phil

1
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There flows into the unfortun-

ate life of every newspaperman

an occasion when he is starved

for something to say. A lack of

activity, the failure of contro-

versy, and yet the inevitability

of press night, emphasizes the

periodical draught that chokes

an editor.

His (the editor's) job is to cut

things down. He's trained to

select, minimize, and to be pre-

cis, so that his paper may be the

fullest, and the most interesting.

But what is he to do when his

information streams run dry?

Answer — He makes copy.

At first, this might seem an

easy job : just pick up some old

"Letters to the Editor" that were

never published ; one of the

many rebuttals for Seymour

Hamilton's recent thing on

Queen's spirit(s) ; to this add a

witty quote from some obscure

philosopher; garnish with a

standard Queen'sman's poem

(they always take up so much

room; those two or three word

lines always do) and serve be-

tween two spreads, a pseudo-

sensational front page story like

"Queen's Journal Staff In-

creases by One!

Harvey Snurd, recent acquisi-

tion from Cumquat High, Cac-

tus County, announced at an in-

formal luncheon today that he

had just signed a contract with

Queen's Journal for three weeks

as coffee boy.

When asked how it felt to re-

ceive such a promotion, Harv

replied . .

."

and an unmistakeable Queen's

victory on the Sport's page . .

.

"Queen's Takes Cup!

The O.Q.A.A. tidley wink cham-

pionship held yesterday before

thirty-odd enthusiastic support-

ers at York U., was given a daz-

zling display, recalling to many

minds the great Hector Crump
of the 1942 era, as three red,

gold and blue-jacketed athletes

succeeded in "stealing" the cup

This of course cancelled the

tournament. The convenor,
when asked his reaction, simply

said — "Well that's the way it

cracks, cup-wise
"'

But it isn't all that easy. The
editor must still be selective,

and not just anything will do.

So he chooses a top-flight story

and instead of a precis, he does

an "augment".

e.g. "A.M.S, Notices:

The following notice should

be drawn to the attention of all

good Queen'smen, Queen'swo-
men, and any other supporters

of the illustrious Red, Gold, and
Blue : As you may well be aware,

last year, as in many previous

years, we issued a book in which
was given pictorial representa-

tion of all facts of Queen's life,

academic-wise, sports-wise and
other-wise. It is called the Tri-

color because of our three col-

ours at Queen's. The former edi-

tors thought it appropriate. Any-
way, since last year, many of

you deposited two dollars and
fifty cents some time last March,

or February, well
"

In a pinch the editor asks his

assistants and reporters to be

more descriptive, or to come up
with interesting facts to give

an academic air to the Journal.

Some of the information thus

collected:

—Ban Righ dining room is 224

'weiner-lengths' across,

—There were 37 freshettes in

swimming at 8 :15 during their

Initiation Athletic Night.

—The goal posts in Varsity

Stadium are steel this year.

—some Queen'smen make dates

a full week and a day in ad-

vance.

It's not so bad getting the in-

formation but writing a story on

it is murder.

The bleakest prospect for a

newspaperman, however, is the

impending "big event". We sat

on last Wednesday night, press

night, with nothing or little to

say, knowing that the Journal

would be out on Friday. So

what happens Thursday? — The

Prime minister opens the Law
School, and Fall Convocation is

held ; and all the readers are dis-

gusted with the Journal because

it isn't covered in Friday's issue.

When you finally read it, (to-

day, since our next press night

was Sunday), it's old, and noth-

ing's worse than yesterday's

news.

Well, perhaps you'll under-

stand now a little of the Journal-

istic ways and means, and par-

don some of their faults.

Oh yes — another way of

making copy is to write out all

our secrets,

Oh well, — that's the way it

crumples, newspaper-wise!

B. Crown

capital!
THE ROMANESQUE CAP-

ITAL—the fascinating product
of the stone-carvers of the lllh

and 12th centuries in which they
portrayed a world of legend and
fantasy — will be the subject of

an illustrated public lecture on
Wednesday, October 26 at 8:00

p.m. in Ellis Hall. This will be
given by G. Stephen Vickers,

Associate Professor of Art and
Archaeology of the University

of Toronto and Secretary of the

Department.

Professor Vickers was born in

St. Catharines, Ontario. He at-

tended McMaster University

and afterwards Harvard where
he obtained the M.A. degree. Be-

fore joining the staff of the Uni-
versity of Toronto in 1946, he
was a Junior Fellow at Harvard.

He has always taken a keen in-

terest in the development of art

education in Canada. In January

1959 he was appointed to the

Board of the College Art Associ-

ation of America.

At present Mr. Vickers is en-

gaged in research with Dr. Peter

Brieger on the illustrated Bible

in England and France in the

thirteenth century.

The lecture is under the aus-

pices of the Agnes Etherington

Art Centre and the National Gal-

lery of Canada and admission is

free.

to be or not tb?
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"Oh there be players that I

have seen play . . . that neither

having the accent of Christians,

nor the gait of Christian, pagan,

nor man, have so strutted and

bellowed that I have thought

some of Nature's journeymen

had made men, and not made
them well, they imitated human-
ity so abominably." (Hamlet,

III, 2.)

On Thursday last, we had the

pleasure of attending the open-

ing performance of the great

Shakespearean comedy Hamlet,

as performed by the Domino
Players of Kingston. It was a

most original and varied per-

formance, leaving the audience,

at times, gasping for breath.

The curtain rises on supermarket

meat counter and divers custom-

ers. Enter watch with partisans,

obviously butchers; but to dis-

tinguish butchers from partisans

was difficult as everyone seemed

to have it in for the audience.

Presently we discover the reason

for this gathering. Amid the loud

whir of conveyor belts, an ox-

Hke figure lumbers into view

along the aforementioned count-

er. Gangrenous-green hue of ox-

like figure discourages profes-

sional aspirations of butchers.

Something is rotten in the state

§11MM
The Students' United Nations Association of Canada (SUNAC),

whose inaugural meeting is announced elsewhere in today's Journal,

is functioning in its national headquarters in Ottawa. The organi-

zation is affiliated with the United Nations Association in Canada

(a non-student organization) and with the National Federation of

Canadian University Students (NFCUS). The aim of SUNAC is

expressed in Article II of its constitution as follows:

"(1) to promote understanding of international problems in

all of their aspects through a broad educational programme

;

"(2) to provide a representative body of students actively in-

terested in world co-operation;

"(3) to co-ordinate, stimulate, and aid United Nations activities

and programmes on individual campuses and throughout Canada;

"(4) to aid in the formation of an organization participating

in SUNAC activities in every Canadian institute of higher learn-

ing where such a group can be usefully formed.

Many universities have an SUNAC club on campus making for a

big network. Queen's falls in the west-central region and has the

advantage of being in the centre of this region.

The business of SUNAC at Queen's University, besides carry-

ing out the national programme, will be:

(!) to familiarize students with the workings of the United

Nations

;

(2) to help students meet students from other parts of the

country on an equal footing;

(3) to convene conferences on the campus and send delegations

from the campus to organizational meetings;

(4) to send a delegation every year to the University Model

United Nations in Montreal and give full support to that organiza-

tion.

Grasp this opportunity to hear and be heard on the world's

highest forum, and make it a point to be present tonight.

Sohinder Chopra

of Denmark. Exit ox. Discussion

of beef turns to one of Ham, of

"casual slaughters" and "carnal,

bloody and unnatural acts", four

and three-quarters of which fol-

low.

The remainder of Act I, apart

from introducing to us the rest

of the antagonists, provides a

setting for the noisiest and most

impassioned ghost we have ever

heard.

From the remainder of the

play, we select the following

highlights:

For a lecherous, murdering

usurper, the King was an unus-

ully reasonable, unassuming,

just-call-me-Clod type of en-

lightened despot.

The entry of the supposedly

sinister Rosenkrantz and Gilden-

stern created an atmosphere of

tense expectation. Rozie, with

his beaming "twarn't nuttin',

fellas" expression, played a

charming counterpoint to Gil-

die's well-filled maternity smock.

They made an engaging couple

and we wish them every happi-

ness.

Much to our disappointment,

the introspective, soulful Dane

never materialized. Instead, we
were presented with a mildly

misanthropic roller-skater, who
periodically ground to a halt in

order to declaim in a strained

monotone. The full significance

of the sack-cloth flung over his

shoulder was not immediately

apparent, as it was not accom-

panied by the usual ashes, but

it was soon obvious that most of

the magnetism of his stage-pres-

ence stemmed from the immin-

ence of his tripping over it.

Neither was it at once clear what

was provoking the coy simper-

ings of our geographically dis-

NOTICE
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Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.
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located and otherwise unhinged

Southern Belle, Ophie. Perhaps

Mark Twain had the best sug-

gestion: "But soft you, the fair

Ophelia Ope not thy ponderous

and marble jaws, But get thee to

a nunnery — go!" Her brother

Larry deserved the same injunc-

tion, save that his plunging

neckline and illconcealed Jockey

shorts rendered him unsuitcd

for Orders.

No presentation of Shake-

speare's work, however super-

ficial, is a total loss. Despite the

actors clambering upon the lines

and trampling them, there were

occasional well-spoken ones,

such as during the encounter be-

tween Ham and Polly at the

point where Polonius enquires:

"What read you, my lord?" The

ensuing exchange in a lower key

was much superior to the rauc-

ous outbursts upon which the

major figures heavily relied.

Although we do not agree

with Mr. Lawrence's interpreta-

tion of Polonius as a charming

old fuss-pot, rather than a pomp-

ous, scheming opportunist, he

was perhaps the most constant

among a series of erratic, postur-

ing caricatures.

But in the finest of theatrical

traditions, the best was indeed

saved 'til the last. Had a large

metal key protruded from the

back of young Fortinbras, it

would only have provided con

elusive evidence for our suspic-

ions. In his recitation of the

closing speeches, Fortinbras re

mained most faithful to the per

vading tone of the performance

This was indeed a play ol

"purposes mistook, Fall'ii on th

inventors' heads . . . {Hamlet, V
2.)

L.K.; K.A.; G.K

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI-COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

-UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

-RECENTLY RENOVATED

MEWS T£A ROOM
(UNION AT DIVISION)

GOOD FOOD AT STUDENT PRICES

Open 7:30 a.m. - 11:45 p.m.

Medical Undergraduate Subsidization

and C.0.T.C Queen's University

Contingent

Applications for the Canadian Forces Medical

Undergraduate subsidization plan and for the

C.O.T.C. will be received by Capt. Jenkins at the

C.O.T.C. Lounge in the Union Building, or applicants

may call Local 441 for details between 8:30 a.m.

and 4:30 p.m.
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QUARATHON TO ROLL FRIDAY
(continued from page 1)

ard reporters, P. J. Lavelle and

Wayne Flemington, will be in

attendance throughout the route.

Lavelle is well known to readers

of the Whig sports page and

Flemington is a former student at

the University, and a runner in

the original Quarathon.

This week the campus has been

liberally covered with Quarathon

II stickers, which will be found

as well on the official cars, and

Quarathon ribbons will be given

to all those joining the parade in

Toronto. This parade will wind

through the University of Toron-

to campus, passing in front of

Fraternity Row and moving on

Bloor St. into the Stadium. All

are invited to join.

In the city proper of Toronto,

from Victoria Park to Hart

House, the final runners will be

members of the Queen's Senior

Harrier team clad in gold track

suits as identification. The major-

ity of runners will follow High-

way 2 until reaching Pickering

and then onto 401 into the city.

All runners will wear a Quarathon

placard on their back and carry

a football of the early intercol-

legiate era.

The bands will also be in at-

tendance for the Toronto end of

the ceremonies and Queen's entry

into the capital of Ontario should

be one surpassed only by festivi-

ties concluding a Gael victory. A

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

map showing location of the par-

ade formation and route will be

published in Friday's Journal.

Another 4 to 6 drivers are still

needed and all interested should

contact Graham Ford at Local

390. Morris Hall.

Remember; Q-Queen's U-Uni-

versity A-Are R-Runniug A-

Away T-To H-Hart H-House

O-Outside N-Now!

Visit Old Folks

On Hallowe'en

The House of Providence is a

home for the aged, only fifteen

minutes from our campus. There is

no group which visits it regularly.

They are to a large extent 'forgotten

people' and love to see young faces.

Feeling that the students will

take this to heart, the Queen's

SCM and the Sunday night

groups are arranging an hour of

fun every Monday evening —
singing, dancing and games. The

SCM plans to break the ice on

Monday, Oct. 31 with a Hallo-

we'en party.

The antidote to apathy is action!

See you at the Union, co-ed lounge

in costume, (if shy, you can carry

it) on the eve of AH Hallows.

Organize Students'

UN Association

The student community has

always stepped in where politicians

have created chaos. Their contri-

bution in the liberation of peoples

from slavery and colonialism, and in

reatfirining the pledge of democracy

where it has faltered, stand today

as historical landmarks.

Once again this noble tradition

is upheld and the students have

ventured forward to render their

moral support to the world's only

hope, the United Nations. A stu-

dent body by the name of SUN-

AC (Students' United Nations

Association in Canada) has start-

ed to win fame and faith for the

U.N.
Everyone at Queen's is requested

to attend the inaugural meeting of

this club tonight at 7:30 in Com-

mittee Room No. 2. The club's

executive will be elected at this

meeting.

Revue Guild
The script has been chosen. Now

we must have a production staff

and actors; but most of all we must

have enthusiasm. If you are inter-

ested in any aspect of this year's

Queen's Revue Guild production,

come out this Thursday, October

27, 7.30 P.M., committee room 2

of the Student Union. If this show

is to be a success, you must offer

your talents. THIS IS AN ALL-
STUDENT PRODUCTION !

SIGNPOST
SCM-Canterbury: Rev. Vince Goring

Will spU today at 12:30 ^«>f»
306 New Arts Bldg on the topic la

Denominationalism Wrong? All inter

ested students are welcome. .

Queen's Socialist Club: Meeting.

12:45, Committee Room 2.
Mrt_ pnt

Mr'. D. H. Cheney of the ^P**™^
of Trade and Commerce will talk on

"Trade Commissionership" in Room

10 Duunina Hall at 4:30 p.m. Private

appointment, through.kgg
Service, Students' Union. AH interested

arc invited to attend.

SCM: Cabinet meeting 6.30 p.m..

Dunning hall. Room Hi
will be present. Everyone welcome.

Combined Worship Servke Morgan

Memorial chapel, 4:45 to :51S P-£-
,

Queen's Biochemical - Biophysical

Society will meet at 7 p.m. in room 101

of Kingston Hall. A film will be shown

and final arrangements will be made

for the trip to Connaught Laboratories

in Toronto.

Arts '62: General Year Meeting.

Come to the Biology lecture room at

715 p.m. and find out what is happen-

Classified

Jacket

Would the person who mistakedly

look the Meds '65 jacket from Collins

House after the game last Saturday,

please return it to John Wood, Berry

House, 168 University Avenue. LI

2-10)0. I'm getting pretty cold.

Piano

Old, but reliable upright piano,

wanted for sing songs. We pay cash.

Phone Phil Elder at 297.

Rooms
Quiet, warm room. !6, nicely fur-

nished. Theology, Law and Commerce

students. Gravel parking lot free. 196

Union.
Barbers

You like a good haircut? Be sure —
come to Hans Barber Shop, 74 Prin-

cess Street (formerly at Darling's

Barber Shop.)

ing in your year. Let's have
,

turn-out.
" VE#VX Radio and Electronic,,

Meeting at 7:30 p.m. in Science
(

rooms. Those desiring to obtain
"J

licences especially welcome.

Committee Meeting of SVj
t

(Students' United Nations Asso^

in Canada) will be held Tuesd,

7:30 p.m. in Committee Room 2
t
x

cuts' Union.

Wednesday: ,

Intramural Athletic Council ft^

to be held in the Gymnasium tori;

12:30 p.m.

Dr Geo. Kidd of the Depart*^

External Affairs will speak to i,iu .

ed students on Service m this t>

mcnt at 4:15 p.m. m Room 211 £

ning Hall. He will be availabl,

private interviews on the aUcrno,.

October 31. 1

Canterbury Prayer Group: 6.30,

p.m. in St. James' Chapel.

Queen's Jazz Society: First tn lr
.

today in the Douglas Library «.

Room. Tim Murray's Quintet ^
featured.

Queen's Duplicate Bndge Club:

people who are intercsield in

and want to see how they would j

in a tournament are urged to a(tj

the playing meeting to be held r

o m in the lower common room d

Students' Union. Please be on
fc

Women students are welcome.

Thursday:
Evensong: 5:10 p.m., Morgan

!

morial Chapel. Olyd Arts. All studd

are welcome.

Math and Physics Club: 7:30 w»

room 314 of the Physics hu,IJ
:

Guest Speaker: Prof. B. W. Sv^

Everyone welcome.

The QCF is sponsoring a lm,

Toronto the week-end of Octol«r:

leaving Saturday morning prow,

enough people register by October,

The bus will return sometime Sw.

afternoon. Please contact Ed Cool

2-6333 or Marg Middleton at 6.J6U

Arts Society Concert: Oscar Pcj

son Trio. Grant Hall, Nov. 10, 8p

Tickets $1.50 from Arts Society Ei

cutive members. No reserved seals

TAKE A COURSE IN

CANADIAN
FREEDOM
WIM THE QUEEN'S COMMISSION

THROUGH LEADERSHIP

TRAINING

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT
Banquet Facilities Available for Groups up to SO Persons

1399 Princess Street Liberty 2-2729 Kingston, Ont

KINGSTON'S HOSPITALITY RESTAURANT
OPEN 8:00 A.M. TO 11:00 P.M.

SERVE CANADA andYOURSELF IN THE

CAPT. R. I. JENKINS

UNION BUILDING

PHONE: LI 6-1731 — LOCAL 441

coxc.

Uuring my Hrst eight months (in payroll

work) I was rotated through no less than jour

different groups! But soon, what seemed like

pieces of a jigsaw puzzle began to fall into

place, and it wasn't long until I, myself, was

placed in charge of a group.

"As I was given added responsibility, I began

to see more of the entire accounting picture. I

had the feeling of applying my college training

daily and gaining specific business experience.

"Moreover, my advancement was made even

more pleasant by the atmosphere of friendly

cooperationand helpfulness which I encountered,

"In my present job, 1 am particularly pleased

by the responsibility given me, including the

additional experience of personnel administra-

tion. The Bell helps graduates from all faculties

in many different types of work to forge aheadl"

Ask tjour Placement Officer

jor out career booklet.

M«n and women students
ENGINEERING
ARTS /SCIENCE

COMMERCE /BUS. ADM
» Your campus will soon bo

visited by Bell Telephone

Employment Officers.

lack Sinclair, a

'55 graduate of McMaita
University, like the

cleat picture o/ opportunity lot

advancement at the Sell.

111

Kit-
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STEAM SHOVEL
Revive Writers' Workshop (Desperate Warrior Grits To Argue

Swimming Atlantic
An even dozen aspiring writers

j

Faculty members will be asked

met Saturday morning in Com- 1 to attend some meetings to give

Maide Marion did instruct Scribe to be present in cav of nic as

ihe did shed many great tearz for the men of Au did bite the dust

in the corral of cavalry of clodz from English capital. On the aft of

feat last did Maide evolve great cloudz of vapor-us H 20 in a great

HW of exultation, for the men of the epidermis of the porker did

{greater than avenge their unfortunate turn of events of minus 1 week.

Scribe was requested to elevate self and thus in a series of

motions of one foot before the other proceed to the opening of cav

of John, a scot, by one named John vision,

Maide did raise shovel to great lieitz in show of pride for one of

6her many illustrious men of Au did obtain highest of high (in the

higherarchy of the CaCOa cavz of ruling monarch). Scribe did

inform Maide of such utterings of one of highest quality Ag that

linen of Au are requisite for our land of can. This, said Maide, did

Iremind same of one edit + black-and-orange winged and feathered

beast chizel'd in the tablet of 14-10-60 of bringing the already obvious

to th': f-r- Mr.irle did also interject at this pant the statement that

Brie C-more is to be reminded that a closed mouth gathers no feet.

Maide did summon all men of Au to dry Spanish armada on sea

of he who did crush one bone-apart, to prepare bulls and castinets for

bash of 4-11-60. With great coludz of vaporus H ;0 did she request

that men of Au place their bodeez on a horizontal plane for women

of white with cross of red to spill precious red corpuscles into sterile

jars for the saving of many beatz of heart of many men. Most

glorious muse of men of Au did command men of Au 2 purchase

annual card of year from he who has same.

Scribe did then turn self thru ISO" (being already in a vertical

plan) and in same manner as above, proceed to place of pit for much

needed closing of lemon scrutinizes for they were much strained in

not seeing any easy to regard.

Quick brown fox did become very friendly and ask lazy dog to

attend greatest of all bashz of 4-11-60.

mittee Room 2 at the Students

Union for a workshop in poetry

and prose. It was the first meeting

of the revived Writers' Workshop,

dormant these past four or five

years.

At the meeting it was explained

that the Workshop was open to

anyone interested in writing poetry

or prose whether they are actually

writing or just think they would

like to. The members will meet

every week or two for informal

talks on what they have been writ-

ing or reading in an effort to help

themselves and others.

their advice, suggestions or criti-

cisms.

The Workshop will give people

with others about their plans and

problems and to help each other.

It was decided that the next

meeting would be held Monday,

October 31 at 9 p.m. in Committee

Room 2. Anyone interested was

urged to attend and to bring some

recent poems or short stories if

thev have anv.

CFRC
Thursday:
6.30—Music Break
7:00—The Sound of Music
7:30—Calendar and Programme

Highlights
7:35—March Time
8:00—Gilbert and Sullivan

Contrast and Comparison
8:30—Speaking Frankly

About Israel

9:00-—The Living Classics — The
Music of Haydn featuring

Trumpet Concerto in E flat

and Military Symphony
11:00—Music for Moderns.

Need Key Men
Applications for the positions of

director, producer and business

manager of this year's Queen's

Revue Guild production will be

accepted until noon Thursday,

October 27. Applications are to be

left at the A.M.S. office.

Applicants are requested to appear

that evening, October 27, at 7.30

at committee room 2 of the Student

Union, for the general meeting.

Portugal (QP) — Queen'sman

Carlos Burbanca today left Portugal

in a desperate attempt to swim the

Atlantic Ocean in time to reach the

Fiesta Romantica in Canada.

Carlos is reported to have hound-

ed a local newspaper till they

agreed to tell the world of his

purpose.

Reliable sources on the staff of

the Juan Torse Chronicle said today

"a lunatic who is bent on attending

somezing called ze Science Formal

at a Queen's Universitia in King-

ston, Canada, approached one of

our muchachos (ecu fact heeees

editor, cartoonist, and zc janitor)

weeth the news that he was going

to swim ze Atlantic to get zer."

An accredited Government source

reported that an investigation is

being carried out to find out if the

Science Formal is some kind of

revolutionary activity.

The Queen's Liberal Club will

hold debates on two controversial

issues on Wednesday at 8 p.m. in

the McLaughlin Room.

The topics are

:

"Should Canada Have a National

Flag? and "Are Queen's Girls

Liberal?"

This is their first major event

in an ambitious program for fall

session and all students are welcome.

If the enthusiasm exhibited at

earlier meetings continues through-

out the year then it is probable,

asserts the Liberal club, that "the

iniquitous days of Tory misrule on

the campus are nearing an end."

Support The Campus Blood Drive

Formal Fittings

Fittings for tails for the Science

Formal will be held on Tuesday.

October 25th from 3.30 to 7.00 in

the Science Clubrooms. PAYMENT
IN ADVANCE.

Draw Results

WRESTLING CLUB DRAW

Will holders of rickets

No. 359

No. 653

Come forth ond claim their

rewards at Wrestling Gym.

Note: The third winner was a

Western supporter.

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

of CANADA
HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO

ESTABLISHEO 1869

KINCSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. — TEL. Lt 6-1405

BRANCH MANAGER — A. E. NELSON, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.—Res. LI 8-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.—Res. LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.LU.—Res. LI 2-7602

M. EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER — RES. LI 6-2170

ATTENTION STUDENTS

We have a complete stock of

QUEEN'S BLAZERS

with Crest and gold buttons

A wide range of fine English worsted trousers to

go with your Queen's Blazer

SPECIAL $13.95

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR

350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LI 6-9859

Welcome to Kingston . . .

BRING YOUR "G/FT PROBLEMS"
to

Spearn's of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

FREE GIFT WRAPPING AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT

DROP IN AND SEE OUR STUDIO CARDS

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

7k Stato uiell qaifped,

4r BOTANY,..

THE PROCTOR & GAMBLE CO. OF CANADA
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

has management positions open in

PRODUCTION - PRODUCT RESEARCH - ENGINEERING - DEVELOPMENT

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-TECHNICAL PACKAGING

for graduates and postgraduates in Engineering and Honour Science Courses

Company representatives will be present for campus interviews

NOVEMBER 1-2-3-4 - I960

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS MAY BE ARRANGED THROUGH

THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

There ore also summer employment opportunities for men from the 1 962 Engineering ond Science Classes

The student well equipped fcr

cultivating the most of his

opportunities plants specimens ^
of his money regularly in a u mu ^

j

B of M Savings Account. B CI 111

Bank of Montreal
gaxas&us *?vus£ Ga*4 fin StutUtti

Kingston Main Office. 297 King St. E., at the Market:

T. R- FRANCIS, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "V" Building:

WILLIAM F. CRONIN. Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch

WILLIAM BARRY, Manager
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Burbank-Mills 1Comets Lose

In Auto Race ITo Baby Blues

The Comets played their best of

the season on Friday afternoon but

it wasn't enough as the Baby Blues

managed to prevail 50-27. The

winning margin came from the toe

of Jimmy Israel who kicked a field

goal midway through the fourth

quarter to break a 27-27 deadlock.

The Comets outplayed Toronto

for most of the game but were the

victims of tough breaks. Israel was

the star for Toronto as he repeatedly

found holes in the Queen's pass

defence and ran well on the option,

whenever the Comets broke through.

Two Toronto majors went to Paul

Robertson. Rimmington and Row-

land picked up the others and Rim-

mington converted three touch-

downs. Scorers for the Comets were

Tommy Graham with two, B

Latham and Bob McAleese. West

kicked two converts and Purcell

booted a single. If it is any con-

solation the Queen's scores were

more spectacular than those of

Toronto.

McAleese scored on a fifty yard

pass and run play in the dying

seconds of the first half. But the

most spectacular play, and the high-

light of the game for the Queen's

fans at least, was Bob Latham's

touchdown midway through the

third quarter. Bob took the ball

on his own 46, ran through the

entire Toronto team and then

scampered forty yards along the

sideline to score.

The Queen's defensive line led

by veteran Stu Watts managed to

keep Toronto's wide ground plays

under control. Watts in particular

was making tackles all over the field.

Seicncemen Robert Mills, driver

and Charlie Burbank, navigator in

a 1951 Pontiac won the Tricolour

Auto Sports Club Rally held on

Sunday, October 23. Twenty-seven

cars including Triumphs, M.G.'s

and a large sprinkling of Volks-

wagens competed in the contest,

gviing Queen's first taste of Monte

Carlo excitement.

Owing to the bad weather and

navigator trouble, five of the

original 32 entries were absent

from the Le Mans type starting

line in front of the Students Un-

ion. The rest fought their way
through rain, wind and mud rac-

ing not only against time but

against the difficulties caused by

inexperience on the part of con-

testants and officials.

The route was laid along country

roads avoiding main roads to make

for more interesting driving. There

were five check points on the route

and some drivers made good time

between them, the object of the rally

being not so much speed, but driving

within a specified length of time

(both early and late cars have points

deducted.)

In spite of the difficulties all the

contestants were enthusiastic about

it and afterwards it was suggested

to make the contest a monthly affair.

The next rally is being planned for

early January when the snow will

test the skill of the drivers.

BUD BLAIR
formerly at Volleou's Barber Shop

- now at -

W. H. CURTIS & SONS

Robin Ritchie on one of his jaunts to pay dirt as he picked up

17 points to boost his scoring total to 44. He is shown out-distancing

John Metras Jr. and Neil McMurray.

GRADUATE
WITH
FASHION
HONOURS
in perfectly matching "Geelong"

lambswool classmates

Tea with the Dean? A date with a

quarterback? Your wonderful Kitten

ensemble is always high style.

"Ceclong" lembswool. identical in

yarn and colour, as perfectly

as your cultured pearh . . . exclusive

with Kiiten.

Full-fashioned, hand-finished pullover

contrast-ribbed collar and panel,

'/< sleeves . . . sizes 34-40 . . . $10.95

. perfectly matched slim skirl, sizes 8-20

. . . $17.95 ... in a brilliant burst of

Aulumn colours, exciting as a last

minute touchdown.

Queen's Rugger XV
Over RMC Team 12-3

Queen's kicked off on a cold, overcast morning, and RMC im-

mediately attacked, pressing dangerously close to the Queen's line.

Queen's were penalized in front of their own posts, but the penalty

was not converted, and with obvious relief the Queen's team immed-

iately started to play a harder game. L. H. Lawrence broke

through to take the ball right down to the RMC line, but he was
tackled just short of it. A few minutes later Dave Steele converted

a penalty. {3-0 for Queen's).

The RMC forwards then really started to play and battered

their way back to the Queen's line. With a quick heel they got it

back to their backs, but Pete MacEwaii, a wonderful opportunist,

intercepted a pass and had a breathtaking run down the field only

to be brought down with a perfect tackle by the RMC fullback.

Queen's were now angry and determined, and soon sent John McNeil
over the line (6-0). Queen's lost Haydn Richardson in the first

quarter of the game, and since no substitution is allowed in rugger,

they played the rest of the game one man short.

RMC started the second half determined to score, and playing

ferociously they soon broke through the somewhat disjointed Queen's
side to get a TD (6-3). Queen's sorely missed their one man at this

point, but wtih an endless set of scrums and short kicks they slowly
worked their way back to the RMC half. Then with a quick heel

from the forward, John McNeil passed the ball to the backs who
passed it down the line to Bob Page on the left wing, who in turn

beat his man and the full-back to score in the left corner (9-3). A
few minutes later Dave Steele converted another penalty bringing

the score to 12-3. Thus it remained till full time.

by Gus McKay

"Western's While and Purple have came doivn to Queen's to score.

We sent them back to Loudon as they'd ne'er been sent bejore,

And Queen's again were victors as they were in the days of yore."

And the Gaels chalked up 36 points to score their most deci s i V(

win of the year. Smarting from a 21-10 defeat in London ^
Gaels came back to overwhelm the Mustangs last Saturday

3&c

The big difference in the two games was the' play of the Queer, 1

,

hlie

Offensively, their blocking was crisp and sharp particularly
j,

the third quarter when the Gaels scored 15 points. Veterans like

Robb, Sam Poaps, John Ware and Frank Hawkins were "stuffy

up" the Western line and linebackers all afternoon. On one play

Poaps knocked down three Mustangs at once.

George Bethune, John De La

Vergne, Gary Lucenti and Larry

Dolecki all played well defensive-

ly keeping the Mustangs ground

attack well under control and put-

ting a good rush on Rysdale

whenever they went to the air.

But the star for Queen's defen-

sively was linebacker Gary Stick-

ler who was in on most tackles

and set up a Gael touchdown in

the third quarter when he blocked

a kick on the Western thirty.

Robin Ritchie, who is making

determined bid to win the scor-

g championship, led the Gaels

attack with seventeen points —
two touchdowns, four converts

and a single. Mike Wicklum fin-

ally broke into the scoring race

with two touchdowns. The first

of these was a sparkling 71-yard

run on a counter and the second

came from a 40-yard pass by

quarterback Cal Connor which

photo BY

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

• PINS • RINGS
• BRACELETS

Choose your class pin or

school insignia from o com-
plete stock in sterling or

gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
JEWELLERS

168 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 6-2261

Gaels to preserve their shut

Connor kept the ball on tit

ground a great deal of the tirnt

and mixed up his plays well

Whenever he went to the air h;

t

PHOTO BY

What happened John ?

(Johnny Mclras, a dejected

Western Coach)

Coaches Tindall and McCarney,
huddle with Robin Ritchie, Cal

Connor and Frank Tindall Jr. in

Saturday's victory.

Mike took on the goal line,

Cal Connor picked up the other

major on an option play when he
ran around the left end from the

one. Terry Porter whose booming
punts brought back memories of

Jocko Thompson added a single

in the second quarter.

The Western linemen were
continually out charged by the

Gaels front wall. On one of Rit-

chie's TD's a counter from the

one yard line. Hawkins and Robb
had a hole big enough for a truck
and Robin went over standing up
with not a Mustang near him.

The most spectacular play of
the game, and the one which
seemed to inspire the Gaels to
greater things, came midway
through the first quarter. Coniio:
threw a pass to Robb on the five

Although it was a little behiml
him and two Mustang defenders
were draped over him, Don twist-
ed and turned in the air to make
the grab. An interception by Quinn
ended the first-and-last serious
Mustang threat and enabled the

rhoi
generally tried for the long ones

usually to Robb or Wicklum. Bui ^
^

the way the Gaels front wall was. , .

, . ,j . - .
und ,ias

performing he could have tried ,

. ara of o
anything and it would have work-

ed. Connor was rushed badly on
^*

pass attempts only twice, and'
fr;"

Ritchie, Simester, Wicklum and!
mvepsi1

company invariably had a good°" c2e -

hole to hit.
ie l *c " ]

The last time the Gaels woa" *ho
J

handilv — against Toronto two-
3 s

Ity Plav
weeks ago — there was a big ld

onat jon
down the following week in Lon-

u^j- ^
don. It would be unfortunate 'i'

rust pt

this happened again and the Gad-
^

got the reputation of not being
^

able to wiii on the road.
ccumula

rove the

-t has no

Levana ABofC™><««
n campi

The LAB of C met at a re?llly

^Facu!
meeting on Thursday, Oct. 20 at^ ^
6:30 p.m. in the Board room of tl1(

Je ^Tyjg

gymnasium.bJ omnutti
Reports were heard from softballr

ollars o
intercollegiate tennis, track an(

'i

field, intramural archery, and voile)"

ball representatives.

loney.

it i=

nown tl

The amendment that: the >ere foui

of C contribute $300 to the AB ha%i

C: (1) $125 towards entrance fet*''onvocat

(2) $125 towards referee fees, anVama C
(3) $50 towards laundry for uni'artment

forms issued to students in '^'acuity

following five sports : wrestle-Make in

boxing, track and field, skiing, a^watre

badminton, and if one more " l,ul have

these five intercollegiate sports ar'lis recei

not represented, the excess lnonif-"' the n
to be applied to (3), was defeated-

ro "l' sr

Editor's Note: A recently publish'*

"Letter to the Editor" concern"'^
Lcvana's contributions to the '''"I

of C was published fallacious^'

being speculation and wishful

ing on the part of ivriter.
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"Here We Come, Hogtown!
Start At Fleming Noon Today
DEBATERS SEE HOPE
FOR UNITED NATIONS

By Jan Cummins
Staff Reporter

ted ^acuity Players To Donate
Thousand To Theatre Fund

g ones

m. But

ill was

; tried

dly on

The AMS Theatre Building

mid has been enriched by the

nm of one thousand dollars.

Dr. H. A. Elliott, the President

an(
jf the Faculty Players of Queen's

]lrLiv2roity and the Rcval Military

I

ollege, announced to day that

le Faculty Players would pledge

t

ne thousand dollars to the

Jueeii's Theatre Fund. The Fac-

!ty Players hope to increase this

onatiuu as the profits from their

ublic performances add to their

rust Fund.

This fund was established sev-

ral years ago in an attempt to

ccumulate some capital to im-

rove theatre facilities at Queen's,

t has now been decided that the

roject to construct a new theatre

n campus will be the best way to

. Hain this aim, and as a result
j-fi'iii.ii

£0 jf

ie Faculty Players have pledged
ot only their strong support to

ie AMS Theatre Building Fund
lommittee but also one thousand

softbal olIars Qf the
.

r hard fiarned
k al"Wy.
:
volky ,

it is perhaps not generally
nown that the Faculty Players
ere founded as long ago as 1920

have for many years used
,ce '"''^"vocation Hall jointly with the
es, aii^rama Guild and the Drama De-
:or uni'artment of Queen's. Thus the
in faculty Players have an obvious
restlingjlafce i„ the erection of a new
ng, anJieaire with adequate facilities

10re f'nd have shown their interest by
>rts a""»is recent donation. For a review
inonitif the current production of this

fcatffl.
r0l'P see page three.

icerink

the A$

\cio\t$'

ti thin^

big W
n Lon-

nate if

Gad!

Of tlK_

e LAB,

AB *l
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From The AMS . .

• Any students interested in

observing how their student govern-

ment operates are cordially invited

to attend the meetings of the AMS
executive held every Tuesday

(watch tor it in Signpost).

• Delegates to the McGill Con-

ference on World Affairs were

selected by the AMS as follows:

Stewart Smith, Syd Overall, Michael

White, Byron Spencer, and Eli

Rabin. They will discuss "Democ-

racy in a Changing World : A Study

of North American Society" at the

conference, which is to he held

Nov. 21-24.

• AMS Court appointments have
'

been made as follows : flutter Justi-2

from the Medical Faculty: Kingsley

Mahon: Crier: David Smith. The

AMS Court staff is now complete.

I

• The AMS still requires a

Colour Night Convenor. Applica-

|

tions should be sent immediately

to the AMS office.

• The AMS has granted a

J

contract to the author of this year's

Queen's Revue, one Oscar Twiddle.

The revue, "Pay the Piper", is now

in the formulating stage.

Fittings for

Science Formal

Fitting for Science Formal:

Anyone who has yet to be

fitted for tails for the Science

Formal should phone Roger

Vover at 2-7048.

"Resolved that the United Na-

tions is ineffective as a peace-

making organization" was the

title of a debate which was last

week strongly decided in favour

of the negative — that the UN is

indeed effective.

Randy Mark, first speaker for

the affirmative, asserted that the

two main opposing blocs, USSR
and the USA have the wrong at-

titude towards the UN. It cannot

be successful as a peacemaking

organization, he said, as long as

they regard it as a personal tool

to dominate and sway, rather than

a body to appeal to. Doug Mc-

Caulla, second speaker for the af-

firmative, called the UN a "forum

for the cold war", saying that na-

tions consistently "pay lip service

to the UN ideal but ignore its

decisions".

Both emphasized that the UN
can hardly be successful when

there is lack of faith in its powers

and its reproachful words are

ignored. Nations are generally

not bound by decisions they do

not make themselves. Rather, out-

side organizations, summit meet

ings and so on, seem to hold up

the hopes of powerful nations for

peace.

First speaker for the negative,

Rory Leishman, felt the key word

in the debate was "ineffective".

He must merely show one exam-

Form Student

United Nations

A new organization was created

on the campus last Wednesday

evening. Fifteen interested stud-

ents turned up to launch the

Queen's United Nations Club,

which will be the Queen's con-

tingent of the Students United

Nations Association of Canada

(SUNAC). A statement of the

aims of the club was made, sug-

gestions for a program advanced,

and officers elected

Those elected were: president,

Sandy Bryce ;
vice-president, Alan

Anderson; secretary, Rama Iyen-

gar; and treasurer, Sylvia Darby.

Sohindar Chopra, who had taken

a leading role in the founding of

the club, declined nomination for

any position but offered his ser-

vices in an advisory capacity.

Students interested in taking

part in the club's activities should

get in touch with one of the

above, or keep an eye out for

posters.

pie of the UN as an effective body

to refute the affirmative side. This

he did, and proceeded to offer a

theory as to why the UN is essen-

tial to world peace. This was
based on a discussion of the ON
by Lester B. Pearson. Rory

quoted him as saying:

"It is not a world government

or a world power. It does not

govern; it has no power behind

its recommendations — no law

enforces its decisions — it is in

valuable and indispensible" to

peace".

Second speaker for the negat

John Soornan, forcefully asserted

that there is always conflict in the

world — among the diseased, the

poor, the uneducated — and that

the removal of these conflicts

paves the way for peace. The ef

forts of the UN are both material

and spiritual. Financial aid, era-

dication of disease, food supplies,

and educational facilities serve to

build up faith and confidence in

the UN. The peace that prevents

a third world war is the impor-

tant peace. There can be no doubt

the UN helps to preserve peaceful

relations.

Classes Cancelled

It has been agreed to cancel

classes on Saturday morning,

October 29, under the arrange-

ment between the Faculty of

Arts and Science and the Arts

Society which permits one

holiday in each term, the dates

to be selected by the students.

Jean I. Royce,

Registrar.

rom Tricolor

Graduates of 1961 from under-

grad and graduate courses: In order

for your pictures to appear in

Tricolor '61 you must make an

appointment immediately with Wal-

lace Berry. Proofs must be returned

as soon as possible.

Presidents of campus clubs, year

executives, etc: In order tor your

executive pictures to appear in

Tricolor '61 your club should make

an appointment for pictures as soon

as possible. If you have not already

picked up your form for reser-

vations, do so to-day at the Post

Office.

Last Call: If you have made a

deposit on Tricolor '60 and have

not yet secured your copy, do so

immediately or sooner at the AMS
office in the Union basement.

Send-Off By Dr. Mackintosh

By Don Butler

Assistant News Editor

Come on over to Fleming Hall! At this very minute a tradition

is being revived in the form of Quarathon II. The Queen'smen who
will carry the torch and the ancient football to Toronto during the

next 24 hours are being given a huge send-off by Principal Mack-

intosh AMS President Bob Little, the bands, the cheerleaders, and

all loyal Tricolor supporters. The Gaels and their coach will be

introduced at the ceremony.

Sufficient encouragement of this honorable custom, the Quara-

thon, will mean its perpetuation in future years (even if the Blues

can't organize a return effort, perhaps!) and will also be the source

of good publicity, the likes of which Queen's football spirit has never

seen before. But it's up to YOU I

The last Senior Harrier runner will arrive at Hart House around

12:45 tomorrow. From there a giant parade will proceed along

Fraternity Row to Varsity Stadium.

ALL QUEEN'S STUDENTS ARE URGED TO JOIN IN

THIS DEMONSTRATION OF OUR RENOWNED QUEEN'S
SPIRIT! Let's make it a parade which will be equalled only by

our wild celebrations of the victory of Gold over Blue!

About 90 volunteers will carry the torch and football over the

160 miles to Toronto. They will be stationed at two-mile intervals

along Highway 2 by volunteer cars.

The AMS Quarathon gives students the opportunity to carry

off a spectacular display of spirit and a remarkable feat without

vandalism, and it is hoped that the students will keep up the spirit

of harmless fun in mind even in the heat of victory and anti-freeze.

The send-off ceremony is beginning even as you read this, but

you can still make it! Charge over to Fleming Hall right now; and

be sure to join the parade tomorrow, at Hart House, 12:45 p.m.

DesperateWarrior Swimming
Westward Off French Coast

Queen'sman Carlos Bnrbanca was

sighted three hundred miles off the

French coast today, heading west

and showing no signs of tiring.

Carlos set out from Portugal last

Tuesday to swim the Atlantic in a

desperate attempt to reach Kingston

for the Science Formal on Nov. 4.

Why is he going to such lengths

to get to the Fiesta Romantica ?

Because he just found out that Ron

Metcalfe's fifteen-man college band

will he there, assisted by the Sol

Gunnar Combo. Also a Spanish

accordian player who was kidnapped

last week and is now being held in

the basement of Nicol Hall, closely

watched by Maide Marion. He will

be serenading the seniors and

senoritas in one of the small gyms

and the Forma! Committee expects

to release him immediately after the

game has been won on Saturday. If

we lose he will be shipped C.O.D.

to Fidel for immediate execution.

Carlos knows that he and his

senprita will be dancing in a Spanish

courtyard amid the refined and

elegant surroundings of a country

villa. He wants to spend some time

in the wine cellar and in the trophy

room, before he leads Jaunita (he's

importing his date) to Wallace

Berry's sumptuously decorated pho-i

tography salon for a permanent

record of the evening, the greatest

of all bashes ever held at Queen's. I

The Formal Committee expect

that all will be prepared and ready

by the time Carlos reaches the mouth

of the St. I-awrence on the morning

of Friday, November 4th.

Freshettes For 50 c

Men — the Glee Club needs at

least 10 or 12 of you !

For only the cost of membership

fees you may have your pick of

fun-loving, frivolous freshettes ! A
new ratio has been established at

Queen's — we have 4 gals for wary

fellow in the Club. How can you

lose?

Come to Wallace Hall, Monday

night 7:15, or Grant Hall, Tuesday

at 12:30 noon.

P.S.—Remember the Glee Cub's

fall production — Gilbert and

Sullivan's 'lolanthaf, Dec. 1, 2, 3.

Russians Are Coming!

Persistent rumours to the ef-

fect that Queen's is to be visited

by Russian students have been

verified by the local NFCUS
Committee. A party of five will

arrive here on Nov. 8 for a 24

hour stay. Watch the Journal for

further details.

JOIN THE QUARATHON IN TORONTO
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Should we let it live?
Seventy million people are supposed to have watched that fourth

TV debate the other night. And—quite apart from any consideration

of who won or lost — it was a fascinating study in psychology that

they saw.

Gone were the advisers, the ghost-writers, the advance men:
gone the balloons and brass bands used to generate enthusiasm

;

unvailing the tried and proven speeches that had worked so well in

every hamlet from Alaska to Florida.

Nothing remained, in fact, but two men confronting each other

across a studio almost barren in its simplicity. Now, if ever, was the

moment of truth in this campaign.

Or was it?

Certainly many have thought so: have hailed the experiment as

an unqualified success. What a fine thing, people have said, that the

two candidates should go together before all the voters, side by side

for scrutiny and comparison. Here in Canada, where everything

American is imitated sooner or later, we hear suggestions of TV
debates between our political leaders before the next Federal election.

In short, we have seen, say the pundits, the birth of a new tradition

in campaign politics.

With this last we agree: television debates are here to stay.

Depend upon it, come the next American election, the candidate

who thinks he will present the better TV "image" will challenge

his opponent to a debate; and the latter must accept or commit
political suicide,

And quite conceivably, in that campaign too, the TV debates

may swing the balance one way or the other.

This, says the Journal, is cause for alarm.

For while we do not subscribe to the view that the "image"
of the candidate is the only thing that gets through to the average
voter, nevertheless it is obvious that on TV physical appearance
counts for a great deal. During the first of this year's debates, for

example, Mr. Nixon looked haggard and ill owing to faulty makeup.
When the debate was over, it was generally supposed that Mr.
Kennedy bad been the winner; but a majority of those who followed
the arguments on radio only gave the nod to Mr. Nixon. In an extreme
case in the future, one of the candidates might be physically ugly,

or have a minor speech defect, or lack a toothpaste smile — and so
be denied an office he could have filled with distinction.

Again — it is too easy for mere glibness to win the day on TV.
Last Friday Senator Kennedy at his best averaged 250 words per
minute, while Mr. Nixon could muster only 175. In terms of
impression on the viewer, this meant Mr. Kennedy seemed more
sure of himself, never pausing to search for the mot juste, more ready
with his statistics and promises and charges than his opponent. Does
this necessarily indicate the working of a finer or better disciplined
mind? Of course not; but the gains Mr. Kennedy has derived from
these debates are an eloquent tribute to the power of a flow of
verbiage.

Moreover, we must not forget the fleeting nature of the spoken
word, and the very real danger that the viewer will come away
from his set with only a vague impression in his mind of what each
candidate has said. After an hour of thrust and parry, charge and
counter-charge, statistics proving x and statistics proving nou-.r, it

is folly to expect any voter to arrive at a clear-cut decision. We are
appalled to think that many Americans may make their decision
solely on the basis of what they have seen on their screens; never
once

(
here we indulge a bit of journalistic pride) going to their news-

papers for the careful consideration which only the written word
makes possible.

And so, we have resigned ourselves cheerfully enough to the
prospect of television debates in future campaigns; but we do hope
the day never comes when theirs is the decisive influence.

2uoie6. .
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Letters To The Editor

Sex Snickering

'The only effective alternatives apepar to be fairly unrestricted
competition with its attendant evils, or complete and individual
dictation to millions of producers, with its attendant evils."

R. F. Martin

"It is change, not love, that makes the world go around — love
only keeps it populated."

Charles H. Brewer

"Russia has abolished God, but so far God has been more
tolerant."

J. C. Swayze

Editor, Journal:

It is heartening to see that Mr.

Bishop realizes that his language

has not been too precise. How-
ever the remedy for imprecise

language is precision and not

further loose usage. I refer to

Mr. Bishop's statement that

there are "considerable grounds

for the charge that Christianity,

as practised (sic), considers sex

a major sin . .
."

The words which Mr. Bishop

uses are capable of being inter-

preted in many ways. For exam-

ple, the Concise Oxford Diction-

ary defines sex as "being male

or female ..." I have yet to meet

anyone who calls himself, or is

called a Christian, who considers

it wrong to be a man or a wo-

man.

If Mr. Bishop desires "honest

discussion" of our "Sacred
Cows", like, lets get with some

"precision of expression", Dad.

L. W. Wilson

Nurses' Curse

Editor, Journal:

The literary effort of one Bil-

Hsap Utz, which appeared in the

Medical Journal — The Digital

Examiner, has only recently

been brought to my attention

and it was with mounting ire

that I read his contribution.

Perhaps this writer was
moved by personal animosity,

hut there was certainly no pro-

vocation for his maligning of

the whole nursing profession. If

this was meant as an attempt at

humour it was a dismal failure.

To refresh your memory I quote :

"These frosh soon learned that

any nurse is seldom more than

just a curse". The writer theu

proceeded to elaborate even

more fully and crudely.

The nursing profession has

struggled for many long years to

attain the recognition and re-

spect that it receives today. One
would have thought that those

who are undertaking a medical

career would have a somewhat
more enlightened attitude. To
encounter a slur such as this in

the Medical Journal, of all Jour-

nals, is most disturbing.

Digit Alice

Editor, Journal:

It was with great pleasure

that I read the supposedly criti-

cal review of a Kingston Drama
Club's performance of "Hamlet",

and I would like to credit the

Journal for finally starting to

cover theatrical events outside

the University. However, I wish

to say that if you feel that' you

have the space to do this, then

you should provide a more re-

sponsible and concrete review

than the effort in Tuesday's

paper.

From the tidy sets of initials

at the foot of the "Hamlet"

write-up, I have deduced and

personally checked, that the

owner of one set is Mr. Keith

Andrew, a third year Honours

English student. I am still un-

aware who the other two critics

are, therefore, I will direct my
criticism at Mr. Andrew.

Personally, I felt this produc-

tion of "Hamlet" was very un-

even, and laid itself open to

what could have been a devastat-

ing and derogatory criticism.

Now if an Honours English stu-

dent has not the courage to write

a review of a Shakespeare play

alone, then he should certainly

call in help, but when three stu-

dents are unable to realize the

full responsibility that a critic

takes on his shoulders, there

must be something radically

wrong either with them or their

education. I do not think our

education here at Queen's is

misdirected, therefore I whole-

heartedly accuse Mr. Andrew,
and his shadows, of irresponsi-

bility in their duty and down-
right ignorance as to what it

should be.

A good drama critic has an
important role to play. He
should be able to diagnose all

the assets and defects of a pro-

duction, and he must, if he is

worth anything, have the cour-

age to express his own feelings

otherwise. Whether he leans on
extreme subjectivism or not is

not really too important, but
what he must do is give a con-
crete, well-written review. It

can be satirical, ironical, serious

or comical, but whichever type
he uses he must be sure that it

expresses his criticism soundly.

Tuesday's insipid, pathetic ef-

lax Manners
Editor, Journal:

I regret the necessity of writ-

ing this letter but I strongly

feel that the administration of

Queen's University has been

quite lax in courtesy and man-

ners.

W. M. Nickle, Ontario Minis-

ter of Planning and Develop-

ment, son of the late W. F. Nic-

kle, donator of a large section

of the new Law Library, was

not invited either to Convocation

or to the official opening of Sir

John A. Macdonald Hall, the

new Law Building. Mr. Nickle

said "I was there . . . and if

there was an official party I

wasn't in it". Although several

prominent university and legal

figures were introduced by Law
School Dean Lederman, Mr.

Nickle and other members of his

family were not. There was not

even an official invitation sent

to Mr. Nickle and as a result he

observed the opening of the new
building at "a distance like many
other Kingstonians".

The books that were given to

the Law Library are almost ir-

replaceable and are a major fac-

tor in making the Queen's Law
School an authority on interna-

tional law. I feel, that this being
the case, it would have been
only proper courtesy and man-
ners for the administration of
Queen's to include Mr. Nickle
in the official party. At the very
least he should have received an
invitation. I realise this could
have been an unintentional over-
sight but r think it was one
which has done a lot of harm.

Emo Gootch.

fort at reviewing a production
should be avoided in the future.
Mr. P. S. Day wrote an admir-
able review of a recent concert-
surely the Journal can maintain
the high standard set there, and
avoid this snivelling, snickering,
and unconstructive type of re-
view.

L. H. Lawrence.

Editor's Note: To prevent Mr
Andrew from taking oil the blame
—the names of the other reviewers
ore George KaJ.ar and Linda
Cellar - aU Honours English
students.

This column is devoted
|

expression of lively student

ion. Opinions expressed

nor necessarily reflect
tlj.

policy and any student is ^
to submit articles on any w

The camel has been deic.

as an animal which was p.'

getlier by a committee.
\

ever, I would go further
3tl

:

a twentieth century conla
.

because- here in 1960 \V(

blessed with the period
oil

bloom of the committee. yd

a favoured century, we arei

sed with unlimited quantity

men with committee mini

What characterizes a .

committee? Perhaps its res

the achievement of very
[

but the expenditure of mm|

ergy in the art of coinprt,

so that the committee J

never should make some vi

mistake. Perhaps it is the

versal and representative^

of a committee — the abilih

a group of men to be all ft

to all men. Perhaps it is its.

bility: for when in a coma

one must never forget that
t

tions are won on a day to

process of pacification oi

voters, not by pointing to:

achievements in election t
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amazing to me that we

progressed through history

ing great men rise again
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their greatness was a resu

their laying their heads of

block of public opinion and

snatching victory and s°(

by pursuing the unpof

course to the popular concl» :
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dividuality shorn from tMl

Molly MacD° :
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on conservation
There are the chaste

and the chased.

As a general rule the chaste are unchased

and the unchaste ore chased.

But since the unchaste fully intend to be caught

when they ore chased,

it seems to me that the chasing could be dispensed with;

After all, it's a waste.

how to write an essay

Tom Eadie

edwina black
When the curtain rises on

"Edwina Black", the Faculty

Player's latest production, the

eyes are greeted by a hat rack

which is one of the pieces de

resistance of the wonderful set

by Pat Beharriel. This room,

with its sombre browns and

scarlets and its horrible Pre-Ed-

wardian fussiness, is perfectly

suited to the atmosphere of the

play.

gThe plot of this psychological

melodrama is simple and, at

first glance, familiar. The lady

of the title never appears; at the

beginning of the play she has

just died, fortunately for her

husband, who one assumes is

much younger, and his mistress,

her companion. Her spirit, how-

ever, pervades the house and ex-

presses itself in the tinkling of

little glass wind bells and the

memory of the autocratic thump-

ing of her ebony cane on the

floor above.

Dennis Muncey as Gregory

Black, the newly liberated hus-

band, appeared at first rather

unsure of himself, and this ner-

vousness tended to detract from

his power as an actor just when

he need to appear most confi-

dent. He did, however, come up

to expectation in several tense

moments in the latter part of

the play and, on the whole, gave

a good and sometimes blood-

chilling performance.

1 As the companion, Joyce

Townsend was also rather ham-
pered by nerves. She moved
awkwardly at times and antici-

pated lines and business. But her

nervousness was frequently to

her advantage in portraying the

overwrought, bitter and not very

intelligent Elizabeth Graham.
She never quite managed to pro-

duce the emotion required in her

greatest scenes but, as with Mr.

Muncey, she was at her very
best in the lighter moments. Her
langes of mood were clear and

she got through the awful ordeal

of a meal on stage without a

hitch.

Paul Puhach in the person of

the mild, tea-loving detective

Henry Martin, represented the

British Law with straight-for-

wardness and charm. He helped

to build up the tension consist-

ently and maintained the almost

expressionless face and voice of

the typical stage detective with-

out losing his amiability or be-

coming dull. My only wish

would be that he speak his sig-

nificant lines a little less signifi-

cantly.

The best and most convincing

characterization of the evening

came from Clara Brooke as the

housekeeper, Ellen. Her per-

formance was uniformly good

with only a few lapses in con-

centration. When she was mere-

ly incidental to a scene, she was

hardly noticeable, but when she

was meant to show up, she did

indeed. Through her eyes, Ed-

wina Black appeared more clear-

ly than through anyone else's.

These people, under the skil-

ful direction of Viola and Eric

Smethurst, have made an amus-

ing and often most exciting ev-

ening's entertainment out of this

not remarkably good play.

Frances Dunn.

movies
All students and their friends

are invited to attend the IODE's

Film Night on Thursday, No-

vember 3, at 8:00 p.m. in Dun-

ning Hall. Three films, alt of

which have been highly recom-

mended by the National Film

Board, are to be shown, and

there will be a silver collection

to defray expenses. The films

arc:

1. "Queen's Plate".

2. "Royal River".

3. "Women on the March".

Total running time, 2 hours.

Various philosophers and edu-

cationalists have devoted vast

amounts of time to discussing

the difference between arts and
science courses at university. To
the modern student, however,

this profound difference may be

summed up in one simple word:

essays. It is upon these mani-

festations of scholarship that the

career of an arts student stands

or falls, and it is absolutely

necessary therefore that anyone

in an arts course, or contemplat-

ing one, be fully familiar with

the most efficient and expedient

methods of composing an essay.

Let us suppose, then (and, by
the way, the phrase "let us sup-

pose" is a choice one for almost

any essay), that you have been

coerced by our Educational Sys-

tem into stringing together 2500

words ("You needn't stick by
this exactly—use your own
judgment") on something like

"Thomas Chatterton As a Mir-

ror of His Age". Now, you quite

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP

and SHOE SHINE

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 2-9717

f$t (Senna's

CJatheiiral
I ANGLICAN!

KING STREET AT JOHNSON STREET

TRINITY XX
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30TH
8:00 o.m. Holy Communion

9:15 a.m. Choral Eucharist
Preacher: The Rev. J. R, Neal

11 :00 a.m. Choral Mattins
and Litany

Preacher: The Dean
7:00 p.m. Evensong

Preacher: The Dean

Weekday Services
Monday to Saturday: Holy Com-
munion 7:45 a.m.; Tuesday, All
saints' Day: Holy Communion
10:30 a.m.; Wednesday, Holy
Communion, 10:30 a.m.

All Students Welcome

For A Sure Tomorrow
...Insure Today

MR. I. D. MoclNTOSH
OFFICE LI 2-4933

HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
Insurance Company

home ofuce. toronto, canada

obviously care absolutely noth-

ing about Thomas Chatterton,

or his age, but by "two weeks

from next Friday" you must pre-

sent some lecturer with a con-

sistent, scholarly, clear, com-

plete, penetrating study of this

particular topic. The problem is

this: to maximize the number

of marks received for the master-

piece, while at the same time to

minimize the number of hours

employed in its creation.

The first step in essay-writing

involves an hour or so in the

University Library, where one

looks for "Chatterton" under the

"C"'s in the index, and then bor-

rows every book on the subject

which the Library happens to

own. As a matter of fact, the

books need not all be right on

the subject; for example, a tome

on George Chatterton, nineteen-

th century British archeologist

would appear in your Reference

List simply as "Sir George Ap-

pelby: Chatterton: His Life and

two centuries of textiles

An exhibition entitled "200 Years of Textile Designs" will open

at the Agnes Ethcrington Art Centre on Sunday, October 30. To
illustrate the variety, intricacy, colour and elegance of the decor-

ative arts of France, England and America from the 17th to the

19th centuries, the Sealamandfe Museum of Textiles in New York
has assembled 49 samples of exact reproductions of the textiles

women used in the period.

Each textile is accompanied by descriptive notes so that the

historical evolution — from the influence of the Italian Renais-

sance to that of the American Revolution — can be traced in the

designs. For example, the changing pattern of French Court life

under the Bourbon Kings can be seen. The bold, stylized and formal

flower motifs, in classic Renaissance urns encircled with Baroque

scrolls and foliage sprays, of the Louis XIV period have a masculine

quality and an appropriateness for the massive furniture of this

era of grandeur. In the reign of Louis XV, more intimate suites

took the place of the stately rooms, calling for lighter furniture

with graceful curved lines for which textiles of a much more fem-

inine quality were created. Floral motifs reverted to their natural

sizes and were woven in a naturalistic manner. With Louis XVI
and Marie Antoinette, floral motifs became even smaller and a

daintiness and elegant simplicity pervaded — with influences from

the revival of Classicism coming in.

The Empire period, 1S04-1814, centred around one man, Napo-

leon, and the letter "N". the laurel wreath and other personal attri-

butes such as the eagle and the bee arc all reflected in the textile

designs of the period.

The finest period of English decorative art was that of the

"Golden Age", beginning with Queen Anne and the "walnut

period", when the silk damasks enhanced the walnut panelled rooms

The patriotism of the young American republic inspired the

use of the colours of the flags, the stars and the eagle in textile and

other designs, taking the place for a time of the decorative styles

of England and France But French and English influences, and

the Greek revival, returned to be treated with American changes

and modifications.

The exhibition will remain on view until November 20.

Work; O.U.P., Oxford: 1896."

This would serve to make the

list of books a bit longer, and an

impressive Reference List is cer-

tainly an advantage for an essay.

Then you must glance at all

your reference books, selecting

an idea or a quotation from each

one (in order to implement the

use of footnotes in the essay).

You must, however, select one

of your references (preferable a

more obscure one) as the basis

for your essay. You then pro-

ceed, with an edition of Chatter-

ton's Complete Works to your

right (for lengthy quotations

from the original material, which

add a distinct note of counten-

ance to the essay) and the source

of your plagiarism to your left,

to reword everything the author

has said about the subject, and

any related subject which sounds

plausible.

Many people fail to realize the

immense importance of style in

an essay. Even if your material

is innaccurate and incoherent

(which it well may be if you

have lifted it from the works of

ten different people) if it is set

forth with apparent clarity and

verbal adroitness, the unsatis-

factory quality of the content

will most probably be largely

overlooked. For example, if you

are trying to get across the idea

that Thomas Chatterton was a

mirror of his age, but you also

have a good quotation which

demonstrates unequivocally that

he was no such thing at all, you

must present this in a convinc-

ing way; otherwise your lack of

consistency will be discovered.

The way to go about it is this:

"The work of Thomas Chatter-

ton presents a curious paradox

to the alert. On one hand, he

obviously reflects the general

trends of thought, custom, and

belief of his period. This we

have demonstrated in the first

section of the essay" (You have

shown nothing of the kind, of

course, but the fact that you say

so confidently sounds remark-

ably convincing, and will usual-

ly throw a marker off his guard.)

To continue with the essay:

©1. Anumu'a
prrabyterimt CQljurrlf

PRINCESS AND CLERGY STREETS

Rev. Max V. Putnam, b.a.
MINISTER

SUNDAY SERVICES
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30TH

11:00 a.m. Reformation

Service

Sermon: The Dynamics of the

Reformation

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Sermon: Be an Intelligent

Protestant

8:15 p.m. Young People's

Society

Speaker: The Rev. L, Pitcher

Topic: "The Christian Approach

to International Problems

Come and Worship

ATTENTION STUDENTS

We have a complete stock of

QUEEN'S BLAZERS

with Crest and gold buttons

A wide range of fine English worsted trousers to

go with your Queen's Blazer

SPECIAL $13.95

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR

"Prof. Herbert Bernstein of Col-

umbia University, in his delight-

fully sensitive appraisal of Chat-

terton's work, brings out the

other side of the paradox in the

poet's writing, as he makes the

following perceptive comment:

Here your inconsistency is veil-

ed by a curtain of literary cliches

and general waffle.

One problem is a source of

constant bother to the novice at

essay-writing. This is the ques-

tion of how to say in 2500 words

what should be said in 75-100

words. The principal answer to

this lies in the skilful use of re-

dundancy. Instead of saying

simply that Chatterton's twelfth

ode is a satire on the Church of

England, for example, you

should put it something like

this: "Let us now turn to a rea-

sonably detailed examination of

one of Chatterton's most belov-

ed works. We are speaking,

needless to say, of his famous

(and not unjustly so) twelfth

ode. The following is an extract

from the central section of this

literary masterpiece: . . . This

would tend to indicate the fact

that Chatterton is concerned

with the social and religious

problems of his day. And espec-

ially, it reveals his attitude to-

wards the Church of England.

One might say, as a matter of

fact, that he was not entirely in

sympathy with this religious

body."

You have now written your

2500 words, and it only remains

to type it out, using wide mar-

gins, and to encase it with a

pompous jet-black essay binder,

which may be purchased for only

fifteen cents at most stores.

Then you return all your books

to the Library, and back to

bridge and The Coffee Shop.

J. L. Wisenthal

350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LI 6-9859

&t. 3amra' <2f)itrrr|

Union Street, by the cahfu*

RECTOR: REV. DESMOND C HUNT

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 30TK

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

(fumt Stmt
Ittitri) (Eiiurrf?

CORNER CLERQT *NO QUEEN STRECTS

rev. E. W. Norton, b.a.. B.a.

minister

SUNDAY

10:45 a.m. Sundoy School

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young People

BUD BLAIR
formerly at Valleau's Barber Shop

- now AT -

W. H.CURTIS & SONS

Sybrntjam Stmt
llttitfb <2It|«rrtf

Sydenham and W<lli*m Streets
pastoral assistant
Rev Rlt-EV Smallev

ORG A Ml ST AND CHOIRMASTER
Dr. F. R. C. Clarke, fc.c.o.

SUNDAY. OCTOBER SOth

11:00 a.m. Rev. Riley Smalley,

Preacher

Celebration of the 400th Anni-

versary of the Scottish

Reformation.

7 30 p.i Rev. Prof. Ernest C.

Clarke, Preacher

Queen's Theological College

Preacher.

8:45 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

all Young People

Everyone Welcome

(Eiialtnpre

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV, W. F. BANISTER. D.D.

SUNDAY. OCTOBER SOTH

11 :00 o.m. Scottish

Reformation

7:30 p.m. Urgent Invitation

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to all

Queen's Students.
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SHARE Funds In Africa
On Tuesday, November 15, you

will have an opportunity to buy a

share in WUS at Queen's annual

Share Campaign. On behalf of the

international university community,

World University Service each year

coordinates an extensive mutual

assistance programme made possible

through the efforts and contributions

of thousands of students and tea-

chers in more than 40 countries.

Through the implementation of its

Programme of Action, WUS sup-

ports a wide variety of projects

and activities throughout the world

in an endeavour to make an effective

contribution toward meeting imme-

diate and long-term university

needs. It carries out this task with

complete impartiality, without any

discrimination of race, creed, nation-

ality, or social condition.

Your dollar goes a long way in

helping WUS achieve these aims,

It may go towards expanding the

educational opportunities for stu-

dents in the Union of South

Africa.

Legislation to close the "open"

universities has now been passed in

South Africa. No further students

may be registered at the non-segre-

gated universities. The African

medical scholars enrolled at Wit-

watersrand University will, how-

ever, be able to complete their

studies there. The funds at the

disposal of the African Medical

Scholarships Trust Fund, which has

received substantial support from

WUS during past years, will be

almost sufficient to meet its require

ments. A special international Fund

for African Students in South Africa

has been established, which supports

the completion of the scheme; and,

if found necessary, an additional

contribution may be made for this

purpose from the present budget.

Nevertheless, the segregated

higher education for African stu

PATTON'S Cl£ANERS
DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDERING

In by 10:00 a.m.; Our by 5:00 p.m.

TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE
The Nicest Cleaning In Tmcit

349 PRINCESS STREET DIAL LI 8-4292

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinnen
Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

dents will be drastically inade

quate. in terms of facilities as well

as content, which will be deter-

mined by the government in terms

of its apartheid policy.

To help meet this need, the WUS
Committee has established extra-

mural courses which will prepare

students (who would otherwise

have to attend segregated univer-

sities) for external degrees of the

University of London, These courses

are to be organized and conducted

in keeping with the WUS principle

of non-discrimination between white

and non-white. A number of uni-

versity teachers and post-graduate

students have agreed to participate

in the programme as tutors.

To meet the costs, including en-

rolment, examination, and tuition

fees (about $280. per student), the

Committee has raised $35,000 at

home, and looks forward to a

contribution of $3023. from inter-

national WUS sources.

Part of the international contri-

bution is also to be utilized to assist

extra-mural students with the acqui-

sition of textbooks. At some stage,

this second part of the scheme may

well be organized in the form of a

cooperative textbook exchange or

book-shop.

Through your contributions, pro-

jects such as this may be realized,

On November 15, buy a SHARE
in the Share Campaign. This is

one sure investment which pays

tremendous dividends !

Orators Needed

The Queen's Debating Union

plans to participate in forthcoming

debating tournaments at other uni-

versities. The first of these will take

place at the University of Toronto

in mid-November. Run-off compe-

tition will be held in the next two

weeks in order to find four good

debaters to represent Queen's.

All those interested in applying

for a berth on this team and willing

to participate in preliminary corn-

petition here will kindly get in touch

with Michael Matthews, 2-6401.

ROYAL WINNIPEG BALLET
MONDAY. NOVEMBER 7th

K.C.V.I. Auditorium
TICKETS AVAILABLE

Mahood's, Ward & Hamilton
Drug Stores

Challenging
Engineering

Opportunities

Canadian Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Is a

company with a continuous and successful

record for over 30 years. A number of

engineers is required for design and

development work in the gas turbine field,

and for our manufacturing, helicopter

and electronic activities.

The company's facilities are located la

Montreal Because of its affiliation

with the United Aircraft Corporation, tho

company is able to carry on its design

work against an outstanding technical

background created by the Pratt & Whitney,

Sikorsky, Hamilton Standard and Norden

Divisions of United Aircraft Corporation.

The gas turbine engineering staff is

sufficiency large to undertake major projecti,

but not so large as to limit the breadth

• of assignments available to individual

engineers. There arc ample opportunities for

professional progress in all areas.

For further Information consult your placement oHloe.

Applications are Invited

from graduates whose interests Mo

In any of the following fields:

Design and Development

Produotlon Engineering

Eleotronlos Systems

Instrumentation

^caa^k^^^c/ifiii^^iZke^^ company. LIMITED,

P.O. Box to, Longueull, Montreal, P.O.

On Human Frailty

The fact that no one is infallible

has been amply impressed upon the

Journal in the past few days.

The Chancellor's speech, delivered

at the Fall Convocation and re-

ported in Tuesday's Journal was,

quite inadvertently misquoted. The

report quoted the Chancellor as

saying, "men from this field (Engi-

neering) were, as a group, unfitted

to take on the responsibilities of

public life."

These were neither the words

nor the meaning of John Bertram

Stirling, Chancellor of Queen's.

The actual statement: "they (En-

gineers) fell unsuited and incom-

petent in that field and many

considered that their university

education and experience did not

fit them for such activities (pub-

lic life)".

The Journal, never claiming in-

fallibility, can only say "Sorry 1"

SIGNPCST
Friday:

Kingston Traditional Jazz Club

meets this and every Friday.. 9-1 a.m .

at the Orange Hall, 3&8 Princess St.

Dance or listen to Dixieland Jazz by

the Limestone City Jazz Band. Mem-

bership ¥1.50 available at the door.

Admission 65c, couples $1.00.

Monday:
S.C.M.; Final Morning Worship Ser-

vice, Morgan Memorial Chapel, 8:30

a.m., everybody welcome.

—Visit to House of Providence, Old

Folk's Home, 6:40 p.m.

—World Missions Study, Todny. A
Challenge to my Faith, 4:15 p.m.. w.tli

Mrs J. Coleman, Committee Room l

of the Student's Union.

Arts '61: Open Meeting will be Held

in Dunning Hall Auditorium, Monday,

Oct 31 1:30 p.m. Come out and give

your ideas on Year Gift, Year Parties,

and the olher acltvities.

Camera Club Meeting at 7:00. Every-

one interested in photography is wet-

come. Come to the dark room opposite

the coffee shop.

Thursday, November 10

Arts Society Concert, Oscar Peter-

son Trio, Grant Hall, Nov. 10, 8 p.m.

Tickets $1.50 from Arts Society Exe-

cutive members. No reserved seats.

Life Plan Rep

Canadian Premier Life announce

the appointment of Stewart G.

Smith as Head Office Represen-

tative at Queen's University for the

NFCUS Life Plan. The Plan was

designed by the National Federation

of Canadian University Students,

and exclusively endorsed for stu-

dents of the thirty-five universities

and colleges affiliated with the Fed-

eration.

See Mr. Smith, Ex. 390, for a

pamphlet ; he will supply information

and answer any questions regarding

the plan.

STAN'S REG'D
523 Princess St.

CORDUROY PANTS — $4.95 AND $9.95

CORDUROY SPORT JACKETS
- SPECIAL -

S8.88 EACH

CFRC
Friday:

6:30—Time for Listening

7:00—Palladium Party

7:30—Campus Topics

7:35—Show Time—The Des«i

,

8:15—Queen's at Work —
Prof. Christopher Dean
Linguistic Studies

8:30—In Recital

John Frocsc — pianist

9:00—Concert Hall
Beethoven — Egmont Ov

(
.

Mozart — Concerto 24
Liadov — Kikimora
-Brahms — Concerto for \<:

Delibes — Excerpts from
S>

11:00—Moonlight Melodies

12:00—Easy Terms

Saturday:

5:00—Good Listening

5:30—Fun With Good Music

6:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—Old Favourites

7:30—Calendar ami Personality

7:45—Jazz Steps Out
8:30—Saturday Concert fcautri

nt

Brahms — Symphony ,\'0

F
9:30—Music Round the World

10:00—Night Music

11:00—Music Beat

12:00—Starlight Serenade

Sunday:

9.00—Musical Panorama
Moussorgsky — Pictures a

Exhibition
Tchaikovsky — Romeo aii{

Juliet Overture
Bach — Chromatic Fantasy

Fugue
1:00—Most Music

4:30—Emission Francaise

Named To NFCUS

Seven new members have hi

appointed to the Queen's NFOJ

Committee. They are : Bob Redic

Rod McLeod, Moira Beattie, San.

Low, Joan Blaney, Ann Part

Heather Baker.

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED

SHIRT LAUNDERING

DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P,U

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 ti

TRAIN FOR TOMORROW
serve your way through university

You can become an Officer in the

Canadian Army, and complete your

education with financial assistance

by enrolling in the tri-service

Regular Officer Training Plan.

Your tuition and
university fees will be paid

You will receive an annual
grant for books and
instruments

You will receive a monthly-

income

You will receive allowances

for board and room

You will receive free

medical and dental care
and, best of all, you will be
beginning an interesting

and adventurous career as
an officer in Canada's
modern Army.

Call your University Support
Officer today or write to;

Copt. R. I. Jenkins^
1 KINGSTON, ONT. I

^TELEPHONE: LI 8-9722
1
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Queen's To Host National Congress NFCUS Next Year
Queen's NFCUS Committee will

be the busiest in Canada this year.

This was the opinion of Robbie

Shaw, local chairman, as he de-

scribed plans for the coming year

at an open meeting in Dunning

Hall recently.

Boasting the second largest com-

mittee across Canada, the Queen's

group ratified six new members,

including five from the freshman

class, to swell its numbers to twenty-

six. An enthusiastic and interested

Iffbup, the Committee is divided

m i,, seven sub-committees — Edu-

ition. Congress, Leadership, Inter-

_|ional Affairs, National Affairs,

Student Discount and Publicity.

The first three are mandates

delegated by the National Congress.

The educational mandate is con-

tinued from last year, and deals

with the problems involved in en-

couraging high school students to

attend university. Headed by Don

Cochrane, this committee has an

important job ahead, and one of

vital interest to Canadian education.

Queen's will host the 25th Na-

tional Congress in September,

1961. Under the leadership of

Robbie Shaw, the Congress Plan-

ning Committee is in charge of

arranging all details for this mam-
moth conference of over 150 stu-

dents from all across Canada.

Leadership is the third mandate

held by Queen's and under the

direction of Mary \\ ilk-ins will

investigate the problems of finding

potential leaders and executive

material for NFCUS.

Yet another attempt will be

made this year to secure student

discounts at Kingston stores. This

has been a difficult proposition in

the past, but Dave Willougliby hopes

definite progress will be made this

year.

Under National Affairs, such

things as the Photography, Debat-

ing. Literary, and Dramatic contests

are organized. Susan Greer is chair-

man of this sub-committee.

International Affairs deals with

any international obligations or

problems in which NFCUS is in-

volved. A member of the Inter-

national Student's Conference
(ISC), NFCUS participates in

student aid to refugee students,

international exchange visits and
tours, and studies of alleged viola-

tions of student rights or university

autonomy. The voice of students

unions throughout the world are

being heard more and more, and

Don Downie, chairman of this

Committee hopes to make Queen's

students more aware of NFCUS'
international work.

On November 8th, five Russian

students will visit Queen's as part

of the first USSR-Canadian stu-

dent exchange. This is the cul-

mination of many months effort,

and further exchanges are plan-

ned for the future.

Publicity, under Stewart Smith,

advertises NFCUS and its activities,

and attempts to interest students in

the benefits and work of NFCUS.

Besides these specific committees,

the local group acts as agent for

other NFCUS participating schemes

— the Insurance plan, travel plans,

inter-university scholarship plans,

conferences and seminars.

NFCUS uses the 50c fee from

every student to the best advantage.

and is providing a remarkable

number of services and opportunities

to Canadian college students.

Queen's NFCUS is hopeful for a

good year, and considering the

work planned and interest shown,

it will he a profitable and successful

year.

Raffle Winner
Winner of the Toronto Weekend

Raffle sponsored by Arts '62 was

John Nicholson, Sc. '64, Room
1307. Morris Hall. Ext. 387.

Classified

Rooms for Rent

Warm, well-furnished room. Will

rent singly. Continuous hot water.

Parking. Wan. S62 Johnson St., Mrs.

Mackintosh, Phone 8-4661.

Quiet, warm, nicely furnished single

or double rooms. Law, Commerce and
Theology students. Near Queen's.

Gravelled parking yard free. Mrs. F.

E. Egan, 196 Union St.

Barbers

You like a good haircut? Be sure —
come to Hans Barber Shop, 7-1 Prin-

cess Street, (formerly at Darling's

Barber Shop).
Wanted

Anyone interested in investing money
in the S.C.M. Bookroom, any amount
from S100 ? Interest will be paid and
promissory notes will be issued on
loans received. Contact Rich Ncufeld,

Local 381.

Look For The Bottles With

The Tartan Tops

JAMAICA DRY

GINGER ALE
AND

PEPSI - COLA
ELDER'S BEVERAGES

THE PROCTOR & GAMBLE CO. OF CANADA
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

has management positions open in

PRODUCTION - PRODUCT RESEARCH - ENGINEERING - DEVELOPMENT

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-TECHNICAL PACKAGING

for graduates and postgraduates in Engineering and Honour Science Courses

Company representatives will be present for campus interviews

NOVEMBER 1-2-3-4 1960

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS MAY BE ARRANGED THROUGH

THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

There are also summer employment opportunities for men from the 1962 Engineering and Science Classes

If

one
student

had

300
Philips tape recorders

he could use each in a different way . .

.

in many cases, to help with his studies!

Of course, he'd have a lot of Philips Tape

Recorders left over. Actually, one machine

would do the trick ... as we prove in our

famous booklet "300 Tested Uses for a Philips

Tape Recorder".

Learn how a Philip3 Tape Recorder can help

you in your studies ... and for years following

graduation. Ask for our booklet at your dealer,

or write Philips Electronics Industries Ltd..

116 Vanderhoof Ave., Toronto 17, Ontario.

r~"
ISM - J .
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takes the time to build the best

There's something special

about du MAURIER
says FRED DAVIS

TV's top pone/ moderator

"As a du MAURIER smoker, I know what

satisfaction means. It's the feeling I get

when I light up a du MAURIER and taste that

choice Virginia tobacco. And the "Millecel"

super filter is the finest yet developed."

du MAURIER
a really milder high grade Virginia Cigarette
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AMS For Hockey Intramural
Acting upon a recommendation

forwarded to the AB of C from
the AMS Executive, serious study
was given to the proposal to in-

clude hockey as an intercollegiate

sport.

It was stated that the AB of C
is presently operating under a
deficit of $7,000.00 and that the
hockey team would cost from
S6.000.00 to $8,000.00. Thus if

hockey were re-instated as an
intercollegiate sport this year the
AB of C would have a deficit of

approximately S14.000.00. This of
course is inconceivable, and unless
a generous donor contributes

$14,000.00 to the AB of C there
will be no intercollegiate hockey
in 1960-1961.

The raise in student athletic
fees from $15 to $20, however,
will alleviate this situation in the
years to come. The Board of
Trustees of the University must
ratify this student decision to
raise athletic fees $5. Presuming
that this ratification will be forth-

coming from the February meet-
ing of the Board of Trustees, the
AB of C will apply for re-admis-
sion to the hockey league.

The AB of C was unanimous in

giving hockey a priority over the
minor intercollegiate sports in its

future policy. In this it was acting
upon a recommendation made to

it by the AMS Executive.

Horseshoes and tennis are now
in the 4th round and progressing

favourably. In tennis, Mike Jackson

Arts '63, Jack Cram Sc. '62 and

Steve Safe Arts '62 are among the

top who have so far lived up to

expectations.

The Science years as always are

providing keen competition in bowl-

ing and softball and it looks as if I

Science '62 and Science '63 will

be the teams to beat. In division

A of touch football, Sc. '61 reports

a 4-0 record and has yet to be scored

upon. In division B Science '62 is

tied for first place with Arts '64,

each with 6 points, although the

Science team has a game in hand.

Meds '65 have jumped into a

commanding lead in the Bews race

but from all appearances it will

he a close race. Sc. '63, Sc. '62 and
PHE follow in that order.

Just a word of advice to the

many people who enter a sport in

which they have no interest or no
desire to play — you are not only

wasting the time for the keen people

against whom you are playing, hut

in a great number of cases you are

losing points for your year. The

points lost through default or mis-

representation in an event (such as

horseshoes ) are sometimes

than are won by the

competitors of the year.

Gaels Concede)

more

remaining

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR

DEPARTMENTAL STORE {_

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE

Pictured here are Barbie Fair, Cookie Cartwright, and Audrey
Bayles, three members of the '61 versions of the intercollegiate

archery team. Ann LeBrash was the fourth member of the team
which travelled to Guelph last weekend where they placed third.

Levana Takes Third Spot
In Intercollegiate Archery

Last weekend in Guelph, Queen's intercollegiate archery team
place third in the tournament with a score of 3132 points. OAC was
first with 3222 points followed closely by Toronto with 3176 points.

Six teams competed with Western, McGill and McMaster placing
fourth, fifth and sixth respectively.

Cookie Cartwright, Arts '62, was tops for Queen's shooting 466
and 490 giving her a total of 956 points. She placed second in the
individual scoring followed by Barbie Fair, PHE '62, who placed
third. 444 and 439 gave Barbie a total of S83 points towards Queen's
total.

Audrey Bayles, PHE '61 and
Ann LeBrash, PHE *63, both did

remarkably well despite the han-

dicap of only a week's practice

before the tournament. Audrey's

Ivy League
1b it ever Ivy! Why, Coke is the most

correct beverage you can possibly

order on campus. Just look around you.

What are the college social leaders

going for? Coca-Cola! So take a lear

out of their Ivy League book and do the

Bame! Enjoy the good taste of Coke!

PLAIN OR FILTER TIP

CIGARETTES

scores of 313 and 368 gave her a

total of 681 points while Ann com-
piled points with scores of 281

and 331.

Only one perfect round was
scored throughout the whole
tournament by Nancy Besley of

OAC. This consists of six arrows
in the yellow bullseye. Cookie
Cartwright ran a close second for

Queen's with five in the yellow
and one in the red.

The next competition will be
the intercollegiate indoor archery

tournament which will be held at

Queen's the weekend of Jan. 21.

BOOKSHOP 14 Montreal St.

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
TCI r I. , , ;

ETRISHING emmsi-THtt
I-K"H IMNTinr THE UUl

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Qusen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Good news, you won't have to

trade in your ticket to Toronto

the Gaels have decided to finish the

season. This, in spite of the fact that

they still have to play Varsity Blues

on Saturday and have another

game with McGill.

The Blues scored seventeen

points against McGill last week

and on the basis of this showing

they are "confident they can

sweep their final matches". (Tor-

onto Star, Tues. Oct. 25th, 1960).

The Blues seem to be ignoring

the fact that right now they are one

and three, and that they allowed

McGill to score 37 points.

As for McGill, they too confi-

dently expect to win their last two

games and it seems the 'experts'

have more faith in them than

Toronto, According to one of the

seers, Jim Proudfoot of the Toronto

Star, McGill is a good bet to win

the 1 960 championship.
( Toronto

Star, Oct. 24th, I960).

Again these prognosticators are

seemingly ignoring some small

details. For instance, the Gaels

have already beaten McGill in

league competition — and they

had the nerve to do it in Montreal.

One reason for the 'experts'

confidence in McGill and Toronto
is the excellent personel on both

teams. "Paul Harosimowicz is the

league's best lineman." (Toronto

Star, Oct. 24th, 1960). "Casey
Wood is the best lineman in the

league". (Toronto Telegram, Oct.

25th, 1960). "McGill's Tom Sky-
peck is the best quarterback the

league has seen since Don Getty
graduated from Western." (Toronto
Star, Oct. 25th. 1960). What about
Gus Braccia ? ! !

To see how lucky the Gaels have
been so far this season, one just has
to look at the league standings.

P W L F A Pts.

4 3 1 99 60 6
*» 2 2 85 68 4
4 2 2 45 87 4
4 1 3 65 79 2

As anybody can see the Gaels li
ai

only scored 99 points while alii,;,'

ing their opposition to rack up ,j0^ gg
Toronto, on the other hand v
amassed 65 and only given up ?(|

"

And so it is, with fear in thri

heart and a feeling of awe at thfJ

audacity, the Gaels leave for ToronJ

this afternon. If they can work

enough nerve to go on the field, i\)

team that "Quen's will dress is

marily the same one that play^

the Blues on October 8th. At tta

time, they punctured "probably
tk

best defensive unit in the trolly,

circuit" (Globe and Mail, Sept. 8th:

for 26 points.

It is apparent that some of fly

Gaels do not realize just how serious

their plight really is.

However, Don Robb the

tain, is more realistic. "Witi

Casey Wood already on the
all.

star team and Paul Burroughj

and John McMurtry almost surt

of positions, what chance havi

the Gaels got? In like vein, Stu

Langdon says "I don't think well

be able to field a team." Again,

according to the manager, Lei

Batstone, "We need BooHoo to

take Casey Wood and win".

When asked to comment on Dall

White's statement in Tuesday's

Telegram to the effect that, "McGill

are a better team than Queen's"

coach Hal McCarney said "we

haven't got enough Thomas Wall

awards to go around. Don Hum
won it last year and we're having a

difficult time deciding who to give

it to."

The Gaels should not despair Queen's si

though, anything can happen in a lentified g
football game, and they might evtn—:

win.

V

Queen's

McGill

Western

Toronto

Rugger Team
R.U S:Previous to the Gaels game the

Queen's rugger team will play a»w y«
i

return match with the Intercollegiate yy £J]
champions Toronto squad. Queen's

won their previous game 8-3. The

be played on the Back 0 1 1 Agame wil

Campus at 1 1 a.m.

CHAR - B - Q - CHICKEN
AT AUNT LUCY'S

PRINCESS AT PORTSMOUTH

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In all your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-
dering requirements our store at 314 Barie Street
near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.
Some day service on Request

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
— AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS CANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night — Paar Christie's Orchestra
Catering, to Private Parties and Banquets

FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
CALL LI 2-0745
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QUEEN'S SNAKE DANCE JAMS YONGE

VARSITY TAKES A PASTING — At least two persons will never forget the victory-hungry
spair Queen's spirit that descended with fury upon Toronto (and Varsity's goalposts) last weekend. Uni-

in a lentified goalpost defender is hospitalized with concussion while his sidekick stays to think it all over.

evtn— —— ——- ————-—-—

Russian Student Leaders Begin

Whirlwind Tour Across Dominion

s

ETA W A (CUP) — Five

iussian student leaders arrived in

Montreal, Oct. 30, to begin their

nonth long tour of IIS Canadian

iniversities, sponsored by NFCUS.
The group will visit Queen's

or a 24-hour period next week,

irriving at 7 :30 p.m. on Tuesday,

tfov. 8. It is hoped that they will

neet as many Queen's students

is possible while here and gain

in insight into the life at Queen's.

The agenda of their visit, which
will be published in a later issue

>f the Journal, will include in-

ormal sessions at which students

nay meet and chat with them.

The delegation is composed of:

ioris Ponomarev
( Po-no-mar-e-ov )

.

/ice-secretary uf the Youth Orgam-
- ii " l_ immitts? VlaJiiv.ir Be-
oussov ( Bee-low-oo-soit) a post-

;rad student at the Moscow Archi-
eaural Institute: Arkadi Sossine
(Sue-seen I. a member of the Soviet

Student Presidium
; Alia Tsutsarova

(Sue-sar-uh-val. of the Karcov
Medical Institute; and Emmanouil
Euuizarov (A-ld-za-rnv), post-grad
student at the -Moscow Foreign
Language Institute, and a member
if tlie youth committee.
A similar delegation of five

Canadian students will visit the
Soviet Union sometime in May, :

1961 under a reciprocal agreement 1

between NFCUS and the Stu-
dents' Council of the USSR.
These tours will be the first of
their kind between the two coun-
tries.

The Canadian part of the ex-
1 "-'^ 's financed entirely through

m,(,em
''""'Is. Universities which

;

e«.ve.l,e delegation will pay more
awards the cost of their transpor-
,at'°n. m ration to their population.

Bruce Rawson, NFCUS presi-

dent, recently said that although the

tour covers almost all of Canada

in a short space of time, the country,

"is so large and diverse economically

and culturally that we have arranged

a comprehensive program in order

to give as complete a picture as

possible of Canadian student life. In

addition it allows as many students

as possible to talk to the Russians."

Commenting on the tour the

Soviet council pointed out that be-

cause of the present system of

education in the Soviet Union many

students come from plants and

factories, therefore the members of

the delegation may be older than

the age proposed by NFCUS.

"Spotlight Israel"

"Spotlight Israel", first of a series

of "Spotlight" presentations, will be

held in the McLaughlin Room of

the Union, Thursday at 7:30 p.m.

This informative program in-

cludes a film "Israel and Adven-

ture", followed by a discussion

moderated by Professor John

Meisel. Members of the panel will

be Professor I. Halperin, Bob

Little. AMS President, and Eli

Rabin. A question period will fol-

NO RED-BLOODED

MEN REMAINING

AMONG THEOLOGS

Quarathon II Succeeds; Gaels Win
Last Friday and Saturday over one hundred intrepid Queen's drivers and runners carried Quar-

athon II to Toronto. With them went two cars; a CKWS Radio car and a Quarathon patrol car. The
former contained Max Jackson, Sports Director of CKWS, Jerry Tinlin, velvet-voiced W S announcer

and P. J. Lavelle, Whig Standard reporter. In thepatrol car were Tricolor Editor Dick O'Donnell, ex-

Joumal Editor George LaFleur and a student at Peterborough Teacher's College, Jim Holland. Below

are the highlights of that long cold night and morning between Kingston and Toronto as seen through

their eyes.

• 7:00 p.m. — first Quarathon

casualty as runner decides he

should have taken train and

passes out.

• 9:00 p.m. — patrol car ignores

signs and winds up in Trenton

field.

• 10:00 p.m. — Chinese waiter in

Brighton reports sighting several

U. of T. students in blue jacket--.

Panic reigns until waiter further

reveals that they had "Cleens"

written on back of jackets.

• 10:12 p.m. — Uncle Max kicks

bucket in Brighton washroom.

• 10:19 p.m. — O'Donnell and

LaFleur narrowly miss death by

transport while attempting to

photograph radio crew.

• 11:30 p.m. — Colborue drunk

threatens Quarathoners. Uncle

Max saves day by chasing agita-

tor across town square.

• 11:41 p.m. — participants in

local high school dance threaten

"rumble" with patrol car runners

in car of Roy Kerr in Colborne.

The "rumble" does not develop,

to mutual satisfaction of all pres-

ent.

• 12:10 a.m. — patrol ear pays

social call to Cobourg police.

• 12:15 a.m. — Cobourg waiter

puts on display of care and use

of dental floss for hungry Quar-

athoners.

• 1 :00 a.m. — Jerry Tinlin gives

impression, in middle of Cobourg,

of local merchant being awakened.

"You want a blankety blank,

what !"

• 1:45 a.m.—pedestrian remarks

"this sort of thing doesn't happen

too often in Cobourg".

• 2:19 p.m. — Graham Dowdon
and lone companion arrive in Co-

bourg, having run eight miles to

find that there is no relief.

• 2:22 a.m. — patrol car takes

over running of football until

John Munro's gaily painted Dodge

pants up and resumes schedule.

#3:00 a.m. — social call paid to

Port Hope police and fire depart-

ment ... no one awake.

• 3:01a.m.— O'Donnell ami La-

Fleur find W. S. crew in deep

sleep. Several pictures taken for

future reference.

• 3:10 a.m. — Port Hope police

cruiser attempts to steal ball from

Quarathon runner.

• 3:14 a.m. — P. J. Lavelle de-

plores monotonous success of

Quarathon . . . contemplates

jumping off Port Hope bridge to

create interest.

• 3:15 a.m. — All in favour of

above suggestion.

• 3:16 a,m. — Lavelle reconsi-

ders and falls asleep.

• 4:00 a.m. — Radio CHUM in

Toronto picks up Quarathon IL

• 4:30 a.m. — Brian Todd and

five Toronto runners do fourteen

miles in approximately one hour

using the sprint system.

• 5:45 a.m. — Todd group plus

other Queen'smen beseige start-

led Bowmanville milkman.

• 6:00 a.m. — W S and patrol-

lers arrive in Oshawa at Genosha

Hotel for breakfast . . . the latter

for the sixth time.

• 6:30 a.m. — Oshawa police

hold outdoor meeting in front of

bank as runners approach.

• 7:00 a.m. — Toronto Telegram

photographer starts rumour that

"two thousand Queen'smen are

marching on Toronto carrying a

football".

• 7:45 a.m. — Radio CHUM
picks up above rumour and relays

it to the world.

• 8:00 a.m. — Toronto Metro

police hear rumour.

• 8:15 a.m. — \V S and patrol

car set off on highway 2 from

Pickering while Al Streith and

runners head for 401.

• 8:45 a.m. — patrol car finds,

loses runners, finds police,

• 9:00 a.m. — police motorcycle

officer reports hearing above ru-

mour ("2,000 blankety blank stud-

ents marching down the Queen's

(See Quarathon, Page 5)

For the second year in a row,

Theology has won the Corpuscle

Cup, having contributed the

greatest number of donors on a

percentage basis. With a 65%
turnout, Theology was well

ahead of Levaiia, with 46%, who
also placed second last year.

Levana, however, produced 304

donors, followed far back by En-

gineering with 202, and what with

their contribution in the form of

nurses' assistants, Levana's ef-

fort was in many ways the out-

standing one among the six facul-

ties. In all, just under 800 poten-

tial donors turned out, from! tended the majority of the ses

whom about 700 actually gave U ions of the Sixth Annual Ccn

blood, compared with 806 last, gress of the communist-dominat

year.

Canadian Called "Running Dog Of
American Imperialism" At IUS
OTTAWA (CUP) Oct. 19 —

A representative of Canadian stu-

dents attending an international

student conference was charged

last week with being "a running

dog of American imperialism"

and told that Canadians were stii!

"lackeys of the Queen."

Walter Tarnopolsky, former

NFCUS President (1957-58), al-

low.

Boh Little, having spent six wee

last summer on a WUS Seminar in

Israle. will he able to give first-hand

answers to any questions about the

present situation in that country.

Sponsored by the World Univer-

sity Service, the "Spotlight" pro-

grams are designed to inform

Queen's students of the character of

member countries of WUS.

Organization of the drive on

the student level was carried out

by the Engineering Society on

behalf of the AMS. The drive

was considered on unqualified

success by the Red Cross, who

|

expressed their sincere thanks to

kJthe Queen's students who made

the drive what it was.

Final result- ere

Theology _
Levana —
Meds
Engineering

Arts and Si

Law

1960 1959

65% 53%
46% 49%
30% 22%

. - 2954 35%
: _ 24% 34%

i6% 32%

ed International Union of Stud-

ents held in Bagdhad Oct. S-I7.

He is chief overseas commission-

er for the Federation.

In a speech to the Congress he

said that Canadian students had

heard that people had died in

Hungary and Tibet, and that al-

though we had our own opinion

as to what happened, we wonder-

ed what the Executive Committee

thought. "This simple question

caused an unimaginably bitter at-

tack led by the Chinese who did

nothing but call me a 'running

dog of American Imperialism'

some six times," reported Tarno-

polsky

led by the Cubans, called Cana-

dians hypocrites "because we

never helped them, and because

we do not clear up our own Eng-

lish imperialism," Tarnopolsky

said. He added that they claimed

Canadians were still "lackeys of

the Queen."

NFCUS countered the commu-

nist attack last week by claiming

that paradoxically, "'perhaps the

I US needs the help and particip-

ation of Canada and others in

order to broaden its outlook, and

create a democratic forum."

President Bruce Rawsou said

he believed the incident "is an

unfortunate confirmation of the

intolerance and the dogmatic atti-

tude of an assembly dominated by

a group of militant Marxists.

"Since we believe that debate

and the respect and freedom of

opinion is basic to our work in

student movements, such deplor-

able incidents preclude any at-

tempt to unify the students of the

world," he said.

NFCUS is not a member of the

IUS, founded in 1946, but be-

longs to the 70-nation Inter-

Delegates from Latin America, national Student Conference,

which was formed in 1950 follow-

ing attempts by the communist

students to make their political

beliefs a part of the international

forum. Since then the student

world has been divided into two

camps. An attempt by the ISC

this summer to repair the split

was condemned by the IUS.

Tarnopolsky said that many of

the neutrals later apologized and

expressed their support.

. Previously he was unable to

obtain a visa to attend the prepa-

ratory committee for a world

youth forum held in Moscow in

Septetmber. Tom Morris of the

Young Communist League of

Canada, and a full-time employee

of the communist-dominated
World Federation of Democratic

Youth in Budapest, represented

Canadian youth.

The USS Student's Council said

there would be a visa for a Cana-

dian delegate, but they were un-

aware at the time that it would be

Tarnopolsky. who is a k u o w n

anti-communist and is well ac-

quainted with international stud-

ent affairs. NFCUS has requested

information on the incident.
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Down with common men
The Western mind of the twentieth century has given undue

emphasis to a theoretical, but non-existent, ultra-democracv The
common man has become the foundation of society, the ideal good
and the source of ultimate power. Survival in this nuclear age of
dynamic change, however, requires not the common, but the un-
common, man. Common men produce common results, results that
fail to resolve the contemporary, unique conflicts of a disturbed
world.

The appeal to 'grass roots' democracy seems to be an element
that brings victories in elections. Few people, especially voters,
ike to be shown that there are better men than they. The psycho-
logy of modern electors demands large, not intelligent, election
campaigns with issues couched in the language of a three ring circus
It is not only in election campaigns that this appeal to the low is
broadcast. In the day to day operation of government there is a
constant awareness of the desires of the common man. Election
issues the machinery of government, and even the minds of leaders
have become supersaturated with the democratic idea! that the
ordinary man is the real ruler of the nation and exercises thispower through his elected representatives. Politicians, no matterhow advanced over the average citizen, are ineffective if thev mu<t
constantly turn their heads to look over their shoulders at the nume-
rical power of the ordinary voters.

Jaw
Bo

HAVE YOU EVER CONSIDERED DOTTING \OUR BODY TO
Science? —say FRor<\E\Gffr Tiltwo tonight?

Letters To The Editor
The Facts

Editor, Journal:

A letter appeared in your col-

The lowest common denominator is a good, plodding work horse -
but there is still needed the courage of a firm guiding hand on therems, the intel ect to give direction, and the Pagination to consol-
idatc gains. These are not elements of the common man. They areS ,nri V, :
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'

alth0t*h Peri»Ps havioi the
skill and ability to provide effective leadership, are hampered bybeing forced to appeal to emotions, sentiments, and popular willsThe answer hes in an aristocracy of the intellectuals which canmanage the nation in the best possible manner without requir2the support of the unstable, and certainly incompetent, common man

There is a case for an aristocracy! History has recorded aristo-crac.es of blood and class, usually rigid in character. Rule by a c osedgroup such as this can be as deficient in ability as rule by the com"jnon men An oligarchy of achievement and talent is the only answer
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'eXible t0 aI1°W 3 diffllsi0" -oth into andout of this class and tins d.ffusion should be regulated on the basis ofintellectual capacities. Leaders must be able to make unpopular bunecessary decisions without the threat of loosing their no itionbecause of those decisions. The intelligent would ,2" become iself sh dictatorship for the true intellect would only act o hebenefit of society as a whole.
'
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The lack of flags
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'Dignity is one thing that cannot be preserved in alcohol."

G. and S. Lorimer.

lumns complaining of lack of

courtesy by Queen's University

to Mr. W. M. Nickle at Convo-
cation and the opening of Sir

John A. Macdonald Hall. I re-

gret very deeply that, through
any misunderstanding, Mr. Nic-
kle should have been offended.

The facts are that Mr. Nickle
was invited to each and every
event of the day. He accepted
invitations to Convocation and
to dinner. It was assumed that
this implied acceptances of other
invitations. A place was reserv-
ed for him in the academic pro-
cessions, both to Convocation
and the Law School. A seat was
reserved for him on the platform
in Grant Hall. I regret very
much any misunderstanding on
his part but I have checked
thoroughly the meticulous ar-

rangements made and I can find
no point at which the University
was at fault in the unfortunate
occurrence.

The fine gift of the Library of
the late Hon. W. F. Nickle was
most appreciated by the Univer-
sity and publicly acknowledged
repeatedly. It is recognized in
each issue of the Calendar; each
volume of the collection is mark-
ed by a bookplate designed by
Grant Macdonald; the portrait
in the Library was commission-
ed by the University.

I am extremely sorry that
there should have been misun-
derstanding or confusion but I
can not leave unanswered the
assertion that there was discour-
tesy when in fact there was the
fullest and most cordial cour-
tesy, or that there was careless
omission on the part of Dr. John
Orr or Dean Lederman and
those who worked with them,
when in fact the arrangements
were meticulously planned and
efficiently executed.

W. A. Mackintosh,

Principal,

Editor, Journal: After an inves-
tigation and consultation with the
editorial board of the Journal. Mr.
Emo Gootch, author of the above
mentioned letter has agreed to re-
tract his letter i„ entirety with
apologies to the administration.

The Fiction

Editor, Journal:

Many, many years ago (about
three) when I first entered this

University, I found myself in

the midst of a movement for the
union of the Levana and Arts
Societies. At that time a com-
mittee—the Art's-Levana Com-
mittee—was formed to study the
matter. Their report was un-
favourable so no more was said
about the matter. The commit-
tee, however, was never disband-
ed and has become just another
one of many sponsorless com-
mittees. I should like to see it

come to life once again and con-
sider the possibility of the Arts
Society becoming the true rep-
resentative of the Arts and
Science Faculty—representing
both girls and boys. All that
would be required would be the
admission of all the girls into
the Faculty of Arts.

Do not misunderstand. I do
not propose to abolish Levana.
This would be a tragic mistake.
The Levana Society is a neces-
sity on the campus. Who could
better initiate the Freshettes?
Who would say that the Levana
Formal is not a highlight in the
social year? No. Levana must

Fact . .

.

Editor, Journal:

I would like to accept full re-

sponsibility for the article in

"Jaw Bone" last Friday. I wish
it to be clearly understood that

the Journal was in error in ap-
pending Miss Molly Macdon-
nell's name to my work. Miss
Macdonnell no doubt has opin-

ions of her own on this or other
matters which she would no
doubt be only too delighted to

sign her name to.

Seymour Hamilton

. . . And Fiction

Editor, Journal:

I wish to declaim all responsi-

"Jaw

stay. It is the present Arts So-
ciety that must go.

This present Society is a farce.
It purports to represent the Arts
and Science Faculty. In its con-
stitution it claims the right to
control Arts Year Societies by
auditing their books, the right
to dictate to the executive of the
Freshman Arts Year, the right
to control that year's inaugeral
meeting and, indirectly, the right
to place six people on the AMS
executive representing the Arts
and Science Faculty—double the
number for any other Faculty.
Although it claims and exercises
these privileges, yearly, it repre-
sents a smaller and smaller per-
centage of the Faculty as more
girls enter college. Can it claim
these rights? I think not.

The Arts Society has many
worthwhile projects. These are
usually assigned to committees.
I feel that these committees lose
much talent and many ideas by
not having girls on them. Would
not the Executive itself benefit

bility for the article

Bone" last Friday. I wish it to
be clearly understood that the
Journal was in error in append-
ing my name to the work of the
infamous Seymour Hamilton,
who, in fact, wrote the incred-
ibly faulty piece of English
which appeared under my name.

Molly Macdonnell.

Editor's Note: Oooops!

from hearing female opinion oc-
casionally? I think it would.
There is no doubt in my mind

that the union of these two fac-
tions of the Arts Faculty would
make for a stronger and better
Faculty. The Arts and Science
Faculty has often been accused
of lack of unity. How can there
be unity with a major break in
the basic structure of Faculty
government? Let's remove this
weak spot and let's remove it
soon

!

Let the Arts-Levana Commit-
tee take upon itself the duty of
spreading the pros and cons of
this idea. Let it even conducts
Plebiscite. I am confident of the
results. The Arts Society must
let down its wall of masculine
superiority and admit women
students or it shall perish.

Robert Hornal

This column is devot
fj

expression of lively stttfS
ion. Opinions expressed

)

not necessarily reflect

policy and any student
is

to submit articles on any

Mass education
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the idea of mass education:
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Congratulations!
Editor, Journal:

Hearty congratulations
to the

organizers and participants of
QuarathonHfor ajobwell done.

Emo Gootch.
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crabbed age and youth

Page 3

He was a slight, sickly man,

certainly not significant-look-

ing; his face gaunt, grey from

decades spent at a desk with a

cigarette in his lips, but his eyes

alive with the glint of irony.

Suddenly he gestured at the

others, then turned to me : "They

talk well and laugh pleasantly,

these young people. But too

much and too loud. They begin

to believe that they are . . . justi-

fied in talking about many
things, and that is certainly

frightfully presumptuous." He
laughed.

Then he went on: "I have an

aversion to smoky rooms and

dark corners where youth gath-

ers to learn sophistication and
to speak lofty insincereties in

. , . colossal self-delusion."

He paused a moment, squint-

ing through the haze of cigar-

ette smoke with a slightly trou-

bled air, then said, "These stu-

dents . . , they smoke and talk

— incessantly — voicing the
worst nonsense with practised

lightness and well rehearsed

cynicism. Age, seeking anonym-
ity, has a place here, in a smoky
room . . . We are the old mis-
fits, you might say; we come
here, if not to forget, then to put
ourselves in limbo, but these

young people , .
."

I was no longer listening, but

the weary-looking little man
droned on. Few things said at

such a late hour appear coherent

or particularly penetrating. Let

the old man chatter on, thought

r, and turned to go.

Josh

promiscuity and the christian ethic

poem
the sea

hard and silver against the tombing stones,

lipping, lopping, kissing, making sounds
that love makes when it whispers,

and suddenly

the moon was in my hands,

and I was eating it

piece by silver peace,

slowly savouring the mellow flesh

till only

the ridged hard core remained,

dark ond concealing,

like ashes my moon
it fell, and dead leaves crashed — the sound
that love makes when it dies.

noi

par

cerc/e francais

L'attraction principale de notre prochaine reunion est ici an-
loncee: nous presenterons trois petits films sur Le Quebec, produits
par rOffice National du Film. Nous esperons, entre autre, obtenir
Les Raquetteurs, presente aux Festivals Internationaux de Mont-
Teal en aout dernier. Ce documentaire a engendre line tres bonne
Titique, en particulier dans le periodique Time: "a good-humoured
ocumentary of a French-Canadian snowshoe festival in the Eastern
"ownships City of Sherbrooke".

Lors de la premiere reunion, il y a deux semaines, les membres
sont familiarises a l'idee du Cercle, bien defini par son contenant

t son contenu. Apres avoir etabli ces premiers contacts, les mem-
res auront a elire un nouvel executtf all debut de la prochaine
oiree, mardi. le 8 novembre a 20 heures. Lieu de rencontre: Leo-
ard Hall, West Centre Common Room.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Irving Layton, during his
visit here, said much the same
things as Bob Bishop has been
writing. Any honest Christian
must, I think, admit that it is

true that Christianity, or if you
prefer, perversion of Christian-
ity, has accounted for a lot of
unrealistic and psychologically

dangerous attitudes toward sex.

Nor can the blame be laid en-
tirely on perversions of the orig-

inal position of the Church. Irv-

ing Layton, in blaming Christ-
ianity for the frigid women of

North America, went back to the

primitive Church and, inevitab-

ly, St. Paul. There are at least

two remarks to be made about
this. One is that Christianity has
not been the only influence. The
economic structure of society on
this continent, for instance, is an
influence which has no particu-

lar relationship to Christianity.

But it has played down the role

of the male, and in this and
other ways, has affected the re-

lationship between the sexes.

The other remark is that Paul
was a great man, and a human
man. The influence of his think-

ing upon the Church, in many
other areas besides sex, has been
tremendous. Only last week, one
of the country's leading psychi-

atrists, in speaking on the sub-

ject of maturity at the Theologi-

cal Conference here, referred his

listeners to I Cor. 13 for the per-

fect description of the mature
person. Having pointed out his

greatness, however, I believe

that most thoughtful Christians

must agree that it might have
been better for the Church and
the world at large if Paul had
possessed a more average view
toward sex. If St. Paul had
known about Freud, he might
easily have thought twice before

insisting that women must cover

their hair in church! Within the

limits of his understanding of

himself, Paul was able to come
to the kind of thinking and un-
derstanding which believers can

only regard as divinely aided.

But Jesus Christ, not Paul, was

the Perfect Man.

Layton insists that by empha-

sizing sin as attached to the

flesh, Christianity has done
grave harm, instilling guilt feel-

ings and a general distrust and
disgust concerning the desires

of the body. Here, I believe, we
are dealing with a genuine per-
version of basic Christian doc-
trine. It reflects a belief which
has indeed been propagated by
Christians, but which did not
exist in the primitive Church.
The truth as revealed by Christ

seems to me to make much bet-

ter sense than either the perver-
sions mentioned above, or the

attitude implied, I think, in the
thinking of such persons as Can-
ada's Greatest Poet and Queen's'

Greatest Socialist.

Christian doctrine does not
teach separation of body and
soul. Jesus was crucified and
after three days, he rose, in the

flesh, and ascended into heaven,

in the flesh. We believe in the

Resurrection of the Body. We
do not believe that at the Last
Day all the bodies which we
know have long since mouldered

away will miraculously reas-

semble and arise. But we do be-

lieve that the soul cannot exist

without some sort of body. We
believe that on earth, our souls

and our bodies are one, inextric-

ably united. We further believe

that in the resurrection of souls

there is another body, or per-

haps a transmuted form of the

present body, which must be

provided, if the soul is to con-

tinue to exist. In death, individ-

uality is maintained.

We are not here concerned

with death, but with some of

the most fundamental aspects of

life. Here, the Christian belief

about the oneness of soul and

body seems to me to be true and

to have important implications.

I always have the feeling, when
listening to the exponents of

sex-without-shamc, that they

really believe that were it not for

Christianity, they could take

their women finely and freely;

that the sex act would become

as much a part of their ordinary

activities as eating, for instance
;

that, in moderation, of course,

mating could happen at almost

any time or place, and more im-

portant, with almost anyone.

They see themselves lying with
the milkmaid by the hedge and
in the dew, and all the birds are

singing, and the world is right

again. (Like St. Paul, I too am
unfamiliar with Freud and can
no doubt write myself into all

sorts of trouble.) Perhaps I am
mistaken, but I do not think

that these people are simply

complaining that one girl, the

one they want to marry, or have
married, is not warming up to

them. Now, it seems to me that

such a view of sex, as one of the

most pleasurable of human de-

sires and activities, but like eat-

ing, merely another human de-

sire and activity, contains within

it a certain psychologial fallacy.

By thinking this way, we become
insensitive to the true state of

things, and thus lead ourselves

into much unhappiness. At the

very least, we become not nearly

so happy, so fulfilled and com-
pleted as we might have been.

The psychological fallacy is

the separation of the body from
the me. You are saying that in

coming into the body, you are

not coming into the most secret

and sensitive and vulnerable

parts of a person's personality.

And in the normal person, whose
thinking has not been distorted

by the pressures towards pro-

miscuity, this simply is not true.

When Jesus said that we
should love our neighbours as

ourselves, he was recognizing

and approving a very fundamen-
tal fact of human nature. We
love ourselves. When I admit

that I love myself, I admit it in

the most complete way. I mean
that I know myself; that I am
intimately acquainted with my
blind, shameful fears, with my
ridiculous little hopes, with my
conceit, with my selfishness, and
also with all the good and won-
derful things I find in my own
personality. I know that private-

ly I consider myself very im-

portant indeed, and this in spite

of the intimate knowledge of all

that is wrong with me. But I

love myself, and because of this

I have an overweening and un- "

shakable belief that the things

that are wrong can be overlook-

ed, that they can be excused,

that basically I am a unique and
highly interesting person. And
in every person there is this

tension between the desire to

display oneself to the world

(who must surely admire) and
the extremely sensitive fear that

I would be misunderstood, ridi-

culed, or worst of all, convinced

of my unworthiness. And my re-

spect and love for myself is al-

most all that I have.

Now, when I speak of myself,

I find it completely true that I

am not only speaking of emo-
tions and thoughts, but also of

my body. It is completely bound
up with my conception of my-
self. / am such-and-such a name,

possessing this colour of hair,

this kind of hands, this sort of

shape. I know intimately in

what ways I am physically

beautiful and in what ways I am
unbeautiful. I am at times very

much aware of the unbeautiful

ways of my body. But no matter

how much I know this, I love

this body-self. I continually

make excuses, and fundamental-

ly, I must believe that the right

persou, the person who knows

me, can understand how I am
beautiful.

If all this is true, how can I

possibly repeatedly expose my
self to another self who does not

understand me? Eventually, of

course, it must be done, and per-

haps done with more than one

other self. For understanding of

another self grows, and in fact

is never complete. But to say

that a normal person cannot be

sexually promiscuous without

grave psychological disturbances

is only a statement of fact. It is

not the fault of the teachings of

any philosophy, Christianity

perhaps least of all. For Christ-

ianity teaches the truth, that

body and spirit are one, and you

cannot come intimately upon

cither one without coming in

upon the other.

Margaret Slavin

what sort of a man are you?
Deep down behind that front

you put up for the world to see,

are you strong-minded, intclli-

|gent, sensitive, creative? Do you
have vast talents locked inside

you, bursting to be set free? Do
you long to be a person for

whom it is socially acceptable

to use a cigarette holder and

wear sun glasses, a roll-neck

sweater, a pink leotard, white

spats and no shoes? Then write

for the Journal \

Let us discover your innate

artistic ability in three easy

steps, thus:

1. Write poem, essay or short

story. (Cribbing from your Sun-

day School paper is strictly for-

bidden.)

2. Turn your masterpiece over

to the Features Editor (a person

for whom it is socially accept-

able to wear black bags under

the eyes and a haunted look on

the face) along with a reason-

able sum of money,

3. Sit back and relax. You
have been published. You may
now He on your back for hours

on end with your eyes closed

and claim to be creating.

Yes, throw away your eleva-

tor shoes. Being a writer adds

inches to your height in sheer

prestige. No longer must you

use Lifebuoy, Pepsodent, Trig

and Flit to attract the opposite

sex. Just cultivate a small beard

(or, if you can't do this, a glazed

look) and wear a little card on

your lapel reading: / zvrile for

Hie Journal. You can't miss!

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI-COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET
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Mount A's Coeds 'Iolanthe' Coming
For Campus Beer

Grant HaD-Dw:. 15
SACKVILLE (Ex.) — Oct. 21

—The Mount Allison Argosy re-

ports that an application has been

placed before their Students' Council

by the "Mount Allison Ladies

requesting consideration of thei

application for a beer concession for

Allison Hall, the women's residence

The Mount Allison S.C.M. has

had a Tuck Shop Concession and
the ladies propose to run their beei

concessions in the same manner
This, they maintain, would be "in

keeping with modern progress.'

Cuban Views

CFRC
Thursday;

6:30—Music Break
7:00—The Sound of Music
7:30—Calendar and Programme

Highlights

7:3S—March Time
8:00—Gilbert and Sullivan

Pirates of Panzancc
8:30—Studio Theatre — Excerpts

from the Drama Guild's King
Lear

9:00—The Living Classics

Chopin — Piano Concerto No. 1

Brahms — Symphony No. 1

Liszt — Spanish Rhapsody
Ltscl — Hungarian Rhapsody

No. 6
Ravel — Bolero

11:00—Music for Modems

ROYAL WINNIPEG BALLET
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7TH

K.C.V.I. Auditorium
tickets AVAILABLE

Mahood'a, Ward & Hamilton
Drug Stores

Iolanthe and all her fairy rela-

tives, along with the Lord Chan-

cellor and his peers, will be visiting

Grant Hall on Dec. 1, 2, and 3. Any
connection between the signs on
campus and this event is purely

intentional.

The story centres around the

perennial Gilbert and Sullivan lovers

— Strephon (Robin Bolton), a

shepherd, and Phyllis (Joy Smith),

a ward in Chancery. The Lord
Chancellor (George Southall) re-

fuses to let Strephon marry Phyllis

because of his low estate. However
Strephon has all the fairies on his

side and in retaliation the Faerie

Queen (Linda Waring) sends hiin

off to parliament, which causes

complete chaos. This is resolved in

typical G & S fashion by a finale

'full of words and music and signi-

fying nothing."

What is the point of view held

by those close to the situation in

Cuba? What does a Latin Ameri-

can think?

What is the Communist influ-

ence? Is Cuba a totalitarian state?

How does this affect the other

countries in Latin America?

The historical background of

the present situation will be pres-

ented by Queen'sman Arturo

Chacon Herrcra. He lias studied

Law at the National University,

Santiago, Chile and is in his third

year of theology at Queen's.

Arturo will speak on: "Cuba: A
Latin-American Viewpoint". This

talk will take place at 8 p.m. in

room 12 of Dunning Hall, on

Thursday, Nov. 3.

Ontario CCF Leader Warns
West Must Turn Socialist

Supporting cast includes Sharon

Campbell as Iolanthe, Fred Love -

Earl Mountararat, Dave Wilson -

Lord Tollvler, Peter Saunders -

Private Willis, Di Richards - Celia,

Gail Jago • Leila, and Ann Hill

as Fleta.

CFRC will be presenting music

from Iolanthe on Thursday, Nov.

10. Tune in and hear a preview of

this lively operetta !

CKWS Carries CBC

Can. Campus Series

Starting November 7, Kingston

radio station CKWS will carry a

new series especialy designed for

university listening.

The series will consist of a weekly

lecture by a professor at a Canadian

university. During this coming

winter the CBC will travel across

Canada to various Canadian cam-

puses to present a representative

program of Canadian thought at

the university level.

Program time will be 10:00 p.m.

on Mondays.

MONTREAL (CUP) — The

University of Toronto socialist

Forum was told recently that unless

the west turns to democratic

socialism, it will soon be surpassed

by the dynamic Russian economy.

Donald C. MacDonald, Ontario

leader of the CCF party, said, "we

are ordinarily content with a 4-5

per cent increase in our Gross

National Product, while the Soviets

expand production at two or three

times that rate.

The answer, said MacDonald, is

for our government to "plan the

economic life of the nation to assure

full employment and full use of our

productive capacities."

Mr. MacDonald stressed the

importance of expanding govern-

ment activity in those fields already

under its jurisdiction. He empha-

sized the need for more roads, edu-

cational and research facilities, and

low-rental housing as more vita!

than Madison Ave. superfluities.

AH the social legislation enacted

in the last 25 years by the Liberals

and Conservatives began as pro-

posals by CCF members of the

House of Commons, said Mac-
Donald.

Of the New Party to be founded

in July and August of 1961 by the

CCF and the Canadian Labour
Congress, Mr. MacDonald said, "it

represents the coming together of

all the necessary ingredients for the

building of an effective democratic

socialist party."

"The New Party will have per-

manent appeal for a great majority

of Canadians," MacDonald said.

Pranksters Foiled

Two would-be claimants to fame

wound up with a reject intramural

football Saturday as Quarathon II

rolled merrily on to Toronto.

Enlisting the aid of a discarded

Queen's jacket and an enterprising

Peterborough photographer the two

youths, one male and one female,

borrowed the ball from a Quarathon

runner near Colborne. Not realizing

that the original 1928 ball was

safely locked in a Queen's Gym-
nasium display case while expend-

able replicas were being carried by

the runners, the "hi-jackers" re-

treated to Campbellford and send

a dispatch to radio station CKWS
in Kingston asking for two Science

Formal tickets as ransom for the

Ball.

A Quarathon organizer was con-

tacted by the station Saturday night

and emphasized that the footballs

oirried by the runners were merely

symbolic and had no value either

traditionally or financially in them-

selves.

\Univer.OfAlb<>
t

Takes Beating
(

Kenton Concern

Edmonton (CUP) Oct, i,

Almost $7,500 was lost by a

ta's council last week f0]| (

two nights of Stan Kent0n
'

certs during Homecoming \i

end.

Only 1,250 people sho*y
for the four performances

fj

and 7, and the band played
h

to- crowds of under 250
iD

large acoustically inadequ
at(

where the concerts were
htl;

This week council deciij,

pay the $7,500 by using the

surplusfrom last year's Stur*

Union budget and adding

$2,500 surplus to be budget^,

year.

"It was an error of judg^
Students' Union President

j

McCalla told a subdued coe

Because council will take]

year's surplus, organ izatiort;

questing additional funds to t

unexpected expenses wil har

very difficult time procJl
them, as the surplus customs

has been used for this purp-.

This is the easy way
I think we should get it ou:

these students this year by,

ting back the budgets of 4,

clubs," one council member >

gested. "It's the students fault

cause of their lack of panic

tion."

TAKE A COURSE IN

the

Km Cattcll, icfco corned c

Maitct oj Commerce dtgr

VnlccriUv of Toronto'

j

School of Buiineji Admintittation
tliei hit growing
rctporuibaily

etthtBeli.

A chose the Bell because I wanted to

join a company that is sure to grow.
But what pleases me most is the Bell's

plan to give me a broad base of experi-

ence — and the way this plan is now
being followed

!

"For the first three months I worked
with a Commercial Representative visit-

ing customers' premises, both business

and residential. After a 6-weeks Service

Representatives' course, followed by a
period in this work, I was made a Com-
mercial Representative myself — an in-

teresting job that lets you see the part
that the various Bell services play in

modem business.

"After some months in employee instruc-

tion, results analysis and in the sales

field, I am now doing short and long
range forecasting of telephone growth
for a territory comprising S the area of
greater Toronto."

Asf; your Placement Officer for our

career booklet.

CANADIAN
FREEDOM

WIN THE QUEEN'S COMMISSION
THROUGH LEADERSHIP

TRAINING

CAPT. R. I. JENKINS

UNION BUILDING

PHONE: LI 6-1731 — LOCAL

'

cane
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Quarathon Notes
(continued from page 1)

Highway!") and suggests shooting

leaders to slow down mob.

• 9:30 a.m. — officer finds run-

ners via radio and sets off escort-

ing patrol car.

9 9:35 a.m. — officer travelling

at eighty-five m.p.h. to amaze-

ment of following car.

• 9:43 a.m. — runners found.

• 9:45 a.m. — police officer re-

ports speedometer broken and

asks how fast he was going . . .

is told . . . grins weakly.

• 10:30 a.m. — Journal Editor

Dave Hill follows patrol car into

Toronto to private home and
wonders where the Quarathon
parade has gone.

• 11:00 a.m. — runner and foot-

ball arrive on U of T campus.

• 11 :02 a.m. — runner and foot-

ball disappear for safekeeping.

• 1 :30 p.m. — runner and foot-

ball so well kept that they miss
parade into Varsity Stadium.

• 1 :45 p.m. — Quarathon organi-

zers Graeme Ford and Jim Mc-
Alpine arrive with runner, foot-

ball and banners to save the day.

• 1 :50 p.m. — Quarathon II ends
in Varsity Stadium as Gaels take

.over.

• 2:00 p.m. — LaFIeur forgets

ticket, money, etc., misses game
and instead tours U of T campus.

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

FOUR MILLION ENVOLVED
AT USSR COLLEGIATES
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SIGNPOST
Tuesday:

Brass Band practice is cancelled on
Tuesday. Nov. I. Next practice is on
Thursday, Nov. 3.

Student Wives Club will lioltl tlieir
regular meeting in tlie Science Club
Rooms at 8 p.m. Miss Jean F. Royce
Bit lie the guest speaker and all wives
tof. students are invited.

The AMS executive will meet To-
night, ai 7 p.m. in the McLaughlin
Room of the Sutdeuts' Union. All stud-
rut; are invited to attend and observe
iln ir student government at work.
Wednesday

This year there will be over
four million students in the high-
er and specialized secondary
schools in the USSR. Higher edu-
cational establishments have over
560.000 first-year students, some
of whom have come straight from
school, and others from factories
and offices, from collective and
state farms: the latter category
the majority. Among the students
there are also many officers and
soldiers who have been demobi-
lized from the Army ahead of
time because of the cuts made in

the armed forces.

Nearly half the students admitt-
ed this year will study by corres-

pondence or will attend evening
departments.

One innovation in higher edu-
cation is the establishment of so-
called general technical faculties

at a number of higher technical
schools. At these young people
working in industry can receive
an education up to the third-year
level at an institute, that is, they
can study the subjects which are
included in the syllabus of the
junior years of any technical
higher school. After finishing a
course at such a faculty a student
may choose whichever higher
schools he is interested in and
complete his higher education
there.

In Moscow, Leningrad. Penza,
Rostov-on-Don, and Dneprodzer-
zhinsk, the first factory-institutes

attached to big plants are being
established. Here the students

will both study and work, and
the theoretical knowledge they
get at their lectures will be rein-

forced by practice. As they ad-

and office workers to combine
study and work.

Since the beginning of the year
some 15 new institutes have been
opened in the Soviet Union, main-
ly in the east—Siberia, Kazakh-
stan, and the Urals. (Moscow
News).

Queen's Jazz Society will meet at vatice in their studies the student
',/ p.m. in the music room of the Doug
la- Library. A recorded sampler o
BJodcrn jazz. 1940-1960, with discus
Bion. New members welcome.

Progressive Conservative Club meet
gng at 8 p.m. in the McLaughlin Room

debate on the Cana-
All those interested
he sure to attend,

koine.

iSpeciai feature:
than Constitutioi
in campus politi
ftfew members u
Thursday:

Intercollegiate debating trials, spon-
sored by the Queen's Debating Union
Common Room. Ban Rigli, 7:30 p.m.
Very interesting topic: Resolved that
surrender to the Communis Is i> p'ro-
ifcrral.k- to risking destruction of the
jfilmaii race in nuclear war. Everyone

The Qu-en's Revue Guild production
Stan will meet at 7 p.m. in Committee
ERoom 4.

World University Service: "Spot-
Mil Israel" in the McLaughlin Room
tudents' Union, 7:30 Discussion by
ccent visitors to Israel moderated bv
rofessor Meisel. Question period and
offce break. Everyone welcome —

specially overseas students.

will work in different capacities

at the plants, ranging from fitter

to engineer.

Apart from this, at many more
enterprises evening departments
of institutes and universities are

being opened to enable industrial

Medicine's Views

On Religious Faith

Are medical and nursing care

merely expressions of humanita-
rian concern for the ill nr are they

expressions of religious faith and
the belief in the sanctity of hum-
an life? What can nurses and
doctors say in the face of ago-
nizing pain? Can faith help the

healing process? Do Christian

faith and ethics have any bearing

on medical and nursing care and
how much so?

These and other vital and in-

teresting topics will be discussed

during the next three weeks

a series of lecture-discussions de-

signed for Meds and Nursing stu

dents and other interested stu-

dents and held in Etherington

Hall lecture room, Thursday ev-

enings at 7 p.m. under the spon-

sorship of Queen's SCM. All

medical and nursing students are

warmly invited to attend these

lectures and to offer their opin-

ions.

PM Backs "Widest Possible
Extension'

9 Of Scholarships

This week's discussion will be

led by Padre Laverty on the topic

'The Christian Basis of Medical

and Nursing Care". Others in the

series include "The Problem of

Pain" with Dr. D. Mathers of the

Q teen's Theological College and

"Faith and Healing' with Rev.

Barry Armstrong, Chaplain at the

Ontario Hospital.

Plan now to attend on Thurs-

day, Nov. X 10 and 17 at 7 :00 p.m.

SASKATOON (Ex) — Prime
Minister Diefenbaker told the Uni
versity of Saskatchewan Sheaf re

cently that he was in favor of "the

widest possible extension of uni-

versity scholarships". "Only about
fifteen per cent of Canadian Univer-
sity students hold scholarships.

This should be compared to other

democratic countries where the

figure is as high as sevently-five

per cent," he said.

"I want to see Canadians given
the opportunity to obtain the

highest level of education, accord-

ing to ability, and that poverty
shall not be a bar to the develop-

ment of the individual capacities."

"In a world challenged by Com-
munism, when we face the tech-

nology of the USSR, everything

that can be done constructively to

bring about the extension of Uni-
versity education is a major matter
in the national interest."

He paid that the government

established about 1,000 exchange
scholarships that were given to the

Commonwealth exchange plan,

scholarships not available before. He
did not say how many of these
scholarships were given to Cana-
dians.

Mr, Diefenbaker did not say
what the next federal move would
be regarding university scholar-
ships. He denied that he, or his

party, had promised 10,000 $600
scholarships in 1957. He did not
comment on NFCUS President
Bruce Rawson's promise to in.

quire about the fate of campaign
promises regarding student assist-

ance, and regarding scholarships

and taxation relief.

The Prime Minister went on to

say that "while there are many who
advocate that emphsis should be on
the scientific. I feel humanities

deserve fullest support. There is

something more to life than mere
scientific competition."

The Tim Murray Jazz Group

Room and Board - Men's Residences

Limited number of double-room spaces (room and

board) available in the Men's Residences.

Apply to: BUSINESS OFFICE, LEONARD HALL.

Preference will be given to those on former waiting lists.

For the past ten years, a grow-
ing interest in contemporary jazz

has arisen at most of the better

known universities in Canada and
the United States. There is an
increasing demand for jazz con-

certs and dances featuring jazz-

oriented orchestras in these cen-

ters, with the result that a variety

of small student bands have or-

ganized, exhibiting good, promis-

ing talent.

Queen's is not markedly differ-

ent from other universities in this

respect, for on this campus we
have several excellent modern
musicians, among thern pianist

Tim Murray.

This year Tim has formed an

excellent group consisting of Sol

Gunner, bass; John Sullivan,

drums; Charlie Gordon, trumpet;

and Gerry Heath, trombone, and
himself doubling on piano and
flute. At sessions held this term
it was observed that it had been
quite some time since such a fine

group had been brought together

in Kingston. They form a happy,
loosely swinging modem jazz

group that seems to please all

listeners.

Their repertoire includes such

standards as 'Polka Dots and
.Moonbeams' and jazz classics as

Dizzy Gillespie's 'Birk's Works',

all done with equal originality

and facility.

Classified

Siding Enthcmsiasts
For guys and gals who are interested

in good skiing, good food, and good
drink at Wliiteface Mountain. N.Y. this
winter, there are still a few member-
ships available in a private ski club
(not the Queens Ski Club). But you
must act quickly. Club membership ad-
vantages include use of house at White-
face Mt. from Dec. IS to April 15, For
further information call Bill or Eric at
6-4430.

Barbers
You like a good haircut? Be sure

come to Hans Barber Shop, 74 Princess
Street formerly at Darling's Barber
Shop).

For Rent
Warm, well-furnished room. Will

rent singly. Continuous hot water.
Parking. Man. S62 Johnson St., Mrs.
Mackintosh. F'hone 8-4661.

Quiet, warm, nicely furnished rooms.
Law, Commerce, and Theology stud-
ents. Near Queen's. Gravelled parking
yard free. Mrs. Egan, 196 Union.

Women Wanted
Wanted: two girls to work in coat

check room at Science Formal, from
10 p.m. to 3 a.m., No. 4 Please contact
Mike Woolgar at 6.7420.

Lost
One pair of black horn-rimmed glas-

ses in a blue case. Brian Green, room
427. McNeill House. Local 383.

One watch, Birks Rideau Automatic,
and one gold ring, engraved AAV.G.
Lost at Varsity Stadium goalposts
Saturday. Contact A. W. Gilliland.

Morris Hall, Local 387.

Need Office Space?

As you were notified last spring,

ALL campus organizations which

desire separate office space in the

Union must present their cases

hefore the AMS Space Committee

in January of 1961. Any organi-

zations intending to do so must

notify tliis committee in writing

by December 1, 1960. Write: AMS
Space Committee, c/o R. F. W.
Nelson, Queen's Post Office. Phone:

6-7403.
~

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINCS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

Hhas a brilliant future behind him"

for A Sure Tomorrow
... Insure Today

MR.
J. D. MoclNTOSH

OFFICE LI 2-4933
HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
Insuranci Company

home ofmct.jokonto, canada

MUTUAL IIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

of CANADA
HGAO OPRCE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO

BOOKSHOP 14 M

ESTiOLrSMEO 1 8 S3

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. — TEL Li 6-1405

BRANCH MANAGER — A. E. NELSON, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.—Res. LI 8-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.—Res. LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.LU.—Res. LI 2-7602

M. EMMETT ADAM — R«. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER — RES. LI 6-2170

He just dropped in for a chat- f hadn't seen

hint since we were undergraduates, lie

had everything then: a bright, quiet; mind,

drive, imagination ... big plans. He gradu-

ated »*ilh top honour* in our class . .

.

But when lie talked to me, he seemed

dried up. No sparkle, no nothing—as
though that parchment was his certificate

of having learned everything there was to

be learned. I asked about his job— and
then 1 knew; It's steady, hut its dull,

It made me think. Perhaps I'm just

lucky, but aluminum « different. There's

no end to what you can do with it. I

haven't been with Alcan too lung, but

half the things they're doing with alu-

minum now weren't even on the drawing

board when I started. If you'll pardon the

cliche: It's the metal of the future,

ill I right.

And yet. with Alcan you have the

benefits of scin* with a long-established

company. You know—good salary, pen-

sion plan, stock purchase plan, and so on.

It all adds up to much more than a job:

it's a career. And with aluminum, llie

future isn't behind you, and it isn't way
out front. It's right here. It's what you
make of it—(o/ai.

That's why Alcan is always looking for

young graduates who want to keep on
growing.

ALUMINUM COMPANY
OF CANADA. LIMITED,
Personnel Qepafimsnt,

P.O. Bai 5090. Montreal 1 P.O.A
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WE GOT THE 60AL POSTS TOO
Toronto Downs

QueenVXV 21-6

Queen's lost 21-6 to the U. of T.,

last Saturday up at Toronto. U. of

T. scored four tries (TD's) and
converted one penalty, while Dave
Steele converted two penalties for

Queen's,

Five minutes after the game had
started Queen's were three points

up when Dave Steele converted a

penalty. The game then became
fairly tough with both teams trying

hard to get the belter of their

opponents. Queen's again bad the

misfortune to lose one player

through injuries and so played with

fourteen men. However Toronto
were in the same predicament and
just before half-time they scored a

try (TD) which evened the score

(3-3).

The second half was a sad one
for the Queen's team. U. of T.
suddenly got the upper hand and
started playing sound coordinated

rugger, and the Queen's team found
it hard to hold them back. Toronto
scored three more tries (TD's) and
converted a penalty, bringing their

score up to 21 points. Dave Steele

converted another penalty for

Queen's, but otherwise fight as

they could the team could not get

up to the Toronto line. U. of T.
got a well deserved victory, and re-

main the intercollegiate champions
for this year.

Team: D. Steele. H. Sava, M.
Conal, R. H. Lawrence, D. Mc-
Ormick, H. Richardson, L. H.
Lawrence, B. Pappas,

J. Bomba, M.
Boss, C. Conn, E. Preston, R.
Hurst, J, A. McNeil (capt.), M.

Swim Times
FREE SWIM
Mod., Tues,, Thurs. afternoons —

3:30 — 4:30 P.M.

RACING
Mon., Wed. evenings —

7:30 — 9:00 P.M.

SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING
AND DIVING

Tues.. Thurs. evenings —
7:30 — 9:00 P.M.

The intramural synchronized

swimming and diving meet will be

held on November 2. There will be
figures, singles and doubles in the

synchronized as well as diving.

The racing meet will be held on

November 7 featuring 25, 50, 100

yard races; 150 and 200 yard
medleys and relays.

Points for placing as well as

participation will be given in this

maximum - minimum meet, so come
out and support your year.

Hockey Practices

Hockey practices will start

soon. This year there is a
strong possibility of Inter-

collegiate exhibitions. Anyone
interested, be sure to get your
skates from home— NOW—

.

P. s.

COMETS LOST TO
COLTS ON SATURDAY

m

Jh Stadewt well equipped

k ARCHITECTURE...

by Gus McKay

Two thousand delighted Queen's

students watched the Gaels win their

second game over Varsity Blues

this year. This victory — Queen's

irst in Toronto since 1948— should

have proved to the Toronto sport-

writers that the Gaels just may win

the Yates Cup. One thing it did

prove is that the Gaels have a pretty

fair defensive unit. The most strik-

ing aspect of Queen's 21-6 victor)

last Saturday was the way the Gaels

defense unit stopped the Blue,'

every time they came close to pay-

dirt.

Two of the Gaels touchdowns

came as a result of good plays by
middle guard George Bethtme and

defensive left end Pete Thompson.
Midway through the first quarter

Betbune fell on a Varsity fumble at

the Toronto 13 yard line. After

fullback Gord Simester ran to the

3 yard stripe, Robin Ritchie went
over on a counter. Ritchie converted

and Queen's led 7-0. Near the end

of the first half with the score 7-6,

Thompson scooped up the ball, after

Rush of Varsity fumbled at the 25
I

yard line, and ran to the Toronto
1 1

.
From there, Connor carried

around the left end on the option to

score. Ritchie again converted and
the 1st half ended 14-6.

The Gael's third touchdown came
as a result of their first concerted

drive along the ground this year.

Starting from the Varsity fortv-one,

such lur:in;:n_'s as Rahin Ritchie

Frank Tindall, jr., Dave Skene and
Gord Simester took the ball to the
Toronto 3 in S plays. Three times
in this sequence the Gaels had one
or two yards to go on third down
and each time Simester got the
necessary yardage. This drive was
ultimately successful when Mike
Wicklum scored on a reverse. "Toe"
Ritchie made it a perfect afternoon
by converting this one too and the
game ended - Queen's 21, Varsity 6.

The game was featured through-
out by hard lineplay with very few
spectacular plays. One of the latter

came on the first play of the game
when Wicklum took the opening
kickoff from the Queen's S yard
line to the Varsity 43. For the most
part, neither team could get con-
certed offense going, particularly in
the air. Connor completed only eight
of seventeen pass attempts. Mike
Petit and Wayne McGill, who both
made one pass interception, as well
as Kent Phimley, Dave Skene. Gary

Hall (60), Burroughs (92)

bound Mike Wicklum of the Gael

JOURNAL PH^

and another unidentified Varsity tackier vainly pursue touchdowr

Strickler and John Ouinu all com-
bined to keep Norm Turner's

passing average down.

The defensive line featuring Larry
Dolecki, George Bethune, Terry
Porter as well as the forementioned

Gary Strickler kept the Varsity

ground attack under control and
put a good rush on Turner when-
ever he tried to pass. The Gaels'

downfield tackling was their hest

of the season, with Frank Tindall

and Sam Poaps in particular getting

down quickly and making some fine

tackles.

Frank Hawkins was the star of

Queen's offensive line that blocked
well all afternoon but especially

during the Gaels' 4th quarter
touchdown drive.

Although the Gaels offense was
nothing to write home about, Gord
Simester had his best game of the
year. He didn't score but he set up
the Gaels first one with a nine yard
gain to the Toronto three and had
a 6.3 rushing average for the
afternoon.

For Toronto, Rush, McMurtry
and Turner stood out on offense,
while Myers and Kristenbrun looked

The student well equipped to

sp;m the widest horizons of

opportunity uses a B of M
Savings Account as a dependable

ladder and uses it rung by rung.

Bank of Montreal

Klngrton Main Office, 297 King St. East, at the Market
T. R. FRANCIS, Manager

Princess and
t
Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:WILLIAM F. CRONIN, Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch-
WILLIAM BARRY, Manager

HI STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP
231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
"Where Traditional PRESTIGE Prevai

good on defense. The Blues defen-

sive unit kept the Gaels long pass

attack under control and kept the

Queen's running attack to short

yardage must of the afternoon.

Only twice did the Gaels make more
than ten yards on a running play.

Turner ran well on the option

and scored the Blues only touch-

down on a sneak from the two yard
line. McMurtry was the Blues most
consistent ground gainer up the

middle and off tackle while Rush,
besides being Turner's favorite

receiver, ran the end well.

Except for their one lapse in the
first quarter the Gael's defence held
whenever Toronto penetrated deeply
into Queen's territory. In the third
quarter after Ken Myer's had inter-

cepted a pass and ran to the Gael's
fifteen, Bethune and McGill stopped
two Varsity running plays for a
total gain of four yards. When the
attempted Varsity field goal went
wide, John Quinn ran the hall out
of danger.

Again late in the fourth quarter.
Turner connected with a long pass
to Rush but Kent Plumlcv tackled
him on the 20. After one off tackle
play had gone for two yards the
entire left side of the line rushed
Turner who fumbled. Dolecki re-
covered the ball and Varsity's last
scoring threat was ended.

Terry Porter averaged nearly 40
yards on his punts and over shad-
owed three Toronto kickers Turner
Burroughs, Israel. Porter recovered
a bad snap in the third quarter and
kicked from the end zone to the
Owen's 37. thereby providing
another of the game's few exciting
plays. &

McGILL KILLS

WESTERN 57-6

Welcome to Kingston

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS"
to

Spearn's of Kingston
"The Gift Centre''

"EE GIFT WRAPPING AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT
DROP IN AND SEE OUR STUDIO CARDS

330 Princess Street
Dial LI 8-3434

This even

ises on "Fi

pill also ris

The McGill Redmen won tiieirnusfc of the
third straight game on Saturd;n,heatsa. Un
trouncing the Western Mustangs talfenqal '61 v
the tune of 57-6. Tom Sky peck,pening for
the McGill quarterback from tl), our Qf th e

"

Ivy League's Cornell University One of the
passed for three touchdowns anJo appear at
barrelled his way through mar) rears, it has
Mustang line-men for another. een "swingi

McGill also scored three times ,n
luding raaes

interceptions of Western passe> l,/
008*8 are u

quarterback Rysdale. Althniifih
0**1* Sharc

Willie Lambert of the Rcclme/"** Kelly a

played a fine game offensively."*
10 d«sert *

he only got one of the ninnenm,'
0me "front

McGill majors, and dropped further**
1*8 abllit>r

behind Ritchie in the scoring r,io
,f dancing cr

Other McGill touchdowns went ,,

,cantIy respo

Taylor. Moore. Navis, Milligan. and
1* P°PularitJ

Hansen. Barrv kicked a single ann™* mellov

Haukkala made five converts audi?* 3 solid 1

field goal to complete the scoring
1* band st/

for the rampaging Redmen.
;r°wd-pleasin

ire sure to wi
McGill promises to he up for ilMt Queen's,

game this coming Saturday against Big band' d £

the Gael's. Skypeck finally seems f „ hibernation
be in good shape and the Redmeu ade§. anJ ban
are out to get revenge on the Gad -taI(e and his

j

for their previous defeat bv tlw[0 the task c
Tricolor

- *hen Miller. .

Inter-Collegiate
Football Standing

W
Queen's 4
McGill 3

Western 2
Toronto 1

WHEREVER YOU DINE
INSIST ON

'

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

WILMOTS

X^^^fc. J? GOOD FOR YOU •
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FIESTA

ROMANTICA
-6

"Dancing Sounds'*
This evening, as the curtain

,

agan were bywords of dancing
ises on "Fiesta Romantica", it i "It is an uphill battle," says Met-
till also rise on the big band.calfe, who makes his home in St.

on tlitirausic of the Ronn Metcalfe Or- Catherines. "People seem to be
'ahtrd^hestra. Undoubtedly, Science

j

indifferent to dance band
stangs i,r0rmal '61 will provide a fitting
s kyp«k,ipeniiig for the winter college
rum ilir0ur 0f the "dancing sound",
liversiiy One of the larger dance bands
vns ;mJ 0 appear at Queen's in recent
h man) 'ears, it has a complement of fif-

her. een

and
their music. We must try to stim-

ulate their interest in big band
music if it is to have a successful

revival." In addition to his college

bookings, Ronn is promoting the

"Dancing Sound" at high school
dances, where "Our long-range
future support is now dancing to

rock-'n-roll."

Metcalfe has a well-disciplined,

"'-rt and eager group of music-

swinging musicians, in-

times -
i

Iu<a*nfi maestro Ronn Metcalfe.

1Sje , j,

locals are tastefully handled by

ilth<.u
!
;li

m
*ty Sharon Listen and by

R(din"-,
rerry KeI,y and the Mellow-Men,

nsivelj**
d
f

ert their instruments to ians who share the same energy

iinerum""*-
"
front and centre". The and enthusiasm that their leader

funhtr
tand'

sab,lit
J' tocatertoanytype displays. Metcalfe states, "We're

ig ra.-l
dfl«"ng crowd has been signi- billed as a 15-piece band, and

wuii tu
IcantIy responsible for the grow- that's how we stay throughout an

,;m
^jlg popularity of this group. Fea-j engagement. There are no 'inter-

gle aii'l
W!nff mellow reeds, crisp brass ludes' of trio or quartet activity

amis!*
1 " Solid rh>rthm section, the — we enjoy our work and are pre-

pared to give a full effort."

In keeping with the desire to

scoring**
band "Wings, coupled with

irowd-pleasing novelty numbers
ire sure to win many friends here; bolster a few weak spots in recent

i"''" <t Queen's. Science Formals, the comi
again! Big band dance mugic hag been hag chosen the re iative]yicmsh-n hibernation for nearly two de-j Metcalfe Orchestra over the es-
^Iiupades, and band-leader Ronn Met-j tablished standbys of the dance

I

Ul

5v!*

lfc 'and his 8ro«P are dedicated
|

business because of their fresh,
•>

1 o the task of reviving the era 1 exciting arrangements and out-
*hen Miller, Goodman and Flan- look.

committee

new

This evening, the Engineering Society will unveil this year's
edition of what has come to be a nationally famous formal dance.
The wide acclaim for the Science Formal is due principally to the
elaborate and extensive decorations which completely transform tin

gymnasium into a scene from some far-off place in reality or imagin
ation. Each year a new convenor, committee and graduating clas:
steps forward to produce what they hope will be the best Formal
yet. They bring with them bushels of memories, imagination and
brainwaves which must be sorted out, debated, cut, added, altered
and finally resolved. One important feature to be so resolved was the
desire to make this year's production more formal. This, then, is

the new concept of the traditional showpiece of the Queen's Engi-
neering Society. We believe that Fiesta Romantica will win your
approval.

As you arrive at Fiesta Romantica, a uniformed doorman will
assist you from your car and direct you to the main entrance.
Authentic Spanish music will greet you in the lower hallway, where
Mike Woolgar has set the pace in refinements with a tasteful, sub-
dued atmosphere. Here you will be able to surrender your precious
$10.00 ticket, pick up your imported souvenir favour and early-
morning snack ticket. The gentlemen may install their hats and
canes in the checkroom, while the ladies can proceed to the powder
room where they may shed their outer wraps. Mrs. Kay Sortwell
will be on hand to assist with corsages and other last-minute
adjustments.

Upon ascending the stairway to the right, your arival will be
announced and you will be greeted by the receiving line before
proceeding into the authentic Spanish courtyard. Working from
actual photos. Bill Wescott and Bob Ryan have directed the re-

production of the typical Spanish tiled roofs, overhanging balconies,

arches, gardens and scenery into a coordinated outdoortype setting.

Centred in this courtyard is our 14 foot "anhydrous" fountains con-
structed under the able direction of Dave Hilts. The big band
Dancing Sound of the Ronn Metcalfe Orchestra will be providing the

appropriate music for dancing or listening. Deployed over Ron Bigg's

newly-constructed bandstand, these musicians promise to attract more
than casual attention.

For a change of scenery

From The President . . .

Tonight Science Formal '61

comes forth and the fruits of the

labour of many people are unveiled.

Although it may seem pre-

mature, I would like to take this

opportunity to extend congratu-

lations for a job well done to all

who have spent hour after hour

designing, constructing and worry-

ing over Fiesta Romantica.

When the clean up crew comes

in tomorrow at four AM.,, one

wilt be able to hear a familiar

comment, "All this for only S hours

enjoyment". This is a gross under-

statement. In my opinion, the so-

called enjoyment of Science Formal '61 started with its inception last

spring and will continue for many years in the memories of all the members

of Science '61.

This is both a happy and a sad lime for we of Science '61; for

although most of us zi'ill have achieved our goal shortly, we will, at the

same time, be leaving the friends 'who have shared the past four years

with us. It has been said that the few years spent at university are the

best years of our lives. If this is true, 1 hope that tonight will serve as a

truly successful climax to our time at Queen's.

MALCOLM SCOTT.

Shown above are the members of the Formal Committee takin

you
may wander to the wine cel-

lar at the east end, or the trophy

room at the west end. The wine
cellar features the quiet jazz

sounds of the Sol Gunner combo
as well as your choice of carbon

ated beverages. Gord. Catlerson

extends an invitation to come in

for a few minutes of relaxation

Featuring a huge stone fireplace

Harry Redston's trophy room if

also available for a refreshment

stop. Alfie Mohr and his accor-

dion will supply music for listen-

ing or vocal activity.

For a few quiet moments of

"togetherness", Ken Sinclair is

providing a small lounge on the

balcony — use the west stairway.

At 12:00. 12:45 and 1:30, sit-

down snacks will be provided in

Wallace Hall, adjacent to the

gymnasium. Separate tickets are

available for each sitting, to pre-

vent congestion and lengthy line-

ups.

from The Convenor • • •

From the beginning, last Spring,

the Formal Committee was single-

minded on one mailer, that being

the desire to steer away from

gaudy, "bill-board" type decor-

ations and to work towards a more

refined, elegant decor. On this

basis, "Fiesta Rotnantica" was

born. That engineers should con-

sider anything as being even re-

motely refined, has brought every-

thing from polite smiles to oul-and-

out guffaws. Well, wonders never

cease, and tonight we are present-

ing "Fiesta Romantica" as the end

product of our refined planning.

On it we rest our case.

Notable among our many changes is the serving of the mid-night

lunch in Wallace Hall, thereby doubling the space in the gym previously

allocated to "lubrication". With our new bandstand, the musicians have

been rescued from their traditional corner, and placed in a more prominent

location. We believe that these new features will add even further to what

has come to be the highlight of the Autumn social season.

To the members of my committee, I extend my gratitude for a

magnificent effort. To the hundreds of men (and women) who have

actually produced this Formal, and to the University Staff and Admin-

istration who have assisted us, we offer sincere thanks.

To all those in attendance this evening go my best wishes for an

enjoyable and memorable "Fiesta".

ED. LAUER.
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Education
The last few years have gone quickly. They were our careless

years — full of new ideas, opinions, and people. We have taken these
ideas, accepting some, rejecting others. The process of learning has
kept many of us too busy to spend a great deal of serious thought
on the future. Now is the time to do so.

The engineering and research fields are becoming more diver-ged every day; opportunities for a young graduate are limitless.
Yet in spite of our rapidly expanding horizons the young engineers
are becoming narrower and more stereotyped all the time. As we
step gaily into the "young professional" field, we arc assailed by the
key words of industry: "planned", "co-ordinated", "co-operation"
harmonious" and "integrated" to specify a few. The pressure on

us to conform is exerted, in an almost over-powering fashion, in
industry and it reaches even greater strength through various adver-
tising media. In industry, the day of Whyte's "Organization Man"
is at hand. Throughout otir entire society, the power of advertising
based on an extensive plan of motivational research, is almost phe-
nomenal in its effect on the average North American. In the last
few decades, the large organization has been controlling a neater
and greater share of our national economy. As this process occurs we
find self-sufficiency rapidly disappearing. We have become depen-
dent on the corporation or the government for our security and we
have become very security-conscious at the same time.

Of course we must conform to some extent if we are to avoid
chaos, but the fact remains that on all sides we are bein- forced
into a planned course of action and reaction. The forces controlling
our opinion* and actions are becoming more subtle and powerful
all the time. Tins frightful realization is our first important step.

In some ways, our college education has left us unprepared for
this sort of thing. As the new chancellor, Dr. J. B. Stirling has
said: "Any strictly engineering course is inclined to be somewhat
narrow'. At Queen's it would be impossible to liberalize the en-
gineering faculty much further without extending the course from
four years- to five. This move is apparently and perhaps obviously
considered out of the question. It would seem then that those in
control oi the Faculty of Applied Science consider the exposure to a
multiplicity of views, personalities and interests at college to beenough to instill into the graduating engineer an interest in things
outside his chosen field. This view is certainly justified when one
considers the growing awareness among engineers of their respon-
sibihty m to-day s society.

Here at college we have been given the ability to withstand thepressures o our modern society. Our engineering training has beenbased on the assumption that the able minds will somehow f ndhe means of carrying on with their own education. We can andshould, as we leave this university, prove that this assumption was

In the years to come, we will obviously learn a great deal moreaboii engineering but how much more will we learn about ideoTog\and co-exisence If we have been properly trained to resist Te
t raction of the false values and goals of society, to question ve v-thing with an open mmd, to explore new interests and to continuegrowmg as we have grown at college, our education wil neve endand our professors will have succeeded.

«„ r"
1

'
,aVe

1'^ C0BVkii0»' **** « 'o me an article of faith that

R- C. Wallace
from "On Looking Back"

Professor at 9 o'clock lecture: "Order please "

Drowsy voice from the rear: "Two more beers."

[•My wife and I would like a room tor the night."AH ngh sir: bn, we have uo more rooms with baths
'

It doesn matter Is that all right with you dear?"U.K. with me mister."

As the pedestrian stepped off the curh a Q t u
knocked him down. Before he m , .

BerRard do*
ran over him. A passerby Lht* t u f l"*' * tmy car

him if llc had beeifw
he 'P h,m and an*i0U5,

-
v asked

"I didn't mind being grounded bv th* - it

"bn« ,ha, „„ canM „'& „„ ™1 tSAP"

Confucius talks too much.
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ODE TO ENGINEERS
Who is the mon who designs our pur
Who is the man that builds

ik i isooze
eSrtif

Editor, Science Journal:

ire D^^Blave you ever been at a social

rinmi function and seen a drunk who is

u, i mean, sick, unable to walk, or

inni i

totally unconscious?

'viei Obviously you have, and there-

idiiH fore you should seriously look at

in i;; yourself when you are drinking,

mum- Do you drink to be one of the
" ays? (or girls?)

'eople who drink fall into three

isses.

First, there are amiable drinkers

;

lese fellows really enjoy them-
:lves when they are drunk, and
ey are so much fun that others

ijoy them too.

[Next, let us consider the quiet

inker. He is quiet either because
he prefers to be alone, or because
he does not enjoy drinking. This
is the individual who wishes to

pform to a mythical Queen's
dition, merely to be accepted,

is too weak to follow his own
irinciples or in fact to form them.

At the bottom of the barrel are
mean drunks, the worst kind. What

be sadt about them, except
that they are contemptible? They
will take offence at anything, and
will fight anyone. People are, of
Mnrse, reluctant to hit a drunk,
and so he often escapes without his
proper reward.

Personally I have absolutely no
complaints against anyone who ism the first category. Those of the
second group are borderline cases-

|gy should stand back and look
at themselves carefully. If they can
fid as individuals, they deserve»f- If they cannot, they pay forWn n°t having as enjoyable anyenmg as when they are sober.W timd group should not, of|K drink at all. They are dis-

jfng and dangerous to others;

wo,/
y C°llld scc themselves,

would be ashamed.

fiVhy dc

Some i, ||

Letters To
Literacy

The Editor

ng on rr

>ne can

neqiialii'

as toda)|

wi

Editor, Science Journal:

A most uncommon sight in the
Douglas Library is that of a
Science man withdrawing a book
with the intention of doing some
extra reading on his own.

It may be argued that the engi-
neer is too busy to "bother himself"
with additional reading. The re-
wards of "finding" fifteen minutes
to half an hour daily for such a
purpose will soon become evident.

Some will also say that engineers

frequent their own faculty libraries

thus eliminating the need to seek
literature elsewhere. This is true

enough but reflects a narrow
attitude. I urge each and every
Scienceman to investigate the

literary world outside his own
professional interests.

Few will say that they never at

any time took interest in an Eng-
lish course. Obey that long sup-

pressed urge and investigate that

"artsman's course" you secretly

yearn to know more about. By
augmenting your knowledge in this

manner you cannot fail to realize

some satisfaction, possibly a great

deal.

In summary the words of

Christopher Morely ring very true.

"When you sell a man a book you
don't sell him just twelve ounces

of paper and ink and glue, you sell

him a whole new life."

Don Diego

Chicken Pie
Editor, Science Journal:

A much talked about and long
needed improvement has finally

been realized in the Union. I refer

to the quality of food now being
served in the Wallace Hall cafe-

teria. Perhaps the competition re-

sulting from the opening of the

Leonard Hall dining room has
been largely responsible for this.

The effect has been to lower prices

slightly and generally

the service.

Poison

pep up

One is very pleased to now
receive more generous servings

which frequently are hot and some-
times very tasty. Two meals are
worth particular mention; one, the

chicken pie and the other the

barbecued spare-ribs.

In contrast to this I should men-
lion the continued serving of poor
coffee in both the cafeteria and the

coffee shop. At the same price it

is possible to buy a very good cup
of coffee elsewhere in town. Why
could the necessary steps not be

taken to improve this very popular

beverage ?

Most students seem to think

there has been a commendable
improvement in Wallace Hall for

which we are very grateful. Let's

keep up the trend !

I. R. Full

2.u<del .

Russians

If it works, its obsolete.

so many people drink?
s they drink "to forget

ud ,7 '

b,It wc
'

ils «ni*wir

6«- Anyone who drinks for this

Potential alcoholic. Oth

S A'

iers say that

fflLf/p
10 have a good time,

to he in

,re,,01,ffh if tl*y happen

don't i

gmiip one
-

aild if they

VOL
and

drink

the rest? If*w not in category one, stopask yourself — »"» - -Why do I

Senor Sedona

Editor, Science Journal:

The following is the agenda of

week's visit to Queen's of five

Russian students

:

Tuesday, Nov. 8th.

7:30 Arrive by CNR from

Ottawa.

8:30 Attend the regular meet-

ing of the AMS.

9:30 Visit to the "Chalet" (to

provide a genuine insight into life

at Queen's !) The students will

then proceed to the Residences for

the night.

Wednesday, Nov. 9th.

9:00 Tour of the campus, con-

ducted by students in the fields in

which the Russians are interested.

12:00 Lunch in the Student's

Memorial Union.

2 :00 Open question and debate

period in Dunning Hall Audi-

torium.

3:30 Informal meeting in the

coffee shop.

H. Ford
* * *

The only perfect climate is bed.

DOM
* * *

A chrysanthemum by any other

name would be easier to spell.

Shakespeare

* * *

Footprints in the sands of time

are never left by heels.

Anonymous
* * *

As a day well spent brings happy

sleep, so a life well used brings

happy death.

Leonarda da Vinci

6:00 Dinner at Leonard Hall

dining room.

7:00 Departure for Toronto.

The Russians are here to meet

Canadian Students, and accord-

ingly, Queen'smen are urged to

speak with them at every oppor-

tunity. P-S. One of them is a

girl 1

J. Stalin

Editor, Science Journal:

This travelling around the world,

getting stories for you is becoming
increasingly difficult. Everywhere
a man goes, these days, someone
tries to kill him. I've been shot at,

speared at, bow and arrowed at,

sworded at, poison darted at,

sicked dogs at, etc., but I'll go on
bravely forwarding these brilliant

stories to The Science Journal.

AFRICA—
This is a scoop. I was talking to

one of the chiefs in the interior and
he told me his tribe has it made.
He is going to declare war on the

neighboring tribe . . . cause an
international incident . . . accept

aid from the Russians ... the U.N.
will step in with the soldiers . . .

and his tribe will eat the soldiers.

AFRICA— (again)

—

One of the leaders in the Bel-

gium Congo (and there seems to

be a hell of a lot of leaders . . .

what they need is a few more
followers) bought a tank from
the Russians. The U.N. was
alarmed until they discovered

the natives beating it into spear

heads a few days later.

CUBA—
Fidel is madder than hell. He

figures that the Africans are taking

the limelight away from him and he

doesn't like it one bit. He is con-

stantly thinking of schemes to get

himself back on the front page. The
latest rumour has it that he is

thinking of starting a counter

revolution which will counter the

counter revolutionaries who are

counter-revolting. If this fails he

is planning on shaving off his

beard and becoming a nudist.

RUSSIA—
Mr. K., too, is mad. He is be-

ginning to think that U.N. stands

for Unfriendly to Nikita.

RUSSIA— (again, too)—

Due to the latest wrangling

going on between the world and

Russia, Mr. K. has withdrawn his

ambassador from Disuevland.

ips with judgement, skill and care?

i

'em and keeps them in repair?
Who has shut them down because the valve seats disappear?
The bearing-wearing, gearing-tearing Mechanical Engineer.

Who buys his juice for half a cent and wants to charge a dime'
Who, when we've signed the contract, can't deliver half the time?
Who thinks o loss of twenty-six percent is nothing queer?
The volt-inducing, load-reducing. Electrical Engineer.

Who thinks without his product we would all be in the lurch?
Who has a heathen idol that he designates Research?
Who tints the creeks, perfumes the air, and makes the landscape drear?
The stink-evolving, gas-dissolving Chemical Engineer.

Who pons the dirt and strikes it rich a thousand miles from steel?
Who comes to town and raises hell to celebrate the deal?
Who then returns and barely earns his daily keg of beer?
The swearing, sweating, wealth-begetting Mining Engineer.

Who likes to see the determinants, X-rays that interfere?
An involute, a girl that's cute, an inter-meshing gear?
Who builds refrigerators, and fills the coils with beer?
The graph-creating, integrating. Physical Engineer.

Who builds a road for fifty years that disappears in two?
Then changes his identity so there's no one left to sue?
Who builds a bridge with 'butments that look like a keg of beer?
The bump-providing, rough-on-riding Civil Engineer.

Who are the boys that shudder when a high-brow heaves in sight?
Who ore the boys thot chase the "X" with fuming main ond might?
Who are the lads who grease the earth ond smooth the course of years?
The slip-stick sliding, art-deriding, hard-boiled Engineers.

Anonymous

Advice To The Lovelorn
Dear Maide Marion:

Every time by boyfriend kisses me, I get an itching between
my toes, Tell me is this love?

Itchy-twitchy-feeling
Dear Itchy-twitchy-feeling;

Depends on which two toes the itching is between.

Dear Maide Marion:

I have been gaining weight for the last three month;
should I do?

What

Dear Overweight:

We would suggest consulting the authoritati

Causes and Curses by Justin Case.

Overweight.

e book Pregnancy,

The Scienceman
The moon was a torrent of darkness ot "Fiesta Roman tica".

When couples danced of old in America,
And the Scienceman came striding —
Striding, striding —
The Scienceman come striding up to his girl friend's door.

He'd a bold top hat on his forehead, ond stuffed shirt to the chin,

Toils of sparkling sotin, ond socks of silk so thin.

And he strode with o jewelled twinkle.

His bottles all a twinkle, under the moon lit sky.

Over the bottles he rattled and crashed to her bockyord.

He tapped his cane on the door but it was locked and barred.

He whispered o word to the window and who should be woiting there.

But the landlady's passionate daughter.

Yes, the landlady's daughter, with a bottle of gin in her hair.

"Just once my lovely sweetheort, 1 am after a prize tonight.

And we shall be back for liquid gold before the moming light.

Yet if you carress me nicely ond carry me through the night,

Sober I am with you,

Sober I go with you.

Sober I return with you, though bottles bor the way."

They did not go in the downing, they did not go ot noon,

Nor in the even-set but at the rise of moon.

When the bottles were broken and empty covering the plocid floor,

Stepping — Stepping —
The lovers two came stepping up to the great gym door.

Sly Drool,

Your foreign

Correspondent

And dork in the dork old courtyard Ron Metcalfe began to play.

The lovers two were dancing, and then he began to soy

"Just one drink for us dear will corry us through the day"
So onward to the bar they fled, much to her dismay.

What?

He said not a word to his princess, but he drank her drink instead,

Up he stood to attention with gallons beneath his vest.

With waxed floor flowing beneoth him and cone brandished high

He collopsed to the floor so mighty as if he were to die.

Dear Chiquila:

Mi wiv wans me two eenform

yu dat de nex time yu leeve yor

sleepers at dis house she ees going

to keep dcm.

Pedro

And still of o November's eve they soy, the moon is a torrent

The Scienceman is heard to soy

—

Sober I am with you.

Sober I go with you,

Sober I return with you though bottles bor the way.

[of darkness

Pitzonella
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Manufacture Of Ethyl Palpitate

Many methods may be found
chemical books for making com
pounds such as tetraethyl lead
ethylene, ethyl, sulphate, and ethyl

acetate.

There is one chemical that

quite common, but nevertheless

methods of separation have not
been widely written and inexper-

ienced operators have difficulty

making it.

We are referring of course to the
ways of making ethyl palpitate.

To begin with, the time and place
for making ethyl palpitate should be
wisely chosen.

Evenings are the best time
because sunlight inhibits the re-

action.

Weekend evenings are advis-
able for two reasons; one is that
the operator may have to stand
by his task until early morning
to work on a slow reaction. The
other is that the palpitated ethyl
sometimes needs as long as the
weekend to settle.

Since there must not be foreign

influences such as light sources

other operators, and agitation, a se-

cluded spot should be chosen. Care

should be taken to see that the ethyl

has not been tampered with on the

day preceding the experiment.

The working material is usually

the most important consideration,

although experienced operators can

handle almost anything. The usual

procedure is to dissolve ethyl in

ninety proof alcohol, and to follow

th gentle application of heat. To
hasten the temperature rise many
operators revert to jungle voodoistn

by whispering magic words and
w.ierd nothings. So mysterious is

the character of ethyl that it often

esponds to such incantations.

ROYAL WINNIPEG BALLET
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7tH

K.C.V.I. Auditorium
TICKETS AVAILABLE

Mahood's, Ward & Hamilton
Drug Stores

Curios Made It!

All-ln-One
Your automobiles, dwelling, cottage, household contents, jewels,

fun, fine arts, boots, personal liability. All may be insured on
One policy with six months, a year or three years to pay.

Office:

105 Brock St.

LI 8-3271

JACK WAUGH
GENERAL
INSURANCE

Residence:

143 Churchill Cresc.

LI 6-6933

Queen'sman Carlos Burbanca
today reached the Canadian coast

at Kingston after an epic swim
across the Atlantic Ocean.

The landing marks the success
ful completion of Burbanca's des
perate fifteen day attempt to

reach Canada in time for Fiesta

Romantica.

Starting at the obscure village

of Lerida deep in the Pyrennes
Mountains, the handsome young
Spaniard began his adventure
Oct. 20 by climbing the hitherto

unconquered Maladletta peak.
Having set the mountaineering
world on its ear, Burbanca also
crossed the dangerous ice-field on
the mountain's western flank.

Five days later the intrepid

Spaniard arrived in Portugal and,

quickly downing a gourd of te

quila, plunged into the Atlantic

Ocean off Lisbon.

Since then, he had been strok-

ing his way westward. Observers
in aircraft reported that he was
still swimming strongly in mid-
Atlantic on Oct. 30. Two days
ago, an R.C.A.F. sub-hunter on
routine reconnaissance spotted

the Spaniard entering the mouth
of the St. Lawrence River.

A huge crowd xvas on hand to

day as Carlos' sweetheart met
him as he staggered out of the
river near Kingston. Someone
pushed a bottle of rum into his

hands, which he immediately con
sumcd. Then he muttered "See
you at the Fiesta Romantica!
Ole I"

From The Dean
Each year I look forward to

spending this weekend with the

boys in filial year and their friends,

particularly the friends who accom-

pany them to the formal.

Much time, planning, and
e u

have gone into the prcpar^
for your banquet, dance, 0„j

other activities that will
0r

'

your time until the thumping J
school bell is heard once in0,

Monday morning. Tht
staff

impressed each year with fL

cellence of the arrangements
B

am certain that this year will ^

exception.

The Engineering Society

earned an enviable position «„,

campus and the leaders are (A

commended for their stand
a

-

sense of fairness, and their /0v
.

to the University.

I am looking forward to w
you and your ladies Friday J— sec you at the formal,

\J

H. G. CON]

Classfied Ads
Barbers

You like a good haircut? Be sure —
come to Hans Barber Shop, 74 Princess
Street.

Rooms For Rent

Quiet, warm, nicely furnished single
or double rooms. Law, Commerce and
heology sludents. Near Queen's

Gravelled parking yard free. Mrs,
Egan, 196 Union St.

Wanted
Ski boots, sbc 12, double boot type

reasonable. Room 123, Morris Hall
Local 388, Ron Jacobson.

For Sale

Sporty 1952 Hillman Convertible,
motor new. Best offer accepled. Dial
8-8680 after 6:00 p.m.

McGill Girls

Attention McGill girls! Looking for
a pad? We would be delighted to bed
down four of you for the weekend
Monica Pringlc, Emily Heaslip, Mary
Barry, Denise Kraf(check. Apply; 364
Victoria St., Friday night.

Lost
patent leather

pa:

Career possibilities are wide
and interesting with -

CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED

Q. What is Canadian Chemical?

A. A young, progressive and fast-growing Canadian
company. Its S75,OOO,OO0 plant on a 430-acre site
at Edmonton, Alberta, consists of 3 plants—

a

petrochemical unit, a cellulose acetate manufacturing
unit, and a filament yarn plant. It has its own power
plant and water treating facilities to supply steam,
electricity, water and compressed air.

Q. What do we make at Edmonton?

A. Canadian Chemical's three integrated plants at
Edmonton use the products of Canada's forests and
vast oil fields . .

. producing for world markets high-
quality supplies of

OBGANIC CHEMICAL

CELLULOSE ACETATE FLAKE

ACETATE YARN AND STAPLE FIBRE

Q. What are my job opportunities?

A. The Company maintains complete technical
facilities for the development of new processes and
for quality control of products.

Organic chemistry as applied to the petrochemical
industry is the basic science of this plant's operations.
The entire plant depends upon accurate analytical
methods, including the use of spectroscopy (UV, infra-
red, mass). Your training will be appHcd in [he sq}
of many interesting and varied chemical problems

Changing job opportunities also exist for mechoni
i«l engineers, chemical engineers, electrical en-
gineers and engineering physics graduates -„
discussed in other ads of Ihis series.

United Gtyurrly
Corner clergy ano queen Streets
Rev. E. W. Horton. b.a.. b.d.

MINISTER

SUNDAY

10:45 a.m. Sunday School

11.00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young People

One black
Dawn Steele, 6-7791.

A ladies gold wrist-watch with tr-

ken wrist band, on campus. I£ fojj
please contact Diane Schicmann LJ
479.

'

Badminton Players

Some on, badminton players! t.

gym is yours from 7-11 on Tut?£
nights. The club welcomes both

'

t-

and new members.

Revue
Applications for musical director

f-

Rcvuc Guild Production will tit

ccptcd until 5 p.m., Wednesday, \r
9.. Duties: write original music t
rehearse and direct it for perforniar-

early in February.

(natural
< ANGLICAN

)

KING STREET AT JOHNSON STREET
;

TRINITY XXI
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6th

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion

9:15 a.m. Choral Eucharist
J

Preacher: The Dean

11:00 a.m. Choral Eucharist 1

Preacher: The Dean

7:00 p.m. Evensong
Preacher: The Rev. J. R. Ntal

t

8:30 p.m. Canterbury Club

Speaker: The Rev. John Barton,

M.A., B.D.

Topic: "What Young Africans
|

and Asians Think About Jesui

Christ and His Church."

Weekday Services:

Monday to Saturday, Holy Com-
munion 7:45; Wednesday, Holy

Communion 10:30 J.m.

All Students Welcome

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR
DEPARTMENTAL STORE

* *

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED
Montreal

. Taronfo . Edmonton . Vancouver

ABRAMSKY'S
Your local Departmental Store of fine quolity.-
Reody to serve you in nationally advertised lines
of clothing.-For the men we specialize in:

SPORTSWEAR, BLAZERS, JACKETS and SHIRTS

See our Gift Department with its fine variety of
roP quality merchandise to suit any Special

Occasion... Buy now and make it...

ABRAMSKY'S
259 PRINCESS ST.

DIAL LI 6-5555
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Friday:

Final pre-footbaJI danes of the sea

son, sponsored by Queen's Bands. Slag

or Drag. 75c admission. 8;30~12:3O.

Saturday:

Q.C.F. Football Supper after the
Qucen's-McGill game. Meet in the Sal

vation Army Citadel { Princess near

Clergy) a' 5:45 P m - Everyone is warm
|y welcome.

Sunday:
Canterbury: The Rev. John Botton,

M.A., B.D.. secretary of S.C.M., will

be speaking at St. George's Parish

Hall, 8:30 p.m., on "What Africans
and Asians Think About Jesus Christ
and His Church", with some reference

to the Strasbourg Conference of last

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDHV WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED
SHIRT LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINCS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P M

n1
U
e

m
m

,

b:rs
S
o?1:c

I

i^
nVi,a,i01,

to

Newman Sin T,n
-
dal '' Rwlar

Mance Nurses" R^fd
m"S at Jea,mc

Street.
««idcncc on Brock

World Mission. Study led bv Mrs

Hall, led by Clair Woodbury. B.Sc.

ents Union. All are welcome to attend

m the McLaughlin Room, Students'Union Films. Everyone Welcome

in the T&taI Mr^nX wil1 «>« held

I2-W n « Tl°
gy Con,mo" Room at

Consiituiion wi"

Tuesday:

terele Fr ncw next Tuesday. The

VV;"ch for further confirmation.

CF/?C
Friday:

X'me for Listening

7:30—Campus Topics
7:35—Show Time — Flower Drum

Song
8:15—Queen's at Work
8:30—In Recital _ joc Cannella,

^ol Gunner, violinists and
George Whalley. pianist

0:00—Concert Hall
Mendelssohn — Hebrides
Overture

Saint Saens — Violin Concerto
Smetana — The Moldau
Mendelssohn — Italian

Symphony
Debussy — Prelude to the
Afternoon of a Faun

Bizet — L'Arlcsienne Suites
Nos. 1 and 2

11:00—Moonlight Melodies
12:00—Easy Terms

Saturday:

1:00— Prelude to Opera
2:00—Opera House

Offenbach — Tales of
Hoffmann

5:00—Good Listening
5:30—Fun With Good Music
6:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—01.1 Favouriies
7:30—Calendar and Personality
7:43—Ja« Steps Out
8:30—Saturday Concert featuring

Grieg — Concerto in A mir

9:30— Music Round the World
10:00—Night Music
11:00—Music Beat
12:00—Starlight Serenade

Sunday:

9:00—Musical Panorama
Schumann — Piano Concerto*

in A
Dvorak — Cello Concerto
Beethoven — Leoriore
Overtures

1.00—Mostly Music
4 :30—Mission Franchise

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

61ft Prmettt StrMt Ki^sto- Df«l LI 6-1144

prfflbgtrrtan (Hburrh
PRINCE3S ANO CLEROy STBEET3
Rev. Max V. Putnam, b.a.

MINISTER

SUNDAY SERVICES
SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 6th

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

8:15 p.m. Youth Fellowship
Theme: "Is it true that Right
and Justice will triumph in the
end."

Come and Worship

&t Mantra" (Bliurrl,

Union street, bv the campus

RECTOR: REV. DESMOND C. HUNT

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 6th

9:00 o.m. Holy Communion

11.00 a.m. Holy Communion

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Cordial Welcome to all
Students and Nurses

SY° E

RTe"<R* L "SWAN™"™

_ •
^ R

' C. Clarke, f.c.c.o.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6th
1

1

;00 o.m .

»
He Wd 0tf|

Himself He Connor Save"

Theolopeai College, Preacher.

7:30 p.m.
"
Sr. John 7:37"

Dr. R. B
. Green, Preacher.

8 -45 p.m. Fellowship Hour for
oil Young People

Everyone Welcome

ffihttknrrs

^nttfu QUpirrlr
EARL AND BARRIE STS

REV. W. F, BANISTER. D D
MINISTER

SUNDAy, NOVEMBER 6th

0-m. Morning Warship

P-m. Evening Worship
7:30

8:45
P-m. Youth Fellowship

Aver
* cordial invitation to all

Queen's Students.

Quality canaoun pbqqucts containing quauty inco mcml

In Canadian hospitals—

NICKEL STAINLESS STEEL

for cleanliness inside . .

.

for lasting beauty outside

Modern hospitals now make extensive use of nickel stainless
steel for gleaming beauty, utmost cleanliness and ease of
maintenance.

Outside, nickel stainless steel curtain wall systems resist
corrosion and weathering . . . tend to wash clean with every
rainfall

.
. . stay new-looking for years with little or no cleaning

and maintenance.

Inside, nickel stainless steel operating room, kitchen and
laundry equipment provide the highest possible standards of
sanitation. Dirt and bacteria-breeding food particles can't get a
grip on the smooth, hard metal. Inside, loo, stainless steel
hardware, stair railings and ornamental accessories harmonize
beautifully with wood, tile, glass and enamelled surfaces.

Nickel stainless steel has a bright enduring lustre ... is
resistant to rust and corrosion ... is easier to fabricate. That's
why stainless steel containing quality Inco Nickel is so often
specified for architectural applications and for hospital and
restaurant equipment.

THE

INTERNATIONAL
NICKEL

w0 m
P
''h ^Che"S

' j
e lhi

!i

onc 31 the WeUand County General Hospital

!i
•

i * r - \t i h
««' equipment. Shown here is .he operates ampin-

theatre of the Toronto East General Hospital.

A.

55 YONGE STREET, TORONTO

This modem hospital in Thompson, Manitoba, site oflneo's latest nickel mining development,
presents a beautiful exterior with its gleaming polished nickel stainless steel window Frames,
main entrances and mullions contrasting with dull matte finished nickcl stainless steel panels
and columns. Architects; Waisman Ross & Associates,

Stainless steel laundry room cuu.p.noni will pru*n.\- l.nni
trouble-free service in the University Hospital, Edmonton. AJbcna.

L
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SCIENCEMEN HEADLINE GAELS DEFENSIVE UNIT

JOHN DE LA VERGNE WAYNE McGILL DAVE SONSHINE GEORGE BETHUNE GARY LUCENTI GARY STRICKLER SAM POAPS
Ottawa (

if opinion as

"

ihoiild not hi:

In A Case Of AlexeiCt

fficials at a t

to establi

ountries.

"We thin

The playoff situation has been he Soviet go

clarified considerably in the past o share this i

few days and it has been deemed Although

important to review the set up i n
idmitted earli

case of a tie. lally come to

1) If the Gaels win on Saturday nunism for tl

and Western loses we brine
don

'

home the Yates! !
'ettie<1 b* tht

2) If the Gaels lose and Western ^Tnow™S
' ^7 and McGil"lentsarefigl

will be tied for second pla«
voul(I ,jke t .

but McGdl will gain the
rtudents thro

portumty to challenge Queen '

s ^e have man

Science Faculty All Stars
To Meet Lemons Saturday
The Science Faculty All-Stars radio-active counters to sterilize

have been challenged to a return the opposition and "Morse" Code
match by the Levana Lemons, who is always telegraphing the
The last game was played in 1899 plays by sending his dog in. Tom
when the Science Staff were all my Gunn has been very effective

away campaigning in the Boer
j

on defense by firing bullets into
War. As a result, the Lemons

j

the offensive line. "Thermo Bill

You've Gotta Win
This One Gaels

were victorious over the Science

bashers.

The Golden horde is being led

into the fray of battle by their

great all round quarterback

Hugh "The Piston" Conn who is

reported to have injured his fin-

gernails while drawing

tropy diagram.

Gilbert, a speedy end, and "Slim"

Jolliffe (who is rumoured to be

a hard rock!) are also expected

to put in an appearance.

Q.B. Conn has been leading the

team in November and has the

rushing well directed at the Sophs
eil ' and Frosh. His passing average

; has not been the best since he
According to coach "Happy" threw 24 last year.

Hyland, the boys have been look-

1

ing good in recent practices.'
'

Coach Hyland is also in favour of

the ban on drinking in the stad-
ium since it cuts down on break-
age of glassware.

Some of the featured perform-
ers on the squad are "Gentlemen-
Harrumph" Harkness whose use
of a cane during the game has
caused controversy between in-

jured opponents and officials;

"Ace" Edwards who is constantly
being caught in a traffic jam at

the sign of a red flag; and "Easy"
Ed Dauphin who can tell the gain
on each play to exactly three deci-

mal places.

The Science line is led by such] "Watch it! Oops! Crash! Look
old reliables as Wally Breck, fa-j out! an^ "Turn in your key!"
mous for his attempts of

his best plays a long pass to

"H ombre" Hames who usually

plays a sleeper position. The team
is backed up by Joe "Black
Magic" Dorrance whose work has

drawn praise from mystified

Sciencemen in general, and has
a memory unequalled for the sol-

ution of problems on and off the

field.

Coach Hap Hyland, while pac-

ing in front of his "office" in his

usual manner, scowled at this re-

porter saying that he hopes to

entrap the opposition in the des-

sicator which he was holding.

using
|

Good luck gang!

ATTENTION STUDENTS

We have a complete stock of

QUEEN'S BLAZERS

with Crest and gold buttons

A wide range of fine English worsted trousers to

go with your Queen's Blazer

SPECIAL $13.95

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR
350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE LI 6-9859

Headlining the page are a group
f stalwart Sciencemen who arc

not usually smiling during a game
but who will be helping to upset

the McGill Redmen for the third

time this season,

Gary Lucenti — Gary hails from
North Bay and is in his third year

Science and his second year with

the Gaels, At 215 lbs and standing
5 '10" Gary is a main cog in the

defensive unit.

George Bethune — Little things

come in small packages and this

description certainly fits George.

At 170 lbs. George is the smallest

centre linebacker in the league

but comes up with a very fine

showing each time out.

John De La Vergne — John is

an exile from McGill where he
played with the Redmen. In his

second year science and playing

from his defensive end spot, John
comes up with key defensive

moves which help to stall the

opposition and is especially grue-

]

some against McGill.

Gary Strickler — Gary is an-
other third year Scienceman who
is playing his second year with
the big team. Gary hails from
Kitchener-Waterloo where he
played fullback but since has been
switched to a key defensive line-

backer spot.

Wayne McGill — Known as

"Weiner", Wayne belongs to Sc.
'62 also. This year he is playing
a corner linebacker position. From
this spot he is in an excellent

position to bottle up end runs and
play for pass protection.

Dave Sonshine — Dave is fol-

lowing in his father's famous
footsteps as he made the jump to
the Gaels this year. He has seen
action on defense as a corner

linebacker and defensive end.

Sam Poaps — Sam is the lone

offensive player from science but

with his experience he is certainly

an integral part of the hole-form-

ing crew up front. Sam is graduat-

ing this year and his absence will

leave a gaping hole to be filled.

To-morrow the Gaels will be

out to foil McGill's chances for a

playoff bid. From all reports

afield, the boys will have a chore

on their hands which they realize

only too well. The Gaels played

McGill their first two games of

the year before McGill really got

rolling.

The Gaels will field a healthy

squad of the same strength as

that which met McGill in their

earlier meeting. Pete Wityk is

expected to be back in uniform
after two weeks absense having

aggravated an old back injury

BOXING
Jack Jarvis, the boxing coach,

has returned this year to give the

boys his ago old experience (31

years) in this manly art. Boxing
workouts begin Monday; so all

those interested are requested to

start getting into shape as soon
as possible.

QUEEN'S
SKI CLUB

Skiers! Don't wait for the snow
to fall

! Come to the opening meet-
ing of the Queen's Ski Club. It's

a movie night with 3 European
ski films to be shown. There will

also be election of officers and a

rundown of skiing plans for 1960-

61.

Monday, Nov. 7
ELLIS HALL AUDITORIUM

7:00 P.M.

Science Dominates

Bews Competition

The BEWS Trophy competi-

tion at Queen's is based on "get-

ting as many men into the activi-

ties as is physically possible".

After looking at some of the speci-

mens around the campus we pro-

pose to change the purpose of the

BEWS to "getting as many phys-

ical men into the activities as

possible". This is where the

Science domination begins,

Last year. Science '62 took the

laurels followed by Science '61

and Science '60. What was more

indicative of Science '62's victory

was the fact that they amassed

about 5,000 more points than the

previous all-time record set by
Science '59. In the last three years

— all Science victories. Sc. '59,

Sc. '60, and Sc. '62 have been far

ahead of any other contenders in

the BEWS.

Looking at the record of Intra-

mural Champions the Gold dom-
ination is much more apparent.

Of the 22 sports which constitute

the BEWS, Science wrapped up
16 titles while placing as runners

up in another 14 sports.

This year the BEWS is shaping
up into an interesting competition

with Phys. Ed., Arts '63, and
Meds '65 all making a determined
effort to win the BEWS. So let's

go Science and make it four in a

row and remember that since

1940, Science has won the BEWS
13 times, Meds 5, and PHE 3 so
don't let down this year.

HI"

Tie-Playoffs? -

by virtue of their points for
ind hope to se

and against in their games
)f friendly rel

with Western. The site for

such a game will be decided

by the flip of a coin, the win-

ner having the selection.

Every coun

:omings he s

lot come here

irguments a
3) If the Gaels win on Saturday When we retl]

and Western beats Toronto,
itudents of tl

then Western will have the—
opportunity to challenge
Queen's by virtue of their up

set win in London. In this

case the game will be played

Says (

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES. HOME COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT
MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinner*
Part* or Banouet Arrangemenu at Rainbow Room

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
— AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS CANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night — Poor Christie's Orchesrro
Cotering to Private Parties and Banquets

FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
CALL LI 2-0745

For A Sure Tomorrow
. . . Insure Today

MR.
J. D. MaclNTOSH

OFFICE LI 2-4933
HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
Insuranci Company

homi offici.ioronto, canada

Look For The Bottles With
The Tartan Tops

JAMAICA DRY
GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI - COLA
ELDER'S BEVERAGES

EXPORT
PLAIN OR FILTER TIP

CIGARETTES

dial 6-iin AMEY'S ttXlSAr^nn
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RUSSIAN STUDENTS HERE TONIGHT
Carleton Reception Pleases .

.

Ottawa (CUP) — "We understand there may be a divergence

,f opinion as far as the structure of the state is concerned, but this

,hould not hinder friendly ties between us," the leader of the Soviet
,tudent delegation touring Canada said last Tuesday at Ottawa

Alexei Golubev told student leaders, educators and government
ifficials at a banquet that there is a desire among Soviet youth lead-

» ? !rs to establish the strongest possible relations between the two
• :ountries.

"We think you are aware of the peaceful co-existence by which
been he Soviet government and the students abide, and it is our policy

: past 0 share this practice", he said.

;em e(j
Although their theme was peace and co-operation, Golubev

up
i n
tdmitted earlier in the day that, "In my opinion humanity will event-
lally come to Communism". The group said that the type of Com-
nunism for the world "will be chosen by history".

bring "Wc don t Want l° 'mpOSe °ur type of Communism
; this will be

Settled by the peoples themselves in their own countries; for now
he main problem is peace," he said.

:stern

IcGill

"We know the Canadian stu-

lents are fighting for peace and

; for

cided

win-

P Ia
"vould like to be friends with

e °P" nudents throughout the world.
ieens

iVe have many common interests
s

*or ind hope to see the establishment
*rae*

)( friendly relations," he said.

Every country has its short-

:omings he said, "but we have

lot come here to look for these as

irguments against capitalism.
irday IVhen we return we shall tell our
Oll,0

> itudents of the life here and of
. the—•

n g e

rZSoys Cuban Resentment Due
-To US "Big Daddy" Attitude

the moods and aspirations of th

Canadian students."

During the afternoon the dele

gation described the Soviet sys

tern of higher education to an at-

tentive audience of 200 students

at Carleton University and later

took part in a seminar at Ottawa
j

University. Golubev said his dele-

1

gation was extremely pleased

with the reception so far.

Debators Decide Surrender
Not Preferable To War Risk

By Sally Van Luven
Journal Reporter

Western society has little to

lose in the way of principles by
surrendering to Communism.
This was one of the bases on
which the affirmative unsuccess

fully made their stand in the de

bate "Resolved that to surrendei

By Gord Watt
Journal Reporter

The Latin American countries do not regard our neighbour to to the Communists is preferable

the the south as a benevolent father figure, as the Americans might
I
to risking destruction of the race

lead us to believe. Instead the United States is regarded as an
j

by nuclear war".

exploiter of the smaller, undeveloped Latin American countries.

-r 0 sa ' c' Arturo Chacon in a discussion on the Latin American
viewpoint on Cuba in Dunning Hall Thursday night. Arturo, a

third year theology student and Queen's only overseas exchange
student from Chile, hails from Santiago where he intends to return

lo practise law.

He explained that in order to— understand these feelings it is

• necessary to review Cuba's hist-
ory. From the fifteenth to the
twentieth century Cuba had been
desperately trying to shake off
the tyranny of Spain through a
series of revolutions. She finally
broke these ties in 1898 with the
aid of the United States.

Promptly the United States
^Posed the restrictions of the
Piatt Amendment on Cuba. The
swe spots to the Cubans are that
(1) they must not endanger their
reedom in any way, (2) theym"st not contract debts that
might endanger their freedom and
tfMhey must consent to Ameri-
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can military bases on their soil.

As a result the Cubans felt that

the Americans were merely taking

over where the Spanish left off.

The Cubans were also convin-

ced that the United States was

draining them dry economically.

Great plantations of American

ownership yielded the Cuban

masses no profit and American

investments in her natural resour-

ces told the same story.

The social injustices in Cuba

(as Arturo described them) not

communistic ideals are what

prompted Castro to seize all pro-

perty immediately after the revo-

lution. It is firmly believed in

Latin America that Castro's only
j

purpose in doing this was to re-
j

distribute all property to remedy
. Ou

these injustices.

These attitudes, Arturo claims,

are the main sources of Cuban

animosity to the United States.

The debate, held in the Ban
Righ Common Room last Thurs-

day, was the first of a series of

trials to select a debating team to

represent Queen's at the Inter

collegiate finals. The negative

team consisting of Barb Munroe,

Bruce MacDonald, and Mike Bell,

defeated Mary Holden, Dave

Cooke, and Sohinder Chopra.

Tom Marshall was chairman

while Prof. Wise of the History

Department, Peter Gallop and

David Hill were judges of the de-

bate.

The affirmative side took the

stand that anything would be

preferable to total destruction

and that Russia is showing an in-

creasingly liberal attitude in its

relations to conquered nations.

Thus, surrender would not be

nearly as terrible as imagined.

Mr. Chopra, second affirmative

speaker, discussed the topic from

a different point of view which

was commended by the judges,

society is based on "a false

our lives. He granted that we
would have to forfeit many of our
principles but this would be far

better than to risk the lives of

many.

Mike Bell, speaking on the neg-

ative side, based his argument
mainly on the fact that the risk

of nuclear war was not great so

it would be worth while to fight

for what we have. He also em-
phasized the great freedoms we
stand to lose if we should sur-

render; that it was not merely I meeting will be held

(See Surrender, Page 4)

• . And we hope ours will, too
By Mary Fraser

News Editor

Tonight Queen's will play host to four Russian students who
will be here for 24 hours as guests of the local NFCUS committee.
Their itinerary, which includes visits to IS Universities across the

country, is an extremely tight one, but it is hoped that in the brief

time that they are here they will be able to gain an insight into life

at Queen's and will be made to feel welcome by all Queen's students.

The schedule of their day here has been planned by the NFCUS
committee with the idea in mind of giving them the best possible

opportunity to meet and talk with students.

The four students come to us with the following advance billing:

Alexei Golubev: a member of the Presidium of the USSR Stud-
ent Council and a graduate of the Moscow Pedagogical Institute.

He is 35 years old and the leader of the delegation.

Emmenuoil Equzarov: a post-grad of the Moscow Institute of

Foreign Languages. He is 30 years old and has travelled extensively

in the USA.
Boris Ponomarev: the deputy executive secretary of the Com-

mittee of Youth Organization of the USSR. He is 33 years old.

Alia Tsutsarova: a female medical student, 25 years old and
interested in hospitals and medical schools.

These four are the first

change group in a reciprocal

agreement between the National

Federation of Canadian Univer

sity Students and the Students

Council of the Soviet Union. A
similar delegation of Canadian

students will visit Russia next

May.

After their arrival at 7 p.m. thi

evening, the visitors will aitend an

open meeting of the AMS executive

to give them some idea of Queen's

student government. After the

meeting, the Padre will entertain

them and the executives of the

Queen's NFCUS committee and the

AMS at his home, where they

will he able to follow the American

elections on TV*.

On Wednesday, they will be

offered the alternatives of tours of

Kingston public schools, RMC, or

Queen's. In the afternoon, an open

Dunning

Hall, to which all students

invited to query the Russians and

answer their questions. This meet-

ing begins at 2 p.m. An informal

visit to the Coffee Shop will follow,

and following supper at the Stu-

dents' Lhiion they will leave on the

early evening train.

Queen's students will also liave

an opportunity to meet the visitors

at mealtimes and in the residences

where they will be accommodated.

The men will sleep in Leonard Hall

and the woman in Ban Righ, and

they will eat breakfast on Wednes-

day in these residences. Dinner on

Wednesday will be in Ban Righ.

The NFCUS committee would

like to emphasize that the object

of this visit is to show Queen's to

the Russians, not to show the

Russians to Queen's. All loyal

Queen 'sinen are urged to make
them feel as much at home as

possible.

WUSC Delegates Report On Israel

By Moira Beattie

"The land, Israel, lives. The Caesars are gone,"

These words, from the film "Israel, An Adventure," seem to sum up perfectly the impression

which "Spotlight Israel' left on its audience.

"Spotlight Israel" was the first WUSC program of its type this year. The film and panel dis-

cussion were held last Thursday evening in the McLaughlin room. Panel members were Brb Little,

Queen's delegate to the WUS seminar in Israel last summer; Eli Rabin, who visited Israel on the way
back from a WUS seminar in 1959, and Professor Meisel, chairman.

The film served only as a start-

Whereas the Communists are wil-

ling to invest without controlling,

the Americans are not. It is this

this attitude of the Americans,

that they can play the role of "big

daddy" to smaller countries, and

not belief in Communistic ideo-

logy, that turns Cuba to Russia

rather than to the United States.

I sense of superiority, narrow-

mindedness, nervous tension and

a misleading sense of being vic-

torious," he said. He implied that

Western society really had much

less to lose in the way of prin-

ciples than most people realize.

Professor Wise gave special

congratulations to Dave Cooke of

the affirmative side and Mike

Bell of the negative for their ef-

Cooke felt
fective arguments. Mr.

that we had no right to give up! Bible. The Bible is intrically re

ing point for the extensive sweep

of the "spotlight". Not only the

panel, but as least four members

of the actively participating au-

dience had visited Israel. They
liifered widely in their opinions,

ind so served as an effective

"shadow cabinet".

Beginning the discussion, Prof-

essor Meisel observed that the

film had put great emphasis on

the ties of present-day Israel with

its religious background. What is

the link between religion and

state?

Mr. Rabin answered that there

are two main parties or blocks in

Israel. The party in power, the

Mapai, under David Ben Gurion,

is secular, while the other main

party believes that state admin-

istration should be guided by thel

lated to the culture of the coun-

try and can be regarded either as

a piece of literature and history,

or as a book for guiding the coun-

try.

Is there a sort of religious rev-

olution going on in Israel? Ac-

cording to Mr. Little, the younger

generation, and some of the older,

are indifferent to the religious

practice of Judaism. About 20 to

25% are Orthodox Jews. Some
said outright that they were

atheists, and seemed to substitute

"a sort of indefinable humanism"

for religion.

Mr. Rabin had a different opi-

nion. He said that never in hist-

ory were the majority of Jews

Orthodox, so that the present sit-

uation is not serious. Indifference

to religion is a stage through

which most young people pass.

The worrying fact is that many of

them are giving allegiance to the

Heruit party — "a sort of Fascist

party which advocates territorial

expansion." In 1959 it had approx-

imately 15% support, from the

younger generation and from peo-

ple who were in terrorist gangs in

the immediate post-war years.

What are the universities like?

Mr. Little described the univer-

sities, such as the one at Haifa,

as placing emphasis on technolo-

gical subjects because of the pro-

(See Israel, Page 5)

WE GOOFED!
Sorry! Glee Club's "lolanthc"

will be seen Dec. 1, 2, and 3, not

Dec. 15 as previously reported in

the Journal. Incidentally, CFRC
will be presenting music from

"lolatithe" on Thursday, Nov. 10.
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iergraduate twenty
on the subject before Nixon

potentially great president. Whatever experience Nixon may or may
not have had in foreign policy. Kennedy has made it his special
study ever since he was a brilliant Harvard unde
years ago. He was publishing books
bad even entered politics,

It is Kennedy who has warned America about its complacency
and the

:

signs of impending decline. It is he who has the courage
to tell the people that they must sacrifice some of their material com-
fort and it .3 Nixon who tells them to go back to sleep while Richard
M., the man expenenced in kitchen debating, looks after everything.
Kennedy has no less personal ambition than Nixon but he has a
great deal more purpose to justify his ambition. He wishes to sweepaway the Imgermg pockets of poverty, ignorance, bigotry and smug-
ness in American society by giving his country the kind of strong
and active central leadership that Eisenhower, despite his talent for
last-m,nute "too little and too late" interventions, seems incapable
of. Kennedy ,s not a socialist but a realistic humanitarian reformer

invokes
° f Fra " kIin R°0Sevel£

'
whose 5Pirit he so often

We must as this point, admit to a preference for the Democrats,
the party of the left in American politics. Despite their southern
wing of diehard segregationists, they are the party of social progressand public action while the Republicans, despite their small minority
of Rockefeller liberals, arc still the party of unrestrained private
enterprise and laissez-faire (i.e. do-nothing) government. Themajority of this year s Republican congressional candidates have
identified themselves not with Rockefeller. Nixon, or even Eisen-hower, but with the arch-reactionary, Barry Goldwater

Surprisingly enough, we also prefer Lyndon Johnson to Cabot
Lodge. Lodge may be the glamorous t.v. hero of the U.N. andJohnson the oily politician from Texas, but a look at their respective
ecords yields interesting results. Lodge has traded insults with
the Russians for eight years; he has seldom if ever had anything
const uctive to say or suggest. Johnson, as Senate majority Lfc*has attempted to fill the moral and political vacuum created by the

coI ST h /
d

,

Cnt EiSCnh0WCr
-

I,1S°far as «V legislative leadercould, he has acted as a sort of prime minister, even managing toget cml rights bills passed. He is a seasoned political leader! fit
to be ranked with such Kennedy advisers as Stevenson and Bowles.

deelS 77"
tllUr SchlesinSer is Perfectly correct when hedeclares bat no one can guarantee a candidate". One can onlyexamine the candidates and their parties, and then choose. Our own

Tack K A u t "I
tQ h°pe lha

'
,he PUnd!ts are and A»tJack Kennedy will be the next president of the United States.

T.A.M.

CditoMcd

Let's Back Jack . . .

By this evening our American cousins will have registered a
choice between John F. Kennedy and Richard Nixon. In the opinion
of most observers (including the editors of that Republican Bible,
Time), Kennedy seems to have the election sewed up, but does it

really matter, for the U.S. or for the rest of the world? Is there any
difference between Jack the Knife and Tricky Dick anyhow? One
may be rather handsome and the other rather ugly, but both are
shrewd and ruthless politicians. Both have displayed exceptional
skill in the fine art of evading issues and distorting each other's
statements during the so-called debates. Both have proved adept
at exploiting phoney issues like religion or the dispute over Quemoy
and Matsu. Each has shown his worth as a stump politician and not
as anything else.

But Nixon is experienced, you say. He's had rocks thrown at
him by big, nasty South Americans. Just last year he poked a right-
eous finger at Nikita Khrushchev's round, evil face in the best
saloon-fight tradition of the Hollywood western. Surely this qua-
lifies him for the presidency. It is true that Mr. Eisenhower,
displaying his usual level of political acuteness, innocently remarked
that he could not think of any important contribution young Dick-
had made to his administration but, of course, he was just being
"facetious".

So much for the Nixon "experience". How about "maturity",
his other battle-cry? We suggest that any politician who uses such'
McCarthy-style tactics as those of Mr. Nixon hardly deserves the
adjective "mature". In the past Nixon has often accused his
Democratic opponents of disloyalty of one kind or another. He
spoke of "Adlai the Appeaser", accusing Stevenson of being "soft
on Communism" because he objected to the rigid Dulles approach.
In 1956 he ridiculed Stevenson for wishing to discuss the possibility
of a suspension of nuclear tests but, since then, the Russians proposed
this same thing and the Americans acceded, having had the initiative
taken from them as usual. Today, with considerably more subtlety,
Nixon is casting aspersions on Kennedy's patriotism by attempting
to identify Democratic criticism of American complacency with a
semi-treasonous "downgrading" of America. He even had the gall
to suggest for a time that freedom of speech be limited to empha-
sizing "the strengths of America".

Moreover, Nixon has truly been on every conceivable side of
every conceivable issue. He has been both for and against a higher
rate of economic growth on several occasions in the last year. When
it was fashionable to be a witch-hunter, he supported McCarthy's
odious committee and himself hunted with the best of them, striving
to identify the Democrats as the party of treason. Today, with
liberalism in vogue, he has discovered a new kinship with the views
of Nelson Rockefeller, a man whose background and ideas are
in some ways strikingly similar to Kennedy's. Nixon has fluctuated
with each change in the public mood, expending much effort in the
projection of his "image" and virtually none at all in communicating
any recognizable, consistant political philosophy. He seems to us
a dangerous man to have in a high office.

This is one of the reasons why we believe it does matter that
Jack Kennedy is probably going to win. We shudder at the thought
of President Richard M. Nixon. It is true that Kennedy seems equal-
ly inexperienced. But he is a man with a consistent liberal record aman regarded by such perceptive observers as Walter Lippman
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. . . With Reservations
I find myself rather in the role

of devil's advocate. It would appear
that the Journal has decided to

give Senator Kennedy the inesti-

mable advantage of its support in

today's election, but there are
some things which should be said

in defence of the worthy senator's

opponent.

In the first place, it is clear that

Mr. Nixon's claim to greater ex-
perience is well founded. Mr.
Kennedy will argue that he has
been in the public service an
equally long time

; but in fact his

service, as any freshette in Politics

2 could tell him, has been wholly
in the legislative branch of govern-
ment, whereas he is now seeking
an office in the executive branch.

Mr. Nixon, on the contrary, has
had eight years of the best possible

training for the presidency.

Few will deny that the over-
riding problems facing the next
president will he in the field of

foreign affairs. With that in mind,
let us look at the record. In the
past eight years Mr. Nixon has
travelled 150,000 miles on behalf
of the American government. He
did a remarkable good-will job in

Poland: he acquitted himself well

in the famous "kitchen debate":
and in places like Venezuela be
showed a striking moral and
physical courage in the face of anti-

American mobs. Senator Kennedy,
on the other hand, has had admir-
able success in his relations with
teenaged girls, but how he would
fare against Mr, Krhushchev is

another question. Again, training

and experience are all on the side

of Mr. Nixon.

Similarly, it would be comfort-
ing in the days ahead to have as
American vice-president Mr.
Henry Cabot Lodge, whose firm
stands against the Russians in the
United Nations have won wide
admiration. Quite a contrast he
makes with his Democratic

counter-part, that hack party poli-

tician Lyndon Johnson. Then too.

it would be a splendid thing for

the entire western world if Mr.
Rockefeller had a chance to estab-

lish his "regional confederations"

among the free nations. No idea

of that scope has been forthcoming

from any one in the Democratic

camp.

In the domestic sphere, both

candidates have proclaimed them-

selves in favour of accelerated

economic growth. Taken by itself,

this is about as significant as if

each had declared himself opposed

to sin. But there is a difference

between their positions, namely
the fact that Senator Kennedy
wants the U.S. to grow so fast that

many competent economists fear

his program will lead to inflation

or high taxes or both. Mr. Nixon's
more moderate approach seems
desirable.

And finally—the religious issue.

There is no denying that religion

is an issue; the only question is

whether it should be. At any rate.

it does seem appropriate to point
out the fact (and it is a fact, not
an opinion, still less an expression
of bigotry) that no good Catholic
is intellectually a free man. I am
not saying that the Church will

be able to get away with any inter-

ference in American politics should
-Mr. Kennedy he elected. What I

am suggesting is that the sort of
man who will submit himself to
the intellectual tyranny that the
Church exercises in other fields is

not the sort of man I should like

to see in the most important
position in the free world. Other
things being equal, I should for im-
part much prefer a thorough-going
atheist to either of the present
aspirants. As things stand, how-
ever, there is nothing for it but to
settle for Mr. Nixon.

H. G.

2uate&

The Voice Of

The People

Kennedy will win ! This was the

prevailing opinion unearthed in a

recent Journal poll conducted upon

a restricted campus-wide basis last

week. The multitude of students

who answered this poll came up

with some interesting answers

such as these below;

To the question, "Is the Repub-

lican candidate for the vice-presi-

dency an asset to his running-

mate?", 27 answered in the affir-

mative and 3 in the negative. When
the question was asked concerning

the Democratic candidate for vice-

president there were 16 affirma-

tives and 12 negatives.

25 felt that religion would affect

the vote, but 7 disagreed. Although

2 stated the)' would not vote for

a candidate whose religious faith

was different from theirs, 30 said

that they would.

14 will vote Liberal, 10 Pro-
gressive Conservative. 1 C.C.F.,

and 1 "New Party" in the next

Canadian federal election.

"Should the next president of

the United States ask for admission

of the Republic of China to the
United Nations ?" was answered
in the affirmative by a majority
of IS to 12.

When asked if the United States
should continue its present eco-
nomic policy on Cuba, 19 said no
as opposed to 13 yeas.

By a 25 to 5 margin the poll
decided that the United States has
lost prestige internationally.

In an evaluation of the char-
acter of the presidential candidates
Kennedy was felt to be more
sincere, honest, warm, intellectual,

decisive, foresighted. organized,
naive, and with more iniative and
leadership. The Republican candi-
date, according to this poll, was
colder, shrewder, and more ex-
perienced. Nixon was also more
dependent but tied with Kennedy
as far as being informed was con-
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"In Los Angeles, beatniks report that the latent m»:n -a
polls show d* 307. can', stand Kenn^,^ ~nd

Time
40% are undecided."

When asked, "If
American

^American folk music comes from the people, dad. it has to begenuine. In other words, some good four letter words. Keep that inmind if you ever write authentic folksongs."

Gary Moffatt in Varsity

Remembrance Day Service

Classes will be discontinued Friday from 10:45 till 11
for a short service of remembrance in Grant Hall.

you were an
which candidate would

you vote for?" 16 answered Nixon
and 16 answered Kennedy.

When asked, "Who will be the
next president?" 20 thought it
would be Kennedy, while 12 felt
Nixon had it.

On the facts and opinions accu-
mulated in tins poll, the Jourml
as an objective paper, can only
predict that the returns will varyfrom a narrow victory by Nj*
to a landside for Ker ledy.

We hear a lot of talk today £

compromise, and conformity,
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classical bop
Oscar Peterson, the man who

has been called 'the most impor-

anl jazz artist Canada has pro-

ceed and the most popular pianist

5f the fifties" will be playing at

}rant Hall, Queen's, on Thursday,

j"ov. 10.

Born in Toronto in 1925, Peter-

in began piano lessons at the age

;f six. He was 14 when he was

jffcrcd a regular radio show on

ditch he played everything from

iopin to Gershwin.

Musicians, with name bands

Hiring in Montreal and Toronto,

rought back to the jazz centres

)l the U.S. stories about this

ibulous pianist. Jimmie Lunceford

ind other band leaders tried to

ire him south but Peterson was
lloing very well in Canada and did

lot feel ready to jump into the big

lime.

Finally in 1949 Norman Granz
Persuaded him to join the Jazz at

the Philharmonic group and after

year of touring he took top

honours in the annual Down Beat
magazine poll— an almost unheard
of achievement for a newcomer.

His style combines a thorough
knowledge of classical piano liter-

ature with the best that swing and
hop has to offer. His earlier work
was influenced by jazz men such
as Fats Waller, but the work of

Art Tatum, Erroll Garner, and
George Shearing made a deep im-
pression on his later style which
is distinguished by a command of

piano tone, with pedal work which
some consider unrivalled while his

finger facility is extremely fast.

Married and the father of a

growing family, Peterson lives and
teaches in Toronto when he is not
touring.

Peterson will be appearing at

the Arts Society Concert on Nov.
10 at 8 p.m. in Grant Hall. Tickets

are $1.50 and may be obtained at

Ross's, Morton's, The House of

Sounds and at the Student's Union.

There will be no reserved seats,

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
::!l'^STON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

PATTON'S CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDERING

In by 10:00 o.m.; Out by 5:00 p.m.

TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE
The Nicest Cleaning In Town

349 PRINCESS STREET DIAL LI 8-4292

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

CAREERS WITH CYANAMID
A representative of

CYANAMID OF CANADA LIMITED
will interview students interested in employment

with the Company on

NOVEMBER 10th AND 11th

For details please refer to your ,
,

^^^jJniversity Placement Notice Board
| §_

STONES
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6 563a

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
Where Q Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"
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the Canadian revolution
As I lift my sledge hammer

high, wanly eyeing the guard who
lovingly fondles his coal-blue gun

tllInk back to March 1

"

and the glorious,

Canadian Revolution

!

March 1, in that year of civil
discord, was of eye-smarting
brilliance with a j n50,uble J,
glistening on the remnants of the
winter's snows. In Ottawa, how-
ever, all was not serene. The Prime
Minister, commonly referred to by
his close associates as "The Chief"
had just been informed
Intelligence Service that ;

force was moving on his capital,

long-awaited, much-feared

1961,

undefeatable

by the

hostile

The

revolution of the students had
begun

!

! was among those bravely
singing marchers who wearily
trudged through the icy slush be-
hind the banner of the student-

Caesars (I believe our colours

were chartnise and scarlet). My
classmates and I, with youthful
abandon, followed the example of

our campus leaders who fervently

promised us glory, victory, and
riches, in the name of humanity.
They said, and we believed, that

to rid the world of "The Chief"

and the "Party" would be an act
of the greatest humanity, an act

lhal could not fail. We would be

how they sent the good news

from the quarathon back to queen
I sprang to the wheel, in jumped jerry and he,
I gabbled, Max gobbled, we gobbled all three.
Yea Queen's!" cried the students, as cheerleaders sweet
Ran off with the bell along Union Street
How about that, you sports fans!" exclaimed Uncle Max,

And off we drove smartly in Quarathon tracks.

Not a word to each other; we all had to use
Every moment to gabble by radio.

We were doing our best to bo first with the news
In Kingston ond eastern Ontario.
I turned in my seat ond adjusted my kit-

Nor gabbled less steadily Tinlin o whit.
'

Twos noon when we started, but darkness soon came.
And the runners' red Scotchlite "Q"s dazzled like flame.
But alas! there was one who passed out by the woy,
And o driver who detoured through meadows of hay.
As we ncared Deseronto, I heard a clock chime
And broke silence with, "Two hours to go till press time!"

All manner of dangers were lurking to trap us:

We frightened two cameramen trying to snap us.

Uncle Max kicked the bucket ( a steel one) in Brighton,

While attempting quite vainly to turn the john light on;

There were rumbles of "rumbles" that set us a-shiver,

And gave me an impulse to jump in the river!

But with Colborne behind us, what terrors we got

When a call came from Kingston: "Incompetent lot!

Now you've missed a big scoop . . . yes, the biggest of oil!

Some jokers have stolen the '28 ball!"

How they'll greet us ot Varsity, how we must rue it!

Someone swiped the old football . . . and we never knew it!

And oil I remember is rumours going round . . .

The ball's here! The ball's there! The boll's quite safe and sound!

And no voice but was cursing CKWS
Far being responsible for the whole mess.

So I poured down my throat a large measure of rye.

And we went to the game, and oh, Lord! were we high!

And we gabbled and garbled and gobbled our goggles

And gargled the gobblets and gobbed in the garbage

And remember, if you don't play a sport, be one.

M. E. Gerwin

Welcome to Kingston . . .

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS'
to

Spearn's of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

FREE GIFT WRAPPING AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT

DROP IN AND SEE OUR STUDIO CARDS

330 Princess Street Dial L! 8-3434

(§ib Mill £>teak Hnusi>
— SPECIALIZING IN -

CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS
served with desserts like Apple-par-dowdy

DINNER SERVED FROM 4 P.M. TO 12 P.M.

DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAY

For Reservations Dial LI 2-9048

5 Miles East of Kingston, on Highway No. 2

Fat under candlelight by the stnne fireplace and old mil wheel

in history as

their country

those

from

i emembered

who saved

doom.

The Cabinet, like leash'd dogs
healed, looked as one to their

"Chief". All knew that they had
no effective forces to oppose the

enemy — everything was obso-

lete! The navy was icebound,

the airforce was scrapped, the

missile bases had no missiles,

and the army was incorporated

into the civil defence system
and had only had training in

first aid. The approaching stu-

dent rebels were unopposed. Yet
the "Party" and "the Chief" had
never failed before

!

The student-conquerors crunch-

ed through the cold, crisp snow
and made their way towards the

Parliament Buildings. The self-

appointed campus agitators urged

on their army in gleeful antici-

pation of the coming struggle.

Among the press of infantry I

walked. Like them I was inspired

by the spirit of the conqueror, like

them I too was power-mad. No
democratically elected represen-

tative of the people would tie us

to the American dogs by importing

their 'Bomhs'. As our leaders said,

we couldn't win a war, so why
try? Onward we came ... to de-

struction !

"The Chief" stopped pacing the

floor, a snap of his fingers and a

dash to the phone. The Cabinet

perceptibly brightened, their eyes

shone and their chests swelled —
they would quel the revolt yet.

The revolutionaries, upon
reaching the Parliament Build-

ings, were informed that Canada
had made application to, had
been accepted by, and was now
a sattelite nation of, the USSR.
In this way it was asserted

Canada eliminated the problem
of allowing American 'Bombs'
on Canadian soil. Now there was
no enemy and now the United
States would not give us their

'Bombs' anyway. The student

visionaries, I among them, slow-

ly disbanded and made the labor-

ious trek home. A feeling of un-
easiness could be almost felt on
the campus the next day, and
tension mounted. Shortly after-

wards agents of the RCMP, now
operating under a new and valid

contract with the USSR, seized

all the revolutionaries. Yes, my
fellow students and I followed
the foot-steps of our campus in-

tellectuals . . . foot-steps that

led to . . .

The harsh commanding voice of

my surly captor snapped me out

of my reminiscing and back to the

world of reality, a world full of

stone that for some (indefinable

reason, had to be crushed by my
sledge hammer !

Emo Gootch

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

OSCAR PETERSON TRIO

will entertain with

refreshing jazz on

THURSDAY, NOV. 10th

SHARE Campaign for WUSC
"PROGRAM OF ACTION"

OPENS

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15th

the MILDEST
BEST-TASTING

CIGARETTE
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Surrender

(continued from page 1)

right, but a duty, to fight for our
society, was also brought out by
the negative side.

Prof. Wise, in his adjudication,

felt that full advantage of the
rebuttals was not taken. He also

complimented the large turnout
to hear the debate.

The Queen's Debating Union
will hold another debate this

Thursday, which will also be
geared to pick a team to enter the

Intercollegiate Debating champ-
ionships to be held in Toronto at

the end of this month.

Engineers Add $500. To AMS
Building Fund: Promise More
In a letter to the AMS executive

this week, Malcolm Scott, writ-

ing on behalf of the Engineering
Society, told of the Service Con-
trol Board's plan to donate $500
to the AMS Building Fund for

the proposed Queen's Theatre.

Control Board has pledged an ad-

ditional $500 next year with the

provision that on the annual tag

day, $700 or more is collected

from the students themselves.

For those who are unaware of

it the Service Control Board is

Explains Medicine Obliged

To Respect Human Dignity

CFRC

This gift comes as a result of
that bod* of facuIty and students

the interest shown by the stud-
which administers tlie Technical

ents in the tag day held October
SuPPiics a"d the Employment

22. (collection in excess of $700).
Serv,ce -

In order to provide more incen- Last year tne Board gave $500

tive for the future, the Service

PUBLIC AFFAIRS CLUB

One of Britain's leading auth
orities on local government,
Keith Lucas, Fellow of Neuffield

College, Oxford, will address the

embryonic Public Affairs Club
here Thursday at 4:15 p.m. in

Room 9, Dunning Hall. His topic

will be "Free elections in Africa."

Mr. Lucas is the second speak-
er obtained by the newly formed
Public Affairs club. The club has
been informally organized to

sponsor lectures and discussions

on current topics and all students

at the university interested in

public affairs are invited to par
ticipate.

as a scholarship

Faculty.

the Law

HELP WANTED!
Be a broker for World Univer-

sity Service on November 15.

All you have to do is sell

SHARES in a very promising and
important enterprise. (See Page
4). Please contact Ruth Kostich
at Local 487.

OVER STOCKED SALE
AT

STAN'S REG'D
523 Princess Street

All Wool Tweed Sports Jackets, Reg. $27.50
Sole Price Only $18.95

We carry a lorge selection of Men's Dress Trousers — All
Sale Priced.

Sove money on Shorts and Tops — T-Shirrs — Socks —
Dress and Sport Shirts — Corduroy Jackets and Slack Watch
jackets.

'Snowball' Dance

Spots Available

Campus organizations, years

and faculties : remember the dead-

line — Tuesday, November 8 In

the A B of C office in the gym-
nasium—for applications for the

dances of the weekend of January
13 and 14.

Your application must include

a programme outlining intended

entertainment, novelties, decora-

tions, theme and person in charge,

and will be judged on originality,

quality, and appropriate Snow-
ball atmosphere.

Director Wanted
Applications for musical direc-

tor for the Revue Guild Production

will be accepted until S p.m. Wed
November 9.

Duties; Write original music
and rehearse and direct it for per-

I
formance early in Feb.

A joined the Bell as an outside plant engineer, and after a few
weeks of familiarization on the job, wliieh included a large
number of field visits, I was assigned some interesting design
work in which I could apply some of my University training.
During (he following months I liked the way I was allowed to
assume responsibility.

"Later, I was involved in extensive telephone plant rearrange-
ments for the Seaway, and this provided further excellent experi-
ence. My job by this time also included responsibility for several
telephone exchanges which meant working on a large number
of projects of different sizes at one time.
"Next I became a Planning Engineer, co-ordinating the work of
several engineers operating in a large downtown exchange area.
I liked the scope of that job. Recently, I was transferred to tho
Transmission Section of our Engineering Department. Here the
work prov.des experience quite different from my previous assign-
ments. There s always something new and challenging
A number of my friends at Queens joined the Bell. Theres

opportunity throughout our organization, no matter what your
interests are. '

Auk your Placement Officer for our career booklet

Dace Murray, a graduate

in Civil Engineering

from Quccn'i UntoBtiUy,

it cnlhuilutllc about his

prospects at Tlw Bell.
,

During the first of the series of

SCM sponsored lecture-discus-

ons on religion and medicine,

Padre Laverty last Thursday

night, gave his opinions on the

"Christian Basis for Medical and

Nursing Care." "The purpose of

medical vocations," he said, "pro-

ceeds out of what we hold true

about God, man, and the world."

He went on to explain that no
matter what view of God we con-

sider is the best, the Christian

view is very different from any

other. God is involved in His

creation, especially in the "crown

of His creation—human nature,"

and it matters to Him what hap-

pens. Evidence of this involve-

ment of God within our lives is

the "life, death, and resurrection

of Jesus Christ."

It can be asked whether or not

this conception of the Diety is a

true one, for many of the ideas

about it arise from the focusing

upon the ideas within Christ's

teachings. The very fact that the

Christian Church has accepted

this conception for almost two
thousand years, many times be

ing prone to surrender but never

doing so, established that Christ's

idea of the Diety is the one to

follow.

Padre Laverty stressed the

Christian position : every man has
dignity and worth and "has claim

upon us because he, also is the

child of God." One cannot "call

worthless a man for whom Jesus
Christ did not disdain to die."

From this Padre Laverty ar-

rived at the doctrine that no per-

son should be used as a means;
he must always be the end. This I

conception applies particularly to I

the medical profession when

patient is used for an experiment

or his condition as an oddity to

behold. The nurse and doctor are

in Olympian positions, and in the

phases of sickness the common
person's dignity is hardest to re-

spect, but it is most essential that

the dignity be respected.

The doctor and nurse must take

the talent parable seriously, for

"to those of whom much has

been given, much is required."

"There is neither Jew nor Greek,

bond nor slave, male nor female,

but all are one." Everyone has a

claim upon everyone else. And
upon those who have 'the talents

others are dependent. The doctor

and nurse, then, are in a position

of obligation.

The series of three lectures on
faith and medical care is being

given in the lecture room of

Etheriugton Hall for medical and
nursing students and any others

who might be interested. On
Thursday, November 10, at 7 p.m.

Dr. Mathers will discuss

Problem of Pain."

Thursday
6:30—Music Break

7:00—The Sound of Music

7:30—Calendar and Programme
Highlights

7:35—March Time

8:00—Gilbert and Sullivan —
Iolanthc

8:30—Speaking Frankly About
Religion

9:00—The Living Classics —
The Music of Brahnis,

featuring Piano Coi'io.
No. 2

"

11:00—Music for Modems

Classified

Barbers

You like a good haircut? Be slsrt

come to Hans Barber Shop, 74 Princt"
Street. "

Lost

Watch at football game Saturdj,
Probably in men's washroom, pi,,;'

call Bill Cooke, Room 333, Leonw
Hall, phone Local 296. Reward.

i

Blue leather wallet. Finder may W 1

money if he will return rest oi COj!
tents. Contact Linda Kcllar, 164 !;„;

\-crsity, Phone 6-7791.

Wanted
Qualified Nursery School tcachrr

The I
part time, for proposed school in fly'

rieficbl area, two mornings a 1

I Call LI 8-718S.

SIGNPCST
Tuesday:

AMS Executive meeting tonight at

7 p.m. in the main lounge of the Stud-
ents' Union, All students arc invited to
attend and observe their student gov-
ernment at work. The Russian stud-
ents will visit the meeting.

Queen's Socialist Club: Meeting in

Committee Room 2, at 12:-1S p.m. Stud-
ent speaker: Don Frascr, "Problem of
International Sanctions". Discussion.

Cercle Francais will meet on Tues-
day, Nov. 15 instead of tonight. Same
location: Leonard Hall West Centre
Common Room at 8 p.m.

Wednesday:
Cheerleaders: Most important prac-

tice of the year, at the gym at 6:30
l'-"i-

Man and women
students In

BNQINBBRINO
ARTS/ 9CIENCB
COMMERCE
BUS. ADM.
Your campus
will toon be
visited by

Bell Telephone
Employment Officers.

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT
Banquet Facilities Available for Groups up to 50 Persons

1399 Princess Street Liberty 2-2729 Kingston, Ont.
KINGSTON'S HOSPITALITY RESTAURANT

OPEN 8:00 A.M. TO llsOO P.M.

Queen's Biochemical Biophysical So.

cicty will meet at 7 p.m. in the lecture

room of the Craine Building. Dr. H. \
Denyes will speak on the "Biochcrmj-I
try of Hibernation". Refreshments. AE-
arc welcome.

Bridge Club: Regular meeting u l
p.m. in the Lower Common Room tJ

the I'n'on. Everyone welcome.
Queen's Jarz Society: 7 p.m. Music

Room, Douglas Library. New niera-
1

bers welcome.

Thursday:
Math and Physics Club: Meeting

7:30 p.m. in room 221 of Ellis Hall
Dr. A. V. Douglas will speak on "Inter-

national Co-operation in Astronomy',
There will be a visit to the Qnetn'i
Observatory afterwards.
Revue Guild Production Staff: M«l-

big at 7 p.m. in Committee Room 2.

"Free Elections in Africa" will in:

the topic of the second lecture in tht

Public Affairs Club series. The gum
lecturer will be Professor Keith Luui
of Oxford. All students interested is

public affairs are invited to attend the
lecture in Room 9, Dunning Hall il

4:15 p.m.

TRAIN FOR TOMORROW
serve your way through university

You can become an Officer in the
Canadian Army, and complete your

education with financial assistance
by enrolling in the tri-service

Regular Officer Training Plan.

• Your tuition and
university fees will be paid

• You will receive an annual
grant for books and
instruments

• You will receive a monthly
income

• You will receive allowances
for board and room

• You will receive free
medical and dental care
and, best of all, you will be
beginning an interesting
and adventurous career as
an officer in Canada's
modern Army,

Call your University Support
Officer today or write to:

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA
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"Spotlight Israel
(continued from page 1)

blems facing the new state. They

have not, however, neglected the

arts- Hebrew University at Jeru-

salem cover all the courses we

have at Queen's, and many more.

Mr. Rabin said that competition

for university entrance is extre-

mely keen. At 17, prospective

students of both sexes have two

years military service, so that

when they come to university

they are older and more mature.

How strong is anti-Arab sen-

timent? Mr- Little stated that the

150,000 Arabs in Israel have com-

plete civil rights in border com-

munities where freedom of move-

ment is restricted. But feeling

against the Arab nations is very

strong. One man said, "We hate

the Germans for what they did

to us. We dislike the Arabs, but

there is a little more understand-

ing".

What are the collective farms

like? Mr. Little described the

kibbutzim as small, agricultural

communities engaging in mixed
intensive farming. They are com-
pletely self-sufficient in teachers,

entertainment, culture.
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Does "Exodus" give us a true

picture? Mr. Little felt that Exo-
dus is a very biased book. The
basic political and economic con-
siderations for the Arab point of

view are left out. As it is a novel,
certain literary license is taken
with history and character.

What is the zionist movement?
In the original sense of the word,
a Zionist is a person who in some
future time will settle in Israel.
According to Mr. Rabin, the con-
cept is changing. It will come to
mean a person who gives active
support to Israel, without neces-
sarily settling there. The problem
is, however, that Israel needs peo-
ple and technical help, more than
money.

Mr. Little said that the Israeli
government takes any Jew who
wishes to settle. There has been
a shift in the origin of immigrants
from Europe to Asia and Africa.
' he greatest problem is to get
Russian Jews but of Russia

*

Science Ditch
Stag Tradition

Listed below are some of thereasons glven by the Engineering
Society for their decision to e m

8

» any gathering which employs
thC USe 0f Pornographic displays

J)
Stags promote bad relation-

ships w.th the city of KingsZ.
Th.sis something which the Uni-
versity cannot afford. (Particular-
ly now during the days of ex-
propriation.)

2) Stags were originally in-
tended to make money. Due to
damages incurred in the pas t itwas found to be questionable' aso whether stags really were pro-
fitable Saence '61 will remember
the b.ll or $272 for broken chairs
^tables at the Steel Workers

3) The possibility of someone
being seriously hurt at a stag is
qmte high. Invariably large stags
conclude with a bottle throwing
episode. Once again Science '61
w.l! remember sweeping broken
beer bottles from the floor of the
Steel Workers Hall.

QUEEN'S JOURNAL
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SHARE^Dollai^idKorean Students
To be forewarned is to be fore-

armed.

We're warning you to be armed
with your dollar for the surest in-
vestment of your lifetime. On
Tuesday November 15th, a
World Umversity Service broker
will se 1 you a SHARE in theWUS International Program of
Action for 1961.

Here are the benefits of such
a transaction:

• You'll receive an impressive
document for your generos-
ity.

• You'll have an opportunity
t« win $15 worth of merchan-
dise from Treasure Van.

» And most important of all,

you'll have made a wise in-

vestment which will pay rich

dividends.

Last week, we told you about
the educational activities your
contribution might aid in South
Africa. This week,— another
place, another way, in which
SHARE funds help in the inter-

national student community.
One of the most urgent prob-

lems facing the students in Korea
continues to be the difficulty of
obtaining accommodation. The
position is particularly acute
the city of Seoul which contains

40% of the university population
Some 60% of the students coming

from outside the city are obliged
to live under substandard hous-
ing conditions. The WUS Com-
mittee now operates two hostels,

established with international as-
sistance, for 160 men and women
students. The Committee also
assists 25 other hostels in the
city and is active in encouraging
the establishment of additional

dormitories.

To assist in providing further

equipment for common-rooms and

recreational facilities and to help

enlarge the dining-room, the in-

ternational allocation will com-
bine with a local fund-raising tar-

get of $1,744 which is also intend-

ed to meet operational costs.

In Korea, and in forty other

countries, WUS helpe secure the

material and intellectual condi-

tions for the effective pursuit of

knowledge. This is an exceeding-

ly important programme in which
you can SHARE.

4) If the Engineering Society
had not taken steps to eliminate
stags it would just be a matter of
time before the Administration
did. With this in mind it was felt
that the Society might do well to
take the initiative and receive the
credit.

5) Although this signifies the
end of an era, one cannot dispute
the fact that stags are morally
wrong. They were without doubt
the lowest form of entertainment
to be found on campus.

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

• PINS • RINGS
• BRACELETS

Choose your class pin or

school insignia from a com-
plete stock in starling or

gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
JEWELLERS

168 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 6-2261

1961 GRADUATES
CANADA'S LARGEST EMPLOYER

FEDERAL PUBLIC SERVICE

requires

CIVIL-ELECTRICAL-MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS

An interesting and rewording career may await you tn the
Federal Government if you ore graduating in Civil, Electrical or
Mechanical Engineering in 1961. New graduates in these fields
will be employed ot various Canadian centres on vital and chal-
lenging projects involving design, development, construction, re-
search application and contracts engineering.

STARTING SALARY APPROXIMATELY $5,000 —
allowances will be made for those completing

relevant post-graduate training.

Candidates must write a general objective test at
9 A.M. on Saturday, November 19.

Details regarding the examination, application forms
and information circulars and folders are available

from

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE
OR

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA

As

NEED SPACE!
you were notified last spring,

*
.

camP"s organizations which

„
S

.'
re office space in theUmon nmi present theJr cages

before theAMS Space Committee
'"January of 1961. Any organiz
"tions intending to do so
"°t'fy this committee in writin

7M
°eCCmber

1. I960. Write^Mb Space Committee, c/o R, F

p ' NeIs0n
. Glen's Post Office

^hone: 6-7403.

SWfttjt well ^uippect

lor ENGLISH LITERATURE...

ROAD MAPS
(ofXanadu,

Shangri-La,

Aflantis.etc)

F°rA SureTomorrow
• • • Insure Today
M
fU:£ macintosh
OFFICE LI 2-4933
HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
Iniubanci Company

Sf^l[ "O«ONIO.CAN*0A

FOR SALE
fiUNK BEDS

The student well equipped for making

the most of future opportunities

carries a slim red volume on flAM'
which is inscribed "Bank of

Montreal, Savings Department."

Bank of Montreal

Kingston Hun Office, 297 King St. East, at the Market:

T. R. FRANCIS, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the ' V" Building:

WILLIAM F. CRONIN. Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch:

WILLIAM BARRY. Manager
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Comets Paste
Ryerson 51-26

The Queen's Comets finished out

the season Saturday with a re-

sounding 51-16 win over the

Ryerson Rams in Varsity Stadium.

Quarterback and captain, Neil

Wilson, one of the many Interlopers

in their final college game, led the

team with a brilliant combination

of a running and passing game.

Other Comets playing their final

game were Jim Fraser, Bill Watson,
Stu Watts, Brian McLeod, John
Bulmer, Ron Barnum, Pat McCue,
Tom Graham, and Dave Purcell.

Queen's touchdowns were scor-

ed by Brian Todd and Pete Max-
well with two apiece. Bob Lath-

am, Howard Green, Dune Mc-
Dougall and Jim Fraser. The
Comets were strengthened for the

game by the addition of Norm
Dunstan and Brian Todd, out

earlier in the season with injuries,

Todd ran well on offence before

leaving in the third quarter with

eye cuts requiring six stitches,

while Dunstan anchored the de

fensive backfield, took the occas

ional shot at offense and booted

kickoff s and converts.

The prettiest play of the game was

the sixty yard off-tackle gallop by

Latham for a touchdown. Slowed

down at least three times, he changed

his pace, reversed his field and

shook off half a dozen tacklers to

go over standing up.

Notes: the crisp downfield block-

ing of Barnum and McCue was
the reason for the many long

gains made on wide plays. Howie
Green and Pete Maxwell played

their best game of the year and
were the offensive stars. Stu
Watts played his usual sharp

game as did defensive captain,

Bill Watson, who made a spark-

ling interception and runback.

Winning this game left the

Comets tied in second place in the

Intermediate league. Toronto wound
up in first place after an undefeated

season but the fine showing of the

Queen's II makes prospects look

bright for next year when some of

them graduate to the Gaels.
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Levana Swimming

And Diving Meet

The Levana intramural syn-

chronized swimming and diving

meet was held on Wednesday,
November 2 with 21 participants

in four events.

In the first event, diving, Dara-
lyn Simpson, PHE '63 placed

first with Sandy Blaine PHE '62

second and Jane Allport Levana
'64 third, Ruth Corden, Levana
'64 copped a first in the figures

performing a fish tail porpoise, a

sword fish, and a flamingo. Sec-

ond place went to Marilyn Highe,
also of '64 and third went to

Diane Matheson of Levana '65.

Marilyn Highe placed again

taking first in the synchronized

singles with an authentic looking

Indian dance. Second place went
to Ruth Corden, also a previous

winner, with her interpretation of

Belle of the Ball".

The last event ot the meet, the

synchronized doubles gave first

place to Leith Henderson and
Barb Fair PHE '62 as they swam
"Around the world in SO days'

1

"Like Man- Paris" bikini style

brought second place to Lois

Knights and Agnes McGugan of

PHE '61. PHE '62 starred again

as the Siamese children Barb
Gendron and Diane McDougall
marched into third place.

Judges for the events were Miss
Ross, Miss Leggett, Miss Roberts

and Mrs. Galasso.

Last week Levana '62 won the

track and field tabloid meet; In-

tramural basketball starts next
week and so does intramural bad-
minton singles. Intercollegiate

volleyball and intercollegiate bad-
minton practices have started. Ice

Revue will start soon so get your
skates out and sharpened up.

There is a hockey practice on
Wednesday at 1 p.m. for all girls

in the Arena.

N.B.
Football tickets on sale at the

Gym.

Queen's Over
RMCIn Rugger
The Queen's Rugger Team re-

vived some of its former glory

which was ignominiously lost

during the Toronto weekend

against the Blues, as they decis-

ively downed the RMC Redmen
13-0 on Saturday morning.

Without a doubt it was the

Queen's forwards who led the

team to victory as they over-

powered their opponents especial-

ly in the tight and loose scrums

From the kickoff Barry Loughton
and his driving forwards rushed

RMC onto the defensive and it

was only through lack of cohes-

ion among the backs that there

was no score at half time.

Early in the second half Queen's

took the lead when following a

penalty L. H. Lawrence dived

over to score and Dave Steele's

conversion made it (5-0). From
then on it was just a matter of

how many points the team could

muster. Following a rare pull line

movement, right winger Mike
Connal added to the score with

a beautiful touchdown in the
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But it was called back! This fine touchdown run by Gord Simister was nullified as the officials

made a dubious clipping call of a Queen's player. Strong blocking is shown by John Ware (22), J0hn

Ericson (39), Sam Poaps (48), Don Plumley (51), and two unidientified Queen's players.
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corner to make the score (S-0).

A few minutes later Pete Mc-
Ewan took advantage of an RMC
misunderstanding to dribble
through and score; Dave Steele's

conversion made the final score

13-0.

To single out players for special

mention is rare in rugger because

team work is a vital part of the

game. The man who scores the

points is not necessarily one of

the best players. For example,

newcomers to the game Hard
Rock Mike Ross and Eager Ed
Preston have never scored, but
they have made and saved touch-

downs through their hard work.
The team christened the Queen's
XV's by some humble admirer,

play host to the McGill Redmen
next week on the outer field at

11 a.m. prior to the Big football

game.

There is a rumour that the club

may participate in the North
American contest, to be held in

New York city on Nov. 26.

By Gus MacKay
Sports Writer

In a game that was in doubt up

to the last play, the McGill Red-

men beat the Gaels 15-9 on Sat-

urday afternoon. The two teams

which will meet here next Satur-

day in a playoff for the Yates Cup
battled on even terms for

Strickler fell on it and was tackled

for a safety touch.

In the scoreless third frame the

Gaels marched from their own 18

to McGill's five yard line but

they couldn't push it across in

three tries. Both teams opened up

in the final stanza but it was the

minutes and it was penalties and

fumbles that made the difference.

For the second game in a row,

the Gaels defensive unit over-

shadowed the offense, making few

mistakes and allowing the Red-

men just 13 first downs only three

on passes. The Gaels moved the

yard-sticks on 15 occasions, 12

times through the air but three

of their drives were extinguished

by fumbles.

Robin Ritchie opened the scor-

ing early in the first quarter on a

ten yard pass and run play from

Connor to give the Gaels a short

lived 6-0 lead. The Redmen went
ahead in the 2nd period when
\\ iUie Lambert took a 10-yard

pass from Skypeck and scampered
another ten to score. Haukkala
converted to put McGill in front

to stay. Late in the half Porter's

kick from the 20 was blocked and
Harasimowicz kicked the loose

I ball into the end zone where

s,xty
i Redmen by making use of a fake

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS
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field goal attempt out-scored the

Gaels 7-3.

With the third and ten on the

Gaels 29 Haukkala went in sup-

posedly to try for the three points

but Lambert instead of holding

the ball three a short pass to Tay-

lor who ran to the Queen's two.

Hansen scored on his second at-

tempt off tackle and Haukkala

with his convert put the Redmen
ahead 15-6. The Gaels inarched

right back but again their attack

faltered, this time on the twenty

and Ritchie kicked a field goal

from the twenty-eight to make
the final score 15-9.

For the rest of the game the

Gaels fought to get the tying

touchdown but the closest they

got was to the McGill twenty-
eight. On the last play Connor
threw a desperation pass to Wick-
Ium in the end zone but it was
incomplete. And so the stage was
set for a play-off next week-end.

According to the experts, a

team makes its own breaks but
even the most ravid McGill fan

would have to admit that Gaels
were plagued by bad luck. Just
before McGill got their first major
fohn Quinn intercepted a pass on
the five and ran the ball to the
twelve. But the officials called a
rouErhing the passer penalty to
nullify the play and on the next
ane Skypeck threw to Lambert for

By. I

man]

Qifteii's had

the score. Although they were

penalized just three times and

made only three fumbles all 0f

them came at inopportune times.

The officials, who several times

incurred the ire of the Gaels as

well as the fans did not call a bar]

game. But they seemed to be

watching the Gaels much more

closely than the Redmen. Early poriunity of

in the first quarter they nullified 0f four stude

a touchdown by Simester when Union on Tu
they penalized Wicklum for cli|)- day 0 f this w
ping when he made a half-hearted reflection on
attempt to push one of the Red-

'
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men. On the other hand, they gave ed and the

the Redmen the benefit of the our Soviet fri

doubt twice when Porter wns spite ol

knocked down on punts.
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Don Robb who caught five pa*- guests and ou

ses for 115 yards played his best from the expt

game of the year and was Gaels' consensus see

big man on offense. Wicklum who of ,1S who v

gained 46 yards on one pass and fortunate enoi

Ritchie were Connor's other main found it it rt

targets. But is was Robb who MOst importa:

twice took the ball out of a Me- usVealize that

Gill defenders arms who consist- nations are fa

ently came up with the big catch plgtely ri^ht i

to keep the Gaels' marches gohi- ;„ ot]r ac t;ons
Terry Porter, who spent Satnr-

; gMucn 0f tn
day night in the hospital, player! ^ around the
well at linebacker and still had n where many i
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34 yard punting average in spite

of having one kick blocked. Davs

Skene at cornerback and John

Quinn and Kent Plumley in the

defensive backfield also had good

games.

The best for the McGill on of-

fense were Lambert and Milligan

who each gained 103 and 80 yards

respectively. MacKenzie, and Ho-

siak stood out for the Redmen

defensively as they both put a

good rush on Connor throughout 25. ai)(j ^ ^
the game -

.
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I960 MP World^Students^Buy SHARES Tuesday
ILre's a chance to make a sound investment in a reoutahl. u ,

~~ ^^•7
ith a great future. World University Service at Queen'!

ing you to buy a SHARE in the WUS International Prog
"

6* for 1961- On Tuesday, November 15th, a WUS broke

itZ you with a SHARE in return for your contribution With

I' share, you
also have an opportunity to win $15 worth of merchan-

^from Treasure Van. The draw will be held November 22.
disc

of Action, WUS works to sect

area?

hrough the Program — —K5 «, secure materia]

intellectual
conditions for the effective pursuit of knowledge in

tudent need throughout the world.

,
[,c cardinal feature of the work of WUS is the principle thatIC cai«.»-

,
— - pnncipie that

international
ass.stance should be based on mutual concern and a

r ^se 0 f partnership — that it should support and encourage self-

QUEEN'S

devel0pmLt orr0c
p
aI an

a

rn t

1 ions through the -d
ties. WUS has sought to T Tn™5 ° f univer^ communi-
-Elected areas of S d drr

iCemrate * energies °" ^P^tively
developing new

attenti°' 1 t0 ** imP°*ance and
«f diversity and student welte

g with P«"»lems

The following are some of the activities of WUS-

^4 sit ^af^Tr^ heaith^ °-
where students are freoueL l

1"?*48 wards in c°«»tries

treatment facilities „ 'not T
ilIneSS and prCVentive andUes are not adequately developed

^*3&E5£tt h°StClS
' *** ^_^any through co-operative action, in areas

where students live under crowded conditions and frequently suffer
from malnutrition.

• aiding university libraries and stimulating the Development;
of co-operative mimeographing and printing projects and bookstores
in countries where textbooks are scarce and expensive and the means
of the average student severely limited

• mobilizing appropriate material aid to university communi-
ties and offering scholarship assistance to individual students in
times of crisis.

Through this programme and associated activities of study and
human encounter (such as the annual international summer semi-
nars) WUS strengthens the bonds of genuine fellowship and under-
standing within the international university community. You can
SHARE in these exceedingly important projects on November 15.
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A Few Coffee

Shop Opinions

kTheVisitors

By Robbie Shaw

many of you realize,

more Queen's had the wonderful op-

arly portunity of hosting a delegation

Tied of four students from the Soviet

vhen Union on Tuesday and Wednes-

day of this week. This article is a

reflection on the visit; whether it

was worthwhile, what was achiev-

ed, and the impression left by

our Soviet friends.

"In spite of the reduced length

of their visit, certainly both our

guests and ourselves gained much
from the experience. The general

consensus seems to be that those

Iqmiis who were interested and
fortunate enough to talk to them
found it a revealing experience.

Most important, it made many of

^Realize that we of the Western
nations are far from being com-
pletely right in our thinking and
jaSRur actions.

"Much of the discussion center-
ed around the field of education,
where many will agree the Rus-
sians have far out-stripped us. An
interesting factor to note is that
the students of the Soviet Union
do not have to pay to attend Uni-
versity. In fact many (almost
80%) receive scholarships which
actually amount to salaries since

Phone 6-1731 No. 13

*t»Jh

t

6

? n6Xt WW? Left t0 "Eht ™ Alia, a Meds
student, Emmenuo.1, 30-year old linguist and interpreter for the
group, and Alexei, teacher and leader of the group.

"Head For The Hills, Fellas!"
Susie-Q Week Opens Sunday

The Score .

.

.

Same Problems Here,
Say Russian Students

By Bob Crown
Assistant News Editor

Wednesday afternoon found the Russian delegation engaged in an informal debate with Queen'3undergrads in Dunning Hall Auditorium.
Chaired by Dr. Alan Mewett of the Law Faculty, the meeting began with a statement of Soviet

educational principles. These include free tuition, room, and board, with many scholarships and prizes
available to urge Russians regardless of colour, race, or creed. There is, it was claimed, great emphasis
on the Liberal Arts subjects as well as the scientific. Russians study the ideologies of all countries and
tunes: feudalism, capitalism, and communism.

It was stressed that every con-

expenses are practically nil
their

"Another thing which struck
most of us about our visitors was

age. Alia, the only female
their

member of the delegation, was
25- and the others were in their
*jjr thirties. This was due to the
*« that Russian students in gen-
* 31 Work ^tween their second-ly an (i University education.
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Dear Freshettes:

Susie-Q week is almost here

again. To some freshettes this

may be a new experience, and it

may need a little clarification.

Susie-Q week is an opportunity

to treat the young men who have

entertained us this fall. It is also

an opportunity to get to know
some of the men with whom we
have become acquainted, and

whom we would like to know
better.

The week can be fun. However,

we should keep in mind that the

young men we will entertain

should be treated with the cour-

tesy that we like from an escort.

Would you like to be invited out

with several other girls, and the

whole affair treated as a joke?

You are a young lady of Queen's,

and your date deserves to be

treated as a gentleman.

Levana offers a cup to the resi-

dence floor or house which enter-

tains the most young men. Ap-

proached in a good competitive

spirit, the week offers us a lot

of fun getting to know and en-

tertaining boys. For every date

you take out you are asked to

give 5c to Levana, and for every

date you accept you are asked to

give 25c. In past years this money

has been donated to various char-

ities.

The Susie-Q Committee

t . . And The Rates
1. Dates to be made only from

Sunday noon to Sunday noon.

2. Pay for everything from
Sunday noon to Sunday noon.

3. Ask out at least one person

from each faculty.

4. Ask out at least One man
with whom you have not prev-

iously been out.

5. At least one date must be a

breakfast date.

6. Do unto the boys as you
would have them do unto you

etiquette-wise. e.g. call for dates

help with coats, open doors, stand

up when they enter a room, etc.

7. No more than one boy per

sitting please. They do not like

the "mass-production line" effect.

8. Pay to the Susie-Q jar on

your floor or in your house five

cents for each date you ask out

and 25 cents for each date who

asks you out. Mark your dates

and those you have accepted care

fully on the lists provided.

9. Provide your date with de-

corated suspenders for "Der

Sehwaravalde Karneval" (featur

ing fashions from the Black For

est.)

10. Girls not abiding by the

above rules may be required to

accept dates arranged by any

floor or house member.

P.S.: All methods of introduc-

tion are permissible in Susie-Q

week.

dition is created for the advance
ment of cultural endeavor. Prac-
tical work as well as theoretical

study is considered grounds for a
guarantee to a job for at least

three years upon graduation. This
guarantee is received by each

Soviet graduate.

In the following question pe-

riod, the interpreter speaking all

the answers, the visitors were
asked what they considered to be

the common problems of Cana-
dian and Russian students. The
fact that society develops faster

than education can expand is the

principal common problem. In-

creased scholarships for students

and greater practical facilities,

were cited as examples of needs

in common.

In reply to inquiries into num-
bers and distribution of students,

they said that there are 57 mil-

lion students in different institu-

tions, two million in higher insti-

tutions and two million in special

institutions, all holding positions

by success in competitive exami-

nations. It was further empha-
sized that equal study time is

devoted to non-communist modes
of living.

In many minor questions and
probing remarks, a general view

of some aspects of Soviet life was
obtained.

In the field of justice, a question

concerning civil lawyers uncover-

ed the fact that social sanction on
minor law-breakers is exercised.

(A small group in the community
where the offense is committed
decides the guilt and punish-
ment.)

Being international in nature,

Russia experiences no racial pre-

judice or religious intolerance,

they said. When questioned fur-

ther on the field of religion, they
said that churches of all denomi-
nations are open in the USSR and
are attended by the faithful.

Hope was expressed by the

delegates that they would be but a
vanguard for many more exchan-
ges of students between Canada
and the USSR. An exchange of

gifts followed the debate and a
round of applause from audience
and visitors terminated the meet-
ing.

Queen's To Have Circle K Club
At their November 1st meeting,

the executive of the AMS ratified

the organization of a new club

on this campus, to be known as

CIRCLE K. CIRCLE K is a Ki-

wanis-sponsored service club

which will be constantly at work

on behalf of this campus and the

surrounding community. Already

in existence on 275 campuses in

Canada and the United States,

CIRCLE K will endeavour to be

of service in many ways.

CIRCLE K is an OPPORTUN-
ITY for COLLEGE MEN be-

cause it provides a means of do-

ing things in a college community

that service clubs are doing in the

business and professional world:

• An opportunity for joint, as

well as individual, participa-

tion in many activities for

the service of humanity and|

for campus and community
betterment.

I An opportunity for self-ex

pression on the life of the

campus and community.

\ An opportunity for self-de-

velopment. Leadership, good

citizenship, education and

fellowship acquired through

club meetings, through act-

ual participation in civic pro-

grammes, through lasting

friendships, and through the

association with outstanding

representatives of the busi-

ness, professional, agricultur-

al, and institutional life of the

community, in an atmosphere

of friendliness, mutual help-

fulness, and service.

An opportunity to serve and

learn at the same time. Every

man in a school of higher

learning is preparing himself

for life. CIRCLE K augments
this learning in a practical

and interesting manner.

If you are interested in being

a part of such an active and chal-

lenging programme, you're invit-

ed to attend the organizational

meeting planned for 7:30 p.m.,

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
I6th in the Banquet Room of the

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT on

Princess Street. Come along and
tend your minds and muscles to

this, Queen's University's newest

club

!

Game Time
Game time Saturday is

1 :30 p.m. A tea-dance will be

held in the Gym immediate-

ly after the game.

GRADS: RETURN YOUR PROOFS TODAY
I Or Wallace Berry Will Select For You
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Z.e*f We Forget . . .
The shriek of the bugle, contrasting with the memory-filled

silence, rings out over another day of remembrance. The hundreds
of thousands who gave their lives so that we might live in peace
and freedom are once again honoured throughout Canada and the
world. Flags arc dipped in salute, wreaths are quietly placed at
monuments, speeches are made, and veterans march. Then all is

at is was I

Remembrance Day has become a tradition of long standing but
for many it has also become meaningless. We do not quarrel with
the commemoration of those who have made the supreme sacrifice
for their country, but rather, with the many who spuriously attend
the ceremony of November the 11th. There should be a strong real-
isation that there is more to remember than the purely emotional
aspects of a short service. This realisation is widely lacking in
contemporary Canada. Speeches, wreaths, bugles, and silence are
the mere signs of man's endeavours in a war for freedom and life.
It is bullets, blood, tears, and death that should be remembered. In
our complacent twentieth century there is a very real and acute
danger that we shall occupy ourselves only with the colourful
vestiges, rather than with the somewhat sickening reality, of the
occasion.

The eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month
attracts multitudes of people, and yet, many of these are only super-
ficial worshippers of their own emotions. The human mind seems
eminently satisfied in being sad. The emotional atmosphere of a
service of this type is received with obvious relish by the strangely
twisted minds of us all for it is with great facility that one can be
sad at the fate of others.. It is very easy to say "we will not forget"-
it is even easier to attend a pleasant, if solemn, ceremony surrounded
by one's friends. This, however, bellies the entire meaning of the
concept of rememberance.

Rememberance Day was conceived with the idea of paying a
thoughtful tribute to those who made our way of life possible It
should not become an observance, lacking both depth and meaning
It requ.res a conscious effort and some deliberate thought about the
true significance of November the 11th to adequately take part in a
ceremony of this type. The past few years have been singularily
lacking in anything more than a superficial observance on the part
of the participating audience.

We attack not the actual Remembrance Day but rather those
people who attend it without considering the reason that there is such
a day. We feel, that with some mental activity upon the part of Cana-
d.ans, Remembrance Day can become what it was meant to be If

FOR GOD'S SAKE.EGim, THE QhWE* NOT TILL SATURDAY?

Letters To The Editor

The Puzzlement Of Critics

we are wrong, if people can not concentrate upon the true aspects
Remembrance Day there is only one alternative and that is to

abolish a meaningless ceremony. This would be a great loss, a losswhich we feel entirely unnecessary.

On Screaming Cheers
Acute observers at football games have noticed that there hasbeen a smgnlar lack of co-ordination between screaming fans and

do £ ttT
P
;
rp°Se ° f HaVi,,g 3 *rOU» ° f cheerleaders is to

1Z sUtW H CheerI"d"s »™ '-king in artistic
ability or the fans are ignoring the cheerleaders the result is a con-
glomeration of coalesced noise that completely defeats the purposeof having cheer leaders.
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" ^at the major portion
of the blame must rest squarely upon the stooping shoulders of thestudents If they would follow the cheerleaders keep up to hemdun„g t„e song and cheer that follows, and keep in harmony duringthe countdown" after each score, the Queen's cheerin/ sect onwould be more effective

S section

or rather screamed.

How To 061 Elected
While money and brains make crowds deferential

ssential credential!!
SEX is the

Tom Marshall ludicrous

Editor, Journal:

As I have been invited to reply

to Mr. Lawrence's letter concern-

ing our coverage of the Domino
Theatre presentation of Hamiet,

I must say, at the outset, that I

am left slightly puzzled by it,

Mr. Lawrence states: "this pro-

duction of Hamlet was very un-

even, and laid itself open to what
could have been a devastating and

derogatory criticism." Later in his

letter, he remarks — in reference

to the role of the critic — that the

approach used by the critic may
be: "satirical, ironical, serious or

comical," but however the critic

writes, he must express himself

"soundly".

Essentially, Mr. Lawrence
accuses us of irresponsibility in our
roles as critics in refusing to state

with any emphasis our opinions

of the presentation. We did not

realize that any of our readers were
incapable of discerning the essen-

tial matter in our comments; how-
ever, for the benefit of Mr. Law-
rence and any others who may have
felt similarly disappointed with

them, may we append the follow-

ing glossary of terms and phrases:

"Shakespearean Comedy
"Hamlet": the production failed

tragically; "leaving the audience
at times, gasping for breath": the

audience in various occasions ex-
ploded into almost uncontrollable

laughter; " 'carnal, bloody and un-
natural acts,' four and three-

quarters of which followed": the
performance as a whole, left much
to be desired; "noisiest and most
impassioned ghost we have ever
heard": Mr. Bradley's perform-
ance would have gained much
strength had he sought meaning
and not decibels

; "the King was an
unusually reasonable, unassuming

. . type of enlightened despot":
Mr. Gall seemed to miss the whole
centre of his role as a contrast to
the confused and almost simple
Gertrude and as the principal
antagonist to Hamlet; "

Gildie's well-filled maternity
smock": instead of being sinister
servants of the king, intended to
draw Hamlet out, Rozencrantz and
Gildenstern's appearance was

'Taxes are

coy simpenngs of our

to price

Dan Bennett

geographically displaced and other-
wise unhinged Southern Belle":
Miss Rands as incredibly badly
miscast

; "Had a large metal key

. . . Fortinbras remained most
faithful to the pervading tone of

the performance": Mr. Lohrisch's

performance was mechanical in the

extreme and on the whole, this was

the dominant tendency of the total

cast; "we do not agree with Mr,
Lawrence's interpretation": please

re-read the play; we think that

either you missed something, or

you took the easy way out ;
" 'Oh

there be players who . . . imitated

humanity to abominably' " : see

above: "Had a large metal key

. . . "; "This was indeed a play

. . . 'Fall'n on th' inventors*

heads' " : the presentation was
poorly conceived and executed:

"the introspective soulful Dane
never materialized"

: Mr. Robert-

son seemed to have only the fain-

test conception of the scope of his

role; "to declaim in a strained

monotone": Mr. Robertson had no
top to his voice and virtually no
bottom. Voice lessons might be of

value. This was a play, not the
Roman senate; "'casual slaugh-

ters' "
: somehow, we felt, the

members of the cast were not fully

aware of the task they had set

themselves.

Now that Mr. Lawrence has
read the above notes, perhaps he
will see that we did, in fact, comply
with his request that the critic

express his opinions emphatically
and with some clarity. We hope
that since Mr. Lawrence previously
failed to grasp the meaning of our
comments, he will now be able to.

Other persons who saw the pre-
sentation and read our comments
concerning it. complimented us on
the accuracy with which we wrote
and the way in which we main-
tained a light and amusing tone, all

of which seems to comply with Mr.
Lawrence's directive concerning
how a critique may be written.

^
I am still puzzled by the remark:

"devastating and derogatory cri-

ticism." We intended, as shown
above, to leave no doubt in the
reader's mind as to how we fell

about the performance, and to be
more derogatory than we were
without being rude would have
been difficult. Surely, Mr. Lawr-
ence, you would not suggest that
we be rude?

What we most sincerely attempt-
ed to do was present to the readers
of our article some sort of picture
of what we saw liappen on the

Congratulations

Editor, Journal:

May I congratulate you and
Margaret Slavin on her most im-

pressive "Promiscuity and the

Christian Ethic" in a recent

Journal. Although I fear she has

misinterpreted Mr. Layton's real

position, her own position shows a
refreshing lack of the hysteria and
adolscent desire to shock so com-
mon in undergraduate writings on
sex and religion.

Charles Stone.

Workers Unite!

Editor, Journal:

Why will the proposed theatre,

for which we held a tag day a few-

weeks ago, cost so much? I have
read that it will take fifteen years
before the theatre is built and I,

for one, can't wait that long.

First of all, let the Engineering
Faculty, both staff and students,
design the building. The expense
of hiring an architect will add to

the over-all cost and I feel sure
that there must be someone that
can do this work. Secondly, hire
a power-shovel, with what money
we have, and let those students
who have worked on construction
jobs in the summer, excavate the
basement. Thirdly, purchase
cement or cement blocks and build
the walls of the basement and then
lay the floor over that. Thus we
have an enclosed area that will
seat the 1,500 people that the
theatre is to hold. The stage should
be built such that it can be dis-
mantled and placed in its perma-
nent position later on. Each year,
as more money comes in, another
portion of the building could be
constructed. ALL THIS WORK
WILL BE DONE BY THF
STUDENTS.

Labour is the largest cost todav
and if we cut out this factor, we
can have our theatre in a year's
time

- Robert Christy

stage of K.C.V.I. two weeks ago
" e seem, in the process, to have
covered the areas in which you
claim we were deficient, and in
doing so, qualify as critics accord-
ing to your requirements.

Mr. Lawrence, you have accused
us of ignorance. We accuse you of
having no imagination.

Keith Andrew for
L.K.; K.A.; O.K.

Bo
This column is devote^

expression of lively studty
ion. Opinions expressed

f,

not necessarily reflect

policy and any student u
to submit articles on any^
Remembrance day

associations for the many
R

who have taken a moment
their lives in the last few J

to observe it. For many
j,]

memory of those friends
at]

J

ones that perished in

caust, or suffered injury
an<|,

lation. For these people
r

brance day has a deep

significance, and is a day'oi

sorrow and comfort as the

observes its debt to those

for the preservation of this

and civilization.

For others it recalls

of the war itself, a time of

and fear, yet also a time
o|

poseful energy and devotion

war gave the nation an re-

work for, and a common
to destroy. Passions were

si

more direct, the object

win the war, and the method
I

to fight. Those who died reft

glory, and those who lived re

the fruits of victory. For

whose struggle it was, today
j

remember how they won

fight, and reflect that the

God justifies the righteous.

What, then, of those who

most students, have only

memories of the war and t

who fought in it? What an!

to derive from this day? It J

be benficial, I think, if wej

the period to reflect on Hull

of the nature of man which l

him to seek the destruction m

fellow beings in war. We ca

this the more easily today btai

we are psychologically on aj

footing. We regard the Rid

as our enemies (or the Coa

nists, it matters little), and

can be said to have a

purpose it is to combat G
nism economically, militaril;

ideologically. Perhaps the ra

for this is that we feel our era

threatened, and are only-

appropriate measures of

defense. The Communists,

ever, can use exactly the

argument, and with equally

reason. No, there must be a

reason why we face with

mity the prospect of the tnA

and destruction which is w^B
continue to use it as an instrufB

of national policy.

Is this reason not our ov^M
selfishness in our material tf^B

which alone lias allowed

maintain the institutions

have? With millions of F

living before us in a stated
1

subsistance, we are only

advance help to them of U*-
1

]

a dollar per Canadian persM

then feel smugly that «'(

make democracy work andH
can't. When attitudes sU*M
these have provoked the

of Communism, is our only ^Vi

our guns and bombs?

We should drop our coflW

vacant fury towards the L^w
nist camp, and attempt l°W

that our main interest is

betterment of the state

humanity, rather than the p
1

uation of man's inhumanity 1']

Unless we can, throng
11

efforts as individuals, brio?

such a basic change of all' 1

will only be a matter of

circumstance until we sha'

a war which will leave "°'

remember.

Sandy
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The position of the entire

Student Press in Canada has

been seriously threatened in re-

cent weeks by the actions o£ the

Administration of the Univer-

sity of Laval at Quebec City.

On October 6th Le Carabin, the

iudent newspaper of Laval Uni-

Rrstty, a committee of the students'

Council (Association Generate des

Eriuliaiits de Laval, commnnly

Elled AGEL), published an article

ciiiitled "Jc Suis Seule". This

rticlc described an episode in a

rostitute's room in sensuous and

language and was writ-

by a French immigrant girl

bo is not a student of Laval.

Following the distribution of

he October 6th issue of Le

arabin, the administration an-

nounced that the Editor Pierre

pWignauIt and two members of

Hill
The student government of

Laval, has asked for an arbitra-

AGEL followmg the publica-
tion of the article in question
considered action
editors and had
Uni

specie, report from Laval University by David Hthe editorial board, Pierre Des-
rosiers and Andre Blanchet, had
been expelled from the Univer-
sity. This was a unilateral action
on the part of the University
Administration and the student
government was in no way con-
sulted about these expullsions.

In announcing the expulsions
Louis-Albert Vachon, newly ap-
pointed Rector of Laval mentioned
no specific article, but said a
"painful decision" had been made
to allieviate damage caused by any
scandal from "certain articles". It

was generally considered, however,
that the expulsions were a direct

result of the printing of "Jc Suis
Seule". Paul Boilard, public re-

lations director of the AGEL said

they were expelled for allegedly

permitting the publication of "an
immoral article".

I AM ALONE
•ditor's Note: The following story caused the expulsion of three ttuiver-

ily students. Our sole reason for re-printing this article is to allow
jur readers to decide rationally whether Laval University was justified
h expelling three editors of their campus paper. Ordinarily this article
hould not he printed in the Journal as we consider it bad writing; bad
taste; and containing no message of worth.

I put the rusty arm of the record player on a jazz record worn
>ut by our passions. And the surging music licked the walls blanket-
ed by a permeating heat. It was hot, terribly hot. I trembled with
joy; my insides shook and my whole body trembled. I laughed I
screamed with laughing and I jumped and frisked about like' a
Irunken little she-cat.

You arrived. Your head sick from those hours of hypocrisy
mere you learned to improve the looks of life, as you said. You

a student. It struck me as being strange to think of your
tace in a classroom. You said that you wanted to become a
srofessor in order to have revenge on the others for the insults
rou received. You must have changed now that you are married.

I gave you a drink. Never strong enough you always said. I
strained my ingenuity to find new mixes. Then you emptied it. I
[watched your lips through the bottom of the glass hungrily swal-
lowing the drink. You clucked your tongue and licked your lips
showing that you were contented.

Your hand on my body, I slipped on to the mattress indifferent
to the heavy weight of your body. The music whistled and bruised
Mir ears with its trumpets. Our bodies hard against each other
:Iashed from our long-awaited embraces; you traced my breast
Mated from your heavy movements; our murmuring continued to
the rhythm of our amorous tremors. Sometimes you jumped fror"
the bed, turned up the music,
irms.

and fell drunkenly back into my

I learned to get on well with you. We laughed from our efforts
rtuch were increased by the sweating from our exhaustion.

Our flesh melting together took up the spasmodic movements
I

y0Ur stomaeh against mine. You shook terribly, just like a tree
£lich drops its fruit. I was entranced. A trembling of velvet
.rweloped my thighs swollen from alcohol and you fell with a dull
dialing onto the warm soft flesh of my hips.

I
I wilted like a flower. A heavy torpor numbed my flesh.

-«P- I slept as you left. Left . . . yes, professor . . . yes, mar-
" "

yes
'
you're a bastard. All the others are bastards; I've

sntTth
dred

'
two hundred; they haven't got your sweet tongue

L y do that better than you ... I really love them down deep,
you Bob? Come on in darling .. .

Dora

against the

informed the
iversity of its intention. And

knowing this, the University ex-
pelled the editors without con-
sulting the AGEL.

Rector Vachon, in a meeting
with the AGEL agreed to the cre-
ation of an arbitration committee
after a reasonable delay." In a

five hour meeting held the day
after the expulsion, the AGEL
by a vote of 23 to 2 with 5 ab-
stentions asked:

— for a nine man arbitration

committee to be composed of
three members of the Univer-
sity Council, three members of
the Professors' Association,
and three AGEL members.— that the students be allowed
to stay in school until the
committee had met.

that the University recognize
the right of AGEL and the
status of its various com-
mittees.

The paper Le Carabin, is a com-
mittee of the AGEL. Believing
the article was inappropriate for a
campus newspaper, the association

dismissed the staff. It pointed out,

however, that any censuring should
he done by the AGEL and not the

University. Deposed editor
Mignault declared that the disputed
article was not considered obscene
when it was printed, rather it was
thought some moral conclusion

could have come from it.

He said "I recognize that I

misinterpreted the objective of this

article because of the letters of

protest sent to me by students".

He added that he now sees the
article offers a large area of inter-

pretation, and since it does, it

should not have been published.

The most recent development
in this attempted restriction on
the supposedly free Student
Press was the resignation of

three members of the AGEL.
Max Perle (Medicine), Roger
Guy (Social Science), and G.

Girard (Director of the Consti-

tutional Committee of AGEL)
have handed in written resigna-

tions because the AGEL has yet

to take a stand on the expulsion

of the three expelled editors of

Le Carabin. Perle told members
that they belonged "to three

groups, sheep, hyprocrites, and
ambitious". He said, "I have
lived under Hitler in Belgium
and I have never seen the Bel-
gians as frightened of Nazis as
this council is of the authorities."

Prior to these resignations,
Marcel Hamlin (Graduate Student
in Literature) presented a motion
asking that "A sum of $700.00 be
distributed to each of the three
expelled students. He felt that they
had been officers of AGEL, were
expelled as such and were suffer-
ing financially because of this. In
addition AGEL had considered the
punishment unacceptable. AGEL
president, Michael Doyle, stated
that this would be a "magnificent
proof of student solidarity." The
motion, however, was tabled. There
is now a possibility there will be a
student collection for the three ex-
editors.

At present, Pierre Mignault, who
was in fourth year medicine at

Laval, is at the University of

Montreal—in third year minus his

scholarship. It is estimated he has
lost over one thousand dollars by
the expulsion, Pierre Desrosier
was attending class at Laval until

last Saturday when he was remin-
ded he was expelled and not within

his rights to go to Laval lectures.

Andre Blanchet is not in school.

As yet none of the three editors

have appealed their case. Should
they appeal, there are three possi-

bilities : they will be accepted back
the next day, they will be accepted

in September, or they will be per-

manently expelled. All choices

completely eliminate any freedom
of the press at Laval.

Despite the fact that the Univer-
sity had agreed, in principle, to an
arbitration board of three univer-

sity officials, three professors, and
three students, such a body has

jet to meet.

A study of the facts leaves only

one conclusion, The Administration

of Laval University have imposed

a rigid press censorship on Le
Carabin. They have expelled three

senior editors because of the publi-

cation of a story the Administra-

tion felt was not moral. This action

was taken without consultation

with the student government. The
University has apparently refused

lo change its position as the arbi-

tration board, supposedly estab-

lished, is not functioning. Laval is

now a living denial of the demo-

cratic ideal of freedom of the press

and freedom of speech.

Our Opinion . .

.

The position of the Queen's Journal regarding the expulsion of
three editors of a campus newspaper from Laval University was
set out in an editorial of October 21st. This editorial is re-printedm part, below.

"In our opinion the article was not one of a high intellectual
character and did not encompass any significant message. It was
not written by a D. H. Lawrence of Lady Chatterley's Lover fame.
It was the more offensive in that Le Carabin is distributed to a
faculty where many nuns study. It would not have been printed in
the Journal'.

"It is also our opinion, however, that press consorship to any
degree is unfortunate, inexcusable, and just plain wrong. Press
censorship to the degree of depriving people of an education is
worse by tenfold. The editors of Laval's paper admittedly made a
bad error in judgement and taste but everyone makes 'mistakes
and fortunately, few get thrown out of school for them. Student
opinion at Laval, shown by "Letters to the Editor" condemned the
the publication of this article. We feel that the scorn and criticism
of the Laval students, coupled perhaps with an admonition from
the student council (AGEL), would suffice as punishment for the
three editors. The freedom of the press, a foundation of our
democratic society, should indeed extend to the student population,
which will soon be the voters of Canada."

The Charter of the Student

Press in Canada as formulated by
the Canadian University Press
(CUP) of which both the Journal

and Le Carabin are members,
reads:

The Canadian student press

believes in the following principles

;

That freedom of expression,

and debate by means of a free and
vigorous press is essential to the

effectiveness of an educational

community in a democratic society

;

That where the student press is

a function of the student govern-
ment or of the university admin-
istration, this should in no way be

allowed to impair the freedom of
the student press

;

That the student press should
be free of all forms of externa!

interference;

That it is essential to a free

student press that it be responsible

for the views and opinions it ex-
presses, and;

That the basic duties of such a
free student press are to present
the varied opinions of the students
it represents, to present news fairly,

and without bias, and to interpret

local, national, and international

events, and issues of interest and
import to students, to the best of
its ability.

Editor's Note: The Queen's
Journal has implicit faith in the

fte California Standard Company
CALGARY, ALBERTA

considering candidates for permanent and summer
employment in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
will conduct campus interviews on

NOVEMBER 17, 18
FOR POST-GRADUATES, GRADUATES, AND

THIRD YEAR UNDERGRADUATES IN:

HONORS GEOLOGY
GEOLOGICAL APPLIED SCIENCE
HONORS PHYSICS AND GEOLOGY

a "didates will also be considered for employment
,n operating geophysics in Canada with

add. Chevron Oil Company
krangements for personal interviews

may be made through the
university's employment office

CHEMISTS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
With Bachelor, Master, and Ph.D. degrees are
required by our expanding Research and Develop-
ment and Manufacturing Departments in Montreal.

Qualifications:

The research and development positions available involve work

in the fields of fibres, pressure-sensitive adhesives, renins, high

polymers, industrial filters ond pharmaceuticals.

The manufacturing positions are in plont engineering.

Detailed job descriptions are on file at your Employment

Bureau.

Advantages
Excellent modern facilities and equipment. Competitive salaries

with generous fringe benefits. Exceptional opportunities for per-

sonal advancement.

Interviews

Representatives of the Company will be interviewing

on the campus MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14th. Please

consult the Employment Bureau for an appointment.

JOHNSON & JOHNSON LIMITED
2155 Pius IX Blvd.

MONTREAL, P.O.

And Creed
democratic principles as set out in

the Charter of the Student Press
in Canada. It condemns all actions

which deny the principles of this

Charter. The Journal feels that

Laval University has not followed

cither the letter or the spirit of the

Charter and is acting in a manner
better reserved for tafttarian states.

EXPORT
PLAIN OR FILTER TIP

CIGARETTES

ATTRACTIVE CAREERS

In Federal Public Service

For

Civil Service Commission Officers

• Junior Adminisrrotive * Foreign Service Officers
Officers for Citizenship ond Immi-

• Economists and Statisticians gration. External Affairs,

• Dominion Customs Appraisers Trade and Commerce

9 Trade and Commerce
Officers

• Combines Investigation

Officers

• Archivists

• Finance Officers

« Clerks 4

These posts offer interesting work, numerous opportunities for

advancement and generous fringe benefits.

STARTING SALARIES
$4,050 for Clerks 4 and $4,560 for all other Classes

Under-graduates in their final year of study are invited to opply
but appointment will be subject to graduation. Students

from all faculties are eligible to compete.

WRITTEN EXAMINATION, SAT., NOV. 19

Details regarding the examination, application forms ond
descriptive folders now available from

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE
or CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA

If you write to Ottowa, please specify the classes in which you are

interested ond quote competition 61-2650.
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Reactions
(continued from page 1)

zarov, were the strict, narrow-

minded Communist stereotypes.

In fact, they said they were mem-
bers of the Communist Party. On
the other hand, Boris Ponomorev
and Alia Tsutsarova certainly

held different opinions from the

other two on many topics, and
tended generally to be more per-

sonable and open-minded. How-
ever, it must be quickly added that

at all times the four students were
extremely pleasant witty, con-

genial, and overflowing with
thanks for anything we did for

them.

Are Science

And Religion

Compatible?
A series of five discussions on

"Science and Religion" will begin

Monday, November 14 at 7 p.m.

in Ellis Hall, room 319.

The scientific method is the

heart of science today. It has its

From Our Copy Basket

Arts Club Rooms
ARTS NOW HAS CLUB

ROOMS I In the basement of the

New Arts Building, formerly the

co-ed study.

Open from Monday to Friday

until 1 1 :30 p.m.

Open to Artsmen and their

guests.

Stereo Hi-Fi record player and

"Here at Queen's they were
particularly interested in the tour

of the public schools which the

Padre conducted on Wednesday
morning. They attended a Re
membrance Day service which the

Padre held in one of the schools

and seemed fascinated by what
was probably their only glimpse
of our lower-education system
during their stay in Canada

"At the Padre's reception, when
a Van Chiburn record began pfay
ing, the delegation immediately
turned to us with glowing eye
before the record had gone four
or five bars and commented that
they recognized the famous pian-
ist who made such a hit in Russia
two years ago.

"The delegation corrected us
every time we called them Rus-
sians or when we said they were
from Russia, adding that they
come from the Soviet Union, not
just from Russia, which is merely
one of the IS Republics of the
Union.

"They frankly admitted that
they were all atheists but quickly
added that Christianity is freely
practised in their native country.

"They said they thoroughly en-
joyed the informal discussion
period in the coffee shop on Wed-
nesday afternoon; this in spite
of the numerous extremely diffi-

cult and touchy questions
were fired at them".

that

strengths, but it also has its limit

ations. Is there "Scientific proof

that prayer can give you what
you want?" as one modern book

on prayer-therapy claims? Has it

been proven that prayer can make
plants grow faster, as Franklin

Loehr claims? Then again, are

scientific theories such as the

Heizenburg uncertainty Principle

limited to describing nature, or

can they be used as springboards

for speculation into the realm of

theology?

The past has seen a conflict be-

tween churchmen and scientists.

These churchmen took it upon

themselves to support a particular

scientific theory on religious

grounds, and had their fingers

badly burnt. No theologian would
do that today, except perhaps a

small number of Fundamentalists

who delight in denying evolution

or supporting a literal interpre-

tation Genesis.

Today, the danger is that

science will attempt to exploit it

victory by encroaching upon the

field rightly belonging to religion.

U is important that people repre

senting both viewpoints get to

gethcr and steer a straight course

toward the truth.

The series will be taken by
Claire Woodbury, an Engineering

Physics graduate of RMC and
Queen's class of '58. He is now
in final year Theology.

In a year and a half of low

temperature research, he has had
first hand experience with the

workings of the scientific method
;

while his theology background
enables him to see the other side

of the picture. There will be lots

of opportunity for discussion,

with no holds barred.

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT
CHAR _ BROILED RIBBED STEAK

SALAD
BEVERAGE

$1 99 POTATOE
BISCUITS

©15 mm ^teak Wans*
— SPECIALIZING IN -

CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS
served with desserts like Apple-pan-dowdy
DINNER SERVED FROM 4 P.M TO 12 P M

DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAY
For Reservations Dial LI 2-9048

5 Miles East of Kingston, on Highway No. 2
Eat under candlelight by the stone fireplace and old mid wheel

records, magazines, coffee, pop,

and pastry machines.

THESE CLUBROOMS ARE
FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT, SO
USE THEM.

* *

Radio Winner
Merrill Graham, a 1st year

Theology student, won a clock

radio on Tuesday in a draw held

by the Red Cross in conjunction

with their recent blood drive here

on the campus.

Each student who donated

blood was eligible to win the radio

which was donated by the Red
Cross. The Theologians have this

year won both the Corpuscle Cup
and the draw prize.

* *
Political Parties

Campus political parties that

have registered with the Model
Parliament Convenor, and which
are not affiliated with any exist-

ing national party, are reminded
that they must present a student

petition with 100 signatures to

the Model Parliament Convenor
no later than Nov. IS if they wish
to run in the 1961 Model Parlia-

ment Election campaign.

Milton Dorman
Milton Dorman, a student from

Sir George Williams University

will be on campus this week-end,

Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday.

Mr. Dorman was one of the Ca-

nadian delegates to the World

Teaching Conference in Stras-

bourg, Germany this past sum

mer. Sunday evening he will be

speaking at Chalmer's Church and

at the Chalmer's Youth Fellow-

ship. Monday noon, he will lead

a discussion on "Thawing the

Ice" relations between Catholic,

Orthodax, and Protestant church-

es. See 'Signpost' for further

notices.

* "'
'it-

King Lear
King Lear's Britain, like the

Congo, needs technical assistance.

ANYONE who can give ANY
time to help sell tickets (e.g. noon

hours), shift scenery or sit and

answer the phone, in the coming

week, please contact Dr. Angus
at the Drama Lounge, Old Arts

Building, as soon as possible. NO
experience required.

* *

Tricolor '61

If you have any pictures of the

start of the Quarathon which you

are willing to donate to the Tri-

color please contact Dick O'Don-
nell, Don Bowell, Flynn Marr, or

Al Maloney. WE ARE DESPER
ate!

N.B. : Tricolor phone is now

local 444.

Found
Parker Cartridge Ball-point pen

campus Tuesday evening. Loser must

present description at AMS office.

Lost
White leather wallet. Finder please

return to Mary Holdcn, room 73 Ade-

laide Hall, local 478.

Gold Crusader watcii at pep rally

Friday, Nov. 4 Finder please contact

Kevin Bell, room Ml McNeill, locn!

384.

Silver man's watch, comer William

and Cterprv streets, Friday night. Re-

ward. Calf Bill Nixon, 6-6569.

Black horn-rimmed glasses in blue

case. Brian Green, room 437 McNeill

House, local 383.

One long red and white McGill scarf

without frills, taken from girls' cloak

room in Grant Hall during pep rally

dance, Friday, Nov. 4. Sentimental

value. Please return. Contact Sandy

Sandquist, Leonard Hall, local 297.

Pilfered?

One Sc. '63 iackct and camera taken

from Grant Hall during last Tea Dan-

ce. Anv clues? §5 reward. Call John

othwell, 8-3166.

Water Polo
Kingston Water Polo team: anyone

interested in playing call Gu3 Van at

8-3201. Practices on Saturday morning"

at 11 at RMC.
Room and Board

Table Board: Monday through Sat-

Classfied Ads
Location, 226 F-ar| §

t

AFTER THE GAME

HELL '60
Arts Fall Fair Dance

GRANT HALL

Saturday, Nov. 12

9 - 12

Devils 75c Angels 50c

BRING THE CHANGE

BEAT THE DEVIL AT HIS

OWN GAMES

urday, tll-

Call 2-1685.

Room and Board for two stun
Large, clean, warm room, do
University. Especially good meal. J
Mrs. Keane at 2-4561, 81 Lower V7
St. near King.

Typing
Reports, theses, done accurate].,

quickly. Telephone 8-4225 after 5
*

All day Saturday and Sunday. ^

Wanted
Men: want a good party? Savn

Susie-Q energy for the best open
on campus: Baker House! Wed
16, 9:30 p.m. 'M
Two people to share round tri D

ing expenses to Washington, Qr 1

weekend of Nov. 25 to Nov, 28 u
imum $40 per person. Call S-32lj

_ Berbers

You like a good haircut? Be 51,. ,

come to Hans Barber Shop, 74 p
*

cess Street.

Look For The Bottles With

The Torton Tops

JAMAICA DRY
GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI - COLA
ELDER'S BEVERAGES

WITH

CANADIAN CHEMICAL
COMPANY, LIMITED

This advertisement will be of most interest to graduates in chemistry
chemical, mechanical and electrical engineering and engineering physics!

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In oil your Dry Cleoning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-
dering requirements our store at 314 Barrie Street
near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same Day Service on Request
In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

What interests you most about a career? Opportunity

should. Opportunity not only for advancement, but

opportunity for professional growth through varied

and interesting experience. We firmly believe in diversi-

fied experience and, luckily, we can offer it in our fully

integrated operation. We find it's best for you (makes
life more interesting and provides greater opportunity)

and best for us (we end up with senior people who are
fully experienced in our business). Now, let's have a
crack at answering some of your questions.

What do we do? Canadian Chemical Company produces
basic organic chemicals, cellulose acetate flake and
acetate yarns, fibres and staple.

Where do we do it? At Edmonton. We have three plants

on a 430 acre site. The first produces chemicals-
alcohol, ester and ketone solvents, acetic acid, glycols,

pentaerythritol, formaldehyde and other organics. The
second produces cellulose acetate flake. The third, ace-

tate and Arnel yarns and fibres.

Sales offices are located in Montreal, Toronto and
Vancouver.

What is our fnture? Very bright. (It just happens to be
true.) We think of ourselves as a young, progressive,

fast-growing Canadian firm with world-wide affilia-

tions. The record bears this out. So does the operation
of our Edmonton plant. And the fact that our engineer-
ing department is one of the largest and most diversified

in Canada.

Our raw materials are basic Canadian natural resources

:

petroleum by-products from Alberta and cellulose from
the forests of British Columbia. Our markets are world-
wide, and through our affiliates we have a strong al-

liance with companies in the textile, chemical and
plastics industries;

mat would you do? As a qualified chemist or engineer
you could be working onproduct development, research,
process engineering, plant design, construction or some
aspect of production. This is exciting work in many
completely new fields. As a chemist or chemical engineer

youcouldchoosealsoacareerinJO/«or/£C/;Hicfl/jcm-

ce.

What else should you know about us? Lots more. You
can get more information and literature by writing to
Department "A" at 1600 Dorchester Blvd West
Montreal 25, Quebec. Or to the Personnel Department!
Canadian Chemical Company, Limited, P.O. Box 99
Edmonton, Alberta.

CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED
MONTREAL

. TORONTO . EDMONTON . VANCOUVER

PETROCHEMICALS ^
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$IGNPC$T
F ri«'Chib (Men's Chorus) at 12:30

final Hall.
'"nWi Band, (both bands) meei

-Grant Hall 6:00 Friday for Pep Ral-

ly.
Good lurnout requested.

Si
Quten'a Bands meet at Grant Hall

af
Q^CJ.: Football supper, Saturday

, f.„noon after the Queen's McGill

«me. Meet in St. James' Church Hall

II 5:45 p.m. Everyone welcome.

S
GhaT'ch* (full chorus) 2-3.00 p.m.

in Grant Hall.

Queen's Canterbury will be holding

Communion breakfast at Si. James'

Church at 8:00 a.m. All are welcome.

SCM: Milt Dorman preaching at

Chalmers' 7:30 p.m. Will address Youth
Fellowship 8:30 p.m. on conference at

Strasbourg this summer.
Students of Ukranian origin wishing

to join a Ukranian students club

through which they would have an
opportunity of meeting other Ukranians

on campus as well as learning cer-

tain aspects of Ukranian history and
culture contact Irene Shykiw at 2-7541

or come to Newman House at 2 o'clock

Sunday, November 13.

Hillel Houae: 8 p.m. Film scries "I
Vilelloni" and "Destination McGoo".
All welcome.

Monday:
SCM: World Missions Study led by

Mrs. J. Coleman, Committee Room 2,

4:15 p.m. Today: "A Challenge to my
Faith"? Everyone welcome.

&t. (trargr'a

0Iat.?f2.rai
(ANGLICAN I

KINS STREET AT JOHNSON STREET

TRINITY XXII
RlMCNIKANCC SUNDAV

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 13th

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion

9:15 a.m. Choral Eucharist

Preacher: The Dean

11:00 a.m. Chorot Motrins
Preacher: The Rev. J. A. David-
son of the Royal Military College

7:00 p.m. Evensong

Preacher: The Rev. J. R. Neal

Weekday Services:

Monday to Saturday at 7:45 a.m.:
Holy Communion; Wednesday
at 10:30 a.m.: Holy Communion.

Lou,^
f *Z^ffi *C»4

W by a&Woodh R
'l

Si°n Stu«V

SeftSiS^-

"« Monday, in the SfiS of V I ^
Tuesday:

be discussed? "nd 7^f °' ,0

Wednesday:
A representative of the Civii c„,

Commission will be in cL™-«"

World Population Pressures
topic Of Lecture Series

Please Co-operate
Science '62 will guard the sta-

dium for the McGill-Queen's foot-
ball game this Saturday. Students
are requested to co-operate with
the guards and remain off the
field at half time.

*9*rnltam ft*,*
Itttt** ftptntr

.^Rev RlUEY SMAU.EVORGANIST AND CHO.RMASTERUR F
'
n C. Clahke. f.c.c.o.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER J3TH
11:00 a.m. 'The Lily Work Of

Life"
Rev. Dr. E. Crossley Hunter

of Toronto, Preacher

7:30 p.m. "Keeping The
World's Conscience
Uneasy"

Capt. the Rev. J, A. Davidson
Protestant Chaplain, Royal

Military College

8:45 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

all Young People

Eminent Canadian authorities« he world population explosion
w.H present the problems con-
fronting today's economists and
Polittcans in a series of lectures
at Queen s in the next four week,.
The Ella Hall Auditorium has

been reserved on the Mondays of
Nov. H. 21, 28, a„d DecS for the
Purpose. professor Nathan Key-
f't\°fThe Department of Politi-
cal Science and Economics at TJ

III' n°
EeSSOr D

"
R

' Campbell,
of the Department of Agriclutural
Economics at O.A.C., Professor
JohnMeisel of the Department of
political and Economics at
Queens, and Mr. John Holmes,
President of the Canadian Insti-
tute of International Affairs, will
discuss the factors involved in the
impending population explosion.

Professor Keyfitz, first of the
lecturers, is a McGill graduate,
with a Ph.D. from the University
of Chicago. During his work as
Senior Statistician with the Do-
minion Bureau of Statistics, he
toured the population centres of
the East. He worked in Ceylon

with the Colorado Plans Bureau
where he gained first-hand ex-
perience of the population situa-
tion.

A calendar of this "World Pop-
ulation Explosion" series is as
follows

:

Nov. 14: "An In vasion from
Within" — Professor N. Keyfitz.
Nov. 21: "How Will They Be

Fed?" — Professor D. R. Camp-
bell.

Nov. 26: "The Impact on So-
ciety" — Professor J. Meisel.

Dec. 5: "International Reper-
cussions" — Mr. J. Holmes.

PageS

1490 AM CFRC
FrUay:

6:30—Time for Listening
7:00—Palladium party
7:30—Campus Topics
7:35—Show Time — The Bridge on

the River Kwai
8:15—Queen's at Work — William

Angus — Producing a Play
8:30—In Recital —

Audrey Stinson, soprano
9:00—Concert Hall

Beethoven — Coriolanus
Overture

R. Strauss — Til Eulenpiegal's
Merry Pranks

Schubert — Symphony No. 3
Vivaldi — Concerto for 2

violins

Beethoven — Symphony No. 5

Mendelssohn — Concerto No. I

11:00—Moonlight Melodies

12:00—Easy Terms

Saturday:

1:00—Prelude to Opera
2:00—Opera House

Verdi — II Trovalore

yOU CAN HELP

Human understanding and sympathy must go hand in hand with
pecialized medical aid if the mentally ill are to regain confidence
n themselves and the world. As university students we have
unique gifts to offer those whom the pressures of this world have
broken.

The SCM plans to visit with the patients as a group on Sunday
afternoons for an hour. An orientation program is being held at
Rockwood on Tuesday. November 13 for volunteers. We will be
leaving from Adelaide Hall at 1 :45 p.m. If interested, contact Diane
North. 8-7855. for further information.

5:00—Good Listening
5:30—Fun With Good Music
6:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—Old Favourites
7:30—Calendar and Personality
7:45—Jaiz Steps Out
8:30—Saturday Concert featuring

Mozart — Symphonic Concer-
tante

v:30—Music Round the World
10:00—Night Music
11:00—Music Beat
12:00—Starlight Serenade

Sunday:

9:00—Musical Panorama
Mozart — Symphony No. 40
Falla — El Amor Brnjo
Sibelius — Finlandia

1:00—Mostly Music
4:30—Emission Francaise

CHRISTMAS ISSUE
As usual the founta! will sponsor

a Christmas Contest for creative

writing. Poems, prose and anything
else acceptable. Start writing now
and watch for further notices in

the Journal.

Hockey Practices

Hockey practices will start

soon. This year there is a
strong possibility of Inter-

collegiate exhibitions. Anyone
interested, be sure to get your
skates from home— NOW—

.

EARL ANO BARBIE STS.
REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 13th

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:30 p.m. Evening Worship

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to all

Queen's Students.

#1. Anfcrru'i

prwbgtrrtan (Wrarrij
princess and CLbruy Street!
Rev. Max V. Putnam, a. a.

minister

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 13th

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

Sermon: "Strengthen The
Things Which Remain"

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Sermon: "The Gospel and The
Modem Dilemma"

8:15 p.m. Youth Fellowship

Theme: "Religious Illiteracy"

Thursday 7:30 pja. — Prayer
and Bible Hour.

(gurrn Street

finite GUjurrti
Corner Clerot and Queen street*
Rev E. W. Horton b a . bo

minister

SUNDAY

10:45 a.m. Sunday School

11:00 a.m. Morning Warship

7:00 p.m. Evening Warship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young People

*t- Umtt Cfrurrti

Union street. «t the Cami-us

rector; rev. desmond c. hunt

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 13TH

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion
Canterbury Club

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

'There's something extra special about a
du MAURIER cigarette; two things, in fact.

One is the choice Virginia tobacco. The other is

the "Millecel" super filter. Together, they give

you the best cigarette ever."

du MAURIER
a really milder high grade Virginia Cigarette

300
students

tried out

a single

Philips tape recorder
Each could find a different use

for it in his own field of studies!

And we can prove it . . . with our famous

booklet "300 Tested Uses for a Philips Tape

Recorder".

Learn how a Philips Tape Recorder can help

you as a student, and for years following

graduation. Ask for our booklet at your dealer,

or write Philips Electronics Industries Ltd.,

116 Vanderhoof Ave., Toronto 17, Ontario.

LIPS
takes the time to build the best

PHILIPS
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By FRED DURDAN
Now is a suitable time to think back over the fall in retrospect

and we find the Gaels passing in review. All the hard work, long
training sessions and games from September 2 will be climaxed this
week-end.

This playoff game with McGHl arises from the fact that the
Redmen did not feel like gambling on a single point or a field goal
during their first game with the Gaels. With the ball on about
Queen's 35 with less than a minute to play, the Redmen tried three
times to make the necessary yardage but failed.

Had they kicked a single to tie the score or kicked a field goal
attempt and beaten the Gaels on their second meeting there would
have been no playoff.

McGill will really be hungry for the Intercollegiate trophy as
they have not won the Yates Cup since 1938. They have been the
winners only seven times since 1898, excluding the war years so a
victory would be a welcome sight. On the other hand our own Gaels
are equally deserving of the trophy. For the first time in four years
the team has been a real contender and there are few students
who were here during the days of the Pony League of Ron Stewart,
Al Kocman, Jim Hughes and company in 1956, the last championship
era,

Hats off to Robin Ritchie, who ran away from all other conten-
ders in the Intercollegiate scoring derby. Robin wound up with 62
points, 26 ahead of his nearest rival Willie Lambert of McGill,
who scored 36 points. Harry Haukkala was in third place, followed
by Queen's Cal Connor tied in fourth spot with three others. It is

interesting to note that Robin scored just as many touchdowns as
Lambert but his talented toe accounted for his margin as he con-
sistently kicked field goals and converts.

Certain people in blue were in conspicuous absence on Saturday
afternoon during the disgusting half time exhibition by over exu-
berant fans from Queen's and McGill. Such a display calls back
to mind the fracas which developed the previous week-end in
Toronto, after which several persons were removed on stretchers.
Queen's is known by her high loyalty and spirit, but surely this can
be contained and appropriately released at the proper time and place.
Let us help the Gaels to victory with our support, but I hope that
we do not need to release our spirits in the middle of the field at
half time when some one can be seriously injured by such an
unruly throng. „

QUEEN'S JOURNAL FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11th,

PHOTO BY BOWcli.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68^ Princess Street Kingston Diol LI 6-1166

Queen's In Rugger
League Next Year

Last week-end, in Toronto, the

powers-that-be from Queen's,

O.A.C., U of T, and McGill met
to make final arrangements for

intercollegiate rugger participa-

tion next year. R.M.C. and Water-
loo College have also applied for

entry into this new league, and
their applications will be consid-

ered at a later date.

The Queen's Rugger XV play

host to the McGill squad Satur-

day morning at 10:30, on the out

er field. This past year McGill

and U of T were the only two
participants in the competition

for the intercollegiate nigger cup
with TJ of T being the victors.

Queens beat U of T this year so

the teams must be of equal calibre

which will make for a very inter-

esting league next year.

Tomorrow Will Tell
The day of judgment has arrived—at least it is arriving tomorrow afternoon. Tomorrow the

Gaels will go out on the field at Richardson Stadium to prove to the world that they are really Inter-

collegiate Champions for the year I960. There have been questions in some quarters whether the Gaels

have a team that is good enough to be on the same field as McGill much less whether they deserve lo

share first spot with the Redmen.
As far as the players themselves are concerned, there is no question and tomorrow they ate

going to prove it by dashing the Redmen's hopes for a Yates Cup for the twenty-second time. Last

week the breaks were against them, with the exception of Skypeck's thumb, but tomorrow will be a

different story.

TRAIN FOR TOMORROW
serve your way through university

You can become an Officer in the
Canadian Army, and complete your

education with financial assistance
by enrolling in the tri-service

Regular Officer Training Plan.

Your tuition and
university fees will be paid

• You will receive an annual
grant for books and
instruments

• You will receive a monthly
income

• You will receive allowances
for board and room

• You will receive free

medical and dental care
and, best of all, you will be
beginning an interesting

and adventurous career as
an officer in Canada's
modern Army.

Unlike the Redmen, the Gaels

came out of last week's game
relatively unscratched; they are-

n't publicizing them at any rate.

To be sure there are the usual

bruises and pulled muscles that

any team would collect after six

games, but there is nothing ser-

ious.

The line, which according to all

observers, with the notable ex-

ception of the movies, was pushed
around by the McGill front wall,

has recovered particularly well.

With the ground game, players

like Ericson, Hawkins, Poaps,

Ware and Miklas will open up

the McGill line as easily as they

opened Toronto's and Western's.

The excellent play of the line this

year has been one of the main

reasons Ritchie, Simester, Tindall

and Skene have done so well

rushing this year.

The Gaels aerial attack which
over-shadowed that of McGill last

week could do just as well this

Call your University Support
Officer today or write to;

Capr. R. I. Jenkins
I KINGSTON, ONT.

L LU-173]^_ LOCAL 441

Mar.

His:

Karl M
Dr. John

Discuss

time in the opposing backfields.
tt

'
sn Paren

The defensive backfield of Mike

Pettit and John Quinn at half-

back and Kent Pluniley have been

averaging two interceptions a

game all year. For some reason

the McGill strategists decided

that Quinn was the weak spot of

any after

De gustibus
Don est disputandum"—and, quite

literally, there's no question about it—
when it comes to taste, Coca-Cola wins
hands down. In Latin, Greek or Sanskrit,
"Have a Coke" means the same thing-
it's an invitation to the most refreshing

pause of your life. Shall we?

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

game. In players like Robb, Tin-

dall, Wicklum and McAleese,

Connor has receivers who can not

only pick off the short hook and

fast passes but also are capable

of catching the more spectacular

long ones.

The defensive team with the

best linebacking unit in the league

in McGill, Strickler, Porter and

Skene, will give the Redmen's of-

fense a rough afternoon. The de-

fensive line while not the largest, •?

puts on the hardest rush of any
|

in the league. Bethune, Dolecki,
|

De la Vergue, Lucenti and |M

Thompson have got to know most gH,
of the quarterbacks in the league

by name, they have spent so much

* WL
"If Marx had

the affection ai

did, he may not
stand up to the i

he ran into", Pro
He was not a pi

and during his
th.s trio and threw three out ot

four passes into his area. Skypeck
:

intolerance
completed just one of these, with F<»

the help of some questionable of- j,**
3™ became

ficiating. McGill was credited
*[*I<an left and
'In first contact

Study at Boni
leadership in a li

If this article seems overly op- a serious study
timistic its meant to be. All season 'English writers

;

sportswriters in Toronto and Itttfei
j n various

Montreal have been trying to play Precluded the pi
down the efforts of the Gaels. H fa«>ous doctrine

there is anything to criticize abo" 1 "°w h> renowned
the Queen's team this year it is Manifesto,

that they didn't win all their [Hv
games. This article is simply a" between" Engd

^

meetjr

which is undoubtedly shared bj expei| e(! ^ '
1

everyone at Queen's. Oil thigh!
*

with another on
ence call.

a pass interfer-

of one fan for the Gaels, a feeling death

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP

and SHOE SH INE
Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS ST. PHONE
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QUEEN S CONCEDES FOOTBALL TITLE
initiations Barbarous?

It's a black day in Kingston-town as a foreeign mob
Street.

th the

league

er and

m's ol-

'he de-

argest,

of any

'olecki,.

Marx's Isolation Source Of
His Strength And Objectivity

By Jan Cummins
Journal Reporter

Karl Marx, his life and doctrine, was the subject of the first in a series of "Prophetic Pro-
Dr. John Meisel lectured on this topic last Wednesday in Ellis Hall.
Discussing the earlier years of Marx' upbringing, Prof. Meisel said that Karl Marx was born

IBvish parents in 1818, but brought up as a Lutheran because of restrictions on lews present in
nany after the Napoleonic release,
f Marx had not grown up in

"Initiation is a barbarous, useless
and obsolete institution". So said
Gary Moffatt in his hcy-dey. This
year, the AMS has decided to find
out whether most students feel thi

way.

Considerable criticism greeted
this year's initiation and freshmen
orietation programmes. Some stu-

dents accused the vigilantes of

cruelty and obscenity; others said

they were "guiding lights for the
hapless frosh". Some felt initia-

tion was too long, too childish, or
too ridiculous. There were even
some who believed the orientation

programmes were "integrating

students into the life of Queen's".
From the bulk of the freshman

:lass there was little comment.

Neither praise nor complaint met
the exertions of the vigilante com
mittees. One unbiased observer

suggested they were keeping quiet

so they could perpetrate the same
schemes on next year's classes.

In the hope of discovering

student opinion, the AMS Initiation

Investigative Committee has called

an open meeting tomorrow night in

the McLaughlin Room at 8.30 p.m
To this meeting are welcomed all

students with opinions on this uni

versity tradition. To provoke dis

cussion, Stewart Smith will lead

off with an attack on this year

initiation and orientation pro-

grammes. Come out and give your

views on this Sacred Cow of the

sophomore year.

e been
affection and sympathy he

did, he may not have been able toans a

reason

ecided

pot of

stand up to the vicissitudes of life

he ran into", Prof. Meisel claimed,
was not a pleasant character.

He

out of p dudng his Iife was socially

-voeck
a"enated because of his bitterness,

'.with
!,ntoleran« and lack of charm.
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as expelled from

suffered appalling poverty, illness,

and alienation, causing him to be-

come even more bitter.

One of the most important [joints

to understand in Marx's theory of

historical change, is that he believes

the dialectic to be a result of change

in the physical environment, and

not in the spiritual as Hegel had

proposed. The material forces in

each epoch create a class structure.

This is the "sub-structure" and the

ideological factors and the "super-

structure" are a direct result of these

material forces.

Inevitably exploitation results,

new relationsships of production

emerge from this change in sub-

structure, and the ruling class is

challenged by a new class-. Marx

believed the process would event-

ually stop when the proletariat

took over in a final revolution.

Then the thesis would be Com-

munism—a classless society,

everyone enjoying the same rela-

tion to the forces of production,

and there being no economic rea-

sons for exploition causing a new

class to emerge.

In his assessment of Karl Marx,

Dr. Meisel said that there is no

proof for Marxism — one either

that things must improve, and that

economics is emphasized so much
simply because of the cause and

effect point of view held by Marx.

Dr. Meisel questioned whether a

classless society would be possible.

Status differem'ation is inevitable

where people live together.

One of the most important con-

tributions Marx made was a

sociological one. He was among the

first to emphasize the existence

and role of classes. He must be cred-

ited with "magnificent objectivity".

Marx "created a mode of analysis

and a system of thought that was,

1 whole, quite independent from

any other." That he could slep

thusly out of his environment and

he individual in his ideas, was

largely due to his alienation.

Invest In SHARE Today
To-day's the day to buy a SHARE in World University Servi-

ce's International Programme of Action for 1960-fil. A WIS broker
will call on you early this evening to issue you with a SHARE in

this programme. You will seldom have a chance to make such a wise
investment for one dollar.

As members of a world university community. Canadian stud-
ents and faculty have a responsibility to their colleagues in need.
WUS believes that the most powerful weapon in the fight against
poverty, disease, ignorance and despair among the vast populations
of Asia, the .Middle East and Africa is educated leadership. By help-

ing the World's students to help themselves, we create security not
only for them but for ourselves. For their future is our future — and
educated leadership is the cornerstone of the future of all peoples.

WUS helps secure the material and intellectual conditions for

the pursuit of knowledge throughout the university community. This
is an exceedingly important programme in which you can SHARE
to-day.

Decide It's Not

A Woman's World

Circle "K"

of his life he I accepts it or denies it. There is

England. He I assumption embodied in his theory

The Circle K Club of Queen's

University is being organized this

month under the sponsorship of the

Kiwanis Club of West Kingston

to answer the service needs of the

campus.

All interested Queeu'smen are

invited to attend the organizational

meeting in the Bamiet Room of the

Superior Restaurant this Wednes-

1

day (N'ov. 17) at 7:30 p.m. I

By Des Taylor

Journal Reporter

That women don't run the world,

was the decision of the house on

the tied debate between the West

Indian Club and the Debating Union

last week. The resolution that "It's

a Women's World" was defeated.

One of the main arguments of

the affirmative was that behind

every man there is a woman. Phyllis

Miillings and Viola Kalloo cited

such examples as Mrs. K. and

various biblical characters.

Lou Ridholm countered with

the idea that women spend their

time making the world more

pleasant for men; and that they

do so according to men's concepts

of how they should do it. She also

pointed out that men have finan-

cial control of the world, most

women depending on men for

their money.

Les McKenna indicated that

women who actually control men
are exceptional. Such women as

(See Man's World, page 4)

WHAT'S WHAT
WITH WHO'S WHERE
Whii's Where's are available to

Arts and Science students from 9
a.m. to 12 in Dunning Hall and the

New Arts Building and from 12

to 1 p.m. at the Union Ticket office

to-dav and tomorrow.

In the event that there are persons

who are uninformed as to the out-

come of Saturday's championship
game, the Journal undertakes duti-

fully to inform them.

From certain events throughout
the game it seemed obvious that

Queen's was going to have difficulty

hoding down the former occupants
of "Basement Position", the McGill
Redmen.

Perhaps this hidden feeling in the

minds of the offense, i.e., that McGill
has always been in the cellar, and
therefore always must be, accounts

for part of the ineffectiveness of

Queen's forward movement. It is

true, however, that certain stumb-
ling blocks in the form of charging

McGill ends, tackles, guards, and
middle guards, line backers, tertiary,

and safety men, rendered the most
sterling drive by the Gaels, unim-
pressive.

It is also obvious that the un-
pnrtsmanlike conduct of McGill
fans in

a) painting red letters on our
stadium

h) cheering when Queen's got a
penalty

c I disturbing the Queen's back-

field with noises like "Hold
that Line" and "Fumble" did

much to affect the unfortunate

turn of events that the after-

noon held.

Although the McGill squad fielded

only 12 men (as oposcd to the 16

they fielded last weekend), these

were enough to keep the Queen's
team both well in check, and strug-

gling to survive when on defense.

A survey taken at the conclusion

of the match to determine the general

sentiment resulted in the following

summation — "Oh Hell !"

Yes, the McGill Redtnen proved
that they were champions, defeating

the Queen's Golden Gaels 21 -

(blush) 0. A full resume is found

on the sports page for those who
have the stomach to read more.

PHOTO er MARR

Oscar Peterson with sidemen Edmund Thiypen and Ray Brown.

'SUPPORT WUS: BUT SHARES TODAY
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Queen's Got A Zero!
All is sadness and weeping! The invincible Golden Gaels, a

championship team in the imagination of many, were beaten! The
Redmen, bringing honour and glory to McGill, brought tears and
humility to the Gaels and us. Losers in sport have rarely won the
admiration of fans, for all want to be on the winning side. Is this,
however, a true and valid basis for sport?

Winning is wonderful, exciting, and inspiring, but is losing
as terrible, as catastrophic, as we make it out to be? Should the
Gaels be a target for the scorn of victory-hungry spectators? Is
sport only worthwhile when yon win? We think not!

Modern sport was conceived as a friendly, healthy competition
which would be beneficial to those engaged and exciting for the
spectators. By its very nature there have always been, and will
always be, a losing, as well as a winning, side. Without, losers, in
fact, there would be no sport — we can't all be winners! It is now
our turn to take a losing position, naturally not by choice, but it

should be remembered that loosing is no disgrace but'rather an essen-
tial to the continuation of the game. To have done your best should
be the criteria of success rather than to have won.

Many derogatory remarks were unceremonially hurled at the
Gaels during the hotter and more disappointing moments of Satur-
day's game. We hope that the feelings of these slanderers of sport
have cooled since then, for to berate a team for loosing demonstrates
an entirely wrong attitude towards the game. We have no intention
of exonerating or excusing the Gaels. It can not be denied that there
was room for much improvement, nor that McGill was vastly strong-
er. Our mistakes, and they were many, naturally caused Qu'een'smen
to groan and the Montrealers to scream in glee. Mistakes, however,
are not uncommon among us all and even the best of us have bad
days. It is indeed unfortunate that the men of the Tricolor chose
Saturday for theirs. Slight consolation can be had in a remembrance
of the fine games and many thrills they gave us during the regular
season.

Railing at the Gaels betrays an ingnorance of the whole idea
of sport, an idea that has not been present in much modern =port
especially football, enmeshed as it is in an aura of professionalism'
Managing a game under a system of highly paid plavers and coaches
tends to develop an attitude of "winningness", an attitude necessary
to make the game profitable. Queens has not vet become involved
in professional sport, however, and it would be wise to keep in
mind that a losing team can be just as deserving, just as hard work-
ing, and even as good as the winners. The losers should not be
ignored and derided solely because they came out on the wrong side
of the scoreboard. We feel that this year's Gaels have proved their
worth beyond a doubt and as proof we point to their four out of six
record for the season. At one time or another all teams lose and
it is a big team and a big fan that
grace.

For the first time in over twenty years McGill has won the
i ates Cup and, if only on the merits of their playing, they deserved it
and are worthy of our congratulations. It is still in place however
to say "Well done, Gaels!". This year it was their
'till next year.

0

can take this defeat with good

but wait

The An Of Giving
"To give is divine

the Queen's branch of

How manv Queeu'smen are divine? Today
the World University Service of Canada

un e
3SSCSS segment of the human will.
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iqi" OTS^'^ion with the sole purpose of further-

ing the needs of Che world student community. The deficiency in
educational facih.,es and student comfort have been sharply reducedby the efforts of this r

in complexion.

North Americans are often regarded by the less fortunate aswealthy plutocrats who hoard their riches. Perhaps there is areason or this as Canadians only send one dollar apiece to their
aid There s ntdeed an an ,„ giving . . . the ability to deny one's
elf the smaller pleasures to provide others with the greater necessi-

ties. Let us prove that we can see tht

less of nationality, colour or
ire of the students of the world.

ie greater aspects in life, let usgive to help our fellow students regrtrdle
creed. Buy a SHARE in the fiitur

"It matters not who won or lost .

"Nuts!

but how you played the

Grantland Rice

Frank Tindall
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Letters To The Editor

Basks! Alarm
Editor, Journal:

Would you please call the at-

tention of Queen's students to

the following page from Clarissa

Thackerby's Book of Basic Be-

haviour:

Basic Behaviour re public

gatherings:

1. It is basically courteous a)

to arrive on time, b) to stay

until it is over.

2. If you must be late: a) be

as little late as possible, e.g. It

is rude to arrive three-quarters

of an hour late, b) In entering,

combine quietness and rapidity

to the highest possible degree,

c) Refrain from asking questions

which may have been covered in

the first half of a public lecture,

if you haj-e Only heard the

second half.

3. If you think you must leave

early, it is basically more polite

to sit in the back and bring a

book to read during the last part,

than to distinct and disturb the

whole audience and insult the

speaker by leaving. If you must
leave, however, sit at the back
by the door, next the aisle, and
if you cannot arrive in time to

get this seat, do not come. Do
not leave while the speaker is

speaking, and be ridiculously

careful not to bang the door.

4. If you think that an hour
and a half is too long to spend
on an important topic which in-

terests you, either it is not an
important topic or it does not
interest you. Stay home.

A number of Queen's students
seem to have lost their copy of

this invaluable little book.

Margaret Slavin

Journals
Editor, Journal:

Science '61 deserves a hand for
the high quality of its Journal.

There was a lot of good humor,
some of the articles, such as
Chicken Pie and Literacy, were
worthwhile thoughts; and it was
relatively free from the bad
taste that sometimes find

way into the faculty

There is hope for you Science-
men yet.

David Edney, Arts '63

it

papers.

Editor, Journal:

I am alarmed at the growing

number of radical articles cur-

rently being published in the

Journal each of them overtly

criticizing the present state of

our North American society. The

Journal is running the risk of

provoking unrest and dissatis-

faction among the student body.

Personally, I am quite satis-

fied with the present system and

I know that this is true of the

majority of Queen's students.

We are in the position today of

enjoying more comfort and lux-

ury than was ever conceivable

in the past. Perhaps we have

dwelt a little too much on capi-

talistic ends thereby watering

down our Christian ideals. But
this is only natural; after all, no
one is perfect.

Those bitter critics in your
columns have accused us of

spending more time discussing

sports than politics, sex than re-

ligion. Well, what of it! Would
they have us waste valuable

study-time discussing abstract

topics which have nothing to do
with the subjects we take. We
come to University to get our
Degree and thereby a better job,

not to fill our heads with notions
which cannot possibly further US
in our careers.

I was relieved when I arrived

at Queen's to find that intellect-

ual discussion among the stu-
dents was practically non-exist-
ent. That sort of thing belongs
in Oxford and Cambridge.

What these jejune critics fail

to realize is that we are motivat-
ed by a desire for happiness or,

as Freud would say, the '"Plea-

sure Principle." Those who at-
tempt to undermine the found-
ations of our society should be
treated as were Russell and
Lawrence, censored and ostra-
cised. Lawrence, you will re-

member, wanted to step out of
his society and throw bombs
into it (noisy but effective!)

The Journal would do well to
suppress these offensive individ-
uals or soon names like Jung and
Fromm, Sartre and Kafka and
their revolutionary ideals and
opinions will be insidiously

Grinding

Editor, Journal:

It is a matter of supreme in-

difference to me how people are

in a habit of spending what they

consider to be their leisure

hours, which opinion I have ar-

rived at through disappointment

that I can in no way change

these views either by persuasion

or force. However, when the

matter begins to be one of the

individual's concern against the

opinion of the rest, 1 must ignore

the same advice of the writers

of "Steam Shovel" and lodge a

protest at what I consider a

grave state of affairs.

Even the most adamant spec-

tator-sport fan at university

must, in his saner moments, re-

alize that life has more to afford

than football games. He would.

I feel sure, under duress, admit
that the purpose of university is

education (in some sense of the

word), and while recreation is

an integral and necessary part

of life, it should no more be
forced upon individuals than its

opposite

If the closing of the library

on a Saturday afternoon is caus-
ed by the occurence of a football

game (as is the only conclusion
that I can come to) we have
arrived at an unusually low ebb
of optimism concerning the ex-
istence of study at this univer-
sity. Even if no one were to
avail himself of its facilities, the
library should remain open on
Saturdays, graced by football
games, if only as a mute remind-
er that learning does still con-
tinue despite appearances to the
contrary. If seized by the pecu-
liar mental aberration of wish-
ing to study on a Saturday the
student should not find that the
doors are shut, be the sound of
the grinding ever so low.

Seymour Hamilton

Jaw

creeping into the Journal col-
umns. Factions and Movements
would soon be manifest among
the student body; in essence
action inspired by rad
thought.

al

This would never do!

Shaun

This column is devoted

expression of lively fftttfej|(
'j

ion. Opinions expressed
j,

'

not necessarily reflect
f
j''

policy and any student is m
to submit articles on any

On Saturday, I ^
Queen's final football <jj"

for this season. I was
surprised nor shocked

drinking, swearing and exy
ionism rampant among

qu

students during the gam e
.

pattern is "normal" at

games.

When the final whistl*

blown, however, the

which followed left nie

what disillusioned. An in e
u

ed horde of spectators fromt

universities invaded
tli c

and engaged in a battle J
was as bloody as it was
less. I believe the object o[

tention was the possess^!

certain goalposts ; and t0 r!trf

these, Queen's students

ly resorted violence. Thank
i

these hooligans were not

With weapons or else, theij

would have been littered

corpses

!

Yes, Queen's students,

cuse you of being hoolii

There must be an end to I

haviour which is childish,

sponsible and dangerous,

consequences of these igan

ious actions are threefold.

University acquires a bad

tation (and to say that Mel

is equally to blame is not ai

sonable excuse) ; such cod

can only have a damaging

on the characters of those!

viduals involved; a^'.d dishoi

and infamy is heaped cn

very ideal which the word'

dent" implies.

The purpose of a studW

attending university is to ad

a certain degree of maturity]

dignity through the social tq

course with others whose

tude towards life may be

ally different from his ownl

well as "having a good lid

he should also aim at expanj

his intellectual horizon lid

the myopic range of visicd

the average citizen. I ain bed

ing slightly nauseated by M
iterated nonsense that Cut-

is a university in the great!

dition which cherishes and Ij

courages these ideals. What?

Queen's succeeds only i» 1

ditioning the majority of i'-'l

dents to conform to the a«|

cd norms of our morally ^

ent society. It achieves thai

perpetuating the intermix

meaningless round o(

dances, committees and 3"

other "in-group" function';

sociated with Queen's. A^]

aticism is bred, in a

which Orwell prophesied

means of these revolting

ball games.

It seems as though V*

landed ourselves historical

an Age of Anxiety ;
our fa^l

for reasoning have been

ed and vitiated that there
'J

danger of honest i"le
"'

thought being complet^j

tinguished. We are

reared on these opiates; re,ll
economics, patriotism,

cohol and entertainment,

can teach us no other '

it knows no other.

Let's have an end to th |!

dyism and prove that *

act, even when defeat

rational beings!
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The second concert in the uni

cr,iiy
series, held last Tuesday

• ,„ proved to an interested

J
responsive audience that

opera can be fun, and that it is

l
always an affair of "immense

ladies in armour shrieking love

ongs at diminutive heroes,

vil0SC
measurements are fre-

^enlly four feet by four feet"

his speech introduring

two works performed, Antony

[opkins, the musical director of

[l,e company, explained that

Hit or intimate opera is to

rand opera what chamber music

s i0 a symphony, and that the

jngers themselves, only three

number, were to coloratura

opera singers, what a string

irtet is to a full orchestra —
why sing something

said? — by ex-

cance by addinj

extra dimension.

is it

Mr.

rjuo

namely

Ificn it can be

laining that the advantage to

jnging a phrase such as "I love

on" is that the composer, and

ence the singer, is able to ex-

end a phrase, thus emphasizing

ts signif:

rive re, an

Ddopkins' short, informative and

amusing speech established the

tmospherc of the evening as

riendly and informal. He also

waged to create something

pproacliing audience unity in

'rant Hall, which paved the

vay for the success of the first

liamber opera.

This was a piece of music
vrittcn in the eighteenth cen-

ury by the well-known English

om poser, Thomas Arne.
'Thomas and Sally" was the

pera whose rediscovery in 1930

rought the London Intimate

pera into being; the first per-

ormance in an attempt to revive

his once-popular form of enter-

aininent caused such enthus-
|sm that a small company was
ormecl to be permanently devot-
d to the production of operas
or two or three voices. Early in
he performance the reason for
he popularity of the work be-
anie evident. The plot of

Thomas and Sally"
js the com.

men triangle, in which a young
girl remains true to her absent
lover desp.te the temptations of
a rich man. But the convention-

If Vk ? Pl0t iS COmP'etely
offset by Arne's music, which is
melodious and charming In
sp»te of the numerous trills,
which all three singers frequent-
ly slurred, the music maintained
the pace of the opera. Very rare-
ly was it impossible to under-
stand what the singers were say-
ing. The climax of the perform-
ance WM SaUy .

s [jna| ^
Soliloquy; Miss Sowdale hand-
led beautifully both the acting
and the singing, and the listeners
were captivated. Heyland
Whites acting of the wealthy
squire was also praiseworthy in
that it helped to sustain the
hght-heartedness of both audi-
eenth-century style, on the prev-
ence and singers. In true eight-
ious advice of Mr. Hopkins, the
villain was hissed at his en-
trance, which drew the audience
into the spirit of the opera. Both
he and the other two singers
were obviously enjoying them-
selves, which contributed much
to the success of "Thomas and
Sally".

The second half of the pro-
gramme consisted of a contem-
porary opera, the libretto of

which was written by Michael
Flanders, of "At the Drop of a
Hat" fame. As a result the plot,

while within the limit of three

people, was more interesting

than that of "Thomas and Sally".

While remaining a one-act op-

era, it had two flashbacks and
a present-day scene, which gave
the librettist more scope for his

imagination. Mr. Three, the ex-

clerk who now directs the com-
pany, Mr. Love, who will take

over the company when he can

prove that he has some business

acumen, and Miss Honey, the

secretary who helps Mr. Love

to assert himself, are potentially

«oremte-sting characters thanArne Uver. Nevertheless,
Threes Company" proved to be

a distinct deception.

The weakness of this light
°Pera lay mainly in the mifsjc
composed by Mr. Antony Hop-
kms. To begin with, the music
was far too extreme, that is

opera osiar peterson trio

there were too many notes at

PATTON'S CI BAHIRS
DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDERING

In by 10:00 a.m.; Out by 5:00 p.m.

TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE
The Nicest Cleaning In Town

349 PRINCESS STREET DIAL LI 8-4292

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

THE

MUTUAL MFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

of CANADA
HEAD OFFICE: WATBHLOO, ONTARIO

CSTAM.KHEO

INCST0N BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. - TEL LI 6-1405

BRANCH MANACER — A. E. NELSON, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:
D

-
R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc., C.L.U.—R*. LI 8-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.—R«. LI 6-0032
STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.LU.—Rit. LI 2-7602

M. EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER — RES. LI 6-2170

V "uicj
the top and bottom of the sinS-

Crs rane«- This was a bad
error for two reasons. First it
meant either that the words
were not clear, particularly in
Miss Dowdall-s case, and hence
that the audience lost the thread
of the story, or that in trying to
enunciate their words clearly
enough to be understood, the
smgers failed to reach the note
exactly, and were off key This
happened all too frequently in
the case of Stephen Manton
(Mr. Love). Secondly, it meant
that the music was too close to
grand opera in tone for some-
thing so light. This impression
was heightened by the fact that
the music lacked the simple
melody which characterized
Arne's score. The recitatives in

particular were accompanied by
discords and changes of key,
which gave the impression that
the singers were fighting the
accompaniment rather than be-
ing helped by it. In short, the
music, while in keeping with the
contemporary plot, was not ap-
propriate to the style and at-

mosphere of chamber opera.
This is all the more important
because the audience relied on
the music to hold the interest,

since the plot was so transpar-

ent, and was in consequence
sadly disappointed.

There were other drawbacks
to "Three's Company" besides

the music. It seemed to be un-
duly long, with an excess of de-

tailed explanation concerning

the plot. Some scenes were
drawn out for effect, especially

those in which Mr. Love con-

templates various means of sui-

cide, and ended by becoming
overly repetitious. Also, there

were moments when one of the

singers had his back turned to a

very large part of the audience,

during the final duet with the

rope, and it became almost im-

possible to hear the second voice

of the duet. All in all, "Three's

Company" did not live up to the
very high standard set by
"Thomas and Sally".

In spite of the disappointing
conclusion to the evening, the
advantages of this form of musi-
cal entertainment were appar-
ent. The stage sets were of the
simplest

: in "Thomas and Sally"
only a bench and a pail, in

"Three's Company" two desks,
three chairs, a telephone and a
typewriter. This last provided
an excellent opportunity for
comedy in that it was set to ac-

company the rhythm of the
music. The singers were accom-
panied only by a piano, which
removed all danger of the sing-
ers' voices being dominated by
an orchestra. The costumes were
also very simple, particularly in

"Three's Company", yet the
singers never had any difficulty

at any time in conveying the
notions of where they were and
who they were to the audience.
At the close of the concert, the

audience applauded the singers
and Mr. Hopkins warmly for
their performances, which were
especially praiseworthy in view
of the newness of this form of
entertainment and the difficulty

of sustaining such a light tone.

On the whole, it was both an
enjoyable and an instructive

evening much appreciated by
those who attended.

Judith Plumptre

literary contest
Highly bored Journal editors

are running their grubby fingers

over scraps of dirty, crumpled
paper on which appear assorted

inane ditties and incoherent

scraps of narrative couched in

grade-school English. Like the

Christmas Literary Contest of

the Journal is on, people, and we
ask you to submit your ludic-

rous efforts.

Prizes of $15 for the best short

story and the best poem, and

$10 for the second best contri-

butions are being offered. So
come forth from your garrets,

you materialistic hacks, and
stop vainly trying to impress the

editors of College Confidential.

There is easy money to be made
right here on campus. Anyhow,
people, the deadline for contri-

butions is November 30.

Grant Hall was filled last Thursday with a receptive student
audience and the imagination of Oscar Peterson Trio. The Arts
Society was responsible for bringing the trio for their first Kingston
performance in accordance with a long standing policy of presenting
first class modem music to the Queen's campus. Mr. Peterson
contributed to this fine tradition and to an exciting evening of jazz.

That the musicians and the music was of an even and high
calibre is an illusion to be destroyed. The personnel of Edmund
Thigpen, drums, Ray Brown, bass, and Oscar Peterson on piano
presented an interesting if not always enjoyable contrast.

It is a wonder that automation has not caught up with Mr.
Thigpen. Electric mix-masters have been in dependable use for
several years now and might easily have replaced much of his
drumming. In an arena of imagination the experienced musician
lacked individuality and orignality. Nor was he content to keep
this commoness quiet but banged his dulness with a paradoxical
enthusiasm. In faster numbers his high-hat became a clatter-trap,
his excessive use of this one piece not only bored the audience but
obstructed the solos. Again, he hacked methodically and monoto-
nously at one of the large symbols until you wanted to ask him to
turn over to page 5 in his instruction manual in search of variation.
Oh, for the return of Herb Ellis.

Oscar Peterson is the most difficult of the three to review
because of the great complexity of his work. Mr. Peterson com-
bines our rich classical heritage with the contemporary jazz feeling
and idiom. His classical practice and regard was evident through-
out but especially in his elaborate and ingenious introductions. He
employed two distinct styles of expression — the linear melody
building to a heavy chord climax. Underneath this fabulous tech-
nique, lies the basic jazz feeling. Oftimcs I felt the piano was
over-elaborate and repeated simple structure of Ienghty and invol-
ved introduction, the single note melody for sharp contrast, follow-
ed regularity by the large chord climax, did not contribute to origin-
ality.

Ray Brown himself made the evening a memorable and worth-
while experience. Whether accompanying rhythmically or soloing
he was always exciting. The bass is not the easiest instrument for
jazz expression or communication. Ray, however, lives with his
bass, enjoys his bass, is at home with his bass. He plays with
delicate balance a "tyrical" rhythm — never detracting but always
deepening and stimulating. When soloing Ray Brown combined
a brilliant technique with vigorous and flowing imagination.
Thought by some to be the finest living bassist, he justified this

superlative evaluation in his brief appearance.

Midway through the last half of the program the trio played a
"My Fair Lady" trilogy; "On The Street Where You Live", "I've
Grown Accustomed to Your Pace", and "Get Me to the Church on
Time". Although the first two were interesting variations on a
theme it was not until the final piece that there was great excit-
mcnt. Brown demonstrated electrifying agility in working out his

imaginative message. Thigpen's hacking detracted. The last pre-
intermission number, Chicago opened up with all three swinging
to the conclusion.

The second half of the program was superior with Peterson
more effective for Oscar's very elaborate style has time to untangle
its piled phrases. The finest work in this portion was Benny Good-
man's "I Remember Clifford" in memory of the famous and ill-

starred trumpeter Clifford Brown. The finale was an Afro-Cuban
number by new-comer pianist Ray Boyant. All three showed some
intensity and variation.

Don Cochrane

WHAT THE

Wett Eq/xtppecL

STUDENT IS

WEARING...

Whether you are going in for

Habeas Corpus or Harmonics,

you will find a B of M Savings

Account Passbook an invaluable

piece of equipment

in the years ahead.

Bank of Montreal

THE BANK WHERE STUDENTS' ACCOUNTS ABE WARMLY WELCOMED

Kingston Main Office, 297 King St. E., at the Market:

T. R. FRANCIS, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:

WILLIAM F. CRONIN, Manager

Wcstdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch;

WILLIAM BARRY. Manager

ATTRACTIVE CAREERS

In Federal Public Service

For

Civil Service Commission Officers

9 Foreign Service Officers

for Citizenship and immi
gration, External Affairs,

Trade and Commerce

Archivists

Finance Officers

• Junior Administrative

Officers

• Economists and Statisticians

• Dominion Customs Appraisers

• Trade and Commerce
Officers

• Combines Investigation

Officers © Clerks 4

These posts offer interesting work, numerous opportunities for

advancement and generous fringe benefits.

STARTING SALARIES
$4,050 for Clerks 4 and $4,560 for all other Classes

Under-graduates in their final year of study ore invited to apply
but appointment will be subject to graduation. Students

from all faculties are eligible to compete.

WRITTEN EXAMINATION, SAT., NOV. 19

Details regarding the examination, application forms and
descriptive folders now available from

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE
or CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA

If you write to Ottawa, please specify the classes in which you are

interested and quote competition 61-2650.
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Important Mail
All first and second years Science

students (except those in Residence)
please pick up mail at Queen's Post
Oificc.

Loit
One Clipboard with two notebooks.

Left outside North entrance to New
Arts Bldg. Friday at ]0:-15 a.m. Finder
please return to Journal Office.

A ladies' CCM maroon bicycle dis-
appeared from the fronr of Macdonnell
House, Saturday night. Finder please
phone Sclagh Courtney, LI 2-9-179.

A Moulon fur jacket with saphirc
mink detachable collar was accidental-
ly picked up from Medical House on
Saturday evening between 11:J0 and
2 a.m.. Would the person who picked
this jacket kindly call Sylvia Bell,
Goodwin House at Ext. -184 or leave
it at the administration Offices in the
Students' Union.

Change Please
Don Buller and Bob Crown would

like to inform the Public of their new
addresses and Phone numbers: Don
Butler, Leonard Hall, Ext. 2-15; Bob
Crown. 101 Clercv, 8-8649.

SIGNPOST
Tuesday:

Combined Wodship Service, Morgan
Memorial Chapel, 4:45 - 5:15 p.m.
Everybody welcome,

"Le Cercle Francais" will meet to-
night in Leonard Hall West Centre
Common Room at 8:00 p.m. Election
of a new executive showing of 2 films
on "Lc Quebec". Discussion period
with refreshments.

Students Wives' Club meets in Scien-
ce Club Rooms at 8 p.m. There will
be a penny auction with Catherine
Hopkins as auctioneer.

Brass Band: First rehearsal of con-
cert material, Grant Hall, 6:30 p.m.

Milt Dorman from Sir George Wil-
liam's University will speak on the
Strasbourg Conference in Room 306,
New Arts Building at 12:30.

There will be an AMS executive
meeting TONIGHT at 7:00 p.m. in the
Lower Common Room of the Stud-
ents' Union. All students arc invited
10 attend and observe their student
government at work.

Glee Club: Girls Chorus, 12:30, Grant
Hall.

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

* PINS • RINGS
• BRACELETS

Choose your class pin or

school insignia from o com-
plete stock in sterling or

gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
JEWELLERS

168 WINCESS ST. DIAL LI 6-2261

Wednesday:
Glee Club; Full chorus, 7:15, Grant

Hall.
Worship Service, Morgan Memorial

Chapel 6:45 p.m. Everybody Welcome.

S.C.M. Cabinet Meeting, Seminar
Rm. 1, Old Arts Building, 7:00 p.m.

Prophetic Profiles, Second lecture in

the series, Toynebee given by Cr. S. E,

Smelhurst, Ellis Hall, 8:30 p.m.

Queen's Duplicate Bridge Club meet;
Wednesday night 7:00. Membership §1

or 25c a night. Come and bring a part-
ner! All welcome.

Come on skiers, get the creaks out
of your bones and meet your fellow

'schussboomers" at the first prc-season
exercise session. It's this Wednesday
evening, Nov. 16th in the wrestling
gym on the second floor of the gym-
nasium at 7;00 p.m. Membership will

be on sale.

Thursday:

Resolved that a Nixon Victory would
have been best for America. For the
affirmative, Sharon Smith and Don
Carter; for the negative Edward Hor-
ton and Ted Glover. In the Ban Righ
Common Room, Thursday, November
17, at 7:30 p.m. Refreshments will be
served.

Canterbury Club meeting in Morgan
Memorial Chapel in the Old Arts
Building at 5:10 p.m.

Queen's Revue Production Staff
Meeting, Thursday, 7 p.m. at Students'
Union, re: auditions and publicity.

Says Ignorance, Illiteracy

Plague Elections In Africa
By John Duncan
Journal Reporter

Illiteracy and ignorance plague

African elections. This was the

opinion of Mr. Keith-Lucas given

tn a lecture on "Free Elections in

Africa" last Thursday afternoon.

The people of Africa are not

well educated, and voters must

take illiteracy tests. Mr. Keith-

Lucas warns against restriction

of the franchise.

He went on to say that imper-

sonation at the polls is a major

problem. Many of the Mohamme-
dans, for religious reasons, would

not consent to having their pictures

taken and made identity cards use-

less.

A system of using tax receipts

for franchise was tried. But one

political party, before the election,

spread the rumour that all the tax

receipts were to be handed over to

a government official. They then

sent representatives out to collect

the receipts, thus assuring them-

selves of success.

The main problem in Africa,

however, is the question of who

shall vote. In Kenya a system of

points has been adopted. The fran-

chise there, is dependant on one's

position in the community, one's

income, and one's education. In

Central Africa two lists are used.

The "A" list carried the names of

those entitled to a whole vote and

is made up of the educated and

highly qualified people in the com-

munity. Those named on the "B"

list, which is made up of voters

of low qualification, have one-third

of a vote each. This system is a

method of keeping control in the

hands of the Europeans, but still

allowing Africa opinion.

The ultimate goal of the people

of Africa is the establishment of

universal adult suffrage.

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT
CHAR — BROILED RIBBED STEAK

$1.99 P0TAT0E
BISCUITS

SALAD
BEVERAGE

Man's Worlj

(continued from pagc
Joan of Arc and Delilah

a
the general rule.

In the second debate,

that a sense of humour
j s

important to a college stu<W^
high intellectual abilities "

'
:

Wilson led off for the
;

Qub by quoting Lord
EinJjJ

who defines a sense of hum^J
a just balance of one's

fac
J

Dave went on to show
t)^

intellectual is not balanced

takes cvrything too serious]!

qualified his idea of hum-.'

saying that true humour is n1(
,

inner laugh at life in general

Owen Hay of the West
|

Club defined intellectual a !)i|j.

the faculty of seeing what
act

lies beneath false appearances

this he asserted that wit was
<

proportional to intellect, and

hence intellectual ability was

important than wit.

Willa Brown for the affim

said that "Life is a coin Cl
]

errors." She said that to
gCi

most out of life one must 1^

to laugh at one's own mistake

hence a sense of humour
i s „

important.

Alvin Johnson, for the neg a

posed wit against intellect

concluded that he would ra

have the intellectual ability
\

the wit.

The resolution won but the;

ence decided that the negative

;

won the debate.

Student Governmed

The Executive of the Alma J

Society will meet TONIGHT,
every Tuesday night. Cons

Lower Common Room in the

dents' Union at 7 :00 p.m. and
f

cipate in YOUR student go

ment. Advance notice as to \y!b|

on the agenda may he obtained al

AMS Office in the Students' U

Basement.

Bell employment representatives

will be on campus to interview

MEN
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

November 21-22-23
CM m „ your p)aeomonl ofnco N0W (o( M wMmwa_Mi b(j oj(a ,o^ |oj ^^^^^ bootio(

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

Ad. No. RC-5B162-3 co!b. i 1!b !lnw_o

SHELL INTERVIEWS ENGINEERING AND
SCIENCE GRADS NOV. 28 - 30

Shell of Canada has openings for 1961 graduates in engineeringand honours chemistry. These positions, in the company^ manufactunng and market ng departments nff«r
wmVdTiy s manu

for the graduate interested L a'Xtn^ TZ^rZ^
interview, and provide conv nT-o

£unher
.

detalls
'
="ange an

o-et whicn JntainsAS?J^KST«" '

2S^^t-^oSS a

d

d m
d

kettag depart"

held Jan. 9 - ll, i961 .

exP10ration and production will be

SHELL OIL COMPANY OF CANADA. LIMITED
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Educated Elite Cause Struggle In Africa

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

MONTREAL (CUP)—One of

the main
causes of the power conflict

n Africa Eoday is the stru££le

between the traditional tribal elite

3nd the new Europe-educated elite,

Dr Rutn Schacter told a seminar

on international affairs recently.

The comment came in the opening

address of a seminar on "Africa

in the Transition" at Sir George

Williams University in Montreal.

pr .
Schacter pointed out that

when Europeans came to Africa

tliey set up schools to teach African

intermediaries through whom they

dealt with the natives. The result,

she said, ls an African elite, educatedm European thought and practise.
Dr. Schacter claimed the Africans'

recurrent demand is for equality,
both m their continent and on the
international level.

They have clearly reached the
end of the colonial era. she said
She compared the four independent
nations of the pre-war era to the
thirty at present.

Independence brought political
parties. "Their rise is one of the
most telling developments in Africa
since the last war," said Dr
Schacter.

The California Standard Company
CALGARY, ALBERTA '

considering candidates for permanent and summer
employment in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
will conduct campus interviews on

NOVEMBER 17, 18

FOR POST-GRADUATES, GRADUATES AND
THIRD YEAR UNDERGRADUATES IN:

HONORS GEOLOGY
GEOLOGICAL APPLIED SCIENCE
HONORS PHYSICS AND GEOLOGY

Candidates will also be considered for employment
in operating geophysics in Canada with

Chevron Oil Company
ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

MAY BE MADE THROUGH THE
UNIVERSITY'S EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

"Using discontent as a cement,he Africans formed united poh.ca
Parties against colonial powersThey realized that politijE
ESS? the most^ «*
The only other alternative was

side was willing to pay.

Independence caused more prob .

?^inc

f

eandunitynowh'dt0be reached from within.

eve?'fh

S
f
laCter P°i,lted 0,,t -

ever that economic
difficulties are

«o only major problems, but alsoun-fyng factors in African countries
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SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE HERE

CFRC
Thursday:

6:30-Miisic Break
7:00—The Sound of Music
' 1 J

°~liSf
r and gramme High.

7:35—March Time
3:00—Gilbert and Sullivan

Ve.men of the Guard
8:30—Studio Theatre

Shakespeare's Comedies
9:0O-Tl« Living Classics

Beethoven - Sonatas 9 and 14
Schubert — Symphony No. 5
Rachmaninoff _ Rhapsody on
a Theme of Paganini

Saint-Saens — Havanaisc
fralla — Nights in the Gardens

ot Spain

11 .-00—Music for Moderns

The Registrar invites applica
lions from the student body fo,
the following Scholarships. All
eligible students are urged to
apply.

SCHOLARSHIPS
The Ottawa Ladies' College

Scholarships
Applications arc invited for the Ot

follow
ColleRe Scholarships a

Four scholarships of $100 each to be
awarded each year to Protestant ladv
Students from the Ottawa Collegiate
Institutes or Technical Schools without
restriction as to Course or the year of
attendance at Queen's.

Candidates for these scholarships
must make formal application by letter
lo the Registrar of Queen's Univcrstti
not later than 1 December.

University Women's Club of Kingston
Bursary

This Bursary is given annually b'
the University Women's Club of King"
Ston to assist a woman student of pro
mising ability who is in financial dii
ficuitics. The value is £200. Interested
candidates should make formal applica
lion by 1 December on forms which
may be obtained from the Registrar's
Office.

Atkinson Foundation Bursaries
A limited number of Bursaries valued

at not less than $100 and not more than
S300 are available for students in tin

penultimate and final years of the Fac
tilty of Arts and Science who are res

As Soon As Possible
Club and Year Executives please

make arrangements to get your
group photographed for Tricolor

as soon as possible. Phone 444 anv
day between 4 :30 and 5 :00.

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

< * 231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6 6034

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
"Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Pr9vails"

mm Steak House
- SPECIALIZING IN -

CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS
served with desserts like Apple-pan-dowdy

DINNER SERVED FROM 4 P.M TO 12 P M
DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAY

For Reservations Dial LI 2-9048
5 Miles East of Kingston, on Highway No. 2

Eat under candlelight by the stone fireplace and old mill wheel

idcnts of the Province of Ontario.
Under the terms of the gift, the award
must be made on the basis o( merit
and need, academic sincerity and future
promise. Application should be made
by 1 December on forms which may
be obtained from the Registrars Office.

Ottawa Women's Canadian Club
Scholarship

Applications are invited for the Ot-
tawa Women's Canadian Club Scholar-
ship, valued at $185. Applications must
he in the form of a letter and must be
submitted to the Registrar of Queen's
University by 1 December. First pre-
ference is given lo candidates who were
prisoners of war in World War I or
II and who enlisted from or are res-
ident in the Eastern Ontario Area, or
a descendant of such a prisoner of

In any year in which there are no
prisoners of war from the Eastern On-
tario Area or descendants of such a
prisoner of war, the scholarship is

awarded to a veteran of World War
1 or II, resident in or enlisted from the
Eastern Ontario Area, or one o£ his
descendants.

Atkinson Charitable Foundation
Bursaries

Two Bursaries of S100 each arc avail
avle tor students in the Faculty of Law
who are residents of the Province of
Ontario. Under the terms of the gift
the award must be made on the basis
of merit and need, academic sincerity
and future promise. Candidates wishing
to be considered should make formal
application by 1 December on forms
which may be obtained from the Re-
eistrar's Office.

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI-COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

:

j*'-jauuijumiujiiiiifiii^iMniJU j MHiiHiiujiMMunhm

QUEEN'S DRAMA GUILD

presents

HIHe LEAR
Wednesday to Saturday

CONVOCATION HALL

Evenings: 8:15 p.m.

Saturday Matinee: 2:00 p.m.

Tickets on sale this week on campus

Call Local 327

th. MILDEST
BEST-TASTING / P$at/e&

CIGARETTE

FROM UNIVERSITY . . .

TO INDUSTRY
WITH

CANADA
Representatives of our Company will be conducting employment interviews on the

campus on the following dates and will be glad to discuss with you our 1961 requirements for

regular and summer employment.

REGULAR EMPLOYMENT 28th, 29th and 30th November
We have a number of attractive openings in process, development, maintenance, design and

methods engineering, sales and technical service, export, economics, statistics, finance and control,

and in analytical chemistry, for graduate and postgraduate students in chemical, mechanical and
other engineering courses, chemistry, science, arts, commerce economics and statistics. Application

are invited also for women graduating in engineering, honours chemistry, statistics and commerce.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - 2ht, 22nd and 23rd November
As Assistants to Process, Development and Design Engineers and for vacation relief in pro-

duction, accounting and the chemical laboratories,

male students in the courses and years listed below.
Applications for employment are invited from

CLASS OF
1962 1963 1964

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING x x x

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING x x x
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING x x

CHEMISTRY (HONOURS OR MAJOR) x x x

COMMERCE OR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION x x

Application forms, details of actual openings and interview appointments can be ob-

tained through Mr. N. G. Stewart, The Employment Service.

DUPONT OF CANADA LIMITED
Personnel Division

P.O. BOX 660 MONTREAL, P.Q.
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DAMN.' DAMN!!
The Queen's Rugger team nar- Saturday morning the Inter-

rowly lost to the McGill XV 0-6 collegiate Harrier was held at the

Jast Saturday, in their third defeat Cataraqui Golf Course. The McGill

team won the meet with twenty-

three points, followed by Toronto

and OAC, in a tie for second place

with thirty-five points. Pete Adams
ran the five mile course in a very

DAMN i
1

1

of the season.

From the kick-off, the Queen's

forwards, fighting hard under the

highly-spirited leadership of Barry

Loughton, showed their worth, and
kept the McGill team pinned to their

r^f^ twenty-eight minutes

own end for most of the first half.
and forty-flVe "econds -

The Queen's team consisted of

Don Morrison, Reid Keays, AI

However, the good clean heeling in

both the set and loose scrums paid

few dividends, owing to the failure Grant, Dick Paul, and Rick Lake,
of the three-quarters (back-line) to The lean) showing was creditable

do anything constructive with the despite the fact that they were
ball when it was in their hands, without a coach. Mr. Pat Galasso,

Thus, at half time, there was no who would normally have coached,
score. has been sick of late and this bad

The generally scrappy play which
,uck ProbaMy cost the Queen's con-

characterized the game, persisted
l 'ngent a lower place in the standing.

during the second half, although the
1,1 track aild fie,<] tlie coach is «

-McGill team tightened up all round,
very imPorlant Part si»ce llc can

and were soon using the strength ""BP1* tllc inspiration that is ne-

of their three-quarters in some fine
cessarv to have a *>°y run the many

line movements, pushing deep into
™iles necessary for proper con-

the Queen's end. The McGill for-
di,ionillS-

wards finally managed to break

through but the carrier was tackled

On the goal line and the ball went improved effort and a higher position
loose, only to be touched down by

;n tlie stan(Ifngi
two McGill forwards who were
hacking up well (0-3 J. Tlie try

remained unconverted, and Queen's
went hack into the fray. However,
Queens nnt being as fit as their

Opponents failed to make much im-
pression, and soon, on a doubtful

decision by the touch-judge, McGill

IOTO BY MANJ

We bad tough luck this year but

next year we look to a much-

score (0-6). The attempt at con-

version failed. Queen's then pushed
the attackers away from their line

on several occasions, but the strong

tackling and concerted efforts of the

sent their left wing down the touch '° the few combined efforts of the
line in the comer to make the final Queen's team.

The McGill Redmen captured the Yates Cup for the first time since 1938, on Saturday after-

noon by defeating Queen's Golden Gaels 21-0. The difference was Tom Skypeck who passed for all

three touchdowns with pass and run plays of AT, 15 and 7 yards to Moore, Lambert and Winsor.
The Redmen richly deserved their victory as they controlled the ball well over half of the

game. When they gave the ball up to the Gaels the defense stopped the Gaels from mounting any
serrous scoring threats. Queen's penetrated into McGill territory only three times with a drive to the
Redmen's 44 midway through the second quarter.

For the first time McGill's offensive linemen decided they could not over-awe the Gael's front
wall and were charging out low and hard. The result was that' the- Redmen were able to run the
ends and up the centre more successfully than they had in the previous three games with the Gaels.
Tom Skypeck will be the all-star quarterback this year but he will win his berth on the strength of

Passin$ arm »ot tl]c originality of his play-call His entire offense seemed to consist of three
~ an

:
en(Jsweep, usually around their right end, a counter up the centre and long pass to either

consistent gainers for the Redmen, par-

McGill forwards, usually put a stop
>],

Taylor, Lambert or Moore. Monteith and Milhgan were al

rly on the counter up the centre.

Statistically the Gael: offense

seemed.

A\ ALU I

rALCAN A

People with Imagination! People with new Ideas T With the urge to say:
let'» try it — rather than the inertia that says: that's good enough because
It worked before t

W* think thty an. And this w what tw art looking Jot —
People to whom the scope of a job b more important than the immediate

job itself. People who want to lead with Alcan instead of following with the
rest — who want the opportunity to grow, to build, to integrate their knowl-
edge with Aleau'a own progress or with that of Mean's customers; peopla
who want to work (n research, selling, administration, production . . .

That's what tee are looking for. Now as for you:
If you're looking tor a career rather than just a job, and if you're graduating

In metallurgical, chemical, mechanical, electrical or civil engineering, you'll
find that Alcan offers you an excellent salary, a generous pension 'plan
employee share purchase plan, relocation allowance and other benefits plus
an association with the foremost Canadian company in the field of aluminum
production and application. And aluminum, as you know is one of the world's
leading metals — with rapidly expanding uses and markets.

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD.
Personnel Department

P.O. Box 6090, Montreal 3, P.Q.

was not as bad as it seemed, was sidelined for the game on
Queen's picked up 11 first downs the first play. Terry Porter play-
to McGill's 15 and Connor com- played centre for the rest of the
pleted 10 passes for 21 attempts game and he did an excellent job
compared with Skypeck's record considering that this was the first

of II for IS. But statistics do not time he had ever played it at
tell the story. Not until the fourth Queen's. In the main, the Gaels
quarter were the Gaels able to blocking was not as sharp as it

get more than two first downs in has been in the past but they did
a row; for the most part Connor's give Connor adequate protection
completions were all short with on passes, particularly late in the
only two of his passes over 12 game,
yards.

The Gaels defense, even though
Bob McAleese didn't play much it gave up three touchdowns,

in the game but he made the most played another excellent game,
of his opportunities gaining 20 George Betbune, Larry Dolecki
yards on a pass from Connor, Peter Thompson and John De La
runnmg well both times he car- Vergne all played well on the line
ired, and blocking better than he But the outstanding
did all season. The Gaels most
consistent ground-gainer was
Gord Simester who averaged 5.5

yards for eight carries. Connor's
chief targets were Robb and Tin-
dall, but not until late in the
fourth quarter, when Robb caught
three in a row for first downs,
did the Gaels mount an effective

aerial attack.

The Gael's li

lineman was
Gary Lucenti who made, or as-
sisted in, at least half the tackles.

Porter, who played both ways,
Don Rasmusseh, who alternated
with Terry, Gary Strickler and
Wayne McGill played well at line
backers. Dave Skene had an easy
afternoon as McGill tried only
one play around his end and then
left him alone. After last Satur-

me was weakened dav
, whe„ th

considerably when John Ware
t,

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED
AND FLUFF DRIED

SHIRT LAUNDERING

DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M.

wo yards around the left, it i;

no wonder.

For A SureTomorrow
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Student In Aldermanic Race

itian Movement and the

Keyfitz: World Population Now
Doubling In Every Generation

Dorman Sees Trend Towards
Union Of Christian Churches

By Moira Beattie
The possibility of uniting the Christian Church which now has

three major dmsions. was discussed by Milt Dorman on Mondaj
and l uesday. A student from Sir George Williams University, Mr
Dorman addressed both the Student Chr
Canterbury Club.

Last summer, Mr. Dorman was
a representative of SCM at the
Strasbourg Conference, a project
of the World Student Christian
Federation,

The WSCF conference drew
about 700 delegates from 70 dif-

lercnt countries, representing
SCM and other ecumenical organ-
izations, SCM was originally

Protestant, but since 1911. the
Orthodox world has become in-

volved, so that it was strongly
represented at the conference.
Also, the Roman Catholic church
vnt official delegates.

"Thawing the Ice" was the

By Bob Crown
Assistant News Editor

First of a series of public lectures on the World Population explosion was given Monday by
Nathan Keyfitz of the Department of E.-onomie* and Political Science at U of T.

ng the course of the lecture Prof. Keyfitz referred to the rapid rates of population increase
iroblems so created. He stated. "It took from the beginning of time to 1800 for the earth
its first billion inhabitants; irom 1S0O to 1920 for the s.-cond, and from 1920 to 1960 for the
and bv the year 2000 the earth will contain over six billion."

tion

death

At

Further statistics were quoted
to illustrate this phenomenon.
Without Malthusian checks of
war. famine, and disease to cut
population, a birthrate of 4.IO
would double the earth's popula-

o 700 years even with a
rate of 4%.

present rate of increase.

ff
:mm,a,

b'. Professor Keyfitz

1« I

U
'

t,,<:re wou,d De a
pnpnLniui, doubling every 25

1
I"- means that in unly

:

fac

"''""^ tlu 11,1 tire earth's siir-

,

ce
< mountains, deserts, and

j>

»r ri-«'"»s included) would be
P" ;,ir 'l with a density of 1000

Hffle square mile.

Pl«

S

f

in

?
th6n t0 Specific exam'

ProL
* ex Per>ence into focus.

yltI
** Ke^fitz h«i spent some

'CLT Far Eas *' He had

* tan ^ that J^a,an island
^PP^'mately 50,000 square

15 Populated by over 60
people. ln 1815i it had

ZlZ mhabitants
- Even at

^a^VdCa °f

^iiiio

hat

low.
with noth:

migration to
'een entertained, but

ng done
ecome impossible.

"kilt
Hnses

'
with s"™*-

. ^ sue but with only
'"habitants. Indonesias the

not to its producers but to buy

food for the Javanese. In 195.S this

caused rebellion and civil war

wl.irh still ic capable of rs-jgr.i

tipti. The Javenese increase at

over a million annually, straining

the loyalty of the Sumatrans. The
prublt-m-. were -ecu before but

lack uf action then makes them

of mammoth size now,

As a second example, Ceylon

was cited as a seat of population

exploci-n, I |er; property :r of

such scarcity. Prof. Keyfitz said,

that he had met a man who owned

one-third of a coconut three. The

population is concentrated in the

lower third of the island, because

water is scarce on the rest of it.

China, with an annual increase

of 15 million, now contains 669

million persons; India, 409 mil-

lion; the USSR. 210 million; and

the USA 1S2 million. These four

alone account for half the world's

population.

There are means of population

control, it was admitted, but our

moral code prevents some of the

most effective methods, such as

legal abortion, which is employed

by the Japanese.

When questioned as to the

place of food gilts from Canada to

gifts were used as loans to keep

people alive while creating capital

goods for their own expansion and

betterment, lie would be entirely

in favour. But, were these gifts

used merely for feeding persons,

productive only in births, then a

poor favour would be done in just

"prolonging an inevitable disas-

ter."

How they will be fed was a

problem left for Professor D. R.

Campbell of the Department of

Agricultural Economics at O.A.C.

to outline in the next lecture of

the series, which will be held on

Monday, November 21, in the El-

lis Hall Auditorium at S p.m.

theme of Mr. Dorman's talk on

Monday. He discussed the rela-

tionships between the three major
Christian bodies — Protestant.

Orthodox, and Roman Catholic,

All sent delegates, lecturers, and
seminar leaders to Strasbourg. In

discussion, difficult points were
raised, but by those seriously

searching for truth. All sides were
prepared to admit their own faults

rather than to attack others.

In the last 30 years a remark-

able concern for unity has devel-

oped in all churches. Christians

are recognizing each other as

brothers in Christ, even though
they may differ widely in doc-

trine, liturgy, or tradition. No one

can have a monopoly on Christ.

On Tuesday, Mr. Dorman
spoke to Canterbury about the

Anglican contribution to the

Strasbourg conference, and to the

whole ecumenical movement.
The Anglican Church, because of

its possession of both catholic and
reformed elements, serves as i

bridge. "This is fine, as long a:

there's traffic on it." The propos

erl visit of the Archbishop of Can

(See Dorman Sees, page 4)

$1000 For SHARE
Returns from Tuesday's

SHARP- Campaign total $980,00

to date (Thursday noon).

World University Service at

Queen's wishes to thank the

SHARE brokers for braving the

elements to sell SHARES. Most
of all, thanks to the Queen's stu-

dents who invested in the future

of their fellow students through-

out the world.

Anyone who would still like to

buy a SHARE, please c<>nt.n i

Ruth Kostich at local 4S7 or
]

O'Cradv at 2-9245.

In 1957 he was sent to Dieppe
to cover the premiere of a film on
the pari played in the Dieppe raid

by Canadian troops. While in

Europe he also wrote several ar-

ticles on Prime Minister Diefen-

baker who was then on the first

leg of his world tour.

Moore is no stranger to the

political scene being the CCF
candidate in June of 1959 for

Kingston and in the process, poll-

ing one of the largest votes ever

received by a CCFer in this con-
stituency. He is an executive

member of the CCF.

Active in sports he is the Pre-

sident of the Kingston Tenuis
Club as well as an active partici-'

By George La Fleur
Special Correspondent

"I feel that Kingston is a good city, but I also believe that it

can be a better city."

With this statement, Larry Moore, an undergraduate majoring
in History and Politics at Queen's, became last week, the first

student in the history of the University to run for city council.

Born and educated in Shcr-

brooke, Quebec, Moore, 26, enter-

ed Queen's in 195S. He was mar-
ried at St. James in 1959 to the

former Miss Sonja Bcnetti from
Hamilton. Previously he had been
in the newspaper business, start-

ing at the age of 16 in Slierbrooke,

and maintains this connection be-

ing the area correspondent for the

Globe and Mail. In the past ten

years Moore has worked in Kirk-

land Lake, Cornwall and (or threr

years on the staff of The Kingston

IVIrig-Standard.

pant in hockey. He was ineligible

for Queen's in the latter sport in

1959-60.

In discussing the current cam-
paign. Moore has stated that he

is definitely against mayoralty
candidate McCorkell's proposed

sales tax.

"The answer", said Moore "is

not a sales tax but to bring in

new industry to share the tax

burden. This is what other On-
tario communities are doing suc-

cessfully. The administrative

costs, such as collection, coupled

with the added burden on stu-

dents as well as householders in

general, make this proposal un-

wise."

"I favour small, clean, diversi-

fied industries to put the city on
a -ounder economic basis and al-

low it to maintain steady employ-
ment. The city will have to make
concessions but it will be worth
it."

Two other main points are the

construction of a new railway sta-

tion and a city airport. On the

former Moore said that the city

has been reluctant to pay money
for services, mainly sewers, but

that this should be done. Mayor
(See Larry Moore, page 5)

Susie -Q's Take Heavy To//

s staff lias been stretched thinner

trying to cover the multiple activi-

ThiS week, the Journal ne

than Jayne Mansfield's leotard

ties of Susie-Q Week.

Our roving reporters have witnessed a steady stream to the

Coffee Shop, fleeting couples in Kingston parks and theatres, and

occasional risque episode by the Murncy Tower,

One stalwart was despatched to a dangerous spot. He reported

back to the Jumna! office Monday by walkie-talkie the following

blow-by-blow account:

BROKE?

eat wealth of the the overpopulated areas. Profes-

eotton, and jute sor Keyfitz suggested that if the

Broke? Meed up to five dollars (§5.00) to tide you over?

A fund of two hundred dollars has been set up for the express

purpose of helping out any undergraduate who might be in tem-

porary financial distress.

Five dollars ($5.00) is the maximum amount that can be bor-

rowed by any one person at any one time. No second loan until the

first has been repaid. Simply sign the book. It won't give you a

night on the town or buy many text books, but it will put a little

spending money in your pocket.

No Service Charge!

The fund will be administered through the Employment Service,

on the first floor of the Students' Union.

The success of this venture depends upon your fair consideration

for the other fellow.

'The fair young ladies of thi

honorable place of residence,

Muir House, are setting their

snares well. It's the first night of

Susie-Q Week and the girls here

an- doing i: will Hiey've publi-

cized their little party with well-

placed posters and this evening

have carefully outlined the easiest

routes to ".heir abode.

"When a man arrives at the

front door, he is immediately

milted by a fair young damsel

who turns htm over to a second

who then divests him of his coat.

He then writes his name in the

"guest ledger" and also records

his year, phone number, and

height.

"From there the bewildered

young fellow is shepherded into

the parlour, where he is descend-

ed upon by a hoard of young love-

lies, all claiming the honour of

the first dance. Such names as'

Lynue. Diane, and Mary are com-

mon, part of the strategy, of

course, to keep the males confus-

ed until the females bag their

trophies.

"Now, by 11 p.m., the 18"yoiwg

ladies" of the House of Muir have

approximately 65 men on the

string.

"This assembly line technique

must be admired. It is very simi-

lar to a colony of Amazons, and

I may be the next tog ...
."

This was the last we heard.

And so it goes, the turbulent

world of women. One notable

feature is that the same ladies

seem to be doing all the asking.

This might imply a lack of cour-

age on the part of some. All we
can say is:

"Why watt for spring? Do it

now. while men and materials are

available!"

MAKE TRICOLOR DATES NOW!
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Rubber Arms
Campus law is ineffective! The long, powerful arm of the law,

a law formulated and promulgated by the AMS. is made of plyable
rubber.

During the initiation period last fail the private property of a
Kingston citizen was stolen and damaged by a group of students,
allegedly freshmen under the direction of their Vigs. Following a
fully justified complaint by the victim, the Alma Mater Society Ex-
executive referred the matter to the Vigilance Sub-Committee for
investigation with the view to possible prosecution in the AMS
Court. Almost two months have elapsed and to date there has been
no report by the Vigilance Committee, no prosecution in the AMS
Court, and no positive action taken by the executive of the Queen's
student administration.

Law, a basis of orderly society whether on a national or campus
scale, must be enforced as quickly, as fairly and as effectively as
possible to be the positive force it was meant to be. Perhaps the ini-
tial fault lies in the slowness of the investigation being m
Vigilance Committee but in the last

\ GUESS VW MOT TOO BUSY.

ie by the

inalysis the Vigilance Com-
mittee is an agent of the AMS Executive and it is the sole responsibi-
lity of the AMS Executive to ensure that the laws of this campus
are enforced.

We fee! the AMS Executive has been lax in not ensuring that
the investigation, and if necessary the litigation, was completed with
much greater speed, It is to this task that we commend the energies
of our student government.

Political Curve To Hell?
In all the tumult and shouting over those American elections

there was one voting result that has not received the attention it
deserves. That was in Puerto Rico.

Ninety per cent of the people down that way are Roman Catho-
lics. Not only that, but only a small minoritv is well educated So
it looked hke a bleak day for the principle of church-state separation
when three bishops told the island s faithful it would be a sin to vote
for the party of the incumbent governor.

But when the smoke had cleared on election day, the people
had thrown their spiritual masters something of a political curve
Apparently preferring Hell in the next world to the Christian Action
Party in this one, the voters sent the governor back into office with
a resounding majority. The Party, in fact, got less than the
of the popular vote needed to remain a registered political partv

An encouraging sign.

Letters To The Editor

Sheer Brass Briquettes And Bouquets

10%

Russians To Heaven?
Just what benefit did any of us derive from the

Russians last week? It would be
one from the other side

lan

eranee

it of a few
quite absurd to imagine that any-

the ideological fence is likely to be
converted because of such excursus, despite the current Russ
sta Mor-time campaign that mouths the slogans, mutual tol
and co-existence. The Communists are hardlv likely to send any
students out of the U.S.S.R. unless they are reasonably sure these
students are not only devout Marxists but also well beyond theage of impressionability. As usual such men will tend to view to thewor d through Marxian spectacles. Moreover, the fact that hey eeso httle of the great free country they are hurried through make

>t even less likely that honest observation might overcome dogma
Is there, then any real value in such a visit? We think therean be, even „ « is only a slightly increased understanding of oHie Commnms, mind works. We had last week an opportunity to seCommunists as human beings rather than propaganda stereo

"
.We could see they were deadly serious and sincere in their 22kthat they eel (just as Vve often do) that their material omp t

sTst m trT""" '° jUStify V" if>' ^ faith interystem After all, since the revolution they have taken giant indutrial strides, and what better reason could there be for them toremain true believers? We should realize from watching L eRussians that „ ,s still the greatest task of the west somehow toc

^::\X:z^i th* capitaiist
«• -^t* ;beheee, to mew able destruction and a last-ditch attack against theCommumst world, but that it win endure. We must convS e themthat the capitalist system is not based on class conflict that it doenot contain within itself the seeds of its own rlJtr > 1

sequentiy that the Marxian view of hi tory is Site^o'Sv T'
will any kind of effective and stable co-existen

*^
be possible.

2ttate<L . . .

"We play clean, honest football.

Angelo Mosca

Editor, Journal:

The two Queen's Bands deserve

much credit for their fine perfor-

mances contributing to the success

of the j list-completed football

season. To view the pipe and brass

band marching unto the field

splendidly attired in University

dress—a manifestation of Queen's'

origin, perhaps only otherwise re-

tained in the song and yell, and
a few old names chiseled into

various campus limestone buildings

— is to experience a sensation of

pride and loyalty not possibly

aroused in supporters of the

Americanized cap-and-cape gown-
ed bands of Western, Varsity and
McGill. But there is room for

constructive criticism, and it has
perhaps best been expressed by
and old acquaintance.

An ancient alumni, cherishing

memories of those fantastic football

days of the twenties, still loyally

supports the Alma Mater, and' still

welcomes the spine-tingling ex-
perience of viewing the arrival of

the tartan clad Pipers of the Gaels

But alas he mourns, they are not
audible; their force needs to be
doubled for impressiveness in both
sight and sound. Likewise, says he,

can the brass band not be heard.

Necessity here is not doublement,
however, but a mere shift to sheer
shrill brass. Replace the prepon-
derate woodwinds and piccolos, he
says. Money is understandably a
problem, he continues, but not one
insurmountable, and greater i.s this

problem of sight and sound.

The venerable alumni continues
by expressing his disappointment
in hearing for the first time this
year a truly meaningful phrase in

the Queen's yell rendered ineffec-
tual by the omission of "gu brath"
at the end of the appropriate lines.

He fervently hopes that this year's
freshman will, in their next year',
authoritative capacity, quickly and
finally correct the mistake.

The wise old man ends his con-
versation, however, by staunchly
re-affirming his faith in the
Queen's spirit, strongest in the
land. He notes that although
Queen's is outnumbered in popu-
lation by Toronto five to one. the
bleacher section in Varsity stadium
on October 29th was split half and

Editor, Journal:

Re "I am Alone" which was re-

printed for our scrutiny. I must
say that you are as much to blame

in reprinting such trash, as the

persons responsible for it in the

first place. I do not feel that your
"Editor's Note" covers up for this

pornographic literature. This
article can well be handled by
Laval University, it need not be

spread across the country to "let

the people decide". I am certain

most people will agree with me
when 1 say that the freedom of the

press is being abused after reading

this article.

There should be no love lost

for decent journalists when and if

(and I hope to see) these writings

disappear from public papers.

From one concerned with the

morals in the making of a pleasant
world to live in.

P. Adams,

Science '62

Editor's Note: Pornograph is a
term of great vagueness. If "I Am
Alone" was legally pornographic
the Journal could face legal action.

However, police have termed the
story suggestive— but not obscene.

Bosh
Editor, Journal:

May I say a word to our friend
Seymour ? BOSH. Seymour "the
sound of grinding" is "ever so
low". Are you running out of axe?

One Concerned

Be Counted!
Editor, Journal:

I deplore the recent trend to
using pseudonymns. The demo-
cratic ideal is to say what you think
and stand up to be counted. If there
i* something worthwhile to say it

is worthwhile signing.

J- Reedle

half between Queen's and Varsity
rooters. "Queen's spirit" ... as the
alumni concludes, allowing for a
very wide translation

. , . "Qia
gheil !"

George Taylor

Editor, Journal:

The Journal deserves credit for

publishing the controversial article

from Lc Carabin. We, as students

of Queen's were given an oppor-

tunity to judge it ourselves. Thank
you for recognizing our ability to

think for ourselves and not merely
presenting your views for con-
sumption.

I feel that for the obvious bad
taste shown by the editors of Lc
Caralnn, they should have been re-

moved from their positions as
editors, but should certainly not
have been expelled from Laval
University. Their rights as stu-

dents have clearly been violated.

The students of Laval are re-
presented by FNEUC (the French
translation of NFCUS), which, we
have been told many times by the
Queen's NFCUS Chairman,
Robbie Shaw, is a body designed
to further the interests and protect
the rights of the Canadian Univer-
sity Student.

Last term (1959-1960) NFCUS
undertook to petition Premier
Khrushchev in an attempt to save
the lives of Hungarian Students
who had participated in the recent
revolutions in their country. Tins
was truly a hopeless cause, but
NFCUS made a very big thing of
it. Here they (and we) were, a
solid body of Idealistic Canadian
Students standing up for their less

fortunate counterparts in Hungary.
How touching ! !

t W hat publi-
city !! !

Now it is apparent that the
university careers of three NFCUS
members are in jeopardv. What
has this Great, Solid, Front of
Canadian Students done to help itsOWN MEMBERS ? The answer
is simple. NOTHING

! !

Since NFCUS is so ineffective
m its role as our representative
t would seem that continued
^ipport of the organization by
Queen's students is unwarranted
Any club can sponsor a campus
dance with little effort. We have
enough such clubs on campus now.
^FCUS. a highly idealistic but
totally ineffective organization, is
such a club. As such it is useless
and unnecessary,

Steven Leikin

Jaw
This column is dev0i ti

I

expression of lively^
ion. Opinions expressed

not necessarily reflect

policy and any student

to submit articles
atiji,

Susie-Q Week has

useless, cruel and idiotic

It has become a super-c
on]

among ambitious females

whom have no more
in

'|

meeting young men than
i n

ing soft drink bottles.
It j^l

from the sublime to the j-jj

and should be abolished.

Originally, it purpose
twofold: 1. For girls to

known guys, and especially

shy ones, to meet boys i„

assuring atmosphere of |[le

2. For social butterflies
i0

'

their male escorts for two

attention. Today Susie-0 ^

falls far short of these aim
friendship is kindled by a

five-minute coffee date,

across from a girl with

expression of her face,

with the inane conven

gambits, achieves nothing

way of "getting to knov

As for the shy girls,
ther|

herded into unwanted datt<:

are forced to conform under

sure of social ostracization,

wills of the date-drivers o

floor. For many girls, ii

embarrassing and thorough

tating experience. The u

"win the Cup" has become

in its repercussions. As for

ing male escorts, a far mon

sonal method surely can be

— such as periodically

dutch dates.

It is cruel for the girls

not wish to participate and!

majority of men who
unwilling tools of the "Cd

tition". The curtailment «|

girls' personal freedom is

ularly insulting. For the nil

is even more barbarous,

couple of days, they feel

assembly-line product, into

are poured coffee, do-nuts anil

chit-chat. "Hurry tip with
|

coffee, will you, I've got as]

date in ten minutes", is a &

cliche during this week,

exaggerated attempt to "ge< 1

at the men, the women ins

erecting the most artificial
1

Hons, all designed i<> ;iT |UL~r

ire of the unfortunate male,

people take Susie-Q Week']

ously, and the tales of

romances, lovers' quarrels**!

strated freshettes is too sadf

sentimentalist like me ti>

Finally, the antics that gofl

surely ridiculous beyond tlitf

of good fun. Seeing girls

on the outside, holding doo(*|

doesn't add to one's conC

femininity in Queen's won |ft

|

certainly does not lessen uV'

iority complex under whi^

Queen'smcn labour. To ' lf

male residence telephones'5 '

and at a time like this

demically harmful to hot' 1

Dammit, Levana, wak* "-I

do something about tin's

out this foolish con'P

shorten the week to a c° 1

clays, and allow participa

voluntary basis. Only

manner may Levana in-

sanity and the respect

campus. Until that time.

Week will continue to be a 1

cruel and idiotic instil"'
100"

Stewaf'
1
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a valiant attempt sine of loveou ld be tempting to cen- lers. The duels werP » . * W

1

"W W ^

Page 3

ipfmg

around Charles
„. 0nl<l bt

[re this review

[n b's
remark tltat King Lear

a play triat can nevcr be put

'the stage; however, since the

r airi.a
Guild elected to try, one

„ist judge their very creditable

ttempt under the assumption

Biat Lanib was wrong.

Luck, as well as this most dif-

ficult play was against the com-

pany on opening night. The

complex nature of the plot kept

the first "act" static, the second

half of the play suffered through

no fault of its own. The audience

was willing to suspend disbelief

and overlook first night blund-

ers for the whole of the first

half of the play: but an accident

with a wig in the beginning of

the second half broke down any

apport which might have exist-

d between actors and audience,

he incident occurred at the

orst possible moment : the play

could have turned into a success

at the moment of the blinding

of Gloucester, but unhappily the

accident to the wig was so in-

congruous as to cause the entire

audience to break down into

peals of laughter. From then on,

throughout the second, and bet-

ter half of the play, the cast did

not have the audience's sym-
athy except in brief moments,

and thus the performance was a

failure.

However, to stop a criticism

here would be a grave mistake.

Although, largely lost on the
audience, the play revived with
'iKrcdible speed, and thanks to

mparallelcd efforts on the part
of the leads, reached at moments
to excellence. However, all the
iinor points that cried for atten-

tion, overlooked in the first half,

\ere totally destructive of any
unity that the play might have
assessed when it was clear that
the actors had "lost" their
a ii die nee.

STAGING AND DIRECTION

With the excellent costumes
designed by Mrs. Angus and
Mrs. Kemp, there should have
been far more use of colour and
design on stage. There were
many chances for pattern move-
ment on the neutral set, but lack
°f use of the five possible enter-
ances and exits and static rather
thatl mobile arrangements of the
«st made even the better actors
appear wooden, (for example,
he scene of Cordelia's "indifel-

lty ) More could have been
made of

'oris dui

gestures and genuflec-
e to rank on the part of

servants, gentlemen

Lo<* The Bottles With
The Tartan Tops

JAMAICA DRY
G'NGER ALE

AND
pEPSI - COLA

ELDER,s beverages

were a good attempt at realism, but
desperate need of

were in

professional
coac,;mg ,n swordsmanship. The
bghting was uniformly poor
both in conception and execu-
tion. Front lighting flattened an
already apparently shallow
stage, and loud noises from the
controls robbed the effects from
subtlety.

Unneccss;

scene-

ry time was spent
shifting in the second half

Had a neutral pair of sh
been used for both hut and trees
(thus getting rid of the Tom
Thompson-ish pines). There
would have been no need for
scene-shift breaks. I n addition,
the minor characters were in
grave need of attention by first
a costume mistress (straighten-
ing of hats, etc.) and secondly of
a great deal more rehearsing to
bring them to the standard of
confidence set by one or two of
the leads,

ACTORS
Lear: George Pike suffered

from make-up that was rather
obviously judicial under bright
lighting, although effective in

the darker scenes. He tended to

rant in the first half but played
well in the mad scenes — an ex-

ceedingly difficult part courage-
ously undertaken.

Kent: Peter McLaughlin
played a well conceived, confi-

dent role. He carried the weight
of much of the play and inspired

surencss in those with whom
he acted.

Cordelia
: Katherine Corbett

took, along with George Pike,

the brunt of the wig calamity,

and due to her most sincere con-

ception of her part saved the

play from utter ruin.

Edgar, along with Goncricl

and Kent were the only actors

who seemed to realize that

Shakespeare wrote in poetry

(except that Goueriel in attempt-
i»g lo raise the pace of the play
tended to gabble.) Lear, of
course, had feeling for his words,
notably his last speech, but not
being a Gielgud or a Richardson
was not able to unite feeling for
words and feeling for drama ex-
cept at a few excellent occasions
Gonenel's gestures and Regan's

movements were high
body

points of the play.

On the other side of the coin
Cornwall had difficulty with his
costume and the King of France
should be told that he will not
find pockets in the usual places
m Shakespearean dress. Most
disappointing was Edmund, who
was the "near miss" of the major
roles. In putting spirit and per-
sonality into his lines, he forgot
their beauty and poetic qualities.
He. along with many of the
leads, should allow the words to
do more work as he is not cap-
able of forcing Shakespear to do
his bidding. The minor charac-
ters were, without exception, al-

most laughable in their incon-
gruity of technique in voice,

manner, and presence, causing
the efforts of the leads in recov-

ering the momentum of the play
to be almost fruitless.

In conclusion, the foregoing

comments may be subsumed
under an awareness that the play
is closer to fantasy, and while
the characters are real and dy-

namic, the setting and action is

like The Tempest in its timeless-

ness. Attention to this fact, and
allowing, rather than forcing,

the play to "get off the ground"
may prove Charles Lamb a liar,

but should this not happen in

succeeding performances, we

must remember that the under-

taking was a supremely difficult

one, and the efforts put into it

noble.

Seymour Hamilton

WUSC TREASURE VAN: a display sale

of international handicrafts to be held

Mondoy to Thursday of next week.

CAMERA CLUB SALON: Monday the

Queen's Camera Club is holding a get-

toqether for criticism of black and white

photographs. Come and learn your

photographic faults.

INTER-FACULTY CHOIR: A free con-

cert will be presented on Monday in

Dunning Hall.
(

KING LEAR: Presented by the Queen s

Drama Guild in Convocation Hall, this

popular production will enhance the

campus droma world ton.ght and Sat-

urday.

FOOTBALL: The gomes

may be watched on TV

Clubrooms. All welcome

the MILDEST
BEST-TASTING

CIGARETTE

He saw her as a most beautiful
conglomeration of ellipses, para-
bolas and sine waves in perfect
symmetry as she slithered into the
living room. He sat confidently
on the sofa sketching free body
diagrams. He felt the firm pressure
of her thigh as she sat down beside
him. He judged its modules of
resilience to be about 0.034 in-lb.

He felt her warm breath (approx.
102.4 degrees F.) on his cheek as
she said, "Have I kept you waiting
too lung, Xerxes?" "Only 34
minutes and 16.2 seconds," he
replied, as he subconsciously esti-

mated the tensile strength of her
sweater to be at least 4000 psi.

She ran her soft hand through
his hair (generating some 3 x 10'

statcoulombs) and asked, "What
did you bring for me?" as she eyed
the long object in his pants pocket

. . . "Oh," he said quickly, "that's

not for you; that's my slide rule."

He withdrew it dramatically and
adeptly flicked the ash from her

cigarette with the slide. "Are all

mathematicians as strong, calm and
romantic as you arc, Xerxes?" He
was mentally calculating the accel-

eration of his heartbeat to be 14.7

thumps per second. "Of course

they are." He knew that a woman
is nothing but slow-moving man
with a lower specific centre of

gravity . . . She might hypnotize

some men with her curvilinear

attractions, but not him — a

MATHEMATICIAN !

He observed her coldly (114.7

degrees F.). She leaned over him
and kissed him lightly. He glanced

down at his lapel only to see a

molten mass that had once been

his pin. She watched in admiration

as he put the lighted end of his

cigarette in his mouth and blew

the smoke from between bis toes

... He rose with a masculine air

of indifference and stalked from

the room on his hands.

Merle Rosen, K.C.V.I.

SONG IN THE TWILIGHT
I sing to the lute

of doys in the sun

green fields, green trees, ond the joy of Spring,

of running gomes
and eternal youth,

I sing of a white bird on the wing.

I sing of youth

and the sensual sea

and girls on the beaches under the sun,

and nights when, under

the silent moon,

life flowed in the sand when two became one.

I sing of days

that used to be,

of things long past and deeds long done,

for my lute is shattered,

my voice is cracked,

and all but my memories gone.

Tom Eadie

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

S8'/2 Princess Street Kingston Dial LI 6-1166

money'
Money is the only inducement

we can offer, as nothing else will

motivate you to scrape the lard

from your dull wits and to force

your hand, now cramped from

holding a beer stein, to make
clumsy stabs at wielding a creative

pen. Stop hiding behind the skirts

of your mammoth Kingston land-

ladies (for all writers live in

garrets) and face the world like

men instead of like converted

fairies (although some fairies have

been successful writers). Anyway,

there are no restrictions upon the

personalities of contributors. So
show up whether your first name
is Oscar or not, tvildc boy !

You too can become a literary

snob, a breed of obnoxious in-

dividuals who are in great demand
at cocktail parties, and at univer-

sities. No, no you don't have to

make the ostentatious gesture of

subscribing to the Atlantis Peren-

nial, Harpie's. New Amslar-damn-

lier, Friday Night (or Monday
Morning) etc. All you have to do

is "set down this, set down" a few

reluctant syllables which "would be

you might say, satisfactory." Riches

(which can be used in nefarious

activities common to authors) are

available — $15 for first prize, $10
for second in both the poetry and

prose classes.

concert
The third concert in the Univer-

sity Series will be presented next

Wednesday, November 23. Pianist

Friedrich Gulda and the Vienna

Philharmonic Wind Ensemble,

consisting of oboe, clarinet, horn

and bassoon, will perform in a

programme featuring music by

Mozart and Beethoven. The first

work will be Mozart's Quintet in

E-Flat Major, the only one of his

quintets to combine the piano with

wind instruments. Beethoven's

Quintet in E-Flat Major and his

Sonata in D Major will also be

played. The concert will begin at

8:30 p,m. in Grant Hall.

1

IBM seeks success with and for

those it employs

Graduates who are ready and eager to work,

men who seek to expand their knowledge
through additional study and practical applica-

tion are given every possible assistance at IBM.

These men have as their associates other men
of great skill and experience in the absorbing

and challenging field of electronic computing.

They become part of a forward looking company
whose operations are world wide and whose
engineering and research facilities are second

to none.

Arts, Commerce and Engineering

graduates who wish to learn about

the success possible at IBM,
write for this booklet.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES COMPANY LIMITED

Sun Life Building, Montreal, Quebec
Eastern District Manager—J. E. Tapselt

IBM
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Dorman Sees
(continued from page 1)

FROM OUR COPY BASKET . . .

terbury to Pope John XXIII will

probably be a great advance in

ecumenical relations.

"Before there is hope of unity,

there must be hope of coopera-

tion." Mr. Dorman suggested that

churches .should begin, not by

trying to solve differences, but by

working together in fields where

differences are not important. The

keynote of the conference was

this type of cooperation between

churches in the missionary field

and at home in the industrial

field.

—WHO'S WHERE—
Anyone in Arts K: Science

who has not obtained a

Who's Where may do so by

contacting his year presi-

dent.

§v !

EXPORT
PLAIN OR FILTER TIP

CIGARETTES ,

Camera Club

Do your pictures appeal to

others or don't they? Why not

find out?

On Monthly, November 21, the

Queen's Camera Club is holding

a !. A tog^iher for criticism Every

'.me it invited to cumc and bring

along several of their favorite

photographs. You'll have a chance

to comment on the work of others

and discuss your own prints.

The get-together will he limited

to black-and-white prints of any

size, shape, or subject.

* * *

Television

A television set will be placed

in the Science Clubroonis this

weekend for the use of those who
wish lo watch the football games
on Saturday and Sunday after-

noons. All those interested are

welcome.
* * *

King Lear

• Wednesday and Thursday

nights were sold out by Tues-

day noon.

O Tickets arc gopng rapidly for

the remaining three perform-

ances. Reserve right now to

see this terrific drama.

The show hits the road on

Thursday, 24th November

when they go to Brockville

for a one night stand.

There arc two performances

this Saturday, one at 2 :00

p.m. and the other at 8:15

p.m., as well as an evening

+ * *

Treasure Van
Treasure Van will be at Queen's

on Monday, Tuesday, AVednes-

day, and Thursday of next week.

Times: 2:30-5:30 and 7:00-9:30.

All are welcome to come and

browse. Watch the bulletin boards

fur place.

* * *

Snowball

We. Arts '63 have won the hid

for the Snowball Dance on the

Saturday of Snowball weekend.

We need enthusiastic helpers!

Please sec next Tuesday's Journal

regarding the time and place of a

general meeting concerning this

Inter-Faculty choir, under the di-

rection of Grant Sampson, will

present a concert free to the pnb-

lic. The programme is to be shar-

ed by the Kingston Woodwind

Sextet.

SCHOLARSHIPS

AMS On Frats

Arts 63 enterprise.

On

* * *
Interfac Choir

Monday, November 21, at

8:30 p.m. in Dunning Hall, the

A motion of final approval and

recognition of the Circle K Club

by the AMS executive was de-

feated in this week's AMS meet-

ing. The constitution of the club

will be referred to the AMS court

to determine whether the club is

a fraternity.

A constitutional revision com-

mittee will be established six

weeks prior to the AMS open

meeting. The committee is to re

draft Articles IX and X of the

AMS constitution, paying special

attention to a definition of the

term "fraternity" in its entirety

A campaign will be conducted to

get a 50% student turu-out at the

open meeting to allow for any

amendment to these articles as

suggested by this committee.

(jpurpn Btvtvi

lutiru (Efturrlj

corner Clergy and Queen streets

Rev. E. W. Horton. b.a.. b.d.
MINISTER

SUNDAY

10:45 a.m. Sunday School

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesdoy: 8:00 p.m.

Young People

(Shalwrrs

Httftpb eHrurfff

EARL AND BARBIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D.
MINISTER

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 20TH

11:00 a.m. Topic: The United

Church Militant

7:30 p.m. What Being a

Christian Means

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to all

Queen's Students.

Sijiumfjam Strrrt

Imtrfc ffltjarrlr
Sydenham and William Streets

pastoral assistant
Rev. Riley Smallev

organist and choirmaster
PR F. R. C. CLASKE. f.c.c.O .

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 20th

11:00 a.m. Rev. Riley Smalley,

Preacher

7:30 p.m. Rev. Dr. R. B.

Gresn, Preacher

8:45 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

all Young People

Everyone Welcome

The Ottawa Ladies' College

Scholarships

Applications arc invited for tlic Ot

tawa Ladies' College Scholarships as

follows:

Four scholarships of $100 each to

be awarded each vcar to Protestant

'ady students from llic Ottawa Colle-

giate Institutes or Technical Schools

without restriction as to Course or the

year of attendance at Queen's.

Candidates for these scholarships

must make formal application by letter

to the Registrar of Queen's University

noi later than 1 December.

University Women's Club of

Kingston Bursary

This Bursary is given annually by

the University Women's Club of King-
ston to assist a women student of pro-

mising ability who is in financial dif-

ficulties. The value is $200. Interested

candidates should make formal applica-

tion by I December on forms which

may be obtained from the Registrar's

Office.

Atkinson Foundation Bursaries

A limited number of Bursaries va-

lued a not less than SlOOaud not more
than $300 are available for students in

the penultimate and final years of the

Faculty of Arts and Science who are

residents of the Province of Ontario.

Under the terms of the gift, the award
must he made on the basis of merit

and need, academic sincerity and future

promise. Application should be made
by I December on forms which may lie

obtained from the Registrar's Office.

Ottawa Women's Canadian Club
Scholarship

Applications arc invited for the Ot-
tawa Women's Canadian Club Scholar-

ship, valued at ?18S. Applications must
lie iu the form of a letter and must be
submitted to the Registrar of Queen'*

Onion Street, by the campus

rector: rev. desmond c. hunt

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 20TH

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

St. James Series

Preacher: Rev. Ronald Ward
Subject: Overcoming our Doubts

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

University by 1 December.
p[r

ferenee is given to candidates
\V (,

S|

prisoners of war in World \y
II and who enlisted from or V
ident in the Eastern Ontario

.\

r!

a descendant of such a prisoner
of

In any year in which thcrc
prisoners of war from the p

1

Ontario Area or descendants 0f
prisoner of war, the sc|i0 |arJ

1
'

awarded to a veteran of World W
or II, resident in or enlisicd

f rn
Eastern Ontario Area, or on c "l

descendants. °'

Atkinson Charitable Foundati
Bursaries '

Two Bursaries of $100 each arc
able for students in the Faculi"'
Law who are residents of the p.
of Ontario. Under the terms

«|
gift the award must be made

'

basis of merit and need, acade„
l|t

eerily and future promise. CandL)
wishing to he considered shoul

( |'J*i
formal application by 1 Dcccmb
arms which may he obtained

ft0 !

Registrar's Office.

Ontario Hockey Association
Scholarship

Open lo any player iu the O.H \

N.O.H.A. series who has a p)aj^
certificate, has played in the prcti,

winter, and has so conducted hCI
both on and off the ice as to rtittjiJ

cognition from the O.H.A, Nornd
awarded on Matriculation. If j„

vcar there is not an eligible ina( ri( ,

lion candidate, the scholarship
will

awarded to some student within

University on the basis of the

date's academic qualifications an4

his rating as a clean and elfngj

hockey player. The scholarship

not awarded on Matriculation this J
and therefore, applications arc im-y

from students now registered at

University. Application should he

by letter and should reach the fir;

trar hv I December.

For A Sure Tomorrow
...Insure Today

mr. j. d. macintosh
OFFICE LI 2-4973
HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life;
Insurance Company

HOMl OMJCl.TOJtONTO, CANADA

Making Plans for the Future?
SUN LIFE ASSURANCE

COMPANY OF CANADA offers

many types of careers lo college

graduates, For mathematics special-

ists there is a career in the actuarial

field; actuaries devise life insurance

plans and compute benefits. For
those who have studied economics,

there is a future in investment work;

investment personnel arc responsible

for investing Sun Life's $2^ billion

of assets. For those graduating in

arts or commerce, there is a wide
field which includes accounting,

general administration and sales

and sales management.

Sun Life is one of the great life

insurance companies of the world.

Salaries compare favourably with

those in other careers, and each

individual's progress is reviewed
every year with salary increases based

upon merit. A generous employee
benefit program provides employees
with major medical and life insurance

as well as a very attractive pension

plan. All promotions are made from
within the Company.

Forfurther details concerning

a career with Sun Life, write

to the Personnel Officer, Sun
Life Assurance Company of
Canada, Dominion Square,

Montreal, or talk to a mem-
ber of Sun Life's Personnel

Department when he visits

your campus.

SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY J§|oF CANADA
First policy issued: 1871

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinner*

Panv nr Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

All-ln-One
Your automobiles, dwelling, cottage, household contents, jewels,

furs, fine arts, boots, personal liability. Ail may be insured on

One policy with six months, year or three years to pay.

Office:

105 Brock St.

LI 8-3271

JACK WAUGH
GENERAL
INSURANCE

Residence:

143 Churchill Crest

LI 6-6933

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR
DEPARTMENTAL STORE

* *

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

©1* mm §>tmk Unu0?
- SPECIALIZING IN -

CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS
served with desserrs !ike Apple-pan-dowdy
DINNER SERVED FROM 4 P.M. TO 12 P.M.

DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAY
F° r Reservati<>ns Dial LI 2-9048

5 Miles East of Kingston, on Highway No. 2
Eat under candlelight by the st0H£

fl(jrfM mm^
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Classified

Union on rn. n, please notify
Even Collins, LI 6-34S5.

Stolen

u'ould anyone knowing anything

.1 (he theft of a three speed man's

?.,ti. fbloe) from behind the Stud-

S »« on Fri - 11

Suzie-Q

Wanted — Dates for Suzie-Q Week.

Walker M- Smith, alias CUDDLES",
resent incumbent to title of "social

lion"
position, is desirous of dates.

call LI 2-9245. Available 24

rs a day.

rirls — Contrary to popular belief,

STEWART SMITH is still alive and

.. .ilablc for dates for to-night and the

?V,,ain<ler of Suzie-Q week. Call Local

jyO while there is still time.

Wrv Girls! It is with great regret

th at
DICK GATHERCOLE announ-

ces that he has been solidly booked for

tne remainder of Suzic-Q week and

will be unable to accept further dates

except those with excellent refer-

ences- He is extremely sorry that this

situation has arisen but it is entirely

due to bis immense and uncontrollable

popularity among the fairer sex.

Girls!!! Call the captivating con-

noisseurs of contours by just calling

Li 6-4012 and ask for Ron Mitchell

or Wayne Campbell. Free corsages

jjjven to the first 10 callers.

Wanted

Fife player (or Orange Lodge Band.

Applv to Tonny Kelly at LI 6-5430

who is also available for Suzie-Q dates.

Typing

Phone 6-7692 at any time: Standard

rates-

Room to R«,t
Quiet and comfortable. Near li™«rSlIy

. 1,2 Albert St.. LI 6 7956.

Pound
One Morgan wristmalch with le*th» rband, near goalposts after a?t Sa „•lay's footba game PhnJ v r '

6-9260.
s-»nc. rnone Kenn at

Lost

At Saturday gaillc j b , k

black and orange sweather coat Ifyou know whereabouts of same oieail
contact Bill Dillon, Local 38=

PleMe

If anyone, hy mistake, took a girl's

jacket from he gym on Saturday rfte£OOM. would they please return same

Local 476
McwaUcrs

-
Adelaide Hall,

Bridge Club

.
Duplicate Bridge Club, 206 Conces-

sion Street meets every Monday a I

7:30 p.m. Queen's staff and students
ire especially welcome. Reservations
are not necessary. Mrs. May Ednev at
8-7617 can arrange for a partner.

"

Notice

Classified Ads will not be accepted
unless enclosed in a sealed envelope
together with 25c and sent to or left
it the Journal office.

QUEENSJOURNAL

Larry Moore
(continued fro page I)

SIGNPOST
Starting this weekend, there will he

badminton in the gym, from 2-5, for

club members only. The executive will

he (here for those who wish to buy
memberships.

Sunday:

Canterbury will be holding a Sunday
Supper at St. James' Parish Hall start-

ing at 4:30 p.m. The Rev. Bernard
Barrett, Secretary for College Work
of the General Board of Religious Edu-
cation, will he speaking. Everybody
welcome!

Monday:
House of Providence: Folk Singing

and Games for one hour. Meet Co-ed
Lounge, Union at 6:40 p.m.

"Science and Religion" a study espe-
cially designed for Sciencemen, led by
Claire Woodbury — 7 p.m. in Dunning
Hall, room 10.

World Mission Study, 'Today: A
Challenge to My Faith?', at 4:30 p.m.
in Committee room 2 of the Students'
Union, led by Mrs. J. Coleman.
The Inter-Faculty Choir together

with the Kingston Wind Ensemble is

to present a concert on Monday eve-
ning, Nov. 21 p.m. in in Dunning Hall
Admission free!

Tuesday:

Combined Worship in Morgan Me-
morial Chapel. 4.45 - 5:15 p.m. Every-
body welcome.

Friday.

Queen's Drama Guild presents Sha-
kespeare's King Lear in Convocation
Hall. Friday at 8:15 p.m., Saturday at
2:00 and 8:15 p.m. Tickets (evenings
51.00 and $1.50, matinee 75c and ¥1.00)
may be obtained at the Drama Lounge,
at the door, or by phoning Local 327!
All scats reserved.

Kingston Traditional Jazz Club
meets this and every Friday. 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m., at the Orange Hall, 388
Princess Street. Dixieland Jazz and
dancing to the Limestone City Jazz
Band. Special student rates.

Saturday:

Hey Guys! Return the Favour —
Take her to the Retaliation Romp.
Dance to the Limestone City Jazz
Band. Saturday nnilit in Grant Hall.

1490 AM CFRC 91.9 FM

Friday

6:30—Time for Listening
7:00—Palladium Party
/:30—Campus Topics
i 15—Show Time — Roberta
8:15—Queen's at Work — A. Johnson

Managing Men's Residences
»:30—In Recital — E. Power Biggs —
o nn 2 v*an Rccoi"dings
''.00—Concert Hall

Von Suppe — Tantalusqualen
Overture

Beethoven — Symphony No. 7
Paganmi — Concerto No. 4
Franck — Symphony in D
minor

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP

and SHOE SHINE

Four Barbers

3, 6 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 2-9717

11:00—Moonlight Melodies
12:00—Easy Terms

Saturday

1:00— Prelude to Opera
2:00—Opera House

Mozart — Don Giovani
5:00—Good Listening
5:30—Fun With Good Music
6:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—Old Favourites
7:30—Calendar and Personality

7:45—Jazz Steps Out
8:30—Saturday Concert — featuring

Aaron Copland — Billv the Kid
9:30—Music Round the World
10:00—Night Music
11:00—Music Beat
12:00—Starlight Serenade

Sunday
9:00—Musical Panorama

Tchaikovsky — Symphony 2

Brahms — Double Concerto in

A minor
Bach — Bradenburg Concerto
No. 5

1:00—Mostly Music
4:30— Emission Francaise

he went on, has been fight-
"g f0r the a*P°rt and the situa-
tion appears favourable.

When questioned about recrea-
,&n

,

facilities the city, Moore
made mention * a newly formed
recreation committee.

"I am however, concerned with
the problem of your]g people Qn
downtown city streets,- he saidAmong the things needed are
municipal tennis courts. The city
could, in two years time, take over
the lease of the University run
Kingston Tennis Club and light
and maintain these courts."

"There is also need for an audi-
torium for plays, dances and pos-
sibly summer stock."

The question of restoring City
Hall was also summed up by
Moore.

"The cost of restoring the por-
tico, $90,000 or more, is too pro-
hibitive. Refacing can be done for
much less and the money which
would have gone into it can be
put to better use. Also there is

the fact that two blocks from
City Hal! there is one of the worst
slum areas in the city. It is like

a man buying a new suit to sleep
in a flophouse."

Moore concluded by saying
that in the past council "Only-
Mayor Mills and a few aldermen
showed any restraint and good
sense. If Mayor Mills is given
the right city council. Kingston
will make great strides forward."

Larry Moore, Queen's student,
husband, and sometime journalist,

would like to be part of that
right city council" after the rc-
tilts are counted on December 5.

PaffeS

Challenging
Engineering

Opportunities

Canadian Pratt & Whitney Aircraft b •

company with a continuous and successful

record for over 30 yean. A number at

engineers Is required for design and

development work in the gas turbine Acid,

and for oar manufacturing, helicopter

And electronic activities.

The company's facilities are located fa

Montreal Because of its affiliation

with the United Aircraft Corporation, &o
company is able to carry on its design

work against an outstanding technical

background created by the Pratt & Whimsy,

Skorsky, Hamilton Standard and Nordea

Divisions of United Aircraft Corporation.

The gas turbine engineering staff Is

sufficiently large to undertake major ptojeoov

but not so large as to limit the breadth

• of assignments available to individual

engineers. There are ample c^portujiities for

professional progress in aD areas.

For further Information consult your placement office*.

$t#a4^&&S#fQtyjfacZ^ COMPANY, LIMITED,

P.O. Box fO, LonguauD, Montreal, P.O.

Application* im Invttatf

tram graduate* whoa* lnt*r**t* It*

In any of th* following fl*ld*:

Dulgn and D*v*loprn*nt

Production engineering

SI ? ft ironic* System*

Instrument* IIon

FfiOM UNIVERSITY . . .

TO INDUSTRY
WITH

$t. Anbrpui'fi

3PreBbjjiPrian (flb-urrh,
recess A "=> CtERor Streets
*ev. Max V. Putnam, b.a.

~- MINISTER

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER ZOTH

ll:°0 a.m. Morning Worship
Empowered Christianity

7:°0 p.m. Evening Worship
mon: A Tale „f Three Cities

8:15
P.m. Youth Fellowship
After Death What?

c°>ne and Worship

anglican 1

king street at johnson street

Sunday Next Before Advent

sunday. november 20th

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion

9:15 a.m. Choral Eucharist

Preacher: The Rev. J. R. Neal

11:00 a.m. Choral Eucharist

Preacher: The Dean

7:00 p.m. Evensong

Preacher: The Dean

Weekday Services:

Monday - Saturday: Holy Com-
munion, 7:45 a.m.; Wednesday;
Holy Communion, 10:30 a.m.

AH Students li'flcotne

CANADA
Representatives of our Company will be conducting employment interviews on the

campus on the following dates and will be glad to discuss with you our 1961 requirements for

regular and summer employment.

REGULAR EMPLOYMENT - 28th, 29th and 30th November
We have a number of attractive openings in process, development, maintenance, design and

methods engineering, sales and technical service, export, economics, statistics, finance and control,

and in analytical chemistry, for graduate and postgraduate students in chemical, mechanical and
other engineering courses, chemistry, science, arts, commerce economics and statistics. Application

are invited also for women graduating in engineering, honours chemistry, statistics and commerce.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - list, 22nd and 23rd November
As Assistants to Process, Development and Design Engineers and for vacation relief in pro-

duction, accounting and the chemical laboratories. Applications for employment are invited from

male students in the courses and years listed below.

CLASS OF
1962 1963 1964

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CHEMISTRY (HONOURS OR MAJOR)
COMMERCE OR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Application forms, details of actual openings and interview appointments can b-e ob-

tained through Mr. N. G. Stewart, The Employment Service.

DUPONT OF CANADA LIMITED
Personnel Division

P.O. BOX 660 MONTREAL, P.Q.
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SEVEN GOLDEN GAELS ARE ALL - STARS
About Tabby -

Who is thai roly-poly figure

strutting into the dark confines of

Richadson Stadium ? None other

than Tabby Gow. Tabby lias been

the Gaels' Equipment Manager for

ten years.

Tabby Gow is always on the

look-out for the most protective and

yet most comfortable equipment. If

you get two thigh pads and you

notice after some pain that they are

The Queen's Golden Gaels placed seven players on the Intercollegiate All-Star football team.
Robin Ritchie, the league's leading scorer, made it to the surprise of almost no one. Mike Wicklum
was the other Queens back-fielder who cracked the line-up. Willie Lambert, the McGill speedster,

backs up Tom Skypeck whose razor-sharp passing electrified the opposition this year. Don Robb was
named to the team.

The Gaels placed four on the defensive team. Kent Plumley's solid playing all year earned him
a spot at safety. Dave Skene, who earned the respect of the Redmen's offensive team with his vic-icms

tackling made one of the line

XV

both for the left side, do not 1

Mr. Gow. "e has introduced the

new 'Polvonite' shoulder pads this

year and the Gael>' fine blocking,

particularly when Wicklum was
running back kick-offs, could be

credited not to the many hours of

scrimmage and contact work but to

Tabby. Tabby has played many
sports himself and lie appreciates

the necessity of top-flight equipment
and its maintenance. Tabby has be-

come a fixture in campus life and
we hope that he stays on for many
a year.

backer spots with Gary Strickler

also of the Gaels. George Bethu-
ne, as fast and as fierce as line-

man as there is around the league,

capttlled the middle-guard posi-

tion.

All-Star Lineup
OFFENSE:
Backs: Lambert. McGill; Ritchie,

Wicklum, Queen's.

Quarter: Skypeck. McGill.

Centre: Metras, Western.
Guards: Moore, Braekvelt, Mc-

Gill.

Tackles: Stefl, Rarasimowitz,
McGill.

Ends: Robb, Queen's; Taylor,

McGill.

DEFENSE:
Safety: K. Plumley, Queen's.
Backs: Boyd, Varsity; Roberts,

McGill.

Middle Guard: Betluuie, Queen's
Tackles

: N. Harasimowi'tz, Mc
Gill: Wood, Varsity.

Ends Mackenzie, McGill
;
Sopin

ka, Varsity.

Intramural Scene

On Rowdyism

Rowdyism is not confined sole-

ly to the students of Queen's.
Last Saturday, after the game
large crowds of McGill fans min-
gled with Queen'sraen on the grid.

Despite gallant attempts by a few
of our students, the goal posts
fell as the hands of McGill.

The intramural athletic program

is in full swing and the fall sports

schedule progresses favourably. In

the Bews race, Science '62 has a

2,000 point lead over Meds '65.

Steve Safe of Arts '62 captured

the tennis tournament. He defeated

Roberts, Arts '63, in the final.

Graham Ford of Sci. '62 won over

Muffit, Sci. '61, in a closely-fought

place-kicking final. With last year's

winner, Peter Barnard, gone, the

paddle-ball favorites are Jim Dick-

son, PfJE. and John Payne, Sci.

'61.

Volleyball started this week, so

it is yet too early to predict any-

thing, as a few upsets were staged

in early games.

Softball is Hearing a showdown
as the schedule draws to a close.

Meds '65 and PHE, with 4-1

records, arc tops in one section,

while the lead in the other section

is constantly changing due to the
close competition. The horseshoes

doubles is down to the semi-finals

and will be completed this week.

This week is the last for entering

the wrestling tournament, and right

now there is a sparsity of entries

from all years. The intramural

harrier race was held last week, with

Sci. '62 taking the honors. The one

hundred and thirty entrants were

placed by intercollegiate runners

Keyes and Grant, both of Sci. '62.

Sci. '62 beat Sci. '61 for the intra-

mural football championship.

At the monthly meeting of the

Intramural Athletic Council, it was

decided to appoint a committee to

investigate the purpose of and tin-

operation of the Bews. Particular

stress was laid upon the taking

away of entry points in various

sports, a growing practice over the

past few years. Any ideas or sug-

gestions regarding this matter

should be forwarded to your Athletic

Stick or to the AMS Stick, Dirk
Van Raalle.

Skypeck Takes MVP
Tom Skypeck, the all-star signal

caller for the McGill Redmen, was
named the most valuable player in

the Intercollegiate Senior Football

League last Tuesday.

Skypeck had a terrific season this

year as evidenced by his fine passing
in the play-off game at Richardson
Stadium last Saturday. His sense
of timing made his "spot" passes
to Lambert, Hansen, and Milligun
were things of beauty. His courage
was evident in the last two games

against Queen's when he played with

a severely injured thumb and still

was able to provide the kind of

leadership that McGill teams have
seldom ever had.

He was head and shoulders above
the rest of the Canadian trained

quarterbacks who faced him and
this award recognizes the fact. Inci-

dentally the winner is selected by
a vote of the players from each

team in the league.

BMOC #-

•Big Man On Campus— yea man! He
treats the gals to Coke. Who can compete
with charm like that. So if you're 5<0B

and a little underweight, remember—you
don't have to be a football hero to be
popular. Just rely on the good taste of
Coke. Put in a big supply today!

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

™
'COCA 'COLV-aOTH 1RADE MARKS MEAN THE PRODUCTOF COCA-CCIA tTD.-THE WQttw MSUOVED SPARKUNO DRh£

Canadian General Electric

Company Limited

BUSINESS
TRAINING

COURSE
Graduating students in Commerce and Finance, Bus-
iness Administration, Economics, Mathematics and
Liberal Arts are invited to meet with Company
representatives to discuss career opportunities on the
C. G. E. Business Training Course leading to key
positions in the finance and other administrative
functions of the Company.

Date - THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24th

Place — Queen's Employment Service

Or Contoct

Monoger — AUDITING AND TRAINING
CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED

214 King Street West
TORONTO - ONTARIO

Congratulations must be ex-

tended to this year's Rugger team.

Introducing a new sport to the

campus and bringing it up to In-

tercollegiate calibre in one year

is quite an accomplishment. This

was done entirely through the ef-

forts of the players who bought

their own uniforms, equipment

and who are paying their own

travelling expenses out of their

pockets. Next year we hope that

this show of enthusiasm by the

players will bring the A B of C

to the point of recognizing this

group with financial assistance.

The Rugger team had its birth

last November when a group uf

Queen's men played RMC
about 3" of snow. The nucleus of

the team, John McNeil, Hayden
Richardson, Lionel Lawrence and

Charlie Conn, returned this year

full of enthusiasm and embarked

on building a group for the team.

They obtained the services of

Roger Hirst for a coach. Mr.

Hirst was the captain of the TJ of

T XV, five years ago and brought

a lot of experience to the team,

as well as conditioning them to

take the hard knocks encountered
in the game. The team is travell-

ing to New York City to partici-

pate in a meet with 34 teams from
American colleges.

The Queen's Rugger Club will

play the Deep River Club for the
Coronation Cup this Saturday at

2:30 p.m. on the Outer Field.

The Coronation Cup is award-
ed annually to the top team in

the Eastern Ontario Rugger Lea-
gue. At the moment. Queen's and
Deep River are tied with 4 points
apiece while the other two mem-
bers, Bytown Beavers Second XV
bers have no points.

If Queen's wins this Saturday,
the club will have S points and
will win the Cup.

- And Stu
Now that the, season

i s 0¥(,

many of the football players Wjn

quickly be forgotten. The odd tx

citing play will be recalled and ^
cussed but by and by this

season

will be preserved only in the mi^
of the players, the coach, and son,

{

others. One of these others is ^
trainer here at Queen's. The traihg

is not even remembered during H,
t

football season, let alone after
tjj,

snows have come. But Stu I-angdon

is one of many who have given
fj n

service to the football team. He ha,

been a part of Richrdson Stadium',

catacombs" for sixteen years.
Stu

takes his work very seriously
anii

the result is a healthier football

team. Stu is an expert in physio-

therapy and is familiar with the

terms of medicine.

This past season brought the

usual large numbers of bruises and

assorted ills and Langdon did a

very excellent job. In a normal day

he is required to perform at least

forty physiotherapy treatments and

he must get very tired of taping

ankles at the end of a season.

TREASURE

oyn

!isto

Stu often plays the role of high

spiritual leader in the "catacombs"

due to his keen interest in the

football players as individuals

whether they are stars or also-ran-:.

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
— AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS CANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night — Paar Christie's Orchestra
Catering to Private Parties and Banquets

INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
CALL LI 2-0745

FOR

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In all your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-
dering requirements our store at 314 Barrie Street
near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same Day Service on Request
by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.
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Visit Treasure Van

TREASURE VAN may be able to solve some of your impossible Christmas shopping problems.

jToynbee Takes Liberties With
Historical Fact, Says Smethurst

Initiations O.K.

A strong vote of confidence was
given the initiation programmes
of 1960 at an open forum held by
the AMS in the McLaughlin Room
last Wednesday night.

The meeting was attended by
three chief vigilantes, one Arts

freshman, a moderator, one Jour-

nal reporter and a few wanderers
who seemed to be looking for the

washroom.

It was suggested that some con-

trols be instituted to protect

freshman with physical disabili-

ties from entering the parts of the

programme which could do them

harm.

A representative of Arts '64

claimed this year's programme
was well received and suggested

that, if anything, it was not strict

enough.

Chie f vigilantes from Arts,

Science and Levana complained

of the difficulty encountered in

gaining the cooperation of Kiug-

stonians in finding worthwhile

projects to be undertaken as part

of their porgrammes.

By Jan Cummins

Journal Reporter

H"\Vh;u had begun as an empirical investigation into the rise

HifaN of civilization ended as a work that had strayed into the

TO! of theology." This is the criticism of Arnold Toynbee given

^Hfrof. S. E. Smethurst during the second in a series of prophetic
Irofile-, held last Wednesday in Ellis Hall.

Toynbee insisted his intention
~

[Was "to try out the scientific ap-

proach to human affairs and to
test how far it can carry us." Prof.
Smethurst claimed however, that
Toynbee's 6000 page Study of

ESrO' was written with the in-

jiuition of a dramatic poet, and
questioned whether mythology
jshould be resorted to "when the
"rical evidence is lacking or

Toynebee made phil-
osophical contributions to his-
tory, perhaps, but in the empiri-
cal study he proposes to give, ser-

f
weakness may be pointed

_j0nc of Toynbee's major con-
PR* is sufficiently well-defined

e^ble „s t0 judge whether it

PV"<« or not." For example, it

that the Breakdown per-
normally due to war within

tLw
S° C,ely

-
Are these wars theBe or th

"nhelpfui.

o\v
symptom of Break-

B- we mig]lt ask.

In hi earlier works Toynbee
5 ll>at universal churches
tct as a link between affili-

ations. Then Prof.
if said, he discovers the

me civji

Hcve*
y S°metimes be missing,

civi„J,
tWs

,,is arg«ment so that

°Wd^'
Jn

\
exist " fortf'e sake of

til su,7
N °W

'
<Ioes an eillpiri-

Hry/ ° f his,°ry resolve this

>i 5Jnic civilization is a

^en the

6
""' 3S T°ynbee claims,

ler« arP

C°mponents of the sys-
causall

y connected, and

Yet

econo "S that som«imes
ilc Hfe and techniques

of a civilization may change, and

Smehturst says "we may conclude

that either Toynbee's theory

wrong or that his definition of
j

civilizations is wrong."

Prof. Smethurst conclude- that

Toynbee cannot be considered as

an historian having formulated

laws according to the empirical

method of science. However, the

Study could not be dismissed as

a failure. "He writes as a prophet

with a vision, and his language,

despite its veneer of scientific an-

alysis, is metaphor. Toynbee

writes so magnificently that the

Study has been termed an epic

poem in prose.

Therefore. Toynbee's scheme of

history as a ssientifi; analysis is

dismissed by Prof. Smethurst, yet

he provokes questions well worth

asking and ventures into prev-

iously ignored fields. After deeper

philosophical analysis of civiliza-

tion, it may be possible to arrive

at scientific generalization. Toyn-

bee makes clear he is writing for

posterity and Prof. Smethurst

agrees that he may well succeed.

a telegram for ex-gaels
On the eve of the Grey Cup game, Queen's University

will send a telegram, signed by all loyal supporters, to

Ron Stewart. Lou Bruce, and Gary Schreider, all ex-
Golden Gaels who are now with the Ottawa Rough
Riders.

In reciprocation of the "good luck" messages sent by
the three to the Gaels before their semi-final and playoff

games against McGill, the telegram to be sent from
Queen's will read:

"To Roil, Lou, and Gary: Congratulations All-Stars.

We are proud of you. Beat Edmonton. Oil Thigh.

(Signed)

Frank Tindall, the Gaels,

and

and may be signed by all those interested. The objective

is 1,500 signatures.

People wishing to sign the telegram (for the nominal

fee of 10c for both names) may register with year pres-

idents or at the following places; Douglas Library, Tech-

nical Supplies, Old Arts Building (noon hours), Union

Ticket Office( noon hours).

All year executives and campus organizations may
have their names listed for five cents a word. The dead-

line for signatures and money is Thursday. Last minute

returns may be made at the Journal Office on Thursday

6-8:30 p.m.

At each registration point there will be crud containers

fur the thin dimes, and a sheet of paper for your

CLEARLY printed names. Get out and support these

ex-Gaels the way they supported us!

Handicrafts From Around The
World Available On Campus

There are ponchos and Liama-ful slippers from Peru . . . brass-
ware and sculptured ivory, incense and filigree from India . . .

Eskimo soapstone carvings . . . Arabian hookahs (like the cater-

pillar smoked!) . . . camel seats (well, you can use it for your fire-

side!)
. . . Japanese Koshei dolls (with one inside one inside one to

bring you happiness, success and long life) . . . and silver-on-black

enamel jewelry from Thailand.

That's only a sampling of the intriguing things you can look
at and buy at Treasure Van. It's a display sale of international

handicrafts sponsored by World University Service of Canada and
its aims are to bring arts and crafts of other countries to Canada,
to stimulate track- and encourage "self-help" with people rich in

handicraft skills and to provide funds for WUS programmes and
activities.

Treasure Van will be at Queen's today, and on Wednesday, and
Thursday of this week. Times are 2:30-5:30 and 7:00-9:30 in the

Red Room of the Old Arts Building. There are a lot of new articles

from different countries this year — as well as some old favorites.

So please do come and browse around keeping in mind that Christ-

mas is only 36 days away

!

. . . And then there are French Canadian woodcuts, weaving and
pottery . . . pressed Mover bookmarks from Jordan . . . Mexican silver

jewelry and leather mocassins . . . and platters of inlaid wood from
Yugoslavia.

Five Queen'smen At McGill
World Conference This Week

Queen's will have five representatives at the McGill Conference

on World Affairs this week. Delegates Stewart Smith and Eli Rabin

and official observers Michael White. Syd Overall, and Byron

Spencer from Queen's will join members uf forty other Canadian

and American universities in four days of round table discussions

and panel debates on the subject of "Democracy in a Changing

World: A Study of North American Society."

In addition to participating in,

A Rock And Roll Club Here?

Need Economist

West Indian students interested

in a position as Economist with the

Trinidad Ministry of Finance should

note that the deadline for appli-

cations is November 30. Full details

on the vacancy are available at the

Journal office (open tomorrow

evening from 7:30 p.m.)

If you enjoy jiving or just

watching the gyrations of others

to the tcmptuous, all-out Rock 'n

Roll heat of Messrs. Everly. Pres-

Haley, then you won't

the first meeting of
ley

wa
the Quee
want to miss.

n's Traditional Rock-n

Roll Club on Thursday evening

at 8:30 p.m. in Committee Room

2 of the Students' Union.

Come on our R & R fans! Future

plans includt numerous "jive'

sessions at which m
exchange view on their various

methods of Jiving id perfect

their own; possible lours to see

top Rock and Roll personalities

when local appearances are made,

and thought-provoking discus-

sions of such topics as "Where

did Rock and Roll come from,

anyhow?" or "Is the guitar really

necessary or must we put up with

current vocals in the R & R
field?"

Remember the first meeting of

all Rock and Roll fans is Thurs-

day, S :30 p.m. in Committee

Room 2. For further information

contact Brian Cochrane at 6-6993.

the group dicsussions which are

led by professors at McGill and

the University of Montreal, the

delegates will have an opportun-

ity of hearing the views and ideas

of several distinguished interna-

tional figures who will speak at

the evening sessions and ban-

quets.

Dr. Frederick Watkins, former

head of the Political Science De-

partments at Yale and McGill

Universities and author of "The

Political Tradition of the West",

will address the first plenary ses-

sion. Monday, November 21. The
session will be chaired by the

Honorable Rene Levesque, the

present Minister of Public Works
and Hydraulic Resources of the

Province of Quebec.

Later in the week. Dr. Henry

A. Kissinger, the Associate Di-

rector of the Harvard Centre of

International Affairs, author of

the book "Nuclear Weapons and

Foreign Policy" and one of the

foremost experts on international

affairs and defense problems in

the United States will address

the Conference.

Max Lerner, columnist for the

New York Post and former editor

of The Nation, will address the

third session.

Conference plans also include a

panel discussion featuring lead-

ing figures in the field of French

Canadian politics. Invited to the

discussion have been Mason

Wade, probably the best known

expert in terms of French Cana-

dian history and author of "The

(See McGill Meet, page 4)

"Pay The Piper"

The 1961 Queen's Revue, en-

titled "Pay the Piper" and written

by Osbert Twiddle, will play in

iIil KCV'I Auditorium On Janu-

ary 15, 17, and 18.

The Queen's Revue Guild put

on its first post-war musical in

1948 but it was not until 1959

that it got its first real break with

the production of "Jeri." Up until

then, all ventures had tended to

be a series of brief skits with no

strong theme. However, this pol-

icy was changed in 1959 with the

presentation of a two-act musical

with a centralized theme. It was

continued in last year with the

presentation of "thankhugh"

"Pay the Piper" is essentially

about a little Italian music teach-

er named Papa Angel, who has

the alternative of paying back a

large sum of money to a gangster

or of being "bumped off". Some

of his friends attempt to raise

money for the debt by producing

a show.

As one can sec, there is plenty

of room for many types of talent.

There will be approximately

twenty semi-lead parts with no

real main lead and a total cast of

about 60. which includes singers

and the ever-prevalent dancers.

Casting for actors, singers (male

and female) and, yes, the dancers,

will take place on Tuesday, Nov.

22, at 7:30 p.m. in the first floor

common room of the Students'

Memorial L'nion,

Well, are you with us?
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The Great Dictators
Fortnight or so ago the CBC presented a documentary on neo-

Nazi parties which have sprung up in the United States and Canada.
Predictably, reaction has been rather violent.

But there is one feature of the reaction that bothers the Journal:
namely, the abuse directed at the CBC itself. All over the land
irate viewers phoned their stations to protest against the program.
In Vancouver two-thirds of the callers were critical; in Montreal 29
of 30; in Ottawa, eight of eight.

Well, perhaps we ought to be accustomed to this sort of thing
by now. It was just the same after Joyce Davidson dared to suggest
that Canadians were indifferent to the royal visit; it was just the
same when CBC interviewed that professional divorce co-respondent.

It is apparent, in fact, that a general feature of our society,
despite its lip-service to free discussion, is an appalling reluctance
to listen to anything which differs from the generally received
opinions of the day. No view which tends to upset the status quo is
to be tolerated. If a Nazi party is being formed in Canada, that is

no doubt a rather unpleasant development, but on no account should
the matter be brought to light. Presumably if we ignore such a party
it will die away of its own accord.

Only
can we take steps to

Of course, quite the contrary is the case. Only if opinions of all
shades are tolerated can any thing like the truth 'be attained
if the Nazis are given a respectful hearin._

protect ourselves from them, should wc consider that necei-sary

The Journal, then, while certainly not endorsing this neo-Nazi
party in Canada, does maintain that it had every right to express
its views on TV, and wc are grateful to CBC for giving it the chance.

The Great Imitators
We used to be of the opinion that Canadian politics were no-

thing, .f not original. After all, what other western country can
match the spiritualist, the biblical prophet, the alcoholic and the
motley assortment of prehistoric tory anachronisms that have gov-
erned us for the last hundred years or so? Even today wc have
Jack Pickersgill. Charlie Van Home. loev Smallwood and a few
others valiantly attempting to keep the electorate properly awake
and suitably entertained. But it's a losing battle, we fear, and the
V!ctor .s that nebulous traditional villain, "American influences."

We refer to the fact that in recent weeks our two major political
parties have once again felt the old Canadian need to parrot the
no,ses resounding from across our southern border. Thus we have
Mr. Du-fenbaker castigating the Liberals for being "prophets ofgloom and doom." We have James Scott, national organizer of the

.V.rAv ,
'
g l° Ulliversit

-
V «»' Toronto Liberal Club

that We (Canada, not the Liberals) have hit a dead spot in ourdeve opment He goes merrily on to show that Canadian prestigehas fallen to a new low and to contrast this with the situation of
a few years ago when "this country was regarded as the mostpromising country m the world." He answers Conservative charge

that he is downgrading Canada by proclaiming roundlv, "we are notselling the country down the river - we are simply facing an ugly

Sounds familiar, you say? How about this? According to then w Progrcss.ve-Conservative handbook, "the Canadian exonomyhas gone steadily forward . .
» and "Canada's prestige abroadhas never been higher." Apparently, Mr. DiefenbakeMhinks he cando better W,th this line than did his American counterpart

We Canadians have always been devoted to borrowing thines

co™S T ty'

f

f0r
.

heaVen '

3 aake
-
!lieir PO««cal issue£comp etdy devoid of originality? Or is it only that at this particulartime the bas.c issue on each political scene is the same?

• •2uatel

"Every time I hear reference made to our rockets and missilesnamed Thor, Jupiter, Atlas, etc., I think how strange i is5 wehave named these weapons after those pagan god/. . propothat, m order to prove to one and all where our faith lies. ,begm o name new rockets and missiles not after the pagan go
'

but after the heroes and saints of the Christian religion."

The Reporter. July 7, I960.

Jaw

Pork hpcks -i^nard hall cmredtPi **>le

Letters To The Editor

Misconceptions Tooting Horns Blades Anyone?
Editor, Journal:

Your editorial hailing the result

of the election in Puerto Rico,

where a candidate denounced by

the Catholic Church was re-elected

decisively, betrays a complete mis-

conception of the proper role of the

church in public life. Among other

things, the church should provide

a guide for the moral judgements

of its members. In our society

today, where the state has an

absolute control over the actions

of its members, it is not only right,

but highly necessary that the

church should condemn where it

feels that a moral wrong has been

committed or advocated, especially

in the sphere of political affairs.

One of the great tragedies in our

western society today is the com-
plete lack of spiritual and moral
values shown in the realm of

national politics. The only bodies

which can provide these values to

us are our churches. If they were
to he silent on those political issues

which are of crucial concern to our
religious and moral well-being, they
would be shirking their duty. This
is as true of the Catholic Church
in Puerto Rico as it is of our
churches at home.

J. Kennedy

Judicious!

Editor, Journal:

Note to Mr. Hamilton, re his

recent critical review of King Lear

:

judicial (joodish'al), a. Of, done
by, proper to, a court of law.

Perhaps a more judicious choice
of adjectives would relieve our
overburdened Bench of the respon-
sibility for Mr. Pike's make-up.

Don Fraser

Critic's Critic

Editor, Journal:

I would literally like to take
a stab at Mr. S. Hamilton and
his totally un-called-for upbraid-
ing of what was an excellent
production of King Lear. Docs
Mr. Hamilton (with cultivated
accent and uncultivated criti-

cism) realize Queen's is not
Stratford or Broadway? Does
he ever like anything? It seems
to me this man of many multi-
syllabled words likes nothing
about Queen's! Why then is he
here? I suggest he save his
wordy remarks for English and
Philosophy essays. The subtrac-
tion of Mr. Hamilton would he
an addition to the Journal.

Pamela Thomson

Editor, Journal:

Our thanks to Mr. Taylor, who
conveyed the remarks of a "vener-

able alumnus" regarding Queen's

Bands in Friday's Journal. May
we reply to the critical comments?

Queen's is not a large university,

and having no school of instru-

mental music does not attract a

large number of band musicians.

The Bands are eager to welcome

just about anyone on campus who
will turn out to play. (This causes

apathy among some of the mem-
bers, who know they will not be

displaced for missing a few re-

hearsals.)

This year in the Brass Band you

may have noticed our campaign

to get more brassmen, when a

dificiency in this department was
apparent from the outset. We were
unsuccessful, and overbalance in

favour of the less noisy reed section

was noticed by many. And one man
only on bass horn . . . ! !

The Pipe Band is subject also

to the vagaries of enrolment, but
this year was quite strong, we
felt. If it did not seem loud enough
at times, the wind (a bugbear of

outdoor music) my have been un-
favourable, or perhaps the noisy
crowds have increased in size since

the twenties while the Pipe Band
has not.

We do our best with the avail-

able material, and certainly hope
to pass on help to next year's Band
Committee. Perhaps we need some
scholarships to attract "Skypecks
of the Sousaphone."

There have been some sugges-
tions that the Bands have been
holding more than their share of
dances this fall. Queen's Bands are
an A.M.S. expense. Their football

weekend expenses are high. If thev
can help defray their expenses, it

helps the A.M.S. budget. They are
subject to the same A.A1.S. Con-
stitution in obtaining dates for
social functions as the rest of the
campus. We are glad to have had
llic initiative to provide several

enjoyable dances this fall while at

the same time helping to balance
our books.

Along with several other campus
organizations, including NFCUS,
the Bands belong to the students,
and criticism in a helpful manner

Editor, Journal:

Yea, verily Seymour, thou hast

a new head on thine axe. And with

great diligence and some accuracy

hast thou wielded ye critical blade.

Forsooth, with some study and

practice, thou niayest yet become

skilled in the use of ye fore-

mentioned instrument ; but thou

should'st at all times keep foremost

in thy mind the purpose of thy

weapon; to cut and not to club.

Grindstone

Crass English

Editor, Journal:

Of the article "Je Suis Settle"

(Nov. 11), you said, "Our sole

reason for reprinting this article

is to allow our readers to decide

rationally whether Laval Univer-
sity was justified in expelling three

editors of their campus paper."

If this was truly your only
purpose, why did you give tis a
second-hand, already interpreted,

possibly mutilated version ?

Not only does your translation

conceal from the truth-seeking

students of Queen's' the actual

form of what you invite us to
judge, but the implication of your
having it translated is a direct
insult to every student on campus.

Let us have the original !

William Butler,

Arts '64

Editor's Note: All bilingual
Journal readers who were offended
by the crass English of "Je Suis
Scale" can read the original hi the
Journal Office at their leisure.
Just to keep the record straight
the translation was prepared by
the foreign language experts of the
Toronto Varsity.

betokens more mature, respon-
sible attitude than the jeering
sarcasm which characterized one
of the other "Letters to the Editor"
in Friday's Journal.

Lee Barns,

Manager, Queen's Bands

An Ally

Bq,

H editor, Journal:

Ya, I ham yust come hover vit
mine kinder hund fahmiliy to ha
countriy vitch his zaid to bey
full of Ubertiya.

Vy, fur Got in himmel, ist
nine friende Zeymor zo picked
lio" J Ver in mine countriy ist
mon to keep der mouths schem-
ed schut. ist verstunden; butW. 1st no excurc fur blamen
fur up-speeken.

Zo I ham ascking dot der
speeken of atle mensche ist hear-
en. Und der beefs are fur builden
not wrecken.

Yashu Yetz.

This column is dev0tti I
expression of lively SfU(} J
ion. Opinions expressed

1 1
not necessarily reflect 1
policy and any student 1

- "Wl
to submit articles on any

The view that niosl *M
pseudo-intellectuals adop

t

religion, politics, sex, aesl/
life in general —

is^
crisy. I find the cynic i SII1

1

so fashionable — sickenij

The general attitude \
ideals and idealists is oncnh
sarcasm. The criticism

1

against anyone who
p] actt

!

or her—faith in a con\-
(

ideal is that he (or she)
js

unoriginal little book. The "l
of the pack are those who
to squelch these little

greT
most effectively.

The idea ot those who bJ
a university education,

and.

(the "Engineering M^,
who may have a degree bsjl

have escaped without briJ

posed to James Joyce fl

Kafka, Simone de Beauvoin

Marquis de Marisais is, y
group, laughable, and the

a member of the great intt

classless.

The philosophy of

century thinkers is a reflevj

the great social upheavals

times, and of the break-up «i

traditional social-ethical

that has resulted. It is an

of cold cynicism, because tij

the only human defense

the effect of the action 0:

beyond individual conipreln

It is a philosophy of

hedonism that is adopted k\

"thinking" ones on campus

permeates the whole of thci

conduct. The intellectual raid]

ization used is simply that ontJ

be true to oneself before af|

and that, since the criteri

is whether or not one is

doing his utmost to satisir|

various wants then all is per

to the individual, so long s\

pay lip service to the max

"Live and let live".

The relative degree in it«|

dividiials' acceptance and

of amorality as their moral

osophy is closely related toj

degree in which they are

uized as "intellectuals". An»

has become a great intellectual*

social asset. Whosoever brfi

in the dignity and essential

unity of the human body anil

is definitely immature,-"!
worse still, unthinking,

"follower".

This group of pseudo-in

luals are, unfortunately ^
with a certain feeling 1,1 allt

J
cause of their erudite critic

everybody—and everything*

are also regarded as tin"

leaders of our society. Is 1

wonder that so much prt

being made in the sciei

sole retreat for the I"

tellectual ?

But perhaps my owi

will duly be noted by these'K

and they will say I write of-jj

In any case, the best sum"?

what I am trying to say

bodied in a recent "Over!"*]

the Journal Office":

She; "Let's face ifr-^

pseudo-intellectuals".

He ; "Speak for yourse''

Mary c -

Take Special Note:

writers of merit I Dea

for Christmas issue 3^

test thereof is No"**
9
]

30th — 8 more writing
1

till deadline. . .
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I?!*iJS* and morals blues blues blues

,1 m

ion

most terrifying aspect of

tn
is that it has returned

its
most primitive form: total

For some centuries war was

filed ^d fairly "civilized"; it

the
profession of a small class

'oeople; the greater part of the

Ration was not directly involv-

irfare. In fact, the distinc-

between combatant soldiers

<j non-combatant
civilians was

"J
carefully respected, that most

pie could live in peace and

iuiet
behind the front without

Lsibly even knowinS that a war

fas
being fought.

J
This is no longer so. During the

tench Revolutionary Wars, war

kcame what it is today, a lawless,

iisane,
and brutal massacre of

Mdiers and civilians alike, for now

.ar involves the whole nation and

rains all of its resources, both

iiinan and natural. In the First

/orld War, war became even

lore murderous with the Germans

ning poison gas and killing inno-

ent neutrals. This strategy of

Ordering civilians was continued

k) perfected by the Nazis in the

jeennd Great War. War which

efore might have been ethically

just", now became unjust and

molly evil for it now involved

lie principle of calculated genocide.

The object of war was no longer

ompromise or surrender of the

lemy after the destruction of his

rmics, hut the extermination of

le whole nation, its past and its

iture. When Germany took the

i'rsl step in this direction, an

jtcry of shock and moral indig-

ition went up among the English-

caking allies.

In the midst of the War, how-
er, a moral reversal took place

among the democracies. The
Nazis became the victims of

their own strategy, when the

Allies adopted what was then
Eolitely called "obliteration

bombing", with the object of

destroying the enemy's cities

and terrorizing and massacring
their inhabitants, thus forcing
the enemy into unconditional
surrender.

This is the most fateful decision
x West has even taken, for there
no difference in principle be-

Bcen die incineration of six
Sullion Jews in Germany and the
tteniatoria of Coventry, Tokio,
Jresden, Hiroshima and Nagasaki".

the same

means to

The

Both sides employed
morally unjustifiable

achieve their different ends
fact that the democracies adopted
H>tler*s methods has been called by
one writer on the subject "Nazi-
dom's firmest victory and democ-
racy's most servile surrender"
Gone were the high principles
which had led the democracies into
the War and gone was everything
that West professed to fight for.
This surrender to the methods of
the Nazis undermined our whole
moral position and has ever since
dictated our military and political
decisions.

This problem has been aggra-
vated by the invention of nuclear
weapons and America's first use of
them. For well over fifteen years,
the democracies have devoted all

their energies, all their brains, their
whole economy to the perfection
of this most undemocratic of all

weapons, the sole purpose of which
is genocide, or the wholesale
slaughter of whole nations. Ever
since Russia joined us in this in-

sane enterprise, the Damocles'
sword of nuclear war has hung
over our heads, the outcome of

which is too horrible even to con-
template. The acceptance of geno-
cide as THE method of modem
warfare by the democracies has
destroyed the last moral inhibitions

which might have prevented man's
murderous ambitions from finding

their full and free expression.

AH this has been clearly de-

monstrated in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. What occurred there,

despite the desperate warnings

of the men who invented the

bomb, cannot be excused on any

grounds, except by the utterly

non-moral argument that the

end justifies the means. If we
employ this argument, it shows

how far we have declined moral-

ly already.

The fact that both sides now
possess nuclear arms and that thus

the balance of power is maintained

and a war actually prevented

(which is one of the arguments

usually brought forth in defense

of our present course ) must in the

eyes of every concerned individual

become a negligible one, in view

of the immense consequences our

policies have for the moral and

spiritual well-being of our people.

Everything that the West does

today seems to me to he based
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36mas Cards
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"Wh

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP
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PHONE 6-6A34

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
ere Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

upon one great campaign of hatred
fgainst Russia. While this may
keep democracy

, roin ceasing to
function altogether, our maintain-
>"g this atmosphere of hatred and
distrust is iuexcusble in view of
t « fact that by so doing we are
^troymg the future of the whole™ race. After all, wc do not
make our decisions in a void, just
for ourselves today, but what we
cio now determines what will be
done m the future. We must always
thmk in terms of what will happen
after us. Do we wish our children
to grow up i„ the same atmosphere
of hatred, distrust and insecurity
we have grown up in?

If we do not wish this to happen,
» we do not wish to end our lives
m a nuclear holocaust, then we
have to act at once. We as indi-

viduals must urge our government
to return once and for all to sane
and moral policies. We must call

upon our government to reconsider
every one of its decisions since 1945
with a view of bringing back some
moral standards into the life of this
nation, ft is not for me to outline
new policies here in detail, for there
are people better trained to do this.

Hut I would suggest the first steps
toward a mora! regeneration of our
democracy

: we must stop partici-

pating in this insane and immoral
arms-race, we must even stop con-
leuiplating total war and genocide,

we must devote the energies and
resources of this nation to a con-

structive programme of bringing

permanent peace into this world.

Eilert Frerichs

gulda and the audience
Many people have wondered what is in a performer's mind asne s tcpS out onto the stage. What, for example, does the pianistwho is about to give a concert think of as he bows to the sea of

expectant faces below him? Friedrich Gulda, the brilliant young
Austrian pianist who is to appear in the university concert series
witil the Vienna woodwind quartet on Wednesday, is well-equipped
to answer that question.

"I think of niy responsibility toward that audience." he con-
fesses, "livery person in the auditorium is a potential recipient
of the message of the great composers. Can I convey that message
to them through my playing? It is always an exciting challenge,
and a great responsibility." Judging by the critical acclaim to which
Mr. Gulda has played on four continents, the answer to his question
is a ringing affirmative.

Mr. Gulda also feels that the role of a soloist has changed.
"Formerly, audiences would be drawn by the glamour of a big
name," he recalls. "Now I like to think that today's young au-
diences are attracted by the music itself. I think of myself not
as a star, but as part of a cooperative enterprise, All of us — the
pianist, the conductor, and the members of the orchestra, should be
dedicated to the same purpose; to present the message of the com-
poser so that the public can share our joy in great music I"

Despite his serious ideas about his responsibility toward his

public, Gulda is a young man of many interests. He has tried his

hand at composition, and he plays and collects wind instruments,

especially flutes and recorders. In the hours that he can spare from
his practising, he enjoys chess, reading, and an occasional skiing

trip, and of course there is his lovely young wife, and four-year-old

son who already dsplays musical ability. With all his enormous
zest for life, which dispells tiie myth of the cloistered scholarly

virtuoso, Friedrich Gulda never forgets his duty toward his au-

diences, and they have rewarded him by filling the concert halls

in which he has appeared, here, in Kurope, South America, and

South Africa, and by unparalleled attention and enthusiasm. Critics

and audiences alike seem to agree that Mr. Gulda more than fulfils

iuz self-appoint :d responsibility of pnccnting the music of the

greatest composers to an ever-widening public.
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HARD TIME BLUES

They ain't nothin' but fightin', sorrow on' misery,

They oin't nothin' but fightin', sorrow on' misery.

Oh! this world got troubles like thcy's water in the sea.

MISFIT BLUES

Seems like everything I do is bound to turn out wrong,
Lowd everything I do is bound to turn out wrong.
Oh! some people have bad days, but I've had mine my whole life long.

LONELY BLUES

Oh Lowd, all my nights are lonely, I wish that I was dead.
Yes, all my nights are lonely, I wish that I was dead.
There ain't nothin' quite so blue as an empty bed.

SOUR GRAPES FOR AN OLD FLAME BLUES
I'd rather live lonesome than spend my days with you,

I'd rather live lonesome than spend my days with you.

Each day 1 spend with you babe, is pure hell through and through.

NO WOMAN BLUES

A man without a woman might just as well be dead.

You know a man without a womon might just as well be dead.

'Cause a heart without love's jus' like o belly that ain't been fed.

Tom Eodie

two men in

on exhibition

Andre Bieler, Professor of Art

and Resident Artist at Queen's and

Director of the Agnes Ethcrington

Art Centre, needs no introduction

to Kingston people. Ralph Allen

has been closely associated with

the teaching of painting and

graphic arts at the Art Centre for

the past three years. It is timely,

then, to present in this exhibition

some of their own work — much
of which has been exhibited outside

Kingston with marked success.

Paintings, drawings and wood-

block prints in colour will present

something of the range of Andre
Bieler's work; paintings, drawings

and pastels, that of Ralph Allen.

While the majority of the works

will be fairly recent, both artists

plan to include a few older works.

The exhibition wilt be opened

at 3.00 p.m. on Sunday. November
27 when both artists will be

present.

why should you

see "iohnthe"?
—It's been a sure-fire hit tor eighty

years.

—It has everything from Peers to

Peris (fairies to you).

—It has Joy Smith as Phyllis,

Robin Bolton as Strephon, and
George (Ko-Ko) Southall as the

Lord Chancellor. (Heir him this

Friday night at 8:00 on CFRC.)

— It has the expert chorus singing

the Glee Club is famous ( ?) for.

—It has the exquisite instrumen-

tation of Sir Arthur Sullivan

performed by an orchestra of

professional and semi-profes-

sional musicians.

—It runs from December 1 to De-

cember 3 (Thursday, Friday and

Saturday)—just before the ex-

amination panic hits you.

— It's tickets are easy to find —
at the Students' Union ticket

booth from 11 a.m. to 4.30 p.m.

—NOW.

©id mill Steak Houae
- SPECIALIZING IN -

CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS
served with desserts like Apple-pan-dowdy

DINNER SERVED FROM 4 P.M. TO 12 P.M.
DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAY

For Reservations Dial LI 2-9048

5 Miles East of Kingston, on Highway No. 2
Eat under candlelight by the stone fireplace and old mill wheel

Canadian General Electric

Company Limited

BUSINESS
TRAINING

COURSE
Graduating students in Commerce and Finance, Bus-

iness Administration, Economics, Mathematics and

Liberal Arts are invited to meet with Company

representatives to discuss career opportunities on the

C. G. E. Business Training Course leading to key-

positions in the finance and other administrative

functions of the Company.

Date - THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24th

Place — Queen's Employment Service

Or Contact

Manager — AUDITING AND TRAINING

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED

214 King Street West

TORONTO — ONTARIO
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McGill Meet
(continued from page 1)

French Canadians", Abbe Dion
author of "Le Chretien et la mor-
ale" which created such a storm
in the last provincial election, and
Paul Bouchard, author of "La
Province de Quebec sous 1'Union

Nationale".

In view of recent changes on
the Quebec political scene, this

panel should be most timely.

Several members of the technical

staff of the recently elected Liber-

al party will also be in attend-

ance,

Need Church In India To Counter

Impact Of Technological Change

It's Your AMS
The Executive of llic Alma

Mater Society will meet TO-
NIGHT, and every Tuesday
night. Come to Sir John A. Mat-
donald Hall at 7:00 p.m. and par-

ticipate in YOUR student gov-

ernment. Advance notice as to

what is on the agenda may be

obtained at the AMS Office in

the Students' Union Basement.

Financially Embarrassed?

You can obtain up to five dollars,

free of charge, simply by applying

at the Employment Service, first

floor in the Union,

The East is awakening, and the

Western Church must awake to

meet the new challenge — this

was the message of Dr. Robert

McCIuxe, addressing the Theol-

ogy Faculty last Thursday in a

colorful, humourous, and forceful

speech which was the first of

several he is to give in Kingston.

Dr. McClure is presently on a

cross-Canada speaking tour. His

parents were missionraies to

China in flic era of the "Unchange
able East", a solid mountain of

immovable rock from which mis-

sionaries with their theological

hammers could only chip off small

samples. Today, he is head of a

missionary hospital in India, in a

time of constant flux and fer-

ment, in a time when western

technology is making a terrific

impact on the cultures of the

East.

He told of an India in which
the traveller may race by jet

liner from city to city, only to

be held up for hours by ox carts

blocking the last few miles into

town. It is an India being shaken

by an industrial revolution. In

just three years, a huge chemical

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI-COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

plant changes a medieval village

of illiterates into a city thronging

with engineers and technicians.

It is no wonder that family life

is broken up. The son makes more

money in a month than the father

did in a year. Cultural patterns,

sacred for thousands of years, are

shattered as women abandon the

veiled life for the well paying in-

dustrial job.

As a result, Indians are confus-

ed by the change that has come.

What is more they are a lonely

nation, which will never turn

away from a hand extended in

friendship. And they are an im-

pressionable people, accepting

anything new and untried, simply

because it is new.

The Columbo plan has been an

unqualified success, said Dr. Mc-

Clure. But in helping India as a

whole, we must not think it has

expressed Canada's friendship to

the individual Indian. This is the

opportunity of the missionary to-

day. The day of white missionary

evangelists is gone in India. To-

day, the mission field needs

Christians willing to work on the

level of the people, willing to

teach them trades, overcome their

illiteracy, help them to adjust to

a western technology. Western

technicians were imported to re-

pair the machines, but few West-

erners have come in order to re-

pair the ravages wrought by the

machines on the Indian man.

5I6NPCST

YOUTH OF NEW PARTY
HOLD TORONTO MEET

By Norm Roth

That the ties between the

American and Canadian econo-

mics should be loosened was one

of the points brought up at the

first National Youth Conference

of the proposed New Party held

on October 28 and 29 in Words-
worth House, Toronto. The New
Party is to be a union of farm,

labour, professional, and former

CCF elements.

Delegates arrived from virtual-

ly all provinces and sections of

Canada, some from as far away
as Prince Edward Island and the

Yukon Territory, to iron out re-

solutions and amendments which
it is hoped, will be subsequently

worked into the platform of the

Only the choicest
Virginia Tobaccos

are used in

du MAURIER
says FRED DAVIS

TV's lop panel moderator

"There's something extra special about a
du MAURIER cigarette; two things, in fact.
One is the choice Virginia tobacco. The other is

the "Millecel" super filter. Together, they give
you the best cigarette ever."

du MAURIER
a really milder high grade Virginia Cigarette

New Party, whose birth is sche-

duled for July of 1961.

The conference was reminded

that Canada is one of the only

two Western nations which have

no comprehensive national health

scheme for their citizens, (the US
is the other) and the formulation

of such a plan was strongly en-

dorsed. Among other resolutions

which drew solid support from

the delegates were; the need for

a definite programme of economic

planning and development at the

Federal level, lin this respect

Canada was compared to a high

powered racing car with no steer-

ing apparatus), an all out assault

on chronic unemployment, vigor-

ous and individualistic stand in

international affairs, more dili-

gent surveillance of big business,

and the ending of our economic

subordinance to the US.

The Peterborough by-election

anticipates a promising future

and a virile new force in Canadian

public life.

Tuesday:
Scandal — yes it will be a scandal if

yon ilo not "lake pari in tins years

Queen's Rcvuc production. Casting for

actors, singers and dancers will take

place on Tuesday, November 22 at 7:30

p.m. on the first floor common room ol

the Student Memorial Union (sec front

page column). Also anyone interested

in being a stage band please turn out to

give your name.

Queen's Socialist Club: Tuesday,

November 22, Committee Room 2 at

12:45. Student speaker: Sylvia Darby.

S.C.M.: Combined worship, Morgan
Memorial Chapel, 4:45-5:15 p.m.

Everybody welcome.

Third lecture in the Prophetic Pro-

file scries will be given on Sartre by

Prof. Bisette from R.M.C. It will be

lioia in F.llis Hall at 8:30.

Audubon Screen Tours: "Puerto

Rico USA", the second natural history

colour film in the scries, will be pres-

ented by Fran William Hall in Dun-

ning Hall Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.

Limited number of single admission

tickets available at the door. Spon-

sored by: Queen's University Biologi-

cal Society. B, G. D'Aoust, President.

There will be an AMS Executive

meeting tonight, at 7:00 p.m. at Sir

John A. Macdonald Hall. All students

are invited to attend and observe their

student government at workr

Wednesday:
7 .10 p.m. The Engineering Glee Club

will practise in Wallace Hall. Remem-
ber the Christmas Carol Service is fast

approaching.
Queen's Jazz Society: 7:00 p.m.

Douglas Library Music Room, An in-

formal session by the Tim IiNirray

Quintet. All welcome.
Spanish Club: A look at education

and politics in Mexico and Latin Ame-
rica with Viola Kalloo, Mr. J. Mc-
Drnald and Arturo Chacon. 4:30, Study
room basement New Arts building.

Refreshments and discussion. All wel-

come.
Progressive - Conservative Club: A

debate with the Liberal Club will be
held on Wednesday, November 23, at

8:00 p.m. in the McLaug!,];
Following this debate a busing 4
ing of the club will be held. All
hers and those interested '

politics be sure to attend.

Thursday:

Philosophy Club: 8:15 p.m \, i

House North Common R0„'..
c
^rl

lolliffe (Geology Dept.) will
"in

"The Geological View" of "the^
and Age of the Earth." *\

Queen's Traditional Rock am
Club: Thursday, 8:30 p.m . Co?
Room 2, Students' Union, Ro-
mation call Brian Cochrane at < -i

This Thursday night at 7-^1
Queen's Debating Union will l fJ
formal debate, "Resolved thai
dian Defer Com Iy Fa

rin,.speakers will be Don Bowell
Niemi, the negative, Doug Wood
Dave Wilson. The place

i s n,

5

Righ Common Room. Rcfr,,L

will be served. ^
S.C.M.: Noon Bible study

j,

102 of New Arts at 12:30. Lun,i
be available at 12 for 25c.

1

1

Arts '63: Meeting in Morris
concerning Frolique Francai S(.

Snowball Dance.

Friday:

S.C.M. party starting at 8:30
See posters for place. Everyone »*

come.
Saturday:
Queen's Bands' Yule Ball: p Ul|

everyone! Prizes! If you miss ii

bawl! (So will wc). 1

Fall Fair Nets

Profit For Arts

• Concert of Oscar Peterson

lost an amount of $30.00.

• Next term's concert will fea-

ture the Don Cossack Chorus.

• Fall Fair reported a profit of

$456.00.

• Club Rooms Committee re-

ported that the lounge is now
furnished and supplied with

vending machines and a hi-fi

and stereo set with records.

The Club Rooms are open

until 11.30 p.m. Monday to

Friday and students are urg-

ed to make use of them.

Arts Prosecuti

Frosh Athlete

Take notice that on the 22ik| 4

of November, 1960, at 7:30
p,G

there will be a session of the Alt

Society Court to try the cases

j

John P. Quinn, Peter H. Quia

and Frank Tindall Jr., accused
i

non-participation in initiation cen

monies.

This session, to be held in

McLaughlin Room, is open to i

public.

Gary Chambs

Clerk Crii |

For A Sure Tomorrow
. . . Insure Today

MR. ). D. MocINTOSH
OFFICE LI 2-4973

HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
Insubanci Company

HOMt Office • TORONTO, CANADA

Your

entrance

into the

world of work

IBM

Will IBM be the right place for you to
work . . . will there be an opening for
you at IBM?
The answer can be "Yes" if you are an
outstanding graduate in Arts,
Commerce or Engineering.

Graduates selected by IBM can beernie highly paid
Systems Service Representatives, Applied Science
Representatives, Programmers or Sales Represen-
tatives contactmg important business executives.
As an undisputed leader in Data Processing and with
its immense growth potential, IBM has much to
offer the qualified graduate.

To discover if IBM
is the right place for you,

write for this booklet.
IBM

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES COMPANY LIMITED Vf)IBMSun Life Building, Montreal, Quebec
Eastern District Ma„agcr-j. E . Tapsell
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SH0WS "™a*ncMtoMEM
Both the doctor and minister burden himself

ssist
greatly in healing", but

ork between the two is
teat"

needed.

Rev. Armstrong, Chaplain at

the
Ontario Hospital, last Thurs-

day »'ght d'scussec* t'le relation

0 f
faith with healing in the last

f the series of SCM lectures,

"Faith and Medicine". So much is

teaiinv-ork
needed between docto:

ltj
preacher that ministers have

been taken into hospitals to study

surgery, cancer, and emotional

reactions in order to understand

the
relationship between healing

and faith.

The Church "is a major thera-

peutic agency", for a healthy out-

look on life conditions and the

functioning of the body. It is pri-

marily useful in the field of psy-

chiatry where a shock treatment

means no permanent cure. The

demented person must face his

problems, must see his responsi-

bilities to God. After the neces-

sary shock administrated by the

doctor, the minister discusses

with him the problems, forcing

him to face them. Then they can

be corrected.

Rev. Armstrong explained the

function of the Church in correct-

ing minor personality disorders

found in any normal person. The
sermon presents life situations ob-

jectively whereas fellowship en-

ables everyone to help each other

over the rough places of life. Lis-

tening to sermons creates an abil-

ity to listen which can be applied

in therapeutic treatment: to listen

passively helps many a man un-

.
*° 'get it all out

the world but of the world" en-
ables a union with God. It stimu-
lates faith to a point where God's
healmg power can be used. The
Bible itself, gives examples ofhow to make the best of adversity

In reply to the Old Testament's
statement of bad health showing

God
said,

disfavour. Rev. Armstrong
In some cases there is con-

"wtioi, with sin especially with
emohonal adjustments." There
« sometimes a suffering because
of a sense of guilt. Then with
forgiveness there will be recov-
ery.

This prompted thfi gue
''ere do you draw the line be-

tween illness because of physical
or emotional origin?" Some doc-
tors, investigating in the field of
psychosomatic medicines, have
advocated that pain is solely con-
nected with the emotional life,

brought about by the desire to
punish oneself. "Soon", they
claim, "there will be no need for
operation."

THE WEEK'S DEBATES

Is Canada pouring millions of
dollars down the defense drain
only to be blown to bits just the
same in a future atomic war? Is
the army we are so expensively
maintaining of any real value, or
could all that money

Latin America

some more useful way? Is Cana-
dian defense really built to defend
us, or the United States?

To hear a lively debate along
such lines, come to the Ban Righ
Common Room on Thursday,
November 24 at 7:30 p.m. to hear
"Resolved that Canadian Defense
is a Costly Farce not worth main-
taining."

Don Bowell and Ron N'iemi will

speak for the affirmative, and
Doug Woods and Dave Wilson
will defend the negative.

This will be a formal debate,

and so will be judged by Dr. B.

Dixon, Professor of Commerce,
and two senior members of the

Debating Union. Refreshments

will be served free of charge.

.

W(;d»^day afternoon the Span-
ish Club will have three people
lookmg at politics and education
m Mexico and Latin America.
Viola Kalloo, a Spanish student

be spent in [

"""^ l««™6 f">m *W
tudy in Mexico, Mr. J. McDon-

ald a lecturer in the Spanish De-
partment, and Arturo Chacon, a
theology student from Chile will
discuss major problems in this
important area.

All are welcome; come and bring
your questions to the study room,
basement of the New Arts Build-
ing at 4:30 Wednesday.

La Salle Hotel - -

DANCING
SATURDAY NIGHTS

BRIAN BRICK ANND HIS ORCHESTRA

Tta SW&dt well equxppecL

&r MEDICINE...

Tories vs. Grits

The two major political clubs
on campus have decided, for the
time being, to bury the hatchet,

and participate in a series of live-

ly debates on current issues. The
second of this series will be held

Wed., Nov. 23, at 8 p.m. in the

McLaughlin Room.

The topic of this debate will

be: "Resolved that the Liberal at-

titude towards unemployment
since 1957 has been deceitful and
destructive." Thus promises to

bring a variety of opinions on
both sides, so be sure to come out

and hear what each side has to

say.

LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED

AND FLUFF DRIED

SHIRT LAUNDERING

DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINCS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M

Classified

Phone Number
George Tekhman. 335 Earl St.

wishes to announce a correction in his
listing; his phone number is: 2-S329.

For Rent
Two comfortable, single rooms, 29

Nelson St. Phone LI 2-3761. Men pre-
ferred.

Notice of Duel
One Dcs (Desperate) Taylor, author

of "Suzie-Q's Take Heary Toll" hi
hereby challenged to a duel (choice of
weapons water pistols or hat pitta at
SO paces) at 5 a.m. Wednesday in front
of Sir John A. Macdonald (who will act
as judge). Challenger: S. A. Second-
M K.

Found
Man's wristwateh, last Queen -

*. Mc-
Gill game. Phone 2-1865.

For Sale
Six transistor portable radio big 4

x 6 oval speaker. Phone Dave Smith at
6-0932.

CFRC
Thursday:

6:30—Music Break
7.-0O—The Sound of Music
7:30—Calendar and Programme

Highlights
7 :35—March Time
8:00—Gilbert and Sullivan

The Sorcerer
8:30—Speaking Frankly about

Religion
9:00—The Living Classics

The music ot Tchaikovsky
featuring:

Piano Concerto No. 1

Violin Concerto in D
11:00— XEusic for Moderns

Duplicate Bridge Club

206 Concession Street, meets every
Monday at 7:30 p.m. Queen's staff and
students are especially welcome. Re-
servations are not necessary. Mrs.
Mary Edney at S-7ul7 can arrange
for a partner.

NOTICE
A RECRUITING TEAM FOR

Canadian Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Company Limited

WILL VISIT THE CAMPUS

TODAY and TOMORROW

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT
Banquet Facilities Available for Groups up to 50 Persons

1399 Princess Street Liberty 2-2729 Kingston, Onr.

KINGSTON'S HOSPITALITY RESTAURANT
OPEN BtOO A.M. TO lllOO P.M.

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

• PINS * RINGS
* BRACELETS

Choose your class pin or

school insignia from a com-
j

plete stock in sterling or

gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
JEWELLERS

168 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 6-2261

The student well equipped to treat

himself against the chill of Penury

builds up his resistance by making ^
regular deposits in a B of M i'IhTi'I

Savings Account. 1 1 ijjl ii

Bank of Montreal
C*«*d<C& 'SomA^i Student*

Kingston Main Office, 297 King St. E.. at the Market:

T. R. FRANCIS, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sta. Branch, in the "Y" Building:

WILLIAM P. CRONIN, Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch;

WILLIAM BARRY, Manager

The Progressive Conservative Club

wwill participate in a debate with the

Liberal Club, tomorrow at 8:00 P.M.

in the McLaughlin Room. The topic will

be "Resolved that the Liberal attitude

towards unemployment since 1957 has

been deceitful and destructive."

The Spanish Club will sponsor a panel

discussion concerning politics and edu-

cation in Mexico and Latin America.

Study Room in the basement of the

New Arts Building at 4:30 tomorrow

for all interested.

"Resolved that Canadian Defense is a

Costly Farce not worth maintaining."

will be the subject of a discussion held

by the Debating Union in the 8an Righ

Common Room on Thursday at 7:30.

c MILDEST
BEST-TASTING

CIGARETTE

GIRLS
WITH
THE

RIGHT
FASHION

ANSWERS
KNOW THE

STYLE QUOTIENT

OF A

GLENAYR

\S JUMBO

Maybe you don't rate "A-plus'' in math , . . you'll still

create a fashion furore in this exciting "girl-on-the-go"

Kitten jumbo-knit "Shetlantex" Shetland and mohair

. . . grand for sports car jaunting, wonderful for

weekend skiing, fabulous, on or off campus.

Coiffure-protecting hood forms cowl collar when down . .

.

vibrating young colours . . . silhouette relaxed and

easy as fashion dictates, for Fall and Winter.

Sizes 36-40 . . . S14.95

j Without this label [^ffibc^jl it is not a genuine KITTEN \ \
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Robin Ritchie Don Robb, Capt. Dave Skene Kent Plumley Gary Strickler George Bethune Mike Wicklum

OUR ALL-STARS
The strong showing made by

this years Gaels has rcsnlled in

seven players from the gold ma-

chine being named to the Inter-

collegiate All-Star team. These

Selections were made by sport-

writers and coaches from the team
home-towns each centre having

an equal number of votes.

Dave Skene

Very few coaches could doubt

the threat that Dave provided

irom his corner linebacker posi-

tion. This was evidenced by the

fact that McGill sent only one

play his way in the final game.

Mike Wicklum

Mike has earned the respect of

opposition teams by using his

great break-away speed and quick

shift of hips to out-distance many
opposition players. Mike has been

considered as a Big Four prospect

by many coaches and scouts and
his past season at Queen's has

left little doubt in the minds of

his supporters.

Don Robb
Not only his pass-catching, but

his fine blocking, gained Don his

offensible end spot 011 the all-star

team. Don was responsible for

many key blocks downfield on
running and kick nmbacks which
resulted in his mates' making
sizeable gains.

Having decided to further his

studies by taking law, Kent re-

turned to the Gael line-up for his

third year. Switching this year to

a strictly defensive position, Kent
was a key safety man and was
responsible for many bone-crush-

ing stops.

George Bethune

Good things come in small

packages and George is the small-

est. This certainly applies to

George, who tips the scales at

172 but who is rated in the selec-

tors' eyes as one of the hardest

centre linebackers to get by, and
who did a great job of bolstering

up the Gaels' defensive wall this

season.

Robin Ritchie

Robin climaxed bis third year
with the Gaels by capturing the

inter-collegiate scoring title. His

versatile running, passing, and
kicking made him a dangerous
man in the Gaels, worthy of re-

spect received from opposition

coaches.

Gary Strickler

Gary completed his second year
as an interior linebacker for the

Gaels by gaining an all-star men-
tion. This award was very timely

as Gary combined with Terry
Porter to give Queen's one of the

best defensive interiors in years.

Queens Wins Rugger Trophy
In Eastern Ontario League

Northern Electric

for GRADUATES in -
• ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

• MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND PHYSICS
Northern Electric, as a major manufacturer of
Communications Equipment and Wire and
Cable, often opportunities in thefields of;

MANUFACTURING — PLANT ENGINEERING
DESIGN — COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Most assignments are in the Montreal area,
although openings are available in Ottawa,
Belleville and London, Ontario. Transporta-
tion allowance is paid.

Excellent salary' schedules and a formal evaU
uaUonjrogram providing ample opportunity
pr individual advancement are combined with
generous employee benefits and good working
conditions to make employment with the
Northern Electric Company worthy of your
investigation. * * <*

NOVEMBER 24th ond 25th
Forfurther information and interview appoint,
met, please contact your Placement Officer.

Northern Electric

Rugger, being an amateur sport, is tackled in an amateur way
at Queens. Consequently, an hour before the kickoff on Saturday,

five dedicated members of the team were to be seen erecting the

goal posts. With the aid of a few gathered bits of wood, wire, and

rope, an amicable agreement was reached with the posts, which
miraculously remained upright throughout the game. '

The game itself was the last of the season, and probably the best

the club has played. A good long reverse kick-off led into an im-

mediately fierce game. The Queen's forwards once again showed
their strength and a great improvement over the first few games
was evident. Deep River were severely shaken by the early assault

and had difficulty pushing away from their line during the first

half. The scrum heeled well, but even though the handling of the

three quarters was the best seen this season, lack of striking power
was the general failing, and the reason for the low final score.

However they were quickly up on one fumble, and after a good
dribbling move down the field, the ball was finally touched down
by LioiieJ Lawrence, playing Centre. The kick was sliced, and
the score stayed at 3-0. Queen's then began to move. Forwards
and backs played together to keep up a constant attack on the
Deep River line which finally culminated in an inside pass by
Bob Page on the Wing to John McNeil, who went over to score. 6-6.

The second half was the better. Both teams had the ball out to
their three quarters who moved well with the ball. For about the
first time this year there was evidence of some backing up in the
three quarters. Pete McEwen made good use of this on several oc-
casions, which resulted in much yardage gained. On one occasion
Dave Steele at Fullback, catching a kick from the opposite side, on
the Queen's twenty-five yard line, wrong-footed the opponents and
ran eighty yards for what would have been a try if there had not
been a call for a late tackle. Queen's continued to push hard. Lionel
Lawrence soon spotted a gap and running well, went through to
score in the corner. (9-0).

The final score was sufficient to win the Coronation Trophy
of the Fastern Ontario Rugger League for independent clubs, from
Deep River, R.M.C., Ottawa and Queen's.

Queen's finished the season with 5 wins and 3 losses, which is
quite remarkable for a newly-formed club. The most famous victory
was against the Toronto Blues early in the season, for that clu'b
went on to win the coveted inter-collegiate cup. During the season

r opponents' 41.

Should We Ban Boxing?

the club amassed S4 points to tht

Dance

Programs

anson & Edgar
PRINTERS Printing of

Every Description

Phone 8-4114

PATTON'S CMAHCRS
DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDERING

In by 10:00 a.m.; Out by 5:00 p.m.
TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE

The Nicest Cleaning In Town
349 PRINCESS STREET

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

DIAL LI 8-4292

Welcome to Kingston . . .

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS

Editor's Note: The jolltnmng article

is the jirsl installment in a scries

of three prepared by sports reporter

Don Cochrane. The jirst is a re-

print of large portions oj an article

in "II 'eekend Magazine" entitled

"Let's Ban Boxing for .-III Ama-
teurs" by Andy O'Brien. The second

installment will he a reply to Mr.

O'Brien. The third it'ilt be an ex-

position of the basing situation at

Qucn's and this commentator's

recommendations.

"When handsome, 22-year old

Charles Mohr, Jr., a University of

Wisconsin senior, died last Easter

Sunday murning as a result of his

first and last boxing knockout eight

days previously, he had no way of

knowing what a profound service

was done on behalf of youth through-

out the continent.

"The tragedy delivered what is

conceded to have been "a knockout

blow to intercollegiate boxing in the

United States." Above the border

it prompted Harry Griffiths, director

of athletics at McGill University,

to recommend to his Athletics Board
"That we should no lunger continue

boxing as an intercollegiate sport."

The board then suspended boxing
for one year, giving as official reason

:

"Due to lack of interest." Griffiths

is completely frank about the reasons
for his recommendation. He tells

me:
" T have been uneasy about boxing

for a long time and figure we've
been just lucky in avoiding incidents

despite utmost precautions. You
can't toughen a boy's head by
punching it. There is no way to
estimate a boy's experience, thus the
constant menace of mismatch.'

"Mohr's death, the second within
a year involving a boxer in a United
States college event (Curtis Lyons,
19, of Texas A. and M„ died in
April, 1959, of injuries suffered in
a bout at Sam Houston College in
Texas) was—if the term may be
used in a sad sense—a classic
example of "maximum damage
despite maximum precaution" in
boxing.

"Mohr was a 165-pounder, a
college champion and 1956 Golden
Gloves semi-finalist. The fatal fight
was conducted under most rigid
rules — helmets, 16-ounce gloves,
heavily-padded ring floor, three two-
minute rounds. It was stopped in the

second round by the referee
aftfr

Mohr went down the first time

"The Uni versity of Wisconsin

last major American college ontsi^

the Pacific Coast era still in inter-

collegiate boxing, dropped the span
in which it was often tops, from it,

program.

"The Montreal reaction by McGill

(the University of Montreal spoil,

sors no boxing) looms as the death

knell for boxing at the intercollegiate

level in Canada. The Big Four used

to comprise the University 0[

Toronto, McGill, Queen's University

and Ontario Agricultural College,

Guelph. O.A.C. withdrew four years

ago and Queen's withdrew last

summer, although still retaining in-

tramural boxing. This leaves onlv

the University of Toronto."

Here ensues a long list of quo-

tations from athletic heads of depart-

ments from Canadian universities

which are for the most part anti-

boxing.

"In the Canadian Medical Asso-

ciation Journal last August. Dr.

William L. Parker, chairman of the

Manitoba branch of the Amateur

Athletic Union of Canada, with Jim

Trifunov (also of Winnipeg) as co-

author, urged that the relative merits

of amateur boxing as a rigorous,

competitive sport, be weighed

against possible health hazards such

as hand, nasal bone and rib fractures,

varying degrees of amnesia and eye

injuries which may result in partial

or complete visual impairment.

Boxers also suffer frequently from

arthritis in one or more knuckles

following a fracture of the hand.

"Personally. I feel if pro boxers

want to risk life, limb and muddling

of mind for fame and fortune, lei

'em hammer away, unless the public

decides it's not a civilized spectacle.

But amateur boxing is largely kid

stuff and adult responsibility. The

sooner it's abolished the better. In

other sports, accidents are acci-

dental
;
boxing alone aims at inflict-

ing injury."

Jissetl
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On stage in Grant Hall last Wednesday evening were pianist Friedrich Gulda

Philharmonic Orchestra. See Page 3 for a review by our Features Editor.

and the Vienna

issette Explains Sartre's

rimacy Of Consciousness
By Don Butler

Assistant News Editor

Atheism and the primacy of consciousness are still the main
tulates of the philosophy of Jean Paul Sartre. This was one of
points made by Professor Bissette in the third lecture of the

Iphetic Profile Series given last Tuesday in Ellis Hall,
the Professor thought that

res atheism was unimport-
!but that his conception of the
lacy of consciousness or the
ity of free will deserved con-
ration. The exercise of free

limited by the existence of

Iter and, more severely, by the
The hero of one of Sartre's

[els tries to escape or forget

J)ody. This he cannot do, but
in his body begins to seem

||d and he realizes that to

p it is perfectly solid.

from this comes the idea of the
beings, the etre-pour-soi (self

iseen by self) and the etre-pour-
"j"re (self as seen by others),

f* two selves are spiritual and
jpcal. Love is the desire to

WSS both the etre-pour-les-
jps and etre-pour-soi of the be-

JW Thi:

He lov.

next to impossible,
tends to 'chosifier' the

ter (to make i

lake
into an object)

sadistic pleasure in it,

BA?
'

chosifie ' and take maso-
«*tl' Pleasure in it.

tr

'n

e S latest nove's deal with
collective soul. This was firstM*m as Slleh by Jules Ro-

\. reali"d it had a life as

|"
c ive as the individual soul.

Sartre evolved his con-
IJ f tlu

'''I'l.-

group. A group of

Be in !L
aitinff f°r a bus have
mon whereas a group
"teninjy tn n lecture

plane of

rh

of f"
ess

;

rouahly similarJT l "o»ght. The most perfect

lio„ l,T bcinS incited to re-
a,,d on the point of riot.

*V Workers on an assem-

Arts Frosh Court

Sentences Truants

Three freshmen were sentenced
to three extra hours of work each

on the Arts Formal by the Arts
Society Court on Tuesday night.

Frank Tindall Jr., John and Peter

Quinn were charged with failing

to take part in the initiation cere-

monies.

The Court was presided over
by Chief Justice Bob Hornal, and

Justices Wilson and Munro. Mike
Bell was prosecuting attorney

and prosecuted the charge
brought forth by Graham Lowe.

Mike pointed out first that it

was not a case of how good or

bad initiations arc, but a case of

enforcing the law as it now
stands. He continued to prove his

case that the accused had not

taken part in any initiation pro-

grams, and were hence guilty.

Frank Tindall Jr., speaking for

the defense, pleaded his case on

ignorance of the law. He said that

as football players, they, the ac-

cused, had come early this fall,

had registered separately and as

a result had not received their in-

itiation instructions from Mr.

Lowe and his associates.

Chief Justice Hornal in sent-

encing the trio delivered a sharp

reprimand to the Arts '63 vigil-

ance committee for their general

"slack" attitude in failing to con-

tact the three accused.

Campbell: WorldFood
Problem Not Urgent
Dr. Lower Outlines

Spiritual Limits

Of Communism

A comparison of Communism
with religion was the main theme
of a lecture, "After Communism,
What?" delivered by Dr. A. Low-
er, Professor Emeritus of History
at Queen's, to Hillel House on
Wednesday.

The definition of Communism
as a religion holds true to a cer-

tain point, said Dr. Lower, but

the comparison breaks down
when one considers the finite na-

ture of Communism, a secular

social structure, as compared to

the infinite qualities of religion.

Communism has an ultimate

goal like any religion, but it of-

fers no doctrines on mortality or

immortality, concerning itself

strictly with the present. It's car-

dinal message is that human so-

ciety is perfectible.

Having created a society which
leaves nothing to be desired

materially, what has Communism
to offer then? Man is already

plagued with boredom, which can

be implicated as part of the cause

of Naziism in Germany and of

juvenile delinquency and violent

crimes in this decade. The same
signs are beginning to emerge in

Russia now, stated Dr. Lower.

When man no longer has ideals

to fight for, and is engulfed in a

sea of the boredom which breeds

revolution, the problem without

a solution will still remain : to

tame the wild beast, man.

Here It Is!

bly line are not a real group be-

cause of the attempt to standard-

ize their streams of consciousness

by the use of the factory time

clock.

A worker on an assembly line

is in danger of being 'outilific'

(made into a tool) and this is one

of the things he must either reject

entirely and revolt against or ac-

cept. If he successfully revolts

against it he may be degraded in

a Russian style 'dictatorship of

the proletariat'.

Sartre does not agree that Rus-

sia has established a Marxist

state. Marxism is a living philos-

ophy to him, but the Russians

have produced a dead state. Sar-

tre believes that the perfect state

would come to be when society is

totalized or circularity has ceased.

By this he means that the etre-

pour-soi of one collective soul or

class tries to put itself into the

place of another, but this it can-

not do for long and must return.

This process is repeated all the

time and there is the idea of a

cycle. When totalization has tak-

en place, 'history' will begin be-

cause there can be no 'history*

while classes exist.

Professor Bissette summed up

his lecture by saying the Sartre's

intellectual courage was to be ad-

mired and that we can look for-
1

Baiul

ward to more works from the ^ member of the club is composing original music for this

French philosopher who appar- I

hef d
-oeuvre and will be sung by Dennis Mumby at tonight's session,

ently has found solutions to the The Club holds its weekly sessions at the Orange Hall, opposite

Odeon Theatre, beginning at 9:30 p.m. every Friday. Member-

hips are available at the door.

Could Support 16 Billion

By Bob Crown
Assistant News Editor

Malthusian pessimism has returned to some modern economists

—declared Dr. D. R. Campbell of the Department of Agricultural

economics of O.A.C. in delivering the second lecture in the public

series on the "World Population Explosion" at Ellis Hall last

Monday evening,

A Rhodes scholar, and head of his department, Professor Camp-
bell spoke on "How will they be fed?" He drew an unhappy conclus-

ion about the predictions of economists despite the fact that it is

possible to support from 3 to 16 billion persons on our planet with

careful soil conservation.

There is a great deal of specu-

lation, but the scientifically found

ed calculation is that greater pro-

duction could be had were several

remedial measures implemented.

Today, an estimated 300 million

acres of temperate lands and one

billion acres of tropical land could

be added to the total of cultivated

soil. Not only increased acreage,

but more effective use of available

lands will add greatly to the

world's food supply.

For example, the State of Idaho

is considered the most productive

spot in North America, yet it

could increase by 50% its grain

output and by 170% its forage

crop by using currently known
methods.

The wider use of fertilizers

would augment the supply of

food. It was noted by Prof. Camp-
bell that the amounts of chemical

fertilizers available were astron-

omical. He further pointed out

that irregation of a proper nature

would serve many places now
starving. He cited India as an ex-

ample, where less than 5% of the

land that could be irrigated is

used.

Professor Campbell also felt

that there would be no scarcity

of improvement in techniques as

well as the other advances.

From the rather orthodox in-

terpretation of the solution of the

I See Food Problem, page 5)

The AMS Building Fund is

selling Christmas cards of a quality

not previously available at Queen's.

The cards, reproduced elsewhere on

this page, feature Grant Hall

sketched in dark blue with a tricolor

stripe at the bottom. Inside is a

Queen's crest also in three colours,

and an appropriate greeting. The

cards are SI. a dozen and orders

are being taken in the AMS office.

Phone LI 6-4666. Tiie orders can

be picked up in the Union be-

ginning Monday next week.

Eadie's "Blues" Immortalized

Quern's is not culturally barren after all. A poet ill our midst

has been discovered. "Blues. Blues, Blues" a poem by Tom Eadie

of Arts '64, which was printed in last Tuesday's Journal, has been

sniffled out by Dr. Ramiey, manager of the Limestone City Jazz

orthv of the attention of the Kingston Traditional Jazz

8 &-fi

problems

years ago

he )sed himself ten t the

in m *
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A Grey Shadow
On a storrny day last week a long, lean grey shadow slipped

out to sea, Today this cigar-shaped object roves the depths of the
Atlantic. This, the USS George Washington, a nuclear-powered
submarine armed with sixteen missiles with fissionable warheads is

capable of unleashing the destructive force of all the bombs dropped
•n the last World War.

As the ship moved away from its moorings Admiral Arletgh
urke told the submarine crew, "If the need to fire should arise,
our ship and the missiles it carries will contribute to the salvation

jf civilization, for you man the most powerful weapons ever devised
"

Our conception of the results of firing these missiles involves the
annihilation of civilization over a large segment of the globe. Nu-
clear war will mean the retrogression of human society and a return
to the Dark Ages - providing that there is anyone left to return
(and that is extremely doubtful) Is this the "salvation of civilisa-
tion"?

This attitude of military leaders, an attitude that could end the
existence of mankind, should be soundly condemned, The conception
of retaliation as a preventive force is of doubtful value but the idea
that firing nuclear missiles would be a "salvation" is definitely
wrong. This type of twisted thought directly contributes to the
imminent threat of war.

The democratic idea! of government dictates that the civil
authority will make the ultimate decision concerning a declaration of
war and we feel that the civil authorities in the United States
should quickly curb both the public utterances of military leaders
which increase the world tension and the actions of these people
which are likely to produce World War III. If war-mongers are
allowed to promulgate their doctrines of 'salvation- the life of
this world will end in a fiery death, a death that, in the last analysis,
will be the sole responsibility of civil government

The world, and the world's leaders, must awaken to this threat
of global destruction. Surely men who believe the loosing of nuclear
missiles to be a "salvation of civilization" should not be placed in
responsible positions, positions which could mean the
have the power of life and death over entire mankind

—
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A Grey Cup
This is the weekend when all Canada makes a liar out of Kipling

This is the weekend when the twain will meet
Why should Grey Cup time, and football in general have such an

perse WC think not. \\ e would like ,o suggest two other reasons,both of them products of modem society as a whole
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fields 1* ethics and ideology. The distinctions between good andbad. right and wrong, have become hopelessly blurred. Take tin-case of our cold war struggle against the Russians. We are assuredby our statesmen, and by the Press, that right is who.lv on our dm this struggle But those who view the matter impartially see strongargumentsfor both parties. This s or , of thing is ff, llCTa1/ Ever ,3
,s coloured grey m the modern world, and nothing whatever3

At Grey Cup time, on the other hand, there are no greys- thereare only blacks and whites. The heroes of the piece are our favo ri eteam, or at any rate the team representing our section of the couThe villams are the other team and the officials. When the game isover we can tell for certain whether or not justice has triumph
The second reason for the appeal possessed by football is the
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Editor, Journal:

Last week I viewed with alarm

the proposed formation of a

Kiwanis-sponsored Circle-K Club

on the campus. This week I view

with stark terror somebody's pro-

position that a rock and roll club

be formed. Next week I fully ex-

pect to hear that comic book ex-

change has been set up and see the

news columns of the Queen's

Journal exhorting: "Come on out

all you comic book fans !"

Now I am not prepared to deny
that there is something to be said

for insurance salesmen and ladies'

wear shop owners belonging to

Kiwanis or that rock and roll may
be a fine form of expression for

hill billies but if there is nothing

better than those standards of

value, what the hell are we all doing
here? What's the point of all this

expensive education and staying

home nights studying instead of

being out drinking beer if there is

nothing better than rock and roll ?

If Bach is no better than Presley
then we might as well pack it all

up and go back to the farm and
call civilization a waste of time.

Charles Stone

Editor's Note: As a service to all

comic book fans the Journal has
instigated a comic book exchange
Program on a world wide basis.

Anyone wishing to participate

should send comic books to the

Journal Office.

Jan Argued
Editor. Journal;

After reading Mr. Don Coch-
rane's attempt at jazz criticism, I

feel there are several points to be
argued, particularly those concern-
ing Ed Thigpen.

A jazz drummer is first and
foremost a time-keeper; he must
keep the rhythm going at an even
pace without seriously inhibiting
the rest of the group. The use of
the high-hat (to accent the even
number beats) and the rhythmic
patterns on the side cymbals keeps
the beat light and flowing and
allows the bass to break away
occasionally from his plodding 4-

to-the-bar. For doing this flaw-
lessly. Mr. Cochrane saw fit to
call him technical.

To go further, the mark of a
good drummer is his originality
both in his supporting and soloing
roles without going counter to his
primary purpose. Mr. Thigpen
was continually interjecting dif-
ferent rhythms and in general, to
any objective listener, displayed a

Editor. Journal:

In an institution such as this,

one could reasonably expect an

awareness and practice of the

"social graces" by the so-called

"educated"—people in it.

It appears that in the Faculty of

Applied Science, and perhaps in

others, there has been a total dis-

regard for even the simplest form

of etiquette — "Thank You".

It is the policy of the various

student groups in Science who
sponsor events such as the Science

Formal and year parties to extend

complimentary invitations to many
staff members and student officials.

This is done as an indication of

appreciation and recognition for

the efforts of these professors and
student leaders during the academic

year.

Disappointing is the fact, that

with very few exceptions, these

functions are not accorded even
the shortest of "thank you" notes.

Reports from the Science Formal
show that to date not one such
note has been received from a
"guest" who attended. Regardless
of whether the "guests" have en-
joyed themselves or not, it is both
a breach of etiquette and a lack of

consideration for the sponsoring
group, to neglect this simple
gesture. Certainly the students
who have expended unselfishly

their time, effort and finances to

produce these events deserve a
better fate.

Of note however, is the fact

that student guests from OTHER
universities and colleges attended
to this matter unfailingly and
promptly.

One can only conclude that a
portion of the Queen's staff and
many of the student "leaders"
constitute an ungrateful, incon-
siderate group of social ignor-
amuses.

Disgruntled, Disillusioned,

and Damn Disappointed

great deal of inventiveness, is
changing level with the group,
filling in empty breaks with press-
rolls, changing to different pitched
cymbals, and playing with the
group dull to Mr. Cochrane? Tut-
tut, you're showing a bias which is

my principal objection. If you
don't like drums, cither admit it

or give up reviewing jazz in favor
of Lawrence Welk and Guy Lom-
bardo performances.

John Buchanan

P.S,—Benny Golson "Remember-
ed" Clifford Brown and not Benny
Goodman.

Editor, Journal:

We wish to defend Mr. S.

Hamilton's review of King Lear

against what we feel was a com-

pletely unjustified attack made by

Miss Pamela Thomson. She speaks

of his "totally uncalled-for up-

braiding of an excellent produc-

tion," and asks. "Does he ever like

anything?" We suggest she reread

his review. Scattered throughout

are such comments as "thanks to

unparalled efforts on the part of

the leads [the play] reached at

moments to excellence." It seems

that Miss Thomson overlooked

such remarks and failed to note

Mr. Hamilton's definite praise of

Cordelia, Edgar, Kent, and Lear.

With this in mind. Could his

criticism in all fairness be referred

to as "a totally uncalled-for up-
braiding?"

Does Miss Thomson understand

the role of a critic? Mr. Hamilton's

honest review of King Lear was
obviously sound constructive criti-

cism which could in no sense of the
word be labelled "uncultivated."

Just what Miss Thomson meant
by this nasty little epithet we failed

to guess. Neither did we see the
point of certain other nasty re-

marks. The terms "uncultivated"
and "uncalled-for" might better be
applied to Miss Thomson's own
little article.

Sharon Campbell

Janet Herron

Brash?
Editor. Journal:

I suggest that Miss Pamela
Thompson take more precaution in
attacking 1. Mr. Hamilton, and 2.
Mr. Hamilton's criticism of King
Lear. The criticism in question
was of Wednesday night's perfor-
mance which was indubitably
enjoyable, but by no stretch of
the imagination "an excellent pro-
duction" as she states.

Her suggestion that Mr. Hamil-
ton be eliminated from the Journal
I fmd rather vicious and completely
unfounded. If she finds his "mul-
tisyllabled and wordy remarks" too
difficult, let her admit her ignor-
ance. At least Mr. Hamilton is
ahve to the many interests of the
students and the campus. The fact
that he does like Queen's is shown
by his concern for it. He is not
only provocative but necessary In
fact he has almost replaced the
Gary Moffatt stimulation, I suggest
Miss Thompson's brash remarks
go unheeded.

Nancy Sterne
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that even the "thinking o> ieS

bunch of clods-in-state.

Molly Mae*"

All ye creatives— 'n
\

ing that is — take not^

Our Christmas Issue i

line is a bare five day3 3

Write! Become ricl, .„
famous! Enter our c

mas contest now

... is coir

for our Christ

is November ,

your maiden

dirty buddies

of your warp

The prize moi

gifts for you

help replenish

of Scotch.
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oraiu — Wednesday

r,a the subscribers to the

diversity
concert

to the first concert of this

by artists who had been

as "outstanding" : Fried
adv<

rich

jycrtis-—— - -

. . (3„|(!a and tlie wind ensemble
n
{ ( ]ie

Vienna Philharmonic Or-

chestra.
Although an enjoyable

and
moderately good concert by

|he
standards of past years, it did

n0t
reach the sustained level of

excellence
which the advance

publicity bad led us to expect.

solo.Friedrich Gulda's solo, the

sonata in D by
must be called the

"pastoral

Beethoven,

highlight of the evening. With

the stage to himself, Gulda was

able to demonstrate the techni-

cal command, the insight, and

the balance, which give him his

peculiar aptitude as an interpre-

ter of Beethoven's piano works.

An exquisite singing tone in the

melody line which never ob-

scured the running bass and the

harmonic progressions beneath

it, strictness of tempo, vigorous

phrasing, subtlety and ease in

moulding the dynamic rise and

fall, and a power that was never

ungentle and never out of con-

trol—all these helped to realize

to the full the taut drama and

rich harmonic colour which are

the stuff of Beethoven. The sym-
metry of the andante movement,
in which the major and minor
subjects are so delicately con-

rlfrifitmaH

. is coming, and the deadline

for our Christmas Literary Contest
lis November 30. Win riches, shock
your maiden aunt, delight your
dirty buddies, by getting a piece

!
of your warped mind into print.

The prize money won't buy exotic
gifts for your mistress, but will

j

help replenish that depleted stock
I
ef Scotch.

trasted by the composer, was
part,cular delight

, but the sche« would have been rendered
more scherzo-like by a ereater
restraint in pedalling.

Of the wind ensemble, Karl
Mayrhofer (oboe) was the only
one who consistently produced ^
clarity of phrasing, the technical
preasmn and the pure tone which
are the prerequisites of excellence
in the performance of cither Bee-
thoven or Mozart Alfred Prinz
I understand, chose a Viennese'
made clarinet in preference to the
more usual French model on
account of the finer, mellower
timbre it is capable of. We were
able to appreciate this in his better
moments, but at other times un-
called-for rattling noises in the
lower register, and even the occa-
sional breathy hiatus, made his
Playing appear gauche. Likewise
Gottfried Freiberg, though he play-
ed with feeling and bad a fine sense
of integration with his fellow-
artists, did not permit us to forget
that the horn is the most difficult
of instruments to keep on key. Karl
Ohlberger (bassoon) proved him-
self more than competent but was
generally a good deal less than
inspired.

When the musicians began their
opening work, Mozart's Quintet in

E flat (K. 452), one wondered for
a moment if they had read the
programme backwards and believ-

ed that they were starting with

Beethoven. Whatever the mistake
which led them to perform the

work exactly like Beethoven, they

persisted in it until the last move-
ment. The vigorous, relatively

unrounded phrasing, for which we
have already commended Gulda's

rendition of the Beethoven sonata,

and the dramatic quality which

places even the early works of

Beethoven a long step closer to the

Romantics, were wholly out of

place here. The result was a gro-

ode to a can of"crud"
Fun for one ond fun for oil!

Eat your bet-sitosterol.

Cives you the strength to moke the jumps,
That's if you con chew the lumps.

Gives you the power to moke the hurdles
If you don't get sick when the damn stuff curdles.

So remember, it's good to the very lost drop.

And be sure you eat the scum on top.

R. B. C,

CHAR- B-Q- CHICKEN
AT AUNT LUCY'S

PRINCESS AT PORTSMOUTH

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In an

deri

your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-
n9 requirements our store at 314 Barrie Street

ne°r Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

^ overstatement of Mozart's

a mtrn";-
ItS Iight moti<*»uas made flat-footed, and its tran-

sparent harmonies murky. Only in
^simpler rondo did the intrinsic™ty of thc mi(sic
out^ftheRomanUcmirein^iS
U had bcen labouring till then.

There was a reason to hope for
better things when the ensemble

final work, the Quintet
" Eflat.°P"s 16, by Beethoven -

but it was not done full
j ustice

the third movement, when
'efined team work, lacking in the^ave and allegro movements, was
^stored. In the andante, the
Players achieved the warmth of
tone and the unity that were needed
tor the essential qualities of Bee-
thoven's score to reveal themselves
and the final rondo, interpreted
with depth, clarity and verve con-
ceded the programme happily
One only wishes that the whole
concert could have ended on this
plane, instead of being dragged
down into the farcial by the encore
Rondmo BriUante by Alfred Ouse
a scintillating bag of tricks, and
no discernable kinship with serious
music.

M. E. Gerwin

The Interfaculty Choir presented
an enjoyable concert in Dunning
Hall. Monday night with a well-
chosen rcpetoire, some fine musi-
cianship, and virtually no audience.
Those few that were there wit-

nessed the skeltous of two prom-
ising groups, the Choir itself much
improved from previous years, and
the Kingston Wind Ensemble,
formed front five members of the
Royal Canadian Corps and Signals
Band and one lady oboist. Un-
fortunately to round out the skel-
etons one needs support and en-
couragement.

As it was, both groups seemed
to give up before they began
their performance. So there was
a sawing out of notes especially
m the Choir's rendition of Bach's
three chorales from "Christmas
Oratorio" and in the Ensemble's
translation of Mozart's "Diver-
timento for Wing Sextet". The
instrumentalists parti cularly
suffered from this feeling of,

"hurry up, let's get it over with."

The audience, or lack of it, was
not completely to blame — some
of the fault lies with the perfor-
mers. If they have the ability (and
they do) and the love of creating

music, they should be able to sing

or play to an empty ball and leave

the conductor feeling warm inside.

As it was there was a feeling that

a silent metronome was beating

away in each head. The rhythm
in both groups, and especially the

Choir, was well maintained
throughout every number. But
there is something more to music
than churning out notes at the

right time.

After the first disappointment,

both groups seemed to forget that

they were at a concert and reverted

to singing or playing as at a re-

hearsal. Then, they put their hearts
into the music enabling the audi-

ence to hear (heir potentialities.

In the second grouping of

their selections the Choir instill-

ed a bit of excitment with Tye's
"Praise ye the Lord, ye Child-

ren" and again in the third

grouping's "Volga Boat Song",
where they exposed their great

dynamic range. In all numbers
the choir showed good blending

and balance of parts with a

strong base and proficient ten-

ors. It has the makings of an
excellent and compact group of

singers.

Special note should be made of

Margaret Frost's solo in "Thanks

be to Thee. O Lord". She has a

pleasant voice which blends nicely

with the choir in chorus work hut

complements it during the solo

passages.

The Wind Ensemble showed
its musical capabilities during
the second half of the program-
me especially during Debussy's
"Golliwogg's Cake-Walk", play-

ed lightly and gaily and with a

feeling of fun. There was a nice

bit of French Horn work

—

smooth and silky—in Raval's

"Pavane" which presented a

change from the Beep-beep ef-

fect in the previous Saint-Sains

piece, "The Elephant" from
"Carnival of Animals".

The group suffered to some
extent because of the difference in

ability between the two oboists.

Reginald Read played quite well

with the needed thin tone, but un-

fortunately Mary Taylor's lone had
a thicker quality and in some
answering passages created a
honking effect, so easy to produce

on an oboe without the exact

emboucher.

This group, as the choir, cxibited

fine blending and balance, and
shows great promise.

S. Darby

Jack and Jill were madly in
love—this was obvious as the
pair, fingers intertwined, jogged
up the hill to fetch a pail of

acqueous subsance of the form-
ula H.O, boiling point 212" F„
freezing at 32 F. Suddenly, at

the top of the hill, Jack threw
down the bucket made of fer-

rous material coated with zinc

by the process of galvanization,

and cried, "Jill, darling, I must
tell you this. I have an Oedipus
complex, which superin

poses my id over my ego against

the will of my super-ego; there-

fore, I love you, but I can't

marry you."

Whereupon the distraught un-

nursery tales for college students
:re mariJv in r„_*. t_ n i- ..fortunate threw himself down the

hill. Jill, choosing death rather
than life without Jack, leaped after

him.

Jack suffered a fractured scapula,

a lirnised phalange and hemor-
rhaging of the central area of the

medulla oblongta. Jill sustained a

compound fracture of the right

tibia and a chipped metatarsal bone.

Both incurred multiple contusions

and abrasions.

Neither were available for com-
ment following the incident.

* * *

Mary had a four-limbed mam-
mal of the genus Ovis which
liked to follow her to classes,

especially to her Phil. 1 course.

Mary failed her mid-term exam
in Logic, but the lamb got

thirty-eight out of fifty and went
on to become an assistant pro-

fessor in the philosophy depart-

ment of O.A.C. specializing in

existentialism.

* * *

Humpty Dumpty had positioned

himself in a prone position on a

wall, when a sudden gust of wind

caused by two converging low

pressure systems caused Humpty
to accede to the pull of gravity.

He tumbled to the ground, where

he was fragmentized into sub-

atomic particles.

Many mathematician?, physicists,

Anthony Armstrong-Jones and

even Swaps, tried to reconstruct

Humpty's former molecular struc-

ture, but they all failed.

So they used Humpty in a per-

fectly marvellous souffle.

* * *

Jack Sprat had a chronic con-

dition of the gall bladder where-
by his diet was limited to non-
fatty substances. His wife suf-

fered from a gastro-intestinal

disorder which prevented her

from partaking of carbonhyd-

rates and proteic substances

composed of amino acids. Both
decided the solution was to eat

at the Leonard Hall cafeteria.

Neither ever ate again.

Rick Malt

The Queen's Bands will hold a YULE

BALL this Saturday night at Grant Hall

from 9 to 12 p.m. This will be the lost

social event of the season ... fun and

prizes for all.

Arts '61 Year Parry in the Roy York to-

night, everyone welcome.

Arts '63 "Saint Nick's Nocturnal" at

the Liberal Hall tonight

Kingston Traditional Jazz Club ploys

Dixieland Jazz this, ond every Friday

night at the Orange Hall.

,E MILDEST
BEST-TASTING

CIGARETTE

Know the answer?
What's an eight-letter word which

reminds you of good taste, sparkle, lift?

The answer's easy—Coca-Cola of

course. No puzzle about why it'a so

popular ... no other sparkling drink

gives you so much good taste, so

much satisfaction. Yes, when you're

looking for refreshment,

the answer's always Coke!
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
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This Season's AMS Budget

QUEEN'S JOURNAL FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
25th

REVENUE
Student Fees

(3,095 @ $5.00)
Hoods and Gowns
Who's Where

t 15.475.00

1,000.00

100.00

$ 16.575.00

EXPENDITURES
Journal (3,095 @ J2.55) _$
CUP Conferences
Cheerleaders
Band
Office expenses and

honoraria
Tricolor Society Awards
Audit
NFCUS—delegates 5 150.00

—fees 1,467.75

Welcoming Committee
Composite and Pins
Color Night
Delegates
Grants and Loans
(200.00 United Nations Club
300.00 Debating Union
150,00 Drama Guild
50.00 Bridge Club
100.00 Mode! Parliament
200.00 Revue
250,00 WUS
50.00 Quarry
50.00 Fire Arts Committee

M i^ctllaneous ___

7.W2.2S
90.00

400.00
200.00

3,200.00

150.00

600.00

1,617.75

200.00
125,00

200.00

250.00

1,350,00

300.M

We Pass The Buck . . .

CFRC has asked the Journal to

make the following correction:

The Personality of the Week,
lotantlic's George Souihall, will be
interviewed on CFRC on Snlur-

day (not Friday) November 26,

at 7:30 p.m. We repeat . . . this

mistake was not made by the

Journal I

The Queen's Revue Guild lias

requested that we announce a
second correction. "Pay the Pip-
er" will be showing on February
(not January) 15, 17, and IS.

(Yes, we know we're the ones
who said that, but we were given
a written notice to that effect!)

CFRC SIGNPCST

*Thc lady of my love has caught
me talking to another

* *
HVith Slrcplion for yonr foe, no
doubt.

"I often think it's comical

lah, lah !

Look For The Bottles With
The Tartan Tops

JAMAICA DRY
GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI -COLA

ELDER'S BEVERAGES

St. (Spurge's

(ffatfjpdnd
(ANGLICAN)

KING STREET AT JOHNSON STREET

ADVENT I

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 27th
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion

(Canterbury Corporate Commu-
nion and Breakfast)

9:15 a.m. Choral Eucharist
Preacher: The Dean

1 1 :00 o.m. Sung Litany in Pro-

cession and Choral Eucharist
Preacher: The Rev. J. R. Neal

7:00 p.m. Evensong
Preacher: The Rev. J. R. Neal

Weekday Services:

Monday - Saturday: Holy Com-
munion, 7:45 a.m.; Wednesday,
The Feast of St. Andrew, Apostle
and Martyr, Holy Communion.
10:30 a.m.

Alt Students Welcome

?riday:

6:30—Tunc for Listening

7:00—Palladium Party
7:30—Campus Topics
7:35—Show Time —

Bells Arc Ringing
8.15—Queen's at Work

Dr. RiiKRles — Geography
8:30—In Recital

1 he Inter-Faculty Choir
'):(l(t—Concert Hall

I'diaikovsky — 1S1J Overture
Mendelssohn — Concerto in E
minor

Saint Sacns — Dnnsc Macabre
Grieg — ri.mo Concerto in A
minor

Mozart — Jupiter Symphony
II 00—Moonlight Melodies
12:00—Easy Terms

Saturday:

1:01)—Prelude to Opera
2:00— Opera House

Donizetti — Lucia dc
Laiuincrninor

5:00—Fun With Good Music
5:30—Good Listening

6:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—Old Favourites

7:30—Calendar and Personality

7:45—Jazz Steps Out
8:30—Pop Concert — featuring the

Hoffnung Music Festival

Concert
0:30—Music Roumi the World
10.00—Night Music
11:00— Music Beat
12:00—Starlight Serenade

Sunday:
9.00—Musical Panorama

Debussy — Children's Corner
Suite

Haydn —Organ Concerti
Berlioz — Roman Carnaval
Qverlurc

1:00—Mostly Music
1:30— Emission Francaisc

Iter* (ttijAtrrii
Sydenham »hd William sthekts

pastoral assistant
Rev Riley Smalley

organist and choirmaster
PR F. R. c. Clarke, fc.co

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 27TH

1 1 :00 o.m. Rev. Dr. E. Crossley

Hunter, Preacher

7:30 p.m. Rev. R. Smalley,

Preacher

8:45 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

all Young People

Everyone fVelcomc

If

one
student

had

300
Philips tape recorders

he could use each in a different way...
in many cases, to help with his studies!

Of course, he'd have a lot of Philips Tape
Recorders left over. Actually, one machine
would do the trick . . . aS we prove in our
famous booklet "300 Tested Uses for a Philips
Tape Recorder".

Learn how a Philips Tape Recorder can help
you m your studies ... and for years following
graduation. Ask for our booklet at your dealer,
or write Philips Electronics Industries Ltd.,
116 Vanderhoof Ave., Toronto 17, Ontario!

takes the time to build the best

Friday

:

S.C.M. party, everybody welcome, in

East Common Room of Leonard Hall,

at 8:30. Don't miss it!

Dixieland Ja/.z this and every Friday
at Kingston Traditional Jazz Club,

Orange Hall, 388 Princess Street, 9:30

to 1 a.m. Danceahle Blues by the Lime-
stone City Jazz Baud. Special Student
rales.

Tricolor Toques? Yes. Tricolor To-
ucs.

Arts '61, the biggest, best year party

yet! It's to-night in the Roy York.
9-1 a.m. Come as you wish. Everyone
welcomed. Only 30c a head. Come one!
Come all!

Tu-night is the night for the big

Arts '63 orgy. "Saint Nick's Noctur-
nal". The scene of the bash is Liberal

Hall from 9-1, Dancing, food, and lots

of Christmas Spirit. Stag or drag, for

/5c. Tickets from the executive or at

[he door. Come out and see Santa!

Saturday:

Queen's Bands Yule Ball. Last dance
of the season. Fun and prizes. Grant
Hall, 9-12 p.m.

Sunday:

To supporters and interested persons
— our first visit to Rockwood will be
made this Sunday. We will be leaving

in ears from Adelaide Hall at 2:30 p.m.
Help would be appreciated from both

fellows and girls who are concerned
with mental illness, and what can be
done to help those in the hospital.

This is a learning experience for both
you and the patients.
— Because of the tournament with
members from the Picton Club, tbere
will be no regular badminton Ibis

Sunday afternoon.

A discussion group will be held in

McNeill House, North bouse common
room at 9 p.m. It will be led by Dr.

Bessette who gave the Prophetic Pro-

file lecture on Sartre.

HUlel House, 8 p.m. Speaker: D.

Wcfes - liasmarin. Topic: Marx,

l
;reud, and Bergson.

Canterbury: Communion breakfast

,vill be held at St. George's Cathedral

it 8 a.m. Everybody welcome.

Newman Club: Newman Kite at 8

>.ni. in tbe Jeanne Mance Nurses' Res

idence on Brock St. All Catholic stud

cuts are asked to bring their student

friends to the discussion groups. It's

only when young people, such as our-

selves, come to these discussions with

an honest and curious mind, that wc
can bope to realize the acquisition of a

balanced education. Please make an

effort to attend. Tbe monthly Newman
mass for the students will also be this

Sunday, in St. James' Chape! at 9:30.

Rt. Rev. J. S. Hanley, editor of the

Canadian Register, will be the guest

speaker at the Communion Breakfast

after the mass.

Queen's Unveil

'Big Eye^Toni
gl

e Ob-

Monday:

S.C.M.: Visit to House of Providen-

ce: Christmas party (I hour). Meet at

Union, Co-ed Lounge, 6:10.

Queen's Biochemical-Biophysical
Society will meet on Monday at 9:00

p.m. in committee room I of the Stud-

ents' Union. Program include televi

sion film entitled, "The Strand of Life"

All welcome.

Tonight at 8 p.m. th

tory in Ellis Hall will be
Dr. C. S. Beale, the

Astronomer from Ottaw
'

cut the ribbon, in the pre S[!

'
*

Dr. Mackintosh, a nuttik^''

Trustees, and members of §
ecutive committee of the j

5l

tional Astronomical
Um'oi,^

Douglas, and Dr. Joseph H a

'
1

Prof. Thomas Gold
world-famous cosmo!

°gist,

(Sfmlmrrs

llmlFti (USjurrlj

EARL AND BARR1E STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D.
MINISTER

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 27TM

11:00 a.m. Preparation for

Advent

7:30 p.m. What Being a
Protestant Means

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

4 very cordial invitation to all

Queen's Students.

World Missions Study: 'Today: a

Challenge to my Faith, led by Mrs. J.

Coleman, at 4.30 in committee room 2
of the Union.

Duplicate Bridge Club: 206 Conces-
sion Street, meets every Monday al

7:30 p.m. Queen's Staff and students

are especially welcome. Reservations
are not necessary. Mrs. Mary Edney at

8-7617 can arrange for a partner.

Archers: It's time to begin warming
up for indoor archery. Target is al-

ways set up in the gymnasium gallery.

Tickle is in the equipment room, tapes
of tbe floor mark 40. 30, and 20 yards.
Tournament right after Christmas.

deliver a lecture on "The q
of the Solar System", in ^ *

Hall Auditorium at 8:30
pr]|

The new Cassegrainian r
scope has a 15" reflecting

with a 3" finder telescopc aJ
6" guide. As most of the »

will he done photographij
the telescope is equipped
two cameras.

The two main attachments-

a photoelectric system, u se(]

ticularly for measuring the int

sity of stars, and a spectrogi^

for resolving the elements

produce light.

The telescope will be u se(j'

teaching both at the undergo!
ato and postgraduate levels

can be used for research in li

f
-J

astronomy and can observe J
jects ten million light years awr|

from Earth.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinner a

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

There's something special

about dU MAURIER
says FRED DAVIS

TV's top panel moderator

"As a du MAURIER smoker, I know what
satisfaction means. It's the feeling I get
when I light up a du MAURIER and taste that
chotce Virginia tobacco. And the "Millecel"
super filter is the finest yet developed."

du MAURIER #P
a

.

really milder high grade VirginTo Oaare^
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Food Problem
(continued from page 1)

0blem,
Dr. Campbell moved to

Pr

ipss conventional consider-

jtions.

If there were a source of cheap

energy-
the conversion of salt-

water to fresh water would be-

come practical and would revol-

utionize the concepts held today.

Also, were it commonly practised,

as
experiments have shown can

be done, that sawdust be convert-

ed to sugar molasses and food for

available yeast forms, the impact

would be tremendous. This is

noW done at a cost of 10c per

pound of edible yeast.

What, then, is the basic prob-

lem? The paradox of burning ag-

ricultural surplus while others

starve elsewhere in the world

seems hard to accept.

The aim of our foreign aid pro-

grams should be, stressed Dr.

Campbell, to increase productiv-

ity of all natures; capital goods,

consumer goods, and food. He, as

Dr. Keyfitz in the preceding lec-

ture, stated that a give-away pro-

gram is not the answer, for it is

politically, economically, and so-

cially harmful to the recipient as

well as to the donor.

To fill the gap between Can-
ada's "Dynamic Economy" and
the underdeveloped nations, in-

dustrialization to the point of pro-

ducing some articles for trade is

of prime importance. Food pro-

duction is no less emphatically
needed.

;

t3t" h3S *n advantage . It is ableto channel the profits fr0m bu£B«s to caprtal production for fu--e use, whereas democ
tend more towards th
of luxunes and consumer goods
with prof.ts. Collective farmi

'

solves the vast problems of demo
crac1Cs in plans of mass education
and replacement of traditional
methods in agriculture.

Dr. Campbell expressed hope
that the problems of limited land
and mcreasing population, would
be overcome by orthodox and un-
orthodox methods of agricultural
development, and that Canada
a country with no world axe topnd" might accept a role of

leadership in the forwarding of
our available aid and knowledge
to the unproductive nations.

QUEEN'S JOURNAL
Page5

STEAM SHOVEL

Classified

both fields, the totalitarian

*When you're lying awake with a
dismal headache .

Lost
One bbek leather lined sieve and

Winter is coming. When? o„ Monday

Si Cathcd«' School andBoucher House. Anyone knowing
whereabouts of *a id hand-protector
please call 6-0752,
One brown leather wallet about a

n
g
-u-
m the vici""y of the New

-Arts Building or Duniim« Hall — con-
tact

T, ,
Typing

theses and lecture notes, etc. Stan-
dard Rates. Mrs. Pegler. 6-7692.

Newspaper
Any students tnterjstcd in subscri-

bing to the student newspaper of Lake-
Head Lollege, please get in touch with
the college at Port Arthur. Ontario.

Announcement
The secret is out! Friends wish to

congratulate Mis, Nancy Sterne and
Mr. Sseymour Hamilton on their enga-
gement. The secret was discovered this
week at the Gulda concert when a slip
of the tongue exposed the couple. They
had not intended to announce their
ngagement until the New Year

OVER -STOCKED SALE
AT

STAN'S REG'D
523 Princess Street1

All Wool Tweed Sports Jackets, Reg. $27.50 —
Sale Price Only $18.95

We carry a large selection of Men's Dress Trousers — All
Sate Priced.

Save money on Shorts and Tops — T-Shirrs — Socks —
Dress and Sport Shirts — Corduroy Jackets and Black Watch
Jackets.

^ that did rer
^ ^ frivolit>' at ba* h of hig«cst

Did scr h °
P
r
5SagC

° E three da-vs of ^ ^ recover:

a .

SCnbc awal« on morn of tueAnd a,r was cold and nose was blue,
With feet moving double quick.
DKlmush his way to cav of nic.And Marion, feeling jubilation,
Did offer-up congratulation.

For greater, greatest, finest smash.
Did mark- the way of greatest bash.A bash that did be so supreme,
lhat stress on roof did be extreme
And beam?, did come apart at scamz
As party passed scribe's wildest dream,.

to one who
in

r

StrUCt SCI"
ibe

*° e*tend "let**™ <* &.t orderto one who was of most import in orgy-nization of such fab-u-lusfh)

that m~ f

brC '

S r3ngerS
- - ed lauer

"
M«de did request

award b "I*
"der be preS£nted to -ame. This

(OH VFfWm M
fd

r
° f HiSheSt Variety F°r J°b Wel1 D™'

rlili) I
Ma 'de did also ask that aw«d be made to

fPUR°I WTf
'F°r UndistinSuished Barfing About Room':

(P.U.B.A.R.), for their part in the bash.
Maide did express great pride in men of Au, for many did show

judgement of h.ghest calibre in employing rails of Fe and Stone
ot Fire to transport babz 0f choice dimensions from land of kin
where al babz are not witchz. And was great tradition of bash
upheld in only select lemonz being present.

Maide did elevate shovel and with great grinding of -earz
offer the gaelz of Au tcarz of saleen for losing cup of yate.
^Scribe did inform Maide of farce of week past called: 'lemonz

AMS Budgets Of 1959 And 1960
AMS STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSESFOR YEAR ENDING AUGUST 31 196*

REVENUE

Fees
Studej.l Act-ltV including social

'

1 L."Hoods and Gowns, less amortization
Mortar Boards
Journal

Tricolor prior year
Tricolor current year
Band _T

™"
Who's Where

\

"

Sundry
Dividend — London Lite Insurance, Company '.

TOTAL REVENUES ...

Year ending August 3 tat

»S91960

7,175.65

4.056. SS
972.80
163.00

U.2S3.09
201.33

11,100.61

3.875.20
2.418.2=

413.40
nit

S 43.634.1

$ 6,S3L.»S

4,620.58
949.49

480.00
13,430.79

519.05

11.184 30
2,507.80

2,431.38

890.3#
7,540.81

S 51.431.35

c EXPENSES
Students activities, including social „ ',

NFCUS
VPCnSCS ,,onorar '3 -

Journal
.

,

'"

Tricolor current year . n
~

Band, including depreciation
Paid Queen's University te Health Plan

im. Q !V;!
:n

'

s Unive"Ity r^ Health Office ciuipmentwho* Where expenses __

Sundry
Sundry, re previous years _
TOTAL EXPENSES
Excess of expenses over revenue
Excess of revenue over expenses

NET TOTALS
.

6.641,49

3,719.43

I-.72I.2S

13,294.21

10.837.7!

4.339.25

77J.90
r-1

2.i 39.48

650.30

43.50

8,011.00

2,742.27
1.432.65

13,589.09

9,947,52

3,683.64
904 20

1.165.31

1.867.68

862-24

5 44,210.52 S 44,205.60
57S.64

7.22S.7S

J 4J.6J4 .88 S 5i.431.3S

chance to get even.' Scribe did note that all men of Au were subjected
to chasing by lemonz and, as same were not of highest quality babz
as babz from land of kin. did men of Au be disappointed. Maide did
pass tip great cloudz of vap-or-o-us H,0 and announce that the
lemonz had not improved over the passage of many, many winters
and as such should men of Au be accustomed to sourness of lemonz.

And did fox. being of brown colour by nature, jump over dog,
being indolent and who had not yet recovered from great bash.

£t. Anbmn'e
PrnfagtrrUm ffllrurrlj
PniNcess and CLeaor streets
Rev max v. Putnam, b.a.

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 27TH

":00 a.m. Morning Worship
Enlarged Work

7 :00 p.m. St. Andrew's
Service

Sermon: "Andrew — a fisher-
man at heart"

8 -15 p.m. Youth Fellowship
T°Pic: What is eternal life

__j^<er: Dr. Harkness

^ C°»'e and Worship

*t. aiamra' OJljurrJj
Union Stbect. ay the campus

ECT°R; Rev
. DESMOND C, HUNT

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 27th

:°° o m. Holy Communion

" °0 o.m. Morning Prayer

''^
P-m - Evening Prayer

8:]
5 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Cordial Welcome to all
.^tedents atid Nurses

(fueen Stmt
MniUb Cffffitrrii

Cohneh Clsfiqt and Queem sr«eer*

Rev E W. HOWTON. B.A,, S.O.

MINISTER

SUNDAY

10:45 a.m. Sunday School

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young People
j

Making Plans for the Future?
SUN LIFE ASSURANCE

COMPANY OF CANADA offers

many types of careers to college

graduates. For mathematics special-

ists there is a career in the actuarial

field; actuaries devise life insurance

plans and compute benefits. For

those who have studied economics,

there is a future in investment work;

investment personnel are responsible

for investing Sun Life's %2 lA billion

of assets. For those graduating in

arts or commerce, there is a wide

field which includes accounting.

general administration and sales

and sales management.

Sun Life is one of the great life

insurance companies of the world.

Salaries compare favourably with

those in other careers, and each

individual's progress is reviewed

every year with salary increases based

upon merit. A generous employee

benefit program provides employees

with major medical and life insurance

as well as a very attractive pension

plan. All promotions are made from

within the Company.

For further derails con-

cerning a career with

Sun Life, talk to one of

the Company's Person-

nel officials when he

visits your campus on

NOVEMBER
28th and 29th

SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY

ifc i , 1 1 1 n— 111

: OF CANADA
First policy .ssuad: IBTt

Growing in

popularity

Cnmpus
Always in stock at your Quonna

University Tochnical Supply Stor«

Book refills . . . wire bound
note books and refills . . .

loose-leaf fillers . . .

exercise books . . . scrapbookj

and specialties

GAGE STATIONERY
A DIVISION OF W. J. CAGE LIMITED

fOKONTO • MOHTMAl • WWNIttO • VAKCO'JVW
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GAELS OPEN AGAINST HEATERS TONIGHT Cons*
Uil<"

Gaels vs. Heaters

The big event of the week-end
takes place in the gymnasium to-

night as the Gael's basketball

team plays their first exhibition

game against the National Cham-
pion Bordeaux Heaters.

The Queen's Tricolor would
like to begin the season on the

right foot this year and of course

the players will be giving every-

thing in order to survive the

eventual paring down that will

lake place. Frank Tindall will be

watching carefully to determine

what kind of team we will have,

so plan to be there to watch what
should be an exciting tilt.

That same night the Intermed-

iates will be playing the B'nai

B'rilh, who currently are alone in

first place in Kingston. B'nai

B'rith feature several Queen 'smcu

on their roster: Steve Safe, Roger
Walters, Gary Gregson, and John
Tavcl are very talented boys for

the visitors. B'nai B'rith is coach-

ed by Ted Tevon, who formerly

attended this university.

Grunts - - Groans

Queen's is looking forward to a

successful year at the ancient

sport of wrestling. The many fine

prospects who have turned out

include Tome Verabioff, John De
La Verne and Ken Eseltine. Prac-

tices are held everyday under the
direction of two coaches who
guarantee that there will be no
waiting.

The mats are soft, the action is

absolutely unrehearsed.

Should We Ban Boxing?

WOW! Look at those gams. Too bad the Intercollegiate Swim meet for girls isn't being held here.

Intercollegiate Swim Team
Leaves Today For Montreal

This week-end, Queen's Gals travel to Montreal for the inter-
collegiate swim meet, featuring Toronto, Western, Queen's and host
McGill. Synchronized and diving competitions will be held Friday
evening while the speed swimming will be contested on Saturday.

Representing Queen's in the synchronized will be Ruth Corden
in singles and Marilyn Tigbe and Sandy Blaine in doubles. Divers
will be Jean Kronberg and Sandy Blaine, while figures will feature
Ruth Corden and Marilyn Tigbe.

In (lu- speed swimming, the Tricolor is upheld by a strong team
of nine: Ruth Corden, Gail Mewhinney, Brenda Bradley, Diane
Matheson, Peggy Silipharet. Gill Holland, Mary Johnston, Ann
Parish, and Janet McRae. The single events will be butterfly, back
crawl, and freestyle (50 yds. and 100 yds.) while team events are
200 yd. medley relay and 200 yd freestyle relay.

SUCCESSand .

SMSFflC !

Success and satisfaction, that is what many
Arts, Commerce and Engineering graduates

have found at IBM.

Some of them are Systems Specialists, others are
Technical Consultants, Applied Scientists, Program
Planners and Sales Representatives. Each position
requires a different type of personality and educa-
tional background. Each job is interesting, challeng-
ing and well paid.

IBM operating procedures and policies affecting
human relations ... its extensive company financed
employee benefits . . . all add immensely to the
(satisfaction of a job at IBM.

To learn abotil a successful

career with satisfaction

write for this booklet.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES COMPANY LIMITED Tn« *
Sun Life Building, Montreal, Quebec XDJVL
EtuUm Dtstriet Manager—J. B. Tapsell

Skating And Bows

Are you a male looking for a

challenge, for something new, ex-

citing and different? Ice Revue
has the answer to your problem.

We are looking for any males on

campus who possess figure skates

or who would be interested in a

comic routine (playing thin men
opposite our fat ladies).

Practices are held at the Jock
Harty Arena on Tuesday nights

from 10-11 p.m. and Sunday from
12-2 p.m. All males welcome. We
also need interested female skat-

ers for the annual show to be
held on Saturday, Feb. 25. 1961.

There has been more confused

thinking about the legitimacy of

boxing than any other single is-

sue in sports. Radio commentar-

ies. TV panels and newspaper ar-

ticles spill out misconceptions, so-

called medical facts which sup-

port one side or the other and

just plain prejudice. But Andy
O'Brien is guilty of another and

more serious offence: he attempts

to mislead the reader by false in-

ference.

Mr. O'Brien attempts to con-

nect the tragic death of Charles

Mohn Jr. with McGill's with-

drawal from Intercollegiate Box-

ing. The situation at McGill was
described as "formerly a strong-

hold of intercollegiate boxing"-

vent. It was cruel, stupid

morally wrong. But Mr. O'Bri^

u„;

°f th (

did not tell us this side

situation, the half-truth made
better story.

It is interesting to note
that

boxing has been omitted from
tl

sport's program for only one
year

This does not indicate any
rea j

objection to the 'injury threat' on
principle or that there is any ser

ious moral objection. It seem
more likely an attempt to clej

some of the supervisional dead

wood and to give the students

and athletic board a chance
i 0

think. Furthermore, moral

siderations do not last for

postponement 1

Mr. O'Brien also did

COli.

year's

not
tell

lat was at least ten years ago "s or did not bother to find o ul

For A Sure Tomorrow
. . . Insure Today

mr. i. d. Macintosh
OFFICE LI 2-4973
HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
Insuianci Company

HOME OfflCE-TOHONTO, CANADA

and their decision actually was
from "lack of interest". As a for-

mer McGill Intercollegiate Box-

ing Competitor, I know that there

was lack of interest from the

coach (and this was a dangerous

thing) right down to the apathe-

tic student body. There was little

supervision, hard training or ser-

ious instruction. At the last as-

sault, when McGill failed to enter

three weight categories and did

enter three boys who were com-
pletely out of shape (the heavy-
weight contender, if he could be
called that, had trained for one
week and went in to face former
champion, Mike Woolgar) it was
time to take very serious action.

Such irresponsibility on the part

of the coach, handlers, and ath-

letic authorities at McGill is ask-
ing for the very mismatches that

they say they were trying to pre-

HeV< uin&

f prof. W.

prd
note. 1

if*
Dean of

professoi

Spirit of ad

I To begir

rfiocracy, i

"utional De

This i

; a maxi

World a

liiui

miik

Fret

traO''

lhrt»v

" he sai

of eco;

(since it was not helpful to his

article) that Mr. Bill Mowat,
a

student and boxing enthusiast
at

McGill, was given some consid-

eration by Mr. Griffiths in his at- ^
tempts to revive boxing this year

but when his attempts fell short

of the "necessary" enthusiasm,

the lock was then turned on the

boxing trunk.

I accuse McGill of not applying

the "utmost precautions" in their

boxing program and they had

every right to be uneasy. They

have been lucky in avoiding ac-

cidents if heavy-weight Sass Kaz-

zani's broken nose and concussion 1

not called an accident. They

asked for a mismatch and they re-

ceived it. This cannot be held
I

against boxing but against its

mismanagement.

To be continued: "the injury-

I moral objection and confusion."

EXPORT
PLAIN OR FILTER TIP

CIGARETTES

m BUM '-< 'M. 1 | .11

|

36mas Cards
NOW ON SALE I

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

All-ln-One
Your cutomobiles, dwelling, cottage, household contents, jewels,

furs, fine orts, boots, personal liability. All may be insured on

One policy with six months, a year or three years to pay.

Office:

105 Brock St.

LI 8-3271

ASK

JACK WAUGH
GENERAL
INSURANCE

Residence:

143 Churchill Cresc.

LI 6-6933

©Id mm g>teak House
- SPECIALIZING IN -

CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS
served with desserts like Apple- pon-dowdy
DINNER SERVED FROM 4 P.M. TO 12 P.M.

DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAY
For Reservations Dial LI 2-9048

5 Miles East of Kingston, on Highway No. _
Eat under candlelight by the stone fireplace cud old mill wheel
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pJlMcGill ConferenceReports On Democracy
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leaders in interparty coin petition." Professor F
El \v3tl<ins made this statement in his speech at the nnm -

^CSSi°^f

2l

he MCGHI C°nfCrenCC
°" W°r,d Affa- 2

rof.
VVatkins, professor of Political Science at- - —.—'vi»v>. a l Yale was thp

, o[
three

speakers at the plenary sessions of the conference He
i(o

,lowed by Prof Henry A. ^ss,nger
, Assodate D ^

',
ard

Centre for International Affairs and a po]itica i h
™

note.
Third speaker was Max Lerner, author and journalist

Dean of Graduate studies at Brandeis College,

professor Lerner, in contrast to Dr. Kissinger's objective eriti
America's foreign policies, roused his listeners with Z
appeal against materialistic exstence. "Instead of power

of

fitment ;
Mislead of prestige, self knowledge

;
instead of security

'

rit of adventure and risk", he urrreri.

tiie conference's

urged,

consideration of North American
Professor Watkins, pointed out that the aims of Con-

To begin

n
iocracv, F*«" — ~> «ul mac me
Lnal Democracy and the Soviet People's Democracy were the

This aim is to achieve control over man's environment to
, a maximum of material opportunity. It is the methods of the

. World and the Soviet that are different. "The 'People's Demo...... * wjjic i I

,

he said, believes in direction by experts to achieve the
of economic inequality."

ConrnmnisnTtoday
311

^p!? f
*arly re!i

fi
ions to the position of

he stated. P 'C do not k™w what they are not told",

Hie methods of*!",' «rw?
CO'°nial "gimes would tend t0 adopt

their aims. The small S * De™ocracies". In an attempt to achieve

^e only ones caoabl Tk ^
° f eduCated ***** bclieve *** are

become traitors "Thi „
b

.

rinpne abo"t progress and all others

he said.
" S tlle Pattern of newly-liberated countries",

difficul^anVffX" ZTZTn ^ Said
'

"
In tWS Ped°d ° f

Me must live in a worhTof Z^7 " " perfecti°n '

as we wish them to £
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8 ^ ^1^°""' ^
with each other."
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3
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that there is 12? -
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u " uliex'Die plan m which_^^>bcl^ will not have to be changed "simply

QUEEN'S

because the Sov.et Union will not accept it." Commenting on presentAmerican policy, he criticized the attention given to details; "thatnaymg a conference becomes an end in itself. American policy is
not clear on exactly what it is trying to achieve, and is therefore
rigid on its old positions, he added.

Dr. Kissinger also suggested that American diplomats shouldmake a career of international affairs. He said that he saw oldermen coming into world politics because it "was easier than industry",
while Russian diplomats are trained from youth.

Max Lerner, in the third evening's address, told the session
that he was more interested in the things on which a nation thrives
than on which it dies. He warned that in the present day, the
unthinkable" could happen, giving German concentration camp, as
a recent example of the "unthinkable".

Mr. Lerner suggested that North Americans should be noted by
a national purpose. Three things were needed for this movement-
the elan, a realization of the national problems, "a national enemy"'
the elite, the creative elements of the democracy that could lead the
masses to new ideas, and finally an ethos of national values. "Com-
munism has its ethos, which is different to ours," Mr. Lerner stated.

He suggested that narrow elements in society were crippling the
American ethos. This ethos was based in the motives that led to
the War of independence, the Declaration and the Defense of the
Rights of Man. Prof. Lerner stressed the optimistic side of life
and described a true appreciation of living as necessary today.
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Susie-Q Competition
Ashcanned By Levana

4

Need 3 Hours To
Send Our Telegram

The longest message ever to be

:ent on direct teletype from

WE DIDN'T WIN the Intercollegiate Football title this time, but we remain as prejudiced
ggpver about the merits of this campus. Above is a delayed tribute to this year's sparkplugs of that

P"°us Queen's school spirit: left to right, Mike Zagrodney, Anne Johnston, Fran Robertson, Sue
g*ald, Brian Lever, Bob Crown, Ann Parish, Sandy Blain, Sue Stevens, Bill Murphy. Missing is
Anne Groves.

McGill Raps West's Policies
By Michael White

ngston was the 2071-word tele-

gram sent by Queen's to Ottawa
Rough Rider players Ron Ste-

wart, Lou Bruce, and Gary Sch-
reider, to cheer them on to Grey
Cup victory.

Prior to this remarkable event,

the wire service had been used

for news stories only. The good
wishes took three hours to con-

vey (from 9 p.m. to midnight

Thursday).

Nationwide TV coverage was
given the stunt and the Canadian

Press, the CBC news, and all

local agencies were included. The
CNR Magazine will carry the

story in the next issue.

The most interesting signature I

on the telegram was perhaps
j tne

An extremely subjective Report

By Stewart Smith

Levana woke up ! Finally, after many years of criticism, Susie-Q
Week competition has been canned. Mass production methods have
been given the heave-ho in preference to more intimate social
customs.

To a packed Levana Society

general meeting, Barb Robb, thi

year's Susie-Q Week chairman
presented three recommenda-

1 ure.

tions: 1. abolish the competition,

and the money jars; 2, donate
dance proceeds to the AMS Build-

ing Fund, and 3. keep Susie-Q

Week one week lone.

girl's eyes showed some would
initiate this plan in the near fut-

Com

fosubjeT
° f fOUrth McGUl Unive"ity Conference on World Affairs held in Montreal last week

Fou]

munism knows where it is going. Do we of the free world? This issue added weight to

f erence oi

f the North American Society.was "Democracy in a changing world
days of student study[PS and addresses by key in-

r^n » ,'«» wound up Thurs-

| '7nS with a panel discus-

io^S
111^'8 own hotbed of

% of r
COntrov"sy, the Prov-

Ip-i"
b

s

e

;h

Atop fre inm was the now celebrated

K " rurd Dion, co-author of
r^etiens et l es Elections."

Lour'*
and Elections >-

Hn»...
professor Michael

study

0 opened the discussic
* citing Canada's good

J*

have two divergent

nation. While

model of democracy, Prof. Oliver

said that he saw hope for a more

democratic Quebec in the prov-

ince's increasing industrialization.

Prof. Frederick Watkins, Prof.

H. A. Kissinger and former jour-

nalist Max Lerner were guest

speakers at the conferences' three

evening sessions. Each with his

own brand of international philos-

ophy, the speakers aimed criti-

cism and very occasionally praise

at Americans, American policy

and Americanism.

Students' groups, numbering
not been a ten to twelve members of differ-

ent universities took over with

discussions during the mornings

and afternoons of the conference.

Once the air had been cleared

of opposing meanings of such

broad terms as democracy, social-

ism and government control; stu-

dent panels were able to turn the

basic subject of North American

democracy into forums on a var-

iety of subjects.

The presence of American stu-

dents from Cornell, Columbia, the

United States Naval College and

West Point added to the value of

the arguments.

"XYV Home Brew Ale", which

was interpolated when the tape

broke part way through the send-

ing and exclaimed "VXX". The

sender could think of no better

way to get the wire set up again

than to turn the signal into a

signature.

Supposedly the repository of

reaction, Levana showed great

progressive tendencies in passing

the three suggestions with little

comment. Nothing was heard

from the young lass who took out

41 boys in one week — perhaps

her competitive spirit had been

dulled by her dangerously de-

creasing bank balance, Macdon-
nell House, this year's winners of

much-sought after Susie-Q

There was a short discussion

on whether the money jars should

be retained. In the course of this,

one girl brought wails of delight

hv suggesting that if girls wished

a keep the jars, they should con-

tribute according to the quality of

the date — a nickel for a pill, a
quarter for a real lium-dinger!

Queen'smen will indeed be pleased

to learn of this humanitarian step

by the Levanites. No more will

the timid freshman live in constant

terror of some loud sophctte phoning

to ask him out.

Six groups were formed from

the 70-odd student delegates and

observers at the conference. Rep-

resentatives of the Political

Science faculties of McGill. Mont-

real University, and other mem-
bers of University staffs acted as

moderators.

Five students represented

Queen's University at the confer-

ence. Delegates were Stewart

Smith, and Eli Rabin and official whether it was Susie-Q Week or

observers included Syd Overall, not; Such revolutionary thoughts

Byron Spencer and Michael
I brought a slight murmur of dis-

Cup stayed silent over in a corner

and thought ruefully perhaps of

the wasted time this year.

The original purposes of the

Week were upheld — for girls to

meet strange but interesting men,

and for girls to repay their escorts

of the fall. It was pointed out that

these original purposes had been

perverted, that instead of the girl

treating the guy as she would
have him treat her, the boy recei-

ved ten minutes of her valuable

time plus one scalding cup of

coffee.

One young lady suggested that

if a floor wanted to meet some in-

teresting specimens of masculin-

ity, it should phone the men

White. approval, but the gleam m certain

Talent Show
In its relentless quest for

money, the AMS Building

Fund Committee has ar-

ranged for a campus talent

show to be held January 12,

the night before Snowball

Weekend.

If you are a capable, ex-

perienced elocutionist, per-

forming bear, or schofar

player, either you're not

reading this or you're ex-

tinct. But if you can twang
a uke or sing a song; if you
have an idea for a skit or a

bit, then drop in for a few

minutes and talk to George

Pike, at Leonard Hall, OR
phone him at 296 OR go to

Convocation Hall on Mon-
day, December 5 at 7 :30 p.m.

and audition.

CLUB'S I0LAHTHE - DEC. 1-2-3
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This Sterile Outpost
Why docs Canada still bother with the British Monarchy?

Is it because our parliamentary system will not work without a
monarch? Hardly. The Governor-General, after assuming another
title, could quite easily perform all his present constitutional func-
tions without the dubious assumption that he in any way represents
the British monarch. Certainly, whatever virtues exist in our present
system of government could be retained without keeping the empty
shell of an outmoded form like monarchy.

Some might contend that we need the monarchy as a symbol,
as a proper object for our patriotic emotions. But the Queen, attrac-
tive as she may be, is not a Canadian. If she symbolizes anything for
us. it is the United Kingdom, which is a foreign power. Surely if

Canada is ever to deserve the title of nation, she must develop 'her
own national symbols.

Still, you will say, the Queen symbolizes more than the United
Kingdom, She symbolizes the Commonwealth and the cultural
unity of British civilization wherever it exists in the world. But the
various and exceedingly varied nations of the Commonwealth are
growing farther and farther apart in their ideas and cultural patterns
as time goes on. This is natural and desirable. After all, what is
the Commonwealth anyhow but the lingering phantom of a dead
empire? We are willing to admit for the benefit of the anglopliiles
of Kmgston that it is remotely possible that the British Empire
may once have been a useful political structure. This, however,
does not alter the fact that it is today as dead as a doornail. Why
should we waste any more of our valuable time and energv in
worshipping its memory?

Canada is, after all. in North America. If we displayed a greater
awareness of this simple geographical fact, we would be considerably
better off. We might never lose our traditionally colonial mentality,
but we could at least have the sense to be colonial in a way that will
accomplish something. Indeed, Canada would be better advised to
join the United States, a young, dynamic and vital society, than to
remain a sterile outpost of tired, old, Tory Britain,

This Sterile Evergreen
The Warm November sun now shines down on the garishness

of lights, tin foil, and assorted shapes of decaying pieces of ever-
green. In our opinion, the Christmas decorations that have been al-
lowed to desecrate the true meaning of this religion occasion in our
Canadian cities are better fit for garbage.

Largely without taste, the glitter and shine of decorations, erect-
ed long before the proper time in order to boost sales, is an obvious
manifestation of a materialistic society whose ethics are mostlymeaningly It will only be a short time before Christmas mean,
rece.v.ng gifts, mcreasing profits, a rest from school . . . and nothing
else I

&

For God's sake
. . . and that of his Son . . . let us maintain a true

spirit of the season and not use it as a mere adverting campaign
along second rate Madison Avenue lines.

This Sterile Pen
One of the most indicative contributions to any society is madeby the arts, in particular literature. The Journal has never claimed

to be a masterpiece of literature but it does do all in its power toencourage those budding intellectuals (or pseudo-intellectuals) ofQueens to express themselves via the printed word
With this in mind there has been established a great trust fund

to be administered by the Journal Foundation with the object of
further..,B creative writing on this campus. The first (and last)grant by this Foundat.on will be made in connection with a Christ-mas wntmg contest it is sponsoring through its propaganda organ.he Queen's Journal. Prose. Poetry

; Beat. Conservative (or Liberal" :

Short, Long; Fat, Thin; English. French; Original, Plagiarized
writings are acceptable.

i*bi*™«u
,

First prize is fifteen dollars (1.567,987.678.897 rubles) and a
free tr.p ,o the top of Grant Hall Tower for two. The runner-up

arv t ekZ «
d<

?

,,a"
(
.

U03 AmCriCai1 P™-> * complimei!

the Great r r '"f^""
For™ 1

-
Enter now and contribute to

h Great Canadian Culture. Become famous . . . ge . your name inthe Journal. I anonymous members of the English Depart-ment who w.ll judge this contest. DEADLIN E TOMORROW!

2uate<L . . .

"Vice loses half its evil by losing all its grossness."

Edmund Burke

Letters To The Editor

Literary Thieves Love A Hoax

'God is subtle, but he is not malicious.'

Albert Einstein

Editor, Journal:

Recently many books have some-

how been disappearing from the

Reading Room of the Douglas

Library.

Queen's students should be con-

siderate enough of the other mem-
bers of their classes to leave the

books in the Reading Room rather

than sneaking them out. But some
students have proved conclusively

by their actions that they cannot

be trusted.

Therefore a system of policing

seems necessary in our library. The
Redpath Library at McGill has a

man checking books and parcels

of students leaving the Reading

Room.

It seems a pity that such a

system be initiated at Queen's, but

the present situation is deplorable.

Byron Spencer

Rocking Roll

Editor, Journal:

In Defence of Rock and Roll

;

Since Sunday last when I cross-

ed my Rubricon by officially an-

nouncing to the Journal that I

was serious about starting a Rock
and Roll Club on campus, I have
been called everything from saint

to hypocrite.

Yet on Thursday night twenty
individuals turned out for our first

meeting; mind you it takes quite a

bit of courage to admit that you
enjoy jiving. There seems to be
some superstition that, when you
come to Queen's you stop jiving

and start drinking. Nothing could
be further from the truth ! Like it

or not we are the Rock and Roll

generation and no matter how old
we are in years we cannot escape
this fact. All of us grew up through
the fabulous fifties and a new tra-

dition in music grew tip with us.

Sure Rock and Roll sounds bar-
baric to the strictly classical fan,

but so does Dixieland, Bop, and
yes, even progressive jazz.

It has been argued that Rock
and Roll is a dying rage and with
this argument I most fully agree.
The rage is dying

; in fact it's dead,
but the music isn't and will likely
live on for quite sometime. You
see Dixieland was once a rage but
the rage is now dead. However
do you for a moment believe

Editor, Journal:

As a result of a classified ad

appearing in last Thursday's

Journal, whose intent was fraudu-

lent, (i.e. it was a hoax), our

privacy has been invaded by a

rush of reporters, a flood of frus-

trated freshettes, frantic phone

calls from furious friends. Indeed,

this has been mildly disturbing !

However, we should like to

acknowledge a few of the more
illustrious people who took time to

send tn congratulations

:

( 1 ) John Donne who said

:

"You have done one braver thing

Than all the Worthies did,

And yet a braver thence doth

spring.

Which is, to keep it hid."

(2) Jack Kennedy
"From one expert in publicitv

to another ..."
( 3 i Max Jackson

"If you can't make a love,

hoax one."

Dramatis Personac:

Nancy Sterne

Seymour Hamilton
Produced by Don Cochrane
Directed by Christine

Douglas
I"'-S.—Forthcoming Attraction:

"The Engagement of Christine

Douglas and Don Cochrane."

Produced by Seymour
Hamilton

Directed by Nancy Sterne

Dixieland is dead? Of course not.

There arc still everywhere the
small group of people that enjoy
nothing more than listening to a
"real swinging" dixieland band
blow up a storm. Rock and Roll is

finding its place now in a similar

tradition. What are we here for?
We're here to acquire an advanced
well-rounded education.

Yes, Mr. Stone, Rock and Roll
is part of our tradition and the
University is the logical place for
people who enjoy it to get together.
Rock and Roll has always been at

Queen's since we, its generation
arrived here; it has made its ap-
pearance at our dances, parties and
even in the Critic-acclaimed 1959
Review Production, "Thankhugh".
The difference is that now it is

being expressed more precisely in

the form of organized activitv.

Brian Cochrane

PHE '63

Detractions

Editor, Journal:

As it stands the Queen's Journal

is a third class rag-sheet. Its

function is but to amuse students

while they eat their lunch on Tues-

day and Friday. It is far from the

sincere and consequential paper it

should be. And worst of all,

although there are many in Queen's

who would agree with me, I know
of only a handful who would do

anything about this situation.

Some might say that I am
wrong. Perhaps articles like Steam-

Shovel, Ode to a "Can of Crud",

Nursery Tales for College Stu-

dents, deserve the praise that good
journalism should receive. I think

not !

There are most definitely people

that are interested in the news-
paper and who work to make it

worthwhile. It is for these meager
few that I suggest the following

change. The first page could be
called. "By them who care; For
those who are interested" while the

remaining five pages could bear
the title, "For the majority; By
those who don't give a damn !"

The Journal reflects the attitude
of the majority of the students here
at Queen's Their interests lie

mainly in the realms of sex, drink,
and merry-making. It is so seldom
that one hears a conversation of
value. In the coffee shop, instead of
the stimulating atmosphere that
should be present, there is a general
feeling of laziness: newspapers are
seldom read; world affairs seem
remote; religion is for the l.irds;

deep thinking requires too much
energy

;
conformity provides safety.

I suppose that in this age of
mediocrity one cannot expect any
more than this. After all we have
so much to do !

Oh Queen's ! Where is your
concern? Where is some action

?

Let us never be content with what
we have. Rather, let us strive for
sincerity, maturity, sensibility, and
perfection

! Bernard Clifton

Editors Note: The function of the
Queen's Journal is to provide ac-
curate and factual ]iCivs on the
news Pages, creative zvrtiing hi the
features Section, a provocative
and optniatcd Editorial pane and
a comprehensive Sports page It is
impossible to please all tastes
the objective is to please as many
as possible as much as possible

nhvs rep/ie*

Editor, Journal:

A "Letter to the Ed'
peared in a recent Jour,,^

criticizing NFCUS's
Jacj,

%
in protecting the rights

0

°

f
S

dian university students
in 1

much-publicized expul5 ;0n^N
at Laval University.

In answer to this criij

as an explanation 0f ^JN
National Federation of \]

1

Students has tried to do"'

1*

tectmg its own members
I should like to quote fro n t

|
ident of NFCUS cotice^

*

action taken by NFCUs ^

time of the incident :

31

"On Oct. 7 I phoned M
;

.

Doyle, AGEL Preside^
offered all the services of Ntf!

in either of two capacities
I *

we take the initiative and
arbitration board from the

'

tariat and students and faQ,L'

Laval which would investing

whole matter and make recoj,

dations to the people invoke

2. That I sit as a represent^

the Federation on the board

was to be formed by Lava)

two offers were to be cons j

by the AGEL. I heard

further on them,

"Approximately three daj^
I spoke to Jacques Genest, \u
ministrator at Laval and once;

offered the services of NFfi

No reply. The AGEL wjjfejt

viously, to handle the p^j
themselves.

"There is still the quesj

should we 'interfere' in viewol

importance of the matter. w&
an invitation from Laval? id
think so, for this reason: thaij

were absolutely unable to

liable information from L
the problem and without an J
quate basis in fact there is i

danger in acting. I am cemini

an investigation on our own!

have been poorly received

would have achieved nothing!

face of opposition. Without \k\

operation of at least one oH

groups at Laval, nothing m

have been achieved.'

The letter went on to add 6

the NFCUS Secretariat «a|

constant contact with the devd

ments and were at all times 1

to help. I hope that Mr. Le3a|

satisfied with this explanation

cerning the Laval incident.

In his "Letter to the Eds

last week Mr. Leikin said that|

felt that "NFCUS is as suchi

less and unnecessary" and

effective in its role as our r$

sentative." I feel that this criw|

of NFCUS is so obviodr 1

roneous that it is not worth

tation except to say that he

anyone else doubtful of

of NFCUS's role in the Guafl

university student's life, ^
read the Journal a little nniK™]

oughly. He should also find?

some of NFCUS' projects 1

achievements before he levels j

biting criticism which is has*

nothing more than lack 111 tf

edge of what NFCUS doe*.

Robbie Shaw.

Queen's NFCUS Ch^j

The last regular

Journal for this year w*

Friday's. A special Gir^l

issue will come out o"

cember 9th (one wee* J

Friday). The /flKrW

resume operations i" tnC

year an issue on Januaf)

This ANONYMOUS
be amused by our ius"" A

consequential third class ^-A

hit. in addition to i'""'-v

who detract without addfti'l

done nothing serious, s>"

consequential which v/Oi$ l

the Journal.
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Another Critic

0tor, Journal.

In his critical article entitled

„ jjjja
outstanding", Mr, Gerwin

^de a number of comments

^ricerrunfl the mechanics of the

Instruments
playing as opposed to

the
interpretation of the works

LetJ. May I point out that in

this
present day with all the fine

advances in fidelity recording and

the art of composing a single per-

fect
recording from many near

misses, we the listeners have be-

come very spoiled. We tend to

^pect the same degree of per-

fection from a live performance

tfiat we may command from a high

fidelity
record player. To criticize

Mr. Freiberg for a very few imper-

fections of intonation, which only

accentuated how well the remain-

der of his, at times extremely

difficult, assignment was per-

formed, is to be hard pressed in-

deed for things to criticize.

May I call to Mr. Gerwin's

attention the extremely limited

dynamic range of the bassoon. On
the few occasions that Mr. Ohl-

herger was allowed to come to the

fore, within the severe limits of the

dynamics of his instrument and the

far from wholly satisfactory accou-

stics of the hall, his was a most

sensitive performance. Further,

just what has the Viennese clarinet

to do with the unusual sounds you
heard? The fact that the Selmer

clarinet is not held in the same
regard in Europe as it is in North
America has nothing to do with

the discussion at hand. What was
important was that something odd
was happening, although from
where I was sitting such rattlings

were not apparent from the clar-

inet, but something approaching a
rattle was emanating from the
pedalling of the piano.

Certainly if one listens to the
excellent new recordings available,

one will tend to expect a great deal
from live performances, in fact,

perhaps more than is fair to
demand from them. I do not under
any circumstances suggest that one
praise mediocrity, but we did not
hear mediocrity Wednesday night.
I would suggest that Mr. Gerwin
become fully aware of the limi-
tations of the instruments he is
criticizing before finding fault with
them, especially in the light of the
modem "pieced" recording.

Frustrated Instrumentalist

This article ls , ntended

tisement nor a full,, a ,

Z \5
lt haS "™ rivall-

ed
Pinafore, or the

fr T
b
f h haS^ Un-tamed a fourth position in the

repertoire of both professional
and amateur G&S groups. Sev-
enty-eight years of popularity is
indeed a tribute to Iolanthe.

Gilbert was a thorough English
gentleman, and a Conservative in
all fields including politics. He was
widely read, and had a magnificent
command of the English language.
He was an expert rhymer
master of the pun
keen "sense of nonsense." Insti-
tutions which he chose as objects
of satire were almost without
exception well established and en-
during ones of which lie himself
was very fond

; for example, the
House of Peers, in Iolanthe. Thus
his humour is kindly and jovial,
seldom cruel, and never destructive.'

Many of his topical alusions are
lost for the modern audience, but
this topical material was strictly

relegated to a secondary position— it is never essential to the plot.

He was a student of human nature,

and loved it dearly in spite of, or
perhaps becaues of, its foibles

which he constantly satirizes. He
was a sound dramatic writer even
though he breaks many of the rules

of stagecraft, for his own enthu-
siasm permeates his work, lending

it a rollicking energy which
triumphs over its frequent absur-

dities.

iolanthe: an apertif before the feast

Page 3

a past

and he had a

Sullivan was a composer of great
Promise, but he failed to fulfil this
P«m«e as a serious musician. Hedied thmking that his life was a

hnir T1 IUt!e thin^hathis
hobby, the composing 0 f cornic
operas was destined to redeem
h'm. He had a remarkable imagi-
native sense which enabled him to
Produce scores of haunting melo-
*" and ^'"Pathetic and brilliant
orchestrations. This imag i native
sense, however, defeated him as asenous composer for it had ari
"nfortunate tendancy to Ver leap
ltSC f

? ™» ««ial in the last
^ntury for the music of an opera
to be composed first; then the
words were painfully fitted and
attached. Since music is a fluid
and subtle form this arrangement
tended to be dramatically unsound,
a»d frequently prevented artistic
unity. The text of the Savoy operas
was written first, then the music
was added. Frequently, Sullivan
would spend the night composing
the musk for the songs Gilbert had
written during the day. Gilbert's
hbrettos placed a firm check on the
vaulting ambitions' of the com-
poser. From his position of accom-
panist he was able to write music
which lends the words a force
beyond themselves, complementing
highlighting and supporting them
but never overpowering them.

Editor's Note: I am the first to

admit to being "spoiled" by musical

performances of near-perfection,

but I trace this to several years of

concert-going in New York, Lon-
don and continental Europe, rather

than to hi-fi. I felt one had a right

to expect the very best from

musicians of the Vienna Phil-

harmonic, and that it would be a

slight to them to judge their

concert by anything but the highest

standard.

M.G.

November 23 rd to December 10th

The Crest Theatre Foundation

presents

Mavor Moore
in

King Lear
by William Shakespeare

with

Eric House
Directed by DAVID GARDNER

551 Mr. Pleasant Road, Toronto
Box Office Phone: HU 7-4541

Tickets: $1.50 - $3.50
All Students Tickets $1 :00

Evenings— 8:30 p.m.
Matinees Friday and Saturday 4:45 p.m.

>ecial Matinee Thursday, Nov. 24 at 2:30 p.m.

Politics is a fertile field for
the satirist. Gilbert reaped of its

bounties in Iolanthe. The House
of Peers was in an awkward
mid-stage of its evolution. In
1882; the peerage was heredit-
ary and there were many 'blue-
blooded half-wits' and 'hunting
squires' who only fulfilled their
duties to the extent of wearing
their gorgeous ceremonial regal-
ia on state occasions. The House
of Lords in Iolanthe to a certain
extent represents the House of

Commons also. The Fairy
Queen's interference with the
House of Peers, Lords. Tolloler,

and Mount Ararat, and govern-
ment in general, strongly, but
very subtly suggests Queen Vic-
toria's constant interference
with the governments of Glad-
stone and Disraeli in the years
succeeding Prince Albert's

death. In Private Willis' the fact

that England was then a strictly

two party nation. The first La-
bour member was yet to be
elected.

As in Princess Ida, the emanci-

pation of women is a theme in

Iolanthe. The Fairy Queen, and

her 'brood' of well meaning but

blundering little sprites, must have

carried a painful message for the

Victorian gentlemen.

the fourth day
The nights were dark when the heavens were mode
And the Creator sought some source of light.

He found in the eyes o glowing most bright

Of spirits who neor to nature had stayed.

"All these fine lights of soul will be displayed,

A sky of beocons, comforting creation."

So every star bound eye He bid take flight,

The brightest, the most beautiful, the gayest.

To fill the dark skies with eyes, love filled, free.

One silver band for this living world's gain.

If now he'd only look up, Man would see:

Space—depth of the past that did realize.

Stars—guides that the future, too, will attain,

On eorth—his Love's eyes, brightest of all these.

Douglas Harding

CHAR - B-Q- CHICKEN
AT AUNT LUCY'S

PRINCESS AT PORTSMOUTH

STONES
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
"Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails'

dimas (Harbs

NOW ON SALE

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

'' B B. P Mr

mia Mil £>ts>ak Houap
- SPECIALIZING IN -

CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS
served with desserts like Applc-pan-dowdy

DINNER SERVED FROM 4 P.M. TO 12 P.M.

DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAY

For Reservations Dial LI 2-9048

5 Miles East of Kingston, on Highway No, 2

Eat under candlelight by the stone fireplace and old mill wheel

Gilbert was a lawyer, and in

Iolanthe lie satirizes his "dry as

dust" profession to the full. Prior
to 1S73 orphans were automatically

made wards of the Court of Chan-
cery if legal disputes arose over
their inheritance while they were
minors. These disputes were heard

in the court by panels of lawyers

and tended to be very lengthy. One
particular case dragged on for

some eighty years.

One of the best jokes in Iolanthe

occurs in the contralto aria when
the Fairy Queen sings 'Oh,

Captain Shaw, type of true love

kept under, could thy brigade with

cold cascade quench my great love

I wonder?' Captain Shaw, head of

the London fire Brigade, a well-

known society dandy and a con-

firmed 'first-nighter', was in one of

the front seats for loianthe's

premiere.

It is on record that Gilbert de-

manded that all the Peers be clean-

shaven. A tenor with a luxurious

moustache refused. The moustache

remained
; the tenor did not. This

explains why Sandy Dodds no
longer has bis moustache.

John Munro

english 20
With leering pride

and false humility . . .

we murmur

our too deep, profound

(now we blink,

now laugh)

impressions of the imaginery

the true, the honest

understands

or says, or tries to understand;

but surely all he finds

is all our rank stupidity.

free concert sunday

D. C.

Zola May Shaulis, the youthful

pianist who has already performed

at an impressive number of concert

and television engagements, will

give the first of a scries of free

Sunday Concerts at 3 p.m. next

Sunday in Ban Rigb Common
Room.

A native of Bear, Delaware,

Miss Shaulis is now studying

under the famed American pianist

Jacques Abram at the Royal Con-

servatory of Music, Toronto.

Miss Shaulis started playing the

piano when three years old, ami

two years later gave her first hour

king recital, which attracted much
attention. At the age of seven she

was soloist with the Philadelphia

Orchestra, appeared in press

notices across the United States,

and on television.

Now seventeen years of age,

Miss Shaulis has performed at the

Worcester Festival, at the Marl-

boro School of Music with

Rudolph Serkin and on television

with Victor Borge, Arthur Murray,

Ed Sullivan, and Arthur Godfrey.

The Sunday Concert Series is

sponsored by the George Taylor

Richardson Memorial Fund.

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI-COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $U.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

THE

MUTUAL 8IFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

of CANADA
HEAD OFFICE: WATBRLOO, ONTARIO

y^t- loco /n^uteutce.

ESTABLISH EO IOBB

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. — TEL LI 6-1405

BRANCH MANAGER — A. E. NELSON, C.LU.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.LU.—Res. LI 8-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.LU—Rej. LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, BA, C.L.U.—R«. LI 2-7602

M. EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER — RES. LI 6-2170
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Unviel Telescope: Discuss

Origins Of Solar System
By Moira Beattie

the gaseous mass according to tlic

temperatures in different areas.

These condensed masses have

agglomerated through collision

with each other. No other theory

is reasonable, as only solids can

be brought together by gravita-

tion. This process is still going
on in the asteroid belt.

Queen's "Big Eye" was officially opened for use on Friday

evening in Ellis Hall. The meeting of the National Convention of

the International Astronomical Union provided an excellent oppor-

tunity for the ceremony, performed by Dominion Astronomer Dr.

C. S. Beale.

Extraterrestrial phenomena are

almost the only reliable evidence

on which to base a theory on the

origin of the solar system. Prof-

essor Thomas Gold of Cornell

University pointed this out in his

public lecture following the open-

ing in Ellis Hall auditorium.

As the earth's surface has been

altered substantially by internal

forces, scientists have to rely on
planetary orbits, the behaviour

and chemistry of other stars,

One theory states that the

planets evolved from a gaseous
disc around the sun. It has been
found that the sun rotates more
slowly than other stars but the

rotational energy of the other
planets makes up this difference.

Also we know that when a rota-

ting body releases some of its

mass it loses rotational momen-
tum. Thus, as there are only fast

stars or slow stars we conclude
that the sun and other slow stars

have lost their momentum in

losing the mass that evolved into

the planets.

The arrangement of elements in

the planets is due to the fact that
the material has condensed out of

TORIES AND GRITS

ON UNEMPLOYMENT

Grass Gone!
A large piece of artificial

grass is missing from the

Science Formal, and is pre-

sumed to have been "bor-

rowed."

This grass is part of a

matched funeral set loaned

to the Science Formal by a
local Funeral Director.

If the missing piece

(about IS' x 20') is not re-

turned, the Formal will be

obliged to replace the com-

plete set at $156.00.

Anyone knowing the

whereabouts of this missing

article is asked to call Ed.

Lauer immediately at 8-71 18.

Absolutely no questions ask-

ed!

Attractive Career Opportunities
— AS —

NORTHERN SERVICE OFFICERS
with the

Department of Northern Affairs and
Notional Resources

STARTING SALARY — $4,440
Plus Northern Allowance of up to $2,100
Deroils and application forms are ovoilable from your

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA

Liberals and Conservatives

crossed verbal swords a week ago

Tuesday on the topic "resolved,

that the Liberal attitude toward

unemployment since 1957 has

been deceitful and destructive." A
boisterous crowd of forty attend-

ed the debate, held as part of a

regular Conservative party meet-

ing.

Tory Bob Green opened by

quoting Mirabeau, who said in

1779, at the time of the French

revolution, ' "The people destroy

ed a way of life, and replaced it

with nothing" He drew an an

alogy between this destructive at

titude and the Liberal unemploy

ment policy.

Dave Cooke, honors Economic;

student, denied the resolution and

asserted that "the Liberals have

made an honest effort to discover

a solution to the unemployment
problem, while the government

has made none." Mr. Cooke sug

gested his. opponents talk to

people in the lines in front of the

unemployment office and describ-

ed present conditions as a "boom
in the midst of bread lines."

Les McKenna, echoed his col-

league's statements and quoted a

list of constructive projects initi-

ated by the present governments

to ease unemployment.

Otto Ivany, closed the debate

for the negative by affirming that

the resolution applied not to Li-

beral policy but to the present

policy of the Conservatives.

Attack And Defend Canada

Council's Grant To Culture

PADRE'S NOTICE

Sunday, December 4

9:30 a.m.—Holy Communion

Morgan Memorial Chapter

11:00 a.m.—University Service
Grant Hall

Sunday, December 11

8:30 a.m.—Carol Service

Grant Hall

what would you like to be

ten years from

now?

Imagine yourself well on the road to success ... a
v.i.p. in your chosen career, enjoying your job
with an ever expanding company, being part of
an organization that is second to none in its field.

This picture could become a reality if you plan
your career with IBM. Where you start work can
count a lot.

At IBM there are opportunities for graduates in
Engineering, Commerce and the Arts. No one need
stand still. The requirements are high, but the re-
wards both personal and financial are exceptional

7/f/oii would like

a career with IBM,
send for this booklet now.

WINDSOR (CUP)—Nov. 14 —
Walter O'Hearn, managing edi-

tor of the Montreal Star said that

there is considerable anti-intel-

lectualism in Canada, and that it

would not be removed.

"Canada," he said, "while mak-

ing progress in the arts, is still

threatened by those anti-intellect-

ual trends which flow in all pion-

eer societies. And also by a spec-

ial kind of anti-mtellectualism

which is inherent in the Canadian

character."

Mr. O'Hearn was speaking at

the Second Annual Seminar on

Canadian-American relations held

at Assumption University.

He enumerated several exam
pies on Canadian progress in the

Arts, "Obviously the new Cana-

dian just off the boat who an-

nounces that Canada is a cultural

desert is wide off the mark."

He emphasized that in spite of

progress in the arts there is some
catching up to be done. He then

listed some examples of opposite

trends, which included a quota-

tion from Brendan Behan, the

Irish playwright ; "The average

Torontonian is a fellow who
leaves the arts to his wife. He
does this because he thinks that

t is sort of feminine for a real

ie-man Torontonian to be inter-

ested in the theatre of art or

poetry. He thinks those things

are sissy." Mr. O'Hearn applied

is comment to all Canadians.

"We are in a society only two
steps removed from the pioneer.

The standards which the frontier-

life applied are still current, if

disguised."

Mr. O'Hearn felt that Canada
in a position to boast of re-

markably successful men in busi-

ness and the professions who are

so remarkable in their quiet way
for culture. "Through the Canada
Council we now try to give crea-

tive subsidy to creative art in a
way which would seem bold in

the United States. We still have
national gallery, although it re-

mains the large economy size."

He believed the artists' wants
were three "a living, room to

breathe and an audience. In Can-
ada today, in spite of formidable
anti-intellectualism, the artist can

WINDSOR (CUP)—Nov. 14 —
Canada Council Grants support a

cultural plutocracy which has not

helped Canadian culture, accord

ing to a Toronto reporter Harold

Greer {Globe and Mail) speaking

at the Second Annual Seminar on

Canadian - American Relations

held at Assumption University.

Most of the grants to the Coun

cil support "a closed system in

which a cultural plutocracy de-

cides who gets helped, what is

hung in exhibitions, who gets

prizes, and what is purchased by

public art galleries," Mr, Greer

said.

Among those attending the

seminar were: Dr. A. W. True

man, executive director of the

council; the Hon. E. D. Fulton,

Minister of Justice ;
Sidney Katz

associate editor, MacLean's Mag-

azine ;
Professor Maxwell Cohen,

McGill University; Alan Jarvis,

former director of the National

Art Gallery.

Mr. Greer declared that the

amount of money now spent to

subsidize the promotion and ex-

hibition of art is very consider-

able, "and I am unable to find

any evidence that we have caught

culture as a result of it, or that

Canada is any greater or more

unified than it was ten years ago."

As a solution to preserving

Canada's identity on a more im

mediate basis, Mr, Greer suggest

ed, "We ought to get off our cul

ture kick. I am not opposed to the

public subsidy of culture, but it

should be on the same basis as

any other public expenditure,

namely that it be in the public

interest and to subject it to public

control."

He suggested an immigration

policy based on individuals rather

than tribal origins and a more
diversified economy to solve the

chronic problem of maintaining

our Canadian identity. He added

that, "We will always pay a cer-

tain price for living in the shadow
of the United States. That is a

fact and we can do nothing about

SIGNPOST
Tuesday

:

Queen'a Socialist Club; ];...
mittcc Room No. 4. Student '

Bob Bishop.
1 s Pt

Ski Club: Come out to ^
Tuesday night. Two big moi?6

Whitefacc information. 7 n m 'h

.Hall.
P -m

- ">
f

Queen's UN Club: Meeting
,

in the McLaughlin Room, s, P,

Union. Prof. Lepan will tall;

nadian diplomacy. °l
^

Revue Dancers: will meet ai
the Red Room for Audition*
hearsal.

Students' Wives Club:
]

will he guest speaker at a nicer
the Science Club Rooms.
Sciencemen: Hear Dr. R

holm, Prof, of Electrical ti

speak on the topic "How Bi
God". 10 p.m. in east house °C
Room of Leonard Hall. Djscu,
follow.

Public Affairs Club: D

"Knit.

padoccia of KMC will discu ss r
>

rimn ism and Christian Dcmocrs
Italv at 4:15 p.m. in Room 11

Hall. All interested students invjL?
ttend.

AMS Meeting in the Lowtr r
man Room of the Students' U
7 p.m. All students are inv

tend and observe their studeni

ment at work.

led
lo,

"
EOT*,

gain the first two. Even the aud-

ience is on the move. It will catch

up in time."

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES COMPANY LIMITED
Sun Life Building, Montreal, Quebec
Eastern District Manager-J. B, Tapstll

IBM

PA TT0N S CLEAH£RS
DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDERING

In by 10:00 a.m.; Out by 5:00 p.m.
TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE

The Nicest Cleaning In Town

9 PRINCESS STREET DIAL LI 8-4292

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

Wednesday:
Q.C.F.: Study eroup in Biolo^ i

ture Room of Old Arts Buildii,,

12:45 p.m. Leader will he R er ,

Hunt. Everyone welcome.

Thursday:

Math and Physics Club: Prot. &
ill speak on "Fundamental Partk.

at 7:30 p.m. in Room 314 of the pv

sics Building. Everyone wckom t

Revue Production Staff: Meetim
7:30 p.m. in Committee Room So
Last official meeting before Christ

Friday

:

West Indian Club: Pre-Xmaj
r.

the Rainbow Room, Roy YorkT
aurant, Princess Street. Dancing

i>

8:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. All invited.

CFRC
Thursday:
6:30—Music Break
7:00—The Sound of Music
7:30—Calendar and Programme

Highlights
7:35—March Time
8:00—Gilbert and Sullivan

The Gondoliers
8:30—Studio Theatre

Stanley Holloway
9:00—The Living Classics

Bach—Sonata No. 6 i

Tchaikovsky-—Symphony Nt

Chopin—Piano Concerto S»

11:00—Music for Moderns

ROYAL CANADIAN NAVY OFFICERS

will be here to interview and counsel students

interested in a sponsored education and a

career as an officer in the RCN

on December 6th

AT 10:00 A.M.

IN STUDENTS' UNION

Make an appointment for an interview through your

University Placement Officer at:

Queen's Employment Office

For A Sure Tomorrow

, . . Insure Today

MR. ). D. MoclNTOSH
OFFICE LI 2-4973

HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
INSUBANCI COMPAW

HOMI O'FICt • TOICWTO, CWAM

LAUNDERETT
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED

AND FLUFF DRIED

SHIRT LAUNDERING

DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINCS TILL 9 ^

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED.

BOOKSHOP 14 Mant' e<li
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Canada's Defenses Temporary
futile, Costly, Says Debaters

Canadian defenses indicate "<

0 f brute force", stated Don
,ay debate. The affirmative side won, upholding

l

e^0uJ!''Canadian Defense is a Costly Fare
Th«
,ion

that

tain'nS''

Ron felt our defense efforts

were
U.S.-dominated and contri-

buted to our little-brother image.

y/e do not provide a deterrent to

w8r but only a temporary buffer

between the US and Russia. He

ufged
that we set an example and

preserve our national individual-

ity and prestige through neutra-

lism and mediation.

for the negative, Doug Woods

felt that a definition of Canadian

defense should include our forces

abroad under UN auspices, and

ll0 t merely armaments and forces

on our own soil for our own pro-

tection. In a world divided into

rival -camps, ..we „must -keep

abreast of Russian achievements

in military science.

Doug proceeded to describe the

undesirable things which Com-
munist domination would entail

for the Western world. He was
optimistic about finding a new
defense for any offensive weapon
to be discovered. The building of

arms does not mean we're doomed
to war, he added.

Again for the affirmative. Don
Bowell decided to sum up the

defense system in one word —
futile. He described the useless-

ness and costliness of the Bomarc,
Arrow, ICBM, and detection

equipment of the newest sub-

marines. 40% more of the national

expenditure goes to defense than
to foreign aid. Don felt this

money could be put to better use
in improving material conditions

through the world. He concluded
that there was "no way to get off

this merry-go-round" of arms

concession to the iung,c ^N-eim at the Debating Un

*. not Worth M;

competition once we had climbed
°n

.

We must J""* off before itends in calamity.

For the negative. Dave Wilsons-d that total disarmament ;"
useless because men cannot trust

their fellow man."

'Surely the saving of life is not
costly farce'l" To disarm

means that we discontinue sup-
Port of NATO, UN, and our own
country. He emphasized that de-
mocracy and our liberties were
worth fighting for, if necessary
Besides, discontinuance of the
arms industry would create de
pression, because of "

a deluge of
personnel looking for civilian
lobs ' and Canadian morale would
fall.

Dr. Dixon of the Commerce
department, Mary Wilkins and
the chairman of the debate judged
the debaters.

Rock 'n Rollers Seek AMS Recognition

piiii

On
RO
™ ant

i
Ron «as hit Queen's!Un Th"rsday evening nineteen

eager R & R fM9
tfe organization meeting of this
potentially controversial campus

How did it begin? According to
Brian Cochrane, PHE '63, its in-
stigator, during Susie-Q week he
became aware of the fact that a
great number of Queen .

s students
apparently enjoy Rock and Roll
music, but seemed to find a dire
^ck of opportunity to indulge.
On the strength of this he decided
to start a club for these individ-
uals.

At first nobody took him ser-
iously, he complains, but by
Thursday night nineteen did, and
he thinks the numbers will grow.
He outlined plans for weekly jive
sessions, a campus R & R band
and the offering of instruction in
jiving to those wishing to learn
it.

Brian terms Rock and Roll,
"Rhythm and Blues" or "music
with a deliberate beat", and calls
it "an earmark of our generation
and an absolute essential for
smooth jiving."

The club agreed to change its

name as a result of this view. At
its next meeting a constitution
will be developed for presentation
to the AMS.

ATTENTION GRADS!

Graduate Record Examinations
will be conducted at Queen's Uni-
versity on January 21, 1961. These
examinations are intended for

graduate students or prospective
graduate students. A large num-
ber of graduate schools in the
United States and Canada recom-
mend or require results of these
examinations for admission.
Application forms and booklets

about the examinations may be
obtained at the Registrar's Office.

Candidates should note that ap-
plication must be completed by
December 15. The fee for the ex-
amination is S12.

Registrar's Office

Lepan Addresses

UN Club Today

Professor Douglas Lepan will

give an informal talk on the prac-
tice of Canadian diplomacy this

evening at 7 in the McLaughlin
Room, at a meeting of the
Queen's United Nations Club.
Professor Lepan was formerly
the assistant under-secretary of
state for external affairs in the
Canadian government, and one of

Canada's principle delegates to

international conferences. A dis-

cussion will follow his speech.

Early in the winter term, the

Queen's UN Club will be sending

delegates to model United Na-
tions functions at other univer-

sities, and while any student will

be eligible to apply for these dele-

gations, participation in club dis-

cussions will be one of the main

criteria used in selection.

Classified

Reward

For return of 8mm. movie camera,
lost at Science Formal, November 4th,
Anyone with information regarding
lliii camera, please call Ed at 8-7118.

Mayo's Auto Service

iZ2 Queen Street. LI 6-4079. Stud-
ems' Discounts; Labor 10% ; Parts
10%. Compare prices and quality with
any other Service Station in Ontario.

Subscription

Any students interested in subscrib-
ing la the student newspaper of Lake-
head College, please get in touch with
Hie College at Port Arthur, Ontario.

Typing

Tin '...- and lecture notes. Standard
rates. Plionc LI 6-7692, Mrs. Pegles.

Arts '63

Wanled desperately: one accordian
player for Snonhall '61 to play "les
chansons francais". Saturday January
14. Call 6-626S.

Old Skis? Snowshoes? Bring them
hack from the Christmas holidays.
Sleds? Toboggans? We can use them,
too.

Wanted

Ride to Syracuse (or at least Water-
town) at Christmastime. Will share
expenses. If you are driving that way,
please contact George Taylor at Mc-
Neill House, 384.

Welcome to Kingston . . .

BRING YOUR "GIFT PROBLEMS"
to

Spearn's of Kingston
"The Gift Centre"

FREE GIFT WRAPPINC AND PACKINC FOR SHIPMENT

DROP IN AND SEE OUR STUDIO CARDS

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

SPECIAL OFFER

SMART
CIGARETTE
LIGHTER

in the design and colour ofyour favourite brand

f Kiavrcu

LI%\
surer

t'apora

YOURS FOR ONLY

You will be graduating in 1961. You are young and ambitious.

Now is the time to find the company that will offer you more

than a job: a career ... .

But even the security of a career isn't everythmg. Life 13

exciting, full of possibilities, challenges, problems . . .
waiting

for you to solve. Right? . ,

,

Alcan is looking for people who want more than just a job .

That's why we offer excellent salaries, one of the best pension

plans in any industry, security - plus the opportunity ot

growth and responsibility you want.

Interested? Then tell us about yourself, your course, your

plans for the future. Write to:

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD.

Personnel Department,

P.O. Box 6090, Montreal 3, P.Q.

ALCAN QUEEN
Our representatives will be at

'S, NOVEMBER 30, DECEMBER 1 and 2

FILL OUT

AND MAIL

THIS COUPON

NOW!

LIGHTERS, P.O. Box 6331, MONTREAL, Quebec.
I enclose a money order foi iQr. (no stamps please) and (he front panels ol any
10 packages ol 20's or 8 packages ol 25's (ram Player's, Matinfe, Sweet Caporal

or Cameo Cigarettes, lor each lighter.

IMPORTANT—Send money order (payable (o "LIGHTERS"), fronl panels and

order lorm together, by first-class nail.

PLEASE
SEND

Plsyer's

Matin**

Q Sweat Capon I

Cams©

P1*oa print plilnl,. Ort*r (iplr** Ontmtarat, 1KI.

Ad. No. our
3 toh. « l« Bn»

McKJM ADVSmSNG LIMITED, MONACAL
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If You Can't Play

A Sport - Be One!

By Fred Durdan

Should we leave the library

open during football games?
Should we deprive H. P. Gundy
and his staff from watching the
mighty Gaels in action? Should
we drive people away from the

gates and deprive the A B of C of

added revenue while in its rather

strapped condition? This is what
one famous sporting enthusiast,

Seymour Hamilton the first, im-
plies in his letter to the editor in

the November 15 issue.

This wealthy supporter has
been seen walking to the library

swinging his cane, whistling to

himself and stroking his beard at

the same time. Once in this sanc-

tuary of learning, our pseudo-in-
tellectual buries his head in his

hands and begins to contemplate.

The truth is, he is not studying
Plato or English LXII, but he is

thinking of his great sporting

feats. He remembers with horror
the day he was almost smothered
in a rugby game (Chesterfield

type of course). He recollects his

great passes (at females in the
stands) and he recalls the gTeat
kick which was executed as he
left the girl's porch (on the end
of her father's toe). Oh, how I

would like to spend my leisure

time like that.

Yes, Seymour, I will agree that
life has more to afford than foot-

ball games, unfortunately, what
a great week-ends they make. Do
you remember the tilt in Toronto
in October or was the library
open that week-end?
Do you really feel, quote \"tltc

library should remain open on Sat-
urdays, graced by joatball games,
»/ only as a mule reminder that

learning does still continue despite
apearanees to the contrar\?"\ Do
you fee! the Chalet (you know, thai

place on King Street) would stay
open if no one graced its entrance?

I hope you don't injure your
tiddly-winking finger by getting
it caught in a book as you excit-
edly score another touch down.

Should We Ban Boxing?
PART III By DON COCHRANE

THE INJURY-MORAL OBJECTION AND CONFUSION
There are basically two objections to boxing: (1) that it is

immoral and (2) that the risk of injury is too great. These two are
very often confused and Andy O'Brien, who has never been noted
for his insight and clarity falls into the same trap. After piling up
upposed evidence from first-hand sources on the "risk of injury
he reaches this "logical" conclusion" . . . boxing alone aims at inflict-

ing injury." His tact to that point had been to prove by facts the
ult of the action and then without any warning he switched to

the intention (i.e. the moral concern) of the action. The distinction
between the results and intention are elementary to any valuable
discussion of the issue. Mr. O'Brien's in ten Hoi
but the result of his confusion rend

Let us first consider the
letic directors worry. W
to university boxing and to examine each "accident
passing judgment. Under his careful supervision

An Intent

To Deceive

is open to suspicion

his actual point worthless,

'injury record" about which the ath-

must be careful to contain our thoughts

fully before

Jack Jarvis
cannot record one serious accident in his 33 year coaching term here
at Queen's. That is quite a feat and one not to be duplicated, un-
fortunately at the U of T or McGill, It is often thought that the
injury rate in boxing is enormous while in other sports it is consid-
erably lower. The Globe and Mail of Nov. 18 records 55 injuries of a
"serious nature" incurred during one season in one city in one high
school football league. Among these were three broken collar bones
and four concussions.

The tragic case of Charles
Mohr Jr. in O'Brien's story has
a near parallel in this year's high

school play in Toronto: John
Elwood, a 19 year old student

from North Toronto Collegiate

Institute. Injured while playing

football for his school, he was
still unconscious at last report

three weeks after the accident.

Granted that the piling up of

facts and figures on the other side

of the books does not make the

objection to boxing any less

serious but it certainly does put
il in its proper perspective. Head
injuries are not confined to box-
ing. There may be a more serious

problem in other sports and per-

haps Mr. O'Brien would have
been more honest if he had writ-

ten "Let's Ban Contact Sports for

Amateurs" or would this not have
had enough reader appeal?

Quite apart from the results of

any activity is the intention.

About the latter many with little

experience have had much to say.

Like all sports boxing has at least

these two aims: (1) to enjoy the

activity and (2) to win when com-
"fi- Since boxing is complete-

lyvoluntary we can safely assume
that the first condition is ful-

filled by the participants. To win
in boxing one receives points for

hitting effectively and often and
for one's ability to defend oneself.

To hit to the head of an opponent
if the defence is poor there is no
more unfair than in football to run
a powerful full-back "up the mid-
dle" if the line is weak. You do
not play where your opponent is

strong. A knock-out occurs as a
natural physical reaction to (1)
hard punches well landed when
(2) your opponent's defense has
been weak.

The last point is the important
distinction between the intention
of throwing a punch and the in-
tention of causing an injury. The
first is a boxer's aim, the second
is immoral. It is analogous to a
head-on tackle: the object is to
drop the ball-carrier in his tracks
not to injure him, although all

recognize that injury may well
result. Are you going to ban head-
on tackles?

Now that the Big Four sche-

dule has ended, the Intercolleg-

iate scene has been signed off, and

the Intramural scene completed,

it is time to reassess the rules

under which the Bews Touch

Football system is played.

At the start of the season a

sheet is put up on the bulletin

board in the gym which lists the

rules under which the game is to

be played. In the main the rules

are those set down by the Cana-

dian Rugby Union (CRU) with

certain limitations, additions and

deletions.

B-Ball Teams
Show Promise

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

kM* V^^^Lx GO 00 FOR YOL' I

Ski Club Exercises

Wednesday Night

Unfortunately in a few instan-

ces the officials, athletic board

and players are not entirely clear

as to their interpretation. The
case in mind which, brings this

fact to light is that in the final

play-off game such a misconcep-

tion of the rules resulted in a

touchdown being called back and
thus the team seemingly guilty

of the infraction lost the playoffs.

The play was the age old sleep-

play which was so well used

by Ottawa in their playoffs with

Toronto and which proved to be

part of Toronto's nemesis.

But returning to the case at

Queen's. Science '61 used a play

which resulted in their ends being
spread out across the field. On the

next play a long touchdown pass

was thrown to a player who did

not return to the huddle resulting

in a touch down. This player was
on the field for the previous play

and thus was not guilty of the

substitution infraction. He lined

up near the spectator side line

and streaked for the pass.

But the play was nullified as

the referee ruled the play illegal.

During the course of the season,
several teams used the play only
to have it allowed by some of-

ficials, nullified by others with
no set ruling being applied.

The game was then protested
and the official decision ruled that
the play was nullified being an
intent to deceive. It must be point-
ed out that neither the rules pub-
lished by the Intramural Board
or the CRU rules cover such a

By Richard Segee

The Gaels opened their basket-

ball season Friday night in our

Gym losing 72-56 to the Bordeaux

Heaters, last year's Canadian

Senior B. champions. The Heat-

ers, although evenly matched

with the Gaels in the first half,

showed their championship form

by taking a commanding lead in

the second half which the Gaels

were unable to overcome.

However, the Gaels showed

great promise for a championship

year by holding the Heaters to a

four-point lead at the half. The
Tricolor's bright future was char-

acterized by such outstanding

players as Bob Laughton, Mike
Jackson and two new-comers to

Queen's, Fred Reilly and Dave
Allen. Bob was top scorer with
fourteen points.

Fred and Dave also played in

the preliminary game against

B'nai B'rith of the Industrial Lea-

gue which the Intermediates lost

50-53 in a very closely-fought

game.

Play was dominated by another

new-comer to Queen's basketball

fans, Graham Dowden. Graham
hard drives and accurate hooks
hit the scoreboard for 15 points,

all in the second half. Help came
from Ted Norland and Blake Ste-

wart to make the final quarter a

photo finish.

If both teams continue to im-
prove, it is almost certain that
this will be one of Queen's finest

basketball seasons.

Gael Material)

sleeper play. Furthermore, this

identical play was used on the
following week-end in a Big Four
game, and was not called back by
the referees.

What is football if it is not an
intent to deceive? What a dismal
afternoon it would be if we had
to watch the ball all the time, the
opposition would always see the
ball and probably the CBC would
be able to follow the game a little

easier.
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YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

' PINS • RINGS
" BRACELETS

Choose your class pin or
school insignia from a com-
plete stock in sterling or
gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
JEWELLERS

168 PRINCESS ST.
DIAL LI 6-2261

We hope the officials in charge
of the intramural competition will
be able to come up with a ruling
to cover this and will not hand
back a protest that the play was
illegal because it was an intent to
deceive.

Shown above are three rookies

who rank high on Coach Tindall's

list of players. These three bright

stars are members of the Grey

Cup Championship Ottawa
Rough Riders and are all mem-

bers of the Eastern All-Star

Team. Pictured here in their

rookie years at Queen's are from

the top Gary Schreider. Kun

Stewart, and Lou Bruce. In ad-

dition to the above laurels, Ron

Stewart also added the award for

the best Canadian football player.
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ABRAMSKY'S
Your local Departmental Store of fine quality.—
Ready to serve you in nationally advertised lines

of clothing.—For the men we specialize in:

SPORTSWEAR, BLAZERS, JACKETS and SHIRTS

See our Gift Department with its fine variety of

»op quality merchandise to suit ony Special
Occosion ... Buy now and make it . . .
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.Diplomat LePan Recall;
,"

ayS
In External Affairs

By Rick Malt

Members of the United Nations club were treated to a fasci'n

^ be
hind-the-scene5 &limPse Int« t>« never-never land of dinln
Tuesday evening by Professor Douglas LePan, who

" tlie Practice of Canadian diplomacy 1

of English —

I

fey
011

fiihegathenng on

u u) a professor

at
Queen's, Prof. LePan was

^erly assistant undersecretary

state for external affairs, ser-

under Lester Pearson and

late Sydney Smith. For a

rt time
during the Korean war,

ded the United Nations

tfsion in External Affairs. He

gfi also at one time on the staff

Harvard.

Ifiie three main functions of

, diplomatic corps", said Prof,

pan, "are reporting, negotia-

fg and policy-making." Ampli-

the first of the three, he

ited, "Reporting is the daily

gad of the diplomacy." He noted

Canadian policy on an issue

[closely related to the stand

fcen by her sister nations, and

It it is the duty of a diplomat

Ymg with a foreign mission, to

r this stand and to relay

<ram his knowledge of it to

ladian External Affairs De-

tment. The diplomat gleans

i
information from formal

etings, luncheon dates and
ice encounters.

addres-

Ih the lighter vein, Prof. LePau
related an amusing anecdote told
to him by Dean Acheson, former
U.S. Secretary of State.

While marching in the extreme-
ly long funeral procession of
George VI, as the special Amen-
can representative, Mr. Acheson
related being accosted repeatedly
by the Spanish representative,
who expressed deep concern over
the question of U.S. bases in Mo-
rocco; and the Icelandic emissary,
who was gravely worried about
the issue of U.S. tariffs on sar-
dines. At the time, Mr. Acheson,
being unused to long walks was
understandably more concerned
about negotiating the lengthy
route of the procession.

Prof. LePan described
iugton as "the hardest
from which

London
Mosco-

case.

Phone 6-1731 No. 19

AMS Court Rejects
Contrary To Spirit

WasI

capi

to report", wh
was one of the easiest,

w was said to be a special

You arc never in any kind
of intimate contact with the So-
viet government. Your reports are

(See LePan Recalls, page 5

Circle-K;

Of AMS

eisel: Population Explosion
ikely To Devalue Human Life'™™*

B0MD
'

Queei

By Bob Crown
Assistant News Editor

:irs Sociologist Professor, John Meisel, predicted that the impending population explosion
completely revolutionize society as known in the Afro-Asian and South American states today.
In (he penultimate lecture of this current series on the world population explosion, Professor

5e! addressed an Ellis Hall audience Monday
are measurable aspect

'< J
1I1IIL.'.

Ihe Population Explosion, said
or Meisel; those discussed

Campbell on food produc-
» and actual demography as
< forth by Dr. Keyfitz, for ex-

Jple, But when one attempts to
fficrminc the sociological effects,

W1 as ideals, changing moods,
I social construction, he risks

f
of reputation.

Smce there are many guesses,
BWessor Meisel stated five as-

Pfons as a basis fo
ions. Th
thet

Ntion

:

'r|,,
;

iui his pre-

^ese were that
re will be an enormous

Population growth;

f Population will be contai-

|
ned by land masses;

|space
developments may be

h the com
I Lin

War as we know it

L *" c°ntinue; and

l2iVm be "° atom!c war"

ed that should his fifth as-
Prove wrong, there is

fr* m ,ndiscussinE the popu-

b
exP,0sion further.

JPPulatioit « i •

bent:-
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i

x P'os!on is funda-

Bstriar ,

otller explosions of

[
!
2atio", nationalism, and

I,0»iSO that it is difficult
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^ds'or 9 Fund Christmas

Un ! °l
sole at th e Shid-

A-M.S. Office.

to analyse demography without

socialogy. Professor Meisel's se-

cond comment was that the popu-

lation changes vary with time and

place. There are, therefore, two

classes of society: the industrial,

as seen in Europe and North

America
; and the "under-develop-

ed" as the Afro-Asian and South

American states,

Professor Meisel then directed

his remarks to the revolutionary

effects of the population boom on

the composition of society.

Because of the decrease of child

mortality in the under-developed

nations, a greater number are

found in the child-bearing ages.

These, who have not reached an

economically productive age, de-

plete resources and produce no-

thing. This coupled with a young-

er general attitude and an increa-

sed impatience, builds a poten-

tially destructive force.

The traditional family ties

giving educational and medical

self-help will become broken by

urbanization and increased educa-

tional and medical institutions.

Rabble-rousers and nationalis-

tic radicals will take advantage of

the fact that the non-white races

multiply more rapidly than the

white. There may be a mi-

gration to traditionally white

areas and bitter conflicts arising

from this. There is also bound to

be an increase in the traditional

hostility of non-whites towards

whites. Such clashes increase

waste of materials that could be

used for capital expenditure.

As the predominance of a ruling

class declines, there emerges a

new elite. The 'crises of elites"

creates a landless proletariat, a

temptation for any demagogue

wishing to increase his own
power, The younger society, not

wanting the slow change expe-

rienced in democracy, could be-

come content with totalitarian

dictatorship.

In the over-populated state, the

value attached to human life as a

total may remain the same, giving

less value to each individual life.

Professor Meisel could foresee

persons being sacrificed for the

sake of the group and eventually,

groups being sacrificed for the

sake of the nation.

What is our position with re-

spect to the Afro-Asians and La-

tins? We are experiencing a slow-

er increase in population, caused

by a reduction in death-rate. This

gradual aging of our society

makes it conservative, self-con-

tented, and "tending to rest on its

oars."

To Dr. Meisel, this lack of for-

ward movement on our part is a

consequence of our vision being

clouded by our materialism and

our lack of feeling for adventure.

The final lecture will be given

on Monday, Dec. 5, in Ellis Hall,

by Mr. John Holme

the Canadian Iiisli

national Affairs.

QUEEN'S TO DRAFT

'FIND-FACTS BOA

CUP RESOLUTION

President of

.,. of Inter-

In preparation for the National

Canadian University Press Con-
ference to be held in December,
the Queen's Journal was repre-

sented at a conference in U of T's

Hart House last Saturday by
News Editor Mary Fraser and
one of her assistants, Bob Crown.
The editors or their represent-

atives, of eight college newspap-

ers in Ontario and Quebec to-

gether with the national presi-

dent, Doug Parkinson ( formerly

of McMaster) national secretary,

and the Ontario and Quebec
regional president looked for

loopholes in the constitution, re-

vised the charter, and gave the

by-laws a remodelling. All these

changes will have to be ratified

by the National Convention.

Discussion arose as to how to

finance CUP and Queen's made
a motion which was adopted by
the conference and now goes as a

resolution to the national con-

vention.

A mandate was given to

Queen's asking for a draft of a

proposed addition to the CUP
constitution. This would be a

standing "fact finding board",

and its necessity arose from the

amount of speculation in the

recent Laval incident.

In the day-long discussion it

was brought to the attention of

the Toronto Varsity that their

caricature of Queen'smen is all

wrong. "They portray us as

wearing kilts that are too short,

lams that are lop-sided, and we
all have big, crooked noses."

When asked to correct these ob-

vious mistakes, the editor replied,

"Well, I calls 'em the way I sees

May Reconsider If Amended?
The proposed Circle-K Club has been judged by the AMS Court

as not a fraternity under the constitutional definition of fraternity,
ut the club has been declared incompatible to the AMS Constitu-

tion on the grounds that its constitution is contrary to the spirit
of that of the AMS constitution.

The AMS Court considered the question as to whether or not the
club would constitute a fraternity Monday night in the Students'
Union. The decision of the court was reviewed by the executive and
no further action was taken, implying that reconsideration of the
Circle-K constitution will be made only after certain amendments
have been made to it.

This judgement should not be construed as limiting the right of
proposed Circlc-K to submit a revised constitution to the AMS

for ratification.

Mr. Don Fraser. junior Law
representative to the AMS exec

utive, objected to the Circle-K

constitution on the grounds that

ad outside affiliations, amount
ing to control, with the Circle-K

International.

Mr. George Speal, Kingston
lawyer and director of the West
Kingston branch of Kiwanis,
maintained that the Kiwanis
Club's connection was not to over-

see the Circle-K, but merely to

offer advice.

The AMS constitutional defini-

tion of fraternity includes the

phrase, "or having any connec-

tion outside the university". 1 f

"or" indicates a second and alter-

native definition for fraternity,

then such organizations as NF-
CUS and religious groups, as well

as campus political clubs, would
be classed as fraternities. This

clearly cannot have been meant
by the originators of this Article

' The Court felt rather that "or"

must be taken in the sense of

"and," and therefore is just one
more part of the definition of fra-

ternity.

The article of the AMS con-

stitution which the court felt had

been violated was Article X, sec-

tion 2, which states that "It shall

be unlawful for any campus or-

ganization to incorporate into its

constitution any clauses not in

keeping with the letter or the

spirit of the AMS constitution."

This objection was based on
Article VI of the Circle-K's pro-

posed constitution, which out-

lines the conditions of member-
ship in the club, to the effect that

a proposed member must fill out

an application form and submit it

to a Board of Directors of the

club for approval, and then be

voted in by the club's members,

bet'ore he can be accepted as a

member.

Mr. Speal pointed out that

operating as a sort of student wel-

fare organization, the club would

have to have members of good

haracter and academic standing.

No racial or religious denomina-

tion is intended in this method of

selection of members.

Temporary chairman of the Cir-

cle-K, Bill Allen, stated that the

by-laws and constitution were

merely proposals and could be

changed to concur with the AMS
constitution.

The club would have to sub-

mit all proposed amendments to

the bylaws and an application for

a charter to Circle-K Inter-

national. But they could be chan-

ged, agreed Mr. Speal.

Innis On Canada's Economy
Warns OfComing Depression

By John Duncan

Whether we like it or not,

Canada is faced with some very

serious economic problems: Dr.

D. Q. Innis of Queen's Geog-

raphy Department outlined a few

of these problems when he spoke

to the Liberal Club last Tuesday

night.

He stressed three major points

and offered solutions to them.

However, he felt that all the an-

swers were not available and he

suggested that the Liberal Club

discuss the part that their party

could play in the economic future

of Canada.

As this country has a relative-

ly small population it has devel-

oped only small factories. It can-

not hope to compete with the

United States, and is therefore

concerned with the exporting

of raw materials and semi-manu-

factured goods. This is true of many

small countries.

Perhaps our greatest concern

lies in the fact that the United

States owns 52% of our indus-

try. Up to now the profits made

by these companies have been

reinvested into the Canadian

economy. But the American in-

dustrialist has a perfect right to

take the money out of the coun-

try. The concensus is that the

United States has little sym-

pathy for Canada and so this is

bound to happen sooner or later.

Because there is no stock in these

(See Depression, page 5)
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Discount Mongers
The capitalistic system of profit has naturally given birtli to

various schemes for discounts, that is, a reduction of the normal

mark-ttp on goods sold at retail outlets. This innate desire to save

money is now being exploited by a "Student Buyers Club" which

has quietly been soliciting for members on this campus.

The "Student Buyers Club" will, for a nominal fee, supply its

members with a membership card which, flashed at certain retailers,

will produce a discount in prices. The principle behind this "Club"

is certainly valid, and ingenious, especially in our materialistic

society of high prices (made so partially because of attempts to make
high profits). Although we feef the idea of discounts to be a good
one, we are extremely suspicious of this illigitimate "Club" being

the tool for such a good theory.

The AMS Executive, the supreme body of student government
at Queen's, has refused to extend AMS recognition to the "Club" on
the grounds that the Queen's NFCUS Committee was already pre-

paring to organize a similar enterprise and the AMS Executive felt

NFCUS would be better equipped to further the interests of the

student body in this matter. Following this decision the "Student
Buyers Club" was organized and began soliciting for membership,
regardless of the fact they were denied the approval of the Queen's
student government,

Capitalistic enterprise and individualism are the foundations of

democratic society in the twentieth century but it has been proved
beyond a doubt that a loisses-faire attitude is not sufficient and that

capitalism requires regulation for the benefit of society as a whole.
For this reason we feel that the "Student Buyers Club" should come
under the regulation of our student government if it is allowed to

operate at all. The proposed NFCUS discount plan will be establish-

ed through an association of merchants (if that body agrees to the
plan) and would be city-wide in scope. The scheme of this "Club",
however, is on a very restricted basis and some of the retailers giving
discounts to members of this organization have been known to

reduce their prices, after a little haggling, without requiring affilia-

tion with such a body as the "Student Buyers".

The organizers of this student service may be quite honourable
and have the highest of intentions but unless the AMS Executive
has a control over the "Club" there is no actual way of determining
just how the membership fee is being used. In addition to this
drawback it should be realised that such a body, although now
directed by responsible people, might fall under the sway of a clas-

sical con man. a possibility made less remote because of the lack of

AMS control.

The AMS Executive has presumably refused recognition to this

organization for valid reasons. This being the case the "Student
Buyers Club" should be prosecuted in the AMS Court for defying
the Executive's decision. On the other hand the AMS Executive
may have had a change of heart and in this case it should extend
recognition to this group of discount mongers. We feel that the
latter case would hinder the NFCUS Committee's attempted discount
plan, a plan that is better organized and of more value, and therefore
the only alternative is for the AMS Executive to enforce its non-
recognition decision and thus disprove the charge of wishy-washy-
nfcss.

Regardless of the outcome of this issue it would be wise on the
part of all Queen's students to investigate fully just what they are
getting into when they buy a membership in the "Student Buyers
Club" and to realise their student government has not approved this
bastard "Club".

Doe Ye Suppresse?
"What should ye doe then, should ye suppresse all this flowry

crop of knowledge and new light sprung up and yet springing daily
in this City, should ye set an Oligarchy of twenty ingrossers over it,

to bring a famin upon our minds again, when we shall know nothing
but what is measured to us by their bushel? Beleeve it they who
counsell ye to such a suppressing, doe as good bid ye suppress your
selves: ..."

So said the immortal John Milton in Areopagitica, a classical, yet
valid, defence of the freedom of the press. We would like to add
our strong approval to these sentiments for the right to be heard
(and read) is necessary for the successful operation of democratic
society. Writings which are spurious, obscene, or in bad taste will be
automatically censured by the readers but those readers should be
given the opportunity to exercise their own judgement and moral
standards in such matters.

The Queen's Journal is one of the few entirely free student news-
papers in Canada, Unfortunately, it has been a premise that readers
are not capable of judging good articles and thus many members
of the Canadian University Press are controlled by their student
government or university administration — or both — and are
therefore under external control, a control which we feel un-
warranted.

In this, our last regular issue of the Journal for I960, we would
like to thank the Alma Mater Society Executive, the Queen's
University Administration, and indeed all our readers for upholding
the freedom of their student press.
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Letters To The Editor

frying Pan?
Editor, Journal:

Out of the frying pan and into

the fire. These appear to be the

sentiments of a recent Journal edi-

torial, "This Sterile Outpost".

It begins with a denunciation of

Canada's tendency to cling to Bri-

tish national symbols. Good ! I

heartily agree that 'if Canada is

ever to deserve the title of nation

she must develop tier own national

symbols".

I first became dubious as to the

merits of this article at the state-

ment that described the Common-
wealth as a "lingering phantom of

a dead empire". But what com-
pletely destroyed the effect of this

article was its ridiculous con-

clusion that suggested "Canada
would be better advised to join

the United States".

The article asks a necessary

question of young Canadians. Is the

term "Canada" only an analogue

to the term "colony" or could it

refer to a country—separate and
independent ?

But—and here I disagree with

the article— if it is out of the

question that Canada might stand

without a crutch or apronstring to

steady her, then at least she should

conserve her democracy inherited

from centuries of independent

thought rather than running hy-

sterically after a flash of democracy
that is slowly extinguishing. The
existence of a Communist partv in

Canada and outlawing of the same
in the United States is just one
example of the superiority of the

British form of democracy. Should
Canadians adopt the drawl of Pre-

sident Kennedy in favour of the

English language as it is spoken

by Prime Minister McMillan?

If we have only a choice as to

whom we should he the colony of,

I say let us remain in the frying

pan.

Robert E. Livesey

Monarchist!

Editor, Journal:

I would like to re-affirm by-

strong belief in a constitutional

monarchy.

The Crown would command
infinitely more respect and loy-

alty than could an elected pre-

sident. Besides who in Canada
is qualified to fulfill such a posi-

tion — certainly no one could
replace Elizabeth Windsor in

such a position !

Emo Gootch

Grey Beards

Editor, Journal:

I positively refuse to be told

that Britain is tired and Tory. Not

only is its government socialist in

many respects, but the name Tory

was given a series of old Grey

Beards who ruled the country at

least a hundred years ago. I am
afraid that your editor is unin-

formed or misinformed. Nor can

we honestly compare the life of

London to any Canadian city.

London, unlike a well-known city

in eastern Ontario, does not go to

bed at eleven o'clock. Oh, Mr.

Editor ! By all means go and join

the United States and the best of

conformist luck to you ! But as for

calling Britain tired and Tory,

\:onscnse ! Please use your energy

building a wonderful Canada, Eng-

land is busy building a better

Britain.

M. Wark

Editor's Note: Uoes having a

socialistic government in can a

country is advanced ? We think

this would incur argument from

non-socialists. Is a country's
position in the world to da v

measured by the night-life of its

great cities ? We hope not '.

Rubicons

Editor, Journal:

I was very glad to read that Mr.
Brian Cochrane has crossed his

"Rubicon" and lias formed a rock

'n" roll club at Queen's because as

he said, like it or not we are of the

Rock and Roll generation and we
might as well get used to the fact

that a musical tradition of such

force has grown in our youth. [

feel that to improve our jiving is a

necessary part of a well-balanced

university education since we can't

escape it although it may be a
dying rage.

I like rock and roll with such
artists as Chubby Checker because
it tells how I feel and I see that

twenty or so people here will agree
with me although most arc in their

first year and may not complete
their education but may I offer

my collection of 406 comic books
in case the club wants to hold
poetry readings between records.

I also enjoy classical music.

Phil Elder

Shut Up

War Games
Editor, Journal:

Last week Mr. Eilert Frerichs

waxed emotional on actions of the

Allied Bombing Command during

the last war.

I would like to point out that an

enemy is more quickly brought to

its knees if its economic capacity

is damaged and morale is destroy-

ed. Allied lives were automatically

saved by each day the war was

shortened, and it is a well known

fact that a landing on the Japanese

mainland would have cost hundreds

of thousands of American lives and

many more Japanese lives than did

the atom-bombing of the two com-

paratively minor cities. Also the

destruction in both Japan and

Germany, to say nothing of the

European countries on which the

German hold was much looser than

it would have been if they had had

the material which Allied bombing
denied them, would have been far

greater. Probably these countries

would have been deprived of the

ability to accomplish their "eco-

nomic miracles", and this surely is

more important to a nation than

temporary safety for civilians.

Finally, I would remind Mr.
Frerichs that war is not a game.

D. C. Butler

Vacancies?

Editor, Journal:

Have you thought joyfully of

the rapidly approaching Christmas
sportive season? Most of us have.
Have you also thought of Queen's
foreigners, our friends and fellow
students, who may have to view
this most festive time of the year
from a nearly completely vacated
residence or some small room?
Why not invite them into out-
homes to taste our family spirit?
They don't demand twenty-four
hour entertainment but will enjoy
that somehow special "feeling" 0 f
living in a home.

Glimpses of ourguests' happiness
seem to constitute a reward.

R. J.

Dial 0

Editor, Journal:

Although verbosity is yet in sty

.

Why not shut up till somethin
said WORTHWHILE ?

Yashu Yet

Editor, Journal:

I just can't stand it any Iong-

fr™?-}5 !t that when one
required to

Jaw
Bo

n,
This column is devoid

expression of lively stud

ion. Opinion expressed
|j
1

no/ necessarily reflect
'

policy and any student
ff
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Supposedly, the men's tea
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^
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sleepy and often impolite voice
answers "Queen's University"?

Furious

Canada and from
outsidtL

borders living in the resijj

should stimulate getting

and talking over different

grounds and varied environ^

There are students from

faculty and course. Surely
j

would generate a wide and
i

gent range of discussion.
But J

Our 'related-knowledge' |}J

sions degenerate into name-QU

boorish "Engineers", and <ln

"Artsmen". The student

Halifax and the chap from

toon won't discuss prcn<

politics, but only the dating hj

of the girls from their did

home towns. Ah, but you

greater awareness of Camijl

developed. Perhaps, but onljl

cause the Easterners now la

the names of the Edmonton Ei

football team !

Perhaps the greatest benefrtjj

university education is tht

munication of ideas betwws

dents. The exchange of v\enl

a serious and constructive leni

one of the most important m
of learning to make decisiosl

oneself. We may become

edgeable by faithfully alls

lectures and completing essays!

we become educated only by i(

scientious and devoted ass

with each others' thoughts

feelings. Any attempt at

talk in the men's residences «|

immediately flounder!., eithfl

cause of self-consciousness «|

fibrance. The true "arguiritfj

no longer seen. The fire of

tion in the eyes of the partio

gives way to an absence of

ing; the desire to persuade I

way to the offhand joke tor

pressure; and the rise andcj

argument is defeated tfitfc

typical comment, "Knock

fellows, don't get so workwlj

We have ping-pong tourn

parties, football pools, rant

little else. When there is &*j

it is wasted away by meanir

chit-chat, and when the

draw near the forbidding '1

Disturb' signs proliferate
$

magic. Alternatively, the re-

are playgrounds for prank*
J

graveyards for the keener*'

conditions are particulaO

ducive to discussion.

If the residences a r

f

anything more than gl°r '*'

hutches, the spontaneous

merit of serious discussion ml

regained. This year's un

can do much to change *|

plorable situation. They

place indifference with c

^^|
laziness with ambition,

1

1

ing mind with a free and ft

spi nt.

Stewart
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Whatever flaws remain over

I; m rehearsals, I have no doubt

Having
watched the Glee Club'

oduetion
of Iolanthe in dress re-

P" on Wednesday evening, I

^% the bold step of pronouncing

success before the opening

W
(from reil—

.

, the
audiences on Thursday,

'

pVfday and
Saturday will enjoy the

i

s|l(llVi
because the players will con-

vince them tltat they are enjoying

ft

tliemselves. This is a first condi-

llion
of successful comic opera,

, whether at the amateur or the pro-

fessional level.

The whole cast — and, of

course, Dr. George, the musical

director — is to be commended

for clear singing and good pro-

jection ;
David Wilson and

peter Saunders were the only

soloists whose words could not

[always be understood from the
1

back of the gallery. In general,

(however, the standard of acting

fell a good deal short of the

standard of the singing. With

the notable exception of Joce-

|]yn Smith and George Southall,

I the players all tended to lose

what naturalness and stage pre-

sence they had as soon as they

[descended into spoken prose

[and unstylized gestures

—

a fact

[which did not help the charac-

ters to come to life. The chorus,

on the other hand, reacted well

[to the abrupt twists of the dra-

Imatic situation and never lost

(touch with the principals.

To return to the singing itself.

Die male chorus maintained an ex-

cellent combination of virility and
Icontrol, accuracy and balance,

j throughout the performance. The
jfairies, ably led and complemented
By the trio of Diane Richards, Gail

Bago and Ann Hill, were equally

good once they got into position and
could concentrate on their singing,

they failed to solve the prob-
lems involved in "tripping hither,

Mpipiig thither" and telling the
pidience about it in fair-like chorus

' llie sa"ic time. Unstinted praise
Nt go to Jocelyn Smith, who
Me a sincere and charming
Phylhs without ever lapsing into
[awkislmess. WitIl the purest flmI
lost commanding voice in the com-
ply, she might have been tempted
Ncously to steal the show; it is
Wl the more to her credit, therefore,
pt she kept the ensembles in per-
|KI proportion

; and her duets with
P'rephon were a special delight
wrge Southall. who played the

iolanthe: we beFon^suc^eVs
the Glee Cub's Lord ChanceW " .

"
Lord Chancellor, deserves to sharelhe nd

;

est °< Plaudits, not ofcourse for the quality of his voice
but for

l
he life and person3litv £

conveyed with it, and for Wa
'« putfng over a Gilbert and
Sull van patter song so that not a
Jingle word was missed. Sharon
Campbell, as Iolanthe, Robin Bol-
ton, as Strephon, and Fred Love
asLord Mountararat, all turned in
credible ,f slightly patchy perfor-
'"ances.

7 he major disappointment
to me, was Linda Waring's Fairy
Qneen; the Lord Chancellor was
not the only one who might have
mistaken her for the proprietor of
a ladies' seminary. Gilbert's lines
and Sullivan's contralto setting
make this a hard role to bring off
with the grace of a fairy and the

dignity of a queen. A schooled
operatic actress might make the
part convincing; a talented ama-
teur could make it pleasantly ridic-
ulous; Miss Waring made it pa-
thetic. She bustled in with the air
of an aggressive middle-aged
schoolmistress, and then crowned
her effort by singing flat for most
of the duration of the play.
The generally very good musical

performance of the cast was not
well supported by some other
hitherto unmentioned elements of
the production. The orchestra
though probably the most hard-
working of the artists, was the
weakest thread in the musical
fabric, a failure due chiefly to a
ragged group of first and second
violins. The stage direction car-

ried out by John Munro and
George Southall, lacked variety.

The regimental arrangement of the
choruses in straight ranks along
the sides and back of the stage was
used effectively, but too often; I

was waiting eagerly for a more
irregular or informal deployment
of the chorus, but it never cainc.

The two sets of side and rear flats,

larger than any used by the Glee
Club before, belong on the credit

side of the bill, and clumsy lighting

effects must, I suppose, be forgiven
in Grant Hall. All in all, the Glee
Clnb have brought out so much of

the inherent musical charm, lively

satire, warm-hearted comedy and
sheer good fun of the operetta, that

it can hardly fail to please.

M. E. Gerwin

the alien and bieler exhibition
The current exhibition at Ether-

ington Centre is a fertile field for
comment; it lends itself to inter-

pretation at any level. The rankest

I-don't-like-modern-art-er will rec-

ognize something of value here and
come to feel when the artist is ex-
pressing himself with more or less

success. Both artists can be ap-
proached profitably through line

and color.

Mr. Allen has a strikingly char-
acteristic style. Let us say simply
that his paintings express excit-

ingly the relationship between
several elements of a landscape —
lake, sky, rocks, grass. Frequently

the main structural line is hori-

zontal, which would ordinarily be

static
: for instance, a mass of water

in the bottom half of the canvas

and a mass of sky in the top half.

But there is dynamic action at the

line where they meet. "Edge of

the Lake vii" consists of precisely

that, two endless blue masses sep-

arated by a shoreline. But this is

a 'center of intensity', of impor-

tance, to which the eye is drawn
by brilliant color and by the in-

tricacy of lilies and movements in

the rocks; so that the blue masses

are seen only in tension with it.

The structural Hue is sometimes

wavy, sometimes diagonal, as in

Lakeshore, where it sweeps the eye

quickly to the more intense color

of land meeting water. The hori-

zontal layers are disconcerting in

"Rock Forms v", as they bring one

Also in "Element

Growth" the eye does not know
whether to move from left to right,
or right to left.

In several paintings the air is

color and the objects are in the
process of condensing out of it

or rarefying into it, as in "Flow-
ers in Air." There is an econ-
omy of color and structural line

that concentrates on singularity

of effect — an ceonomy which
is not present with Bieler. This
is clear in the drawings and
pastels, which are enchanting.

The "Portrait" is immediately

appealing. In it yellows are given

new pensive and ugly dimensions.

The woman is not romantically

beautiful, for the mouth was per-

haps too changing to portray, or

did not lend itself to abstraction:

and the nose and eyes are old. But
it is a beautiful painting and inti-

mate. Especially effective is the

woman's position rather far down
on the canvas, combined with the

height at which the picture is hung.

Whereas in Allen's paintings

there is a strong feeling of light

and motion, in Bielcr's the color

patterns dominate. His paint"

arc broken up in line,

stop. of

All-ln-One
W automobiles, dwelling, cottage, household contents, jewels,

J«,

fme arts, boots, personal liability. All may be insured on
" e °°' lcy with six months, a ycor or three years to pay.

Office:

1Q5 Brock St
LI R-3271

JACK WAUGH
GENERAL
INSURANCE

Residence:

143 Churchill Crese.

LI 6-6933

B
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NOW ON SALE
TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

kiNgston
Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

*a
*^ii«iiMiiMfflB iraan^»iB||^

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
- AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
EVerv *

WST 0N HWY
-
N0

'
2 T0WARDS CANANOQUE

'V Saturday Night — Paar Christie's Orchestra
Catering to Private Parties and Banquets

FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
CALL LI 2-0745

ngs

studv

of "Private View" or "Tout en
Cherchant" will show. The people

and what they are thinking must
move the eye, for the painting is

like a jigsaw puzzle before it has
been put together. There is a

typical black veining over "Deep
in the Forest" which reveals an
underlying structure, analyses and
synthesizes simultaneously. It is

like a many-faceted jewel, and
every combination of the faces

reveals a new form. This is why
these lines arc so effective in group
pictures such as "The Pilgrims".

"Figure in Repose" is as serene as

Parthenon statues
; perhaps

veiling of horizontal lines con

tributes to this stability

"Stress" the veining combines per-

fectly the twisting and writhing of

the mind under pressure, whereas
of "Winnipeg Ballet" it makes a

meaningless knot.

It would be easier to hang
Bieler's paintings than Allen's, I

think; rare the room in which an
Allen would be appreciated as it

is in the gallery. Also, a Bieler

speaks to us, whereas with an

Allen we must do the talking.

S.M.C.

the

In

| Tonight and Tomorrow Night

iolanthe
The Glee Club production now play-

ing in Grant Hall.

+ +

Zola May Shaulis will give a free

piano concert in the Ban Righ Common

Room this Sunday afternoon at 3:00

p.m.

Arts Formal tickets are now on sale.

Formal, with Buddy Morrow bond, will

be held January 20th.

1

the MILDEST
BEST-TASTING

CIGARETTE

I am alone
Why does sex play such a major role?

Why can 1 not meet with thee outside it?

I have tried to with all my strength,

But I remain alone.

Oh love, Oh Cod, I need help.

But who can satisfy this?

Not the Christ, not my parents.

The very soul of me is alone.

When I am with another 1 want to give out with myself.
This is instinctive; compulsive.

1 desire companionship.

Reason is a medium.

But man remains blind, and I am cut off.

So, the greot word sex.

It becomes the means; it is abused; man abuses it.

I hove in truth never known the wholeness of someone else.

And yet, to me, this is essential.

Reosoning is o natural thing;

But it is raw and needs to be developed.

Instinct tells me to do so.

I try, Oh Cod I try!

But olwoys I am stopped

There is a barrier in front-

That barrier is the cheap vornish of the sociable man;
It is the nervous laugh that scorns sincerity;

And I am reduced to nothing and remain alone.

I om lonely, sex is here, and I abuse it.

I become a victim of my own frustration.

Locked in a cage of some starvation.

"Oh that I knew where I might find htm", ... and man in him;

But all there is, is emptiness and futility.

Ashes in my mouth and a burning fire at the core.

The world is futility. 1 am alone.

Sex might solve this futility, it is a means.

But it is abused.

Reason might solve this futility, also a means,

But unused.

It is all so deathly, so futile,

Man is futile. I am futile.

Where is death? I om afraid of it;

And yet I desire it.

John Duncan
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7k SW&db well equippecL

tV psychiatry...

portable Coach

The student well equipped to

avoid economic trauma carries

a case-history note-book entitled

"Bank of Montreal, Savings Department"

and sees to the making of

regular entries therein.

Bank of Montreal
Canada* ?<k4£ "ga«6 j<n StwU*&

Kingston Main Office, 297 King St. E., at the Market:
T. R. FRANCIS, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sta. Branch, in the "Y" Building:

WILLIAM P. CRONIN, Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch-
WILLIAM BARRY, Manager
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Classified

Mistress Wanted
Modest but gay and scintillating

young Queen'sman wishes to lake a

"mistress who is interested in the finer

things of life. Applications for this

position will he received by the Leader,

c/o the Editor, Queen's journal.

Lost or Stolen

Will the person who "borrowed" a

blue CCM geared bicycle from out-

side the gym last night please return

it, or else rent, depreciation, taxes, and

theft will be charged against him. E. A.

Boyle.

Would the person who took my grey

winlcr coat by mistake from Gordon

HaH during or immediately after a

Chem 2 lecture at 10 a.m. Monday,
please contact Ron Dicky at 2-2507.

My car keys and others arc in a brown
case in one pocket. I have your coat.

Thank you.

Would the person who accidentally

"ARE UNIVERSITIES BLIND GUIDES?
The following is an extract

from a brief entitled: "Are Uni-

versities Blind Guides?" prepar-

ed by a joint NFCUS-SCM com-

mittee at this campus.

picked up a Liberty scarf from the member.

Library please hand it in to tile Library

main desk or call G-6265.

Lost: a pair of glasses, dark rim-

med with white etching. Finder please

contact Dorceu MacKcnzie, Ban Righ
1.

Newspapers

Any student interested in subscribing

to the student newspaper of Lakchead
College, please get in touch with the

College at Port Arthur, Ontario.

Raffle

Attention Queen'snien: Support your
ski (earn this year by buying a raffle

ticket from any l
prospective.) ski-team

"It is disturbing that many

Queen's students reach Convo-

cation without having seriously

pondered the purpose of a uni-

versity education. Often the uni-

versity itself does not demand

that the student think of these

things. Yet we recognize that it

is, as are the students, moulded

by the society around it. We live

in a society which is increasingly

demanding that a person have a

university degree in order to be

an adequate "bread-winner". But

we know that this end should

not be the only end, nor even the

id, of university edit-primary en

cation.

"On Queen's campus, we find

confusion and differing opinions

on such matters as these: What

is the place and value of a spec-

ialized, as opposed to a liberal,

education? Have professors
moral responsibilities for what

they are teaching? How is edu-

cation different from passing

facts?"

In order that the forces which

have created this confused situ-

ation can be better understood,

Queen's NFCUS and SCM arc-

jointly sponsoring, in January, a

weekend seminar on the purposes

of higher education. Highlight

ing this seminar will be lectures

by: Professor S. Wise, Dr. A. J.

Coleman, Dean A. R. C. Duncan

and Vice-Principal J. J.
Deutsch

Discussion in seminar groups

will follow each lecture so that

the seminar may be more fruit-

ful. So that these discussions do

not simply pool ignorance, the

committee is encouraging stu-

dents interested to read on "the

university question" before the

seminar. A shelf in the reading

room of the library will be set

aside with relevant material.

U

Made to treasure - gifts of lasting beauty in^toiiJeM^eei

AVAILABLE IN

CANADIAN
RETAIL STORES

FROM
COAST TO COAST

Here are gifts of enduring beauty that promise

a lifetime of usefulness, many crafted by Can-

adian manufacturers in stainless steel containing

Inco Nickel. Look for them in fine stores

everywhere during the Christmas season.

You'll see the "gleam of stainless steel" in

kitchen appliances and utensils, pots and pans,

serving trays and fine, modern flatware. What
lustrous and attractive gifts they make!

Inco Nickel helps give stainless steel many
of the excellent qualities that make it so prac-

tical around the home. Stainless steel—so easy

to clean and keep clean—stays bright and new-
looking for years and years.

This Christmas, select gifts of lasting value
from the many fine quality Canadian products
made from stainless steel containing Inco
Nickel.

THE
INT1 FtNATIONAL NICKEL

COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
65 YONCE STREET. TORONTO

CFRC
Friday

:

6:30—Time for Listening

7:00—Palladium Party

7:30—Campus Topics

7:3S—Show Time —
The King And I

8:15— Queen's at Work —
To be announced

8:30—In Recital

Mario Moir — contralto

9:00—Concert Hall

Brahms — Academic If. .

Overture
ci||

>i

Beethoven — Concerto V
in C minor

Eticsco—Roumanian Rh a

Tchaikovsky — PathctiqJ
tf-'

Symphony No. 6

Moussorgsky — Nigh
t

Moutain SK

11:00—Moonlight Melodies

12:00—Easy Terms

Saturday:

1:40—Opera Hou<c
Strauss — Der Roscnkaval'

5:00—Fun With Good Music
5:30—Good Listening

6:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—Old Favourites

7 30—Calendar and Personality

7:45—Jazz Steps Out
8:30—Pop Concert featuring

Wieniawski — Concerto N

9 30—Music Round the World
10 00—Night Music

'1:00—Music Beat

12:00—Starlight Serenade

Sunday

:

9:00—Musical Panorama
Piano Coi\c

([li
Beethoven
No. 4

Mozart — Symphony No jj

Tchaikovsky — Capric'

Italien

1:00— Mostly Music

4 00—Emission Franchise

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

Look For The Bottles Will

The Tartan Tops

JAMAICA DRY
GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI - COLA

ELDER'S BEVERAGE

EXPORT
PLAIN OR FILTER

T '

CIGARETTES
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Depression

(continued from page 1)

£0[lJpanies
available in Canada,

it
js nearly impossible to build

up
Canadian ownership in them.

After the last war, industry re-

vived,
creating new industries

and
accelerating old ones. Can-

ada's
growth has been too rapid,

3nd the economy must now ad-

just itself to a slower pace as its

industrial growth levels off.

There will be a depression, Dr.

jnnis said, ProbaDly even greater

than that experienced in the last

year or so.

pr. Innis pointed out that it

has been suggested that the solu-

tion of small factory problems in

Canada lies in the integration of

industry with that of the United

VUKKN

»•* Our Copy B<lsket
SINCERITY

movie

of B
entitled

run at 4

States. Instead of the Canadian

plants producing many "Ford"

models, for example, only one

type would be produced. This

would both cut production ex-

penses and help stimulate em-
ployment.

The Canadian Government

should request that American

companies sell common stock in

their companies in Canada to

Canadians so that the latter, with

greater investment power, could

increase their ownership in their

own country.

Finally, Dr. Innis suggested

lhat Canadians develop a greater

concern for other countries, as

distinct from that of the U.S.

The $100 per capita that is spent

on defense would obviously have

a greater practical value if spent

on foreign aid. Dr. Innis felt that

Canada could strengthen her al-

liances and friendships abroad,

and, simultaneously stimulate

her secondary industries most
by manufacturing the articles

needed by these countries to

raise their standard of living.

I"he Important
ing Ernest", wiU

p.m. and at 7:30 p.,

* * *

'61 SKIDOOO
The Arts Formal, '61 SKIDnOOOOOOOO. wi,l be hefd

j

an:

thC 20s Era" and music
supplied by the Limestone City
Jazz Band in the Red Room andBuddy Morrows band in Grant
Hal! this dance should be the hit
of the social season. The tickets
are ten dollars per couple, five of
which can be paid now and the
remainder before lanuarv i 8th

received

committee

wl»te. Entries will be
°y the local NFCUS
U"W January 15.

Winning photographs will be

Can */
,

" UniVersities «™Canada during a tour which will
continue until the fall of i% ,

* * *

UNITED NATIONS
The United Nation

be honored by

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

SI6NDCST

John Hoi

Club will

speech by Mr.
mes at its Dec. 5

Tickets
January

may be obtained from
members of the Arts Formal
Committee or phone 6-7456.

PHOTO CONTEST
Canadian

friends who
shutter of t

have

university camera
enjoy clicking the

cameras will
an opportunity to turn their

hobby into recognition and cash.
For the fifth year, the National

Federation of Canadian Univer-
sity Students is conducting a
photography contest for under-
graduates across Canada.
Cash prizes totalling $800 have

donated by John Labatt
for the best pictures

been

Limited

Mr. Holmes used to be the
<-anadian delegate to the UN and
is now president of the C1AA
The meeting will he held in the

Ban R,gh Common Room at 3-30
P-m. Monday.

ROCKWOOD
The SCM will be making i tJ

last visit to Rockwood Hospital
this Sunday, until after the New
Vear. They leave Adelaide Hall
at 1 :50 p.m. and return at 4 p
Ten people visited last week,

but the need is such that three
times that number could be used
This is an effort that requires
interested and keen workers. It is
a learning and receiving exper-
ience for both the visitors and
the visited.

Please call Dianne North at
S-7S55 if you have any questions
about what is being done and
why.

WHO'S WHERE
Applications are now invited

from people wishing appoint-
ment as Editor of Who's Where
1961-62. Applications should be
sent immediately to the AMS
Office.

ffihalmrru

ttnffvft OlptrrJ?

EARL AND BARRIE STS

SUNDAY. DECEMBER 4th

1:00 a.m.

7:30

From Star

to Stable

Christ Is The
Answer

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to all

Queen's Students.

Rev

($mtn Btvett

IiiJi i OTljitrrfy

;lehqv and Queen Streets

W. Horton. s, a.. B O.
MINISTER

SUNDAY

10:45 a.m. Sunday School

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Warship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young People

Friday:

West Indian Chib: Fre-Christmas
Party m (he Rainbow Room, Roy York
Cafe. Dancing from 8 to 1. All invited

Sunday:

Hillel House: Movie, Wages oi
(ear

. and short, "Road Runner" al
o p.m.

Lutheran Students: MeetinR at 2:30
P-m. al St. Mark's Lutheran Church.
Dr. D M. Mathers will be guest
speaker.

Canterbury: A Communion Break-
last will be held at St. George's Cath-
edral at 8 a.m., following which the
Vcn. K. C. Bolton, Chaplain of Huron
College, will give an addrevs on the
Agnostic Challenge." This is the last

lormal week-end event of the fall term,
hveryone welcome!
Sunday Concert Series: Pianist Zola

-May Shaulis will give a recital at 3
p m. in Ihe Ban Righ Common Room
Gratis.

SCM: Last visit lo Rockwood before
Christmas. More people are needed.
This is a learning and receiving expe-
rience for both visitors and visited.
Transportation leaves Adelaidi at 1:50
p.m. For information call Dianr N'orth
at 8-7855.

Queen's Chess Club: Important
meeting for the election oi club secre-
tary and treasurer and a discussion of
the tournament. Center House study
room, Morris Hall.

Newman Club will hold it's Christ-
mas Party this Sunday, Dec. 4lh at the
Jeanne Mance Nurses' Residence on

Brock Si.
the

All

SOCIALISTS
The Queen'} Socialist Party

has obtained one hundred signa-
tures petitioning that the Queen's
Socialist Party participate in

Model Parliament, thus fulfilling

the requirement for a new cam-
pus party to be allowed to parti-

cipate in Model Parliament.

The Queen's Socialist Party
grows out of the old CCF Party,

the new name being prompted bv

the lack of an official national name.

Catholic students on
campus arc cordially invited to join

in the fun, song, and frolic of this
most joyous of occasions.

Monday:
Kingston Duplicate Bridge Club:

Meetings every Monday at 206 Con-
cession St. Queen's staff and students
arc especially welcome. Reservations
not nccesary. Mrs. Mary Edney at
8-7017 can arrange for a partner.
UN Club: Talk and discussion by

John Holmes, former Canadian dele-
gate to the UN and present president
of the CIAA. In Ban Rjgh Common
Room at 3:30 p.m. Coffee will be
served.

SCM: Science and Religion Sludv
room 309 Ellis Hall, at 7 p.m. Led by
Clair Woodbury. All welcome.
World Missions study. "Today, a

Challenge to my Faith?" led bv Mrs
A. J. Cokman, at 4:30 pm in* Coui-
nuttce room I of the Union. Everybody
welcome.
German Club: Christmas party at 8

p.m. in the basement of Chalmers Ui
tec! Church, Clergy St. entrance. A
full program, refreshments served. All
are welcome.

Talent Show: Auditions
in I'onvocation Hall. Thi;
eve'yone who can wants to win fame
and fortune al the building fund talent
show in January. Even if you ju.-t have
an idea, bring it along.

Tuesday:

SCM
: Combined worship service,

Morgan Memorial Chapel at 4:45 p.m.
Everyone welcome.

Wednesday:
Drama Guild: General meeting at

7:30 p.m. All arc besecched to come;
i'd, entertainment.
Cercle Francais: Vcnci tous i-ous

amuser a not re soiree dc NoC-1 nui
aura lieu dans la sallc de musinuc de
Leonard Hall a huit heurcs du soir.
Chansons et breuvages.

Skiers: Whitefacc weekend. If you
arc planning to go, you must bring
your membership and ?5 deposit to the
ticket office in the Students' Union
between 12 noon and 1:30 pin on
Wednesday. Dec. 7.

Tricolor Auto-Sport Club: Will hold
a meeting in Ellis Hall at 8 p.m. Win-
ler Rally plans will be discussed and
movies will be shown. Everybody wcl-

'

come.

it 7:30 p m

PageS

LePan Recalls
(continued from page 1)

usually made up from passages iu

newspapers, and gossip.

"The important thing in nego-

tiating is to find honest men", said

Prof. LePan. Dealing with the

second function of diplomacy, he
described very amusingly a period
of sparring which always precedes
a formal bilateral agreement, fol-

lowed later by a clear statement
of the minimum demands of both
parties to the agreement, and cul-

minating in a signed document.
He declared that difficulties in ne-
gotiation are usually compounded
by an increase in the number of
nations taking part.

Lsing the L'X as an example
of multilateral initiation, Prof.
I.ePan expressed the opinion that
"the UN having reached the si*e

it has, real agreements in the UfV
are likely to be agreements be-
tween a small number of states."

A distinguished scholar and
diplomat, Prof. LePan dealt brief-

ly with the Final function of diplo-

macy, policy-making and describ-

ed the questions which arise in
the consideration of a given pol-
icy—how the issue presents itself

to our allies and to the electorate,

and how it will affect the totality
of our relations with the US.

At one point in his delightfully-

informal lectur.-. Prof. LePan
drew gales of laughter when self-

ffacingly, he described his chief
achievement in the diplomatic
corps as "having survived fifteen

years without ever owning a
morning coat,"

Wis could be the right door

for you !

This is the entrance to IBM's modern Plant at

Don Mills (Toronto). A number of graduates pass

through these doors eaeh year on their way to a

successful career.

They find it exciting, challenging and very rewarding

to work with the world's most advanced computers

in this ever-expanding and forward-looking company.

If you would like to work at IBM ... to be one of

the graduates chosen to come here, look into the

opportunities at IBM now.

Arts, Commerce and

Engineering students

are invited to send

for this booklet.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES COMPANY LIMITED |ptf
Sun Life Building, Montreal, Quebec J,D MVt>

Eastern District Manager-J- E. TapseU
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Whiteface Deposit

Due Wed. Dec. 7

To all those interested in getting

in on the biggest bash of the year,

namely the Whiteface Mountain

Ski weekend, take note !

This year's trip will be on the

weekend of January 27-29. Buses

will leave Friday afternoon and

return Sunday evening with two

full days of skiing at the famed

Whiteface Mountain ski area. The

club will be staying at the Alpine

Hotel in Saranac Lake. The cost of

the bus trip down, two nights lodg-

ing and three meals will be not more

than $23.00, To this must be added

two days two costs of $5.00 per day.

It is necessary to collect a $5.00

advance from all those planning the

trip and this will be done on Wed-
nesday, December 7th between 12

won and 1 :30 p.m. at the ticket

office in the basement of the

Student's Union beside the coffee

shop.

Science '62 - Meds '65

Lead Bews Race

Ice Revue
Ice Revue is still looking for male

talent for the show to be presented

on February 25 in the Jock Harty

arena. Males with figure skates as

well as fellows interested in doing

a comedy routine (without figure

skates) will be welcomed with open

arms by the production staff.

Practices are hold on Tucs. nights

from 10-11 P.M. and Sunday
afternoon from 12-2 P.M. So come
out and show the world that figure

skating is not limited to the female

Science "62 retains their position

at the top of the Bews race. Meds
'65 is next, followed closely by

Science '63 and P.H.E. in that

order. Rugger fullback Dave Steele,

Arts '64 added the paddleball

championship to his laurels by out-

lasting Jim Dickson, P.H.E. 21-29,

21-8. Softball playoffs began this

week with Sc. '62, Sc. '61, Sc. '63,

P.H.E. in the semi-finals. Sc. '62

and Sc. '63 won their first sections

witli Sc. '61 and P.H.E. placing

second. The bowling play-offs also

started this week with Arts '61, Sc.

'62, Sc. '63 and Sc. '61 still remain-

ing in the competition. The volley-

ball league is still in progress.

The annual boxing tournament

will be held in the second term this

year. It will probably be staged in

the second or third week in Feb-

ruary. The curling competition will

begin on January 12 which is earlier

than usual. So curlers and boxers

could do well to keep in shape and

practice during the holidays. Hockey
begins soon after the New Year and

several teams have already started

practices.

Re. boxing; Participants in the

tournament must have at least five

work-outs before the tournament,

and must, moreover, have the per-

mission of Jack Jarvis, the boxing

coach. Let's have a real show of

interest in intramural boxing and

participation of well -conditioned

men.

Toilet Bowl Flush
With the Grey Cup over for another year, and football fever

dying down across Canada, most people will be through with football

until next fall. However, at Queen's for several years, and again this

year many students will reach the climax of their football careers,

as they play in the greatest of all Bowl games, the Toilet Bowl.

The Toilet Bowl is a football tournament held early in the

second term, among the various courses in final year in the Engineer-

ing Faculty. The playing rules are the same rules as used in the

Intramural Football earlier this fall. The games will be held at

noon hours either in the Lower Campus Bowl or in the Outer Field

Bowl, during January. The tournament is on an elimination basis,

i.e. if a team is beaten it drops out of further competition.

As in most Bowl games, a Maid of the Bowl will be chosen.

Each competing team enters a candidate in the contest. Tickets,

each worth one vote for the "Maid of choice", will be sold before

the tournament, and the candidate with the most votes will be

acclaimed "Maid of the Bowl". The profits from the tournament will

be donated to some worthy cause on campus. (Last year the profits

went to the Queen's Theatre Fund.)

Naturally a tournament held at this time of year is prone to

adverse weather conditions, and these may somewhat alter the style

of offense and defense used.

LBVAHA BViHTS

Rugger Club
Queen's Rugger Club open

meeting, 2 p.m. Saturday,

Dec. 3, in Leonard Hall

West-centre common room.

Team photograph at 1:30

p.m.

Congratulations:

I wish he was playing across

the line from me.

A Senior Football Player

It was time someone took a

stand.

A Senior Medsman

Remind me never to write

against sports; I don't want to

be cut up by a two edged sword.

Stewart Smith

Swim Meet
In the Women's Intercollegiate

Swim Meet hold last weekend in

Montreal, Queen's placed fourth.

Competing were McGill, Toronto,

Western, and Queen's. The Golden

Gals had only five members of a

twelve-man team back from last

year but made a good showing con-

sidering this.

Individually for Queen's, third

place in the synchronized singles

went to Ruth Cordon and third

place in the doubles to Sandy Blaine

and Marilyn Tighe. Queen's loss

was McGill's gain as Faye Wakeling
(formerly in Meds '63 here) placed

fourth in the diving for the Red
and White against Sandy Blaine

and Jean Kronberg for the Tricolor.

Diane Matheson placed first in

the 50 yd. butterfly while Gail

Mewhinney took a third in the 50

yd. breast stroke. Other events

Intramural Tennis
The final outcome of the in-

tramural tennis was as follows:

Anne Carter, '64, met Sandra

Cattarello, '62, in the finals of the

singles tournament. Sandra em-

erged the victor with scores of

6 - 4, 6 - 4.

In the doubles tournament it

was two girls from '63, Marge

Hanna and Mary Singlehurst,

against Sandra Cattarello and

Joan Beattie of '62. Sandra and

Joan took the match 6 - 3, 6 - 3.

The entry was large this year

and the competition keen.

Editorials

were the 50 yd. freestyle, individual

medley, relay medley, and freestyle

relay with Janet McRae, Jill

Holland, Ann Parish, Peggy Sili-

phant, Brenda Bradley, and Mary
Johnston, all participating.

Sports Editor. Journal:

With regards to the juvenile

uncalled-for, and rather tardy attack

on the person of Seymour Hamilton,

this writer thinks it reflects the typ-

ical, narrow-minded sadism of a

sports enthusiast who thinks

(probably because of some form-

er freudian experience) that any-

one who doesn't "go ape" over

athletics is "Queer".

In its hysterical, insipid, unjourn-

alistic maner, it makes its writer

look ridiculous, vicious, boorish, and

ignorant.

Such slanderous, irresponsible,

vicious, unmittigated dirt is fit

only for the "yellow press" (even

yellower than this).

In conclusion it is hoped that the

writer of said tasteless smear real-

ized the slam against Mr. Hamilton's

character and that such crass, insi-

diousness will not again clog the

sports page.

Robert Crown

P.S. This does not mean, regard-

less of your intention to make it ap-

pear to the contrary, that Mr.

Hamilton and "myself" are engaged.

P.P.S. There are 23 descriptive

adjectives, phrases, and clauses in

the above letter.

Editor's Note: Yes. but what the

hell do they all mean.

$rrabu;tprian <0tfurrt|
PRINCESS AND CLEBQY STJiEITS

Rev. Max V. Putnam, b.a.
minister

sunday. december 4th

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship
Sermon: Contentment in Christ

(Broadcast over CKWS)
7:00 p.m. Preparatory Service
Sermon: Are You watching

and Waiting

8:15 p.m. Youth Fellowship
Theme: What Can We Do To
Put Christ Back Into Christmas

Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.

Prayer and Bible Study

Come and Worship

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR

DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

©la iKill Steak House
- SPECIALIZING IN -

CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS
served with desserts like Apple-pan-dowdy

DINNER SERVED FROM 4 P.M. TO 12 PM
DAILY INCLUDINC SUNDAY

For Reservations Dial LI 2-9048
5 Miles East of Kingston, on Highway No. 2

Eat under candlelight by the stone fireplace and old mill wheel

Sports Editor, Journal:

(Dear Brother Fred)

I noted with interest (mild horror

to be exact) your little column on

the sports page of Tuesday's Journal

and then commenced packing for

home. When 1 finally came to my
senses and realized that our name

was not going to be defamed for-

ever and that you actually did have

something to say (difficult thing for

a sisler to realize you know) I de-

cided to stay, exams et al.

Nevertheless, 1 do not think

Seymour deserves to be dealt with

quite so harshly, especially on the

sports page. After all, he had some-

thing to say too and he does add
vitality to Queen's. I admire him for

his individuality even though he may
allow his peculiarities to get the

better of him at times. If there were
no Hainiltons, no Moffatts, no
Smiths—and yes—even no Durdans
(the brotherly type) maybe I'd

spend all my time in the library too.

Your Sister—Helen

P.S. no—don't worry—Seymour
and I aren't engaged.

Exhibition Tilts

For B-Ball Teams

This weekend the Intcrcollp

iate Basketball Team takes
if

annual trip south of the bord

to play exhibition games.

This year the Gaels will
j,

meeting St. Lawrence UniyJ
sity on Friday evening in can
ton, New York and will travel

0n
to Clarkson College in Potsdam
for an afternoon game on Satu

t

day.

The team will be up agai
nsi

tough competition in both gati,

as the brand of basketball phy^
is a little different than here

I,

is interesting to note that
| ast

year Clarkson won only 4 of 17

games but this unfortunately
[„,

eluded a victory over Queen's

This year they have 9 returning

veterans from last year's team

and will provide stiff compeij.

tion.

It is hoped that Bob Laughton

Dave Jackson, and crew will u Sf

these games to polish the rough

edges off the squad so that they

can return and provide exciting

competition in the Intercollegiate

schedule which starts here on

Saturday, January 14.

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP
and SHOE SHINE

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 2-9717

Intob CMjurrt?
SYDENHAM *ND WILLIAM STREETS

pastoral assistant
Rev. Riley Smalley

ORGANIST AND CHOI RMASTER
l>r. f. R, c. Clarke, f c.c o.

SUNDAY. DECEMBER «TH

11:00 a.m. Rev. Riley Smolley,
Preacher

7:30 p.m. Rev. ). A. Davidson,
Preacher

8:45 p.m. Fellowship Hour for
oil Young People

Everyone Welcome

Snowball
Sculptures
At long last Father Winter de-

cided to shed his cloak over

Kingston, and with it of course

initiated Snowball '61.

Clubs, years and residences

are urged to get together and

build majestic Snow Sculptures

in January 1961. Most of us un-

doubtedly will remember some

of last year's entries such as the

Playboy Rabbit, the Skier and

the Patient. Let's see what

Queen's artistic minds can pro-

duce this year.

Entries will be judged on:

monomentality (20 points, appro-

priate size, lighting, background

—no color advised)
;

originality

( 10 points, here's where your

imagination comes in) ;
and

quality (10 points, handling and

treatment of material, i.e. the

finishing touch).

Snowball festivities are plan-

ned for January 13th and 14th,

but all good Queen's men are

encouraged to get busy on plan-

ning sculptures now, and start

building as soon as you come

back after Christmas. Let's real-

ly put on a display that will

baffle the Kingstonians.

I ANGLICAN 1

KING STREET AT JOHNSON STREE1

ADVENT II

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 4TH

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion
(Corporate Communion and

Breakfast for Canterbury CW>
Speaker: The Ven. K. C. Bolton

9:15 a.m. Choral Eucharist

Preacher: The Rev. J. R- Neal

11:00 a.m. Choral Martins

Preacher: The Dean

7:00 p.m. Evensong
Preacher: The Dean
Weekday Services:

Weekday Services:

Monday to Saturday: Holy Com

munion 7 :45 a.m.; Wednesday,

Holy Communion 10J0 a-"1 '

All Students Welcome

dial 6-mi AMEY'S TAXI
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Introspection
Hundreds of centuries ago a small child was bom under the brilliance

of a new star in the city oi Dcvid. His l.irll: lit? and death brought new

hope to the world, hope for the salvation of man, the expiation of his sins,

and for a life after death. It is not only the birth of this little child, named

Jesus, which ive commemorate al Christmas hut the entire concept of

Christianity, a philosophy and a religion which arose from the teachings

and examples of this truly holy creature. For this reason we, at this

joyous time of Christmas should spend some time in introspective thott£i t

and in a consideration of the world in which we live.

The MpitrJistct mode of socu-tv carries with it a:: implication 3f

materialism as being the ultimate philosophy. People work for The sole

purpose of obtaining money and what money can buy and it is to this

end that our entire social system is dedicated. Education, lor most, is a

road to riches, instead of to intellectual betterment: employment is the

means of reaching the end of the road, rather than ail interesting and

worthwhile service to oik-'.-- fellow man ; and promotion i> tile speed used

in achieving the final goal of material wealth ami is semi -separated from

being an acceptance of a "well done" from one's employers. The subor-

dination of all aspects of our life to the God, Dollar lias become the curse

of the twentieth century. Employees, instead of concentrating upon pro-

ducing the finest possible product, dwell on the possibilities of snatching

a raise from their employers, even if this requires force, in the form of

strikes, and hardships to the country at large. The 'Ijoss' on the other

hand is only interested in swift anil efficient production that will bring

him as large a profit as possible. Quality of workmanship and product,

thought for the welfare of others, indeed Christianity and it; ethics, arc

submerged in this materialistic struggle. Commercialism has even en-

croached upon the sacred observance of Christmas; stores, organizations,

and individuals solicit for profits by using the giving spirit of Christmas
as a basis for their own material betterment.

It is not only in our relations with each oilier that we have per-
verted the true Christian philosophy and religion. In international power
politics the self-interest of nations has caused imperialistic suppression of

the weak, pointless wars, and countless atrocities. The lustful desire for

power has created a world of fear as two superpowers face each other
across the gamblers' table with mankind as the stakes. The Christian
ideal of living in peace and loving one's neighbour seems an outmoded
objective in the selfish atmosphere that lias smothered the contemporary
globe.

This retrogression from the ideal has taken place despite the great
number of churches, good homes, and advanced institutions for education.
Perhaps through no fault of their own. they have lost the power ami
ability to influence man to the extent of reforming his norms of life. These
instruments of Christ have failed humanity in their weakness but humanity
has failed them (and therefore Christ ) for it is the people who luive made
these institutions of church, family, and school what they arc. The blame
for the relaxation of Christian ethics can not l« solely placed upon the
skyward pointing spires of our church. Yes, they have made mistakes.

. we the people
. . . who have placed ourselves in such a

lull

position as to be able to ignore the words from pulpit, parent, and peda-
gogue and to still 1* able to sleep soundly at night, warmly ensconced in
our own selfish little worlds.

The twentieth century has seen a great technological advancement
with the nuclear age opening new doors to health, wealth and happiness.
Unfortunately, it lias also witnessed an upsurge in the philosophy of "I".
Mankind, instead of concerning itself with the good it could be doing
others, has adopted an attitude of self-aggrandisement. In the life of a
person this has meant a never-cesing search for wealth and a circular
race against all competitors

. . . even the Jonses. For nations this new
concept of the ideal has required the output of large concentrations of
energy m an attempt to develop a supcr-super-super weapon and thus to
achieve the domination of humanity.

How mud. better this world would be if the spirit of Christmas was
celebrated, in the manner in which it was conceived, for three hundred
and Gixty-five days in the year. The world would then hold more than
material wealth for inhabitant,

. . . there would then be "Peace on earth
and goodwill towards men."

In Our Cok

To each student of Queen's

University my warmest wishes for

a happy Christmas and a good Nciv

Year. I am grateful that the good

offirrs of the Journal male it pos-

sible to say this to each, of you.

Whether you are with family

and friends or far from home and

perhaps in a strange country, may

you find the good will of Christmas

ond the bright promise of the Nciv

Year.

2i4oiu . . .

"I have always thought of Christmas time when it has come around
apart from the veneration due to sacred name and origin, if anything
belonging to it can be apart from that - as a good time a kind, forgiving,
charitable, pleasant time."

Charles Dickens

FROM TH£ PADRE

The grist of daily nei.s bears

impressive witness litis year as

ever thai the approach of the Woly

Day does something for men's

spirits. For a while they are less

selfish tit least and heroically self-

sacrificing at best. They think of

each other more, show it much
more.

Christmas reminds the Christian

that the family of Cod is as ivtde

as the world. Even the half-heathen

holiday many make of the Holv
Day cannot hide Us pozver to

siveelen the relations of men,

,1l Christinas the spirit of giving and sharing is stronger than the

striving to grab and to keep, Love and thoitghtfulness for others, the

ivonder in a child's ryes, the joy on a grandmother s face, the beauty of

carols on a frosty night—these outweigh for most of us the cynical and
the sordid, the menacing and the mean, the hurry and the worry.

As usual the poet has put it alt in a line or two:

"The crazy stable close at hand
With shaking timber and shifting sand

Crew a stronger thing to abide and stand

Than the square stones of Rome."

C. K. Chesterton

ver/r.

1/

FROM WE AMS PRESIDENT. .

.

May I thank the Editor of the

Journal for this opportunity to

extend to you the compliments of

the fyoliday season from the Exec-

utive of the Altna Mater Society.

Tor us, Christmas means happy
reunions with families and the

gaiety of a festive season; hut it

also provides a moment to pause

and consider the message of that

first Christmas nearly hvd thou-
sand years ago. Whenever you may
be, may the joy and spirit of good
will that attends the coming of the
' Good News" he yours, and may
you enter the New Year with
assurance and direction.

A PLEA FOR PEACE
"Enormous stockpiles of tre-

mendous powerful means of de-

struction have already been accu-

mulated, lint the arms race is in-

creasing in intensity, drawing
more and more countries into its

maelstrom and sapping the life-

strength of the peoples, Truly
fantastic sums arc being squan-
dered to make death-dealing wea-
pons at a time when millions of

people, many nations, are still

languishing in poverty, without
conditions of life fit for a human
being.

"What is the way out? How can
we end the present situation?

I low can we guarantee people
calm, peaceful life:

"There is a sure and reliable

means to preclude the possibility

of war being unleashed. That is

universal and complete disarma-
ment of states. When means of
warfare are destroyed, all types of

armaments liquidated and armies
disbanded, then and thereby will
the conditions for a stable peace
on Earth, a peace without wars
and bloodshed, have been created."

Supreme Soviet of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics

October 31, 1959.

Let me be among the first to

wish everyone a merry Christmas.

I also wish you a merry 6th, 7th,

8th, . . . : of December — in fact,

I do not wish anyone to undergo

unnecessary sorrow and suffering.

Why should it be necessary to

repeat all these trite expressions

at tin's particular time? And why

should it be necessary at the some-

time to go into debt to buy gifts

which are exchanged in an atmos-

phere of acquisitiveness (You can

almost hear the cash registers ring

as some people survey their

presents), and which are soon

afterwards cither neglected or

changed for what really was

wanted?

Christmas is tiot primarily a

Christian occasion, and most of its

would take little notice of it if it

was. The festival originated in

ancient Egypt where a Heavenly

Virgin gave birth to the Sun every

year at the Winter solstice. The

occasion was appropriated by the

worshippers of Mithra (Who also

observed the origins of Easter,

and the sacraficial element of the

mass). It was finally adopted by

the Western church in the fourth

century, in order to help counter

the wide popularity of Mithratsni.

The texts on which our celebra-

tions arc based are probably legen-

dary. Jesus was probably born in

Nazareth, the sou of Joseph and

.Mary. The tax which was sup-

posed to draw them to liethlchetn

took place ten years after the sup-

posed dale of his birth. Any child

born iu exposed conditions (eg. in

a stable) during December or Jan-

uary in Palestine would have un-

doubtably died, and his mother
would probably have died too.

Perhaps it is true that the origins

of the festival are not important,

and that its significance as a time-

to celebrate the coming of the

Christian era is l»oth relevant and
worthy of joy. Men have always
wished for peace on earth and good
will towards men, so the intention

is not really that memorable. The
question then becomes: has the

coming of Christianity brought any
real progress towards peace and

Just to prove that ihis columnist
is NOT a cranky, cynical windbag,
the Stewart Smith Christmas cheer
will now l>c handed out. Santa
Clans is broke so you'll have to
make do with some verbal bou-
quets. Much has happened at

Mucin's in the last twelve weeks,
and a great deal of it has been
good, We would like to express
our appreciation for some things
and to some people for their ac-
tivity or lack of activity since Sep-
tember. And so. from the goodie
bag. we give you Congratulations
and Blessings, I960 ! : first and
foremost, to the Golden Gaels, for
providing us with a trmendous
season of clean, thrilling football

to Wallace Hall, for recogniz-
ing Levana

. . . to the King Ed-
ward for putting up with us . . .

to us for putting Up with hotel
detectives

. . . Io CFRC for con-
«"«"ng to provide high quality
programming

. . . ln AMS con .

stables for being so patient at foot-
ball games ... to students
taking alcoholic beverages
football stadiun

SCROOGE Bf

good will on earth? On t|le
J

I think Christianity
lias

sponsible for at least as mJ
and suffering as peace

niirl

will.

What then does QiriitrJ
present for today.

so much attention pair) (n

the first place it is a greai

event, offering everyone a rtj

to express his affection
ffir (

friends, and also a chance to
r

and lie happy for no real ro

Once such at atmosphere hi>

created, it is infectious, and

world can come to seem „

pleasant place indeed. Fo,

reason alone it is worthwhi

have such a holiday, and 1

1

be the last one to attack iu

tancc.

Our commercial society

however, made Santa Clans tb
\

of Christmas, and gone a Inn^

to ruin the occasion for

involved. It must seem |<

many people today that thti

tion of Christinas has becomtJ

tircly economic — to excliuiM

many goods .as possible. 1 fftfl

we cnuld show our getierost;|

means other than the pti

orgy of trade in material gifts..]

derive much more satisfx

from it.

Besides, this year I'm flat M
And oh yes. Happy New Yt

Scrooge

for "not

into the

to the stadium
commissioners for cleaning up the

mickey bottles under the
to the Engineer's Glee

trying something new at
- Graham Ford. JimM< Alp™ and George LaFleur for

living a great idea, Quarathon
to Sohmdra Chopra and Sandy

STEWART SMITH

Eryce for starting a nit*1 *

while club on campus—the

Nations Club ... to NFCfS

bringing Queer i 's four

students—a project most i!f-tf

of continued support

Hornal for trying '

males and females together

campus ... to John M-\

the rugger team for sta«in

*J

wonderful game her

to
1

brinJ
:

-N'(
|,)

broken

stands

Club for

Queen's

about

!

Kennedy for proving

students can be right

thing ... to the Arts

bringing outstanding P 1

name of Oscar Peters01 '

'

Robbie Shaw for injecting"

and dynamism into Nr

(continued on P3Se
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kindwords of

ccas ion ally

Christianity, religion

than

. near

„ Queen

riven

Iject

tcn's

continual columnists

:or
occasionally in these

CS
°..'<; non-material being,

ma" 3

-hat
more appropriate

this, as Christmas

> There is a tend-

i to be atheistic
;

the impression I

when I broach the

0 f religion with most

tudents. Atheism ap-

^tudents because it

claims on them, it

them free to pursue the

sponsible,
hedonistic, exist-

f ,-iiaracteristic of one's stu-
C

days at Queen's. It is my
fc:011atc

conviction that man's

. problems today are root-

„ the bifurcation of the

Initial
and social order.

Hie concept of the muminons

been universally e.xperienc-

ihy man. It is a vision which

Ls nothing but worship.

lodern man reacts cynical-

'railier than sincerely to such

[jonS;
all that he has gleaned

he Humanistic movement

[eh originated in the Rennes-

i(c has been the eviscerating

llysis of the rationalists who
n(kd this movement. Amaz-

lat his own prowess, man has

flier rejected God altogether

substituted some self-styled

\ii who in no way hinders his

jterialistic progress. Scientt-

y, we have done wonders

[the past three centuries. But

Lt have we achieved morally

spiritually ; what common
ad have we forged with na-

pis who do not share the

ideology, save it be mut-
hostility? Apparently there

some unifying factor lacking,

ifaclor which the Christians

Suld call God and which I, if

mderstand Jung's psychology,

Suld look for in the "collective

ponscious".

There are severe limitations

j*ed on man's ability to give
fational account of himself.
\h only of late he has discov-

Smith Continues
(continued from page 2)

John Alexander and the Class
W for showing enthusiasm,

^y and drive in starting a great
at Queen's ... to Lcvana, for

ing the foresight to abolish that
tac and ridiculous institution,
Susic-Q Week Competition;

they'll start on their other
fof-date institution now —
feghti»g

. . . to Moison
-

5
'*«>«. for

. . wc il, you know
'o the Drama Guild for

fSfillem try at a difficult play

J
*m Liberals and the Tories

pPui for finally getting to-
on something, even if its
Warfare ... to the Univer-

?
lctrI Series and the Fine

-omniutee for bringing cul-
_Queen- s ......to Brian Coch-

r having guts to .start

lues appreciation here

ft, for

: l*n>

Jiimiil

and bit

«alph Greene, one of the
""tie Christians in this

'O'ing to serve Queen's
to Mrs. Williams for

- *o Seymour Hamilton

also tor

Ia,l
"R s!udcnt ;

"•onnqr floor who hare
r°oni into such a busy

. ,
• • and to many

"° have ma(]e this term a(

'"tecestinc

folic

my

a happy

„, enjoyable,

and alive ! May
Slutlents have
'• 'i»d indulge in

v
m things of life . . .

Stewart Smith

GEORGE RICHARDS

eredtliat he has an unconscious
mind (although this might well
be the "soul" in Christian nom-
enclature) and it is dubious if
lie will ever fu ii v char. or com-
prehend this dark continent of
the mind. That dim apprehens-
ion of the transcendent elementm eternal reality which we
sense in the impotentcy of child-
hood is erased by the constant,
ineluctable pressures of society
or is retained only by a precious
minority, the artists and
tics.

mys-

It is possible for the individ-
ual to be aware of the limits of
his personal consciousness and
of his external knowledge with-
out making any direct appeal to
religion. This is the true found-
ation of atheism and the mater-
ialitsie attitude. But atheism
and materialism are only pos-
sible in an age of great personal
comfort, when man can delude
himself that he is solving his
major problems intellectually.

The present international ten-
sions falsify this condition.

Atheism is no solution to the
problems we are faced with to-
day; and I am no more satisfied

by the Christian complacency
and hypocrisy which is evident
in the Christmas season. It

seems to me that the answer
has been found in our own day
by the scientific humanists.
Tin's is the gift that I offer, in

the true Christmas spirit, to my
atheistic friends at Queen's.

George Richards

QUEEN'S CAROL
SERVICE

DECEMBER 11, 8:30 P.M.

GRANT HALL

Sponsored by Engineering

Society

Page 3

journal Christmas contest
lisan 5

TntmU- j ' "''"-"^embered touchT-blmgo^fnkNng
of b.celeMed, bone-chino wrists.

i!°J

^

1

d»"«W '*« an outworn skin,

'

t-oscade motionless ,„ shadow-pools
At the corner of my eye.

Artd afterwards

In the sod stillness

Morfced ond deepened by o touch of darkness.

Tom Marshall

Following arc the results

literary contest

;

POETRY:

RESULTS
the Journal's annual Christi

First Prize Colin Norman
Second Prize Tom Marshall
Honourable Mention Tom Eadie

Nursery Rhyme
Lisan
Still in My Wishej

PROSE:
First Prize
Second Prize

Marram Slavifj The Dance
None Declared

Judges: Isaac Newell, John Stedmond, Alastair Walker
— all of the Queen's English Department

Selections from the more than fifty entries

page and the following pages.

appear on this g

1

no more with more nursery rhyme
Run!

In twisted streets.

No room

For wings — and so

We ran.

Stumbled,

Slowed by their breadth ond bulk.

My eyes sow the fallen foil.

My eors heard

Screams

Of agony

Of hate — rising.

Slowing

To each new triumph.

Run!

I can no more.

Hear me Cods! but no —
Behind

Agoin the chose howls.

Run!

I can not.

— Alone

— Lost

Screom, I shall not-

Tho' better to die here,

Than lose

The sky.

Oh help me!

Every where the hating bonds!

No more.

Now I,

Like they, must walk,

— must hate

The men who fly.

Caught here omong my clamoring battalions

I feel Hie fear of that young general

Who, trapped in colours ond his bravery.

Seemed to outflank his foe, ond now advanced
Ahead of the cavalry and the cannoneers

In cautious certainty, intending to surprise

The bright point of his old anxieties.

—And after the sudden destruction felt the doubt
Running like laughter through his ancestors

That he might be discovered there

Vexed ond whimpering omong the victories like dolls

In o nursery comer, and with no ideo.

Colin Norman

still, in my wishes
There is yet

in rhe marble ruin of my dreams

the sweat of strong hands

and the guiding thought

that drove the chisel.

Though my body is one with the nameless dust

and my memory lost

yet I remain

in my strong aspirations

for the cold carved eyes

af this blind head

are focussed on eternity.

Tom Eadie

guess the faces contest?

Cory McNeely

The Journal, sparing no effort

to amuse and entertain its readers

in the spirit of Christmas, has

again come up with a front page

cartoon, by those famous car-

loonists Maiy Lazier and Al Cross,

expressing the Christmas wishes

of the Journal staff to its readers.

Ontario Society for Crippled Children

requires for its

FIVE SUMMER CAMPS
Strotegicolly locoted throughout Ontario I

The Following Personnel:

WATERFRONT COUNSELLORS (Male-

CAMP CRAFT COUNSELLORS 'Malel

CHAUFFEURS (Male • 21 years)

GENERAL COUNSELLORS (Malel

MUSIC AND DRAMA COUNSELLORS

ARTS AND CRAFTS COUNSELLORS

CAMP SECRETARIES

GRADUATE NURSES

KITCHEN COUNSELLORS

COOKS I Female)

For further information apply to:

SUPERVISOR OF CAMPS

ONTARIO SOCIETY OF CRIPPLED CHILDREN

92 College Street, Toronto 2, Ontario.

OVER - STOCKED SALE
AT

STAN'S REG'D
523 Princess Street-

All Wool Tweed Sports Jackets, Reg. $27.50 —
Sole Price Only $18.95

We carry a large selection of Men's Dress Trousers — All

Sole Priced.

Save money on Shorts ond Tops — T-Shirts — Socks —
Dress ond Sport Shirts — Corduroy Jackets ond Black Watch
Jackets.

If you don't know who's who
and where please stand on your
head and continue reading,

Prizes for correctly interpreting

the answer above (while in an in-

verted position) will consist of a

Segment of the Journal lending li-

brary of comic books.

ipuiiq noA* 346 'jps

-jno.< tuai|i peoy—»j( uo sp.nr)

ja)ij.w suods
liiauiuiOJd c — p3uc do(-*»ix

-tuunjoj ,s]stuuin|»2) ai|i 'u,jiuic;

a\«£—punoj3uoj in jrtni pjetiurj

'43!i£
ut!g irj .fsajjnoQ

—

mji sl-uiisuiq

•jreqsjc|^ iiioj,—pouunic;

'S3Af3SIU3t[! in dr. paddEJM

||V *Ut.WJ3Q UJHEpJ pUB '»UC1Q

Apjcj-j '.^ijsaq^s Auvld—siuosaij

•»qrj3S 10 iSjnojs

'H!H 3ABQr-^[[aq jod pojeca-psg

sjoScuuui \[K jo ssauisno, aiji

Apnj"—itcq sip u[ :puuoi3.uoj

and William strceti
pastoral assistant
Rev Hilev SMALS.CY

ORGANIST AND CHOIRMASTER
Dn. F. R C. Clarke, fc.co

SUNDAY. DECEMBER MTH

1 1 :00 a.m. Rev. Prof. E. G.
Clarke, Preacher

4:00 p.m. Organ Recital by

Dr. F. R. C. Clarke

7:30 p.m. Rev, Prof.

Clarke
E. C.

EzYryonr li'rlcome

Knifed Cipirrfj

EARL AND BARR1E STS.

REV W. P BANISTER. D O.

MINISTER

f

SUNDAY. DECEMBER llTM

11 :00 Christmas Service

7:30 p.m. Vesper Service

wry cordial invitation to all

Queens Students.

COHNEft CLCnOV AND QUECN STKECri

Rev. E. W HORTON. B A . H.D.
MINISTER

CHRISTMAS EVE
DECEMBER 24th

9:00 p.m. Service and

Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Christmas Service

7:00 p.m. Christmas Service
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the dance
I first saw them together at a

party someone held with the pur-

pose of giving- students from
other countries and Canadians a
chance to meet each other. Some-
one had brought some African
folk music. It was different, with
an odd, irregular beat, and I was
cautious about trying to dance
to it. Instead, I had engaged in a

rather unsuccessful conversation

With a little blonde from Austra-
lia.! had come to the realization

that she was not really interested

in Keats, the subject of my un-
born MiA. thesis, nor in my
home town, winch happens to be
too close to the university to in-

spire any further comment. The
conversation lapsed. I had con-
sidered 1 informing her that I had
actually been smuggled out of

Timbuktu by white slave traders,

when suddenly the odd, stirring

beat of the music drew my atten-

tion. I realized that the dancers
had drawn back and were watch-
ing one couple demonstrate the
step. J became interested as 1

recognized the girl. She was
Sally Ncwsome, an American girl

whose family was now in New

South Carolina. She had gone out
several times with my room-
mate. We had double-dated, and
there had arisen the uncomplicat-
ed, brother-and-sistcr kind of

friendship which can grow up
when there is always this "hands-
off" restriction of actually being
out with someone else. I liked to

tease her. She looked more Eng-
lish than American, rather chub-
by, with a lot of fair, fluffy hair,

a very delicate pink and white
skin, and round blue eyes. I found
her surprisingly intelligent. At

between and why
Why these moments of beauty

Why new why tremulous love

So soon, so lote beginning

Its ending and why between?

Why tearing and tense and wild

And ogoin ond agoin and please why

Why ond yes and pain;

No the solid spirit

Marriage with me and my child.

Come live with me and be my love,

Harry called to-day, dear.

Call him back at six

Patty fell ond hurt her knee

0 Love divine, excelling.

The Church board meeting is postponed.

Cry by the loke in the beoory

Dry thy tears on a stone

Be colled by the God to vocation.

Weep damned holy bonds, and atone.

this moment, she had been al

most frowning with conccntra

tion as she followed the new
steps. She seemed to learn very

quickly, however, smiled, and

visibly relaxed into the easy vet

precise movements of the dance.

I found myself wondering
York, but who had grown up in whether she had not danced with

this fellow before.

I had been introduced to him

earlier in the evening. His name
was Mongia Ude, and he was to

my admittedly uninformed mind

a sort of perfect African spec!

men. He was extremely black, of

a medium height and strong,

well-proportioned build. His face

had the boyish, broad-nosed

cheerfulness of a particularly

black and happy pickaninny,

grown up. He seemed to me to

be alien in his Negro perfection

and tradition, in a way that the

brown-skinned, loose-limbed fel-

lows from the West Indies never

were. He was recently arrived

from Nigeria. His English had a

sonorous quality which hinted at

some deep-toned musical dialect

unknown in the West. He was at

this moment very properly dress-

ed in a white shirt and even a tie,

but I seemed to see him stripped

to a loincloth, or perhaps with
some bright material draped

proudly over his shoulder. He be-

longed to intense blue skies and
waters, to African sunlight, and
round, thatched native huts, He
caught my imagination. I was
seeing crocodiles, flaming red

Margoret Slavin

&!. 3Jantr»' Olhurrl?

Union Street, bt thc Campus

rector: rev. desmond c mui

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 11th

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

St. James' Series
Subject: 'Overcoming Our Sin-
Preacher: Rev. Howard Matson

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

SUNDAY. DECEMBER 11TH

11:00 o.m. Holy Communion

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Sermon: The Troth About Love

Vesper Communion
Tuesday — 7:30 p.m.

Prayer and Bible Study

COME AND WORSHIP

floor near him, curling her feet

under her and watching the danc-

ers with her blue eyes full of

pleasure. I had noticed before

that this girl seemed to have an

extraordinary capacity for enjoy-

ment. Her fluffy hair, tumbled

about from the dancing, was

creating a golden halo in the

light of a lamp which stood at

the end of the couch. 1 was en-

joying her pink-checked, glowing

happiness from my corner, when
suddenly [ saw Mongia reach

out. smiling, and rumple her fair

hair. It was a friendly gesture;

I WOtlld have done it myself —
and he smiled as he had most of

the evening, a quiet, outgoing

friendliness which remained a

little inscrutable to Western
eyes. I saw the hot flame of anger

leaji into the girl's eyes, uncon-

trollable and sudden. His hand
had remained touching the soft

Is. She pulled away, held her-

self rigid for an uncertain mo-
ment. — and then she smiled and

tossed her head, and laughed up
at him. The dancers cut off my
view for a moment, but then I

saw her rise, and go out to the

kitchen. In a moment, leisurely,

I followed her. making my way
through the crowd to the door.

I did not look at iMongia as I

p;L^c-d. but I found myself hop-

ing fervently that he was un-

aware. The gesture itself had
suggested that perhaps he had
not yet become extremely sensi-

tive to such nuances.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER
9t,

urban morning
The octopus ink of night

Dissolves in the pale fluid morning.

In this anaemic light

The shop fronts of Pitt Street stretch before me

Like a long dismal train on a siding.

With continental diners of greaming steel ond g|Qss

And battered red freight cars in Victorian brick.

Then with the coming daylight grow

The harsh, staccato city sounds;

Now steadily, but muted, tow,

A perservering diesel pounds.

The diesel stops.

Orange crates slop the pavement.

Are drag-carried inside by keen skinny boys.

Who wear white aprons and black Dowries

And hope to be managers when they are thirty.

The grimy graceful window washer down the block

is no longer solitary

For at the supermarket

Life begins at six-forty.

The sun filters through a cover of cloud

And shines even on sleepy traffic cops

And little drab clusters at the bus-stops.

Then echoing through city streets,

Triumphant loughter of the morn.

At Hie mills the whistles wail

Three stores sprout signs to launch a sale —
Another working day is born.

N

"The anger." She meditated.

"No, the rumpling." And I

tropical flowers, the startling. She was not in the kitchen. I

flamboyant head-pieces of Afri-j ,«,Und her on the back steps, look-
can chieftains, and I heard the I ing 0llt into the night. There had
steady beat of drums. The drums

j

been a garden out there, and the
were real; they had come into

| remains of some of the border
flowers mingled their scent with

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

fn oil your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Loun-
denng requirements our store at 314 Barrie Street
near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

the strange music they were
playing. The rest was no doubt
my poetic preoccupations get-

ting the best of me. But I looked
about and I saw other people

watching him, with, it seemed to

me, certain delight,

The music ended
: Sally found

a chair some way from him. I

saw her stealing glances at him,
and I thought I saw a similar de-
light in his perfection mounting
in her eyes. I left her alone, re-

tiring into my corner. The Aus-
tralian girl had been rescued by
a Mexican chap, but I found an-
other cowering male English
major there, and we launched
into conversation. When next I

looked. Mongia Ude was sitting

on the couch. Sally had sat on the

the close, autumn mustincss. I

sat down beside her, and smoked
my pipe, feeling a little melo-
dramatic. She was -till for onite i

...
qiu™ primitive, so alien to things nor-

a while. When she spoke, it was »k« t u- -
1 them. I saw him once in the

gym, in shorts and sneakers, and

slipped my fingers into the short

hairs at the nape of her neck and

began to play with the curls.

She suffered this in silence for

a few minutes, even seemed to

enjoy it. Then she sighed and

turned to look at me with a

grateful smile. I dropped my
hand and we went back in.

I saw them together a few

times after that, walking together

in the snow, or occasionally at a

concert or a special lecture. I was
j

always struck by the complete

contrast in their colouring. She
was so fair, and he, in his black-

ness, always seemed so close to

things tropical and brilliant and

with a peculiar decisiveness, an
emphasis which betrayed bewild-
erment.

"It's very odd 1." she said. "Why
shouldn't he?" I was pleased thai

she was taking my understand-
ing, and had begun in media sres.

Still, to reassure her, I weighed
my words, introduced some
humility into my tone, and com-
mented. "You were angry."

She said nothing; I became
more mundane, and pointed out
without expression. "It was real-

ly very natural."

©ID £Mtil »t*afc Mouse
- SPECIALIZING IN -

CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS
served with desserts like Apple-pan-dowdy

DINNER SERVED FROM 4 P.M TO 12 P W
DAILY INCLUDINC SUNDAY

For Reservations Dial LI 2-9048
5 Miles East of Kingston, on Highway No. 2

Eai uMet candlelight by the stone fireplace and old mill wheel

he was as I had imagined. I ex-

pected to see a crocodile come
slithering out of the next room.

Towards the cud of the term, I

saw them again at a dance. They
moved with a glorious abandon
which seemed to me at the same
time to he controlled. They danc-
ed in their different way within
a world whose boundaries were
marked by rhythm and movement
and by something else. I felt that
there was nothing in me which
had anything to do with either!
of them, or at least, with the I

world which was their crej

when they were together.
\

no longer begin in the mi('

when 1 spoke with Sally. e„
thought they seemed exccHi

ly happy. Later, I saw

dancing a slow dance, no lo

Mongias* strange, irrr

steps, but something Salle

taught him. I thought the Ill-

ness had fallen away from (

and there was a suffering.

April came, and exatiiinat

and the summer. Another i

umn, another dance, and

Sally again. She was with a

redheaded fellow. She imr

ed me. Timothy Andrew

friend from home, an old fri

from away back. Then she
i

ed me her diamond, and said

were engaged. Her blue

danced with an innocent Hi

ness. I made conversation i
l

the usual things : courses,

Timothy's home town.

"Oh, he's from South Caro'

like me," said Sally, and her

eyes still danced.

Sometimes one's subconsp,

will make terrible betrayed

meant to answer lightly, tea.*

her. I said, "My dear, you

prejudiced !"

She laughed
;
they turned art

I saw her face change to the

•

den intensity of much wee)'!"?

Margaret Sli

All-ln-One
Vour automobiles, dwelling, cottage, household contents jewels
furs, fine arts, boats, personal liability. All may be insured on
One pohcy w,th six months, a year or three years to pay.

ASK

Office:

105 Brock St.

LI 8-3271

JACK WAUGH
CENERAL
INSURANCE

Residence:

143 Churchill Cresc.

LI 6-6933

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR
DEPARTMENTAL STORE

* *

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

P

in i i « i

KINGSTON

36ttms Carfrs

NOW ON SALE
TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

Queen's University Grounds ONT/

.
— (I'SBtiflBJraJjBVM it'n»»™^

dial 6-iin AMEY'S MXr^ATeTiTii
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(The cur
1tain between two acts,

during
lne intermission, unexpect-

edly 9oes
A l>tt!c boy comcs

nth flow** in his hand. He is

aboHt
eight years old; a pale black

»id child, a little bit neglected, very

.rated; h's eyei are shining as he

turns toiwd the audience.)

please don't panic and don't

ca II
anybody. Now I am going to

play '

Mobody noticed as I pulled up

tnc
curtain ... I know how to

p0
U it up; nobody saw me when

I
got in - •• I ran away, I ran

3,vay
from nome

• There arc

my he
v-SOS.S3? JOURNAL

M>Uhkk»kMkkk>»> )l»kUlkM)lUk
Page 5

rome: a theatrical scene
Bc »l> dear mommu -t,.

^Stn^|
J*m* this showftqr mate a hit. And then ,h£"« lowers. |pts of fIowers. J*mommy always gets flowersMy mommy, Ethel DuPrey

3 Pla>' ,ne '« this theatre- r3 Ver>' famous "tress, my dear
mommy, my heroine-

e greatest star of dram-

who

beautiful

she is th

My
famous

mommy

mommy she
world famous ... my
My mommy played

SnV Cyra"°wth the most artistic style. Mymommy brought out the person-amy my mommy. It was in the
Paper; Mr. Malnassy wrote it
(Loughs).

Mr. Malnassy
is a critic. He is

a magnificent critic, said my
mommy, my dear heroine. Mr.
Malnassy talked to my Daddy
bat my Daddy didn't like Mr'
Malnassy. Mommy tried to de-
fend him though.

though the /owney Seera ever so Zona
Winding my slipshod threadbare way rhrounh „ <-.i

Searching with emp* breost far ^ tSt^ff^
Turning the bright turns, last in the glittering crowd?And now drawing outwards ta sit and to single stare i'nUnder the cardboard front there is Wood to be shed

'

And my neon nights have their bundles of sorrow to bear.

So in the silence to hear from the long-ago past
Of the comfort that lies in the arms and the moth
Though to find in the chill wind a stream of cl

ering breast,

Yet to turn once
ear reasoning here.

more back to the search that shall last all thinAnd to smile m the quest of a love that shall
Though the journey seem ever so long

'

answer all fears:

must go to the end.

gs out,

Tom Eadie

ngers
He watched the fingers. They

seemed alive and separate from the

rest of the body as they flowed along

tlie keyboard, making violent love

to the cool, white keys as they

ran joyous-brown nicotine-stained

fingers forever running.

The trumpet, burnished, brilliant,

and the fingers soothing the valves,

coaxing the golden-pluinagcd melody
into blue flight. The dirty-toned

sax talking with the trombone over

ihe throbbing bass, while the drums
created a jungle of rhythm, punc-
tuating the conversation, and regu-
lating it. And everywhere there

were fingers, sweaty, agile fingers.

It was heaven and hell—tttc glory
of the music and the fire and frus-

trating agony of hopeless desire.

He grabbed at his glass clumsily
and rtaincd it. He noticed the girl

at the next table. Their eyes met
a»d in her coo! gaze there was a
flood of memories and message

—

images of fingers, fingers inter-
twined, caressing, exploring. Then
she noticed and her eyes went cold
ail(l the promise departed and he
was left with memories and an
empty future.

't was too strong. There was too

much remembering here. l ie got up
and threaded his way through the
tables to the door. Then he saw
the two habitues in the corner and
as their eyes raked him his head
started to spin. He heard the too
loud whisper; "Man. lie was the

greatest thing on the ivories you
ever heard"; and something died
inside him as he knew it would again
and again for a seeming eternity

and he stood and stared at the
metal hands they had given him.

Tom Eadie

song
A white-robed nun,

walking ond reading

on a wind-worm Decembei

Saw the wild earth's womb
spew out red wine

in wanton ploy.

In limpid folds

were grace and youth,

the wings of Moy.

A wistful nun,

white-robed, reading,

oil on a winter's day.

day,

My Daddy is so strong and
once he had beaten up three . . .

three
. . . three bad men 3nd he

k'lled them and the bad men ran
into the woods, and then my
Daddy ran after them and the
bad men cilmbed a tree, and my
Daddy shook the tree and he was
shaking it until all three of them
were dead. My Daddy is the
strongest man in the world, and
we were very rich before now
and we had three . . . three
three hundred houses. (Coughs).

But now the money isn't even
enough for my mommy

; we are
very poor now. She has to buy
very expensive dresses, you
know. (Coughs).

My mommy was wonderful in
this play, and I and my Daddy
were sitting in the back rows
because my Daddy didn't have
a black suit. And everybody was
shouting "DuPrey! DuPrey!"
and I was shouting "my mommy,
she is my mommy!" But Dad
pulled me back to the seat and
didn't let me shout.

If 1 was a girl I would go to
be an actress just like my mom-
my. So beautiful and so elegant
a one. (Sighs). But I am going
to be a soldier, my Daddy said.

They don't have to baby sit
j

for me. my Daddy said. My
Daddy is so strong ... he is three

'

times as strong as the strongest I

man in the world ... I can take
my own medicine, my Daddy

I

said. I know why my Daddv is
1

so sad, because my mommy can
|

never come home early. She al-

ways comes home late when 1
1

am sleeping already. I told my
Daddy: look Dad. well, she can't
come home yet (counts with his

fingers), you see, the rehearsal,

lasts 'till one o'clock, then sin-

has lunch, at two she goes to the
dressmaker and after that the

:

cafeteria; you see she has to be
sociable. And she is in the theatre

until eleven and then she has !

supper . . . then Mr. Malnassy
takes her home . . . (Coughs), Don-
well, you see. Dad. she can't be Programs
home vet. Says mv Daddy . don 1

1

worry son, you just go right to

sleep, and I pretend as if I was
sleeping but I stay awake until

the actress comcs home, she is

so beautiful, my mommy . . . and
she comes home and goes by my
bed. At the premiere my Daddy
bought flowers and I was sup-

posed to give them to her; she
came so late and that is when
we caught a cold with Dad in

front of the theatre . . . (Coughs)
but my Dad can take it; he is so
strong, once he lifted three . . ,

three . . . three hundred pounds.
But I caught a cold . . . and it

was so dark on the street . . . and
there were so many lights inside
the theatre . . . and I ain cough-
ing since a little bit . . . and I

always get tired. I will wait for

her now and I will give her the
flowers

. . . (sits down on a chair
in the middle of the stage i.

My mommy was terrific in the
Lancelot. They were clap-

ping even during the scene be-

cause she played so beautifully

the love w ith Lancelot. She was
shouting in such an unusual tone

• demonstrates) "My child, Lan-
celot! Think, my child! Who will

give him back to me if I lose

him r" And my mommy cried,

and everybody was crying, but

she wasn't really crying she just

acted as if she was crying.

(He is silent for a while and
starts swinging his legs back and
forth.) Miss Suleti . . . she is not
bad! Miss Suleti! Is she an ac-

tress? She is ugly; her face ia

full of freckles and her nose is

crooked and she hasn't got any
voice at all! Please, dear audi-

ence, don't clap for Miss Suleti;

it is no good for my mommy. She
doesn't say this but I know how
she feels. Please, clap onlv for

my mommy, she plays the love

scene in the /. a n c <• I o t so beau-
tifully and please, clap at that

part because it is a very difficult

part to play and my mommy ia

so happy when the audience claps
for her. my dear heroine . . . And
I came to tell you just this, but
don't tell it to her that I asked
you to clap for her. She wouldn't
like that. My mommy doesn't

like me when I come here . . .

she is so busy all the time. This
is why you shouldn't let her know
that I was here ... I will sit here

a little longer and then I will go
to the backstage and then I will

run back home . . . and nobody
will ever know that I was here

, . . only you Mr. Audience . .

.

Nicholas Forgacs

sonnet
The doy lies round her tike a golden bark

May she not sever its enchanted ring

Nor keep her fixed appointment with the dark

But stay, sunbather on the beach of Spring

And through her let the sun and ocean sing

And shiver in the unrung marriage bell

Catching the counterpoint and sting

Of wishes from an old deep wishing well

Where I may buy a brittle peace and trace

AH light and mood and motion gathered he*;

A summary of seasons in her foce

Brief in its benediction — for I fear

This precious lie, her face in its felicity

Hos its own reolm, and I a colder chant. Byssho

Hanson & Cdgar
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DANCING EVERY NIGHT
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ning your career.
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status
Moriui hos just bought a new choriot — on time —
As did Lcucippus, his next doot neighbour, lost week,

Morianno tells oil who will listen thot her clothes ore mode in Forum.

See if thot witch Tullo con do better.

Horace, eoch yeor takes his whole family to the spring festiyals at Rome

Now that they ore Hie thing to do.

Quintw' wife, olthough Quinfus himself spends all his time in the arms of o mistress,

Hos presented him with on heir, compliments of a palace tribune.

K. Andrew

rebirth

winter
They were quarrelling as usual.

,
serious lias resulted. An unknown

j
effort to clear the air of what had

It didn't mailer what they quarrelled barrier has been erected, and each come between them.

It seenis so long ago and yet

every moment feels so real and

somehow near. I can stand unseen

beside my other self and watch her

live the life that once was mine.

The room is cold and the square

window under the cave is covered [hair seems unendurable in this cold

with lacey frost patterns. Slowly I Suddenly, she remembers this

the cold awakens the girl lying in

the old bedstead. Almost submerged

among the quilts and feather lick,

she becomes aware of the coldness

of her nose and checks. To have

to dress and brash her long chestnut

a special morning. Thi

cold just yet.

Tossing back the

,s
Qiri,

imlts

autumn death
Eren in oil this autumn death

They,

The undying ones.

Live ond live and live fheir dreams.

about ; It was the sense of separ-

ation that frightened them both.

What do you do when you can't

reach another human being—when
you can't express your thought

properly ? Neither knew. Neither

could find out.

The arguments themselves were
trivial. You can argue business,

friends, habits, duties, anything.

Behind all this was a vague dis-

satisfaction, and a shrinking into

self that ended the possibilities of

harmony between them. The beginn-

ing had been in jest: a teasing dif-

secretly suspected that it was the "Why have we gone our separate

other who was responsible. ways? We arc together, but no

c_ _,• ,i ,,- i
longer do we know each other

Sometimes the quarrelling was
nearer to the problem. "Why can't I

we sttij) hurting each other? I don't

think I'm overly sensitive— 1 know

quarrelling was ....

. i
Why do we always say the wrong

I'm not. What's the matter? Win
don't we get along any more? 1

try. I really try . . .

"

Most of the time both were not

quite honest. The little emotional

lies had become a habit. There was
no emotion left that was not un-

tinged with secrecy or with su-
ferentiation in opinions, a series of spicion. But that night they were
little personal quirks. Something

|
wrestling with themselves

"

in an

spark
The surgeon nurtures the spark of life

In the hushed white operating room;

The scientist seeks the spark of truth

In the faborjnthine loborotory;

Cod enkindles the spork of mercy

Towords an undeserving humanity in His breast;

And yet, do we not grumble when the woter heater

spork goes out during the night

ond we do not have hot water

the next morning?

Rick Molt

tiling to each other?" The two sal

talking, desperately, in the dusk.

Lights were being turned on, bells

were rung, children on sleigh ride-

laughed to the stars. He got up and

dosed the curtains. She sat at the

edge of the big chair, hands folded

between her knees, staring down at

the cold fire-place.

They both thought of the mar-

vellous past — the early days, the

understanding, the fiery bond be-

tween them. There had been no
need then for criticism, for side

remarks, for the unkind thought.

She got lip and straightened the

room, bitterly unwilling to admit
that something was wrong. He
drank his beer and lit up his pipe.

On and on, Talk. How unsatis-

factory it was, how incapable of

breaking down the unknown wall

between their two selfhoods. They
had let a habit of injuring the other

creep up—by word or by silence,

in action or in passivity. And now?
Were they failures?

Past midnight. He opened the

curtains, looked up at the stars.

Turning to her. he greeted her dully.

".Merry Christmas".

Molly Macdonnell

Minutes watch I dying.

Fled beyond my sense of seeing,

Hiding vast within the small worlds »f my eyes.

The undying ones are merry.

Dancing on the corpse of summer.

Drinking wine of his corpuscles —
The intoxicant of Lethe.

Sober, I con watch the small worlds.

See them dancing, disappearing.

Smell the wind tttot omens snow,

Think of winters long ago,

When I gather time's endowment in my dark

And swirling nature, when the sop-provoking

South wind warms the clams that

Crowd the sea streets.

When the lightening forks the blanket that

Encloses bleeding earth.

Then the egg commonds the forces that would

Flatten rooster combs.

Loin to loin we learn to love.

But grovel, canoned beasts

With faculties infinite, vision circumscribed.

Don Bowell

f

pounces onto the rag car^i. nj .

",

she closes the window and f?'
:

on a warm robe and slippy
:

Descending the stairs, the
of happy voices reaches

i, t|
.

the oj>en door she pauses,
'flic'

^
is filled with brightness. The?

0"1

splendid with multicoloured
r
" '

and tinsel, glitters in the COr
The family seems to fill the r
as they chatter over their gjfts ^

n

light and- warmth enfold the r>i i

she enters.
S " 15

Dawn has now become iu \\ i

light. Only a light snow
is fa| |j

ay"

Following the narrow path W
"E'

into the snow, the girl feels J*

powdery snow under her feet y,*

water from the pails slops onto h*
boots and makes them slippery J?
thin ice. The handles fee | JJ
through her thick brown

Inside the horses wh

feel

mittens

nny at her
approach. Quickly, she mixes ,m
and bran and enters the stable. Be

'

the air is warm and moist wja

the strong sceiit of horses. F0r
moment the scene seems strange

Her glance travels to the manger
and she hesitates before placing

the

box of feed there. Some how llic

faces of the horses look different

They eyes seem soft with a new love

Looking into their tender brow.i-

uess, she sees a peace, almost a
wisdom that was not there before.

Did they look this way in Bethle-

hem ?

Who was this Christ ? Last night

before the altar she felt her whole

being tremble in awe. The colours,

the candles, and the white robed

priests had a majesty and a peculiar

grandeur. He was her God.

This morning she felt His pres.

ence in the familiar shadows of the

small stable. His essence was gentle

as it flowed around her and the

animals. He was part of her being.

He was the warm, moist smell of

the horses; the dryness of the hay;

the coldness of the water; the peace

of things familiar hut now forever

strange.

E. Hodkinson
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It
a year ago last 11Iom-n tnat I m0ved ...

I
guess it was a couple of days later Tom HarM

apa
f
tment

. d0VVn to his, wh.ch was right below mine. The first*,'
*^ mC

tfas
that his living room was crowded with littleS

len ones. I hate plants in houses, but I never said an55 ~^
at the time. He seemed a nice guy and after ^1"'^ ab°Ut

[ beer
we shot the breeze for a while. After that h 'd

S °mC

jllSt
about every other day. and by springtime we We«

™*^
eddies. He was a funny guy in ways. For one he

P

m

*f
0od

^king. and never asked me too many questions' I -

!„, usually pretty happy hearing the other eUv talt i
^ time to daydream and think all my own little th u

" giVCS

^ when we really got to know each otherh^^*^
s0me girl who he just couldn't stop talking abou ,

??* ™^
!he girl who really made me feel kinda" frightened S " W"
j
member I ran out of beer one night, so I went down 1' T

'

door and knocked. Well, it was one of those dark nth^ I V
wind

.

8 really blowing and the door just opened .ik ^nL
i
^

*

o! me .
Tom and his girl were leaning over a plan in ? I

^
He was stroking the leaves of this' little gr ^ h r! ^
poking at his girl. I don't know what is was" but it was 1 ^
•cause they paid no attention to me. She was looking at th, wh"1
flower of the plant and slowly she bent down and kissed t - real
strange. And the awful thing was that Tom was sorta" sweating
bis face. I started to close the door but Tom looked un
a„d asked me what I wanted. So I told him and he got me the^T
but he never introduced me to his girl; she never even looked up
but just kept kneeling there with the white flower on her lio, f

hit pretty shaken about that somehow and meant later to speak to
Tom about it, but as luck would have it I had to leave town for a
month the next day. 1 a

When I got back

had been killed in tin

n May. I knew about Tom's gir [ and that she
Plane acc.dcnt, and i„ fac t [*d written t ,, Tom

I went past his door there was a
in tell bin! liow sorry I was. As
strange smell in his landing:, hut it could have been anything and
! didn't pay much attention to it. 'cans, you knew . every house
has its own smell and yo„ often forget about il until vow visit the
howse agam. That night I had a case to kill. so 1 ,Q0fc U down tQ
Tom's place so we could drink it together. Well you'd never have
recognised Tom. That guy looked a> if he hadn't eaten anytW
nor had a breath of fresh air for years - and his apartment •

[ was
redly frightened, and yet nut .scared, jus, *queeZy-in-the-Stomacii-
aiiu-yrt-you-caii t-close-your-eyes" sorta' frightened: There were
plants all over the place; green, vicious, cold-looking leaves where-
ever you looked. Most of then, seemed like his petunias, their leaves
were hairy and sticky. Well, they were everywhere, all over the
bookcase and climbing up the chairs like vines. There were vines
there too, hut the first plants that hit you were the petunias, and
you fcuow that's strange 'cause petunias don't usually grow indoors
Hut what really struck me was that every flower in' that room was
red. even the one in the white pot. which I had noticed that time
I surprised Tom and his girl. I tell vou that one plant had grown
four tunes as big and it had fallen down over the pot and wa
snna' spreading itself across the floor. All these things were flying
through my mind and I couldn't say anything for Tom was talking
away to heat the band. He cleared some plants off a seat and told
me to sit down, and he sat next to the plant in the white pot. He
talked away and I never heard a thing at first for I could hardly
1'eheve that guy had changed so much in a month. His voice was
almost the same, though mure excited and feverish, and lie was a
grey colour in his face and his eyes looked red and sore. That guy
was sc. thin you'd swear his skin would split across his cheek bones.
He had one oncer way "f acting too. which was kinda' terrifying.
e d be talking away looking at you then he'd give a nervous glance

a
' the plant in the white pot, and quickly look away. Hit by bit he'd

[

0(* at it longer until he'd just be speaking to it and really screech-

'"g lus words out as fast as all hell; then he'd suddenly sorta" sob

crumple over, then straighten out and take a long drink of

«r. After a while I started listening and lie was talking away
°ut ,10 *v he'd loved that girl and how she'd sorta blossomed wit!

>»s love, 'cause, he said, she'd never had a guy take her about before.

e SU(Idenly forgot her and started telling me how he loved his

P'ants now. and it was funny, he said, 'cause they seemed to blossom

100
'61 SKIDOO

JANUARY 20th, 1961
1

out and grow faster Th
Parting to halc thcm^ <*«>ging tune again he told me he was
1 te" >ou that guvVa, 1

89 a 'ivC 3nd his& »^

c»™ tonight Hay VT l, "

1

d 'dn 1 Cr>™ "P and see mc. Then
waging some jothe, aoouM

1

**]
^anks. Well I was

when
[ thought I heard ,

ag°J ar0, 'n ' mianig"t I guess,

«ormy „ight
*

t so "r
SCrC3m

'
bUt y°u know how il « °» these

hard again« th JET a
Sp°°k* with the rai " fa"ing

an hour ago 1^^) ^^ Y°" hft"^ Wt"

and\or;:: zrz\ l 1 might 83 w<" ^
stairs, only the h-fl., \„ 1 , ,

m
'
S° 1 wcnt ou » and down the

'igl« a match to S to T •
.' T"'' 80 1 !,ad to

got there El i £ i 1 ^ ^ n,atch went out
iust as 1

L Go" whe* Sv***"^ and tried the door, only so Kelp

cold. V h, be t I u 5\
,and,°n t,13t *** lM jl wan soft and

myself f, 7 ' ''

hl" Wtet t,,C MI
-

1 B«* «dly annoyed

away at the door. then. I rt,^l ^ ™d Z , ^'L M "

-n wa, completely covered with >CX 7,1\^ stick

7\n

eZm*' Ve

r1
Wre

'

b,,t r*ht th- 'he mWofS
d o e. 1 ^ f,n°r

- ^ TOt"' TllC P1*^ f" Whi* po, !

had somehow crded up his body and round Ins neck. And a* ifthat wasn t bad enough to see. one other thing reallv got ,„, Vou

Ws hp?"
l " at r°°m W"S b 'aCk

-

il,cMi
'

n* tht on* on
I

L. H. Lawrence.

ambition
Will they write my 00me m the city.

In the ribs of the heaving Titan of stone.

Or in towers moated by numbers orxj nohe,
Where innocent eyes of vanity's hostage
Importune the falling star?

Will they write my name in the city?

Will they write my name tn the sand.
In Hie infidel sand of idle repute,

Where the overnight wind hos erased one name
And the morning tide Wl impress another?
Will they write my name in the subject sand?

Will they write my name on the wind.
The timely sculptor of send and of sea.

Whose armament rovished the sister of light

To father a wotld of chonce and change:
Will the harrying wind know my name?

They will write my name in letters of oold,

When a fathom of dust is to smother its light:

Ashes beneath posterity's flame

Sink and grow cold.

Along with the gold of a name.

CJb*t Fix*

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
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Sptciil Sunday D tanen
Pu-tv * Banquat Arr»iuj«ti«ou mt Rainbow fnm

to make a transistor tick

The 61 Indium spheres pictured above
could sit on the head of a pin! Each (a a
tiny transistor component 83. 10,800 of an
inch in diameter. The customers we make them
for demand accuracy — no sphere smaller than

80/10,000 of an inch and none larger than

85/10,000.

All spheres must be perfectly round and have

a purity of 99.999% indium.

In the high purity metals field we now market

a range of different metals, alloys and inter-

J mil indium tphtrn moffnififd 10 Jt'm«i.

metallic compounds. We have developed refining

techniques to reduce total metallic impuritiea

to less than one part in a million and spectro-

scopic analytical procedures to detect one part
in ten million,

The field of application of high purity metals,
not only in semi-conductor compounds and
electronics, but also in many other applications,

ofTers interesting opportunities for research.

This and many other fields comprise Comineo's
current expanded research program.

THE CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED
Trail, British Columbia — Montreal, Quebec

MDANAC BRAND METALS One of Canada's Great Enterprises ELEPHANT IRANO FERTILIZERS
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Marx, Freud, Bergson Are Men Of
This Century, Says Dr.Weiss-Rosmarin

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

Discuss
Origins

By Joe Samuels

Why can this century be called the age of Marx? Why the age
of Freud? Or why can it be called the age of Bergson? These
questions were answered by Dr. Trudi Weiss-Rosmarin from New
York in a recent lecture at Hillel House here at Queen's.

Karl Marx grew up in a period of social change. He wrote about
social change. He believed that there were only two classes of' J . 11
people in the world: workers and capitalists. The profit of the

j

lllter-COllege
capitalists came from surplus labour done by the workers. To
Marx, this was wrong. The profits resulting from surplus labour
should be shared by the labourers.

In the West it is felt that this

dialectic of the social situation,

this opposition of the thesis to

the antithesis, this clash of work-
er and capitalist can be resolved

peacefully. Marx believed that

there had to be violence to solve

the problem.

Why can this century be called

the age of Marx? Because the

Jung's Research
Of Personality

/nf0

RMC Captures

Inter-College

Debate Title

By Jan Cummins

deeplv into manCar! Jung lias probably probed more deeply into man's mythological, racial, and
in order to determine his present and future. This is the. cn'^'

• *n the penultimate lecture of the Prophetic Profile

tialism. This trend claims that

the major human problem is ex-
istence itself and that reason
alone is inadequate to explain it.

Intuition, such as Bergson's, is

needed.

Lastly, Dr. Weiss-Rosmarin
dealt with Freud. Although the— -e,, ...-.„. utkuuot iiic I
other two were just theorists, she

economical and political thought 1 said, Freud applied his theories,
of much of the world is directly

j
He was a therapist and had a

based on bis writings: chiefly,

'Das Kapital' and the 'Commun-
ist Manifesto.

Dr. Weiss-Rosmarin spoke of

Henri Bergson as a mystic phil-

osopher. He distinguished be-
tween two faculties of the brain

:

reason and intuition. In contra-

distinction to Descartes, who
said, "I think; therefore I am,"
Bergson said, "I think because I

have intuition." Intuition was
above rrason for him.

This intuition helps man to
understand the life force, the
'eian vitale'. It enables him to
distinguish between clock time
and an intuitive time called "dur-
ation." When does an hour seem
an hour? This is an estimate of
duration.

Why can this century be called
|

the age of Bergson: Because hist
works are the root of that grow-
ing school of thought, existen-J

school of disciples,

Freud believed in a part of the

mind known as the 'Unconscious.'

This unconscious was similar to

the level of the conscious.

To Freud, all human endeavor
and action stemmed from this

part of the mind. The basic drive
is the 'libido' or root of sexual
energy. The progress of culture
is a result of harnessing our sex-

ual energy and a transmuting it

into culture.

Why can this century be called
the age of Freud? Because his

j
concepts of the unconscious and

|

the libido have captivated the

j

;-pirit of our generation. The
i growing field of psychoanalysis
is a growth in the study of the
libido and man's unconscious
mind. Freud's writings have in-
fluenced not only other psycho-
analists and his disciples, but
novels, plays, and movies.

Royal Military College won
the Inter-University Debating

Tournament held last week-end
in Toronto by virtue of a final-

round victory against Ottawa
University. Sponsored by the

University of Toronto Debating
Union, the competition attracted

twenty-two teams from eleven

universities. The resolution under

discussion was "Resolved that

American investment poses a

threat to Canadian autonomy".

Queen's was represented by
four members of the Debating
Union—Stewart Smith and Doug
McCalla, the affirmative team,

and Mike Bell, and Bruce Mac-
Donald, who argued the negative
side of the topic. On three days
notice, the Queen's teams per-

formed competently. The nega-
tive team won two of three de-

hates, losing the third to Roches-
ter University by a mere six

points. The affirmative side did
not fare as well. Drawn against
RMC, Ottawa and Dalhousie,

.

Smith and McCalla failed to win I

a debate, losing all three by close

margins.

history than any other psychologist

sion drawn by Dr. Scott about Jung
Sponsored by the S.C.M.

Jung was a protege of Freud's for a number of years, but extreme clashes in outlook
fj

dissolved their relationship. Freud stressed the "infantile" personality and Jung the "racial"

ality, said Dr. Scott. That
'

Jung's view combines the condi-

tioning of an individual's aims

and aspirations by his past in-

heritance, making it both per-

spective and retrospective. Jung
claimed that modern men have

been molded into what they are

by their personal past history

The individual personality is a

result of inner forces b,eing acted

upon by outer forces." Within

the mind there is a conscious di-

vision including feeling, intui-

tion, sensitivity, emotion, and so

on, and a sub-conscious division
,

depending on many factors, bal-
j

PersP^ctlv

anced by introversion and ex

is always conflict between the

Iwo. Elements oppose or attract,

and the result is personality.

If there could be a perfect

state of balance, with no energy

being produced from this con-

flict, it would be impossible to

live.

troversion.

For example,

Dr. Scott emphasized Jung';

interest in the "forward-going

character of man"; that man con-

tinually progresses, and is con-

|

stantly evolving towards perfec-

)
tion. If there had never been

in personality, man
would be an animal. To what is

man striving? His goal is "the

He has one of the most probj
minds in psychology, and

fr
?

he
^PlorM

:h of the field:

period of ex
fullest and most complete blend

This
troverted behaviour may b

lowed by one of introversion

;

the dreams of an introvert may
be of an extroverted nature. The
contents of the conscious mind
are compensated for by elements personality

u the unconscious mind. There
\

vestigated

fol
' '"^ °* *'ie co,11 P0,,(' n,s OI person

"self-act ualiza-ality.

tion."

We should be quite conscious

of the vital areas pertaining to

which this man in-

Dr. Scott testified.

would correlate facts: prirnjY.
life, religions of the Eastern ^1
Christian world, fairy tales c [j

ical and experimental
research

dreams, art, literature, and cv
'

alchemy.

Dr. Scott said Jung exerts j.

indirect influence on modern
ps

chology. He made important col
tributions to the "association

tests" which are so widely
em-

ployed today, and Dr. Scott sayj

things are continually being bot .

rowed from Jung, consciously
D[

inadvertently.

"A man has spent a lifetime

(Jung lives in Zurich, is now
85)

thinking objectively of personal-

ity, has translated his though^

meaningfully, and put them into

books for the endurance of time

this is a great distinction."

'61 SKIDOOS QN JANUARY 20th

"Gav^^
,he™ of ' h

l
Ar,S F°rmal is «ound the

dan^fV^ '
Wlh

J?**** Songsters, and Charleston

ehb
J 3"" 3 '-'. 2°,h

'
Gr3nl HaI1 «« * '-nsformed into anelaborate speakeasy", the likes of which Chicago has never seen.

In the Red Room, Kingston's own Limestone City Jazz Bandwill entertain the guests with music that won its U
led b?Budd tram

'T
6 °f ,hC E"aI *NiRht Trai«" Orchestratad b. Buddy Morrow himself, will make this evening one whichwill be remembered for many years.

'

The price of tickets is $10.00 per couple, $5.00 of which may bepud now and the remainder before January 18th. Tickets may be

Staged under parliamentary
rules, the debates were a chal-

lenge to the Queen'smen. who
were experienced only in the in-

formal style of debating so char-
acteristic of this university.

Attention Artsmen

Contributions wanted for
the Arts Journal. Write on
any subject you please. Give
your creations to Hardy
Grant or leave them at the
Journal office.

1490 AM CFRC 91.9 FM

Friday, December 9
6:30—Time for Listening
7 :0u—Palladium Party.

7:30—Campus Topics.

7:35—Show Timo—Cigi
S:1S—Organ Mciodie,

8:30—In Recital.

* 00—Concert Hall.
Berlioz—Trojan; at Carthage
Overture

Tchaikovsky—Concerto No. 2
Rachmaninoff—Symphony No ">

Cbopin—Wahzrs
ll:t»-Moonlighl Melodies.

12:00—Easy Term*.

Saturday, December 10

1 :0O—Prelude to Opera
2:00—Opera House

J. Sirauvj—Gypsy Baron
4:00—Music for Modems.
5:00—Fun With Good Music.

5:30—Good Listening.

6:00—S«e« and Low,

7:00—Old Favourites.

7 :30—-Calendar and Personality.

7:45—Jazz Steps Out,

8:30—Saturday Concert featuring

Delibcs—Ballet Suiie from
Cc-pptlia.

9:30-«uric Round the World—a spe-
cial hour of Christmas music

10:30— Night Music.

U:0O-Music Beat.

1^:00— Starlight Serenade.

Sunday. December 11

9.00-MuskaJ I anorama.

J. S. Bach—Suite No. 2 in b
Liszt—Symphonic Poems
Schumann—Cello Concerto.

1 00-Mosily Music.

4:30—Emission Erancaise.

5:00— Light Classics.

8.30-Quwn's Carol Service from Grant
Hall.

Thursday, December IS

0:30—Dinner Concert.

Bayer—The Doll Fairy
Meyerbeer—Lis Patineurs.

7:30-March Time: The Royal Marines,

8:00—Evening Symphony.
Bach— Brandenburg Concertos

Franck—Symphony in D
Vivaldi—The Seasons.

Scandinavia

Site Of 1961
WUS Seminar
World University Service of

Canada has announced that its
1961 International Seminar will
be held in Sweden in July.

Approximately 45 Canadian
students and professors will par-
ticipate in the intensive travel-
study program, along with an
equal number of Swedish stud-
ents and representatives from all
the other Scandinavian countries,

The seminar program will in-
clude field trips, residential acad-
emic sessions, social and cultural
events, and a week of free time
to permit individual research
The purpose of the program is to
permit serious study connected
with the academic work of the
students taking part, and to in-
crease the good relations between
the countries concerned by giv-
ing an opportunity to Hie Cana-
dians to interpret Canada to those
they meet abroad and to learn
about those countries directly.

Further particulars about the
program, eligibility, and selection
procedures will be released early
next year.

CFRC CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY SCHEDULE
Friday, December 16

6:30—Dinner Concert.
Chopin—Les Sylphides.
Von Suppc—Overtures.

7:30—Show Time.
At the Drop of a Hat.

8 ;00—Evening Symphony.
Mussorgsky—Night on Bald
Mountain.
Schubert—Symphony No. 6.

Mendelssohn—Symphony No. 4.

Saturday, December 17

1 :00—Afternoon Symphony.
Beethoven—Piano Concerto No. 1.

Handel—Royal Fireworks Music
6 :00—SonR Time.
6:30—Dinner Concert.

Tchaikovsky—Nutcracker Suite.
Vaughan Williams—Fantasia on
a Theme by Thomas Tall is.

7:30—Jazz Time: Duke Ellington.
8:00—Evening Symphony.

Wagner—Die Walkure ( excerpts.)
Correlli—Concerto Grosso.

Sunday, December 18

9:00—Musical Panorama,
Beethoven—Symphony No 1.

Berlioz— Harold in Italy.
Copland—Appalachian Spring

l:00-Mostly Music.

Thursday, December 22
6:30—Dinner Concert.

Delibes—Coppelia Ballet

i ,a
WaKncr—Tannhauser (excerpts).

7:30—March Time: The Scots Guards.
8:00—Evening Symphony.

Bach—Brandenburg Concertos
4-6.

Bizet—L'Arlesicnne Suites.
Rcspighi—Fountains of Rome

Classified

been

amtra left

. kid!

; books
Please

Found
The following articles

in Granl Hall this term a camera ieli
after the McGill game, owner can have

I'm' in
"kn \''y ,r,S; one rain<oat, name

Bil Wlnteside; one pair ladies' size
''!'

,
7-

;

,

on
5
p'r ladies' white gloves

one hdics right shoe; one cream
left glove; several ladies' scarves
:il by students after exams

contact J. Coates or Grant HaliA stopwatch was found in the gymfinder please call Clair Woodbury
Auto Service

Mayo s Auto Service. 322 fhjM.

r

and 10% on labour. J u ,t compare pricland quality will, any other service station
Ride Wanted

befnrJ
'
10 To

,

romo
'
lcav!"8 Kingstonbjlorc or around noon, Mon., Dec 19Please contact Chris Eoll, 8-4997.

Ski Boots

a„S°£L
?a
» : Woma»'s Skis and polc<

year old Contact Hugh Winsor a. fi-4430

r- v- t,
Railway Fares

h. -,, ;r S*1 CP -R
- representatives will

TwI ^ 9Xm '° "« Kailway Ticket'

Friday, December 23

6 30—Dinner Concert.
Schubert—Rosamunde.
Grcig—Peer Gynt Suite No, 1.

7:30—Show Time: Around the World
in 80 Days.

8:00—Evening Symphony.
Hanson—Symphony No. 2.

Ibert—Divertissement.
Liszt—Les Preludes.

Saturday, December 24

1 00—Afternoon Symphony.
Grofe—Grand Canyon Suhc,
Mendelssohn—Symphony No. 5.

Prokofief— Love for Three
Oranges Suite.

6:00— Song Time

6:30—Dinner Concert.

Tchaikovsky—Romeo & Juliet
I'-lgar—Pomp and Circumstance,

7 :30—jazz Time : Tommy Dorsey.
P :00—Evening Symphony.

Dvorak—Symphony No. 5.

Liszt—Spanish Rhapsody.

Sunday, December ZS

9 :00— Musical Panorama,

Beethoven—Symphony No. 3.

Debussy—La Mer.
Bach—Goldberg Variations.

1 00-Moslly Music.

Thursday, December 29

6:30—Dinner Concert
Liszt—Hungarian Rhapsody.
Greig—Piano Concerto in A
Minor.

Hi

7:30—March Time; Band of tli« In'.

Guards.

S:00— Evening Symphony.
Haydn—Symphony No. 101.

Mozart—Einc KIcinc
Nachtniusick.

Scarlatti—The Good
Ladies Suite.

Friday, December 30

6:30—Dinner Concert.
Chopin—Noctu r lies

.

Handel—Water Music Suite.

' :30—Show TimezAnnie Get Your Gun.

8:00— Evening Symphony.
Prokofiev—Lt Kijc Suite,

Dvorak—Symphony No. *

1 lc Falla—Nights in The Garden
of Spain.

Saturday. December 31

1 :00—Afternoon Symphony.
l.iszt— Piano Concerto No. 1.

llarii—Prelude in A Minor.

Rachmaninoff— Piano Concerto

No. L
6;00—Song Time.

6:30—Dinner Concert.
Tchaikovsky—Sleeping Beau ly

(excerpts).
Brahms—Symphony No. !

7:30—Jazz Time: Benny Goodman.

8:00— Evening Symphony.
Enesco—Roumanian Rhapsody.

Vivaldi—Concerto for Orchestra

Sunday, January I, 1961

9:00—Musical Panorama.
Beethoven—Symphony No. 5.

Albiiioni—Concerto No. I,

Borodin— Polovctzian Daiici

1 :00—Mostly Musii

ftClj,
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OURHAL QUITS CUP CONFERENCE
l0w It Happened .

|The
Queen's Journal represented by Editor-in-Chief David H Hill

smd out of the 23rd National Conference of the Canadian n
'

L Press (CUP) during the last plenary sessio, of th rlV"'""'
£ Thursday, December 29th. '

tne Conference

In a statement to the Conference, which w« .
feersity of Western Ontario in London » Bt the

solutions passed by the Conference were
Mr. Hill said that .

„ Journal. He felt that the «^TJ^^TE
<gin al

concept and purpose of the CUP", and in his statement ,
(tth. was withdrawing from the CUP NationaT r T
te to consider whether it wished to remain
iadian University Press in the light of these

[fhe incident occurred over the

ale and passage of a resolution

Luring Laval University for ex-

Sling three editors of their student

vspaper, Lc Carabin in Septem-

1960. The motion of censure as

ented to the plenary session of

Conference "regretted the ap-

ently abrupt and arbitrary expul-

is."

[Before the Laval censure motion

ne to the floor of the Conference

Banding order, sponsored by the

fysity (University of Toronto),

passed which prohibited the

UP from expressing any editorial

lion unless unanimously accepted
all member papers. When the
lion condemning the expulsions
[Laval was brought to a vote there

some opposition, opposition
lich prevented the motion from pas-
te as it Jacked unanimous consent.

» Journal voted in favour of the
lion of censure.

'ension increased as the stand-
order requiring unanimity on

Horial opinions of the CUP was
icinded and replaced by a stand
order allowing a two-thirds

ijonty of the Conference to
Pennine an editorial opinion of
CUP. This new standing order
passed over the protest and

H« °f the Journal and a core of
;Po«ers. Following the passage
«"* two-thirds' standing order
Queen's Journal refused to

a member of the
changes.

revised, the motion of censure
against Laval was re-introduced and
passed. The Varsity abstained, the
Ubyssey (University of British Co-
lumbia) voted against the censure
but the Journal refused to vote for
or against and refused to have its

abstention counted. For all intents
and purposes the Journal was not
present. Immediately after the Laval
censure was passed the Varsity the
Ubyssey, and the Queen's Journal,
in that order, gained the floor and
walked out. The Gateway (Univer-
sity of Alberta) strongly condem-
ned the method by which the CUP
had passed this motion of censure
but did not withdraw from the Con
ference.

None of the

cpate in the Conferer
Pn« the stand

walkout' papers
have revoked their membership
and all are still full members of
the Canadian University Press,
This incident, however, raised
strong doubts as to whether the
three papers would remain in the
CUP. It was generally felt that
if these papers revoked their

membership the CUP would be
seriously weakened and perhaps
destroyed as a national organiza-
tion. Both the Varsity and the

Ubyssey are large financial contri-

butors to the CUP and the
Queen's Journal was a founding
member of the organization.

An editorial explaining the post- 1

tion of the Queen's Journal will be

. .
. And Why: An Editorial

Twenty odd years ago, in a dingy smoke-filled room in Win-mpeg, twelve editors of student newspapers from across Canada
met and formed the Canadian University Press. The editor of the
Queen s Journal was one of these midwives and it is with great
sorrow that we, of another generation, arc writing an editorial
against the CUP. It is a position that was forced upon us but one
which we must maintain.

The original purpose of the Canadian University Press was to
provide a service to its member papers to allow them to carry out
their job more effectively. In the beginning it was solely a wire
serv.ee for the distribution of news. Any organization that is healthy
however, expands and thus the CUP developed a features and refer-
ence service and is now operating from a National Office in Ottawa
This is good! What is bad, however, is the fact that the CUP hasnow become an editorial, opinion-making body. No other newspaper
service, such as the Canadian Pr,-ss, United Press, Reuters etc has
ever expressed an editorial opinion on any matter whatsoever - nor
should they. Expansion is only good if it is in the right directionWe feel that the CUP has overstepped both its intended and its
natural purposes in becoming a pressure group involved
politics.

in power

After storming out of the recent CUP Conference, Dave Hill
and Bob Crown storm into the Journal's offices to record their i

on paper, as evident all over this page.

SNOWBALL '61 BEGINS TO ROLL
SCULPTURE DEADLINE JAN. 13th

ng orders had been
[
found elsewhere on this page.

All Queen's

snow sculptures

And What: A Report
By Bob Crown

T ,
Assistant News Editor

mw °
rder

°f busi
Papers were represented, was the admission of

ness at the conference, at which all 24

The Mani-

erk
*

_ ——»-&- ouu ^.uuifiKs usmen- of the University

I admissio i°
membersh

'P- Although four other papers applied

" rre(!
to th P tes were " ot present and their membership was

c°mmitt
nati°na! eJC«utive of CUP for ratification.

t** COrnrrT
occupied most of the 3-day convention. Three

laid be a

Ittees carried the necessary work to a point where it

Ble U CCepted °r rejected by the full assembly.

L?,T,
,nistr*tion Committee

students arc urged to pitch in and build impressive
next week. Applications accompanied by a one-

p.m.dollar entry fee must be handed in to the A.B. of G. before 5.

St Pre
thfi ethics of the Stu-

versi '

Proposed a stream-

Wn
,Cn of t!ie present con-

Pfermed.
?'"Sting by "lawS

'

tised.
ln |

3 sllb -conimittee that

RurBc
re

^
iewed present ex-

ai) a future budgets,

to ]

"Com"littee was es-
°ok into prospective

CI?*,
p0ssib ilities.

led w'if
rVlCes Committee

lf;ms such things as

lunicM-
lmPr°ving existing

«5S? The UBC de,e -

'Eate
th

a 3 mandate to in-

Cy
e

p
Possibility of im-
communications.

The ideas of national caricature

contests, photo exchanges, and

features libraries and news trans-

mission by 'ham' radio, were also

entertained.

The Editorial and Policy Com-

mittee proved to be the latent

trouble-maker. The Laval inci-

dent was discussed to the fullest

before a resolution was drafted.

As a direct consequence, Dave

Hill, Journal Editor, was put in

charge of a sub-committe to iron

out the difficulties in his propos-

ed Investigation Committee.

(This committee will investigate

(See CUP Conference Page 4)

Tuesday, January 10. Applications must

tion of sculpture; 2. title of sculpture:

number of the person in charge uf it.

Sculptures will be judged by

Dean Bryce, Wilfred Sorenson.

and Herb Hamilton, on the basis

of monumentality, originality, and

artistic finesse (no colour please)

Conflicts in location will be re-

solved by the Snowball Commit-

tee.

include: 1. preferred loca-

and 3. name and phone

in Grant Hall beginning at

Snowball weekend begins un-

officially on Thursday evening

with the Queen's Talent Show in

Grant Hall and the judging of the

sculptures on Friday afternoon.

Principal Mackintosh will throw

the official Snowball at 7:30 p.m.
£

in the outer field after which the

riotous snow festivities will begin

novelty races, square-dancing

in the snow, and a snake dance to

the Arena where our hot lemons

are challenging the rejuvenated

faculty in a broomball game.

Queen's Ice Revue will present

a short preview of its capability.!

At the end of the broomball game
j

there will be free open skating 1

until midnight. The ski club is

an informal dance —

pics —
9 p.m.

Saturday's events include a pro

posed ski day-trip to Napanee
sponsored by the Ski Club, if in-

terest warrants it. An Inter-Col-

Iegiate Debating tournament will

be held, with finals in the after-

noon.

Other facilities will include

mixed swimming from 3 to 4 p.m.

and a Toilet Bowl game. Assump-
tion is via

Hasketball

30 p.m. Arts '63 will present

Frolique Francaise in Grant Hall

at 0 p.m. The prizes fo>- the win-

ning sculptures will be presented

there at 1 1 p.m.

Snowball 'bl ends Sunday with

the Queen's Chapel Service.

Snowball buttons are now on
sale at 25c each, giving the buyer
free admittance to the Arena and

i
reduced admission to the dances.

[
For further information con

I tact: Dirk Van Raalte re: sculp

I lures; .lane Rogers re: buttons

* * *

The Queen's Journal has been a completely independent student
newspaper, controlled only by Queen's students, since its conceptionm 1873. We find it completely unacceptable that two thirds, or even
ninety-nine percent, of the members of the CUP can tell us wiiat
our opinion will be on any issue. Only the editorial board can com-
mit the Journal on an issue and this is as it should be for only the
editor is responsible for the actions of the paper. As long as the
Journal remains a member of the Canadian University Press it must
abide by the decisions of the organization and whether or not dis-
senting votes are recorded the Journal could be placed in the position
of supporting an organization which is expressing an opinion with
which the Journal disagrees. The Journal could, in effect, be expres-
sing an opinion, through the CUP, against its will.

* * *
We believe that the power of the editorial board of a newspaper

is absolute in regard to the content of the paper and the paper's com-
mitments to. opinions of, and connections with any other organiza-
tion. We have maintained the autonomy of the Journal throughout
its history and we refuse to surrender it. or any part of it, to anyone— even the Canadian University Press. This is why the Journal
refused to participate in the National Conference of the Canadian
University Press following the passage of a standing order enabling
the CUP to express an editorial opinion over the objections of the
Journal (that is by a two-thirds majority).

* * *
We have condemned the action of Laval iu previous editorials

and now re-affirm this position. We agree with the motion of censure
against Laval. Nevertheless we do not think it should be passed
and sent by the CUP if any paper objects to the censuring opinion.
Therefore, although we agree in principle with the censuring of
Laval we must completely disassociate the Journal from the expres-
sion of this opinion by the CUP.

* * *
The Canadian University Press supports the Charter of the

Student Press in Canada (1959) and some feel that it must be able
to support this defence of the freedom of the press. It should be
noted, however, that by joining the CUP every member has approved
this Charter. We feel this unanimous approval should also be required
for value judgements concerning possible infringements of the
Charter.

presenting

Lower Slobovian VVir.ter Olym- 1 Peter McLame re: programme

* * *
The Queen's Journal has been a strong supporter of the Cana-

dian University Press for over twenty years and it has benefited
ting Queen's for two

J

greatly from the service that the Cl'P has provided. This mutual
games, beginning at I

advantage has developed over the years, an advantage and a relation-
'. ship that could only be destroyed with great sorrow. There is also

the possibility that without the support of Queen's and the other
'walkouts' the CUP would he destroyed as a national organization.

These were prime considerations taken into account when the Journal

withdrew from the CUP National Conference. We would like time
to consider our position in relation to the CUP before we actually

take action regarding our membership in the Canadian University
Press. At the present time the Journal is still a full member of the

CUP but we are seriously studying this membership in the light of

the changed powers of the oranization, powers which we feel should
only be held by the editor and which limit the independence of the

member papers. When our decision is finalized it shall be made public

and communicated to the proper authorities of the Canadian Univer-
sity Press. We do nut intend, however, to sacrifice principle for

I survival

!
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Virtuous Atheists
Mr. George Richards, in his column in the Christmas issue,

makes a statement which we cannot let pass unchallenged. Says he:
Atheism appeals to most students because it makes no claims on them, it

leaves them free to pursue the irresponsible, hedonistic existence characteristic
of one's student days.

This is a perfect statement of one of the most pernicious fallacies
of our time, namely the assumption that a man who does not believe
in God must necessarily be less virtuous than a man who does.
Indeed, in many quarters the knowledge or suspicion that a man
is an atheist is enough to brand him as irredeemably wicked. As a
particular example, consider the curious fact that when modern
writers wish to make an unusually virulent attack on Communism,
they use the adjective "godless", even though none of the objection-
able features of Communism are in fact due to its godlessness.
To see the fallacy involved in the belief that all atheists are wicked,

it is only necessary to consider one or two famous examples. Prob-
ably the most notorious atheist in the western world is Bertrand
Russell; on this account he is often considered a man of appalling
moral wickedness. But observe how this paragon of sinfulness sums
up his personal ethic: "The good life", he says, "is inspired bv love
and guided by knowledge." This statement might have been made
by the churches themselves, except of course that the churches are
not always guided by knowledge.

Or take the case of Sir Julian Huxley, who, so far from accept-
ing the established religions, has proposed a new kind of religion,
which he calls trans-humanism. It is based on science, common sense
and a passionate love of life in general and humanity in particular :

and to those who have studied it, it seems unmistakably the best
hope of mankind. Unfortunately, however, it involves the elimina-
tion (or at least the absorption) of the traditional religions, and so
Will undoubtedly be fought by them at every step. In any case it is
clear that Huxley, despite his atheism, is very far from being guilty
of 'irresponsible hedonism".

The fact is, of course, that gods and religions are products of
the hopes and fears of men: the fears they feel in what seems ahosMc universe, the hopes they cherish for a better life after deathWhen this is understood, the rational basis for belief in God disap-
pears; but, as we have seen, it is very often replaced by a belief in
humanity and a profound sense of responsibility. Santayana sums itup nicely

:
"My atheism, like that of Spinoza, is true piety toward the

universe, and denies only gods fashioned by men in their own image
to be servants of their human interests."

Commies and Frats
u

The fraternity system is a "bastion of American strength" andwhere fraternit.es are not allowed. Communism flourishes". Thus
said Senator Barry Goldwater (Republican) from Arizona in a news
conference befo -

being held at Harvard University.

from^n ST 1°^ with the honourable Senatorfrom south of the border for Queen's can hardly be called a den offlounslung communism". There are certainly two sides to themeltable questton concerning fraternities but at this time we shalignore that debate in order to tear apart Barry's verbal stTpidity
It has become a fallacy of our age and our western democracy hat'everything that » bad is communist and everything that is good ianti-communist. Although communism is involved in tissuen should not be allowed to completely distort the true farts

Mr Goldwater asserted that an institution which does not permitfraternities, perrmts Communist and socialist philosophies to br eda faithless generation. If Queen's is a breeding ground for Com

in Grant Hall Tower. As far as socialism goes, it is comoletelvseparate from the Communist doctrine and iti u e m n7wou I

socialist s Then tl
* ^Z?"

be ^ithfj" to
" R,WayS qUeSti°n ° f What -

We can only conclude that the Senator does not really knowwhat Communism is. has no conception of what a fraternity incapable of relating fraternities to Communism, does not under-stand the implications of being "faithful" the
can only be termed a fool.

"AW,

lhe Spirituality Of Materialism

•re addressing the National Inter-fraternity Conference

iis of his remarks

2uate<i

'There i- splendid finality about being murdered
b« a wild poetry about being raped. But there is nothin
to be said for being embarasscd.

there may
[ whatever

Robertson Davies

It is often observed that the

main difference between Commu-
nist societies and western demo-
cracies is that the Communists
are honest about their materialism.

Certainly the Russian drive for

greater industrial power is more
closely related to the dynamic
society of the West than it is to

anything else, Toynbee's judge-

ment that Communism is "a

Christian heresy" has this much
truth in it, that the Communist
society is a result, however per-

verted, of the western technological

civilization and of the view of

existence that made technology

possible.

According to those who indulge

in the current intellectual fad for

mystic eastern religions, our wes-
tern society is wallowing in a

slough of materialism, in a mind-
less pursuit of bigger and better

mechanical deathtraps. Why not
reject the hysterical, mass-produc-
ed chrome world and embrace the

contemplative spiritual values of

the East, say the beatniks, and they
are often backed in this demand
by more mature and more articulate

thinkers.

Is this attitude justified? It

would be foolish to deny that much
of the mass-produced "culture"
that is the immediate result of the
spread of material prosperity to
the masses is rather appalling, but
is this any reason to condemn the
achievement of material pros-
perity ? Rock and roll, comic books
and Ed Sullivan are merely some
of the unfortunate and, we must
hope, temporary by-products of
that achievement. I do not think
public taste will settle forever at
the lowest common denominator.
Some will doubtless retort that it

already has, but there is impressive
evidence to the contrary. In Can-
ada we have Stratford, the CBC.
several artists and one or two
promising writers, Europe, despite
the creeping "coca-colonization"
caused by the more inferior aspects
of American influence, has a vig-
orous, highly developed cultural
life. Even the United States, the
heart and centre of western
"materialism", has produced great
"Titers, great musicians, great
artists. One need only think of
names like Mark Twain, Melville
Faulkner. Hemingway, Robinson
Jeffers, Robert Frost, Truman
Capote, Tennessee Williams, etc
to appreciate the development of
American literature and music
Americans have developed new
cultural forms e.g. the various
schools of jazz.

One might note also that those
underdeveloped nations lhat are
most fond of accusing the West of

gross materialism are doing their

damnedest to duplicate otir achieve-

ment. Their people have lived in

a state of subsistence for centuries.

It is today essential that they at-

tempt to do what we have done,

that is, build an economic system

of maximum productivity in order

to establish a certain minimum
opportunity for all to live a good
life. Thus, they are, and will con-

tinue to be materialists, as anyone

is who cares about the welfare and
development of human beings on

this earth.

This being so, why is it that the

civilization of abundance was pro-

duced by Europeans and not by
other peoples of the world ? What
factors brought it to birth in the

particular time and place? Leo
Moulin of the College of Europe
says that "Europe has given rise

to the first technological civili-

zation because Europe is essentially

a region of rationalism and human-
ism .. . because individualism born
of Rome and Athens has struck

such deep roots there that nothing

seems to team them up, because

Christianity, compared with other
religions, is both a rational creed
and a religion of tension and
adventure."

Greek rationalism taught man to

penetrate the world's mystery, to
organize the world in relation to
himself, man being "the measure
of all things." This meant faith in

man's reason, and desire for know-
ledge and power. The Christian
religion did not destroy this Greek-
spirit because Christianity is, rela-
tively speaking, a rational religion,

one that recognizes the value of
each human soul. Indeed, it adopt-
ed itself to Hellenic thought and
the Hellenic attitude. Christianity
has made, in practice if not always
in theory, a clear distinction be-
tween the sacred and the natural,
between earthly and heavenly
things. In recent times this has
shown itself in the separation of
Church and State.

Religions that do not draw the
distinction between spiritual and
material things make of the uni-
verse a total and unknowable
mystery. And, as Moulin remarks,
"the unknown may be the object
of worship, of terror or of magic
practices, but never of observation,
and consequently of knowledge."
The Christian Church, despite the
dogmatism that one finds in all

such institutions, has conceded that
there are areas of existence that
are open to human speculation.
And once people become accus-
tomed to the idea of speculation,
they will, sooner or later, question
everything.

What of the "superior spiritual

values" of the East? Arthur

Koestler maintains that today the

East is spiritually sicker than the

West. "Religious thought in the

East retained its archetypal char-

acter", he says, " it does not show
that evolutionary progression, that

combination of a firm basic doc-

trine with social plasticity, which
lent Western monotheism its

unique continuity and ethos. Each
of the great eastern religions re-

presents a way of life rather than

a self-contained meta-physieal doc-

trine; and when that way of life is

altered by changing circumstances,

as in India and Japan, the spir-

itual values crumble away."

Again, the philosophy of eastern

religions is very far from western
rationalism. The East is less in-

terested in factual knowledge of

the outer world than in inner

harmony and peace. It sees self-

realization in terms of the anni-
hilation of the ego instead of the
unfolding of individuality. In
European thought these two atti-

tudes have alternated. We have
Parmenides and Democritus, Plato
and Aristotle, Augustine and Aqui-
nas, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche.
Adler and Jung. Certainly our
mystics, men like Eckhardt and St.

Francis, have been much like theirs
in their abegnation of self, but the
opposite tendency lias been equally
operative.

Christianity's active optimism,
opposed to the passive resignation
of eastern religion, made the de-
velopment of a spirit of inquiry
possible in the West. Christianity's
insistence on an ordered plan for
the universe could not help but
encourage the use of reason, even
despite the intolerant spirit of
authority that attached itself to the
medieval Church (and, later on
to many other Christian sects)
The first devotees of experimental
science, Grossteste. Bacon and
Occam, were Churchmen. Pro-
testantism's rejection of the tra-
ditional religious authority encour-
aged scientific enquiry even more
The "Protestant ethic" of Calvin
made an industrial society, and all
the material benefits that it

fought, compatible with Christian
humanism.

Thus, the values of our society
have contributed very largely to its
economic successes. It follows that
ur economic techniques
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a house for fairif>«sNancy was

she

YJiv— .
•* *

built a house m the garage for

lj fairies to live in. She believed

fairies then for the same reason

ed in God later

Page

she
on

^(•sonai
experience. She had seen

fairy in a blue ^auze dress
-
stand-

?
?

tip-toe
on a toadstool. The

'

3rage
was a big and cluttered

building,
P'ted up with boxes at the

back-
The children were forbidden

t0
climb on the tottering pile, and

,vhen they did, carrying the swing-

^at in one hand, and then getting

m and shoving off from there, it

ffas like flying, and it was another

world, and the exciting, fresh,

coal-dust-tasting air came rushing

into
your mouth and blew back-

er curls. You could close your

eyes and pretend you were flying

0ver Holland, and you thrilled,

thrilled with the danger and joy of

I

it all- The fairy-house was only

I small. It was a little cardboard

box, and Nancy kept it on a dusty

table back beside the big box pile.

She had cut out windows, and

when she remembered it, she would

creep up on it, and look suddenly

inside. She wanted a fairy to do
(he jobs her mother gave her. She
was slow, and tired of dusting and
dishes. But she never saw another

fairy, not for years, not until she

was eleven. And all the time her

favourite songs were the fairy

ones: "I met a little elf-man once,

Down where the lilies blow ..."
and "Out in the woods, the fairy

piper .
. .

"
, and most beautiful of

all, the one about the fairy dancer,

who would dance on the water, and
would not tell her name, until

«-yw, an(lcriedtc

her ^vers, it was i' ,

^feraiut^sV££
not the fairy dancer, that he 2later on, when she was eleven

She was dusting the stairs and
about the hook shewntmg and not even noticing h

pussy-willows on the piano,^
he was. a sudden, fleeting

figure ma green S1]it
, who

*

'^r thoughts and out'o Cr
s-ght before she could prop £turn her head. She was hfghly
«ci

|

ted, and ran and told her
mother, hut even as she told the
story became unreal, and doubts
crept in, so that she became very
defiant about the truth of her «
penence, and determined it was so
Her mother had never denied the
existence of fairies, on the ground
that ne.ther could one see the wind
so Nancy crept back to her job on
the stairs. She experimented with
iniagmmg dark shapes at the corner
of her eye. dancing i„ t[lc pn
willows as she dusted the stairs
She was disturbed to discover that
she could create the dark, elusive
shape at will. She grew quiet, and
told herself that the suit had been
very green, and the shape definitely
that of a tiny man, and that
anyway, she had not been thinking
about fairies at all. Then ever
afterwards she would tell her best
friends about her two fairies

laughingly, but with that touch of
seriousness that let them know
they were discussing things which

could not be proved
^en S |,e iooked back

1rrnst(
mm

" He was coming

the saga of hairy harry
hairy harry was a man with a Problem

he was Useless

he always Lost at bridge
when he untied his shoelaces,

he always pulled the wrong lace and
got a Knot

he burned his fingers with matches
pretty Girls laughed at him

hoiry harry contemplated hara kiri . . .

BUT
hairy harry triumphed over Black despair

hairy harry is now harried hairy harry

he lives in a neat glass cage

labelled 'THE MISSING LINK"
at the Smithsonian institute.

the moral of this story is: people who don't throw
stones should live in glass caqes

Rick Malt

newways to see old arts
Sculptu

h«rt i T Jt°°d stiH
*
and ''erhear had beat furiou

he thouSh t or rather, she knew
J» t

was Paul, and she had loved

^
uI-^ must „0t Iove him again.He was aImost^

<a''Zed her mistake. Even the
however, she had not thought of
he elf-man. Only a cllcniica,
j-hange seemed to take place inside
her. something was released, and
after all she was disappointed. He
was not Paul. He was William
She had ,„ct him briefly at a
freshman dance the night before.
He had danced very well, but his
conversation had been abrupt dis-
jointed, strange. She had thought

Je
was odd, and had excused

herself quickly, and left him He
was speaking to her now. bohbing
ins head, making sentences in
strangled bursts of sound. Then
he was off again, and she watched
bis stiff, uncoordinated movement,
and thought of the tin soldier in the
story of Willy and Nilly, and all
of them had visited a doll's house
But they could not eat the dinner
that the dolls served, because it was
make-believe, and stuck to their
plates. She felt upset. She was
unhappy that he should remind her
of Paul. Paul had been sophisti-
cated and older, and stimulating
and wonderful, She had loved him
and now he was married. William
was a child, a child who had never
grown up, and who ran about ex-
claiming at the green grass, and
growing softly insane under a
moon or a rainbow or before a
cocoon under a leaf. She came to

deilght in him. They talked for

hours in the odd places they went
together: little restaurants with
unshaven customers and dirty

spoons, a high stone with fossils in

it, soda fountains where teenagers

gathered, and street-corners where
'"any little children played at
make-believe. He was incapable of
small talk, and so they talked at
once of essentials. They spoke of
personalities they knew and of
their individual selves, of wonder
and of wind and of civilization,

they spoke once of fairies, and he
smiled and accepted her laughing,
but not the seriousness in her eyes[
and they spoke often of God. be-
cause William could not helievc.
They went to the fair. He

loved the fast and dizzy rides,
and his hair blew back exultant-
ly. She wanted the ferris wheel
instead, and he rocked the seat
high among the stars. She never
rocked the seat herself, and now
she was vexed and excited at
once. Would he leave her with
no superstition? She was afraid
to close her eyes and afraid to
look down at the tents and
lights and people. She cried,
"Oh!" and laughed and made
her eyes shine. She shrank for
a moment against his arm, and
wanted, she thought, to stay.
But the wheel brought them
down, and the comic operator
let them out, and they ran, and
bought pink candy fluff. It dis-

appeared against their eager
tongues; it was nothing at all;

it was gone. Once she had saved
its flimsy cone as a chimney for

her house for fairies. A fairy
could clean a whole house just
by waving her silver wand. But
now she threw the cone away,
and when William failed his

exams, he went away with pro-
mises to write but never did.

The garage was really very
small. The new people straighten-

ed it and covered it with insul-

brick. But when Nancy lived there,

it was a little black shack with an
old coal-bin and cobwebs. The
rope of the swing was not as tall as
a man

;
the pile of boxes was four

feet high, the height of a child.

Margaret Slavin.

the wall
Between the sad, silent figures

That trudge this every-turmng clod

There stands a wall.

A mighty edifice of misconception

Thursting me away, reducing

And negating me.

How hard to dash down its

Hateful height, with threats, pleas
And the vain missiles of pleasantry.

As the pin-point of a serpent dishonours
It distills my heart with blackness
Against its flat durability.

But still, if stands and hides human fear
Sheltering precious personality

From the pitfalls of sincerity.

I do but cry, Let me in.

D. Smith

on being a mad poet
OR, HOW TO EVADE QUESTIONS

AND PUZZLE PROFESSORS

talent night sun^ay concert
Talent Winlit -i tn»»M.. .

Ihe

re, one of the oldest of
arts and one in which our

T. Ccntl,ry has been most pro-
Jct.ve. will be the theme of an

|

Crated lecture to be given by
e young Canadian sculptor

A^ Miller i„ Ellis Hall on
™day evening. The Art Depart-

01 nt of Q lleen
-

S University has
rraTd ^e lecture and timed it

m
^de with the opening of

Mr. Zacks. who grew up in King-

ston and graduated from Queen's,

has loaned pieces by Reginald

Butler, Emilio Greco, Barbara

Hepworth, Marino Marini, Henri

Matisse, Auguste Rodin and many

others.

An exhibition of Eskimo graphic

art, circulated by the National

Gallery of Canada, will be on show

at the Art Centre together with
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entire output of the Eskiinocs who

worked at the craft centre at Cape

Dorset during 1959. The tech-

niques used in these stouecuts and

sealskin prints have been employed

in the decoration of implements

and clothing for generations, but

this area of the Eskimoes' art has

been neglected by the while man's

taste in favour of the familiar

soapstone carvings, ft is the object

of the present exhibition to correct

the imbalance in our knowledge of

Eskimo art.

Both exhibitions will continue at

the Art Centre until January 29.

The gallery will be open every

afternoon except Saturdays from

2:00 to 4:30, and in the evenings,

Monday through Thursday, from

7 :00 to 9 :00.

Talent Night — a lavishly spe

tacular evening of wine, women
and song . . . Well, there will be

plenty of songs, anyway, and a
strong likelihood that some of them
will be about wine and women.
There will be witty skits, handy
conjuring, hairy jokes and every-

thing else that the caprices of this

university's brightest and most

depraved minds can devise for

your entertainment.

Seriously, though, it's on Thurs-

day night, January 12, at 8:30 in

Grant Hall. That's right at the

start of the Snowball weekend, and

we can't think of a better way to

get yourself into the Snowball

mood. The proceeds are going to

a worthy cause, the new Queen's

Theatre, but in spite of the worth-

iness of the cause, this evening

will give your emaciated pocket-

book a real break. The admission

price—and we're still serious—is

just 50 cents per person. This

show is going to be the talk of the

campus all through the Snowball

The Hungarian clarinetist Lajos

Bornyi will give the second in a
series of free Sunday Concerts this

Sunday at 3 p.m. in Ban Righ
Common Room. The series is sup-

ported by a grant from the George
Taylor Richardson Memorial Fund.

Mr. Bornyi came to Canada in

1957 and entered the Royal Con-
servatory of Music, graduating last

year. He has played with several

Toronto orchestras and has been

featured on a number of radio

programs. At present he is prin-

cipal clarinet of the Hamilton
Symphony and a member of the

faculty of the Hamilton Conserva-

tory of Music. During the summer
of 1959 he was guest lecturer at

the Royal Conservatory Summer
School.

The accompanist will be Shirlev

Pethes.

weekend, so if you like to do the

talking (and who doesn't )—you'd
better see the show.

Early in my university career I

discovered the difficulties involved
in getting a decent nap during lec-
tures. Not only were the cliairs

uncomfortable, and the young
ladies on whose soft shoulders my
weary head inevitably find itself (I

don't know why, or rather I know
why but I won't tell, at least not
in a family newspaper, I always
manage to seat myself beside young
ladies) invariably and unaccount-
ably hostile and inhospitable, but
the vast majority of professors
found it incumbent upon them-
selves to chivvy me. There they
were, hot and sweaty in their
labours, and the sight of someone
at his ease infuriated them. Or
perhaps I'm being unfair, perhaps
they were attempting to entertain
me, perhaps they said to them-
selves "Why look at that poor
fellow, can't find a thing to do so
he's forced to (try to) sleep. Per-
chance I can brighten up his day."
But whatever their reasons, they
would persist in asking me little

riddles which they'd been saving
for rne.

Now, the average student, faced
with a question which he hasn't
heard, relating to a problem he
hasn't been following, entailing

methods of solution which he is not
aware exist, is in a quandary. The
more inspired may pretend to faint,

or have a fit, they may ask to leave
the room, or answer "N X PT
squared" and when the professor
says "That's the wrong answer"
reply, "No sir, you've got the

wrong question," but such brutal

methods of evasion lack finesse.

They are also transparent.

My method (PAT. PENDING)
is quite simple, and. rather than
being antagonized, the professors

afterwards regard the offender as

mentally deficient, or quietly in-

sane, and will be very easy on him
in the future. When accosted in

the manner which 1 have described,

one simply groans pleadingly, "Oh
no sir, please don't stop now, your

brilliant treatment of the problem,
your lyric expression, your reso-

nant voice, they have awakened the
Muse in me and I've got half an
ode composed here and I can't

possibly go on until you begin
again." And before he can draw a
bewildered breath, one stands up,
looks as wild-eyed as possible, and,
saying "Let me recite what I've got
already," intones "Wildly multi-

tudinous in the bell-tongued dark-
ness I cry to the graves for their

woes of tttrningness under cold
one eye while the curlews cry, ..."
and continues until one's opponent
becomes glassy eyed and lapses into

Cheync-Stokes breathing. Then
one says apologetically, "And that's

all I've got so far sir, but I'll work
at it." If the man is of very
strong mental fibre he may sum-
mon up the strength to quaver
"Good", but in most cases he will

brokenly dismiss the class and
cower behind his desk until one has
sauntered out. _Tom Eadie

Sydenham and William srHEero
PASTORAL ASSISTANT
Rev Riley Smalley

ORGANIST AND CHOIRMASTERDr F. R, C. Clarke, f.c.c.o.

SUNDAY, JANUARY Bth

11:00 a.m. Holy Communion
Rev. Doctor Elias Andrews,

Preacher.

7:30 p.m. Rev. R. Smalley,

Preacher

8:45 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

oil Young Peop le

Everyone Wclcoi

OVER - STOCKED SALE
AT

STAN'S REG'D
523 Princess Street

AH Wool Tweed Sports Jackets, Reg. $27.50 —
Sale Price Only $18.95

We carry a large selection of Men's Dress Trousers

Sale Priced.

Save money on Shorts and Tops — T-Shirts — Socks —
Dress and Sport Shirts — Corduroy Jackets and Black Watch
jackets.

All

Ittitrd dtfurrfr
CORNEB CLEHOT MIO QUEEN STHEEU
Rev. E. W. Horton. b.a., b.d.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. JANUARY 8th

1 1 :00 a.m. Preacher:

Rev. Douglas Pilkey

7:00 p.m. Evening Service

The Canadian Army

Offers career opportunities through:

THE ROTP

The 45 Month Medical Students

Undergraduate Subsidization Plan,

and Commissions in the Reserves

through the COTC.

Inquiries may be directed to:

CAPT. R. I. JENKINS

Students' Union or

Telephone Local 441
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Campus Employment Service
The Employment Service at

Queen's University was estab-

lished some thirty years ago as
the go-between between under-
graduates, prospective graduates,

post-graduates and graduates
and employers in all branches of

industry and the public services.

Started in a small way, it has
developed, especially since the

war, into a recognized adjunct to

the college administration. Up to

this year it was operated jointly

by the Alumni Association and
the Service Control Committee,
a committee of the Engineering
Society. This year Queen's ad-
ministration has replaced the
Alumni Association and it is now
a branch of the numerous activr

ties of the College itself.

The principal reason for its in

creased function is due to the
increasing tendency of commcr
cial firms to come to the different

university campuses to interview
not only graduates for perman-
ent employment but also under-
graduates for summer jobs. They
have found that this latter pro-
cedure gives them opportunity
to pre-vicw the students as to
their fitness for permanent em-
ployment.

Our procedure is this. AVe en-

TRICOLOR SALES
Tricolor '61 will be on sale

from Jan. 9 - Jan. 30. The
price is $5. Contact Tricolor

salesmen (a large number
have been released on campus)
or buy subscriptions at the
Post Office.

deavour to schedule those firms

wishing to visit the campus any-
time between the first of Novem-
ber to the first of March, limiting
the number of firms on any one
day to the accommodation at our
disposal. At the beginning of the
week previous to the scheduled
interview, notices are placed on
the Employment Boards in the
basement of the Student's Union
and on the notice boards in the
different buildings where the
specific classes are held in which
the firm being advertised is in

terested. This gives the student
a full week to make an appoint-
ment on the schedule boards set

up in the office of the Employ-
ment Service on the main floor

of the Students' Union. These
appointments generally are from
twenty minutes to thirty minutes
duration, though they may be
only ten minutes in case of firms
seeking undergraduates for sum-
mer employment.

There are good years and bad
years for employment but gen
erally speaking the graduating
class in all faculties have been
uccessful in obtaining employ-
ment before graduating. While
the position they choose may not
turn out to be the perfect job, at

least they get that year of con-
tact with the business world
which is essential to the settli

down process.

In the undergraduate field, un-
doubtedly the third year has the
best of it as most firms require
this status for their summer
work, and selection is made by
interviews on the campus. The

mg

second year has some opportuni-

ties but principally with firms

who do not visit the college. The
second and the Freshman year

will be well advised to seek work
through their own contacts, but

they should feel entirely free to

visit the Employment Office at

any time where we may be able

to give some leads.

The service is also open for

graduates who either need

other position or seek a change

A file is kept of those applying

along with their experience and
desired position. They are

mediately notified of any in

quiries received in the office for

people of their class and exper

ience.

Another file is kept of under-

graduates who desire temporary

employment to meet the expenses

of their tuition. While the num
ber of opportunities are not too

numerous still we do appreciate

having a sufficient list to fill any
demands that may arise.

Above all, we wish the student
body of every faculty to realize

that we are in. business for their

benefit and are glad to see them
at any time, whether we have the
position they want or not.

Government Committee Shows Great

Interest In NFCUS Education Brief

International Club
All students on campus who

are interested in the formation
of an International Club at

Queen's are asked to attend the
inaugural meeting on Tuesday
evening at 7:30 p.m. at a place to

be announced in Tuesday's pape
On that day an article will ap
pear setting out the details.

OTTAWA (CUP) — A brief from the NFCUS Education

Committee warning that increasing financial costs deter prospective

students from obtaining an education was received fabourably last

month by a special government committee on education.

Morty Zuckerman of McGill University presented the brief to

17 members of the unofficial 50 man committee set up by the Con
servative MP's to study the constitutional aspects of education. He
stated later that the members seemed to be extremely interested

in his brief. Mr. Zuckerman presented the first non-government brief

to the committee.

&t. $nmcB (flfturrli

Union street, by the campui

CTORi REV. DESMOND C. HUNT

SUNDAY. JANUARY 8th

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer
Sermon: The Bishop of Ontario

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

(Shaltttrrs

EARL AND BARRIe STS.
REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, JANUARY 6th

11:00 a.m. Holy Communion

7:30 p.m. The Lord's Prayer
No. 1—"Our Father In Heaven'

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to all

Queen's Students.

(Enteral
< ANOLICAN >

<ING STREET AT JOHNSON STREET

EPIPHANY I

SUNDAY, JANUARY 8th
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion
9:15 a.m. Choral Eucharist
Preacher: The Rev. J. R. Neal
11:00 a.m. Choral Martins

Preacher: The Dean
7:00 p.m. Evensong
Preacher: The Rev. J. R. Neat

Weekday Services:

Monday to Saturday: Holy Com-
munion 7:45 ajn.j Wednesday:
Holy Communion 10:30 a.m.

All Students Most Welcome

REPRESENTATIVES OF

The International Nickel Company
OF CANADA LIMITED

'

Will visit the university to discuss career opportunities with
graduatmg and post graduate students in

ENGINEERING

-

• MINING
• METALLURGICAL
• CHEMICAL
• ELECTRICAL
• MECHANICAL
• CIVIL
• CHEMISTRY
• AND GEOLOGY

on JANUARY 9th and 10th
We invite you to arrange an interview through

your Placement Office

The International Nickel Company
OF CANADA LIMITED

COPPER CLIFF, ONTARIO

Although the committee brief is

still confidential Mr. Morton in-

dicated that it may go part of the

way to solving the eternal prob-

lem of federal-provincial rights of

education.

Mr. Zuckerman suggested to

the committee that the financial

barrier to education could be
overcome by

:

• amending income tax laws
• a national loan program
• dominion-provincial student

aid program
• a national scholarship pro-

gram of 10,000 bursaries

and scholarships of $600
each.

He told the committee that

scholarships, bursaries, and loans
re "grossly inadequate, and poin-

ed out that summer and part-
time employment cannot fill the
gap between cost and family
assistance.

Furthermore," he said," with
the cost of university education
teadily increasing, and the earn-
ngs from summer employment
taring constant or even decreas-

ing, the reliance on family income
grows. This problem becomes in-

creasingly acute."

He stressed that nine-tenths of
the total cost of university educa-

tion is borne by parents and stud

ents, so that university entrance

becomes restricted to well-to-do

families. This heavy reliance upon
family income "remains a deter

rent to the quality of opportunity

in accessibility to education," he
said.

Using figures based on the Do-
minion Bureau of Statistics he

said that the average cost for a

year at university is $1,400. Of
this average summer savings

amount of $500. Loans and bur-

saries and scholarships contribute

only eight per cent of the total

cost of university attendance.

"The last source of income for

university expenses is the contri-

bution of the immediate family,"

Mr. Zuckerman said. The national

average is $700.

The DBS estimates that a fam-
ily with one or two children needs

about $5,000 income to assist in

the cost of sending their child to

university. Mr. Zuckerman stated

that the financial obstacles are

reflected in the ratio of university

students to family income. "The
top 15 per cent (families) contri-

bute 50 per cent of our students;

the bottom 20 per cent only five

|

per cent."

CUP Conferen
(continued from

page

and give an impartial
ren

such instances as seem to
trary to the CUP Charted
The University of ftp

'
J
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The Canadian Unive
has drafted a brief to be
ed to the Royal Corru^^
Publications. This brief,

confidential at this time
released to the public in
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ture.

The delegates were treat
two banquets, one sponsor,
Mr. J. P. Gore, Managing

arid
i-

of the London Free Press
other by Western \jm
Mr. Jack PickersgiH

Sp0u
this second dinner.

The CUP trophies f0r gt ..

excellence and editorial
e

lence were awarded at this

*°

quet, Although the hum\

never won the trophy f0r gen
excellence, it placed fourth

in
category. The editorial trophy)

GradY, MedV X-Rays Wednesday
All final year students, students in the first medical year and

the graduate students as listed, are being X-rayed in Grant Hall on
Wednesday, January 11. Timetables are posted on the University
bulletin boards and students should check carefully for their time
of appointment. This applies only to students previously registered
at Queen s University. Undergraduate students who transferred
trom other institutions this year are not included.

Graduate students and students in final year Arts and Science
are asked to fill in X-ray cards at the Registrar's Office before theday of the X-ray.

Those whose appointments fall during class hours should leave
the classroom m time to get to Grant Hall and return to theirclasses after the X-ray has been taken.

yet to be awarded.

The final plenary sessj0n
the CUP was the one at

) a budget, b) a resold
against Laval, c) the Royal CoJ
mission draft, and d) the reZf
tions from the Service CoJ
tee, were placed before and j
cepted by the Conference.

This session was also these?

of the now-famous "Edilon

Walk-Out", dealt with elsewha

on this page.

The second National Preside

of CUP was acclaimed, Eds.

(Ted) Johnston of the McMasis
Silhouette. He appointed Mich]

Beaudoin from the University o

Ottawa's La Rotonde as Natiu

Secretary and Brian MacCutd
eon of University of Toronto i

National Vice-President.

Queen's Journal staffer MsJ
Crown was elected as the

tario Regional President of Cl?|

The Ontario

eleven papers

walk-out).

region conia

B.W.O. (bela

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT
„^ „ ^ FacUiti" AvallabIe lM Groin* up to 50 Person,
1399 Pr,ne«, Street Liberty 2-2729 Kingston, Ont

KINGSTON'S HOSPITALITY RESTAURANT
.

OPEN aiOQ A.M. TO UiOO P.M.

THE

MyiyALiifiE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

of CANADA
HtAO OFF.ei! WATMIOO, ONTARIO

prrabjjtprtan (flljurfli

Princess and CLenov Srntert

Rev. max V. Putnam, ba
MINISTER

11:00 o.m. Morning Worship

Sermon: The Incentive of Pme

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Sermon: Christ and the OU
Testament

8:15 p.m. Youth Fellowship

COME AND WORSHIP

»TA»u»Ht0 )M»

KINGSTON IRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. - TEL LI « |MBRANCH MANAGER - A. E. NELSON, C.LU
REPRESENTATIVES-

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc., C.L.U.-R„. U 8 _4S52C
-
KENNEDY, C.L.U.-R*. U 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A, C.L.U.-R., y 2 7fi02M. EMMETT ADAM -Res. U 2 6782
KEN PARKER -RES. U 6-2170

Look For The Bottles V#

The Tartan Tops

JAMAICA DRY

GINGER ALE
AND

PEPSI - COLA

ELDER'S BEVERA<3
gS
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Seek DelegatesiFWW^S^?^
Tj,e twelfth annual international seinina

~——— ^vICQ O
vV«rld

University Service of Canada will be hri/^T™*1 ^ the

ks this smnmcr The theme of the seminar t -'-n
* »?" f°r six

,

,

he individual and the State". * r!le Well-Bein*
Vl

f the individual and the State

Students on the seminar will participate in a
programme, group tours, individual research om'

or'entatioti

(jal
seminar in Uppsala. Fleets, and a residen-

Caiiatlian students will be cho-[

sen from all ten provinces, to the

tota | of about forty. Four faculty

members will lead the group,

irilieh
leaves Canada on June 28.

The Canadians will be joined on

the seminar by the same number

0f
Scandinavian students and fac-

ulty, pms delegations from other

European countries. The Cana-

dian Co-Director is Dr. A. G. Mc-
Calla. Dean of Graduate Studies

I at the University of Alberta.

The programme will emphasize

the development of social institu-

tions and welfare services, tech-

nology and national resources,

and their effect on individual be-
haviour and spiritual, moral and
cultural values in Sweden.

Any student wishing to apply
must have the following qualifi-

cations :

1. "Student must be enrolled in

a regular course of study or be a
recent graduate, of Queen's and
must be returning to Queen's for
study in 1961-62.

aid good health.
uersmp,

4- "Student should be willing- tocommute his experiences and

ent is responsible for $250 The
remainder 0f the cost is borne by
the Ontario Government and the
Queen's WUS Committee-
Queen's will assume the cost of
tuition of the Queen's delegate in
the 1961-62 session.

Any interested students in any
course and year are urged to ap-
ply- Application forms and fur-
ther information will be available
next week from the WUS Com-
mittee. Please watch the Journal
and Bulletin Boards.

eminar
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Some Predictions for '61

Grits Attending

Nat. CULF Meet

Twenty-five delegates from
Queen's Liberal Club will be go-
ing to the three day convention
of the Canadian University Lib-
eral Federation which begins on
Saturday, January 7th in Ottawa.
Delegates from universities all

across Canada are expected to
attend this convention which is

being held just before the Nation-
al Rally of the Liberal Party-
starting on Jan. 9th.

"'ass uprising, by the entire I form of o™„' ~,
.

As in P*st years - the delegates
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n*s Colder, Gaels win the Intercollegiate
"-ore under the influence of American

'61 To Slcidoo^lanuary 20th
This yearns theme of the Arts Formal is centred around theCay 20s Era with its bath-tub gin. gangsters, and Cha Is tondanang On January 20th, Grant Hall will be transformed L to a

tiled R
S3
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r
see .In the Red Room, Kingston's own Limestone City Jaz, Bind

w,ll entertam the guests with music that won its Li in Z!

UA^Vfj
V*rant sound of t,le Pleat "Night Train" Orchestra

led by Buddy Morrow himself, will make this evening one whichwill be remembered for many years
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women's residence,
grounds that the house mothers

,

clerks, mothers superior, or
atever they are called. are too

ai to raticm the administration of
late leaves. The rebellion will in-
volve an all-night "sit-out" and be
accompanied by prolonged pe-
nods of drinking and the use of
unladylike language. On the other
hand many a Queeu'suian will dis-
cover in the coming year that a
weekend trip home to see his girls
can be much more rewarding than
blowing his bankroll on an over-
pampered Queen's lady. Still cm
the subject of residence life the
male residence will pattern itself
after the female counterpart by
becoming mainly a retreat for
first-year students.

Science '65 will break existing
records for the removal of the tarn
from the top of the greased pole
by using a rented helicopter;
Charlie Burbank will break a
major record in delay-drop para-
chute jumping and someone will
start an Elvis Presley fan club.
Dean Duncan will deliver the first

lecture in Stereo from Dunning
3all and Go-Karts will make their
first appearance on campus in the

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments m Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. LooseMat bupphes, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

king7ECHHICAL SUPPLIES
QSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Students' Rates Saves You Most
SEND NO MONEY NOW - YOU ARE BILLED LATER

YOU PAY STUDENT RATE

'00 SI MAGAZINE (27 wks.) 7^c a copy

IS <2 V/* a copy

100 wfmc <M wk-OTc a copy

1.97

— 3.87

.... 7.00

... 2.S0

3-00 _
6.0O

nn :;a"-»wJK** (1 yr.) 6c a codv 3 00 nn ŴEEK (2Vri> 6c a 6.00

3 00 Elr7S]PS* WORLD RPT <26 wks.) 10c a copy _ .. .. ?.67

i rtp /
ANS (1 yr.) 26 issues S%c a copy 1.S0 D

ri^S i21 wks-> fc a copyLIFE (i yr.) 7 J4c a cog. _ ZZZH
ki^il^ a «W
^dS5IS ^LUSTRATED (1 yr.) 7^c a copy __„

BOY C vr > 406 a copy

6<M HoY«iTf^FXMh F°R"M (1 yr-) 27c a copy

S.5S

10.95

6.7S

11.00

6.00

6.50

400 in « i ii I 1 WO 62c 3 copy _ 7

?f^m ER '

S DIGEST (1 yr?W a copy 2SATURDAY NIGHT (1 yr.) 26 issues. ISc a copy 4
students may now order Student Rate Gifts for Anybody,
^'ffned Gift Card Included. Holiday Gift Orders Rushed.

We Accept Subscriptions to All Magazines.

STUDENT MAGAZINE ACENCY
3fi0 Ostell Crescent, Montreal 9, P.Q.

^ame

l.M _
4.00

7.00

4.00

7.50

5.00

3.25

4.50

7.50

2.97

.00

AD»RESS

ClTy

N
Renewal

COURSE

Gift .'rom:

eclipse sports-car interest
The Administration will require

Journal to maintain 66% averages,
thereby eliminating: the under-
graduates' bi-weekly publication
To tins may I add that Frank

Sinatra will be the best-dressed
man at the President's inaugura-
tion and a certain American ce-
real under the name of Special K
will achieve great popularity i„
Russia and the death rate due to
vitamin deficiency will reach an
all-time high.

Canadian Liberals and take part
m policy discussion. They will
also be able to enjoy all the other
convention activities for which
Ottawa and environs are justly
famous.

A major activity at any CULF
convention is the adoption of
resolutions which are submitted
to the Liberal Party. This year
the Queen's Club has submitted
three to CULF which deal with
South Africa, the Organization
of American States and NATO.

VE3VX Calling

CFRC
Friday:
6:30—Time for Listening
7:00—Palladium Party
7:30—Campus Topic*
7:3S— Dixieland Jazz
8:15—Queen's al Work
8:30—In Recilal

Kingston Wind Ensemble
9:00—Concert Halt

Rimsky-Korfakov — Russian
Easter Overture

Mozart — Symphony No. 25
Beethoven — Concerto No 5
Tchaikovsky—Symphony No. 5
Schubert — Impromptu

11:00—Moonlight Melodies
12:00—Easy Terms
1:00— Late Show

Saturday
1:00—Prelude to Opera
_';00—Opera House

Bizet — Carmen
3:00—Fun With Good Music
5:30—Good Listening
6:00—Sweet a-id Low
7:00—Old Favourites
7:30—Calendar and Personality
7:45—The Jazz Scene
8:30—Saturday Concert featuring

D. G. Britton — Japanese
Sketches

9:30^—Music Round the World
10:00—.\'ight Music
11:00—Music Beat
12:00—Starlight Serenade
1:00— Night Mist

Sunday:
9:00— Musical Panorama

J. S. Bach — Suite No. 2
Dvorak — Cello Concerto

i nn
Schumann - Symphony No. 4

1:00— Mostly Music
4:30—Emission Franeaise
5:00—German Club

Has anyone noticed this sign
on an obscure doorway in the
Science Clubrooms? Behind this
rather ordinary looking door
opens a fascinating world of ama-
teur radio and electronics. It is

the "second home" of a small but
thusiastic group of radio ama-

teurs whose aim is to communi-
cate with other radio amateurs
anywhere in the world.

Electronic test equipment has
been acquired over the years so
that the Club now has a well-
equipped service shop for the

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES. HOME COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Part* er Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow

THE DOOR IS

OPEN

repair and construction of short
wave radio gear. In addition to
this there is a completely equip-
ped amateur radio station. This
station has worldwide range and
contacts have been made with
every major country of the
world.

For those who are pursuing an
amateur radio licence but don't
quite know how to get it, your
problems are over. Each week-
day noon hour from 1 :00 to 1 :30

well-organized classes are given
pertinent to the knowledge re-
quired to pass a government
amateur radio exam which is a
prerequisite to amateur opera-
tion. Contrary to popular opinion
an amateur radio licence is not
difficult to obtain. Anyone with
enough desire can get his ama-
teur "ticket".

SIGNPOST
Friday:

Relieve the New Year's hangover.
Come to the Hangover Hop tonight,
0-1, in Grant Hall. Dancing to Don
McCallum and his Orchestra, spon-
sored by the Law Students' Society.
Saturday:
Dance: Grant Hall 9-l». Guvs 75c,

Gals 50c. Featuring the Collegians.
Sunday

:

Lajos Bomyi, clarinet, and Shirley
Pcthes, piano, will give the second
in a series of Sunday Concerts at 3
p.m. in Ban Righ Common Room.
Admission free.

Quew'a Canterbury will be holding
Communion Breakfast at 8 a.m. at St.
James' Parish Hall. Everybody wel-
onie.

Monday

:

World University Service mceU in
the North House Common Room of
Chown Hall at 7 p.m. General meeting.
Everyone welcome.

Classified

Drummer and Drums Wanted
Quecn'j Rhythm & Blues Band needs

a set of drums and if possible a fellow
who can play them, for next Thursday
night. If you can help us call Brian
Cochrane at 6-6°93 or Larry Armitago
at local 380 right awav.

Dance

Progro

Hanson <& Edgar
PRINTERS

Phone 8-4114

Printing wt

Ewry De«riptis»

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR

DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

Canada Packers inviles graduating students in Agri-

culture, Arts, Business Administration, Chemistry,

Commerce and Engineering, lo discuss plans for an
inleresling career in a leading Canadian industry.

STUDENT INTERVIEWS
with Canada Packers' representative will be held on

JANUARY II, 12, 13

at times arranged by IheUniversity Placement Officer.

A Canada Packers' brochure and annual report,

which will provide furlher informalion, are available

at the Placement Office.

CANADA ftp* PACKERS

CANADA'S LARGEST FOOD MANUFACTURER

THE CONSOLIDATED MINING AND
SMELTING CO. OF CANADA LTD.

REQUIRES:

Engineers and Scientists of B.Sc., and Ph.D. training
for Research, Development, Production, Exploration
Sen ior Undergraduates in certain Engineering and
Honours Science courses for summer assignments in

laboratories and plant development groups.

INTERVIEWS WITH REPRESENTATIVES ON

JANUARY 11, 12 AND 13

Your University Placement Officer can provide detoils and literature

about Cominco and arrange an interview.

The Consolidated Mining And Smelting

Company of Canada Limited
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Summer Work Or Study In Europe

Work? . .

.

Does the thought of working

in Europe next summer interest

you? It can be done and there's

an organization that will find

you a job. The International As-

sociation for the Exchange of

Students for Technical Experi-

ence places over 6000 engineering

and technical students in jobs

every year. The list of partici-

pating countries includes all of

western Europe plus Poland,

Yugoslavia, Turkey, Israel

and India, Ceylon and South

Africa for the really adventurous.

The Canadian exchange is

handled by the Engineering In-

stitute of Canada. They restrict

the students sent from Canada to

those between their third and

final year who have sufficient

funds to finish their final year.

So much for the dry details,

Why should you do it? Well,

let's face it, we're not getting any

younger. This is about your last

chance to get away until you're

into middle age and then it's too

late. You'll be stuck on a dull

guided tour and never get to

know the countries you visit.

Living and working in a country

is much different, you'll pick up
some of the language (unless you
want to starve) and get to know
the country and it's people.

This past summer Finland was
introduced to the famous Queen's

Science jacket. I spent my sum-

mer working for A. Ahlstrom Oy.
in Karhula. Needless to say it

was an interesting summer. Be-

ing a mechanical I was put in the

Engineering Works where the

major project was a paper ma-
chine for Brazil. I worked under

two men who spoke English (at

least one spoke English, the other

spoke American slang) in the

assembly department. It was
semi-skilled labor which didn't

give us much experience itself

but the Company made it clear

that we were free to wander
through the plant and engineer-

ing offices to find out what we
wanted. The company also took
other students on several tours

of Finnish industry.

The highlight of the whole
summer was the "house" as we
called it. Ahlstrom gave the stu-

dents they hired for the summer
a large nine room apartment. The
place held twelve of us and it

was full most of the summer. The
faces changed periodically and at

one time or other ihere were six

Finns, two Germans, two Yugo-
slavs, myself, and one each of

Swiss, French, Iraqui, Polish and

Turkish engineering students.

Despite the varying temperments

backgrounds, and political phil-

osophies we got along amazingly

well, and had many good times

together.

Before we go much further it

would be best to point out the

cost of the exchange. You have

to pay your own transportation

and your wages will be low com-
pared to what you could earn in

Canada. Your wages will cover

your living expenses but if you
plan to take time off for a holiday

that too will have to come out

of your pocket. It would cost

about $500 - $700 depending on

how far you travel and how long

a holiday you take, but then this

is a cheap summer in Europe.

Further information can be ob-

tained from Professor E. L.

Dauphin in Ellis Hall or Mike
Farrar, Sc. '61.

Mike Farrar, Sc. '61

t t t Or Study?
Eight groups, each containing

twenty to thirty American col-

lege students, will pay a seven-

week visit to a European city

next summer to study the lang-

uage, culture, and civilization of

one country during their stay.

Designed for serious students

who do not plan to see all of

Europe in a short summer, Class-

rooms Abroad tries to teach a

seminar in area studies through a

summer of actual living in one

of the following cities: Berlin or

Tubingen in Germany, Vienna

in Austria, Besancon. Grenoble

or Pau in France, Madrid or San-

tander in Spain.

Graded classes in small section

of six to ten students each under

the supervision of American and

native professors will deal with

the reading of classical and mod-

ern texts, the daily press, con-

temporary problems, conversa-

tion and composition, pronunci-

ation and grammar. Students

will also hear lectures on history

and literature and meet with

outstanding personalities, They
will have full auditing privileges

at the host universities and will

participate in all academic and

social activities with German,

Austrian, French, and Spanish

students.

Members of Classrooms Abroad
will live with German, Austrian,

French, and Spanish families, eat

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In all your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-
dering requirements our store at 314 Barrie Street

near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same Day Service on Request*

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

most of their meals with the host

families and share the activities

of their sons and daughters. They

will have ample opportunities to

meet young people from student,

religious, and political organiza-

tions. Afternoon visits to mus-

eums, libraries, factories, youth

organizations, and other points

of interest are included in the

program, but many afternoons

will be free for reading, relaxa-

tion, sports, and meetings with

friends. Tickets for theatres,

operas, concerts, and movies in

the evening will frequently be

provided. Weekend trips will

take the members of the groups

to lakes and mountains, into the

country and to other cities, fam-

ous monasteries, festivals, wine

cellars, Iron Curtain boundaries,

and many other points of inter-

est. Each tour will be followed by

a two-week tour of German-,

French-, or Spanish-speaking

areas.

"We found during the past five

summers that it is quite possible,

even if you don't know a word

of German, French, or Spanish,

to learn more than a year's worth

of college German, French, or

Spanish in the course of a sum-

mer", says Dr. Hirschbach, Di-

rector of Classrooms Abroad,

"provided that we get serious

and mature students who are

willing to mix business with

pleasure". Dr. Hirschbach who
will head one of the German-

language groups, is an assistant

professor at the University of

Minnesota. Other group direc-

tors include professors from

Yale, Denison University, Hav-

erford College, Queen's College,

the University of Georgia, Cor-

nell, and the University of Mas-

sachusetts. Classrooms Abroad

has grown from eleven students

in 1956 to an expected two hun-

dred participants in 1961.

Full information on the pro-

gram can be obtained by writing

to Classrooms Abroad, 4171 Uni-

versity Station, Minneapolis 14,

Minnesota.

STUDENTS - Liberal Voters

> iTTAWA (CUP) — Student

Liberals bent on continuing last

year's performance of taking

seats from the Co nservatives

have won all eight model parlia-

ment elections held so far, three

of which have been marred by

irregularities.

They won at Memorial in St.

John's and knocked out a PC

government at McGill. At West-

ern they won in a traditional

Tory stronghold, the victory at

Manitoba was a repeat perform-

ance, and in Saskatchewan they

took the government from a re-

form party. The Liberals also

took the University of Toronto

(largest recorded vote in history).

University of Montreal, and Sir

George Williams University.

They PC's fortunes which

were on the upswing prior to

the election of the first Diefen-

baker government dropped last

year as the Liberals swept up

five of the eight seats dropped

by the Conservatives, taking

seven vicitories to their five.

However, a series of irregulari-

ties and student apathy this year

overshadowed what in some cases

might have been a Conservative

victory. Political tendencies were

hardest to determine at McGill

where 40 per cent of the ballots

(720 votes) were declared void.

The McGill Daiiy said this

brought the percentage of stu-

dent participation down to 12

per cent. The Liberals won 273

votes, the GNU 156, PC's 134,

CCF 61, and the New Party 22.

Although ballot boxes were

stolen at Western the Liberals

received 697 votes to 550 for the

PC's and 138 for the CCF. Only

41 per cent of the students voted

compared to 46 per cent last year.

At Manitoba 200 votes cast by

the Faculty of Accountancy were

disqualified because the faculty's

junior student council represent-

ative forgot to lock the ballot

box, and to strike the names of

those who had voted from the

Expenses for Study

The fee for each participant

will be $1130 and will include the

following: transportation to and

from Europe by boat or plane,

travel from port of arrival to

city of residence in Europe, full

room and board during the ses-

sion, tuition and fees to Class-

rooms Abroad and the host uni-

versities for instruction and all

extracurricular activities, tickets

to theatres, concerts, movies or

cultural performances of the stu-

dents' own choice, admission

fees at lectures and museums,

participation in open houses or

other social events, all books and

other study materials, transpor-

tation and full room and board

during weekend trips, transport-

ation to point of departure from

Europe if the student leaves with

the group,

The fee of $1130 is based on

the assumption that non-jet air-

craft will be used. In the event

that jet planes will be employed,

the fee will be approximately $35

higher. The two-week trip which
follows the study sessions will

cost $120. This includes full

transportation, hotel rooms and

meals, and most sightseeing fees.

The only additional expenses

which students might have dur-

ing the entire summer will be
for occasional fares within their

city of residence, laundry, sou-

venirs, photographic equipment,

postage, gifts, or incidentals.

These need not exceed $50 but

will depend on the student's

taste and means.

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
— AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS CANANOQUE
Every Saturday Night — Paar Christie's Orchestra

Catering to Private Parties and Banquets
FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

CALL LI 2-0745

voters list. The 450 eligible votes

might have given the Tories a

minority government.

Only one-half the eligible vot-

ers cast ballots to give the Liberals

1,315 votes, the PC's 998, the

CCF-New Party 523 and the

Communists 90. The Liberals

took 27 of the 60 scats in the

parliament, exactly the same

number won by the Conserva-

tives last year.

The Manitoba Liberal leader

said that he would "like to think

that the vote reflected a concern

for the Liberal platform and a

rejection of the Conservative

idealism." The Conservative

leader said he was surprised at

the results, "I think that ours

were the most imaginative and

constructive proposals possible."

SEEK DELEGATES

FOR MODEL UN.

SECURIH COUNCIL

The Queen's United Nations

Club will be sending delegates to

two model United Nations func-

tions next month. One is the

Model United Nations Assembly

held by the University of Mont-

real and McGill University in

Montreal, and the other is the

Model Security Council held by

St. Lawrence University in Can-

ton, New York.

The Model Security Council at

Canton will take place on Feb-

ruary 23rd through 25th. A dele-

gation of three from Queen's

will represent the United Arab

Republic. Delegates for the

council are expected to devote

some study to background ma-

terial and resolutions beforehand.

All those who wish to apply as

delegates to the Canton Model

Security Council should submit

a letter of application stating

their experience in such discus-

sions and any other relevant

facts to the President, Queen's

United Nations Club, c/o the

Queen's Post Office. Such appli-

cation must be made on or before

Friday, January 13th. All Queen's

students are eligible to apply.

BOOKSHOP 14 Montr.nl Sr.

Sportsmen's Note

By Bob Boyle
Assistant Sports Editor

The Queen's Ski Club,
Un(]

the direction of its President
*i

Freeze, is planning a very ac

'

tiv

programme for all avid
3kicj

C

The club plans to have at ]eas

'

one week-end in Ottawa, but ^
big event will be the annual

es
cursion to Whiteface, New Yo^
Last year the various skiers

and
lodge-skiers had a great deal

of

fun at their own and Lake p| a.

cid's expense, but this
year

should be the best yet. With the

well-known and capable Ben
Bolt as social convenor the club

is bound to have an enjoyable

time off the slopes as well.

The Intramural Hockey
sche-

dule will be under way next

week. All league games will he

played in the Jock Harty Arena,

and will consist of three straight,

time 15-minute periods, with one

minute rests between. This year

the league will be strengthened

by the addition of many of last

year's Gael hockey team and the

skating should be faster than

ever. For the last four years a

science team has carried off the

honors but of course this is an-

other new season and anything

can and will happen.

Queen's Matmen are in the

home stretch in their condition-

ing for the O.Q.A.A. Wrestling

Tournament. This battle of the

bruisers will be "matted" at

Western in the last weekend in

February.

The lack of finances has not

dampened the boys' enthusiasm,

They will pay most of their own

way to Western this year (and

any contributions, we're told,

would be happily accepted.)

In preparation, Queen's will go

to Rochester, N.Y. for a training

meet with U. of R. on the 14th

of January. In addition, "Q.U."

will host a team from Oswego

State Teacher's College, N.Y,

There are a few holes in the

Queen's team as yet, and inter-

ested parties are encouraged to

come out and get in condition.

Jimmy Saylor, former Queen's

middle weight champ, at present

coach, can assure such new as-

pirants a sound training in tl«

art, and is now giving his ex-

perienced men the toning they

need in their techniques.

Editor's Note: Due to a decided

lack of sports news and a lingering

hangover, the Sports Page is re-

duced from six glorious columns to

one. We do hope to be back at W
strength and length by next

if our Bromo and our sportsturitcn

hold out. May we again invite any

student interested in writing sports

to become famous by working p
the Journal Sports Department.

Don't Forget

Snowball '61

All-ln-One
Your automobiles, dwelling, cottage, household contents, jewels,

furs, fine arts, boots, personal liability. All may be insured on

One policy with six months, a year or three years to pay.

Office:

105 Brock St.

LI 8-3271

JACK WAUGH
GENERAL
INSURANCE

Residence:

143 Churchill Crest

LI 6-6933

dial 6-ini AMEY'S TAXI >*>- e-ini
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HemingJMJ^Here Thursday
Let s Go" Snowball Sculpture
Entry Deadline Is Today

The organizers of SNOWBALL Weekend are anxious that all
tudents become enthu

SNOWBALL
siastic participants in this weekend's activi-

s actually Queen's Winter Carnival, and pro-

Holding the trophy which will be presented this weekend to

ie campus group that is deemed to have constructed the best snow
lpture (see rules and regulations elsewhere on this page) is

OOHOO, the official mascot of SNOWBALL '61.

)nowSculpture

Entry Rules

Get out of your igloos and put
ur talents to work to design
d build snow sculptures. Let's
e which group on campus has

? imagination and initiative to

me up with something out-
anding.

Entries for sculptures must be
Emitted to the A B of C office
fore 5 p.m. Tuesday, January

1 that's today, people) ac-
mpanied by a one dollar entry

\
Entries should include:
'itle and locatiou of sculp-
ture

'lame and phone number of
person in charge
group, yeari or facu ity

sponsoring it.

Activities in the snow are for
"ybody to join in, whether
Really handicapped or not.

1 way. it is not necessary
6 l'ed down with a date Fri-

* evening
for the

each

Cli,
of a boy and a giri

-

oa" encourages all to go,

h

and meet new people — If
aPpen to lose a race, blame

1

*j«r partner, grab another
nd try your Iuck again in
r race.

races ; ai-

team in the races

fill
i,-

ufto#Says..

International

Queen's Club
By Alvin Johnson

In Friday's Journal, it was re-

ported that today an article

would appear setting out details

about tonight's meeting of the

International Club which is to be

formed here at Queen's. But be-

fore we get into details, it should

be noted that the meeting place

is at the MacLaughlin Room in

the Student's Union at 7:30 p.m.

Two years ago a club similar

to the one proposed existed on

campus. It was called the Canada

Overseas Students' Club and

functioned quite well. However,

through lack of support and in-

terest it faded away and no at-

tempt seems to have been made

to revive it. This year however,

though a bit belated, a group of

students from various countries

noticed the lack and are attempt-

ing to get the club going "again.

This year at Queen's we find

nearly one hundred and fifty

students from overseas represent-

ing thirty different countries.

This number is the largest group

of overseas students since the

end of the Second World War

and research would show that it

is the largest ever in the history

of Queen's. It seems therefore a

pity that this wealth of culture

and information and all that

would flow from contact should

be lost to the community because

(See International, Page 5)
|

d« an opportunity to eliminate that After-the-holiday slump. It
attempts *o satisfy the needs of all . . . the sportsminded, the
artistic the socialite. Whether in the healthy outdoors or the dance
Hall, there is a chance to enjov the fun and frolic of organized
winter activity.

Sponsored by the LAB of C,
and nobly assisted by a few
males, SNOWBALL is a non-
profit organization designed sole-
ly for the purpose of giving you,
the students, FUN.

Festivities will begin Thurs-
day evening at 8:30 p.m. in Grant
Hall with the Queen's Talent
Show.

The show is being held for the
benefit of the Theatre Building
und. Admission will be a meas-

ly 50c per person.

SNOWBALL Buttons, now on
sale for 25c, afford reduced rates

to SNOWBALL Dance and free

admission to the arena for the

spe c t a c u 1 a r student-professor

broomball game. There is noth-

ing like that shiny SNOWBALL
Button to give you that sense of

belonging—and a souvenir of a

fabulous weekend as well.

Friday's Journal will contain

details of all the other functions

planned for this gay weekend; in

the meantime, keep working on
those snow sculptures, which are

to be judged on Friday afternoon.

Remember, BOOHOO is the of-

ficial mascott of Snowball. See

you all there!

SCIENCE FAILURES
Queen's Applied Science

Department reports that this

year's registration in second

year has been cut by eight.

This is a marked reduction

from last year's Christmas

retirements, twenty-four in

number.

By Stewart Smith

Canadian economic problems will be discussed Thurs-
day evening in Ellis Hall by the Minister of Finance, the
Hon. Donald Fleming-. A guest of the Queen's Progres-
sive-Conservative Association, Mr. Fleming will be pre-
pared to answer questions on all aspects of Canadian fiscal

policy.

Donald Fleming entered Par-

liament in a 1952 by-election, and

rose rapidly in the ranks of the

tiny PC opposition. He played a

prominent part in the Pipeline

debate and was one of the fore-

most proponents of the rights of

parliament during the controver

sial issue.

After failing in his bid for the

party leadership, Fleming helped

to unite the PC party behind

John Diefenbaker. Following the

1957 federal election, he became

Minister of Finance, a position

he has held for the past three

years.

After cutting taxes by $204

million in 1958, Fleming increas-

ed governmental spending, and

for two years has budgeted for

deficits. In supplementary esti-

mates presented in December
last, Fleming revised his prev-

ious forecast, and predicted a

$286 million deficit, gave tax in-

centives to Canadian industries

in depressed areas, removed pre-

CAMPUS TORIES STATE POLICY
By Mary Fraser

News Editor

The Queen's Progressive Conservative Party, the first campus political party to release its plat-

form for the impending 1961 Model Parliament, calls its plans a "blueprint for the future".

"We believe the encouragement of typically Canadian attitudes is the surest policy for a nation

jtill tit itz growing sta£2C, Giyc the release, hi the field of for.igu aid. the campus Conservative; pro-

pose "the establishment of a 'World Force', a volunteer body of technicians, educators, engineers,

and social workers, whose job

ferences on foreign investment,

and gave income tax exemptions

to university students.

If only for the last point,

Queen's students will have a keen
interest in Mr. Fleming's re-

marks. Considered to be the

Prime Minister's most likely suc-

cessor, Fleming is regarded as

Diefcnbaker's right hand man.

He is an industrious and ener-

getic Minister and enjoys the re-

spect and admiration of the Ot-

tawa Press Gallery.

The Queen's Progressive-Con-

servative Club invites all student3

to this meeting, to meet and ques-

tion the man who handles every-

one's money. Fleming will give

his address at 8:00 this Thursday
evening in Ellis Hall.

would be to provide the Afro-

Asian nations with technical and

social assistance. Setting an ex-

ample of brotherhood and selfless-

ness, this organization would ex-

tend valuable services through-

out the world. Canada would fi-

nance this scheme initially, but

its development on a vaster scale

by the UNO is to be encouraged."

Canadian economic develop-

ment, essential to independence,

Abramsky Adds

$100. To_Fund

The Queen's "Cash for the Broke"

fund has been augmented by $100,

thanks to A. J-
Abramsky.

Mr. Abramsky sent the money to

lueen's University earmarked for

tlie "Cash" fund administered by

the Employment and Housing

Office.

To date, this fund has loaned

out over three hundred dollars and

has had returned to it about two

hundred and fifty dollars in five

dollar amounts.

Mr. Abramsky's contribution

mains that a greater number can

borrow $5 at the same time.

is to be given a boost by this

government, by means of tax in-

centives and the provision of free

hydro-electric power and other

facilities A Productivity Council

is to be established to promote

industrial efficiency, and increas-

ed federal aid fur provincial voca-

tional schools would assure tech-

nological advance in the future

World-wide sale of Canadian pro-

ducts will be promoted, and in

1962 a gigantic Trade Fair would

be held as a showcase for Cana-

dian goods.

Education is a great concern

of the party. Increased support

of the Canada Council and the

establishment of a Common-

wealth University, located in Ca-

nada and supported by the gov-

ernments of the Commonwealth

nations, are projected. "With an

underlying emphasis on external

affairs, its graduates would serve

the cause of peace and progress

throughout the world." An ex-

tension of the Federal Govern-

ment's financial aid to university

students is an important part of

the educational program of the

Conservatives.

The Campus Conservatives car-

rv through their aims and poli-

cies from year to year, and this

the PC government of Forestry

and Conservation, established by

the PC government at Queen's

last year and since made a part

of the Federal Government, will

play a vital pan in resource con-

trol. Their demand continues for

a reform of the nation's divorce

laws, e.\tendin<i grounds to in-

clude desertion for five years,

physical cruelty, and recurrent or

continuous insanity, as well as the

(See Tory Policy, Page 4)

Frats, Anyone?

Should fraternities be allowed

at Queen's? Or would they mean

organized snobbery and weekly

sex orgies? Why is it that frater-

nities are outlawed at Queen's?

Whipple Steinkrauss and Dirk

Van Raalte will argue the affirm-

ative and Mary Holden and Bill

Downs the negative of the mo-

tion "Resolved that fraternities

and sororities would be a valu-

able and desirable addition to

Queen's social life" on Thursday

night at eight in the McLaughlin

Room of the Students Union.

Come out and judge for your-

self whether fraternities are right-

fully banished from Queen's.

Playful Queen'smen

Ire Kingston Man

Friday evening, January 6,

witnessed the questioning by the

local police force of seven

Queen'smen suspected of snow-

balling passing automobiles.

The incident occurred on Brock

St. between Division and Uni-

versity at approximately 11 :30

p.m. An irate Kingstonian, sum-

moned police because he claimed

that his windshield had been hit

by a carefully aimed snowball.

He further pressed his suit under

the justification that since he had

suffered one heart attack during

the winter, such a scare could

easily give him another. When
this motorist was questioned by

one of the Queen'smen concern-

ing the medical advisability of

his even driving a car knowing

his physical handicap, he shouted

upraiding the student for impud-

ence and lack of respect for eld-

ers.

The officers, discovering a still

warm, wine bottle in a snow

bank, proceeded to frisk the stu-

dents. The Bill of Rights was in-

voked with no avail.

By this time a public apology

had been stated, for "carrying

private amusement into the pub-

lic eye". This pun completely

eluded the hapless constabulary.

All this time the residents of

the block were assembling on

porches, rooftops and behind win-

dows and soon caught the chant

"Free Barabbas".

Barabbas was freed and no

charge was laid.

ATTENTION ARTS
Contributions to the Arts

Journal should be submitted

to Hardy Grant or left at the

Journal office. Remember,

boys— keep it clean.

BUILD k SHOW SCULPTURE!

I
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Ghostly Ghosts
Although writers have been asserting ever since the days of

Aristotle that man is a rational animal, there has often been impres-

sive evidence to the contrary. The list of wildly irrational beliefs that

have been held at one time or another defies mere enumeration.

Thns, to cite but a few examples, it has been solemnly held that

lightning is sent by God to punish impiety, that insanity is due to

possession by devils, and that the Aryan race is by far the snperiur

race of mankind (except for the Japanese, who count as honorary

Aryans).

This is a scientific age, however, and most such beliefs have

been effectively laid to rest, Among them, most people seem to

think, is the belief in ghosts. Ghosts have had a long and honourable

history; Shakespeare, as is well known, used them to great advan-

tage, and his audiences accepted them unquestioningly. But now-

adays most people feel that belief in such supernatural phenomena

was a product of a less enlightened age than our own.

Not so, says the Journal, and we have as our authority a remark-

able book by Mr. William Oliver Stevens, which he calls Unbidden

Guests. Mr. Stevens has collected and described some of the best-

attested psychic experiences of the past three hundred years, and the

evidence in favour of the objective existence of ghosts turns out to

be overwhelming.

It turns out, too, that many of the popular conceptions of ghosts

and their behaviour are mistaken. In Gilbert and Sullivan's Ruddigore,

for example, the spirits are obliged to confine their activities to the

hours around midnight, but actual ghosts are apparently under no

such restriction. Many have been seen in broad daylight. Nor do they

appear in white sheets or shrouds, but rather in the sort of costume

which they wore during their lives.

Perhaps surprisingly, very few ghosts seem bent on doing harm.

Occasionally their activities are rather grisly, to be sure ; as in the

case of the ghost who appeared in Elizabethan dress to an English

couple in 1936, and who was fond of lifting his head to show the

jagged scar where his throat had been cut four centuries before.

But most ghosts have been peaceful and friendly; indeed many have

appeared to loved ones with a view to rendering assistance in time of

need.

The annals of psychic experiences are not entirely without

humour. One thinks especially of the poltergeist (ghost which is

heard but not seen) which haunted the home of no less a personage

than John Wesley. This ghost would maintain a respectful silence

when the family was at prayer, except when it came time to ask a
blessing on the royal family, at which time the spirit invariably set

up a prodigious clatter of protest.

We have not space here to set forth the evidence in support
of the theory that the spirits of the dead can and do return to the

realm of the living. That evidence is set forth convincingly in Mr.
Stevens' book, Suffice it to say here that the conclusion seems in-

escapable: there is something within us — call it a soul or what you
will — which does not perish when our bodies do.

At this point one can hear the theologians shouting gleefully

that they have told us so all along. But a crucial point in their

arguments is that only liutnan beings have immortal souls. It would
appear, however, that this is not the case. Ghosts of dogs have also

been reported, one of which was violent enough to actually kill a
"real" dog in battle.

This raises some interesting questions. If dogs have souls, why
not all animals? Perhaps even the lowly amoeba is thus endowed.
If so, does he give half to each of his offspring, as he does with
his body? If. on the contrary amoebas should prove not to have souls,

while men do, at what point in the evolutionary process did they
begin to develop? There is no end to the interesting speculation in

whicli the believer in ghosts can indulge.

It i> easy enough to be facetious, but the facts demand a more
serious view. And it is encouraging to note that dozens of sober-
minded, scientifically-trained observers are now attacking the prob-
lems raised by the appearance of ghosts. Many readers will continue
to be skeptical

;
but. while it is one thing to demand evidence in

support of any theory, it is another thing to refuse to accept that
evidence when it is overwhelming. To those who approach the
question with open minds, there seems no probable, possible shadow
of doubt that ghosts do exist, and that no science or philosophy will

be complete unless it takes them into account.

Ok*

The CUP Overflowed
. . . With Opposition And Support

2uated . .

"One reason Americans won't go communist is that when they
hear the shout 'Workers, Arise", they think it's time for the coffee

Jack Wassermanbreak.

Editor, Journal:

I noticed in your editorial of

Friday, Jan. 6, many points as to

why the various universities were

justified in walking out of the

CUP conference in London. How-
ever, I heard another side of the

story from Mr. David Phillips,

editor of the MacDonald College

Weekly. Although I will probably

be wrong in many of the particular

details, I think that generally I will

be able to present his, and some

other views reasonably adequately.

The Journal records that "a

standing order . . . was passed

which prohibited the CUP from

expressing any editorial opinion

unless unanimously accepted by all

member papers." One of the mem-
bers there pointed out that this

motion was dangerous as it would

be possible for a university admin-

istration to appoint editors who
would vote anything down put for-

ward by CUP against that admin-

istration. To avoid this weakness,

the standing order was changed to

allow for "a two-thirds majority

of the Conference to determine an

editorial opinion of the CUP."
According to Mr, Phillips, this

standing order also said that any

universities who voted against

such a measure and failed to get

more than 33% backing to defeat

it, would be mentioned in that par-

ticular CUP editorial policy. This

the Journal neglected to say. That

motion, I presume, would mean
that those universities would not

have to support the CUP in such

a venture and that therefore their

editorial policy would not be dic-

tated, It, however, would give other

editors reassurance that at least

66% of other university news-

papers were backing them up.

It docs seem strange that only

4 out of 24 papers represented

thought strongly enough against

this motion to walk out and one
(Alberta) changed its mind. Was
it because only these four saw the

danger in such a standing order,

and that the other 20 were blind,

or that only these tour represen-

tatives had enough nerve to make a

stand, or other reasons?

Mr, Hill, in his editorial wrote

"We feel that the CUP has over-

stepped both its intended and its

natural purposes in becoming a

pressure group involved in power

politics." Just previously, in

another article on the same page,

it was recorded that "the Journal

voted in favour of the motion of

censure" but this was when any

editorial policy of CUP had to be

approved by all its members. Why
was it that the Journal approved

of the CUP being "a pressure

group involved in power politics"

at one time, and not another?

Mr. Hill also said that "no

other newspaper service , . . has

ever expressed an editorial opinion

on any matter whatsoever — nor

should they." However, those

newspapers using that service do

not generally have university ad-

ministrations hovering over them,

An editor might feel a little more

secure upon realizing that he had

the backing in Ins policy of other

universities.

By walking out, Queen's seems

to have accomplished little. The
revised standing order was passed

anyway, before they left, and

Queen's had no further say in the

business of that afternoon. The
representatives might have done

more good had they stayed in the

conference right to the end and
tried to be helpful in the rest of

its business. If they were very

concerned with CUP, one would

think that they would not have

given up until the very end, and if

unable to reach agreement then,

withdraw from CUP. The step

which thej' took should have been

only at last resort when they were

completely opposed to the rest, and

were unable to gain anything tor

the CUP or for themselves by re-

maining. The fact that they arc

still in CUP and are not certain

of what to do with regard to their

membership, shows that the issues

were not to that point when they

left, and that their actions were

perhaps unnecessary and harmful

to the CUP.

John A. Lombard

Editor's Note: We disagree ! ! !

Jaw

In reply to Mr. Lombard

:

Editor, Journal:

1. The MacDonald College

Weekly is not a CUP member and

is perhaps not aware of some

implications involved.

2. A letter can be signed by

individual papers without involv-

ing the CUP and if the improbable

situation suggested by Mr. Phillips

did arise there would still be a

form of protest.

3. Dissenting votes mean little.

A headline in the December 29th

issue of the London Free Press

says "Editors' Expulsion at Laval

Deplored at CUP Parley". There

was absolutely no mention of dis-

senting votes and as far as the

general public are concerned the

Queen's Journal has "deplored"

the expulsions. Support for a par-

ticular stand can he obtained from

individual papers without dragging

the CUP in the mud.

4. The majority can sometimes

he wrong. Because the majority

did not realise the mistake the

CUP made does not reflect badly

upon the minority.

5. Alberta did not change its

mind. It never intended to walk

out.

6. The Journal has favoured

censuring Laval University. That
is different from supporting a

move to allow the CUP to infringe

upon the autonomy of independent

newspapers. Under unusual cir-

cumstances, by a difficult-to-obtain

unanimous vote, the CUP should

be able to editorialize—this would
be especially valid if the CUP itself

was attacked from an outside

source. Unanimous consent, how-
ever, would not limit the indepen-
dence of member papers. Ideallv

the CUP should never express an
editorial opinion. The ideal is

rarely attained, however, and com-
promise is necessary. The 'unani-

mity' ruling would be a compromise
from the ideal without destroying
the Journal independence.

7. The University administra-
tion of Queen's does not "hover
over" the Journal. Member papers
of other news services have as
great, if not greater, pressures

This column is

expression of lively
stltli

ion. Opinions expressed

not necessarily reflect

policy and any student
is
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M's NFCUS ts sponsoring a seminar on university education
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» m tftu page arc designed to serve as an introduction 'to

debate and to the work of the education committee in general

Lflhof
^hcles and epitomes of the major papers to be delivered at

fit
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appear between now and January 27,

some statistics

, n
November, I960, the Education Sub-Committee of NFCUS

|
etters to all Ontario secondary school principals, asking their

pinion* on a proposed programme of visitations to the schools bv
Lea ot one professor and one student. Queries on financial need

p3rental
attitudes and university publicity were also included in the

questionnaire. Here for the first time are the results (100 out of
iv) schools replying).
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Arc you in favour of the visitation

programme?

p0 you consider financial need the

most serious deterrent to student con-

templating higher education for

themselves?

po yoii consider the bursaries and

loans now available to students

adequate?

Yes

82%

No

9%

40% 50%

No Answer

9%

10%

23% 48% 29%

q Do you see parental attitude as a

major factor in students' decisions

to go, or not to go to university? 80% 18% 2%
q Do you think that parents in your

community encourage their children

to go to university rather than

otherwise? 21% 17% 62%
Q, Do you consider the publicity now

put out by the universities re.

courses, scholarships, etc., sufficient? 23% 40% 37%
Q. What in your opinion is the best medium through which to

reach and influence parents?

A. 5)% thought that television would be the best medium, 42%
thought radio would be effective, and 1S% mentioned the press

as an important medium.

the february programme
As a result of the conclusions

drawn in the Atkinson Report on

t lie Utilization of High School

Resources, that an appalling

number of able high school grad-

uates are not attending university

(see the statistics elsewhere on this

page), NFCUS has issued a man-
date, now held by Queen's for the

second consecutive year, in an

attempt to remedy this situation.

The program, to be executed
in two steps, consists of a "Feb-
ruary Program" and a "May
Program".

The first of these is to be in-

stituted at Queen's and several

other Universities next month.
On National Students' Day, teams
of undergraduate students will go
from the University to nearby
High Schools and address assem-
blies of senior students on the why,
how, and wherefore of getting to

university. Each team will consist
of a male and a female student,

well-trained before-hand in the
niceties of putting the message
across to near-contemporaries,

The May Program, which is to

« organized by Queen's and will

eventually take in every High
Schoo! and every University in the
country, has the same objectives
as the small-scale tours in Feb-
rua

<"y, but will be conducted on a

far more comprehensive basis.

Immediately after final exams,

teams consisting of a student and

a professor each, will set out on

intensive two-week speaking tours

to all the schools in a certain area

assigned to the University.

The planning and organizing

of this program is up to the

holders of the mandate — i.e.

us — and it will first go into

action in 1962.

The 1961 and 1962 February

programs are more than just a

warm-up trial run before May,

1962; it is upon their success that

an eventual nation-wide, permanent

program depends, a program which

could ultimately make an in-

estimable difference in the future

of the Canadian University. The

University is its students ; and its

future students are those who will

be reached by these carefully

chosen speakers.

The selection of speakers for this

February's tour must he most

carefully made. Although each will

only visit two or three schools on

National Students' Day, they arc

setting the foundation for the

future extended program. Anyone

interested in participating should

contact Ten Penton at 6-0491 or

Mary Fraser at 6-7542 (or at the

Journal office) immediately.
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TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE

The Nicest Cleaning In Town
319 PRINCESS STREET DIAL LI 8-4292

the great debate - I
Some time

Andrew. In hi

seated in the apartment
brought on the "50". An
^together lackin

go I called at the dwelling of my friend,
usual hospitable manner, he invited me to be

s most comfortable chair and then
drew was a very industrious lad, not

tha?r»T
Sn abiIity

" 1 had always thought, however,that he tended to be too abstract, too far away from reality,rathe philosophy. On this one occasion, as I remember, hewas having great difficulty in ordering and deepening histhoughts on education, its nature and purpose. It seemed that
great arguments had arisen over whether or not certain disci-
Pl'nes in the university had real justification for their being
there, whether certain subjects were, in fact, being properly
taught, what obligations a university had to society, if any -and so on. Apparently a few people on campus had actually
stood up on their hind legs and howled against materialism,
dogmatism, hyprocrisy, the Organization Man and a few other
things which I scarcely knew about. Others were planning a
seminar to deal with some of education's problems. "What prob-
lems? I asked myself. The seminar didn't seem necessary.
They were calling for education to begin educating. I thought
that this was a good idea but I didn't see what was new about it.

Why, W hcn J |tad Iistened to university students speak at my
high school, and again at my freshman orientation, on "The
Value of a University Education", they assured me that if I
took Economics I would cam so much but if I took Politics I

might be rewarded with a salary of such-and-such. These sen-
sible ideas, however, didn't help Andrew at all. He had been
asked by the enterprising editor of the campus paper to write
a scries of articles on Education over the holidays. These had
quickly flown by and now he was trying to beat the deadline.

Andrew launched into discussion and I thought, "Oh, boy!
here we go again — another philosophical discussion up in the
clouds !"

I was very comfortable by now. the "50" had relaxed me and
Andrew's voice came from farther and farther . . .

Two men now entered, one dressed smartly in his new three-
button suit, the other rather casually in a toga affair . . .

DEAN DUNCAN :
", . . and I have just come across a most

illuminating focal phrase in Hutchin's book. He speaks of the

student's arrival at what we call the university — your Acade-
my — as the entry into "the Great Debate".

PLATO : "This is indeed an interesting simile. I am especial-

ly attracted to the inference that at this level we have ascended

from the particular, the scrap, the fragment, to the idea. Again,

I like the implication that we freely discuss, communicate, ex-

change, and in this way proceed to a better position."

DEAN DUNCAN: "You must understand, Aristoclcs, that

much has happened since your day and that I cannot accept your

concept of an Idea wholly. But because of Kant I can agree in

principle. In any case we need not detain ourselves with these

philosophical distinctions, for we can profitably proceed with our

purpose, to examine some of education's problems."

PLATO: "This is true and so, my friend, lead on and tell

why are we nere
Do as university students

attending Queen's, honestly be-

lieve we are fulfilling our role or

duty ? Do we even know what

this is?

With the advent of democratic

education, has the university be-

come merely a tool by winch society

is assured of a certain number of

'trained' consumers? It no longer

seems a community aloof from the

pressing problems of the day.

Has the time-honoured classical

tradition been abandoned? Has

science, which is the flowering of

the humanities, become a menace

to our civilization because of this?

To consider these and other

questions on the purposes and goals

of higher education, and the role of

the university and the student ill

society to-day, the NFCUS Com-

mittee and the SCM arc spon-

soring a weekend seminar January

28th and 29th.

Where

The first lecture will be held in

Dunning Hall Auditorium, the

latter three in room 14 of Dunning

Hall. Small seminar groups will

assemble at the conclusion of each

hour meeting, to discuss in detail

the pertinent topics and problems

brought to the fore.

Registration

It is most important that stu-

dents register for the seminar. An
envelope, containing outline sheets,

a reading list, study guide, and

booklet, will be distributed. A
great deal more benefit will he

gained by doing a little reading on

the topic before the weekend. To
register, take your dollar to the

AMS office, and pick up the read-

ing material, or see any NFCUS
or SCM Executive member, hut do

icgistcr. Any additional informa-

tion may be obtained from Sydney

Price, or Ginny Dohson, both at

local 4S0.

Reading

The shelf of books for the sem-

inar is now set up in the reading

loom of the Douglas Library. The

books are placed there on a three-

day loan basis.

So, plan to pick up the reading

list, and to attend the seminar.

Reading, and serious thought will

help us to find out just 'why we
are here' !

Sidney Price

Ginny Dobson

$10
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mc why you thought this expression, "The Great Debate", so
fruitful."

DEAN DUNCAN: "It first of all suggests something active
or dynamic

, and avoids what Dr. Whitehead (who, by the way,
was a very great admirer of yours) has called 'inert ideas'. This
in turn introduces us to one of our very great problems: the large
numbers who are attending our institutions".

PLATO: "I must confess that I was staggered by your
numbers. Why. you have in one of your universities — I think
it is Toronto — one-third more students than I would have in

by whole ideal city. I should think that this would present an
almost impossible task to the professor who wishes to keep his

ideas living. Now, when I headed the Academy . . . but there is

little value in reminiscing. You have brought me here to exam-
ine the situation as it is, not to tell you how it was. I am too
practical a man to be caught in that trap. But tell me more of

this man Whitehead and of his use if inert ideas' in his thinking
011 education."

DEAN DUNCAN : "He is one of the most respected men of

our century. He is noted most for his work in mathematics
and science, but the dialogues recorded by Lucien Price reveal

a man of a wide and sensitive spectrum of response. He was
aware, then, of the nature and needs of education. He quite

clearly declares that the principal aim of education is to produce
men who possess both culture and expert knowledge in some
special direction. I believe that of the men of this century he
is one of the few who attained this, his own objective."

PLATO: "This is certainly a noble aim, but tell me, what
precisely does he understand by the word 'culture'?"

DEAN DUNCAN: "I can do no greater justice to Dr.

Whitehead and the cause of clarity than to quote from his own
essay: 'Culture is activity of thought, and a receptiveness to

beauty and humane feeling' ".

PLATO: "I might have employed the word 'state', rather

than 'activity' which was vigorously maintained by my pupil

Aristotle in my own time, and must confess that a little more
than two thousand years in the Realm of Forms has purified my
soul of this, my former error."

DEAN DUNCAN: "Yes. for in continuing his philosophy

of education, Whitehead maintained that an idea must always

relate to Life, and it is this and only this that prevents know-
ledge from becoming inert. Life and the mind of man are vital,

active and evolving, and so all that wishes to travel with Life

must be of a similar nature. This places a heavy responsibility

on the professor."

PLATO: "Alas! in this respect I have seen a new breed

grown into your intellectual community — even my dearest

philosophy has been thrown to the theoretical dogs. They have

analysed into stagnation even my works that were intended to

be the most practical of all subjects. Even the poets whom I

'banished' have not suffered less at the hands of the theoretical

analysts. So busy are some professors in tackling a poem line by

line that they lose sight of the whole; it becomes so atomic that

the inter-action, the reverberation, the living meaning, is destroy-

ed. Indeed, this man Dr. Whitehead was quite correct in warn-

ing this age of the danger of inert ideas. But tell rue, Dean

Duncan, how do you manage to produce a student who has

special knowledge in one field and yet is educated so that he

views this concentration in perspective — that is, in relation to

the structure of ideas in Life subordinated in their place of

relative worth and dignity?"

DEAN DUNCAN: "You have hit upon a grave problem,

my friend, which is causing me much concern. What we have

said so far must serve as an introduction, and this new topic

must wait for a later meeting".

Donald Cochrane

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ACTUARIAL STUDENTS

ON A

SUMMER OR PERMANENT BASIS

SUMMER PROGRAM
Positions ore ovoiloble for students considering an actuarial career.

Assignments ore in the Actuarial Department or clrsely related

fields, Classes in life insurance are held weekly and company

executives discuss their fields.

QUALIFICATIONS
Applicants should have good academic records, particularly in math-

ematics. Actuarial work should not be considered by a student who

is primarily interested in theoreticol mothematics.

SALARY SCALE
Undergraduates—$249 to $325 monthly,

depending on year.

Graduates—$5,044 Annually.

Higher Storting Salary for those who have completed

Society of Actuaries examinations.

LOCATION
Summer work — Usually in Newark, New Jersey.

Permanent work — Either in Newark or Toronto.

Employment representatives will visit Queen's on

JANUARY 16, 1961

Arrange an interview through your Placement Officer

Canadian Head Office:

THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA

KING AND YONCE STREETS, TORONTO
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TRICOLOR
If you have pictures taken dur

ing the year, on campus, in resi

dence, at parties, at boarding

houses—etc. which you think

you might like to see in Tricolor

'61 you are invited to bring both

the negative and a print around

to the Tricolor office between 4

p.m. and 5 any day before Jan.

ISth. These pictures will be re-

turned to the owner.

* * *

BIBLE STUDY
The traditional Thursday noon

Bible Study, sponsored by the

SCM, will be led this spring by

the Rev. Hans Skoutajan of

Cooke's United Church. Rev.

Skoutajan has been a port chap-

lain in Halifax, and chaplain at

Dalhousie University. He was
also the United Church Director

of World Refugee Year. He will

lead a series of studies on basic

Christian doctrine, beginning on

Jan. 12 with the topic, "God the

Father." This is 12:30 on Thurs-

day, room 102 in the New Arts,

with lunch provided for 25c at

noon for those who wish to come
early. Everyone welcome.

* * *

BUFFET SUPPER
Warden Wright has announc-

ed that another of the popular

Sunday Buffet Suppers will be

held in Wallace Hall on Sunday

Jan. 15 at 5 :30 p.m.

Students, staff, and friends are

welcome at these affairs, and

since accommodation is limited

it is suggested that tickets should

be purchased soon.

Tickets are available at the

Tuck Shop or from the Cashier

in Wallace Hall. Price: $1 per

person.

Movies will be shown in the

Upper Common Room following

the buffet.

* * *

FROLIC FRANCAISE
Have you met powerful Pierre

Provost from Quebec?

Do you know lustful Lucien

Lacrosse from La Tuque?

Have you seen gaming Jean-

Guy Gauthier from le Gatineau?

You must see and hear these

grand men qui chantent "Alou-

ette"!

Garcons et jeunes filles, venez

a la FROLIQUE FRANCAISE,
Saturday, January 14, in Grant

Hall. It will be the perfect climax

to SNOWBALL '61, from 9-12

p.m. Only $1.25 (and your

SNOWBALL button) or $1.50

per couple.

Come, sit, and "refresh" in our

authentic log cabin downstairs.

Dance in our French Canadian

forest upstairs. Don't miss your

only chance to meet les coureurs

de bois, woodcutters, hunters

trappers, and others of a cast of

thousands!! Arts '63 assures you

of a good old French time!

TORY POLICY
(continued from page 1)

sole present ground of adultery,

The recent penal reform pro-

gram outlined by Justice Minister

Fulton is endorsed, and the

Queen's PC's also advocate the

gradual abolition of capital
punishment, a move which is

"consistent with our previous pos-

ition and with the spirit of the

modern age,"

Labour unions, a going concern

in the nation, should be forced

to keep open books, to be liable

for damages, and to pay taxes. To

keep their operation in the best

interests of all Canadians, they

suggest that no more than 10%
of union dues collected in Canada

be transferred to organizations

outside the Canadian borders.

"We recognize the growing

pains of the new party in Cana-

da," says the platform release.

"Ever-tolerant of opposition par-

ties, we propose the establish-

ment of a Royal Commission

whose job it would be to find a

satisfactory name for this new
party."

Not so tolerant of another form

of opposition to the interests of

certain citizens, the Queen's PC's

also advocate the opening of the

men's residences to women on

Sunday afternoons and evenings

"in an adult manner" in the hopes

of extending this plan "as soon as

its validity had been demon

strated,"

The aims of the party and its

platform are summed up as fol-

lows :

". . . we hope a strong Cana-

dian personality will develop

based on humanitarian and demo

eratic values.

"Through education, research

and national development, the

Progressive Conservative party

hopes to witness the realization of

the Canadian nation and Cana-

dian identity to the fullest extent

The Queen's Progressive-Conser-

vatives solicit campus support to

implement those proposals and to

represent Queen's students in

Model Parliament."

Classified

Room
Quid, warm, large rooms, (5 double,

S8 single. Law and Commerce students,

near Queen's. Gravelled parking yard

tree. 196 Union St.

SIGNPOST
Tuesday

:

The Queen's Biochemical-Biophysical

Society will meet in the lecture room

of the Crainc Building on Tuesday,

January 10, at 7:00 p.m. Dr. R. O.

Hurst will speak on the enzymatic

degradation of deoxyribonucleic acid

(DNA). Everyone is welcome.

The Queen's Progressive-Conserva-

tives will open the 1961 Mode! Parlia-

ment campaign with a coffee shop

meeting to day at 12:30. The PC pro-

gramme will be outlined by PC leader

Stewart Smith. Questions and debate

to follow. All students invited to attend

this kick-off to the annual Queen's
political battle.

Ski Club: Everybody out for the first

meeting of the New Year. The bus-

usiness will concern whiteface, the Fri-

day night dance and the Ski Club's

snow sculpture. It's at 7:00 Tuesday
night in the Biology Lecture Room in

the Old Arts Building.

There will be an AMS Executive
meeting TONIGHT, at 7:00 in the

Lower Common Room of the Stud-

ents Union. All students are invited to

attend and observe their student gov-
ernment at work.

Student Wives' Club: Meeting in the

Science Club Rooms at 8:00 p.m. There
II be an election of officers. All stud-

ent wives' welcome.

Wednesday:
The Engineering Glee Cl, vsume practices lonicln •

6
Kin I

Hall at 7:30 p.m. Plan, i.? .Sjl
for appearances in the fulUr

' nS^
modern songs. Everyone? {r>

i

group in first term are ..*„
r
°ni <a

and those who have had ed
!-J

in singing are welcome. C)li>t
ii

The Engineering Society t-
will resume regular meetiL>erm at 4:45 p.m. 8S

'or
(

Revue Guild Production Shn
ng, Wallace Hall, Student^
1:00 p.m.

" s

Thursday:
Philosophy Club: Dr. R R

head of the psychiatry depart' S|>
J

discuss problems concerning V?^ 1 'j
bilitics of Freedom in MnJi- m
p.m., North Common RoOI11

''!*• 3
House. '

Queen's Debating Union- «„i..

Resolved that fraternities
rities would bei im-o hujiu m. a valuable ami

™
l

addition to social life at Our ";t

firmativc - Whipple Steinkrau7V
Van Raalte; Negative _ MiVl £ to

Bill Downs. 8 p.m., McUugh
inTH

The Honourable Donald
i
PiN

Minister of Finance, will in.-
et^

dress in Ellis Hall at g-it j">

Queen's Progressive-
Club invites all Queen'
hear Mr. Fleming give an inform',
and enlightening talk.

Constr

1490 AM CFRC 91.9 M

©Ifc Mm &Unk House
— SPECIALIZING IN —

CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS
served with desserts like Apple-pan-dowdy

DINNER SERVED FROM 4 P.M. TO 12 P.M.

DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAY

For Reservations Dial LI 2-9048

5 Miles East of Kingston, on Highway No. 2
Eat under candlelight by the stone jireplaec and old mill wheel

Thursday:

6:30—Music Break

7:00—The Sound of Music

7:30—Calendar and Programme High-

lights

7:35—March Time

8:00—Show Music — Wonderful
Town

8:30—Speaking Frankly

9:00—The Living Classics
Wagner — excerpis [rom
Lorengrin, Walkurc, CnJ
dammerung, Meistcrsingfjf

11:00—Music for Moderns

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI-COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

The Canadian Army
WILL BE REPRESENTED ON THE CAMPUS BY

LT. COL. W. L G. GIBSON

AT

The COTC Lounge
UNION BUILDING, 1st FLOOR, ON

Tuesday, January 17
1961

Careers are open in most branches for graduates in Arts,

Science and Engineering.

Undergraduates may apply for subsidization under

The Regular Officers Training Plan.

Inquiries may be made without obligation by any student.

INTERVIEWS MAY BE ARRANGED AT

THE EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OR THE COTC LOUNGE

H has a brilliant future behind him"

He just dropped in for a chat. I hadn't seen
him since we were undergraduates. He
had everything then: a bright, quick mind,
drive, imagination ... big plans. He gradu-

ated with top honours in our class . .

.

But when he talked to me, he seemed
dried up. No sparkle, no nothing—as
though that parchment was his certificate

of having learned everything there was to

be learned. I asked about his job—and
then I knew: It's steady, but it's dull.

It made me think. Perhaps I'm just
lucky, but aluminum u different, There's
no end to what you can do with it. I

haven't been with Alcan too long, but
half the things they're doing with alu-
minuin now weren't even on the drawing
board when I started. If you'll pardon tho
cliche.: It's the metal of the future,
all right.

And yet, with Alcan you have the
benefits of being with a long-established
company. You know—good salary, pen-
sion plan, stock purchase plan, and bo on.
It all adds up to much more than a job:
it's a career, And with aluminum, the
future isn't behind you, and it isn't way
out front. It's right here. It's what you
make of it

—

today.

That's why Alcan is always looking for
young graduates who want to keep on
growing.

ALUMINUM COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED,
Personnel Department,

P.O. Box 6W0, MotiB-eil 3, P.O. ' ALCAN 'ALCAN

>
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Relate w 'wl °f Principal

billtosh's
recent radio message

%ernin3 "lf state °f QHeen
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nne thing that happens every

i r is that the University grows.

1 . ],o\vever, is not a simple

because it grows in more
1,18

on e dimension and the pat-
'
ia°

of its growth changes. The
students increases

tern

number of

,0
derately each year but the in-

are at some levels and in
-reases

\\!e
acquir

" courses and not in others.

more space and more

taff but in the main, this is ex-
"

|Js jon in depth rather than

'Terely >" "umbers of students.

'

yVe nave tn 's ^ear 3,109 stu "

dents, 6' 3 Per cent n'gner than

last
year- This is a somewhat

j
aIger increase than we had last

ar but it is less than the in-

crease in most universities in

Ontario. The increases in differ-

ent
faculties and schools differ

sharply- The Faculty of Medicine

varies little from year to year in

the number of its students. In

the past two years the Faculty

0(
Engineering has had fewer

students, partly because of some

swing toward the pure sciences,

partly because of the opening of

a large number of new Engineer-

ing Schools. A few years ago,

Engineering degrees were given

in Ontario only by the Univer-

sity of Toronto and Queen's,

Since then, seven or more addi-

tional institutions have opened

degree courses. I anticipate that

the effect of this will be tempor-

ary only and that very shortly

our Engineering courses will

again be at the full level. The
most striking increases have been

in the Faculty of Arts and

Science where more than 16 per

cent has been added to the num-
ber of students. Of graduate stu-

dents, the numbers are up by
nearly 15 per cent.

Over the past ten years, in

which the total number of stu-

dents have increased by more
than 40 per cent, the composition
of the student group has in some
measure changed. Our under-

graduate students have increased

by 41 per cent and the graduate
students by 200 per cent. Hon-
ours students in Arts and Science

have grown by 117 per cent.

These figures demonstrate the
shift toward more advanced work
which has important implications
for the development of the Uni-
versity.

The geographical origin of our

The^A'
133 c,ianeed *«y Htti

percentage coini
tano is just about th
as it was a decade at

percentage

coming from

from On-
same now

_ The per-
centage coming from other prov-
inces is down Slightly though Of
course the numbers are up The
numbers coming from other
countries than Canada have in-
creased and, the
total students,

abroad has almost doubled'al"
though the present number of
about 200 is still not large.

Looking at the country as a
whole, the steepest rise in student
numbers is still ahead of us. Stu-
dents seeking university entrance
next fall at eighteen will have
been born in 1943. Two years
later the steep rise in births in

1945 will begin to show up. We
need not be worried about not
having sufficient applicants to
choose from. On the other hand,
our experience seems to show
that the full impact from the in-

crease in population in the metro-
politan centres is not likely to
reach us. It is also useful to bear
in mind that our present num-
bers, while much greater than in

recent years still falls a little

short of the largest enrollment
which we had when the full wave
of ex-service men was upon us

about 12 years ago.

Queen's University has no in-

tention of accepting unlimited

and haphazard growth nor of

j

striving for giant size. As a na-

tional University, we wish to do

our full and reasonable share in

meeting the problem of higher

education for greater numbers

but neither in location nor re-

sources nor special facilities are

we adapted to becoming an insti-

tution of 10,000 to 20,000 stu-

dents. Our destiny is in much
more limited numbers with em-

phasis on balance and quality.

We expect more honours stu-

dents, more graduate students,

more in professional courses. We
hope to keep the number of un-

dergraduates and the number of

general course students within

reasonable limits. These will not

be so narrow as to exclude the

competent student who is less

than brilliant and not of scholar-

ship calibre. We need large

enough numbers of students to

afford variety of opportunity and

facilities which are necessary in

order to attract and retain first-

class professors who seek the

facilities of libraries and research

WHAT THE

Weft Eq/uppGcl

STUDENT IS

WEARING...

Whether you are going in Tor

Habeas Corpus or Harmonics,

you will find a B of M Savings

Account Passbook an invaluable

piece of equipment

in the years ahead.

University

administratively

labora and ^ ^
able students. We will have sti„
greater numbers to cope with in
'be years ahead but the resist-
ance to further growth will grow
with each increase.

There are much less important
things than students which still
merit mention. The

becoming
much larger and more complex.
Our total operating expenditures
m our present budget are $5,200,-
000. Of this, roughly $4,000,000
is spent in salaries and wages to
people who live in Kingston. Our
purchases of all sorts from coal
to books amount to about $1,100,-
000. We provide $1,000,000 in
scholarships from the University
budget aside from a larger
amount which comes from spec-
ially endowed scholarships. In
addition to these operating ex-

penditures, we are spending on
capital account about $2,300,000.

This is somewhat less than in

preceding years chiefly because
we are now dealing with addi-

tions and renovations of build-

ings in which the work of plan-

ning is more difficult and time
consuming. We have made spec-

ial efforts to keep our building

operations active throughout the

winter months even though this

has occasioned some difficulty

and at times additional expense.

Aside from more renovations

and repairs, we are at present

engaged on three sizeable con-

struction projects, A contract for

the construction of a new wing
to the Chemistry Building, Gor-

don Hall, has been let to M. Sul-

livan and Sons and ground is al-

ready being broken on this pro-

ject. We are adding additional

floors to tlie Richardson Labor-

atory on Stuart Street, the work

being done by Thomas Andre

and Sons. The same firm has a

contract for additional floors on

the laboratory wing of McLaugh-

lin Hall, the Mechanical Engine-

ering Building, on Stuart Street.

Each of these projects, on which

work has begun quite recently,

will be pressed forward during
the winter.

We have completed a phase of

our development plans for resi-

dences. Though more are requir-
ed, we are not starting any more
immediately. With the comple-
tion of the new dining room and
kitchens on Ban Righ Hall, we
have reached the point where we
have residence accommodation of

1,050 students and we have seat-

ing capacity in dining rooms for

about 1300. Since these dining
rooms are run on a cafeteria sys-

tem, the total capacity for meals
could easily be extended to 2,000

or more.

Our effort has been to make
residences an integral part of the

University life. We have deliber-

ately set the rates so that they
are not a luxury at the disposal

only of students with amply re-

sources nor are the rates such
that they provide a subsidy to a

favoured minority. We have tried

as far as possible to set rates

which would be about the aver-

age which students would pay-

elsewhere.

Each year we try to undertake

some necessary new develop-

ments, most of which are some
years in the making. While addi-

tions and improvements are al-

ways being made in many depart-

ments, some are receiving special

attention at present. We have

opened a new graduate course in

Business Administration leading

to the degree of M.B.A. and have

achieved a modest start on the

first year with students of good

quality. It is expected that step

by step this will develop into one

of the major professional courses

in the University and will be of

special service both to the stu-

dents interested and to the busi-

ness community. We are expand-

ing our Department of Geography

which was established last year

and which will go on to become

a well-rounded department giv-

ing full honours courses and
graduate work as well as carrying

on research. We have for some
years given a limited amount of

instruction in Russian and we
are now expanding this and hope
to develop it into a full Depart-

ment of Russian Language and
Literature.

One of the most notable events

of the year was the Installation

of our new Chancellor last fall.

Mr. J. B. Stirling's connection

with the University began when
he was a freshman more than

fifty years ago and his interest

and great assistance has grown
steadily with the years. There is

the greatest satisfaction in his

elect ion as Chancellor and the

greatest pleasure among students

and staff in the warmth of his

personality and the genuineness

of his interest,

We have strengthened the

Board of Trustees by the election

of a number of new members dur-

ing the year. Mr. M. A. Buell, an

Engineering graduate in industry

in Toronto. Mr. Arthur Davies,

the publisher of the Kingston

Whig-Standard, Mr. J. Roy Gor-

don, one of our graduates who is

President of International Nickle,

and Mr. W. Earle

International
(Continued from Front Page)

of the lack of an effective organ-

ization which could bring these

students together.

This aim of bringing together

such students is reflected in the

proposed name of the club. The
name "Queen's International

Club" seems to reflect the pur-

pose of the club more accurately

than the "Overseas Club" be-

cause membership in the club is

to be opened to all students on
campus. The club desires to fos-

ter understanding both among
the foreign students themselves

and between these students and

Canadian students. It is felt, that

in this shrinking world nothing

less could be desirable.

Thus we ask for an enthusias-

tic turn-out at tonight's inaug-

ural meeting. We feel, and we are

sure that you too feel likewise,

that the time is ripe for such a
club at Queen's University.

has just become the President of

the Royal Bank of Canada. All in

all, I can report well of the Uni-

versity. We have still many de-

ficiencies. Expansion produces

innumerable problems, some of

them nearly insoluble, but it is

better to have the problems of

McLaughlin, lively growth than the placid

a graduate in Economics who [dullness of stagnation.

Bank of Montreal
'HE BANK WHERE STUDENTS' ACCOUNTS ARE WARMLY WELCOMED^

Kingston Main Office, 297 King St. E-, at the Market:

T. R. FRANCIS, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:

WILLIAM F. CRONIN, Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch;

WILLIAM BARRY. Manager

p m
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The Model Parliament Campaign will

begin today « the Progressive Conser-

vative Party holds a Coffee Shop Meet-

ing. Time: 12:30.
^

The Queen's Debating Union will

sponsor a debate Thursday. Topic —
"Resolved that Fraternities and Sor-

orities would be a valuable id WW
addition to social life at Queen s . 8:00

p.m. at the McLaughlin Room of the

Students' Union.

The Minister of Finance, Donald

Fleming, will speak at Ellis Hall at 8:15

Thursdoy.

Don't forget the lumps of cool! What

for? For those Snowmen naturally!!!

the MILDEST
BEST-TASTING p&Zt/eM

CIGARETTE

IN IRON ORE . .

.

A FUTURE
Well established and stable, the Iron

Ore Company of Canada and its Associa-

tes are at the same time pressing forward
a vigorous development programme of

significance to the country. By participa-

ting in this growth, a young engineer may
hope to use his imagination and resource-

fulness while finding the professional

satisfaction that is possible in a mature
operation.

Operations of the Iron Ore Company of

Canada and its Associates include: the

open pit mines at Schefferville, Que.
(Knob Lake) ; the complete railroad sys-

tem of the Quebec North Shore and
Labrador Railway: and the terminal ship-

ping facilities at Sept-Ilcs, Que., where
ore may be moved into vessels at the rate

of 100,000 tons every 24 hours. Among the

newest developments of the group is an
important mining and beneficiating

undertaking, Carol Project, north of Sept-

Iles, destined to process 6 million tons of

ore a year.

Geologists or engineers — mechanical,

electrical, metallurgical, electronic, civil

and mining — are invited to visit the

representatives of the Iron Ore Company
of Canada and its Associates when they

come to your campus on January 16th

and 17th.

IRON ORE COMPANY OF CANADA

QUEBEC NORTH SHORE & LABRADOR
RAILWAY

Further information may be obtained

from: Personnel Department, Iron Ore

Company of Canada, Sept-Iles. Quebec, or

vour Placement Officer on the campus.
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Queen's Boxing Team
By Don Cochrane

Those interested in boxing as a conditioner, or who wish to

participate in the intramural or intercollegiate competition have
resumed training in the gym each afternoon including Saturday.
Coach Jack Jarvis reports that there are several vacancies on his

team. Mike Woolgar has dropped from heavyweight competition and
the graduation of Eric Almquist has left an opening in the 135 lb.

class. Wishing to compete with a strong team Jack has left all

weight classes in doubt. His choices will be made later in the month.

On the twenty-first of January the Tricolor tangle with RMC
in a test match which precedes the Intercollegiate Assault in Toronto
on February 10th and 11th. The team is presenting this program to

raise funds so that they can travel to Toronto. It has been claimed

that "there is a lack of interest in boxing at Queen's" but our boxers

refuse to be intimidated by such nonsense. The boys pay for their

own equipment, dry-cleaning, their travel expenses to Toronto and
two days room and board while they compete.

On top of this, they must raise $100 to cover the official and
entry fee. This is where you can help; support the team on Tanuary

|

21st, and attend the dance which will follow. Eight bouts will be
run off and will feature such experienced Queen'smen as Al Hyland,
Ed Schammerhorn, 150 lb. champion Jim Day, and former McGillian
Don Cochrane.

The intramurals have been re-scheduled for late in February.

All those interested must attend, by the new ruling, a certain num-
ber of work-outs and be able to display basic knowledge of the
skill. This is to protect students who may have entered only for

the Bews points from being hurt. Begin your training now.

Gaels Open B-Ball Season Saturday

LCCriNG AHEAD
. . By Fred

Now that Mr. Claus and his reindeer have ceased trampling on
President Eisenhower's perfect golf green it is time for us to realize

that once again our own winter spectacle is upon us. It is not
really going to be a bleak term as far as sports are concerned. True
we do not have a hockey team, but we will open our basketball
schedule this week-end against the Purple Raiders from Assumption.
This event of course vies for top honours with the Snowball Schedule
which is built up for a Thursday to Tuesday week-end.

Following this on Wednesday Jan. 18, the Gaels will take on
McGill Redmen in a mid-week tilt. On Jan. 20 the Gaels will meet
McMaster Marauders as a preliminary to the Arts Formal. It is

understood that Buddy Morrow will be centre before he retires
to handle his band.

On Jan. 27, the biggest tilt of ski club year will get underway.
This will be the annual excursion to whiteface slopes for skiers,

party types and anyone looking for a bang-up week-end. Reports
have it that the Union ticket office has never seen such a rush for

tickets, of course, it must be realized what the bargain hunters were
getting for their down payment.

During the Christmas holidays nobody ran away with the Bews
Trophy and it is still being hotly contented for. The intramural
hockey schedule is due to get underway. At the Intramural Athletic
Council's latest meeting the question of eligibility of last year's
hockey players was discussed. It was decided that all players of last

year's Gaels Intercollegiate team will be playing. This means, look
out for PHE on the ice lanes.

Management Training Opportunities

— FOR 1961 GRADUATES —
IN ARTS, COMMERCE OR BUS. ADMIN.

We will help young men prepare for monogement positions in our
Lonodmn Head Office in Toronto. Those selected will have the

Kx^mpYe
mitiC"y entering one of seyeral interesting fields,

ACCOUNTING
ACTUARIAL WORK*

CLAIMS
COST CONTROL
PERSONNEL

Following this, development can be accelerated through a trainingprogram ta.lored to the aptitudes and interests af each tro?n"e

nrLiyZ™ 1°
>

° T throu 9h VOfit>us assignments so that he
acquires the background necessary to assume managerial or keyrechmcol responsibilities.

u ^

STARTING SALARIES
Up to $400 Monthly

Including Summer Work — Special Salary Plan

Employment representatives will visit Queen's on
January 16, 1961

Arrange an interview through your Placement Officer and osk to
see our Recruiting Booklet and our Information Bulletin.

THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA

KING AND YONCE STREETS, TORONTO

This Saturday evening,

ICLATCHY

Ian MacDonald shown here in a cast had his hopes for joining the Queen's Ski team dashed by

a leg broken while he was attempting a ski jump; but shown here he finds it a little easier to take as he

is being consoled by several Queen's Levanites on the trip back to Kingston from Camp Fortune

Lower Slobbovian

Winter Olympics

In Grant Hall

Fri., Jan. 1st, 1961

9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

50c per Person Plus

Snowball Button

Featuring

Olympic Bobsled Run

Wolf Wedlen Dance

Slalom Dance

Sponsored by

Queen's Ski Club

Toilet Bowl
Play On Sat
With the opening games of the

Toilet Bowl less than a week
away, a rundown of the tourna-

ment will be given here, so any

football fans interested can fol-

low the progress of their favorite

team.

The various Courses in final

year Science have been divided

into six groups as follows: Civil,

Electrical, Mechanical. Physics,

Chemical & Chemistry, Geology
& Mining & Metallurgy.

The schedule opens this Satur-

day with a double-header at the

Outer Field. At one o'clock Civil

takes on Electrical, and at two
o'clock Chemical and Chemistry
tackles Mechanical. On January
twenty-first, Geol., Min., Met.
plays Physics at one o'clock and
the two winners on the previous
Saturday meet at two o'clock.

Then, on January twenty-eighth,

the final game will be played be-

tween the winners on the twenty-
first, for the coveted Toilet Bowl.
During the next couple of

weeks, each group will be selling

tickets for the Maid of the Bowl
contest. Each ticket entitles the
purchaser to a chance of winning

Rugger Club
At the annual general meeting of

the club on Dec. 3rd, 1960, the

following executive was elected

:

President. J. A. McNeil ; Vice Pres-

ident, C. Conn
; Secretary, M. S.

Price; Manager, M. Ross; Public

Relations, D. F. Steele; Entertain-

ment, D. McCormick; Coach, R.

Hirst. There will be a meeting of

the above in the West Centre

Common Room of Leonard Hall on
Wedensday, Jan. 11, at 6 p.m.

Girls' Archery
Queen's Levana indoor Arch-

ery will be held every day this

iweek. Those who have signed the

j

list in the gym may shoot any time
during the day in the gallery of the

gym. The necessary tackle may be
obtained from the equipment room.
The filial scores must be handed in

by Thursday of this week.

the draw, the prize being liquid

refreshment, and also it gives the
group from which he buys the
ticket one vote for its Maid. The
Maid with the most votes, i.e.

the Maid whose group sells the
most tickets, will be crowned
Maid of the Bowl at the Sc. '61

year party.

ueen's Intercollegiate Baci,

s

Queen's Gym. After a rather
<jj

^

teams open their league p) ;

Lancers from Assumption

xhibition series, it is hoped
all the kinks are ironed - ^
both

form against their league

In their exhibition

°«t and %
teams will show their .

'Hit

°PPone
ntl

games.
tl

'

Gaels have gone down t0 dpf^
the hands of the Bordeau "HeatCr

'

Clarkson College in Potsdam,
ft
y

'

St. Lawrence College
in

' '

N.Y.,^ and the State TeaclJ
College in Oswego, N.Y.

The Intermediates played
B'

B'rith, RMC and then accompa„S
the Gaels to the States to p^,
Clarkson and St. Lawrence.

1

During these garner

Tindall and Lenard have been
alt

nating their players freely and hav

~

had some boys playing both

In the final analysis it is hop^i

these coaches will be able to

up with a strong nucleus of a team

Returning from last year's senior

squad are Denny Bozic, Bob Laugh,

ton, Al Raisbeck and Tony j^-

porich and Barry Stone. Gradual-

ing from the intermediates are Mike

Jackson and Ed Warda. Returning

after a year's absence from Queen's

will be Lloyd Budgell, a familiar

face on the courts several years ago

Newcomers to the senior Gaels will

be Fred Reilly from Welland,

Ontario, and Dave Allen, wh0

'

played with Upper Canada College

last year.

Thus far in exhibition games Bob

Laughton and Tony Rasporich have

been leading the scoring parade

while Mike Jackson, Raisbeck,

Reilly and Allen have been con-

tributing consistently.

Around the League

:

Assumption was runner-up last

year to Western in the Ontario-

Quebec Intercollegiate League.

Back on that team are Glen Girard,

Pat Dunnion, Jon Steel, and their

6'8" centre Dick Szeman.

The McMaster Marauders gained

two new aces this season from

Assumption. They are Gene Riiak,

forward, and Paul Valentine, guard.

Both will be playing for the

Marauders against the Gaels in

league competition.

Richard Seges

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP

and SHOE SHINE

Four Barbers

THE

MUTUAL HFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

of CANADA
HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO

I 316 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 2-9717

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
"Where o Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

CSTAELrSHtD 1609

KINCSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. - TEL LI 6-1405
BRANCH MANAGER - A. E. NELSON, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.-Res. LI 8-4552
K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.-Res . LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.LU.-Res. LI 2-7602
M. EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER — RES. LI 6-2170

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS
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)000 Building Program
Activity next to the Tech Supplies buildine <W« iL .

" "~

anion

carl,,.

Activity next to the Tech Supplies building denotes th.
irll

c«ion of an extension to the Chemistry Building. The

^'^Tc ^
u
Unday hat

1

thC C°ntraCt Was "warded to M
Sivttt a"d Son, who are already well under way on the «cavk"

0 £ the basement. ^v«ya-

,,0!1

The main section of this addition ties on to Gordon Hall at

.„ s0Uth
end. and lies across the former paved area. At its ea<

,nd
the new extension will lie between the Tech. Supplies and

<
cho>

HaU bu.1 m^It will face on to the roadwayThat runs

lS st
Tech. Supplies. The basement of this part of the building

'

m be used for storage of chemistry and university supplies

d
equipment, as well as transformer rooms.

- southern half of the main extension will consist of1
u w t

w^^oitm wm consist q£

,a
boratories

with a balance room between each lab There are

(oUr on each floor. A long corridor extends the full length of the
a„d to the north of the corridor will be the cloakroom,

length of the

bui|di»g
and to tne norm ot the corridor will be the cloakroom,

;hrooms, and other service rooms. The departmental staff

:eS are on the third floor.
Statl

The Chemistry building addition will be of reinforced con

crete
construction and will be faced with the same llmestor*

ffhich
characterizes the other buildings at Queen's.

This project is part of a larger one which entails a joint
programwith Kingston General H ospital to renovate and enlarge

«£££S3£* - * wing
Hall, the Mechanical E ^ ° f^^ *° McLau*h
Prindn»i m.

,"
lcaI Eng™eenng building.

floors - the fourth ,L renovated and two new

arrangement^herdi aTs^f

-
h

W
n * ^ **

will be able to i„t. ,
the DePa"ment of Pathology

-uchmore effecdvef;
3" ** ™* *«£

Pathology! ^[ZZt^r Md hMd ° f the DW"ent of

Laboratorie here wi be\ ^ f'°°rS
°
f ^ RichardS°"

aching small groupT of stud:ntr
Sei,rn ^ *"

^iXi^t ilr t
f the Richardso

- Laborat°^
will include a hZ V ,

Part by reSearch 'aboratories which

his o on labor^
m

I

CaI Iaboratory. special chemistry and

"pic Spe«s of T*'
3

'

arge Ub°rat0ry f0r ,he^ <*«W
' ° d

;

Sea3e
'
and a« electron microscope laboratory.r i h

°
f

TCarCh this Eield »* fundamental,

o Ume th7 '
me0tS

°f laboratori<* will allow from time

Lh' K<jH Pro^amcalls for the renovation of the first four

floors of the Douglas wing and the addition of a fifth floor to

be known as Douglas 5. One of the principal changes will be the
removal of the facilities of the clinical laboratory of the Hospital
from the ground floor of the Pediatrics building to the upper
floors of the Douglas wing. T. A. Andre and Sons, Kingston
contractors, have the contracts for both of these projects.

The contract for the enlargement of McLaughlin Hall was
awarded to M. Sullivan and Son. This project is a two-storey
addition which will be completed in time for classes next
September. The architects are Drever and Smith of Kingston.

Under the terms of the contract, two floors will be con-
structed over the top of the present south wing of McLaughlin
Hall. These floors will be laid on top of the present welding and
thermo-dynamic laboratories. The roof of the thermo-dynamic
laboratory will be removed, and the present high ceiling in the
laboratory will be lowered, so that all floors in the addition will
be on the same level as those in the present building.

The first floor will be primarily the laboratory area and
also will provide space for post-graduate students and for a
technician's office.

The second floor will house the enlarged department library,

a lecture room, a display room fur mechanical models, six staff

offices, and a staff seminar room. Don Butler
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HERE IT IS!
the biggest bash of them all and certainly

Here it is — What you've been waiting for

one that you can't afford to miss,

By the time this paper reaches you, our SNOWBALL has started to roll, gathering mo-
mentum, until this evening when all hell breaks out into an avalanche of fun and frolic— SNOWBALL
has planned activities to please the sportsminded, the intellect, the elite and the rest of the campus.

Snowball

.

Support the Heart

Fund
Royal Flush

NW cr. Dunning Ha

Between Greenhouse &
Convocation Hall

Ellis Hall

Front Biology Bldg.

N. Lawn Old Arts

Bldg.

Between Leonard &
McNeill

Beside main door of

Grant Hall

Grant Hall

190 University Ave.

Macdonnell House

Front Chown Hall

Between Old & New
Arts

Front McLaughlin

H
Morris Hall

SE cr. Union &
University

Between Gunshed &
Miller Hall

Beside New Arts in

front of Greenhouse

Front of the Union

South of Fleming Hall

SNOWBALL wishes to thank

the following donors, who gener-

ously contributed so many val-

uable prizes to winners of races,

and to the winning Snowball

Sculpture {an engraved pewter

stein)

:

Simpson's

Ross's Record Bar

House of Sound

Morton's

Alford's

Dailey'3

Dover's

Abramsky's

Robert Bruce

Odcon Theatre

Capitol Theatre

Kinnear d'Esterre

Mr. Peter Scott (the

Imperial Tobacco Co.)

Sculptures will be judged in

the early afternoon by Mme.
Duncan, wife of Dean Duncan,

Herb Hamilton, permanent sec-

retary-treasurer of the AMS and
Wilfred Sorenson, a local archi-

tect, and the masterpieces —
Queen's answers to P i a r r o,

Michel Angelo and Matisse —
may be marvelled at.

After everybody has gathered

on the Outer Field behind the

Stadium at 7 o'clock under torch

hts, the winter-carnival will

officially open with a mighty toss

of ye "SNOWBALL" by prin-

cipal Mackintosh. With an over-

whelming roar and the sound of

the gun the races will begin.

They include an insurmount-

able obstacle race, set up by

Phys, Ed.; a rat-race, which

actually consists of a weird con-

tortion of 4 arms and legs and

will be demonstrated before hand

by Lois Knights and Pete Mc-
Laine; a three legged race where

people are urged to bring their

own . . . (rope that is). The above

races are to be run by a boy and

girl forming a team.

To top it off teams of seven

(six runners and one poor devil

standing upright on any type of

chariot imaginable) will vie for

one of the many prizes to be

awarded that evening.

Immediately after the races

you can enjoy squaredancing on

tbe field till the wail of Queen's

Pipers at 10 o'clock leads a huge

snake dance to the Jock Harty

Arena.

Once again Padre Laverty

leads our ever keen Faculty

gainst a hefty Levanite team in

i n-ame of Broomball.

Playing for Faculty will be

Dean Ettinger, Professors Jollif-

fe, Dawson, Bartlett, Gibson,

Marion Ross, Soberman, and
Baxter; Drs. Whalley, Basmaj-
ian, and Slater; and Miss Wier.

The game will start at 10:15

p.m. sharp with a 15 minute in-

termission during which Queen's

Ice Review allows us to peek at

things to come, namely a precis-

ion drill and a mystery number.

Then the battle for top-honors is

renewed and we can vouch for

blood ! ! ! After Levanites have

been carried off the ice by our

victorious Faculty, you can enjoy

free skating till midnight. For

those who were unable to attend

Squaw Valley last winter, the

Sixty
Ski Club presents the "Lower

Sloboviau Winter Olympics"

right here in our own Grant Hall

starting at nine o'clock. This is

an extremely casual dance and

we mean casual . . . (no skirts or

ties allowed.

)

football team in the Toilet-Bowl

Classic on the lower campus
starting at one o'clock.

Although the SNOWBALL
Committee tried its very utmost

they could not arrange for sum-
mer sun and sandy beaches, how-
ever, we offer you a dip in the

azure waters of the Queen's Pool

with your latest love. (If you
haven't got one now, get one to-

night or else pick one up in the

pool). Don't miss it since this is

the only mixed swimming event

in the year.

Weather permitting, the East-

ern Ontario Parachute Associa-

tion led by our Charlie Burbank,

will land on ten square feet of

ice in Lake Ontario sometime

after one o'clock. (If this doesn't

take guts or faith in that thin

film of ice . . .)

On Saturday evening, things

will start rolling early with two

basketball games; the Intermed-

iates at 6:45 and the Seniors vs

Assumption at 8:30.

Meanwhile Arts 'C3 presents

Frolique Francaise in Grant Hall

which is transformed into a typi-

cally French Canadian Scene

One .

After waking up with a light

head in the early hours of Satur-

day morning, you can clear it by

attending an outstanding de-

bating programme, namely the

first annual Eastern Ontario

Intercollegiate Debate, start-

ing at 9:00 a.m. in the Sir John A.

Macdonald Hall (new law build-

ing). The debaters hail from the

Kingston-Ottawa District and in-

clude representation from Carle-

ton, R.M.C., etc. The topic is:

"Resolved that mass education is

destroying our society by lower-

ing the level of personal initiative

and curiosity"; and a team must

debate either the affirmative or

the negative against every other

competing team. Finals are to be

held Saturday afternoon at 3 -

4:30 in the Ellis Hall auditorium.

After grabbing a hasty lunch

you can take up where you left
J

the most of it and join

off by cheering for your favorite! See you there!

with wine, women and song

(C'est magnifique!)

The cup for the winning

SNOWBALL Sculpture will be

awarded at 1 1 o'clock in Grant

Hall between mighty choruses of

Alouette.

On Sunday, the Students' Un-

ion offers another fabulous Buf-

fet Supper and all starved

SNOWBALL types will be able

to bring this weekend to a proper

:onclusion.

Remember — SNOWBALL
only comes once a year, so make
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We Send Letters
The Alma Mater Society, the supreme body of student govern-

ment at Queen's, has now become the unofficial version of Her

Majesty's Loyal Opposition. The AMS will send a letter to Minister

of Finance Donald Fleming, thanking him for the student tax advan-

tages contained in his recently presented 'Baby Budget'.

There are few starving students who will voice an opposition

to this financial saving, a saving that should have been instituted

years ago. Still, we wonder if the AMS is really fulfilling its function

in expressing our thanks for a job that was long overdue and is

really only the first step on a long road to better education in

Canada. If praise is to really mean something it must be matched

by criticism when the situation is appropriate — and we refute the

Tory concept that John Diefenbaker and cohorts are never involved

in a situation worthy of criticism. Does this mean the AMS is to

become a political rouncltablc? We hope not ! ! ! Does this then

mean that the 'thank-you' letter soon to be sent means little? We
arc afraid so ! ! !

We would also like to point out that for several years now

Queen's has attempted to restrain NFCUS from expressing political

opinions and at one point threatened to withdraw from NFCUS
because of this position. Surely the AMS could at least be consistent.

Surely it could refrain from involving itself in politics especially

when the only people to gain by the move would be the campus

Tory Party.

Are You A Loser?
It is inherent in the nature of man that he both looses and finds

an assortment of property. The materialistic society of our times

encourages the ioosers to seek their missing assortment of odds and

ends while finders, if they possess any moral qualities are honour-

bound to attempt to find the owners of the miscellany of material

that they have inadvertently accumulated.

iliis Ir-.t-found theory of the motivations of man has been

singularity ignored and discouraged by the powers that be at

Queen's. There is no central agency to help man in his search to

fulfil his motivation. In other words, there is no one lost and found.

The Maintenance Department, the Students' Union, the AMS Office,

the Men's Residences, the janitors of various buildings and naturally,

the Journal Offices have become highly disassociated and quite in-

effective lost and founds. Along with the assorted cubbyholes, known

only to the men of the boiler room, they hold the droppings of

Queen'snien (and women). How easier, more efficient, and more ef-

fective would it be if there was a central lost and found. Instead of

instituting a search encompassing forty odd buildings losers and

founders would only have one stop to make.

In conclusion we shall merely ask anyone who has lost a brown
glove with three fingers missing, a pair of high heel shoes without

heels, a notebook on childbirth in the home and many other items

too numerous to mention to please pick them up at the Journal

Office.

The Silent Generation
The Lost Generation cannot communicate with their children,

that is why they call us the Silent Generation. We are not silent but

We do not talk to our elders. For some reason we do not feel

at ease talking to them.

If we mention sex, their squirming embarrassment generates

discomfort in us. So silence. When we listen to them as professors

delivering a fervent lecture whose aim is to involve us in their phil-

osophy, we cannot become involved because somewhere in the back
oFou*.minds we know that they belong to a generation which has

failed frighteuiingly and therefore whose philosophy must be defec-

tive no matteVhow eloquently expressed. So we sit in the class-

rooms, silently, wttli""?<upid faces, and take notes. They are aliens.

So silence.

This silence seems to bother our elders. They want to know
what we think but because they have no direct personal contacts

with the younger generation they turn to making statistical surveys
of us and these surveys are somehow supposed to tell them what
lies behind the mask of silence — are we innocent children plotting

to murder our parents or are we just solid-citizen conformists or

what?

Can a survey say much about a generation? No. The vast bulk
of any generation is conformist, conservative. This was true of our
parents. This was true of their parents. A survey cannot measure
the steel of our intellectual elite because the intellectual elite are

statist] rally insignificant in number But not socially insignificant.

They will be the ones who will lead this civilization when our turn

COincs. A survey cannot tell what these leaders will think or how
they will act or even what they are thinking now because it cannot
pick them on! from the mass.

We do not want the macabre world our parents have to offer

us but what we will do with the world when we have buried the

Lost Generation and taken the steering wheel ourselves is not

known. Statistics won't, can't say. Perhaps we will, someday, when
we decide to break the silence.

"...SCULPTURES JUDGED 0*1 TMt BftStS OF

Letters To The Editor

You, A Socialist?

Editor, Journal:

in answer to Mr. Crown:

So you have become a socialist.

] am pleased to hear this. It is

good to have socialists who feel that

the Liberal party is the opponent

of socialism in Canada. It does

seem, that with Mr. Stewart

Smith's Conservatives proposing

free hydro-electric power, socialism

has considerable support in this

area.

I regret that you have not seen

the more recent issue of the Uni-

versity Liberal. Mr. Crown. It is

published by the Canadian Univer-

sities Liberal Federation. The

December issue of the paper was

read by the most of the delegates

of the 24 university clubs that

attended the Federation conference

in Ottawa last weekend. The

October issue was made available

to the general student body of

Queen's to coincide with the open-

ing of Laurier, excuse me, Sir John

A. MacDonald Hall by John

Diefenbaker, to make the spirit of

Liberalism felt on that occasion.

I may note that a "defunct"

national party is holding a large

rally in Ottawa this week. I also

note that some provinces have

found Liberalism to their political

liking, but most important, Mr.

Crown, Liberals have won 8 out of

9 university model parliament elec-

tions held so far this year.

Members of the Liberal party

at Queen's have said, and 1 feel

it is right to pass it on to you, Mr.

Crown and to Mr. Smith, of the

Queen's Conservative Association,

that they are confident in making

the University election record in

Canada, 9 out of 10, in spite of, or

possibly because of the record of

the last few years.

I am most sorry that people tend

to equate socialism and commu-
nism. Of course, if I were poli-

tically minded, I must admit that

I would be tempted to bring for-

ward the connection between
socialism, nationalization, world

socialism and Russian "socialism".

Michael White

The X In Xmas

Squelch

Editor, Journal:

The worst thing about Mr.
Cochrane's "The Great Debate" is

the I — that means there's more
coming.

V. Y. Haines

Editor, Journal:

This past Christmas, as every

Christmas, there has been a great

deal of talk about "putting Christ

back into Christmas". Many dis-

cussions on the campus revolved

about this phrase, and ministers

lectured on how to effect a reform

in our Christmas. This type of

attitude seems to me to be reaction-

ary and unrealistic.

Christmas is, to me and to the

great majority of Canadians, the

most wonderful time of the year.

At Christmas there is a feeling of

family fellowship — Dad spends

bis holidays with Mum and the

kids, and the students leave the

campus to spend a few days at

home with the family. Christmas

is the time when old experiences

are talked about, when the musty

collection of family slides is shown,

when Christmas carols are sung on

snowy sidewalks, when Dad gets

out a pair of ancient skates to prove

that middle age is but a passing

fancy, and when excited plans are

made for the future. Its detractors

point to the heavy commerciali-

zation of our Christmas
; yet what

day of the year is more memorable

than that wonderful morning

around the tree when Dad. alias

Santa, hands out the presents,

the presents which were bought in

those "obnoxious" department

stores, and which symbolize the

glowing Christmas spirit ?

For better or for worse, this is

what our Christmas now amounts

to, and I thoroughly approve of it.

Yet we are constantly surrounded

by a rather vague demand to "put

Christ back into Christmas."

This is an unrealistic appeal to

the religious needs of the com-

munity. This is the same sort of

demand as the ones made by those

who equate the percentage of the

population who attend church to

the morality of society and. on a

different plane, by those who feel

that two minutes in every year

should be set aside for the remem-
brance of our countrymen who lost

their lives in the war. For religion,

just like remembrance of the dead,

is not a specialized activity which

can be turned on and off at will.

Just as there is no reason that

religious feeling should be any

stronger on Sunday than on week-

days, it is artificial and degrading

to ask people to make a speciat

religious effort at Christmas time.

Any kind of religious exeprience

which is applicable only, or even

especially, at Christmas time is.

at best, superficial.

For those who believe that the

materialistic, secular tendencies

which pervade our society can and

should be opposed by a return to

original Christian principles, the

task is far more comprehensive

than a mere reform of the Christ-

mas holiday or the filling of church

pews on Sunday.

I, for one, resent the shallow,

"high-pressure" demands made on

me to celebrate a "Christian"

Christmas. If my life is based on

Christian faith on the other 364

days of the year, then I will not

"strengthen" my faith in Christ on

the 365th. If I am not a Christian,

if 1 am an atheist, an non-believer,

an agnostic, or if I am simply a

"nominal Christian", no demand

that I Christianize my Christmas

is likely to have much positive

effect.

This is as it should be, for

religious belief is a personal thing,

which cannot be stereotyped or

imposed. I am not quarrelling with

the right of others to spend their

Christmas as they see fit, hut I

resent any attempt on their behalf

to teH me how to spend mine.

John Isbister

This column is devoted

expression of lively stwiln \

ion. Opinions expressed /,'

°
h

not necessarily reflect
'J'

1

policy and any student
is

M*

to submit articles on anv ^I''

Unfair ~- cry Liberals

club is in Ottawa. A good

time for Conservatives
tr,

their platform for model'

ment, to jump the political^
conserve

_ Of course, not all

are happy to see their
j

sitting their in the open

but all alone. Some mig^
that Queen's Conservative l

been caught with their

pants down. They are 0j<

running before the race ha$j

What of it ? This is ti,e ,

of politics ... so lets
si

doing political dirt,
getting

upper hand, whether
it

jumping the political gun 0
,

one's political pants —
allowed to make mistakes h«J

buddiiWhere else

Technicolor

Editor, Journal:

1 enjoyed this year's Christmas

issue very much. However while

glancing at the delicately arrayed

colour scheme, and the pictures

of various campus worthies, I was
rather — well, bemused.

The first thing which really-

struck me was the resemblance of

Principal Mackintosh to a younger
Khruschev. The next thing noted
was the fact that the Journal was
all in green. In respect to your
Jawbone columnists, I thought you
might expand the colour scheme— to suit the colour of their
articles. You hit Sandy (Scrooge)
Bryce on the nose with a rather
light pea green, but I thought
Stewart Smith deserved a Jolly
Good Red. George Richards could
conceivably have been in a muddy
mixture of the Christmas colours— had Santa's Elves in the Journal
office thought of this in time.

A Colour-Conscious Co-Ed

tician going to learn the arts

politician, so much more

than the advertiser. Model f

liament can be a Frontenaei

school for scoundrels but it

unlimited opportunity for th*

of harmless invective, i\\m
nay, even slander.

There are horrid names a|

to all these things — Even \\

they are the bywords and
j
lr

of the Political game. At least

used to be.

Conservatives have bird

Madison Avenue boys and

Liberals did away with th.

buster in Ottawa—theunforti

One once could expect to

whiskey and song with one's

paign but now Canadians are

with the book and pulpit, eve

television.

What is the future oi

tical campaigns. Liberals, I

Socialists are falling all

each other in their efforts la

sugar down the throats «

voters, hoping that the pc

name will stick. Where is the

cry of scandal. Where is lb!

time ballot-stuff, the buying

selling of votes that really f

people an interest in their p»

rights. They are even tryof

reform Quebec.

Let's put these "prof

politicians" to shame in

Montreal, Vancouver,

they are. At Queen's, «

campaign we have an op?01

to learn real politics, to p"

to hate, to curse, to be caul

in a mighty welter of P
3 *8

emotion.

The Conservatives started'

well. Theirs was a fine p'

manoeuvre. It would be li»

calling an election tomorro*

by heavens, it wouldn't I*
Jj

But, (and I weep,)

platform, just look at

miserable, cowering thing

does it damn Liberal pol«#

does it call the CCFer^

Hoffa-pushers. No, it
»ys|

sort of, go over the U

Columbo-plan heads and

ing Canadians to the C«j?

Laos, etc, big loveable
OP

( Conservatives )

.

Is this what we have i

from Model Parlian*?

coddle like Ottawa :

"pollies" give us. 0f

Liberals going to make t

^

,

model parliament, or 1 j
the socialists. Are we'

make university s

lethargic about their po'^l

great majority of ^"^fl
are we going to put 2 11

Jj

nature into our camp^'t

'

of Freud and timidity- J
Queen's L*£1
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6 -JO on the evening of

"January 12, 1874.

Kingston's Outer Station

(yes, >t was there then, al-

though there were plans under

rtuV
build a new station !)

e:
Three characters huddled

together to break the cold as

tftey
azvait the Montreal to

Toronto train, late as usual,

pE QUINCEY: You know,

,|ia
t is a very fine university we

(have
j»st visited.

ARNOLD: Now Thomas, is

that
a Confession? You realize

how revealing your last ones were.

DE QUINCEY: I know wc

didn't
see the English Department

[or any length of time, but I was

most impressed with it.

ARNOLD : Granted, it has

«iie f'»e men ant^ some go«d

purses but you'll find this all over

the
country. I would suggest that

chat raises a department to great-

ness is its ability to develop in the

student a love for his subject and

a
perspective in which to under-

stand his specialty.

DE QUINCEY : If I am to be

[consistent with myself I must

certainly agree with the first

I
requirement — love of subject

— and so we can bypass dis-

cussion on it. I suppose for your

argument you have assumed

that any department that is

worth its name must pass over

i to the student a certain basic

content information and some
ability in the use of the critical

(acuity, and that you are con-

centrating on that which raises

1 the department out of the sea

[of the ordinary? And I suppose

we shall contain our remarks to

the Department of English?

ARNOLD: Agreed.

DE QUINCEY: Then we may
Boncentrate on the problem of per-

spective, which I think I can show
geadily is not a problem at all.

when a student begins his

areer he takes the usual introduc-

tory course which gives him the
jecessary historical background
English 2), and if he is an
Eoiiours student he also enrolls in

methods course (English 10).

Ehen he proceeds to Old and
Middle English given by a fine

prnfasor, Dr. Dean, and then on
'lie Renaissance presented

iy . .

.

ARNOLD: My dear Thomas,
ill that you say is true but you
speak of perspective as seeing
"ne English period inside the
«ater structure of English
literature. This, indeed, is a
perspective but only part of the
F'°ry. You know, I ran into
lonours English students who

in their minds equate English
'"erature with the whole of
[wature. There might be some
pcuse for those in General
*"s but not those in Honours.
he words for them are synono-
nous, What a narrow-minded
P^ed they are!
DE QUINCEY: Well, I have
* «en anything wrong with . . .

ARNOLD
: I know you don't

lf you still want to be con-

«»* tta French are much tooword y and cynical. You feel thatLnghsh is the greatest literati
of them all, but remember how youcameto th 1S j„dgmen, Ym^
cad widely m Genua,, and not a
,Ule ^neh. After this youhave cast your judgment, and vetyou will deny others the education
winch has allowed y0tI to make it
Remember this: you are almost,
alone m this position, while a for-
midable line of opponents would be
wdlmg to enter into combat with
you. In fact, let me slip in an
accusation of my own: your con-
demnation of Goethe's Wilheim
Master was a most injudicious
capnee and will g0 down as one
of the greatest blunders in critical
history! But this is beside the
point. Now I must be constructive
I would institute, in this university
as a first step, a World Literature
course. As I have said on another
occasion, "no single literature is

adequately comprehended except in
its relation to the other events the
other literatures." That a course of
study should claim as its aim to
produce understanding without
perspective is a contradiction

; that
a student might feel that he has
an understanding of English liter-

withoUt ever having read

Cervantes, Montaigne,
Goethe and this new Russian
Dostoevsky is impossible. And
these considerations are quite apart
from the thought that these works
might have some unique value in

for he has the necessary instru-cts at his disposal

Matthew Arnold has been wax-

meet

W
anv

and * "°w Spared toe any opponent. He has one
Mbn-d member of this frozen"and who has maintained a re-

spectful .iience. He is ThomasH«7 Huxley, who has views on

^ Place of sdence, and more par.
arly technical training, which«n0i« sharply with those of dT

Vni0 d
'

The <^uing discussion

^ been recorded and will I*
published in The Great Debate -

Donald Cochrane

art at noon
Come one, come all, culture

friends and otherwise (preferably
otherwise) to Art at Noon next
week in the Agnes Etherington
Art Centre ! Programmes will be
offered from 12:30 to 1 :30, start-

ing on Monday with Tim Murray's
jazz group. On Tuesday, you will
hear comments by Professor Bieler
on the exhibition of contemporary
sculpture now at the Art Centre,
and on Wednesday, Robert Aitken,
a flautist from Toronto, is coming
to Kingston to give a performance.
Thursday features songbird Liz
Stephens, accompanied by music -

mak

don't

dny, or a

Elizabeth Batstone.

miss anything—come
-but come !

So

one

lajos bornyi concert
As students at Queen's, we

are indeed lucky to have the
George Richardson Memorial
Fund which allows us to hear
fine young musicians. Such a
person is Lajos Bornyi, clar-
inetist.

Mr. Bornyi chose to play an
extremely taxing group of
works and it is greatly to his
credit that he remained master
of the music and his instrument
for most of the performance.
The first half of the program-

me was devoted to the music of
a Chechoslovakian composer of
the early eighteenth century
and a contemporary Hungarian
composer. Prior to playing the

themselves, being the products of Concerto for Clarinet by Johann
different cultures whose temper- Stamitz, Mr. Bornyi spoke

atu re

Dante

Pstent
with yourself you would

IT '? reassert that German Iiter-
15 too "intellectualistic" and

anient and pressures might be quite
different from ours. I would
suggest that Queen's has gone at

least half way by offering their

Classical Literature course which
affords insight into the origins of

the epic, tragedy and comedy.
Imagine attempting a thorough

critique of Shakespeare's tragedies

without this background. How-
ever, I venture to say that if we
were ever to return, say, in ... oh
. . . I960, that such a course will

not be offered but will just another

idea of a "flighty-minded" student.

DE QUINCEY: I feel some-
what drowned under your tor-

rent of criticism and will await

another time to take exception.

But tell me, you mentioned an-

other improvement , , ,

ARNOLD: I would scrap Eng-

lish 2, which is for the most part

a repetition of what tliey call here

"Senior Matriculation", and make

English 10 the compulsory course.

Professor Newell has done a mar-

vellous job in reconstructing the

course. As I understand it the

course is divided into four parts:

the history and nature of language,

a study of the development of prose

style, then a fearless examination

of poetic interpretation and the

meaning of poetry, and finally the

great theories of poetry from

Aristotle to our present day. The

student leaves with sharper tools

with which to work; the great

vantage points for viewing the

meaning and truth of poetry are

his. Long after he forgets whether

or not Satan spoke in iambic

pentameter, he will be able

to travel with any poet through

his unique and personal experience,

$>'\n nnn FOR students
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briefly concerning this work,
the first concerto written for the

then very young instrument,

the clarinet. The concerto, Mr.
Bornyi noted, in style would be
placed between the work of

Bach's sons and that of Mozart.

It demonstrates a transition

from homophonic to polyphonic

music, having examples of both

types in it.

Mr. Bornyi is to be forgiven

for recounting yet another var-

iation on the now ancient story

of the famous altercation be-

tween Bruno Lebate, five-foot-

four-inch principal oboist of the

N.B.C. orchestra and Otto

Klemperer, six-foot-four ex-

tremely talkative guest conduc-

tor — but only because of the

music which followed.

At the outset, the tone was

uerhaps rather breathy, but as

the first movement of the Con-

certo progressed, the breathi-

ness disappeared and in the

adagio movement, we were

treated to a very round, clear

tone. The cadenzas of the first

and second movements were

eminently suited to the music

preceding them and that of the

first movement allowed Mr.

Bornyi to demonstrate some of

his considerable technical skill.

It was in this work that we felt

Mr. Bornyi best showed a fine

sense of phrasing.

In Leo Weiner's Pcregi Ver-

birnk, we were treated to music

very much suggestive of the I

Hungarian folk music on which

it was based. It is a delightful

work with its slightly drunken

Recruiting Dance and the beau-

tiful and all too brief Csardas.

It was played with sensitivity

and much charm.

After a startlingly short in-

termission, Mr. Bornyi present-

ed the bread-and-butter half of

his recital, beginning with a

Gig- ^y Corelh. We question

the tempo chosen. It indeed had

light touch, but lacked the

liveliness of this dance form

During the playmff of the

Gigue, we noticed the reappear-
ance of the breathiness heard at
the beginning of the program-
me. It, unhappily, continued to
mar an otherwise good per-
formance through the Rondino
by Beethoven

; during passages
played in the lower register in
Ravel's Piece en forme dc
Habanera, the tone became
noticeably harsh. Mr. Bornyi
corrected this fault for the von
Weber Concertino and we heard
many lovely sounds in the low-
er and middle registers which
had not been present during the

Ravel.

We personally were very un-
happy that Mr. Bornyi chose to

complete his programme with
the Concertino. It is a "pot-
boiler" of the first degree, very
useful as a conservatory test

piece, but a work of dubious
musical content which rather

clashed with the remainder of

his selection. There is a great

deal of flash and noise in the

Concertino, and immense op-

portunity to demonstrate one's

technical virtuosity. For the

first time in the recital, we felt

that Mr. Bornyi was not fully

master of the situation — not

because of the technical diffi-

culties inherent in the work, as

he had already covered the

same ground with ease earlier

in the performance, but because

he was tired. The Concertino is

all sparkle and, unfortunately,

it did not sparkle at this recital.

The selection of pieces, an ex-

hausting one, had taken its toll.

Although notally satisfactory

for the most part, the Concer-

tino lacked liveliness — its only

virtue.

Mr. Bornyi chose to perform

a most ambitious programme.

He did it with considerable

technical skill and a fine musi-

cal sense, with the possible ex-

ception of the inclusion of the

Concertino. We thoroughly en-

joyed this performance and

look forward to hearing Mr.

Bornyi again in a not quite so

exhausting recital.

K.A.

St. 3amra* QJijurrh.

RECTOR- REV. DESMOND C. HUNT

SUNDAY, JANUARY 15th

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

St. James' Series

Preacher: Canon Moora Smith

Subject: Overcoming our Worry

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses
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sculpture at the art centre
Particularly after Mr. Miller's telling us to respond directly

rather than analytically, it is an irresistible temptation to react
lo the sculpture cxhibtion at a purely physical level — to leap
from statue uttering hoarse shouts of delight, fondling the hair at
napes of necks and the curves of chin line and skull; to be forced
to move around the figures by their lines, a sensation like being
forced down a spiral staircase, though more subtle. It is an ex-
perience in which one is spontaneously involved because the body
cannot help but compare itself to these bodies and respond to the
feeling behind their postures. The body says "yes, exactly" even
when the mind lags behind.

To focus on some of the Zacks Collection: Marini, and Italian,
is perhaps most important as having had great influence on his
period. His figures contain high energy and tension, which are
both a cause and a result of what seemed a disturbing imbalance,
for instance in Dancer and Horse. It is as if he had chosen an
unstable position, and contradicted himself by making it permanent
in bronze, so that a constant strain is present in limbs which are of
necessity imperfectly articulated. His feeling for color is expressed
in the patina; also present is what Mr. Miller called "surface
energy", patterns which make the eye move over the statue.

Perhaps the most lovable statues arc two by Emilio Greco, also
Italian, which are "charming in their stylised sensuality". In con-
trast to Marini, Greco exaggeratedly overbalances his figures in

many curves which distort the body and yet please the eye. His
figures have exquisite skin texture, silky and finely creased like a
baby's. The light touches them very softly. Contrastingly there is

a harsh play of light and shadow on the Sitting Woman by Laurens,
with her massive limbs strongly thrust into a difficult but com-
pletely balanced pose; also in Caro's Bending Woman. The effect

can only be expressed by saying that they should be awkward and
ugly, but are not.

Giacometti's Femme is one of the most unique figures. The
quality of iis surface is created by dripping wax over it, a method
original with him. It is as if the body is draining away, sublimating,
and leaving the soul exposed. We arc told that Giacometti is

interested in the isolation of man, which at least begins to account
for the way the figure tries to shrink into itself.

Reginald Butler started out as an architect and engineer, and
this explains why his figure is shown in relation to the trapeze

structure. I am fascinated by Drenters' Hanging Mother and Child,

which strikes me as a very sophisticated holy image. He has kept
in the wood a feeling for the tree, combined with an understanding
of the human form that makes it confusing when looked at directly

but powerfully evocative when seen from the corner of the eye.

There is an excellent feeling for the nature of the material
also in the Canadian sclupture — the treelike Qirarfnilll V by
Kahanc, the ponderous insect of granite. In Smith's Head, a lead
casting, the high polish taking the light and the hardness are
precisely in keeping with the nature of the face.

My instinctive reaction to Gladstone's and Wolfcndcn's steel

structures is unfortunately dislike, but this is alleviated by an
illuminating suggestion by Mr. Miller as to the importance of pene-

trating the form with space and of animating the space around a
form. They have been very judiciously located in the Centre where
the function of the building is dominant.

But surely no one can fail to be delighted with Mr. Miller's

Green Girls, especially if there is a chance of surreptitiously setting

the swings going. This supports the sculptor's own statement that

for the artist any method is valid.

It is hard to pass over the Eskimo prints, which are decorative

and simple enough not to detract from the importance of the

sculpture, yet with a surprising tendency toward abstraction and
with all the power of understatement. (Joyfully I see ten caribou.)

The exhibition as a whole should be appreciated as a work of

art, for it is pleasing from any angle. The sculpture, Eskimo prints,

and some very classic and satisfying green plants fall into happy
integrity.

Susan Cameron

Ontario Society for Crippled Children

requires for its

FIVE SUMMER CAMPS
Strategically located throughout Ontario!

The Following Personnel:

WATERFRONT COUNSELLORS (Male)

CAMP CRAFT COUNSELLORS 'Male)

CHAUFFEURS (Male - 21 years)

GENERAL COUNSELLORS (Male)

MUSIC AND DRAMA COUNSELLORS
ARTS AND CRAFTS COUNSELLORS
CAMP SECRETARIES

GRADUATE NURSES

KITCHEN COUNSELLORS
COOKS (Female)

For further information apply to:

SUPERVISOR OF CAMPS
ONTARIO SOCIETY OF CRIPPLED CHILDREN

92 College Street, Toronto 2, Ontario.
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Report On Tricolor Selection

Tom Marshall made a report

last Tuesday to the AMS in his

capacity as Chairman of the Tri-

color Society Selection Commit-

tee. This Committee was set up

to study and report on possible

changes in the process for select-

ing members of the Tricolor So-

ciety. The Committee's proposals

were

:

1. Send out letters to all cam-

pus organizations in an attempt

to widen the basis for selecting

members of the Tricolor Society.

The campus organizations could

thus make sure eligible members

who have proved outstanding are

nominated for the Society.

2. A member of each Society

Executive who is in his penulti-

mate year, would investigate

those candidates from his own
Society. This investigation would

include interviews with the ex-

cutive of the major campus or-

ganizations in which the candi-

dates were active. These Society

Executive members would meet

with the Junior Representatives

on the AMS Executive, the

Deans, the Principal of the Theo-

logical College, and the Univer-

sity Principal to make the formal

selection.

This proposal would add six

members from the Society Ex-

ecutives to the Selection Com-

mittee as it now exists. Mr. Mar-

shall's investigating Committee

also recommended that these re-

forms be instituted this year as

far as is possible without chang-

ing the Constitution. This would

mean the six new members could

investigate candidates and advise

the Junior AMS Representatives

but could not vote on candidates.

A constitutional change would be

attempted to implement the re-

commendations in full by next

year.

The AMS approved these re-

commendations in principle.

To Wolfe And Back

The ice bridge to Wolfe Island

has been crossed for the first time

this year by Quecn'smen, (or at

least Frosh), (or if not that, by

five frosh, from two faculties,

simultaneously.)

Anyway, Science '64 members

Alan Bowman, Bevis Browne

and Dave Chapman skated to

Wolfe Island and back with Arts

frosh Doug Mclntyre and Steve

Nickelson.

The boys made the traverse in

about an hour and a half. They
reported that the ice is thin in

IN IRON ORE . . .

A FUTURE
Well established and stable, the Iron

Ore Company of Canada and its Associa-
tes are at the same time pressing forward
a vigorous development programme of
significance to the country. By participa-
ting in this growth, a young engineer may
hope to use his imagination and resource-
fulness while finding the professional
satisfaction that is possible in a mature
operation.

Operations of the Iron Ore Company of
Canada and its Associates include: the
open pit mines at Schefferville, Que.
(Knob Lake) ; the complete railroad sys-
tem of the Quebec North Shore and
Labrador Railway

; and the terminal ship-
ping facilities at Sept-Iles, Que., where
ore may be moved into vessels at the rate
of 100,000 tons every 24 hours. Among the
newest developments of the group is an
important mining and beneficiating
undertaking, Carol Project, north of Sept-
Iles, destined to process 6 million tons of
ore a year.

Geologists or engineers — mechanical,
electrical, metallurgical, electronic, civil
and mining — arc invited to visit the
representatives of the Iron Ore Company
of Canada and its Associates when they
come to your campus on January 16th
and 17th.

IRON ORE COMPANY OF CANADA
QUEBEC NORTH SHORE & LABRADOR

RAILWAY

Further information may be obtained
from: Personnel Department, Iron Ore
Company oj Canada, Sept-Iles, Quebec, or
your Placement Officer on the campus.

Provincial Party

Organizer To Talk

To Local Liberals

Liberal Party Provincial Or-

ganizer Dr. Boyd Upper is at

Queen's University today for

meetings with members of the

university faculty, with students

and with members of the Queen's

Liberal Association.

Dr. Upper is a graduate of the

University,

The growing force of liberalism

cited by leaders at all levels of

the party has been due to in-

creasingly effective organization.

Paul Hellyer on the national

level, and such leaders as Ray

Perrault of British Columbia and

Jean Lesage of Quebec have been

part of this movement. In On-

tario, Dr. Upper is secretary to

opposition leader John Winter-

eyer.

Dr. Upper will meet and talk

with students in the Queen's cof-

fee shop on Friday afternoon. He
meets faculty members in the

morning. He will be the speaker

at the Friday evening meeting of

the Liberal Club.

spots, but the evidence of its

reasonable safety is that they are

back and dry.

(Chalmers

Intfrfc GUnirrli

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W F. BANISTER. D D.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 15TH

11:00 a.m. Amos the Fiery

Shepherd

7:30 p.m. The Lord's Prayer

No. 2—"Hallowed Be Thy
Name"

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to all

Queen's Stttdenls.

FROM OUR COPy 8ASKBT

BOOK EXCHANGE
NOTICE: There arc still $200

and some unsold books to be

claimed by sellers. This is the

last week that money can be

claimed. Contact Dave Perks at

6-1213, within the next week.

C. Norman, W. Laine, S. Rut-

ledge, J. Gray, T. Maxwell, C.

Peters, Mrs. Bowman, C. Aitken,

E. Oldsen, S. Masa, B. McKelvey,

D. Roy, B. Scollie, N. Michea, P.

Hughes, S. Rennet, M. Sangstc,

H. Hildebrandt, M. Kong, D.

Ableson, C. Douglas, P. Forman,

D. Humphreys.

Deadline is January 20, 1961

!

SCIENCE NEWS
On Tuesday, Jan. 10, Science

'63 held a year election to fill the

vacancies left by students not

returning after the New Year.

The positions filled were: En-

w neering Society Representative:

Phil Gregory; Year scribe: Nick

Brown; Constable: Ed Lawlor.

This year the Society's acade-

mic problems committee will in-

terview department heads on

measures taken on recommenda-

tions made to the Faculty in

previous reports. A report on

what changes have or have not

been made, and why, will be

drawn up and submitted to the

Faculty.

The Engineering Society is

sponsoring a High School Plan

again this year in which 25 un-

dergraduate engineering students

will be sent to various high

schools throughout Ontario and

Quebec. They will talk to the

students and try to interest them

in Queen's University and in the

Applied Science courses in par-

ticular.

PHOTO CONTEST
The deadline for entries to the

NFCUS Photography Contest is

Sunday, Jan. 15. Application

forms and further information

can be obtained from Bob Red-

ford, at local 389.

* *

ARTS NEWS
Nominations for Arts Society

Junior and Senior AMS repre-

sentatives will be accepted by

Bob Homal in the Students' Un-

ion up till Jan. 18.

There will be an Open Meet-

ing on Wednesday, Jan. 18, in

the Union.

The Arts Symposium is being

held on Feb. 1, 1961. The main

speaker is Mr. Charles Lynch

and it is hoped Rabbi Feinberg

will agree to attend.

All -In -One
Your automobiles, dwelling, cottage, household contents, jewels,

furs, fine arts, boats, personal liability. All may be insured on

One policy with six months, a year or three years to pay.

Office:

105 Brock St.

LI 8-3271

JACK WAUGH
GENERAL
INSURANCE

Residence:

143 Churchill Cresc.

LI 6-6933

The Canadian Army
WILL BE REPRESENTED ON THE CAMPUS BY

LT. COL. W. L G. GIBSON

AT

The COTC Lounge
UNION BUILDING, 1st FLOOR, ON

Tuesday, January 17
1961

Careers are open in most branches for graduates in Arts,

Science and Engineering.

Undergraduates may apply for subsidization under

The Regular Officers Training Plan.

Inquiries may be made without obligation by any student.

INTERVIEWS MAY BE ARRANGED AT

THE EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OR THE COTC LOUNGE

ROYALTIES
By-law royalties arc

t(J
.

lected by the Composers a
C °

j

and Publishers' Associate
performances played by ^
sionals. These royalties ar^
buted to the original autL

11

composers.

Queen's is affected
in ^

lowing way: Expenses
dances and concerts are

}

ed. The fee is charged on
^

ing scale according to the
bers in the audience. D U(, ^
difficulty in estimating

the

°

bers at dances, a flat twclv
lar rate will be paid by thc a
izers of dances using paj(j ^
The concert scries will Da
cording to a sliding scale

FACILITIES
All executives of

groups please pick up a cop,

the regulations and
protean,

governing the booking
atl(j

of ALL facilities on the Quc«
campus. These are made ne«

sary by the formation
of

jCampus Central R egjs|[

through which all facilities
i

booked (except the Union oni
Residences.) Ask for yours at r]

Post Office.

* *

GRAD STUDIES
Students interested in graii

ate study in business administn

tion are invited to talk with Dta

Harold R. Metcalf, Dean of Si

dents in the Graduate School

Business of the University

Chicago, on Wednesday, Janim

18. 1961.

Dean Metcalf will be in im

210 of Dunning Hall from Z pa

to 5 p.m. to discuss graduate^

grams of study leading to \k

M.B.A. and Ph.D. degrees at it

University of Chicago. He vl

also explain the scholarship pru

gram and career opportunities

informal interviews arranged

Professor David W. Slater (loci

565).

Regardless of their undergo

uatc major, students who csf»

to receive the bachelor's deg

or its equivalent are eligible

apply for admission to theSdiw

&gfenffam Stmt

Uttiteb OJIjurrlj

svoenkam and william sts""

pastoral assistant
Rev. Riley Smalley

organist and chotrmasu"
DR. F. R. C. CLARKE, F.C.CO

SUNDAY. JANUARY IStH

1 1 :00 a.m. "Who Speaks For

Cod?"

Rev. Charles H. Parfcer, BA

B.D.. Assistant Minister, CoM£

gadonal Church, Mount Vern»

New York, Preacher.

7:30 p.m. "Man's Wearing

and Cod's Cro«'

Capt. The Rev. J. A.

CD., B.A., B.D., Preacher'

8:45 p.m. Fellowship Hour "

all Yo^njjW^

EVERYONE IVELCO^.

PrMbgtcrian <flif"™

PRINCESS AND CLEROV ^"'^

Rev. Max V. Putnam.
MINISTER

:
..

SUNDAY. JANUARY >B' H

11:00 a.m. Morning W<>«$

Sermon: "A Glorious tow

7:00 p.m. Evening *ob"J

Sermon: "The Lord I«W
The Law'-

8:15 p.m. Youth Fello*^

The Minister will *Pea
T

k
nW'

subject: "A LessonjnJ^--"

Come and WoT^P
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flork-Study Project Of Operation

Crossroads Africa Seeks Volunteers

OH™**8 JOURNAL

op
eration-Crossroads Africa

conduct its third student

-[udy-
work Camp Pro -i

ect dur'ng
*

_ slininier
of 1961. It was con-

ll

\,ed as an effort to relate stu-

0f many religions, racial

j national backgrounds of the

Western Hemisphere and the

African
continent in creative and

constructive ways.

A party of American and Cana-

diati
students will leave for Africa

via
London the latter part of

June-
Travel will be by chartered

In Africa the earlier part of the

project will be one of study with

tfovernmental and educational
°

nd social and religious leaders.

The second part of the project

^11 be a work camp at a site and

0f a sort selected by the African

leaders.

At the conclusion of the work

camp there will be an opportunity

for a tour °f *ne most interesting

and significant parts of the Conn-

ie
. ,

There will be a stopover in

London en route home and mem-

bers of the party may make their

own plans for tours and visits.

The tentative itinerary ie: JllM

J5
- Onentation;

June 22 _Leave or London; June 25 -
Leave for Africa; August l7Re urn t0 London; August 25-
Keturn to New York.
Arrangemetlts will be made to

provide a substantial share of the
cost of those chosen from Canada
but each participant will be re-
sponsible for paying $275.00 pins
he cost of travel to and From
his place of residence to New
York. The participants must be
people with warm personalities
who are genuinely interested in
being friendly with people they
meet. Since the projects will re-
quire manual labour the partici-
pants must be in good health and
must understand that they will
be required to bend their backs
and get their hands dirty and live
under conditions somewhat less
comfortable and convenient than
they know at home.
There are notices on several

boards around the University but
additional information and ap-
plication forms may be secured
from Padre Laverty. Deadline is

mid-January.

Page S

Queen sman Elected Vice-
Pres. By Rejuvenated CULF

1490 AM CFRC 91.9 FM

Friday

:

6:30—Time for Listening

7:00— Palladium Party

7:JO—Campus Topics

7:35—Dixieland Jazz

8;15—Queen's at Work
J. A. N. Lee — Computing

Centre

S:30—In Recital

Margaret Frost — Pianist

<);00—Concert Hal!
Brahms — Symphony No. 4
Mendelssohn—Violin Concerto
Beethoven — Symphony 7
Vivaldi — Violin Concerto in G

11:00—Moonlight Melodies

•61 SKIDOO
A few tickets are still on

sale for the fabulous 1 96

1

edition of the Arts Formal.

You may obtain them at the

ticket booth in the Students'

Union between 12 noon and

1 :30 p.m.

Persons who still owe $5 on

their ticket are reminded that

they must claim the ticket at

this booth before January IS.

<#ui>fn Stmt

Co-ANM Clir«v AND Queen
Rev. E. W. HORTON. B.A., BiD.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. JANUARY Bth

H:00 a.m. Preacher:

Rev. Douglas Pilkey

7:00 p.m. Evening Service

(Gatlipiiral
(ANGLICAN)

^STREET AT JOHNSON STREET

SUNDAY, JANUARY 15tM
EPIPHANY II

8;00 a.m. Holy Communion

£
:, 5 a.m. Choral Eucharist

preacher: The Rev. J. R. Neal
l];°0 a.m. Choral Eucharist

Preacher: The Dean
7:°0 p.m. Evensong

Preacher: The Dean

Weekday Services:
Monday to Saturday, Holy Com-
^union: 7:45 a.m.; Wednesday,

iv Communion: 10:30 a.m.

Students Most Welcome

12:00—Easy Terms
1 :00—Late Show

Saturday:

1:00—Prelude lo Opera
2:00—Opera House

r „„ ilo*art — The Magic Flute
.1:00—Fun With Good Music
5:30—Good Listening
c-:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—Old Favourites
7:30—Calendar and Personality
7:45—The Jazz Scene
8:J0—Saturday Concert featuring

excerpts from Berlioz — Romeo
and Juliet

9:30— Music Round the World
10:00—Night Music
11:00— Music Beat
12:00—Starlight Serenade
1:00— Night Mist

Sunday:
9:00— Musical Panorama

Haydn — Quartet in D minor
Sibelius — The Tempest
Beethoven — Piano Sonata
No. 21

1:00—Mostly Music
4:30— Emission Franchise
5:00—German Club

David Cooke, a third year
economics student at Queen's

elected Vice President for
Ontario at the annual convention
°f the Canadian University Li-
beral Federation last weekend in
Ottawa He thus assumes the
leadership of the largest region
'» the CULF organization.
Dave has been well known for

some time in university Liberal
circles, and this year was nation-
al whip at the convention. He
will be an important member of
the new executive headed by Si-
mon Venne, of the University of
Montreal.

Seventeen members of the
Queen's Liberal Club attended
the convention, which lasted
from Saturday, Jan. 7 to Monday,
Jan. 9. Highlights of the conven-
tion were speeches by former
Prime Minister Louis St. Laur-
ent, and Premier Louis Robi-
chaud of New Brunswick. At a
luncheon on Monday, Premier
Robichaud told the two hundred
delegates and their guests that
the return to power of a Liberal
Government can be effected only
by the hard and tireless work of

party members at the local level.

The Queen's delegation played
an active and controversial role

at the convention. Their proposal

that the Canadian government
oppose a request by South Africa

for re-admission to the Common-
wealth as a republic if present
apartheid policies are continued
received the unanimous support
of all thirty-eight delegations.

There was great optimism at

the convention concerning the
current resurgence of Liberalism
on campuses throughout the
country. The entire Queen's dele-

gation was caught up in this

spirit, and has returned to King-
ston ready to open the campaign
for the election on Jan. 27 of

Queen's Model Parliament.

Classified

For Rent

Room lor rent. Inquire at 29 Nelson
St. Phone LI 2-3761.

For Sale

Tuxedo for sale, cheap. No reason-
able offer refused. Contact M. Tesher,
Meds '62. Phone 2-4442, after 5 p.m.

Writers?

Writers: Everyone interested in wri-
ting poetry or prose is urged to attend
the Writers' Workshop, Thursday.
January 19 in Committee Room 2 of
the Students' Union at 8 p.m. Don't
be shy, bring what you've written re-

cently.

Residence Applications 1961-62

Application forms for the men's
residences for the 1901-62 session for

upperela-smen are now available, and
may be obtained from the ball porters

of each residence and from the bus-

iness ofice. Leonard Hall. Applications

must be handed in to the business of-

fice before January 28th.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

SIGN POST
Friday:

Queen's Liberal Club will be host to
Dr. Boyd Upper. Provincial Party or-
ganizer at their meeting in the Mc-
Laughlin Room. 8 p.m., Friday.

Saturday

:

Queen's Liberal Club Policy Meet-
ing, Dunning Hall, 1:30 p.m., Saturday.

The Final Debate of the tournament
sponsored by the Queen's Debating
Union will be held this Saturday, from
.1:00 to 4:30 in Ellis Hall auditorium.
The topic: "Resolved that Mass Edu-
cation is Undermining Our Society by
Destroying Ambition and Curiosity."
Everyone is very welcome.

Sunday:

Lutheran Students' Association: A
regular meeting will be bold at 2:.lll

p.m. at St. Mark's Lutheran Church.

Buffet Supper: Students' Union, 5:30
p.m. Movies at 6:30. Price §1.00 Tickets
at the Tuck Shop and Cafeteria.

Visits to Rc-ckwood: Meet in Ade-
laide Hall at 1:50 p.m. The visit will

last from 2:00 - 4:00 p.m. Further
information, call Diaiinc North. 8-7855.

Canterbury : Sunday Supper at St.

James' Parish Hall. Time 4:30 p.m.
Speaker will he Dr. R. Chisbohn of the
Dept. of Electrical Engineering. Every-
body is cordially invited to attend.

Queen's Newman Club will begin the

New Year with an address by Father
F. T. O'Crady. S.F.M., Director of the

Latin American office at the Aposto-
lic Delegate's Office in Ottawa. The
address and discussion period will be
held at the Jeanne Mance Residence,

on Brock St. at 8:00 p.m. Sunday.
Newman Club welcomes all students

to bear Father O'Grady on this oc-
casion.

Monday:

Art at Noon opens with a jazz reci-

tal by Tim Murray and his group, at
12:30 ]..m. in the Agnes Etheringtom
Art Centre.

Today: A Challenge to My Faith?

Study led by Mrs. J- Coleman, Com-
mittee Room 2, Students' Union at
4:30. Everybody welcome.

Tuesday

:

Joint Worship Service in the Mor-
gan Memorial Chapel, 4:45 p.m.

Art at Noon: 12:30-1 :30. Prof. Bieler:

Comments on tbe Exhibition.

Alt are invited to attend an illustra-

ted lecture. Education in the Soviet

Union Today, given by Mr. Knassilni-

kov. Cultural Attache at the Russian
Embassy, on Tuesday, January I7tli

at 7:30 p.m. in Room 227, Ellis Hall.

This lecture is sponsored bv the Clas-
sics Club.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINCSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR S5.0O

Special Sunday Dinners

Part* or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

r
QUEEN'S ARTS FORMAL

JANUARY 20th, 1961

OVER -STOCKED SALE
AT

STAN'S REG'D
523 Princess Street

All Wool Tweed Sports Jackets, Reg. $27.50 —
Sale Price Only $18.95

We carry a large selection of Men's Dress Trousers — All

Sale Priced.

Sove money on Shorts and Tops - T-Shirb
;
- Socks

:

-
Dress and Sport Shirts - Corduroy Jackets ond Block Watch

Jockets.

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

• PINS * RINGS

• BRACELETS

Choose your closs pin o

school insignio from o com

plete stock in sterling

gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
JEWELLERS

DIAL LI 6-2261

168 PRINCESS ST.

A

WITH

IBM

A Career with IBM can be exceptionally

rewarding, both personally and financially. You

work with the world's finest computers, with

the most advanced computing techniques and

with a forward looking organization that has

extensive engineering and research laboratories.

The work is both interesting and challenging.

Each year IBM employs a number of Engineer-

ing, Commerce and Arts graduates. Of necessity,

the requirements are high.

If you would like to know what these require-

ments are, and at the same time learn some-

thing about the IBM Company, write for a

complimentary copy of our booklet "A Career

with IBM". It should be most helpful in plan-

ning your career.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES COMPANY LIMITED Vplf
Sun Life Building, Montreal. Quebec J, CIvL
Eastern District Manager— J. E. Tapsetl
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Players from Sc. '62 and Arts '63 seeem to be watching some-

thing on the ceiling but actually they are watching the volleyball.

TT NAT I* TO,

Opportunity Knocking!
Train for an executive career in Department
Administration and Buying, Display, Person-

nel Management in one of the Hudson's Bay
Company's six large department stores located

at Winnipeg, Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton,
Victoria and Saskatoon.

Male graduates in Commerce, Business Ad-
ministration and Arts are provided a thorough
Training Program consisting of:

• 4 month induction period covering all major
store functions.

• 2 year lecture course in merchandising.

• Training under on experienced Department
Manager in Soles Management, Buying, De-
partment Administration.

Retailing with the Hudson's Bay Company
offers the opportunity to move ahead
quickly to positions of responsibility.

Make an appointment now through your
Placement Officer to see our Representative
for full details.

Campus interviews on

Lancers vs. Gaels Saturday

The Queen's Golden Gael Bas-

ketball squad will be seeking

their first win of the season this

Saturday against the Assumption

Lancers. The Lancers finished in

Sews News
Science '62 has moved into a

commanding lead in the Bews
race. They have piled up over

30,000 points in a concerted drive

to win the Bews for the second

year in a row. Second place is

wavering back and forth between

three years, Meds '65, Science

'63 and P.H.E. and at our last re-

port they were ranked in that

order with a mere 2,000 points

separating the second from the

fourth placed year. The various

Arts years seem to be falling be-

hind in the Bews race. After an

enjoyable season for all concern-

ed, the intramural volleyball sea-

son is coming to a close. From
the many teams that competed,

only two are still left in the hunt,

these are Meds '62 and Arts '63.

Hockey, basketball and curling

are just starting, so we urge you

to get out and support your year.

As for individual sports, badmin-

ton and handball will swing into

action next week. Entries are

still being posted, so there is still

time to compete.

Queen's is to be represented

in the Cross-Canada Five-Pin

Bowling Tournament sponsored

by the University of British Col-

umbia. The top fifteen bowlers

from Queen's will compete and

it takes place this week.

Look For The Bottles With

The Torron Tops

JAMAICA DRY
GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI -COLA

ELDER'S BEVERAGES

second place in the Ontario-Que-

bec Intercollegiate League be-

hind Western. The Lancers have

been hard hit by graduation, hav-

ing lost the services of three men

from last year's starting five,

Coach Biasatti is building this

year's edition of the Lancers

around the aggressive play of

guard Leo Innocente and the

promising scoring and rebound-

ing ability of several Junior Var-

sity players.

Last year the Lancers beat the

Gaels both times they played

them, but the home team should

be stronger than last year's. The

Gael's squad consists of Denny

Bozic, Bob Laughton, AI Rais-

beck, Tony Rasporich, Barry

Stone, Mike Jackson, Ed Ward,

Lloyd Budgell, Fred Reilly, and

Dave Allen. The Lancers have

been off to a slow start but they

will quite likely have jelled by

Saturday night. If so, then we
can look for an- interesting and

exciting game.

THE SKI CLUB
Presents

The Lower Slobbovian
WINTER OLYMPICS

IN GRANT HALL

Friday, Jan. 13, 1961
9 P.M. - 1 A.M.

50c PER PERSON
Pins Snowball Button

Feoturing:

Olympic Bobsled Run

Wolf Wedlen Donee

ond Slalom Dance

EXPORT
PLAIN OR FILTER TIP

CIGARETTES

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
— AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS GANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night— Paar Christie's Orchestra
Catering to Private Parties and Banquets

FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
CALL LI 2-0745

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR
DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

STEAM SHOVEL

Scribe's bab of choice dimensionz did be of pash coefficient ^
and was way to change said coefficient to + so be to place h^*"
view of solar light twice reflected, once from lunar body an(] q

1r

from surface of H
s
O. Thus, to solve this problem did scribe

u

*

contest, knowing that bab did be attracted to contests; in this J*
did scribe discover contest between sub-aqueous vessels at a\^L

to attract bab to place where such double reflection did occur. ^
was all well.

But did scribe note that as height of Hg in glass tube approac[i

273—n on scale of kelvin, does H,0 show marked tendency
[

S

assume solid state. It was known to scribe that as amount of ^j!
state is increased, does the coefficient of reflection of second

ref|
ec

tion decrease. And did scribe note with great dismay the comin
of time when Hg in glass tube does rest below 273 on scale

0f
kelvin ; same did appear as omen to end of epoch when bab'z

pas]|

coefficient be + °o in his favour and return to — m as p0;nt Qf

rest of said coefficient.

Scribe, with Maide, did discuss said problem and Maide
dttf

recount tale of ancient saga of contest of oblate spheroid played o»

xtlline HsO by glorious warriors of Au. Did scribe feci great exults

tion as presence of second contest be explained. Scribe did know that

tearz of warriorz being saline by natur assume solid state at lo\ver

height of Hg in glass tube, and during time of present of xtlline H,0
Now did scribe, in horizontal position for many suns, discover bow]-

from-back-house contest. Did he instruct warriorz to find said bofc-l

to be container for tearz of honourably defeated in contest. Thus at

final match did bowl be set in view and as contest did go on into

evening and intensity of twice reflected light from surface of tearr

did increase, thus bab'z pash coefficient approach -f- sc. In fljj<

manner did scribe enjoy first contest of bowl-from-back-house.

Coming of end work of spheroid of xtlline H 20 material did be

noted as time for lemonz to trap glorious warriorz of Au. Thus did

Fair Maide Marion issue epistle to all men of Au to be informed of

said trap.

Maide did know that frivolity in solid white material does

increase pash coefficient of lemonz from — oo to O (being highest

point reach during annum), and thus do lemonz attempt to trap men

of An with promises of fun as advertised. Marion did state with

grinding of gearz that same lemonz did have pash coefficient — «

for most of annum, thus being unsuitable mates for warriors. Scribe,

nating warning, did send for bab of choice from land of parentage

to view forthcoming weekend of spheroid of white xtlline H
2
0.

After hearing this news in cav of ban, the rye one by lemonz, did

Maide report of hearing loud wails of grief and great gnashing of

teeth in sorrow and anger. And did scribe with extreme pleasure,

know that on day of sat at field outside cav of die would contest

of bowl-from-back-house take place. As even did approach did scribe

note with glee the increasing intensity of solar light reflected from

the tear2 of defeated warriorz. Thus did end, for a short time,

scribes scratching at the vertical surfaces.

Did brown fox jump over white Marion in hopes thai lazy dog

would not follow.

1961

Graduates and Post-Graduates

Excellent Career Opportunities

In

Science and Scientific Research

With

The Public Service of Canada
If you are obtaining a post-graduate or honours

degree in any of the following:

Chemistry

Pharmacology

Chemical Engineering

Physics

Geophysics

Engineering Physics

Biochemistry

Geology (all fields)

Geological Engineering

Metallurgical Engineering

Mathematics

Electronics

Geochemistry

Astronomy

OBTAIN —Your copy of Information Circular 61-1500 from ^
University Placement Office.

CONSIDER—The opportunities of interest to you.—The advantages of employment with the Public
Service of Canada.

ARRANGE—Through your Placement Officer for

your interview with the Scientific Selec-

tion Team which will visit the Univer-

sity in JANUARY 1961.

DIAL 6-im AMEY'S TAXI °.al e-nii
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Rumour has it that Maide Marion was furious at the invasion of Land of Kin by a "foreign
tamshovel" and accordingly inspired her Warriors to the exploits pictured above. We understand
|
owners of the shovel, presently excavating for the proposed extension to the Chemistry Building,

;te quite put out about it all, especially since the paint is proving difficult to remove, but could not

sist publishing this anonymous photograph. Astute readers will notice that the prank was prophe-
ed in the recent Steamshovel feature.

Jberals, Socialists Announce
rescriptions For Canada

iberal Cure . . .

By Gus MacKay

'Whenever 420,000 Canadians

I
without work there is a ser-

s problem. Accordingly the

jeen's Liberal Party takes issue

th the Conservative Govern-
M in Ottawa and their fellow

vellers, when they declare that

: problem of unemployment is

t serious.

"The Queen's Liberal Party
oposes to enact legislation to

'arid Canadian secondary in-

itries.

'Whereas 30 percent of the
Radian people are not covered
medical insurance plans of any

f,
many of whom are crippled

ancially by medical costs every
ir;

'

Tlle Queen's Liberal party
Wtts the Health Plan adopt-
bY Hie National Liberal Rally.
'Plan will provide Canadians
* Judical treatment, drugs,

j
Agnostic services.

|

Wh«eas Queen's Liberal
9 Proposed the establishment
indent Loan Fund at the
Model Parliament, which

.
«n adopted at the Univer-

l
'Sf fall, and whereas Queen's

L6
.

ot the few Canadian Uni-
f ,es without a bank on or

w Q"een '

s Libera3 Par*y

»Heh
establishment of a

of a commercial bank on

T
9mPU8.

j
Liberal Party feels that

ivJ;l!
Ce wiu be a" unqualified

l(> the students and

.

c advice on student fin-

VProblem
s.

fe^s

MacGregor, leader of the

th e ab
al Partv announc-

,tfoTn
maj°r PIanlts in the

tb*t the party will take

to the Model Parliament this

year.

Following discussions of mo-

tions passed at the rally? of the

National Liberal Party and the

University Liberal Federation,

the Queen's Party endorsed a

program of 10,000 bursaries to be

offered to University students,

approved by these rallies.

The following statement on in-

ternational policy, was also ap-

proved :

"The Queen's Liberal Party,

aware of the importance of events

in the outside world, wish to ex-

press their stand on several con-

troversial issues, ignored by local

Tories.

"We believe that Canada should

take the lead in the Western al-

liance to have the representatives

of Communist Government in

China seated at the United Na-

tions.

"We believe that Canada should

express her moral disapproval of

the policy of apartheid at the

forthcoming Commonwealth Con

ference, and to stand against the

acceptance of the Republic of

South Africa into the Common-

wealth, if her policy toward the

majority of her population con-

tinues."

Or Socialist?

By Bob Bishop

The Queen's Socialist Club has

affiliated with the New Party

and will run in the Model Par-

liament elections as a New Party

club. This will mean abandoning

doctrinal socialism for the more

empirical approach to reform of

the New Party. The clubs policy

may be stated as follows

:

At present, Canada faces the

problems of unemployment, trade

deficits, defense policy and hous-

ing bottlenecks, among others.

The Conservatives have seen fit

to ignore these problems, while

the Liberals have only superfi-

cial and impractical promises to

offer. These parties, by trying to

be all things to all men, have

made themselves unfit to make
the basic reforms needed. The
New Party offers a policy of gen-

uine reform without ideological

restrictions.

We do not offer the voters a

list of gaudy promises. Our first

aim is to set this country's econ-

omic house in order, and in do-

ing this we are prepared equally

to encourage private industry

and to establish crown corpor-

ations as occasion may demand.

Canada has needed and will need

foreign capital ; but its inflow

must be kept within bounds and

directed more into secondary in-

dustry and less into natural re-

sources. Money must be provid-

ed for the boom in education

which faces us. Our defense

spending must be brought within

our means and directed to useful

ends. The United Nations must

be supported, not with fine

words, but with hard cash and

adult diplomacy.

The Queen's New Party club

pledges itself to these aims, and

our only campaign promise is

that, if elected, we will take posi-

tive action toward them without

confining ourselves to any frame-

work, either "free enterprise" or

"socialism". We invite the sup-

port of anyone who constders

himself politically left of centre,

that is, of anyone who believes

that basic reform of our national

institutions is needed. We offer,

for the first time in twenty years,

a real choice of policy for Cana-

dian voters.

Not Much To Worry
About

,
Says Fleming

Fraternities-

Fellowship Or
Immorality?

By Gord Watt

The Verdict? "Fraternities and
Sororities would be a valuable

and desirable addition to Queen's

social life". It was decided by the

judges that the negative team
made the best presentation, in

the debate held in the McLaugh-
lin Room, Thursday night. Dirk

Van Raalte and Whipple Stein-

krauss held down the affirmative

side of the arguement, while

Mary Holden and Bill Downes
held up the negative side.

Dirk Van Raalte and Whipple
Steinkrauss pointed out that fra-

ternities and sororities not only

provide fellowship and an oppor-

tunity to form life-long friend-

ships, but they also had a practi-

cal side. They provide those, liv-

ing out of town, with a place to

stay, and opportunity for mem-
bers who wish to travel by pro-

viding accommodation at affili-

ated fraternities. They are also

good fund-raising groups as

well.

The negative side dwelt main-

ly on the immorality of fraterni-

ties and the tendency of their

members to form cliques (with

the emphasis on immorality).

Mary Holden, having attended

one fraternity party in her life,

declared that it was her last. She

described an incident in which

she very nearly lost her honour

at the hands of a fraternity

brother who forced his attentions

on her!

Bill Downes took the debate

in a humourous vein, adopting a

style not unlike Elmer Gantry's

and quoting extensively from the

sayings of Alfred E. Neumann.

He felt that "the first aspect of

fraternities is copulation" and

"the second aspect is liquor."

The highlight of his speech was

when he mistakenly accused

Whipple of being "full with

child" at their last debate which

was on the subject of maternity

However, he later conceded that

at that time Whipple had been

wearing a maternity dress under

which she strapped a pillow sole

ly for effect, and that she was

not pregnant.

The only rebuttal came Erom

Dirk who suggested that Mary

had been so druuk at the time of

the afore-mentioned attack on

her virtue that it was she who

attacked the fraternity brother

and not vice versa. He also feels

that the amount of immorality in

fraternities and sororities is high-

ly exaggerated ; that fraternity

and sorority members were not

so likely to do these immoral

things they were accused of, as

non-members who had more

chance to do them in private.

By Hardy Grant
Associate Editor

The present level of unemployment does not constitute

a national crisis, according to Canada's Finance Minister.

Mr. Fleming told an open meeting of the Progressive

Conservative Association in Ellis Hall last Thursday night

that those who say there is an economic crisis "seek to

falsify the situation to Canada's detriment".

In no other country, he claimed, has a government
moved more "resolutely and effectively" to deal with
unemployment, than in Canada.
He listed measures taken: ex-

tension of the winter works pro-

gram to provide 200,000 jobs;

more loans for housing; govern-

ment guarantees for loans to

small businesses ; establishment

of the productivity council; and

increased assistance to the prov-

inces for technical and vocational

education.

Turning to other aspects of the

Diefenbaker record, Air. Fleming

said the government has "restored

the dignity and effectiveness of

Parliament".

Never once has the power of

the majority been used arbitrar-

ily to deny the rights of the

minority, he claimed.

This is the sharp contrast to the

"disgraceful scenes" under "our

late lamented predecessors".

Mr. Fleming covered each govern-

ment department in turn, pointing

out the achievements of the Tory

regime. Items:

Foreign Affairs : Mr. Diefen-

baker's UN speech was "the

most important and influential

speech ever made by a Canadian

at the UN".

(At this point campus Liberals

in the front row held aloft posters

bearing the picture of Mr. Pearson i

,

Dominion-Provincial Relations

:

"Never have the provinces re-

ceived more generous treatment".

Trade: The Tories inherited an

all-time record deficit in 1956,

said Mr. Fleming, but now they

are "moving toward a balance".

Resources: The government is

taking effective action on Colum-

bia River development ("the dam
project", Mr. Fleming called it).

Under the Liberals, "nothing

flowed over that dam but a tor-

rent of words".

Social Security: The "not very

libera] Liberals" had left the old

age pension at $46 a month. In-

toned Mr. Fleming: " 'By their

works shall ye know them'." The
government, he pointed out, has

raised the pension to $55.

It was a lively meeting, with the

Liherals out in force in the front

row. Mr. Fleming's speech was

interrupted at several paints hy

hecklers, together with frequent

cries of "Hear, hear" from one of

tin.- more prominent campus Con-

servatives.

Mr. Fleming was introduced by

Derek Burney and thanked by

Stewart Smith,

The same severity as seen in Donald Fleming's eye above was

unleashed in glances directed at representatives of Queen's Liberal

Party and Queen's Independant Socialist Movement during his

Thursday evening address.
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Booze Without Books
Western educational systems are a failure. This is particularly

true of Canada, a country of great wealth, prosperity, and resources

which spends more money on booze than on books.

Higher education in Canada is virtually ignored by the powers

that be. The exceptionally brilliant students win scholarships, the

financially handicapped receive bursaries, but the main body, the

average scholars, are destitute of any aid. Yes, the university stud-

ent can earn money by summer employment ... if there is any
jobs . , , and if they pay enough. High unemployment, however, has

greatly restricted the number of positions available to students

during the vacations and rarely will any employment provide suffi-

cient funds for a year at university. Even with summer jobs the

majority oi students must call upon parental aid to get a degree.

This deplorable situation has been blatcntly disregarded by the

Canadian government, the "Baby Budget' not withstanding. NFCUS,
our national student organization, has continually, but vainly, peti-

tioned the government to listen to the plight of youth . . . and act

upon it, Mr. Fleming, when queried on this subject during his recent

visit to Queen's could only produce a statement that be liked bur-

saries. Beyond this — nothing!

When the Progressive Conservative Party was last campaigning,

the late Sydney Smith is alleged to have promised to implement
student aid along the lines of the NFCUS proposals — that is 10,000

scholarships of $600.00. This promise was supposed to have been
uttered during the turmoil of electioneering but the party now
denies such a statement ever was made, and by implication rejects

the possibility of effecting this promise that never was.

If Mr. Smith did not make this statement — someone should
have! It is an undeniable fact that students have a financial problem
in maintaining themselves at university. This problem should be
recognized and effectively dealt with by the government. Perhaps
the tax savings for students as proposed by the Finance Minister
is an indication that at long last the federal government is coming
to realize that present educational arrangements are unsatisfactory.

If this is true we have only begun a very long journey and the

"visionaries' in Ottawa must understand that resting on their laurels

(if the interim budget can be termed a laurel) is not enough.

A government — any government — is charged with the duty
of looking after the interests of its people. Surely education is one
of the major interests of any people, an interest around which all

others are built. We feel that to provide for the education of Cana-
da's youth should be a major tenent of any political party wishing
to form the Canadian government, The present situation, however,
calls for more than vague generalizations — we need concrete
proposals and decisive action.

A Modest Proposal
It is devoutly to be wished that the present state of world ten-

sion will shortly produce a nuclear war. As a solution to the world's
problems, this will doubtless seem unacceptable to the extremists,
but we predict that very few will protest once it lias proven itself as
a fail accompli Fven now. it can be shown on purely rational grounds
that nuclear war is man's last, best hope.

What are the gravest problems facing mankind today? Un-
doubtedly they are overpopulation, prejudice and armed conflict
(something quite different from nuclear war, as we shall demon-
strate). All three could be solved overnight by the simple application
of contraceptives and sweet reason, that is, if man had any reason,
sweet or sour. But human beings are incapable of rational thought
and so must employ the BOMB, not only as a permanent population
check and a sure end of prejudice, but also as an end to armed con-
flict, Armed conflict, unlike nuclear war, produces a victorious and a
rlefeated party. This result can only lead to resentment, injustice and
a new armed conflict. The concept of nuclear war, however, has a
splendid poetic finality about it. We would have, at long last, the war
to make the world safe for pacifism. Man's oldest and noblest dream
would be realized, unless, of course, we should botch the job and

SOOTHES
W ELUSfttL

TAN 12.

Letters To The Editor

2uate& . . .

"Military intelligence is a contradiction in terms."

Anonymous
' Since time began there has never been a conscientious objector

in the war between sexes."

Dorothy Shay

We Get Letters!

Editor, Journal:

In regard to your editorial, "We
Send Letters", a few comments are

necessary to correct the distorted

picture presented by the AMS
correspondent.

The Alma Mater Society, being

the supreme body of student gov-

ernment at Queen's has conse-

quently the responsibility of repre-

senting Queen's students to the

general public. It is naturally a

duty that should be exercised with

discretion and deliberation. But

caution should not preclude con-

structive comment to the Govern-

ment of the day. I agree that praise

should be matched by criticism

when the situation is appropriate

—and that will be when affairs of

interest to university students are

involved, events and circumstances

definitely concerning students.

This is a stand that has been

consistently upheld by the National

Federation of Canadian University

Students. But NFCUS can act

only by common and unanimous

agreement during the school term,

and by National Congresses an-

nually. But each Student's Council

can act separately, every week
throughout the year. The voices

of each AMS or SRC can be aired

with considerable influence and

effect. This is why the Queen's

AMS has written to Donald

Fleming. And this is the reason

why the Queen's AMS should

write again to the Government, be

it for praising or reprimanding, if

and when university students'

interests are involved.

Far from becoming a "political

round-table", the AMS should

become a forum in which student

affairs and interests are discussed

and protected. Anyway, I don't

consider most matters affecting

students are 'political' — surely

the Journal doesn't either !

Constructive and careful com-
ment by the Queen's AMS should

benefit all Queen's students, and
far from solely benefitting the

campus Tory party, such an atti-

tude will show the awareness and
interest by the AMS in student

activities.

Stewart Smith,

Junior AMS Rep.,

Arts Society.

Editor's Note: Nevertheless, we
would greatly enjoy an AMS meet-
ing where Mr. Smith proposed a

criticism of the Tories for its many
errors and omissions.

Verbosity

Editor, Journal:

Politics is, I will admit, a ne-

cessary part of our life, but it is

a pity that Universities could not

provide better fare than it does.

In my opinion, all three par-

ties contesting for seats in

Model Parliament are basing

their platforms on a restatement

of their national counterparts'

policy. Where are those "other"

parties? How can Queen's voters

protest against the complacent,

platitudinous verbosity distri-

buted by the three parties in-

volved in parliament — Model

and otherwise? We want orig-

inality and action

!

Emo Gootch

Thanks Gang
Editor. Journal:

On behalf of the L.A.B. of C.

I would like to thank the members

of the SNOWBALL Committee

who worked so hard in making

SNOWBALL '61 the best ever.

Thanks goes to Donna Davis,

Heather Beers, Peter McLaine.

Dave Smith of the Entertainment

Committee : Jane Rodgers, Bev
Harrison and Dirk Van Raalte of

the Publicity Committee
;
Marg

Holgate. Bob McCabe and Dave
James of the Ways and Means
Committee.

Lois Knights, Chairman
Snowball Committee

Dogma
Editor, Journal:

May we take advantage of your
columns to urge all students to see

that superb new movie, "Inherit

the Wind", which is Currently

playing at a local theatre.

This movie vividly portrays the

dangers involved in taking too

literally doctrines in the Bible

which have been accepted for cen-

turies. We hope Queen's students

would learn from this movie to be

wary of the potential narrow-
mindedness and intolerance of

existing religions, as these may
generate that fanaticism which is

one of the gravest dangers facing

the world today.

We, therefore, urge all students

to examine critically their basic

religious dogma and to reject any
part they feel does not conform to

reality.

Russell Durant
Clarence Shaw

God I

Editor, Journal:

Having previewed today's edi-

torial "A Modest Proposal", I can

only conclude it was written by

"God" himself.

J. Reedle

Editor's Note: Mr. Reedle is

correct in his assumption.

Mug-Wumps
Editor. Journal:

Well, you know, Michael White's

letter in the last issue of the Journal

brought to mind an observation

made by President-Elect Kennedy

on Vice President Nixon's com-

ments during their campaigns'

television debates.

He said "I can hardly recognize

my own policy when told to me
by the Vice President."

My sentiments exactly.

It's noteworthy that some Lib-

erals read last November's "Uni-

versity Liberal". It at least shows

some of them can read. Mr. White
obviously can't ; his statements

show he didn't read "Jaw-bone"

of Jan. 10.

The Liberals have won 8 out of

nine university model parliaments.

Well, so what ?

It's Queen's students only who
vote here. They appear too intelli-

gent to vote for a platform stealing,

"nuig-\vuiup"-ish, "defunct" party

of Liberals. A "fabulous" party-

rally can only increase the

"miglitly welter of partisan emo-
tion", not accomplish anything

;

so I hope everyone had a really

emotional time m Ottawa. (A
"mug-wump" is a strange bird who
sits on a fence with his mug on one
side and his wump on the other.

)

Mr. White is logically minded
and he will see intuitively see (just

as he saw the "connection" between
socialism, nationalism, world
socialism and Russian "socialism")

the unique connection between Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II,

Patrice Lumumba, Fidel Castro
and Adolf Hitler (for those who
are not as clever as Mr. White and
can't see the connection between
"socialism, nationalism, w o r I d
socialism, and Russian socialism"

it's this, they're all words used by
humans at one time or other.

)

But, Mr. White need not feel

that he is insufficiently politically

minded. After all, the confused,
melee of verbal junk that filled a)
Ins "Letter to the Editor" and h)
the "Jawbone" of that same day,
Jan. 13, is used by most politicians.

Jaw

in,,,

.

This column is devot
expression of lively ^ '4

(

ion. Opinions express^ CN

not necessarily
reflect 1

policy and any student U **S
to submit articles on anv

The chief question

about the New Party j

S
<

bother? What do We ik^'; H
The best way to explain

t

|'

Party's position is to ans^i
question.

The present form of
g0ve

in this country is par|;

democracy. We believe

that it is apparent fron7

that this is the best f0rm 'J
emment man has so far

But a parliamentary doi,^..
which the government

i s
^'

by popular vote from

political parties, depends

effectiveness on the paritcs ij
offer themselves to the c |m
The French Fourth

Kepubli
(

'

lapsed largely because these r

were too numerous and ton dft

to allow the formation of a

cabinet. Historically,
j,ar|;

"

tary democracy is most effJ

when there are in die ruJ

only two parties, with clearly!

fined positions. This permits
|

voters to make a decisive

meaningful choice between theJ
In a genuine two party svaj

the natural division is betivt

party of conservatism whkh

to preserve existing iiistitmi

and a party of reform which >

to change them—between a pj

of the Right and a part)

Left. In Great Britain, with Ml

Millan (Right) and Gaits

(Left) this applies
; it also ap

in the U.S.A., with Nixon

and Kennedy (Left), alth

here the difference is less

This country—with uiiemfi|

ment heading for 10% by lln

with housing a black scandal pd

tuated by scarlet flashes like j

Noyan holocaust, with an «a

sive and useless defense prog

around its neck—needs a ttfc

government. I n the hopes 1

getting this, the voters turned^

the h i d e h o u u d and arng

Liberals in 1957, but Diefenb;

crew have merely intensified I

evils started under the Ub

The Liberals have only pie-iirt

sky promises to offer. The
1

osophy in both camps seems 101

"Don't rock the boat !" Ther

has never been a real alterrn^

Where do we go from here

The New Party is f

to provide a genuine allenoj

for voters who want real rtf

without ideology. We are

pared to use any means wru«|

constitutional to bring about'

reforms; our aim is to

neither socialism nor capi" 1'^]

such, but to put an end, by-

means at hand, to P
1 '

policy of drift and muddle.

The nucleus of the Ne*

on this campus has l'een 1

CCF club, but the only «T

ment for membership is a

^

that reform is needed and

mind on the ways of °fm

*J

about—no Socialism 1*

volved. We welcome the *
|

of anyone interesie(
'"""'

promise free beer, but )

find the atmosphere
""<*'

elsewhere.

Queen's Sod3 list'

'stru
It's referred to as

hour upon the stage

nothing".

By the way. is U» J
of Jan. 13 supposed tow

of policy statement

Liberals ?

Robert Crown,

Independent 3
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n preparation
Editor s Note: To lay the ground-
work for the forthcoming semUtar
on higher education, the four pro-
lessors who arc to give the major
papers have kindly released brief
abstracts of their speeches in ad-
vancc of the opening of the session.
They are j„tended flJ Q^ (g
students who are reading around
the subject to prepare themselves
lor the discussions and as an
'nd'caUon of the probable frame of
reference and the general tone of
Ilia ram... fi '

double hill

ih

suntnia

The jtrst two of these

appear belatv.

A Search for Knowledge
Education is a dialectic between

is expected to provide the basis for

leadership. In the more highly de-
veloped countries the university is

called upon to help supply the many
trained minds and skills which the
less developed nations must have
io realize their aspirations.

These changing circumstances
have created immense problems as
to how all the insistent demands
are to be met. There is the very
practical question regarding neces-
sary material support; there are
also large questions relating to

educational policy and to matters
of autonomy and freedom which
must be answered satisfactorily in

If, some 50 years ago, a music lover anywhere in the world
had been asked his opinion of the Spanish guitar as a musical
jns

trument he probably would have answered with a blank stare
The same question today would immediately result in mention of
the name Andres Segovia, who plays in Grant Hall on January 23rd
Kor it is Segovia's unique artistry and unflagging determination
which have brought the guitar to a popularity unknown in a hundred
[years.

It is, in fact, just fifty-one years since the courtly and benign
Andalusian guitarist, then only fourteen, played his first public
concert in Granada. When he came to the U.S. for the first time in

1928, the N.Y. Herald Tribune, reporting on Segovia's first Town
Hall recital, said that "the Schubertian young man" played "very
likely the first guitar recital ever given in New York" and went on
w describe the event as "one of the most extraordinary and engros-
sing recitals of music that has ever taken place in a New York
concert hall."

Today, just as courtly and benign, Segovia plays nearly 100
concerts a year in Europe, South America and the United States
Auditoriums like London's Wigmorc Hall and New York's Town
Hall are not large enough to accommodate the devoted following he
has built up, and the rapt attention of the "Segovia audience" has
become legendary. As N.Y, World-Telegram & Sun critic Louis Bian-
colli wrote of the guitarist's concert last March: "There is no silence
like a Segovia silence. In that silence a cough is an explosion !"

Segovia has done more than win an audience. Today, all over
jthe world thousands of young people are seriously studying the
[guitar, several major European conservatories have added the in-

strument to their curricula, and in New York, Paris, London, Brus-
sels, Tokyo and other cities. Societies to encourage interest in it

have sprung up.

The man who brought about such a renaissance was bom in
Linares and brought up in Granada. His childhood studies of the
piano, violin and cello failed to kindle his enthusiasm. Finally, when
he was not yet ten years old, he heard his country's national instru-
ment, the Spanish guitar, and asked for lessons. Despite his parents'
objections — the guitar was an instrument for cafes, not for respect-
able people — Segovia persisted, obtained an instrument and taught
himself.

After he had begun to master the complexities of his instrument
;and learned to read the ancient method of guitar notation, Segovia
launched forth on a voyage of discovery and exploration, searching
into the literature of the lute and other instruments close to the
:guitar, transcribing, adapting and also converting contemporary
[composers to write for his instrument.

Since composers today know little about the mechanics of the
gwtar, Segovia had to work very closely with Villa-Lobos, Ibert,
De Palla, Roussel, Tansman, Castelnuovo-Tedesco and the other

I

distinguished men who have made music especially for him. As
Segovia says, "They have had to compose through me."

By a lifetime's devotion, the Spanish musician has restored
ne guitar to its rightful place as a member of the family of stringed

'"struments. In so doing, he has become recognized throughout the
" 0rlti as one of the few truly unique artists of our time.

society.

our present

J. J. Deutsch

freedom and discipline. The pole of order that the university may fulfil
freedom involves creativity, dis- adequately its role in
covery, self-realization. Dlscipline
arises from the stubborn irreduci-
bihty of facts and from the social
and ideological limitations of the
individual's situation. A main aim
of education is that inner freedom
called self-discipline. Its achieve-
ment results from mastery . .

mastery of one physical being,
mastery of ones emotions, mastery
of a significant area of human
knowledge and technics. A. N.
Whitehead, to whom 1 owe most
°£ my philosophy of education,
makes this latter point as follows:
"The ideal of a univeristy is not
so much knowledge, as power. It's

business is to convert the knowl-
edge of a boy into the power of a
man." He goes on to depreciate

the deadening effect of the ingurgi-

tation of useless knowledge and to

assert that "the ultimate motive
power alike in science, in morality
and in religion is the sense of value,

the sense of importance." What is

important for a man is finally

determined by his faith; so the

most significant element in an edu-
cational system is the faith or faiths

which underly or permeate it.

A. J. Coleman

Music-lovers of Queen's arc to be treated to not one, but two
flute recitals within the next 24 hours. Tonight. Tuesday, Wolfgang
Kander, flute, and John Newmark, piano, will be heard in the
second of the Spring Series of concerts in Convocation Hall. To-
morrow, flautist Robert Aitkcn and pianist John Covcart will be
featured in the Art at Noon recital at the Agnes Etherington Art
Centre. It has been found necessary to postpone the appearance of
Paul Doktor and Yaltah Mennhin until next season at the earliest.

Wolfgang Kander, formerly first flautist in the Chamber
Orchestra of the Netherlands Radio, is now playing in the same
capacity with the Montreal Symphony Orchestra and the Little
Symphony of Montreal. He has also given numerous recitals on
the CBC and in concert.

Robert Aitkcn was born in Nova Scotia, where he began to
study the flute at the age of nine. Since coming to Toronto in 1954,
he has made many appearances — with the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra, the Pro Arte Orchestra, with smaller ensembles and
also as soloist in recitals. During the 1958-59 season he was
principal flute with the Vancouver Symphony, and last December
he played as a soloist with the National Youth Orchestra of
Canada at its first concert in Massey Hall.

the great debate - III

University in Society

The university as an intellectual

community has had a long history,

but its role in society has remained

essentially the same. The functions

of the university arc to teach, to

advance knowledge and to be the

guardians of intellectual standards

and of intellectual integrity. The
distinguishing feature of the

present is that the importance of

these functions has been greatly

enhanced. The accelerating pro-

gress in science and technology and

the increasing complexity of society

have brought a rapidly growing

demand for university graduates in

every field. In this divided world

there is a race for new knowledge

— a race in which the university

The soiled and faded manu-
scripts upon which I have been

working so feverishly have proved
in tfie end quite impossible to

decipher. I shall endevour to

present to you in the form of a
coherent essay the positions for

which each man stood and then to

relate them to the university of

1961.

"Culture is activity of thought

and receptiveness to beauty and
humane feeling . . . What we
should aim at producing is men
who possess both culture and

expert knowledge in some spe-

cial direction."

A. N. Whitehead

Matthew Arnold made no secret

of the fact that above all he was

a believer in culture while Thomas
H. Huxley was most ready to

speak with equal conviction of the

necessity of understanding science

for the salvation of mankind. It

is difficult to understand how two

great men could differ so widely

on so basic an issue. We shall

examine what each meant by his

"culture" or "science".

By scientific education Huxley

meant to accomplish these pur-

poses: to train the mind into a

"clear, cold, logic engine"; it

should inculcate the idea of cau-

sality; and it should unfold the

infinite of the "scientific universe".

No one objects to clear and logical

thinking : all abhor the anti-rational

while remembering that the non-

rational may be quite another thing.

Again, science has not an exclusive

hold over logic, but thanks phil-

osophy where the science of logic

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT
Banquet Facilities Available for Groups up to SO Persons

1399 Princess Street Liberty 2-2729 Kingston, Ont.

KINGSTON'S HOSPITALITY RESTAURANT
OPEN 8:00 A.M. TO lliOO P.M.

is properly taught. It is not ne-

cessary to go as far as science to

encounter the necessary truth that

"all alteration must have a cause".

The third purpose has merit, in-

deed. I can remember Schweitzer

saying in one of his more hopeful

moments : if man would only gaze

and reflect on the universe for two
minutes of each day, what a dif-

ferent world this would be. But

how many students, and professors

for that matter, have this as one

of their prime objectives ? We have

hecome far to involved in "getting

on with it", completing assignments

as ends in themselves, writing

exams, and qualifying for higher

paying "jobs", to worry about a

state of feeling: awe when faced

with the infinity of the atom of the

niacroosm. It is argued that these

states of feeling, which are the only

thing which give science its dignity,

are not the proper business of

science anyway and ought to be

avoided at all costs. And so many
scientists go busily on their way,

specializing themselves into the job

and out of communication with the

rest of humanity and with them-

selves.

But the heavy emphasis on the

classical education, which in the

confusion of the time Arnold

was accused of defending, leads

to the same fate; for, as the

scientist argues, "the smatter-

ing of a few dead languages" is

of value to nobody including the

possessor. Arnold, it is true, de-

fended "culture" but this is

quite different from the "classi-

cal tradition". The caricature,

and often the reality, of this tra-

dition, with its total disregard

for Life, its harmful dogmatism,

its stubbornness against the in-

troduction of new ideas in a

moving universe, its isolation

from all other pursuits because

of a view of its own superiority

— all these are inimical to Ar-
nold's thought. Culture "is a

harmonious expansion of all the

powers which make the beauty
and the worth of human nature,

and is not consistent with the

over-development of any one
power at the expense of the

rest." Arnold is crying out for

perspective, balance, harmony
between man and the world. He
denies education the right to

place too heavy an emphasis

on the outward things—the ma-
terial and the mechanical. In

this respect he opposes the

scientific education of his day
and of ours. This, in turn, raises

an association of more recent

currency: in a letter received by
the NFCUS Education Com-
mittee at Queen's, a St. John
Education Official required of

the university that it must first

divest itself of all its technical

training trailings before it can

settle down to begin the task

of educating. It is a point well

worth considering inside one's

own definition of education.

Science turns outward to the

non-self, the material or the

"physical"; the humanities turn

inward to examine the inner self,

the individual, — its nature and

condition. Now, it is obvious that

one cannot be studied in isolation

from the other for, in its most

general terms, there is no object

without a subject and vice versa.

And so we are left with the same

demand of education to educate

broadly and the same dilemma in

our present system : we are going

farther in the other direction with

more and more specialization and

consequently more and more self-

annihilation.

Donald Cochrane.

Graduates in Arts and Science,

Commerce/ Physical Education

THE UPJOHN COMPANY OF CANADA,

a rapidly expanding ethical pharmaceutical

manufacturer offers:

A challenging, stimulating career in technical sales

jc Excellent opportunity for advancement

A position that rewards individual achievement

jr A well established company in a stable industry

Excellent retirement and fringe benefits

jfc-
Expenses— automobile furnished

Excellent solaried position

Our representative will visit your campus on

JANUARY 24th. 1961

For interview appointments, apply to

STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE

c , n^itionol information please read our brochure, "A JOB WITH

A FUTURE and "CANADA CAREERS DIRECTORY/1961" obtain-

able from your placement officer.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

PRINTERS Printing of

Phone 8-4114 Every Description

GIFT PROBLEMS

Spearn's of Kingston

"The Gift Centre
7 '

COME IN AND SEE UNUSUAL AND EXCLUSIVE GIFTS

FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434
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Mount Allison Student Council

Bans All Parties With Affiliations

"The Cold War" still pervades all aspects of life. Science '63,

for recognizing this, won the SNOWBALL Snow Sculpture contest.

An Open Letter To Students . . .

Sunday, Feb. 12, will be HEART SUNDAY in Kingston. In

keeping with past tradition, Queen's students once again will can-

vass the residents of Kingston on behalf of the Heart Fund. I am
sure that all of you realize the importance of the work of the heart

fund and also recognize that each of us can actively help toward

the success of its projects. Thus, during the next week, members
of the Queen's Heart Fund will be appealing to students to help

out in the canvassing. I trust that many of you will see fit to respond

affirmatively to their requests for your time and co-operation so that

we may achieve the success indigenous to Queen's student enterprise.

Yours sincerely,

Eli Rabin,
Chairman, Queen's Heart Fund Committee

<t i n nnn FOR students
\j) ll FE INSURANCE AT THESE LOW RATES

ANNUM MtMIUWS FIRST 5 YEARS
At* 14 W6.90 Ag. ?S 550.70
Age 20 54C10 Apt JO.. 553.90

lo»« Rolei tot AouhhIi n« 110,000. low«t Boln leu F»mote Rii'u
Juusd Agai 16 through 59

Co/n«rllbl« end Ruitvsbl* wf'hov! M.slcol EiamWi'MI
ADDITIONAL BINIFIT5—nor,-( one ell obli lotol dliabUiry Incom* and orfdi-
Pionol accinSRl ind»mnlly ovollobla lot Iho cbor* plon ol o low ollro (Hamlum.

VA L TA Y LOB "T«mi™™« SB ,fc«

(©ftftratol Uit(
H^t™

960 .arilem. A<ra., Tetania 17, Out. HU. 7-1381
"More Pence of Mind Per Premium Dollor"

Til I* • UF! (. DISAIILITY • group

SACKVILLE (CUP)—Jan. 12

— Mount Allison's student coun-

cil president went from class to

class today explaining why the

Student Representative Council

banned from the campus all pol

tical parlies affiliated with either

provincial or national parties.

The SRC is also attempting to

prevent these parties from parti-

cipating in the annual model par-

liament elections. It has given

tenative approval to the Eurhe-

torian Society — the campus

social activities board — to

amend its constitution barring

these parties from entering can-

didates in the annual elections.

The amendment will be posted

for 10 days, and five days later

will be in effect unless there is

some protest.

New Brunswick premier Louis

Robichaud who attended the Na-

tional Liberal Rally said last

night in Ottawa that if there was

such a ban, he did not think it

was feasible. If there was a ban,

he said, "it is extremely bad, and

it will be rectified."

Fred Livingston, Canadian

Unversity Liberal Federal Vice-

president also attending the rally

stated that "such an arbitrary

action on the part of the students'

council, tends to throttle the uni-

versity student insofar as his

political ideas are concerned."

He said it was from the univer-

sity political groups that "much

needed political reforms have

been obtained."

Banishment came about during

a closed meeting when a report

was read in which charges of in-

timidation and hinderance were

laid against the student politi-

cans. It took place at about the

same time as the national Liberal

leaders were praising the univer-

sity liberals for their contribu-

tion to the rally, and their con-

structive influence on the federal

party.

The brief also stated-that poli-

tical parties are "harming the

model parliament," and that the

student politicans are "not inter-

ested in making the model parlia-

ment a success, but rather in get-

ting as many as possible of their

own candidates elected for the

advancement and prestige of the

national and provincial parties."

PATT0NS CLCANERS
DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDERING

In by 10:00 a.m.; Out by 5:00 p.m.

TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE
The Nicest Cleaning In Town

349 PRINCESS STREET DIAL LI 8-4292

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

From Dinosaurs to Scotsmen — so went the Snow Scul
of SNOWBALL. Above and on page 5 won Honourable

MenH
'

SI6NDCST

Students who are interested in learning of the many career oppor-

tunities in the Sales, Actuarial, Investment, Claims, or Underwriting
divisions of a life insurance organization, or in Administration, are
invited to discuss details with

G. T. HARRIS, Superintendent of Agencies

and

D. E. WEAVER, F.L.M.I., Assistant Comptroller

who will be visiting the University on

Friday, JANUARY 20th
Please refer to the Placement Office for further details

These representatives of Head Office will be pleased to answer any
questions you may have regarding the scope and nature of positions
available to university graduates, remuneration, and the operations of
the company. Literature will also be available.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

OF CANADA
HEAD OFFICE, WATERLOO, ONTARIO

Tuesday:

Art at Noon: 12:30-1 :30. Prof. Bieler:

Comments on the Exhibition.

The Engineering Glee Club will hold
practice in Clark Hall 7:00 p.m. All
arc urged to come out as these prac-

tices will prove important to shows in

the future.

Worship Service: 4:45. Morgan Cha-
pel. Led this week by the Canterbury
Club. All students invited.

Whiteface Skiers: Pay remainder of

expenses from 6-8 p.m. at ticket booth.

Lecture: "Education in the Soviet
Union by Mr. Krassilnikov, Cultural

Attache of the Russian Embassy al

7:30 p.m. in Room 227 Ellis Hall. This
lecture is sponsored by the Classics

Club. All are invited to attend.

Wednesday:

Q.C.F.: Weekly Study Group at

14:45 p.m. in the Biology Lecture room
of the Old Arts Building. George Bush
will speak on "Worship". Everyone is

welcome.

United Nations Club: 6:00 p.m.
Students' Union. Room to be announ-
ced.

Art at Noon: 12:30-1 :30. Robert Ait-
ken, Flautist.

Bridge Club: 7:00 p.m. in the Co-ed
Lounge of the Union.

S.C.M. Evening Prayer Service:
Morgan Memorial Chapel, 6:45. Every-
body welcome.

S.C.M. Cabinet Meeting: 7:00 p.m.,
Seminar Room, Old Arts Building.

Bible Study: Has Christianity a Fu-
ture? Led by Art Veldhus, 4:30, Theo-

logical Seminar Room, Old >\ r , n
ing. Everybody invited.

'

Thursday:

Math and Physics Club 1 r
of the Physics Building at 7-30^ J)

1

G. N. Whyte will speak on "V?M
Reactors". Everybody welcome' H
Art at Noon: 12:30-1:30. Eli„i I

Stevens, Soprano. Elizabeth ,,7
;

Piano.

Band: Mr. Edouard Bartlett of
Music Department would like to K
all Bandsmen interested in weekly
hearsals for the remainder of the v
at 6:30. Bring your instrument

i|

would like to sit in on orchesin „H
ticc at 7:00. "™
Math and Physics Club: Film ori fo |

diation at 12:45 in room 101 Xtw \ \

Building.

Kingston Centre, Royal Astror,osj.|

cal Society of Canada orcaHizj.,. -J
meeting in Room 221 Ellis Hall a | ;,r,|

p.m. Dr. A. V. Douglas, somtiirj
Dean of Women of Queer's, a p!S) f
president of the R.A.S.C. will gjy^L
illustrated address on Telescopes
the Universe they reveal.

Bible Study: Basic Christian DwirJ
ne on Nature of God and Man, I'ijl

p.m. Lunch will he available (or &l
at 12:00, Room 102 of the New ^1
Building.

Arts '62: Due to the Dunning Ttwl
Lectures the General Year M«li:||

has been changed from Feb. 7 as mj|
announced in the newsletter to Feb tl

at 7:30 p.m. in the Biology Ltciett|

Room.

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT
CHAR — BROILED RIBBED STEAK

$1 POTATOE
BISCUITS

SALAD

BEVERAGE

Tfe SW^t well cqatppwi

PHYSICAL EDUCATION...

Assorted

Spfints

The student well equipped for

keeping in financial shape exercises

regularly by walking into

a branch of the B ofM carrying

a B of M Savings Passbook.

Bank of Montreal
Kingston Main Office, 297 King St. E., at the Market:

T. R. FRANCIS, Manager
Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:

WILLIAM F. CRONIN, Manager
Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch

WILLIAM BARRY, Manager
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faculty Thumps Levanites

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

prjday
night the "Ferocious

jty" led by "Lovable" Lav-

defeated the hefty Lcvanite
'

alll in a game of broomball at

,'he J
ock Harty Arena "

^-|,e following are a tew notes

[jiat
this reporter hastily scrib-

bled
during this exciting game:

a) The game started off with

bang when Hard Rock Jolliffe

executed a fine shot and found

jjjniself flat on his back.

jj) A frisky Levanite stole a

"Ferocious Faculty" member's

liat and was chased down the ice.

c )
Lovable Laverty attacked a

^evanite and took the gate.

(I) Lovable returned to score

a fine goal.

e ) Too many Ferocious Facul-

oll the ice

;

f)
Walloppmg Whalley takes

the gate as well, (the gate has

not yet been found).

g) Levanite made a fine goal

lUucli to Lovable's dismay.

h) Levana put on the pressure

and the Faculty scored.

i) Goal disallowed—time had

run out.

j) Whallopping Whalley took

a wicked shot at a roll of toilet

paper.

k) The score at the end of the

first period was 1-1,

1) Johnny Bullnier surrenders

the ball.

ni) Wicked Weir entered pen-

alty box after tripping Hefty

Levanite.

n) Hard Rock Jolliffe accom-

plished a brilliant defensive play

— fell again.

o) Several Levanite goal ten-

ders displayed commendable in-

genuity by turning their goal

around.

p) Ferocious found great dif-

ficulty in trying to score.

q) Lovable attacked mass ofLevamtes- single handed- andtacked the ball down the ice in
frustration.

0 Lovable made a fi„e break-away a few mjniItes !ater

eak

finally scored.

si Levana desperate.

t> The game ended with the-re at 2-1 for the Feroc

™
Acuity. The three stars were-

1. Hard Rock Jolliffe

2. Lovable Laverty
3. Keen Dean Ettinger.

Pickersgill To
Visit Queen's

On Saturday. Jan. 14. the

Queen's Liberal Party elected

Hon "Rubby" MacGregor as
liieir leader for the forthcoming
Model Parliament Campaign.

Following his election, the new
leader announced that J. W.
Pickersgill, MP, will visit Queen's
next Friday and Saturday. Mr.
Pickersgill will be meeting as
many students as possible on
campus during his two-day stay.

On Thursday evening. Dr. John
Deutsch of the Queen's Econom-
1CS Department will discuss cur-

rent Canadian Economic prob-
es with particular reference to
^terna] trade, at an open meet-
,ng of the Liberal Party. Watch
^mpus bulletin boards for de-

SEEK BRIDGE FANS

FOR TOURNAMENT

The Inter-university bridge
tournament will be

"

held at
Queen's on March 3.

In the next six weeks, the
Queen's Duplicate Bridge Club
will pick, in an open tournament,
two teams of four to represent
the university. All interested
Bridge-players at Queen's are in-
vited to attend the weekly bridge-
playing meetings held every
Wednesday evenings from 7-

10:30 p.m. in the Lower Common
Room of the Union.

While not a good opportunity
to learn to play it is a good
chance for the average bridge

fiend to improve his (or her)

game. For the experts, it is a
chance to represent Queen's in

the Tournament and "beat the

experts" from other Universities.

No knowledge of Duplicate

Bridge is necessary, and there is

no obligation to attend the ses-

sions, unless you hope to be on

one of the teams. However, it is

advised that players come in

teams of two.

R. Hopkinson
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Debaters Look For A Coach

CFRC
Thursday:

6:30—Speak Sofily

7:00-Tlie Sound of Music

7:J0—Calendar and Program nit
Highlights

7:35~Mardi Time
8:00—Show Music — South Pacific

8;J0—Studio Theatre — Gieglund
One Man In His Time

9:01)—The Living Classics
Bach — The Well Tempered

Clavier

Beethoven — Sonata No. 3
Schubert — Ro.sammide
Mendelssohn — Concerto No. 2
Debussy — 3 Nocturnes

11:00—Music for Modern?

One result of the recent debat-
ing tournament held at Queen's
was a decision to give debators
better training. This came about
at the suggestion of one of the
faculty judges, that Queen's
should have a debating coach,
and partly from the excellence of
the judges' constructive criti-

cisms. While we are never hesi-

tant to employ the Faculties' ser-

vices in debates of a higher qual-
ity, it would be a step in the
right direction if we had a coach
to help an inexperienced debator
attain the higher standards. If

any of the faculty are interested,

would they please contact Peter
Gallop.

The campus is in for more
"high quality" debating this

week-end when Inter-University

Debating League competition

UN Club Needs

McGill Reps.

Delegates are wanted by the

Queen's United Nations Club to

attend the McGill Model United
Nations Feb. 4-6. Applications

should be sent to the President

of the Queen's United Nations
Club at the Post Office, and
should be submitted before Fri-

day, Jan. 20. All expenses of

delegates will be borne by the

United Nations Club.

gets underway with Queen's tak-

ing on Osgoode Hall on Friday
and Varsity on Saturday (the

topic — Neutralism).

Other inter-collegiate debating

will be at McGill in February
(Risk atomic war or surrender to

the Communist), R.M.C. (on Di-

vorce) and at C.M.R. for those

who are bilingual. Those inter-

ested in competing for Queen's
should contact Mike Matthews
(2-6401).

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

First New Party
MP Speaking Here

By Sylvia Darby
Walter Pitman, MP for Peter-

borough and Canada's first Par-

liamentary representative of the

New Party, will speak in F.llis

Hall Wednesday, January 25 at

8 P.M.

In Peterborough a generation

grew up hearing that whoever
was nominated by the Conserva-

tives would win the leection, but

on October 31. 1960 Mr. Pitman

created the biggest upset in the

riding's history since 1919. This

upset was partially due to the

6,000 unemployed in a city of

40,000 and to his active mind and

deep convictions.

A former history teacher, he

is an idealist commenting upon

controversial subjects, criticizing

Classified

Quiet, comfortable room to be had,

hard by the Campus. Apply Mrs. B.

F. Poe, 172 Karl St.. LI 6-6569.

Writer.

Everyone interested in writing poe-
try or prose urged to attend the Wri-
ter's Workshop, Thursday, Jan. 19 in

the Committee Room I of the Stud-
ents' Union. Don't be shy, bring what
you've written recently.

Lost

Two notebooks with Psychology
Iprinre notes. Left in Grant Hall at

Christmas Exam. Please Contact Nelt

Campbell, Local -184 if found. Thanfc

you.

Residence Applications 1961-62

Application forms for the men's
residences for the 1961-62 session for

upperclassnicti arc now available, and
may lie obtained front the hall porters

of each residence and from the bus-
iness office, Leonard Hail. Applications

must be handed in to the business of-

fice before January 28th.

objective tests in history and ad-

vocating a slow evolution of in-

ternationalism with a careful

hand at the helm. Understanding,

he believes, cannot turn the world

in a year or two.

Mr. Pitman in December aired

his views on unemployment. "It

is only through re-training that

the unemployed will solve their

problems when they feel that

once again they can make a use-

ful contribution to the commun-
ity where they live." He said that

he hoped vocational training will

reach new heights of acceptabil-

ity and suggested that vocational

schools be used from four o'clock

in the afternoon till seven or

eight o'clock at night.

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 8 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails'

'ails as to time and place.

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

' PINS • RINGS

• BRACELETS

Choose your class pin or

school insignia from a com-

plete stock in sterling or

gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
JEWELLERS

168 PRINCESS ST.
DIAL LI 6-2261

8°OKSHOP U Montr.aJ St.

The Civil Service Commission of Canada

invites applications for the positions of

DIRECTORS OF STUDIES
FOR

CANADIAN SERVICES COLLEGES

ROYAL ROADS
Victoria, B.C.

SALARY - Up to $12,500

COLLEGE MILITAIRE ROYAL DE SAINT-JEAN

St. \ean, P.12-

SALARY — Up to $13,500

^rvire Colleges and the above positions,

For detads to the;

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,UVI
OTTAWA, ONTARIO

ond ask for Information C.rcinV|lJ025A_

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

with

Mobil Oil of Canada, Ltd

ON JANUARY 18th and 19th

Company Representatives Will Interview

Graduate, Senior And Junior Year Students

Interested In Careers In

GEOLOGY

GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING

PETROLEUM AND PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

There Are Openings For Regular Employment In All Categories

And For Summer Employment In Geological

And Geophysical Engineering

INTERVIEWS ARE BEING SCHEDULED THROUGH

THE PLACEMENT BUREAU OF THE UNIVERSITY

Mobil
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LANCERS DROP GOLDEN GAELS 77-53
Levana News

Queen's vs McGill

A battery of Queen's gals'

teams travelled to Montreal this

weekend for a playday with teams

from McGill University. Making

up the Tricolor stronghold were

and volleyball teams and the

Intermediate and Intercollegiate

basketball teams.

The intercollegiate badminton

team of Jessie Wallace, Marg
Benson, Mary Welsh, and Heath-

er Beers completely swamped the

Red and White winning all cate-

gories—first singles second, sec-

ond singles and doubles. The In-

termediate B-ball team shone—

a

credit to their experience playing

in the Stu-Y Hosken League

locally. Their game ended in a

31-12 victory.

Both Intercollegiate volleyball

and basketball teams suffered

losses at the hands of the McGill

gals, but the scores were close

ones and there is much potential

strength on the teams which

should make them a real threat

in the future.

Archery

The intramural indoor archery

tournament finished last Friday

with a flurry of arrows in the

gymnasium gallery. The winner,

Gail Mewhinnery, '63 came up
with a score of 202. Second place

went to Nancy Chapman, PHE
'62, scoring 186 and third place to

Leith Henderson PHE '62 with

179.

This weekend Queen's hosts

the Women's Intercollegiate In-

door Archery Tournament for

U of T, McMaster, McGill, OAC,
and Western in the gymnasium
from 9:00 to 4:00 p.m.

By Richard Segee

The Queen's Intercollegiate Basketball team opened its regu i

season Saturday night losing to the Assumption Lancers 53 (o

in the Queen's Gym. In the preliminary game, the In termed;
'

Gaels downed RMC 39 to 31.

The advantage which Assumption held by having a team
,

has played together for a year or more was evident from the openj

whistle. They took the ball from the jump and racked up the openj^
two points, But the Gaels were not long in answering as Den

^

Bozic, Mike Jackson, Bob Laughton and crew matched the Lanc^
point for point during the first ten minutes.

As the first half wore on, As-

Shown here is fleet-footed Rudy Gall, (right- hand side) the bal carrier who turned out to be a

real mudder in Saturday's Toilet Bowl game. Gall, who scored one Civil touch-down, is being chased I

by Jim Alsop (48) and several other unidentified Electricals. The boys in the background are wait

ing for a pop break.

WHITEFACE
FINAL

WHITEFACE DEPOSIT

TUESDAY, JANUARY 17th

6 - 8 P.M.

UNION TICKET OFFICE

The final Whiteface Deposit

must be paid on Tuesday, Janu-

ary 17 from 6-8 p.m. at the Union
ticket office. For all those who
have paid the initial $5.00 deposit

the final payment due is $17.50.

Please be ready to tell us if you
are going by bus or car; and who
you would like to room with.

If you have not paid the initial

deposit, but have your name on
the list, Please bring the full

$22.50. If you would like a re-

fund of your $5.00, bring your
receipt. This will be your only

chance, so if you will not be able

to make it, send your payment
along with a friend.

1 W. Pickerskill , (Liberal), under the

auspices of the Queen's Liberal Club,

will be visiting Queen's, January 20-21.

The Queen's Socialist Club have in-

vited Wolter Pitman (New Party) to

speak at Ellis Hall, January 18th at

8:00 p.m.

The Classics Club is sponsoring a
lecture today by Mr. Krassilnikov, Cut-
rural Attache of the Russian Embassy.
Me will talk on "Education in the Soviet
Union" at 7:30 p.m. in room 227 of

Ellis Hall.

Dr. C. N. Whyfe will speak on "Nu-
clear Reactors" at the Moth and Phy-
sics Club meeting at 7:30 p.m. Thurs-
day in room 314 of the Physics Building.

the MILDEST
BEST-TASTING

CIGARETTE

Civils-Mechs Win Bowl Games

By Rick Malt

There were no T.V. cameras present. Bevies of beauties in

short skirts did not parade around the Outer Field. No flowery

floats were constructed. But the epic courage nnd ultimate daring

of Science '61 gridders, exhibited in two interdepartmental touch

football games, helped make Queen's own 285th annual Toilet Bowl
the major football event of the year.

In the first game, Civil edged Electrical 12-0, while Mechanical

steamrolled to a 8-0 triumph over Chemical in the second tilt.

Civil quarterbacks Gord Reid

and Wilf Kangas starred for the

victors. They threw touchdown
passes, to Rudy Gall and Dave
Sneddon, and time and again

came up with the clutch play.

Reid probably executed the most
sensational effort of the game
when he faded back to pass,

eluded two onrushing linemen,

ran to his left, ran to his right,

ran to his left, leaped into the

air and fired a long spiral pass

40 yards downfield. Unfortunate-

ly, no-one was within 15 yards of

the ball.

Besides scoring a touchdown, the

lanky Gall sprinted for two con-

secutive 30-yard runs—both laterally

across the field, gaining a net

yardage of minus 3.

Big Mike Woolgar shone at the

centre linebacker slot for the losers.

Woolgar's finest hour came after

the game had ended, when he took

on the entire Civil squad in a

snowball fight, and managed to

emerge alive.

Diminutive Charlie Hawse (no
relation to Charlie Horse ) came up

with the supreme effort to score the

only touchdown in the second fixture

and lead Mechanical to victory.

Climaxing a long march down-field

on the strength of signal caller

Kevin Hogan's passing arm, Howse
deked three defenders and coolly

sprinted across the Chemical goal

line. He wasn't at all disturbed

when he discovered he had forgotten

the ball—Howse merely spun around

and picked off Hogan's bullet end-

over-end TD pass.

Mechanical's remaining points
I

came on the pass conversion of

,

Howse's T.D., good for two points.

!

Chenl. quarterback Carl Reid i

mixed up his plays well, showed

'

dazzling speed and veteran coolness

—during the pre-game warmup.
During the game itself, well . . .

After the tilt, Hogan disclosed

that he had been offered a no-

cut contract with the Etobicoke
Tarantulas for the 1961-62 sea-

son. Stu Watt admitted that he
had signed with Slenderella Re-
ducing Studios as a model for

"Before" pictures.

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
SSURANCE COMPANY
of CANADA

HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO

ESTABLISHED !OS»

K1NCSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. - TEL. LI 6-1405
BRANCH MANAGER — A. E. NELSON, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.—Res. LI 8-4552
K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.—Res. LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.L.U._Rts. LI 2-7602
M. EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER - RES. LI 6-2170

sumption opened the gap and

were holding an 11 point margin

at half time. The second half

proved to be a different story

and Coach Bisatti's Lancers could

do no wrong. Although the Tri

color played good ball, they were

unable to overcome this lead and

Assumption led by the scoring

trio of Ran. Dunnion and Graham

pushed their lead to a 77-53 vic-

tory.

Denny Bozic played his best

game of the young season for

Queen's netting 1 1 points. His

fight under the backboards, dri-

ves, and play starting were signs

of a good basketball player.

Mike Jackson playing his first

league game with the Gaels,

showed a lot of promise by net-

ting 8 points, while keeping the

fans on the edge of their seats

with a few Goose Tatum tricks.

Lloyd Budgell, returning after a

year's absence, contributed 8 also,

and looks to be returning to his

former condition.

Fred Reilly starting his first

year at Queen's is the brightest

star to appear on the Golden

courts in several years. His play-

making ability, rebounding, and
shooting seem to promise for big

things in future games.

Top scorers for Assumption
were Rich Ran, Pat Dunnion, and

Ron Graham with 22, 18, and 16

points respectively.

The Intermediates were able to

keep the evening from becoming
a total loss as they outplayed and
outscored RMC. Both halves be-

longed to Queen's, as they stret-

ched their thin 4-point lead at the

tin-

half to S points by the end of

game.

Although a low-scoring
gam ,

the fans certainly were not d- sap.

pointed. It took most of the fj

quarter for both teams to
gj t

organized and as a result |U
quarter ended 7 to S for Queen'
After this initial organija tj0

they played good basketball.
J acl

!

McMurdo and Ted Norland
scored half Queen's points as the,-

collected 10 and 9 points respect-

ively.

Both games were played to a
packed house and the fans had an

opportunity to watch two well co-

ordiuated games.

Future games:

Wednesday, January 18

Game time 6:30 p.m.

Queen's Intermediates and Gaels

vs. McGill

Friday, January 20

Game time 6:30 p.m.

Queen's Intermediate vs. Brock-

ville

Queen's Gaels vs. McMaster
Queen's Gaels (53)

:

Bozic 11, Jackson 8, Budgell 8,

Reilly 6, Rasporich 5, Stone 4,

Dowden 4, Baisbeck 2, Warda 2,

Laughton 2, Stewart I, Allen.

Assumption Lancers (77)

:

Ran 22. Dunnion 18, Graham 16,

Girard 10, Marotta 4, Szeman 4,

Garinger 3, Steel, Volpe, Pepper.

Queen's Intermediates (39)

:

McMurdo 10, Norland 9, Sorrie

7, White 6, Angi 5, Shea 2. Wynd,

Pincock, Nicholson, Orazietti.

RMC (31):

Alden 10, Donaldson 9, Hndon

4, Murata 2, East 2, Furlong 2,

Walt 2, Cole, Massin, Hopkins

Boyclmck, Hass.

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In oil your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-

dering requirements our store at 314 Barrie Street

near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same Day Service on Request

in by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
FLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE
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jCapone And The Boys Say

"Dance Tonight - To Morrow!"
)

vas early one Friday even-
ln January when a black

H1 smashed through a barri-
¥ at the U.S. - Canadian bor-

' successfully crossed the In-

t

".
I0ial Bridge, and rolled

'he darkness along the

ft| Jj

feur-laned highway.
I

Lapone leaned back, lit a

and

1

"''!
•

relaxed
-
0nce agai".

Ec.. .

ll!s boys" had been suc-
"n evading: Elliot Ness and

u

«

Jouctaabiea after a frantic

lt lt e m°
118,1 Michigan, across

fesaf *
York 311(1 even t«al-

Poon ,

Y across tlle border.

' tUmkr
bl,lletPr°of Buick

kv g ncross the LaSalle

'WT
antI into an Easter»

slecu '
llsl,al|y noted for

'Mack
tranc

luility and illfa-

\ n

° f exciternent.

mo
5ph

night was different! An
Cre °f jubilation and re-

velry, mingling with the faint

perfume of bathtub gin, pervad-

ed the usually musty Kingston

air.

Gaily bedecked flappers and

their elegant but slightly potted

escorts seemed to be everywhere.

Being in a somewhat jubilant

mood himself, and wishing to

celebrate his recent victory, Af

ordered his chauffeur, Lucky

Luciano, to stop the car. Sum-

moning a nearby member of

"Kingston's finest", Al defiantly

butted his cigar on the con-

stables' nose, grabbed him by

the collar, lifted him a few inches

off the pavement, and inquired

politely, "What the hell is all the

excitement about, punk?"

Thinking Al to be just another

overexuberant Queen'sman and

ignoring his smouldering nose,

the officer calmly informed Al

that the ARTS FORMAL, "'61

Skidoo". was about to begin at

Grant Hall.

That was enough for Al and

the boys. After visiting the local

bootlegger and making a quick

stop at the local "house" (Chown

Hall), to pick up a few "molls",

they rolled up to the door of

Grant Hall, where they were

greeted cordially by the doorman.

Then, after butting his cigar in

the usual manner, much to the

chagrin of the doorman, Al and

1 the mob made their way into the

hall, trampling the receiving line

in the process, and found them-

selves "back home" in Chicago.

Recovering from their amaze-

ment, the mob quickly dispersed

themselves through the crowd

with an eye to "casing the joint".

Muggsy Maloney checked the

local pawnshop, spent a few

minutes in the smoky interior of

an intimate little cafe but finally

decided on the grocery store as

an easy mark for the next job.

Fingers Flanagan slipped into

the glittering dance hall with its

marathon dancers, Charleston

contests and blaring Dixieland

band. After a few whirls around

the floor, he left and made his

way to the political rally taking

place down the street. Fingers

cared little whether Calvin Cool-

idge won the nomination or not,

but was interested in the bulging

hip pockets of the spectators.

A new-car showroom caught

Al's eye and he seriously consid-

ered trading in the Buick on a

new Maxwell, but his thoughts

were distracted by the scraping

voice of the barker in front of

the vaudeville theatre.

Suddenly fifteen tough-looking

characters drove up in a Stutz

roadster. Al's first thought was

that it was Ness and the Feds

aeain, but when he saw them

"Joe Sent Me

1 unloading an assortment of black

cases resembling those used to

carry musical instruments, he

had visions of a rival mob mov-

ing in, and his hand went in-

stinctively to his shoulder hol-

ster. However, when saxophones,

trombones and clarinets were

produced instead of the expected

tommyguns, the boys breathed

easily again.

Then the air was filled with

the full vibrant sounds of the

magnificant Buddy Morrow or-

chestra, and the streets came alive

with more gangsters and their

flapper molls in a dance mara-

thon which was to last until the

wee hours of the morning.

Just watching all this physical

exertion brought a dry tickle to

Al's throat, so, after rounding up

the boys, he slipped through the

(See Capone, Page 6)
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Sleepless Elephants
University courses are supposed to be interesting as well as

instructive, but all too often they arc intolerably dull. Now there are

doubtless many reasons for this deplorable situation ; 1 should like to

suggest one that seems especially obvious.

What I have in mind is the failure to exploit the humour which

is inherent in the subject matter taught. This is particularly true of

courses in history and philosophy, since in these fields human nature

counts for a great deal. Human nature is delightfully erratic, and

even the greatest men have said and done things which could

brighten many a dreary lecture.

Let me give a few examples. One could start witli Pythagoras,

who is known to students solely for his famous theorem in geome-

try- This is very unfortunate, since only half of Pythagoras was
mathematical, the other half being mystical, He founded a new reli-

gion, with a strict set of commandments, among which were "Thou

shalt not eat beans" and "Thou shalt not walk on highways".

The opinions of great men on marriage and morals have often

been a source of humour. Leibniz, for example, was too stingy to

spend money on wedding presents, so he always gave free advice

instead. In particular, he advised brides not to give up washing
themselves just because they had caught husbands. Tolstoy, after

producing nine children, came to the conclusion that all sexual inter-

course is evil. However, one must suppose that he had little hope

of reforming the sinfulness of mankind, since he kept turning out

novels for future generations of readers.

Egotism is naturally an inexhaustible source of humour, After

the battle of Waterloo the Duke of Wellington commented: "It

was a damned nice thing. J do believe if I had not been there we
should not have won". The philosopher Herbert Spencer, asked why
there were no wrinkles in his forehead, replied : "I have never been
puzzled". Such examples could be multiplied ad lib. Spencer, by the

way, is also memorable for a comment he wrote in his diary after

seeing Niagara Falls: "Much what I expected".

Philosophers are generally regarded as paragons of wisdom
and learning, but that does not in the least deter them from uttering

delightfully nonsensical opinions. By all odds the best illustration

of this is Aristotle. For example, I have heard it suggested face-

tiously that more babies are conceived in the winter than in the

summer, but it was left for Aristotle to maintain that this must be the
case, his reason being that in the winter the wind is from the north.

He also held that the blood of women is blacker than that of men,
that women have fewer teeth than men. and that only pigs get
measles. And he further maintained that the best cure for an
elephant suffering from insomnia is to rub its shoulders with salt,

olive oil and warm water. I should hesitate to question the wisdom
of this latter assertion, never having had occasion to test it, but
the other opinions 1 have quoted do seem of dubious merit. Aristotle,
by the way, is ranked second only to St. Thomas Aquinas as official

philosopher of the Catholic Church.

Plato is another philosopher who is generally considered wiser
than he really was. After all, in just one book he explicitly advocates
infanticide, communism, censorship of literature, suppression of
music, and a rigid class system, all of which are supposed to produce
a society in which everybody will be happy. Like Aristotle, he is

guilty of an occasional ludicrous remark, such as the assertion that
men who do not seek wisdom in this life will suffer the horrible fate
of being born again as women.

Many a great man in history is occasionally to be caught looking
rather foolish. There is a story about Napoleon to the effect that,
on the night of his wedding to Josephine, he was about to get into
bed when her pet dog bit him severely in the calf. Whether or not
the worthy beast was registering a protest, one can only speculate.
And then there was the time Julius Caesar broke a ban on the
reading of speeches in the Roman Senate by reading to that distin-
guished body not a document of great public significance, but a
love-letter he had received from Brutus' mother.

Needless to say, these are only a few of the countless personal
glimpses which could and should plav a more important role in edu-
cation than they do. Nnot only are they valuable as comic relief, as I
suggested at the beginning, but they can have other useful functions
as well. They may, for example, reduce to his proper size a figure
like Aristotle or Napoleon whom we would otherwise tend to over-
estimate. Again, they may help to correct the unfortunate tendency
to underrate the vital part played by the individual in history. And
most of all, these humourous sidelights help us to realize that the
great men of the past actually lived, and had the human qualities,
including foolishness, that are common to us all.

WHO IS THIS *tA\CKEY' VOU'VE

Remarks Upon Our

Ladies
9

Auxiliary
By Sandy Bryce*

During the past year the hither-

to moribund Arts-Levana Com-

mittee has been studying the ques-

tion of the position of women
students in Arts with respect to

the Arts Society. It is a pity that

there has been so little public

interest shown in the issue now
before the committee, since only

the rigourous light of an informed

public opinion can keep such issues

alive when their opponents manage

to shelve them in committees such

as the one mentioned above, If

students are to be worthy of the

privileges entrusted to them in

this supposedly democratic uni-

versity, they must ever be

ready, aye ready to ferret out

attempts like this to shove im-

portant questions under the rug

of Reactionary Conservatism.

The present consideration of the

subject is due to the initiative of

Bob Hornal, who raised it in a

letter to the editor this autumn.

He proposed that since women
students in Arts were as much Arts

students as men were, they should

not be denied participation in the

activities of the Arts Society and

hence should be admitted to

membership in the society. Levana
would remain as an association to

orgnize functions of interest and
benefit to all women students, and
to represent their special interests

in those fields which require it.

This is the function which is filled

by the undergraduate women's
associations in most other univer-

sities.

While it is true that this alone
is no good reason for following

the practice, I doubt there are

many at Queen's who would defend

the present unique position of

Levana, which was founded as a

sort of suffragette movement to

advance women's rights within the

university, and today resembles
nothing so much as those main-
women's auxiliaries which exist on
the implicit assumption of the

inability of women to compete with
men.

The arguments generally ad-
vanced against the entrance of

women to the Arts Society are
generally put forth either by those
who react with horror to any
'No relation lo the nefarious
Cuddles Brycc who darkened these
columns one year ago.

change in the existing stains quo,

or by those who have developed a

vested interest in one of the two

societies concerned, and are suffer-

ing from the disease of empire-

building. Since these are the types

of people that usually are found

on such organs as the Arts-Levana

committee, the general student

body should be alert to any attempt

by this body to kill the issue off

without the plebescite which is

necessary in order to settle it.

Without attempting, in the short

space available here, to give an

account of all the arguments pro

and con. there are several points

which 1 feel are worth mentioning.

First, when lady members are ad-

mitted to the Engineering Society

and the Aesculapean Society and

suffer no disadvantage within these

bodies on account of their sex,

surely there is no reason to believe

that disaster would ensue if the

practice were extended to the Arts

Society. Secondly, if it was felt

necessary, Levana could continue

to have representation on the

A MS, to represent the special

interests of women students.
Finally, it must be noted that

while women students in Arts may
attend some of the public functions

the Arts Society sponsors, they

are now denied the opportunity of

directly participating in the direc-

tion of those activities.

It is a sign of maturity and good
sense to be willing to change our
traditional institutions so as to

make them more equitable and
effective in action. Let us hope we
can make the effort.

Holiday
It has been agreed to cancel

classes on Saturday morning,

January 21, under the ar-

rangement between the

Faculty of Arts and Science

and the Arts Society which

permits one holiday in each

term, the date to be selected

by the students.

Classes will meet as usual

on Friday. January 19 and
Monday, January 23.

Jean I. Royce,

Registrar

Queen's University,

lanuarv 16, 1961.

from The Dean . . .

Of the jour {acuities at Queen's,

the Faculty of Arts and Science

is the largest, (Other superlative

terms have been applied to it which

modesty forbids me to mention;

about this one there can be no

argument !) The sise of the fac-

Ulty, however, does make it diffi-

cult for me to get to know the

students in the faculty as well as I

should like. The opportunity of

meeting large numbers of you in-

formally at the Arts Formal (if I

may so express it) is therefore all

the more zvelconic and I look for-

ward to this occasion with great

pleasure.

The imaginative character of the decorations, the d\gnu^
relaxed way in which the proceedings arc conducted, and

j;,

corporate spirit underlying the work ivhich goes to make
possif,]

'

a gala occasion have all greatly impressed me.

This is the moment to turn, for a brief period of pleasant rela

away from your struggles with differential calculus, objective con
for works of art, excited ensymes, consumption functions, gra»'^

and semantic intricacies, transcendental deductions, and all (/,,

'

intellectual complexities which give such sest to your working/

The eternal verities, just because they are eternal, will be u.,;^

again on Monday morning.

I am very grateful for this opportunity of zvishhig y 0ll a\\

enjoyable week-end and all success hi the future.

A- S. C. Du[1

from The Convenor ,

// is my privilege to convey best

zuishes for a successful evening to

all those zvho are to be in atten-

dance tonight at the Arts Formal,

"'61 Skidoo." 1 ^|Bj||^K ^SmMN-

The decorations which support

our theme will take you back

almost four decades to the days of

the Prohibition area. The turbu-

lent hventies will come alive to the

dance-band of Buddy Morrotv and

his "Night Train" Orchestra.
Nothing has been spared to en-

hance this evening's entertainment.

1 zvish to thank all the members of the Formal Committee wJ]

others, who unselfishly gave of their time in order to bring

" '61 Skidoo." Gavin Wy!

From Stiot Hess . . .

Crime is a five letter word. This

has been proved time and time

again. Within the next few months

many of you zvill be released from

the sheltering walls of the V niversity

wearing black garb provided by the

institution and carrying your zvorldly

wealth in Tech Supply credil cards.

The outside zvorld which you will

encounter is a harsh one filled with

cheap war surplus goods, numbered
oil paintings and expensive haircuts.

Your hours will no longer be

filled with coffee shop discussions

of the merits of presidential golf,

noon hour billiards, and brozvsing,

etc. in the library stacks. This is

the land of John not of Jean.

So remember ! Crime is not a four letter zvord but i

does have some attraction. Mother alw-ays used to say the

bumped her off.
Eli"'

Noted Artsma"

Bites The Dust

TORONTO, Jan-

distinguished member o

has bit the dust after a

end here. This gentl^['[(i

long critic cf the attitude

will now leave his ***^|
search to his many fo]0
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AFTER THE FORMAL
- A Blank Play In Verse

. .
there may be a wild poetry about beine ranerf >.

(The scene: The bedroom of a Kingston ; '
'

ot s

(

arty are heard frora w,.ho„t, L l^T^'tl
HE: Without things poetic

Life is pathetic,

Prosaic, ascetic . .

.

Uhhh
. . . let's get poetic!

SHE: Your urgings prophetic
To mergingj athletic

I find quite emetic

Instead of poetic

HE: But what I propose is poetry wild .

SHE: Stop looking like that, you idiot child'

(There follows a brief indecisive struggle. The" door of the
room opens, and a stranger blunders in.)

me

Stranger: Urggh! Excuse me, I thought this was the cloak-
room.

"... but there is nothing whatever to be said for being embar
rassed . .

Larry Deansley

COMPROMISE
"Know the truth and the truth shall make you free!"

Said the tortured, young Outsider to the enamoured mob.

But the kingdom within them withered, they just got on with the job
And proceeded to build the greatest lie in history.

Kevin Pewter

:===iH5S£lARTS JOURNAL

ill
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7VS-G.M" lO'S

(Reprinted from Tome)
"I've always thought there was

something fishy about those guvs"
excised the international pice'
lover Barry Goldbrick, as he con-
cluded a 4/2-day denunciation of
^nada. Senator Goldbrick, a pro-
gress^ chap who continually
astounds the world with his peace
measures, had just completed a
">ad tnp to East Asia offering the
Amencan way of life in return for
permission to set up "a little missile
base. Upon hearing that Queen's
University, a small college in quiet
Kmgston (in rural Canada), not
only had no fraternities or sorori-
ties on campus but further, forbade
their establishment, the Senator
threatened economic san e ti on s
against our neighbour to the north
for encouraging Communism on
our continent.

"Where frats, a wonderfully
American institution, are not al-
lowed, then Communism flourishes.
Why IA-e subpoenaed the Queen's
administration to appear before the
sub-sub-committee on Unamerican
Activities in Foreign Parts of the
World, and if that doesn't yield
results we'll cut off diplomatic
relations. A lot of Anti-American
resentment has been found in free
thinking schools and this has got
to stop."

When reminded that Canada
supplies many strategic materials to
the U.S., Goldbrick launched a
wider attack, "All the better to
bring them to their knees. Every-
one knows that Russian and Red
Chinese trade delegations have
been received in that country.

They arc obviously Communist-
dominated. If we cut off their

trade, they will have to give in.

Why, right now we are furthering
the cause of freedom by suporting
anti-government movements. We
must not give one inch of our
territory up to the enemy, no
matter if it j s ru ied by a govern-
ment supported by the people."

In pointing out that some Cana-
dians advocated excess profit taxes
on what they called American
exploitations, the Senator explod-
ed. "All these damn primitives
are the same. We move in, put a
country on its feet and right away
some local communist agitator

starts screaming Yankee imperial-

ism. Why, where would the

country be without us?"

When told that some Canadians
wished to find out exactly where
their country would be, Goldbrick

threatened, "We'll send the

marines in to protect our citizens

and property. Why, they can't do
a thing without our say so. We
own 40% of their country don't

we?
In Ottawa Mr. Diefenbaker

replied that "the Queen's issue has
brought matters to a head. Our
Bill of Rights fulfills the Conser-
vative philosophy that no man shall

be discriminated against on account

of race, colour, creed or fraternal

affiliation. We must not be anti-

American, but pro-Canadian. If

any of our universities wish to ex-
clude fraternities, that is their

privilege, provided of course that

no vital interests of the country are

interfered with."

As a parting comment Mr. Die-

fenbaker mumbled "We may cut

their water off," and it was assum-
ed he was referring to the Columbia
River project.

Phil Elder

In sunset, so sleepy, does she spin

Far away beside an attic window,

Looking over fields of green.

Amidst the dust of forgotten people,

Vaguely lost in a country attic.

Softly the curtains wisp at the window.

The smelf of a rainy sea

Drifts ocross blueberries and birch trees,

And blows across her aging face

Weaving memories as she spins.

Beneath the window, a rhododendron

Where children used to climb.

Within the leaves — a hiding plocc,

But he is grown up, now
And gone away to a different sky,

A thought but for a moment's darkness

That drifts across a foamy sea.

While she, so sleepy, her fabric spins;

Spinning her life in lonely beauty;

Weaving the suns in mists of cloth.

V. Y. Haines

or, if you wish, "left-handed Penelope"

9t. Samps' ttffurrtf

Union street, av the Campui

RECTOR: REV, DESMOND C. HUNT

SUNDAY, JANUARY 22nd

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

fti.Attbmti'o

Irusbgtfriatt CStfurrlf

pbihciss and clehot streets
Rev. max v. Putnam, b.a,

minister

SUNDAY, JANUARY 22ND

":00 a.m. Morning Worship
Sermon: "The Family Under

God"

pOO p.m. Evening Worship
Sermon; "The Lord Interpreto

The Law"

iil5_pjn. Youth Fellowship

Come and Worship

*°ENHAM AND WlLUAM STflEITB

Rc?.
TO

,?AL ASSISTANT
ORQajj,

RlLEY S«ALl-EV
Or p

NI|t AND CHOIRMASTER
zszz-Z^"- c. Clarke, f.c.c.o.

8UNDAY, JANUARY 22ND

Rel
00

<"?•
"T°ke He6d

"
v

- E - Crowley Hunter, B.A.,
D.D., Preacher.

4:0
J P.m. Organ Recital
fly Dr. p. R, C . Clarke

Rel
3V m

' "R«l'ng The Spirit"
• Crossley Hunter, B.A.,

-^^D-D., Preacher.

^XyONE WELCOME

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES. HOME COOKKD FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinner*

Party ot Banquet AmnxemenU at Rainbow Room

Room and Board - Men's Residences

Limited number of double-room spaces (room and
board) available in the Men's Residences.

Apply to: BUSINESS OFFICE, LEONARD HALL.

Preference will be given to those on former waiting lists.

WHEN LEAD IS A PRECIOUS METAL

r

Ultra pure metals and alloys are making possible

many of today's advances in the electronics industry

and Cominco is making such metals and alloys. The

high purity lead shown above is only one member of the

group we produce.

Cominco makes perfectly round spheres of indium

so small that 60 will sit on the head of a pin. We make

wafers of very pure indium antimonide whose surfaces

are so perfectly polished that they must be shipped

floating in oil in individual sealed plastic envelopes to

These are bars of lead, 99.9990% pure. Carefully

sealed in plastic, they are the end products of a series

of special refining processes. The electronics industry

will use this lead in today's automation or communication

equipment. Physicists ordering lead of this purity often specify

that certain impurities must not exceed 1 part in 10,000,000 or

0.00001%. Using the most modem equipment Cominco has

developed methods of analysis so accurate we can guarantee

that our product meets these most exacting specificationB.

prevent scratching. In a shipment of 500,000 tiny metal

discs we guarantee none will weigh more than 0.0051

grams and none less than 0.0049 grams.

Cominco's electronic materials research program

has expanded from the field of high purity metals into

compound semi-conductors and therm oelectrics and other

phases. This field is but one example of a substantial and

diversified research program that we are currently

carrying cut.

THE
TRAIL, B.C

CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED
"A GREAT CANADIAN ENTERPRISE" Montreal, que.
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"CUBA SI, YANKEE NO!"
The U.S. has placed Cuba un

dcr the "Export Control Law"
or "E.C.L." This is an embargo

on trade with that country, but

which differs from the "Foreign

Assets Control" or "F.A.C.

which regulates all shipments

out of the U.S., to ensure that

there is no transshipment,

re-exporting. Red China is classi-

fied under the "F.A.C." along

with other Communist countries.

The Canadian government is

not officially bound to obey the

"E.C.L.", but a wave of public

opinion has swelled the 49th par-

allel, and has caused Canadians

to feel that there is some kind of

espionage between Canada and

Cuba, thus thwarting "A Good
Thing." This "Good Thing" is a

supposed stand against Commun-
ism, a label which the American
press and advertising agencies

slap on any dictator, or form of

government differing from the

"Congress System".

There is a simple economic an-

swer to the "Hysteriacs", and a

simple observed report to con-

front those who cry "Commie".

THE SIMPLE ECONOMICS
Before the embargo of October

came into effect, Cuba imported

machinery, food stuffs, medicines

and drugs, paper products, min-
erals and metals to the sum of

about 600 million U.S. dollars an-

nually. From the U.S. she import-

ed about 80% of this total and
from Canada she imported on the

average (1958, 1959, 1960) $15
million or 2.5%.

Canadian goods sold to Cuba

Look For The Bottles With
The Tartan Tops

JAMAICA DRY
GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI - COLA
ELDER'S BEVERAGES

The Canadian Army

Offers career opportunities through;

THE ROTP

The 45 Month Medical Students

Undergraduate Subsidization Plan,

and Commissions in the Reserves

through the COTC.

Inquiries may be directed to:

CAPT. R. |. JENKINS

Students' Union or

Telephone Local 441

were mainly paper products

foods such as flour, malts, fish

and seed potatoes; machinery
such as automobile parts and air-

plane engines; and medicines and

drugs. There is an abundance of

machine parts that are made sole-

ly in the U.S. that Cuba needs,

but can't buy from Canada. Can-
ada is not the inexhaustible sup-

ply-reservoir that Cuba requires

to survive in the trading world

The Financial Post reports that

there have been no new orders

filled and no marked increases in

the present orders from Cuba
with Canadian businesses. Al-

though Cuba attempted to buy
$800,000 worth of auto parts from
Canada, the Canadian govern-

ment didn't issue the required

license for the shipment.

Ottawa has refused to inter-

fere with normal trade, but has

asserted its determination to

squelch any transshipment, and
to operate in a no-credit, busi-

nesslike, fashion. As one Ottawa
official put it, "Cuba must pay
for Canadian products, cash on
the barrelhead."

Reports from Washington of

a big British-Canadian "machines
and parts" for "sugar and oil"

deal with Cuba was told to the

Canadian Government as news.
Canadian oil and sugar concerns
have no knowledge of such a deal,

and Ottawa is equally ignorant
of having issued the required

licences for such a transaction.

It seems that officially, Canada
is not intending to abuse the sit-

uation created by the "E.C.L."
A "gentleman's agreement", as

the Financial Post calls it, is in

existance, regardless of what the

American newspapers say. The
U.S. has made no official move
to insure against transshipment
of her exports to Canada (as in

the case of Red China with the
"Foreign Assets Control Law")
but Ottawa is enforcing its stand
to prevent Canada becoming a

"back door" to Cuba.

But what of the problem of
Canadian subsidarics of Ameri-
can parent companies? To whom

upph Stmt
T&mtib ffitfurrff
corner clergy b qucln stb

Rev. e. w. Horton, b a., b.d.
minister

SUNDAY. JANUARY 22nd

10:45 o.m. Sunday School

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young Peoples

(Ohftlmrri

EARL AND BARRIE STS.
REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. JANUARY 22nd

11:00 a.m. Hosea, the Broken
Hearted Husbond

7:30 p.m. The Lord's Prayer

(3) "Thy Kingdom Come"

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to all

Queen's Students.

do they owe their loyalty? Are

they ruled from Canada or from

the U.S.?

Still compatible with the Cana-

dian Government's policy of en-

forcing the spirit of the embargo,

Ford of Canada will ship only

Canadian-made products ; Du-

pont of Canada will continue just

as if no embargo existed; Cana-

dian Westinghouse will deal with

Cuba on a cold, business, basis;

i.e. if there's competition and

payment there will be trade. But

any Canadian subsidaries have

refused to do this. Canadian can-

ned goods concerns have shut

down their trade with Cuba. In-

ternational Paper cut its trade

by 3.5 million dollars ; so the

trading pie" seems equally di-

ided ; some assert their Cana-

dian loyalties, some prefer the

tand of their parent companies.

This has caused Canadian exports

to Cuba to drop slightly in 1960.

And what of the prospects for

1961? The recent trade commis-

sioners' conference gave indica-

tions that Canada could increase

trade with Cuba by about 20%
or $3 million ; but as an Ottawa
official said, "It takes a pile of

cattle, swine and poultry to make
a million dollars," and Canada
demands payment. There will be

no transshipment — of this, Ot-

tawa is determined.

It is hoped that a slight growth
in the paper, minerals, petroleum

and foodstuffs trade will be seen

in 1961, but shipments will be

made only "on irrevocable credits

drawn on Canadian banks", that

is, American or Canadian dollars

or pounds sterling.

THE SIMPLE IMPRESSIONS

I had the pleasure of an hour-

long talk with Bill Basse], a

Quecn'sman who spent a portion

of his Christmas vacation in

Cuba. Bill travelled extensively

in Havana and three provinces,

the names of which I couldn't

spell if I were a Spaniard.

I asked him about his first im-

pressions. Bill said that from re-

ports he'd heard, he expected a

much more tense atmosphere to

prevail than he found. There were

the sandbags, the fortified nests

of anti-aircraft guns, even the

armed "Milicianos" but an air of

relaxation flowed through Ha

vana. He said he changed his

American dollars for "pesos" at

par and went off to see the city

with his friends.

The first real clue that there

was an American embargo was

the condition of the Cadillac taxi

he hired. It lacked a first gear

and was a rattling bucket of bolts

at its quietest. But food was

cheap, and good food at that, not

indicative of a shortage, if there

was one. Havana still sings, and

life and property are still secure,

regardless of American inferences

to the contrary.

Bill told of signs_ in Havana,

signs of former American com-

panies with the Spanish word for

"Nationalized" smeared in red

paint across them. The joy of

liberation was seen in every

brush-stroke.

I asked if there was any hostil-

ity towards him or if he was

thought to be "Gringo". He re-

lated how everyone was mildly

suspicious at first, but as soon

as they find by asking you,

that you're not American, they're

your friends for life. The only

slightly arrogant Cuban he met
during his entire sojourn was a

sleepy "Miliciano" sprawled on

the hotel steps, who made people

step over him, rather than move.

But he said that it wouldn't

have mattered if lie were Ameri-

can. There were about 50 of them

at the same hotel; not one could

recall being mistreated by Cu-

bans.

You sec, said Bill, they (Cu-

bans) don't hate Americans, its

American money's power they

hate. They relate it to Batista,

who they feel held a "yoke of

servility" on them with American
money. Eisenhower epitomizes

their contempt but they have
every hope of a new and different

deal with Kennedy. They think

he's more of a representative of

common people like themselves,

whereas Eisenhower was another

puppet of "Big Business".

$10,000 FOR STUDENTS
LIFE INSURANCE AT THESE LOW RATES

ANNUAL PREMIUMS FIRST S YEARS
AB»'* *«.»0 Afl. !I SJ0.ro
*0* 10 S49.10 Ago 30 JJ3 90

Lo.*r Rotsi (or AmounU ov»( J 1 0.000. lsw« Roloi (« f Omol« Siik,
luutd Agel 16 through 59

Con.o.Hbls ond Rca-oble ~ilr,tw! MatJiro! e.omlnollon
ADDITIONAL SINEF1TS nChwoncclfphln lolol dliobilily Imorae end odrfl-
ttonol Qttldtnl Indomnlt, o.oiloble lor Ih, obova plan 01 o low titra pigmium.VAL TAYLOR "T<™ in.„,«n« on the
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SftO Beyvl.v A,.., Toronto IT, Out. HU. 7- 1 5 8 1
"MorePciMo/ Mi, id Per Prnnfum Dollar"

T1RM • un • DISABILITY • onoup

Graduates in Arts and Science,
Commerce, Physical Education

THE UPJOHN COMPANY OF CANADA,
o rapidly expanding ethical pharmaceutical

manufacturer offers:
if A challenging, stimulating career in technical sales* Excellent opportunity for advancement

£ a
P0^0" mar rewards individual achievement* * we I established company in a stable industry» Excellent retirement and fringe benefits

•fa Expenses— automobile furnished
it Excellent salaried position

Our representative will visit your campus on

JANUARY 24th. 1961
For interview appointments, apply to
STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE

E°L,
l

l~it™'!?
1 '"'oration please read our brochure, "A IOB WITHA FUTURE, and "CANADA CAREERS DIRECTORY/1961" obtain-

able from your placement officer.

Cubans, according to my in-

formant, are sharply aware of

the existence of Canada. "Many

were the toasts to Diefenbaker

and Canada that we had to ac-

knowledge", said Bill.

Everyone talks about politics,

and is keenly aware of the exist-

ence of communism in the world.

I asked if they are a Commun-
ist stronghold to which the an-

swer was an emphatic "NO".

The Cuban equates Communism
to the yoke he threw off with

Batista; "Cuba Libre" they call

it and they want it just that way.

He remarked that there was an

entire floor of Czechoslovakians

just above him in the hotel, but

who else could and would trade

with them?

The Cuban is after self-suffi-

ciency. To achieve this he needs

capital goods, machines for fac-

tories, and a market for his sugar.

His only hope in the western

hemisphere cut him off, so he

had to get it elsewhere. Russia is

the only place capable of helping.

I was told that if the people

thought Castro was a Commun-
ist, he'd be in trouble. There is a

very small Cuban army. The
bulk of Castro's force is 250,000

"Militiano's", unpaid, volunteer

militiamen who pick up their

Czech-made guns after work to

go and guard against the "Ameri

can Invasion".

The Cuban loves Castro; the

professional men less fervently

than the peon but even here there

is admiration. The equation of

"Poverty-Batiste", is gone. Com-
munal farms, agrarian reform,

and the levelling of big exploiters

has given each man a feeling of

being wanted and needed. The
rural areas are particularly en-

thusiastic. Here the militia is

made up of boys, girls, everyone
over 14 years of age.

Those who are not entirely in

favour of Castro's dictatorship,

feci he's an improvement over
Batista and even admit that Cuba
couldn't handle a democratic
government; all this information

Bill found out through personal
discussion with many Cubans
from many walks of life.

I asked if in Bill's opinion
Castro is just a "harried dictator

looking for a conviction to find

the courage of".

Bill said that

strip.

which Castro has

a knatiVa
tor would have a

state, which Castm Ml
Hotwouldn't institute

agrarian, and hou
which Castro has" T *
worrying about an Am
vasion, what else cm i^i
Almost daily Guant
creasingly fortified and Z

read
'» s

Castro',

newspapers;- still

blast the story of

paration for invasion to

erican people.

A dictator, yes, a tyrant

THE SIMPLE
SUMMARY

As far as the simple econJ
of Canada's trade with Cuba

is

cerned : Canada does annually
2jj

or $15 million, of the $600
'

m -

Even after embargo, the U S
t 1

more monthly with Cuba
Canada does yearly.

Accusations of Canadians'

ploiting the situation are

flamboyant attempts to sell

ican newspapers. Ottawa's
posit

is clear, and enforced. It
|s ^

pletely compatible with tlie

of the "E.C.L."

Canada's 1960 trade was fa

slightly from its 1959 total.

Ottawa put it, "Reduce our tu

with Cuba to this simple dens

nator and you wonder what all t

hysteria is about."

Cuba's course is forced upon]

She wants to trade with noa-l

munists, but the doors have

slammed on 80%. of her imp

and 70% of her exports.

Castro is in a tight spot,

factories are running out of us

equipment, his sugar is piling

and the number of his

associates is diminishing.

His people fear an invasion f

the U.S. Guantanamo is the <

of a great U.S. arms mass,

of Cuban refugees being trained;

centred in Florida offer no comfa

And even so, the propaganiitj

to the American and Canadian pc 1

by the "paperful" is that, GSj

invites in Communists and

fore Castro is a Communist

therefore Castro is "bad."

Cubans know their situation.;

it any wonder then, that thrGsJ

the streets of Havana little boj

and teenagers, girls and

women, all armed, all deicrmii»!|

maintain "Cuba Libre", march)

run crying: "Cuba, Si; «J

No !"

Robert CfO

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERSDance

Programs Phone 8-4114

Printing

Every Descript'

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In oil your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Lei"1
'

dering requirements our store at 314 Barrie
Street

near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve y
oU '

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARR |E
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Honest John On Way Out
^ Our Ottawa Correspondent

OTTAWA. Jan. 20 - Reports«* Parlament Hill indicate
thfi

l

Ho,lest John" missile may
soon be scrapped.

Sources say the missile prob-
ably will be relegated to the
^rap heap following its next
t-t

g

expected either this year or

Increasing
dissatisfaction with

the performance of the "Honest
John is given as the main rea-
son for the proposed change. The

missile showed great promise
when first designed, in 1957, but
it has failed miserably to live up
to expectations.

The sources pointed out that
the "Honest John" was expected
to perform particularly well in

Canada's north, but so far it has
not even been tried there.

Experts say the "Honest John"
which operates mainly on a mix-
ture of hot air and gas, is con-
sidered inadequate to meet pre-
sent needs.

Buddy Morrow Band
Noted For Versatility

SIGNPOST
Artists, sculptors, architects, having nothing on these boys —

the Arts Formal Committee. Celebrating their re-construction of
tbe I920's are: (front row. Bob Hornal, Art Szabo, Gavin Wvllie
Fletcher Mclaughlin; (middle row), John Takach, Pete Harris'
pave Fortier, Harvey Beresford. Bill Watters; and (back row)
John Alexander, Fraser Mason, and George Berry.

ARTS NOMINATIONS
At the open mating, January IS. the following were nominated

for the AMS positions:

Jr. AMS Representative: Don Downie, Dave Willoughby
Sr. AMS Representative: Charles Conn, Stewart Smith
Elections will he from 9 to 3:30 on Wednesday and Thursday

January 25 and 26. Polls will be in Dunning Hall and Kingston Hall
from 9-12 and 1 :30 to 4. During the noon hour the polls win be in
Leonard Hall and the Students' Union.

Classified Ads
Apartments

A furnished two bedroom (four bed)
apartment from May 1 to Aug. 31.

Women students, nurses or a married
couple are preferred. Rent $100 per
month. Contact Charlie Lewis 6-9473.

A double room one block from cam-
pus in a house housing only students.
Will supply dishes, kitchen, phone,
linen, laundry, living room, two bath-
rooms. Phone 2-7857 week nights for

details. P.S.: Will also help you move.
A furnished apartment to share.

Central, inexpensive, available imme-
diately. Single girl. Phone 2-2250.

Bridge
Five dollars cash will he awarded to

the winners of the Union House Bridge
Tournament. Entry sheet and rules arc
posted on coffee shop bulletin board.
Entries close at 3:30 Friday, Jan. 27.

Masquerade
Who's What, a masquerade to be

lield in Grant Hall with Don McCal-

lum s Band on Saturday, Jan. 28 Cash
prizes of S10. $2 for the best cos-
tumes. Stag 75c, drag 51.50. Sponsored
by Science '64.

Tutor

Wanted—a college student to act as
tutor in Grade 12 French. Phone Mrs,
Millard at 6-6112 between 5 and 7 p.m.

Lost

Pair of brown leather gloves while
skating on Lake Ontario. Please return
to Chown Hal! or call Local 4°!.

Pound
Someone left a Web of Government

textbook at the Post Office. This is

an expensive item and no doubt the
loser is anxious to recover it.

A sum of money was found at the

race track on the outcrficld during
SNOWBALL last Friday night. Find-
er may claim same by calling Peter
McLaine at 2-1015.

Friday:

The Mining and Metallurgy Cluband the Miller Geology Club are hold
S

n
111 thc Rainbow Room of

i
,1™!= Restaurant from 9:00

until _:UI tomght. Admission is $1.00
per couple. Everyone welcome.

Inter- University Debating League
competition between U of T and
Ulceus on the topic: "Resolved thai
Neutrality is Immoral." Dunning Hall
auditorium al g tonight. Everyone wel-
come.

J. W. PickersgiU, M.P. and Member
of the Privy Council will be at Queen's
today: from 8-9 p.m. in Leonard Hall
rom 9-ln p.,,,, in Morris Hall, from
10-11 p.m, m McNeill, Refreshments
will be served on the half hour at each
residence for those interested in meet-
in? Mr. PickersgiU.

Saturday:

Mr. PickersgiU will be in Leonard
Hall for lunch and will meet interested
persons afterwards. He will be at tile
Ban Righ Common Room at 2:30 p.m.
The Frigid Frolic: Dancing from

<M2 in Grant Hall. Special Eskimo
environment. Sponsored by the Arts-
Engineering Convocation Committee.
Dress casual. Admission SOc a head.

Sunday:

Badminton Players, atteti-hut! Re-
member the Badminton Club has the
Gym on Sundays from 2-5 and Tues-
days from 8-11.

HiUel House: Speaker is Dr. Alfred
Werner on the topic. "Art and You"
at 8:00 p.m.

"Kaleidoscope '61" Tryouts: Try-
outs for this year's Levana Fashion
Show are to be held in the North
House Common Room of Chown Hall
at 3:00 p.m. Wear high heels and a

sweater or skirt. No previous training
necessary. Sizes 10-14.

Canterbury Sunday: Communion-
Breakfast at St. George's Cathedral at

8 00 p.m. Everyone welcome!

Monday:
United Church Study: "History of

the United Church" in Committee

ib.

p.m.

"A Challenge to my Faith'
cd by .Mrs. J. Coleman in Co

lent;' L'nion at 7

tudy
miltec

Room 2 oi tbe Students' Union at 4:30
p.m.

Glee Club: <> :.10-8:<J0 p.m., Dunning
Hall, i bis will be the first of four re-
hearsal* to finish tbe Queen's songs.
Elections on Wednesday. Everybody
be there!

WUSC Meeting in the West House
Common Room. Chown Hall at 7 p.m.
AH welcome.
Thursday:
Newman Club Skating Party

:

Broombail game and skating from 8-10
p.m. at Jock Harty Arena and dancing
afterwards at the Cathedral School
Auditorium on Barrie St. AH students
are most welcome.

Buddy Morrow and his great

orchestra is one of the few band
attraction-; to become a big draw-

ing card in hotels, supper clubs,

radio, television, and records in

the last few years. Organized in

1951, the Morrow orchestra is

also in greater demand for col-

lege dances and proms than any
other band in the land. Their re-

cordings of "Night Train". "One
Mint Julep", and "I Don't

Know"; and their albums, "Gold-

en Trombone," "Tribute To A
Sentimental Gentleman", and
"The Big Beat" have been high

on the best seller lists. They have
had great success with their own
coast-to-coast radio shows and

in engagements at leading spots

like the Hotel Statler's Cafe

Rouge in New York.

The man who is in front of an

orchestra is generally the man
who is behind its success, and

Buddy Morrow, one of the all-

time great trombone players, is

largely responsible for the suc-

cess of his aggregation. His great

musicianship has been evident

1490 AM CFRC 91.9 FM

Typing

Theses, esays, aind lecture notes

typed at standard rates. Contact Mrs
r\. Rcgler at 6-7692.

Friday

:

(:30—Time for Listening
7:00—Palladium Party
7:30—Campu> Topics
' 35—Dixieland Jazz
8 15—Queen's at Work— David Slater

The Economics of City Build-
ing in Canada

8:30— In Recital — Ed Bartlctt.
violinist

9:00—Concert Hall
Rachmaninoff — Variations on

a Theme of Corclli

Sibelius — Symphony No. 3

Mozart — Concerto in A for
Clarinet

Mendelssohn—Symphony No. 5

Liszt — Les Preludes
II ;00—Patterned for Pleasure
2:00—Sign Off

Saturday:

1 :00— Prelude to Opera
2:00—Opera House

Puccini — Madame Butterfly
5:00—Fun With Good Music
5:30—Twilight Serenade
6:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—Old Favourites

7:30—Calendar and Personality

7:45—The Jazz Scene
8:30—Saturday Concert featuring the

Waltz
'(:J0—Music Round the World
10:00—Night Music
11:00— Music Beat
12:00—Starlight Serenade
1:00— Night Mist

Sunday:
9:00—Musical Panorama

Boccherini — Cello Concerto
Brahms — Symphony No. 3

Franck — Symphonic Varia-
tions

Mozart — Symphony No. 40
1:00— Mostly Music
4:30—Emission Franchise
5;00—Deutsche Sendung

BUDDY MOltHOW

through the years when he was
featured with leading orchestras

like those of Paul Whiteman,
Tommy Dorsey, Artie Shaw, and
Jimmy Dorsey and as staff musi-
cian with many of the big radio

and television shows.

Buddy Morrow has always in-

sisted that a band must have ver-

satility. That is why his orches-

tra is organized along lines that

give it the elasticity to meet al-

most every musical situation.

They can play college proms one
night and smart country clubs

the next, elegant hotel rooms
and popular ballrooms; or a two-

hour jazz concert for non-danc-

ing audiences. Their repertoire

embraces the whole spectrum of

popular musk from early dixie-

land, rhythm and blues, and in-

tricate ballads to full progressive

jazz interpretations. It's no won-
der that it is almost a maxim in

the music world that no matter

what an audience wants, Buddy
Morrow and his orchestra can

supply.

For A Sure Tomorrow
. . . Insure Today

MR. |. D, MoclNTOSH
OFFICE LI 2-4973
HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
Iniuranci Company

KOMI OFflCf • TOBONfO. CMUD*

FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA
L I M 1 T E D ~

Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited invites

graduating seniors in

ARTS, COMMERCE, ENGINEERING

to investigate its

UNIVERSITY GRADUATE TRAINING PROGRAM

Opportunities are available in

SALES, FINANCE, PURCHASING,
MANUFACTURING, ETC.

Candidates are selected on the basis of academic performance,

participation in extra-mural activities, etc.

Training and development during the two year program empho-

sizes learning by doing. MEN ARE HIRED FOR SPECIFIC

PRODUCTIVE JOB ASSIGNMENTS. Graduate Trainees gen-

erally spend approximately 6 months on each of four assign-

ments in different areas.

A COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE CONDUCTING

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS ON

JANUARY 25, 26 and 27, 1961

ARRANGEMENTS FOR INTERVIEWS CAN BE MADE
.

AND

FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROGRAM

OBTAINED AT THE PLACEMENT OFFICE

..3c. B.Com.

IBM has a genuine interest

. j« /
. ... in what you have to offer

. . . and, IBM may also haoe much to offer you.

If you are graduating in Arts, Commerce or
Engineering, you can put your university train-
ing to practical use at IBM, working with the
world's most advanced computers. And you can
grow in knowledge through the company's ex-
tensive engineering and research laboratories.

The work at IBM is interesting, challenging and
well paid. Advancement can be rapid, because
of the company's ever expanding business.

If you would like to know what IBM has to

offer, write for our booklet ' 'A Career with IBM' '.

A Complimentary copy

will be forwarded upon request.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES COMPANY LIMITED

Sun Lite Building, Montreal, Quebec
Eastern District Manager^J. E. Tapselt

IBM
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IN THIS CCENEC
By George LaFleur

With due respect to the common fan, bleacher seat phylum and

salt of the earth species, there is a select colony which for the past

few weeks has been unable to distinguish their own team from a

fast break offense.

This vociferous group has been in evidence at each of the

basketball Gaels home games and members are easily recognized

by their cries of "Shoot, shoot!" and "VVha are yuh doin ow there?"

So, to preserve the sanity of the players and the reputation of

Frank Tindall, the following is an explanation of Queen's 'rotating

offense'.

Developed by a man named Drake (it is also known as the

Drake Shuffle) at the University of Oklahoma it is not a new system

at Queen's, being in use seven or eight years ago. It is an offensive

system of ball control, using a set pattern with several options. In

operation any player may at one time or another play any one of the

five numbered floor positions and, as such, versatility is the keynote.

Because of this a team lacking an outstanding player is able to

utilize the combined talent available,

THE DRAKE SHUFFLE

QUEEN'S ARTS JOURNAL FRIDAY, JANUARY
ggth^

QUEEN'S DROPS REDMEM
BOZIC, REILLY LEAD WAY

In the above diagram three basic options of the Drake Shuffle

are shown. Play is initiated by (2) passing to (1). The first move
is made by (3) who cuts around a block thrown by (5) and may or

may not receive a pass from (1).

(5) then cuts around a block thrown by (2) and moves to the

top of the key where (1) has the option of passing to him.

Finally (4) fakes in and then cuts to the centre where (1) again

has the option of passing.

When all three options have been attempted the five offensive

players have moved to the other side of the floor where their posi-

tions have been alternated and the pattern again set up.

The rotating offense is used by many American high schools at

present and among the major colleges has seen much success at

Auburn. The Gaels to date have been plagued with a lack of shooting
accuracy and a tendency to maintain the passing pattern at the
expense of attempting to score.

But, Joe Fan to the contrary, they do know what they're doing.

EXPORT
PLAIN Oft FILTER TIP

CIGARETTES

Excellent

career

opportunities

for

university

graduates

at the

SUN LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

OF CANADA
For informolion

write lo Ihe Personnel Officer,

Sun Life of Conodo, Montreal

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP

and SHOE SHINE

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 2-9717

Intermediates Downed 56-47
By Sharpshooting McGill IVs

Led by classy guard Joe Horech McGill Intermediates handed

the Queen's II 's a 56-47 loss here Wednesday night. Horech led

all scorers, hitting 30 points with a long range jump shot and several

varieties of drive and was probably the outstanding player seen in

either senior or intermediate game.

For Queen's Ted Norland played a strong rebounding game and

also threw in 18 points in a losing cause.

The Redmen held a 23-18 lead

at the half and increased this to

44-34 at the three quarter mark.

Hitting 43 per cent from the floor,

as against 34 per cent by Queen's,

the winners exhibited a poised of-

fense and two or three ball play-

ers who showed far better than

their senior counterparts.

Chuck Sorrie, with 11 and Jim
White with six were the other

By Julian Ashcroft

In what might be safely described as a "once in

basketball team hustled

win over McGill here Wed

,if«time
game the Queen's senior basketball team hustled, scrambled

foul shot their way to a 67-41

night.

Comic relief from the tension filled foul shooting contest

provided by the referees.

Veteran Denny Bozic and rookie Fred Reilly led the Gaels w
17 and 13 points while Gary Ulrich, despite an average from

t
,

floor of only 24 per cent, was tops for McGill with 14.

The two twenty minute halves

and

was

Al Capone
(Continued from page 1

back door of "what appeared to

be the local funeral parlour. As
the burnished pipe organ slid

away, revealing the back room
and the answer to Al's dry throat,

the boys were ushered into a

speakeasy the likes of which Chi-

cago never saw. A truck seemed
continually to be unloading bar-

rels of the finest to supply what
appeared to be the world's long-

est bar stretching out in front of

them. On the walls, the great

sporting events of the era, and
playbills of current theatre at-

tractions were portrayed.

Much later, their thirsts quen-

ched, "the boys" retired to the

Red Room, where they were re-

laxing to the Dixieland sounds
of the Limestone City Jazz Band,
when the door flew open, and
they looked up into the muzzles
of several tommyguns. Elliot

Ness and the Untouchables had
obtained an extradition order and
were successful in tracing Al and
the boys to Grant Hall.

Al had almost given up hope,
when the mellow sounds of the
Morrow orchestra reached Ness'
ears. The music of the "Night
Train" orchestra was too much.
To cut a long story short, Elliot

dropped his "chopper", grabbed
a flapper, and everyone lived
happily ever after (or at least 'til

the gin caught up with them next
morning).

main threats for the home team

while Walker and Hunter had 11

and 10 for McGill.

Tonight at 6 :45 the Intermedia-

tes play Morton's Record Bar, an

Industrial League team currently

in second place. One week from

Friday they meet -the Canadian

Senior B champion Bourdeau

Heaters prior to the Toronto

Queen's senior tilt.

Wednesday's game was also an

exhibition as Queen's and McGill

are the only two colleges to field

an intermediate team this year.

were highlighted by 66 free throw

attempts, including nine technical

fouls (eight of which went to

Met nil), and some of the most

loosely played basketball seen at

Queen's since the last visit of the

Biddy All Stars. Between travel-

ling and three second violations,

an apparent taboo on outside

shooting and what appeared to be

at times an almost complete lack

of both shooting and ball hand-

ling ability the game was saved

only by the fact that Queen's will

not finish in the cellar this year.

Scoring only three field goals

in the first half McGill demons-

strated that their loss to Toronto

by a score of 102-51 was not a

mistake by hitting on a total of

nine of 51 shots taken from the

floor. The Gaels, improving to a

Anrl Mr*Macfr^rl 37 -5 averaee hooping 24 of 64,
rt"U mClT1<*»ier

!
outclassed the Redmen from the

opening whistle leading 16-5 at

the ten minute mark and holding

a 32-19 edge at the half.

Probably the brightest spot for

Queen's, with the exception of the

fine play of Denny Bozic, was
the continued improvement of

Fred Reilly. Exhibiting an accu-

rate jump shot from the key and
a driving hook Reilly seemed to

Gino Rizak

And McMas
Here Tonight

officials . . . Graham Dowd
hibited a good driving hook
final ten minutes . . .

11 ex-

in the

Tonight at 8 P.M, the McMas-
ter Marauders invade Queen's to

play the senior basketball Gaels.

Favoured to win the Intercol-

legiate crown this year, McMas-
ter's has as its main attraction a

lightning fast guard, Gino Rizak,

who last year played with the

Assumption Lancers. Rizak has

been averaging 35 points a game
in exhibitions this season and

broke the "Drill Hall" record in

hooping 40 against Osgoode Hall.

The Marauders downed Osgoode
91 - 43.

According to coach Bill Huy-
cke the team is fast and will be
an improvement over last years

squad in that it will have more
accurate shooters to go along

with the fast break. The team
will be hurt by lack of height but
this is more than made up for by
the good points.

Other men to watch will be
Paul Valentine, who is averaging

20 a game and defensive centre

Ed Martin the tallest man on
the team.

spark the Gaels whenever he came
on the floor. Bozic, who has seen

service with both the Gaels and
the Senior B champion Bordeau
Heaters in the past, was again the

most valuable man on the court

for the Gaels picking off offensive

and defensive rebounds and being
at times Queen's lone offensive

threat.

The rotating offense (see In
This Corner) used by the Gaels
was again hampered by a ten-

dency to continue to work the

ball rather than capitalize on scor-

ing opportunities.

NOTES: Moore and Miechow-
ski of McGill and Bozic of

Queen's were ejected during the
course of the night for question-
ing the questionable calls of the

RMCPugilhts
To Meet Gaels
Here Saturday
"The R.M.C. Boxing Team

looks great" reported two
Queen's observers who watched
the visitors work out at the Gym
last Saturday morning. The ri-

valry between the two school*

goes back two years when a

Queen's team travelled to the

Military College to hand the

home-team quite a beating.

Tomorrow night we are at

home and from all indications we

will be in for the fight of out

lives. R.M.C. features a strong

attack backed by excellent con-

dition; Queen's will rely on the

experience of some of its veter-

ans. Watson and Spruston are

expected to lead the visiting con-

tingent while Queen's will call

on veterans Jim Day, Ed "The

Thumping Theolog" Schammer-

horn, Jim Green, and Al Hyland.

Tickets will be on sale at the

door: general admission is 50c

and ring-side $1.00. A large croivd

is expected to watch the Tricolor

in their only home appearance of

the year. All proceeds will lie

used to assist the team on their

way to the inter-collegiate as-

sault in Toronto early next

month. Come on out and cheer

the boys on — and remember die

dance that follows the match at

Grant Hall.

Here is the line-up as it ap-

pears at the moment:

Class R.M.C. Queen's

135 lb. o/c Lawson vs. Cochrane
140 lb. o/c English vs. Lever
145 lb. o/c Watson vs. Day
150 lb. o/c Lothian vs. McAdoo
1S5 lb. o/c Spruston vs. Nickerson
165 lb. o/c Brown vs. Schammerhoni
175 lb. o/c Webster vs. Hyland

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR
DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
— AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS CANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night — Paar Christie's Orchestra
Catering to Private Parties and Banquets

FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
CALL LI 2-0745

If You Can't Play A Sport

0^

....

w>

dial 6-ini AMEY'S TAXI dial e-niilU
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Lots ToWorry About,
Claims Pickersgill

- .mM

jack Pickersgill poses with a number of appreciative and a few
^bt Liberal listeners during one of the discussion periods in the
adences last weekend. Discussion touched on everything from
licine to the morality of nuclear warfare. The signs in the back-

ound are there accidentally and do not necessarily reflect the
ijtical stripes of the Journal,

Ussilnikov: English Most Usual

anguage Option In USSR Schools

By Jan Cummins
Education should not depend on financial or cultural back-

slid, ll is one of the fundamental rights of all citizens." During
alk on education in the Soviet Union last Tuesday, Mr. Krassil-

v, third secretary of the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa, stated that
principle is both in the constitution and in effect in Russia

I

Jic chimed that the Soviet peo-

should be very proud of their

turnmen ts in the field of edu-

m. Before the Revolution,

of llii.' Russian people were
Berate. Compulsory education

pel ou t illiteracy by 1939.

In Russia, all children are in-

ved in education; from pre-

bool age in kindergartens; to

jmary schools for 8 years ; and
technical or professional

Ms for 3 years. Education is

ff at all levels, and allowances
other benefits are supplied.

Bs completely separated from
schurch, said Mr. Krassilnikov.
Suits are encouraged to study
™g their spare time, either at
fhf school or by corresponden-

1965. By then there is to be

90% increase in the number of

engineers, and a 40^ increase in

the number of other specialists

and technologists. The 7-year

plan will double the industrial

production of the nation. Already,

in the second year of the plan,

they are 20% ahead of schedule.

"The aim of Soviet Russia is

the continued improvement in the

field uf higher education, to raise

the cultural level of the working,

factory, and fanning peoples, to

the level ~1 the intelligent)V To

build up a true Communist socie-

ty, everyone must be educated,

and must "master all the know-

ledge accumulated in the world."

The re are nationwide special
a"d night technical courses

* curriculum of every school
a foreign language —

' often English.

Ulitren are educated in the
rii "f sooiajism and commu-

i towards democratic inter-
nal principles." They are
snt to understand their duties

[et

5 tl,cir families, comrades.

I

nd their own country;
0 realize that the amount of
1(1 lit i I

15 only according to the

'abour. He also state"
lhe children

,le th

J

20's Roar Again
'61 Skidoo Raided

The Arts Formal crowd was
stunned Friday night by a sud-
den raid of Al Capone and his

I cohorts.

|

No amazement was shown
when AI cruelly announced that
he was about to "Hiest da joint."

(They had all learned of his late

reputation through a publicity
gag seen weekly on television —
"An Encounter With E. Q
Ness").

Jaws dropped to the floor, how-
ever, when in the same breath,

(which did have a rather singu-

lar odour), he added that the

"loot" was to he given to the

1961 March of Dimes.

Apparently the vengeful Science

faculty, under the leadership of

John Souvage and "Tiger" Tuck
called in "Snorkie" to lead the

raid, Since all of Capone's men
were at the Chalet and all

Sciencemen were home studying,

these latter were called on to pull

the job.

The loot? A fantastic S16.03.

(And the guy who threw in the

50.03 was found shot in a garbage

can outside Kingston Hall at

a later hour.)

Incidentally, the Buddy Mor-

row baud nearly didn't make it,

having been caught in the week-

end's transportation snarl in New
York city. The group was finally

able to charter a flight (uninsur-

ed) and all but the third trombone

player were willing to risk the

take-off into the blizzard.

The band made it shortly after

midnight Friday and took over

from the stand-by band, with

Queen's own Dave Bessaut ap-

parently doing a fine job in the

vacant trombone slot.

Meets Residents Informally
One Man's Opinion

By Phil Elder

Mr. J. W. Pickersgill, Liberal M.P. from Bonavista-
Iwillmgate, spent Friday evening- in the Men's residences,
answering questions from a small but interested group.

He said that he was pleased with what he had been
told about the Liberal Club's platform for Model Parlia-
ment, which he felt reflected the recent national rally, and
was more dynamic than any other. He is taking the rest

Queen's Debators Win IUDL
Opener Over Toronto Friday

Queen's debaters advanced a step in their quest for the Southern

Ontario debating crown when a pair of freshmen argued the negative

side of the resolution "Resolved, that neutrality ,s unmoral
,
and

defeated a duo from the University of Toronto on Friday, Jan. 20.

debate was held in the music room at Hart House

leader of the

are "taught to

'emsclvcs to peaceful

faduatiou.

Unwersmes and other

institutes.^technological

£

s^.
the

requirements of mod-

^odu.

611
-'

an<3 t0 the demands
] ^

ction. A seven-year plan
dieted in Russia in

Th
Rory Leishman

Queen's team and treasurer of the

Debating Club, spoke convincing-

ly about the need for neutral na-

tions in the world today. He illus-

trated his argument by explaining

how Russian fears of alienating

the good will of neutralist coun-

tries caused the Communists to

halt their inflammatory dabbling

in the internal affairs of the Con-

go. Rick Malt, the other member

of the team, built his speech

aiound the Platonic definition of

morality (that which is intrinsi-

cally and instrumental^ good)

and around the position of neu-

trality in international law.

U. of T. debaters Jean Perly.

honors English student, and

David Crane, a history major, cri-

ticized neutrality as a foreign

policy which didn't protect a na-

tion's citizens and therefore which

did not serve their best interests.

Mr. Crane proferred historical

proof for his discourse, while Miss

Perlv chose to discuss the more

(See Debators Win, page 4)

of it on faith

Unemployment is a national

emergency, and the non partisan

figures of the Financial Post show
a worse situation than in former
years.

When queried about the cut in

taxes and increase in spending
proposed by the Liberal Party,

Mr. Pickersgill replied that there

now exists a deficit by accident,

whereas the Liberals would plan
one. Temporary cuts in taxes

would induce people to spend
more, and increasing total gov-
ernment expenditure is accept-

able as long as the ratio of gov-
ernment expenditure to national

income remains the same.

As far as defence policy is con-

cerned, he feels that Canada
should not become a nuclear

power. It is completely unaccept-

able to have Canada armed with

unclear weapons controlled by
the U.S. although there has been

no rejection of the U.S. possessing

atomic weapons on Canadian
soil. The question of Canadian
atomic weapons is one of ex-

pense, the Liberal Party does not

object on moral grounds. Each
partner in North American de-

fence must do what it can best,

and the share by each country

must look significant. There ap-

pears to be inconsistencies in de-

fence discussion because people

are trying to be specific rather

than considering general princi-

ples.

After the interview, two medi-

cal students began to query Mr.

Pickersgill on the Liberal health

plan. He told them that if this

plan were adopted there would
never be any socialized medicine

in Canada, and later added that

the only thing he had against the
j

plan was that it was too good

for doctors.

Discussing agricultural sur-

pluses, the Liberal MP dismissed

the "primitive notions of the

Globe, and Mail" and instead sug-

gested that there must be a re-

duction in price for the consumer,
although this would be difficult

to carry out satisfactorily. He
asked not to be quoted on the

wheat surpluses.

The question of Capital Pun-
ishment arose, and Mr. Pickers-

gill replied, "I don't know. I

never took much interest in the

problem and don't suppose I

spent five minutes thinking about
it before I went into politics". If

pressed for an opinion, he would
vote for abolition, as the threat

of the death penalty had little

deterrant effect, and a man who
killed someone in hate was not
a danger to society, since he prob-

ably would not murder anyone
else. In any case, there are more
urgent problems than the issue of

capital punishment facing us to-

day.

Model Parliament
Party Big Wheels
Clash Tonight

By Quince Plaff

The partisan furore of an old-

fashioned soapbox debate is ex-

pected to set imaginary rafters

quivering tonight as the contest-

ants in this year's Model Parlia-

ment Elections meet in verbal
combat at 8:30 p.m. in the Mc-
Laughlin Room.

This confrontation, the tradi-

tional Hyde Park Night, will be
the first public debate of the
campaign, which has thus far

been characterized more by in-

tensive, behind-the-scenes can-
vassing than by coffee shop har-

angues, Official campaigning will

come to an end just before Fri-

day's elections.

Parties participating in this

year's campaign are the Progres-
sive Conservatives, led by Ste-

wart Smith, Prime Minister in

last year's parliament; the Liber-

als, led by Don "Rubby" Mac-
Gregor; and the New Party, led

by Victor Haines.

Polls for Friday's election will

be open from 10:00-12:15 and
from 1 :00-3 :00 at the New Arts
Building, Dunning Hall, the An-
atomy Building, the Law Build-

ing, Science Clubrooms, Ellis

Hall and the Students Union.
Special polls will be open at

Leonard Hall, Ban Righ and
Wallace Hall from 5:00-6:00 p.m.
Medical students will vote only
at the Anatomy Building. Other
students will vote by year card

nt any of the other polls.

NEW PARTY M.P.

Walter Pitman. Member of

Parliament for Peterborough

and Canada's first New Party

M.P., will be speaking on "The

New Party, Aims and Prin-

ciples" in the McLaughlin

Room of the Student's Union

Wednesday evening at 8

o'clock.

it

Scorer Bob Laughton watches the winning basket split the

twines in the last minute of Friday's thriller against McMaster.

UY YOUR TRICOLOR YEARBOOK NOW!
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Biased Map-making
Perhaps the Soviet Union was not in the wrong when it downed

the RB-47 American Plane over what the United States has claimed
as international waters. A Russian atlas recently presented to the
President of India shows a Polar domain that should arouse the
wonder of all Canadians.

The Soviet Polar area is a rough triangle covering nearly half

the Arctic Ocean, with the base line extending from the Bering
Strait to some miles east of Petsamo near the Norwegian border.
The two other sides meet at the North Pole (Thus the United
States Jet RB-47 was shot down July 1st over a part of the Barents
Sea shown on the Soviet map as falling within this domain).

Questions in the Indian Parliament indicate that Russia is not
apologizing or explaining the atlas. A soviet map-maker is no less

a tool of policy than, say, Moscow Radio. For this reason these
maps, issued by GUGK, geodesy and cartography branch of the
MVD, should be closely examined.

In contradiction of Indian hopes. Russia does not deny Chinese
claims on the Himalayan border as some sections are shown as

undemarcated, and in general the border follows Peking's line.

Canada and other Commonwealth countries are not shown as mem-
bers of the Commonwealth but Hong Kong is shown as British.

Formosa is shown as a part of China and Vietnam appears as a uni-
fied country with Hanoi (capital of the Communist north) marked as

the one and only capital, Germany gets equivocal treatment. There is

no shading to show East from West, but a special demarcation line

is explained as marking the German Democratic Republic from the
Federal Republic. Saudi Arabia's disputed borders with the British
protected stales along the Persian Gulf are drawn to favour the
Saudi Arabians.

After Premier Khrushchev's admonition to "fly in your own
skies and let us fly in ours", Moscow's new charts are worthy of our
scrutiny. It is conceivable that a Canadian long-range reconnaissance
pilot will wander into the USSR Polar area — as did the RB-47
crew — unaware of the latest geographical changes. Maybe if he
waves his out-dated Soviet atlas fast enough he shall escape the fate
of the RB-47. Then again, he could just throw away the charts and
shoot back. Either way we should be very aware that propaganda has
an important role in map-making.

Jaw

Letters To The Editor
Down With NFCUS

2uate& .

"Why should freedom of speech and freedom of the press be
allowed? Why should a government which is doing what it believes
to be right allow itself to be criticized? It would not allow opposition
by lethal weapons. Ideas are much more fatal things than guns.
Why should any man be allowed to buy a printing press and dis-
seminate pernicious opinions calculated to embarrass the govern-
ment ?"

N. Lenin
"Though I disagree with every word you say. I will defend

with my life your right to say it."

Voltaire

Editor, Journal:

When I registered at Queen's

in September I received, like other

students, a red. white, and blue

card which informed me that I was

a member of NFCUS. Since reg-

istration I have had only one

occasion to use this card, in fact,

in the last two years I have had

only one occasion to use a NFCUS
card.

Now I'm not particularly non-

patriotic and I am sure that these

cards are very beautiful and dec-

orative, but unless you happen to

be a paper collector they don't

seem to he of much use.

Annually the students of Queen's

contribute 50c each in student

interest fees to NFCUS. The only

thing they get in return for this

money are the cards. When one

realizes close to $1500 is collected

in this manner the 50c does not

appear to be quite as small an

amount as it does when mentioned

by itself. The money collected at

Queen's alone is sufficient to send

a student to university for a com-
plete year in the Faculty of Arts.

When it is realized that this collect-

ing goes on on a national scale one

begins to wonder just where the

money goes and what it is used for.

Well, it goes to the national

headquarters in Ottawa "to main-

tain the large number of activities

carried out at the national level".

On further questioning the only

activity 1 could find out that was

carried out on the national level

was an insurance plan. The rest

of the activities were carried out

at the local level with funds sup-

plied from sources other than the

national levy.

Having passed on now to the

local level let's take a look at just

what is going on. Whenever stu-

dents, or delegations, wish to attend

conventions they must either

supply their own funds, or go to

the AIMS (which has few enough

funds to start with ) for support.

Why doesn't the National organi-

zation return some of the money
so that it could be used locally?

Perhaps it is because they realize

that the work such as the so-called

"education mandate" are super-

fluous and don't think that monev
from their own coffers should he

used on such juvenile endeavours.

NFCUS isn't serving any valid

position hut is playing in fields in

which it has no business. It should

either justify its existence and
prove its ability now, or acknow-
ledge its failure and disband imme-
diately. Dick O'Donnell

ffie Seizure Of Political Power
1. Golf

It was in 1928 that W. Twillin-

gate Miffleford, renowned scholar

and scientist, formulated his epoch-

making theorem, now called the

W. Twillingate Miffleford The-
orem, which has exerted a powerful

influence on t h e thought of

modern-day politicians. The the-

orem, briefly stated, is as follows:

"The political stature of a given
individual varies directly with ha
score for 36 holes,"

Miffleford's precedent-shattering

concept brought about drastic

changes in the Canadian and
American electoral systems. For
example, in 1964, Arnold Palmer
was elected President of the United
States after firing a blazing 69 at

Burning Trees. His nearest rival,

Ken Venturi, three-putted the
' fourteenth hole, carded a miserable
71 and disgustedly accepted the
presidency of General Motors.

Universities have been quick to

take cognizance of this trend.

Queen's University, at Kingston.

Ontario, offers a bi-weekly tutorial

in tee shots and putting to all

second-year honors politics stu-

dents,

* * *

2. Baby Kissing

Miffleford merely skirted the

fringes of another major precept

in political science, and it was left

for T. Klod. his colleague, to stale

—"the number of ballots cast for

an individual varies directly as the
number of infants he has kissed."

Fondness for children, real or
simulated, has long been a sure
route to political success. There
is nothing which appeals more
to the electorate than the pic-

ture of a suave, smiling politi-

cian lowering his illustrious

countenance to plant a kiss on
the milk-splattered forehead of

a slobbering baby. A note of

caution, however—the mortality

rate from cigar smoke suffoca-

tion among infants is extremelv

high; DO NOT EXHALE
WHILE KISSING BABY,

ji "* J * "
'

3, Campaign Speeches
At one time, political scien-

tists, even the astute ones,

naively believed that a candi-

date should be judged on the

basis of his campaign speeches.

This principle has now been
discarded entirely, and cam-
paign speeches have been rele-

gated to a deservedly minor
role.

Nevertheless, because one is

required to deliver such speeches
from time to time, there are
several important rules to re-

member :

1. Never waste a sentence
without including at least one

lavish campaign promise.
2. Never NEVER at any time

presume to speak intelligently

(e.g. Read "Twice is Enough",
by Adlai Stevenson, q.v.)

Today's most successful speak-
er on the campaign trail is Sen-
ator Samuel F. Mouth, who has
never been known to speak
above a Grade Three level of

comprehension, and who once,
in a twenty-minute speech, ut-

tered sixteen hundred and
thirty-four campaign promises.

* * *

Aspiring politicians may de-
duce, from the pattern set forth

by Miffleford, Klod and Mouth,
that the type of individual most
likely to succeed in modern
politics is a loquacious pedia-

trician who is also a profession-

al golfer
. . . and whose last

name is Kennedy!

Rick Malt

Self-Satisfied

Editor, Journal:

Regarding Mr. Krassilmkov's

comments on Soviet Education, I

would only like to add to his well-

prepared, doubly-proofed accla-

mation, that there is such a thing

as self-satisfaction, and not only

that called state-satisfaction !

There are some benefits to be

derived from education besides

facts, figures, and other Material-

istic assets ( ?) ; what about free-

dom ? Are we to be "encouraged"

by choice or by force ?

Jan Cummins

Yankee Si?
Editor, Journal:

Well, well, poor little Fidel !

"His only hope in the western

hemisphere cut him off," so now
he has only kind, rich old Uncle

Nikita to turn to. My heart bleeds

for him after reading Robert

Crown's tear-jerker "Cuba Si,

Yankee No !"

The fact is, Fidel Castro has

only himself to blame for the

almighty fix he is in. When he
overthrew Batista, he enjoyed the

full support and sympathy of the

U.S. But his hostile, unwarranted

and downright stupid actions since

then have led to a complete break

with the Americans. Because of

the resulting economic mess in

which Cuba now finds herself,

Castro hasn't got the cash to trade

with anyone except Russia, who'll

extend credit — with a myriad of

strings attached. It is this ever-

increasing dependence on the

Communists that will cause

Castro's downfall, which, if he
continues being hostile to the
Church, spending huge sums on
arms and so on, is a certainty.

As regards the Americans in-

vading Cuba, I am sure Castro has
enough intelligence to realize that

the U.S. would never be so fool-

hardy as this would simply rally

all the discontented behind Castro.
But anyone can get a bunch of
impressionable teenagers to play at
soldiers.

Finally, I am puzzled by Bill

Bassel's impression of a Havana
bristling with loaded guns, yet re-
laxed. Well. . . . maybe there is

something relaxing about a Cuban
militiaman, taking his "siesta"
while leaning on a Sten gun.

Tom Frisch
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fOltliS
extensive programme of

national
development is the Pro-

gressive-Conservative policy for

Canada's future.

Our theme is not one of wild

promises or exaggerated demands.

jyc
present only sensible, concrete

proposals for material and cultural

advance. Our aim is not to hand

oUt
temporary and illusionary

benefits, but to prepare the Cana-

dian
economy and Canadian

people for long-term, far-reaching

reforms.

Canadian status in the inter-

national sphere is at an all-time

high and the campus Conservatives

[ed that 1961 is an oportune time

for
Canadian diplomatic leader-

s hip.
Howard's Green's persever-

ing efforts towards disarmament at

( [ie United Nations are part of

Canada's and the Western world's

crusade for peace. The "World

Force" outlined by the campus
Conservatives would be another

stimulus. Far from competing with

the UN activities, this "Force"

would provide a supplementary

function.

Our role in the defence of the

North American continent is an
important one. Though contrib-

uting far less than our southern

neighbour to NORAD, our voice

is equal in strength and influence.

We must never be deluded into

thinking that disarmament and
peace can ever be achieved except

by eternal vigilance and careful

preparation.

Continued Canadian partici-

pation in the Colombo Plan, and
extensive support of the recently-

established Africa Plan is strongly

recommended. The South African
situation nmst be handled with
caution and discretion. If the
Commonwealth refused admission
to the Republic, the door should
remain open for future entry when
and if the apartheid policy is

abolished.

We endorse an extensive Gov-
ernmen t-suported bursary scheme,
of 10.000 bursaries of $600.00 each
lo university students. We urge
greater support of Canada Council
an <3 related research projects.
Provincial Research Councils will
lw financially assisted.

Believing residence life to be an
'Megral and valuable part of college

the campus Tories support
greater Federal government sup-
port for residence construction.
Last year, the PC's at Queen's

"rged *he establishment of a Fcd-
"al Department of Forestry—this
na

5 bee,, done by the Diefenbakcr
Government. By 1975, world de-
I^Hor wood products will have

STEWART SMITH
Model Parliament Leader
Progressive- Conservative

increased by 100^ ; research and
planning by the Department will
ensure Canada of a large share of
this increased trade.

Our hopes for a long-overdue
penal reform were realized by
Justice Minister Fulton's new pro-
gramme. With a bold new concept
of punishment, this programme
hopes to reduce Canada's high rate
of recidivism and to introduce
sensible rehabilitative measure into
our penitentiaries.

A close check is needed to ensure
that labour unions continue to act
in the best interests of all Cana-
dians. Compelling unions to pay
taxes, be liable for damages and
securing open books, will facilitate

this. To prevent external domi-
nation by international bodies, a

10% limit on union dues trans-
ferred outside of Canada, should
be established. We support the

gradual abolition of capital punish-

ment. Unproven as a deterrent,

indefensible on moral grounds, and
unjustifiable because of human
fallibility, capital punishment is a

blot on any progressive society.

We present the following
specifics to aid Canadian industry:

tax amnesties to new companies

owned and controlled by Cana-

dians, assistance to industries in

depressed areas, including free

hydro-electric power facilities, leg-

islation to increase Canadian par-

ticipation on directorates of Amer-
ican subsidiaries in Canada, an

intensive 'Roads to Resources'

programme, vocational training to

encourage sedondary industry, ex-

tensive trade promotion efforts,

and a 1962 Trade Fair in Mon-

treal.

For continued Conservative

leadership at Queen's, and positive

representation in Model Parlia-

ment, vote Progressive-Conser-

vative on January 27th,

Queen's Progressive-

Conservative Party

LIBERALS
, ,

,

It- the past few yearSi the atti .
hide of the politkally-nUuded
nunonty at Qucetl'

s towards the
majonty of their fellows has been
somewhat condescending. The
Faculty of Applied Science has
been offered the "IDIOT" party
Levana has had the "Feminine
Freedom Fighters", and the Fac-
ulty of Medicine has been disf-
ranchised. Rarely," however, are
Queens students offered an idea at
Model Parliament time. It is the
aim of the Queen's Liberal Partv
to change all this.

Last year, under the leadership
of Bob Little, the Queen's Liberal
Party began to work towards this
aim by advancing the idea of a fund
or small "emergency" student
loans. (We came third). The
idea, however, seems to have been
a good one, because this year there
is a student loan fund at Queen's.
(We can not, of course, claim to
have created a new Ministry in the
Federal Government, but then,
seriously, what student political

organization in its right mind
would make such a ridiculous
statement?)

This year, as its "campus plank",
the Queen's Liheral Party suggests
that a branch of a chartered bank
would be a fine addition to our
campus. A little thought will tell

any student that such an idea is

worth-while. Aside from the large

amount of time that a campus bank
would save students, such a bank
would also be able to specialize in

student financial problems. Here
are the facts

: 1 ) The Administra-

tion of Queen's University favors

this idea; 2) At least one char-

tered bank in Kingston is willing

tu establish a hranch at Queen's;

3) The zoning laws of the City of

Kingston proliibit the establish-

ment of a bank on or near the

campus r 4) Zoning laws can be

changed; 5) City officials have

assured the Queen's Liberal Party

that the zoning law in question

will be re-examined; 6) A Liberal

victory in Model Parliament may
convince the officials of the City

of Kingston that the Students of

Queen's University tvant a bank on

their campus.

A large number of Canadians

arc now unable to pay their own

medical expenses. The unem-

ployed, (he aged, and the vast body

of unskilled workers constitute

this group. An even larger group

of Canadians is in constant fear of

large medical expenses which may
cripple them financially. It is

obvious that no "free-enterprise
plan" is willing or able to pay for
these expenses. The majority of
them are paid for by the various
levels of government and the wel-
fare agencies. The ba lance of these
arc not paid. The time has come
for action by the Federal Govern-
ment, and wc feel that the estab-
lishment of a Royal Commission
docs not constitute action.

. . . or H£W PARTY

In order to outline all the aspects
of the Liberal Health Plan it

would be necessary to write several
columns of this size. A Liberal
canvasser will be calling on you
this week, and will be happy to

supply you with a copy of this plan
as it was approved at the National

Convention. The Liberal canvas-
sers will also be ready to supply
you with some of the FACTS
concerning Canadian unemploy-
ment, with the Liberal proposals

DON MacGREGOR
Model Parliament Leader

Liberal

concerning aid to University Stu-

dents, the Liberal stand on national

defence (which does not constitute

neutralism), and how a Liberal

government would seek to bolster

our sagging national economy.

Since no single member of the

Queen's Liberal Party has all of

the information you may request,

several members of the Party will

be available to answer questions in

the Liberal Campaign Head-

quarters, which will be located in

Committee Room No. 1, Wednes-

day and Thursday evenings from

7 :00 to 10 :00 P.M., and from 9 :00

to 6:00 P.M. on Friday. Vote

Liberal this Friday ! ! !

Queen's Liberal Party

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

• PINS * RINGS

• BRACELETS

Choose your class pin or

school insignia from a com-

plete stock in sterling or

gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
JEWELLERS

168
PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 6-2261

THE

MUTUAL [jFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

of CANADA
HEAD OFFICE! WATERLOO, ONTARIO

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. — TEL. L) 6-1405

BRANCH MANAGER - A. E. NELSON, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.—Res. LI 8-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.-Res. Li 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.L.U.—Res. LI 2-7602

M. EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER — RES. LI 6-2170

1. Defence: Withdrawal from
NORAD and NATO. Cancella-
tion of Bomarc and interceptor

aircraft program. Maintenance of

anti-submarine program. Army
available for UN purposes.

2. Economic
: Establishment of

a National Planning Council to

regulate development and invest-

ment. Use of crown corporations

for resource development and
establishing industry in depressed
areas. Maintenance of Canadian
dollar at a discount re U.S. dollar,

"Easy money" policy to combat
depression. Crash works program
and government investment in

industry to combat unemployment.

3. Constitutional : Reform of

B.N.A. Act. New Federal-Pro-
vincial tax agreements to aid muni-
cipalities and have-not provinces.

Federalization of secondary
schools. All labor unions, corpor-

ations and political parties to

publish audited financial statements.

4. International : Increased con-

tributions to U.N. Long-term loans

to underdeveloped countries in the

form of machinery and technical

aid. Immediate shipments of

surplus food to China and the

Congo. Recognition of Red China.

5 Educational : Free university

education, with living expenses,

for top 20% of high school stu-

dents, contingent on maintaining

80% average. Accelerated con-

struction of vocational schools;

introduction of "screening" in

secondary schools.

6. Welfare: A national, non-

premium medical insurance plan,

with token payments for treatment.

The platform of the New Party
is that it is the only alternative to

a Conservative government in

Canada, that it is the only party

able to effectively carry out the

reform policies so necessary at this

time.

We say in Canada we have a
two party system — a system so

necessary for an effective democ-
racy. But no, wc do not.

A two party system exists to our
south and in the bastion of democ-
racy, Britain, there is a two party

system. But if in Canada you are

not on the Conservative side of the

two party system that is if you are

a truelv liberal minded person and
by this I mean as the Oxford
dictionary says, a person "not
bound by authority, orthodox
tenets or established forms in

political or religious philosophy,

independent in opinion; not con-

servative'' then, you have no party

V. Y. HAINES
Model Parliament Leader

New Party

to vote for. And you will not, until

the New Party in Canada forms
next summer, then liberals in

Canada will be able to express

themselves politically.

The New Party is the only

party in Canada that stands for

full employment; It is the only

party in Canada that has the will

and the understanding to cope with

such problems as our disgraceful

housing situation.

For the old parties are wobbling

and impotent to instigate changes

and reforms of a radical nature

just as their leader demonstrates.

What happened to the public works
program of the Conservatives? It

it defunct. And why are the old

parties impotent to rid Canada of

her tar paper slums, her unem-
ployed and her long-drawn out

economic slump? The answer is,

that ihese parties have, by trying

to be all tilings to all men, made
themselves incapable of standing

for clear-cut policies and radical

reforms. In particular, they dare

not offend the corporations, many
of them foreign-owned, who pro-

vide their bulging campaign funds.

True, the New Party takes

money from unions, and we will

publish our financial statement —
unlike the other parties. True, we
are not afraid to advocate clear-cut

measures and to deny that we can

get things without payment —
unlike the other parties. If you like

our program; if you want genuine

reform and realize you will not get

it from the doddering and inde-

cisive old parties; if you are a

genuine liberal and want a real two

party system in Canada, we invite

your support.

Queen's New Party

1300 - SUMMER POSITIONS - 1300
FOR

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

WITH THE

PUBLIC SERVICE OF CANADA

$245 fo $305 a Month Up to $515 a Month
For Under-Graduates For Graduate Students

Plus travel allowances to and from positions and,

where applicable, subsistence in the field.

Most positions are for students with a background in Engineering

or Science, notably Forestry, Geology and Agriculture, but some

will be drawn from other faculties as well.

POSTERS, DETAILS AND APPLICATION FORMS AT

Closing Date for Applications January 31st

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION OFFICES
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Debaters Win
(continued from page 1)

abstract aspects of the resolution

All speeches were of ten-minute

deration, followed by five minute
rebuttals by each speaker.

The three Judges — a charter-

ed accountant, artist and insur-

ance executive, were all members
of the Civitan club, a Toronto ser-

vice organization. Their decision

was unanimous.

Chairman was Dave Higgins,
who will become president of the
I.U.D.L. on June 30.

The next debate in the present
competition will take place this

weekend, when University of

Western Ontario journeys to
Queen's to debate the same reso-
lution.

LOCAL TORIES TOUR JOYCEVILLE
By Phil Elder

On Friday, January 20, eight

members of the Conservative

Club accompanied Mr. Frank
McGee, Progressive Conservative

M.P. to Joyceville's medium se-

curity penal institution.

The first impression was one
of contrast as our cars passed
five or six prisoners who were
walking up the road unaccom-
panied by guards. Next, on our
entry, one electrically operated

door was closed before the other

of the double system was opened.

The warden received us court-

eously and explained that Joycc-
ville is not a minimum but medium
security institution where men
are given some freedom and a

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOUR COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET. KINGSTON, ONT.
MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Ptrty or Banquet Arrangement* at Rainbow Roots

chance to learn a useful trade be-

fore release. This transition per-

iod is indeed important, as I dis-

covered from talking with an in-

mate who had trouble adjusting

from the Kingston Penitenary to

Joyceville—imagine the shock of

immediate freedom!

On our tour, we visited the

modern kitchen staffed by in-

mates, hospital, barber shop,

metal and woodworking shops as

well as certain others. The gym
and skating rink are impressive

and we were so struck with the

similarity to a military barracks

that we began to think it was a

tour designed to impress visitors.

GIFT PROBLEMS
tttem ia . . .

Spearn's of Kingston
"The Gift Centre"

COME IN AND SEE UNUSUAL AND EXCLUSIVE GIFTS
FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

In spite of this feeling, we
were extremely impressed and

the tour was made real by two

or three things. First, we saw I
red Joyceville to

the prisoners' cells, small austere parently he had

rooms with heavy metal doors.

On each door were the name and

sentence of the inmate. Each

must be locked in by 11 p.m. on

weekdays, earlier if they wish,

and by 1 :30 a.m. on Saturday

nights — after the late show.

The fact that Joyceville is en-

lightened does,not mean it ceases

to be a prison. I stopped to talk

to a chap who was the waiter

and caretaker in one of the cafe-

terias. His hobby is leather work-

ing, and he said that most of his

stock was sold out over Christ-

mas (inmates get 3 classes of

allowance depending on their

seniority). He usually has 35

men to wait on, and he was sit-

ting quietly smoking and listen-

ing to his radio, having finished

the cleanup. When I asked him

whether he liked Joyceville bet-

ter than the Kingston Peniten-

tiary, he said that the food was

much better than in "the Pen"

but that he had preferred it there.

He put it this way.

"I never went to reform school

like a lot of these young fellows.

Over in 'the Pen' you did every-

thing when and how they told

you or else. It is harder to have

freedom. You have to make de-

cisions. Now these young fellows

don't have the problem. They
never had to have their cap on

straight and stand at attention,

and they know what they're do-

ing. They try to get away with

things we wouldn't think of."

Another older chap, 'a worker

in the canteen office' told me
that he wasn't sure if he prefer-

the Pen." Ap-
large cell in

the K.P. with a fine collection

of tropical fish. Here he wasn't

allowed to keep pets.

Nevertheless, the security of

being told what to do is danger-

ous — these older men are not

so well prepared for release as

the younger ones, and it is clear

that medium and minimum se-

curity institutions on a large

scale will further rchabiliation of

criminals, which is the aim of

an enlightened penal system.

Mr. McGee later took a num-
ber of girls from the club to s

the women's penitentiary.

Rally To Honour
Sir J. Macdonald

A tribute to Canada's greatest

politician will take place tomor-

row afternoon in Macdonald

Park. A political rally will be

sponsored by the Progressive-

Conservative party on campus in

commemoration of Sir John A.

Macdonald's birthday.

In a five-car parade that will

tour the campus tomorrow after-

noon at 4:30 p.m., the Conserva-

tive Club will pay the respects of

Queen's students to the memory
of our elder statesman. Ending

up in front of the Father of Con-

federation's statue on King St.,

the parade will celebrate Mac-

donald's birthday, which was of-

ficially January 11.

Hon. George Nowlan, Minis-

ter of Internal Revenue, will ride

in the parade and will speak in

the ceremonies at Sir John A.'s

statue.

The parade will get under way
at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow in front

of Morris Hall. Everyone is in-

vited to attend.

Classified

Grant Hall with D0„ M
" c

A
*dc

[)

on Saturday, Jan. 28. Cash
,

'

i C
;<

best costumes. 1st, Sin- > Xutt
§2. Stag 75c. Drag \ $i
by Science '64. ' ^Poti^,

For Rent
A furnished two bcdroom

t from May Uapartment from May I-.\UD
" b

nurses 0r
Women students
couple are preferred. Re0r
month. Contact Charlie Lc» •

1

1

Loat
!

Pair of brown leather
g|ov

skating on Lake Ontario i>

Ci|

*l

Chown Hall or call Local' 491
" r»

A watch; "Junghans" 16 ),,,' ,

ver with a gray leather stran 1 A
the paddleball gym on TliUrsd,

cf
'i

IVth at 1:30 p.m. If found o,,
1''

tact Dave Steele, Local j%,
you.

Voters Wanted
To mark their ballots

[nr .

Downie as Jr. A. M.S. Rcp . [o,
I

Jan. 25th and 20th. Positive \m $

in tion is promised.
Typing

Theses essays, and- -ccturc
tvped at standard rates. Contari u
E. Bolton at LI 2-2957.

tl
1[1

For SaJe
One pair of Eckel {German )

ski poles Length 49". Only
once since purchase and

DT
too short for owner. Best iyPe 0 (

°r'

made. Phone Linda at 6-07S2
Union House Bridge Touriian,,-,
$5.00 each will be awarded

winners. Entry sheet and
posted on coffee shop bulk
Entries close 3:30 Friday,

J ai) ^j'S

CFRC

here's never a dull moment in my job as a Dell Service Representative.
I like talking with people and there's a surprising amount of enjoyable
challenge in the work.

"I joined the Bell in May 1957 and when I had been working with the
company for a while, I married and moved to Oakville, Ont. (I'm happy
to say I met with no difficulty whatsoever in having a transfer arranged.)
But wherever you work at this job, the variety of human interest makes
the work a pleasure.

"There are many other fascinating types of work at the Bell, too.
Several of my college acquaintances also chose to join the company —
some of them after trying other work— and are happy they did 1"

Ask your Placement Officer for our career booklets.

Thursday:
6:30—Speak- Softly
7:00—The Sound of Music
7:30—Calendar and Programme

Highlights
7:35—March Time
8:00—Show Music — Kismet
8:30—Speaking Frankly
9:00—The Living Classics featuring

The Music of Handel
) 1 -00—Music for Moderns

ARTS fV?EN - VOTE
• FOR EXPERIENCE

• FOR VIGOROUS LEADERSHIP

• FOR POSITIVE REPRESENTATION

VOTE DON DOWNIE
FOR JR. A.M.S. REP.

$10,000 FOR STUDENTS
LIFE INSURANCE AT THESE LOW RATES

ANNUAL PREMIUMS FlitST 5 YEARS
le 16 1*6.90 Ago 25 SiO 70
is 20 149.10 Ag< 30 IS3.90
Lowai Ratsi for Amount! ovtr S1O.000. tower Roloi tor F«molo RuVi

lllvad Age, I 0 through S9
Convirflble onj Renewable wjihojl Mimical Einrrinallon

1DITIQNAL BENE FITS—non-con-, IJobli total Jliobllily inters ,-,J r_ l-l,.

< ton plo

VAIL TAY LOR 'Tcrin*™™^
Ottftcnmi Kite

B"' r""u
S60 Bayvle- Ave., loronlo 17, Out. HU. 7-15 81

"More P^-ncc of Mnd Per Premium Dotliir"
TERM a LIFE o DISAulLIIY • OBOUC

ft &i

Mr*. Maty-Adelo Moore,
a gradule In Art* of

the VnlDPtsHy of Toronto,

1957, It convinced i/ie

made a good choice

in joining the Belt

their implementation your aim,
you'll find most satisfaction in an Alcan career.

Strong statement?
Not if you look at aluminum —
the world's most versatile metal;

or if you ask any of the 1,400 Canadian
manufacturers who use Alcan aluminum

in some form or other —
as ingot, powder, rod, sheet, tubing, bar, fabric, foil —

to make — not one product or another, but—
a thousand products and more.

They may be electrical, mechanical, structural, ornamental, utilitarian,
simple or sophisticated products, well established

or daringly new . .

.

Now, if ideas arc your forte, you can
help these users of aluminum make even
belter use of this ubiquitous metal —
because that's one of the jobs of Alcan
career men. When you get your degree
here's what Alcan offers you:

An excellent salary and a generous pen-
sion plan. An employee share purchase

plan and other benefits. A Canadian
organization international in scope
with a wide selection of challenging
careers in production, process control,
development, research, sales, business
administration, accounting, marketing,
legal work, personnel, industrial re-
lations, otc.
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gelow are the names and quali-

fications
of those running for

ifiiS
representatives in the Arts

Society-
Elections will be Wed-

nesday
and Thursday, Jan . 25

3 nil
26- Foils will be in the New

^rts
Building and Dunning Hall

from 9 to 12 and from 1 :30 to

4:t)0 and at Leonard Hall and

( |
|C

Students Union during the

noon h°U!': Listed below are the

various candidates' qualifications

as
submitted to the Journal:

Senior AMS Reps.:

Charlie Conn:

^Treasurer Arts Society 1960-

1961

^-Treasurer Arts '62 1959-60

__Vice-Captain Rugger Team
1961-1962

—Arts Vigilante 1959-60

—Commerce and Finance, Arts
•62.

Stewart Smith:

—Junior AMS Rep. 1960-61

—Debating Union

—NFCUS Executive

—Prime Minister Model Par-
liament 1960

—Constitution Committee,
Arts Society 1959-60

Junior AMS Reps.

:

Don Downie:
—NFCUS Committee 1960-61

—Arts Vigilante 1960-61

—Debating Union Executive
1960-1961

—Drama Guild Productions
1959-1960-1961

—NFCUS International Af-
fairs Chairman

—P. C. Association member
—Men's Residence Food Com-

mittee 1960-1961

—Chairman on National
NFCUS Congress Planning
Committee.

"«™« ToCanZ^'Z
By Des. Taylor

"it

Speaking Thursday nieht
Putsch outlined Canada's^^n^^ Vi«-™ncipal

He started his talk In- m,?r -

*WlSn trade
-

J«
come t0 be Z^ZSJ" '^ ho» Canada

War the allies formed a ^rf AftW tllL' S'™« WoVld
ners and the expansion of woX7adrr ' ^T™ °( ^ «*»
111 th.s program. To-day the arf^f* ****** * leadin»^-d there has been a SUTb^ZllT »7*"»^ P-«
the years. Under the Gene
called, there can be

Since then

ral Agreement on Tariff
0 nse in protective tariff

there have been —

—

major changes in the world trade
situation. In Western Europe, six
nations have formed the Europ-
ean Common Market which pre-
sents a common tariff to the rest
of the world. The United King-
dom, excluded from the Europ-
ean Common Market,
with six othe:

trade area

constantJowering of tariffs ov
s and Trade as it is

grouped
nations into a free

This has resulted in
a major commercial cleavage in
Western Europe. Dr. Deutsch
went on to show that all over the
world groups of nations are either
forming or negotiating to form
similar groups.

nada adopt a protectionist policy
This would help to increase pro-ducts in Canada of goods which
are now imported. This plan, how-
ever, would hay.

outcome
one inevitable

drop in the standard
of hvmg with the consequent loss
of many of our valuable techni-
cians to other countries.

It

Dave Willoughby:

—President Arts '63, 1960-61

—Member Arts Society Exec-
utive 1960-1961

—NFCUS Committee member
1960-1961

—Treasurer Arts '63, 1959-60
Arts Formal Committee
1959-1960

—Arts Levana Committee
1959-1960

-Member NFCUS Congress
Planning Committee 1960-61

—Chairman NFCUS Student
Discount Committee 1960-61.

At present Canada has not join-
de any of these, nor has she been
invited to join. The regionaliza-
tioil of trade will hurt Canada.
She may lose her preferred mar-
kets in Britain and she almost
certainly will lose at least part of
her markets in former low tariff

cnuntries such as West Gcrmauy
and the Netherlands who are now
part of the European Common
Market. Canada will soon face the

problem of diminishing markets
as well as her present day prob-
lems of increasing competition

from newly industrialized coun-
tries with low wage scales such as

|
Japan and India and with a large

trade deficit with the U.S.

Although full answers have not

been realized, there were two
major suggestions brought for-

ward at the meeting.

The first of these was that Ca-

Michelangelo s

Works]?ilmed
The outstanding film THE

TITAN, from the collection of
the National Gallery of Canada
*11 be shown in Dunning Hall
Auditorium (entrance on Uni-
versity Avenue) on Tuesday,
January 24 at 4:30 p.m. and 9:00
P-m

- Admission is free.

This is an extraordinary docu-
mentary film that recreates the
lVc""l<. life and times of Michel-
anSeIo without showing a glim-

J'

se of a human actor. It sets the
ve«ais5ance stage for Michel-
"(felo's emergence, shows the

11 "ence of contemporaries and
anaents
th

lso probable that such a
plan would lead to the develop-
ment of Central Canada but very
little growth elsewhere.

The second suggestion was that
Canada and the U.S. enter the
European Common market as full
members, or that they should
enter on some compromise arran-
gement. As Dr. Deutsch pointed
out, Canada and the United States
are too adjacent for one to enter
such a plan without the other. He
said that there cannot be too wide
a gap between the two, for we
are economically interdependent

!

The meeting ended with the

agreement that eventually there
will be compromise,

Pierre Emmanuel To Give Dunning
Trust Lectures: Jan. 30, Feb. 2 and 7

The Chancellor Dunning Trust
Lectures are being given this
year by Dr. Pierre Emmanuel,
poet, critic and journalist of
Paris, France.

Dr. Emmanuel was a professor
of mathematics until 1943 when
he joined the French Resistance
Movement. From 1945 to 1949,
he was head of the British Ser-
vice for French radio and tele-

vision. He has been visiting pro-
fessor or lecturer at Harvard,
Johns Hopkins, Oxford and Man-
chester. He is considered one of
the leading poets of his country.

Dr. Emmanuel will consider
the situation and role of the writ-
er in the changing world in rela-

tion to the purpose of the Trust.
His three lectures, under the gen-
eral title, A Creative Way to

Freedom, will be delivered in

Grant Hall at the following
times:

Monday, January 30, at II a.m.

—The Writer and Social Changes
in the World Today.

Thursday. February 2, at S p.m.

—A Quest for Inner Freedom
Tuesday, February 7, at 8 p.m.

—Freedom and Spiritual Unity.

QUEEN'S CHESSMEN ARE CHECKMATED!

The Eastern Canada Intercol-

legiate Chess League held its

second annual championship last

weekend at Hart House in Tor-
onto. Last year's champions and
founders of the league, the

Queen's Chess Club, were unsuc-
cessful in retaining the league
trophy, losing 7-1 and 4'/i-V/2 to

U of T and McGill respectively.

Queen's had been hit hard by
graduations, and faced the power-

against Rostikes on "board

three."

Against McGill, Queen's chalk-

ed up wins on the first three

hoards. High points of this total

were Kalotay's and Hawke's
brilliancies on "boards one and
two", supported by Butler's win
on "hoard three" and Gregory's

draw on "hoard four."

It is significant that all of

Queen's points were picked up

SIGNPOST
Tuesday

:

A. M.S. Meeting: Lower Common
Room, Students' Union, 7 p.m.
German Club Meeting: 8:30 p.m. in

West House Common Room, Cliown
Hall, Two interesting films on Ger-
many. F«ter Harris, holder of a Ger-
man exchange scholarship for Queen's
last year, will give a sliorl talk on his
year at Munich. Refreshments served.
All welcome.

Hyde Park Night at 8:30 in the
McLaughlin Room. Come and hear
(he political prophets peddle their
wares.

Students' Wives Club Meeting:
Science Clubrooms Tuesday at 8 p m
Film: Thread of Life. All Students'
Wives welcome.

Wednesday:
Mr. Walter Pitman, M.P. for New

Parly will speak Wednesday. Jan. 25,
McLaughlin Room, 8:00 p.m. on New
Party Principles.

Brass Band: Meet at 6:30 in Grant
Hall for election of next year's student
leader and for :i > oticcrt band practice
under Mr. Bartlett, Any new members
welcome.

Glee Club. 6:30-8:00 in Dunning Hall
Auditorium. Election of officers.

Science Glee Club Practice: Wed-
nesday, Wallace Hall at 7:00 p.m.
sharp. Important practice for forth-
coming concert. Everyone expected
out.

,

The Queen's University Biochemical-
Biophysical Society will meet on Wed-
nesday at 7:110 p.m. in the lecture room
of the Craine Building. Dr. Vittoria

(rum the Defense Research Board will

speak on "Research at D.R.B." Every-
one is welcome.
Lc Cercle Francais nrisente tine

•oire a Leonard Hall, Music Room,
mercrcdi lc 25 janvier a 8 heurcs. Une
lecture "D'Ubu roi". de E. Jarry. Dis-
cussion, disnues et rafraichissements.

ful Toronto team in the first by the first four players in the
round. Despite the disadvantage,

; team, three of whom were fresh-

Andrew Kalotay had an easy : men

.

draw on "board one" against! The Queen's team consisted of

:

David Grimshaw, who placed Sth A. Kalotay, L, Hawkc, W. But-

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP

and SHOE SHINE
in the 1960 Canadian Champion-
ship. The other half point came
from Butler's hard fought draw

ler, D. Gregory, R. McLenaglian,

J. Parrott, P. Osborne, and W.
Hartuian.

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 2-9717

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP
231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
"Where a Traditional PRESTIGE P revails

PATTONS CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDERING

In by 10:00 a.m.; Our by 5:00 p.m.

TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE
The Nicest Cleaning In Totvn

349 PRINCESS STREET DIAL LI 8-4292

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

7k StwWt well equipped

tW MUSIC...

carries the unseen hero
rc,l|gh various intrigues, the

prising of Savonarola and the
'ge of Florence. Through the

gssionate rigors of Michelange-

j..
genius flowers the beauty of

I?
!"aSterworks

i
the David, the

th J

Ul0minient. the Moses,

j

6 Sls tine Chapel ceiling, the

rj

St
J U(lgnieiit and the soaring

°me of st. Peter's are all ex-
PlOrpf] , .

,„,
u 111 their context of time

and
deling.

The student well equipped to become

maestro of his money makes

sure that he has a B of M
Savings Account as one of the

Strings to his bow.

Bank or Montreal

Your

entrance

into the

world of work

IBM

Will IBM be the right place for you to

work . . . will there be an opening for

you at IBM?

The answer can be "Yes" if you are an.

outstanding graduate in Arts,

Commerce or Engineering.

Graduates selected by IBM can becrme highly paid

Systems Service Representatives, Applied Science

Representatives, Programmers or Sales Represen-

tatives contacting important business executives.

As an undisputed leader in Data Processing and with

its immense growth potential, IBM has much to

offer the qualified graduate.

To discover if IBM
is the right place for you,

write for this booklet.

IBM

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES COMPANY LIMITED TT>lk#
Sun Life Building. Montreal. Quebec A*JJtI
Eastern District M< J. E. T<

I
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Queen's vs. RMC
In Waterpolo Tilt

Intercollegiate

Archery Tourney

Thursday afternoon a pick up

team of Queen's waterpolo en-

thusiasts journeyed to RMC to

play an exhibition game with the

Cadets.

The Queen's team found them-

selves very much out of shape

with the exception of one mem-

ber who swims 100 pool lengths

a day At the end of the game the
j

day morning

Queen'smen hauled themselves ; arrows. OAC took over from the

out of the pool and were on the very beginning, wearing out t

long end of a 5-4 victory score.

The Intercollegiate Indoor Ar-

chery Tournament of the WIAU
was held in the Queen's gym

on Saturday, January 21st. Six

teams competed, with Queen's

placing fourth in the meet which

was won by OAC.

After a practice to set sights,

test targets and such, the first

WIAU round started on Satur-

with a flurry of

GAELS EDGE McMASTER

Gary Liesmer of Queens scor

ed the winning with 0.1

(1/10) of a second remaining in

the game. This accurate timing

came as a result of the Cadets'

precision timing which saw an

official at pool side with a stop

watch.

Playing coach Bill Raffan an-

nounced after the game that a re-

turn match would be played

Tuesday afternoon (today) at 5

P.M. in the Queen's pool. All

and red and neglecting blue,

black and white as much as pos-

sible. They finished with a score

of 1881 (out of a possible 2592)

with Toronto in the second slot

with 1781 points and Western

third with 1703. Queen's was

close behind with 1660 points.

After a meal which satisfied all

at the LaSalle Hotel with honor-

ed guests Mrs. Macintosh, Dean

Bryce, Dawn Campbell, and

Marg Benson, the second WIAU
round was shot. Tiie teams fin-

Laughton Scores Five Points

In Last 90 Seconds To Win

By Fred Durdan

niop the Queen's Golden Gael Senior Basketball ^
Fr.day evening he yi

batfled fe a vj

stymied all pre-season »P«» £ last five-minutes

McMaster 58-56 in an uphill battle in ij

^ ^ ^ _
as the second victory of the week as they top.

Redmen Wednesday night and now hold a 2 and
1

For Queen s it

pled the McGill

rec0rd in the early season ^ ^ ^
From the oPe« ^ third' victory. Behind^

McMaster seen. d on

*f£J* up a ter,pomt lead early h £
^rd^rioJafter Queen's had rallied to puil within two points 29*

at half time.

But Bob Laughton came through with 5 points in the last minute

B nn ice Laughton, who had been writing

"V "rant^hd no attended practice or p.ayed all

those interested

these two teams in another game

will be admitted to the balcony

at no cost. P.S.: Bathing suits

will be worn.

Winter Auto Rally

The St. Lawrence Automobile

Club of Kingston is having a ral-

ly on Sunday, January 29 m aid

of the Ted Pope scholarship fimd.

It will start at 1 :00 p.m. sharp at

the shopping centre, and will "be

run over approximately 75 miles

of good roads.

The entry fee of $3.00 per car

includes supper and films after

the event. Five different classes

of trophies will be awarded. AH
entries should be sent to Mrs,

Anne Jackson. 219 Yonge Street

by January 27th. Post entries.,

$4.00 per car.

All enthusiasts at Queen's are

urged to participate. Further in-

formation can be obtained from

Tony Hawke, Morris HalL

watching
j iflhed m the order as in the

AM with one exception. Western

moved into second place but not

enough to change their position

when die totalis were considered.

OAC finished with a total of

3823 points, Toronto second with

3544, Western next with 3481,

and Queen's trailing closely with

3324. Tie ibree high scorers for

the day were all from OAC;

Nancy Betsey shot for 1102

potato, I'tfla Price for 1037, and

Florence McCully for 997.

Queen's ield their own with Lin-

da (Grant shooting 935. Cookie

Cartwxrght 981, Audrey Bayles

687, and Barb Fair, 617.

PJJOIO BT WACLATCHY

Shown here is Al Hyland from Queen's fighting O/C Webster

from R.M.C. Hylands victory gave Queen

cadets 4 bouts to 3 m .Saturday evening"

the edge over the

exhibition matches.

This to one of two tourna-

ments, the other being the out-

dour tournament held last fall at

OAC in which OAC also ranked

first. It is the only tournament,

in the ranks of the intercollegiate,

to be held at Queen's this year.

The next tournament will be held

at Western next weekend for

badminton -supremacy.

40££M'S OUTSOX RMC 4-3

By Don Cochrane

Commeatiag-an tfhe success of the R.M.C.-Quecns boxing match

hdd at the gym last .Saturday night, the kindly old coach Jack Jarv.s

said with a wry smile, "Well, 1 didn't see anyone leaving tlmr seats

And neither AM anyone else as an enthusiastic crowd of 200 watched

the Tricolour win the match in the last bout, four wins to three tor

RMC \! Hylancl showing flashes of his old form scored heavily

to wm the boutasd match over a determined but outclassed Webster.

Brian Lever "began the evening

for Queen's when ie found his

140 lb. opponent. Jack English,

quite willing to trade freely,

Lever, who is a -weight-lifter and

wrestler on the side, took only

until the second round to score a

T.K.O. Then the house fell in as

R.M.C. swept the next three

bouts. Highly-touted Officer Ca-

det Watson showed his worth in

cleanly defeating 150 Tb. cham-

p-on Jim Day. Day, showing great

cotirage, fought his best but -was

no match for Watson's punching

precision and excellent condition.

Better condition again was the

difference as Dick McAdoo fought

an even bout with Lowthian for

two rounds, but faltered in the

third to give the decision to the

cadet. Tom Spouston more than

lived up to advance billing as he

knocked out Queen'sman Terry

Nickerson in 30 seconds of the

first round with just one left

hook.

Hyde Pork Night will be held at 8:30

P M in the McLaughlin Room of the

Students' Union today. Come ond hear

the political prophets. All hecklers wel-

come.

Walter Pitman, sole Member of Par-

liament of the New Party will speak on

Wednesdoy in the McLaughlin Room

8:00 P.M.

Peter Harris, holder of the German en-

change scholarship for Queen's last

year, will give

Reid Keyes administered three

rounds of punishment with the

most consistent and orthodox left-

hand seen all night. Keyes took a

unanimous decision after three

rounds of target practice with his

left-jab; Ed Schaminerhorn, fight-

ing at his normal weight again,

tied the match at three wins a-

piece by unleashing a left hook

that resulted in two eight count

knock-downs and a T.K.O. vic-

tory. Eddie was by far the most

interesting fighter of the evening

as he gave the spectators a de-

monstration of his 'heady' boxing.

He combined fierce punching

with excellent coordination and

combinations' to outscore his op-

ponent.

The stage was set for Al Hy-

land to break the tie, a convincing

exhibition of left hand combina-

tions as he whipped a spirited

175 lb. Webster.

talk on his yeor ot

Munich to'the Cermon Club today at

8:30 P.M. in Chown Holl West House

Common Room. Refreshments will be

served ond all are welcome.

WHITEFACE SKIERS: The snow conditions at Whiteface as of lost

weekend are: 5" base, 1" powder, skiing fair, all tows and hills

operating. If snow conditions do not look good for the coming

weekend, a Wednesday night meeting will be announced on the

following bulletin boards: CYM, COFFEE SHOP, BAN RICH, and

TECH SUPPLIES.

but he
Laughton stepped to the -u.

Hue with a minute and a half left

shooting a one and one^situation

with Queen's trailing 53-54. Bob

made them both and came back to

.ink a field goal with 50 second

remaining to push Queen's lead to

57-54 Harrison of McMaster sunk

a field goal to pull within a point

but again it was Laughton at the

foul line shooting one and one

with 30 seconds left. His first shot

*nve Queen's the necessary two

point edge to win 58-56. Denny

Bozic controlled the ball after an

important jump under the

Queen's basket with seventeen

seconds remaining with the help

of Al Raisbeck but as the clock

buzzed McMaster was taking a

last-second desperation shot at the

basket in hopes of tying the score.

A new starting quintet opened

the game as Fred Reilly moved

into the centre slot along with

Bozic, Laughton. Raisbeck, and

Mike Jackson. Reilly who has

shown so well in recent games

again proved his worth and has

shown he has earned his spot as

he picked up 17 points in Friday's

tilt.

Early in the first half, Mac ran

up a seven point lead as they

opened quickly and tried to pull

away but the Gaels were not to

be denied as Reilly, Jackson, and

Bozic kept pouring through the

field goals to pull Queen's up to

a 27-27 tie but the half ended with

Mac holding a 29-27 edge.

The second half almost proved

disastrous as the Marauders be-

hind Gene Rizak opened up a 10

point lead but again the Gaels

were fighting an uphill battle and

Al Raisbeck and Tony Rasporich

sunk field goals in the closing five

ni inutes to set the stage for

Laugh ton's heroics.

The crowd, Mike Jackson, and
Frank Tindall's new rotating de-

fense bottled up Rizak for the

evening. The fans were particu-

larly boisterous whenever "the

mascot" as he was tagged made

MILDEST
BEST-TASTING

CIGARETTE

The Civil Service Commission of Canada
invites applications (or the positions of

DIRECTORS OF STUDIES
FOR

CANADIAN SERVICES COLLEGES
AT

ROYAL ROADS
Victorio, B.C.

SALARY — Up to $12,500

COLLEGE MILITAIRE ROYAL DE SAINT-JEAN
St. Jeon, P.Q.

SALARY — Up to $13,500
For details concerning the Service Colleges ond the above positions,

please write immediately to the:

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,
OTTAWA, ONTARIO

ond ask for Information Circular 61-2025A

a miscue. But oohs and ahs filled

the air when he let fire his excel-

lent shots and scored 26 points

during the evening.

Denny Bozic and Fred Reilly

racked up 17 points each for

Queen's with Mike Jackson ad-

ding 8, Laughton and Raisbeck

with 7 each and Rasporich with

two rounded out the Tricolor

scoring. Barry Stone, Ed Warda,

and Lloyd Budgell all saw action

for Queen's giving the starting

five a well-earned rest.

For McMaster Rizak picked up

almost half the team's points as he

notched 26. Schertzer scored 9

while Harrison, Martin, and

Holmwood added six apiece.

In the preliminary game, The

Queen's Intermediates defeated

Morton's Record Bar of the In-

dustrial League 62-54.

After scoring the first two

points, the Junior Gaels fought

basket for basket with Morton's

and the half ended in a 27-27

deadlock.

As the second half opened, The

Tricolor gradually pulled ahead

an opened a lead that they were

able to keep. Armed with a copy

of the Arts Journal, Morton's

coach thought he had a clear pic-

ture of the Gael offense. He was

badly mistaken as each of the

starting five were able to score on

various options.

Top man for Queen's was John

Shea who hooped 17 points-

Charlie Sorrie helped out with 16

points, and before leaving via the

personal route, Ted Norland con-

tributed 9 points. Other scorers

were Jim White with 8 poi" ts

;

Jack McMurdo 7, and Bob An?

5 points.

For Morton's, six players alsa

scored. Randy Kline scored

points, and Ferguson notched »

points before fouling out. Hill an

McAllister each sunk 10 P°in
5

while Woodstock and Martm

scored 4 and 1 respectively.

$1.99

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT
CHAR — BROILED RIBBED STEAK

POTATOE — SALA?

BISCUITS — BEVERAGE

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI-COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

. 103 PRINCESS STREET



THE DUNNING TRUST STORY
following appeared in a 1946 Queen's Review: "A donor who^ remai" anonymous has made the gift of §100,000 to Queen's

be known as the Chancellor Dunning Trust as a per-
CfS

'trib
ute to y°ur Chancellor, Hon. Charles A. Dunning, in the

'
lt

.

t 3 l' fe oE Pu,3lic service w-iH helP future students to do their

'Service to humanity. It is the desire of the donor that once
111

3

three years the Trustees of Queen's University read this

decide in the light of the then existing conditions, how
H^*

illConic
from the trust may be expended to promote under-

P a"d
appreciation of the supreme importance of the dignity,

edom and responsibility of the individual in human society'.

i'
1
,f<

,,este.d as well that the terms of the trust, together with the
|i= ^ 0f the Trustees, be published in the student newspaper.

"Students and staff and graduates will take unusual pleasure in
this great tribute to a great Canadian, the Chancellor of Queen's
University. It is the hope of the donor that others may feel impelled
as he was, to pay regard to Mr. Dunning in this very practical way.
The Trustees will give careful thought to the means by which the
income from the Trust will subserve the wishes of the donor. It has
been indicated that the Trust might fulfil its purpose best by giving
direct support to the humanities in their influence on the dignity,
freedom and responsibility of the individual in society."

Since that time and in keeping with the stated purpose of the
Trust, many of the World's leading scholars have given the three
lecture series. In 1948, Dr. T. E. Jessop, described as one of the
ablest young philosophers in Britain came from University College,

Hull. In 1949, the lectures were given by Dr. John MacMurray, pro-

fessor of moral philosophy at Edinburgh University; and he was

followed in 1949 by Sir Richard Livingstone, president of Corpus

Christi College at Oxford and one of the world's leading men in the

interpretation of the Greek Culture and its values in the modern

world.

Last year, as all those who were here know, Dr. Robert < Sppeil-

heimer, one of the world's greatest Physicists, gave the Dunning

Trust lectures. His lectures on "Knowledge as Science, Knowledge as

Action, and Knowledge as Culture", gave much food for thought

and to some perhaps a new view on knowledge. This year we look

forward to more insight into life when Dr. Pierre Emmanuel speaks

on the Situation and Role of the Writer in this changing World.

QUEEN'S JOURNAL
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Pierre Emmanuel, Critic,

Poet; Gives Dunning Series

OH RALLY SIR JOHN?
Sir John A. Macdonald was

blessed in grand style Wednesday

,-ifternoon with a Progressive-

Conservative rally in Macdonald

Park. A bottle of "champagne"

was poured ceremoniously over

Sir John A's feet by PC leader

Stewart Smith.

Liberal antics added to interest

by flying a "Laurier" banner from

Sir John A's arm and pinning a

spotted bow-tie a la Mike around

his neck. Jeering and yelling, a

few Liberals decried the dedica-

tion ceremonies, honouring 'our

greatest Canadian'.

The parade toured the campus,

with banners unfurled, posters on

high, and crowd in full song. Hon

George Nowlan, Minister of Na-

tional Revenue, led the parade and

niversity Blind Guide?
bpic This Weekend

spoke at the statue. Ben Allmark.

M.P. for Kingston, accompanied

the Minister.

Cheering and singing with

great enthusiasm in the zero de-

gree weather, the crowd applaud-

ed Stewart Smith as he described

Macdonald's "v i s i o n, ambition

and political courage as the in-

spiring forces in Canadian hist-

ory". Hon. George Nowlan prai-

sed the Liberals on hand for their

spirit and pointed out that Laurier

also was a great Canadian, but on

one who had followed in the foot-

steps of the Father of Confedera-

tion.

Despite disturbances, the rally

ended successfully amidst burst-

ing flash-bulbs; the crowd disper-

sed knowing it had honoured Sir

John A. in an appropriate and ty-

pically Oueen's manner.

|T>ve|
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By Mary Fraser

News Editor

e delegates from four

Universities — McGill,

gC, Uyerson, and Waterloo —
'ttend the Education Semin-

held at Queen's this

under the sponsorship

NFCUS and the SCM.
Are Our Universities Blind

will be the theme of

eminar, which will consist of

:ures by Queen's faculty

who are considered

ities on the subject of edu-

each lecture followed by
°n in small groups.
rst lecture of the series,

"The University Today",

delivered by Professor
Wise of the History Depart-
at 10 a.m. Saturday. The

a t 2 p.m. Saturday, will

tuition — A Search for

99V by Dr. A. J.
Cole-

[ ead of the Department of

atics

p.m. Saturday, Dean
Duncan will discus

pihuri

Won

he fii

llitlc,

betill

|tnt,

|, I

"Are Academic Studies Anihoma-

toitsV, and the series will be com-

pleted on Sunday morning with

"The University in Society" by Dr.

J. J.
Deutsch, Vice-Principal (Ad-

min.) of the University.

Students, faculty members, and

visitors who have registered for

the seminar in advance have been

supplied with relevant literature

with which to prepare themselves

in order to make the most of this

unique opportunity to clarify old

ideas, and gain many new ones,

on this vital subject of education.

After each lecture, the audience

will separate into small discussion

groups, among the leaders of

which all faculties will be repre-

sented. The members of each

-roup will represent a cross-sec-

tion of campus and off-campus

opinion.

Those who do not wish to reg-

ister are invited to attend at least

some, if not all, of the lectures

Education is a matter of crucial

nterest to all Canadians, in par

ticular to University students and

prospective teachers. It is still

not too late to register for this

most valuable project. The fee,

which includes the cost of all

literature supplied, is $1, and may

be paid at the AMS office.

"GIMME!

Model Parliament

Voting by Year Cards, at

following Polls:

Arts Building, Dunning

Hall, Anatomy Building,

Law Building. Ellis Hall,

Student's Union, Science

Clubrooms — 10.00 to 12.15

and 1.00 to 3.00.

Leonard Hall, Ban Righ,

Wallace Hall — 5.00 to 6.00.

By Des Taylor

On Monday, January 30. this year's series of Dunning

Trust Lectures will begin. The series will be given by Dr.

Pierre Emmanuel, one of the leading poets, journalists, and

critics of Paris, Fiance.

Dr Emmanuel was professor of Mathematics at the

Sorbonne until 1943 when he joined the French Resistance

movement, where he remained until the end of World War

II. -

He was head of the British Service

for French radio and television, at

which time lie retired again to uni-

versity life. Since then he has been

visiting lecturer or professor at

Harvard, John Hopkins, Oxford

and Manchester Universities. He is

considered by many as one of the

leading poets of France. He has

recently published a new collection

of poems entitled Verse of the Ages,

and many of his short stories and

poems have appeared in such peri-

odicals as Esprit, La Nef and

Fontaine.

In his three lectures entitled

A Creative Way to Freedom, Dr.

Emmanuel will consider the status

of the writer in the changing world

in relation to the purpose of the

trust.

His first lecture entitled The

Writer and Social Changes in the

World to-day will be delivered in

Grant Hall. Monday morning, 30th

January at II a.m.

Ottawa (CUP) Jan. 21 — Stud-

tuts today have a "gimme" atti-

tude in their demands for finan-

cial support, Bill Boss, publicity

director for Ottawa University

told the NFCUS Ontario confer-

ence.

He said that "the-obligated-to-

h.vest-in-our-youth ploy is ad-

dressed to government and bus-

iness—not students."

Mr Boss pointed out that the

NFCUS campaign for 10.00 bur-

saries and the demands of univer-

sity students for more pai.-.^s

.pace, emphasize his point.

Mr Boss spoke of student apa-

thv in respect to serious issues

and asked that they define their

responsibilitiestcjhemsd

CANADA AN ECONOMIC
WASTELANDHPITMAN

By Roger Bell

"He certainly is an articulate speaker, anyway." The truth of this

statement by Pickersgill, referring to Walter Pitman was seen b> al

who attended his talk in the McLaughlin Room last Wednesday

Ve,

Tms New Party member of Parliament who broke the Conser-

vative hold on his Peterborough riding elaborated on the reasons

for the establishment of a new party m Canada.

himself prediPremier Frost

cd a Liberal-Conservative Party.

There is no political life in this

country, he explained, as in the

U.S. and Britain, where Demo-

crats and Republicans or Labour

and Conservative respectively

hold a better balance.

Therefore a new party must be

born to "plant a few oases in this

political and economic wilder-

ness."

Two-thirds of the people in the

world go to bed hungry. Canada

with its great wealth, still fails to

(See Pitman Speaks, Page 5)

Hyde Park Is

Politic Drama
By Jan Cummins

An Impartial Reporter

The room was highly lit; chairs

and people were crowded together,

separated only by ash-trays and

apprehension. All were waiting for

the HYDE PARK stage to be

trampled on by the "political

players". Then they entered —
quietly — mainly because they

could not be heard above the sneers,

jeers, leers, and gears of heckling

mobs.

The scene was now set. The First

Act began, shortly, as a furious red-

headed solicitor (for votes, that is)

played the role.

ACT I

Furious Red-head: not too tail

(in fact, rather short). Has a loud

piercing voice. Very red hair, and

very furious:

"Last year's Model Parliament

and Hyde Park were farces. This

year the same kind of farce must be

prevented."

Heckler: "Ya."

FRH: "Members of Parliament

must not be kept in the confines of

the Journal Office and CKWS-

TV." And then he added some-

thing about all sane people on

campus keeping their money in

banks.

Ruhby Rubb: This Mac actually

wore a shirt and lie. Pleasant chap;

not the amjry type:

"There is a crying need for

something to be done about health."

Heckler: "Ya."

RR : "The money is being spent

now on health welfare, but is not

being spent properly."

•Prnpcrh' being his cue, a beard-

(See Park Pack, Page 4)
>,tics Education is a matter of crucial thy m -1

define their hold a better balance
Spea ks, Page 5) (See Park Pack. Page 4)
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The Dregs Of The CUP
Following the stormy session of the National Conference of the

Canadian University Press (CUP) held last December, we have

been urgently seeking after a solution to the dilemma that faced us

This solution, far from perfect, we here offer to our readers,

students of Queen's.

The Queen's Journal withdrew from the CUP National Confer-

ence because of the passage of a motion allowing the CUP to express

editorial opinions with the support of only two-thirds of the member

papers. Our reasons for taking, and maintaining, this position have

previously been set out in our editorial columns. At that time several

opinions were expressed indicating that the Journal should either

support the CUP or completely revoke its membership if it could not

come to fundamental agreement with the organization. Although we

were in basic disagreement with the majority of members of the

CUP we did not feel that revoking our membership would be a wise

step without at least making an effort to come to some modus Vivendi

that was agreeable to all parties to the dispute. This effort was

further inspired by our intense regret at taking any action that

would injure the CUP.
After consultation among the editorial board of the Journal and

with the National Executive of the CUP and. to a certain extent, with

the AMS. we have decided to remain members of the Canadian

University Press. We have based this decision on the assurances

given us bv the CUP that the 'two-thirds rule' is only a standing

order of the National CUP Conference and can not be effectively

operative until the next National Conference (December. 1961).

Thus the CUP cannot express editorial opinions over the objection

of the Journal (or any other member paper) until the next National

Conference. In the meantime our energies will be directed to amas-

sing enough support to rescind the 'two-thirds rule' at the next

National CUP Conference, an endeavour which we sincerely hope

shall be successful.

It will be our intention to achieve this nullification of the res-

trictive standing order as a first order of business at the next

National Conference. If our efforts are unsuccessful this editorial

board will advise its successors (who will be operating the Journal

at the time of the next National Conference of the CUP) to revoke

the Journal's membership in the CUP. Whether it will actually come

to this or not we shall not anticipate.

In conclusion, we affirm our walkout as a positive factor in

causing the members of the CUP to bring more thought to this

problem of editorializing and to study all the ramifications and intri-

cacies which could have been easily misunderstood or ignored. Un-

less some form of extreme protest had been taken the measure

restricting editorial freedom, would have become an unfortunate

convention of a wonderful organization.

This column is devot

expression of lively
stUl}

lf)

]

ion. Opinions express^'
not necessarily refiecl

f l

policy and any student

to submit articles on anvl

cracy

Letters To The Editor

Views On Bews Wait And See

We're New!
Another Model Parliament campaign draws to a close. The

Journal would like to thank the interested few who have kept campus

politics alive despite the indifference of the great majority of stud-

ents. Wc will be surprised if more than about 30% of the campus

even bothers to vote, or if more than a corporal's guard shows up

for the actual sessions of Parliament; but then those who cannot

take an interest in the fascinating game of politics are more to be

pitied than criticized.

This year's campaign has not been as lively, as colourful as

some in previous years. But that is not all loss. On the whole, wc

think the discussions this year have been more serious and better

informed than any we have seen. The absence of crackpot "campus"

parties has lent an air of realism that had been sadly lacking.

No party has a monopoly on good ideas, and each platform of-

fered to students this year has merit. Nevertheless, we would ven-

ture some criticisms.

The Liberals' idea for a bank on campus seems to us a red

herring dragged across the campaign trail, designed to appeal to the

politically illiterate while obscuring the real issues. However, we do

congratulate the Liberals on an infinitely better campaign than their

insipid effort of last year.

The Conservatives have offered some good ideas as usual, but

we cannot condone their tendency to gloss over the appalling un-

employment statistics, and their failure to come up with ideas for an

effective remedy. It is no use pointing proudly to what Mr. Diefen-

bakcr has done, since that has proved to be not good enough.

What of the New Party? There are those who decry its idealism;

who say that its pretty promises will not stand the test of practical

application. And perhaps they are right — but let us, the youth of our

country, never be ashamed of idealism. The new Party, which rightly

claims to be the only alternative to Tory - Liberal rule, deserves a

chance in Model Parliament. And their national organization de-

serves the encouragement which a victory here would bring. The
Journal, then, gives its support to the New Party in today's election

avd its sincere wish for success in the future.

Editor, Journal:'

What is the purpose of the

Bews ? Two years ago a P.H.E.

team of seven people almost won

the Bews trophy mainly by getting

participation points. A great fuss

was raised, and it was decided to

start limiting several sports to no

participation points, while others

were lowered to 25% participation.

Thus the mighty Science faculty

needed to fear the other faculties

no longer.

The prime purpose fur the ini-

tiation of the Bews trophy, as 1

understand it, was to raise partici-

pation in intramural sports. "The

Trophy . . . was presented with

the object of furthering general

participation in intramural athletics

among the male student body." —
from the Handbook of Intramural

Athletics. Now that some sports

had 100% participation by some

classes, it was decided that with

fewer people, classes found it easier

to get 100% participation, and

people were shocked to see that one

could win the Bews solely on enter-

ing events ! Maybe the people who

abolished the 100% participation

should have kept in mind that par-

taking in as many sports as possible

was the prime reason for estab-

lishing the Bews ! It is obvious

that the Science years with a

greater number of people will win

most of the team sports. Thus the

only way that a Meds, P.H.E.

or Theology year could have won

the Bews has been all but elimi-

nated. Since the Arts faculty is

so diffuse it is impossible for an

Arts year to ever win the Bews;

the freshmen Science year is never

organized enough to try for the

Bews, while the Senior Science

are too busy with their formal.

Therefore the Bews Trophy — the

once great symbol of campus dom-

inance — has been reduced to a

meaningless prize fought over by

the Sophmore and Junior Science

Editor, Journal:

In reply tn Mr. O'Donnel's

letter v e h em e n 1 1 y criticizing

NFCUS in Tuesday's Journal, I

should like to agree with him to

the exent that NFCUS has failed

in the past few years to let the

students know exactly what il is

and has done. This is a recurring

problem which we are trying at

this point to overcome.

I am not going to attempt now

to again outline what NFCUS is

doing for Canadian students. How-

ever, within the next week and one

half, pamphlets will he distributed

in the residences and available for

anyone in the university describ-

ing NFCUS's function and pur-

Today the Queen"

parliamentary deinoi

again attempts to denu,,,!

Canadian universities
are

van of political progress n

should the university
stud

'

in Model Parliament
,.\h

Are these elections not n)e
'

j
oportunity for self-avowed

politicians to demonstrate
'nl

evils of hypocrisy,
sectarj

and full-blown vanity ? n
not provide an occasion

[0r J

jawed extemporization
an,)

,

ficiality ? Arc they not sown
political partisanship of an u 1

soiling nature ? In effect,
arcf

not a c o in e d y — or
rathe

tragedy of errors ?

These charges may li;

validity ! However, the poM
is no better and no wor«

tically speaking, than the ^
he represents. The electu

what they deserve if they J H

strate political apathy or the

sins of humanity in their v&

Model Parliament has

meaning than mere political fi

The Liberals want us to open
Jn cssence> it is a fonm

our eggs at the big end, and the
(kbate of natioiial iss„es

which the university elector hi

Sucking Eggs

Editor. Journal:

pose nut what it is and has done

for you. the Canadian student.

Also, with the permission of the

Editor sometime next week there

will be a lengthy article in the

Journal which will in detail outline

NFCUS's activities.

Robbie Shaw,

Queen's NFCUS Chairman

Baffle Axe?
Editor, Journal:

At a recent discussion on Model

Parliament the question was raised

as to how parliament could convene

without a symbol of authority.

We recalled that at last year's

"Mock Parliament" the democratic

form of government was over-

thrown and a totalitarian state

established. To our knowledge

this state still exists, with the rev-

olutionaries holding the Mace, the

symbol oE power. Can Model Par-

liament be convened or have any
meaning without this Mace ?

Curious

classes. Unless something drastic

is quickly done, the Bews trophy

will disappear in a few years !

A. Adlersberg

Conservatives at the little end.

Now along comes the "New

Party", which suggests we suck

them through a straw.

Personally, we shall vote for

C. P. Snow, and if his name is

omitted from the ballot, we shall

write it in. How many demon-

strations against nuclear and bac-

teriological warfare have Queen's

students organized ? How many

times have they marched on Die-

fenhaker's house ? How many stu-

dents have been expelled from the

Union for helping the Canadian

government to develop the anthrax

bomb ? How many protesting

telegrams have we sent General

de Gaulle ? How long are we

goin- to put up with hydrogen

bombs on Canadian soil ?

We are disgusted with Bob

Bishop's cowardice. If he has the

nerve to form a new party, he

should have the courage to erect

a new platform.

2uaied
".

. . Where once hi-jinks used to be the order of the day, such

as pigs being let loose in the parliamentary chamber, and such odd-

ball parties as the 'Idiot' and 'Canadian Christian Fascist' groups

were represented, today campus elections and parliaments are a

serious business.

"The idea is to have a model parliament, not a mock parlia-

ment," said Mr. Cadeau. (Exec, Sec. of C.U.I. .F.)

"And because the students, the future electors of the country,

are taking their politics seriously, the professional politicians in

Ottawa are watching their campus elections with equal sincerity."

Globe and Mail.

Laurie Barker

Peter McLaughlin

Men -less

Editor, Journal:

I have noticed that the Journal

this year has been studiously

avoiding any controversy on the

most-discussed topic on campus —
sex, (or to start a discussion off on

a high plane) from the female point

of view—men, boys and science-

types.

After three years of meeting a

fair cross-section of males at

Queen's, I should like to deplore

the existing situation, namely that

while men are becoming extinct,

the boys and science-types proli-

ferate more profusely than ever.

What is a MAN ? From the

(current ) feminine point of view,

a major aspect of manliness is the

ability to understand that life is

not one big "bash" and that girls

are not "Leiuonz" and more
"bashy" and if not these we are

not Mabel Figworthy types either.

1 his is what Queen'swomen are
looking for—we request that the
Registrar's office attempt to satisfy

the demand with a supply.

Mabel Figworthy

feels to be of paramount

tance. How so ? Easily expU

— when the university do

votes, he expresses a prelerd

for a particular party platfd

If his party-platform prcieia

wins the university clecti

national issues, of interest tn
I

and the voting majority, aiei

ed in Model Parliament, Wha

university party's political

gramme wins a university eleti

then the parent National

realizes the exigency of pa]

some deference to the partto

university's political - progn

preference. In effect, theunivffi

student, through support

university political-programml

exercising indirect influence in!

Councils of the Mighty— ie.in|

caucuses of a national party.

Voting-rights are the sumnislj

of Western political history,

too often, in our days of rra«l

self-satisfaction and moral an*

they are taken for granted!

limb that is not used, wither*

society that is indifferent to jn

and moderation for all in i'-<

eminent, is building po°rl,:H
future and will reap the fu» r

sure of error ! The vote, e.«*

with morality in mind ami

the lines of 'common good to]

guards against much political 6

A possession as vital as u" 1™

suffrage would assume prop0

of overwhelming import^]

Canadian minds, if it ^
suddenly snatched away

(

such as ourselves have I"

j

died struggling for a l#»

they never accpiired tli«'_

hut which we today hold so !

Voting is a good habit.
"

if exercised with «['
moderation, may yet J

,|S 1
i nv vol

in his existence !
D)

,

Model Parliament
election

the university student n»)J

this beneficial habit that
:

1

erect decency and lU0 '

s]
,jilj

a fundamental truth that -

perish from this earth

Model Parlia

Elections
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flautists unlimited
Last

week campus concertgoers

I
the

opportunity to hear two

,
recitals in the space of eigh-

nu
hours. Wolfgang Kander

'^
n

te )
and John Newmark

"ano)
plavet* m tne secor]d

' P
'cert of the Spring Series on

^""sday
evening, and in Wednes-

'

s Art at Noon programme we

flautist Robert Aitken, with
S

Coveart at the piano.
|,.1n

While both concerts upheld a

ally high standard of per-

f fliaace,
Robert Aitken showed

rcater
versatility and a more

flense
kind of musicianship. In

!£c first half of Wolfgang Kander's

orogramme,
which consisted of

jfaiidel,
Mozart and Bach, we

observed a number of isolated

things
which must be considered

praiseworthy: clean finger work

and
tonguing, though the latter

occasionally became somewhat too

obvious ;
a tone :nat was r 'cn

>

full-bodied and clear in the lower

register, but sometimes scratchy in

ihe top octaves; delicate, impec-

cably
executed trills; and a sense

„[ continuity from one movement

lo the next which made the shifts

0 [ key, tempo and mood all the

more telling. Yet when all this is

said, the harsh fact remains that

on the whole the music failed to

come alive. Two principal reasons

for this may be laid at Mr. Kan-

der's door, viz., a lack of logic in

phrasing and an apparent lack of

control in breathing. (Certainly,

we are quite aware that breathing

is a biological necessity, but the

less we are reminded of the fact,

the better.) As a result, neither

Ihe sweeping gracefulness of

Mozart nor the architectonic

strength of Bach could he fully

realized. The third principal
reason was Mr. Newmark, a

virtual nonentity who left us with

tk impression that the dialogues

between the instruments were being

conducted, as it were, over the

telephone.

Much more satisfying was the
second half of the concert -
Roussel and Hindemith _ in
which Mr. Kander appeared to
be moving in his own element at
last. With greatly enhanced con-
trol and form in phrasing, and
effective use of all the nuances
of timbre the flute is capable of,
he gave us a sensitive interpre-
tation of the two modern works,
concluding with a well-chosen
encore from the Romantic pe-
riod (the first of the Songs of the
Blessed Spirits from Gluck's
Orf>heus.).

Robert Aitken chose a pro-
gramme every bit as varied, and
proved himself a master equally of
classics, Romantics and moderns.
In runs and trills he displayed less

technical finesse than Mr. Kander,
but in the essential matters of con-
trolled breathing and well-shaped

phrases, his playing was beyond
all reproach. The brilliance of the
flute's upper register was well

brought out, particularly in Faure's

Fantasie, but his tone tended to

become breathy in the lower reg-

ister. Mr. Aitken left us not the

slightest doubt that he understood

the peculiar characteristics of each

musical idiom he played in, from
the stately expansiveness of

Benedetto Marcello to the intensity

and formal economy of Beethoven

and the analytic but equally pro-

found language of Eldin Burton.

Yet, the essentials of musical

semantics are the same for all of

them, and Mr. Aitken appears to

have grasped the essentials, for

each came alive as poignantly as

the one before. He was fortunate

also to have in John Coveart an

accompanist who was neither too

self-effacing nor too arrantly

obtuse to give the piano part its full

value. He was a partner, not a

straight-man ; and the music bene-

fitted acccordingly.

M. E. Gcrwin

J Excellent

career

opportunities

for

university

graduates

at the

SUN LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

OF CANADA
For information

write lo ihe Personnel Officer,

Sun life of Canada, Monlreal

Lot* For The Bottles With

The Torton Tops

JAMAICA DRY
GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI -COLA
El-DER'S beverages

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP

and SHOE SHINE

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 2-9717

m preparation
Following is an abstract of the

Paper to be given by Dean A. R. C.
Duncan of the Faculty of Arts to

the NFCUS-SCM seminar on
higher education this weekend.
The two problems of the univer-

sity as a community and the re-
lation between technical and liberal

education are closely related and
must be discussed in the light of a
full realisation of what is involved

in living in a technical era. Eco-
nomic pressures tend to produce
rifts in the conception of education
which are reflected in a fragmen-
tation of the community. If we
distinguish between the state of

being trained, the slate of knowing
enough technical information, and
the state of being educated, we can
see that a full and rounded edu-
cation involves both the acquiring

of technical knowledge and the

development of fundamental human
capacities and sensibilities. Assum-
ing that the content of a liberal

education includes both the sciences

and the humanities, and that in the

present age the nature of the

sciences is well understood, it

seems essential to concentrate on
explaining the function of the

humanities.

The humanities must be dis-

tinguished both from the natu-

ral and the social sciences, and
this may be done by enquiring

into the sense in which it is

claimed that they "bear directly

on human life". This involves

both the distinction between

professional and common hu-

man experiences and the dis-

tinction between experience as

it is lived through, and exper-

ience as an object of scientific

study. The differentiating feat-

ure of the humanities is that the

student of the humanities is, as

it were, directly involved in the

experiences, the expression of

which he is studying.

On the grounds that a human

being is a human being before he

is a lawyer, doctor, engineer, etc.,

it may be argued that the human-

ities necessarily form the foun-

dation of any complete education

upon which may be built the

superstructure of technical knowl-

edge. The humanities, representing

the study of our common human

experience, form the basis of the

sense of community which is inte-

gral to the conception of a uni-

versity. A. R. C. Duncan

the great debate - IV
It was an accident. Last year a

student from this university, while

addressing a group of high school

students on "The Value of a

University Education", let slip this

expression: "He who takes Life

seriously, takes Education seri-

ously". He was almost embar-

rassed by the home-spun nature of

his own proverb. But as he began

to work with it, he overlooked

this apparent defect
;
for, in its own

way, it had said something signi-

ficant.

The purpose of higher education

is the inspiration of the student to

participate in the imaginative

search after the knowledge of his

own nature and of his surrounding,

infinite universe. One of the im-

portant words is "participate", for

il is here that we differ from the

high school approach which is

essentially passive. The active

nature of higher education is mani-

fested in controversy — a constant

interchange of ideas, experiences,

and insights. Truly, we enter into

the "Great Debate" for, having

'pushed things up to their first

principles', we are contending with

the fundamental issues of all ages.

There is a unique and even

frightening aspect of our debate.

We, as students, must assume

manifold postions: we are at

once the spectator as we watch

the issues debated through our

long tradition, from the ancients

to contemporary giants; we
participate as we hold one posi-

tion and then move to another;

and then finally we must judge

ourselves before the tribunal of

our own conscience. All this, of

course, presupposes that Life is

being taken seriously — that

there is some concern to find

meaning in life, to find the na-

ture and value of man's essence.

"But this is idealistic hog-wash",

counters the imaginary objector,

"most student have not entered the

"great debate" nor do they have

any intention of doing so." And
so we arc faced with the perennial

predicament—most students may

be placed in one of three classes:

(1) they are either so narrow in

awareness that there are no prob-

lems; (2) they see that there are

problems, but lack the courage to

venture forth; (3) or they contort

experience by pressing it into pre-

conceived and rigid moulds,

thereby "avoiding" the problem.

Aware of this deep neeed in

many students, NFCUS and

SCM have spent three months of

diligent thinking and planning

which will culminate in Queen's

first Education Seminar. The

response from the faculty and

from many students has been

excellent. Only the finest speak-

ers are participating and quali-

fied leaders will continue the dis-

cussion following the lectures.

The vast amount of organizing

will leave nothing amiss. Only

one thing is lacking: the group

of students who need the Semi-

nar the most and for whom no

thoroughness in publicity will

excite into activity. For those

of you who are only slightly un-

decided, plan to attend at least

the lectures which particularly

interest you — it will be a val-

uable experience.

It may have appeared presump-

tuous of me, indeed, to have con-

sented to compose a series of long

articles on education and with

greater want of caution that I en-

titled them "The Great Debate".

This has already been expressed in

one Letter to the Editor. But the

author spoke for a majority o£

students whose attitude towards

education ranges from the indif-

ferent to the apathetic : the attempt

to stimulate thought is automa-

tically boring and the effort both

to write and read it is fruitless.

Donald Cochrane

a home for the homeless

(dhalmprs

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D-D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. JANUARY 29TH

11:00 a.m. Micah The Farmer

7:30 p.m. The Lord's Prayer

(4) "Give Us Our Bread"

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation lo nil

Queen's Students.

Even birds have their homes.

But with the exception of a few

Kingstonians who go to Queen's,

we are all homeless. On the aver-

age, a student spends eight out of

twelve months on this campus for

a period ranging from one to nine

years. It is therefore reasonable

to expect that the University

should aim at making our environ-

ment more homelike, so that we do

not spend this precious period of

our short lives in exile. To this

end, the students want a common

home for all without distinction

of race, religion, sex and status,

which should be open to us twenty-

four hours a day, 365 days a year.

Such a house should be called

International House, because of the

cosmopolitan character our insti-

tution rightfully boasts to possess.

In spite of those lofty edifices

rising into the sky one after

SEX
Comes to Cheltenham in February's

BOOK OF THE MONTH

a Queen's Drama Guild Production

another, in spite of the friendliness

of the staff at the University and

in spite of the overwhelming hos-

pitality of the Kingstonians, the

aim and purpose of making uni-

versity more home-like has been

sadly neglected, Most of us come

from far-off places in Canada and

remote corners of the world, where

return during holidays, short or

long, is difficult and quite often

impossible. Since all of the uni-

versity is slammed shut during

vacations, it is impossible to see a

familiar face in Kingston unless

one is prepared to go from door to

door to discover someone with an

affiliation to the university. The

tortures of heart-breaking lone-

liness can hardly be described.

Under the circumstances, the stu-

dents here humbly request the ad-

ministration to find them the

above- described International

House.

It is reliably learned that the

university plans to build offices for

different clubs on the campus.

But, instead of giving separate

ivory towers to each organization,

it is suggested to build a common

place for all. This will ensure

Hanson •& Edgar
Dance

Programs

PRINTERS Printing of

Phone 8-4114 Every Description

better co-ordination between
campus organizations, easy access

to the students and popularity for

the organizations for which they

strive so much.

This International House is

proposed primarily as a get-

together centre containing a

small international library and a

collection of international music.

Obviously the sky is the limit

for the scope of such a place.

This place is certainly not going

to be a waste of funds, like the

upper storey of the Students

Memorial Union, which besides

being a place forbidden to Leva-

nites — a sixteenth-century at-

titude! — is used by a negigible

percentage of Queen's students

for a negligible period each day.

The world situation is hound to

change and a memorial to the

presence of overseas students at

this university will remain a land-

mark and a thing of pride for all

time to come. These and many

more reasons have gone into the

making of this idea, and it is clear

that more than anybody else's, it

is the university's responsibility.

Sohinder Chopra

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT

BEEFBURG DELUXE

Va lb. prime beef, served with B.B.Q. Sauce

French Fries and all the coffee you wish 75c
Kingston's Most Distinctive Restauront LI 2-2729

Growing in

popularity

Cnmpus
Always In stock »t your Queens

J„7v«ltyT.chnl«i Supply Store

Book refills . . . wire bound

note books and refills . .

.

loose-leaf fillers . .

exercise books . . . scrapbooks

and specialties

GAGE STATIONERY
A DIVISION OF W. J. GAGE UMiTED

TORONTO • MONTIEAL WINNIPEG • VANCOUVE«
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Classified

WHO'S WHAT
MASQUERADE DANCE

GRANT HALL
WITH DON McCALLUM'S BAND

Cash prizes for best costumes:

1st—S10.00 2nd—$5.00 3rd—*2.00
Slag 75c Drag $1.50

Sponsored hy Science '64

For Rent

A furnished two-bedroom (4 beds)

apartment from May 1-Aug. 31, 1961.

Women students, nurses or a married

couple arc preferred. Rent $100 a

month. Contact Charlie Lewis, 6-9473.

Formal
Tickets for tlic Lcvana Formal will

be on sale for S5.00 in the New Arts

Building previous lo 10 o'clock and II

o'clock classes and in Ban Righ from

5:!5 p.m. to 6:15 p.m. and from 11:45

a.m. to 1 :00 p.m. daily. Ticket sales

will he restricted to Lcvanitcs until

Feb. 5.

Wanted
One old umbrella for which the own-

er has no further use. Call Nancy Ste-

wart, 6.6265.

Table Board
11:00 for 6-day week. Call 2-1685.

Typing
Theses, essays, and lecture notes

Ivpcd al .standard rates. Contact Mrs.

E. Bolton at LI 2-2957.

Found
Girl's Tartan Patterned Scarf —

Found on Union Street in front of the

Students' Union mid-day Jan. 25.

Owner please call Tom at 2-1360.

Found
I pair of ladies' glasses — copper

coloured rims. Found behind Douglas
Library Saturday a.m. Owner can re-

cover i rom the circulation desk of the

library.

Co-Op
Application forms are now available

at the Women's Residences, Men's
Residences, Douglas Library, and
Students' Union, for the Science '44

Co-operative residences.

SEE PAY THE PIPER

Levana, Engineers, Artsmen

Announce Faculty Elections

Nominations are now invited

for various executive positions

on the Arts Society. These posi-

tions consist of the President,

Vice-President, Treasurer, and

Secretary,

Call Bob Hornal, Chief Justice

of the Arts Society Court, at

local 232 if interested in standing

for any of these positions. Nom-

inations will be closed on Febru-

ary 8th.

* *

The General Elections for next

year's Engineering Society Ex-

ecutive will be held on Wed., Feb.

8 at 11 a.m. in Grant Hall.

President: Pete Perrin, Mike

Ben net.

Vice-President : Gerry Mas-

ters, Nick Pearson.

Secretary : Stan Frost, AI

Wirch.

Senior AMS Rep.: Syd Overall.

Second Vice-President: Gord

Komarechka, Bill Robbins.

Assistant Secretary : Roger

Hughes, Phil Gregory.

Treasurer: Peter Barr, Hans

Vorster.

Junior AMS Rep.: Peter Dcy.

* *
Nominations for positions on

the Levana Society Executive

arc now being received by Dawn

Cambell (Baker House), Presi-

dent of Levana, or by any mem-

ber of the nominating committee.

Nominations must be accompan-

ied by the signatures of two Le-

vanites plus the signature of the

nominee.

Group I : President of the So-

ciety, Jr. AMS Rep., Chief Le-

vana Vig.

Group II: Sr. AMS Rep.. Vice-

President of the Society, Secre-

tary, Treasurer, Social Convenor,

Curator, President of the Levana

Council, President of the LAB
of C.

Nominations for Group I must

be submitted by Friday, Feb. 3.

Nominees will speak at a Ban

Righ tea on Sunday, Feb. 5.

Nominations for Group II must

be submitted by Friday, Feb. 10;

nominees will speak at tea on

Sun., Feb. 12.

Note : to improve initiations

even more, the Levana Society

feels that nominees for Chief Vig-

ilante should have a tentative

platform prepared to present at

the nomination tea.

g>t. Samre' (Bljurrlf

Union Street, by the Campus

rector: rev. desmond c. hunt

SUNDAY. JANUARY 29TH

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

1 1 :00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Cordial Welcome lo all

Students and Nurses

ftt.Anbrrw'ii

9rMbgtrrtan (Blfurrt?

PRINCCM AHD CLMOY STREET*

Rev. Max V. Putnam, b.a.
minister

SUNDAY, JANUARY 29th

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship
Sermon: "Thi« Do And Live"

4:30 p.m. (tally and Supper

for Presbyterian

Students
Guest Speaker: The Rev. Mal-

colm Ran»on, Toronto

7:00 p.m. City and District

C.G.l.T. Service

Sermon: "God'i Will For Me"

8:15 p.m. Youth Fellowship

Theme: "Christian Vocation"

Come and Worship

Unttrb fflt?urrt|

Sydenham and William streets

pastoral assistant
Rev. Riley Smalley

organist and choirmaster
dr. f. r. c. clarke. f.c.c.q.

SUNDAY. JANUARY 29TH

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

Dr. D. M. Mathers, Preacher

7:30 p.m. Evening Worship

Dr. D, M. Mathers, Preacher

8:45 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

all Young People

EVERYONE WELCOME

300
students

tried out

a single

Philips tape recorder
Each could find a different use

for it in his own field of studies!

And we can prove it . . . with our famous

booklet "300 Tested Uses for a Philips Tape

Recorder".

Learn how a Philips Tape Recorder can help

you as a student, and for years following

graduation. Ask for our booklet at your dealer,

or write Philips Electronics Industries Ltd.,

116 Vanderhoof Ave., Toronto 17, Ontario.

LIPS
takes the time to build the best

COP CAKC
~ about a tifcus seminar

OTTAWA (CUP)—Jan. 23—

The stress and strain imposed

upon the individual by society

will be the main topic of the

fourth annual NFCUS national

seminar, officially entitled "The

Individual and Society". The

seminar is to be held at McMas-

ter University from Sept. 1-8.

Any university student may

apply. Applications must be sub-

mitted to local NFCUS chairmen

by Feb. 15.

All applications will be consid-

ered by local boards consisted of

three faculty members and two

students. Good academic stand-

ing and interest in the theme of

the seminar will be considered in

the choice of delegates.

The federation will pay the ex-

penses of the delegates with the

exception of a registration fee

which will not exceed $30.

More than 100 students from

across Canada will be in attend-

ance. The seminars provide op-

portunities for students from

every university in Canada to lis-

ten to distinguished speakers and

to discuss problems of mutual

concern.

Last year Walter Gordon,

former Royal Commission Chair-

man, and Eugene Forsey, educa-

tion director of the CLC, were

key speakers at the third national

seminar.

Application forms may be ob-

tained from local NFCUS com-

mittees.

- about bursaries

OTTAWA (CUP) — Student

presidents of Ontario universities

said, at the Ontario Regional con-

ference of NFCUS held last week,

that they will ask the Ontario

government to endorse the

NFCUS plan for 10,000 bursaries

outlined in a brief to be presented

to the federal government in Feb-

ruary.

The brief calls for 10,000 bur-

saries of $600 each. It was pointed

out during the conference that

these would be used to put quali-

fied students into university if

they were not now able to attend.

Outlined by the national presi-

dent, Bruce Rawson, the brief

will be prefaced with notes re-

lating it to Ontario. It pointed to

the economic inequality of oppor-

tunity for all qualified to enter

university. There is "a dispropor-

tion between occupation groups

society and their represent-

ation at university," he said. "The

top 15% contribute 50% of our

students; the bottom 20% con-

tribute only 5%."

Using statistics compiled by

the Dominion Bureau of Statis

tics, the National Conference of

Universities and Colleges and in-

dependent studies, President

Rawson presented the financial

background for a year at univer-

sity.

The average cost to attend for

one year is $1,400. This comes

from three sources : summer earn-

ings
;
scholarships, bursaries, and

loans; and family assistance. "A

student would have to earn "$475

a month during the 4# months

to pay all his expenses. Yet only

one in four earn $275 a month,"

he said. He added that the aver-

age summer saving comes to

$500.

Scholarships, bursaries, and

loans contribute about 8% to-

wards the cost of attendance.

"About six out of 10 students re-

ceive an average of $550 plus

room and board from their par

ents," Rawson said. The national

average for family contribution

comes to $700. However, he de

(See Free Funds, Page 6)

Pitman 5pCQ
jj

(continued from
page

solve its unemployment
It pays out 450 mil]iotl

™\
year in unemployment reiJ

-

more millions in income
t

sacrifices billions in dorm
*

ductivity.

"Our country," Pitman
an economic wasteland."

The Liberals, who bet.,

advocated NORAD, „0

*

against it. There is very
[j ttl J

litical realism in Canada ^
balanced budget is an irrJi

subject; if we can budget
(0 ]

surplus", we can also bmlPPW
deficit.

As in Packard's "The ty
Makers," Pitman suggests

have too many goods which
are exploiting too fast.

He went on to say that we c,

let badly managed dem0J
i-conomics lose to a better Q t)

munist example; we can't stj
by our outmoded system.

We are fighting on a bat

field that doesn't exist. p eo

don't want military supp0rt

much as they need economic
ail

In a country where the prices
(

many products have nothing toj

with supply and demand, whe,

the gross national produci

risen only 2.9% in the last
yt

where we have a system of

regulated monopolies Canadl
must have more government

i

ulation.

The U.S., if anyone, with

economic policy and "neutral"

titude, to which Canada slavi?

adheres, is the threat to wc

peace. He went on to say ih

Red China's growth is the hut

of any in the world. Not to rto

r.ize it is a serious mistake whoj

rectification will soon be fort

on the U.S. The United Natioi

is not the quasi-American emifl

it once was. Sixty-six out of
1

represented countries are Aid

Asian.

Pitman concluded that hi

party, supported by donation

would take the necessary steps

improve the economy so lielpraj

to set a better example of a thrh]

ing democracy.

I

what wou\d you like to be

ten years from

now?

Imagine yourself well on the road to success ... a
v.i.p. in your chosen career, enjoying your job

with an ever expanding company, being part of

an organization that is second to none in its field.

This picture could become a reality if you plan

your career with IBM. Where you start work can
count a lot.

At IBM there are opportunities for graduates in

Engineering, Commerce and the Arts. No one need
stand still. The requirements are high, but the re-

wards both personal and financial are exceptional.

// you would like

a career with IBM,
send for this booklet now.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES COMPANY LIMITED T>||Sun Life Building, Montrsal, Quebec IB JVk
Eastern District Manager-J. E. Tapsell
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, m1l on stage signals for keck-

They shrug sltoitlders; no

''ftfy. R'R continues:

'
''The policy is: R'cl1 Pay *or

l
)00r

'

ny Pa-
V ^or *ew '

we" *or s 'c^"-"

"'fliis is a" terribly dramatic, but

:

i |ance of the budget is not planned

on
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.

oe E- : This third character is a

j irk
white-collared, clerical type,

tig averted some interesting facts:

"MacdonaUl is dead ! James

£0yne
is an archduke," and charged

|iat
the furious redhead managed

.-to
pat himself on the back."

fjjs
accusations were enforced

0i a madly gyrating index finger.

So .

Heckler: "Did you bring your

holster?"

[oe E' :
"And Howe is dead too.

ACT II

flie zvnidtno has been opened to

release an enormous body of hot

air.
The group — er, room — is

still lit- There have ben no casualties

as yet-

Torre : Buddy of furious redhead;

however, larger and taller. Capable

0f
being equally ferocious:

"This party wishes to solicit ..."

Heckler: "Yeah?"

Torre: "... votes. We have a

platform of our own, and never

gyrate between standpoints."
~'
Windows opened a little more.

Red Vest: This joker in spec-

tacles steals the stage for U min-

utes. This is a painful 6-vtimtte

offence. Then he goes on to donate

a gift:

"They can have the sky : we'll

take Canada."

Torres chair breaks under oppo-

sition statement — first casualty.

Claims he sunk to others' level . . .

Heckler: "Bad language !"

Captain Schweppes : Bearded

captain dominates stage and tabes

over the inebriated mob:

"And we'll ask to have parking

meters removed from in front of

the residences."

Heckler: "The proletariat don't

drive cars."

Cap. S. : "If you don't want to go

to the left, nor to the right, but

want to go straight ahead, go ...
"

Hecklers: Muttered interruptions

about some "Chalet" deal. In reply

to lax reforms, hecklers add:

"Better to take from rich than

poor".

Cap. S. : "I always wanted to be

Robin Hood."

Hecklers: "Well you're shooting

with the wrong end of the shovel.'

The HYDE PARK political pro

auction was over. It ended amid

sneers, jeers, etc. (as before), but

among tears as well. Critics will

make their verdict known today,

after that which has been solicited

is counted,

Host Debate
Queen's will piay host to the

debating teams of McMaster Uni-
versity and Ontario Agricultural-
Veterinary College tonight and
tomorrow afternoon. The two
Queen's debators who were vic-
torious over the University of
Toronto last Friday, Rory Leigh-
man and Rick Malt, will uphold
the negative of the resolution
that "Neutrality is Immoral."
They will meet McMaster to-

night at 8 p.m. in the Ban Righ

being accepted. Membership in an Intercollegiate League. At the

Common Room, and OAVC at 2 1

ruary 8

p.m. Saturday in the McLaughlin
Room of the Students' Union.
This is a regular Inter-University
Debating League competition

and the league's Vice-President,

I Michael Matthews, has arranged
' for Queen's to meet Intercolleg-

iate debators from U of T, RMC,
OAVC, McMaster, and Western.

In a return arrangement,

Queen's is being represented by
Al Winship and Brian Cochrane
in Hamilton tonight and in

Guelph tomorrow.

this society honors "Students
who, maintaining a satisfactory

academic standing during their

undergraduate course, have ren-

dered valuable service to the uni-

versity in non-athletic, extra-cur-

ricular activities." Nominees must
be in the second term of their

final year or in post-graduate

work. A complete list of the nom-
inee's extra-curricular activities

must be submitted along with the

name to the AMS office by Feb-

present time it seems highly

doubtful that the AB of C will

sponsor the club in this league.

Therefore, it is with great

pleasure that the Queen's Rugger
Club presents the 'Rugger Romp'
in Grant Hall this evening. Dane
ing is from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. (after

the Toronto basketball game) to

the music of the "Metronomes."

Tickets: §1.25 per couple, stag

75c.

CANADIAN OWNERSHIP
MORE URGENT: NOWLAN

Mardi-Gras
They're doing it again with

Mardi-Gras — the best year

party ever! The Place is the

RCAF Clubrooms at the foot of

Princess St.; the Time 9 - 1 ; and

the Date FRIDAY. FEB. 3. Come
out and dance to the music of

popular Tim Murray. "Liquid re-

freshments" supplied.

Buy your tickets from any

member of the executive for the

unprecedented low price of §1.00.

Remember — you don't have to

go to New Orleans to attend

"Mardi Gras".

N.B.: restricted to members of

Arts '63 and their guests.

A. M. S.

• McGill University's Winter

Carnival takes place Feb. 16, 17,

18. Further details can be obtain-

ed at the AMS Office.

• Nominations for admission

to the Tricolor Society are now

• The AMS accepted the re-

port and recommendations con-

cerning CUP presented bv David
H. Hill. Journal Editor. Mr. Hill

recommended that the Journal re-

main a member of CUP, at least

until its next National conference,

also he recommended approval of

a raise in CUP travel-pool fees

from $60 to $70.

• The Kingston Whig-Stand-

ard has donated a trophy for the

best Faculty Journal. The judges,

appointed by the AMS, will in-

clude a representative of the

Journal, a member of the faculty

appointed by the Journal, and a

representative of Whig-Standard.
I

* *

"Chubby"
Senator "Chubby" Power, one

of Canada's most colourful veter-

an politicians and presently Skel-

ton-Clark Professor at Queen's

will speak to the Public Affairs

Club on the topic: "Politics in

French Canada", in Dunning

Hall Room 14. on Monday, Jan,

30 at 3.54 p.m.

* *

Rugger Romp
Last year the Queen's Rugger

Club, playing in the second sea-

son of its existence, finished with

a showing. Of eight games play-

ed, five won and three lost, the

club was awarded the Coronation

Trophy of the Eastern Ontario

Rugger League.

Since then the Club has taken

the initiative in the formation of

Deadline

The deadline for the applica-

tions for the 1961 WUS Seminar

is Feb. 0. Application forms are

nvailable from the Registrar's

Office, Prof. Soberman, Bob

Little, and Mary Davis. One par-

ticipant will be chosen from

Queen's, and will pay S250. The

university waives tuition fees

next year. Further information is

posted on all bulletin hoards.

In a speech to the Queen's Progressive-Conservative club in

Morris Hall last Wednesday night, Hon. George Nowlan, Minister

of National Revenue, stated that "the present Canadian government

is tarrying on the Macdonald tradition of Canadian development".

Pointing out that the recent supplementary estimates had done

nothing to cut oif foreign investment in Canada, the Dominion's

income tax collector asserted that the "time has come to insist on

Canadian ownership more than ever before". The Government is not

anti-American, but wants "Canada owned and developed largely by

Canadians".

The disappearance- of the pre-

mium uii the Canadian dollar has

meant a great stimulus to the Ca-

nadian export industry and tou-

j
rist business. As for rhe problem

i of municipalities borrowing in the

American market, M r. Nowlan

stated that the Canadian money

market could easily take care of

the demands of Canadian borrow

ers.

The Canadian Government's

northern programme, far from

being a policy "from igloo to

igloo", will have "a tremendous

effect and stimulus on employ-

ment and the economy". With

railways in northern Alberta and

Scholarship
Value:

DM 4400 (just over $1,000).

Remission of tuition fees.

Travelling expenses (tourist

class).

Requirements:

The successful completion of

two years of university study in

any faculty.

A good command of German.

Information

:

Further information can be ob-

tained from H. C. Laird, Depart-

ment of German.

Application:

Applications should be submit-

ted to Miss Laird in writing be-

fore February 10.

being built, the policy is intended

to open up the vast and rich areas

of the Canadian north. He stated

that the Diefenbaker policy of the

north is similar to the westward

expansion of Sir John A. Mac-

donald in the latter half of the

nineteenth century.

He pointed to the speed with

u Inch the Conservative adminis-

tration had dealt with university

aid. penal reform, and constitu-

tional problems.

Mr. Nowlan concluded by sta-

ting that unemployment could not

be cured by temporary panaceas,

hut only by long-term educational

Quebec, and 7,000 miles of roads 1 programmes.

SIGNPCST
Friday:

Union House Bridge Tournament
entries close todaj. J5 cash to winners.

Application sheet* and rules posted on

coffee shop bulletin board.

Combined N.C.F. Q.C.F. sleigh rides.

Meet at Calvin House 17 King Street

W. at 7:J5 p.m. Bring your skates too,

Evcrjonc is welcome.

Saturday:

Education Seminar
and 7 p.m. "Are

10 a.m.,

Universitic

See page one of ih

2 p.m.
Blind

Guide:
ior details.

Sunday:

Twentieth Century Folk Mass". Dis-

-irrcioK z.i: :?v;arl. will he led by Mr
George Maybcc, Dir.

.re's Cathedral Choi

Hall Parish. 8:3(1 p.m. Everyone wel-

come.

Hillel House: 8:30 p.m. Professors

Raft: Dr. N. A. Hintcn (Bacteriolo-

gy); A Bielcr lArtl; G. Simpson (En-
glish): J. A. W. Gunn (Political

Science).

Monday:
SCM: Siuilv led bv Mrs. J. Coleman,

'To-day: A Challenge to My Faith?"

Committee room 1. Students' Union,

4:30 p.m.

United Church Study: "Why no
Articles of Faith?" Committee room 2,

Students' Union, led by Dr. Smith.

Tuesday:
Public Affairs Club will be addressed

by Sen. "Chubby" Power on the topic

"Politics in French Canada" at 3:45

tor of St. Geor- 1 p.m. in Dunning Hall, room 14. All

at St. George's '.are welcome.

1490 AM

Friday:

6:30—Time for Listening

7:00—Palladium Party

7:30—Campus Topics

7:iS— Dixieland Jazz

8:15—Queen's at Work —

CFRC 91.9 FM

The Canadian Army

Offers career opportunities through:

THE ROTP

The 45 Month Medical Students

Undergraduate Subsidization Plan,

end Commissions in the Reserves

through the COTC.

Inquiries may be directed to:

CAPT. R. I. JENKINS

Students' Union or

Telephone Local 441

J. K Mac-

Donald— Proletarian Pastorals

in Mexico
8:j0—In Recital

Grant Sampson, pianist

9:00—Concert Hall

Vaughn-Williams — Symphony
No. 5

Grieg — Holberg Suite

1

1

:0D—Patterned for Pleasure

2;00—Sign Off

Saturday:

1 :0fl— Prelude to Opera
2:00—Opera House

Gluck — Orpheus and Euridict

5:00—Fun With Good Music

5 :J0—Twilight Serenade

6 00—Sweet and Low
7.00—Old Favourites

7:30—Calendar and Personality

7-4S—The Jazz Scene
8-30—Saturday Concert featuring

Handel — Water Music

9:30—Music Round the World

IU;WJ—Night Musie

11:00—Music Beat

p-UO—Starlight Serenade

1:00—Night Mist

Sanday:
i! 110—Musical Panorama

Kodalv—Harj Janos Suite

Ravel—Piano Concerto in O
Vivaldi — Trumpet Concerto

1 00—Mostlv Music

4:30—Emission Francaisc

5 '00—Deutsche Sendung

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In all your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-

dering requirements aur stare at 314 Barne Street

near Princess is convenient and anx.ous to serve you.

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindal! Ltd

PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

Traders Finance Corporation Limited

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Toronto 5, Ontario

Within, the past few years our company has selected

a small group of sales-minded young college men to represent

Traders in the many facets of the sales finance industry.

Because of the national scope of our organization

today and because many of our men in executive and man- j

agerial positions have been appointed from within our own

company, we again find it necessary to search for career-

minded individuals who have their sights set on the summit.

TJaders is an all-Canadian sales finance company,

founded in Winnipeg in 1920 as the first independent company

of its kind. Since then we have grown from one office to

almost 100 branches from coast to coaBt.

We are in the business of making credit plans

available to dealers in automobiles, trucks, boats, motors,

appliances, home furnishings, industrial equipment and

machinery and many others too numerous to mention.

We find it a fascinating and stimulating business

and one -that offers its own rewards to a serious young man..

Conditions have never been more favorable for establish-

ing a career with Traders.

Sincerely,

R.M. Willmott-h President.

THOSE INTERESTED In a Finance Corporation career

should contact their career counselor immediately

for an appointment. A Traders Finance Corporation

representative will be conducting Interviews on the

campus within the next two weeks.
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GAELS HOST BLUES FRIDAYJIGHT
Sews Clues

The positions in the Bews race

remain unaltered from last week

with Science '62 still far out in

front, followed by Meds '65 (who

are losing ground), Science '63

and PHE in that order.

The winter sports programme

is now well underway. In the

first week of basketball. Arts '61,

Arts '63, Science '64, Meds '65

and Meds '66 all emerged victor-

ious in their contests. For the

first time in years it looks as

though the Meds faculty may

have the two strongest teams.

Meds '65 with a well-balanced

attack and an organized defense

as well as good rebounding and

Meds '66 with footballer Bob

Latham gracing the offense and

defense, appear to be the teams

to beat.

The hockey league got off to a

good start at the Jock Harty as

Meds '63, Science '63, Science '62

and Arts '63 all chalked up wins

while Science '64 and PHE Arts

'62 and Arts '64 and Science '61

and Science '63 played to ties iH

other games. The scores of con-

tests so far indicate that play is

very close and with former inter-

collegiate players now eligible,

the standard of competition is

higher than last year,

are under way in the individual

sports department. Each is in the

firstfirst round of play. Favour-

ites in the handball tournament

include Jim Dickson, PHE; John

Payne, Science '61
; Terry Porter,

Meds '63 and paddleball champ,

Dave Steele, Arts '64. Badminton

contestants are defaulting at a

high rate so if you've signed up,

check on your playing time and

earn some points for your year

as well as having some fun.

The free-throwing rounds be-

gin soon and this unlimited event

usually has one of the largest

number of entries of all.

Boxing is scheduled for Feb-

ruary and entries are still being

accepted. Consult your year stick

for additional information and

see Jack Jarvis in regards to

working out,

Gaels Seek Third Straight

This will be the first meeting

season. The big guns for the high-scoring Blues
are

-foot-three forward, and Davey West, a six-f^.

six-foot-five centre,

By Tom Graham

This Friday night in the gym the Gaels wilf play host to tb-

University of Toronto Blues. This will be the first meetiiig. o[^
two squads thi

Terry McElroy. a six-

guard Jim Maguire, the Blues' six-toot-tive centre, 1S suppose
lo

be just about top in the league rebounding so the Gaels may haV(

their hands full. The Gaels made

a stirring comeback from the Mc-

Master Marauders last week-end

on the strength of fine teamwork

and excellent clutch basketball.

The Gaels were picked for the

cellar by not a few doubtors be-

fore the season started but they

have an impressive two wins out

of three games so far. Led by

veteran Denny Bozic and Bob

Laughton and fired by typical

Queer's spirit they should pro-

vide tough competition for the

highly-touted Blues.

PHOTO av M1.HR

These Four Queen's Gals Are Members Of Queen's Archery Team Which Finished 4th In The Recent

Intercollegiate Tournament. .

Horde Aim At
Toilet Bowl
This Saturday afternoon on the

outer field the Golden herd

or horde, will battle one an-

other for the coveted Toilet Bowl.

Civil plays against Mechanical,

while Physic: versus Mining

Metallurgy and Geology in the

second half of the twin bill.

The various squads have re-

ported that their personnel are

up for their tilts. All injuries

have been cleared up and precau-

tions will be taken to prevent

frostbite in future.

The quarterbacks of the civil

squad have forsaken the poolroom

and are learning their plays. Gall

of Civil is one player who bears

watching because his broken

field running.

Mechanical's Howse promises

to be a player to watch because

of his ability to confuse the en-

emy and his own team-mates.

Physics is going to be quarter-

backed by Chris Gray and his

main targets will be John Mac-

Kinnon and Laurie "Hands"

Wright, and elusive speedster.

Levana Hews
Western will be raided this

week-end by the Golden Gals

themselves. The Intercollegiate

volleyball, basketball, and bad-

minton teams will travel to Lon-

don to put their strength against

the White and Purple.

The Intercollegiate badminton

tournament is to be held with

Queen's upholding their champ-

i-nrhip won last year. This year z

team is as strong as ever with

Marg Benson as first singles,

Jessie Wallace, second singles,

and Heather Beers and Mary

Welsh, doubles. The girts are out

to win against teams to contend

with from Toronto, McGill, Wes-

tern, O.A.C., and McMaster.

Simmfions and Lou Purcell from

the Comets. If this line-up is not

enough to scare even the Un
touchables then we can add Fred

"Tiger" Durdan, Terry Nicker-

son, Bord Wallace, John Payne,

and Carl Giovanella.

Since the ground crew have not

been able to find the tarpaulin

they are going to import the

Gatmeau SnowShoe Club to pack

Mining Metallurgy and Geolo- 1 the snow and provide pre-game

gy will be leaning heavily on Bill | excitement.

Room and Board - Men's Residences

Limited number of double-room spaces (room and

board) available in the Men's Residences.

Apply to: BUSINESS OFFICE, LEONARD HALL.

Preference will be given to those on former waiting lists.

SCM Asks Work

With Us Now

If your interest tends towards

books; cooking; square dance

parties; organizing agnostic

weekends, education seminars, or

studies on such topics as nwclear

disarmament, inter-communion,

christian doctrine, what it means

to be a student, your interests

are those of the SCM.

Consider seriously whether

you shouldn't drop what you are

doing and call or drop a note to:

Rich Neufeld (381), Marg Slavin

(2-2352), Marlene MacLean

(482), Butch Nelson (6-7403), or

any SCM cabinet member. Why?
To tell them that you saw this

note, and just might be interested

in being on the SCM cabinet next

year; that you understand the

positions listed are open to all

persons, christian or non-chrtst-

ian, who accepts the basis and

aim of the SCM ; that you are

calling to find out what is in-

volved.

The positions are : assistant

study chairman, assistant study

chairman (denominations) , as-

| sistant world mission chairman,

and convenors for — Rockwood,

House of Providence, Retreats

and Conferences, special projects,

current issues, supper meetings,

social affairs, publicity, also party

whip, and book steward.

Applications accepted until 1

p.m. Monday, February 6th.

Come, work with us.

RUGGER ROMP"

Tonight from

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

HELP RUGGER

SUPPORT

ITSELF

FREEJUNDS
(Continued from Page 4)

clared, three out^ of every
f0ur

children can expect no assistance

The conference also:

—asked for investigation of the-

possibility of setting up a booth

at the CNE.

—agreed to joint sponsorship

by OAC and Western of a semin-

ar to reach students who do not

normally attend conferences and

seminars.

—were split on the necessity 0 f

asking the federal government to

reduce the voting age from 21 to,

18 years, and took no action.

FREE

AMS MOVIE

"Doctor At Large"

ELLIS HALL

Friday, January 27

4:00 P.M, and 7:00 P.M.

'MODEL PARLIAMENT
WILL NOT

BE
FIXED!" E ' Ne3S

DANCING EVERY NIGHT v -

— AT — ^ ' -

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS CANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night — Paar Christie's Orchestra

Catering to Private Parties and Banquets

FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
CALL LI 2-0745

EXPORT
PLAIN OR FILTER TIP

CIGARETTES -

$10,000

Lovt« HalBl fa* Ano.nH o.r

Inera
1

-

r.
.
.,.,„.

1

1. cn „ t„ -

ACOITIONAL BENEFITS—i.cfi"

ruh iilMir,,; ...
'. ItiSURANCE Al riiti: IOW RATtS
"VMS FIESI 5 YWS
.1-3 Ag. 33 K0.7C
.10 *o« 30 113.90
i 1 0 : L :. Lo.«i Ratsi toi Fimolt Riikl

Slan <
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(Dciiocnlal ILifi
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LAUNDERETTE
561 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED

AND FLUFF DRIED

SHIRT LAUNDERING

DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P.M. WED. 1.00 P.M

NOTICE
Students of Queen's =

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Ittttcb C&lfurrh;

CORNER CLEBCY It OUEEN STS.

REV. E. W. HORTON. B.A., B.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. JANUARY 29th

10:45 a.m. Sunday School

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young Peoples
BOOKSHOP 14 Mo

dial 6-im AMEY'S TAXI D,AL 6-1111
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ieaffirm Position That:

DUCATION NOT FACT COLLECTING

Last Weekend's Education Seminar was sponsored by NFCUS and SCM. Here are (left to

feht) Butch Nelson (SCM), Vice-Principal Deutsch, Dean Duncan, and Sydney Price (NFCUS).

iRITS TO RECOGNIZE
UBA, CHINA SAYS P.M.

By Bert Fraser-Reid

Journal Foreign Correspondent

Queen's University's new Prime Minister, The Right Honour-

file Mr. Ronald "Rubby" MacGregor, gave the first of his weekly

StiS Conferences this morning in Room 301 of the Chemistry

Inlklmg.

The conference was scheduled to begin at 9:00 a.m. but was

|tlayed for one hour as the Prime Minister did not arrive until

1:00 a.m. Mr. MacGregor apologized for the delay. He complained

slight but persistant headache; however, he hoped that the

omoseltzer which he had taken would quickly restore his good

alth.

ON THE SEATING OF
RED CHINA IN THE U.N.

iThc view of my party has al-

beeu that peace can only be

jsured by admitting Red China

fe> the U.N. providing of course

*t the existing Government of

tail ran unquestionably demon-
»te that it reflects the true will

Chinese people."
|Mr. MacGregor, when asked to

prate on the qualification "un-

f^ionably demonstrate" re-

that the term seemed to
1 l° be self-explanatory.

°N RELATIONS WITH
CUBA

1% government will continue
Wions with Cuba. We recog-

,as clicl the past government,
1,0 useful purpose will be

f(
! by alienating Cuba, and

[
tlv'ith that territory will con-

I 'as in the past provided that

me friendly policy of 'money
"* barrel-head" is 'strictly ob-
i"

1 * pnme Minister declined to
" Aether in his view the pre-
G°vernment of Cuba "un-

questionably demonstrates" the

will of the Cuban people.

• ON DISARMAMENT
"Canada will continue to press

for immediate and total disarm-

ament and I am convinced that

this happy end can be achieved as

soon as the Soviet Union comes

around to our view on the vital

questions of control and inspec-

tion".

The Prime Minister reacted

with considerable pique to the

suggestion of some reporters that

his position was a most uncom-

promising one.

• ON THE CONTINUANCE
OF SOUTH AFRICA IN

THE COMMONWEALTH
"My government deplores any

policy which denies fundamental

rights to minority groups for in

our view, respect for human

erv foundation of

Residents Gab
On Girl Guests

Tonight marks the introduction

of a debating programme into the

Men's Residences, marking a new

effort on the part of the residences

to create an intellectual atmosphere

within their walls.

Alt interested students will be

encouraged to participate in bi-

weekly debates. These are not in-

tended to compete with the Queen's

Debating Union, but merely to

increase the student's use of a first

rate educational device, the debate.

The University has provided the

residents with the buildings; now

the residents must provide the

atmosphere. It is hoped that in the

future Queen's Men's Residences

will not only be known as comfort-

able places to live but as institutions

that stimulate the imagination

and creativity of young men.

McNeil House's first debate

"Resolved that women should be

permitted to visit male residents in

their rooms", will take place in the

McNeil House Common Room at

S :00 p.m. tonight.

rights is the

the democratic processs. a restate-

(See P. M. Parley, page 4)

Dunning Trust

All students are invit-

ed to meet Dr. Pierre

Emmanuel at a tea in

his honour on Friday,

February 3 at 3:30 p.m.

in the Ban Righ Com-

mon Room.

Queen 9

s Splits

Two Debates

On Weekend
Queen's debaters managed to

split two debates with visiting

teams from OAVC and McMas-
ter over the weekend, in the cur-

rent I.U.D.L. round-robin com-

petition.

On Friday evening, while the

Gaels were burying U of T Blues

under a shower of basketballs,

Queen'smen Rory Leishman and

Rick Malt downed McMaster de-

baters Brian Moore, second year

biochemistry student, and Ernest

Aaslepp, second year philosophy

major. The debate, held at Ban

Righ common room, was "resolv-

ed, that neutrality is immoral," a

topic taken from a controversial

statement made by the late John

Foster Dulles in 1956.

On Saturday afternoon, two

silver-tongued invaders from

O.A.V.C., Farel Anderson and

Jim White, bested the Queen':

duo in a debate on the same reso

lution. Anderson is a fourth-year

agriculture student who hails

from sunny Jamaica. White, a

native Canadian, is also a senior

agriculture student, A sparse

crowd viewed the debate at Mc-

laughlin Hall.

Aaslepp and Moore contended

that neutrality, meaning indiffer-

ence, was blatantly immoral, cit-

ing the parable of the Good Sa-

maritan. Leishman and Malt

quarreled with the affirmative's

definition of neutrality, and argu-

ed that statesmen and political

scientists define neutrality not as

indifference but as military non-

alignment. Leishman used Swe-

den as an example of moral neu-

trality.

The O.A.V.C, pair adopted the

same line as the McMaster duo,

asserting that neutrality means

"being inclined neither way."

White stated that neutrality as a

national policy was simply ex-

pedient, and therefore immoral.

Anderson noted that Commun-

ism, an immoral ideology, had as

an avowed doctrine world domin-

ation, and neutral states, by not

;

taking sides, shared in this im-

morality. Leishman asserted that

neutral states, because of their

neutrality, were able to perform

Liberals Victors

In Record Vote

SOCIETY
H'rl

,ions for admission to the

l toemw
iety are now beinB ac«pt-

Nen" "hip in this society honors
Xj, who, maintaining a satis-

Srsd c stan^ne during their
*" °Uate course, have rendered
!

'ithiJ
ervice to tne university in

fates' extra-curricular activities."

Iltir L"1
.
1"* be in the second term

'V ^
nal year or in post-graduate

i Cm^
0lnPlete list of the nominee's

u
gin'

r act>vities must be sub-

iffir ? w1*11 the name to the
Ll:e by February 8.

CO-ED BARES ALL

CUP (Jan. 21 )—Pat MacLeau

became a burlesque queen two

weeks ago in one of the few re-

maining burlesque houses in Canada.

Normally she is a journalism student

at the Ryerson Institute in Toronto.

Her feature editor challenged a

pretty blonde typist-turned-stripper

to a contest with Pat ... a typing

contest. But Cindy Richardson —
who once earned $250 a month as

a tvr>ist and now earns $175 a week

on the' stage - replied that Pa.

would have to prove her stuff as a

stripper in the local theatre Th-

is Pal's story, of bow she became

Miss "Red Hot".

Just before class Fn. am. I

heard a voice saying,W "ow

would you like to strip?

I joked back, "I'd love jostnp.

(See Flash, page 4 )

world peace.

While the Queen's "home"

team was crossing verbal swords

with -McMaster and O.A.V.C,

Queen's "away" team of Al Win-

ship and Brian Cochrane faced

debaters of the same two univer-

sities in Hamilton and Guelph,

and also managed a split, losing

to McMaster on Friday and de-
j

destined to become

feating O.A.V.C. Saturday,

By Mary Fraser

News Editor

The amazing success of the First Annual NFCUS-SCM
Seminar on Education, held at Queen's last weekend, bears

testimony to the concern felt on the part of University stu-

dents about the part the University plays in our society.

Registered participants totalled 130, and scores of ques-

tions ended each of the four lectures which comprised the

seminar.

The lectures, each of which dealt with one aspect of

the question, "Are Our Universities Blind Guides.", were

given by members of the Queen's faculty who are generally

acknowledged experts on the respective topics which they

discussed.

Professor Wise of History described the evolution of

today's concept of the status and purpose of the University

;

Dr. Coleman, Head of the Mathematics Department, put

forth the theory that becoming educated can in no way be

considered synonymous with collecting facts; Dean Dun-

can emphasized the need to appreciate the value of the

humanities: and Dr. Deutsch. Vice-Principal, outlined the

position of the University in contemporary society.

Discussion after each lecture,

which took place in small groups,

was without exception lively,

and Sunday afternoon's plenary

session showed that the educa-

tional problems which trouble

the reflective are specific and con-

crete.

The first lecture of the seminar,

'The Universities Today," was de-

livered by Professor S. F. Wise

of the History Department on

Saturday morning. Professor

Wise defined the University as

"a society dedicated to the per-

sist of knowledge for its own

;ake", and its function as the

'preserving, extending, and trans-

mitting of knowledge." This his-

toric purpose, however, is an

ideal, he pointed out; the Univer-

is marked by its age and

must meet the needs and demands

of its society— this is its social

purpose.

Professor Wise outlined the

history of the University as an

institution, pointing out the dif-

ferent objectives of the Media-

eval, Renaissance, Liberal, Tech-

nological and Democratic, and

Ideological types of University.

In today's University, these sev-

eral conceptions — utility status-

seeking, religion, politics, and

knowledge for its own sake —
are often at war, he said.

Today's University should re-

cognize that "liber?.! democracy

is about diversity and choices,

not ideology ... its goal should

be to produce a man with a re-

spect for knowledge and the abil-

ity to assess it and reach sound

judgment in a highly contingent

world."

On Saturday afternoon, Dr.

A. J. Coleman of the Mathematics

Department addressed the group

on the subject of "Education — A

Search for KnozdedgeV He stated

that many of his views have been

influenced by the writings of Al-

fred North Whitehead, author of

the well-known Aims of Educa-

tion, who said "It is more impor-

tant that a proposition be inter-

esting than that it be true."

Dr. Coleman based his remarks

on four basic and somewhat con-

troversial propositions: that edu-

cation is a search for power

rather than for knowledge; that

(See The Light, page 51

The Queen's Liberal Party won

Friday's Model Parliament elec-

tions, achieving their first victory

since the election system was in-

troduced in 1956. They captured

48% of the total vote while the

Progressive - Conservatives re-

ceived 40% and the New Party

12%.

Liberal Leader Don "Rubby"

MacGregor will form a govern-

ment, but the New Party holds

the balance of power and a Con-

servative-New Party coalition

could topple the government at

any time.

The Liberals will have 29 seats

in the 61-seat parliament when it

opens February 6. The Conserv-

atives will seat 25 members and

the New Party, which doubled

the percentage of the total vote

won by the CCF in 1^60, will seat

7.

The vote was the heaviest in

Model Parliament's history. 1279

votes were cast on Friday, as

opposed to S62 in I960. Speaking

for all the Party leaders, Chair-

man Tom Marshall expressed a

general satisfaction at the unus-

ually high degree of interest

shown in this year's elections.

On the evening of election day

Mr. MacGregor thanked the vot

ers and the party workers, and

expressed the hope that it would

be "a great Model Parliament."

Progressive-Conservative Lead-

er Stewart Smith, Prime Minister

in last year's parliament, congrat

ulated the Liberals on their vie

many humanitarian actions dur-

ing and after World War II. Malt

areued that the foreign policy of

neutrality was moral because of My. He thanked party workers

its deep-seated desire to attain and P.C. voters. "Queens stu

dents may rest assured," he de

clared, "that the P.C. Party will

be a loyal but highly critical

Opposition during Model Parlia

ment."

New Party Leader Vic Haines

noted that the New Party had

more than doubled last year's

C.C.F. vote, and expressed the

belief that the New Party is

powerful

orce.
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The Nuclear Future
Over two years ago east-west negotiators once again began to

discuss the feasibility of nuclear controls. Widely held, opinions were

that developments in nuclear weapons had reached a point of tech-

nical stagnation; that the military consequences of new inventions

in the field would be small. An excited world once more saw the

light of peace in the distance.

That light of peace, weakly flickering over the horizon was.

in the traditional manner of allied-Soviet negotiations, annihilated.

It came to be realized by both sides that radically new types of

nuclear weapons could be technically possible, weapons which would

have great effect militarily and politically. These new super weapons

to be adequately controlled would require international control of all

nuclear operations. Thus the immediate prospect of nuclear limita-

tions, including the end of nuclear testing, was shattered. Since

then, a gentlemen's agreement not to test nuclear weapons, was made

between east and west. It is now apparent, however, that when

power is at stake no nation can be gentlemanly. France has tested

nuclear devices and the United States has announced a nuclear

test programme. In a short time the world will again be shattered by

the testing of nuclear weapons.

Everyone is agreed that war is evil and that nuclear war is

surpassingly evil. However, we live in a world where independent

sovereign states have undisputed power over stockpiles of nuclear

weapons. We have seen how world powers, distrustful of one another,

will neither trust an explosion detection system nor an inspection

system of nuclear stockpiles. This mistrust has some basis for it

would be very easy to conceal a nuclear cache from any type of

inspection team. What then is to be done?

We do not feel that the allies should immediately stop further

developments along nuclear lines, safe in the knowledge that they

are morally doing the right thing. This moral behaviour of the

allies, unless matched by the same type of behaviour by the Soviet

bloc, could lead to a conflagration where morals would have little

value. Rather, it is necessary that all sovereign states voluntarily

hand over their nuclear armaments to an international authority.

This authority must be given the power to control everything

nuclear, not only weapons tests but also production facilities, stock-

piles, and research. With such a vast amount of nuclear weapons in

the hands of one central agency no nation could dominate a disarmed

world by a concealed nuclear device. The threat of nuclear war would

be eliminated and the world could work towards total disarmament.

Until this Utopian condition prevails, however, we are faced

with one major choice, either to strive to the utmost to remain in

the forefront of nuclear weapons technology or to let the leadership

pass into the hands of others. We believe that our developments

and possession of these super weapons will help maintain the stability

of the world, until in the fullness of time we can hand over all such

destructive inventions to an international agency powerful enough

to prevent their abuse.

The Spice Of Life

Tim column is devotti

expression of lively st Ufl

ion. Opinions expressed

not necessarily reflect

policy and any student
fs

to submit articles on a*y rut;,

CON VERSBTlONfiUST —"fi^TLftKBR

Letters To The Editor

NFCUS Does! Racial Question Chauvinism

"Life in residence turns

boy into an adult prepared,

his part in the community'
"

the British University r

Committee's Report on
'ft

ii

1

Residences', 1957.) \CWs
(

s

During the first term 0f tt,e

&

demic year 1960-61,
?93S.OO

of silverware disappeared
fro^

Leonard Hall cafeteria.
Afi er .

The world is a place of infinite variety, and nowhere is this

variety more striking than among the peoples of the earth. If a

visitor from another planet were confronted suddenly with (say) an

Eskimo, a Wall Street broker, and a Polynesian vabihe, he might

pardonably doubt that all could hav e their origin on one small globe.

The differences among the races of mankind, implying as they

do amazing differences in every phase of culture, are part of the

marvellous richness and variety that the world presents to us. Un-
fortunately, however, this variety is not necessarily permanent, and a

grave threat to it has in fact arisen. We refer, of course, to the spread

of "Western" influences and practices to every corner of the globe.

What happens when a primitive society becomes Westernized?

Surely, one thinks, nothing could be of greater value to the back-

ward natives. Well, consider for a moment that romantic region,

the South Pacific. The first and greatest benefit of civilization

brought to those enchanted islands was venereal disease, introduced

by the sailors of Captain Cook. The second greatest blessing was
religion. Other peoples have their own religions, of course, but, as

we all know, these religions are hopelessly inferior to ours. So
now we have such profoundly ek-pressing spectacles as that of the

drear) Mormon religion being foisted on the gay, fun-loving people

of places like Tahiti. Nor are these the only benefits brought by
Westernization. Progress is so wonderful that every native of the

South Pacific may one day be able to sit back from his dinner of

hot dogs and beer, turn on his TV set and enjoy a thrilling episode in

the life of Bat Mastcrson.

We in the West owe it to the less fortunate people of the world

to help them overcome poverty and disease and hunger. To that

extent our influence is necessary and welcome. But we also owe it

to them to help them preserve the beauty and richness and variety

of their own cultures. And the sooner we realize that, the better for

us as well as for them.

Editor, Journal:

Having just completed one of

the most enchanting but also most

exhilerating weekends of my life I

cannot resist the desire to write

briefly about it at this opportunity.

I am. of course, referring to the

Education Seminar which took

place at Queen's University on Jan-

uary 28th and 29th. The topic of

the Conference "Are Our Univer-

sities Blind Guides ?" is one of

impelling importance to anyone

who considers himself to be a

thinking person. Yet the maximum

attendance at each of the four

excellent lectures never exceeded

two hundred with good, but

few, representatives from the

important faculties ot" Applied

Science and Medicine.

Now and then in life come

moments of rare insight into the

meaning of things. The 1960

Education Seminar has been such

for me when through the lectures

but more especially the discussion

groups which followed them, most

ably directed by students them-

selves, 1 gained some real per-

spective into the subject at hand.

For through the comprehensive

combination of these two ap-

proaches to the topic at hand, the

whole question of "What higher

education should be" and "Why
1 am trying to acquire it" have

become a living issue, not some-

thing vaguely talked about from

time to time.

Immeasurable thanks, therefore,

are due to all who made this Sem-

inar possible but especially to

Butch Nelson (SCM), Sydney

Price (NFCUS) and Don Coch-

rane (NFCUS). Through them

and the several interested faculty

members the First Annual Educa-

tion Seminar has begun the most

necessary and long overdue task of

re-evaluating the University com-

munity and our place in relation to

it. Let's see where all of us can

go from here!

Margaret Britnell

Editor, Journal:

Recently a letter appeared in the

correspondence columns of the

Globe and Mail under the caption

"The Racial Question". The writer

alleged that West Indian Students

were compelled to sign a form

upon entry into Canada stating

that they promised not to apply

for Canadian citizenship. Professor

F. J. L. Young, Adviser to Over-

seas Students, has received assur-

ances from the Deputy Minister of

Citizenship and Immigration that

this is not the case. It would

seem likely that some confusion

has arisen out of the Immigration

Department's use of a form known

as the Canadian Entry Certificate.

The section of the Entry Certifi-

cate containing an undertaking not

to apply to remain in Canada per-

manently is not applicable to stu-

dents from the West Indies or

other overseas countries. Further-

more, students from overseas are

not required to sign the Canadian

Entry Certificate although they

are issued with a copy of it for

administrative purposes.

F. L. Young

2ttfdel

"The beatnik is rapidly going
the way of the buffalo, to which
he bears a strong resemblance."

Burton Hillis

* * *

"Imagination is more import-

ant than knowledge."

Albert Einstein

* * *

"The only way women could

have equal rights nowadays
would be to surrender some."

Burton Hillis

Anatomy Of Debate
Editor, Journal:

Queen's "first ever" Intercol-

legiate Debating Tournament has

come and gone without any appar-

ent recognition from your "delight-

fully newsy" paper. The article

submitted, "Anatomy of a Debate",

was admittedly rather lengthy but

not without purpose. It dealt with

the "Art and Science" of debating

as evidenced in what was un-

doubtedly the best debate Queen's

campus has seen in my four years

of fairly religious attendance.

I am told that a member of your

staff condensed the analysis to an

impossible one-fifth of its size. I

am also told that ihe condensation

was rejected in favour of an

article, including all the gory

details, on the Fraternities debate.

I am also told that the decision

was made because the latter had

"more reader appeal and human
interest."

I should never believe all I am
told but if ,<aid action is true, I

would strongly advise that your

staff be encouraged to realign their

sense of values. Your reading

public may not be all that you seem

to think it is. And regardless of

hearsay. I can speak with assur-

ance when I characterize your

article on the fraternities debate

as trashy and in poor taste.

P. M. Gallop,

President, Debating Union

Editor, Journal:

Dick O'Donnell appears right-

fully concerned as to why Queen's

students must pay out of fees for

the seemingly intangible services of

NFCUS. I would like to know

why we are compelled to finance,

in the same manner, the negative

contribution of the Journal ? How

many students would buy the

Journal if it were sold on a per-

issue basis ? Fifty ? The matter

of cost in fees to the individual is

irrelevant, as it is in the NFCUS
case. What is relevant is that,

without having a voice in the

matter, we must subsidize the

pseudo-intellectualism and flag

waving chauvinism of the Journal

staff. If the Journal was forced

to finance itself out of sales, the

resulting losses might presumably

force an improvement in quality.

At any rate, whether or not such

a change is practical, the injustice

of the present system remains.

C. Gordon

Editor's Note:

7. The students of Queen's them-

selves decide, by plebescile, the

portion of the fees, if any, allotted

to the Journal,

2. Mr. Gordon contradicts him-

self for he states that students

subsidise the Journal without

having any voice in the matter and

yet the fact that this letter is

printed amply demonstrates that

students do have a voice in the

matter and arc able to be heard

— thanks to the Journal.

3. Pscudo-inteltcctuaUsm is only

a stage on the route to true intel-

lectualism. If we are not intel-

lectuals, we are at least trying,

4. What flag ?

Write-ins

Editor, Journal:

I would like to express my ex-

treme thanks to the supporters of

the "Independent Socialist Move-
ment".

Although the three "write-in"

votes cast for the Movement were
not enough to warrant a seat in

Model Parliament, this vote can
definitely be interpreted as a sign

of a vital new philosophy on the

Queen's campus. This doctrine of

the future must not go unheeded
in the political life of this campus
and this country.

Thanks as well to the support
of C. P. Snow

!

Robert Crown,
Founder, Independent

Socialist Movement.

earnest request from the

Board and the Inter-Resiij

Council for the return of |hj
s

lcry, a negligible amount

handed back.

It is one of the eternal

of life at university that instill

which provide Opportunities

responsibilities and integrity

to house
.

at the same time

worst sort of petty thievery am]j

considerate behaviour.

It is generally recognized

potentially, "the educational pj
bilities of the residences are grejj

Social experiences may he
j n
J

mingled with academic enicrpij

to make the "influence

residence half the total iiiflueiKtj

the univeristy on the studenf

And, in England, many noble;

successful experiments

deuces have prompted mrivers

officials to suggest that constri

tion of many more residence bii

ings.

No doubt, Queen's had tqu

high hopes when the resided

building programme was star!

some years ago. Any ota

today would remark that i

high hopes have not been rtaliid

I for one do not think th;

dence life is any flaming suces:

In the men's residences, thsrfl

an extensive structure ot eltdj

and responsible student govt

ment. Co-operation with the \vj

dens is close and amicable and t'

Residence Board seems toholdi

student committees in high rega^

Some students I know — Bn

Nelson, Steve Ferguson. Jim S"

ling, Jim Lugsden and Mike 1

nett, just to name the Morris !

leaders—have put in many
'

of hard work and effort to

courage the "civilizing and hurj

ising influences" of the resided

But despite their efforts, residafl

are still little more than very uUJ

without the »«
tarian hotel:

sex.

What "civilising" " lflllf

were at work on the students

stole almost a

worth of silverware

thousand im

Did the fa

"interchange of ideas and &

morse or honesty in the W
uch of <ll(

And presuming m
lerv is now pOSSw—
residents, what does this

say for the morality of the

university student at

There seems to he a sen0l,s
'

]

bility that the inmates

Queen's residences are. 1

being isolated, somewhat

nered and dishonest.

-ntici

the
vast:

Despite this

columnist believes in - .«

tentiality of the university
j

.

.

as an educational and so
^

But if this potentiality

realised, we must do

self-appraisement and cr

the present functions o

^

deuces. Let us begin »°l '

Stewac'
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tfre price of atheism ,fce ^iress succeeds

ll,c
stall'1 *'* 1 by Mr. George

i'' Jt auolcd in the editorial,

lias
been said that atheism is

^impossible" position, but this,

^
[|

thoughtful statements, has

disputed. Most thinking

Kc"
gecm to agree that, at the

iggst, the atheistic position is

^[(ieillt and demanding one, con-

3

'tly
vulnerable to attack, con-

5ta

"tiy neec!irlg defence and rc "

ftanent. It suffers very easily

that two-edged argument

:

to me that God exists:

prove to me that God does not

Both proofs are impossi-

ci' ties and one must fail back on

„oroof" of probabilities. For in-
a

ce

:

"Given the cruel injustice
5

t]ie worId, given the expanding

Lwiedge of science, given the

^iological-psychological definitio»

of rclig' 011 '
given my personal lack

0[
confrontation with any irresist-

3b |e
presence, it is probable that

,hCrc
is no God." I fail to see how

!rie
'atheist" can make his state-

ment of disbelief in any more

certain terms. Perhaps for him the

number of probabilities constitutes

a certainty which is as certain as

anything else in this life.

There are two things to be

-aid, however. One is that he

cannot demand a more certain

proof of God from his theist

[fiend. The other is that the line

between agnosticism and athe-

ism is then extremely thin. Even

the most likely probability

leaves a shadow of a doubt

about its certainty. Is he really

certain there is no God, or is he

certain that there is probably

no God?

The agnostic position is sure-

ly the one which makes the least

claims on its exponents. It con-

tains of course an extremely

broad range of positions: from

an indifferent "I don't know and

care less" to the scrupulously

honest, intelligent and well-de-

fended positions of the agnostic-

atheist described above and the

agnostic-theist, or the form we
meet most often here, the agnos-

tic-Christian.

The latter would be the indi-

vidual who feels certain that if an

answer exists, it lies in Chris-

tianity, and that there is an over-

whelming probability that the

claims are true, but who is con-

scious continually of the non-

absolute nature of his belief, of the

shadow of a doubt that he may be

mistaken. Anyone who seriously

bairns to be atheist must agree

'hat this position of agnostic-

Christian is at least as defensible

as bis own. The "Christian" has
'be more difficult decision of

whether such a position is non-
Christian, barely Christian, or

I*rriaps the only Christian position

Possible.

Most believers in God also
admit the impossibility of 'prov-
ing" God's existence, and fall
back on a similar system of prob-
abilities amounting in the end to
certainty - or what passes for
certainty in this world. For in-
stance: "Given the perverse his-
torical belief of man in a moral
and loving God, in spite of man's
cruel environment, given the
number of daily "miracles"
which seem beyond the limita-
tion of science, given a certain
almost aesthetic aptness and ap-
parent solution in terms of
man's psychological and moral
needs, given my personal irre-

sistable confrontation with a
Presence beyond myself, it is

probable that there is a God."
Does the argument in the end

resolve into an impossible complex-

comparison of probabilities, then ?

Is the agnostic position not only
the most easily tenable, but the only
tenable position for the intellectual?

Christianity may have something
to say to this, in its claim for a
historical and tangible revelation.

If that claim is true, it would seem
to be important. And if it is not
true, the atheist is the first person

who must, to at least his own satis-

faction, know why not.

Margaret Slavin

obsolete
When I walked up to on attractive young lady
(whom I had never previously clapped eyes upon)
yesterday

and inquired

in the time-honoured fashion

if I hodn't met her somewhere before,

she whirled about

and, saying icily,

"I remember you, you cod",

struck me forcibly in the eye.

I guess I'll have to get another line.

Tom Eadi

The audience at the Domino

Theatre's performance of The

Heiress on Friday evening never

stopped the action by applauding,

but as soon as the curtain opened

there was a spontaneous and well-

deserved round of applause for the

set, a beautifully designed and

meticulously correct period piece

which bore the unmistakable hall-

mark of Patricia Beharricll. It was

most fortunate that we had this

excellent set to translate us in-

stantly to Washington Square in

1850, for the action began in a

rather fumbling way and quite

some minutes elapsed before we

could become absorbed with the

play itself. The fault here lies as

much with the script, adapted from

a Henry James novel.

As the dramatic quality of the

script improved, so did the per-

formance ; and it improved so

uniformly that we draw what is

ultimately an indemonstrable

conclusion, and give the credit

in the first place to the director,

Eugene Benson. When all the

actors, without exception, move
appositely about the stage and

project their lines with clarity

and energy; when the position

of each actor appears always

natural and satisfactory; when

one- acts for moderns
Three important contemporary

authors will be represented in the

programme of one-act plays to he

presented by the Queen's Drama

Guild this Saturday, February 4,

at 8:30 p.m. in Convocation Hall.

Beverley MacKay, who came to

rate as a name actress at this

university during her five years

with the Guild from 1954 to

1959, has returned to Queen's

this year, and will make her first

(and presumably her last) ap-

pearance of this season in Eu-

gene O'Neill's monologue-play-

let, Before Breakfast. She has also

directed the feaure work of the

evening, Eugene Ionesco's The

Lesson, which is to be the

Queen's entry in the Canadian

Inter-Varsity Drama League's

festival of one-act plays. The

cast includes Lionel Lawrence,

who has turned into a crackpot

professor now that the rugger

season is over; Mrs. Susan Gil-

bert, the former Miss Susan

Huycke and the Guild's former

Anne Frank, who is his sole

student; and Margaret Slavin,

who has descended from Olym-

pian heights of winning literary

contests and organizing SCM

projects to play the maid—a not

entirely uninteresting French

maid. There will be only this one

opportunity to see The Lesson at

Queen's before it goes to Lon-

don to compete in the festival in

mid-February.

The programme will be com-

pleted with a dramatization of The

Waste Land, by T. S. Eliot. This

venture has been produced and

directed by Jane McDougall, who

acknowledges indebtedness to Pro-

fessor Douglas LePan for a number

of interpretations and ideas. It

should be of interest and help to

English 2 students and ail others

who find "Tom" Eliot interesting

and yet baffling.

After the performance, the plays

will be adjudicated by Professor

LePan and Mrs. A. R. C. Duncan,

and all interested members of the

audience are invited to gather in

the Players' Lounge after the final

curtain to hear their comments.

The cost of this varied and

stimulating evening, by-the-bye,

is a mere 50 cents, payable at the

door.

Comic relief will be available

next week in the same place, in the

form of a lively modern British

farce, Book of the Month, which

opens on Wednesday, February 8

and runs for three performances

in Convocation Hall- For this pro-

duction, all seats are reserved, and

tickets are now on sale at the

Players' Lounge, Old Arts Build-

ing (phone local 327).

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT

BEEFBURG DELUXE

Va lb. prime beef, served with B.B.Q. Sauce '7StC
French Fries and all the coffee you wish

the welcome comic nuances of a

tragi-comedy are all exploited to

the full; when two different

players use pocket-handker-

chiefs effectively to enhance

characterization; then we are in-

clined to attribute the general

merit of a performance such as

this to the insight and ingenuity

of the director. (A most start-

ling exception to this was the

moment when Arthur Town-
send's voice seemed to issue

from the kerosene lamp.)

Valerie Hirschficld portrayed

the shy, ineducable doctor's

daughter with competence, the

unsophisticated girl in love with

sincerity, and the mature but em-

bittered heiress with real power

and mettle. She conveyed Cath-

erine's awkardness with good comic

effect by well-controlled timing and

delivery of lines, but the awkard-

ness she herself displayed in the

management of her hoop-skirt was

too true to be good. John Spurr,

as Dr. Austin Sloper, gave the best

of his characterization in his curt,

laconic lines; his longer speeches

were lacking in expression and

verve. He was at his very finest

in his last scene, when the doctor

discovers that he is fatally ill and

falls into a subordinate position in

the action. Deryck Hazel was a

suave and engaging Morris, and

his sudden yet subtle shift of mood,

upon learning that Catherine is

threatened with being disinherited,

rates as one of the high points of

the play. Clara Brooke, in the role

of Mrs. Montgomery, achieved a

difficult combination of timidity

and pride, deference and forth-

rightness. The most vital and

enjoyable perfonnance of the

evening, however, was that of

Marjorie Preston, who played the

sentimental, match-making Aunt

Lavinia. She alone was a warm,

flesh-and-blood character in the

very first scene, while others were

taking time to warm up ; and until

the very last she continued to

shine, not simply with excellence

of direction, but with excellence of

her own. M. E. Gerwin

FEB. 8-9-11

BOOK

OF

THE

MONTH
is a great

volume of

laughs!

Tickets NOW
at the

Players' Lounge

Old Arts Building

Phone Local 327

A Queen's Drama Guild

Production

$10,000
FOR STUDENTS

UFE INSURANCE AT THESE LOW RATES

ANNUAL PSEM1UMS nBST S YEASi .,„,.
S*S»0 Ao» IS ISO.T0

":!.!!t4»'l0 A 9>30 J",90
An -m, n,.t <t0,o« 1=-" Femolofcrtl

B» S9

ftDOniOHAl. BENEFITS

VA

able -ilhoul Mtdml E-oTir

a««lloblo laid d'lohllily (n

, T A Y
(Ptcittrnifll H.I

US IS

sea i

1ERM

HU. 7-T581
lT r*r"niu*i Pa I far'

DISAELILIir • GBOUP

Eton's Most Distinctive Restaurant LI 2-2729

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

^ 231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6.6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

"Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

We pay You to train for a Career

in Retail Management

Here's what Zeller's offer you:

9 Merit Increases

« Promotion from within the

Organization

O Liberal Benefits

Visit vour Director of Personnel Services for Information and to

arrange a Personal Interview with the Company Representative cn

February 1st, 1961.

Interesting Work
Management Training

Programme
Good Starting Salary

Peterborough, tismi

lon .
Oshiwfl. Toronf it-Ena to th CANADIANS

80 Stores
Across
Canada

Marvello & Tony
Hair Stylist-

503 PRINCESS STREET

ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF THEIR

NEW BEAUTY SALON

For Appointment and Information Dial LI 2-3714

GIRLS: TONY WAS IN KINGSTON BEFORE

PATT0NS CliAHCRS
DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDERING

In by 10:00 a.m.; Out by 5:00 p.m.

TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE

The Nicest Cleaning In Town

349 PRINCESS STREET DIAL Lt 8-4292

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

THE

MUTUAL I8FE
SSURANCE COMPANY
of CANADA

HEAD OFFICE'. WATERLOO, ONTARIO

EST*0LI3HCO 1000

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. - TEL LI 6-1405

BRANCH MANACER - A. E. NELSON, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.—Res. LI 8-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.—Res. LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.L.U.—Res. LI 2-7602

M. EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER — RES. LI 6-2170
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FLASH!
(continued from page 1)

Where?" That statement put me in

a situation which I had never

dreamed possible.

"Good, we're going to the Lux

SIGNPOST
Wednesday:

Concert Band Practice: 6:30-8:00 in

(Irani Hall.

Math and Physics Club: McctiiiR at

7 .5(1 in Room 209 in Carrutlier's Hall.

Prof. Miller will speak on Prof. M. L.

Dupuis, Prof. James Williamson, and

early davs in the Queen's Math Dep-

artment. Prof. Miller will illustrate his

talk with mathematical models built

by Prof. Dupuis. Everyone welcome.

Q.C.F.: Weekly Study Group 12:45

in the Biolofiv Lecture Room, Old

Arts Building. Rev. Ray Career will

speak on "Pride and Prejudice". Every-

one is welcome.

S.C.M.: Study led by Art Veldhuis,

Theology Seminar Room I, Old Arts

Buildinc, 4:30

Worship Service, Monnan Memorial

Chapel, 6:45. Everybody welcome.

S.C.M. Cahinct meeting. Seminar
Room 1, Old Aris Building.

Thursday:
S.C.M. : Studv "Basic Christian Doc

trine", 12:30, Room 102, New Arts

Come iily anil have lunch at 12:00

(or 25c. Everyone welcome.
The West Indian Club will hold a

general meeting in the Lower Com-
mon Room the Students' Union to re-

ceive among other things the reports

of specially appointed committees.

Friday:
Arts '63 — MARDI GRAS: Dancing

9-1 to Tim Murray, RCAF Clubrooms.

Tickets from executive only fl per

couple.

Classified

Tabic Board

$11.00 per six-day week. Call 2-1685.

Typing
Theses, essays, and lecture notes

typed at standard rates. Contact Mrs.

E. Bollon at LI 2-29S7.

See Pay The Piper

Queen's Review Guild will present

"Pay the Piper" on Feb. 15, 17, 18, at

K. C.V.I. Auditorium. Reserved tickets

will go on sale on Feb. 1st. $1.00, il.25

$1.50. Be sure to sec it. (All-student

production).
For Rent

A furnished two-bedroom (4 beds)
apartment from May 1 - Aug. 31, 1961.

Women students, nurses, or a married
couple arc preferred. Rent (100 per
month. Coiilac! Charlie Lewis at 6.9473.

For Sale

—

2 pairs of hickory skis,

6' x 7'/j. Reasonable price. Phone
6-0960.

to look at costumes," was the reply.

"Just a moment," I said, "before

I decide whether I'm going for this

or not, 1 have to know how far I'm

xpected to strip."

"Just as far as you want. Do

you know what a net bra is?" I

didn't so they insisted that I go

with them to see what I was get-

ting into, and to meet my com-

petitor.

In a few minutes I was standing

in front of the manager, and my

competitor. Cindy, a cute blonde,

poured into purple slacks, offered

to lend me a costume. A tassled

red dress, slit down one side, was

handed to me. It fit.

"Now," she said, "all you need

is some underclothes. What about

these?" She dangled an invisible

bra and panties before me. I gasped

;

they look as though they were

fashioned from Saran Wrap.

"Well," I gulped, "they would

be fine, except that I have to go

back to school. Have you any-

thing that covers a bit more?"

She dug up her most decent

costume ... a couple of inches of

filmy white nylon. I politely took

these, but decided that if that was

all I was going to have on, I might

as well quit school.

After seeing the afternon per-

formance, I decided I needed some

practice in the art of stripping.

Cindy agreed to be at the theatre

by nine the next morning to teach

me a few 'bumps and grinds'.

In the meantime, the story snow-

balled to such an extent that the

Toronto dailies and television

studios wanted interviews and

pictures. This was a hot story !

I was at the Lux the next morn-

ing by nine, but there was no time

for lessons. Photographers and

newsmen invaded the theatre. In

and out of costumes I crawled as

cameras clicked.

The other show participants were

helpful. The emcee tried to cheer

me up by saying, "Look, everyone s

on your side. All your friends are

out there."

Minutes sped past. The intro-

duction to the typist contest was

given. I typed like a mad dog, and

had more words than Cindy, though

only two of them were real words.

1 clashed backstage, made a quick

change into my strip costume, then

I was on.

I could see nothing. I don't re-

member hearing any music, though

the band leader told me he did play

'Blue Moon'. I tried to remember

what I had practised earlier that

day but ended up doing whatever

came into my head.

I unzipped the dress, sidled to

the side of the stage, ducked behind

the curtain, grabbed a waiting

Rycrson beanie, and skipped hack

on the stage to a college tune, wear-

ing an old white T-shirt with a low

neckline, a short skirt, and blue gym

bloomers with a Rycrson pennant

tacked on the back. The costume

was not only decent, it was com-

pletely sexless.

After a quick buck-flip of my

skirt to show the pennant, 1 threw

my beanie into the crowd and

dashed off.

Despite the'fact that I was black-

listed by my friends at the residence

when they thought I was going to

appear in a G-string, despite fears

of expulsion and of my allowance

being cut off, despite the warnings

that I would lose my boy friend,

the experience was worth every-

thing 1 went through.

EVE A MALE HOAX
- About Adam's Rib

By Kyle Baumanis

of The Toronto Varsity

The creation of Eve, as depict-

ed in Genesis, is the result of a

ischievous Male hoax" whose

origins lie in primitive initiation

rites, stated Theodore Reik, Pre-

sident of the National Association

of Psychoanalysis,

Dr. Reik began by stressing

the inherent contradictions and

ambiguities of the Creation myth.

He said that fables throughout

mythology and folklore represent

Adam, the legendary father of

our race, in a variety of roles,

Some myths, said Dr. Reik, as-

sert that man and woman were

created simultaneously after the

creation of the world itself.

Others contain only a single bi-

sexual Adam figure that exists

either in an incestuous relation-

ship with the animal world, that

is somehow part-of its family, or

in a form of sexual relationship

with itself alone. This bisexual

being becomes capable of a hu-

man form only when it is event-

ually separated by a god into two

mono-sexual beings— a male and

and a female.

As an illustration of the con-

flicting themes of the creation,

Dr. Reik quoted a theory held by

his colleague, Otto Rank. Dr.

Rank believed that Genesis could

be interpreted by assuming that

Eve was created before Adam and

that Adam was born from her.

fkc StadWb well equipped

lor HOME ECONOMICS...

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

The student well equipped for

bringing home the bacon uses

one unfailing short recipe:

"Take a B of M Savings

Account, add to it regularly."

Bank of Montreal
&m<xd&A 'Piatt 'ScutJc fan Studttt*

Kingston Main Office, 297 King St. E., at the Market:
T. R. FRANCIS. Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:
WILLIAM F. CRONIN", Manager

Westdate Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch-
WILLIAM BARRY. Manager

GRADUATE
WITH
FASHION
HONOURS
in perfectly matching "Gcclong"

lambswool classmates ^flfl

CLENAYR

Tea with the I ' A date with a

quarterback? Your wonderful Kitten

ensemble is always high style.

"Gcclong" lambswooi, identical in

yarn and colour, as perfectly matched
as your cultured pearls . . , exclusive

with Kitten.

Full-fashioned, hand-finished pullover

contrast-ribbed collar and panel,

*U sleeves . . . sizes 34-40 . . . 510.95

. . perfectly matched slim skirt, sizes 8-20

$17.95 ... in a brilliant burst of

Autumn colours, exciting as a last

minute touchdown.

/
GUARANTEED

Without this label \$C&Z%$.\ it is not a genuine KITTEN

Dr. Rank based this speculation

on the prevalence in mythology

of earth and mother—goddesses,

whose origins were generally un-

known, but whose male offspring

manifested an incest drive toward

them.

Dr. Reik proceeded to his own

interpretation of Genesis, which

takes into account both Adam's

deep sleep, and the rib motif —
both over-looked in Dr. Rank's

theory. These are actually ves-

tiges of primitive initiation rites.

Young men who were to be in-

itiated were separated from the

women of the tribe for varying

lengths of time during which they

were instructed in tribal codes of

behaviour by their tribal elders.

This separation from the tribe

was impressed on the women as

being equivalent to the death of

the initiate. To enforce the death

idea, men showed the initiates'

female kin various bones. The

rib concept in Genesis apparently

grew from this,

When the initiate finally re-

joined the tribe with varying

lengths of scar, induced by the

tribe's medicine man while the

initiate was drugged — in deep

sleep — he was treated by the

women as 'reborn' and a totally

different person. The newly heal-

ed scar was explained to the wo-

men as the work of some myster-

ious 'male' god or totemic mon-

ster. Its possession enabled the

owner to marry and have inter

course while the tribe's male

hierarchy was thus able to keep

control of the marriage situation.

Dr. Reik elaborated on this

theme by saying that the Baby-

lonian and Hebrew meanings of

the word 'Adam' are respectively,

'child' and 'red'— this would tend

to bear out his analysis of cir-

cumcision and the rebirth idea in

primitive mythologies.

P.M. Parley
(continued from

pag?
*

ment of the principles 0 f c ,

ianity, and the bulwark
of 1

erri civilization. Any violai
*^ tT

these precepts must theref
""

'

decried with the utmost vi^'j
Mr. Diefenbaker (apojH

meant Mr. MacGregor)
did 1

agree that he had not anSv,„'j

the question. He also retu5
to condemn the South

,\[

government as to do so
would

Mi,
to interfere in the internal

of a foreign nation, and
tlij

effect would violate the sover'j

light of South Africa.

• WILL CANADIAN
TROOPS REMAIN IN
THE CONGO?
"Canadian troops will remain 1

the Congo, for the presence of/
U.N. there has been a atabiliijj

influence. As soon as the UjS
is able to provide for the Cong

lese a suitable successor to

Lumumba, peace will be
,

stored."

The Prime Minister continu

to say that he could not recJ

nize Mr. Lumumba as the right!

ful head of the Congo Govern!

ment since the deposed prctniJ

did not pay his hotel (ChateaJ

Laurier) bill when he visited Ca]

iiada in August of last year.

At this point the Press CotiJ

ference adjourned until next week

Mr. MacGregor regretted tb

abrupt adjournment, but expla

ed that the bromoseltzer had no

had the desired effect and that
1

was therefore compelled to tr

another remedy.

Just as he was leaving for

place of doubtful repute in down]

town Kingston, a reporter a?kel

him whether in view of his own

personal experiences, he did

think that a Royal Commissi

should be established to inveslj

igate whether or not the acclaitr

ed effectiveness of bromoseltie

was not a hoax. Mr. MacGrego

replied briefly that his gov(

ment recognized that advertisi

ment was the foundation of thj

free enterprise systei

GIFT PROBLEMS
Bliny. tkem to- . . .

Spectra's of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

COME IN AND SEE UNUSUAL AND EXCLUSIVE GIFTS

FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

• PINS • RINGS

BRACELETS

Choose your class pin or

school insignia from o com-

plete stock in sterling or

gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRk
JEWELLERS

168 PRINCESS ST. DIAL Ll^
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The Light
(continued from page 1)

accumulation of bare facts is

ltlC
assassination of education";

t
objectivity is impossible

;

4 that, as Whitehead said,
311

eSsence of education is that
**

bl
religion"

'

jjiaborating on each of these

jples in turn, Dr. Coleman

drew
the cconclusion that the

native
interpretation of facts

"essential il they are to seen
!

t |ie ir proper perspective and

i
they

are to serve their purpose

f 3{)vancing
the development of

From Oar Copy Basket • . t
Inhibitions

total personality. To this end,

.Cofessors should profess"; i.e.,

f a subject is worth teaching, the
'

r0iessor,
an expert on it, should

!nnSider it worth having an opin-

ion on! for this reason objectiv-

itv is irnpossj ble in the process of

education. By religious

education he meant that it is in

terms of his knowledge that man

:ecks to interpret his world and

liis
place in it — for this reason

education inevitably must have a

moral and religious influence on

the student.

The third lecture of the series

,vas
given by Dean A. R. C. Dun-

can of the Faculty of Arts and

Science. Discussing the Univer-

sity community and the place of

liberal and technical education in

jt Dean Duncan emphasized that

a sense of community within the

University depends on a unified

be trained to take his place in if
but also "as a centre of human
experience, man has a right to
be shown how that experience
can be deepened and enriched."

"The University in Society" was
the topic of the final address of
the seminar, given by Dr. Deut-
sch, Vice-Principal. He suggested
that while society has changed,
and the nature of the University
with it, the role of the University
should not change.

The population explosion, in-

dustrialization, the vast quanti-
ties of new knowledge, and the
demand for freedom accompany-
ing the end of colonialism have
all been factors in the change in

education which has taken place,

as has the development of "an
affluent society, with a mass cul-

ture, which by its very nature

poses fundamental problems
about the role of intellectual stan-

dards and intellectual institu-

tions."

Meds Election
Aesculapian Society elections

will take place on Thursday, Feb.
2, 1961, Ballot Boxes will be lo-

cated in the Anatomy Building
and the Matheson Room.

Candidates are:

President: B0b Maudsley, David
Skene.

Vice-President : Richard Ken-
nedy, Kingley Mahon.

Secretary: Sheila Paprica, Adelc
Wachna.

Treasurer: Mark Fisher, John
Lockett, Hugh Scully.

Assistant Secretary: David Grun
dy, Bill Murphy, Marg Whit
field.

Athletic Stick: Fred Fenton, Ern-

est McCrank, David Smith.

Senior A.M.S.: Bill Gibson, Brian

Hennon.

Using a comparison of the U.S.

and British concepts of the posi-

tion of a University as an ex-

ample, Dr. Deutsch outlined the

conflicting demands now placed

on a University: higher education

in the U.S. is now "compulsory";

on the other hand the Universi-

ties of the U.K. educate the elite

The solution suggested by Dr.

conception of education, and that Deutsch is that we preserve the

traditional type of University,the tharp distinction drawn be

twcen liberal (arts) and techni

cal (science) education is a Symp-

lon that this sense of community

is lacking.

The failure of modern society

to appreciate the value of study-

ing the humanities is one of the

greatest factors in the feeling of

despair and lack of value which

characterizes modern living, he

stated. The "technological era"

which is the environment of the

University, with its rule by ma-

chines and universal utilitarian-

ism, has led us to confuse the

well-trained man with the edu-

cated man.

The humanities, concerned with

language, human problems, and

the humanities, can improve our

spiritual condition as science has

improved our material situation,

as they deal with experience

"lived through" as opposed to ex-

perience "studied."

Education should be for the

whole man, concluded the Dean.

As a member of society, he must

with its unique atmosphere so

condusive to the pursuit of know-

ledge for its own sake, and de-

velop other institutions of higher

learning to train men in technical

and professional fields.

Sunday afternoon, a final plen-

ary session was held in Dunning

Hall, at which representatives of
j

Chinese government

all the discussion groups pooled
j

cials.

mously approved:

• Inclusion in the orientation

program of instruction about the

functions and role of the various

branches of study — arts, pure

science, social science, engineer-

ing, and professional — with the

object of reducing inter-faculty

contempt.

O Courses in humanities for

students in professional and tech-

nological fields, and less special-

ization so early in arts.

• Further exploitation of the

opportunities for friendly stud-

ent-faculty relations, and inort

use of the Students' Union as a

meeting-ground for students of

all faculties and backgrounds,

of the Machinery Workers of

China. In addition to meeting

with union officials and workers

in factories and home, the dele-

gation also visited creches, com-

munes, schools, and met with

trade offi-

Junior A.M.S.: Richard Kidd,

Harley Smyth.

Junior C.A.M.S.I.: Tom Disney,

Robert Macmillan, John Mc-

Queen.
* *

Kickopoo Kopers

Arts '62 Year Party at the Bur-

gundy Room of the Hotel LeSalle

on Saturday, February 4. Danc-

ing from 9-1 a.m. to the roman-

tic music of the Tim Murray

Quintet. Refreshments will be

available. Tickets are $2.00 per

couple and may be obtained from

any member of the executive.

General Meeting
The ARTS '63 YEAR ELEC

TIONS will be held THURS
DAY, FEB. 9.

The place—DUNKING HALL
The time — 6:30 p.m.

Full turnout is requested.

China after travelling there by
way of Paris and Prague. The
visit was made on the invitation

Their Cure
(Or Causes)

Interfac Debate
The Inter-Faculty Debating

Tournament will be held in the

week of February 13-17. Those

who wish to enter this debate are

requested to apply to the presi-

dents of their faculty who will

arrange for the team of two per-

sons to represent their faculty in

the tournament. The societies to

be represented are : Arts and

Science, Applied Science, Law,

Theology. Medicine and Levana.

The topic to be debated is: Re-

solved that the advances of Medi-

cal science have made birth con-

trol morally desirable.

For further information, call

Mary Lazier, at Local 479.

Labourite

Mr. Ross Russel, a union Lead-

er, will speak on Red China to-

night at S p.m. in Dunning Hall

The title of his talk is
f'Impres

sions of China, 1960". A Director

of organization for the Electrical

Workers of Canada, he was

member of the first delegation of

Canadian unionists to visit Com
munist China,

The delegation of which Mr.

Russel was a member, consisted

of five members elected by the

various locals of the UEW
Canada. They spent a month in

Mardi Gras

Time is running out! You don't

want to miss this opportunity to

take your date to Mardi Gras.

Music supreme by Tim Murray;

liquid refreshments by our pro-

fessional bartender. Come out to

Arts '63 year party at the RCAF
Clubrooms (foot of Princess

Street) on Friday, Feb. 3. Tickets

for the low, low price of $1 (one

dollar!) can be obtained in ad-

vance from the executive. Re-

member, you don't have to go to

New Orleans to come to Mardi

Gras

!

N.B. — Restricted to Arts '63

and their guests.

Do you have an idiosyncracy

you've been hiding away for

years.?

Afraid of being ridiculed by so-

ciety's laughs and jeers?

Do you have a strange desire to

wear knee socks and cravat

When others deem it necessary

to don tails and black top hat?

Would you rather kick off shoes

and socks and in barefeet wild-

ly prance,

But fear the horrified stares of

your comrades at tea dance?

Well here's the opportunity to re-

lease pent-up frustrations

Without the worry of disown-

rnent by all your staid relations

For now we're encouraging you

to be — odd, odd, ODD ! ! !

We do not mind if hair is comb-

er or feet conventionally shod

Now you may be rewarded, for

your oddity, with a prize

And find you've gained deserved

prestige in your fellow class—
IT'S THE ODDBALL — we're

inviting you to next Friday,

February 3rd

From nine to one the Collegians

play the oddest I ?) music ever

heard

74J4c stag or 124j4c if you're one

who prefers to drag.

So what if friends claim the gal

you bring is somewhat of a hag

Appearances do not matter at

Engineering Society's 3rd An-

nual ODDBALL
So be prompt — ask her now —
why stay at home and climb

the wall.?

CFRC
Thursday:

»:3I)-Speak Softly
7:0(»—The Sound of Music
7.30—Calendar and Programme
_ _

Highlights
7.3J—March Time

CiO— Th e 2nd Dunning Trust Lecture

Pierre Emmanuel
9:00—The Living Classics

Mozart—Piatio Concerto No. 27

Beethoven—Sonasa No. 5

Mendelssohn—Concerto in E
minor

Brahms—Symphony No. 2
il:()fl—Music For Moderns

the suggestions and major issues

which had arisen at their separ-

ate meetings. All seemed to be

connected to the central problem

of fragmentation of the Univer-

sity community, and the follow-

ing remedies were almost unani-

Hoping to give students some

insight into the labour viewpoint

in international affairs, and a

fresh view of modern China, this

talk is being sponsored jointly by

the U.N. association of Kingston

and Local 522 of the UEW.

Prospective Graduates

Final year students in general and honour ARTS and

SCIENCE courses (including Engineering) who are

interested in investigating postgraduate training,

leading to professional qualification as a CHAK I
fcK-

ED ACCOUNTANT, are invited to discuss prospects

of employment with our representative who will be

on-campus on

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2

Interview appointments moy be mode through the office of the

Employment Service in the Students' Union.

Clarkson. Gordon & Co.

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Montreol - Toronto - Homilton - London - Windsor - Winnipeg

Regino - Edmonton • Colgary - Voncouver

BOOKSHOP 14 Montreal St.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOT5
QUALITY PRODUCTS

Bell employment representatives

will be on campus to interview

WOMEN
on Thursday, February 9th

ilk Cor Infjirnjlwn booklets

, „ ,our Bl«.m 0 n, office NOW for in oppoinlm.M-wd b. W>a to

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

Ad. No. RC-5B132 -3 coll. • l25tlne>-0
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TRICOLOR UPSETS VARSITYJ55-43
GALS WIN BADMINTON
TOURNEY FOR 3rd YEAR
The Queen's gals have done it

again. For the third successive

year, top honours have gone

the girls' intercollegiate badmin-

ton team, as they advanced to a

decisive victory last weekend at

Western.

Against such contenders as To-

ronto, McGill, Western, OAC,

and McMaster, the gals stacked

up fifteen points to go undefeated,

matchwise, in the tournament. It

was two out of three games to

decide each match and a match

was worth one point to the win-

»ing team.

In all cases, the Queen's defen-]

ding champions met their strong-

1

est opposition in the first morning

•f competition and this set the

winning pace. In first singles,

Marg Benson went against To-

ronto's Judy Matthews, and emer-

ged victorious to the tune of 7-11,

11-6, and 11-5. The remaining

matches went even faster with no

opponent scoring more than one

point against Marg and all

matches decided in two games.

Jessie Wallace, Queen's second

singles, met Toronto with a win

over Western behind her. She

overpowered Ruthie Nunns, To-

ronto team member and last

year's first singles contender

12-10, 6-11, and 11-4. After that,

she ran wild with no opponent

scoring more than one point

against her with the exception of

one game which went to her op-

ponent, 12-10.

The doubles, Heather Beers and

Mary Welsh, the only newcomer

to the team, really worked as a

pair with Mary behind while

Heather confused them at the net.

They met Toronto and downed

them 1S-15 and 15-12, and settled

the rest of their matches in two

straight games. Incidentally, this

is the fourth year that the doubles

team has won all their matches

and all their games towards each

match.

Credit goes to these girls, Marg

Benson. Jessie Wallace, Mary

Welsh, and Heather Beers, who

have worked hard and long for a

well-deserved championship. It

•joes without saying that applause

goes also to their coach Miss Ann

Tnrnhull, who by practising and

encouraging her team, has helped

them to become the excellent

"strategists of the shuttlecock and

racquet" they are. In the eyes of

this reporter, it looks like the

trophy is here to stay for some

time with three wins behind and

three of this champion team back

iicnI year.

levaita News

In the intramural tournament

which ended last week, undefeat-

ed '62 placed first with '61 and '63

tied for second and the freshettes

of '64 trailing in third. With three

ten minute periods and no raising

the puck, the female hockey play-

ers looked just like pros.

In fact, they are staging a game

on a higher level with an inter-

collegiate exhibition game to be

held here on Fri., Feb. 3. The

opposition is MacDonald College

and the game is scheduled for 2

o'clock at jock Harty Arena.

Intramural Scores:

'61 -'62

'6 1 -'63

'61 -'64

'62-'64

'62-'63

'63-'64

2-3

1-1

3-1

6-1

2-0
3- 1

Ross Russell, a Union leader, will speak

on Red China tonight at 8:00 p.m. in

Dunning Hall.

The History of the Queen's Math De-
partment, especially in connection with

Professors Dupuis and Williamson will be

the topic of a talk by Professor Miller at

the Math and Physics Club on Wednesday
at 7:30 <vm.. room 209, Carruther's Hall.

February 3rd: A tea in the Ban Righ
Common Room in honour of Pierre Em-
manuel, Dunning Trust Lecturer 1961. All

welcome.

Interfacultv Debating Tournament Feb-

ruary 13-17th. Topic is "Resolved that the

advances of Medical science have made
birth control morally desircable."

"Book of the Month" shows how Sex
es to Cheltenham, February 8-9-11.

the MILDEST
BEST-TASTING

CIGARETTE

Jackson, Laughton, Bozic,

Lead Team^sjscoring Parade

By Fred Durdan

Playing before a full house in their home gym Saturday^
the Queen's Golden Gaels again provided another startling Upset

in the Intercollegiate Basketball race.

The victims this time were the highly touted, previously
ttn.

defeated Toronto Varsity Blues who were swamped 65-43. Thi s

victory left Toronto and Queen's with identical 3-1 records as o{

Friday night and the Gaels had a share in the race for first place.

The Blues seemed to be oozing with confidence and had scored

almost 100 points in their early season games, but the Gaels fed by

Mike Tackson Bob Laughton. and Denny Bozic, out-scored, out-shot

and out-rebounded their much taller opponents from Toronto .

From the opening whistle the

All
Bob Laughton and Denny Bozic are shown here out-reaching

two taller U. of T. opponents in Friday nights victory.

TRICOLOR DOWNED
BY WATERLOO 60-59

Playing an exhibition game Saturday night against a team from

Waterloo College, the Queen's Senior team could not pull the game

out of the fire and were defeated 60-59.

Waterloo is hoping to enter the Senior Intercollegiate League

next year and are playing a series of exhibition games with teams

already in the league. Earlier this season, they played McMaster

and were defeated by only five points.

Coach Tindall used the game to give his bench strength an

opportunity to obtain some extra playing experience. As a result

Barry Stone, Tony Rasporick. Ed Warda, Lloyd Budgell, Blake

Stewart and crew played over half the game.

The starting five ran up a lead

Sorrie and Pincock added 10, 9

and 8 respectively. White with 6

and Nicholson with 2 rounded out

Queen's scoring.

For Morton's, Alarie led the

way 16, Carswell added 9 and

Hill 8 to produce most of their

points.

V-Ball And B-Ball

early in the first half of the game

before retiring and Queen's held

a 30-27 edge at half time.

In the second half, Frank benched

his regulars until the final 10

minutes. When they returned to

the floor the Tricolor was trailing

but Laughton, Bozic and Jackson

got the ball rolling to overcome

Waterloo's lead. With ninety

seconds to go, Queen's trailed

by five points. Once again, they
|

called on Bob Laughton to put I Things are looking rosy in in

out the fire and he almost repeat- tercollegiate basketball and vol

ed his heroics of last week-end.
| feyball with tournaments coming

Queen's pulled to within three
j

up next month and the teams fast

points when Laughton fired a

field goal with seventeen seconds

remaining. In his next trip down
the floor, Bob failed to score as

he fired just before the buzzer

and the Gaels went down to de-

feat.

Waterloo proved in the game
that they were worthy of a berth

in Intercollegiate play. Aldridge

was top scorer of the night as he

picked up 18 points, 17 of these

coming in the last half. Palmer
scored 17. while Pando added 10.

For the Gaels, Bob Laughton
led with 14, Denny Bozic had 13

and Mike Jackson posted 10.

In the Intermediate game, the

Jay Vecs had a return match with

Morton's Record Bar. Once again

Queen's upset the disc players

59-42.

After opening up a nine point

spread in the first half 31-22, Ted
Norland a n d Jack McMurdo
paced the way in the second half

to the victory.

Norland and McMurdo led the

way in scoring for Queen's as

they picked up 12 each. Shea

Tricolor showed that again they

would not rollover and play dead

for the opposition. With Jackson.

Laughton, Reilly, and Bozic

taking care of the first half scor-

ing the Gaels rolled to a ten-point

lead 32-22 at the end of the first

half.

The statistics told the story of

this first twenty-minutes as the

Gaels hit for 13 of 28 on their

field goal attempts while Toronto

..cored on only 10 of 32 attempts

from the field.

In the opening few minutes of

the second half, Queen's seemed

to take a few minutes to get re-

oriented as they made several

miscues and allowed Toronto to

tome within four points 40-36.

But again it was Laughton

Reilly and Jackson as they pour-

ed in 15 points to give Queen's a

15 point lead; 56-40, with five

minutes remaining to play. The

final five minutes saw Coach

Tindall giving his starting five a

rest while the bench strength

played to the end of the game

and a 65-43 victory.

On the evening's play the Gaels

out-fought the Blues and earned

the well-deserved victory. Al

Raisbeck and Denny Bozic did a

fine job of tying up 6'6" Ed. Bor-

das and 6'5" Jim Maguire from

Toronto. These players were held

to seven points apiece phile Peter

Potter added another seven.

For Queen's it was young Mike

Jackson pacing the scoring parade

as he threw in 16, followed by

Bob Laughton with 15 and Denny

Bozic with 12. Fred Reilly foimd

the opposition towering over him.

and needed to shoot from a differ-

ent angle, nevertheless, he collect-

ed nine points, eight of them co-

ming in the first fifteen minutes.

In the final analysis Queen's

shot a shade under 50% from the

floor which was a demoralizing

factor for the opposition who shot

only 28% collecting only four field

goals in the second half.

In the preliminary game, King-

ston Bourdeau Heaters toppled

the Intermediate Gaels 75-51. The

Heaters who seemed to be headed

[or an undefeated season in their

league outclassed the Jay-Vees.

Charlie Pester and Murray

Prior led the way collecting 46

points between them while Neal

Naismith hit for 13.

For Queen's Dowden paced the

marksmen as he notched 14

points. Jock McMurdo picked up

ten and Allen 9 to pace the

Queen's team.

Next week-end the Gaels leave

their home court on their first

road trip. They meet Assumption

and Western. Assumption is the

only team to beat the Gaels on

their home court in league play

this year, while Western is being

considered for top honours so the

Tricolor have their work cut out

for them.

MM & G vs. Civil In

Toilet Bowl Final

approaching top condition and

playing. Both teams travelled to

Western last weekend to test

their skill against the Purple and

White.

Western has been the holder of

the title in volleyball for some
time but with two more weeks for

practise, they might well have

trouble from Queen's who ran

close behind them last year in the

tournament held at McGill.

The basketball team kept right

up to Western all the way and

ended up just behind them on the

scoreboard with the score 43-35.

Top scorer for Queen's was
Agnes" McGoo" McGugan with

11 points, the other scorers being

'Cookie" Cartwright for 9 points,

"Digger" Atwood for 9 points,

Ginny Freeman for 4, and Lou
Forrester for 2 points.

Things look good for the inter-

collegiate tournament to be held

at Toronto on February 24-25

with two strong scoring lines and

the powerful defensive line of

Mickey McCullough, Sue Weber,

'and Mary Welsh.

The second round of the annual Toilet Bowl play was held amid

a vicious snow storm and a biting wind on the outer field Saturday

afternoon.

With playing conditions completely reversed from the if**

afternoon which was played on a wet slushy field in balmy

degree weather, Saturday afternoon found the teams playing in f°lir

inches of snow on a field with an icy base.

In the first game Mining Metallurgy and Geology, led by quar

terback Terry Nickerson, swamped the Physics team 26-0 In 1

second the Civils eked out a 1-0 victory over the Mechanicals.

Nickerson led a well-balanced attack of fine pinpoint passing 3'

effective running which resulted in many round-the-end sweep

and long gains. Mis hands on the receiving end of the passes «er

John Payne, Bill Simmons, and Dick Darling.

Chris Grey led a game but inexperienced Physics squad aga'"^

M.M. and G. but the defense was too much and kept them in ll,ei

own end for most of the game.

In the second round the Civils under quarterback Wilf Ka
"f

a

.j

opened early and after some fine broken field skating by Rudy

found themselves in position to kick for a single rather than g°

all the apples. The move proved to be a judicious one as it
result

in the only scoring play of the game.

The Mechanicals found trouble controlling the ball a" (!

Hogan could not hit receivers such as Charlie Howse, Sam P°api '

etc., in the blinding snow.

The stage is now set for next week's final which pits the O^*
against Mining Metallurgy and Geology. The battle shapes up 10

a high scoring effort as Civils with ace receivers Gall and Sned
^

will be moving the ball in the air while Nickerson and crew
set to stop them as well as pick up a few points of their own.
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THERE IS STILL

)anger Of
Madness

A Plea For Pacifism

ip
r

Donald Soper, the world-

|US
British churchman and

j
;t ,
made a powerful appeal for

"jfisni
here on Tuesday night,

pressing a regional conference

u'orld affairs in Chalmers

L
riii,

sponsored by the United

lurch's Board of Evangelism and

rial
Service, Dr. Soper stated

ai the very existence of human

js at stake in the arms race,

sooner or later, we do not make

attempt to break through this

tie of evil "the conflagration will

[lighted" he concluded.

[Dr. Soper is minister of Kings-

Hall Methodist Church in

mdcn, England, a former pre-

Hent of the Methodist Confer-

ct of Great Britain, and an

dent socialist. He has led the

aual Easter Monday marches

(protest England's atomic pro-

ds. For many years Dr. Soper

preached and answered ques-

ts on Tower Hill each Sun.

[Communism is here to stay

[Reviewing the world situation,

.Soper, who has travelled widely,

ileti that the greatest and most

lical issue for the Christian

torch to-day is the emergence of

Russian and Chinese experi-

jits, The attitude that, if we

fy
close our eyes, when we open

m this threat will have disap-

ared is stupid and dangerous.

Jimutiism is here to stay as is

other great Christian heresy,

!» It is the new religion, not

"M economic theories of the

sian experiment, that is the big

illtnge to Christianity, Dr. Soper
lied.

Jshchev to be First World
P.M.

1c startled his audience by

p
n
g. "Who says you can't make

Wi good by Act of Parliament?"
filing 0llt ti,at. Russia i,as built

n,oral and social responsibilities

f
re we have failed, Dr. Soper

j"*1 that it is the ability of a
(loiophy

to integrate human
n
fc into n worthwhile society that

Important. In this task Russia
lu«eeded, and the vast ma-

P uf the peoples of the world,

l,J do so. would choose
'Red

form 0 j Communism
l,|an a modified form of

lSn
'- In a future world

p'oeiit, Dr. Soper stated,
"jjhehev will likely be the
prinie Minister". Since the

° f Christianity is not a

L
J

!

lil
' 'Hit a community relation-

c reasoned, we are faced with

.

F
< challenge to the central^ the faith.

Do"'t Include Me
S that many people have

TIME

QUE EN'S: MOULDING CANAPA'S
FUTURE- LEAPERS.

BROTHER

Theology's

Daughter

Theology is the mother of the

University. Of course, the daughter

has grown up to be much bigger

than the mother, but filial devotion

is still due to the Theological

College. Queen's University was

founded by the Presbyterian Church

in 1841 for the purpose of training

young men for the ministry. Had

King's College in Toronto been

willing to set up a chair of Pres-

byterian theology there would never

have been a Queen's. For many

years there was serious consider-

ation of confining Queen's solely

to theological studies; fortunately

men with wider visions prevailed.

In these years Theology was a

faculty of the university and the

Primus Professor of Theology was

the Principal of the University.

When the disruption of the Pres-

byterian Church came in the 1840's

Queen's supported staunchly the

Kirk party. Thus after reunion in

187S only part of the Church would

support Queen's. This lack of

support forced the University to

seek its own suport, and a growing

spirit of independence resulted, At

last, in 1912, as the result of an

amicable agreement between the

Church and the University, Queen's

was freed from all vestiges of de-

nominational control. At the same

time the faculty of Theology was

set up by Act of Parliament as a

(See Theology's Daughter, page 6)

TheoSogy Sells The Journal

Time Promises No Immediate Change In Policy

they would prefer to

£ the Bomb than to live
ISEe Danger, page 6)

One day last week me and my old

buddy Heresy Harry are sitting in

the coffee shop with our eyes pealed

watching the comings and goings

of the inteligensia of this great seat

of learning. Harry's feeling really

low. Now I know he's kinda wor-

ried about English "A", not being

up on it tike me, so I figgers on

cheering him up. '"Harry". I says,

"Harry, whaddya wanna worry

bout that old English "A" for ?

Any schmo can spell and congregate

sentences and all that stauff. I know

Jeannie says she won't let you

graduate this year unless you pass,

but these last four years you've just

been unlucky. Even I would have

spelt sugar with an "H", and this

year you've got me to tudor you -

"Aw, it's not that", says Harry,

"No, it's not that, it's just that things

is so quiet round her. Man. nuthin

ever happens 1 I mean nuthin!

Dad tole me it would be a real ball

all the time, with lots of gags, like

in his dav. I ast yuh. when wuz the

last time anyone hung some girlies

didies on the city hall flag pole ?

I ast yuh !

Well, we all know that Harry is

right. Things just ain't what they

useta be. The bottom's dropped oiita

gag playin' just like it drops outa

my red flannels. So we begin to

feel more blue as we discusses it

and Harry says if we would only

come tip with some good gag, that

wouldn't hurt anyone more than say

a few days in the hospital, then we

'would be in. Then they wouldn't

laugh t the,logy. Well we thought

of lotsa gags that would be O.K.

for science types, but nuthin that

was high-minded enough for the-

ology After three coffee-logged

hours of the most serious thinking

we'd done since entering Queen s,

Harry says. "Hey. ain't you the

Theology Journal ed.tor this year.

.•Yah, Imt we've got next Wednes-

day night to do that". Harry then

d s me Of the gag to end all gags

which leads «o us entering the world

of financial cacoons.

We went over to the Douglas

and yuh know, they gotta lotta

books in that place. Harry says.

"Boy; if I'da known about this place
|

before, I'da been over here getting
|

a new Mucky Spleen hook every!

day. He's my faverite author." We
looked up an old Time mag and

found that Henry Luce was editor

and a guy called Linen the publisher.

Using my last five bucks, Harry '

got Time Magazine in New York

'

on the 'phone and asked [or Mr.

Luce, telling the little doll on the

other end that it was Dicf calling

from Ottawa. It seems Time rather

goes for this Diet character these

days. After a pause that could have

refreshed, but only caused me to

raise goose pimples the size of Ed,

(the punching preacher) Schamer-

horn's biceps, Harry says. "Hello

Henry, this is John here. How's

the boy ? Yah. it was a nice holiday.

Yah, it was 150 lbs. alright. The

scales were wrong ! How's Clare

doing ? I heard she was going on

a cruise with Jack and Jackie. Well

now, I gotta deal for you. You|

know the future of Canada could be

altered by the man who controlled

the University Press of this country.

These kids are Canada's hope for

the future — yah, I agree that things

don't look so good fur Canada, hut

even Lester says there's hope. Well,

if you could buy into one of the

University papers and then get a

position on C-U.P. you might even

end up owning the Varsity." Well,

to make a long story short. Harry-

tells him that Queen's Journal is up

for sale and he shoots a lotta hot

air about the great Scotch tradition

of this conservative college and what

an opportunity it is for a genius

type like him. Mr. Luce tells him

to 'phone again next day after he

has talked to Linen and he might

know something, but what with this

Royal Commission and all be really

didn't know. We waits on tender-

hooks wondering about our fate until

the time to call comes. We're in !

Luce will give it a whirl if John will

put him in touch with the right

people. Harry says, "Well, what a

coincident, he's right here now,

Principal Macintosh is his name",

and hands me the old squawk box.

Mr. Luce tells me that he wants to

see a trial issue before buying and

I manages to squeak out "H might

be arranged". So we closes the deal

for the trial issue. (NP) Then we

hurry over to the Journal office and

meet Dave Hill, the editor and he

turned out to he a real guv. no

beard or imthiu'; but there is this

smell of printers ink wherever he

goes. Guess it sorta gets into your

system. Heresy Harry takes a long

sorrowful look at Dave and says,

• You and your whole staff should

take off for a few days. You've been

overworking. You don't look so

good." That's a fact, they don't

look so good at that. Harry laid

it on thick about them working

their fingers to the knuckles and

how they didn't gel no thanks for it

and how they should just quietly

ooze out of town while we looked

after things for a few days and that

(See Big Sell, page 6)
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Press night, 1961. It is busy here as the city desk. The editor

is tearing out what little hair he has ; some of our boys are slow

in getting their copy ready — seems that they dropped in at the

corner chapel for just one quick one (prayer) and — well you

know how things go. The secretaries are working overtime tonight

(at double time, of course; the theologs' wives have their

union). All part of the news business.

One feature of our plant here at Lower Campus (near

Summer-hill ) of which most of our readers are unaware is a master

control power plant (the people 'in the know' call it the Morgan

Chapel ). It seats over 100 persons; and since there are less than

50 theologs, there is plenty of room for our readers to drop in for

a spiritual uplift. It is open to the public at any time, but our

readers will enjoy themselves especially from 8:45 - 9:00 a.m.

The meeting will be over sharp at 9:00 (directions from the

Reverend Chairman of the Board) so you can make your nine

o'clock's. Come on in and see us !

Do you know our staff when you see them ? They're the boys

with the pots, the year crests that are so out-of-date, and the bottle

of liniment who cheerily pipe up, "We even got our fac. name on

the Bews score board this year" — a Theology Time first.

See you next year.

Race
1 like mulottoes,

But I like their parents more;

The courage to love, the nerve to proclaim

A truth which their neighbours obhor.

Man's stubborn myths re race and skin

Their parents flout, and bravely testify —
Pigment is such an irrelevant thing

When truth is known, and Cupid's standing by,

Cod loves mulattoes.

Too bad they are so rare;

O Brave New World, 0 Kingdom Come,
May all be mulottoes there.

"Well. I'd Rather Be A Presbyterian And Know

I Was Going To Hell Than Be United Church

And Not Know Where The Hell I Was Going!"

PEOPLE
The Principal

I welcome this opportunity to

evprcss the greetings and good

wishes of the College to all students

on the Campus preparing for the

m j„istr\<. and to the students of all

other faculties, ft is good to sec

young people zvorking together on

'common enterprises, eating together,

asking questions and discussing

problems together, helping one

another, and in general sharing the

life of the University Community;

for all this is good practice in the

J,,, 0 i living, and good preparation for the days ahead Whetnlle 1

davs are left behind, and life in all its seriousness must be faced.

'

To those who graduate this year way I express the hope tim
will take away many pleasant memories, a measure of knowledge, ,„J

all perception and insight into life's meaning and purpose, and a dcdi( [

spirit eager to pursue truth wherever it may lead.

Elias Andrews

Principal. Queen's Theological Cu

The Moderator

Doggrel by Leoftoor.

WAIFS AND STRAYS
In History 12—Dr. Smith, speaking of Caesar's unmitigated bitter-

ness of mind was interrupted by the muffled retort of a sleepy

theolog: "Yes, he had all the Gaul in the world 1"

On Queen's Presbyterian heritage:

—

First year theolog coming into Chapel late found St. Andrews cross.

New Prof.

—

So Green We Takes Attendance.

Over The Hill—

A Clerk (Clark) from the Hebrew Dept. is deserting his Post.

Building Repairs

—

We need some: more Banisters around the place.

Raving Madness

—

Dr. Mathers says, "There are worse things than being stuck

in Kingston over the Christmas holidays 1"

FLASH!
DIED: N. E. Form, of Humility. Originating at the eastern end
of the Mediterranean Sea, progressed feebly throughout Europe to

North America. Finally expiring in the vast sea of humanity known
as the Free Western World,

LETTERS
WORRIED SOPHMORE

Re your article, "Christian Missionaries from St. Paul to 1960"

(Time, April IS, 1960), I am worried about Christianity and

about religion in general. 1 am a sophomore at a large eastern

college. I'd like to be an atheist, but I'm not smart enough.

Without something to explain everything, I haven't got any-

thing to explain nothing (Double negative — but you get the

point). I'd like to be an agnostic, but although I'm keen on

escapism, someone is always yammering at me about life being

a matter of decisions. I can't help but feel that as an agnostic,

I'd be like the kid who wants to play "chicken", but hasn't

quite got the guts to get his left fender over the white line.

I'd like to be a Christian, but I must confess I have some doubts

— furthermore, some of my best friends say that Christianity

is passe.

As a result of all this, I am drinking beyond my means, my girl

has started dating a southern Baptist theology student, I am

unwelcome at home, and I am still not convinced that Freud,

Hume, Sartre, Russell, Huxley, et al have all the answers.

Paul, and all these other characters in your article, seem to

have the whole thing sewn up, but I'm still confused. What do

you suggest?
Troubled.

Time correspondent Harry Holden ("Christian Missionar-

ies from St. Paul to 1960" TIME. April 18, I960) suggests the

following:

Don't become an atheist, become a scientific humanist. You

still won't know "why" things exist, but at least you'll have

a working knowledge of "how" they exist. Nazi gas chambers

and Hiroshima may cast some doubts on your humanistic hopes

for mankind, but at least you'll have a title that will impress

your less intellectual friends.

OR
Become an agnostic and accept escapism (everyone does!).

Escape far enough so that you become convinced that your left

fender is over the white line. If anyone pushes you too hard,

fall back on the old line that "agnosticism is the only stand for

the intellectual" and that al! others are prudes, conservatives,

outdated or unrealistic.

OR
Become a Christian — even an agnostic Christian (they say

most true Christians are agnostics in some sense). Sometimes

the agnostic Christian goes on to better things — see story,

"Thomas, the Doubter" (TIME, Janus. A.D. 33)

Failing all this, — kill yourself! You really have no basis for

living, and after all, since you've already found Hell on EARTH
— what have you got to lose? —Ed.

We in Theology are thankful

once agai- tor the privilege of pre-

senting h.is issue of the Queen's

Journal. Though a small faculty

tucked away on the 2nd floor of the

Old Aris Building, toe do appreciate

every opportunity to contribute to

the life of the University Com-

munity, through such activities as

sports, operettas, drama, A.M.S.

This Journal, however, gives us a

wider means of contributing, and

with this in mind wc have endea-

voured in our edition to produce a

paper of interest, not to our faculty

only, but to the campus at large.

For those of us in the graduating

class, the next few months will

bring to a close our opportunity for

such contribution, as in a few short months or years you too will pi

company with this campus. But though our course in College is conclud

our contribution to society is not. Each of us will take from tins UnivtrA

something that may be used to the enrichment of that pari of lummil

our lives zoill touch.

"He who thinks only of himself is hopelessly uneducated no nin/fl

hozv well instructed he might be".

I extend to you all my sincere good wishes.

Keith Hawkes
President of Queen's Theological Sodttt

Second Monkey Trial

The second "monkey trial" is now over and the world wa

for the jury to bring in its verdict.

Many years have passed since that first trial when a sclu

teacher was charged with teaching the Darwinian theory of cvol

tion contrary to the law. Although found guilty, most agree th

the law was in error and that Truth should not be suppressed,

Now, as the logical development of events (as might have iiej

expected according to the theory of evolution), another man

finally been charged with teaching a religion in the classf

contrary to the statutes concerning public school education

to 13

Soil

KINSEY KORRECTED
Ed. Time — In your article "Kinsey and Kollege" (Time, April

25, 1960) you said that 97% of all North American college girls

like roistering. I have just conducted an extensive survey in

our residence — 93% didn't know the meaning of "roistering"

;

4.3% flatly rejected the whole idea, and 3.2% said they never

indulge except when under academic stress. Why do you print

such things, when you know it will corrupt the youth of our
nations.

Clarissa Thackery,

Queen's University, Kingston.

Time erred. — It should not read 97%, but 79% ; hot "North
American" college girls, but "New England" college girls; not
"like roistering", but "like oysters". However, TIME still stands

by its original argument — If college papers continue their

practice of inaccurate reporting they will lose the confidence

of their readers. —Ed.

clearly indicate that each child shall have complete freedom to fi

his own way to hell and that anyone who attempts to show 1»

a way to another place iz violating his basic rights.

The prosecution has been able to pile up the most darnm

evidence. For example, several students have testified that

teacher once referred to a Bible in the classroom and that he

j

been observed saying grace before meals. The defendant

admitted that he had used the words "Jesus Christ" in a revere

tone which was not at all profane.

Perhaps the most devastating evidence presented w:

effect that this public servant had actually been guilty of tryiun

practise some of the principles of Jesus while at school-

testified that he had deliberately tried to help some of t'ie

students on his own time; that he had openly shared his

with a boy who had lost his own and that he had even been sugs

ing that true happiness was not something that could be 1

but was to be found in serving others. The prosecution was n

to point out how damaging to the economy such ideas con

they were adopted by many. .

(a

Counsel for the defense had planned a cunning counter '

^
based on showing how harmless was the crime of the ".V
but was promptly ruled out of order when he attempted to m1

persons whose lives were said to have been changed for tl,e

f ^

by their acceptance of similar teachings. Further attempt
actio

ttef
tfl

fense seemed almost useless since the defendant had P

admitted his guilt and was overheard to say that no n'a
^

the outcome of the trial, he would continue to teach and to P

that which he had found to be the truth. , iv

There seems little doubt as to the verdict that the ^
bring in. The laws were made to insure that every ch'

'

learn what the world is made of. but to protect him ".^11
teaching which might tend to influence his opinion coi"*^
meaning behind it all and the purpose for which it is in""'
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SEE "PAY THE PIPER" February is-imb
CINEMA
"Psycho" — (U.I.)

Hitchcock at his gory best. You may find the murder in the

wer a little hard on the eyes with the constant switching of
3

meras; hut if you think the scene got you excited consider what

J,

3

did to the camera men.

"Butterfield 8" — (Rank)

With the dropping of box office receipts, Hollywood resorts to

he 0id (see TIME, June 6, 1959) operatic theme — "Tramp,

Tramp-
Tramp, the Boys Are Marching". In this case, Cinemorscl

j iz
Taylor is the tramp, and most of the boys in the movie do the

marching-

Liz shows what a few months of Eddie's Italian cooking can

.

for a body. In her sexiest bit, she must have been fortified with

barrel-staves or they could never have held her inside that slip.

Eddie Fisher plays the part of a song arranger, and as usual he

portrays Eddie Fisher admirably.

Playwright Tennessee (Cat On a Hot Tin Furnace) Williams

saves the whole plot by letting the mixed-up minx end it all in a

well-photographed crash scene. The moral — if you eat Italian

food, don't try to stuff yourself into a sports car — with all the

curves on the inside, you have trouble handling the straightaway

on the outside.

As King's Stun grew in size, it, like all important cities felt

that it must take on the responsibilities of important cities and
build a jail, since Muruey Tower was not big enough to hold all

the criminals. But this civic spirit got out of hand and reformatories
and prisons and prison-farms began to sprout all over the place.

And then, with reformatories and prisons and jails and penitentia-

ries a dime a dozen around King's Stun, someone made a mistake
in the communications' system, and when the Bell Telephone came
into the district the phone exchange for the entire area was called

"Liberty". Most people got a big laugh from this, but I think they

went too far.

Naturally the next important thing for the city to build was
a university. This stirring story was published in last year's Theo-
logy Journal, but perhaps a brief re-cap would refresh your

memory.

Something had to be done about all the smart students who
were continually showing up their teachers in high school by

their brilliance, and something had to be done about the girls whom
their fathers could not marry off, and about the boys who didn't

know what they wanted to do with their lives, yet did want to have

a good time for three or four years. So naturally the city fathers of

King's Stun felt badly about all this and decided to build a univer-

sity.

LITERARY
Kingston, The King's Town

Years ago, an officer in the French army stepped from a boat

to the shore of the St. Lawrence. He then found that the boat

would not go across the river because it was too shallow — the

river, not the boat — and he walked across, carrying his boots in

bis hands. Frontenac had come to this our area of Canada . . . and

he had made his first ford. Years ago, 250 miles west of here

along the lake, Ford (at Cooksville) made their first Frontenac.

Frontenac named the little settlement which he found here

after himself. People got tired of calling the town Colonel Fron-

tenac, or no-Count, and finally called it Fort Frontenac, because

there was a fort here, called Fort Henry, after the famous

writer, O. Henry, who used to spend much time in dungeons. He

was interested in dungeons and did a lot of writing there, as well

as on their walls — they were his forte, you might say, so they

called the place Fort O Henry, or O Fort Henry, but the Irish

were not very well liked at this time because they had recently

started a police force in New York, which was Dutch, anyway, and

so the fort was called, simply, Fort Henry. The "O" was dropped

and no one knew where it went until years later. (One strange

theory has it that O Henry sawed his way to freedom through a

bar in his cell, and this bar was later called the O Henry bar, but

this is not so, because all liquor laws are behind the times in

Kingston, and that's too bad.)

At that time, in the churches of Fort Frontenac, the rage was

to call everybody from the pulpits and ministers and priests in-

dulged in this famous sport until much hot air flowed. In Toronto

the same thing happened and smog was born, but in Kingston, the

hot air turned to gas and Kingston's first gas war had started —
It really wasn't a war though, just 9/10 of a war.

The Fort became so famous that the English king decided to

come to visit it. But as he was walking from the boat down the

Rang plank, one of the natives who was waiting around to get a

picture for his new newspaper fell into the Lake, losing his wig

and dropping his camera. The camera fell on the king's head and

momentarily stunned him. After that, people from Toronto affec-

tionately began to refer to those people around Fort Frontenac as

"those people who stunned the king". This was later shortened to

'the king stunners', and finally the name of the place where the

incident happened was King Stun. Some mistakes in spelling have

altered the spelling to Kingston - recall the missing "O — but

remember, you read it first here.

Referring to the incident from which all this trouble started

't should be known that the unfortunate photographer was Hs£ea

from the Lake, the king took pity upon him. Instead of having him

«st into prison, the stunned King let him off with a small fine, ana

<*id that he would send him a new wig from England — he asked

*e size and was told that any standard size would do. The news-

Paper man was so overcome with the generosity of His Majesty

lW he named his paper after the incident, and henceforth it was

known as the Standard-Wig. When he put on the wig, someone

said it looked like "H", and so he included this in the spelling ot

m's paper's new title and turned it ground for purposes of alhtera-

BEST SELLERS
FICTION

The Meaning of C. H. Dodd for Today; St. Paul

Apoplectic Literature; E. G. Clarke

Christian Doctrine
; J. M. Pshaw

Have Couch, Wilt Travel; George D. Scott

Glenburnie Goatherd; W. E. L. Smith

The Craft of the Sermon; D. H, Lawrence

Rock and Roll of Ages; F. R. C. Clarke

The Position of Women Under Henry VIII ;
Liz Tudor

Christian Ethics; Jimmy Hoffa

Thief 'n Faker; Stewart Smith

NON-FICTION
Payton Place; J. M. Mutchmor

Abstinence Vindicated; A. Packman

The Suffering Servant; Joyce M. Semple

The Holy Bible; R. S. V. God

Oh Iona!; D. M. Mathers.

they have been trying to get them back ever since. They are now

confined to two or three rooms on the second floor of the Old Arts

building; so-called because it is older than the New Arts Build-

ing, which seems to be reasonable.

Up until this time, a need had not been felt for professors, and,

as the students had been enjoying themselves so much with their

three-year Loaf, and all, the professors had not been deemed neces-

cessary. But about the same thing in Canadian History, a signifi-

cant event occurred, Some teachers from England and the United

States had come to Canada to make their fortunes; but they knew

so much more than everyone else that it was uncomfortable to be

around them and no one knew what to do with them because they

were always talking about the New Way, and the Way to Happi-

ness and Writing Books, and Readiug Them, and Big Deal. Thus

it was decided that they should be sent to the new university at

King's Stun to see if the young men and young women could help

them in any way. Unfortunately they could not, but they stayed

in spite of it all and are still here at last count — all of them. They

never die, much to the consternation of the Tombstone dealers

(again), they just talk away.

One final item: Many people have been asking lately "when did

the university first begin to grant degrees?" I have after much

careful research, uncovered the facts.

After the first three of four years elapsed for the young stud-

ents, they would get lonesome for home, or want to try out their

new found tricks on the public (cheating at bridge, and poker;

double-talk; chug-a-lug; politics; cramming; and other related

sports). So each time some would leave, their friends would get

together and throw a Big Party for them.

And as each one of them was given a souvenir, written in

Latin "SENATYS VN1 VF.RSITATIS REGINAE" (Translation:

"Hello, young Lovers'), and Signed by the Registrarius (Transla-

tion _ they wouldn't let me use one, they said it was too danger-

ous — ED. Note: It Was!), their friends would call out, "He's a

hot one" or "He's a cool one", or "She's not so hot"; but after it

was found by the medical students and engineers that these dif-

ferent grades of heat arc known as Degrees.

Bob Clark

BUSINESS

own
freedom

Since the prisons had been such a big success, the university

was built of the same material, limestone. Limestone was cheap

and easy to get around the King's Stun area, so naturally it was all

imported from the Niagara Falls (Canadian side) district at great

expense and cost a fortune by the time of completion. The univer-

sity needed money so the government helped them out. Then the

government needed money and went to the people. The people

didn't want and so the government started taking money from them

anyway, and this was the beginning of Income Tax. Everybody

was delighted, except the people at targe, and the limestone quarry

owners in the King's Stun area. But they later saw a new trend

and went into the tombstone business.

The university grew and everybody had a good time. At this

time some new terms were born, like "Town and Gown" which

referred to the relations between the town of King's Stun and the

students at the university; "Sophomore" — (comin

Greek 'sophos', for wisdom, and 'moros' for fool

means 'wise fool' according to the best authorities ;
"College

a new type of food which required 3 years to prepare, and is other-

wise known as the 'three year loaf - most students will under-

stand who have partaken of it.

At first only students for the ministry came to be taught, be-

cause no one else needed the education. Later others came: Med-

ical students, to teach the young ministers the Darwinian theory

(Mankind went Ape, or vice versa) ;
Engineers, to teach the young

ministers how to speak better English, and Story-Telling

also offered a course in Spirits to the young seminarians

women were not admitted to the university,

a need was discovered, and

from ttie

and which thus

Bed" —

Liberty! Liberty! What's liberty' I used to think the Sabbath

was one day of the week at least on which an individual could

find freedom. I'm not so certain anymore! I used to think it was a

day to relax, a day to think, a day to exercise a bit of or

free-will. Now even this important stronghold of man's

is being whittled down by the commercialisms of our time.

Why am I disturbed? A book salesman came knocking on my

door last Sunday. Oh no. he wouldn't talk business on Sunday. He

only wanted me to see the excellent quality and content of his

books- and to prove that he was sincere and honest, he had con-

veniently brought along a "theolog". (Excuse me while I chuckle).

"Not more than twenty minutes", he declared; he was just passing

through but he simply couldn't stand looking at the four walls of

his motel room. He absolutely had to talk to someone about educa-

tion and just happened to pick my door on which to come knocking.

Poor fool, never wanting to turn aside anyone who is inter-

ested in education, I let the pair in. Twenty minutes . .
forty

minutes sixty minutes I was bombarded with a sales talk such

as I have never heard! With picture language he tried to impress

upon me the fact that I should buy a set of books first on one

plan, then on another; and when that attempt failed, he threw m

a bookcase as a further inducement. Finally after a flat refusal my

callers left, but my quiet Sunday afternoon had been broken to bits.

Commercialism! Commercialism! Oh ye Commercialism
!
The

curse of our societv ! Given an inch you would take a mite
!
The last

we have you would squeeze from our beloved demo-
bit of freedom

cracy.

They

At first

, because there did not

s'eenTto be any need for them. Later

L were allowed to come. The young ministers were very grate-

they were
university all the buildings they owned, and

ful, and gave to the

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
— AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS GANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night — Paar Christie's Orchestra

Catering to Private Parties and Banquets

FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
CALL LI 2-0745

Whig-Standard. Remember, you read it here first!

$10,000 LIFE WSUH^cfI^tSs^OW RA1ES

ANNUAL PREMIUMS FIRST 5 YEARS -

z. It.:::::: i**->° 30

!u,*d Ag
Con.tillble and Bern

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS tiwi

llonal octtdfil indemnity ovoilabi. i» >

L TAY L O II

©rciotnUl Uite
960 Boy.

VA

(Vim for F.raala Rltk»

though 59

«.1labl. *.bMh,,l^..-^*
(« ln» above plon a

Ter

, premium.

Termi"

,
.7,Ont.

I'cice Mi'"' Pr-mmr,

Ljf [ o DISABUIT'

HU. 7-1981
OulW

. QBOUP

&t. Anitrriu'B

#nwibyierian (flhurrtj

O CLEROY STRESIB

V PUTNAM. B.A.

INISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY BTH

] 100 o.m. Morning Worship

''The Sword o£ The Spirit

6-30 p.m. Young People

Young People will assemble at

Andrew's and proceed to

ImAcona Park for Evening

Worship-

7^00 p.m. Evening Worship
'

The Lord Interprets the

Law—Divorce

Com and Worship

0t. Ubbifb' fflliitrrh.

Union strmt. »i thi caupus

RECTOR: REV. DESMOND C. HUNT

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 5TH

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Service of Ordina-

tion and Holy

Communion
Celebrant: Bishop Greenwood

7:00 p.m. Evening Proyer

Preacher: Bishop Greenwood

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour
"Work of the Church in the

Yukon"

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

Unite* (Etfinrrli

SYOINMAH WILLIAM STMSTS
PASTORAL ASSISTANT
REV. RlLEV SMALLEY

ORGANIST AND CHOIRMASTER
OR F R. C. CLARKE. F.C.C.O.

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 5TH

11:00 a.m. "Establish Justice

in the Gate".

Rev. Dr. R. B. Green, Preacher

7:30 p.m. "By-Products of

the Christian Life"

Rev. Dr. R. B. Green, Preacher

8 45 p.m. Fellowship Hour for

oil Young People

EVERYONE WELCOME

QUtalmtra

United OlbMrrh

EARL AND BARRIE ST8.

REV. W. F BANISTER. D-D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY BTH

1 1 :00 a.m. Jonah the

Reluctant

7:30 p.m. The Lord's Prayer

(5) "Forgive us our Trespasses"

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to all

Queen's Students.
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ART
Burn, great log,

once you were a living tree

standing straight

Having roots

But you came down

cut down

crashing

And now

you burn

with fire internal

with great smoke

belching . . .

Be caught up, completely,

in the blaze

be consumed

let there be nothing left

Or

Better still,

smoulder within — then, go out

else you will hove no use

no internal solidity

hollow

a drum

to echo my doubt.

For I, too, once stood straight.

Sob Clork

LATIN AMERICA
A Prayer for Latin America

by Arturo Chacon

Arturo is a law student from Chili, studying Theology on a Q.T.S. scholarship.

For the governments of these countries, especially for those

that are going through a crucial crisis in their history:

Grant, O God, that their leaders may sec and do that which is in

accordance with Thy will and purpose for these countries.

For the communists and the nationalists in that continent, that

the judgment they bring upon the indifference of Thy people may

result in repentance and a turning to Thy grace:

Grant, O God, that Thy people may commit themselves to the

purpose that Thou hast given to them in the political, economical

and social struggle that these movements have put before them.

For the workers, in the industrial centers of that continent,

who are being dehumanized by low standards of life:

Grant, O God, Thy protection and help to them in their sufferings.

For the rural workers, who are exploited and abandoned to

their own resources, causing them to leave their land and moving

lo the industrial centers where they are lost and disillusioned:

Grant, O God, Thy blessing to the work of their hands and give

them peace.

For the relationship between the owners of the land and in-

CAMPUS^FFAIRS
A recent survey of campus affairs revealed the following

Most Sciencemen complain there aren't enough.

Most Theologs maintain there are too many.

Most Levanites pretend they don't know what you re talking about.

* * *

Spurred on by the enthusiastic eloquence of the President of

the Law and Aesculapean Societies, the A.M S. Executive at its

regular meeting on Tuesday evening shameless y endo
r
ed the

revival of graft gaining, a sinful pract.ee which Athletic St ck

rZ Barnard last year succeeded in abolishing through Ins

repeated pleadings for repentance and reform.

Midway through Tuesday night's meeting the Executive unani-

mously agreed not to grant beer mugs or spec.al honorana to

students who had rendered exceptional services to campus organi-

zations sponsored by the A.M.S. There was much talk of job

satisfaction" and "friendly words of appreciation" as being reward

enough for any task well done. Such sentiments, however, were

quickly forgotten towards the end of the agenda when motions

awarding all the executive members free tickets to the Tricolor

Banquet on March 2 and to the Color Night Fromal on March 3,

were brazenly approved.

When questioned after the meeting about the inconsistency of

this action some of the members attempted to exonerate themselves

by blaming the sinful environment in which the meeting was held.

(The Science Clubrooms).

It ought also to be mentioned that there were a couple of

conscientious objectors who vigorously protested .against this de-

plorable example of wickedness in high places. They ought to be

heartily commended for the courageous stand they took and charit-

ably pardoned if they accept the free tickets when they are offered

to them.
* * *

The staff of the Employment Office in the student's Union

reports that -since the recent style changes in ladies' clothing, they

have been flooded with enquiries by male undergrads concerning

the prospects of gaining summer employment as shoe salesmen.

* * *

A freshman Theolog was recently overheard to say in a coffee

shop conversation "I may have my faults, but being wrong isn't

one of them."

3rd

that

•com,

U.S . AFFAIRS
The unnamed son of an unnamed crooner admits

to the extent and variety of the modern means of mass-.
uir

cation affairs in the U.S. are becoming increasingly embarras^
* A *

Rumor has it that student leaders in an all-negro
Uni .

in Alabama are carefully planning another sit-down strike, thjjjj

to efect all the communities public lavatories.

* * *

With the poise and boyish charm of a junior Arthur G0dfr
i

President John F. Kennedy stepped this week into the near-bljJJ

glare of a battery of studio floodlights, and, through the marvj
media of television, entertained some 50,000,000 Americans JA

'live' step
sanother addition of his

the White House.

The huge congregation of reporters grew restless in antki
pati

of some major announcement. They were not disappointed. vJ
solemn determination President Kennedy promised to do every^

in his power to ensure that the people of the United States wj
greatly increase their annual contribution to the WORLD PopJ
LATION EXPLOSION. *

* * *

Comment of a four year old American child when confront^

with a magazine picture of bearded Fidel Castro dressed
i,i hi

J

army fatigues and carrying an automatic rifle in his arm: "Momtj

is that Jesus?"

dustrialists with the workers, in order that love and justice may

be established and the work done diligently and responsibly.

For the immigrants and refugees who go seeking after a new

life and a new destiny: that they may find the freedom and oppor-

tunity to have it.

For the Church in that continent:

The Roman Catholics: for those in a position of leadership

for those struggling for a theological renewal, for its lay movement

and for all its members in that continent.

The Protestants: for its clergy and laity, that they may find

new patterns of witnessing to a full and obedient participation in a

situation of change, crisis and responsibility in that continent.

Before Thy throne, O God, are all the peoples of Latin America

and we pray that Thou wilt guide and lead them to peace, love

justice and obedience to Thy will.

Now j while you complete your

education, is the time for you to think of

your future, for with your advanced edu-

cation you should have a great future, and

now is the time to protect it.

Life insurance should be your first invest-

ment. When you think of life insurance

you should think of Sun Life, for Sun Life

can offer you a life insurance program spe-

cially tailored to fit your particular require-

ments. Through its Guaranteed Insurability

Benefit, you are able to guarantee your own

insurability. And its Adjustable Policy gives

you four options at the end of five years so

thai you can decide what type of life insur-

ance coverage best suits you at that time,

press conferences from the

MILESTONES
BORN: To Henry VII, 34, and Elizabeth of York, 26, their]

third child, second son, in Greewich, England; June 28, 1491. Name]

Henry (VIII) Jr. Weight: 26 lbs. 3 oz.

MARRIED: Henry VIII, 19, England's fat and fun-lov

monarch ; and Catherine of Aragon, 24, his brother Arthur's widow]

in 1509. He for the first time, she for the second.

DIVORCED: By Henry VIII, 42, England's fat and fun-loving

monarch: his first wife, Catherine of Aragon, 48; after 24 years*

marriage, one child (Mary), in Canterbury.

MARRIAGE REVEALED: Henry VIII, 42, England's fd

and fun-loving monarch; and Anne Boleyn, 26, charming anoj

vivacious attendant of the former queen Catherine of Aragon; 1531

He for the second time, she for the first (and lastl)

DIED: Anne Boleyn, 29, charming and vivacious wife

England's fat and fun-loving monarch, Henry VIII; mother

Elizabeth; of toweritis (decapitation); in London; 1536.

MARRIED: Henry VIII, 45, England's fat and fun-loving

monarch; and Jane Seymour, 29, 1537. He for the third time, shf

for the first.

DIED: Jane Seymour, 29, wife of England's fat and fun-lovingl

monarch, Henry VIII, mother of Edward (VI), in childbirth
;
15371

MARRIED: Henry VIII, 48, England's fat and fun-loving

monarch ; and Anne of Cleves, 25, fat and fun-hating "mare o\

Flanders" who had no looks, no talents, no dowry; Jan. 6,

He for the fourth time, she for the first.

DIVORCED: By Henry VIII, 48, England's fat, fun-loving

and disgusted monarch; his fourth wife, Anne of Cleves, 25;Julj

9, 1540.

MARRIED: Henry VIII, 48, England's fat and fun-loving

monarch; and Catherine Howard, 27, fun-loving favourite of thj

Reactionaries; 1540.

DIED: Catherine Howard, 29, fun-loving wife (fifth) of End

land's fat and fun-loving monarch, Henry VIII, of toweritis; Lonl

don, 1542.

MARRIED: Henry VIII, fat and fun-loving monarch of Engj

land, and Catherine Parr, 24, successor to Catherine of Aragon.]

Anne Boleyn, Jane Seymour, Anne of Cleves, and Catherine Howard,

he for the sixth (and last time!), she for the first; 1S42.

DIED: Henry VIII, 56, fat, fun-loving monarch of Engjwjl

(1509 - 1547) whose accomplishments included floating the BntisM

navy and sinking the papacy in England; his hobbies inclu ( I

burning Protestants, hanging Catholics, and beheading wives;

dissipation; in London; 1547.

to the young man with a future!
Now,I j while you are young, while

you are in good health, and while the future

is yours, is the time for you to become a Sun

Life policyholder. Branch offices and agency

representation extend across Canada from

St. John's to Victoria. Why not call your local

Sun Life agent today?

SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA
Ono of Iho groat Wo Inmrnnoo comoonloi of Itio world

Look For The Bottles With
The Tartan Tops

JAMAICA DRY
GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI - COLA
ELDER'S BEVERAGES

The Canadian Army

Offers career opportunities th-W1,

THE ROTP

The 45 Month Medical Studer*

Undergraduate Subsidization
pM '

and Commission! in the Re*erT

through the COTC.

Inquiries may be directed

CAPT. R. I.
JENKINS

Students' Union or

Telephone Local
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GREEN TO ADDRESS
jVlODEL PARLIAMENT

Guest speaker at the Queen's Model
Parliament next Monday will be the
Hon. Howard Green, Canada's Secre-
tary of State for External Affairs. The
topic of his address will be "Canada
in World Affairs".

Mr, Green was educated at the Uni-
versity of Toronto, graduating in 1915

and at Osgoode Hall. He served over-

seas in the 1914-18 war, following

which he entered the law practice.

Elected to the House of Commons in

1935, he has since become an expert

on parliamentary procedure and de-

bating technique,

the 1957 Conservative victory, Mr. Green was appointed

Minister of Public "Works and Acting Minister of Defence Produc-

tion
He was also House Leader until he became Secretary of State

External Affairs in June, 1959. He has represented the con-

-titnency of Vancouver-Quadra since 1953.

Since taking over the Department of External Affairs, Mr.

Green has worked unceasingly to enhance Canada's international

estiee. His speeches and activities at the United Nations have

been instrumental in achieving this aim. His unremitting efforts

owards nuclear disarmament have been noted with pride by

Canadians of every political colour. The Premier of Sweden re-

cently said, "Of all the world leaders, the man in the forefront in

the fight for nuclear disarmament is the Hon. Howard Green."

Queen's students are invited to hear thi

who has achieved world prominence in such a short time. He

speak in Grant Hall on Monday the 6th at S:00 p.m

a r(.ception after the session in the Red Room for

students are invited to meet Canada's foreign spokesman.

SCIENCE
The Great Debate has raged for centuries. Many times its

significance was lost amidst so much verbiage; on many occasions
the point of emphasis has shifted, but throughout the long ages
and in many places a small handful have insisted on returning to

the one or two essential centres of controversy. Some had said he
was a god, others had said he was the only God. The more conserv-
ative held that he was a mere 'man', the position taken by Herodo-
tus, himself a man, revealed the folly of all ages by his statement
that if animals could talk, they would have called him by their own
species. These may not have been his exact words, but seems to

be a fair interpretation.

STAG, STAG, STAG
Contrary to popular belief it is not to late now to find the

girl or guy you've been looking for all year; and to-nite's ODD
BALL is just the place to make up for lost time. Dancing from

9:01 to 12:59 to the music of the Collegians with exciting contests--

of skill strategically interspersed, are calculated to give you the

most ample of opportunities to ease your hunger for the companion-

ship of members of the opposite gender.

Don't forget, this is the ODD BALL where you come as you

are if you are one, and dress up like me if you're not. Prizes

beyond description will be awarded for costumes etc.

So come to nite to Grant Hall for the wackiest time of your

life, for the reasonable prices of 74^c per person and 124^ per

couple,

ntstanding statesman,

ill

There will be

Mr, Green. All

SI N-PCST

Officials

Friday:

Levaria Elections: Nominations for

die positions of President of Levaua
Executive, Jr. A.M.S. Rep. anil Clncf

Vigilante arc due today.

S.C.M. Party: Tliost- bowling leave

the Union at 7:30, at 9:30-12 in tlic

Hi-Fi Room o( Morri> Hall, .-quart-

dancing and pinging, refreshments.

Everyone welcome.

Arts '61; You have probably beard

oi An- '01 hafhes. Well, ihia is the

final one ami it will he the biggest,

besl. and wildest yet. Just come to HI
Brock M. on Friday, Feb, 3 any
time around 9.00 p.m. Knock softly

mid Hoc md
Thi:

pari

Professor H. I. Lawford of the Faculty of Law will be speaker of

the House in the 1961 sessions of Model Parliament. The Guvernor-

Oeneral will be Don Fraser, a second year Law student.

Key cabinet positions have also been announced by Prime Minister

Don "Rubby" MacGregor. These include Bill Johnson, External Affairs:

Harold Melanson, Finance; Gus McKay, Labour; Justice. Frank Haw-

kins; Health and Welfare, EH Rabin; Immigration. Mary Lazier.

1490 AM CFRC 91.9 FM

As life spread outward from the centres of its origin and
encountered other life, many cultures became superimposed upon
others until it became increasingly difficult to extricaet a 'pure'

civilization. Eclecticism and synthesism went hand in hand to

destroy a great deal of the uncommon factors appearing in various

societies and beliefs. It has even been said that perhaps Truth has

been long lost in the process, though this view is generally conceded

to be very pessimistic and not very widely held. Still the Debate

has continued. The multitude of problems involved is too great

to be encompassed in a work of this nature and the best that can

he attempted here- is a brief resume of the main theories.

The first and most commonly held is that popularly known as

— Encyclopaedia Cosmika, Vol. 28; 119 ed. 5984 P.E.

The foregoing extract is taken from what has long been con-

sidered the authoritative account of 'The Great Debate'. However,

due to the advances in learning and the increase of our knowledge

of that part of the Universe known in Terran as 'The Solar System',

this great work must now be revised. It is fairly well established

that this system was the birthplace of 'man'. Archaeological dis-

coveries have shown that he reached a reasonably high degree of

civilization, but near the peak of this progress suddenly became

extinct. The beginning of this very rapid deterioration seems to

have begun somewhere in the year 1945 A.D. (This is their reckon-

ing of time. The letters A.D. have not yet been deciphered, but it

is believed by reputable scholars that if we could get behind this

mystery we would uncover an event of perhaps cosmic proi>ortions).

The light shed by these discoveries on 'The Great Debate' is

significant. Zoological studies have revealed that 'man' was a

highly developed, but over-specialized animal, and therefore not

as unique as was once held. Thus there may be some grounds for

believing that he is remotely related to our present races, which

as all school boys know are of the animal kingdom. The greatest

enigma now facing us is that although this species became extinct

and this system dead, there seems to be a number of customs

similar to our own. This may colour all future discussion in the

•Great Debate'. Their religious beliefs, though slanted by their

cultural views, seem to have some similarity to our own. However, i

Sut,day .

a great deal of work is yet to be done in this field. More Directly ftjd-j fggj™fJ *

3

Friday:

6:30—-Time for Listening.

7:00—Palladium Party
7;30—Campus Topics

7 35—Dixieland Jazz
Queen's at Work
G. Sampson — Concert
Committee

8:30—In Recital — A recording of the

Modern Jazz Quartet

9:00—Concert Hall
Hiiidcniith—Matins der Malcr
Strauss—Burleske
Bartok—Violin Concerto
rlntlen—Simple Symphony
Vaughn- Williams—Folk Song

Suite
11 mi— IVtterued for Pleasure
3:00—Sign Off

Saturday:

I :UU_pre],tde to Opera
Mill—Opera House

Verdi—Aida

[or you. There'll be LIVE
and olher added enjoyments. So get

With it man. you'll enjoy yourself at

the biggest smash of the year.

Arts '63: M ARDI GRAS — Dancing

to Tim Murray, R.C.A.F. Clnbrooms

Tickets from executive only $1 per

couple.

Saturday

:

Three-One-Aet Plays: presented by

the Queen's Drama Guild at 8:30 p.m.

in Convocation Hall. Programme in-

cludes "Before Breakfast" i Eugi ne

O'NeilU; "The Waste Land" T. S.

Eliot » and "The Lesson" ( Eugene

lonescol. with ajudications alter tbc p.m.. Feb. 9th, W
performance. Tickets at the door, price Room. Chown Ha

Q.C.F. Missionary Evemng: i :J0

pin. Ban Righ Common Room, Speak-

ers will be Colonel A. E. Norrish from

India and Dr, Bob Stevens, recently

ri'lruued iroui tbc Belgian Congo.

Everyone is welcome.

S.C.M. House of Providence: For
all cool cats — : square dance. Note
changed time — Sunday 1:40 p.m. Meet
at Union.
Monday

:

S.C.M. Nominations: 12:30, Room
101. All who are interested, come and
participate.

S.C.M. Study: "Today — a Challen-

ge to My Faith?" led by Mrs. J. Cole-

man. All interested arc urged to at-

tend.
S.C.M. United Church Study: "Atti-

tude to Union", led by Dr. Mathers,

Committee Room J. Union. 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday:
Arts '62: General Year Meeting in

the Biologv Lecture Room of ibe Obi
An- rtiiil-lin', .'i 7:W p.m. Election of

\eruiivr and nomination for

it Executive.

Wednesday:
Engineering Society Annual election

at 1 1 :00 a.m. in Grant Hall.

Queen's Drama Guild presents Book
of the Month, by Basil Thomas, at

H:15 p.m. in Convocation Hall. Wed-
nesday and Thursday, 75 cents and

SI.00; Saturday, 51.0(1 and SI. SO, All

•cats reserved: tickets now at the Play-

er's Lounge, Old Arts Building, Phone

327.

Thursday

:

Queen's International Club: Dan
Norman will give an illustrated talk

on hi* recent visit to \V. Africa at S
"

iise Common

»" 1961-62 c

MUSIC
PamUM

on the question about which so much discussion has arisen, "Who
j

—
cxccIknl pr0gra„iin<

5:0—Fun With Good Music
5:30—Good Listening

6:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—Old Favourites
7:30—Calendar and Personality

7r45_Thc Jazz Scene
8:30—Saturdav Concert featuring

music o'f the Bach Family

9;30— Music Round the World
Russian Music

10:00—Night Music
11:00— Music Beat
12:00—Starlight Serenade
1:00—Night Mist
Sunday:
y no— Musical Panorama

Haydn—Symphony No. 101

Liszt—Symphonic Poeme
Scarlatti—Good Humoured

Ladies
Tchaikovsky—Symphony No. 2

1:00—Mostly Music
4:30—Emission Francaise

5:00— Deutsche Scuduug

was Christ?'

man.

it has been definitely established. He was not a mere
1 at St.

ood of

Classified Ads

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED POOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT 55.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

PaxW or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR

DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

Lost

A dark brown cardigan — in the li-

brary between 6:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.

mi Monday evening. Will the finder

please call LI 2-6756.

Horn rdimmed glasses with my name

inside. Please leave at Journal Office

or call Jim Vcrner at LI 8-8933.

One ski pole while getting off bus

returning from WKitcface Sunday eve-

ning If found please call Bill Murphy

,a Moris Hall; Ext. 389.

Brown leather wallet on Friday. Re-

ward offered. Phone Robbie Shaw.

Ext. 390.

Whiteface Skiers

I have a pair of aluminum ski poles

with blue handles which are too short

for me. My poles are aluminum with

black plastic handles. How about a

swap? Phone LI 6-9915 after 7:00 pan,

and ask for Gary Harpell.

Attention Girls I I I

Although most Ibeologs are old niar-

lied men there arc still a few eligible

bachelors left. Bargain ??? Bargain ???

Tel. Ext. 463.

dav week,
Table Board

Table Board $11.00 per !

Call LI 2-1685.

Room to Rent

Warm furnished room. Single, Near

University. Male student preferred,

Dial 6-5714. 17 St. Lawrence Ave.

A furnished two-bedroom (4 beds)

apartment from May 1 - Aug. 31. 1901

Women student*, mine*. 'ir
.;' !

u
i

;'[
ril" i

couple are preferred. Rent: S100.00 per

month. Contact Charlie Lewis at LI

6-9473.

Suitable for male student Quiet

home. $6.00 per week. 34 Sydenham St.

Phone LI 8-4129.

Well-furnished quiet room, conti-

nuous hot water. Men. 302 Johnson St.

Phone LI 8-4661.

James' Church. Bi

the Yukon will be talking of his worn

in Northern Canada. Slides will also

he shown. .

Badminton Club: Come on up to the

<jym for a few hours of relaxation!

P

Refresh)
Levanites tal

to at

/ed.

ruarv 10th. Music is being provided

by Don McCallum and his Orchestra.

Dancing from 9:30-2:30 with a buffet

served in Ban Righ from 11-2. Tickets

arc on sale now and may lie purchased

in Ban Righ or in the New Arts Build-

ing Get yours now while they last.

Queen's Revue Guild will present

"Pay the Piper" at K.C.V.I, Audito-

rium Reserve tickets will go on sale

February 1st. Price* $1.00, 5U5 and

e.1 50 Be sure and see it. This is art

AH Student Production. February 15,

17, 18.

Available

Have S
Price. Phone

ermon, Will Travel. W. J

me Inverary 25 R 22.

For Sale

Sermons, slightly used

proved by Q
^outhall. R. R-

heresy ap-

S. Apply lo G. A.

N'apance.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ON1AK1U

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVEINENCE

In all your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-

dering requirements our store at 314 Barrie Street

near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.

PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIEST.

whata REFRESHING
NEW

FEELING

...what a special zing. ..you get from Coke!

Celebrate with the cold crisp taste and lively

lift of Coca-Cola!

Remember, Coke refreshes you best!

I
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ATH LETICS
CHRISTIANS STILL
THROWN TO LIONS?

Last Monday night nearly three thousand blood hungry citizens

crowded the Kingston Community Centre to witness a rematch of

what Paul "Whig-Standard" Rimstead had described as the "Christ-

ians being thrown to the lions." The lions in this case were the

Press-Radio-TV hockey team. The Christians were the Kingston

clergy. Playing with the clergy were the Queen's Theological

College Allstars.

Ed "Shifty" Schamerhorn provided one of the greatest thrills.

Taking the puck at the blue-line he charged forward, deked to the

left and landed on his face. Then the game started. Mac "Stone-

wall" Steinburg, in the clergy goal, early provided one of his stellar

saves on a dangerous rush by the P-R-TV squad. Somebody at the

end of the rink had /elled "Scoop". The period ended 2-2 after

Merrill "Deadeye" Graham picked up the rebound on Schamerhorn s

breakaway — and missed the open net.

LIONS LOSE: In the second period the clergy pulled their famous

"conversion" play as they repeatedly brought Josh Nichols to his

knees in the opposing net. Rev. Max Putnam, the clergy coach,

scored the first goal of the period a half minute after the puck was

dropped. Three minutes later Father Ambrossie scored his second

goal of the night on a quick breakaway. Max "I'm trying to be

a sport" Jackson started a scoring play that put the newshawks

back into the game. Jackson played a solid game as the Bob

Armstrong of his team. Joe "Priceless" Price soon after broke in

on two P-R-TV defensemen who stopped to say grace before they

cleared the puck from in front of the goal. Nichols blocked the

shot but Father Walsh finised off the play with a sizzler from

twenty feet out.

Other Queen'smen in the game were John "Boom-Boom"

Metson and Keith "Highflying" Hawkes. Other stars for the

clergy were Revs. Self and Seeley, Fathers Ambrossie and Walsh.

The final score was Clergy 5 - P-R-TV 3.

C.A.L. THE WINNER: This contest, and the one which followed

between the Police and Firemen, was staged to benefit the local

Church Athletic League. This Church League is believed to be the

only one of its kind. Proceeds will be used to equip the kids who

find this is their only opportunity to play hockey.

In their battle, the Police out-hustled and out-sinned their

brethren the Firechasers to the tune of 8-2. The radar operators

opened up a 3-0 lead in the first period and were never threatened.

Referee Orv Tessier avenged his latest parking ticket as he "pinch

ed" the cops five times for their criminal actions.

mid-way through the second quarter when he lost Ins a se te£

His hideous appearance put the fear of PSU into the hearts

(rhymes with "pulse - uh") players, and he rambled for 2 touchdowns.

Tulsa eventually took the game 102-12.

Since his college days Elmer has played for the Steelers, the Giant

the Rams, the Eagles and the Cleveland YWCA He holds the worid

record with a lifetime average of nine (national average - .0O«W)

fumbles per game, and has racked up the amazing running record of -
6 yds. per try.

This year, at 66, Elmer slip,

club, the Dallas (rhymes with

up his cleats.
, , . , , ,

He has accepted a post as assistant backfield coach at his old alma

mater PSU During the off-season he will lecture in Basket-weaving

(his Major when at college - Minors; Birdwatching plus Elements of

the Dance).

TIME wishes Elmer all the best in his new ventures. We know be

will he just as successful in the future as he has been in the past,

out of the halfback slot with his present

palace") Dandies, and next month hangs

and

FarewetI Cfmer
TIME bids fond farewell to the man who helped most of us get a

kick out of pro football — Elmer ("Broadbcam" )
Hottenschlagger

(rhymes with rottenschlagger ) . Elmer played his college ball at PSU
where he started as a yardstick boy, but was later converted (TIME:

Religion, April 9, 1920 ) to a halfback. He was one of the original "four

Horsemen" (the oilier three were later declared free from any equestrian

ancestry — Time May 6, 1921 ), playing his greatest game against Tulsa

(rhymes with "pulse - uh") Tech. in the Fruit Bowl of '22. Elmer went

A WUS Symposium

AFRICAN NATIONALISM
What It Means For Africa And For The World

SPEAKERS
Mr. Joseph Boyo

(Senior administrative officer in the
government of west Nigeria; at the
present time, Mr. Boyo is visiting

Canada under Colombo Plan auspices.)

Mr. B. R. Curson
(Mr. Curson is United Kingdom In-
formation Officer in Toronto, and was
for several years a British administra-
tive officer in Africa.)

CHAIRMAN
Dr. A. M. Keppel-Jones

(Prof, of History, Queen's University;
formerly Prof of History, University
of NataL)

CONTINUATIONS
THEOLOGY'S DAUGHTER

(Continued from Page 1)

separate and independent college, owned by the Church
;

affiliated with the University, The College has the right to grant

its own degrees, but has never exercised this privilege, preferring to

have the University grant them. The College owns the Old Arts

Building, and the University is obligated to maintain it; however,

since Theology does not require all the space, various departments

of the University use the space. Presently Darwin and Genesis are

happy playmates in the old halls. In 1925 control of the College

passed to the United Church. Theology now has five full time pro-

fessors all of whom teach in the University's Department of Re-

ligion. The Theological College has always sought to integrate

itself into the life of Queen's, and to contribute her share to that

wonderful something called the Queen's Spirit. We are a small

college, but every last one of us — all 49 — try to add to the life

of Queen's. The Theology Journal comes as an expression of this

desire.

BIG SELL
(Continued from Page 1)

we would handle the Theology Journal alone. Before you could say

" Tackie Kennedy, Wow !", Dave was gone with all the staff and we had

the whole run of the place. We got in touch with Luce and told him all

is well for the trial run, so that's how come we got something different

in the Journal today.

But Luce wasn't asleep at the switch and he checked up on things.

That's how come Heresy Harry and I are up for impersonation — he

for Dief and me for Dr. Macintosh. Harry says, "My old man always

tole me people can't take a joke like they usta!" So I guess this is the

first Journal column written in a cell in the county jail-house. But it just

goes to show that everything works for good, because 1 wanta be a prison

chaplain and I sure do need the experience.

'But Max, If You Can't Play A Sport

ENDURANCE
Won: Queen's Theology fabulous five man, and only five man,

basketball team, in a hard hitting game of superhuman endurance,,

defeated a Med's '64 team in what is believed to be the first time

in Theological History that such a feat has been performed, on

the basketball court. 41

DANGER

Special Symposium Participants

Mr. Robert Delos-Santos
(First Secretary, French Embassy,

Ottawa.)

Mr. Mohamed Shabana Aly
(Second Secretary, Embassy of the

United Arab Republic, Ottawa.)

Mr. Charles Kisylyak
(Second Secretary, Unted States

Embassy, Ottawa.)

All

Saturday Afternoon, 2:15 p.

February 4th, 1961

terested staff and students ore

invited to attend and take part

in the discussions.

Sir John A. Macdonald Hall

(Law Building)

EXPORT
PLAIN OR FILTER TIP

CIGARETTES .

FREE
A.M.S. MOVIE

"GENEVIEVE"

Ellis Holl

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1961
4:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.

(Continued from Page 1)

under Communism, Dr. Soper said, "Don't include me; it is a crass

idea." "The basic point of departure on the issue of peace or war", he

stated, "is whether we have anything to say that is relevant; or

whether we are not completely paranoic." The Church, he went on

to say, may be in danger of true insanity which is total irrelevance

(when what is going on in the mind has absolutely no relation with

the facts of life). We have in our Church and society to-day the

marks of true schizophrenia, and we are at, or near, the point of no

return. In seeking peace on terms which deny the existence of God,

and which laugh at all moral precepts, (i.e. by increasing our power

to strike back) we are in danger of madness, Dr. Soper stated with

evident passion. "If war comes, we shall have to put Christianity

into cold storage,"
r ^

* I'm a pacifist v
, .

r~"r

Concluding his address Dr. Soper stated, "I'm a pacifist!" He

asked that we try the experiment of turning the other cheek. If we

take Khrushchev seriously as a peacemaker, he stated. Khrushchev

will be forced by world opinion to act the role seriously. Dr. Soper

argued for immediate unilateral disarmament. "If the Russians do

march up Kingsway (Dr. Soper can see no reason why they would

want to invade the West) I shall offer them a cup of Methodist tea

— it has wonderful carthodic effects," he stated.

Ed.—Dr. Soper's remarks have given rise to much heated discussion

here. The Theologs invite Queen's students seriously to debate Dr-

Soper's ideas in the regular issues of the Journal.

corner clehgy a queen sts.

Rev. e. w. Horton, b.a.. b.d.
minister

sunday. january 29th

10:45 a.m. Sunday School

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young Peoples

Who Arc We? - Facts About Theology!

We are not too well known on the Campus; some of you, no

doubt, didn't know we were here at all. But we most certainly are.

There are forty-nine of us plus a few (5) profs, on the second f°° r

of the Old Arts. Now and then a few special lecturers come and

All in all we are a happy gang.

Most of us (35) are married; there are still the stubborn few

Who have avoided getting caught (they say they are celibate, l>uC

we doubt it every time a prettv biology student goes by!), DUt

their number is fast declining. We don't know how many children

the stork has brought us; but we pass out chocolates instead 0

cigars, and some of the boys make quite an impression on the sC3 "

these days. The oldest is 54 (chipper 'ol grandad at that!),
the

youngest 21. Twenty-two also preach on Sundays at Churches fr°m

one to 150 miles from the city. So we do not feel too put oU

because we do not have classes on Monday. These charges take "P

much of our time, but we still get out and chase (from far behind 1

in the Bews Race. Wish we could do more! What do our wivc=
--

while we are doing all this? Why, of course, they work to support^

dial 6-nii AMEY'S TAXI DIAL 6-1111
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HIS "SPARK" MADE FIRF AS

No. 30

fjilof's
Note:

tfere they arc . . . excerpts from the speech that sparked fatal

0iest
fr°m thc °PPosii

'

lon-

^'
. The immediate pressures of state prevent my Govern-

el,t
from dealing with most of those grave issues confronting

our
pe°Ple at tms t'me

" ' ' am* must necessity await their

„|ulions
until the reconvening of my Government in Ottawa.

j t is the belief of my Government that the political parties

seated in this House ... are guilty of ignoring the majority of

,l,e
electorate. Instead of seeking out the main few issues . . .

t |
iese

parties have resorted to the unquestionably easier alter-

]3ll

-

ve of attacking the equally untenable platforms of their

opponents . - .

. , . It is reasonable to suppose that each of the parties here

present could become well informed on two or three matters

of
national interest. However, it should be obvious that the

„ r
eater the number of issues raised during the election cam-

^ign, the smaller will be the extent of information relevant

to cach
issue.

The vast majority of the electorate of tin's Parliament is

politically uninformed. At the same time, our own dear

Canada lacks what might be referred to as an informed poli-

tical elite . . .

. . Before the electorate can become better informed

about politics, they must become interested in politics. How

can you, the members of this House, achieve this?

The answer arrived at by my Government is that thc

IP.C. S-N.P. s Throw Out Grits

I
On Throne Speech Vote

!' DEFEATED LIBERALS
SALVAGE CAMPUS BANK

partu seated in this House must present each year one

or two issues that arc of direct interest to the electorate , . .

... In Keeping with this policy, my Government, with

llie consent of Her Majesty's Loyal Opposition, will enact

legislation which may allow the establishment of a branch

of a chartered bank on or near this campus.

Air." Ill keeping with this pshey my Government will

present to this House a plan for thc betterment of the health 1

of tin-' Canadian people.

My government is also concerned with the betterment of
gj

iliis Parliament . . . and there shall be time allotted at the begin-
|j

r of the second session for the answering of questions ... 1

God Save The Queen. 5
b ''Hi i

:ini!ii']:in!ai: lBi: |BaHi:'at
:

Bi'
::B:^'i;vr. :B!:'H:''i^a. m- w-ei.b

A Liberal, speaking as a Pri-

vate Member, introduced the

Campus Bank Bill after the Lib-

eral defeat in the Model Parlia-

ment Monday evening.

The main reason he gave for

tlie measure was the inconven-

ience caused to students having

to go up town to do their bank-

Progressive Conservative op-

position to the measure was bas-

ed on the grounds that not only

does this trip afford a chance to

enjoy thc scenery, but that if a

bank were opened on campus,

public confidence in banks would

be undermined. This would re-

sult in financial chaos. Also, such

a bill, if passed, would require a

composite bank and necessitate

amendments to the zoning laws.

The New Party took the view

that the bill was a deliberate at-

tempt to clog the machinery of

government, "a symptom of that

odious affliction that has eaten

Emmanuel In Print

away the originality of the Liber-

als in Ottawa."

The Liberal counterattacks

stated that no one would be forc-

ed to use the bank and, as no one

actually had anything against the

measure, it would be up to the

administration to accept thc

bank if the zoning laws were

amended.

Opponents of the bill claimed

that, as the issue was not of na-

tional importance, it had no place

in the Model Parliament. Also, a

bank is not essential on a small

campus like Queen's, they felt.

Amendments to include pro-

vision for putting a liquor lounge

on campus were suggested. How-
ever, after questions, the bill was

passed.

Don Butler

Assistant News Editor

[Freedom is mankind's ultimate

il, claimed M. Pierre Em-
anuel in Monday's Dunning
[m-'t lecture. The lecture entitled

Tin- Writer and Social Changes
Mie World Today" of the series,

P Creative Way to Freedom"
ps addressed to a capacity au-

F« i" Grant Hall.

Freedom" is an indefinable

which embraces the growth
thought as well as physical

H intellectual liberty. A goal

Which a man must search his

pros, M. Emmanuel feels that

pdom is a revelation. If one

Pf searches for it, the result

r l>c failure, as freedom is also

Ration of mankind and of the

pitfdual.

JSccond Lecture, Page 7)
1e nature of freedom can be
athesized as either the power

[
(reby man reaches full stature,

r

"hereby man finds himself or

fWs himself.

J the first definition, freedom
""' "^trnment towards wisdom

|

v»ich man may place himself

p world. But this limits man :

he fi 1Kis himself he stops

Roping.

e second definition is an out-

I ft from Christianity where-
i. has infinite value, and in-

e
Prospects of self-develop-

% God's own directive
may strive to become as God.

5 freedom to outgrow himself

crocosmic chaos, and so with the

world. The universe itself is al-

ways unachieved and always im-

mature. It is from this that the

western concept of liberty has

grown.

Emmanuel stated that since the

nineteenth century m a n has

fought with and tried to kill or

expel God from his world.

20th century man has become

meaningless as an individual. The

growth of his liberty as one has

not occurred and instead totalita-

rian states have grown up. After

a successful struggle against God.

man now fights new gods in the

form of states. Material aims have

become paramount over spiritual

ones.

The writer experiences the un-

ity of the spirit and the world.

As he is sensitive or intellectual

he feels or understands that the

spirit grows in him as he writes.

He feels he must express himself

in response to his own self and

every word he writes has its own

psyche. So when the writer ex-

presses himself he expresses man.

The image of man created by

the writer is within the frame im-

posed by the era in which he lives.

The writer's work reflects and in-

fluences changes in the social

framework.

M. Emmanuel claimed that

each age has its own conception

of man. This varies from one of a

rational man in a rational world

world". Any one alive feels the

conflict between wisdom and total

freedom.

Today the world is no longer

unified, it no longer offers us an

image of our own selves in the

traditional niicrocosmic for m.

Thus man is lost and often des-

pairing.

Writers stress the predestined

path of man's life. In doing so the

writer is writing of his own life.

(See Emmanuel, Page 21

rrian a creator and thus an

Stable force. Man is a mi-

to one of man as a 'crucible of

frorlamcitinn

Take notice that pursuant

to Article XIII, Section 2(a)

of the Constitution of the

Alma Mater Society, a Gen-

eral Plebiscite will be held

,,n Thursday. February 9th,

1961. Voters will be asked

the following question:

"Do you favour an in-

crease in the NFCUS fee to

60c (from 50c)?

irrational ideas and an irrational
|

Polls will be:

New Arts Building

Students' Union

Science Clulirooms

Dunning Hall

Miicdonnlu Hall

Ellis Hall

Leonard Hall

Mathcson Room
-\naiomv Chibroonis

Ban Righ Ha

Old Arts Bmldmg

9:00- 4:00

Q;00- 5:00

9:00- 5:00

9:00-11:00
11:00-11:15

9:00-11:30
and

1:30- 5:00

11:30- 1:50

10:00- !:H0

2:00- -4 :30

11:30- 1:30

1:30- 4:00

nmst present
rds at the polls

11 not be

Stii'leui

NFCUS «

otherwise the

perintited to vote.
_

G Gordon Sedewick,

Chief Justice AMS Court

ttenipt

session

By Robert Crown
Managing Editor

The Queen's Liberal Party was overthrown in a futile

to defend the Speech from the Throne in Monday evening":

of Model Parliament.

The Opposition, led by Stewart Smith of the Conservative bench,

pointed to the speech, claiming liiat its was "not a Speech from the

Throne, but an epistle from the Chalet."

Mr. Smith further emphasized that the speech contained nothing

by way of foreign policy, economic reform, or national development.

The issue of the campus bank came under attack as being of no

'national' interest, not worthy of Model Parliament discussion and a

'red herring' to obscure the real issues.

Mr. Srriitli found support in the

New Party ranks. Mr. Vic Haines

took exception to the rate at

at which thc speech cast unfavor-

able remarks at the 'illiterate

electorate' and the entire state of

Model Parliament.

Big Deal!

LONDON (CUP)—Feb. 2 —
Western today bettered yester-

day's 102 mile record for bed

pushing set by UNB, by one mile.

Starting at 5.10 this morning,

they were forced to push the bed

on the shoulders of the highway

for the first 30 miles, after the

OPP declared it would arrest

them should they propel the bed

down the road.

Wednesday, the UNB Red

Rollers broke the record of 70

miles set by Waterloo University

last weekend. A hardy group of

nine junior varsity basketball

players and 13 other interested

students trundeled a bed 102

miles in 14Vi hours.

Big Wheel!

Queen's University students

are attempting to beat the cur-

rent bed pushing record of 105

miles to the beat of the Heart.

This Sunday, February 12, the

nation will be canvassed for don-

ations to the Heart Fund and

locally, Queen's students will as-

sist in this canvass.

In attempting to better the

college 105 mile bed pushing re-

cord in the current college craze,

3rd year Engineering students

will be publicizing the local can-

vassing for the Heart Fund, this

Sunday.

And so, at S:00 a.m. Saturday

begins THE BIG PUSH, THE
MATCH OF MILES, THE
MARCH OF HEART. For the

next 30 hours, to 2:00 p.m. Sun-

day, this )$ bed decorated with

Heart Fund banners and flashing

lamps will be pushed along the

street; of Kingston. CKWS, local

radio stations, will be closely fol-

lowing with on the spot and all

hour reporting. Local merchants,

in particular, are being asked to

match the mileage by donating to

the Heart Fund on a few cents

to the mile basis. Progress reports

of donations and mileage will be

broadcast.

(See Green Interview, Page 2)

The lack of concern in the

speech for pressing problems, as

shown in the references to the in-

sufficient time for full discussion

of major issues was further dep-

lored by the New Party leader.

The Conservatives took the floor

again, this time attacking from a

different point of view. Thc mem-
ber claimed that there was so

little substance in the speech that

there was nothing to debate.

Military reform was the main-

stay of the suggestions, turning

the Air Force into an air trans-

port division, and modernizing

Army and Navy to peak efficien-

cy.

He accused the Liberals of

being "Pacifists without pacifism"

and "Neutralists without neutral-

ism."

The Liberals attempted to,

counter but when it was brought

to the attention of the house by

tl.c Tories that the speech on the

floor was out of order (for it was

the third Liberal speaker and each

party was allowed only two) the

(See Big Beat, Page 2)

a- ,
f t„„ p r bench stand to be counted in the vote that tolled the death knell to the

Members of theJ».C^Jj^* Cabinet fa front row_Snlith. Green and Downey.
Liberal government in Model Parliament. <_au.i

i
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HOWARD GREEN,
HIS SPEECH - - -

The Honorable Howard Green,

Canadian Minister of External

Affairs, told Queen's Model Par-

liament on Monday that young

Canadians must accept the chal-

lenge of international affairs and

ensure Canada of personnel to

carry on her work for a free,

peaceful world.

While outlining the conditions

of the world today, Mr. Green

said that there was no question

about today's uneasy co-exist-

ence. We live in an era of Com-
munist determination for world

domination, through economic

means, not military might.

The power man possesses to-

day is a destructive one. Nuclear

missiles and submarines can bring

total devastation to both U.S. and

Russia. i"- 9

But this also is an age of small

and middle powers. Each of the

smaller nations wishes to keep

free of the cold war. Their own
internal problems are too press-

ing for concern to be spent else-

where. These nations wish to an-

tagonize no-one. They know that

their existence is as much at stake

as that of the large powers, for

nuclear war is all-inclusive, but

they will not unite, will not of-

fend.

Mr. Green called it an era of

"emerging nations". Due to the

fostering of the British and

French, many new countries have

been formed. They have trained

leaders and stable societies. Most
British offspring have willingly

joined the Commonwealth and

the United Nations.

It has never been characteristic

of Canadians to be escapists, but

rather that they show the cour-

age and character of a God-fear-

ing people.

Canadians don't desire others'

lands, for we have enough of our

own; we're a bilingual country

and able to supply French and

English-speaking technicians in

aid programs; we have a basic

idealism in world affairs ; we
possess a good record in the his-

tory of the modern world.

These qualities have been

shown in several fields. Cana-

dians have supported the U.N.

since its birth. Regardless of

party, Canadian governments

have been, as Dag Hammcrskjold

called them, his "fire-brigade",

always to be depended upon. This

has made Canada many friends

and an object of respect in the

world.

But Canada is also in NATO
and since you can't help liking a

people you work with, good will

has become strong.

Latin Americans all find them-

selves in Canadian friendship

circles. This year we are sending

an observation team to the Or-

ganization of American States.

The reason for Canadian absten-

tion from membership in this

group is the conflict with Cana-

dian public opinion.

There arc unlimited opportun-

ities for young Canadians in the

Canadian Diplomatic Corps. The

Canadian desire is a desire for

world order; and through world

order, world peace.

Journal Chief David Hill met with Hon. Howard Green at a

reception following the first session of Model Parliament. They dis-

cussed Canadian affairs with Red China and South America.

Desperate Doctor Pushes

Artist Off Raft, Saves Self
By Pam Hutchison

EXTERNAL AFFaQ
. - AND INTER Viff

By David H. Hill

Editor-in-Chief

Time
ture.

Place

The not-too-distant fu-

The Pacific Ocean.

Circumstances: Four men on a

raft and only one to live — which

one?

Professor Sampson was the

first to defend his field. English,

mmanuel HEART- BEAT
(Continued from Page 1)

But he must do so to conform to a

certain norm set up by the stan-

dards of his order. An example of

one who didn't is the Marquis de

Sade who turned to literary free-

dom to compensate for his phys-

ical imprisonment.

"Every society is so based that

it must set its own limits on free-

dom of thought", stated Emma-
nuel. "Outside those limits the

very essence of the society is

threatened. Totalitarian societies

allow no freedom of thought,
rather all thought is channelled

along lines considered desirable.

The aim of literature is to cre-

ate a positive hero who is com-
pletely adjusted to the limits of
his society. He helps to define
these limits and helps other char-
acters to adjust to them.

Queen's University medical

scientists are conducting an all-

out war on heart disease, the

nation's number one killer. Just

what is being done at the Uni-

versity and its affiliated hospitals

will be described and demonstra-

ted at the Open House to be held

Wednesday evening in Ethering-

ton Hall. Stuart St.

This Open House will be di-

vided into two parts: the first

will be an address by Medical

Dean, Dr. G. H. Ettinger, com-

mencing at S p.m. The Dean will

tell about the research into the

causes and treatment of heart di-

sease underway at Queen's Uni-

versity. There will also be two
films.

I lie rigidly directed thought i

totalitarian societies enventlially
causes all expression of self to be
stifled. If this is continued long
enough, self-expression may be-
come impossible in such societies.

In our society nihilism is a
growing force. It is based on a
feeling of futility of existence.

Material and sensual pleasures
have become all-important, and
men can attack or write on any-
thing. Sade carried this too far.

His need For freedom was absurd

From 9 p.m. until closing time

the centre of interest in the Open
House will be the demonstrations

underway in the lecture room ad

jacent to the auditorium of

Etherington Hall.

There will be set up several

pieces of equipment and instru-

ments used in the heart research.

Queen's University students

will play an important role in

this demonstration for part of

the displays will be the findings

of Dr. J. M. R. Beveridge, pro-

fessor of biochemistry, in his die-

tary experiments with large

groups of medical students, which

years.

Dr. W. Ford Council, honorary

president of Kingston chapter of

the Canadian Hearth Fund and

a national leader in the fight

gainst heart disease, will play a

leading role in the Open House-

Many interesting devices will

be on display, including a new
version of the heart-lung ma-

chine, a machine that plays back

heart sounds, and exhibits in

physiology, pathology, biochem-

istry, the anticoagulant service,

surgery, medicine and other de-

partments participating in as-

pects of heart research. Among
the specialists at the Open House

will be Dr. G. A. Mayer, Dr. R. B.

Lynn, Dr. J. D. Hatcher, Dr.

S. A. Bencosme, Dr, Robt. More

and associates.

he claims, "is man's conscious-

ness, the awareness of man's in-

volvement with his experience."

He feels that we should get be-

yond the scholastic ionosphere

and discover what makes man

what he is. It is essential that we

preserve a person truly involved

in the recording of man's express-

ed thought, in a word, Professor

Sampson.

In contrast, Professor Shaw,

(replacing Professor Bieler, who
fell off early in the voyage), is

convinced that what these island

inhabitants require is increased

productivity, "such as the mar-

ginal productivity of fertilizer,

for which the knowledge of

Comm. 63 and 64, would be most

beneficial". His field of mathe-

matics must lay the basic found-

ation for this civilization, and then

they can return "by submarine to

Seattle" as was done in "On The
Beach", and collect the struggl-

ing survivors.

"I am bigger than Bieler so I

pushed him off and intend to do

likewise to the others," remarks

Dr. N. A. Hinten (Bacteriology),

after stating that he believes ridi-

In a short but exclusive inter-

view with Howard Green, Min-

ister of External Affairs and

guest speaker at Monday's Model

Parliament, the Journal learned

that the major drawback to the

admission of Red China to the

United Nations was the Formosa

problem. China will not recog-

nize Formosa as a separate entity

and Mr. Green asserts Canada

would not be a party to any

scheme which would hand over

Formosa to the Communists.

When asked about the possibi-

lities of this question being resol-

ved the Minister implied that the

first move to eliminate this stum-

bling block must come from

China. If China moderated its

stand on Formosa a compromise

might be reached. Formosa, being

a portio- of the western Pacific

defence perimeter and a outer de-

fence for Canada's west coast,

must be maintained as a free na-

tion, affirmed Mr. Green.

When questioned on the advis-

ability of Canada becoming a

member of the Organization of

American States the Minister

pointed out that many advantages

could be had by members of this

body. Closer relations, culturally,

socially and economically, would

be easier to develop through an

organization of this type. Mr.

Green also discussed the feeling of

some Latin American nan
Canada is suobbing them h

'

maining outside this body*

attiJ
stated that this was an

he often encountered

with these nations.

Mr. Green felt that the s
America of the future wi||

more people than North Am' i

He seemed quite impressed

the dynamic and advancing

iety south of the Ri0 Grandf

There were serious disadv
ari|

ges to belonging to the OaJ
well and Mr. Green amply

ed these out. The unstable

ernments of South America
i

unity in such an organization

ficult to achieve. There was

a possibility that Canada's

with the Commonwealth Woj

be weakened, at least in the i

ular mind. Speculating, Mr. (jd

said he did not think the cJ

monwealth members would
i

our joining the pan-Arm^

union. He stated that there

been no change in governmJ

policy over this issue and that]

was just outlining some of

arguments pro and con.

The Minister of External

fairs concluded by expressing
I

thanks for being invited to t|

Queen's Model Parliament

could find out "how Parli;

should be run."

culous the entire situation of a

raft drifting toward a primitive

society (later concluded to be

Kingston). The person who

reaches the island will want to

establish Western Civilization,

but this society may not be ready

to accept what it is unable to

understand. He is so highly skill-

ed as a scientist that he would

greatly exceed his times, and

would soon be destroyed. How-
ever, since a scientist is trained

to make judgments, he believes

that he should make the final de-

cision. His choice then: his col-

league from the Department of

English. "If he survives, any con-

tribution he makes will be good."

"A raft is no place for Political

Science, but it is better than not

being on a raft under these pre-

sent circumstances". Mr. Gunn

argues that as three among them

"must be committed to the deep",

this experience itself should be

beneficial. The man of Science

(See Raft, Page 7)

Grits Go In "Big Beat"

evana

but he was only free in that he nave been g°in6 on for several

he defined his own limits.

ing and useless as man does not
Eninianuel stated that writers want this kind of freedom. The

to-day 'compete in pushing their latest genre of novel is without
limits out. This, however is bor- society as it portrays a world

Nominations for the following

Levana positions are due Friday,

Feb. 10:Senior A.M.S. Represen-

tative ; Vice-President, Levana
Society; Secretary, Levana Society;

Treasurer, Levana Society; Social

Convenor ; Curator, Levana Society

;

President of Levana Council.

Hear the nominees speak at Tea.

Feb. 12th at Ban Righ. Voting will

he Feb. 14th and 15th.

without men. The writer sets him-
self to find man in a vacuum
which neither science nor art can

fill.

(Continued from Page 1)

'(i-cstion was put to the House.

An oral vote was called. The
"Ayes" and "Nays" were loud and

mingled. The Speaker of the

House ruled that the "Ayes" had
it. This launched a mass protest

from the Conservative and New
Party benches.

Actual count was called for. In

favour, the Liberals voted 100%.

Against, the Conservatives and ;

New Party voted 100%. And as

fate would have it, 100% of 29 is

less than 100% of 31.

The Liberals went to defeat.

Parliament was adjourned for ten

minutes to allow a new govern-

ment to be formed.

Mr. Stewart Smith, issued the

folowing statement

:

"It should be emphasized that

the P.C. Party voted against the

Speech from the Throne due to

the complete ineptitude of the

ideas. It stated little, except

moralizing on the campaign.

"Our rejection of the Speech
was based on our feeling that it

was an extremely poor document,
both in sentiment and in content.

It appears — and it should be
noted that there was no formal
P.C.-New Party coalition — that

the seven members of the N.P.
concurred with our opinions on
the Speech. The new P.C. Gov-
ernment will conduct the business
of the House with firmness and
direction."

from The Am
AMS APPOINTMENTS
Applications for the followij

positions for 1961-62 are now'

ing accepted at the AMS offi|

Deadline February 20th,

Journal: Editor, Business

ager.

Tricolour : Editor, Businj

Manager.

AMS Athletic Stick,

Who's Where Editor.

* *

TRICOLOR SALES
Buy your TRICOLOR

from any of the following sal

men

:

Levana: Liz Baylis, Bon|

Bray, Karen Jones, Marian TlK

Carol Tanner, Leitli Hender|

Donna Stephens, Cathy Ne»|

Betty Thompson, Barbara Boj

Arts: Tom McDowell, j"

Mcintosh. Kevin Bell, Fl<

McLaughlin, Jim Verner, H

vey Medland, Dave WHlougH

David H. Hill.

Science: Fred Durdan, Chafl

Couch, Ron Pikula, Ed Laj

Orv Brillinger, Jim MacMPH

Tony Thurston.

Meds: Doug Biggar, M
Miller, George Gerula, I*11

ton, Bal Mount, Jack Adam-

Theology: Paul Packman.

Law: Ted Joseph-

Or from the Tricolor S»»

at the AMS office in the SW° "

Union.
* *

AMS COURT
The A.M.S. Court ..n.

Thurs., Feb. 9th at b:W
Jj

the MacLaughlin Roe"'; \ \
Union. The Court will w»

fcj
case of the A.M.S. vs.

Crown.
Peter I

Clerk

ORDER YOUR TRICOLOR SOON!
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segovia: classical perfection

"You've Had It Printed?"

Martin Ware, Frances Dunn and Pamela Wakeling in a scene

0mthe Drama Guild's production of "Book of the Month", which

ens tonight in Convocation Hall.

HRE-BOSOM'D NIGHT
is febrvary's book of the month

appose that you were the

loilrable Member for Chelten-

i

the very paragon of British

fepectability in its modern Tory

lifestation ,
Suppose further

you had uplicld the cause of

nservatism with diligence if not

fiiance, and had the prospect of

fog rewarded with a knighthood

provided, of course, that "not

slightest breath of scandal"

m got attached to your name,

bpose, however, that at the last

tion only nineteen votes had

between Cheltenham and

Krditiun (i.e., a Labour victory).

rAlhni suppose that your sweet

mug tiling of a daughter, whom
thought to be the epitome of

spectable innocence, writes a

til; a best-selling novel, which

tfibes your home, your own
pregnable fortress of propriety,

[the next thing to a nationalized

""he!. She depicts you and your

her own parents !
— your

ftr-iu-law, your maid, your

Scours and — horror of

'ts — the chairman of the

""'y Conservative Committee,

Pities in a most alarming
Try-go-round of promiscuous

Nffairs. Suppose after this
81 a new magazine choses Bare-
p/i'tf Ui^hl as its Book of the

rn|h, that your daughter's pic-

f,( appears on the front page of

OmVy Mirror and that your

J
"s represented to the tabloid-

masses as the place where.
' 'he language of the headlines,

;,

X COMES TO CHELTEN-
HAM.

on eartli would you do ?

may have some idea
ai Edward Halliday, M.P.,

'f you saw Please Turn

Over, for the movie was based

on Basil Thomas's comedy, Book

of the Month, which the Queen's

Drama Guild is presenting this

week. However, do not believe

that you know it all, for as us-

ual there is an abundance of

drama and fun which did not

break the celluloid barrier and

may only be enjoyed in the

stage version,

In the production which opens

in Convocation Hall on Wednes-

day evening, Pamela Wakeling, a

Irtfshette making her debut with the

Drama Guild, plays the budding

young novelist who becomes
"alluring, provocative, sensual and

transcendent" in her own novel.

Martin Ware and Frances Dunn,

who opposed each other as Albany

and Goneril in King Lear, are cast

as Mr. and Mrs. Halliday, and

appear to he happily married this

time until their daughter's book

makes us all have serious second

thoughts on the matter. Leslie

Marshall, whose performance as

Edgar will certainly be remember-

ed, has put on some more civilized

clothes and plays a Scottish doctor

who is a friend of the Hallidays—

and much more than a friend of

Mrs. Halliday. if the story of

Bare-Bosom'd Night is to be be-

lieved. Peter Saunders, who was

last seen as Private Wilkins in the

Glee Club's loianthe, has been

promoted by the Drama Guild to

the rank of Colonel; this has had

the effect of making him more

interested in the Malliday's tart of

a maid (played by Mary Paterson)

than he ever was in the Fairy

Queen. The cast is competed by

Dorothy Fowler, another new-

comer to the Guild, in the role of

Andres Segovia has been des-
cribed as the man who has done
the most to elevate the guitar
to a place of respect as a medium
of classical music. Hts concert,
given in Grant Hall on Mon-
day. January 30, demonstrated
the beauty of the instrument in
the hands of the master. In a
programme of thirteen select-

ions, ranging over three centur-
ies of music, he exhibited the
consummate artistry which has
won him acclaim over the last
forty years.

One feature of Mr. Segovia's
art is the variation of tone and
colour he is able to achieve. In
each selection, his interpreta-

tion developed and utilized the
contrast between passages of

sharp, ringing clarity and others

of delicate softness. In some
pieces, he recapitulated a theme
while varying the tonal shad-

ing, thus heightening the con-

trast, while in compositions

such as the second of the two
Songs tvithout Words by Mendel-
ssohn, consecutive themes were

given tonal variation which in-

creased the effect of the change.

His use of harmonics and vib-

rato, each with its own tonal

characteristics, contributed
strongly to the beauty of the

sound that only his guitar can

produce.

No one will question the fact

that Mr. Segovia's level of tech-

nical skill represents the highest

development in the art of the

classical guitar achieved up to

the present day. But in this con-

cert he displayed different levels

or gradations of accuracy and

finesse. The first third of the

programme showed virtual per-

fection of technique. No flaws

were noted and selections like

the Giguc by Robert de Visee

with its light and fast-moving

melody were performed with

the highest degree of precision.

In the middle section, a small

number of slips were noted, but

these were of a very minor

nature. On the odd occasion, a

string would vibrate under the

musician's finger, producing an

undesircd buzzing sound.

In the final section, the num-

ber of errors increased surpris-

ingly. In one passage an at-

tempted harmonic was missed

entirely, while during another,

a note was struck which was not

in the passage on recapitulation

and which seemed at the time

to be out of place. Mr. Segovia

gave the impression of tiring as

the performance went on,

would account for the increase

in mistakes. The paradox to the

above contention lay in the en-

core, in which the difficult tre-

mulo was perfectly executed.

The highlight of the evening,

in my opinion, came in the

Leyende by Albeniz, when with

a slow diminuendo the melody
came to a halt, producing a tense

silence in the hall. For three

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT

BEEFBURG DELUXE
1/4

lb. prime beef, served with B.B.Q. Sauce

F,ench Fries and all the coffee you wish
75c

0n 's Most Distinctive Restaurant LI 2-2729

the literary-minded, crossword-

puzzling maiden aunt—correction,

unmarried aunt—and Martin Ger-

win (the bastard I ) who is actually

observed to kiss the mum girl three

limes in one night. (It is ru-

moured, however, that he has an

invalid wife tucked away some-

where. I

Vital statistics:— Perform-

ances Wednesday, Thursday

and Saturday of this week at

8:15 p.:

prices are 75 cents a

Wednesday and Thursday, S1.00

and $1-50 on Saturday; tickets

will be on sale at Ban Righ and

Leonard Hall at noon hours and

at the Drama Lounge, Old Arts

Building, at all hours. Reserve

now for one whole scene of un-

inhibited sex, two scenes of hil-

arious complications and a

happy ending to this great ev-

ening of fun.

seconds the audience sat breath-

less until, with the soft opening

strains of the dominant theme,

Mr. Segovia released them from
their state of suspended anima-

tion.

My chief criticism I direct not

at the performer but at the

audience. They took much too

long to settle down before each

selection and all too often Mr.

Segovia, after composing him-

self, had to wait for a decent

level of quiet in the hall before

he could begin. Especially as

these disturbances were obvious

ly annoying to him, I felt that

the audience could have shown
greater respect to the excellent

musician to whom they were

listening.

Paul M. Clark.

boldness and imagination in the drama guild

,'hich

It was obvious from the packed

house Saturday evening in Convo-

cation Hall that students will pay

to see worthwhile theatre ably and

imaginatively presented. From the

creative point of view the three

plays performed attained a far

higher calibre than the usual "Hey,

Maw ! Yeah Paw !" sort of theatre

to which we have been accustomed

for some years. Each presentation

was by a distinguished dramatist

and starred some of the Drama
Guild's most seasoned players.

After the performance a large

crowd gathered in the Drama

Lounge to hear the adjudicators,

Mine A. R. C. Duncan and Mr.

Don Petty, deliver some witty and

astute criticisms of the plays pre-

sented.

Unfortunately the first play of

the evening, Eugene O'Neill's

Before Breakfast, starring Beverly

MacKay, proved a poor vehicle

for a very talented actress. Making

the best of a difficult situation and

a cliche-ridden monologue, she un-

questionably demonstrated her skill

and ingenuity, though at times,

especially towards the end, she

tended to play down her role as a

seedy, nagging wife. Both adjudi-

cators commented on the paucity

of imagination shown in lighting

and staging.

Certainly the highlight of the

evening was Eliot's The Waste-

land, staged by Jane McDougall.

For an amateur director and cast,

this was a bold experiment, yet it

was carried off with imagination

and verve. Despite a few unfort-

unate omissions in the text and

some miscasting, the play was com-

mended by the adjudicators. Using

a neutral stage and a minimum of

properties, the director succeeded

in creating a 1920ish yet at the

same time an ageless spectral at-

mosphere. The discreet use of

music added considerably to the

total effect, especially in the open-

ing scenes, but sometimes not so

discreet use of lighting led at times

to what Mme. Duncan called "The

Countv Court House fountain

effect." The adjudicators criticized

a lack of contrast in tempo and a

tendency to be pretentious. This

was particularly evident in the

complete failure of the cast to bring

out the humorous aspects of the

poem. Despite a weak beginning,

and sometimes awkward and un-

gainly movements, the chorus

gained strength as events pro-

gressed. Individual m embers

eats reserved;

nd $1.00 on

handled their solo parts well,

though Robin Pitcher has yet to

attain a commanding stage pre-

sence. Contrasted to the rolling

thunder of the elements, his weak

"Da's" and "Datta's" were indeed

a voice crying in the wilderness.

Anne Porter as the Female Pro-

tagonist delivered a magnificent

performance ; she was graceful,

spectral, sophisticated or common
as the role demanded. Her Mine.

Sosostris and Game of Chess scenes

will nut soon be forgotten. Ham-
pered at times by an uneven voice,

Roger Bell showed great promise

as the Male Protagonist: "fresh,

young, and human", said Mr.

Petty. Peter McLaughlin as

Tirisias declaimed his lines in

good Shakespearian fashion under

the blinding light of all too evident

spotlights, whereas one might have

expected this timeless character to

be an indistinct part of the back-

ground. Nevertheless, thanks are

due to the director and cast for

injecting a little creativity into

Queen's theatrical life.

Ionesco's The Lesson directed

by Beverly MacKay introduced

many to a new art form: anti-

theatre. Despite Ionesco's no-

tion that his is a theatre made
to measure, the audience spent

most of its time trying to exact

a meaning from the script. The
play began strongly but like the

action itself tended to disinte-

grate towards the end. The ad-

judicators felt the play had lost

pace by the philology scene and

that Mr. Lawrence, as the de-

mented professor, had failed to

build up his authority sufficient-

ly enough to dominate the girl,

refreshingly acted by Susan

Gibbard. Patricia Gore, as the

Maid, was criticized for her

rapidity and elegance and for

the fact she lacked the author-

ity and solidity of a provincial

maid. With a little polish at the

end and a quickening of tempo,

this play should prove a poten-

tial winner at the Inter-Varsity

Drama League Festival to be

held at the University of West-

ern Ontario from Feb. 15-18. —
Brent Scollie.

BOOKSHOP 14 Monlrcol Si.

The Waste Land

Roger Bell, Peter MacLaughlin, Robin Pitcher, Anne Porter.
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What's Ten Cents?
Ten cents is not a very large amount of money in our modem

society and yet collectively the ten cents-es of all Queen's students

will be able to provide the National Federation of Canadian Univer-

sity Students with a new outlook on life — at least financially.

Potentially NFCUS is a giant and finances are the major draw-

back to realizing this potential. What NFCUS is and what it does

for its members is ably set out on page five and there is no need

to go into that here. Suffice it is to say that we believe NFCUS has

a very important role to play in the life of today's Canadian student.

There arc. of course, many problems and even had points in this

national student organization but this can be said of any organiza-

tion as diverse and widely scattered. Perhaps its most important

problem is that of demonstrating to its members its worth.

We feel that the plcbescite. soon to be held, concerning the

proposed ten cent fee raise for NFCUS constitutes a vote for, or

against the existence of a national student organization. Few can

honestly say they can not afford the price of a soft drink — especially

for something as worthwhile as NFCUS. Thus it i.- not a case of

money but rather a desire for a Canadian student organization — or

nothing — that is the real issue.

Nothing being worth exactly that, we would strongly urge

you to support this NFCUS push for increased finances.

Profs I Have Known!
Editor's Note: This editorial was written by Charles Wheeler,

Assistant Professor of English at Ohio State University.

Wynken, Blynken and Nod are the names we shall give to the

three professors on this campus whose portraits we briefly sketch

here. The men are fictitious, but not imaginary.

By a long-standing tacit agreement, every student who enrolls

in one of Professor Wynken's courses is spotted a 'C to begin with,

and only in cases of flagrant absence or failure to turn in assigned

written work is there any danger of a lower grade. 'AY and 'B's'

are common, Professor Wynken is not a fool ; he knows that his

students, by and large, are nothing to get excited about, but he is

a kindly man who believes in live-and-let-live. He is also a great

sports fan and u imspanrg in his criticism of sloppy playing on the

football field. Luckily for his peace of mind, ottr athletic department

enforces the highest standards of performance.

Professor Blynken is not the drooling petty sadist portrayed

in 'Little Man on Campus.' but he manages to harass his students

quite effectively bv -imply ben:,': obtuse to thi-ir feelings. He never

stops to make sure that his assignments have been understood after

he gives them. When he lectures, he goes so rapidly that note-

takers are left hopelessly behind, and when be holds a class dis-

cussion it usually turns out to be a tete-a-tete between himself and

some favored student. He adheres to his office hours so literally that

he is almost inaccessible. Though he insists that papers be turned in

on time, he never returns them when he promised. He habitually

coines to class late and then holds it with his glittering eye until

thirty seconds before the final bell for the next hour. He is a very

prominent man in his field.

Professor Nod is not a boring lecturer, droning over dog-

eared lecture notes compiled twenty years ago. His method is entirely

different. It may be called "teaching the text", that is, sitting in front

of the class and reciting the text out loud, with interpolated com-

ments, while the students slump, numb and disgusted, working on

their arithmetic under pretense of reading the Lantern. He never

assigns papers that require more than a sentence or two of consecu-

tive original writing and the papers are returned bearing grades

but no marks or comments on their faults. He will pass illiterate

writing if the technical content is satisfactory. He is very fond of

multiple-choice tests, though now and then he will extend himself

by giving short-answer tests to sec how well the students have
memorized "facts" (awed that he would never dream of putting

quotation marks). He believes that his courses are intellectually

demanding.

These men are faculty failures. They are not localized in any
one department or college; they can be found all over the campus.
Perhaps we faculty members might turn, for a change, from critici-

zing the shortcomings of our students to considering how far short

we fall of meeting the challenge that they present. This challenge is

not only in their numbers; it is in their seriousness, their receptivity,

their candor, it is in their woeful inexperience, their confused aims,

the clumsiness at abstract best in us. We cannot succeed with less.

Jaw
Is this column devoted

t

expression of lively studeiti

ion? Opinions expressed
fle

,

nof necessarily reflect
edi

policy and any student u

to submit articles on any^
There has been a great

discussion as to the role 0[ 1|

Levana Society on the campus

AND THEREFORE WE OF THE KATANGA PARTY DO SOLEMNLY DECLARE
AND T^E

/N°^L
W
0RGANIZED GOVERNMENT AT QUEEN S

Letters To The

Here It Is!

Editor, Journal:

Elsewhere in this paper (page 5)

there is a whole page devoted to a

description of some of the activities

of NFCUS on a local and national

level.

I would encourage everyone to

take note of these activities, in par-

ticular the skeptics on the campus,

who doubt the validity of

NFCUS's existence. It is impos-

sible to describe in detail every-

thing that NFCUS does but if

anyone has any further questions

I would be only to happy to at-

tempt to answer them.

Robbie Shaw,

Chairman, Queen's

NFCUS Committee.

Paradoxical?

Editor
r
Journal:

According to the Journal of

Jan. 17, the Queen's University

Liberal Party advocates the seating

of Mao Tse-tung's Communist

dictatorship as the representative

of the Chinese people in the United

Nations.

In the House of Commons at

Ottawa on April 1, 1952, the

present national leader of the

Liberal Party — then Secretary

of State for External Affairs —
asserted that Canada has "sub-

scribed to international agree-

ments recognizing Formosa as part

of China . . . legally Formosa is

part of China." (Canadian House

of Commons Debates, Session of

1952, Vol. I, p. 1009)

If Formosa is part of China, and

if the Communist regime at Pei-

ping is accepted by the inter-

national community as the legiti-

mate Government of China (as is

not the case at present), then it

follows that the Communists must

be accepted as the legitimate Gov-

ernment of Formosa.

2u*ted

"Some people have as their motto;

good about a person, let'.- hear it.'
"

If you can't say anything

Maurice Sietter.

Did the campus Liberals really

intend to urge by implication the

transfer of Nationalist China and

its 10,000,000 non-Communist in-

habitants to Communist rule? Or
did the Liberals mean that the

seating of Mao's representatives in

the United Nations should he con-

ditional on renunciation by the

Communists of their claim to

Formosa? In the latter case, the

Liberals would not really be advo-

cating the seating of the Com-
munists at all— for the latter made
it clear, at the "National People's

Congress" in Peiping in April,

Colourful!

Editor, Journal:

Whilst not being utterly bored

by the Journal this term, 1 can't

say that I have been exactly in-

spired by it. For the most part it

has consisted of second-hand news,

and meaningless and long-winded

political debate, in which the

members of each party have vainly

tried to prove that there is some

greater difference between their

party than Uncles Lester and John.

It's true there's been a debate on

education, and high time too. But

where is the colour and brilliance

of youth. Its a bad look-out if the

paper of the best time of our life

can only bring out common places.

How about fascinating short
stories, biting satire on dusty old

Kingston, maybe a gossip column,

some well-written articles on King-

ston in times past? And how about

the occasional article in women's

fashions, and a cutting book review

or two? Why not get Al Capone.

or Brick the Flick Cleaver of the

Kingston underworld to write for

yon ? How about some more articles

defending the idea of an Inter-

national House, a Campus Bank,

changes in Resilience, and how
about raising some hornets nests

around the campus? Why not a

crossword puzzle, how about trying

colour photography in the paper,

and why not exchange articles with

foreign universities ? Why
shouldn't yon get a Toronto

beatnik to write for you. or an

Explorer ?

We'll soon be old and sober,

why not enjoy our lack of sobriety

while it lasts. Its high time there

was less sense and more colour

in the Journal.

Martin Warz

Editor's Note: Ideas, ideas, all we
get is ideas ! Many of these sug-

gestions are quite valid and only

need students to implement. We
would like to mention that the

majority of the Journal is devoted

to writing by, or about the acti-

vities of students and if we are to

have "colour" the students must

provide most of it.

Editor
Judging!

1959. that they would accept no

diplomatic arrangement w ll l C h

guaranteed an independent exis-

tence for Formosa.

It is to be hoped that the campus

Liberals will clarify their stand.

K. H. W. Hilborn (Arts '56)

(Lecturer in History,

Mount Allison University).

Editor, Journal:

It was interesting to note in a

recent [aw Bone column that Mr.

Stewart Smith has seen fit to set

himself up as a judge of his fellow-

residents by referring to them as

perpetrators of "petty thievery

and inconsiderate behaviour".

From the tone of the column, one

can only conclude that he considers

himself to be exempt from any

blame concerning missing silver-

ware and therefore in a position

to pass judgement on all

other residents. While I am

not excluding myself from any

guilt in the matter, I do not see

why Mr. Smith should be allowed

to vouch for his own honesty and

expect everyone else to believe in

it without question. Since I live

in the same residence as Stewart

and have had some contact with

him. I doubt that he has any of

the silverware in question, but this

does not give him the right to

publish a condemnation of all his

fellows and I, for one, resent the

implications which he so forcefully

makes. If he is honestly con-

cerned about the entire situation,

let him dispense with sweeping

generalisations and put to use the

influence which he has in campus

affairs to aid in the rectification of

the matter. In this way he can no

doubt alleviate some of the anger

which his column will probably

raise in residence.

David J. McMurray

Propaganda

Editor, Journal:

On behalf of the many irate

students on campus, I would like

to protest to the university admin-

istration for giving our names and

addresses to the numerous mag-
azine publishing companies, in-

surance agencies, and others. Day
in, clay out. we are constantly

bothered by finding large envelopes

containing advertising propoganda
amongst our mail. It is a nuisance

to have to pick up these envelopes

and find the nearest basket into

which to deposit them. Besides

this, unnecessary extra work is

forced upon the post office and
porters of the residence who have
to sort these 3,000 odd envelopes
which nobody reads anyway.

Robin Pitcher.

Editor's Note: Advertising is a

necessary facet of capitalism. Be-

sides there is an aesthetic quality

to be found here . , . no?

has been referred to, a|te ,

as the "Ladies' Auxiliary" J

"that. Suffragette inovemj
While I think that neither 0 f i|,

terms is quite fair, the fact rc-niJ

that the time has come for i • I

re-appraisal of the whole coiJ
of Levana.

The Arts-Levana co-ordirtaJ
committee is at present attempt

to reach a workable arrangctj

whereby Arts and Levana CD1
be merged. At the recent GeneT
Meeting of the Levana Sock

the fear was expressed
i

Levanite rights would suffer in aj

such merger. Actually, a simil]

fear was expressed by varirj

members of the Arts Society.

It would seem, therefore,

the rights of the female elen

on campus would be quite

represented, mainly by virtue

the fact that women can actus

get more consideration when

ing with men than they can

remaining in splendid isolation.

Insofar as it is argued that
tfl

only way for women to get

tical executive experience

through a woman's society, it
i

also be argued that this exptnen]

is, in many respects artificial,

most valuable experience is gainej

by working with the great|

variety of people and opinions

this includes working with

legardless of the sex bar.

One possible compromise w

be equal representation on the At]

Society Executive, with the Pf

ident and Vice-President alttj

nating on a yearly basis betwe

male and female candidates. Whl

this is obviously an over-simpj

fication of a complexity of interes

one would think that nnivera

students would have a sufficia

amount of maturity to be able

reach a working arrange^

especially if they feel that ih|

would benefit from it, as moil

them certainly would in this mallj

on t(
Insofar as representation

A.M.S. Executive is conrernj

this could consist of two male rqj

and two female reps, elected by

whole society, pins the Pre**!

of the Arts Society.

Levana would remain

society to which all women s

were affiliated, and, just a:

Medical and Engineering

are members of the Levana Soc'«|

own sociq

it says

ludel

\vomJ

tut!'

but vote in their

elections ("rightly", as

Dr. A. V. Douglas' introM

to the Levana Society
Consul

tion), so with women stn«enl
]

Arts.

Levana, therefore, would * ^|

its unique functions, 7"*

decisions of the Arts Society^

which Levanites arc at 1*

"

unaffiliated, but whose W*^

interests are so similar, ft

made jointly, thus eUmnWjJj^

present duplication 0'
ex

duties.

be n**

dclil^l

the

This change must

the light of mature

and it must represent

wishes of all concerned.

Mary I>'|
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WHAT DOES NFCUS DO?
tfitcatfonaf Program . . .

a. well-known and oft

e3 ted
cliche that interest in

f£

d concern for education today
°n

the most important invest-

ment >n tne *uture °* their

ntrv that well-meaning citi-

£oun
1'/

eIls
can make.

1
Representing 85,000 Canadian

University Students, NFCUS

u, s a rightful place in the dis-

long"

j
on over education,

university students have

the responsibility of
shirked

<kling their comments to the

controversy over higher educa-

^ol]l
Indifference today has

beeU
replaced by an active in-

terest in the problems.

The recent education seminar,

c0 .sponsored by NFCUS and

SCM is an indication of the con-
cern felt by NFCUS for the
necessity of a self-appraisement
of higher learning. From the
active participation of Queen's
students, it would seem that
NFCUS gauged well the atti-

tude of students on this ques-
tion.

Two years ago, the Queen's
NFCUS committee was issued

the mandate by the 23rd Nation-

al Congress to "acquaint high
school students with the bene-

fits and attractions of a univer-

sity education," and "to outline

available scholarship - bursarv

programmes". This study was
prompted by the publication of

the Atkinson Report on the

The Great Debate

Utilization of High School Re-
sources.

Recently a prominent educa-
tor said "We in education don't

know how to sell higher educa-
tion to our students. If you
could tell us how, we'd have the

problem licked". NFCUS is

making a concerted effort to

"sell higher education to Cana-
dian youth". In 16 months, con-

siderable work has been done
on this project. Hundreds of

letters have been written to stu-

dents, principals, educators,

government officials, etc, to

procure valuable research ma-
terial.

Last February, the first

Queen's high school visitation

programme started, visiting 7

district secondary schools. In

conjunction with the National

Student's Day, this month,

Queen's NFCUS is undertaking

an extended version of last

year's effort. On the initiative

of Queen's, this programme will

be carried out this year by many

universities, with the hope that

in two years time, a national

programme might blanket the

entire nation.

A May programme with the

same objectives as the small-

scale tours in February, but

conducted on a more compre-

hensive basis, is being organized

by Queen's. Eventually cover-

ing every high school or univer-

sity in the Dominion, the pro-

gramme consists of teams of a

student and a professor, who

will set out on intensive two-

week speaking tours to all the

Everybody's Business
schools in a certain area assign-

ed to the University, following

the final examination in April.

Besides these specific attempts

to generate interest in higher

education, the Federation pre-

pares and presents regular

briefs on educational assistance

to the provincial and federal

governments. One of the most

recent such submissions sug-

gested the granting of 10,000

bursaries of §60000 eacn to uni-

versity students in need of fin-

ucial assistance. Conferences of

government officials and NF-

CUS representatives on the pro-

blems of financial assistance

have alerted the government to

the opinions and constructive

proposals of the National Fed-

eration. A reference to the pro-

blem of educational assistance

in the speech from the Throne

indicates the mood of the Gov-

ernment; NFCUS proposals

have heen instrumental in this

changing attitude.

Education is everybody's

business. Through their repre-

sentative organization, univer-

sity students in Canada are

playing their part in bringing

the question of education before

the Canadian public. It is a vital

function of NFCUS and one of

concern to all university stu-

dents.

Students today have a "gimme"

attitude in their demands for fin-

ancial support a former Canadian

press Correspondent told delegates

[0 the NFCUS Ontario regional

conference recently.

William Bces, now publicity

director for the University of

Ottawa said, "the obligated-to-

invest- in- your- youth- approach

js actually addressed to govern-

ment and business."

He believed this had resulted

in .i "gimme" attitude and pointed

ait that at the same time there

was a campaign for 10,000 bur-

saries, the "universities were also

kseiged by demands for more

jarking space." Such a situation

meant that "student demands will

not win much public support."

Students might achieve their

ends with integrity through gov-

ernment underwritten loans from

tlie banks, he said.

Earlier he said that students

seemed "to be turning their backs

mi serious issues, and they lack

responsibility, dedication and ptir-

posefulness."

* *

"It's about time they stopped

railing university students irre-

sponsible," NFCUS president

Bruce Rawson said recently in

reply to such a claim by Ottawa

University Publicity Director Bill

Boss.

"There is a growing awareness

in the fields of education and

international affairs," Rawson said.

Mr. Boss said the students

"were turning their hacks on

serious issues, and they lack rc-

sponsibilitv dedication and pur-

posefulnes*." He alio believed that

students had a "gimme" attitude.

President Rawson replied that in

many countries in the world,

students resort to noting. "We
try to do something constructive

through research and consideration

and wc are called irresponsible.

Do we have to riot to gain the

ear of the Canadian public.

Referring to the NFCUS bur-

sary campaign he said that students

do not want the money for them-

selves, but were "asking for money

to help those students who are

unable to attend university for

economic reasons."

During the banquet Mr. Buss

stipulated that students might

reach their goals if they received

government underwritten loans

from the banks. Rawson coun-

tered that a loan scheme is not

attractive to high school students

whose parents are in a low income

bracket.

"Has the student the right to

put himself $4,000 or $5,000 in

debt when bis family is not finan-

cially secure? We have loan-

schemes which are useful, but do

not attract high school students;

this has been proven," he con-

Is (f Worth 50c?

Jmiong students, and it can he seen eluded.

Is Jf Worth Wc More?

INCOME TAX REDUCTIONS:
— NFCUS was one of the primary forces behind the

recent tax exemption granted to university students by

the Canadian Government.

RAILWAY FARE REDUCTIONS:
— student reductions in rail fare are the result of negoti-

ations between NFCUS and the Canadian Railways.

DISCOUNT SERVICE:
— the present time, the NFCUS committee is attempting

to obtain a \0fc discount on all purchases made by

Queen's students in downtown Kingston.

LIFE INSURANCE:
— NFCUS makes available to students the cheapest life

insurance coverage in North America.

INTER-REGIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS:
— tuition and travel expenses provided to selected stu-

dents who wish to study for one year at a University

in a different part of Canada.

BURSARIES:
, ,

_
— at pre-ent NFCUS is trying to induce the Canadian

Government to provide 10,000 bursaries at $600 each

to deserving students who are in need of financial aid.

EDUCATION: , .

— 250 Queen's students considered the problems of tlie

university at a weekend Education Seminar.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGE:
— opportunity to trade summer jobs -

different provinces in the country.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE:
.

__ studeI1t exchanges between nations for the fostering of

good will (e.g. Canadian students going to Russia next

year.)

CULTURE:
_ national photography and literature contests.

— national drama and debating leagues.

ith student:

Why We Want Another 10c
*f

. rwBmhpr. I960 necessity foi

Primarily the increase in fees

will be used to help finance the

national projects undertaken by

National Federation of Cana-

dian University Students many
°f which have been recent in-

novations. It is true that a large

Portion of the NFCUS budget

goes toward administrative ex-

penses. In a national organiza-

tion, such a trend is inevitable.

Despite the fact that the Fed-
eration has been in existence for

35 years, it is only within the

last three or four years that it

has received widespread support
fr°m Canadian Universities. For
1(s first thirty years or so,

NFCUS struggled hard to get

recognition. There were almost

annual walk-outs by some of

*ts most powerful members. In-

ternal dissension wracked the

Organization. Governments and

Professional organizations cen-

tered the Federation to be

just another crackpot university

student creation.

In recent years, more Cana-

dian universities became mem-

bers and offered strong -support

to it. The last congress in Hali-

fax was marked by a unanimity

of purpose and direction-there

was debate and discussion, to

be sure-but the debate centred

around the best methods that

could be used to achieve com-

mon purposes and common aims.

Contingent with this new in-

ternal solidarity has been the

steady growth of prestige and

respect NFCUS today enjoys

in the eyes of provincial govern-

ments and the federation's recom-

mendations are considered to-

day by governments as repre-

senting Canadian youth and are

dealt with judiciously. A recent

example of persistent NfrCUS

pressure was the income-tax ex-

emption granted to university

students in the December, 1960

supplementary estimates. While

NFCUS does not claim to

have forced tins tax relief from

the Government single-handed,

the continuous urging by the

national executive for the relief

is a matter of the record. For

thirty years. NFCUS was not

the 'voice of Canadian Univer-

sity students', but was a loosely-

tied Federation ••
•

••m '

ird disjointed. ' ^ ":

mittees performed certain use-

ful functions, but they were iso-

lated. Any attempt at national

direction was doomed to failure

Repetition and duplication of

effort was recurrent. Students

Councils were wary and suspic-

ious of the organization.

Today, however, unity has in-

vited .he possibility of co-ordin-

ated national action; Student

Council support has compelled

NFCUS to broaden its admin-

istrative
agencies; and the

necessity for central direction

and stimulus has made the Na-

tional Office into a five-man

group, still hopelessly under-

paid, but devoted to the task of

leading the Federation to great-

er chievements.

Indicative of NFCUS' grow-

ing role in Canada has been the

large amount of time that its

business has taken at Queen's

A' TS Ex :cutive meetings in

; i.

An unorganized, ineffective,

and isolated organization can

do little for Canadian students.

It is in the hope that greater

benefits may be achieved by

NFCUS for Canadian univer-

sity students that the scope of

the administration has been

widened. To make NFCUS

more influential. Queens stu-

dents are urged to ratify the

Alma Mater Society Executive's

desire to raise the per capita

levy by 10 cents.

ress . . .

At the last National Congress the Queen's NFCUS committee

was succe-fnl in its bid to sponsor the 1961-62 National Congress.

This Congress, to be held next fall from Sept. 2S to Oct. 3. will

b,- the 25th of its kind and also the 35th anniversary since the found-

ing of the Federation.

Needless to say laying plans for hosting the Congress has kept

the Queen's Committee extremely busy this year. The six day

long gathering will bring together 150 students leaders from 35

universities and colleges across the nation. The purpose of the

Congress is to review the past year's activities suggesting changes

for the coming academic year. The Congress serves as a pooling

of student opinion on problems affecting the University student on

the Campus, in the Country as a whole, and on the International

scene. . -

.

Primarilv the conference is a policy-making session to decme

NFCU^' line'* of action for the next year on such projects as the

education campaign, foreign exchange program, the proposed

National Student Magazine, and the NFCUS travel service to

mention a few. ,

The fact that this Congress will be at Queen s will offer a

unique opportunity for Queen's students to gam a real insight into

the activities of the National Federation of Canadian Urn vers, t>

Students. Any Queen's student will be welcome at any of the

sessions of the Congress which will be on campus. Also the

maioritv of the delegates will be staying in residence, thus prov-

iding an opportunity for many of you to meet fellow students from

all parts of Canada.

. . . Exchange . .

.

According to the terms of the agreement between NFCUS and

the Soviet Union Student Council, the USSR Student Couuc. w U

be host, next spring, to an Official delegation of five Canadian

StUl

The delegation will officially represent NFCUS and will be

chosen amongst students aware of student activities on the local

national and international levels. The delegation will visit at least

^ university cities in four Soviet Republics and there is a pos*bi-

ty of compfeting this tour by a one week official visit to Po and

The tour will therefore be of five weeks duration plus travel time.

A primary selection board is being set up at each participating

, i i These selection boards, consisting of three stud-

respective campus whose application forms will be forwarded to a

National Selection Board in Ottawa.

Applications and information on particulars are ava.lab e from

Man Wilkins ,LI 8-3103). The deadline for acceptance of forms

will be Feb. 16 and interviews wilt take place on Feb. I/.

NFCUS — a mode of communi-

cation :

—The Federation acts as a

means of communication of

opinions, information and ideas

between university students and

Canada as a whole.

—Thus Canadian University

students are able to have a co-

ordinated voice in exerting in-

fluence in our society.

—Participation is important

in trying to pressure the gov-

ernment to act on such things

as: an extensive bursary scheme,

income tax exemption, new im-

migration laws concerning sum-

mer employment for foreign

students, etc.

. . . Etc.

NFCUS — international affairs:

NFCUS is a member of the

70 member International Stu-

dent Conference (I.S.C.)

—NFCUS works in conjunc-

tion with WUS in aiding needy

national student unions (viz. Al-

geria in particular for the past

two years).

NFCUS — National Student

Magazine:

—publication to begin next

fall and to be made available to

every university student in Can-

ada.

NFCUS — travel service:

—NFCUS has a non-profit

travel department which spon-

sors inexpensive student tours

to Europe and U.S.S.R.
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SENATOR ENCOURAGES
QUEBEC RIVALRY

By Des Taylor

Speaking to an informal gath-

ering on Monday afternoon, Sen-

ator "Chubby" Powers outlined

some of the salient points behind

nationalism in Quebec.

According to Senator Powers,

the Nationalist movement got

its start when the Declaration

of the Nationalist Program of

1903 was made. The views and

beliefs expressed in this docu-

ment were considered disloyal

and even subversive at the time,

but since then most of them have

been implemented into our gov-

ernmental system.

Senator Powers said that there

were 3 main phases in this Que-

bec Nationalism. The first lasted

from 1909 until 1930, and could

be called autonomy of Canada

within the Empire. During this

period Canada achieved almost

complete independence.

The second phase lasted from

1934 to 1944. This was for Que-

bec a critical period. Until this

time, the control of large indus-

tries in Quebec lay with aliens —
people from outside Quebec.

These outsiders gave French-

Canadians very little opportunity

to make money and at the same

time drained the resources of

Quebec. Mr. Duplessis led

campaign against these Trusts,

which were mainly the power

and paper industries.

The third phase lasted from

1944 until the death of Mr. Du

plessis in 1958. It consisted of

agitation for provincial autono-

my. Mr. Duplessis wanted as

little co-operation or communi-

cation as possible with the Fed-

eral government, and until his

death, there was very little co-

operation between the two.

As a prime consideration when

considering the causes of this

nationalism, Senator Powers

pointed out that there has always

been strong antagonism between

the British and French in Europe,

and this antagonism is being con-

tinued in Quebec today.

Another consideration is that

the Quebec people are a minority

in language and culture; and de-

siring to hold on to both they

continually strive to maintain

equality with the other provinces.

Senator Powers said that he

would very much like to see this

antagonism and competition, be-

tween Quebec and the other pro-

vinces, continued. The fiercer the

competition the more dynamic

the society that would result.

CFRC
Thursday:

0:30—Speak Softly

7:00—The Sound of Music

7:30—Calendar and Programme
Highlights

7:3S—March Time
6:00—Show Music — Music from the

movies
8:30—Speaking Frankly

9 00—The Living Classics

1 1:00— Music for Moderns

Wednesday

:

Concert Band: Practice in Grant Hall

at 6:30 p.m.

Biochemical and Biophysical Socie-

ty: Meeting at 7 p.m. in the lecture

room of the Craine Building. Dr. M.
B. Perry will speak on Electrophoresis.

Everyone is welcome.

SCM: Study, Seminar room 1, Old
Arts Buildings, led by Art Veldhuis,
4:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome.

Worship service: Morgan Memorial
Chapel, 6.45 p.m. Everyone is welcome.

Cahinct meeting, Seminar room 1,

Oh! Arts Building, at 7 p.m.

Thursday:

SCM: Study of basic .hriitian doc-
102 of New
12 and have
is welcome.

Arts '62
: General year meeting at

7:30 p.m. hi the biology lecture room
ol the Old Arts Building. Election of
1961-62 year executive and nominations

for permanent executive. This is a most
important meeting; be therel

Tricolor Auto-Sport Club: Meeting
in Ellis Hall at 8 p.m. Winter Rally

plans wil lie discussed, and some ex-

ceptionally good films will be shown.
All those interested are urged to at-

tend.

Arts '63: Year elections will be held

in Dunning Hall at 6:30 p.m. Full turn-

out is requested.

Philosophy Club: Meeting in Mc-
Neil! House North Common Room at

8:15 p.m. Mr. A. McLcod will deliver

a paper on "Equality". Everyone wel-
come.

Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday —
Oueen's Drama Guild presents Book
of the Month, a comedy by Basil Tho-
mas, evenings al 8:15 p.m. in Convoca-
tion Hall. Wednesday and Thursday
75 cents and $1.00; Saturday $1.00 and
$1.50. All scats reserved. Tickets on
:ik- at Ban Righ Hall, Leonard Hall
and the Drama Lounge, Old Arts
Building (phone local 327), also at the

WHAT THE

STUDENT IS

WEARING...

Math Club Hears

Miller Recollect

Embryonic Queen's

By Rick Malt

Assistant News Editor

Members of the Math and

Physics club were held spell-

bound by Dr. Norman Miller on

Wednesday, Feb. 1, when the

Emeritus professor of mathema-

tics addressed the group on the

early days of Queen's, and rem-

inisced about Queen's fledgling

Mathematics department.

Dr. Miller illustrated his talk

with a fine collection of mathe-

matical models, originally con-

structed by N. F. Dupuis, the

first professor of mathematics at

Queen's, at the turn of the cen-

tury. Dr. Miller refurnished the

models and has placed them on

display in front of Room 209,

Carruthers Hall, along with a

short history of Professor Dupuis

and an explanation of the nature

uf the models.

Queen's originally was founded

as a theology school, said Dr

Miller, and received its charter

in 1841 directly from Queen Vic

toria. After a difficult half-cen

tury, during which schools of

Medicine, Law and Applied

Science were opened, Queen's

emerged on a solid footing to

take up its task of turning out

nation-builders.

The story of N. F. Dupuis, re

lated by Dr. Miller, proved even

more fascinating. As a farmboy,

Dupuis somehow learned the vo

cation of clock-making and after

scrounging enough parts, manag-

ed to assemble a clock in the

barn. A Kingston jeweller named

Smith heard of the boy's incred-

ible feat and offered him a job as

a clock-maker. Soon after, Dupuis

entered Queen's as a student.

Short years later, he embarked

upon his career of professor, and

at one time, noted Dr. Miller, was

professor of geology, animal

biology, chemistry, philosophy

and mathematics at Queen's. He
later taught solely mathematics.

Dupuis was described as a

voracious reader by Dr. Miller,

and largely a self-taught man.

Dupuis taught himself how to

draw and painted several striking

landscapes of the Kingston area

in autumn. He also drew up the

plans for the clock which now
perches atop Grant Hall, and

supervised its assembly.

Following the address, mem-
bers of the club examined Dupuis'

models with avid interest.

f,mm Our Copy Basket . .

,

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
The Queen's International Club

presents an illustrated talk on

West Africa on Thursday even-

at 8 p.m. West House Com-

mon Room, Chown Hall.

Mr. Dan Norman who visited

Countries in West Africa last

summer will give the talk.

All are invited to attend. Re-

freshments will be served.

Club. In addition to the regular

colour-slide and black-and-white

print sections, students and staff

are invited to submit entries in

a special theme-section—"Light".

A 50-cent entry fee (for this

section only) will be used as

prize-money. Rules are posted

around the campus. Remember,

there is no luck involved — just

skill!

* *

Whether you ;ire going in for

Habeas Corpus or Harmonics,

you will find a B of M Savings

Account Passbook an invaluable

piece of equipment

in the vcjrs abend.

Bank of Montreal
[HE BANK WHERE STUDENTS' ACCOUNTS ARE WARMLY WELCOMED

WUS TO SWEDEN
Students wishing to attend the

1961 WUS Seminar in Sweden

must submit applications before

Friday of this week.

The seminar includes a six-

week period of study and travel

in Sweden to be followed by a

free time in which the student

selected may visit any part of

Europe, at his own discretion.

While in Sweden, the seminar

participants will visit educational

and industrial locations^ and take

part in Swedish cultural activities.

They will also have an opportun-

ity to meet and speak to Swedish

students, government leaders,

businessmen, and educators.

The WUS summer seminar

programme has been carried on

each year since 1946. The pur-

pose of the programme is to fa-

miliarize Canadian students with

life in foreign countries, by send-

ing a selected group of approxi-

mately 40 students on an inten-

sive tour of a specific nation each

summer. Financial support for

the seminar comes principally

from Canadian business, with in-

dividual provincial governments

also contributing.

The cost of the programme for

the Queen's student selected to

participate in this summer's pro-

gramme will be $250, plus such

funds as are necessary to finance

his travels during the free time

which will follow the 6-week stay

in Sweden. All other costs will be

met by WUS. The university ad-

ministration assists in the financ-

ing of the seminar by waiving

tuition fees for the returning par-

ticipant.

Any student who is a Canadian

citizen or permanently resident

in Canada may apply for inclus-

ion in the programme. Applica-

tion forms are available at the

Registrar's office now.

* *

WIN MONEY
Mar. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, the Art

Centre will host the Annual
Salon of the Queen's Camera

ASIAN STUDENT
The Asian Student announces

its ninth annual essay contest on

the subject "The Returning

Asian Student: Problems and

Opportunities."

This contest is open to all

Asian students registered in U.S.

and Canadian colleges or univer-

sities at either the undergradu-

ate or graduate level, or at in-

stitutions of professional train-

ing, or who are receiving prac

tical training in these countries

with any corporation.

Further information may be

obtained from the Journal office

Student's Union.

* *

INTER-FAC DEBATE
Inter-Faculty Tournament: A

team of two from each faculty

wilt participate in this tourna-

ment Feb. 13-17. Please give your

applications to your Society pre-

sident in Law, Levana, Arts,

Medicine, Theology and Applied

Science. Topic: Resolved that the

advances of Medical Science have

made birth control morally de-

sirable. For further information,

call Mary Lazier, Local 479.

Applications for the McGill

Winter Carnival Debating Tour-

nament must be in by Thursday,

Feb. 9. Topic: Resolved that

surrender to the communists is

preferable to risking the human

race in a nuclear war. Apply

Mike Matthews, 2-6401.

Debating: Wednesday at 12:30

p.m. in the McLaughlin Room.

Topic: Resolved that Divorce is

undesirable.

Kingston Main Office, 297 King St. E., at the Market:
T. R. FRANCIS. Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:
WILLIAM F. CRONIN, Manager

Westdale Ave, and Bath Rd. Branch
WILLIAM BARRY. Manager

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
SSURANCE COMPANY
of CANADA

HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. - TEL. LI 6-1405

BRANCH MANAGER — A. E. NELSON, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.—Res. LI 8-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U—Res. LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A , C.L.U.— Res. LI 2-7602

M. EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER — RES. LI 6-2170

Classified

Skiers

\nyonc wishing to make the trip bj

bus to Snowridge on Sunday, Feb. 12
please sign list in the gym.

Grey subhurban coat exchanged in
Ontario Hal! basement about 3:30 p.m.
Thursday. Call 8-3922,

ARCHEOLOGY
On Monday, February g i9fi

.

Mr. William E. Tayldr, Actin
'

Chief of the Archeology
Sectir/

of the National Museum of ca

"

ada, is visiting Queen's UniVet
sity, during which time the Q

'

partment of Geography;
is SpQ^

soring both a public lecture
ant]

a lecture-seminar. To this latter

are invited those faculty
inem_

bers and graduate students who
are interested in the Artie area

from an inter-disciplinary

proach.

The topic of- his seminar-lec-

ture is, "Current Status of East-

ern Arctic Archeology" during

which he will describe and iuus .

trate some of the scientific
re-

sults of the work, on the prehis-

tory of the Eskimo, their move-

ments and culture.

The seminar-lecture is to be

held at 3 :45 p.m., Monday, Feb-

ruary 6, Dunning Hall, R00m
227.

* *

SEMINAR ONE
Beginning this summer, and

continuing throughout the winter

term, the SCM will be sponsor-

ing Seminar One, under the lead-

ership of Dr. John Coleman. A
directed reading course has been

prepared for fifteen freshmen.

Applications from 1961 freshmen

will be received until March 10.

There will be reading assignments

in the summer, and seminars dur-

ing the sophomore year. Details

about application forms and a

general introductory meeting will

be given shortly in the Journal. If

you would seriously like to think

through your position concerning

Christianity, then plan to find

out more about this!

+ *

Q.C.F. NEWS
On Saturday evening at 7:30

p.m., Dr. Robert Stevens, recent-

ly returned medical missionary

from the Belgian Congo, will be

speaking in the Ban Righ Com-

mon Room, sponsored by the

Queen's Christian Fellowship.

Dr. Stevens has spent the last

ten years in the Congo, working

with the native population. He

returned to Canada on furlough

during the summer.

Also speaking will be Col. A. E.

Norrish, for many years a mis-

sionary-statesman in India. Both

gentlemen will be available for

questions and discussion after the

evening's program. Everyone is

welcome to attend.

STONES
FLOWER SHOP
231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
"Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS
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i, Dark levana
I Society

Deep,

c0or,fourml: i society were introduced, and ad
The deep, dark workings of the

|

dressed the remains of the Levana

dent-

before

fur

Society were on display

the Ban Righ Dining Room at

Sunday Tea, 5 :30 p.m.

pawn Campbell, Levana Presi-

opened the meeting, and

introducing the candidates

Levana Chief Vig, Junior

M.S. ReP- anu Levana Presi-

(j (

.„(
i
she spoke of the necessity of

jefeuding Levanite rights in respect

|(1
two main issues : the proposed

J\rts-Levana merger, and the ques-

tion of whether or not the L.A.B.

of C. should get funds automatically

(the present arrangement ) or should

(like ail other sub-committees of

the A.M-S.) have to present a

Imdget.

Then the jive candidates for Chief

yig were introduced, and addressed

Levana about the welfare of fresh-

ettes—next year.

Then the jour candidates for

Junior A.M.S. Rep. were intro-

duced.

Then, after clearing away the

dishes—in the process of which the

dining hall was also cleared—it

was about 7 :30 p.m.—the four can-

didates for President of the Levana

Raft

Society.

Is it any surprise that most
Levanites regard Levana as a farce

along with its self-perpetuating

hierarchy?

Emilia Gooch.

Portents

Emmanuel In Print . II

Editor, Journal:

I did want to congratulate your
paper for the brave stand you took

in supporting the New Party edi

tonally. I hope it is a portent of

future interest on the part of

journalists in this party soon to

he founded in Canada.

Walter G. Pitman, M.P.

Peterborough.

BAND APPLICATION
Written applications will

be received in the A.M.S.
office until noon of February

21, 1961, for the following

positions on the l%l-62
Queen's Band executive:

Band Manager,
Concessions Manager,
Pipe Band Drum Major

(experience not essential).

Head Cheerleader.

(Continued from page 2)
might gain some practice in

Oceanography, while this is also

the type of scene desired for

painting by the aesthetics. He
proposes a "price support for

bread fruit", claiming that "man
does not live by bread alone".

Since he is canvassing a restrict-

ed electorate, all 3 would need
literacy tests. This impossibility

forces him to rely on typical elec

toral appeal ; he remains depend
ant on their sympathy.

Subjected to the interrogation

of the audience, the voyagers re-

ceive such questions as "Why
didn't you take enough "glug"

for ail?", directed at the medical

man since he was the only one in

the position to steal it. Mr, Gunn
was considerably pleased by the

suggestion that the youngest

survive, as the youngest would

live longer.

The final decision was left to

the President of the Hillel Found-

ation. It was his opinion that

none should continue.

"Prfoessor Shaw's '5 year plan'

would be unsatisfactory ; Dr

Hinten doesn't want to go; Mr.

Gunn's only ambition is to de-

crease the population by war ; and

all Professor Sampson's inten-

tions lie in their abilitv to draw

"LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD'
uate course in electrical engineer-

ing he joined the staff of the
Dr. Bristow Guy Ballard, Vice-

President (Scientific) of the Na-

tional Research Council, has been
j

Westinghouse Electric and Man-

elected President of the Engine- \

cring Institute of Canada for the

year 1961-62. He will assume of-

fice during the 75th Annual

Meeting of the Institute in Van-

couver May 31-June 2, 1961 .

Dr. Billard, a native of Fort

Stewart, Ont., received his Bach-

elor of Science degree from

Queen's University in 1924. After

completing a Westinghouse grad-

ufacturing Company, East Pitts-

burgh, Penn., in 1925.

He was appointed to the Na-

tional Research Council of Can-

ada in 1930 and spent the follow-

ing 10 years building the electri-

cal engineering section of the

Division of Physics.

In 1946 Dr. Ballard was ap-

pointed Assistant Director of the

Division of Physics and Electrt-

UNIVERSITY GRADUATES
IN

AGRICULTURE, ARTS AND SCIENCE
with speiiolization in the

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

SALARIES — $4,560 - $7,860

Attractive positions are available with the Federal Departrn"it<of

Agriculture, Fisheries, Forestry, National Health and Welfare
r

and

Northern Affairs and National Resources at various centres throughout

FoTfuTl details see Information Circulars 61-700 61 -701 61 -2200

nd 61-2202 available at University Placement Offices, National

Employment Offices and District Offices of the Civil Service Com-

mission.

cal Engineering of the NRC, and

two years later, when a full Di-

vision of Radio and Electrical En-

gineering was established, Dr.

Ballard was named its Director.

He was appointed Vice-President

(Scientific) in 1954.

Dr. Ballard is a Fellow of the

American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, a Fellow of the In-

stitute of Radio Engineers, a

Member of the Association of

Professional Engineers of On-

tario, and of the Professional In-

stitute of the Public Service of

Canada.

A Doctor of Science degree was

bestowed upon Dr. Ballard by-

Queen's University in 1956.

In his second lecture to Grant

Hall and radio audiences, Pierre

Emmanuel stated that society is

losing its continuity and is be-

coming disjointed.

He attributed this gradual dis-

solving of mankind and society

to an attitude of irreverence for

age, an overestimation of youth

and the loss of abstraction in the

universe.

The fascination of youth, com-

bined with a fascination for the

"brand new", has caused societies

to look on the experiences of the

past (as revealed in aged per-

sons) as worthless.

Youth wishes to cram a life-

time of experience and hence, of

wisdom into a few short years,

and by this attitude, aids a dis

unity of purpose between suc-

ceeding generations. This per-

haps would be due to an over-

emphasis on the need to re-in-

vestigate one's sense of values

with advancing years.

Each generation feels it must

be an absolute beginning to

thwart conformity, but after re-

volting, usually finds itself in a

new conformity-

It is true, said M. Emmanuel,

that each must begin life in a

state of adolescence. But an ado-

lescent knows nothing. He lacks

experience with his surroundings,

What he knows has been taught

from a previous generation's ex-

perience.

The youth is presented to the

world; he is powerless and ig-

norant; he cries for recognition

in the face of society; but society

asks him to define his existence

and he can only answer, "I do

not know," and he adds, "but I

desire to . . -
"

There arises a problem at this

point, to become free from the

adolescent stage. Tins demand?

a concept of what this freedom

of the inner self is.

M. Emmanuel elaborated on

his concept of inner freedom. It

is not a careless letting-go of

self-control ; such freedom is

without substance and ends up

n disillusionment and return to

conformity.

It is, however, a reconciliation

of man as he sees himself and the

world as he sees it. This freedom

is explained in the image of a

chasm.

Men proceed, in adolescence,

up to the brink of a chasm, which

is paralleled to the call put to

him by society to define himself.

At this point there is an alterna-

tive. Men can attempt to bridge

the chasm, i.e. to find a purpose

in their lives, or can evade the

chasm and proceed along its brink

or even back away from it, i.e.

fall to blind acceptance of the

conformity of the day.

Self-expression is the essence

of reconciliation between the self I

and the world. To express one- him
I self it is necessary to be familiar

with one's inner being, to recog-

nize the unfinished nature of this

being, and to have confidence in

self-creation and self-shaping.

Works of self-expression are

of such a nature that although

desire may be present in the

artist, the product may be unreal,

that is, not including the artist's

character in it. The artist, as de-

fined bv M. Emmanuel, is that

man who seeks and feels the

urgency for self-expression, who

attempts to reconcile himself

with society.

He is more sensitive to the

conflict that such reconciliation

implies, a comprehension of the

language that he spontaneously

manufactures in his expression.

|
Neurosis is present in artists

malcy even if normalcy exists,"

he exclaimed.

Were an artist to be asked

about -taking psychiatric treat

ment, his answer would be 'yes'

if he thought the treatment would

further his quest for inner free-

dom, but otherwise 'no'.

The neurosis does not contain

the art, but the art may contain

the neurosis. He may use it as

his instrument of expression, re-

gardless of his own suffering

from it. It is to be remembered,

however, that neurosis is not the

"privileged ground of art."

An artist contains in himself,

as does every man, remnants of

his country's entire history and

character. He is the embodiment

of everything that went before

If he denies the nature of

the traditional, how can he hope

to achieve more than flat con-

formity?

The search for inner freedom

is a quest for unity. The more

sensitive the artist, the more he

feels this lack of unity and the

greater the chasm to be bridged

by his endeavours.

There is therefore a paradox to

be seen, that is, the greater the

degree of freedom, the greater the

slavery to pursue it, so that total

freedom is total slavery.

PATTON'S CL£AN£RS
DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDERING

In by 10:00 a.m.; Out by 5:00 p.m.

TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE

The Nicest Cleaning In Town

349 PRINCESS STREET DIAL LI 8-4292

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

for this reason, that a greater de-

gree of urgency in self-realiza-

tion and reconciliation is there. Art-

ists, under the broad definition of

the lecturer, are not what we would

consider normal.

If men were all well-adjusted,

self-expression would end. If

men were "normal", they would

cease to be man. "It is absurd to

think of reducing talent to nar-

INFORMAL MEETING
Hillel House, Wednesday.

February Sth, 5:30 p.m.

Guesf speaker: Pierre Em-
manuel'. Informal lalks. Sup-

per series.

For A Sure Tomorrow

. . . Insure Today

MR. J.
D. MoclNTOSH

OFFICE LI 2-4973

HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
Insuranci Company

home 0"pc!« toronto, canadx

GIFT PROBLEMS

Spearn's of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

COME IN AND SEE UNUSUAL AND EXCLUSIVE CIFTS

FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

330 Princess Street Dial LI 8-3434

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PK1DE

• PINS • RINGS

• BRACELETS

Choose your class pin oi

school insignia from a com- ' "

plete stock in sterling or

gold,

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE

158 PRINCESS ST.

JEWELLERS

DIAL LI 6-2261

A lesson in fashion logic, underlined in fabulous

-Twenty One" Orion . . - P^f'.K
fiLhrfand fuUy-feshioned . . to^j j
magic of bee front panels and a sextette of match

ing buttons ... a KUten pullover created to be the

best friend your skirts and slims ever had ...

available in six fabulous new Springtime pastels

. . sizes 34-40 . . - 58-95.

Without tlili libtl I

gtnulne KITTEN 1

J
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Queen'sTrackmeet

Under Criticism

At the last meeting of the Intra-

mural Athletic Council Mr. H.

Ohlcndorf of the Staff presented a

written plan, proposing a re-orga-

nization of the Intramural Track-

meet to comply with the following

complications, that arose from past

meets.

— Insufficient time and space for

good and safe competition.

—Too many entries of obviously

unqualified persons.

—A scarcity of competent track-

officials.

—People entering who were not

really interested in the actual events,

and thus appeared on the field in

ordinary street clothes.

In order to improve the quality

of the meet, and at the same time

to consider one of the objectives of

Intramural Athletics, namely par-

ticipation by as many interested

participators as is physically pos-

sible, the following suggestions

were made:

—Setting up of standards, which

each actual participator must pass

in order to compete in the actual

meet.

—A reslriction of entries for

each year.

—Eliminations to be organized

by the individual years so as to

only allow competitions from the

best in the actual meet, but giving

entry-points.

—A combined event in the three

most popular events (100 yds.,

shotput. and broadjump) also with

standards.

—Restriction of entry-points.

—Competition only by people in

suitable attire, as this would, fore-

most discourage people who are not

interested.

—EXTENDING the meet by an

extra day if necessary.

These proposals are being con-

Queen's Has Its Troubles

This past wt

By Richard Segee

kend, the Galden Gaels opened their series of
ro;il)

trips losing to the Assumption Lancers 73-61 Friday night,
and

S7 (shudder)-36 to the Western Mustangs Saturday night.

In the Assumption tilt, forward Ron Graham hooped the fj rsl

two points for the Lancers and took a lead which they never
| 05t

They held an 18-13 lead at quarter time, boosted its advantage
fo

38-29 by half time, and were on the top end of a 59-47" score
after

three periods of play.

Graham, who has now tallied

265 poi nts for the season, scored

Marg Benson. Heather Beers, Marg Welsh and Jessie Wallage, of Women's Intercollegiate

Badminton; champs for the third straight year.

sidered by the Council and appro-

priate action on an actual motion

is to be presented at the next

meeting.

Mr. Ohledorf is quite right in

suggesting a number of reforms in

the present set-up. The Intramural

Trackmeet was anything but a

success from a quality standpoint

although there was plenty of quan-

tity. The situation tends to get

rather ridiculous when a hundred

yard dash is sprinted in street

clothes and black Wellingtons. Some

clothes and black Wellingtons. The

times in both the sprints and the

long distance races were anything

but spectacular. If these improve-

ments are implemented, Intramural

Track may yet operate "in the best

interests of the student partici-

pants."

Don Norman will give an illustrated

folk to the International Club on Thurs-

doy on West Africa. 8:00 p.m., West
House Common Room of Chown Hall.

Mr. A. McLeod will deliver o paper

on "Equality" at the Philosophy Club

meeting in McNeill House North Com-
mon Room at 8:15 p.m. on Thursday.

Dr. Robert Stevens, medical mission

ary from the Belgian Congo, will speak

in the Ban Righ Common Room, Satur-

day at 7:30 p.m.

Interfacuity Debating Tournament,
February 13-1 7th.

fhe MILDEST
BEST-TASTING

CIGARETTE

CIVlLS FLUSH MM & G
DOWN TO

8

LET BOWL
By Rick Malt

Sparked by steel-nerved WUf Kangas, Civil Engineering dump-

ed Mining Metallurgy and Geology 20-6 on Saturday afternoon to

capture the Toilet Bowl, emblematic of supremacy ill touch football

among senior students of the various departments of Applied Science.

Which doesn't mean too much, now does it?

Kangas, who ran the end for

one touchdown and passed to

Rudy Gall and Gord Reid for the

other two, proved to be a cool

customer in his quartedrback slot.

His teammates and opposition

could also be described as "cool",

however, since the temperature

was 19 above with a biting north

wind.

SKENE VOTED MVP

AND 1961 CAPTAIN

M.M. & G. slotback Terry \ick-

cvson shone for the losers, along

with middle guard Bob Rogers

Mid John Payne, who snagged a

N'ickerson aerial for M.M. & G.'s

only scoring points. Glue-fingered

Dave Purcell executed a pass-

catcher's dream as he compiled a

100% record — of the seven pas-

tes thrown to him, he dropped

seven.

Gall exhibited dazzling speed

and deception, and repeatedly

sprinted downfiekl for long gains.

He rarely had the ball with him.

though, as Kangas was usually

passing with it. Too bad. Jerry

Fadie distinguished himself for

the victors by massaging the ears

of the referee and opposition with

liis mellifluous soft-toned com-

ments on the game and life in

2'-ncral. Diminutive Stu Watts,

middle guard and offensive cen-

ter, startled onlookers twice by
actually breaking into a run.

Civil coach Gord Dougal, keen-

minded strategist, introduced a

radical new concept to the game
of touch football. He stayed in his

warm apartment and guided his

club by mental telepathy.

Carl Giovanella was presented

with the Most Intelligent Player

ward following the game: Gio-

Dave Skene, a fourth year med-

ical student and a member of the

Senior Intercollegiate Football

team, has been voted by his fel-

low teammates as winner of the

Johnny Evans Memorial Trophy

for the 1960 season,

Not only was Dave MVP but

his teammates also showed their

high esteem of Dave by voting

him captain for the 1961 fall sea-

son.

Dave has been with the Gaels

for the past three years and this

year showed his versatility by

playing both offensive full back

and defensive corner lineback. In

the former role, Dave became a

hard-hitting ball carrier who
could be relied on to gain the

valuable two or three yards

necessary for the first down in

tight situations. On defense, Dave
played an important role in bot-

tling up opposing teams' end runs

or screen passes and from this

position gained a berth on the

Intercollegiate All Star team.

In his new role of captain,

Dave will bring valuable exper-

ience and desire to his teammates

and is certainly worthy of both
these recent awards.

Assumption s first 9 points and

after five minutes of play were

leading 9-5. The Gaels were far

from giving in and led by Tony

Rasporich, Al Raisbeck, and Fred

Reilly, they worked hard under

the backboards for offensive and

defensive rebounds. For awhile it

looked as if Queen's couldn't buy

a tip-in on the boards, and they

were forced to concentrate on

their own outside shooting.

As the half ended, Queen's had

outscored the Lancers from the

floor 14 to 13, but Assumption

sunk 12 of their 16 free throws

compared to 1 for 7 for the Gaels.

Assumption opened the second

half with a nine point lead and

soon opened it to 16 points at one

point in the third period. Again,

the Gaels fought back basket for

basket but lost out on the foul

line. In the last twenty minutes of

play, the Lancers scored 19 field

eoals and 9 foul shots while the

Tricolor sunk 12 field goals and

8 foul shots.

When the final statistics were

tallied, both teams had scored 26

field goals while the game was

won on the free-throw line.

Queen's sorely missed veteran

Denny Bozic on this trip who

.-tayed at Kingston for a couple

of seminars. In his place, Tony] from either the Queen's offens

the season. Tony-fought for re..

bounds, helped set ap the pla,,
s

and scored 13 points. Top scorer

for the Gaels was Bob Laughton

with 18 points, who also* played a

well-fought game.

AI Raisbeck scored 9 points

Fred Reilly 6, Mike Jackson
5,

Barry Stone and Graham Dowd-

en 4 each', and Ed Warda 2 to

lound out the scoring for Queen's.

Blake Stewart and Lloyd Budgeli

also saw action for the Tricolor,

Top man for Assumption was

Ron Graham who sunk 25 points.

Right behind was Jack Kelly with

20 points. Kelly was playing his

third game of the season after a

bout with the blood disease mono-

nucleosis. Other scorers for the

Lancers were Dunnion with 10

points, Ran 9, Girard 7. and "Big

Dick" Szeman with 2 points.

Saturday night, the University

of Western Ontario Mustangs,

playing their second game of

league competition, toppled the

Gaels 87-36.

Playing to a packed house, the

Mustangs stole the ball consist-

ently and racked up an early lead.

By half time, they held a 38-16

advantage which was soon open-

ed further as the second half com-

menced.

No credit can be taken away

Rasporich played his best game of

vanella got lost in a snowbank
and didn't emerge until the end

of the game.

$10,000 FOR STUDENTS
UFE INSURANCE AT THESE LOW RATES

ANNUAL PREMIUMS FIRST 5 YEARS
Ago 16 .....JJ6.90 As s 35 tS0.70
Age 20 1*9.10 Age 30 JS3.90

Isnei Rolol lor Amcwiili BVll $10,000. lt.-e' Rglei f« F«moI« Rilkt
liiuod Agai 1 6 Ihraugh 59

Ccnxilibls ond Rena.ohlo without Mtdlrol Eiaralnotinn
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS—non-concslloble lolol diiablliry Inccnn ond cddl-
lionol oeddaat litdtTtnlly ovoilobla lot lh" abova plan al a low a*lra prafalvm.

VA L T A Y LOR *^i«assfii«*«
©fdotnial Hit

e

560rWl«wA....TO r<.r..ol7,0r>I. HU. 7-1581
"More Pfu« a/ Mind Ptr Prrmium Dollar'"

TIRM • LIPI • DISABILITY • 0«OUP

Bear Abbey** •

A hockey game of interest to the

National Hockey League took place

on Friday at the Jock Harty Arena.

The MacDonald College girls semi-

professional hockey team were

hosted by the local Levana power-

house. The score was 3-1 for Mac-

Donald College, but it could have

been much higher if not for ex-

cellent goal-keeping by Rosie Jones.

This was the start of a new era in

hockey for Queen's. The fancy-

skating, or rather fast -skating, Mac-

Donald squad figuratively skated

circles and figure eights around the

home crew.

MacDonald scorers were Karen
Mi Cartuey with two and Trinkey

Hooker, daughter of the locally

famed "hook" Hooker, with one.

Helen Lewis tallied for Queen's,

capping off a well-executed pass

from two of her wingers.

Ice chips: For goalie Rosie

Jones, it was n great game . . . the

high scoring forward line of Willis,

McGinnis and Hanna patrolled the

ice lanes with considerable dexterity

. . . unfortunately, they were not

always heading in the right direc- 1

"""

Hon . . , most of the infractions

were for gossipping but the referees

only realized late in the final period

that this was a woman's prerog-

ative . . . Miss Cookie Cartwright
informed us that only forty dollars

were available for the team . .

the team also lacks a coach . . . Mac-
Donald are preparing for a much
tugher .sjame against the McGill
West India club . . . We trust the
game will not he segregated.

or Western's good defensive ball.

The Mustangs played a niau-to-

nian defense and appeared to be

"ball hungry" as they broke up

play after play. Gradually, the

Queen'smen found themselves

cornered and were unable to get

off good shots. 'i

The Tricolor are looking for

their revenge on February 25th

when the Mustangs invade the

Golden Courts for the last home

game and last league game of the

season.

Bob Laughton was again top

scorer for Queen's as he hooped

10 points. Blake Stewart scored 8

points, and Barry Stone contri-

buted 6, Llyod Budgeli 4, Tony

Rasporich 3, Raisbeck and Reilly

2 each, and Graham Dowden I

point.

Gary Boug was top man for

Western with 21 points, closely

followed by Ron Lawson with

IS. Every other Mustang hit the

scorebook as Howsen scored lh

Tucker 9, Griffin 7, May, Kys-

dale, Myer and Isaacs 5 each, and

Williamson with 1.

Next game Saturday, Feb.

Queen's Intermediate and Gac -

travel to McGill.

Helios : Congratulations to Cap-

tain Bob Laughton on your en-

gement.

Good-night, Penny, wherever

on are.

Ski

HEY SKIERS !

Club — Alt those in-

terested in a Sunday ski trip

to Snow Ridge come to the

main hall in the gym at 7:00

tonight. Bus cost will be $3.50.

Spread the word around.
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Notes From The Dean
does a University Educa-

jrofit a woman?

,Vo,nen,
for essentially the

reasons as men, are now
University education,

the field of higher learn-

it 3s

line

eking

liiion'"

A University education is a

i- ary preparation for so

,
careers today open to wo-

id moreover, women are

likely as men to seek

"pledge for its own sake, and

!cause
it will equip them to

'

an intelligent part in the

5fld
today.

I

know that there is a feeling

[it
many girls come to college

jth the boarding-school myth of

'

and dates and football games,

(I at the end of it all, a husband

3 marriage. Granted that mar-

age may be the happy ending,

arriage is a career that has

ver been hurt by intelligence,

tor is marriage the "ending",

ul
rather the beginning of an-

[ther
phase of life. A woman

»th a university education can

(ifer so much to her home, her

[aiband and her children. She

take an intelligent, active

itt in community affairs, pursue

[ :r own intellectual interests to

|t enrichment of her home and

[her own mind, and often com-

ber own special career with

arriage, particularly at the time

then her children are old enough

jbe at school most of the day.

Ilbout fraternities

:

fraternity woman myself, I

Y the good purpose served

Convener .

.

On behalf of the LeVana Society,

is my pleasure to express best

Wt« for an enjoyable evening

those attending the Levava

N't "A Mtdsnmmer-NigMs

j

On! of a cold February night, yon
f" cuter into a mood of warmth

gaiety created by the magic

of Mother Nature and set

[Jin by the enchanting sounds of

Don McCallum Orchestra and

y Sol Gunner Combo,
'oall those on my committee and

f those mho contributed in any way,

|) heartfelt thanks for helping to

a"9e a nightmare into a real

''Hummer-Nights Dream", an
tying which I hope will be

""arable to all.

Carol Peifeh,

Levana Formal Convenor.

by fraternities and the loyalty
they inspire. They often solve a
housing problem on the large
campus, can promote academic
and social standards, and offer a
small unit of friends that is val-
uable, particularly to girls who
do not live in residence and who
might otherwise be lost in the
big universities with their thou-
sands of students, but I believe
that fraternities are now outmod
ed in Canadian universities and
serve no purpose that could not
be filled as well by other organ
tzations specifically associated

with the academic life and stu-

dent activities.

About Levana:

I am impressed with the work
of the executive of the Levana
society which represents the wo-
men students of Queen's. This
year they have examined some
of the traditional activities and
have come up with some fresh

suggestions. Initiations were well

run this year. Susie-Q week is to

be altered. They have shown a

thoughtful attitude that refuses

to accept things that have been 1

perpetuated through customs that

may need re-examination in the

light of the present, and their

relation to a growing university.

About initiations:

I know that students come to

the university in their first year

expecting initiation. It is part of

the tradition and develops, at its

best, a year spirit and the first

sense of belonging to Queen's.

But it can be disillusioning. I

bate pressure groups of all kinds

and interference with personal

freedom. However, I probably

sound horribly stuffy — acutely

elderly, if not downright infirm!

And I have great faith in sopho-

mores who indoctrinate the

Freshmen and who are in a posi-

tion to pass on the high standards

of social and academic conduct

in keeping with the tradition of

this University. This brings nie

back to the place of women in, a

university. Women are really

only beginning to establish their

right to higher education. They

must prove their intellectual in-

tegrity. They have a special re-

sponsibility and opportunity to

establish principles of good taste

and dignity associated with their

particular sphere of influence.

With the men, they represent the

strength of Queen's, both as un-

dergraduates and graduates. The

future of Queen's, although it re-

quires inspiration and direction

from its administrators and

Faculty, belongs to the students

Puck's Plaint
1 know a bank where the wild thyme blows,

IVhere oxlips and the nodding violet grows,

Quite overcanopied with the luscious woodbine,

With sweet musk rases and with eglantine."

Midsummer Night's Dream

A Midsummer
Night's Dream

We come

together

Wistful

Lips ported

timid and tender

Yet passion melts us

and we laugh

"Like poetry? That s fine, but

don't quote it when women are

around — they go mad, quite

mad. You see where it got me,

flaked out against this toadstool,

Thafs the trouble with women,

they think that what's possible in

poetry is possible in life ; the

trouble with us men is that we

hate to see women disappointed.

When they want the moon we

get it for them, and then they

realize they don't like green

cheese. They just can't face

facts..

"In fact, that's the reason I'm

here. The other day I was skat-

ing, (after hitchhiking a ride to

earth on a pink parachute), flying

across the ice and singing at the

top of my lungs my favourite

lines about thyme and musk

roses etc— oh, it was glorious —
sun, ice, wind; violets, woodbine,

eglntine (the metre had to be

adjusted a bit).

"Then — WHAM — I'm sure

they tripped me. One of them,

the leader it seemed, was a cute

little blonde and with much fem-

inine guile she fussed about my
fall and please where was this

beeootiful place I was shouting

about. That's how it started. Can

you believe it, that blonde had

me convinced that the thing I

j

wanted most to do, in or out of

the mortal world, was to recreate

that scene, to take that campus

chameleon hall by the tail and

slay it once and for all.

"Well, we didn't get the tale,

but we did manage a reasonable

facsimile of a dream, a Midsum-

mer Night's dream at that. (All

right, I'm sorry, it's been a hard

week.)

"But the problems . . . where

on earth to get musk roses in

midwinter? Have you ever tried

air-expressing eglantine? These,

you see, are practical matters

that are completely beyond wo-

men. It was all, all left to me.

And yet, with their poetry and

my skill you'd never know the

place — it's even better than old

Will's original.

"Just wait till you see . . . it's

enchantment (quite literally, do-

it-myself style) — delicate flow-

ers, magic lanterns, great bough-

ed trees wreathed with fireflies,

airy improbabilities floating like

thistledown. Musicians there will

be aplenty: Quince McCallum

and his "hautboys" for dancing,

Snug Gunner and his combo tor

jazzing, Flute Mohr and his ac-

cordian for drinking . . . Ah, my
ladies, I have made the evening to

your order.

"And where will I he? You'll

never really know, but I'll be

making up for the past work-

week. Do you remember how

once before, when Will Shake-

speare corralled me into perform-

ing, I sprinkled moonshine here

and there and got all the lovers

in the worst mix-up you ever

saw ; one sweet young thing even

fell in love with a donkey. Come

to think of it, that has possibili-

ties on a large scale . . . perhaps

my interference will not really be

necessary. But, just in case, I'm

off to garner some moonshine —
we'll see tonight what fools these

mortals be."

D.E.C.

from The

President** •

It is a privilege to be able to say

"welcome" to all those who will

share with us to-night the charm

and excitement of "A Midsummer

Night's Dream."

I think our theme is most appro-

priate for us at Queen's, for no

place could we find greater freedom

to let our hopes, ambitions, and

dreams rise to the hit/best possible

heights. We live and work under

the guidance of men and women of

vision and courage, and have every

possible advantage—social, cultural,

academic—presented to us. In such

a setting, U is hard to keep from

catching the spirit of enthusiasm,

and the desire to strive for ever-

greater realms of knowledge and

achievement. Inspiration is ours, if

we arc only wilting to accept it.

We are highly privileged to have

this opportunity—and to be able to

call ourselves men and women of

Queen's.

I hope that the -dream' will affect

you as it has me. Enjoy yourselves

to-night—and may all your dreams

come true !

Dawn Campbell,

President, Levana.

LEVANA
SOCIETY ELECTIONS

President — Pat Lamb

jr. AMS Rep — |one Mathews

Chief Vigilante —
Judy McAdom

Arfcsmen

There will be an open meeting

of the Arts Society Tuesday, Feb.

14 at 11 :00 a.m. to hear speeches

from the candidates tor executive

positions on the Society. Classes

will be cancelled for this bjur

and all Artsmen are urged to at-

tend. It's in Grant Hall.

THIS IS YOUR GOVERN-
MENT! ! t

tor. r acuity. ueiu«s 3 LU ——"

—

OBSOLESCENCE UNLIMITED
' ' . . •

i ;>c ,if,i>:iu in the eves oi
: man

The
vana Society is outmod-

women of Queen's have
since ceased to demand a

es'»an for their needs and
n'°ns; they are no longer a
*le-minded minority, segregat-

| . [
0t" campus politics and ac-

IJes uy virtue of their sex.

e "bond of union" disap-
fs when the candles are blown
n !Hj the women realize they

"

essential and welcomed mem-
' °f a relatively homogeneous

Queen's society.
"
They realize that the areas of

activity and worthwhile organiz-

ations are to be found outside the

artificial and unnatural sphere of

Levana. Although their constitu-

tion states Levana's purpose is

"to fit its members so that they

may take their place in the larger

society of the world with dignity

to themselves and credit to their

institution," the women know

that their broad goals will never

didates in other years, and in

other residences. No one has

mentioned new ideas that might

exist, by which candidates might

be judged.

A tiny hierarchy runs this or-

ganization, endeavouring by such

the Fashion Show to

be found in a committee room m

Chown Hall. So they forget Le-

vana until election day when a

vaguely familiar face appears on

the candidates' board.

The proper dignity and re-

straint conspicuous in a Levana

Action is surpassed only by the projects

ST the residence women justify its existence every yea,

P
, L. iterance of the city

j
The petty nature of Levana s ac-

and the ignoi«
tivities recommends it to none

b
°WhTshould they care? They but the frustrated or the status-

are totally unfamiliar with can- seeking organization women, and

hastens its decay in the eyes oi

others who want valuable experi-

ence in the broader fields of the

arts, humanities, or public af-

fairs.

These are fields in which

Queen's women are rightly inter-

ested as individuals, and fields to

which a united, purposeful Le-

vana would make an excellent

contribution for the benefit of

the whole campus. Educated,

broad-minded women are in de-

mand as never before in our so-

ciety, and it is our responsibility

to gain experience at Queen's

while we have the time and en-

ergy to learn.

Although it is the stated pur-

pose of Levana to provide such

opportunities, it has failed

miserably to realize its potential.

The closed circle of committee

work has not grown, and its ac-

tivities are so mundane that girls

(continued on page 5)
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Ophelia Beware!
Once a year women at Queen's write their own Journal and

establish their own editorial policy. After a first quick glance

other students (mostly male) react mechanically. They become

critical, aggressive, or disgusted, for they anticipate a kind of

glorified Ladies' Home Journal with delicate articles on bow to catch

a Queen's man, or blustering manifestos on the inalienable rights

of women on campus. Neither of these problems interests lis

greatly.

This paper is not centred around any one particular theme.

We have urged contributors to express themselves freely on any

subject and in any manner they wish. We have tried to write

sincerely and subjectively. It is perhaps an alarming sign that

many co-eds are eager to see their poetry in print, but feel in-

adequate when it comes to writing about a serious subject in

liard prose which invites analysis and demands that ideas follow

one another logically. We begin to suspect that some student-poets

use verse to cover-up the vagueness of their half-ripe impression-

istic wanderings. Verse somehow sanctions loose thinking and

these "poets" confuse subjectivity with obscurity.

Another cause for concern is the noticeable lack of wit or even

light-hearted humour among the women on campus. They take

themselves and their ideas very seriously; they are introspective

and hyper-sensitive. Let us try to picture the Queen's co-ed. She

arrives at the university looking very attractive, excited and eager.

By mid-October all her care-free gaiety has vanished and her

face is distorted by a worried frown. The fresbette. however, feels

under no obligation as yet to appear wise and so she remains charm-

ing. By second year the college girl feels that she should sound

intelligent sometimes. In order to be able to put forward clever

opinions on special occasions she listens attentively to her pro-

fessors, copying every word they utter. Soon she is searching for

I ruth, trying to reconcile the inner life v::lh the outer liL striving

to "know" herself, picking at the intrinsic value of reality, the in-

trinsic reality of value, and the real value of intrinsiencss. She

struggles to find words to express herself on these subjects.

Christianity tantalizes her with a ready-made vocabulary which

describes all mysteries. For the moment she rejects it. If her

memory is a good one, and it usually is, she will quickly assimilate

the frequent pat expressions and cliches used to communicate ideas

on these abstract subjects. She accepts the common language, and

converses in it without understanding what realities the words

stand for. Because of the insecurity of her position she asserts

her ideas with great enthusiasm, and her timidity changes to ped-

antry and pompousenss. Learning becomes a manifestation of

her inner drive for power and recognition. Usually, in a year or

so, after many heated discussions on such subjects as "W hat makes

better bed-time reading — Plato or Aristotle?" she begins to

quest);n the value of thir. ^;arch for Truth with the capital T At

the end of a successful university career she recognizes with quiet

cynicism that she will never be an intellectual giant, that her

ideas are banal, and her manner of expressing them trite. Afraid

to step into the world she settles into graduate studies, or marries

the first man who makes her feel wanted.

' The organized, successful student becomes quiet adept at

dividing the different facets of her life into neat compartments. She

devotes a definite number of hours to studying so that she can

pass; there is an alloted time for socializing, for cultural pursuits,

for self-analysis, She may intend to spend a week trying to come
to grips with her inner self, or plan to concentrate on becoming

cultured during one semester. She is dimly aware that culture is

important and that somehow femininity and culture are related.

So aggressive and persistent is she in the dissection of her person-

ality and in all that she experiences that she does not leave herself

open and receptive to life itself, She forgets that life can not be

sought after; it must be absorbed, with a kind of courageous

abandonment.

In the summertime the college girl becomes quite different.

She stands straight and tall, her body soaking in the sun. her hair

whipping about her face, tossed by the wind. She laughs and she

runs. Most likely she is working eight hours a day with persons

who look a little embarrassed for her when she talks of her failure

to progress in her search for coherence, for Truth, or Spiritual

Unity, or whatever it is she is seeking. And yet, ideas which were
tasted during the scholastic year are digested, and become mean-
ingful in the light of new experiences,

Four years at university can change the charming freshness

of a young girl into boredom and insecurity. Often it makes her
hard and cynical. Because she is insecure, because she has ques-

tioned her ideals and rejected them, she graps frantically at the first

new ideology that floats her way, or more usually, reverts to the

values of her childhood and presses them to her with even greater

passion than did her parents before her. The woman graduate rarely

achieves the ability to think creatively or logically, and although she

is sensitive to her own dilemma, she lias lost the ability to feel

deeply and spontaneously about thing.- outside her, A university

education is important and enjoyable for a woman. We would be
the last to deny its value. If it is valuable, it is also dangerous.

AcflSBtT)'^

"And the rib which

God had taken from a,

Ham 'n Dreggs
Streaking through the wildest

blue yonder, Ham watched the

planet earth diminish and diminish

and finally pass into nothing. He
couldn't eat bananas or amble about

his cage or stare hack at humans.

Why and bow he was hurtling

upwards, strapped in this miser-

able capsule from Canaveral, was

incomprehensible to him. One

unique and startling thing resulted

from it all — he had truly an ape's-

eye view of the earth with a civili-

zation plastered on it, created by

the 'higher-evolved'. He saw the

planet spinning and imagined the

nations and their people in a similar

state of continuous activity, of

turmoil. They regarded Progress

as the ultimate but where were

they going ? Progress was tur-

bulent, but was progress their justi-

fication for the turbulence that

marred (heir civilization ? The

giant strides in science were being

taken into the universe rather than

within the planet. Giant minds

were given greater recognition for

discovery in fields of physical

rather than social sciences.

The burgeoning masses of Latin

America, Asia and Africa were

demanding recognition and im-

provement of their political and

economic lot. Opportunists were

picking them up and tossing them

about. The genuinely interested

might too, hut usually they pumped

in aid and guidance in spurts, and

the results were simply inadaquate

and too slow. The 'underdeveloped'

nations were seeking to raise their

people: their desire was over-

whelming but their experience too

limited, and their action, too hasty.

These people were herded into

rival camps whose leaders marched

up the summit with armies of

MODEL Parliament
The tone of this year's parlia-

ment was of a much higher order

than last year. General conduct

was dignified without being stodgy.

Great precautions were taken to

keep it so, including a threat to

clear the gallery because of one

anarchist and to lock doors so as

to discourage raiders. It was fun to

hear a "Newistl* advocate the send-

ing of Canadian high school grad-

uates to "underdeveloped" countries

in order that they might lose "the

veneer of civilization" and thus

improve their mental health. This

suggestion did little to break the

solemnity ; the current Prime

Minister scratched his ear ; the

Leader of the Opposition blinked

his bug blue eyes: the New Party

leader stroked his heard : the

Speaker simply clasped his hands

and presided.

The Liberals rose and fell

enough times to give members

exercise hut indicated a high level

of irresponsibility, not in keeping

with the Mouses of Parliament.

Mr. Green's speech was ex-

tremely elementary — it was dis-

appointing to hear a man of his

status, from the parliament Queen's

was attempting to emulate, so

insipid and uninspiring.

All in all, student participants

made it a very c o m m c n d a b 1 e

MODEL P a r 1 i a m e n t which

brought some thoughtful, worth-

while bills to attention, and dis-

cussion.

Joan Harman

ineffectual words and stalked back

down again to continue their

desperate battles to accumulate

arms, woo the uncommitted, and

universalize their ideologies. Would

a petty clash of words, one in-

judicious finger on THE button

end the struggle between the haves

and the have-nots, and between the

east and the west ? Thus be con-

sidered the possibilities but they

were remote — millions of miles

below him on that small planet.

Earth.

On a more personal level, with

the tribal warfare in Africa, the

Royal Tour in India, the famine in

China, the only place for a peace-

loving, philosophically inclined

monkey was here in this capsule.

Soon, alas, he would be plummet-

ing earthward; what a future !

Imagine all those flashbulbs, the

blood tests, the push buttons, the

movie contracts, unless . . .

He thumbed through his space

mauuel and found the lever marked
pilot-control ; with one movement
the ship was his and he pointed its

nose towards a distant bright blue

galaxy. (Think of the conster-

nation back at Cape Canaveral !)

Slowly he donned his diplomatic

gear — white tie, tails, credentials,

cocktail glass — tins was, after all,

something of an occasion. Adjust-
ing his monocle he steadied himself
for the landing.

The door opened and he gazed
out upon an ultra-violet haze. He
took from his pocket two sealed

test tubes, one pink, one blue ; then,

grinning like the ape he was, he
poured the contents of both into

the cocktail glass. With decorum
befitting the Reorigin of the
Species be stepped into the mist
and raised his glass to Darwin.

made into a woman and i

her to the man."
i

This passage raises
the

problem of the meaning
an(/

pose of woman. Tradition

,

have been defined in ytnn& ^
relation with man. Mai

end is to glorify God, uonian .

to complement man, N e>:t

'

Levana will be called upon
,

evaluate her position on ca

to determine whether the
g0^1

ment of the women, by ti1P .,, ^

and for the women shall ^
from Queen's. Does Levana

a distinctive note to the unlvc

community ? This is the

question.

Our motives for coming

university differ from those ofJ
We are unkindly described

modem debutantes going w |, (

the bunting is good. The m0|j

cannot be absent from any 0[

as long as we concede marria

to be the natural career for won

This means
.
that we cannot 1^

crassly uitilitariau in our view

education as men, or otherwise]

must press for courses feati

Dr. Spock or Groceteria
'Oii

Upmanship'. Levana's other all

native is to support the y

highest standards in the conimunj

of learning. She will lit obliged!

fight all the pressures of modi

society on intellectual integral

the last defence of liberal i\

against the oncoming horde

technicians and specialists. Unive

sity housewives would he the

tural elite, W.A. teas the \i

vestige of civilization. Wliichen

view of education Levana pre

for, she has distinctive interests

defend, irregardless of facility,

On the other hand, ii worn

refuse to accept the convenlioi

view that the home is their w

fit habitat, they are faced v

inevitable tension in choosin

tween marriage and a career. C

the demands of motherhood

reconciled with a full-time i

cation ? If she chooses the latt

she is forced to fight the prejud

of society, especially the femini

element. Yet motherhood

progressive lessening of care, awl

woman may he free of such respo

sibihtv bv her fcrties. Perha]

Levana could be the orgamii

nucleus of a nation-wide tvoma

pressure group for a foiir-hc

working day for married worn

Perhaps, she could organia

science branch to work on test-tii

babies, although to me the thoufl

is repulsive.

Levana represents the women

Queen's. Unless we grapple*1

the basic problems which li'E

education raises about the role

women in society, we cannot s

a distinctive note on cani|»

University is a time for chalk"

ing basic assumptions. l'<-'
rll!i

Levana will find its p" rP°*
,

doing just this as regards our 1 '

of woman. This could be done

the form of lectures, (at Sun

tea once a month ?•), discus"?

the residence, a study comj"1

additions to the Ban Rig'1

. . . Perhaps initiation in|°~c
\

would come to mean Iriitiatio

the search for the meaw"S

womanhood.
Marjorie

WANTED
... for QUARRY

Prose and Poetry

Deadline, February 2°th

CONTACT C. STONE

LI 2-5865
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ChtttlOe Of pac€ fOr OUild fractured reactions
"

if What's your reaction to a broken leg? Not your

f0 combat February doldrums

e
Queen's Drama Guild has pro

''iLj a comical antidote. An eve- M.P

at Book of the Month" (or

.SeX

it
has been properly advertised,

Comes to Cheltenham"

)

,cs much needed relief from a

jjaf
rassed schedule of essays and

meetings.

This English comedy is not an

easy P'
ay t0 Pro^uce '

especially

|0f a University group, where the

age
range of available actors is

^gssarily limited. On the whole,

how
/er, this group seems to have

overcome the problems incurred

when twenty year olds are called

upon to play more mature roles.

Martin Ware, as the father in this

Hghthearted piece was the most

successful in sustaining difficult

characterization. A number of

persoHal touches such as the twitch

of the moustache and a raised

eyebrow were delightful and quite

j n the tradition of English farce.

The story is merely a piece of

floss but it melts pleasantly in the

mouth. When the daughter of a
respectable Conservative English

secretly publishes a novel
paralleling "Peyton Place" in its

boldness, confusion and misunder-
standing run riot in the Halliday
household. Of course everything
ends up happily, boy gets girl, (the
girl, we expect will collect her 500
pounds for the film rights and go
the way of all precocious young
female writers) and all is forgiven.

In the second scene of this
play, which depicts the events
described in the daughter's
novel, all the actors are given
wonderful opportunities to pull

out the stops in pure melodra-
ma. Luckily, none of them goes
too far and the scene escapes
from what might have been
mere slapstick.

Pamela Wakeling, as Bim Halli-

day, the budding authoress (and
the cause of all the confusion) is

at her best in this scene. Earlier

in the play, where the role deman-

ded both the innocence and exu-

berance of an eighteen year old still

not quite sure of herself, I felt Miss
Wakeling was too sophisticated.

But in the second scene where she

plays Bim as Bim sees herself in

the novel, she is a properly con-

vincing vamp. Her stage move-
ments are particularly graceful and
a pleasure to watch.

the negro christ
A spray of white that spanned the east —
We waited, every man and beast.

The cloud removed, the Man stood up

Rustling in his folds of cloak

Holding high the ancient cup.

Dramatic silhouette of old!

I watched the faces all around

Attentive, awful — masks were gone —
Like withering grapes the sun shone on

Perspiring purple on the ground.

The faces glistened in the sun

And water fell

And wasted on the land

— they did not see —
Were wet and blind and could not see

The wasted water on the land.

We were behind, we at this back

Could see the folds, the cup, the FAITH,

The clustered crowd about the Man.

And then he turned . . .

The crowd recoiled

The water turned to scorching sand

And we, no longer at his back.

Could see his face—a glistening Black!

His water fell

And wasted on the land

As pearls in darkness do.

Christine Douglas

In the second half of the play

she is more genuine and she de-

velops the characterization (what
little development there can lie in

a play of this kind) very nicely.

As the mother, Frances Dunn
must be congratulated for a

good piece of acting. At a disad-

vantage from the start, because

she just doesn't look thirty-nine

years old, Miss Dunn is, on the

whole, able to overcome this

handicap. Her voice was very

good for the role. Sometimes,

though, her movements were
too jerky and far too light. She
seemed to be uneasy with her

cigarettes and I also wished that

she had played out some of the

pauses afforded her in the sec-

ond scene. In this scene, how-

ever, her facial expressions

were excellent and in the last

scene I think she captured the

feeling of maturity most suc-

cessfully. There she was quite

believable as the mother of an

eighteen year old daughter.

As Col. Howard Barnes-Bradley,

a wonderful caricature of a stuffy

army-officer, Peter Saunders was

once again in his element, and even

introduced some very human

touches in his depiction of the

starchy colonel.

I don't know if Leslie Marshall's

Scottish accent is native or not.

No matter, it was very effective.

Playing a bashful country do«tar,

who has a hidden passion for Mrs.

HalHday's sister, Marshall had

some of the funniest lines of the

play and he took full advantage of

them.

As the object of the authoress'

affections. Martin Gerwin looked

better in a riding habit than in a

swashbuckling cloak and was much

more likeable as the ineffectual

young journalist than as a comic

rendition of Douglas Fairbanks jr.

Both Mary Paterson as the

maid, and Dorothy Fowler as

Marcia, Mrs. Halliday's sister,

were able actresses. Miss Fow-

ler suffered from her youthful

appearance though, and still

could have made more of her

role as a pseudo-intellectual.

Miss Paterson sitting on Mr.

Saunder's knee was a delightful

picture. Her Cockney accent

was at times a little forced but

she was still convincing as a

specimen of the English servant

class.

A play such as "Book of the

Month" needs good voices, for

much of the humour is dependent

upon proficient delivery of comic

lines. The cast accomplished this

very well and very little of the

humour was lost. There was also

a good balance between the char-

acters. They played well together, ,

and the tone was never jarred by

reason of one character being out

of tune with the others. This inter-

play is of course essential for

comedy and all the actors resisted

any possible temptation to over-

play or overpower the others.

The style of acting necessary

for the success of this play is,

of course, completely different

from that of "King Lear" or

"The Waste Land". There must

be a comic awareness, a light-

ness of touch and good sense of

timing. All the actors showed

an appreciation of these factors.

Martin Ware and Leslie Mar-

shall seem to have the greatest

potential for this kind of acting

and both could do well in pur-

suing their fine sense for com-

edy.

The costumes for this play were

well chosen. Miss Walteling's

dress in the second scene, and Miss

Fowler's outrageous hat were par-

ticularly good. The set too was

adequate.

While this play is not "impor-

tant" and has no "message", it is

a delightful piece of the theatre

which both the audience and the

cast can enjoy together.

Mary Wilkins

What's your reaction to a broken leg? Not your own but

somebody else's. With seven (or is it eight?) Queen's types recent-

ly sporting large white casts around the campus, this is obviously

;i question of great importance. The following guide, compiled

through personal experience and with all due acknowledgment to

Cyrano dc Bergcrac, is to aid you in a basic personality analysis.

Omniscient: Skiing.

Naive: Oh! Did you break your leg?

Chivalrous: If that weren't such a heavy cast I'd carry you in

my arms!

Encouraging: Race you to the corner?

Aesthetic: if I bad a cast like that, I'd at least get one on the other

leg too so they'd match!

Medsman: To me that looks like a comminuted fracture of the

navicular with avascular necrosis of the distal fragment.

Scienceman: You'd think those doctors could make casts a little

more shapely!

Prof: Do you realize that the coefficent of thermo conductivity

of that cast is 3.3 Btu-in/sq ft-hr-dcg f.?

Keener: Lucky it was your right leg and not your writing arm!

Artsman: Lucky it was your right leg and not your drinking arm!

Literary: May L autograph my latest poem?

Practical: 1 understand you have some skis for rent?

Spoil-Sport: You should know better than that at your age!

Kingstonian: I told you those wild Qucen'smen would do you no

good

!

Epic-Historian: Did I ever tell you all the trouble 1 b

broke my leg?

Dramatic: Is this a leg which I see before me?

Beatnick: Like jive much?

Optimist: It'll be great when you get your cast off!

Pessimist: Wait til you get the cast off! Your leg will be so

you'll need crutches for another two weeks.

Mary Esther White.

how i chose my last husband

when I

tiff

a lesson in woomanship
with acknowledgement to

Stephen Potter

Automobile Gambit

;

Fill the ashtray with cigarette

stubs. Buy half-a-dozen lipsticks

in striking but contrasted reds

(Fatal Apple, Eden End, Oblivion,

Cinderella's Pumpkin, Lover's Lip,

etc.) and paint the ends of the

stubs with these reds to give an

impression not only of the smart-

ness, but of the variety and fre-

quency of companionship with

girls.

Note: Few, if any. women like

this gambit, but it impresses fellow

wooincn.

U.S.S.R. Exchange

The deadline for applications for

the NFCL'S-U.S.S.R. exchange is

Sunday. February 19th. Two stu-

dents from Queen's will be sent

to the finals, where five students

from Canada will be chosen i"

represent Canada aud NFCt S in

a nip to five universities in the

U.S.S.R. this May. For further

information and application forms

phone Mary Wilkins S-3103.

Don't be misled by the title;

I didn't chose him at all. In fact

it was all quite painless; my will

scarcely felt bim usurping it. One

day I was looking for eggs under

a juniper bush and there he was

dressed in a pine-tree, terribly

stalwart. My first impulse was to

run and go swimming but he

placed a cloud on my hair, praising

my new hat. Then we flew to visit

some starlings and everyone drank

my perfume. Once in a storm, he

spread out a dream the colour of

my eves and it matched his shadow.

After that whenever I found

orange-peels he changed them into

window-panes and we would laugh

at the dirt under our finger-nails.

There was that winter in the art

gallery when the wind blew us

into our graves. I could see the

paint trembling but with one of

his winks he rolled over into April.

As soon as I noticed our raincoat

was missing, I fled to the dock

but just caught a glimpse of his

blackness through the sail. I threw

him tears and tears, — Now in the

market-place covered with leaves

I count my seeds, listening for his

cough.

Anne E. Porter

aubade
The night that is past

Was summer's briefest; not more swiftly will

The beacon-dawn answer the fiery west

Kindling fields with jewels overcast.

It may be thot here

Oberon led a graceful company

Wearing the silks of roses, and fresh crowns

Of plaited grass in honour of the year.

Thoy do not stay,

But, like the silent moth, when morning breaks

Fmd shadowy refuge. Now the lusty birds

Praise in their song mid-summer's heady day.

R. S.

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP

and SHOE SHINE

Four Barbers

316 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 2-9717

(ipumt &tmt
Unitrb QUimrt?
cohmeh cLinar » oueen •»»-

rev. E. W. Norton b.a.. b.d.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 12TH

10:45 a.m. Sunday School

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young Peoples

From left to right ; Dean Bryce
;

Dawn Campbell, Carol Peifer. Mme. Duncan.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKKD FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET. KINGSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT 55-50 FOR $5,00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Amngementi at Rainbow Ra

Look For The Bottles With

The Torton Tops

JAMAICA DRY
GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI - COLA

ELDER'S BEVERAGES
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Emmanuel - last ouhcbs
It was not a matter of waiting

suspended for the kernel of truth

in the last sentence of the third

lecture which would define a

creative way to freedom. Fierre

Emmanuel, speaking as a poet

about the general problem of

freedom, attempted to formulaic

meaningfully a number of ques-

tions. In his first lecture he sug-

gested two types of freedom : a

determined freedom and a crea-

tive freedom; but there was no

analytical attempt to follow these

definitions out. He said that

freedom, in his mind, was not a

clear definition — rather some-

thing experienced in the process

of living, not to be contained in

an abstract concept.

Throughout, Pierre Emmanuel

was a poet seeking expression, so

lhat his ideas had an emotional

if not logical consistency. The

problem of freedom, for him, is

bound up with the problems of

knowing and defining oneself,

and of communication. He spoke

of the world today as a broken

one, lacking harmony and pat-

tern. The task of youth is to

enter the world and free itself

from the prison which learning

has created around it. Youth

seeks experience. Some want to

lest the limits of their freedom,

and to give themselves the abso-

lute freedom from external re-

strictions which is so unaccept-

able to others and results in sla-

very to the passions. Freedom,

Emmanuel pointed out, is not

merely a matter of letting oneself

go, for this usually results in

some sort of "hangover of free-

dom"; but there is a need for

self-realization, for freedom from

one's own chaos and for emer-

gence into one's own form.

Some are content not to know

what they are or what man is. Of

these people it is said that they

are "normal beings". As a poet

explores the possibilities of the

creative way to freedom, Emman-
uel said that to know oneself one

must express oneself. The crea-

tion of poetry in a process of self-

definition. In answer to the ques-

tion of how it is one becomes a

poet, he pointed out that the poet

does not will to express himself

but that a poem in some sense

forces itself into existence; it may
break forth like a volcano on a

quiet sea.

The poetical word organizes

the world into some coherence,

but not in the way the discursive

word does. Language exists as

a spiritual being in the poet. In

his writing, words have the

power of deeds, and express a

reality more evident than that of

the external world, which is at

the same time contained within

the words. Travel towards ex-

pression is a painful fight through

language, and this fight is the

fight to master, organize and

come to grips with one's world.

The writing of poetry is for the

poet a learning to move in words

which he docs not necessarily

understand.

Poetry is the experience of

freedom, and it must always he the

freest kind of language. Poetry is

not the articulation of meaning.

Emmanuel felt that unlike phil-

osophers, poets do not attempt to

assert or affirm, or to resolve

logical contradictions; instead,

poets just live. The rational pro-

cesses of the mind tend to drain

the well of inspiration, and the

rational mind can become the

censor of the imagination because

reason is completely devoid of

imagination. A poem does not

start from an idea, but from the

impulse of an image, a rhythm

or a word.

Perhaps, Emmanuel suggested,

the task of poetry is to open

language, to give words a wider

extension to enrich language and

in so doing to communicate. Our

age is typified by a kind of lone-

liness which can be defined as

an inability to communicate.

People are unable to relate them-

selves to each other.

In his visits to other groups on

the campus these same ideas

manifested themselves in differ-

ent ways. Listening was a most

wonderful experience because one

could seize upon words and im-

ages he used. He was very inter-

ested in us personally, and it sur-

prised us when he said that we

had not told him very much about

ourselves. He strove for com-

munication both with his audi-

ence and with the students he

met, and once or twice comment-

ed lhat he was not an encyclo-

paedia. The strain of the constant

giving that is expected of a

Dunning Trust lecturer came to

the surface when he said that he

wished he were a book and could

just let us turn over his pages,

or how he felt like a lemon that

is squeezed dry by day and gets

its juice back every night. For

those who did not find much

significance in what he said, it

was nevertheless a worthwhile

experience to have one's hand

shaken very firmly and to have

the intensity and vitality of this

man focussed upon one for a mo-

the

Here |

CUMAE: An Italian Sojourn

,^11 tn colonize the southern Italian peninsula around 750 B.C
When the G-eks began «lomzc 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ C

established the oracular cult of Apollc
,
on ^ ^ hcdes Qn

R°mC
'

The most interesting places visited during the first session were Pompeii and HercuU
ine must inn. & i n , Paestum. Excavations at Pompeii, a Rn*.

cities buried when V^J%«£ Lo^r'cd three-fifths of its total area of one hUndr>'
commercial and in u al colc^y *™*™

mA h from the luxurious villas of the wealth,

:hX™ abov "1 p are aTvid" .cord of the life of the citizens. The House of the v!

rich me"hSs during the last decade of the city, is an almost unique survival because of its rich^
t ^ m al decorations of mythological scenes, seascapes and architectural motifs. One ftj

complete muraljwc / -

d erformmg the various arts and trades of the cty.
is «£2££h1E^ ?le l sec

P
work actually in progress. We walked through expj

atory tu,mels h opened into small rooms with mosaic floors or revealed column-drums J
par s Trd and b lack murals, emerging from the stone. Unlike at Pompen. some wooden objects hJ
been preserved- shop-fronts, staircases, a beautiful set of folding doors, and a baby s cradle. Thcrc |

(See Cumac, Page 5)

MADAME_DUN^ Of View

How does thc French up-bringing compare with thc Canadian?

Parents are more possessive with their children who are, as a result, less enterprising and

more dependent. Students in France do not take summer jobs. Canadians seem to be the more prac ,i (sl

thinkers ; they are good at ordering their lives, but France breeds more mtelkctuals.

What do you think of Canada's culture?

Riopellc and Borduas, two Canadians, managed to startle Pans and have had a direct influ-

ence on painting. There is not a complete Canadian culture yet, but perhaps there .s not a German

culture or a French culture either: it is nut a matter of nationalism. There k a human culture which

is more important to develop. An obsession to get-on-with-the-job should take second place to an early
;

desire for culture because it is this which brings depth and meaning to life. If you have an education,
|

you look at a thing with depth, with echoes of the past deepening your enjoyment.

In Canada, the radio stations are responsible for the decay of the mind and the undernumng

of culture. The amount of trash that is being absorbed from the air is alarming. It is from envtron-

ment, not ancestry, that culture is developed.

About the emphasis that North America places on fitting into a social pattern: I would tenta-

tively suggest that the necessity of integrating a great many nationalities causes conformity to a socal]

Sta" "
What does a university education do for a woman? There are two levels to education- the

job-getting aspect and the cultural. Doors are opened to the future and a foundation on which

build your later life is erected. A woman needs this support to fall back on when she is older.

I think university helps a woman to retain her femininity- a very desirable and tmportant

(Sec Madame, Page 6)

There's something special

about dU MAURIER
says FRED DAVIS

TV's fop panel moderator

1490 AM CFRC 91.9 FM

Friday:
6:30—Time for Listening

7:00— Palladium Party

7:30—Campus Topics
7:35—Dixieland Jazz

8:15—Queen's at Work
Jenny Weir — School of

Nursing
8:30— In Hecilal — Maureen Forres-

ter on records

5:00—Concert Hall
Prokofiev— Lt. Kijc Suite

Dvorak—Symphony No- -I

Dc Falls—Nights in the Gar-

dens of Spain
Lalb—Symphonic F.spaguole

11:00—Patterned ior Pleasure

1 00—Sign Off

Saturday:
I ;00—Prelude to Opera
2:00—Opera House

I.char — Merry Widow
3:30—After the Opera
5:00—Fun With Good Music

5:30

—

1Good Listening
(i:fl0—Sncrl and Low
7:00—Old Favourites
7:3(1— Calendar and Personality

7 45—The Jazz Scene
8.30— Saturday Concert featuring

Glenn Gould playing the Gold-

berg Variations

9:30—Music Round Ihc World
10:00—Night Music
11:00— Music Beat
12 00—Starlight Serena?e
1:00— Night Mist

Sunday:

9:00— Musical Panorama
Rrrhrv-uiuoff—Piano Concerto

No. 2
Ravel—daphnes and Chioe
Schumann—Manfred Overture

Sibelius— Karelia Suite

1:00— Mostly Music

-I 30— Emission Franchise
5:00— Deutsche SeiiduiiR

"As a du MAURIER smoker, I know what
satisfaction means. It's the feeling I get

when I light up a du MAURIER and taste that

choice Virginia tobacco. And the "Millecel"

super filter is the finest yet developed."

~//e fend c4- ~to"

du MAURIER
a really milder high grade Virginia Cigarette

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
— AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS CANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night — Paar Christie's Orchestra

Catering to Private Parties and Banquets

FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
CALL LI 2-0745

Vp-70

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In all your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-

dering requirements our store at 314 Barrie Street

near Princess is convenient ond anxious to serve you.

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

BUFFET
Another of the Sunday

Buffet Suppers will take place

in Wallace Hall of the Stu-

dents' Memorial Union on

Sunday, Feb. 19th.

As many students could not

be accommodated at the last

Buffet Supper due to only one

sitting, it has been decided to

have two sittings for Sunday,

Feb. 19th.

In addition, the Kingston

Branch of the Queen's Alumni

will be attending the 2nd

sitting.

It is suggested that (he

tickets should be purchased at

an early date at thc Tuck Shop

or the cashier in Wallace Hall.

A movie "The Man In The

White Suit", will be shown

the Upper Common Room.

The tickets are $1-00. Tlie

sittings will be at 5.15 and

6.45 p.m.

The Canadian Army

Offers career opportunities throng!1 :

THE ROTP

The 45 Month Medical Student*

Undergraduate Subsidization Plflfl
<

ond Commissions in the Rese""

through the COTC.

Inquiries may bo directed to:

CAPT. R. I.
JENKINS

Students' Union or

Telephone Local 441
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AFRICA FOR AFRICANS
Mr. Joseph Boyo, senior administrative officer in th. »

t ofW-« NiKCria
, and Mr. Curson, were^^g^

VVUS symposium on African Nationalism" last weekend
Africa, said Mr. Boyo is a continent of many countries and

cu|tures
and not simply of one nationality as we are inclined to

e. tie chose Nigeria as his main example of nationalistic forces.
may evolve in one of two ways,

stttutional. peaceful means, 0r by unconstitutional

f^e
suggested that freedo

e
ither by con

„,eans. including violent and under-round methods. Nationalism ...

Nigeria took the form of political agitation, coming dose to violence
Rationalism in the colonial era

ibject to internal and ex-

a l forces working for and

n st freedom. One of the main

side forces attacking freedom

the colonial attitude: the re-

gion of those who advocated

tern

aga

out

ores

independence. Tribal rulers them-

selves provide an internal nega-

te force through suspicion and

rivalry among one another,

forces working towards freedom

jnC|ude
the continuous improve-

ment in education.

The frame of mind of the

colonial parents eventually be-

came such that they were ready

t0 grant freedom to those coun-

tries who were ready, and to en-

courage those who were not.

Thus, several countries are now

free.

In Africa today there is the

feeling that "the African person-

ality should be projected through-

out the world", and in the United

countries, it would greatly bene-
fit both Africa and the rest of the
world."

Mr. Curson admitted the exist-
ence of internal and external
problems posed by the desire for
freedom Mr. Boyo referred to,

but added that the "colonial
powers, so often condemned, ac-
tually planted the seed now
grown to African Nationalism."
The British policy has always
been to try to help the many
people claiming Africa as their

home to live side by side. Their
one common bond is their desire

for freedom and independence.

"Independence does not mean
the end of problems. It simply

means that the problems must be

tackled by different people—the

Africans themselves." Mr. Cur-

son cited four remaining diffi-

culties :

(
1 ) the threat to national unity

Xations the different countries arising from tribal separation

are trying to make their contri- (2) racialism: the natural fear

btitions felt. "Africa for the Afri-

cans" is a slogan expressed and

felt deeply. Nigerian and French

relations have been broken be-

cause of France's interference

with African rights.

"Nationalism in Africa today,"

concluded Mr. Boyo, "is well

guided and controlled. If given

by African Nationalists of the in-

tentions of a dominant white

minority.

(3) the problem of maintaining

and promoting freedom, i.e. avoiding

totalitarian rule internally>

(4) maintenance of admin-

istrative efficiency, which admit-

tedly will require outside assist-

sympathy by advanced !
ance.

Saturday

:

Students' Wives Valentine Dance: At
flic La Salle Hotel. For tickets con-

tact Surie Robertson at 2-2669. $1.50

per couple.

Q.C.F. will not meet on Saturday

evening fo:- the Mi-sioiirr;/ ^eakerc
as was stated in Wednesday's Journal.

Sunday:

Sydenham United Church YPU: Dr.

Donald Mathers will speak to the group
"Christian Missionaries and other

Religions"^ There will be discussion

following the lalk. Meeting begins at

* -!S p.m. All are welcomed. Refresh-

ments will he served.

Communion Breakfast will he held at

^i- James' Parish Hull. 8:0J a.m.

Everyone welcome.

House of Providence: Valentine's

Way party cancelled on account of

Hi-art Sunday.
Monday

:

SCM: Uniicd Church Study. Views

on the Episcopacy, 7 p.m., Committee

Room 3, Union.
German Club: 8 p.m. Carnival-Early.

Place: German Society Clubhouse, 214

Concession Street. This is a Masque-

rade with German dances and games.

$1 per person. All welcome.

Tuesday:

VE3VX: Meeting 7:30 VE3CFG
speaking on MDX". Everyone is wel-

come.
Wednesday:

Science '64: General year meeting

[or year elections. Ellis Hall. 4:30 p.m.

Be sure to see "Pay the Piper

the musical of the year. Feb. 15, 17. 18.

Tickets on sale at the Union Ticket

Booth between 12-1 p.m. $1.00. 51.23,

51.50.

Coming:
Don't forget the Arts Society Con-

cert featuring the Don Cossack Chor-

us and Dancers. 8:15 p.m.. Grant Hall.

Feb 23 Tickets $1.50 at the Union,

Morton's, Ross's. House of Sounds.

PORTRAIT IN YOUTH
Winter come late that year

As if it were unwilling

To let the old year go.

No, the waves still broke upon that shore

The air was warm, and the gross

Uncovered by the snow.

Shaking its memories from the wind

The sky looked down in gentle mockery.

It could have been a day in early spring

Except it was not so.

Not so. Not so. You cannot let him go

For he is with you in too many ways.

You may feign the smiles and cheerful conversation

But like the razor-sharpness of division

Is his lonely silhouette against the sun.

Just a chance meeting

In a lonely place

And the sky is pointed pink

In tones the heart remembers

But the wind cuts cold like a stiff blade

Winter is coming though it be lote.

April gone. Love gone.

And yet I hear wild birds

Who jibe and jangled in the misplaced season

As I see you now

And know that you hove changed.

A counter-part in any book

You find. Stephen Dedalus,

Paul Morel, and more.

For gone are the feelings once engendered by a foreign force.

But now and then the shifting self-sufficiency betrays.

So she smiles and posses

And you follow her with your eyes

Not cynical but questioning

How could she love you so warmly and so fully?

You who do not understand yourself?

Maybe she remembers

Words once whispered

Which were the orchwoy into light

Through them she sow a vision

In a garden.

And ourple beauty

Crowning every tree

And sunshine, starlight

Sweetness, hope and dreams.

And candles, greenness.

Even foreign strands

As yet she looked at you.

She is gone now. Walking down the sidewalk

Her lightened hair

Flying in the breeze.

But inwardly her heart gives a cry

And dies.

You turn owoy back to the realm of thought

It is safer like this

But it is growing cold

And the snow has begun to fall.

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR

DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

Obsolescence

(Continued from Page 11

who have much to offer find their

outlets elsewhere.

Why not provide these girls

with scope for worthwhile action?

Let them worry about the social

graces at tea, but encourage them

to think about and work on pro-

jects worthy of their effort.

This is not a women's world,

contrary to a local myth! The

most deserving and satisfying

fields require both male and fe-

male points of view before their

goals are reached.

At Queen's, the abolition of

Levana is not the answer now,

when it remains stagnant and

clings to tradition in an already

lost cause. Nor can Levana ap-

proach the Arts' Society with

this pitifully weak, narrow, neg-

ative base.

Levana must first mean some-

thing more positive and neces-

sary to Queen's, and Queen's

women, than a Formal, a Fash-

ion Show, or Sunday tea. It must

put away its knitting, and do

thing* that are worth doing.

Mary Davis

CUMAE
(Continued from Page 4)

are also household utensils, pig-

ments for paints, and a set of

glass test-tubes and medicine

bottles in the shop of a pharma-

cist.

Paestum was a Greek cult cen-

tre of Hera. Situated here is the

most beautiful Greek temple in

Italy, with exactly the same pro-

portions as the Parthenon, on a

slightly smaller scale. The stone

is remarkably affected by light.

We returned in the evening to

watch the temple change from

white to a soft amber in the rays

of the setting sun.

Since Sicily was the western

centre of Greek culture, our main

study was art and temple archi-

tecture at such places as Segesta,

Agrigento, Syracuse, and Taor-

mina on the slopes of Mt. Aetna.

Rome remains a mass of im-

pressions, with the Forum, foun-

tains, temples, ruins, museums,

Bernini, and Michaelangelo min-

gled in a polychrome mosaic.

Someone has said that you must

visit Rome seven times before

you have seen the city in all its

aspects.

Classified Ads

Typing
Thee- essays, Mrs. William Shep-

herd. 6-\224. Bos 157. Route 1, King-

ston. . ,

Theses, notes. Overnight service.

Mrs- X- F. Uodgers, Box 83. AmWr-i_-

ricw, R.R. No. 3. Colins Bay, 2-0327.

For Rent

Four-room furnished apartinun with

hath. Convenient to downtowu^arca.
sleep lour. Availably froi

Margoret Britnell

i , _ rtrtr. FOR STUDENTS
S I 0 , 0 U U OFE INSURANCE AT THESE LOW RATES

^ ' ANNUAt PREMIUMS FIRST 5 TEARS

. Ho.90 Ag»"
Aafl 1° ;,„ ,n *-« 30 JJJ.90

„*u«* 'Zl
p
-TrTmt,™« «, <h=

VA L TAY L O K boit.™"
rOcifotntnl lift un. 7-1581

&t. Slamrs' (Sljurcli

Union Street, bi the campus

rector: rev. desmond c. hunt

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 1 2TH

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion
for Canterbury

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

ll :00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Proyer

— St. James' Series —
Right Rev. R. S. Dean, Bishop
of Caribou. Subject: "Over-

coming Our Circumstances".

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

A Ctirdial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

^ri^bntFrtait t£tfurrl f

PHINCES5 AND CLEROV STREETS

rev. Max V. Putnam, b.a.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 1 2TH

The Rev. Finlay G, Stewart,

D.D., will preach at both

Services.

1 1 00 a.m. Morning Worship

Sermon: -Wanted, A Vital

Church

7-00 p.m. Evening Worship

Sermon: "Help Thou My
Unbelief

R-15 p.m. Youth Fellowship

Dr Stewart will address the

Young People. —
Come and Worship

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 12th

11-00 a.m. Rev- Riley Smolley,

Preacher.

7.™ nm BELIEVING TOO
7 '3°

LITTLE, TOO MUCH
Donald Drew. B.A.,

preacher

m Fellowship Hour

for all Young People

Mr.

1:45 P.

(Slialuiers

£*Sl- AND BARPIE STS.

REV. W. F BANISTER. O O.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 12TH

11:00 a.m. Personalities of the

Passion

(1) "Judas Iscariot"

7:30 p.m. The Lord's Prayer

(6) "Lead Us Not Into

Temptation''

8: 45 P.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to all

Queens Students.

ides M
6-4033.

Cn-op-
omeo'seralive availabl.

residence*, library and Union. Closing

date. Feb. 15. Apply now.

McCill Carnival

Yes. it's tin

Carnical wcel
one to win t\

Montreal. tw(

all events an

It's easy, gan
are going fas

Mi

at 25c per or a bargain

;i,00. Ask any Arts '61

Hurry, the number of

Queen's Revue

Girls — if you have had experience

with stage make-up, the Revue needs

vovil Call Fran Woolgar now 6-7420,

inter 6 p.m.
Lost

\ pair prescription sunglasses, brown

frames, brown change purse with ring,

*' magnifying glass. Phone (j-0081 or

Green Tyrolean hat with the word
Robin primed in crown, at Odd Ball,

i'lease leave at Student Union admin-

istration offices.

Found

One Ski rack on hack of 1<>55 blue

I'.rewcre's Retail More m Simhs Fall*.

OwncTmay claim by calling' Al, Don-

na Peter, or Midge.
The riaht M \N for ARTS SOCIE-

TY PRESIDENT — DICK O'DON-
N'ELL of course.

Salvaged

Arts Society 1961-62. ft truly expe-

rienced gentleman has decided to nm
for president, Journal chief DAV1U
HILL.

what a REFRESHING
NEW

FEELING

...what a special zing. ..you get from Coke!

Celebrate with the cold crisp taste and lively

lift of Coca-Cola!

Remember, Coke refreshes you best!

Atk for "Col.." or "Cotl-Coir-txttb l/ldimikl man Ult p«rf«l <X
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SEE "PAY THE PIPER" februaiiimhm8

Levana Athletics HUGE ICE SHOW COSTS LESS THAN MILLION

The enrollment of women at Queen's is now increasing at a

proportionally faster rate than is the enrollment of men. And growth

has never been a peaceful, slow, and smooth transition. I would like

you to know what some of the problems are which face the LAB of C.

In the first place, we can expect some increase in the LAB of C

budget next year. A portion of this increase will be budgeted to our

intercollegiate athletic program which may possibly be extended to

include skiing and track and field next year or in the near future.

The amount of money allotted to the intercollegiate teams was

under-budgeted this year and will be increased somewhat next year.

However, we also plan considerable changes in the intramural pro-

gram. The year executives have aided the girls' intramural program

for many years now, but the LAB of C is proposing a constitutional

amendment to delete the statement that the treasurer of the LAB of

C shall "obtain Levana athletic fees from the year executives".

(Article HI, Section 3(b) of the Constitution of the LAB of C).

Instead, this expense will he taken over entirely by the LAB of C.

Various problems arise m the actual athletic programs. We are

extremely anxious to make our intramural program more efficient.

However, there is one great obstacle in our way. We must have more

gymnasium time. At the moment Levana has the gym from 4:30 to

5:30 on week days and at noon from October to the end of January.

Some of even this short period has to be given over to intercollegiate

girls' practices, which are also a necessary part of our program.

A new gymnasium has been promised for the future. But when??

QUEEN'S NEEDS A NEW GYMNASIUM NOW ! ! !
The

main problem with the program as it now functions, apart From gym

time, is the issue of stacked teams. Would YOU be more interested

in participating if you knew that you would not have to compete

against a team composed entirely of girls in PHE? Answers to this

question would enable us to be more certain of giving you the best

program possible, within our limited facilities.

The intercollegiate program is slowly gaining headway along

with the growth in the numbers of girls at all of the Ontario uni-

versities. Queen's take-; an active part in intercollegiate competition

and to date this year has captured two championships (badminton

and tennis) out of the possible seven championships, with two, vol-

leyball and basketball, still to be decided. We hope to retain our

high standard of play in these competitions, but gym time again

becomes a vital issue. It has been, after a constant struggle, to find

extra hours to practice that some teams have been successful. Thus,

if both intramural and intercollegiate programs are to reach any-

where near this potential, more gym time must be found.

Finally, I would like to apologize for the scanty information

which has been offered this year concerning the girl's year and indi-

vidual point systems. Both of these systems were radically changed

last year. The aim for the year point system was to make a more

even division of emphasis between participation and winning; and

to make a fairer distribution of points for participation, eliminating

the undue advantage previously given to the final year. The major

change in the individual point system was the elimination of points

toward an INTRAMURAL award earned by participation on an

INTERCOLLEGIATE team.

Levana is growing at a proportionally faster rate than any other

group on campus, and we are striving to keep abreast of the growth

through action.

The most spectacular extrava-

ganze of all time is about to be

presented "BIG TOP", the Ice

Revue of '61, costing under a

million dollars to produce, will

soon be here.

The ringmaster for this show

will crack his whip over the most

unique collection of animals ever.

He will run them through their

routine for the special viewing of

what should be a sellout audience.

He leads the horde of clowns,

the largest group anywhere, in-

cluding the only Siamese clown

(or clowns?) in captivity. The

procession will be led by the

band, reputed to be the finest in

the land, and the most shapely.

The eight horses from the Broad-

way carousel have been imported

and will act under the wand of

the ringmaster in the most diffi-

cult routine ever performed by

animals.

A group of waltzers, world re-

nowned, have been brought from

Vienna for this performance only

tremendous cost to the show
|

the Levana Athletic
|

at

producers

Boa,d oi ™<X^J™ Uta^ shmv, .^ routine

Spain, for the

the leading Spanish mat- of Mo Boire and Gary Gauph ier

nd his fire-breathing bull, has been transported from North

individual performers Bay where they have performed

extensively to packed houses.

Step right up folks, and get

your tickets for this fabulous

show under-the BIG TOP, \ t{
only fifty cents (50c) to see this

spectacle to be shown, one night

only, on February 25 in the Jock

Harty Arena. Step right up
; don't

be shy; tickets are going fast fo r

this fabulous, star-studded per-

formance produced by Diane

"Barnum" MacDougall and di-

rected by Pat "Bailey" Lamb.

conies

ador a

Many
will be featured. In the limelight,

performing solo, are Sandra Low

and Les Bertram, while an acro-

batic pair, Sue Donald and

Frankie Dickens, will add grace

and top skill to the show. A fer-

ocious quartet of tigers brought

in from India at the hands of

Prince Philip (in reality — Ann

Groves, Barb Stevenson, Janet

Dixon, and Sue Donald) will be

featured. As a bonus in this star-

Madame Duncan Discusses

(Continued from Page 4)
j

are charming,

quality— by making her more in- afraid in many

teresting. Of course, a sense of spark

fantasy is also necessary. To be of marriage

feminine, you should feel a re-

However, I am
cases that the

out after a few years

Most older women

do not have enough time to carry

from the
sponsibility to people who are ,

on their development

as well as those j

foundation laid at university
looking at you

who are listening to you. I think

Canadian women look extremely

attractive and university girls

FROM ENGINEERS

01amp Klakpmpui
ST. DONAT, QUE.

(Loc Ouoreau)

Boys cmd girls co-operotive camp
MOO children) requires:

WATERFRONT DIRECTOR

TRIPPING DIRECTOR

SENIOR COUNSELLORS
For application forms write to: MRS.
M. FAINSTAT, 4136 Wilson Ave.,

N.D.C., Montreal.

EXPORT
PLAIN OR FILTER' TIP

CIGARETTES

Golden Gals

On Volleyball

Spree - - -

The thumb-taped terrors (our

girl's volleyball team) have left

for Marauder country to chal-

lenge the defending champions

(University of W.O.), the some-

what promising looking Toronto

team (they only beat Western in

exhibition games this year), and

a host of other teams from around

the intercollegiate loop (McGill,

OAC, and McMaster).

Stars who are back (a little

older and a little creakier) are

"Digger" Atwood, Cookie Cart-

wright, Nancy Chapman, Mary
Duff, Gail Mewhiney, Sue Hough
and Marian Page. Newcomers
(young and a little green) are

"Goo" McGugan, Lou Forster,

Lyn Fuzzen, Barb Fair, Di Math-

eson, Sue Hough and Marian

Page (how do you classify un-

classifiable players?)

This — — I words are inade-

quate) team is led by Miss Dor-

othy Leggett, the Lady Para-

mount of volleyball definition -

big wheel) and followed by Marg
Holgate (manager) who is indis-

pensable (she dispenses volley-

balls and uniforms).

Best of luck today and tomor-

row gals!

P.S.—Poetic (?) licence has been

freely used.

Perhaps they allow community

affairs to make too many de-

mands on them. It is much more

important that you do not bore
j

your children than that you be-

long to ten clubs.

About Marriage:

Interdependence and friendship

are the most important qualities

in a marriage. Two people living

together should develop the in-

herent qualities in each other

and strive for communication. I

never heard of a wife putting her

husband through college before

I came to Canada. It's not a good

idea ; the wife is practically adopt-

ing the role of mother to her hus-

band.

About Friendship:

Although I have few deep

friendships, I am on friendly

terms with more people in Can-

ada than I was in Europe. Cana-

dians are friendly on a superficial

level ; this is not common in

Europe. I think it is due to the

genuine unselfishness of Cana-

dians. But life goes at such in-

credible pace here! There is very

little time for slow nurturing in-

side, of what you take in. People

who are interested in their own
integrity are more selfish, but

reflective people become better

givers later on.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

With regard to the temporary

disappearance of the Model Parlia-

ment's mace: some background,

some reasons, and some criticism.

First, the background.

At the conclusion of the farce that

was last year's Model Parliament.

Science '62, having deliberately

turned proceedings into a full-scale,

(if not too bloodthirsty), riot, was

held responsible for damage to the

mace. In an admission of already

obvious guilt, that year agreed to

fashion a new one for the 1960-61

session. With the new mace well

on its way to completion, plans were

made for a gilt-edged presentation

of it by officials of the offending

group.

Now, the reasons.

It was felt in some quarters that

moral justice would not be served

by this grandstanding ceremony on

the part of Sc. '62. To obtain

favourable publicity from the after-

math of an event intrinsically dis-

honourable to its perpetrators was

a little too thick. It was also felt,

on a broader scale, that the time

had come to dispel an illusion held

by too many third year sdencemen

:

to wit, that the rest of the student

body was a dimly-lunctioning mass

of meat existing solely for the glori-

fication by contrast of that group.

So, the mace disappeared.

(Note to the uninformed : the

mace later reappeared, unharmed,

after Sc. '62's frantic but completely

futile recovery attempts had led to

an admission of defeat and the

promise that they would seek no

further unjustified credit).
'

Finally the criticism.

In greatly shortened form the gist

of the preceeding part of this letter

was submitted to the TItcolotjy

Journal for publication one week

ago today. Assurances were re-

ceived that the item would be

published. It was not. Why ? Be-

cause a senior member of the regular

Journal editorial staff, for what we

feel were entirety unfounded and

partly personal reasons, used his

influence to have it rejected. This

high-handed interference in a faculty

Journal by someone completely un-

connected with it was in direct con-

tradiction to stated Journal policy.

We quote:

"Students . . . are able to be

heard, — thanks to the Journal."

(Journal, Jan. 31, 1951)

and again

"The majority of the Journal is

devoted to writing by, or about lite

activities of students and if we are

to have colour the students must

provide most of it."

(Journal, Feb. S. 1961)

We feel that the student body, as

well as ourselves, is owed a public

accounting for this action.

David A. Dawson

John S. Buchan

Fred Blair

ARTS NOMINEES
President : Phil Elder, Don

Gordon, Bev. Harrison, David

Hill, Dick O'Donndl.

Vice-President: Sandy Bryce,

Ross Hodgetts, Al Matoney.

Treasurer: Don Johnson

Kinnear.

Secretary: David Fortier, Doug

McCafla.

Paul

DREAM SHOVEL
On day of hearts — 4 did Godcss Levana a bash proclaim of

pleasure coefficient -f go. Did summon music for maides to dance
till meridian + 2.5. Before halls of fern the portals cloz.

Aie halls 'if (cm in great flux. Confusion of great sine as maides
for fray do arm

;
great powers to bear on souz of ad

Yet does scribe hear golden hedz of stone shed water of Na + Cl—
of ys

c
F. On glorious night will many clodz of Au drown great

grinding of gcaize in zudz of hops. Will molcculze of ethanol in

quantity diffuze with sorrows of golden horde.

Does scribe hear Levana has for end of week banished maide
marion from campus of 3 wave lengths. Also interest of maides in

golden hedz of stone being — » w ill bash be of high plane being
little golden scum on flor of grant.

And hearing retribution of heads of stone does scribe depart

!

to hall 3 of sin.

Did once brown dog stumble on sleeping fox and break noze

SEE YOU
AT THE
FORMAL

dial 6-iin AMEY'S TAXI °ial e-ini
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\ "MODEST^PROPOSAL
Announcement was made Saturday by Dr W \ Ma L-'

/ en's University will erect a new physics building on Stuant'
V 'Ce-Cha,

!
GeU°r a,,d Principal.

0U
take care of the rapidly increasing numbers of student,^£n?

tree\°PP0Slte Etliwngttm Hall.

'

faeilities for teaching and research in a branch of J< n
g

C

°Ur3eS 3"d m11 Pr0vide

^Jents in recent years, not the least of which ha Jc! ^ ,14Ve bce" man* ™i<»
(JOP"

16 7 ,,Ch has beeu the opening of the whole field of nuclear
"U
n r .

Mackintosh said the Board of Trustees had aonroverl n,» *
^Mtect, Baron. Ma«„all. «tMt ,„4 Bar[itt oiS*'^ reC°n""Cn<1

I

study of laud use to meet the immediate and future needs of the Ui
;ful consideration had been given to the aesthetic

ation

s engaged in making a

A library

only. Off
to avoid any added congestion on

/buMi„gl ft, ,acW sui.aUe ^Un-ative sites; the A£ pa„™ 7^^ ££
'

a[ld
the long-term objectives in the development of Queen's

"wngmg cias

' NO P"»s of the bui,di"g itse" have been drawn, beyond purely tentative sketches because the
of s,te was a pnmary cons-deration. In genial terms it will have a ground area of 30.000 to

JOO
feet and

,

3
,

0tal oor sP
^

CG of poSS!bly 100.000 square feet. There will be two separate

\ one for research, the other for lecture and demonstration rooms and laboratories

^office
area will serve both the teaching and research wings.

The building will face Stuart Street, from which there will be a pedestrian entrance

»t
parking will be provided m connection with the buildin

sfl
Street or adjoining streets.

13

The central location of the physics building on the Stuart Street property will create two at--
ve

quadrangles, the one to the west being the Lower Campus, that to the east the Summerhill

3
dra»gle. There will be very little encroachment upon the Lower Campus, which will have a

rth of at least 350 fcet between the building and University Avenue. Both quadrangles will be
Jntained as green areas.

Much of the land on which the new building is to be placed was, many years ago, a bowling

^ Consequently only a few trees will have to be moved and the landscaped beauty of the park-
l

p area will be kept much as it is today. Passers-by will have a relatively unobstructed view from
angles of such familiar Queen's landmarks as Summerhill, the Old Arts Building, and Kingston

ill.

The use of traditional limestone and careful design will blend the new building harmoniously

Id
the Queen's scheme, even though the architectural emphasis will be upon the modern and fune-

ral
requirements of research and teaching in physics. Provision is being made for underground

ambers, accessible only from within the main building and invisible from the surface, to house thi

icen's
synchroton, an essential facility for nuclear research.

71

This is thought to be the best place for the new Physics Building. See Editorial Page, too . . .

In deciding on this *ite. the Board of Trustees rejected as a possible alternative the laud on

Arch Street now occupied by jock Harty Arena. Dimensions of the proposed building are such that it

could not have been accommodated on this site without serious overcrowding.

"The current planning emphasizes our desire to have as much green area as possible on the

Queen's campus", Dr. Mackintosh said. "At some future date the Jock Harty Arena will be replaced

by a new rink on another site, and then the property will be cleared and converted into a landscaped area

. which will let light, air and beauty into a part of our campus which is now too crowded.

The physics department is now housed in Ontario Hall, which is so over-crowded that some clas-

ises have to be held in other buildings on campus and laboratory work is carried on under great diffi-

culty. Dr. Mackintosh said that enrolment in the various physics courses had increased by 50 per cent

-iin c 1955. and that a further rise of 25 per cent was expected by the time the new building is ready for

occupancy in 1963. There are tentative plans for the use of Ontario Hall by the Department of Geo-

graphy and to provide badly needed lecture rooms and offices.
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JED-PUSH SETS MARK
MA T FUND - TN£ WINNCR

. . . MBEN'S AGAINST WORLD
in an unprecedented display of

lueen'spirit," groups of hardy

teen'smen spent their weekend

ailing a bed through the streets

Kingston in order to swell the

tiers of the Heart Fund, and

capture for Queen's the all-

e world bed-pushing record,

p to now, Tuesday, spirited

vrtjiuen and Sciencemen have

uhed the bed continuously for

hours and a staggering total

almost 500 miles. But help is

gently needed—Dalhousie Uni-

Mty is rumoured to be making

a strong bid to break Queen's

present record. Bedpushing vol-

unteers are asked to report im-

mediately to the Science Club-

rooms.

Originally organized by Gra-

ham Ford, Bob McCabe, Lloyd

Koskitalo. Bob Duthie, and Nick

Pearson, all of Science '62, the

bed was launched at 8 a.m. Sat-

urday, to the whirr of TV movie

cameras, the pop of Star Weekly

photographers' flash cameras,

and the dulcet tones of CKWS's

Brian Olney. broadcasting on the

spot, aided by Queen's Don Chad-

sey.

Science '64 students took over

from Science '63 at 2 p.m. on

Sunday. Faced with Acadia' Uni-

versity's 39 hour, 310 mile record,

the freshmen averaged a fantastic

7.7 mph, with one group totalling

nine miles (in a single) hour. A
fractured axle, and broken
wheels, plagued the venture

throughout, but did not daunt the

inspired Queen's bed-pushers

who were spurred on by a large

sign mounted on the bed stating

"Queen's against the world!"

Students of Arts '64 also played

a large part in the record-setting

stunt.

ODDS AND ENDS: Heart

Fund contributions were 3§ c
/o

greater than last year's total . . .

one bed-pusher, dubbed the "Iron

Man", stayed on the scene for 30

hours and actually pushed the

bed for an amazing five hours

. . . Kingston merchants were

asked to pledge several cents for

every mile compiled by the

Queen'smen to the Heart Fund

... a panting participant, when

asked the purpose of pushing the

bed for a distance roughly equal

to a trip to Toronto and back and

then a jaunt to Montreal, replied

with equanimity, "for the hell of

Organizers of the pushathon

appeal to all Queen'smen—report

to the Science clubrooms to help

Queen's retain or strengthen its

record. Volunteer! — and have

your name written indelibly in

the book of Courage, along with

the countless other Queen'smen

who by their dogged bed-pushing

efforts have made the world sit

nit and take notice.

Thank You!

Dn behalf of the organizers of

"Help PUSH the Heart

nd" I would like to thank all

,se who participated in the bed

„su, the local merchants who

donated equipment for the bed,

and radio station CKWS.

PHOTO

at Science Club Rooms.

Bob Duthie,

Science '62.

CUBA, ONEJWORE TIME

"Cuba — The South American Point of View" will be dis-

cussed by a native of Chile. Arthuro Chacon, this Wednesday. Mr.

Chacon is a final year Theology student at Queens who is planning

to return to Chile next summer, as Associate General Secretary ot

S.C.M. for that region. He is a member of the Liberal Youth organi-

zation in his country and has one more year of a Law course to

complete there next year.

Mr Chacon is well-informed on the Latin American point of

view, and especially familiar with Argentina. Brazil and Peru He

intends to discuss his country's attitude towards the United Stat,,

and Canada, as well as reactions to the Cuban situation.

f
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Aesthetic Expansion?
The wild rumours that have been circulating around this campus

for the past week have finally been put to rest by the official press

release concerning the new Physics Building (see page 1). Unfortun-

ately, the rumours were not as wild as we could wish.

It is now apparent that the administration of this university

intends to move forward with the building of a huge and somewhat

sprawling limestone monster to house an expanded Physics Depart-

ment. This, in itself, is to be commended, for adequate space must

be a prime consideration of any institute of higher learning. What

is to be regretted is the fact that this building is to be set down

square in the middle of the Lower Campus. The last area of open

parkland on this campus is now destined to be desecrated by man's

requirements.

Sometimes modern advances must supplant nature's beauty but

we wonder if such is the case regarding the proposed Physics

building. Is there no other location that could possibly be utilized

rather than take away a large chunk of that which we have so little

of — land? This university has the power to expropriate land and

although this can be a very trying and touchy operation, as well as

being more expensive, we feel that it would be more to the benefit

of the university — its physical appearance and the mental well-

being of its students.

The un-modern housing that surrounds this campus, contain-

ing few, if any, architectural or historical masterpieces, could better

give way to a new Physics Building than could the relatively small

area of grassland on the Lower campus. If the university could

make plans to build a new ice arena "on another site" it can certainly

make plans to build the new Physics Building elsewhere.

We have now recorded our opinion of this university's expan-

sion plans but we are quite anxious to hear from our readers on this

subject.

Letters To The Editor

Intra, Not Inter Dismay Well Done!

Suffragette Athletics?
A major inconsistency in the operation of the athletic program-

me at Queen s became quite apparent at the last meeting of the Alma

Mater Society Executive.

The Athletic Board of Control is constitutionally a standing

committee of the AMS and has '"general supervision of the athletic

interests of the AMS". In actual fact, however, the Levana Athletic

Board of Control has assumed the control of girls' Intercollegiate

sports. Thus the L.A.B. of C. has encompassed girls' Intramural

and girls' Intercollegiate sports. The A,B. of C, on the other hand,

has set up an Intramural Committee to handle boys' Intramural

sports while the A.B. of C. itself controls boys' Intercollegiate sports.

Difficulties arose when the Athletic Investigation Committee

of the AMS recommended that the L.A.B. of C. be forced to submit

a budget to the A.B. of C. Previously the girls have automatically

been granted live-twelfths of the amount of athletic fees paid by the

female section of the- university. The A.B. of C. pointed out that

the recent prebescite which ratified the raising of athletic fees by

five dollars did not take into account the fact that close to two

thousand dollars of the increase would be given to the L.A.B. of C.

We arc in complete agreement with them in so far as we feel few,

if any, voters realized that tins money was to be given to the girls

instead of the A.B. of C.

We do, however, readily admit that the girls have done a

marvellous job with the small budget they have been operating

on, a better job perhaps than the A.B. of C. It also goes without

saying that girls' sports arc an important part of student life at

Queen's. Nevertheless, instead of five twelfths why do not the

L.A.B. of C. submit a budget to the A.B. of C? Thus when they

need more money than usual for equipment replacements, etc., they

will be able to get it ; and when they do not need so much money (as

perhaps entitled to by the five-twelfths ruling) the A.B. of C. will

have the use of it. This recommendation was rejected by the AMS
and referred to the Constitutional Committee for further study.

It should be noted that the male Intramural program has to sub-

mit a budget to the A.B, of C. and the only difference between the

L.A.B. of C, and the Intramural boys' program is that the L.A.B. of

C. has dc facto control over Intercollegiate athletics for girls. Thus
we would suggest that the A.B. of C. begin to exercise its power
over all Intercollegiate athletics and treat the L.A.B. of C. as the

body controlling girls' Intramural athletics. If this was instituted,

it would, of course, be completely incongruous for the boys' Intra-

mural program to operate on a budget passed by the A.B. of C. while

the girls' Intramural program operates on a fixed levy. We believe

the suffragette era is over and the girls no longer need fear male
suppression.

Presently, the A.B. of C. has a female representative on it — what
for we don't know as all female athletics are controlled by the

L.A.B. of C. Why can't we devise a workable and yet consistent

system which will allow the A.B. of C. to control all Intercollegiate

sports (the girls still having a say since they are represented on the

A.B. of C.) and the girls' and boys' Intramural program would
exist, regulated by bodies designed expressly for that purpose — the

L.A.B. of C. for girls and the Intramural Committee for boys —
both of which would have their budgets ratified by the A.B. of C?

Editor, Journal: Inter-faculty

rivalry is an accepted fact on this

campus, but we now have some-

thing new, intra-Science rivalry.

Science '63 is quite smug in the

realization that they have thieved

an unfinished, unguarded mace

from Science '62. To those who are

inclined to think that Science '63

has pulled off a tremendous coup it

should be pointed out that the man

who spent hetter than forty hours

fashioning that mace had no reason

to suspect his fellow Sciencemeu

of such a scurrilous deed and did

not lock up his incomplete work of

art.

It is hard to get used to the idea

that your own flesh and hlood is

quite willing to stab you in the

back for a small amount of campus

glory. Now, however, that the

mter-Science rivalry has officially

begun, brand new fields are opened

for Science '63. With careful

planning they may be able, in the

next year, to sabotage the Science

Journal (A Science '62 effort), cut

down the greasy pole (a Science

'64 effort ) , break up the frosh

parade (a Science '65 effort), and

thus reign supreme.

Lots of Luck,

Don Cooke

Editor's Note: Although the marc

was restored ajter it was made

dear prosecution would result if it

was not, and well before it was

needed for the opening of Mode!

Parliament, zee also feel that the

petty rivalry involved in this event,

an event created solely jar the

purpose of putting a Science year

in the limelight, was not worth

Journal space nor our effort to

publicise it. That is the reason the

"slorv" was hilled.

Editor. Journal: "Dismay" is

hardly a word powerful enough to

describe my reaction to the decision

of the "Board of Trustees" to

erect the new Physics building on

the Lower Campus.

A new building at this site

would destroy the whole atmos-

phere of the Lower Campus.

Surely the architecture of this new

building, emphasizing "the modern

and functional requirements of

research and teaching in Physics"

will be incompatible, albeit the

same colour, with the architecture

of the Old Arts Building and

Kingston Hall.

A site much more suitable would

be at the corner of Union and

University Avenues.

A building at this site would

complete an intersection which

already houses, on its three other

corners, buildings which are de-

signed to fulfil "functional require-

ments".

Furthermore, from a "traffic

pattern" consideration, this latter

location is also more desirable.

Engineering students whose classes

centre principally in Gordon,

Miller, and Carruthcrs Halls will

find this location more central.

Artsmen majoring in Physics (and

who almost invariably have a

Chemistry Minor — Gordon Hall )

will also find this location central.

Editor, Theoloijy Journal: On

behalf of the Queen's Theological

Societv, I wish to express to you

our sincere appreciation of the

work you have done on our behalf

in producing this year's edition of

the Theology Journal.

We want you to know that we

consider this year's Theology

Journal the best Journal by far

turned out this year. While it re-

quired the contributions and co-

operation of many to produce it,

we believe that the editor and his

associates deserve special com-

mendation for the fine work they

did in selecting material to make

a balanced paper and arranging it

in an eve-catching manner. Since

the trials and tribulations you

endured are little known to the

Society membership, we will not

say that we know how hard you

worked. However, we will say

once more that you have done a

fine piece of work for which we
extend our sincere thanks !

Bruce Eaton,

Queen's Theological Society.

In conclusion, it is my great

hope that the Trustees of this

university are not so omnipotent

that they cannot sit hack and re-

consider their decision.

Robert de Fougerolles,

Science '62

Jaw
Is this column devoted

f

expression of lively studeHl

°

ion t We doubt it but beca

°'

a long-standing, obsolete
lrij^

we print it anyway.

In the Levana Journal
last

we were told editorially y
*

college girl "is dimly aWare
culture is important and that

how feminity and culture

lated." This remark betra ,

believe, one of the great
(a j

of our North American sod
It shows first that we have

to regard culture as something

should digest, like castor
oil

cause it is good for us
; and s«d]

that culture is frequently rega

as an interest peculiar t0 Wo,j

which the man who
is

t

masculine will disdain. "Phis
at
i

tude is enshrined in the old [J
myth of Maggie dragging JjgpJ
to the Opera.

The origin of such absurd
nil

tudes as these lies in the nainrel

our modern cultural enviroiiml

The native, natural culm

North America has grown intd

hideous creation of TV rommj

cials, rock-and-roll music, tras

paper-back novels, and the all-

vailing influence of vulgar

uality. This stream of 'popull

culture has managed to turn all (

new media of communi

which might have been clianil

of education and eiilighlennicl

into gibbering streams of pap

boost the sales of corporations

provide a psychological enema

the public. For many of thfl

blessings we can thank

wonderful free-enterprise econoj

that controls us. Wli'atev

cause, the result has been all t]

frequently that either peop]

minds have become so warped f

they enjoy the crass outpmiriij

of this disfigured culture, or ilfl

have lost interest in the fields

art, music, and literature nil

s-etber.

An Open Letter To The Campus

2uote<L
"The trouble with most of us

is that we would rather be ruined

by praise than saved by criticism."

Norman Vincent Peale

* * *

"Don't be afraid to take a big

step if one is indicated. You can't

cross a chasm in two small jumps."

David Lloyd George
* * *

"The world is not interested

in the storms you encountered,

but did you bring in the ship."

Reader's Digest

An open letter to all Christian

/oirnioZ-readers ! re World Student

Day of Prayer:

On the third Sunday of Feb-

ruary, the university Christian

community all over the world is

tailed together for prayer. This

year a central service of worship

on campus is to be held ; that the

Christian community may witness

to its oneness in Christ and to-

gether in intercessory prayer may
offer concern and hope not only

for its divided church and the

mission task at hand, but also for

the world in which it lives. Stu-

dents were invited to some

churches in Kingston this past

Sunday, in order to speak to the

congregations and prepare them

for the World Student Day of

Prayer. On Feb. 19, at 1 1 -.00 a.m.,

all Christian students anil faculty

on Queen's campus are invited to

join in this service at Grant Hall.

Dr. Donald Mathers will he con-

ducting the service, and the Inter-

F^icuU" Cfi;ir will lead the sirring

Following the service, from 12-

12:30, in Ban Rigli Hall, in order

lo emphasize the world-wide char-

acter of the Christian community,

a panel of overseas students will

speak briefly on student problems

in other countries. In keeping

with this emphasis, a special

invitation is here extended to all

overseas students on campus, to he

with us at this service and to hear

the panel discussion afterwards.

We ask for the prayers of all con-

cerned, to strengthen all Christians

v. the umv-jrcitv in tliiir witness

to jesus Christ, the Lord of all

knowledge.

Margaret Slavin,

on behalf of those organizing

this service.

At the same time,

musicians, and poets have groj

so disgusted with the tastelessii

of the mass audience tliat tl

have made their works more

more obscure and meaningless

the average man. In using

means to escape from the sewer

modern popular culture, hmvev

the artist has destroyed the t

of his audience. For the pj

majoritv of those who see, h

and read the works of the modi

artist do so only to keep in s'l

or from a sense of duty —

hecause they can understand

enjoy them. It is getting t"

point where the only alternative

vulgarity is incomprehension)'

Thus we are now facing a

cultural vacuum, where _

there

very few tasteful creative

being presented to

Some attempt has been

fill it by using the great

the past. This, however, cai

produce a museum cultur

vital, developing body of e f
\

activity necessary for

nation to be meaningful-

For culture is r"»

that exists only in

atmosphere of galleries a*

halls. It is the total of the

that shape and instruct the

nation and intellect of man.

The life that is lived

narrow range of eating-
^

and making money is Id

^
cult"!

ffnj

le I"
11'!

made

.world

i d

crc.it

our civ]

th]

the KotlH

1 ci'i'l

iili"

that of an amoeba. Me"

that a broadening of then

outlook is an unpleasant

one suitably left to won*

bowing that they liavi
little

;iation of their human „
Sandy

"
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exchange students' eye view of canada
May t introduce to you Mr

Knuepling, a German med-

H^jjange student. Harm came

Canada on the CAMSI ex-

This past week-end
ise p'an

, fln
was the guest of the Acs-

! nian Society and was intro-

a'

e(
\ to Queen's and Kingston.

has studied
j^r.

Knueplmg

{our years and upon return-

'
oI

pe will begin his final year's

He obtained his exchange

from the Canadian Em-

in Germany and sailed

Bremen aboard the Sch-

New York

(is8

win

c„heim
a"ivmg m

" pecember 6th, 1960. Present-

fiarm is working in pediat-

s at the Scarborough General

Jospital in Toronto.

Harm told us about his school-

. - in Germany. A boy in Ger-
'

goes to a Junior School

for four years and

enters high school (Gym-

There are three types of

Firstly there is the

lUnianistic
school where one

studies
Greek, Latin, and English.

Secondly, there is a modren lin-

^jstic school where Latin, Eng-

,
ishj

French and Spanish are

(aught. Lastly, the type of school

which Harm atended, was the

Mathematical Scientific Gymiiff-

jIkmi where mathematics and the

natural sciences are taught.

This course is a prerequisite for

medicine. A point of interest is

lhat a high school teacher has the

equivalent of our M.A. degree here

in Canada.

A student spends nine years

here if he is to graduate from high

school. During this time in a

medical course, such as the one

Harm took, he studied the English

language. Today Harm speaks our

language fluently. Perhaps this is

ihen

njfl'"'" )

high
schools.

a point everyone should ponder
Are we too busy, too lazy, or too
ignorant to learn another mun

-

s
language? It would appear to be
a great asset as many new fields
would be open to us.

All children must attend
school for nine years. Then they
can enter business or trade
schools. A student leaves the
Gymnasium at the age of 19 or
20 to enter a university. The
university year for Harm, a
medical student, is broken up
into two semesters. The first

runs from May to July and the
second from November to Feb-
ruary. The first two and a half

years are spent as pre-clinical

years. This is much like our
pre-medical system here. Dur-
ing this time they study noth-

ing about diseases. Physics,

Chemistry and Biology are con-

sidered minor subjects and phy-

siology, anatomy, biochemistry

and microbiology are consider-

ed major subjects. In the morn-

ings, theory is studied while

practical work is done in the

afternoons.

During this pre-clinical train-

ing, each student is required to

work as an orderly for eight

weeks between semesters.

The German medical student

makes up his own schedule of

lessons and work according to his

own will. However, when he

applies for the examinations on the

pre-clinical subjects, he must point

out by means of books of certifi-

cates and the tutoring he has re-

ceived, that he has accomplished

all the required studies. These

books of certificates are plain hooks

which the student buys and into

which he copies his lectures. When

the hook is examined, the teacher

knows whether the student lias

completed the work or not. This
exam, at the end of the two and a
half years, is an oral and practical

examination which lasts for nine
days. Then the student begins his

clinical training. The students hear
only theatre lessons and thcortical

discussions. In the final year, they
can pariicipate in the rounds, which
are held especially for the stu-

dents, who are taken into hospitals

by professors.

There is no real contact with
patients as the lessons are very
impersonal. The professors do
not know the students and the

students do not know each
other. To illustrate this, Harm
said that there may be as many
as five hundred students study-

ing surgery. The academic free-

dom, by which the student de-

termines his own course, also

adds to the impersonality.

To return lo the subject of

professors for a moment. Harm
said that teaching and research

are closely related because only

persons who have done research

are professors. This sounds won-

derful but in many cases professors

teach much above the students'

heads,

A student can transfer to

another university whenever he

wishes. Harm has attended uni-

versities at Munich and Tiigingen

and is presently at Kiel.

During the three clinical years,

a student must work as a clinical

clerk in a hospital for three months.

This is where the exchange pro-

gram of CAMSI comes in. Harm
will be given credit for his work

here in the Scarborough General

Hospital. He does much the same

work there as a fourth year

medical student does here.

The final examinations arc oral

and practical and last from five to

nine months, depending on when

the student can get an appoint-

ment with the professors. Twenty-

two professors must be seen in all.

There are no written examinations,

however a thesis must be written.

There is no great ceremony

when the student graduates. He
receives his diploma from the

principal of the university. At the

beginning of each year, a new

principal is elected by the govern-

ing body o£ the university. At the

principal's inauguration, when the

thesis has been completed, there is

a graduation ceremony.

A student interns for two

years in the hospital of his

choice. During this rotating in-

ternship, he spends six months

in internal medicine, six months

in surgery, four months in gyn-

naecology and eight months in

any field that he wishes to work

in. After two years, he is allow-

ed to open a general practice.

In many cases, as in Canada, a

young doctor then begins to

work towrd specialization. This

takes another five years,

To end the question period.

Harm told us that there is no

national health plan in Germany.

Every working person is insured

and the doctor sends his bill to the

insurance company.

Harm commented on the friendly

atmosphere of Queen's and the

advantages of the small classes.

He said he would like to go to

school here. Harm returns to

Germany in May to enter his final

year, carrying back fond memories

of Canada and Canadian medicine.

Graeme Bews,

Meds '65.

nursery rhyme for young moderns
Three blind church-mice

led the entire rodent world

to faith.

Three blind church-mice

were enlightening the world

far gain.

Three blind church-mice

watched the world worship

and grew fat.

C. J.
Groovelet

pied piper of kingston?

infernal orpheus humour or hoax

The Canadian Opera Company

in presenting Offenbach's "Or-

pheus in the Underworld", the

newest addition to its repretoire,

mi February 16 in Kingston, at

K, C.V.I. Auditorium. This third

tour to Ontario, the Maritimes

mid Newfoundland has been made

possible through a generous grant

from the Canada Council, and the

performance here is sponsored by

the University Women's Club of

Kingston. The Company brings to

Kingston many of Canada's out-

standing operatic singers, including

Jan Rubes. Dodi Protero, Andrew

MacMillan, Joanne Ivey, Victor

Braun, Ernest Adams, and many

more, assembled to form one of the

most talented casts ever to tour

Canada.

Orpheus in the Underworld

was first produced at the Bottles

Pansiennes in Paris exactly 102

years ago (October 21, 1858).

The production was under the

Erection of its composer-con-

ductor Jacques Offenbach and

became such a hit that it reach-

ed the unheard-of total of 228

Performances. It is known that

lhe closing of this successful

run was only due to the fact that

the exhausted cast needed a

feat!

Offenbach not only ridicules the

Puritanism and hypocrisy of his

(and all) times, but also makes a

Parody of the old Greek legend and

ll]e music of Gluck's serious opera

°rphcus and Eurydice (written

about 100 years earlier). Offen-

{fcch hilariously changes the legend

itl his satirical opera: Orpheus

^es not want to have his wife

Eurydice back, once she has aban-

doned him and is living comfort-

a% with Pluto in the Under-

bid. The Public Opinion forces

Orpheus, for the s;ikc uf his good

name, to search for his wife. How-

ever, the mortals lose and the gods

smile mali:tcusly winning then-

battle against the human conception

of morality and changing in this

way the well-known course of

mythology.

The Offenbach score sparkles

with an overwhelming abundance

of musical contrasts: sweet shep-

herd songs, wild bacchanales. amu-

sing coloraturas, tipsy couplets

sleepy minuets, startling waltzes

and exciting can-cans follow one

another at a breathtaking pace and

give the audience the opportunity,

while enjoying themselves thor-

oughly, to form their own opinion

about Oivmpic pomp and 're-

fection", about frivolity and sm,

morality, and decency, of all times.

Therfore it is. above all, great fun

to see and hear a work with such

a clever and amusing plot and with

such a brilliant musical score. The

freshness of the music, the hilarious

situations and witty dialogue make

•Orpheus in the Underworld a

truly lovable work written by one

of the great operatic geniuses^

Any one walking around the current exhibition at the Agnes

Etherington Art Centre would be inclined to wonder whether he

was the victim of a practical joke or a hoax. At first glance he

would be aghast by the exhibits of action painting, tortured sclup-

tnrc and confused carpentry, and ask himself how the American

Federation of Arts could possibly categorize the contents of the

exhibition as art. However, if he took the trouble to not.ee that

craftsmanship as well as artistry was represented, he might be

pleasantly surprised by less assuming exhibits. Admittedly, it takes

a mental effort to get over a more than slight feeling of bewilder-

ment after seeing The Idea of Man .... but if this effort is made it is

possible to he considerably impressed by the photographs and archi-

tecture studies.

For most viewers the action painting and sclupture are merely

bewildering examples of a form of Rorschach test. Nevertheless

the beaten silver sculpture The flood in the North East corner of

the main gallery should not be classed with the other strange for-

mations of wood and metal, as it seems to communicate a mood of

the anonymity of the modern man in a crowd.

In the realm of craft, the three-dimensional work on the North

wall shows the possibilities of working in brass and enamel, but .t

is hardly a work of art.

In conclusion, it can be fairly said that this is a surprisingly

.crappy exhibition, where one can find a few works to admire

e cra to laugh at, ami many to puzzle over. The exhib.tion would

h good site for a heated debate: -Resolved that it » impossible

to make any comment about 'New Talent', since one s first reacfou

leaves one in a state of shock."

The management of Pay Ih e

Piper have indicated that no one

— absolutely no one — will he

seated during the last ten minutes

of each performance. This unusual

regulation has been adopted be-

cause of the revue's surprise end-

ing, which is expected to electrify

the audience. Persons with weak

hearts arc advised not to attend.

The script, composed by one O.

Twiddle, concerns a crew of

Broadway show people attempting

to save a beloved old music teacher

named Papa Angel from a gang of

hoods. Papa Angel (played by

Bruce McDougal, one of thank-

hwjh's admen) owes "twenty gees"

to a ganglord named Jack the

Piper, and has been rather impo-

litely requested by his henchmen

to pay up within three weeks or

receive "a free violin lesson".

Papa's many friends in the the-

atrical world decide to raise the

money by hastily throwing together

a musical revue.

Around this simple plot there

revolves a veritable galaxy of

offbeat character parts, ranging

from modern gangsters to an-

cient Greeks, and including,

among other "apparitions", an

airy-fairy choreographer named

Cassandra, a group of evangel-

ists called the Other Shore Four

a bevy of shapely chorus girls,

one rather shapeless rock 'n' roll

singer ("Yuh better wash up

yore feet afore yuh stomp on

the grapes . . . yo're gettin' too

much body in the wine . . ."), a

pushy gossip hound named Boa

Burdock, and a "boy bolshevik".

These roles offer considerable

scope to a number of talented

character actors, the most fami-

liar being Gary McNeely, who

plays not only a beat artist

named Pablum Pistacchio (as

in jcri) and an adman named

Quagmire J.
Redundance (as in

thankhufjh) but a discriminating

cannibal as well.

Marilyn Miller, who imper-

sonated a sexy film star in tlutnk-

hufjh, becomes a sweet young thing

from the sticks in Pay the Piper.

All alone in the big city, she is

befriended by a sharp-tongued but

warmhearted showgirl, Carmen

(Lynn Quinn, star of jcri and

director of lhankhugh), and over-

whelmed by Harry Jones (Bill

Gibson), cheerfully described by

Carmen as "agent and masher" or,

more subtly, as "the python."

Music is by Dave Bessant,

who last year composed what

many felt was the best musical

score ever produced at Queen's.

This year's score moves easily

from melodic ballads to bouncy

show tunes to specialty num-

bers like the hilarious "Cuban

Screech" or "Seamy Side of

Life". Many of the numbers em-

ploy the services of a nimble

and highly decorative kick line.

Direction is by Sue Coon, who

provided some of the funniest

moments of tJiaukhugh, and Sue

Gibbard, a leading light in the

Drama Guild,

"You cannot remain immobile

about a mobile," croons Pablum

Pistacchio with almost religious

devotion in the second act. No

more should the Queen's campus

be capable of remaining immobile

while a show like Pay the Piper

is in the offing. So get mobile and

get your tickets today at the Union

booth, Mahood's, Ward and Ham-

ilton's, or Ross's Record Bar.

Larry Deansley

S. C.

BOOKSHOP 1* Montreal SI.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

wintertime
Winged fingers caress the mountainside

Like countless cherubim swathed in lucent pearl,

While shiny silver knives cut clean to guide

Our gracious figurines, and youth unfurl.

The lonely hunter seeks the virgin rime;

He breathes new air; his snowshoes kiss the lace,

And stalwart pines in rising chorus chime

Like sterling coins, and all the world embrace.

The Northland crisp, akin the phantom dreams,

Denudes our land and hides our symphony

Of animated growth and flowing green.

But hums a tranquil mood, an elegy.

Wintry glory now a shrine.

Quiescent snow, embalmed in Time.

on human pride

| have always chuckled a little, inside.

At people inflated with self-importonce, cloyed

With conceit, who I
conjecture have attained success

Probobly because of an overactive thyroid.

R. Malt

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI-COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $U-50

103 PRINCESS STREET

f
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Emmanuel Sketches W.W. II;

An Exclusive Interview

(
By Rick Malt

"In a way, I was afraid ... and in a way, I enjoyed it."

Dr. Pierre Emmanuel — poet, mathematician, philosopher —
reminisced about his experiences in the French Underground during

World War II„ in an interview with this Journal reporter last week,

one day before departing for France.

"I am not the foolhardy type", said Dr. Emmanuel, whose voice

and mannerisms were typically vigorous even tlidugh the great intel-

lectual was obviously fatigued from his hectic days of lecturing to

various campus gatherings.

Nevertheless, he outlined such

activities as secreting Jews, for-

ging indentity cards and estab-

lishing liaison between anti-Nazi

elements outside the country.

"War was a time of common love,

common brotherhood among
those who fought for a common

cause," he stated. But the fear of

being caught was always present.

Dr. Emmanuel also commented

on modern-day France, Charles

De Gaulle, and the Algerian prob-

lem. "Dc Gaulle is a great man

and a great leader, with an im-

mense loyalty to his country," he

noted. He went on to describe

Algeria as a situation complicated

by two factors — the million

French European settlers' fear of

becoming submerged and domin-

ated by ten times as many Mos-

lems in the country; and the hard

core of the French army, consist-

ing of parachutists and young
C.O.'s most of whom fought in

Indo-China.

"Many of these soldiers have

lived outside of France for 15

years and form a sort of praeto-

rian army," he commented.

"The situation is very tense,"

the Dunning Trust lecturer add-

ed, "but it is better than it was a

few months ago. De Gaulle has

made every drawback an occasion

to assert his authority. I trust that

within the next few months i

a solution will be found.

Turning to a topic entirely un

related to world politics, Dr. Em-
manuel spoke about his great

love — literature. When asked

his favorite poet, he chuckled and

made a sweeping gesture about

the room with his arm, indicating

the stacks of French Canadian

and English Canadian poetry that

he was reading at the time.

(Among the volumes were books

by Queen's own Douglas LePan

and George Whalley). Dr. Em-
manuel specifically mentioned

that he has read widely among

the German poets, Baudelaire and

Eliot.

As a parting observation, the

dynamic French personage spoke

about contemporary novels. "To
write a novel is more difficult

than to write poetry," he said, and

humourously related his own at-

tempt to write a novel. He wrote

150 pages, was unable to continue

and contrived a quick ending

which "no novelist would ever

have accepted".

Following the interview, Dr.

Emmanuel resolutely donned a

heavy coat, thick scarf and fur

cap, and marched out into the

decidedly un-Europcan climate to

address a group at Hillel House.

Nuclear Club

Too Risky -

Within the past two months.

Sir C. P. Snow has told the

American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science that either

we start restricting nuclear arm-

aments now , even though no

perfect detection system has been

devised, much less accepted; or

"Within, at the most, six years,

China and several other states

(will) have a stock of nuclear

bombs. Within, at the most, ten

years, some of those bombs will

go off. I am saying this as re-

sponsibly as I can. That is the

certainty. On the one side, there-

fore, we have a finite risk. On

the other side we have a certain-

ty of disaster. Between a risk

and a certainty, a sane man docs

not hesitate. It is the plain duty

of scientists to explain this either-

or".

Back in January 1958, a Queen's

professor, A. W. Jolliffe, sounded

a similar warning in a letter to

the Toronto Globe and Mail;—
"Nuclear warfare would jeopar-

dize not just Canada or other

nations, not just democracy or

any other political system, not

just human freedom or progress

but rather the whole of humanity

and, perhaps even life itself."

This Wednesday at 8 P.M. in

the main Common Room at Mc-

Neill House, Professor Jolliffe

will undertake to present and de-

fend these propositions. All stu-

dents, staff, or others are invited

— particularly those who adopt

an opposing position.

TURN TABLES ON P.C.'s

Arts Exec. Prospects Announced

Tuesday at 11 a.m. classes in

Arts will be cancelled so that

men students may listen to the

candidates for election to the

Arts Society in Grant Hall. The

elections will be Thursday and

Friday and polling booths will

be found in the New Arts Build-

ing and Dunning Hall during the

day. At meal times, polling

booths can be found at the Union

and Leonard Hall.

Following is a list of the can-

didates and their qualifications:

President

:

Phil Elder: in campus politics

'5S-'61 ; three years in UNTD,
president of the Gunroom '60-'61 ;

secretary of Leonard Hall; active

debater.

~Don Gordon: NFCUS Execu-

tive, '59-'61 ; Arts Society Execu-

tive '60-'61 ; member Arts Formal

committee '60-'61
; Arts '63 social

Last Thursday evening, at

Grant Hall, the second Model

Parliament proved to all present

that the New Party was the

powerful Party.

Stewart Goodings (ne Smith),

Prime Minister of the Progres-

sive Conservatives, placed all his

"Tk SW&dt well equipped/

tW BOTANY...

Planteating
Man

confidence in Victor Haines who
supported the government in de-

feating the Liberal no-confidence

vote at the beginning of the con-

test.

Amid cries of "Dictator" direc-

ted at Goodings and shouts of

"Coalition!" as the New Party

rose in force, it seemed likely

that the P.C. government would

be able to pass every bill and

control all issues.

But the New Party proved to

be a recalcitrant son. When the

Commonwealth Assistance Bill

was put to a vote, two New Party

members flew to the Liberal's

aid, and defeated the bill, throw-

ing out the government.

The P.C.'s in fact did not pass

a bill on either night, while the

New Party, with only seven rep-

resentatives pushed through their

Senate Reform Bill with one

amendment and the Liberals (the

"Chalet Clique") were successful

with their Medical health Plan

ttus ts_ Bea t

HAMILTON (CUP)—Feb. 8

— Approximately 200 McMaster

students will present two peti-

tions to their students' council

protesting two poems in their

usually ignored literary magazine

Tlie Muse.

One poem "Genesis I" is a

"beat" version of the Old Testa-

ment story of creation, and the

other attacks politicans calling

for "pink beer" and "copulation

for the nation."

A Toronto Star story said last

night that "Genesis" author Ken
Gibson "had been riduculed,

threatened and spat upon by

other students since the poem
appeared last Friday."

The campus paper The Sil-

houette said that Gibson, a third

year Arts student and a member

of the staff, did not regret writ-

ing the poem. "However, I am
not satisfied with the form in

which it is written. It is beat

poetry at its worst, and substi-

tutes typography for poetry."

convenor '60-61; member Arts

Concert Committee '60-'61.

Bev Harrison: residence Frosh

representative '58-59; Commerce

Club executive '59-'61
;
Snowball

committee '59-'61
; Year president

'60-'61
; Arts Society executive

'60-'61.

Dave Hill: Alma Mater Society

executive '60-'61
;
Editor-in-Chief

of Journal '60-'61
;
Debating Un-

ion '59-'61; Politics and Model

Parliament, '59-'61.

Personal Thanks

The student well equipped for

cultivating the most of his

opportunities plants specimens

of his money regularly in a

B of M Savings Account.

Bank of Montreal
&uuu(«i 'p&tAt SW<£^ Students

Kingston Main Office, 297 King St. E., at the Market:
T. R. FRANCIS. Manager

Princesa and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:
WILLIAM F. CRONIN, Manager

Wcatdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch*
WILLIAM BARRY, Manager

CFRC
Thursday:

6:30—Speak Softly

7:00—The Sound of Music

7:30—Calendar and Programme
Highlights

7:35—March Time

8:00—The Journals of Walpole by
George Whalley, a rehroadcast
from CBC Wednesday Night

y ;fj0—The Living Classics

Rimsky-Korsakov — Schehera-
zade

Debussy — La Mcr
Debussy — To the Afternoon

of a Faun
Ravel — Daphnis ct Chloe
Stravinsky — Firebird Ballet

11:00—Music for Moderns

To student's of Queen's:

Sunday, Feb. 12th, was Heart

Sunday. Over four hundred and

fifty students took time out from

their gruelling academic respon-

sibilities in order to help in the

annual campaign for the Heart

Fund. They succeeded in raising

over $6600.00, a 33% increase

over last year. Furthermore, the

members of Science '62 captured

the imagination of the campus by

initiating and promoting the

Push-The-Bcd-Campaign an

endeavour which lent a great deal

of publicity, color, and interest in

the canvass, not to mention the

financial contributions which ac-

crued from the fee per mile ar-

rangements.

I should like to express my
sincere appreciation to all the

canvassers without whose co-op-

eration and excellent esprit de

corps the success achieved would

not have been realized. Also to

the following people I say

Thank you" for a job well done:

CO-CHAIRMEN—Morty Lcchter
John MacTavish
Bob Maudsley
Paul Puddicombe

CAPTAINS:
Arts '61—Bob Hornal, Peter Hayden

'62—John Mcintosh
'63—John Jamicsoii
'64—John Takash

Lcvana and Nursing Science

Sidney Price

Madclaiuc Corry
Ann Hilt*

Marlcne Jones

Judy Toller

Medicine '61—John Remus
'62—Don Newman
'63—Richard Kennedy
64—Robert MacMillan
'65—Jane Pickcrsgill and

John Tweddcll
'66—David Wright

Law — Jim O'Grady
Science '61—Kevan Hogan, Terry

Nickcrson, Bob Jen-
kins

•62—Graham Ford, Bob
Carnegie

•63—Bill Iiobbins

'64—Jack Medd, Ian Mae-
Donald, Bob Dnthic.

Finally, a word of thanks to

those who gave of their time in

transporting canvassers to all

parts of the city thus helping to

make the drive a smooth and

orderly operation. I am deeply in-

debted to all of you.

Yours sincerely,

E. Rabin

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

• PINS • RINGS
• BRACELETS

Choose your class pin or

school insignia from a com-

plete stock in sterling or

gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE

Dick O'Donnell; forme,

school teacher; editor of

ents' Handbook; Editor
tiirj

coler '61
; favors a closel

faculty.

Vice-President:

Sandy Bryce: Ass't. Treas..

of Arts Society, '59-'60 TrPa
r

Arts Pormal Committee, '59
'f^

Morris Hall central commit, 1
'59- '60; president UN club
'61

;
Journal columnist

'60-'6i

Ross Hodgetts: Secretary
Ar(l

Society '60- '61 ; executive a

'63 '59-'60; Arts-Levaua CoJ
tee 'S9-'60; Arts Fall Fair Co
mittee '60-'61 ; Central Hous
Committee, Morris Hall fi0-'6l

AI Maloney: Member ROTpl
since 195S; Ass't. Editor Tricol

'61
;
Tri-Service Ball Committee'.!

member CFRC; feels the duties]

of Vice-President should
include

those of a Public Relations
Of.f

ficer.

Treasurer:

Don Johnson: Chairman Arts!

Fall Fair Committee '60-
'6.1

Commerce Club Executive '60J

'61; Residence Secretary '59-'60.;

Vigilante '60-'6I.

Paul Kinnear: Arts '63 Exec-|

utive '60-'61
; Arts Book Ex-

change Committee '60-'61
; Fresh-

men Orientation Committee '(flJ

'61
;
Vigilante '60-'61 ; Commerce!

student.

Secretary

:

Dave Fortier: Treasurer Arts

'64; member Arts Formal Com-

mittee; class President in High

School ; wishes to see an Arts

Society established.

Doug McCalla: member Arts|

Symposium Committee '60-'61;

secretary South House, Morris

Hall, '60-'61 ; Model Parliament)

member; member of Queen's de-

bating team at U. of T. tourna-

ment.

Lost
officer'

6 6281

Pair

Any
txperic

lion of

David
diilacy

asking

Classified

Lost
at the Lcvana Formal:

s forage cap. Finder please rail]

or return to Journal office. f

of ladies' turquoise-framed glas-

red leather case. Around Mac-

park area. Phone 6-4594,

No Longer Needed
other candidate of stifficitijl

nee and capability for the poa

President of The Arts Society-

Hi Hill has announced his can-

tor the position and is "olv

for support from all ArMnm.

For A SureTomorroivjjj

...Insure Today

mr. |. d. Macintosh
office li 2-4973

HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life

•tin nnn FOR students
V IW/VVJU Uf£ insurance AT THESE LOW RATES

ANNUAL PREMIUMS F1SST S YEARS
Ago Id *46.SQ Ag« IS $50.70
AgoIC- ..(4?.I0 Ao.30

Lower Haiti lor Anmmli oior S1O.OO0. Lower Ralsi lor femolo Riila

lined Agsi 1 •' Ihrough 39
Convofllblo ond R.nowobL wtlhovl Madlcol E>om1nollon

AuDITIONIL BIN! FITS—non-ecnc.llabL lolol dlioblHIy Income and addi-

tional oceld.nl Indemnity a vo II a b I* (or Hit oboro plan a I a low e«lia premium.

®icft>rnlal life . _
a»oidr.i.»A„.,T<,r<>ntoir,ei nt. HU. 7-1581

"More Peace of Mind Per Premium Dollar"
IIRM ft tin 9 D IS* 01 LIT I • OROUP

JEWELLERS

168 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 6-2261

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP
231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT-

PHONE 6.6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"
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Registrar Announces Prizes [insight Through

Labour: SCM PlanSt. Andrew's Exchange

*d exchange between the University
'

st. Andrews in Scotland and

Oilmen's
University in Kingston is ar-

y „cd each year. Under this arrange-

ment 'he University of St. Andrews
exemption from fees and room

S
\d board to a student appointed by

'1
ce0 's University and in return

nueen's University gives free tuition

nd provides board and lodging for a
*,
udeilt

from St. Andrews. In addition,

Oiicen's University gives a cash award
i S2Q0 toward the travelling expenses

•j "(lie student appointed to St. An-

drews and the University of St. An-

drews gives £100 to the student co-

ming to Queen's.

Applications for the exchange schol-

-rship should be by letter and should

I* submitted to the Registrar of
University by March 1 of theQueen

year
"of award.

Welch Scholarship

Value ?150. Awarded in the Faculty

of Arts and Science and open for com-
petition only to the sons and daughters

'if
non-commissioned officers and men

wlio served overseas in the Great War,

and of mechanics and labourers, which
students shall at the time lie bona fide

residents of the City of Kingston, pre-

ference being given to the children of

soldiers.

Applications for this scholarship

must be made to the Registrar by let-

ter not later than March 1 and must
give evidence of eligibility in accord-

ance with the terms of award. The
scholarship is awarded on the basis of

standing obtained on the April exam-
inations.

Khaki University and Y.M.C.A.

Memorial Fund

This fund is part of a sum, left from
the Khaki University after the first

World War, which was divided among
ibc Canadian Universities.

The interest, amounting to 5240. is

used to award one or ntore scholar-

ships to undergraduate students in any
[acuity. In awarding these scholar-

ships the need as well as the stand-

ing of applicants is considered and
preference is given to returned men,
or sons or daughters of soldiers of the
First World War. Applications by let-

ter arc received by the Registrar up
to March 1.

B'nai B'rith Kingston, Bursary-

Value $50. This bursary is awarded
annually to a student of promising
ability but straitened circumstances.
The award is made on the basts of
standing obtained on the April exam-
inations. Application by letter should
he made to the Registrar up to March
1.

Arts '50 Scholarship

Given by members of the Class of
Arts '50 in sincere appreciation of the
benefits received while in course at

Queen's University.

Value $200. Awarded annually to a
student entering the final year of the
Faculty of Arts who has made a per-
sonal contribution to the life of the

University and who has maintained at

course
per cent on the of the

Application must be made On specialfew
f«J

'"a>'.bc opined from the
Office of the Registrar.

The J. P. Bickell Foundation
Scholarships

nl

"

1

«'r7nn
Sch,

.

la
c

rSmps of a tota
>
valu e

ol :>l,Z0u each for award to deserving
students who have attained first class
honours standing on the final examin-
ations of the first year of the Courses
in Geological Science, Metallurgy and
Mining in the Faculty of Applied
Science and the Course in Geological
Science in the Faculty of Arts and
Science. The Scholarships shall be
payable over a period of three year^
The first payment of ?600 shall be
made in two instalments. — §300 im-
mediately after registration in the sec-
ond year and $J00 at the beginning of
the second term of that vear; §400 and
$200 immediately after "registration in
the third and fourth years respectively
provided that the student has maintain-
ed first class honours in the filial exam-
inations of the second and third years.
If in any year the student fails to make
first class honours, he shall forfeit the
scholarship which may be awarded by
reversion to another student on the
approved Courses who has the required
standing.

A J. P. Bickell Foundation Scholar-
ship may not be retained by a student
transferring to any Course other than
Geological Science or Mining. If, in
any year, an award is not made, the
amount not used may be awarded in

the following year.

Application for a J. P. Bickell Foun-
dation Scholars!

letter to the Keg

From Our Copy Basket t t «

Each summer, since 1945, the International Club
Student Christian Movement of

|

The Roman Catholic Churcl

Canada has set up one or more tries to combat polygamy ir

work camps across Canada. These
j
Africa through excommunication,

open May 15 and continue until

about August 31.

This summer four work camps
will be set up. There will be two
in Toronto, one an industrial

camp and the other a study camp.
Students in the industrial camp
find jobs in industry and discuss

in the evenings in an effort to

understand the world as seen

through the eyes of an industrial

worker. In the study camp, stu-

dents may take any job they

choose, and meet in the evenings

to discuss doctrine, current is-

sues and the university situation.

sub

In Winnipeg, another study

camp is; planned, with the em-
phasis on basic Christian doctrine

and theology.

Students at the Mental Health

camp ir. Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

work in the mental hospital and

should be made by are confronted with the pain and

challenge of mental illness.

All campers commit themselves

to three nights of study per week.

They must also pitch in and help

with the fags and chores around

the camp. A travel pool in which

1 March

Sir Wilfred Laurier Memorial

Scholarship

Value ?80. Awarded for proficiency

rsation. Candidate
-horn English speak
i or daughter of ;

birth or naturaliza

Don Norman spoke to the

Queen's International Club on

Africa last Thursday.

Mr. Norman was a member of

Operation Crossroads Africa —
a volunteer group composed of

12 students and 1 American Uni-

versity professor who toured

Ghana and Togo last summer.

During the summer they visited

University College in Ghana,

helped construct a school in Togo

and gained an insight into the

many needs and problems of

West Africa.

According to Mr. Norman,

Africa is not a homogeneous bloc

as many think, but a large con-

tinent — 5000 miles by 1500 miles

— with vast diversity in politics,

language, appearance, attitude

and history.

Contrasting Togo and Ghana,

Mr. Norman concluded that

Ghana has access to greater min-

eral resources and is more high-

ly developed economically. Also,

in Ghana there are more paved

roads, electrified cities and facili-

ties for education, he said.

* *

A.M.S. Appointments
Application for the following

positions for 1961-62 are now be-

ing accepted at the AMS office.

Deadline Feb. 20th.

Journal: Editor, Business Man-

ager.

Tricolor: Editor, Business

Manager.

AMS Athletic Stick.

Who's Where Editor.

* *

N.F.C.U.S. Stays

The AMS plebiscite concerning

the raise in NFCUS fees gave the

following decision

:

Yes 410

No 239

NFCUS fees will go up 10

cents in 1961-62.

lion, resident in Ontario, and not of
1 all campers participate is set up

l-rench parentage.
^

, .
J

to equalize expenses in travel to
The examination will be held in i

March and formal application must be ,
the camp. In each camp the stu-

-nade by March 1 on special forms

which may be obtained from the Re-
gistrar.

Band

Written applications will

he receied in the A.M.S.

ofice until noon of February

21, 1961. for the following

positions on the 1961-62

Queen's Band executive:

Band Manager.

Concessions Manager.

Pipe Band Drum Major

(experience not essential).

Head Cheerleader.

dents live, eat. wash dishes, study,

worship, and relax together. Liv

ing expenses total $10-14 per

week.

All students are responsible for

finding their own jobs, except in

the case of Dartmouth, where

jobs are waiting for them.

Applications for Dartmouth

are due Feb, 28, applications for

other camps are due March 15

j

No SCM experience is necessary

For further details and applica

|
tion forms, contact Rich Neufield

3S1 or Marj Finlay S-8542

SIGN V <) % 1
Tuesday:

Queen's Canterbury: We guarantee
HO heart-shaped pancakes, but we can
try. Come to our combination pan-

cake supper and party at St. George's
Parish Hall (Wellington St. 1 starting:

at 5-30 pm. Cost — a low 50c and
wc would really like to see you there.

!

U.N. Club: Meeting and discussion,!
"

.50 p.m. in Committee Room No. 2, |

Students' Union.

I.A.C.: There will he a meeting of I

the Intramural Athletics Council on I

Tuesday F;b?jE7- 14, at 1' .30 in the'

Gymnasium Board Room. Since this

is the last meeting of the old Council,

ful I attendance is required.

Arts '61: This is probably the most
important noon hour of 1961. Be sure

and be in the coffee shop by twelve

because then you will lie able to buy
oik of the few tickets left for the fab-

ulous McGill Carnival raffle with a
galaxy of prizes to be won by some
lucky ticket holder. The exact time

which you will discover the lucky
winner is 20 minutes after 12 o'clock

noon hour when the spectacular stub
"ill be read aloud to the gathered
'hrongs. Come on everyone — lltirry

over right now — there's still time
hrotherl

Wednesday

:

Q.C.P.; Study group 12:45 p.m.,

biology Lecture Room, Old Arts

Building. Rev. Leonard Pitch

speak for the second time on the "Life

of Job". Everyone is welcome.

Concert Band Rehearsal and turning

of hand uniforms, 6:30-8:00 in Grant

"'public Affairs Club: Cuba- South-

American Point of View, Discussion

by \rturo Chacon in Room 11, Dun-

ning Hall at 4:15.

Pay The Piper, opens at 8:00 p.m.

ill K.C.V'.l. auditorium. (See page 3 for

article).

Thursday:

Math and Physics Club: Meeting al

7-30 nm in Room 314, Ontario Hall.

Prof. Hogarth of the Mathematics

Dept. will speak on "Cosmology and

iiia* Thursday, at 8:00 p.m., Biology

Lecture Room, Old Arts Building.

Queen's University.

Law Students' Society: Film Inter-

view with Linus Pauling", Dunning

Hall Auditorium, 4 p.m., 8:3° p.m.

Everyone welcome.

Change Names

It is hereby announced that Stewart

Smith Arts "'62 has changed names

Hi- name has legallv been changed

to that of Stewart Glenn, Scott Good-

inns. He shall hereafter be known u

3P ransactious and on all occasions

ov this name, and all are asked to.

Xlr^s him bv such assumer surname

Science

The following Scieiicetnen

were elected in the Engineer-

ing Society Elections:

President—Mike Bennett

Vice-President

—

Gerry Marsters

Secretary—Stan Frost

Second Vice-President—

Bill Robbins

Treasurer—Peter Barr

Assistant Secretary-

Phil Gregory.

A.M.S. Court
McLaughlin Hall was the

scene of a rare, but dignified,

AMS Court sitting last Thursday

night. The Court was sitting to

hear the case of the AMS versus

Robert Crown. The defendant

was accused of not exercising

sufficient control" over a group

of Arts Freshman who broke into {rom thc fj rst

a Kingsionian's tool shack and though this wil

"borrowed" some tools in an ef-'

fort to dig up the Science greasy

pole.

Mr. Crown pleaded guilty and

readily admitted he was the Vig

in charge of the Freshmen. He

also stated that they were not

acting under his instructions

when they stole the tools. It was

only after the "prank", when the

tools were being returned, that

he discovered the theft.

The Court, in rendering its

verdict, did not stress the fact

that Mr. Crown did not exercise

"sufficient control" but rather

that he did not immediately apol-

ogize to the KingsIonian. It was

4:00 a.m. The court felt that had

Mr. Crown apologized he would

have discharged his responsibil-

ity. The Court, therefore, issued

a "severe reprimand" to the de-

fendant for his actions.

Queen's Quarry

The tenth anniversary edition

of the Queen's Quarry, Queen's

students' own prose and poetry

magazine, will be published next

month.

Deadline for this issue, said

Charles Stone, this year's Quarry

editor, will be February 20— ab>

solutely, positively and emphat-

ically. Some material is already

on hand, he said, having been

contributed by those attending

the Writers' Workshop this sea-

price can be held to the usual 35

cents by an increase in advertiz-

ing and circulation.

Last years' Quarry, edited by

Colin Norman, set some sort of

campus record, the entire issue

being sold out within three hours

after it was put on sale.

Material for Quarry should be

addressed to the editor or labell-

ed "Quarry" and dropped off at

the Queen's post office. But hur-

ry—the deadline is February 20

and the printers won't wait.

"36-22-36"

She was beautiful, soft skinned

from head to toe - then she don-

ned her latest apparel — sports

and casual wear for daytime or

chic, formal wear for evening —
because she was part of KALEI-

DOSCOPE '61.

Be sure to see her outfits in

Grant Hall on Wednesday, Feb-

ruary 22 at 2:30 or at S:15 p.m.

Tickets will cost 50c for students

and §1.25 for guests.

Inter-Faculty Debate

This week, in the Lower Com-

mon Room of the Students Un-

ion, the Inter-Faculty Debating

I Tournament got off to a blazing

son. But both poetry and short! start with Meds vs Theology de-

stories are in urgent demand from
|

bating

:

anyone, postgraduate and under

graduate in any faculty.

Since this is the tenth issue of

the magazine, it is planned to in-

clude the best poetry and prose

nine issues. Al-

increase the size

Of the issue, it is hoped that the

"Resolved: that advances in

Medical Science have made birth

control morally describe."

The debates will continue all

week as faculties discuss the pros

and cons of the issue. A topic of

vital importance; everyone is in-

vited. Today — Law vs Levana.

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT
BEEFBURG DELUXE

14 lb. prime beef, served with B.B.Q. Sauce 75c
French Fries and all the coffee you wish

Kingston's Most Distinctive Restaurant Lt 2-2729

OVER -STOCKED SALE

AT

STAN'S REG'D
523 Princess Street

AH WooTTweed Sports J«l«*;'
Q
R
0
e9- $27 "50 ~~

Sale Price Only $18.95

We carry a large selection of Men's Dress Trousers - All

Sate Priced. wt*

Jackets.

THE

MUTUAL UFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

of CANADA
HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO

K.NCSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. — TEL LI 6-1405

BRANCH MANAGER - A. E. NELSON, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D R ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.—Res. LI 8-4552

K C KENNEDY, C.L.U.—Res. LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.LU.-Res. Lt 2-7602

M EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER — RES. LI 6-2170

ATTENTION!

. it's yours

when you

wear

perfectly matching

SKIRT AND SWEATER!

jf $' looks that dart your ivj" when

Mf mi you swing into Spring

in a Kitten ensemble!

Jm W This pullover, dressmaker-styled
—" in purr-soft "Geelong" Lambswool,

\ fluffed with white Angora collar and

f^lls cuffs is coordinated with "Geelong"

Lambswool skirt, a carousel of free-swinging

box pleats . . . both in an exciting colour palette

of perfectly matching, Springtime pastels.

Pullover, 34-40 . . . $10.95. Skirt, 8-20 . .
.
$22.95

Without this label I I it is not a genuine KITTEN

!
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GAELS LOSE HEARTBREAKER 56-54

Oswego Down
Gael Matmen
The Queen's Matmen in ex-

hibition bouts with the Oswego
State Teacher's College, Satur-

day afternoon in the Queen's

gym, were defeated 5 bouts to 7.

Kieth Chang at 123 pounds and

Gary Harpel in the Heavyweight

class did the honors for Queen's.

Chang's bout was a sparkling

victory as the little fellow was
never behind in points and show-

ed that his consistent training

paid off by his being in excellent

condition. Gary Harpel on the

other hand, gained near pins over

his opponent several times but in

the end used his vicious weight

to get advantage for his victory.

Several heartbreaks hampered

the Queen's team. The first mis-

fortune was when Ken Esselti'ne

of the 147 pound class was injur-

ed and found it necessary to de-

fault the remainder of lils match.

At the time of the accident he

was far ahead and it is hoped he

will be recovered in time for the

Intercollegiate Meet.

Bob Crown, the Intercollegiate

130 pound champion, was the

victim of several dubious calls by

the officials. Bob held his oppon-

ent to three near falls which were

disallowed as the official claimed

he was not in control.

The other fighters from

Queen's were decisively defeated

b ythe opposition teachers. These

Queen's Matmen were Fred

Swinney (157), Jim Delion (167),

and Don Pysklwec (177).

The team travels to Western

on February 24th and 25th for

the Ontario and Quebec Athletic

Association Meet.

Redmen Win Close One
Intermediates Victorious

By Richard Segee

The Queen's Golden Gaels and the Intermediate basketball

teams split Saturday night's Intercollegiate action in Montreal,
the

Intermediates winning 54 to 51 and the Gaels losing a real hearts

breaker, 56-54.

At the opening whistle, McGill took control of the ball after the

jump and Ulrick sank the first two points for the Redmen. After

the first four minutes of play, McGill held a 7-0 lead and seemed con-

fident that they were off to an easy victory on their home court.

The Queeu'smen soon settled

Keith Chang representing Queen's in the 123 lbs. Wrestling class is shown here on top of his

opponent (from Oswgeo State Teachers College in Saturday afternoon's bouts.)

Day, Green, Cochrane
Intercollegiate Champs

By Seymour Hamilton

Queen's tied with RMC for

second place at Toronto in the

boxing championships over the

weekend. Though Toronto plac-

ed first, the three teams each

gained three titles. Toronto's

edge was because of a larger

number of entries. On the aver-

age, the Queen's and RMC fight-

ers were far superior to the Tor-

onto men, the members of the

Queen's team only losing by

close decisions with no knockouts

The Public Affairs Club is sponsoring

a talk by Arturo Chuco on the Cuba-
Souts-American Point of View. All wel-

come at Dunning Hall, Room 11, at 4:15,

Wednesday.

Prolessor Jolliffe will undertake to de-

fend the proposition that "Nuclear war-
fare would jeopardize not just Canada or

othemations. not just democracy or any
other political system, not just human
freedom or progress but rather the whole
of humanity, and perhaps even life itself.

Wednesday, McNeill House, 8:00 in the

Main Common Room.

Professor Hogarth of the Mathematics
Department wil speak on "Cosmology and
Relativity" to the Math and Physics Club
at 7:30 in Room 314 of Ontario Hall,
Thursday.

the MILDEST
BEST-TASTING

C IGARE -

or knockdowns.

In the 130 lb class, Don Coch-

rane of Queen's took two rounds

to demolish Allan Anderson of

Toronto. Don's opponent fell un-

der crashing left hooks as the

second round bell rang, and was

unable to leave his corner for the

last round.

John Lake lost the decision to

Bernard Cataford of Toronto in

a close fight in the 135 lb class.

Dick MacAdoo, having defeat-

ed Jack English of RMC, last a

split decision to former champion

Val Spring of Toronto in the 140

lb class.

Jim Day of Queen's managed
to gain the upper hand over Jim

McManus of Toronto after three

hard-fought rounds. Jim retained

his 150 lb title in perhaps the

most exciting fight of the even-

ing.

Jim Green, reached up to the

175 lb class to win easily over

Fred Webster of RMC. With
strong combination of straight

lefts and hard rights he stagger-

ed his opponent to win an easy

decision.

Ed Schamerhorn lost the pre-

liminary bout to Al Pchajec of

RMC in the 165 lb class. Al-

though Ed knocked his man down
in the first round, Al's speed and

reach gained him the decision.

This was one of the better fights

of the evening, both boxers be-

ing in superb condition.

Queen'sman Terry Nickerson

lost to Boris Pctcoff of Toronto
in the 155 lb class preliminary

bout. Boris, the former champion
had considerble difficulties in

gaining a close decision, because

of Terry's fast and aggressive

style.

RMC entered intercollegiate

boxing this year, putting up a

strong, well-conditioned team
Three of their men won champ
ionships from Toronto with little

difficulty. These were Bruce
Watson (145) over Paul Wilton,

Tom Spruston (155) over Boris

Petcoff and Al Pchajeck (165)

Brute force and complete ig-

norance on the part of Tom Kris-

tenbrun of Toronto took the

heavyweight title from Ray Mc-

Nichol of RMC. The Toronto

man's 65 lb weight-edge was the

sole reason for his win, as Ray's

superior skill was mowed down

by the flailing rush of the bigger
(
by the end of the three quarter

man, This and the 145 lb class mark

down and the game became a lit-

tle more interesting. McGill's lead

gradually dwindled by the end of

the first quarter and the Gaels

were becoming used to the out-of-

town court.

It always seems that the visit-

ing team is a little over-anxious

and not quite as cautious as they

should be in their checking. The

Gaels were no exception, and as a

result, had nine fouls called on

them in the first half. McGill

capitalized on this to sink 11 or

13 free throws in the first 20 min-

utes of play while the Gaels man-

aged only 5 out of 10 foul shots.

The Redmen worked hard in

the second stanza and opened

their lead to 12 points with only

a few seconds to play in the half.

Ulrick sunk a long dream shot

from centre court as the half end-

ed with McGill holding a 33-21

lead.

The second half opened with a

very determined Queen's team

facing a seemingly tired McGill

quintet. The Gaels suddenly ex-

ploded for 17 points and found

themselves holding a 38-37 lead

were divisions in which Queen's

had no entries.

In the opinion of the Queen's

boxers the RMC team will be the

one to beat in future years.

over Fred Johnstone.

Intercollegiate

Volleyball

Last weekend the Queen's inter-

collegiate volleyball team travelled

In McMaster University for the

annual competition. From a group

of six teams, the Queen's gals

placed third behind Western first

and Toronto second.

The team that entered compe-

tition was a much stronger team

than last year's which narrowly

missed the title. But the other

teams were also much improved

over last year and the competition

was extremely keen. Queen's first

Hue was outstanding and the team

did their best.

McGill was the first team they

played, a strong contender for the

title and the Gals beat them two

straight. (To win it is necessary

to win two out of three games).

Then they met the old terror,

Western, who lias had a corner on

the title for the last few years and

went down admirably in two games.

The die was cast and a sad team

was defeated by Toronto in the

third set of play on Friday night.

Saturday morning, they started

fresh and overpowered OAC and

McMaster playing the full three

games.

Let's hope that this year's version

of the Gals coached by Miss Dorothy

Leggett and managed by Marg
Holgate will come back twice as

strong next year and leave Western

in the cellar,

From there to the end of the

;;ame the lead was never certain.

Mo baskets went unanswered as

the scored mounted to 56-54.

With five seconds remaining in

the game, a foul was called on

Miechowsky of McGill with Mike

[ackson stepping to the foul line

to shoot two. Mike missed the

first shot and immediately called

a time out to plan the strategy.

His second shot was low in the

hopes that Queen's could control

the rebound for a last quick shot.

Un fortunately, the Redmen grab-

bed the ball and the game ended,

56-54.

The fouls against the Gaels

were rather heavy as both Bob
Laughton and Al Ratsbeck fouled

out. As in previous games
game was lost on the foul

Queen's outscored McGill from

the floor, 22 baskets to IS, but the

Redmen scored 20 free throws

compared to 10 for the Tricolor.

Led by high-scoring captain,

Bob Laughton, the Gaels played

a fine game. Bob sunk 18 points

and was folowed by Fred Reilly

and Mike Jackson, each with 10

points. The other scorers were
Denny Bozic 9, Al Raisbeck 4,

and Barry Stone 3.

Top man for the Redmen was
Ulrick with 16 points. His scoring
partners were Moore with 12.

Shore and Miechowsky 10 each

and Girvin with 8.

In the preliminary tilt, Queen's
Intermediates staged a come from

behind fight to win 54-51. Their

struggle was the same as the

Gaels as they had to overcome a

9 point deficit in the early min-

utes of the game.

By consistent shooting and con-

trolling of the backboards the Jay

Vees were able to head to the

dressing room at half time hold-

ing a slim four point lead, 24-20.

As the last half opened, the

lead changed hands several times.

For a while the Gaels held on to

a 7 point margin, which dropped

at one point to only 2. The deter-

mination and drive of the Tri-

color eventually won them a

well-deserved victory.

Top man with 12 points was

Dave Allan who played a hard

game and constantly grabbed the

rebounds under both baskets,

Charlie Sorrie 11, Jack McMurdo

10, Jim White 9, Ted Norland 8.

Bob Angi 3, and John Shea 1

rounded out the Queen's scoring.

AMS vs. NFCUS

In Broomball Tilt

Twenty-five bruised and bat-

tered people walk the Queen's

campus today, victims of the first

challenge broomball game be-

tween the AMS and NFCUS. In

a wild, wet, and weary game, the

AMS shut out the NFCUS com-

mittee 4-0 at the Jock Harty

Arena.

Led by "slippery" Stewart

Goodings (ne Smith) with two

goals, and "marvellous" Mel

Scott with a brace of goals, the

AMS outplayed the unorganized

opposition, led by "hustling

Robbie Shaw. NFCUS must have

the |

been worried about their plebis-

ine. ' cite, for their forwards just were

not forward enough, and their

defence was too forward.

Without a referee, the players

perpetrated several horrible fouls,

among them numerous holding

calls on Dick Gathercole, who

seemed to be continuously in «

corner with the NFCUS girls;

Don Downie's shirt was rippe'l

by some over-zealous AMS Le "

vana rep.; Mrs. Williams' assist

was disallowed when Goodings

crashed into the net after scor-

ing; Absorbine Jr. sales have

soared in the last few days-

PATTON'S CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDERING

In by 10:00 a.m.; Out by 5:00 p.m.

TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE
The Nicest Cleaning In Town

349 PRINCESS STREET DIAL LI 8-4292

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY
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ED BREAKS
EST BOAST
AR BEEFS

[Oueen's does it again! On

bdnesday evening a world re-

,<|
in bed-pushing was set in

^gston when two Science

-h and three members of Arts

ushed our bed 12.4 miles in

.'hour, between 7 and 8 p.m.

Us of press time, the Queen's

,-bathon had covered well

jOO miles in the 200 odd

which had elapsed since

endurance test was begun on

iicday morning — an average

mph.

I plans for the continuation of

L pushathon were not final, but

; '64 took over at midnight to

the bed until S a.m. Thurs-

.
Their stint was to include a

Jip
to RMC at 7:10 a.m. to be

(seated with the $50 which the

dels raised for the Heart Fund

pushing a bed for 1000 yards

lough barracks corridors to the

at of 5c per yard.

I
Science '64 had promised to

ile over again at 8 a.m. Thurs-

iiyfor another 12 hours, at which

Arts '61 had pledged their

rices for an indefinite period

I time.

I
How much longer would this

Nobody seemed to know.

[acre were indecisive whisper-

of stopping at the 1000-mile

uk, which presumably would

reached some time Thursday,

others declared that the en-

iprise, having gone this far,

Mild be carried on to a full week

until S a.m. Saturday.

McMaster and Acadia Univer-

ses had lodged a complaint
|ith Canadian University Press
Jli»g that Queen's University's

l-pushing records are not valid.

Acadia crew claimed that we
pushing our bed in the shel-

Jed confines of a city and were
K exposed "to the wintry

starvation, and farmers'

Rs."

In reply to this protest we
!'iaed a few hazards of our own
II wire to CUP:

We have to deal with icy

^ts, woman drivers, stop
s, and stop lights, the child-

°f Kingston and their par-
''' etc . . . The weather hasn't

P 1* good either; we have gone
Tough rain, snow, sleet. This
a" within the 'sheltered con-

?*a of tne city', it should be
°uSht to the attention of a few

Wormed people that the OPP
Ve assured us that our bed will

c°nfiscated if found on any

Uncial highways. We have
11 problems with routes in the

the police just barely toler-

°ur effort; certain residents'

'ne city have become down

right hostile, and have threaten
ed to complain to the police.

"In short, we of Queen'
'Pushathon' are adamant in our
view that any and all records
claimed by us are definitely valid

Further than this, the original

contest of this sort as conducted
in South Africa recently, took
place on a short closed course.

We insist that in addition to set-

ting several speed records, we
have undoubtedly set an endur-

ance record, which we challenge

anyone to better.

(Signed)

Queen's Pushathon HQ."

Meanwhile, back at the other

universities, what was going on?

It was learned from CUP that

Acadia seems likely to challenge

the Dalhonsie push because of

an alleged prolonged stopover.

In addition Waterloo contends

that the present speed record of

nine mph held by Western is not

(See Bed-Roll, Page 4)

STUDENTS MOURN

LUMUMBA'S DEMISE

A*t CdUa'Uai . . .

THE RAPE OF THE
LOWER CAMPUS

There must be a reason ... a reason for the great
! amount of popular agitation that has developed when
! plans for a new Physics Building were made public

j

last Saturday. The agitation is due solely to the fact

!
that the proposed building will desecrate the sole

I remaining parkland left to the Queen's campus.

I * *
i

We understand that the Board of Trustees, in

|
making this decision, carefully considered a number

I of other possible sites and rejected them all for a

H variety of reasons. Their reasoning was on the whole
| valid and we are forced to agree with them that

% finding a site is a very difficult job. We still main-

|
tain, however, that to ruin the only grassed area we

1 have would be a gross error — and one that would

g be permanent. Understandably, the administration
z did not want to position the building so that it would

g be at a great distance to those who must move from

I
building to building. It was felt that had the new

I
Physics Building been placed on Union Street, say

^ across from Miller Hall, it would require more than

% seven minutes to travel from the Lower Campus area

to the Union Street site. Of course, the Gymnasium
1 is adjacent to that site and Miller and Gordon Halls

P are only across the road. We are, however, entirely

in sympathy with the gentlemen on the Board, for to
™ propose alternate sites which would be suitable in

i relation to the size of the building and the traffic

1 patterns of students is very difficult. However, it is

I the job of the Board of Trustees, and not us, to find

i a suitable site. We therefore will confine our remarks

I to point out the great mistake the honourable mem-
1 bers of the Board have made.

MUCH HEAT
IN BIG MEET
OF A.M.S.

Major questions were brought
|

AMS Athletic Stick (male) now,

before the Executive of the AMS
j

The new Athletic Stick will rep-

last Tuesday evening. I
resent the AMS on the LAB of C

The Constitutional Committee,

established every year to review

and suggest amendments for the

AMS Constitution proposed that

Montreal (CUP) Feb. 17— Af-

rican students attending Montreal

universities will hold a day of

mourning Wednesday for Patrice

Lumumba,

Ex-premier Lumumba's death

was termed a "piece of atrocity"

by Bekele Nadi of Ethiopia, pres-

ident of the African students As-

sociation of McGill University.

Bekele asked the African stud-

ents to participate in a peaceful

demonstration in front of McGill's

main gate.

He termed the premier's death

as a deed which "is a reflection

upon the ineffectually of the

United Nations in protecting

weaker nations in their fight for

ireetlom from colonial subjuga-

tion. Mr. Lumumba suffered

harsh and inhuman treatment."

The statement went 011 to declare

a condemnation of the "African

upstarts who have allowed them-

selves to be used as colonial stoo-

ges: particularly Tsliombe, Kasa-

vubu, and Mobutu. History will

judge them as traitors and ene-

mies of their country."

There is a fallacy in the assumptions used as

i a foundation for this beauty-wrecking decision. This

i university will be faced with expansion problems
|

I for several years to come. Other buildings will
|

I be required — and, it is to be hoped, built. Thus |

I to discard a site because of its relative distance from
|

I other buildings is merely postponing the inevitable.
|

I Future expansion, unless it also is to be relegated to
|

| the Lower Campus, must widen the existing circle of j
1 university buildings. Why then do we ruin a tradi-

|
I tional and beloved recreational and beauty spot in

g
i order to gain a few minutes walking time, a gain that

i will be quickly lost as this university moves ahead i

I with further expansion plans? Perhaps the solution |
b is to lengthen the time between classes as several

|
I large universities have done, enabling students to

|
a move from one building to another, or perhaps the

|
answer is just to walk faster. We certainly feel that

|
1 the initial and temporary inconvenience that might j
B be necessitated by shifting the class schedules would 5

| be worth the net gain, the gain being the Lower
|

Campus.
^ ^ |

Why after the many decades of Queen's history, §

has the almost sacred ground, the Lower Campus,
|

been infringed upon? Attacks of this nature have, g

for years, been repulsed by what, up to now. has been g

a far-seeing administration. The difficulties involved |

in Dlacin^ the building elsewhere might be large — .

The second addition was that

of a Theology Junior Represent-

ative.

The perenial question as to an

instead of the Athletic Board of
|

increase in representation for the

Control being the sole controlling 1

Engineering Faculty arow but

agency for Queen's sports, the

Levana Athletic Board of Control

should be given the control of

female athletics at Queen's. The |

the Engineering Faculty had fall-

LAB of C will now regulate all
j

«> and that the Arts and Science

girls' sports and will receive five- Faulty was of approximately

twelfths of the athletic fee paid equal numbers,

by the girls. The AB of C will
\

The band levy, previously

have control of all male athletics !
collected by year organizations,

and will receive all other athletic j

will now be collected by the urn-

fees.

the Committee did not feel any

increase would be justified. It

was pointed out that the size of

The Committee on AMS Repre-

sentation proposed to add two

new members to the AMS Ex-

ecutive. A female Athletic Stick

will be appointed and will hold a

non-voting seat on the AMS Ex

ecutive corresponding to

BIRTH CONTROL IS

MORALLY JUSTIFIED

Skiers

A trip to Snow Ridge this

Sunday, February 19th, leaves

the front of the Gym at

6:30 A.M. If you are in-

terested, please sign the list

on the gym bulletin board.

Final confirmation of the trip

will appear on Friday at 6

P.M. Bus cost is $3.50.

but we do not feel they are insoluable. This is an area

used — and appreciated — by students, and the

general student opinion is overwhelmingly against

The construction of any type of limestone dinasaur

in near or by (and especially on) the Lower Campus.

I

'

We strongly suggest- WE URGE- the Board

I of Trustees to reconsider their decision concerning

1 Sic Physics Building. We also urge the students of

I Ms university, the 3.000 reasons for their being a

I university, to organize a concentrated protest move-

I men through petitions, student government and all

1 possible means. This rape of our Lower Campus

a must be halted.

asm

Meds and Theology began the

first of the interfaculty debates:

"Resolved that advances in Med-

ical Science have made birth con-

trol morally desirable," on Mon-

day noon.

Ted Lutz, taking the affirma-

tive side for Theology, stated that

Ihe idea that birth control is im-

moral comes from the Greek the-

ory of separation of body and

soul. It is not Biblical. The reli-

gious taboo on birth control came

at a time when a high birth-rate

was necessary for economy, and

methods of control were unsafe.

Helen Currie. speaking for

Meds, had to give an impromptu

speech due to a misunderstanding

in arrangements. She reminded

the audience that a prominent ob-

stetrician once said. "A woman

once pregnant hasn't much con-

trol over things." Birth control is

impossible; we must speak of

contraception.

John Metsou of Theology said

we must consider the word moral-

ity in terms of sin or wrong-

doing. Sex is a God-given thing.

versity in the student interest fee^

fees if this constitutional change

is approved by the students.

Another constitutional inova-

tiou was the changed — or at

least defined — status of the Ex-

ternal Affairs Committee. It was

the' proposed, and approved, that this

committee be responsible for re-

lations between the AMS Execu-

tive and the other campus clubs

and organizations, for co-ordin-

ating WUS, NFCUS, the Inter-

national Club, and the United

Nations Club.

The question of the proposed

Physics building arose and the

AMS Executive decided to write

to the administration expressing

the "deep concern" felt by the

students on this question and

asking Dr. Deutsch to outline

the reasoning of the Board of

Trustees through the Journal,

A.M.S. Movie

This Friday's AMS Movie

will be "The Battle oE the

River Plate", will be shown

Ellis Hall at 4 p.m. and

7 p.m. All students are cor-

dially invited to attend.

PIE^FACE!

Plans have just been released

to the Journal for a PIE EAT-

ING CONTEST. Sponsored by

the Canadian Restaurant Associ-

ation, the contest will be held in

the Royal York Hotel, March

18th.

Several other universities will

be competing — at last count

Toronto, McMaster, York, and

Ryerson universities and OAC.

The prize will be a cash 'pot' of

one hundred and fifty dollars

($150.00) to be awarded to the

winning team. Teams will con-

sist of three people — male or

female.

Anyone interested in entering

this grand adventure please con-

tact the Journal. The Canadian

Restaurant Association will be

sponsoring the All Canadian Cul-

inary Arts Display at the Royal

York Hotel.

So girls, forget your waistlines

— for the sponsors state the con-

test theme is not "gluttony."

(,l . '»
, J'.M. is us co=i is H - ^ " " — "

,
"e city have become down- —

1
b^m^ ^

NOT E: QUARRY DEADLINE FEB. 20
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Test- Tube Babies
The recent experiments of Professor Pctrucci with "test-tube

babies" have aroused world-wide attention, and rightly so. This

Italian scientist, it will be remembered, achieved new successes in

the ex utcro development of human embryos. One of these embryos

"lived" for 29 days until Dr. Petrucci destroyed it, because it had

become "monstrous". Subsequently, after L'Osservatore Romano

published an editorial attacking the experiments, Roman Catholic

Dr, Pctrucci stopped them, and they have not to date been resumed.

L'Osscrvaiore Romano has not been alone in criticizing Dr. Pet-

rucci. The genera! public outcry against these experiments has been

enormous. The main objection seems to be that such research is an

attempt to violate what a letter to Time calls "the laws of nature and

morality"; or, what amounts to the same thing, that it is contrary

to the will of God.

We suggest that these arguments do not hold water. We do

not believe there is any absolute standard of morality whose laws

these experiments are violating. This objection is not intellectual

but emotional, based on the fears people have of what seems to them

unnatural. And as for the will of God, that has for too long been a

convenient excuse for those whose vested interests are opposed to

scientific progress. Even granting the existence of the will of God,

one can be pardoned for doubting that it is always in the best

interests of humanity.

The Journal, for its part, cannot condone any suppression of

scientific research. Science has at times been worshipped as a god,

and that is wrong; but the fact remains that science has shaped the

world as we know it, and has given to our age what progress we may
claim to have achieved. What is more, science remains our best hope

for the future. The scientific method is one of the crowning attain-

ments of the human intellect; and the essence of it is that the scien-

tist must be guided not by his own desires, not by the interests of

the Catholic Church, not by the dogma of the Communist Party

—but by the truth.

Of course this by no means implies that the scientist should be

heedless of the consequences of his research. And we do not for a

moment deny that the breeding of "test-tube babies" poses a

potential danger to a society based on respect for the individual

personality. But every significant discovery in history has been a

two-edged sword
;
every sort of advance, because it has the power

to shape the world, can obviously shape it for good or ill. A
scientific discovery is like a newborn baby; possessed of no volition

of its own, it lies at the mercy of those who brought it into the

world. When prehistoric man first harnessed fire for human use,

he unleashed a force that has wreaked untold destruction despite

its many benefits. The atomic bomb is another obvious parallel.

The point is that neither the horrors of Hiroshima nor the threat

which now hangs over our heads makes immoral the research which

made the atomic bomb possible.

If Dr. Petrucci's experiments had no possible beneficial use,

we would join in the outcry of protest against them. But a noted

American doctor points out that research in this field can "help

women with their Fallopian tubes closed or removed to succeed in

having children by obtaining a mature egg. fertilizing it in vitro,"

(as Dr. Petrucci was doing! "and . . . transplanting it into the

womb". Moreover, we are prepared to suppose that the study of

growing embryos can point the way to cures for dozens of "con-

genital" defects and diseases. And if that is thought contrary to

the will of God, then it is time we re-examined our values.

The Journal, then, maintains that Dr. Petrucci's experiments

should not be stopped, but should, on the contrary, be encouraged.

We say so for two reasons: first, because of the desirable conse-

quences we mention above; and secondly, because we regard any
interference with free scientific inquiry as one of the worst things

that can happen to our society. The issue is a complex one, how-
ever, and doubtless our readers will have widely diverging views.

We invite them to express their opinions.

Victorian AMS?
The Alma Mater Society Executive at its latest meeting Tues-

day, approved the outmoded and incongruous proposals of its Con-
stitutional Committee to elevate the Levana Athletic Board of

Control to a position similar to that of the present Athletic Board
of Control.

The AMS Executive has now officially endorsed the idea that
girls and boys can not work together as united students of Queen's.
No Intercollegiate team can actually represent Queen's as an entire
university. Female Intercollegiate teams represent solely the girls
as they are wholly controlled by the L.A.B. of C. Male sports are
somewhat similar, although perhaps not in so bad straits as there
will be a female representative on the A.B. of C. Yet, the A.B. of C,
according to the proposed constitutional change, will only control
male athletics. It seems that the AMS Executive would wish to
shove us back into the Victorian era. Then it just wasn't proper
for girls and boys to work together — even if it was for a unified
purpose of furthering their school (if they even went to the same
school J.

The Suffragette, the Victorian, and the Dark Ages are all past —
what about it, AMS?

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY i 7th— ""

if you ask me

,

Editor, Journal:

If you ask me, this n,ar
bed pushing orgy cannot

be n
fied. I class it as just another"

15

stunt to go along with r r,J
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Letters To The Editor

What The Appk-Checkod Hell?Discussion?

Editor, Journal: '

Madame Duncan discussed but

. . . Criticism is good, but only if

it is an opening phase for action.

In such a way critics are objective,

otherwise it shows only that facts

are seen which call for action and

especially from the person, who

had the character to criticise. Her

idea is only of value, if it asks for

a change because of its value. The

radio stations alone are not re-

sponsible for the decay of the mind,

but the decay is in our minds

which protects themselves behind

the critics. From this point of

view we are still nevertheless the

supporters of the decay. If there

is a power which causes decay,

there must also he a power which

is able to work against decay. In

this way, however critics are only

a weak support. Where is our

inspiration which undermines the

causes of decay? A creative culture

does not need talented people, hut

characters who sacrifice themselves

for the idea they are standing

behind. The more they agree that

action is needed, the more objective

they are, the less they agree, the

more they are, in spite of the

critics, the supporters of that which

they criticise. Tooth decay will

slill remain although one recognises

the decay of the tooth. In spite of

brushing with a toothbrush and

toothpaste there is no healing.

Is not Canada on the other

hand a free country where people

are permitted to commit a kind of

spiritual suicide, or does there

exist a freedom which permits us

to strike against this nonsense.

Would you call a demonstration

or do you finally have the entire

confidence that people will find

their way out of this dilemma ?

Is that the kind of responsibility

of ours where others take the re-

sponsibility for a decay ? In which

way are we satisfied with the

criticism only ?

M, Schwemin

Capsule Comment
Editor, Journal:

I have just conducted a per-

sonal survey covering a wide range

of interests. The question asked

was: "Are you in favor of the

proposed location of the new
Physics building ?"

In 25% of the cases the answer

was merely "No". The remaining

75% vehemently opposed the idea.

Most of the replies had to be

censored to such an extent that

there was nothing left to prim in

this report.

Capsule Commentator

Editor, Journal:

What the hell (if the kindly

Editor will permit such a word)

has happened to university life?

When will it live up its (presum-

ably) once glorious past?

Each year a horde of apple-

cheeked youths descend on Queen's

with predomineiitly displayed arm-

fuls of shiny gewgaws — morals,

religious beliefs and other such

trinkets — just waiting for their

toys to be snatched, waiting to be

disillusioned. At last, in the land

of proclaimed debauchery, they

wait (demurely) to be debauched.

Ha ! Better they should go on a

Sunday school picnic.

Where are the Neo-Fascists, the

Bolsheviks, the Sons of Freedom,

the Ku Klux Klan, the Free-Beer-

Free-Love-and-Free-Eichm ann-ers
at the last election? Who protects

us from the ravening packs (sorry-

schools) of goldfish by swallowing

them? When was the last (in)

decent orgy? Panty raid? Lynch-

ing ?

One normally picks up respon-

sibility as a ship picks up barnacles

— starting with none and working

up. One more of some of these

sober citizens trying to pass them-

selves off as carefree students and

they'd better pass out life-jackets

!

It is an unassailable fact that

the excesses of youth die away, the

drunken revellers sober up. If this

group comes any closer to appreci-

ating reality, the inevitable result

will he a wave of suicides. Then

too, there is always the possibility

that they may, in later life, repent

the folly of their misspent youth

(all too common an occurrence!

and try to make up for lost time.

Why not be irresponsible now

while you have relatively few

machines to monkey wrench?

This is an open cry for revo-

lution and free (or reasonably

priced) love. I am willing to do

my part. Services will be held

every night in the Chalet. Silver

collection. Stirring testimonials.

All welcome.

Tom Eadie

The Court Talks Back
Editor, Journal:

The account of the decision of

the A.M.S. Court in the case of

the A.M.S. vs. Robert Crown,

which appeared in last Tuesday's

Journal was incomplete and mis-

leading. The Court decided not to

deliver a written j;idynent in th;:

case but since it involves matters

of general importance in the future

conduct of freshmen initiation

"pranks" a summary of the Court's

findings, based on the notes used

in delivering judgment, is offered.

The Court found that on the

night of September 21st-22nd,

some persons unknown engaged in

a "prank" in connection with

freshmen initiation under the per-

sonal direction and control of Mr.

Crown, a Vigilante, took some
tools from a private garage without

the permission of the owner. These
tools were returned in a damaged
condition.

Mr. Crown was charged with

failure to exercise, or to attempt

to exercise, sufficient control over

these persons as it was his duty

(as a Vigilante) to do. He pleaded

guilty to this charge. The Court

held

:

First, that to break into a private

garage, to take tools without the

owner's permission, and to return

them in a damaged condition is a

very serious matter.

Second, Mr. Crown was the

Vigilante responsible for the exe-

cution of the "prank" during which

these events occurred. That it was
his duty as vigilante to exercise

control over the group engaged in

this "prank" tu ensure that no
damage to private property re-

sulted.

Third, that Mr. Crown failed

in his duty because neither at the

time nor later did be take any steps

to prevent the persons under his

control from taking the tools, nor
to discover if they had been dam-
aged by use, nor to report the

incident, nor to apologize to the

owner, nor to offer compensation,

Fourth, that in the circumstances

of this case the judgment of the
Court is that Mr. Crown he
"severely reprimanded" for his

conduct.

Fifth, that in future the A.M.S.
Court will view occurrences of

damage to property in the course
of initiation "pranks" with greater
severity, i.e. at the very least, that
those found guilty will be finan-
cially responsible for the damage
done. (In this case the owner of
the tools indicated that he did not
wish compensation).

Sixth, the Court recommended
that the Arts Society exercise a
closer control over the activities
of individual Vigilantes and in

particular that their duties he more
carefully defined.

Gordon Sedgwick,

Chief Justice

people in phone booths

footballs to Toronto,
s\va!|

goldfish, dropping bombs 0n ?
Parliament, and the nia„v

C

gags university students,
the

cr'

of the educational crop,
waste

pulling. At least the bombing'
one man's stunt and did not

<]

entire faculties to its supporl

We are selling ourselves
Jr

the river stooping to self-ridj'

Granted, up until 2:00 P.jt
j

day. it had the untouchable

of charity about it, but after
tj

it lost all functional utility
$

it s publicity magazines
j U:t

this sort of nonsense up. pt

love to read about, and lauEi
university students' showing

q
of cracking-up. I will go a |

with anything that helps %
money for charity as wort!i,vj

as the Heart Fund, but why
we make ourselves laughing" sl0(

in the bargain? If people want

praise this sort of nonsense,
t|

I guess there's still hope for

barrel-riders of Niagara.

How can we ever expect

adult world to take us seriou

when it sees us spending ovir tii

pushing beds all over town

don't expect many to agree <

me; the present publicity, rt->

less of cost, can be very invii

You know what they say in Hi

wood: "Your only bad puhl

is your obituary." Very true,

dignity fears most the two-ei

sword of ridicule. I don'l care

we are known coast to coa

this; if I'm ever asked abi

I shall begin by clearly point?

out: I HAD NOTHING!
WITH IT.

Brian Cochrai

Protestations

Editor, Journal:

We strongly protest agaii

the proposal to raise a buildi

( Physics) on Lower carapi

Despite the many valid rea=oi

and we realize that there

many and that they are val

we feel that to despoil the L

er campus would be to atta

something which is a traditi

at Queen's, which is a par'

Queen's, and a vital clement

the Queen's character.

We feel that all those int

ested in opposing this sh

combine their forces not on

protest but to search for S 1

reasonable alternative,

George Saunders

Dick O'Donnell

Paul Pross.

Generous H.Q-

Editor. Journal:

On behalf of the various M<

and Arts years which b-ive
,

engaged in pushing uV be

week, I should like to tban^

Engineering Society for its 6
^

osity in making available

Science Clubrooms as headq"a

for the "pusbathon".
"

example of University-*'^

operation, the Engineers^

not only the Clubrooms,
»>

„f ted""
their vast reservoir oi

^
knowledge. Acts such as tW J

much to straighten out a

j
which are warped regular 1

fall in our ridiculous initial 10

John IsbHI
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revue reviewed
pity

I
nev«

e

the Piper, the 1961 Queen's

which opened at KCVI on

i
Wednesday, is the Queen's Revue

-uild's
third effort in the field

(

(nusical comedy—that is, the

I
"tjjrd

production in which the

tenl
pt has been made to join the

l aical numbers together into a

with a connecting theme or

That it is a success, I will

Kingston Symphony

^ntain against all comers, but

isay
that it succeeds as revue rather

as musical comedy. Im-

"ressions of separate moments of

Lroarious fun and first-rate show-

manship stick in the mind, rather

dun a total impression of a good

musical play. The unity and the

ce of thankhugh are lacking, and

,he
show gets off the ground be-

cause a number of capable per-

formers take turns at stealing it.

gu l
for the fact that good acting

das
been united with good singing,

pjV the P'Per might easily have

fallen
between the two stools of

[tvue and musical comedy.

Mr. Osbert Twiddle's script

effers next to nothing in the way

0 [ a plot ; the staging of a rcvue-

B'ithin-a-rcvue
in order to raise the

necessary cash to pay off a gang

0f
hoods could hardly be called a

drama. The long succession of

pinor characters, many of whom

make only one-scene appearances,

likewise rules out the possibility

of this revue's gaining anything

|iy nice dramatic form; judged as

drama, it is formless. Mr. Twiddle

cannot be accused of failing in what

he patently has not attempted to

do; nevertheless the lack of dra-

matic qualities weakens the show,

simply because a possible source

of strength is neglected. The chief

merits of the script are to be found

in some extremely amusing and

well-written lyrics (The Vintage

Seng and Seamy Side of Life

ought to displace the "top sixty"

immediately) and in the oppor-

tunities if affords for character

acting and inspired farce on the

part of the principals.

The show's main strength is

without doubt David Bessant's

music. Mr. Bessant has by now
developed a recognizable style of

his own, and treats us to some fine

new examples of it : Love is the

Most. Seamy Side of Life and the

title song, Pay the Piper. In these

songs, though they may not achieve

the infectious gusto of last year's

Going on my Merry Little Way,
the characteristic Bessant qualities

of melody and instrumentation are

well up to par; while in the realm

°f harmonics and structural ar-

rangement, as well as in the art of

fitting the music to the natural

rhythm of the words, the composer

tas surpassed himself. This time,

Paying the Piper are: Mike Bell as Boris Tockalotsky, Tom
Marshall as Nuckles, Donna Inch as Bee Holden, and Bill Gibson

as Harry Jones.

Kingston should be proud of its

Symphony Orchestra. During their

concert, held last Tuesday night in

Grant Hall, there were moments

which all musicians seek to achieve,

when the music ceased to be notes

vibrating from instruments and

became an entity, rising and falling,

tripping along or surging.

The concert did, it is true, lack

the perfection one grows accus-

tomed to from recordings or from

the performances of metropolis

philharmonics, but on the whole

it provided the audience with a

great deal of pleasure, which

should be the aim of all concerts.

A back seat in Grant Hall's

balcony was necessary to appre-

ciate the full scope of this orche-

stra. From there the notes seemed

to be blended and shaded and the

phrases rose and subsided with

well-balanced color.

There were disappointments.

Handel's "The Entrance of the

Queen of Sheba" lacked feeling,

created no mood, but seemed

rather to be a prop to show off

a piece of fine oboe work — but

this, itself, seemed to be work,

not music. This selection begins

softly and finishes with a dra-

matic climax supposedly when

Sheba herself appears, but un-

fortunately the Kingston Sym-

phony that night showed no

such contrast. The concert's

first rendition, also Handel,

showed that the orchestra could

produce a fully rounded tone,

but there seemed to be some-

thing missing. Perhaps this was
a failure of the "Royal Fire-

works Music" itself, it being a

piece written before the instru-

ments of the orchestra were ex-

ploited to the full. Handel's or-

chestral music is an example of

a splash of colour placed beside

another splash — the reedy oboe

following the clear violin tones.

It is hard to bring such a piece

to a blended whole rather than

bits spliced together, and thus

it proved to be an unfortunate

choice for an opening number.

Moussorgsky's "Chanson Russe"

seemed to be too thick, almost

dragged out, due probably to the

slow pace, too slow for a number

where violins predominantly take

the melody and should sing, not

saw.

The Symphony's second number,

a Mozart concerto, No. 4 in E
flat major, was rendered with the

even background of the full or-

chestra, a firm resting place for

the French horn soloist, Stanley

Howard. He played expressively

with well-rounded phrasing and

even rhythm, but seemed to work

too hard on his cadenza. There

was good tonguing in the Rondo,

brightly played with a considerable

amount of enjoyment.

Two selections exposed the

orchestra's capabilities and pro-

vided a great deal of pleasure.

The "Ballet Egyptien" of Lui-

gini with the liquid notes from

the flutes flowing above quiver-

ing violins, with the graceful

thin tone of the first oboe set

in relief against the pizzicato,

almost harp-like, and with a

firm foundation supplied by the

bass instruments, captured the

mood of an Arabic bazaar or, on

occasion, of a ballet dancer,

tambourine in hand.

The final number, Vaughan

Williams' Suite "English Folk

Songs" was a last minute sub-

stitution and a wise one. It was

the best-presented piece of the

evening with its sprightly tunes

tripping about in such a way as

to conjure visions of meadowlands

and Maypoles. The flute passages

are to receive special praise, and

it should be noted that Queen's

one contribution to the orchestra,

the flutist, played extremely well.

The conductor, Edouard Bartlett,

explained that he chose this

Vaughan Williams since he was

fond of the setting. It proved to

be a musical vehicle to show the

orchestra's joy in playing and its

proficiency in balance, expression

and intonation.

Sylvia Darby

however, he has shown how ably

he can handle other styles, viz.,

the "western folk-song", the bar-

bershop and the Latin American,

all of which come in for imitation

or lampooning, as the case may be.

The band was well balanced in its

composition and maintained a high

standard of performance all eve-

ning. Only in the Cuban Skreech

did they prevent us from hearing

the singers properly.

Special plaudits should go to the

choreographers, Judy Rogers and

Diane Mathesori. The opening

tableau was excellent, but when

the dancers began to move the

effect was one of awkwardness and

lack of team work. Happily, this

fault was corrected in later scenes

;

the versatile chorus line performed

with vivacity and polish, while the

rehearsal scene made the required

impression of chaos without look-

ing scrappy or getting the least bit

out of control.

Now for the brilliant show-

stealers. Marilyn Miller, with her

strong, true and (you know what

I mean) sexy singing voice and

her winning stage presence, was a

constant delight. Her facial ex-

pressions were an evening's enter-

tainment in themselves. She was

deftly cast as a demure, ingenuous,

sentimental country girl, in hilar-

ious contrast to the tall, thin, loose-

limbed sophisticate, Lynne Quinn.

This pair, simply by playing on

their contrast of physical appear-

ance, voice and movement, gave us

some moments of consummate high

comedy and—if this not a contra-

diction in terms—high farce.

Alison Gordon, assisted by a skilful

makeup crew, made an offbeat hit

as the "refugee from the National

Ballet". Gary McN'eely showed

his remarkable gifts of comedy and

impersonation to advantage, and

inevitably brought the house down.

Ben Bolt and the "Dead Beats"

quartet merit very high praise for

their spoofs on the entertainment

world and some fine points of mis-

managed detail. Others, too nu-

merous to mention individually,

must be given credit collectively

for vivid character sketches drawn

with small apportionments of lines.

Full marks to whom it may con-

cern for the brief, silent appear-

ances of the Piper's henchmen and

a most original ending, and con-

gratulations to all concerned for

a thoroughly enjoyable show.

M. E. Gerwin

a look at life insurance
Many of the students in Univer-

sity are interested in Life Insur-

ance. Here is a high form of

security at a low cost. But there

are many misconceptions about

Life Insurance.

This is an understandable thing.

In the early days of Life Insurance

in this country, especially around

1900, the majority of agents were

simply handed a rate book and,

with no training, were urged to

go out to the highways and byways

and sell an intangible something

about which they and city folk

knew little. In the rural areas in

those days the country was full of

"just another salesman", slick

talkers, selling vital elixirs, fake

jewellery and spurious mining

stock—and life insurance. There

is the story of a man who had

previously been a bank manager

and being without employment,

was persuaded to attempt the life

insurance business. When approa-

ching his prospects, he would

always preface his canvass by ex-

plaining that he was only in busi-

ness temporarily. He was making

an apology for being in the busi-

ness and he was fearful that he

had lost prestige.

But today, nearly five million

Canadians are relying on the

safety and integrity of the life

insurance companies operating in

Canada and are paying premiums

to them to the extent of more than

$500 millions annually. Life in-

surance has thus become the major

source of personal and family

security for most Canadians. That

their confidence is not misplaced

is proved by the fact that no policy

holder in a Canadian legal reserve

life insurance company has ever

lost a dollar through non-payment

of the amount guaranteed under

bis policy at death or on maturity

since the first Canadian company

was established more than one

hundred years ago. British and

United States life insurance com-

panies doing business in Canada

have likewise had a splendid record.

There are one or two points that

might be of interest to the grad-

uating student considering buying

a policy. He is a valuable person

I

representing up to 15,000 dollars

investment in education and up-

bringing. He would be wise to

protect himself for this reason

alone. Secondly, the earlier in-

surance is bought in one's life, the

tower the cost. Finally, occu-

pational ratings arising from the

type of work the student enters

cm be incurred, unless the in-

surance is bought before he leaves

University.

But whatever the reason one

might have for buying life in-

surance, he is wise to investigate

first. There are many types of

policies. What might be a perfect

plan for one person is useless for

another. In most cases, the life

insurance agent can help the pros-

pective buyer to choose wisely.

Having spent some time myself

studying life insurance and work-

ing during the summer in a life

insurance company, I would be

pleased to try and help anybody

who has questions on life insurance.

John Duncan

history for college students
the Nero, to

(Noting the difficulties encoun-

t'red by frosh history students in

Resting the massive complex of

iotcs and facts called history, the

"a
ff of Queen's Journal presents,

u a service to its readers, a con-

il«sed history course, in the form

"f brief easily-remembered conver-

sions between famous historical

!
fasomges.)

phillistine chieftain to youthful

Architect, while crawling out from

Untler a pile of rubble: "
. , . and

let me TELL you, kid, if I ever

catch you designing a temple

SuPported by only TWO columns,

<'a...r.K.."

Slave: Pharaoh, Sir . - -
(pant)

. two hundred (puff) slaves

have been crushed under a block

of stone (gasp) - - .
they were

carrying it from the quarry to your

new pyramid ..."

Pharaoh: "No ! Oh, horrors !

Terrible 1 Oh, the tragedy I .

(sob) Ghastly 1"

Slave: "What will I do, Sir?"

Pharaoh: "QUICK! Take a

squad of men and wash off the

stone before the blood stains it

permanently."

Scholar: "Sir, what is your

opinion of euthanasia?"

Alexander The Great:

don't know, I haven't conquer-

ed it yet,"

Julius Caesar, crossing the

Rubicon: "The dice are cast . . .

The Dice Are Cast . . .
CAST

THE DICE, ALREADY,
FOOL!"

Centurion: "Well, there's a

little matter of seventeen talents

back gambling debts you owe

Nero, to servants, heatedly:

"Look, you bunch of unprintable

morons, I don't care if Rome IS

burning, I want to know where my

unmentionable violin is
!"

Henry VIII, to a bystander, at

the beheading of his third wife,

dolefully: "Pass the bread."

Rick Malt

nnn FOR STUDEHTS
$ 1 0 , 0 O U LIFE INSURANCE AT THESE IOW HATES
*T / 1UUI ,.| PSFMIUM5 FISST J TEARS

Abo 1°-

««^rs^5..^ jug
.$49.10 *fl« jo ;-":*i:irb/J .'

:
,.

*
, tin OOO lo-ar Salmi Fafflola "uki

ADOniONAl BIN.f
t
«

fw abayt p|M „i o km cure pfM*~.
HOB=le«!d«>i!^'™^' -T™ insurant* on the

VA I> TAY L O » Box Tctttu"
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S.ir.on». HU. 7-1381
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Look For The Bottles With

The Tartan Tops

JAMAICA DRY
GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI -COLA

ELDER'S BEVERAGES

The Canadian Army

Offers career opportunities through:

THE ROTP

The 45 Month Medical Students

Undergraduate Subsidization Plan,

and Commissions in the Reserves

through the COTC.

Inquiries may be directed to:

CAPT. R. I. JENKINS

Students' Union or

Telephone Locol 441
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CASH!
The sponsors of the "LEND-

A-BUCK Fund are very pleased

with the manner in which the

students have made use of the

loan system. Certainly it has at

one time eased the borrower over

a hard spot in his or her situation,

and at other times added to the

festivity of many an occasion.

Total borrowing has been

around $800 and the fact that

the allowable limit of capital has

never been exceeded show how

prompt has been the repayment,

in most cases. As the session of

1961 draws to a close it is hoped

that all loans will be wiped out

so that next year may be started

with a clean sheet.

U. OF MONTREAL FEELS
SPRING FEVER EARLY

Montreal (CUP) Feb. 12 — Spring weather came to Montreal

last weekend with a noticeable effect on University of Montreal

students who carted off a Crimean war cannon and then tried to

demolish a fence separating the Town of Mount Royal from Mont-

real.

They swooped down on the cannon early Thursday to celebrate

the opening of their carnival, but it was retrieved by the police

and locked up in the municipal garage. However, following a stud-

ent memorial service for the gun and overtures to the police, the

Outremont Police Director Joseph Griffith surrendered the cannon

to the students for the duration

From Our Copy Basket • • t

UNESCO Meets
Queen's will be sending dele-

gates to the Second Annual Con-

ference of Canadian National As-

sociation for UNESCO, which
will be held at the Royal York
Hotel in Toronto, Feb. 22-24.

Applications from those wish-

ing to be delegates should be sub-

mitted to the AMS office imme-
diately.

The theme of the conference

will be "New Dimensions in In-

ternational Relations."

*

Seminar I

Fifteen freshmen will be chosen
to participate in Seminar I, "a dis-

ciplined study of the meaning of

the Christian faith," under the

leadership of Dr. John Coleman.
One objective of this group will

be to discover what can be effect-

ively attempted by an intelligent,

committed group of young people,
in terms of challenging spiritual

and intellectual potentials.

Seminar I will involve various
forms of serious committment, in-

cluding a supervised reading
course during the summer months
and a minimum of 2 %/2 hours per
week during the sophomore term.

To obtain more information and

application forms attend brief in-

troductory meeting to be held

Monday, Feb. 20. Details in

Signfost.

* *

Congo Talk

Captain T. J. Halt of the Royal

Canadian Signals, recently rcturu-

ned from the Congo, will speak to

an open meeting of the Inter-

national Club next Tuesday.

Captain Hall will discuss Ca-

nada's role in the UN forces ser-

ving the Congo, and will show

maps and pictures. A question

period will follow the talk.

The meeting will be in Room
101 of the New Arts Building at

7-30 p.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 21.

*

Arts '62 Executive

Voting for the Arts '62 perma-

nent executive will take place on

Feb. 20.-21 from 9 a.m. to 12 noon

in Dunning Hall and the New
Arts Building. Candidates

:

President: Derek Burney, Bev.

Harrison, Norm MacLeod.

Vice-President : John Mac-
intosh, Ralph Myers.

arts '61
(and others)

Have you considered a career in business?

Here's whor Marketing can offer you:

The Marketing operation is close to the heart of any
consumer goods company. Marketing men receive direct train-
ing for top management jobs. Major responsibility comes
early and job satisfaction comes naturally. Salaries are good.

Marketing men move a company's products to the con-
sumer. They weld together production, sales, advertising and
customer. Marketing management evaluates consumer needs
and desires, stimulates development of product? to meet these
needs and plans the steps involved in maintaining continued
consumer interest. Every part of the business is the marketing
man s business.

s

What qualifications do you need? You need a mind
tromed to think broadly, a will to work hard, and imagination
enough to look for a better way to do things. You DONT
need specific university courses. We can teach, and teach
well, if you want to learn.

Procter & Gamble is Conada's leading advertiser. In
recent months the formation of two new divisions has speeded
up our normally rapid expansion. We need men to train. That
is why this message is dirocted to you.

Director of Marketing,

Proctor & Gamble,

P.O. Box 355, Terminal 'A',

Toronto, Ontario.

Please send me information on urecr opportunities and ulariei
offered in your Advertising Departmtnt

I will receive a

Name _

degre* from

Address

City

Secretary-Treasurer : Pat Mc-

Cue, Judy Nicholson.

Historian: Judy Eubank, Gavin

Wyllie.

Social Convenor: Bill Hewitt,

Gary Neil.

Two Committee M embers :

Nancy Cope, Leith Henderson,

Sue Greer, Sue Weber.

Science '64 Elects

The following were elected this

week to the year executive of

Science '64: President, Jack

Medd; Vice-President, Bob Mc-

Gowan; Secretary, Jim Mason;

Eng. Soc. Reps., Mac Evans and

Don Webster; Chief Vig., Nick

Dellavalc
;
Treasurer, Warren

Holmes ; Social Convenor, Ed
Bonk Assistant Sccial Convener

Wayne Alexander ; Athletic Stick,

Rich Vivian; Assistant Athletic

Sticks, Mike Ross and John Dun-
can ; Year Scribe, Gord Moscrip;

Science Formal Rep., Dave Sned-

don; Court Crier, Monty Tharn-

ton; Constable, Bob Duthie.

* *

Band Applications
In spite of repeated solicita-

tions, no applications for Band
Executive positions have been re-

ceived. The present executive

wishes to make selections next

Tuesday, and any feeling at all

qualified for the administrative

duties arc urged to apply.

Musical experience is not ne-

cessary.

The duties of the offices are

outlined in the AMS Constitu-

tion.

The present executive will

gladly answer any questions

about the work.

Written applications will be re-

ceived in the A.M.S. office until

toon, February 21. The positions

are: Band Manager, Concessions

Manager, Pipe Band Drum Major
and Head Cheerleader.

of the carnival.

The 1.800 pound relic was

chained down at an intersection in

Outremont but the students man-

aged to pry it lose, roll it on to the

back of an open truck and drive

off before the police were aware

of the prank.

Later that morning 50 car loads

of students attacked the wire

fence between the Town of Mount

Royal and Montreal raised last

year to prevent children from

strolling onto the main traffic

artery.

Claiming that the fence was a

barrier to national unity 300 stud-

cuts began to rock and shake the

fence until two 40 foot sections

were bent to the ground. It took

a combination of the Montreal

Flying Squad and the Mount

Royal Police to chase off the at-

tackers. Later it was repaired and

continues to stand on the bound-

ary.

The police finally located the

cannon on the parking lot at the

university; When they recaptured

it, the students inarched off to the

Outremont City Hall to ask for

their prize.

"We want the cannon," they

shouted.

"You can't have it," the police

chief replied.

"Give it back," they roared.

"It's in good hands," he said.

Seeing that all was in vain the

students sang "O Canada" and

the officials responded by remov-

ing their hats.

Later the police relented and in

an official ceremony passed the

cannon over to Montreal AGEL
president Jean Rochon to use

during the winter carnival. Sat-

urday morning the 70-year-old

canon held a place of honor in the

carnival parade in the back of

dump truck.

BED ROLL, STILL TOP$
(continued from page 1)

possible. But the Western team

replied

:

"Waterloo officials weep and

wail

"They scream and shout and

loud assail

"But their protests to no avail

"Western pushed long past the

dawn

"Nine miles per hour we rest

upon."

The bed pushing rules are sim-

ple. All that is needed is a stand-

ard hospital bed with oversized

wheels and a maximum of four

pushers. So far UBC, Waterloo,

UNB and Western have shoved

a bed along the highways.

Queen's appears to be well

away to the record and determin-

ed to push a bed so far that no

one else will catch up.

McMaster pushers are pushing

their bed overland from Lake

Couchiching — about 100 miles

north of Toronto — to McMaster

where they will continue to push

it around its »4-mile track unt ''

they have beaten Queen's. Since

the OPP raised objections, they

are coming by rail, over the CNR
tracks.

It seemed one night that they

might never make it, when two

of the team apparently wandered

into the grounds of the Ontario

Mental Hospital at Orillia and

had to be vouched for by the

compatriots. Reporters from Life

magazine which is covering the

marathon also lost their way dur-

ing the night.

Last weekend Acadia passed

the distance record of 105 miles

set by Western when they shov-

ed their bed 301 miles from Wolf-

ville to Halifax, to Dartmouth,

McGILL DEBATES

Montreal (CUP Feb. 13 — Mc-
Gill University debators over-

came 45 American teams to tie

for first place at a debating tour-

nament held at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology last

u cekend.

The McGill team of Ralph

Stein and Mycr Shimelman was
cme of two to finish the contest

with a perfect record. They tied

with Harvard and Bates Univer-

sities for first place. The team de-

bated "Resolved that the United

States adopt a program of com-
pulsory health insurance for all

citizens."

and then back to Wolfvillc

hours by 4 p.m. Sunday,

While they were finj 5^

ing south from Antigoni
s j, ]

Halifax, to Wolfville, and

back to Halifax arriving
triu

phantly with 345 miles of
pU; ^

ing behind them, sustained
fc

buckets of chicken offered by

merchants. However, Acadian-
register a complaint about rjj

methods. It said that it has

testimony of a garage w^j
made repairs to Dai's undercar

riage that the vehicle wheels wer.

not kept moving.

McGill is pushing a [0l)r

wheeled carriage from Quebec
to

Montreal to publicize its carniva

and is apparently not interest^

in records. But Sir George want

to outdo its rival and will pu^
bed from Montreal to Ottawa

tc

Cornwall and then home so tha

the bed will arrive before
th.

carriage. They are using 10 team

and each will sprint for 200 yard

and then be replaced. Because th

death of a freshman during

itiations is still fresh on their

minds each member of the team

is required to have a medical

checkup and sign a waiver,

In an effort to publicize the

March of Dimes, the Sir Geoi

Team is calling its push "the run

of dimes." With the blessing of

the OPP which has waived its

restriction on road travel, th&

team hoped to arrive on Parlia-

ment Hill at 11 p.m. Wednesday

but it may have run into diili

cutties with the Ottawa Police

whose chief has labelled the mar

athon "asinine

Classified

Attention Levana Grads

Invitations for the Levana Grad din

ner have been mailed. Please replj

before February 20 in order to (Mil-

itate dining-room arrangements. Aiif

girl graduating this year who has not

received an invitation please contact

Cathy White, 6.-4852. or Mary Pate-

son, 6-4311.
Bandsmen

Please turn in your uniforms on

Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday of

this week at noon at Grant Hall

Lost

On Whitcface weekend, one brown

bearskin ski hat with ear flaps. Pl««

phone 8-3174, Nancy Darling, 34 Aber-

deen.
Will the person who removed a gr«"

Tyrolean hat from Grant Hall "it

night of the Odd Ball please hand inn

to the Union Administration om«

Reward.
Found

Parker Ball-point pen. At Journal

office.
Typing:

Theses, essays, reports, etc. Stencils

cut. Standard rates. Contact D. S- M™ -

bury. 45 Hamilton Sireet, 8-706

Artsmen - Vote Today!!
it's your last chance

Province

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In all your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-
dering requirements our store at 314 Barrie Street

near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR

DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
— AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS GANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night — Paar Christie's Orchestra

Catering to Private Parties and Banquets
FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

CALL LI 2-0745
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OfjUeJJhP. Wires
- about card playing , , t

HAMILTON (CUP)—Feb. 13

Another university has crack-

ed down on card playing on the

campus. McMaster is the second

diversity to outlaw card playing

aS a result of complaints.

Earlier this year McGill stu-

dents banned card playing from

their union building and the com-

mon room in the arts building.

At McMaster, Vice-President

pr. H. G. Thode issued two di-

rectives, reminding students that

"gambling anywhere in the uni-

versity is contrary to university

regulations and is subject to thej

severest penalties." The other di-
rective orders the card players
out of a back room in the student
centre.

Cards were banished in the Mc-
Gill union as a result of a com-
plaint from a father who claimed
that his son had lost money
gambling. The McGill Bridge
Club was not affected by the rul-
ing. There has been no evidence
that excessive sums of money
have been lost at McMaster, but
visitors to the university have
complained about the card play-
ers.

- about a fired editor . . .

- about entrance exams • • .

MONTREAL (CUP)—Feb. 13 1 tests together with: a transcript

— Students about to enter Mc-|of high school studies complete
Gill University next fall will beUo the December prior to admis-
asked to write entrance examin-
ations.

The tests will be based on
those conducted by the United
States College Entrance Board,
the results of which are valid for

any faculty and do not require

the high school student to study

for them beforehand.

High school students who ap-

ply for entrance to McGill will

write a three-hour aptitude test

and three achievement tests of

one hour each in March. These

sion; the school principal's con

fidential report; and the matricu

lation exam results will likely be

necessary for students entering

the university in 1962.

These procedures will allow

the university to give a provis-

ional acceptance by June 1. How-

ever, they apply to applicants at

the junior rather than the senior

matriculation level who will con-

tinue to go through the existing

procedures.

Birth Control Justified
(continued from page 1

)

and therefore not sinful, even if

not for procreation. He stressed

the immorality of allowing people

to raise large families for a life of

starvation.

Robin Bolton, also speaking ex-

temporaneously for Meds, pointed

out that recent medical discov-

eries encourage marriage with

lust, rather than marriage with

love, if there is a marriage at all.

In Las Vegas you can buy con-

traceptives for 25 cents from a

machine.

A few 'prize comments' slipped

out in the rebuttals. Trying to

refute the quotation from the

Bible, "Be ye fruitful anu multi-

ST. JOHN'S (CUP)—Feb. 11

Although he had student sup-

port Les Thorns was fired as

editor last week after he refused

lo reinsert the name Memorial

into the masthead of his paper

The Muse.

Censured earlier by the stu-

dents' council, Thorns left out

Memorial for the second time be-

cause he wants to see the name

removed from office if such a
motion were pssed at an assem-
bly. This would constitute a vote
of non-confidence and a referen-

dum would be needed.

When the council earlier claim-

ed that Thorns had "outstripped

his authority" and instructed him
to retain the word Memorial in

the masthead — where the edi-

.
tors are listed — the paper con-

of the University changed from |ducted a po„ whi(jh showed the
The Memorial University of students were in favor of the
Newfoundland to the University

J
name change

of Newfoundland. A referendum

More Opportunities
Government of Indonesia

Mil- Government of Indonesia is of-

ring four Post-graduate Fellowships
i Canadian students lor the academic
;ar 1901-62.

In addition to tuition and living al-

wancc, ihesc Fellowships include
i^sage from Canada to Indonesia and
;lurn.

It has been suggested by the Depart-
lent tit" External Affairs, which has
iked the Foundation to undertake the

auadiaii administration of these

applications tor courses (or which facil

Canada
deg c will

0 per

rVui-
d and
1 fees,

science has interfered with the

natural checks and balances limit-

ing population growth and there-

fore must restore this balance, as

has become necessary, by artifi-

cial means. Bruce McDonald and

A3 Winship represented Law, ar-

guing (essentially) that, this

would destroy our society, by
removing man too far front the

law of nature.

Mr. Fell, the Faculty judge and

two student judges decided in

favour of Law, regarding their

presentation of material, and their

humour as the winning points in

a very close debate.

On Wednesday, Science met

ply," a Theolog said, "At the time ! Arts, the judges deciding the deb-

God commanded it there was only! ate in favour of the former. John

one man and one woman. What Richardson and Sid Overall rep-

else could He say?" A member of

the Meds team quoted from the

New Testament. "I am come that

they might have life, and that

they might have it more abun-j

dan'tly." and continued, "Thus potential, but noted a lack of

Christ ushered in the population

explosion."

resented Science, debating the

affirmative while Norm Roth and

Rory Letshman represented the

Artsmen. The faculty judge, Prof-

essor Lavvford noted the debators

Memorial University of New-
foundland was incorporated by
the province, and therefore the

legislature would be the body

which would change the name.

conducted by The Muse showed

that 396 students as opposed to

307 were in favor.

Because of student support he

may be reinstated and the coun-

cil that fired him may be remov-

ed.

A petition demanding that a

student assembly be held to dis-

cuss the incident and calling for
|

provincial affairs which said only

the reinstatement has been pre-
j the name of the paper was regis-

sented to the council which ' tered and the institution publish-

means that the council could be ing it could be called any name.

Thursday, the council said it

was illegal for the paper to drop

the word Memorial, but the paper

checked with the department of

1490 AM CFRC 91.9 FM

Friday:

6:30—Time for Listening
7:00— Palladium Party
7:30—Campus Topics
7:35—Dixieland Jazz
^'.15—Queen's at Work — H. G.

Thorbuni — Pressure Groups
i!;30—In Rec:tal — St. Cecelia

Consort
9:00—Concert Hall

Vivaldi—The Seasons
Bach—Brandenburg Concerto
No. 2

Mozart—Theme and Variations

Haydn—Lark Quartet
Beethoven—Symphony No. 4

11:00—Patterned for Pleasure
.2:00—Sign Oft

Saturday:

1:01)—Masterworks featuring at 1:45

Beethoven— Missa Soleninis

at 3:45
Mahler—Symphony No. 9

5;0Q—Interlude
0:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—Old Favourites
7:30—Calendar and Personality

7:45—The Jazz Scene
8:30—Saturday Concert featuring

Rachmaninoff—Concerto No. 3

1:30—Music Round the World —
From Finland

10:00—Night Music
11:00—Music Beat
12 'Oil—Starlight Serenade
1:00—Night Mist

Sunday:

9:00—Musical Panorama
featured works —

Handel—Sonata in G minor
Tchaikovsky—Capriccio Italien

Stravinsky—Symphony in f

Movements
hOO—Mostly Music
4.30—Emission Francaise

5:00—Deutsche Sendung

AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT
BEEFBURG DELUXE

Va lb. prime beef, served with B.B.Q. Souce 75l*
French Fries and all the coffee you wish

Kingston's Most Distinctive Restauront LI 2-2729

iden the humanities and cul-

rea rather than technical
2S0 p

There is no form of application, but

a candidate should submit 3 copies of a

letter outlining his/her educational

background and proposed programme
f study in Indonesia, to reach:

Canadian Universities Foundation,

77 Metcalfe Street. Ottawa, Ontario,

not later than March 1st, 1961.

Government of Pakistan

The Government of Pakistan is of-

fering a scholarship to a Canadian

student for the academic year begin-

ning September 1961, and tenable for

the period necessary for the scholar to

acquire trie degree, diploma or certifi-

cate of the course for which he has

been selected.

Applications will be considered for

graduate and post-graduate study in

Science, Humanities, and the Arts as

well as in Agriculture, Medicine, ani-

mal Husbandry, Engineering, Dentisl-

rv, etc. Preference will be given lo

.up 4110

humour and knowledge of debat-

ing techniques. The judges, how-

ever, particularly praised Mr.

Roth for his impromptu style and

wit. (At one point he referred to

birth control as being on the same

moral level as its alternative, can-

nibalism.)

month. Expenses of passage to and
irom Pakistan will be the responsibility

of the successful candidate.

Requests for further information and
instruction on the method of applica-

tion must be addressed to:

The Secrelary,

Canadian Universities Foundation,

77 Metcalfe Street. Ottawa. Out.

and received not later than March 15th.

1961.

The judges, Mr. Jock Gunn,

lecturer in Political Science, and

two students. Mike Bell and Judy
Mandard ofj piumptre, gave the decision to

jrces. Post- 1 the affirmative,

ind Science i

necring and I The second round in the series

F
0
i!owsh^l was

held Tuesday at 12:30 in the

' union Lower Common Room, as

Levana was defeated by Law.

!

Susan Dexter and Sylvia Darby.be held in the McLaughlin Room

debated the affirmative for Leva- j on Tuesday at 12:30. This final

na. I debate will be adjudicated by

point made by the Professor Smetlntrst of the Clas-

was that medical' sits Department.

On Thursday, Science and The-

ology debated to decide which will

meet Law in the finals which will

Teacher's Federation

Mr. W. B. Stoddart, Assistant Field

Secrelary of the Ontario Secondary

School Teachers' Federation will be ill

King'lon on Tuesday, February 21.

and will meet and talk with students

who are interested in the teaching pro-

fession. Mr. Stoddart will discuss some

of the problem; and difficulties en-

Hall at 4:30 on Tuesday

isition.-.

Convocatfor
February 21

The key

affirmative

Hanson
Dance PRINTERS
Programs Phone 8-4114

ar
Printing of

Every Description

SIGN D C % I

Sunday:

SCM: Post-Valentine Party at the

House of Providence, 1:40 p.m. Meet

in the Co-ed Lounge of the Union.

Special University Service - World

Student Day of Prayer. Special panel

on "Peculiar Sludent Concerns in Dif-

ferent Countries" to be held from U
noon to 12:30, place to be announced.

Canterbury: The programme plan-

ned has been cancelled. Keep posted

with signs on campus, and CFRC an-

nouncements.

Monday:

SCM: "Today, a Challenge to my

Faith" led by Mrs. J- Coleman 4:30

pm.. Committee Room 3, Students

Union Study on the United Church in

Committee Room 2 at 9 p.m. Intro-

ductory meeting of Seminar 1 Iron

9-10 p.m. in McNeill House North

House Common Room- All interested

freshmen welcome to 'A Disciplined

Study of the Meaning of the Christ-

ian Faith.'

Students Wives' Club: Instead^ of

the regular Tuesday evening meeting,

we will have a splash party at the

swimming nool Q" Monday. Fob. 20

from 7:30-8:30. Afterwards, coffee in

the Science Gunrooms.

Tuesday:
Judo Club: General meeting and

n-orkout, Plans for tournament, e'ec-

BOOK5HOP 14 Montreal St.

&t. Stttnrs' (Etjurrlj

Union Street, by the campus

rector: rev. desmond c. hunt

§t. Anftrriu'fl

JlrpflbgU-rinii Ulijurrij

PRINCESS »NO CLEROT STREETS

REV. MAX V PUTNAM, B.A.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 1 9TH

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19TH

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

Sermon: "The Neglected

Vineyard"

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Sermon: "The Demands of the

Gospel"

8:15 p.m. Youth Fellowship

Bible Study

Tuesday: 7:30 p.m.

Prayer and Bible Hour

Come and Worship

A Cardial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

Inttcii \Lm

In7A

Sydenham and w"-h™

11-00 a.m. Rev. Prof. E. G,

Clarke, Preacher

4 00 p.m. Organ Recital

By Dr. F. R. C. Clarke

7-30 P.m. Pertinent Powbles

(i) "On Saying 'No' to God

Capt. the Rev. J. A. Davidson,

Preacher

,

Fellowship Hour

For^llJioungPeopte

?YQNE WELCOME

8:45 p.m.

(Eitaliners

U.iitrli OUpirrh

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D
MINISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY I9TH

11:00 a.m. Caiarhas Deadly

Prelate

7:30 p.m. The Lord's Prayer

(4) "Deliver Us From Evil"

8:45 p.m. Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to all

Queen's Students.

m
whata REFRESHING

NEW
FEELING

. . .what a special zing. . .you get from Coke

!

Refreshingest thing on ice, the cold crisp

taste and lively lift of ice-cold Coca-Cola!

No wonder Coke refreshes you best!

AiV for "ftW or "Csti-e«li"-l»ih l/ide-mirki nun Mi* product el

CoU-CoH Ltd.-ttio world's beit-loiri sparkling drink.
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Gael's Hockey^Back
16 Game Schedule Back

By George LaFleur

On January 2, 1960 a major

item on the sports page of a

Toronto paper was headlined

"Gaels Returning To Senior Hoc-

key".

In the succeeding two months,

Queen's own Jock Harty Arena

rang to the sounds of intercol- ;an.

Flanigan, a member of the

college team in the three years

prior to Queen's withdrawal from

the senior loop, was optimistic

about the future and stated that

"Next year we'll be back with a

full schedule of 16 games".

Well, when 'next year' rolled

around Queen's 16 game sche-

dule had been sliced to zero by

|
a financial guillotine and hockey

1

1

,"" - <
I at the University returned to the

pHoto
, The badminton singles went t0

[ intramural variety.

This is the girl's Volleyball team: Back: Sue Hough, Cookie Cartwright, Nancy Chapman,

Mary Duft. Centre: Di Matheson, Joan Atwood, Marian Page, Agnes McGugan. Front: Barb Fair,

Lynne Fuzzen, Lou Forester, Gail Mewhinney.

Sews Clues

Sc. '62 has moved into a com-

manding lead in the Bews race

i and has all but won the trophy

I for the second straight year,

i Meds. '65 has gained ground Icav-

'

ing Sc. '63 and P.H.E. to fight it

!t for third place.

Iegiate hockey, on the senior

level, for the first time in ten

years as near capacity crowds of

Gael supporters watched the new

home entry play a curtailed

schedule under the guidance of

Kingston lawyer Keith Flanigan.

B-BALL WEEKEND HERE
TWO TOUGH TILTS

The Queen's Senior Intercol-

legiate Basketball team has its

wurk cut out for it this week-

thcy m eet the McMa>ter

Marauders and Toronto Varsity

Blues on their out of town road

trip tin's weekend.

Victors over both these teams

earlier in the season, the Gael's

beat Varsity 65-43, and Mac 5S-'

56 on their home court in the

Richardson gym.

Friday night they again come

up against their much taller op-

ponents, the Varsity Blues, led

by Ed Bordas, 6'6" and Jim Ma-

guire at 6'5", the Gaels will be

up against stiff opposition when

it comes to grabbing off rebounds

and tip-ins. Dave West at 5'10'
-

is only a short member of

Blues, but teamed with Pete Pot-

ter they form a deadly unit.

On Saturday night, they meet

McMaster, led by sharp shooting

Gino Rizak. Rizak was consider-

ed to be well checked when he

jlayed here but still dumped in

—.Leading the Gaels will be high-

scoring captain Bob Laughton.

Bob with assistance from Mike

Jackson, Fred Rielly and Denny
Bozic.

CFL Drafts

Five Gaels

The five graduating members

of the Queen's Senior Intercol-

legiate Football team were select-

ed early in the Canadian Foot-

ball League conference held in

Winnipeg, Friday.

John Ware was the first choice

of Hamilton Tiger Cats who had

gained a first round selection

i
through an off season trade.

Mike Wicklum, the fleet-foot-

ed half-back for three years at

Queen's, went to Toronto after

they had selected All-Star guard

Casey Wood from U. of T.

Don Robb, Gaels captain and

26 points. Rizak will be helped
I

outstanding two way end for the

out by Valentine last several years was drafted by
' Calgary of the W.I.F.U.

| Bob MacAlesse and Dick

i
Pearce were also selected, Bob

I
going to Montreal and Dick to

Ottawa to join the outstanding

Queen's grads, Lou Bruce, Ron
Stewart and Gary Schrieder.

AMS Changes

The AMS Executive has sup-

ported the recommendations of

Lhe AMS Constitutional Comtnit-

tee concerning the position of the

Lcvana Athletic Board of Control

and of the Athletic Board of Con-

irol. The general aim of the re-

commendations is to set up the

L.A.B. of C. and the A.B. of C. as

independent of one another and

standing committees of the

A.M.S. There will be a female

A.M.S. Athletic Stick correspond-

ing to the present male one, both

of whom will be non-voting mem-

bers of the A.M.S. The Levana

Society Executive shall also ap-

point a representative to sit on the

A.B. of C.

Each athletic board shall sub-

mit its own budget to the A.M.S.

The women's will be based on 5/12

of undergraduate female students'

athletic fees. The men's will be

based on the remaining 7/12 of

the women's fee and all of the

men's fee.

The athletic fee is broken into

three parts. The first of these is

lhe cost of maintenance; the sec-

|
ond, the support of the men's

|

major intercollegiate sports; and

the final portion covers the rest

of the athletic program. The girls

should automatically receive a set

jortion of the girl's fees on which
1

their entire program would be

R6Y YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES. HOME COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR S5.00

SpecUI Sunday Dinnen

Parti or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Boom

Denny McDermott, Arts '64, as

he overpowered Tom Graham.

P.H.E. in the finals. In the dou-

bles McDermott and his partner,

Charles Publow appear to be the

team to beat as they have rolled

over all opposition so far.

The hockey semi-finals are over

now as Arts '64 beat Sc. '61 by 7

goals to 5 and Sc. '62 defeated

Arts '63 by 8 goals to 3. In the

first game of the finals Sc. '62 and

Arts played to a draw so the de-

ciding game will be Monday.

The basketball tournament is

down to the following teams

:

Meds '65, Sc. '62, Arts '61. Arts

'65, Arts '64 and Science '64.

The singles handball is advan-

cing with favourite Jim Dickson,

P.H.E. and Terry Porter, Meds
'63 still in the running. Dickson

and his partner, Brian McLeod of

P.H.E. are the defending cham-

pions of the doubles which are

now in the third round.

Water-polo semi-finals feature

Sc. '61 vs. Sc. '62 in one division

and Arts '63 vs. the winner of

Si. 63 and Arts '62 in the other

division.

The big event of the week was

the swimming and diving compet-

itions held on Wednesday at the

pool. Sc. '62, as expected, came

cut on top with the team title.

Individual honour went to Ian

Blake of Sc. '62, a phenomenal

swimmer, who shattered at least

two records in pacing his team to

victory. He broke his own 200

yd. and 100 yd. free style record.

Mike Zagrodney starred for

Arts '64 in the Frosh relay record.

He was also the winner in the div-

ing competition and edged Gra-

|
ham Ford, Sc. '62 in the 500 yd.

breast stroke. Jshn l'ettit of Arts
'64 took the honours in the short

50 yd. race.

A small ball was used as a puc |<.

it was set in mid ice, the teams

drawn back and at a signal they

rushed for the ball.

College football was five years

old when the Intercollegiate

Hockey Union was formed at

Kingston in 1902. On January ^
1903 Principal Gordon dropped

the first puck with McGill play-

ing at Queen's and the league

was under way.

In 1906 a team coached by

George Richardson felt strong

enough to challenge for the Stan-

ley Cup but they were beaten in

two games by Ottawa. With that

trophy "professional" the college

won the new amateur trophy, the

Allan Cup, in 1909 and success-

fully defended it the following

year.

From 1903 until 1927 Queens,

Varsity and McGill made up the

nucleus of the Intercollegiate

League with other teams joining

and then dropping out. The Gaels

competed with great success but

in 1927 three factors resulted in

the discontinuing of intercolleg-

iate hockey at the Kingston Uni-

versity.

First was the problem of stu-

dent interest with sell out crowds

of former years falling off to a

total of forty in the final game

with McGill. Second, there was

a financial problem. With money

from gate receipts and student

insufficient the team was

Exactly 75 years ago this past
I

losing as much as two thousand

the Journal carried ,
dollars a year m the last three

The distress felt at this news

was not only based on the im-

mediate situation but had its

roots in the long connection of

the game with the city of King

ston and the university.

Hockey was "born" at King-

ston in January of 1885 and the

first combatants were none other

than Queen's and R.M.C. The

locale was the ice of Kingston

harbour in front of what is now

the Staff College at the east end

of the city. A lacrosse ball, cut to

six flat sides, was the puck and

the sticks were of the type used

in field hockey, about three feet

in length and more curved than

EXPORT
PLAIN OR FILTER TIP

CIGAR ETTE'5

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Wednesday,

its first report of a hockey game

with Queen's downing R.M.C.

1-0. Playing positions were re-

corded as goal, point, cover point

and four forwards and the play-

ers managed without the benefits

of pads, regulation puck and, ac-

cording to some reports, a well

defined set of rules.

By 1S90 Kingston had its first

covered rink and the Ontario

Hockey Association had been

formed. Queen's gained the OHA
finals every year from 1S93 to

1901, winning the championship

four times in that period.

South of the border the game

was also developing, though at a

slower rate, and in the Christmas

holidays of 1895 Queen's made

their first American tour playing

against Pittsburgh and Baltimore,

years.

Finally, strangely enough, the

players themselves were also los-

ing interest. At the time there

were only two other teams in the

League, Varsity and McGill, and

this meant a total of only four

games. Toronto supplemented

this by entering the OHA and

McGill played in the Quebec

Hockey Association.

This would have seemed to be

the solution for Queen's and in

1932 it was decided to re-enter

the Intercollegiate and also enter

the Senior O.H.A. However, no

Senior group east of Toronto ex-

isted that year and an Intercol-

legiate team was unable to enter

an intermediate league.

Next Issue: The post war years

and the present situation. \

QPwrn Street

Inttrb ffitjttrrli

COHNEH CLERGY a QUEEN STS-

REV. E. W. HORTON, B.A., B.D.
MINISTER

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19th

10:45 o.m. Sunday School

11:00 o.m, Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young Peoples

Dont Forget . . .

There's still time to apply

to the

CO-OP
BERRY — BOUCHER — COLLINS

Applications due February 20

For Information Call L! 6-0752 or Li 6-0272

dial 6-iin AMEY'S TAXI DIAL 6-1111
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Symposium To Discuss
Canada: "Defense Or 95

JOURNAL PHOTO

N£W RECORD!
While the Queen's contribution to the "World Bed-race" was

illiiig records amid the publicity, glitter, and gloss of the front

age of the Journal, two Queen'smen, who wish to remain auony-

I (for the sake of modesty) were setting their own record.

In an inconspicuous corner of a Kingston rooming house, these

Lave supporters of the Tricolor sat and drank . . . Scotch, Rye,

Ivudka, beer, even straight alcohol.

They consumed over twenty (20) bottles in a brief 36-hour

briod and while no TV camera recorded their feat, they worked

'at their task.

The bout over, a new record had been established — not the 20

tittles, not the 36 hours, but a two-and-a-half-day hangover.

A challenge is thrown to other universities to equal this mark.

Queen's Students Express

Faith In U.N. Sec. General

An idea bom in the frustrated desire of a political club to "do

something" about attacks being made by the Soviet Union upon

United Nations Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold has grown

into a campus-wide movement. A telegram is to be sent to the

Secretary-General expressing the confidence of the signatories in

his work.

The telegram is to read:

"We at Queen's University, Kingston, Canada, would like to

express our confidence in your efforts to maintain world peace.

Long after the attacks on your person and office have been forgotten,

the courage and integrity that you have shown at this hour will be

remembered. We are deeply grateful."

This message is not intended to

convey blanket approval of all Mr.

Hammarskjold's actions in the

Congo or elsewhere. It is to be

sent in the belief that any mis-

takes he may have made do not

warrant an attack upon either his

character or his ability.

The idea emerged from last

Thursday's Liberal Club meeting

in Committee Room No. 2, and

was quickly endorsed by the pres-

idents of SUNAC, the Progres-

sive Conservative Association,

i and the Socialist Club. Objective

•Ban - The - Building
*

feelings Running High

is 1,500 signatures by five P.M

tomorrow.

Lists for those wishing to sign

will be available all day today

and tomorrow at Technical Sup-

plies and the Library, from ten to

twelve-thirty both days in the

New Arts Building, at meal hours

today, tonight, and tomorrow

noon at all three cafeterias, at

both sessions of the Arts Society

Symposium and at tonight's

Young Liberal Rally in Liberal

Hall.

A charge of ten cents per name

r,r organization name will be

levied with five cents extra for

each word used in excess of two.

Any net profit will be donated to

the AMS Theatre Building Fund.

Student opposition to the con-

struction of a physics building

Lower Campus steadily

|wunted over the weekend as

68 signed petitions protesting

I'fie project.

It is planned to send the peti-

tions to the Rector as the stu-

dents' representative on the

|Board of Trustees.

Starting at 5:30 p.m. Friday,

lUvanites operating from Ade-

laide Hall began circulating the

[petitions, Saturday morning they

Iwllected further signatures in

m New Arts building. By 4:30

pn- Saturday, they had gathered

names. The movement spread

|

ln,o the men's residences where

pany were quick to sign.

Petitioning will continue dur-

ing the week in order to collect

many signatures as possible

|l'otn those out of Residence,

was significant that the peti-

:ons started from two sources,

[^though the wording of each

I ^ slightly different — one ob-

Ij^led specifically to a physics

pitting while the other objected
11

instruction of any building

the site — care was taken

"void duplication of names.

I Those signing included mem-
' ers of Science, Arts, Meds, and

students printed PHYSICS in

capital letters after their names.

Petitioners in Engineering were

certainly not in the minority.

Next to Arts they comprised the

largest group signing.

ill.eology years. Many physics

3n licutoriam

Last rites will be admin-

istered for our recently de-

parted Lower Campus.

Funeral at 4:10 p.m.

Wednesday. Procession

from Students' Union.

Across the campus both the

building project and the petition

aroused heated comment.

Signs appeared on Lower Cam-

pus while another posted on the

plywood barrier surrounding the

construction of the new extens-

ion to chemistry building read

"This is the Lower Campus of

the Future". Twenty girls in one

residence volunteered to stage a

sit-down strike on Lower Cam-

pus and other students mention-

ed student strikes and protest

marches. Several campus veter-

ans hopefully recalled student's

demonstrations of earlier days.

NFCUS Teams Visit

District High Schools

The NFCUS program of High

School visits was successfully

carried out at Queen's last Wed-

nesday and Thursday under the

direction of Education Commit-

tee Chairman Don Cochrane.

Eight teams of speakers, each

consisting of a male and a female

undergraduate, visited a number

of High Schools in the Kingston

area to address senior pupils on

'The Value of Higher Educa-

tion." Each speech was followed

by a question period, and all

speakers reported that the inter-

est shown by the students in their

questions was most rewarding.

The program, which is being

carried out in all member univer-

sities and which next year will be

co-ordinated on a nation-wide

scale, was prompted by the re-

port of the Atkinson Foundation.

(See High Success, Page 5)

McGill Debate

Proves Queen's

Not Prepared

Queen's sent two teams to Mc-

Gill for the Winter Carnival De-

bating Conference. The resolu-

tion, "Resolved that surrender to

the U.S.S.R. is preferable to risk-

ing the destruction of humanity

in a nuclear war" was supported

by Martin Ware and Insley May-

bee and opposed by John Soorau

and Dave Wilson.

On Saturday morning, the sec-

ond and third rounds of the tour-

nament took place. The affirma-

tive team emerged with one win

and one loss, the negative was

not quite as fortunate.

The affirmative maintained

that democracy is not worth the

price of all the lives of the world's

population and that no matter

how much Hp service we may

pay to democracy, we don't real-

ly believe that it is the perfect

system for the government. They

also advocated for the sincere

supporters of democracy and

they surrender to the Russians

and then move to reincarnate de-

mocracy and eventually over-

throw our conquerors.

(See McGill Debates, Page 4)

In Dunning Hall Today
"Canada: Defence or Foreign Aid?" This is the controversial

subject of today's third annual Arts Symposium, presented by the

Arts Society.

At 4:15 p.m., Mr. Charles Lynch, well-known chief of Southam's

News Services, is giving the keynote address in Dunning Hall

Auditorium. In the evening at 8:30, Dr. Preston of the RMC History

Department is chairing a panel of three.

| Along with Mr. Lynch, Mr.

David Gauthier and Egan Cham-

bers, MP will discuss the con-

troversial topic, which is of spe-

cial interest to Queen's students

in the light of recent African and

Asian turmoil.

Mr. Gauthier is Lecturer in Phil-

osophy at U of T and member of

the U of T Nuclear Disarmament

Committee. Egan Chambers is

parliamentary Secretary to the

Minister of National Defence. The

hot controversy between these lat-

ter two promises to be the key-

nute of the panel discussion.

Each panel member will be giv-

en about 15 minutes to speak,

after which there will be a dis-

cussion. The audience wil be per-

mitted to question the panelists

after their talk.

Since this subject is one of

great concern to Canadians today,

3nd as the speakers are experts in

their own fields, the symposium

promises to be an exciting one.

The Arts Society extends a cor-

dial invitation to all students to

attend both afternoon and evening

events.

Bursary Plan

Drafted, Sent

To Fed. Gov't.

OTTAWA—Feb. 16 — The
National Federation of Canadian

University Students today began

an intensive campaign seeking

the cooperation of the federal and

provincial governments in a plan

to encourage 10,000 more high

school graduates to enter univer-

sity every year by means of bur-

saries up to $600. A brief outlin-

ing this plan was presented to

Prime Minister Diefcubaker and

members of his cabinet Friday

morning. The brief will also be

presented to the governments of

the provinces for their approval.

The brief presented annually

for the last four years has been

modified and enlarged since the

initial presentation. At that time

the government gave approval

and promised "consideration." It

(See Bursary News, Page 5)

Drama Guilders Take Honors

Winning Three Top Awards

Queen's Drama Guild added

new laurels to its already ample

collection over the weekend,

when the Queen's entry in the

[ntervarsity Drama League Fes-

j

rival, held at London, Ont., cap-

|

nred three of six awards.

Using Eugene Ionesco's "The

Lesson" as their vehicle, Lionel

Lawrence and Susan Gibbard

walked off with "Best Actor"

and "Best Actress" awards. Bev

MacKay was named "Best Di-

rector."

Burke Martin of the London

Free Press wrote: "Easily the

best (of the matinee productions)

was Eugene Ionesco's macabre

"The Lesson", brilliantly acted

by Lionel Lawrence and Susan

Gibbard of Queen's University.

"Adjudicator Paul Soles found

this to be a 'very consistent per-

formance all through, with Ion-

esco's lines and effects well un-

derstood.

j

"Both Mr. Lawrence as the

I

maniacal and homicidal teacher

! and Miss Gibbard as his ill-fated

pupil were found by the adjudi-

cator to have given 'great per-

formances', and both costumes

and properties were declared

first-rate," said Mr. Martin.

Several innovations will be in-

troduced at next year's Festival,

to which Queen's may be host.

Competition will be limited to

only one-act plays, and the plays

themselves will be staged "arena-

style", with no costumes or sets.

McGill University's production

"The People Are Not With Us"

copped the "Best One-Act Play"

award. The play was written by

a McGill student. (Ste drawing

oh Features page.)

Candidates Speak

Candidates for the position

of President of the Alma

Mater Society will he speaking

at the next AMS meeting in

the Centre Class Room of Sir

John A. Macilonald Hall,

today at 7:00 P.M. There are

six automatic candidates —
all the Senior Representatives

from the five faculties and the

school of theology. All are

welcome — this is your gov-

ernment.

KALEIDOSCOPE Wednesday, feb. 22

r
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Hell - That's What!
The assaulted has yet to be revenged!

Physics is an important discipline of knowledge and must be

catered to by any institute of higher learning. Contemporary society

with its stress on science, its 'nuclearism', and its expanding universe

has manifestly increased the relative importance of science generally

and physics in particular. And yet, is it wise to sacrifice all other

knowledge to science, lo subordinate our other values to the supposed

functional requirements of physics? We think not!

We quote from A Planning Study of Kingston, Ontario, 1960. "The

gradual industrialization of the region around Kingston is diversi-

fying employment and bringing prosperty and change. However, the

inestimable benefits of such industrialization can be easily lost if

care is not taken to maintain a balance between all elements which

go into the creation of a community which is truly a good place in

which to work and live. Factories and stores (and a Physics Build-

ing) are needed — so are parks . . . New Buildings of inspiring archi-

tecture have their place but may be found in any Canadian city. What
is not so easily obtainable in the modern community is the sense

of being iu a 'place' ; of being somewhere that is different from all

other places because this place has something that is its own and

which cannot be duplicated elsewhere."

We strongly feel that this portion of the city planning study

can — and should — be adopted by this university. We come here

to receive knowledge — not only utilitarian but also the kind which

will enable us to recognize the beauty that surrounds us, whether

that beauty be found in sound or sight. It is, of course, necessary

for Queen's to supply the facilities for research and teaching — but

it should also supply the atmosphere, the sense of belonging, the

uniqueness that must be inherent in any good university.

One of the landmarks of Queen's has long been its Lower

Campus, the only open grassland iu the university area. Students

and faculty — and probably even Kingstonians — stroll, play,

and slide there. It has survived threats of city expropriation, de-

mands by the Kingston General Hospital for parking space, and the

thousands of students who trample it underfoot continually. Should

this be now sacrificed to enhance the prestige of the Physics Depart-

ment ? Should Queen's be despoiled because the Board of Trustees

dislikes further expropriations? Should this rape of beauty continue

because it would take eight . . . nine . . . ten minutes more to move
between classes? No! ! !

Without students there would be no university. This fact alone

gives us the right to protest the recent decision of the Board of

Trustees to run: our campus by a Physics Building '.V: have been

here one hundred and twenty years now ; what will Queen's look

like in another one hundred and twenty years? Unless we assure

that the Lower Campus shall remain virgin land, buildings will

eventually cover it, eliminating the already small green-area available

to Queen's students. Queen's shall expand in the next one hundred
and twenty years, and if we place a building on the Lower Campus
now because there is no other site — what will this place look like

then? Hell — that's what!

APRIL SHOWERS BRING MAY FLOWERS . . . AND EXAMS !

Letters To The Editor

Many, Many, Many Thanks Furor

Editor, Journal:

The coordinators of Queen's

Pushathon would like to extend

their sincere appreciation to all

concerned in bringing "that

damned bed" to a triumphant

terminus.

]f the end may justify the

means, then the mutual cooperation

and unselfish devotion brought to

light by this "crazy college stunt"

should far outweigh any "ridicule"

levelled at us by the chaotic "adult

world".

We feel that all can be justly

proud of their part in this, the

largest mass participation event in

Queen's history.

THANK YOU.
Mike Nedham
John Souvage

Mac Evans

Fred Swinney

Don Chadsey

Ed Bonk.

* *

Many, . . .

Editor, Journal:

On behalf of the Model Parlia-

ment Committee, the Queen's

Debating Union, and the A.M.S.

Executive, I would like to thank

the Executive and members of

Science '62, most especially Al

Wirch, for their gift of a new

Model Parliament mace.

I would laso like to express my
personal admiration for Mr.

Wirch 's very fine craftsmanship

in fashioning such a beautiful and

durable mace.

Tom Marshall,

Model Parliament Convenor

* *

. . . Many, . . .

Editor, Journal:

To the production staff, direc-

tors, and cast of "Pay the Piper"

— many, many thanks for a

wonderful show.

Osbert Twiddle

* *

. . . Many, Thanks.
Editor, Journal:

Thank you for taking up my
plight.

As every young maiden, I too

dislike being raped.

Make vengeance yours !

Lower Campus

"Queen's Does Not Have A Beautiful Campus"
Queen's does not have a beau-

tiful Campus. This is a relative

judgement made in comparing it

to the University of Toronto, and

ihe expansive campuses of British

Columbia and Western. It is not

as picturesque as McGill, as avant-

garde as the University of Mon-
treal which is impressive rather

than beautiful.

Queen's has magnificent trees;

unlive limestone that blends in with

the native climate; there are flower

beds in summers, snow sculptures

in winter—hut students prefer to

walk by the Lake or stroll among
elms and squirrels, enjoy spring

(coming) on City of Kingston

park benches than on the campus.

The reason is of course that the

general effect of Queen's campus
is ugly.

There are some very fine build-

ings on campus, taken aesthetically.

The Douglas Library is one. King-
ston Hall, with its now famous

Romanesque tower, does not de-

tract from University Avenue's
vistas. Even the Union, with

Wallace Hall's big Gothic window

compliments the street named
after it.

Other buildings are horrible.

The Old Physics buildings has

dungeons (and pigeons). Fleming

Hall and the Old Arts building

glower down on the quad. Nichol

Hall and the Arena make a fine

pair. These are the mistakes of

our practical ancestors. Site plan-

ning, it would seem, was tied to

practical considerations, space,

proximity and cost. It is impor-

tant to have the buildings: "looks

ain't all that important", our prac-

tical forerunners decided.

The past is past, and is there to

criticize, if one has a mind to.

The real criticism, today's, is

for today's architects at Queen's.

Mo I don't object entirely to the

placing of the new Physics build-

ing, though 1 reserve judgement

until 1 see its design.

What I am afraid is, that in

spite of Dr. Mackintosh's assur-

ances, this spot was chosen for

short range practicality rather than

in line with a longe-rauge consider-

ation for the importance and value

of an aesthetically beautiful
campus.

Before this view is deemed un-

reasonable I point to two instances

where this principle has been used

in the most recent building projects

at Queen's.

Dunning, Richardson and Ellis

Halls now march, tight almost to

the building line, down University

Ave. ( hie can see other such Halls

replacing the residences, even the

Art Centre, when the need calls.

The itlea of building along street

lines is used in high-cost industrial

and commercial zoning* where
architects are reminded that land

is paid for by frontage. The rear

of the buildings under these con-

ditions is used for parking, litter

and storage on a concrete lot. I

object to this kind of "planning"

on a campus.

Leonard Field's projects are the

second instance. Leonard Hall

itself is a relatively cheap-design

hotel building. Morris and McNeil
Halls are placed tight to its build-

ing lines. The field in the middle

is still a rectangle. There is I

have been told a plan to cover

various other parts of this field.

The students of today must have

confidence in the administration in

such matters as planning. The
need for facilities is not in question.

The type of facilities is.

The campus is a legacy to the

students of the future. Will it

provide that subtle and important

atmosphere that we look for in our

campus, or must our followers

be saddled with some of the archi-

tectural atrocities that practicality

or lack of foresight have provided

for us.

Queen's students and the alumni,

the latter in particular, are in-

terested in their campus, and ils

looks are part of its efficiency. I

would like to see an overall archi-

tectural plan for this campus and

perhaps a standing committee of

the administration and the alumni,

even including students, that will

be concerned with this problem

and such problems as the placing

of a Queen's theatre and new
residences.

Mtehael White

Editor, Journal:

A great deal of furor, much of

it created by the Journal, has arisen

over the proposed location of the

new Physics Building. If indeed

the students of Queen's are against

(he planned site, which is in itself

doubtful, then it is my opinion

that they are overlooking the

forest for the trees.

We must keep in mind that

only a small corner of the Lower

Campus will be usurped; the

largest portion of it will remain

in its present state of primeval

beauty.

Opposition to carefully-laid plans

for the new building will only lead

to delays in its construction. And

any delay in improving conditions

for Physics students will only

hamper Queen z in its vital task

of turning out nation-builders.

To erect the building on its

proposed site, would be a crime

against Nature; to delay or pre-

vent the construction would be a

crime against humanity.

I leave it to the students of

Queen's to decide which is the

more grievous wrong.

Rick Malt

Editor's Note: The students' feel-

ings <<» the matter have been made
clear via the well-signed petitions

noil' circulating through this

campus. Carefully laid plans for

the Physics Building were not

laid carefully enough or the build-

ing would not he placed on the

Lower Campus. It should also be

noted that no architects' plans

have hecu made and that actual

construction plans arc in very

rough form. A crime against

nature IS a crime against humanity!

Bon
This column was supp0scj

devoted to original mrfi

apa \

I Didn't Ask...
Editor, Journal:

I cannot sec where Brian Coch-
rane is in any position to criticize

bed pushing, "dropping bombs on
Model Parliament, and the many
other gags university students, the

cream of the educational crop,

waste time pulling."

He was the culprit who threw
numerous bombs on this year's

model parliament. He also wasted
much time trying to form the

"very worthwhile" but ill-fated

Rock'n Roll Club.

Jclsm Duncan

students. Unfortunately a,

and indifference of Quecn '

have allozved this column in ,i

"

crate and become monopoi;-
Clj

a fetv.

Some thoughts on a

in Toronto : A real advance ^
made last week by university

dents in the field of education

representatives from MFtl/S
n

Premier Frost in Toronto. Led

NFCUS regional president M
Somerville, the ten presidents

Ontario university student coiin
t

presented the prime minister w
the National Bursary Plan. -j>|

is a well-written and detailed d,

ment dealing with the financ

problem in higher education
aj

asking for a Federal-wide schci

of bursaries, involving 10,0

bursaries of $600.00 each, Fr(

was sympathetic to the brief.
\,

could only stay for 15 nihuit
(

John Robarts. the Ministei

Education, stayed with the de

gation for over two hours, amy.

ing questions and explaining

predicament of his Departing

"I don't think we'll ever get to

point where we provide the wh

thing (university education)

doesn't agree with our prinei]

of free enterprise". Hmm
Robarts noted that there

competition among the depa]

ments for money and it's a sl(

process. Oh well, 1 suppose pict

benches are better than educatK

anyway ! But NFCUS sh(w

well, and if such excellent litis

continue, the influence by

Canadian university student in

sphere of education is likely

increase considerably in the tutu

The practise of tipping is

of man's most accursed nuisane

More than that, most of the i

it's downright uncalled-!' it

ridiculous. And when a si

shine boy is tipped 50 cents for

25 cent job, I throw up my ban

in impoverished dismay !

person is being paid to deliver

to a hotel room, then why si

he receive a tip for the ele
1

trip ? Someone told me it'

accepted social fact and we

conform. But why ? When sue

customs create holes in pock

they should be seriously con

ered, not slavishly obeyed. Let

throw away their tender. I'll c

tinue to use mine to buy the

tials in life—candy, soda pop- Ie

boks etc !

Chatting with some fellows tr.i

Devonshire House at the L 1

T.j I found it difficult to live d

the sexual segregation of

Quen's men's residences,

told me it was naive and sill

to permit women visitors »

men's residences (at this
i

cur conversation was interm

by loud and persistent tn»

giggling from the nexi door fl

They laughed. 1 blushed '

1

them that the only thing Qu

students couldn't resist was ti

tation ... I told them it *

create all sorts of, we

problems ... I told them it*

be hard to study with g»*»

But 1 c°,lll!

ell

over the place

seem to convince mys 1

know, it docs seem rather p^"
that we should be treated

fa

promiscuous and uncontroU

children, doesn't it
7

it ? ? ?

Guess I should add raysenWj

for the P.P.B.L.C. (Pr***

of Physics Building on

Campuses). Entrance to u

vz limited to patrbtt- £-»s';

Oueen'smen w

the

ho love the f

,

ing and aesthetic benefits °^

Lower Campus. Anyone « a

join? Stewart GooH
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orpheus Don Cossacks To A Can 0f Shaving Cream
Jan Rubes as a pleasantly sinister

pjUto
definitely stole the show in

( j
)C

Canadian Opera Company's

riotous production of Offenbach's

nQrpheus in the Underworld"

|
flS

t
Thursday.

from his first entrance Rubes

captured and held the audience

y,jth
an outstanding combination

[ a pleasant voice humour and

good acting.

As entertainment the production

tt-as
a light-hearted success which

[jdth the cast and the audience

thoroughly enjoyed.

From the musical, or operatic,

point of view their version of

"Orpheus" could do with some
improvement. One realized the

difficulties faced by a small

touring company operating on

limited funds — and in this re-

spect William Lord deserves

full credit for the attractive sets

which effectively met all the de-

mands of transportation and

economy — but the lack of even

a small orchestra was painfully

evident despite George Brough's

masterly efforts to fill the

vacuum. Especially noticeable

was the abbreviation of the

overture which brought Public

Opinion (Joanne Ivey) — look-

ing remarkably like a Kingston

landlady — bustling onto the

stage almost before the audience

had recovered from singing

"God Save the Queen".

Generally the whole cast ex-

hibited good, well-trained voices

but only Alan Crofoot (Bacchus)

and perhaps Dodi Protero (Eury-

dice), at her best, were outstand-

ing.

The substitution of Bacchus for

Cremieux's John Styx at first ap-

peared an inexplicable departure

from the original. Yet Alan Cro-

foot did not have to be on the

stage more than two minutes

before one realized the part was

made for him. It was a pity that

the role did not allow us to hear

more of his truly fine voice.

As Orpheus Phil Stark played

convincingly and with obvious

relish while Dodi Protero gave

a good though uneven perform-

ance as Eurydice. Her argument

with Orpheus was spoiled some-

what by a tendency to overact
and in the first scene it was
sometimes difficult to catch her
words. An occasional harshness
m the coloratura passages of-
fended at times, but as the ac-
tion progressed and she found
her stride these deficiencies
were more than compensated
for. She was at her best in the
aria, "So this is Death".
Daphne Drake was a captivating

and lively Cupid who did much
to enliven the slightly dull group of
Olympians. Arlene Meadows, (as
Diana), and Andrew MacMillan
(Jupiter) shared honours for the
most disappointing performances.
Somehow neither was convincing.

Both were too heavy handed in

their treatment of an already over-
obvious libretto and Andrew Mac-
Millan's frequent "Now cut that

out" was painfully reminiscent of

Jackie Gleason.

The libretto was a disappoint-

ment. While humorous, the

Robert Fulford and James
Knight adaptation lacked the

urbane sparkle of the original

Cremieux version. Frequently
any resemblance to the original

— even in the plot scheme —
was purely coincidental. Often

wit degenerated into slapstick.

Mercury's habit of standing on
one leg soon became an over-

worked gag while Pluto, Jupi-

ter, and Mars frequently resem-

bled a trio of frustrated hus-

bands at a convention.

The Platoff Don Cossack Chorus, who will be the guest artists

in this term's Arts Society concert in Grant Hall on Thursday
evening, were originally organized in Prague, Czechoslovakia, in

1927. Ever since its inception the Chorus has been headed by
Mr. Nicholas Kostrukoff, who acts simultaneously as chorus leader

and administrator.

The membership of the Chorus has always comprised the best

uf the vocal talent obtainable among the white Russian emigres

who fought Communism in Russia as early as 1918 and who actual-

ly may be considered as the pioneers in the fight against world

Communism. All members of the chorus are now American cit-

izens; some of them fought during the Second World War in the

ranks of the American army.

Since 1927 the chorus has toured all five continents and has

crossed the equator nineteen times. It can truly be said that there

is not and never was another body of singers which completed such

an extensive round of voyages as the Platoff Chorus has done.

In the current programme of the Cossacks, G. Soloduhin, "the

world's most photographed Cossack", is featured in the Lozginka,

a barbaric Caucasian dance which begins on the sad lilt of a peasant

song and concludes with a wild dance of jubilation. With the entire

chorus providing the vocal background, Soloduhin performs the

traditional dance v/ith daggers which never fail.- to stir his

audience.

how green was my revving

Yet comedy is one of the least

permanent forms of expression and

Knight and Fulford can be par-

doned for much of the slapstick

in their generally successful

attempt to keep the theme up-to-

date.

One change in the libretto

did strike the reviewer as an

unconsciously amusing conces-

sion of the prudish feelings of

modern audiences. This was

Eurydice's decision to stay with

Bacchus, not because she was

an essentially sexual creature

made for the role of a bacchante

— as Cremieux portrays her —
but because she feels he needs

her. Offenbach would have

shuddered. Paul Pross.

Above is an original drawing of several m
The Lesson which dominated the awards at the Intervarsity

^eague Festival.

Robertson Davies, on various oc-

casions, has commented to the ef-

fect that he receives letters in

which the writer states that Davies

in his columns has outlined the re-

quisites of writing a good novel or

play. The writer, having absorbed

Davies' suggestions, newsprint and

all, has written a "good" novel or

play — the manuscript is included

with the letters; what does Davies

think about it?

It hardly need be observed that

the likelihood of writing a success-

ful novel or play under the above

conditions only, is very slight. But

the analysis of various plays, or,

in this case, revues, can be of some

considerable value. One automatic-

ally points in the direction uf "M\

Fur Lady", the philosopher's stone

of college revues. It made money!

— a lot of it. It was good. Why?
There are many reasons of course,

and there are many reasons why

other revues I have seen, or been

associated with, have been success-

ful or unsuccessful to varying de-

grees.

A minimal plot line to which

one may append almost any-

thing, without the overt sense

of incongruity, is a prerequisite.

Speed, the allowance for smooth

set changes and simplicity go

hand in hand. At this point each

writer is on his own. The basic

mechanics are present, and how

the end is achieved from there

is anyone's guess,

Very well, the script has been

written. The author — myself —
has spent two years building up

characters and situations to find

that the third act is so chopped up

that it must be re-written. Sac-

rilege !

The author of any script such as

that for "Pay the Piper" can do one

of two things: cither he can turn

it over to a production staff for

completion of the product, or stick

with it. I chose to do the latter.

Were I to write another revue, I

would not attempt to influence the

production. Disagreements are

hound to arise as to what will or

will not "go over" on a stage. For

the sake of the production as a

whole, it is far better that the

writer keep his paddle out of the

broth. The production staff has

enough to cope with, without the

author breathing down their necks,

however well-intentioned his sug-

gestions and assertions may be.

Three weeks after the decision

to change the third act. the script

is finally re-assembled. The acid

test of a complete reading before

the production staff, during which

Iil)es which they feel are unsuitable

embers of the cast of are deleted or altered, is completed

Drama and the script is pr iitt-d.

Eliminating roles is agreed to,

but changing jokes cuts the

author to the very core. His

sense of humour is worthy of

the gods. After carefully work-

ing out a comparison between

the statue, (Venus of Kyrene)

and the statuesque (Jayne

Mansfield) it is dutifully chang-

ed so that the whole point of

the joke is lost so far as the

author is concerned. Utter de-

secration ! ! !

The day Ccdric left the script

the author was shattered. Surely

you woudn't cut Cedric, would

you? Cedric had to go. No mate

member of the potential cast was

willing to jeopardize his manhood

to play the role. Although Cassan-

dra the dedicated ballerina, who re-

placed Cedric, was immensely suc-

cessful, it was a deep loss.

A complete "run-through" dem-

onstrated to the author, much to his

horror, that he had created a multi-

legcd and multi-armed monster.

That the directors were succeeding

in co-ordinating the various ap-

pendages was incredible but so.

Chorus songs were coming along

well ; a dance rehearsal I attended

left me very impressed by the chor-

eography.

The Whig-Standard article on

the first-night performance was

hardly designed to make a potential

customer frantically rush down to

the nearest ticket outlet. It further

left the author in a very belligerent

mood. That the plot was thin is

readily acknowledged. It was never

intended to be otherwise. The

Queen's Journal report was very

generous and revived the author's

spirits.

The final performance a consid-

erable success was followed by an

incredibly noisy party from which

the author left early because he

found that acting every role in the

show for three nights exhausted

him. He went to bed wondering

how the directors who had been

doing the same thing for five weeks

could possibly stand the strain.

So that was "Pay the Piper".

Thousands of man-hours were

poured into presenting tweniy-

nine pages of script, two and

one-half hours a night for three

nights. Sleep, classes, and tem-

pers had been lost in the drive

to meet the February 15 dead-

line. And the author is left with

the memory of some very happy

moments of inspired farcical

acting, a page of autographs,

some bruises acquired when

caught in a charge for free beer,

and the knowledge that if "Pay

the Piper" ever goes on stage

again it will have to be altered.

Osbert Twiddle

Hail to thee in all thy greatness

0 thou who ends the bitter hateness

For the morning giletre shave.

I've cast away the mug, including the brush

To get a faster shave in the morning rush

To become on office slare.

For now I simply wet my face beneath the tap

And proceed to press the small red cap

In anticipation of the foam.

Whereupon there spumes forth the porous lather

A welcome sight to office slave or traveller

Wanting not to moke his own.

Long may you last, with your gas propulsion

That makes you squirt that white convulsion.

Until the inevitable day.

When in great splendour you give a final split.

Then bravely die in a glorius gaseous fit,

And thanklessly are thrown away.

|ohn Duncan

A STRANGER
Let me introduce myself; I am

a stranger, an utter foreigner, a

figure cold and bruised by your

hearts and your homes. And let

ine tell you why. It is because I,

a sort of living sea of ideas, feel

that you have no imagination, or

that only in rare and unpopular

cases does anyone have ideas. It

may be that your imagination has

been so stamped out of you by

your presbyterian tradition that

you are no longer able to appre-

ciate the imagination of others.

Perhaps it is that pressure to

conform so that you may enjoy

the respect of the opposite sex that

you so badly need has made you

unaware of the life of the imagi-

nation. But to me the life of the

imagination is the only true culture

and the land of the imagination

yields far more security, far more

wisdom, far more compassion, and

a far better world than if we

briefly and shamefully dismiss it

as sick, sick, sick. There are few

honest people on the Queen's

Gunpus who gladly welcome the

idea of writing an English Essay,

even fewer who write short stories

or anything of that sort. It would

be truer to say that you hate

dreams, visions, whimsical ideas,

creation, or in a word — imagi-

nation. You hate them for a very

good reason. You fear diem. You

realise that they are pure fantasy

and that as far as the real world

o: dollars and broads is concerned,

these fantasies arc irrelevant,

embarrassing, and will reveal your

inability to express yourself out-

side your own private materialist

self-interest. You far prefer the

safe policy of shaping yourself to

become cogs in an increasingly

mechanical world. Where in the

name of sweet mother Moses is

your vitality and your spirit. You

don't know the meaning of the

roar of hippotamuses or the

twinkle of true poetic love. Your

so called masculine pride does not

allow yon to have visions such as

these. Poetry ; romanticism —
these are for the crumbs. Oh you

repressed gang of drunken idiots !

You have few ideals because you

have a repression that it is im-

mature to have these visions of a

better world. Oh you repressed

sheep of this god-forsaken world !

And god-forsaken is what I said

and what I meant. I don't mind

if you interpret God as a golden

dieu dans le ciel or if you prefer

to think of God as an ideal—

a

perfect mien. But your God is

what is closest to your heart pro-

vided it is good. And if only cheap

thrills are clear to you then I do

call this a god-forsaken world.

Is it asking too much \ar you to

realise how selfish, how petty, how

inspired and hozv fundamentally

unhappy our world is. Oh for a

flash of a smoking cannonade to

wake you up one morning, or a

sunlit glass of champagne to open

up your walted-iit hearts, to let go

your absurd idea that tears and

laughter arc symbols of real un-

happiness or non conformity.
Tears, passion, and dreams arc far

more real things than success in

the faisiuess world; they are per-

haps the only things that will

bring back the bells of our ideals.

Bells that ring on a mountain goat

and call you to the summit of the

mountain, and make you realise

the crass stupidity of repression,

Serious Dreamer

STONES
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINCSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

$10
i
20.-.

FOR STU DENTS
000 UFE INSURANCE AT THESE LOW RATES

....SSS^ffif-S. u*B
, $49.10 A0«30 i,'l£

3Mi o... S 1 0.00O. lo*« >°<" '« F«m». SUfc

hi.- 1 Aom IB *>owj& J* . , „

VA L TAY I* U K BtrtTVrm."

" to ./ Mnd P« Dollar"

mom • Liri • oiSABiirrr • ««°«"

Low»( Data
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McGill Debates
(Continued from Page 1)

The negative, on the other

hand, prefered to believe that

Canadians are not all hypocriti-

cal and do sincerely believe that

democracy is the best form of

government and is worth fighting

for if necessary. The suggestion

of surrender and later retaliation

through underground work was

treated by the negative as ration-

alization on the part of the affirm-

ative and maintained that in ad-

vocating surrender, the affirm-

ative.

The most interesting and phil-

osophical part of the debate came

in John Sooran's speech. Mr.

Sooran pointed out the degener-

ation of the soul under the rule

of the Russians.

Although the affirmative had

two excellent debates, the nega-

tive claim to have had the most

unusual. In the first debate on

Saturday the young men from

Kingston opposing the resolution

debated against a filing cabinet.

Seton Hall, New Jersey, produc-

ed on their table a small filing

box with the answers to all pos-

sible points that the negative

could UBe.

The major weakness in the

Tricolor's arguments lay in in-

adequate preparation.

Classified

Winner
Arls '61 wishes to announce that the

lucky winner of the McGill Winter
Carnival Raffle was Stanley Sando-
mirsky of Mcds '64.

CFRC
Thunday

:

6:30—Speak Softly
7:00—The Sound of Music
7:30—Calendar and Programme

Highlights
7:35—March Time
8:00—Show Music — Camclot
8:30—Speaking Frankly
9:00—The Living Classics featuring

the music of Mozart
11:00—Music for Moderns

From Our Copy Basket # # •

NFCUS Seminar
Four years ago, Canadian stu-

dents, through the National Fed-

eration of Canadian University

Students, began a series of annual

seminars which have proved of

increasing significance in the

lives of Canadian students. These

seminars provide opportunities

for students from every univer-

sity in Canada to listen to dis-

tinguished speakers and to dis-

cuss problems of mutual concern.

The seminars also offer an op-

portunity for students from var-

ious regions of Canada to ex-

change their views and to learn

lore about one another.

The theme of the seminar is

The Individual and Society".

The nature of the relationship be-

tween individual and society and

the stresses and strains imposed

upon the individual by a world

of armed camps, are topics of

vital concern and should be of

interest to every Canadian uni-

versity student. Distinguished

peakers from the United King-

dom, Canada and the United

States will be invited to speak

on particular aspects of the

theme.

There will be five delegates

sent from Queen's University to

this seminar. Only students who
are returning to Queen's next

year arc eligible to apply. For

further information or applica-

tions, please contact Sue Greer at

6-4763 before February 25.

Concrete Course

The Second Annual Short

Course on Concrete Technology

and Production, sponsored by the

Ready Mixed Concrete Associa-

tion of Ontario, is being held this

week in Ellis Hall, room 19.

The course, which started yes-

terday, will continue today and

tomorrow with lectures and talks

fk SiacWt well equifpecL

•for ARCHITECTURE...

The student well equipped to

span the widest horizons of

opportunity uses a B of M
Savings Account as a dependable

ladder and uses it rung by rung.

Bank of Montreal
fanedeC* 'pbi&t 3<ut4 fa Student*

Kingston Main Office, 297 King St. E~ at the Market:
T. R. FRANCIS, Manager

PnnceBB and Barrie Sta. Branch, in the "Y" Building-
WILLIAM F. CRONIN, Manager

Westdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch'
WILLIAM BARRY, Manager

by experts on various aspects of

the field. The course was planned

and directed by the Specifications

and Technical Assistance Com-

mittee.

For further details sec the

Union basement bulletin board.

*

Science '61 Exec.

The permanent executive of

Science '61, elected last week,

will be as follows:

Honorary President, Professor

W. G. Grier; President, Terry

Nickerson; Vice-President, Jim

McAlpinc; Secretary, Al Hyland;

Treasurer, AI Freeze; Social Con-

venor, Ed Lauer.

*

Kaleidoscope
Like the weather—or perhaps

because of it—women's cloth-

ing arc always under discussion.

The opinion has been voiced on

this campus that clothes of any

sort, particularly women's clothes

are unnecessary appendages. Le-

vana however tends to feel dif-

ferently on this matter. Clothes

are here to stay. And as long as

this fact is tacitly accepted, the

clothes worn should be as attrac-

tive and as elegant as possible.

So no matter whether you are

for or against clothes, you should

be interested in Kaleidoscope '61,

the third annual Fashion Show,

presented by the Levana Society.

Everything will be shown,

from casual sportswear to sophis-

ticated evening dresses. Hats

have been supplied by Cecile's,

and the clothes by Jackson-Meti-

vier. Particularly interesting are

the new ensembles — two, three,

and even six-piece sets of co-or-

dinated skirts, jackets, blouses,

etc. We like them. Do you? We
invite you to come and criticize

or applaud on Wednesday of this

week, at either 2:30 or 8:15 in

Grant Hall.

For the moderate price of 50c

for students or $1.25 for guests,

showing over forty dresses and

suits. The price also includes re-

freshments to be served at inter-

mission. So remember Kaleido-

scope '61, this Wednesday after-

noon and evening. Everybody —
both Quecn'smen and Queen's-

woineu — are welcome!

Le Cercle Francois

Ne manquez pas notre Surprise

Partie, samcdi prochain, 25 fe-

vricr a 9 hrs du soir.

Dans line atmosphere typique-

meut franchise vous pourrez ap-

precier un vin de Bourgogne im-

ports pour roccasion, un Camen-

bcrt bien fait, et du pate savou-

reux.

Pour plus de details veuillez

vous informer auprcs de Mary,

telephone C-4311, on rejoignez les

,-espousables au gwichet dans Ie

sous-basement du Union, mardi,

mercredij ovi jeudi midi.

*

Congrats!

The results of last weeks Arts

Society elections are as follows:

President, Bev. Harrison; Vice-

President, Ross Hodgetts; Secre-

tary, Dave Fortier ; Treasurer,

Don Johnson.

Ryerson Press Offers AvvarrJ

For Young Canadian Authors

A new $1000.00 cash award for

young authors was announced by

Dr. C. H. Dickinson, General

Manager of The Ryerson Press.

To be known as The Ryerson

Award for Young Writers, this

prize will be offered annually for

the best prose book manuscript

— fiction or non-fiction — sub-

mitted by an author under the

age of 30. The $1000.00 prize

money will be in addition to all

royalties earned by the book

after publication.

"In addition to winning the

$1000.00 pmc," added Dr. Dick-

inson, "the young author will be-

come immediately a nationally

recognized literary figure as his

or her book will be advertised

and promoted from coast to coast

in Canada."

Manuscripts submitted for this

award should contain beh
50,000 and 150,000 words, J"
literary distinction and be' 0 i

theme of current interest.
-r-J

winning manuscript will

,'

selected by a panel of
t^

judges appointed by The Ry e

'

son Press. Manuscripts that h1
not win the Award will be coj*
sidered for publication by RVer

son under the terms of its u Slla

contract.

All manuscripts offered for u,

1962 Award must be postmark
no later than December 30, ]%[
They should be mailed to Th
Ryerson Press, 299 Queen StrCst;

West, Toronto 2B, Ontario.

A brochure setting out the
fulij

conditions of The Ryerson Award
For Young Writers may be 0bJ

tained on request from The Ry
erson Press.

SWEDISH STUDIES
The Canadian-Scandinavian

Foundation invites applications

for 4 grants to Canadian students

for study in Scandinavia. The

first of these is offered by the

Swedish Institute in Stockholm,

SIGNPCST
Tuesday:
Judo Club: General meeting and

work out — plans for tournament;

elections. 7 p.m.

Liberals: Everyone is invited lo come
and hear Rev. A. M. Laverty address

local Young Liberals on the respon-

sibility of a citizen in a free society,

tonight at 8 p.m. There is no charge

and refreshments will he served.

Wednesday:
QCF: Study group, 12:45 p.m., Bio-

logy lecture room, Old Arts Building.

Rev. L. Pitcher will conclude his study

on "The Life of Job." Everyone wel-

come.

Queen's Biochemical Biophysical So-

ciety will meet in room 101 of the New
Arts Building at 7 p.m. A new execu-

tive will be elected anil two films en-

titled "In the Cell" will be shown.
First year students planning on enter-

, , iiik ministry or biochemistry are
you will see ten lovely models

| especially invited.

FASHION

GLENAYR

SUPER FINE-KNIT BOTANY
Your cardigan companion for campus, career

... or just because you adore lovely things . . .

full-fashioned of 100% English fine-knit

botany . . . superbly tailored collar, ribbed

cuffs and hip-husging band ... in dramatic dark

tones . , . subtle neutrals and Spring-lovely pastels.

Sizes 34-42 . . . $10.95

Without this label it is not a genuine KITTEN!

C.A.P. Lecture: Dr. R. L. Graham,

\ECL, will speak on "Precision Beta-

Ray Spectroscopy at Chalk River" in

the Ellis Hall auditorium at 3 p.m.

Band: Practice in Grant Hall, 6:30

p.m.

Thursday:
Queen's Newman Club: Annual

Student Retreat, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday, at St. James' Chapel at 7:30

cacli evening. Father L. A. Weniple,

Rector of Clirist the King College, U.
of Western Ontario, will conduct the

retreat. All students of the University

invited to attend.

Friday:
West Indian Club: Federation ban-

net at Roy York Restaurant, Princess

Street, starts at 7 p.m. Dancing at

5:30 p.m.

Saturday:
Lc Cercle Francais: Surprise Party

on the Agenda. See Copy Basket.

and preference will be given to a|

candidate who wishes to pursud

a programme of study on tliel

post graduate level. The candi-1

date should spend up to 8 months|

in Sweden during the period Scpj

tember

The second scholarship is of-

fered by the Sweden-Americal

Foundation in Stockholm, for 8|

months' graduate study tit Swt

den. The grant will be awardedl

by the end of May 1961 and the

candidate must take up his/her)

studies in Sweden before the end]

of 1961.

Send application, containing in-

formation on past studies and, in]

case of the two Swedish scholar-|

ships, information on the propos

ed work in Sweden, as well a:

transcripts and a passport-type 1

photograph, not later than 10th

j

April, 1961 to:

T h e Canadian-Scandinavian

|

Foundation, 3425 University St.,

Montreal, Que.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

' PINS • RINGS
• BRACELETS

Choose your class pin or

school insignia from a com-

plete stock in sterling or

gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
JEWELLERS

168 PRINCESS ST. DIAL LI 6-2261
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DISCUSS NUCLEAR
PROBLEM WITH VIGOR

professor A. W. Jolliffe of the

Geological Science Department

0 f
Queen's inspired an enthusias-

tic discussion in McNeil Hall

Common Room last Wednesday,

February 15, 1961. The professor

spoke for about thirty minutes

0n the nuclear problems and then

answered questions in the debate

u-hich followed.

He had stated previously that

3S a scientist he was "scared" of

the threat of nuclear warfare.

His purpose for lecturing was to

stir up some real concern for the

threat.

He gave reference to several

books that had recently been

v/ritten on radioactivity etc. He

was surprised that these com-

pelling books had not had a
greater effect on people.

When asked what he thought
could be done to solve the nu-
clear problem, Prof. Jolliffe felt
the scientist had a great respon-

BURSARY NEEDS
(Continued from Page 1)

ability to fulfill. He also suggest-
ed that discussions similar to the
one taking place could exert much
of influence.

There was much said concern-
ing the effect o£ radioactivity.

The radioactive poisons would
effect the plants etc. so that any-
one emerging from a bomb shelt-

er would have nothing to live on.

Prof. Jolliffe concluded by
suggesting that every shelter

should be equipped with a sub-
machine gun. This would serve

to protect the occupants from
their starving neighbours.

Levana Constitutional Amendments

As Yet Only Proposals, But - - -

Article VI—
Section 2(b) Delete: "in academic

costume".
Section 2(c) A vice-president who

shall be in her third year of a four-

vear course.
Section 2(k) A senior representative

Irom the Levana Society to the Alma
Mater Society who shalt be in her
fourth year.

Section 2(p) The president of the
L.A.B. of C„ who shall be the Levana
representative to the A.B. of C.

Article VII—
Section 1: There shall be three com-

mittees; an executive committee, a

Levana council, and the Nursing
Science executive. (This deletes the

L.A.B. of C, which will become a

..landing committee of the A. M.S., if

approved.)

Article VIII—
Section 1(a): A Chief Vigilante who

|

shall be elected by the whole society

as outlined in Article XIV, Section 8.
1

Article IX—
Section 1: There shall be four gen-

eral meetings of the Society annually,

one of which shall be the annual meet-

ing.

Article X, B—
Section 6: Election of Honorary

members to Levana.

Article XIV—
Section 2: Nominations for the of-

ficers shall be made in writing by two
nominators and shall include an accept-

ance by the nominee. They shall he

submitted to the President in advance
of an open meeting of the Society. At
ibis meeting candidates shall be intro-

duced, and nomination speeches made.
Section 3: Notice of this meeting

shall be given at least forty-eight hours
ill advance.

Constitution of the Levana Council

Article V

—

Section Hd): Delete.

Constitution of the Levana Athletic

Board of Control
Article III

—

Section 3: Delete b.

Article IV—
Section I: They shall 1)6 elected by

their year societies in the second-term
elections, shall take office with the

hoard, and shall attend intervening
meetings as non-voting members.

Article IX—
ENccuiive awards shall be presented

to all members of the LA.B. of C. who
have attended at least fifty per cent of
the meettings. and to the directors of

any major committees of the hoard

will continue to "consider" the
brief this year.

Following the meeting, NFCUS
president Bruce Rawson stated,

"Education in Canada falls ex-

clusively within provincial juris-

diction. We do not wish to alter

this constitutional fact, but we do
want higher education to be made
accessible throughout Canada to

everyone with the intellectual

ability required." To accomplish
this, he said, it would be neces-

sary for the government of Can-
ada to provide direct financial

assistance to those students who
do not have the means to attend

university.

"There has been no assurance

whatsoever that any steps will

be taken by the federal govern

ment to implement the bursary

plan it promised in 195S", .Mr.

Rawson said. "We were assured

that the government did realize

the needs of students and we
were assured of its sympathy.

However, no indication was given

that a bursary plan was still part

of government policy,"

Mr. Rawson felt that the meet-

ing was inconclusive and that it

appears further representations

will have to be made before any

plan is adopted. He said that the

cabinet ministers present stig-

PLAN TO COL TIVA TE

RESIDENCE INTELLECTS

itali

uold
Prcsi

'resident of the Board and the I

tdvlsors have the right to with-
1
J?este(l that tlle tederal govern

he above award if uuderserved. I ment would welcome further sub
.hall be made at the

c meeting held early in
""^tons

ittces indicated their willingnes

if and when the prov-

Article X—
1 . Snowball is a winter event or-

ganized and financially supported
by the Levaana Athletic Board of

Control.

2. The Snowball Committee will con-

sist of five girls from Levana, of

winch at least three must be mem-
bers of the Levana Athletic Board I

of Control, and all of which will

be chosen by the Levana Athletic

Board of Control. The remainder

of the committee will consist of

two representatives from each of

the faculties of Arts, Science, and
Medicine, who will be elected by

their respective faculty executives

and ol which at least one from each

faculty must be a male representa-

tive.

The Levana Athletic Board of

Control will give to the Snowball

Committee $100 to cover expenses

before the event. This Slflll will be

returned to the L.A.B. of C. The
Snowball Committee will he re-

sponsible for any debt which they

incur.

The aim of the Levana Athletic

Board of Control in the organiza-

tion of Snowball is to provide a
- which will

-

government must make sure the

provinces have the money by

either vacating the tax fields or

making more taxes available," lie

said.

In each province student coun-

cil presidents and NFCUS chair-

man presented a similar submis-

sion to the provincial govern-

ments in line with two resolutions

passed at the last NFCUS con-

gress asking that, "Renewed de-

mands be made on the provincial

governments to fulfill more ade-

quately their responsibilities in

the field of education." and that

"The federal government be re-

quested to co-operate with all in-

terested provincial governments

in the establishment of a scholar-

ship and bursary program ... di-

vided on a basis of student prov

incial population and distributed

through channels approved by

the provincial government."

Mr. R. S. Shaw, Queen's

N;FCUS Representative, said af-

ter the meeting with the Ontario

Government, "The meeting was

successful in that both lie (_Prem-

ier Frost) and Mr. Roberts were

very impressed by the brief it-

self."

NFCUS did not get the full

support of the provincial govern-

ment. However, Mr. Shaw felt

that NFCUS expected too much

when the still unsolved tax-shar-

ing problem is taken into account.

Mr. Shaw continued, "They en-

dorsed the spirit of the plan and

sympathized with our aims, as, of

course, any politicians would

have done."

As part of a plan to develop

the academic, cultural, and social

potentials of the men's residences,

the Student-Faculty Committee

of the residences is holding a

student-faculty dinner in Leonard

Hall on February 27 at 7 p.m.

The speaker will be Dr. John

Chemistry

Opening of the 1961 contest in

colloid and surface chemistry

among college undergraduates is

announced by the University of

Southern California. The contest

is sponsored by the Continental

Oil Company of Houston, Texas,

and Ponca City, Oklahoma, and

is now in its fifth year.

Students are eligible if they

are regular undergraduates on

April I, 1961. In past years win-

ners have come from all parts of

Canada and the U.S.

Long Conferences

to cooperate.

"The national bursary plan can

be successfully adopted only with

the full approval and cooperation

of the provinces," Mr. Rawson
j

added, "but we believe this canip^'g CenSUfe
be obtained." He welcomed as a

step in this direction the state-

ments of Quebec Youth Minister

Paul Gerin-Lajoie at the recent

Canadian Conference on Educa-

tion. "Mr. Gerin-Lajoie has said

that Quebec is ready to partici-

pate fully and completely in any

national or international move-

ment for the promotion of educa-

tion and culture. We hope that

the other provinces will follow

this statesman-like lead."

Later a spokesman for CCF

leader Hazeti Argue said that the

brief didn't go far enough. He

The contestants may enter

either a report on a research pro-

ject conducted by themselves or

an essay on the subject, "The

role of colloid and surface chem-

istry in some aspect of petroleum

technology." The best essay and

the best report will each receive

prizes of $500 and the second

best $200 each under contest reg-

ulations. Honorable mention

prizes of $50 each are also pro-

vided.

The deadline for submitting

entries is July 3, 1961. Entry

blanks may be obtained iinmedi-

atelv by writing to Prof. K. J

Mysels, Chemistry Department

University of Southern Califor-

nia, Los Angeles 7, California.

The prizes wilt be awarded by

a panel of anonymous judges and

T. Wilson, former President of

the International Union of Geod-

esy and Geophysics, author of

"One Chinese Moon," and Pro-

fessor of Geophysics at the Uni-

versity of Toronto. He will speak

on "Science as an International

Force," and the talk will be illus-

trated by slides which he took on

a trip through Red China, Rou-

mania, and Russia.

The primary aim of the ban-

quet is to foster interest in the

men's residences by the faculty.

In attendance will be one hund-

red staff members and one hund-

red students. Dignitaries from

Queen's, RMC, and the city of

Kingston have been invited. It is

hoped that this dinner will be a

precedent for similar activities in

future years of residence life.

A limited number of tickets

has been set aside- for interested

students out of residence. They

may be obtained from any of the

ontmittce members: Jim Lugs-

den, Pete Coitlson. Don Rasmus-

MONTREAL (CUP) Feb. 13

—The National Executive of the

Progressive Conservative Student will be distributed September 1

S^^^ll^«ton
,,

rf the
|

declared that "education should

maximum number of Queen's stud-
j be jree at a j] leVels" and a stti-

Snowball is a non-profit event and | dent should have the right to be

in the ca<ic that a profit is accu- e(i llt att(l "up to the limits of his

inulated it will be donated to an

organization or organization* a

the discretion

Committ

vana Atl

the Snowball

and ratified by the Le-

lic Board of Control and

\li Matt Society-

PATTON'S Cl£AH£RS
DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDERING

In by 10:00 a.m.; Out by 5:00 p.m.

TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE

The Nicest Cleaning In Town

349 PRINCESS STREET DIAL LI 8-4292

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

or her capabilities."

However, he too stressed that

the field of education must re

main in the hands of the provin

Federation was charged Sunday
,

by some members with using
I

their positions to pursue their

own interest.

Delegates to the MacDonald-

Cartier Conference of the feder-

ation's annual Quebec-Ontario

regional conference questioned

the motives of the executive dur-

ing the two-day conference which

passed motions calling for admis-

sion of China to the TJ.N. and

government adoption of a non-

neutralist policy.

The worthiness of the confer-

ence was also discussed and it

was unofficially decided that con-

ferences lasting more than one

High Success
(Continued from Page 1)

The findings of the foundation

indicated that an appalling num-

ber of deserving High School

students do not go to University

for the simple reason that they

don't realize that they can and

should.

The speaking teams are there-

fore sent out to inform the pupils

that funds are available, and that

impossibly high marks are not

needed to gain admission to the

best of universities, and to em-

phasize the practical and person-

al importance of a university edu-

cation.

"overniuent. "The federal
|

day were of little value.

GIFT PROBLEMS

Spearn's of Kingston

'The Gift Centre'

COME IN AND SEE UNUSUAL AND EXCLUSIVE GIFTS

FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

Dial LI 8-3434

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

of CANADA
HEAD OFFICE! WATERLOO, ONTARIO

ESTABLISHED I0fl»

KINCSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST. - TEL LI 6-1405

BRANCH MANAGER - A. E. NELSON, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D R ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.—Res. LI 8-4552

K C KENNEDY, C.L.U.—Re*. LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.LU._R«. LI 2-7602

M EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER -RES. LI 6-2170

arts 61
(and others)

Have you considered a career in business?

Here's what Marketing can offer you:

The Morketing operation is close to the heart of any

consumer goods company. Marketing men receive direct train-

ing for top management jobs. Major responsibility comes

early and job satisfaction comes naturally. Salaries are good.

Morketing men move a company's products to the con-

sumer They weld together production, soles, advertising and

customer. Marketing management evoluotes consumer needs

and dssires, stimulates development of products to meet these

needs and plans the steps involved in maintaining continued

consumer interest. Every part of the business is (he marketing

man's business.

What qualifications do you need? You need a mind

trained to think broodly, o will to work hard, and ""og motion

enough to look for a batter way to do things. You DON T

need specific university courses. We can teach, ond teach

well, if you want to learn.

Procter & Camble is Canada's leading advertiser. In

recent months the formation of two new divisions has speeded

up our normally rapid expansion. We need men to tram. That

is why this message is directed to you.

Director of Marketing,

Proctor & Gomble,

P.O. Box 355, Terminal 'A',

Toronto, Ontario.

Please send me information on career opportunities and salaries

offered in your Advertising Department

I will receive a

Name .

Address —
City .

degree from
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Levant! Sports

By Barb Johnson

Last Saturday, Queen's gals

played host to teams from To-

ronto who made a good showing

despite the fact that their train

was oer an hour late. Two basket-

ball games, and a hockey game

were played.

The hockey game was some-

what shortened due to Toronto's

late arrival but at the end of twen-

ty minutes. Queen's had won 2-1.

Both goals for Queen's were scor-

ed by Anne Carter, Lev. '64, on

breakaways. The Tricolor goalie,

Wary Singlehurst, PHE '63, play-

ed an outstanding game allowing

only one fluke goal past the

mouth of the net. Hockey is gain-

ing popularity in the realm of

girl's sports and we may soon,

like the boys, be breaking into in-

tercollegiate ranks. The Interme-

diate basketball team, who have

done so well in the Stu-Y-Hoskin

League this year, were beaten

badly by Toronto to the tune of

3§-15, This could probably be at-

tributed to the fact that many of

the members of the intermediates

also played in the hockey game

in which Queen's so definitely

outplayed Toronto.

A preview of next weekend was

seen when Toronto and Queen's

met on the basketball court. The

intercollegiate tournament is to

be held next Friday and Saturday

and Queen's should give some

tough opposition to Toronto who
was last year's winner. Slightly

outplayed by Toronto in the first

half, they came up in the second

half to really make a showing

-ending up only eight points be-

hind Toronto for a score of 44-36.

U.N. Club

Captain T. j. Hall, who was

to have given a talk this Tues-

day (today) on his recent

experiences in the Congo, has

unfortunately been prevented

from doing so by official Army
orders.

ooeen's hockey story
- - - "second period*

By George LaFleur

Shown here in the midst of one of the finer moves on figure skates are Sue Donald and

Frankie Dickens who are prepping for the Big Top, Queen's Ice Revue to be held Saturday, Feb. 25.

ICE REVUE
Saturday night, folks, is the one

and only night that you can sec

the greatest little show on cam-

pus _ "BIG TOP" — sponsored

by the L.A.B. of C. Talent has

been collected from over all the

world for this one bargain per-

formance (only 50c) to be held in

the Jock Harty Arena on Feb-

ruary 25, at S P.M.

A shapely precision band, a

carousel and animals of all kinds

have been gathered at great cost

to perform with the premiere

debut of Ferdinand and El Mata-

dora", that lovable bull from

Spain and his keeper, and an act

featuring uniquely, a lion and a

strong man (how's that for a

switch). Aerialists, a bare back

rider, and a group known as the

"Flying Flames" add originality.

A guest comedy of Gary Gau-

thier and Mo Boire from North

Bay will do a surprise act and the

famous Nelson Bellmore. study-

ing at Belleville, will be featured

as guest male soloist.

Tickets may be obtained in the

AMS office, Mahood's Drug
Store, and from members of Ice

Revue for '61 — BIG TOP.

Podre Loverty will oddress the Young
Liberals on the responsibility of a citizen

in o free society tonight ot 8:00 P.M.

KALEIDOSCOPE '61 Wednesday, 2:30

P.M. and 8:15 P.M. in Gtont Hall.

The Second Annual Short Course on

Concrete Technology and Production is

being held this week in Ellis Hall, Room 19.

The NFCUS Nationol Seminar at Mc-
Master University will be held next Sept-

ember 1st to 8th with o theme of "The
Individual and Society". Applications are

invited — Queen's will send five delegates.

the MILDEST
BEST-TASTING

CIGARETTE

Gaels Lose Pair Of
Basketball Games

The Queen's Gaels Senior Intercollegiate Basketball team found

this past weekend's road trip very disastrous as they went down to

a double defeat. Victors over both Toronto and McMaster on their

home court Queen's found the going rough out of town as they

lost to U of T 77-48 Friday night and to McMaster 84-66 Saturday

night.

In Friday night's tilt the small court at Hart House in Toronto

proved to be the downfall of the Gaels. Accustomed to their large

home court the Gaels were unable to attempt their five man shuffle

play or execute their fast break efficiently.

In the first quarter of play the

Gaels were able to counter To-

ronto basket for basket and at

one point held a 11-10 lead. This

lead changed hands quickly

as the Blues were able to build up

a substantial margin 33-18 by half

time.

The Gaels shooting average in

the first half proved to be their

main weak point as they hit for

only 6 baskets out of 34 from the

floor while U of T scored 15 times

on an equal number of attempts.

Tempers flared briefly in the

second half and as a result

Queen's captain Bob Laughton

received a technical foul for abus-

ing the referee and a minute later

teammate Tony Rasporich was

penalized a technical for unsports-

manlike conduct.

The second half saw the Blues

outscore Queen's 47-30 and they

rolled easily to a 77-48 victory.

The bright light for the Gaels was
the showing of Blake Stewart who
poured in 13 points for the Gaels

all in the second half.

The Gaels were held back by

cramped floor space and were for-

red to shoot many times from

outside the key. Toronto kept

control of the back boards by
their superior height of Ed Bor-

das and Jim Maguire.

Stewart and Al Reisbcck were

the top scorers for Queen's pick-

ing up 13 points each. Denny
Bozic collected eight and Fred

Reilly and Bob Laughton notched

five apiece.

Mike Muir led Toronto scorers

with 19 points while Jerry Mc-
Elroy and Ed Bordas added 15

each.

Playing in Hamilton on Satur-

day night the ( iatls found the

going equally rough as the Mar-
auders paced by Gino Rizak de-

feated Queen's 84-66.

It was only a final spurt in the

final ten minutes of play which
made the score as close as it was
for Queen's was failing by 64-39

going into the final ten minutes.

With Gino Rizak leading the

way, they rolled to a half-time

lead 40-28. Rizak picked up 23
points in the first half of play and
his lead was enough for the Mar-
auders to coast home on.

The second half was the same
as Rizak led the way with 14

In the Thirties Queen's had

ibaudoned the Intercollegiate

League deciding instead to enter

the Intermediate O H.A. Later,

however they returned to the col-

lege loop and all went well until

the 1949-50 season.

A 9-3 loss to McGill topping an

eleven game losing streak was the

immediate cause for concern. In

the cellar for the second succes-

sive year the Gaels remained in

for the last few games only in

fairness to the other teams.

The 1950-51 season saw Queen's

enter a senior team, the Combines,

in the Senior O.H.A. and a junior

team in the City League. The

majority of the players, however,

were non students and interest

was low to the point where only

a dozen students watched the

opener. The team finished fifth in

a six entry league.

Attempting to explain the prob-

lem a sports editorial stated: "In

the first place good hockey play-

ers are just not going to college

any more and worst of all a good

portion of them are being prevent-

ed from even completing their

high school courses. The fact that

large cities possess a considerable

pool of hockey players from

which the college can draw and

that it is somewhat less expensive

to go to school where you live

than to go out of town serves to

favour the metropolitan universi-

ties to a significant degree".

In 1953-54 an intermediate team

points with Harison adding 9 to

lead .Mac to their 84-66 victory.

For Queen's, Fred Reilly got his

shooting eye back in action in the

second as he scored 11 of his 13

points. Bob Laughton and Denny

Bozic added 12 each. Tony Ras-

porich picked up S and Lloyd I
competed successfully in the Ot-

, w jH have to come from the Boa

Bndgell and Blake Stewart notch

had been enthuisastic, prospects

for the team were good and si^.

denly there was no team.

Now the news is once again
encouraging

!

The difference between mathe-
matical certainty, i.e. 100.000

.

% + 0.05& assurence of an event

occurring, and the english expres-

sion of certainty is obviously a
great one.

Where as the Journal expressed

mathematics certainty that hoc-

key would be re-instated at

Queen's the truth is that only the

english expression of that fact is

valid. You will pardon this con-

fusion in terms.

As of today the first of three

steps has been taken to re-enter

Queen's in the Senior Intercol-

legiate Hockey League. This was

the approval by the Athletic

Board of Control at Queen's of

both the return to senior hockey

and the playing of a full 16 game

schedule.

On February 27 the administra-

tive heads of Athletic Board of

the member colleges of the On-

tario-Quebec Athletic Association

will hold their annual meeting.

Here Queen's will ask approval

and unofficial reports are that the

Athletic Boards are in favour of

re-entry. The main specification

will be that Queen's participate

in a full 16-game schedule and

this obstacle has already been sur-

mounted by our own AB of C.

The final official confirmation

cd 7 apiece to be Queen's scoring

leaders.

For McMaster Gino Rizak led

the way amassing 37 points with

Ai Schertzer adding 15 and Har-

mon 14 to account for the main

portion of the Marauders' points.

tawa-St. Lawrence Conference 0 f Governors of the OQAA. Al

and a junior team in the Kingston
I
this meeting, to be held in the

City League. Over the next few
j third week of March, Queen's w ill

years Queen's intermediate teams
|
have three representatives. Voting

were winning ones.
j
power is based on the number of

The present era began approx-
'' teams which the individual colie-

imately five years ago when Keith
|

ge has entered in the OQAA and

Flanagan was appointed coach of Queen's will hold five votes,

the intermediates. Persuading the
j

jn the matter of hockey the

A.B. of C that the time had come 1 voting may be done by only those

for a re-entry into senior compe-

tition Flanagan proved his point

in the 1958-59 season winning

four of seven games against inter-

collegiate competition in an exhi-

bition schedule. One of these was

against a strong Varsity club

which had previously downed the

World Champion Whitby Dun-

lops.

colleges concerned, in this case

Laval, University of Montreal,

McGill and Toronto who are in

the League at present, or the

question may be thrown open to

the entire meeting. In either case

Queen's chances appear extremely

favourable.

Financially the picture at

Queen's, in relation to athletics,

one.When the sports picture at] is still not an optimistic

Queen's was drastically cut this
|

Intermediate football and basket-

past year for financial reasons it
j
ball have now been dropped and it

was hockey which suffered the is only through this move that

heaviest blow. The student body I hockey is able to return.

KENT PLUMLEY

Kent Pluinley, a player on the

Queen's Intercollegiate Football

team, has shown that he is an all

around student participator in at-

tendance at Queen's University.

This recognition came to light

as Kent was awarded the Charles

R. Webster Scholarship for 1960-

61. The scholarship is awarded
annually to the Queen's Univer-

sity student or graduate entering

the first year of the Faculty of

Law course who has best com-
bined his studies, leadership in

student affairs, and achievement

in sports during his years at

Queen's

Kent is prominent in sports and

Student affairs here at Queen's.

In intramural athletics he was
athletic stick of Science '60, when
the year won the Bews Trophy.

|

He was year president of Science

'60 in its final year and a member
of tlie Engineering Society Exec-

utive.

ANNUAL
CLEARANCE SALE

BOOKS
SEVERAL HUNDRED BOOKS

REDUCED TO HALF-PRICE OR LESS

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
14 MONTREAL STREET

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI-COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET
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FEW EXPLANATIONS NEEDED

Lynch Charges

New Editor

In its last meeting Tuesday

evening, the AMS executive ap-

pointec] Mr. Martin Gerwin as

Journal Editor-in-Chief for 1961-

62.

Mr. Gerwin is in Arts '62, with

a major in History and a minor

in philosophy. As Features Edi-

tor of the present Journal staff, it

was his second year with the

paper.

When asked about his plans

for the next year's Journal, Mr.

ilCenvin replied that he hoped to

I! increase the number of persons

1 contributing to the paper rather

I than those complaining of it. He
M expressed the desire to have the

'Journal regarded as the student

paper, not the bobby of an ex-

1 elusive clique.

Canada Is In ColdWar
By Hardy Grant

j" Associate Editor

\ leading Canadian journalist

tharged Tuesday that the un-

mniitted nations of the world

Canada as an active partici-

pant in the cold war.

Charles Lynch, chief of South-

ittj News Services, made the as-

ertion it: delivering the k:vnote

peech of the third annual Arts

Society symposium.

Mr. Lynch maintained that the

mique place Canada held at the

UN in former years, and her uni-

que influence on world affairs,

ire rapidly becoming things of

'he past.

The majority of UN states

as as a hot property in the

told war", he said.

Mr. Diefenbaker's speech to

the General Assembly was, to the

ominitted, a cold war speech.

Canadian contributions will

sot likely be sought or accepted

!« future UN forces.

Vnd no Canadian will ever

'Krtin be asked to be Secretary-

General",

Mr. Lynch said we must ad-

|Ust our thinking to the image

*'>ich the rest of the world al-

[

fady has of us. He predicted that

VTO would come to have top

priority in Canadian foreign pol-

*y 'it is now third, behind UN
"d the Commonwealth).
por his part, he regards this

'rospect "not with relish, but

nth a kind of fatalism".

He pointed out that our new
'fpiice minister, Mr. Harkncss,

Pays lip-service to the need for

^armament while hammering
'Way at the need for defence."

Canada's last chance to take an

active lead in disarmament talks

was at Geneva last year, said Mr.

Lynch. On that occasion we

merely endorsed the proposals of

the other Western nations.

"We are not now in a mood

or a position to do anything about

disarmament" he charged.

"No man is more dedicated to

peace than Mr. Green ; but events

have passed Mr. Green by".

Turning to foreign aid, Mr.

Lynch claimed that our total con-

tribution (less than one per cent

of the national budget), and the

fact that this contribution is de-

clining, are "matters for shame

to every Canadian".

He attacked the government

for failing to "dramatize" Can-

ada's foreign aid contribution.

"No government will admit

that money saved on defence

should be applied to foreign aid;

foreigners don't vote".

As long as our defence budget

keeps going up, said Mr. Lynch,

the outlook for foreign aid is not

bright.

"The kindest word I can think

of for the situation is 'small'. Our

foreign aid program is small, and

stir way of thinking about it is

small,

"I can only hope", he conclud-

;d, "that we will soon grow up".

Annual Meeting

The Annual Open Meet-

ing of the Alma Mater So-

ciety will be held on

Tuesday, February 28th,

1961 at Etherington Hall

auditorium. Proposed con-

stitutional amendments will

be presented at the meeting.

Student riots have returned . . . almost. Wednesday
afternoon ;i crowd of Queen's students, protesting the pro-

posed Physics Building to be built on the Lower Campus,
marched Erom the Students Union to the Lower Campus
bearing a black-shroud-draped casket, assorted signs, and
supposedly heavy hearts. Several times during the funeral

procession the group quietly, and slowly began to sing the

school song and "Oil Thigh", for the first time in history,

became a dirge.

As the students proceeded flown University Avenue bearing

signs reading "Rape", "Even McGill has a Campus", "Preserve

Lower Campus'1 and other appropriate slogans, several faces were

noticed watching from the windows of Richardson Hall. The casket

symbolically bearing the last remains of one "Lower Campus", raised

upon the shoulders of six pall bearers, was also decorated with signs.

When the procession reached

the Lower Campus a large crowd

hail gathered and reverently lis-

tened tt • a Theology student per-

form the service. The presiding

v.iiiistcr-to-be delivered ai; inspir-

ing oration. He said

:

"Brethren, we are gathered to-

gether at this time, to honour and

turned in supplication that the

powers that he may hear us and

return Thee to us.

"O ye gods, who by your ca-

price and whim have given the

order for the taking away of our

beloved one; do not expose her to

this heinous crime; this hideous

iber a very dear part nf our-
1
defacement; this terrible art of .

-elves. So very near to us was she.

that we have, as with loved OiieS,

taken her for granted. We saw

lu-r beauty and yet we never com-

plimented her. We fell her steady-

ing influence, and yet we passed

yes, we must say il this act of

ithout a sign or a care for

Color Night
Tickets to Color Night

'61. "Once Upon A Rhyme",

are available from the fol-

lowing: Arts: Tony Min-

ard; Meds: Lloyd Bar;

Science: Nick Pearson; Co-

Ops:
Hall:

Hall:

Neill

Leod

time;

12:30-1

Al Wirch; Leonard

Bill Wattcrs: Morris

Ross Hodgetts; Mc-

House: Doug Mac-

Post Office at any

Union Ticket Office

30. Mon.-Fri.

her. We used her to the full, in

fall and in winter for our carefree

Raines, brethren, and even defaced

her on the cold winter da} when

locked in mortal struggle we

fought over a toilet bowl,

"What can we say, O tragic

figure, to express onr feeling for

Thee at this time — to express

our deep longing . . . the empti-

ness in our hearts . . . the frustra-

tion in our souls . . . the burning

of our tears upon our faces up-

Concerts Set

rape. She is so beautiful, so in-

nocent, so calm, so serene, as she

awaits her fate, that we must

speak out for her who will not

and cannot speak in her own de-

fense.

"From the depths of our hearts,

we deny the justice of that which

is contemplated here. We deny

that the right still exists to tear

a faithful servant of many years

apart and to use her as Mierely

the foundation of an ugly man-

made edifice. In the names of Ab-

raham Lincoln and William Wil-

berforce, in the names of George

Saunders, Richard O'Donnell and

Paul I'ross. those great cham-

pions of the slave and the under-

dog, we now stand with hands on

hearts and heads bowed in a mo-

ment of silent protestation as we

commit ibis great beauty t<» the

Nature from whence she was

brought to ui. Never have so

many felt sn deeply for so much.
Amen."

This sermon was begun and

ended by an eulogy which ran:

Because we choose the present

expediency above Hie future pessi-

biiitv.

The Queen's University Fine

Arts Committee announced this

week that the schedule for the

1961-62 University Concert Ser-

ies has been set.

Ronald Tunni. the young Ca-

nadian pianist who played with

the Toronto Pops Orchestra this

month, and who is a protege of
, c s

Vladimir Horowitz., will be pre- >

scnted.

The Modern Jazz Quartet, well;

known here and on the continent,

will provide another evening of
\

fine music. The quartet, a favor-

1

ite among "jazz-men", consists of \city ifW expropriate the aty which

oiano, drums, vibraphone, and is nevertheless short-sighted.

Because Xfft fail to sec that beauty

is as much a part of university life

as is utility.

We bury Thee. Lower Campus

Because we fear the outcry of the

bass.

The Netherlands Chamber Or

chestra, with the great violinist

We bury Thee, Lower Campus

After the last remains of the

Lower Campus, soon to be the

Charles Lynch, popular Canadian journalist and television

personality, shown delivering the keynote address at the Arts

Society symposium Tuesday afternoon. Mr. Lynch deplored the

image of Canada being formed in the minds of Africans and Asians,

(see story on this page).

Szymon Goldberg as its soloist, Lite of a Physics Building, had

will also visit campus. been solemnly blessed, the pall-

Cellist Rohan de Saram, tfcelbrarcH again took up their bur-

21-ycar-old Singhalese will give den and with a part of the crowd

'one concert of the series, and the

fifth will be by the world-renown-

ed and well-loved Vienna Choir

to Richardson Mall to

last remains at the feet

f the University AdminUtrutioii

aauallv on the steps).

_ iarched

place tin

ONCE UPON A RHYME - march 3rd
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Dubious Competence
In f he keynote address of the Arts Symposium (reported else-

where in this issue) Mr. Charles Lynch stated that Canada has come

to be regarded regarded as "a hot property In the cold war." Once

the friend and potential leader of those powers who wished to pursue

a sane and independent course through all the hysteria and point-

1<<- propaganda flourishes of the cold war, Canada is now seen

as a satellite of the United States, as the obedient tail on the belli-

gerent American dog. According to Mr. Lynch. Canadian effective-

ness at the United Nations has been seriously diminished indeed,

irretrievably destroyed by the hicptncss of Mr. Diefeubaker and Mr.

Green,

This gloomy picture seemed to us a wee bit exaggerated until

we came across a recent news item. It would seem that the Prime

Minister has provided us with a near-perfect example of his diploma-

tic blundering by disclosing a confidential U.N'- commission report on

the Congo even before it had been presented to the Security Council

At least a dozen Afro-Asian spokesmen have told the Montreal Star

their delegations regarded Diefcnbaker's action not only as a breach

ui international protocol but as a possible hindrance to any early

solution of the Congo's political problems. Secretary-General Ham-

marskjold has al>o indicated that he considered the documents confi-

dential. Moreover, this report was apparently approved by only a

bare majority of the committee who had not yet agreed to release it.

Its recommendations include the establishment of a federal form

of government and the recognition of Premier Joseph lleo, each of

which has proven highly controversial among Afro-Asians who con-

sider the report pro-western. Many U.N', diplomats now fear that

premature publication of this preliminary report can only harm

behind-the-scenes attempts to bring East and West to agreement cm

a Congo solution.

It is just this sort of carelessness, coupled with the uncompro-

mising cold war attitude expressed ill the Prime Minister's much-

ballyhoocd U.N. speech of last fall, that has destroyed Canada's old

rule as the respected peacemaker. It would seem as though all the

accomplishments nf Mr. Pearson, which culminated in the con-

structive role played by Canada in the settlement of the Sue/ Crisis,

have been erased by his incompetent successors.

Greenus Corpus
Enough said about the feelings of students over the proposed

rape of our Lower Campus. We should have some deep consideration

for ethers.

The alumni, the people who look back to their years at

Queen's with fond memories, the people who will best remember the

nn-despoi!ed Lower Campus, the people who will have to pay for

the new building, have not been consulted. Granted the Hoard of

Trustees can not consult sixteen thousand grads, but the alumni

should be given an opportunity to express their feelings on a matter

f such importance, a matter that will wipe a major characteristic of

Queen's off the map.

We should also remember those yet unborn. Have the Board
of Trustees considered their decision in the light of the fact that

a century from now — or five centuries ... or ten — there will be no

campus, as such? Will our children, and their children, take away
that special Queen's spirit from a city of damp grey buildings?

We hereby dedicate the Journal to the task of keeping sume little

part of our campus green, to the task of being the last stronghold of

green-ness at Queen's!

Habeas Campus
How decadent the days of ease!

When idle we would stroll

Sun-drenched beneath September trees

Upon a verdant knoll . . .

Now, earnest physicists in droves

Shall labour endless on.

And where orose bee-blossomed groves

Shall hum the syncbroton.

i None but the chronically cracked

Could pine for lost delights

Now nuclear fission is a fact

To cheer our sleepless nights).

Let stone and steel and grinding wheels

Bury the green gross under.

And he who 'HABEAS CAMPUS' squeals-

Let him be torn asunder!

Good Queen'smen all, hard headed, smart.

Pursue the Sputnik dream!

Down with amenities and art

Science shall reign supreme!

E. E. T.

Letters To The Editor

Excerpts from The Many Item By Item

"... One need only to look

at the outward appearance of the

following buildings, built of this

same rock, to see what a bad de-

cision this is. The buildings in-

clude Clark Hall and the Gordon

Hall extension, (erected in 194S,

just 13 years ago). They have

turned a ghastly yellow-brown and

are a disgrace to the campus.

Buildings constructed since those

mentioned above, sttch as. the three

Men's Residences. Dunning Hall,

Ellis Hall and the Law Building,

are all in the process of turning

this same putrid color. Is this

what we want the new Physics

Building to look like in another

decade ? . . .

"

R.P., B.M., P.D.

"... All the sentimental twaddle

about so-called aesthetic consider-

ations and school spirit is rather

sickening ..."
K.P.

"... destined to tear the heart-

strings and leave us mourning, the

mutilation of an artist's soul by

those concerned with mere techni-

calities ..."
E.G.

"... This ... is juvenile . . .

refloats the typical narrow-minded

sadism . . . hysterical, ridiculous,

crass ..."

R.C.

The Satredness Of Human Life

Editor, Journal

While I liave been impressed

with the quality and the compara-

tively high moral standards that I

have found in your editorials this

year, I am shocked and appalled

at your editorial on "Test-Tube

Babies", because of your utter

ignorance of the deeper issues in-

volved in Dr. Petrucci's experi-

ments.

According to recent press-

reports, Dr. Petrucci stopped his

experiments before the attack upon

him was published in L'Osseii'a-

tore Romano. Thus, neither the

Roman branch of the Church, nor

any other, is to blame for this,

only the conscience of the scientist

and his assistants. One cannot

very well blame a man for follow-

ing the dictates of his conscience.

This is one of the last things we
have still that is free. That the

experiments have not been re-

sumed is v e r y commendable,

indeed. For let me ask yott, Mr.

Kditor. have you, before yon wrote

this editorial, thought of what

would presumably happen to the

individual that was thus raised ex

uterd ? I suggest that this person

most likely would lead a very un-

natural life, without any freedom,

for he would be constantly under

the supervision of scientists in

order to test what effects bis un-

natural pre-natal environment had

upon him. I wonder what is more
important: letting a human being

live a free life, without constant

interference from the people that

brought him into being or do yon
wish to subject this human being,

probably very much against his

or her free will, to a most inhuman
life, all for the sake of "free scien-

tific inquiry"? This is not a po-

tential, but a very real danger. By

watching a child growing up in a

test-tube one might indeed find the

causes of certain congenital di-

seases. But on the other band, one

might very well imagine that the

pre-natal environment in the womb
of the mother has some definite

psychological effects upon a child.

What if without this environment,

the baby that has been, one can

no longer say "born", hut "taken

out of the tube", is abnormal,

physically or mentally, because it

did not grow up in the natural

environment of the womb? What
are you going to do then? Destroy

this lite, dissect and subject the

corpse to a chemical analysis to

find out what went wrong in the

experiment? Or do yon put it into

a mental hospital and don't do a

thing about it any longer hut start

a new experiment? What if the

embryo should die in the test-tube?

You have killed a life and conse-

quently you are a murderer. You
might call that euthanasia, hut that

does not alter the fact that you

have murdered.

Moreover, the test-tube baby

will have no father or mother.

Will you put the child in an orpha-

nage, or will you raise it under

laboratory conditions rather like a

rat in a cage? Who is going to he

responsible for the child, who is

going to give it any moral or

religious training ? Who is, in

short, going to give the child a

firm foundation for its life ?

To sum it all up. Mr. Editor,

what come- first in ymtr opinion,

a free human life, or free scientific

inquiry ? 1 maintain that a free

human life comes first, and I

maintain that no one. be he a

political leader, a preacher, or a

Editor, Journal:

While much emotion has been

roused in the past week by the

Physics Building issue, the argu-

ments put forward by the Board

of Trustees for the "modest pro-

posal" may not have been con-

clusively refuted. The following

remarks may help people to decide

what stand to take on the issue.

Item : "Careful consideration

has been given to the aesthetic

aspect of the project" — A walk

around the proposed site convinced

this reader that a four-storey

building, whether built of "har-

monious limestone" or evergreen

boughs, will be a monstrous ex-

crescence, squat and ugly, im-

possible to ignore and ruining the

present expansive to all directions.

Furthermore, the Lower campus

is. as often noted, our one green

belt—a thing much prized in any

city planning. But once a green

belt is cut into, there is no excuse

for not cutting into it more and

mere until it has vanished entirely.

Item : "The lack of suitable

alternative sites"—This argument

sounds impressive but to me at

least is as specious as an argument

about "not enough money". Deter-

mination, patience and hope can

always prove it wrong. Just over

50 years ago, the latter argument

was the one heard around Queen's,

when a certain building was <'es-

perately needed for expansion.

The result was that where the

University and its alumni failed,

the students themselves succeeded.

They managed to find the money,

and Grant Hall was built. For this

the students won the Principal's

warm praise of their loyalty to the

university, and pessimists were

confounded.

It is significant to note thai a
number of Physics students are

conspicuous among those signing

the petition to protest the attack

on the Lower Campus. If they

can see that the disadvantages of

the proposal outweigh alt the ad-

vantages to them personally, then

surely the disadvantages must be

strong indeed.

What can the students do about

it? One powerful weapon would
be the threat that as alumni, the

students would not feel it possible

to give money to a campus de-
spoiled, a university without taste.

Alumna-To-Be

scientist, has the right, to play
around with the sacredmss of

human life, in the way you approve
of so very much.

Eilert Frerichs, Arts '61.

Jaw
This c»*Wm is devoted t,

I(i

fvpresmo* ef lively studem ,»
(
-

]

ii«. Opinions expressed hert tj
nit tucessartiy reflect edUon%
»*brv »nd any student is u-e!rt ,,

It .mbittit Mflirles on any subjtct

"I Jutario's genteel, shabby
l%m

Wei".

'ffcts observation might w*|) ^.1

applied to Queen's.

Isolated in a decidedly provine ja ||

locale, matters are worsened nJ
the fact that the sole criterion

(or

an trance into -the proverbial
jVyJ

covered ... is the ability to achieve]

an average of 60% on nine exam,

set by the Ontario Department
ufj

Education. This august body]

which, from time immemorial, hjj
guided the youth of our provincJ

to maturity, has considered
tli e ]

problem of education carefully

The result of this deliberation is

the Ontario Philosophy of JfrfJ

cation, which is, basically, the

tliat the capacity of the human]

cranium is only fairly judged hyl

the amount (in terms of sheer!

bulk] which it "will contai::. Tin.

can, naturally, be determined b<

the amount which can be regurgi

tatcd in a given length oi time.

Which is reasonable, and hence!

right. Ontario is a very mural]

province.

The products of this processing

are then divided into those whul

go to work and those who go

university. The prospective stu-

dent regards university as a place]

where one may learn the details

omitted by high school teachers.

Interest in these details is gen-

erally of an antiquarian nature,

and. besides, if one may indulge

one's fancies and at the same lime

secure the prestige that accom-

panies a degree—not to mention

the economic security afforded

a degree—then, why not ?

The university authorities, ack-

nowledging the wisdom of the

Department of Education, and

realizing the psychological pr«h

lems facing the new miiversilj

student, do their best to arrant

the student's life so as to place

few burdens upon him as possible

The residences are planned

protect the new student from the

shock, and subsequent fear, that

is felt would ensue on a mass scald

if the facts of life were hurled u|wiij

them too quickly. The girts

placed tn a seclusion comparable

only to that of a convent. TW

residence rules arc also destgoe

to re-assure the parents of tend*

voting things who arc all by then'

selves for the first time. The Fac

that universities were once mean

to teach the individual to "WKj

judgments for himself, on the bast!

of his own experience is somchevj

lost in the shuffle.

Academically, the first

courses in a general conn

fact, much less work than Upp^

school. But the student's expe

ience with school has taught hi

that once the facts are accumulate

there is no need for further e&V

The faculty, warned that student

face severe adjustment problems "]

their first year, hesitate to add iW

additional challenge of intellect^!

problems, and try not to distil

the student with the task of lac"'

himelf intellectually.

With no real challenges to h

thought patterns, set by the I n*

Church, and the Frost g°v*r

ment, the student remains a sha

genteel person both while

Queen's, and after fn***,
And Queen's remains *™ '

genteel, because it is its -st"
e

whose environment is sha

genteel.

Mary 1,8*1*1
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comment: on freshettes snow fall

Oh for that naive and sweet

group who set foot on the cam-

pus in September! Alas—for

[0st innocence—now we are all

worldly-wise and quite deprav-

ed-
Pass the bottle ....

Now how did this startling

transformation take place?

Well—take Philosophy 1 for in-

stance. The girl sitting next to me
yesterday said, "I mean, look, if

fohn Stuart Mill made that many
mistakes trying to figure out how
to distiguish right from wrong

—

aiid John Stuart Mill was a very

brainy man, you know—learned

Greek at agc fjve and all that_thcn
how in heck am I supposed to fig-
ure out whether I should have
gone to his apartment or not last
"ight. 1 mean I only came in here
with 61%. .

."

Psychology 2, of course, is the
perfect cure for all those of us
who arrived here with that in-
nate and unoutgrowable tend-
ency to blush whenever people
discuss delicate subjects. In
a tutorial last week my shy
young next-door neighbour (be-
yond the broom closet) gave a
perfect run-down of an experi-
ment giving evidence for the

fact that direct practice is neces-
sary for fertile mating in chim-
panzees—and to make her pre-

sentation quite complete she
emphasized in detail just what
constituted statistically signifi-

cant results. And nary a blush
or a stammer . . .

Pass the bottle. . . .

Of course a frcshctte's senior

with her vast experience con-

tributes to the transformatipn.

When the Levana Forma! came
aloTig I couldn't decide which of

two boys to ask—so I approached

my senior. Her suggestion ran

thus: "H seems to me like the

difference between dry champagne

and raw whiskey—you can get

just as drunk on champagne and

it's much nicer."

You just never, somehow, think

about a boy the same way again

when you know some girl thinks

of him as raw whiskey . . .

Pass the bottle . . .

Footnote:

I took dry champagne to the

formal. My senior took raw
whiskey. I now get my advice

for the lovelorn at the Chalet.

Dinah Graham

Where did you get those diamonds in your hair?

The sky has confettied a crown for you.

My queen , . ,

too high to yMrn for:Nerves of silver born of air

Woven in warmth;

Ice-fixed, foiling;

Filigreed fancy-free

In the burnt gold of your hair

So love has fallen on me.

And bids me urge upon your lip) a pledge

Steeped in crystal beauty that we could not know.

Except it freexe, and foil, and swoon

In melting starlight.

Giving a lustre living and clear

To what we had thought was gold.

Gilbert Finch

so shall this love last now IS winter quarterly made glorious
It is not reason wills this surging flood.

The hot pulse-pounded flow will not relent.

But rather, as Earth's vital tides are moved.

My life-stream by a lunar force is bent.

So, at conjunction, comes love's salty tide

Without which stagnant life would ceosc to be

But, tied with cosmic bonds time cannot part.

Until salt plains mark Earth's time-wasted sea

On life's frail force dried by a loveless drought,

So shall this love last all desire out.

wizards of oz

Tom Eadie

Israel's most exciting singing

group, ORAN'IM ZABAR, will

give a single performance in King-

ston — on Monday evening, Feb-

ruary 27th. They will appear at

Ellis Mall (on the Queen's cam-

pus) under the joint auspices of

the B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation

;uifl Kingston Lodge B'nai H'rilh.

Two years ago the OZ group,

featuring Gcula Gill, burst upon

the 'Western Hemisphere's concert

and record scene. These three

vjimg Israeli artiiir. captivated

audiences wherever they played.

The stirring, almost intoxicating

rhythms of the scorching desert . .

.

the heart-felt siprit of folk from

many lands . . . the melodious

magic of an enchanting night in

the mountains of Galilee — all

these spring from their rich grab-

bag of songs.

This versatile group, which has

a repertoire in 16 languages and

accompanies itself on a wide

variety of native instruments, has

toured the U.S. and Canada from

coast to coast, as well as the major

eit ies of South America. They

have starred in leading night clubs,

concert stages, network television

and radio programs, and arc under

exclusive contract to Elcktra
Records, for whom they have

made several LP albums.

Tickets for their concert at

Queen's University are available to

the general public, all seats un-

reserved.

More Letter* To The Editor:

A Challenge

Editor, Journal:

A Challenge:

I hereby challenge John Duncan

and any other 'Pushalhon' sup-

porters to a formal debate next

week on the topic: "Resolved that

Pusliathon was a disgraceful ridi-

cule of Queen's University".

Two challenges will be needed

for the negative and I will need a

partner to argue the affirmative

with me, The debate will be held

under the au3pices of the Queen's

Debating Union, exact time and

place to be announced in next

Tuesday's Journal.

I was pleased to see that not the

whole campus had fallen for the

deplorable bed pushing stunt, a

stunt that I fee! represents one of

the most shameful pages of Queen's

history. One chap who pushed the

bed told me frankly now that he

has come to his senses he wishes

he never had.

So far no constructive case in

support of 'Pusliathon' has been

formally presented. Now's your

chance, John; if you think you

have a case to throw back, contact

either nivself at 6-6993 or Mike

Mathews at 2-W01 by Sunday at

9 P.M.
Brian Cochrane

Land use, traffic patterns, the

preservation of natural beauty,

architecture and many other ques-

tions involved in the whole ques-

tion of the growth of our urban

civilization are much in the air at

Queen's these days as the students

react in varying ways to the pro-

posal to build a new physics build-

ing on Lower Campus. Coming at

this crucial time is the Winter

issue of the Queen's Quarterly

with eight articles on the subject

considered as an overall picture.

Queen's Protessors David D.

Slater (Economics) and Stewart

Fyfe (Politics) and six other

authorities on urban develop-

ment are brought together for

a symposium on the history,

present situation and some fu-

ture prospects in their fields,

with the emphsis on informa-

tion rather than speculation.

There is a good deal of inform-

ation packed into the 93 pages

of the magazine, most of it, un-

fortunately for the Queen's stu-

dent, of greater interest to the

town planner than to the gen-

eral range of even reasonably

informed readers.

Of considerable interest how-

ever, are several propositions:

Norman Pearson, Burlington's

director of planning, points out

that "other ages might plan for re-

ligious expression, military dom-

inance, a specific social class, or a

cosmic conception of civic splen-

dour but ... our age must plan for

urban man whether he he clerk or

poet, drunkard or sobersides, foot-

ball fan or intellectual . . . and it

must do so despite the reality of

annihilation, the nostalgia for a

shattered past, and the pressures

of short-sighted and greedy men".

And we must do this at a time

when society is convulsed by an

unprecedented upheaval in our

move from the town to the city.

Or Professor Slater's suggestion

that after all is said, our urban

development is a product of our

society in which "he who can and

will pay. gets; he who cannot or

will not pay, does not." Our values

and our inequalities in income and

wealth are reflected in what we
will pay for and can pay for. To
alter the reflection fundamentally,

demands alterations in what is re-

flected.

Or Professor Fyte's comment on

the rush to the suburbs: "Many
people are discovering that one can-

not escape from the city just by

moving a few mites into the coun-

try. Close to the city, it is only a

matter of time before the tide of

continuous urban development cat-

ches lip. Further out, the traffic

and other problems created by the

growing numbers who have joined

the flight to the suburbs and the

'country', offset many of the ad-

vantages of country life."

Pressing, all the authorities

agree, is the need for a re-ex-

amination of the municipal-pro-

vincial-Dominion government

responsibilities with a view to

more sane, pleasant and efficient

use of the land available and the

heritage from the past.

We all, no doubt, view with sad-

ness the apparently growing drift

of the humanities from the sciences,

partially at least, caused by the

growing lack of understanding of

the various languages involved.

The social scientists seem to be

evolving another language entirely

which will probably eventually not

he understood by anyone, either the

scientists or the more traditional

students of the humanities. Con-

sider :

Professor Slater's "Where, after

experimentation with improving

the market or when a very strong

u priori case or comparative evi-

dence indicates that the market,

regulated or unregulated, may not

do the jobs of city-budding well,

then we should frankly use a state

enterprise."

Or that of Hans Blumenfield,

consultant to the Metropolitan Tor-

onto Planning Board: "Analysis of

availahlc data shows clearly that

the percentage of residents of an

area who work in different employ-

ment areas, and vice versa, de-

creases regularly with increasing

distance between places of work

and places of employment."

Of more immediate interest

to students is an article on the

campaign in Britain for nuclear

disarmament. Its author, J. A.

Steele, a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Toronto and now a

student at the University of

London, evidently feels suffic-

iently strongly about the sub-

ject to walk "most of the way"

from Aldermaston to London

last Easter, presumably as part

of the now annual parade

against the bomb. Mr. Steele

capably outlines the growth of

the Campaign for Nuclear Dis-

armament since its official or-

ganization in 1956 to its present

widespread influence, predicting

that in the next general election

in the United Kingdom there

will be at least one party (prob-

ably Labour) putting up candi-

dates who support unilateral

nuclear disarmament.

He quotes a chilling statement

made by Bertrand Russell to justi-

fy civil disohedience. It is justifi-

able, says Mr. Russell, because

there may not be a "next election,"

Also of pressing interest is an

article by Graham Spry, one of the

founding members of the Canadian

Radio League and an early ex-

ponent of nationalized radio broad-

casting. In brief, Mr. Spry makes

a telling argument for the asser-

tion that Canadians are paying far

too much for what we get from our

loudspeakers.

It is time, Mr. Spry sayo, to

raise the question "of the in-

creasing assimilation of the Ca-

nadian audience to the Ameri-

can, and the progressiva incor-

poration of the Canadian retail

market into the American mar-

ket, and (to inquire) if this was
the purpose of Parliament

(when it passed the act setting

up broadcasting regulations) or

the objective of those individ-

ual Canadians who invested and

who annually invest so many
millions of dollars on their

twelve million receiving sets."

There are many other pieces of

interest in the Winter edition—

a

short story (not for weak stom-

aches), poems and other articles

on the current scene. In all, well

worth the dollar the magazine

costs.

Charles Stone

CHAR - B - Q - CHICKEN

AT AUNT LUCY'S
PRINCESS AT PORTSMOUTH
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TEXTBOOK PUBLISHER
is adding to its educational sales staff. Application

invited from male Honour Arts Graduate?.

Apply in writing with full personal end academic derail to:

J.
P. McNEILLIE. CLARWIN HOUSE

791 St. Clair Avenue West Toronto 10, Ont.

UNION STRKKT. OV THE CAMPUI

RECTOR: REV. DESMOND C. HUNT

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour

Wednesday, 8:00 a.m.

Holy Communion

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

Growing in

popularity

Cnmpus
Always In stock at your Queen*

University Technical SupP* ^orm

Book refill* . wire iouat/

note books and refills . .

.

loose-leaf filters . .

exercise books . . . scrapbooks

and specialties

O AO E STATIONERY
A DIVISION Of W. J. CAGE UMITEO

TOIONTO • MONTMAl • WINMIttG • VANCOUVW
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From Our Copy Basket
WUS Seminar

David Hill lias been selected

to represent Queen's at the WUS
Seminar in Sweden next summer.

Mr. Hill lias been Journal Editor

this year and lias been active in

campus affairs during his three

years at Queen's.

Mr. Hill will join 40 other

students and faculty members

from across Canada, leaving

Montreal on June 28.

The theme of the seminar is

"The Weil-Being of the Indi-

vidual and the State," and the

programme will include group

tours, individual study projects,

and a residential seminar in

Uppsala. Both Canadian and

Scandinavian students will take

part in the discussions.

Elections

All student organizations on

the Queen's campus shall select

at least two of their executive of-

ficers, namely President, Vice-

President, Treasurer. Secretary,

for the following academic year,

not later than March 15 o[ the

current year. These officers shall

take office by the beginning of

the academic year.

A list of these officers shall be

submitted to the A MS within

one week of their selection.

Any organization failing to

comply with these regulations

shall be omitted from mention in

the Students' Handbook, and may
be refused recognition by the

Alma Mater Society.

* *

Lcvono Giods
Why wait 'til spring ? — Do

it now ! What ? — Reply to

your Grad Dinner invitations im-

mediately. Of 280 invitations sent

out, only 170 replies have been

received. Dinner arrangements

cannot be made until all replies

are in. "Repondee s'il vous plait"

to Cathy White 6-4852 or Mary
Paterson 6-4311.

CFRC
Friday:

6;30—Time for Listening

7:00—Palladium Parly

7:30—Campus Topics

7:35—Special: Charles Lynch —
Keynote Address

Arts Symposium
8:30—In Recital —

Queen's Interfaeulty Choir

9:00—Concert Hall
Dcclhoven—Egmont Overture
Trokofirff—Classical Symphony
Brahms—Concerto for Violin

and Cello
Franck—Symphony in D
Tchaikovsky—Romeo and

Juliet

11:00—Patterned for Pleasure

2:00—Sign Off

Saturday:

1:00—Mastery orks featuring at 1:45

Beethoven Symphony No. 9
at 3:45 — Smetana Ma Vla.-t

5:00—Interlude
fj:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—Old Favouritei
7:30—Calendar and Personality

7:45—The .lair Scene
8:30—Saturday Concert featuring

Mussogorsky—Picture* at ai

Exhibition
°;30—Music Round the World
lOflO—Night Mu.ic
11:00— Music Beat
12:00—Starlight Serenade
1:00— Night Miit

Sunday:

9:00~MorninK Musicals
featured works
tier thriven—String Quartet
No. 10

Mozart—Clarinet Conirrlci

Hindemith— Concerto for
Orchestra

1:0"— Mostly Music
4:30— Emission Franchise

5:00—Deutsche Sendung

Attention Arts
The following positions arc

now open in the Arts Society:

Chairman of these committees:

Athletic, Arts Formal, Book Ex-

change, Concert, Club Rooms,

Fall Dance, Arts Journal, Sym-

posium.

Also to be chosen this year for

the next session are the positions

of Chief Justice, two Junior

Judges, a prosecuting attorney,

a clerk-crier, a Chief of Police,

the Arts representative on the

AMS Welcoming Committee, and

Chief Vig.

Applications close March 8 at

6:30 p.m. and should be handed

to the President or Secretary of

the Arts Society before this time.

For additional information call

Bev Harrison at 6-4033.

* *

Attention Grods!

There has been much talk the

last few months about the 1961

convocation for Arts and En-

gineering graduates. This year,

the newly formed Arts-Engineer-

ing Convocation Committee has

undertaken to make this weekend

a memorable one. Since convoca-

tion is only three months away,

we wish to acquaint you with

this committee and its plans.

Last fall a few keenly interest-

ed students formed the nucleus

of a committee designed to create

a social aura around convocation.

The committee, chaired by Liz

Stephenson, consists of represent-

atives of the graduating Arts and

Engineering years: Lois Knights,

(Pres. Arts '61); Judy Eubank
and Norm McLeod, (Social Con-

venors, Arts '62) ; Fred Durdan,

(Social Convenor Sc. '61); Skip

Langlotz. (Scribe Sc. '61); Ed
Lauer, (Science Formal Conven-

"Only the choicest
Virginia Tobaccos

are used in

du MAURI ER'
says FRED DAVIS

TV's top panel moderator

or Sc. '61). Professor Walker of

the English department is the

staff adviser.

In November tile committee

sponsored the tea dance after the

final game with McGill it) order

to raise funds. As well, our bank

account has been substantially in-

creased by contributions from

the Arts Society, the Lcvaua So-

ciety, the Engineering Society,

and the Alumni Association.

The plans for the day include

a cocktail party from 5-7 p.m.

(with a "wet" and a "dry" punch)

and a graduation ball in the even-

ing from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. These

functions are open to all gradu-

ates, parents, friends, and facul-

ty , as is the traditional Alumnae

Tea, which will be held outside.

As well the matter of an outdoor

convocation is now under con-

sideration by the administration.

These functions have been

planned conscientiously to make

convocation a successful day.

Deadline for return to the post

office of the convocation inform-

ation circulars recently received

by potential graduates is Febru-

ary 2S. If these are not returned,

the committee will assume that

you arc not interested, and will

not send you invitations for the

above functions.

Judy Eubank, Skip Langlotz.

* *

NFCUS Literary

The deadline for the NFCUS
Literary Contest is March 1. All

students with a literary flair are

reminded that entries — short

stories, poems, and prose select-

ions — are now being accepted.

These selections will be judg-

ed by a member of the staff at

Queen's and the two best entries

in each category will be sent to

National Headquarters to be rc-

judged along with entries from

other Canadian Universities.

Prizes of $50 for the best entry

in each category, and $25 for the

second place, arc being offered.

For further information please

contact Sue Greer at 6-4763.

Once Upon a Rhyme
"Once Upon A Rhyme"
An infinite number of years

ago, a woman was created, and

still exists, to carry you through

your childhoud. She wears a tall

black hat, and rides a gay white

goose. Yes, and she is Mother

Goose, guardian to your fairy-

talc friends.

Colour Night ot, March 3, is

your chance lo revive and relive

many fond memories. "Once
Upon A Rhyme" features:

"There's something extra special about a

du MAUR1ER cigarette; two things, in fact.

One is the choice Virginia tobacco. The other is

the "Millecel" super filter. Together, they give

you the best cigarette ever."

du MAURIER
a really milder high grade Virginia Cigarette

The Canadian Army

Offers career opportunities through*

THE ROTP

The 45 Month Medical Students

Undergraduate Subsidization Plan,

and Commissions in the Reserves

through the COTC.

Inquiries may be directed to:

CAPT. R. I. JENKINS

Students' Union or

Telephone Local 441

Mother Goose and ensemble in

bigger and belter roles as decor-

ations ; the music of Bob "Shorty"

Metcalfe from Ottawa; the Lime-

stone City Jazz Band in the Red

Room and other fantastic and

fantasy items in entertainment

and pleasure.

* *

Cuban Impressions
Rev. Dr. A. C. Forrest, editor

of the- United Church Observer,

will give an address in Ellis Hall

Auditorium on Tuesday, Feb. 28,

at 8 p.m.. entitled "An Impres-

sion of Cuba, 1960". The meeting

is sponsored by the Kingston

United Nations Association.

* *

Arts '64 Elections

The class of Arts '64 recently

elected the following year exec-

utive :

President, Rod McLeod; Vice-

President, Elaine Knox; Secre-

tary, Ed Mayhew; Treasurer,

Denny McDermott ;
Athletic

Sticks, Larry Huskisson and

Marg Metherington ; Social Con-

venors, Anne Groves and Ted

Glover; Constables, John Takach

and Terry McEtroy.

* *

Public Affairs
Sir Alexander Carr-Saunders,

noted British educator and ex-

pert on education in Africa, will

speak to the Public Affairs Club

Monday at 4:15 p.m. in Room 14

of Dunning Mall on the topic

l_ Diversity in the h merging

Nations of Africa".

At present a guest lecturer at

the University of Toronto, Sir

Alexander is a former head of

the London School of Economics,

lie lias had considerable experi-

ence as an educator at several

African universities.

No Contraception

Law Wins Debate

In a very close debate on Tuc
day afternoon, the Law Faciih
as represented by Bruce McDoif
aid and Al Winship defeated T,
Lute and John Metson of Tln;0

*

logy to win the Inter-Faculty
]}

haling Tournament.

The topic of the debate w -

"Due to advances in Medina]

Science birth control has become
morally desirable".

John Metson, the first speaker

for the affirmative, started by]
defining moralify and showing

man as a moral being. He defined

morality, first as social morality

which is set up by the pressures

of society and second as legal

morality. He then referred to a

third and higher morality which

is spiritual and defined by God,

We must find ways to limit

but not prevent birth, to space it

so that we produce better de-

veloped, more mature individuals.

The other speaker for the at-

firmative, Ted Lute, brought out

two main points. First, we do a!]

we can to defer death. Also if we

are permitted by God to let people

live on when by rights they

should die, then it should be

equally permissible for us to pre-

vent them from coming into ex-

istence.

The first speaker for the Nega-

tive, Bruce McDonald, made his

first main point from the fact that

the population problem was not

the numbers of people in the

world but their distribution

around the world. Secondly,

Bruce pointed out that birth con-

trol would defeat evolution by

' curtailing it.

' Al Winship, the second ncga-

I tivc speaker, brought out the

point that birth control would

I (See Birth Control, page 6)

SSGNPCST
Friday;
QCF: Camp night skating first

Jock Harty then meeting at the C
ian Youth Outre at 9:15 p.m. to hear
about IVCF summer camps. Staff
mtinber J. C3rgal will he here to pres-
ent our summer leadership training
program (or University students. You
will also hear from those who have
been there about counselling opportun-
ities at Pioneer Camps. If you can't
skate with us. come along later. Re-
freshments loot

West Indian Federation: Dance. The
usual fun and gaiety will be provided
al the annual Federation Dance spon-
sored by the WIG at the Hoy York
Cafe, Princess street, at 5>:30 p.m. Cou-
ples $1.50; singles 75c. A banquet lo
commemorate the Federation will pre-
cede tile dance at 7 p.m. All invited.

Saturday:

Debates: Queen's will debate against
W< iti rn at 11 a.m. in the McLaughlin
Room. Resolution: "Neutrality is Im-
moral". A regular intercollegiate com-
petition.

Drama
: Eastern Ontario Secondary

School Drama Festival, Convocation
Hall, 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. One-act plays
adjudicated by Mme A. R. C. Duncan.
Tickets 50c at the door,

Sunday:

Canterbury: Communion breakfast at
.1 a.m. at St. George's Cathedral, not at
St. .lames', All welcome.
Lutheran Students' Association:

Meeting at 2:30 p.m. at St. Mark's

'The

Lnt lieran Church. Padre J, Da
of KMC -will be speaking on
Place of the Chaplain on I he '

fity Campus."
Badminton Club: ThU week

up Sunday badminton, though play

continues on Tuesdays. Flection o( new

executive will be on Tuesday. February

-S. All members asked to be present.

SCM: Visits to Rockwood being.*'"

tinued — I p.m. lo 4 p.m. Leave Ade-

laide at 2 p.m. All welcome.
SCM: Visit to House of Providence,

meet in the co-ed lounge at 1:49 p.ui

Monday:
SCM: Today. A Challenge to My

Faith — study led by Mrs. J. Cojeinaii

in Committee Room 3 of the Union 11

4:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome.

World University Service: meeting

at b:30 p.m. in the West House l"" 1

mon Room of Chown Hall. All wel-

come.

Public Affairs Club: Sir Alcxandci

Carr-Saunders will address the Public

Affairs Club on the topic, "Universities

in the Emerging Nations of Africa.

4:15 p.m., room 14, Dunning Hall- AM

welcome.

Concert: Oranim Zabar, Israeli silk-

ing trio, will give a concert at 8 P]n
.

in Ellis Hall, sponsored by B Nil

B'Rith. Tickets at the door, price S'-1 "'

students 75c, children 50c.

Tuesday:

Camera Club; meeting al 7 p u' 111

Committee room 2.

ftt. Attiirf iiTa

PRINCESS AND CLIHOY STFtEIT*

Rev Max V. Putnam, b.a
MINISTER

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 26TH
1 1 :00 o.m, Morning Worship
Sermon: Let us Rise and Build

7:00 p,m. Evening Worship
The Cross Before Calvary

(1) Abraham

8:30 p.m. Y.P.S. Fireside

Service

Tuesday. 7:30 p.m.
Prayer and Bible Hour

MacGUIivray-Brown Hall

Come and Worship

Sydenham and William BtKttT

PASTORAL ASSISTANT
REV. RILEY SMALLEY

ORGANIST AND CHOIRMASTER
Dr. F. R. C. Clarke. F.c-f^g_

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 26TM

11:00 a.m. "Soldiers of Christ,

Arise"

Mr. W. C. Woodbury. Preacher

7:30 p.m. Pertinent Porobles

"God's Initiative"

Capt. The Rev, J. A. Davidson,

Preacher __ .

EVERYONE WELCOME
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NANCY KIETH, Levona DAWN CAMPBELL, Levona DICK CATHERCOLE, Arts TOM MARHSHALL, Arts LARRY LEAFLOOR, Theology BUTCH NELSON, Arts

TRICOLOR SOCIETY SELECTIONS
Tlie 1961 selections for the

Tricolor Society were made pub-

lic at last Tuesday's meeting of

the Alma Mater Society Execu-

tive.

The ladies and gentlemen seen

here are "students , . . who, main-

tain a satisfactory academic

standing during their undergrad-

uate course, have rendered valu-

able service to the University in

non-athletic, extra-curricular ac-

tivities". According to the AMS
Constitution "Admission to the

Tricolor Society shall be regard-

ed as the highest tribute that can

be paid a student for valuable

service to the University." ELI RABIN, Meds, SANDY SCOTT, Meds. TERRY NICKERSON, Science PETE GALLOP, Science DOUC MUNRO, Law

THE END OF THE BED
"REQUIESCAT IN PACE"
OTTAWA (CUP) Feb. 21—

The last push in the bed pushing

marathon went to 19 Mount Al-

lison co-eds who last week out-

pushed a men's team.

Male honor was only partially

blackened because the men were

required to carry their bed over

the 19 mile course. They led until

near the finish line when one of

the team slipped on ice.

This race was one of the few

which were not being contested

by other universities. No one was

prepared to accept the (Jueen's

push of 1.0C0 miles in 1?0 hours

and most challenged her claimed

record of 12.4 in.p.U.

The usually conservative Ot-

tawa Cithen took the affair light-

ly and claimed that a case could

be made for bed pushing. "It is,

after all. no more undignified and

unprofitable to push a hospital

bed ,

tain.

than it is to climb a muun-

Time Magazine writing on the

Canadian scene from New York

declared "... college students

from Nova Scotia to BC were

diligently wasting thousands of

man hours on this year's caper."

And a Time-Life team was right

behind them.

Classified Ads

Freshmen
Freshmen interested in SCM'< Semi-

nar One, "a dijciplintil study of die

Christian Faith", cm pick up applica-

tions and information at tilt Qtiecn *

l'o>t Office, Deadline, March 3.

Wanted
Two girls to share furnislicil apart-

ment with two others from May to

Sept, Thirty seconds from campus.

Reasonable "rent. Phone 6-7791.

For Rent
Two

double
merce,
Queen

torn-

'J h indents. Near
196 Union,ce park

Typing
Reasonable rates Phone Mrs. holl,

local 4b,'. before S p.m.. and 8-499/

after 5:30.

Typing: Call 6-1773.

one RltC Per-

:je are very ex-

L'outd be appre-

ould return it

,M 2-021

4

Ladie*' Ronson. sUver with

;1 inside a pack of Lamco

in the New Arts Bldg. bet-

id noon Wednesday. Finder

Slide Rule: KK log log duplex, on

Friday afternoon. Call John Larson.

6-SJ21

Found

Silver bracelet, at Revue Owner may

coUec. a. Journal office* Sunday or

Wednesday evenings.

(fumi Street

IntteiJ (Etntrrlf

Rev. E, W Hobton. b * b d

MINISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 26TH

10:45 o.m, Sundoy School

11:00 o.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young Peoples

flUmlmrrB

Bnttri OUjarrl)

EARL AND BARBIE STS

BANISTER. D O

INISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY Z6TM

11:00 a.m. Personalities of the

Passion

(3) "Pontius Pilate"

7:30 p.m. Special Young

People's Semce

Dr. Mather*

The Theological Choir

.4 very cardial invitation to all

Queen's Students

WITH

CANADIAN CHEMICAL
COMPANY, LIMITED

This advertisement will be of most interest to graduates in chemistry,

chemical, mechanical and electrical engineering and engineering physics.

What interests you most about a career? Opportunity

should. Opportunity not only for advancement, but

opportunity for professional growth through varied

and interesting experience. We firmly believe in diversi-

fied experience and. luckily, we can offer it in our fully

integrated operation. We find it's best for you (makes

life more interesting and provides greater opportunity)

and best for us (we end up wilh senior people who are

fully experienced in our business). Now. let's have a

crack at answering some of your questions.

Wliat do we do? Canadian Chemical Company
produces

basic organic chemicals, cellulose acetate flake and

acetate yarns, fibres and staple.

Where do we do it? At Edmonton. We have three plants

on a 430 acre site. The first produces chemicals-

alcohol, ester and ketone solvents, acetic acid, glycols,

nenlaervihrUol, formaldehyde and other organic*. The

!. :KdUk acil te flake. The third, ace-

uu iiid Arucl)-.<!s and

Sales offices are located in Montreal, Toronto and

Vancouver.

What is our futore? Very bright. (It just happens to be

true ) We think of ourselves as a young, progressive,

fast-rowing Canadian firm with world-wide affilia-

tions The record bears this out. So does the operat.on

orour Edmonton plant. And the fact that our engineer-

ing department is one of the largest and most diversified

in Canada.

OurrawmaterialsarebasicCanadiannatural resources:

petroleum by-products from Alberta and cellulose from

the forests of British Columbia. Our markets are world-

wide, and through our affiliates we have a strong al-

liance with companies in the textile, chemical and

plastics industries.

What would you do? As a qualified chemist or engineer

you could be working on product development, research,

process engineering, plant design, construction or some

aspect ol" production. This is exciting work in many

completely new fields. As a chemist or chemical engineer

you could choosealsoacareerinjfl/«orwrA/i/ttf/^«'«.

What else should you know about us? Lots more. You

can get more information and literature by writing to

Department "A" at 1600 Dorchester Blvd. West.

Montreal 25, Quebec. Or to the Personnel Department,

Canadian Chemical Company, Limited, P.O. Box 99,

Edmonton, Alberta.

CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED

MONTREAL • TORONTO EDMONTON - VANCOUVER

PETROCHEMICALS
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MUSTANGS INVADE QUEEN'S
POWERFUL WESTERN

INVADESJUEEN'S

This Saturday night the West-

ern Mustangs basketball team in-

vades the Queen's gym. The

Western team is highly favored

by all the experts and is openly

conceded to be the team to beat.

Although many may want to for-

get it, the Western team trounc-

ed (he Gaels by 51 points in their

last eurounter in London.

The Mustangs impressed the

home crowd with their consistent !

ball-handling and generally fine

all-round defensive play. The

boys on the Western team are

all of average height but at least

three-quarters of them can dunk

the ball into the basket. The

Western team has played to ca-

pacity houses at home because of

their impressive and exciting play

and Coach Metras has had to
j

liinil the seats available to the

public because of the complaints
|

of students trying to get seats. !

Howsen of Western, by the

way, is ranked number one across

the country and has potted over

250 points in seventeen games.

Hmvsen alone is worth going to

sec Our own Gaels arc all heal-

thy ;iinl despite their recent set-

backs they promise to put up a

spirited fight on their own floor.

Led by Bob Laugh ton, a slender

O-foot performer, and veteran

Denny liozic, and such newcom-

ers as Fred Reilly, there is no

reason why the Gaels cannot pull

the upset of the year. In any case

it promises to be an exciting tilt.

Don't miss it.

INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS
COUNCIL REFORMS

Guards Mickey McCullough, Sue Weber, Mary Welsh. Nancy

Chapman. Ann Hall. Cookie Cartwright, Agnes McGugan "Digg"

Atwood. Lou Forrester, Joan Magnees, Jane Rogers, Sue Hough,

jinny Freeman, playing in Toronto this week-end.

DOW vs. QUEEN'S
On Wednesday, Mar. 1, at 8:30 p.m., the QueenJs Senior Basket-

ball Team will play an exhibition game against the "Dow Rough-

riders." This game is sponsored by the Kiwanis Club of West

Kingston and the proceeds will be used to carry oil local anil district

welfare work. The Dow team is sponsored b) a locally-famed-coni-

pany and will include just about all of the Grey Cup champion < )u;

wa Rough Killer football team. This visiting team i

the gridiron and on the court by one Ron Stewart.

Stewart and teammate I.on —
Mrucc and l rary Schreider were

farmed out for experience tu Ot-

tawa, since they were considered

mo green fur the Gaels.

led both

Tricolor Sales Deadline

The deadline for sales of

Tricolor '61 is March 1. The
yearbook can be purchased at

the AMS, Journal, or Tricolor

Bob Simpson, the popular IM-

rawa hotel owner, city alderman,

and team captain will bear wateh-

:r.,-, ..nice he v a rugged rebounder

Jim Reynolds, who sent all-star

Argonaut quarterback Tobin Rote

back tu his home town a little

earlier than Scott Young of the

Globe and Mail had planned, will

probably be the best player on the

I'loor. liruno Bitkowski and Gil

Archainbault, not particularly

noted tor their daintiness, will

a1*o play. Kuss Jackson. Dave

'! heleu. ami jot

of thousand- (

coming.

irier and a cast

winds ) will In-

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions,

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In all your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-
dering requirements our store at 314 Barrie Street

near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same Day Service on Request-

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m,

Cleland & Flindail Ltd.
PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL Lt 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

QUINNWINS
The Alfie Pierce Trophy,

awarded to the member of the

freshman year who is considered

to have made the greatest con-

tribution to athletics during his

first year at Queen's, went to

John Quinn.

John was a defensive stalwart

with the second-place Golden

Gael football team this year,

Quinn intercepted enough passes

from his defensive half-back spot

to earn the respect of rival quar-

terbacks. He is only 17 years old

and his sure tackling won hini

a spot on the first string. Quinn
also did much of the kicking.

The latest meeting of the In-

tramural Athletic Council pro-

duced several reforms.

K, Gregor moved that a) all

competitors are to be dressed in

proper attire; street clothes will

not be permitted.

b) if necessary, competition

will be extended over 4-5 days.

c) Different officials will be in

charge of the running, field, and

jumping events, and it is to be

attempted to have these events

on separate days as much as

possible, with the exception per-

haps of long-distance running

events (these to be spread out.)

The motion^ seconded by J

.

I'aync, was carried.

Color Night was set as the

(leadline for return of missing

equipment. Sticks please note,

The equipment manager will be

asked to post revised lists. If

equipment is not returned by that

date, the individuals concerned

will be billed for the value of the

article.

J. Payne moved that tennis

balls be issued and returned to

the store in the same way as

other equipment. Seconded by H.

Hayes and passed,

H. Hayes moved that plastic

shuttlecocks be used up to the

semi-finals in badminton, and

leather ones from then on. Sec-

onded by K. Skeoch, and passed.

D. Steele moved, and D. Pur-

cell seconded, that leather balls

be used in next year's intramural

softball league. Passed.

It had been suggested in a

pre\ ious meeting that referees*

fees for Intramural team sports

be examined and that, in order to

get officials for track these be

given some financial consider-

ation. H. Hayes moved and M.

Barry seconded that the Council

accept J. Edward's plan for grad-

ing officials (depends on ease in

refereeing) and that officials' fees

for defaulted games be taken out

of year-funds. Passed.

J.
Payne moved and D. Purcell

seconded that boxing be post-

poned until J. Jarvis returns to

determine the degree of compet-

ence of the few competitors as

outlined in previous regulations.

Carried. A. Lenard agreed to try

and arrange for an interfaculty

hockey series. This was also

agreeable to Science, who had

been declared champions before.

Dirk Van Raalte,

AMS Athletic Stick

Ron Gregor,

Assistant Secretary.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinner*

P*t(t or Banquet Amn^ementi a< Rainbow Room

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR

DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
— AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS CANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night — Paor Christie's Orchestra
Catering to Private Parties and Banquets

FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
CALL LI 2-0745

Broomball
In a test of physical strength

and endurance last Wednesday

(some call it broomball!), the

'fragile' Arts Society Executive

scored a convincing shut-out vic-

tory over the supposedly brawny

and bodily-onmiconipetent En-

gineering Society Executive.

Goalscorers were 'dazzling'

Dave Fortier, ami 'dipsy-doodle'

Don Gordon, in the 2-0 triumph,

'lacques' Charlie Conn posted

the shut-out for the Artsmen.

The Engineers were out-checked,

out-cursed and just plain way

out in this first annual sporting

skirmish between the two organ-

izations.

For most of the game, the play

was in the Engineers' end, and

it was only due to the stellar de-

fensive work of Stan 'Jack' Frost,

and Al Hyland that the score

was not more in favour of the

red-coats. The engineers had sev-

eral scoring opportunities, but

they all resulted in wild flailing

of legs, sticks, and assorted

gloves, with the ball down the

other end of the rink.

Funny moments: John 'Stretch'

Alexander's attempts to barrel

down the ice on his 6 foot 4 inch

frame ; Terry Nickerson's golf

swipes and the muttered curses

when he missed ; Gav Wyllie's

shuddering body checks, and

when he missed!; no fights!

Birth Control

(continued from page 4)

defeat itself. Illicit sex relations

in excess would result in hordes
of unwanted children, owing t0
stilt unreliable contraceptives.

"Birth control"", he said, "putg
man in the position of giving ann
taking life". It removes all choice

and responsibilityv

The judges made a split decis-

ion, two out of three giving it t0
Law. In their critique, it was
mentioned that it had. been very

close and secondly, that in the

opinion of the judges the speakers

should be more forceful in pre-

senting their cases.

Some Odds
NFCUS Contest

NFCUS Seminar: Applica-

tion deadline is February 25,

Five delegates will be selected

from Queen's. Contact Stte-

Greer at 6-4703.

*

AMS Appointments
The following AMS posi-

tions are open, and applica-

tions are now being accepted
;

Student Handbook editor

;

Freshman Reception l_ onvc-

nor ; Chief Justice AMS Conn
;

Chief of Police; Who's Where
Editor ; Color Night Con-

Lynch Redone
Queen's Radio Station

CFRC announces that on

Friday. Feb. 24. at 7:.i5 p.m.,

the keynote address of the

Arts Symposium by Mr
Charles Lynch will be broad-

cast in place of Dixieland Jazz

and Queen's At Work.

*

O.C.E. Deadline
Students proposing to re-

nter v/ith the Ontario C allege

of Education should note that

applications for scholarship

assistance must he submitted

by April 1. For further infor-

mation concerning the schol-

arships available, see the Union

basement bulletin boards.

*

AMS Free Movie
Friday, February 24, the

AMS Movie will be "The

Promoter". It will be shown

in Ellis Hall at 4 p.m. and

p.m. Free

And Ends

Look For The Bottles Witfc

The Tartort Tops

JAMAICA DRY
GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI - COLA

ELDER'S BEVERAGES

dial 6-ini AMEY'S TAXI 6-1111
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NEUTRALITY
ONLY HOPE
FOR PEACE

By Pam Hutchison

In the panel discussion held in Dunning Hall last Wednesday
.veiling, the policy of positive neutrality for our country was sup-
ported by Mr. Bert Frerichs, who is admittedly a pacifiest and a
aelitralist.

"Canada should contract out of her military alliances and con-

lintie in neutral co-operation with the United Nations."
With due apology to Dr. Pierce, the only American on the

panel, he emphasized the fact that Canada has become no more than

i satellite of the United States. If Canada is to assume a position

In
world affairs, as the present government promises, we must aban-

don our position as the mouth-piece o£ the United States and estab-

lish a unique position as mediator between Russia and the U.S. He
suggests that the Canadians put Army, Navy and Air Force at the

(

complete disposal of the United Nations, but this would be accept-

1

able to them only under conditions of positive neutrality.

Professor Pierce, seeking real-

ii in the situation, noted the

ad that the afore-mentioned poli-

fails to take into consideration

die aims of the Soviet Union.

They are not pushing war at pres-

utt because they are in a position

maintain their power without

nch force. Withdrawal from

Nato and Norad as proposed by

Mr. Frerichs would be successful

Iy in weakening the Western

wers while the USSR remains

unified. We are not facing a

Christian power in the east, but

the upholders of an entirely dif-

ferent and contrasting philoso-

phy. Professor Pierce saw no fu-

ture in "withdrawal from the

how,"

"In reality," said Mr. Bishop,

"what we are faced with is the

position of two opposite camps

with their cannons loaded and

iheir matches burning. We must

ind a common ground to avoid

war,"

Rather than withdrawing im-

mediately and causing extreme

unrest in the United States, we

must use the leverage that we

have in alliances to reach a satis-

factory agreement.

Professor Jolliffe, confessing a

wide background of ignorance on

'his topic of positive neutralism,

'fferred to the area in which he

d worked, that of nuclear wea-

pons and the possibility of nu-

clear war. Pie is certain that some

Mastic and rapid change is ne-

«-^ary. If not, complete destruc-

tion of mankind is eminent.

Within six years every country

"ill be armed with nuclear

eapons and within ten years

*om of these weapons will be

Used. As a progressive increase in

Mver takes peace, we ultimately

'^ch a point where no weapon

rati be used safely.

Three choices are available to

Canada:

remain as we are and most

probably sink;

become neutral and work

constructively for peace;

form an alliance with Russia

and surrender completely.

It is the opinion of Mr. Frerichs

at we have no other alternative

When asked the possibility of

a clean bomb. Professor Joliffe

pronounced a most definite "No",
but did admit to different degrees

of dirtyness.

The answer proposed by the

panel was a policy of disarm-

ament. We as Canadians don't

want nuclear weapons and it was

supposed that the Russians would
agree to complete abandoning of

them if Canada were willing to do

likewise. We should accept the

challenge of the USSR and put

our system in competition with

theirs.

TO ARM OR NOT

REMAINS THE QUIZZ

War is obsolete as an instru-

ment of national policy. This was

the feeling of David Gauthier,

expressed at the Arts Society

Symposium Panel Discussion.

Entitled "Canada - Defense or

Foreign Aid ?"

The panel, chaired by Richard

Preston of the RMC History De-

partment, consisted of Professor

Gauthier of U of T, Egan Cham-

bers, MP, and Charles Lynch,

Chief of Southam News Service.

Professor Gauthier felt that

the present government defence

policy was a mistake. One and

one-half billion dollars are spent

yearly to further a policy leading

to nuclear war and destruction.

"As we cannot defend our-

selves, we might just as well get

rid of our armaments", he said,

Canada could then "act as a gad-

fly, stinging and annoying the

bigger powers until they showed

a real inclination to disarm."

Turning to foreign aid, Profes

sor Gauthier said that Canada

and the other powers could pour

the money otherwise used for de-

fense into foreign aid. This would

To Arm or Not, page 4)

"'an to take the position suggest-

eii by the second. According to

^tofessor Pierce, it is up to Cana-

da to use her aids to build up

Power, with friends, and circum-
lt[n the march to the other side.

PHOTO QY Ut.HH

Dr. D. Slater and Dr. D. Smith compose their verbal attack on

the policies of Mr. Coyne, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

FINAL AMS
MEET SEES
EARLYMORN

(See

NUDES?
Probably not, but there will

be interesting photographs at

the annual Camera Club Salon

opening Wednesday, March 1.

at 7 p.m. in the Art Centre.

The show will continue

through Friday: come

criticize

and

the club appreciates

The last regular meeting of the

Alma Mater Society Executive

was thrown into confusion last

week when Dick O'Donnell, Edi-

tor of Tricolor, resigned. Mr.

O'Donnell felt that potential

competition from class yearbooks

that are now in the planning

stage would eventually force the

elimination of Tricolor, Queen's

official yearbook.

The second reading of a by-

law prohibiting the publication of

class yearbooks with the excep-

tion of Arts '63, Science '62, and

Meds '62 was defeated when rep-

resentatives of Meds '63 asked to

be made a fourth exception.

At the AMS Meeting today an

amendment to the AMS Consti-

tution will be proposed which

will prohibit class yearbooks ex-

cept for these four years. Mr.

O'Donnell felt that since an AMS
Investigating Committee, estab-

lished to study this problem, had

recommended the exception of

only the Arts and Science years,

these Meds years should not be

allowed to publish their books.

A motion was then introduced

to reject Mr, O'Donnell's resig-

nation as the constitutional

amendment would stop all other

years with these four exceptions.

Under tins pressure Mr. O'Don-

nell agreed to remain in h.s posi-

tion until the end of the year.

Following this outburst over

Tricolor, the meeting sett ed

down to other business The In-

ternational Club received the ap-

proval of the Executive to pre-

sent a brief to the Administration

outlining the need for an Inter-

national House at Queen's. In

addition several AMS appoint-

ments were made as Martin Ger-

win was appointed Editor-in-

Chief of the Journal for 1961-62

and Douglas Woods and Miss

Karen Kipps were appointed to

the Journal business department.

Tricolor appointments for the

next session were Al Maloney as

Editor and Barry Earle as Busi-

ness Manager. The AMS Athletic

Stick (male) for 1961-62 will be

Graham Ford.

As time ran out, Butch Nelson,

chairman of the AMS Space Com-

mittee, made the committee's re-

commendations which were ac-

cepted by the Executive. The

Committee recommended a prior-

ity for office space for campus

organizations that can be accom-

modated if, and when, the Stud-

ents' Union is enlarged. The pri-

ority will be NFCUS, SCM,

WUS. and QCF. Other organiz-

ations will have joint office space

in one large room where they can

store their records, do office

work, etc,

Due to the lateness of the hour

the meeting was recessed until

Friday afternoon when the re-

mainder of the agenda was dealt

with.

On Friday, Queen's Revue

Guild issued a financial statement

in which it was stated that "Pay

(See Early Morn, page 4)

PROFS JOIN
CRITIC RING
-RAP COYNE

By Rick Malt
Assistant News Editor

Two Queen's profe-sur- have whipped out their typewriters and

drawn a careful bead on James Coyne's economic pronouncements.

Dr. David Slater and Dr. David Smith, both of the Department

of Political Science and Economics, threw their hats into the fray

over the Bank of Canada governor's crusading speeches, in a scholar-

ly article which appeared in the- Feb. 25 edition of Financial Post.

"We believe that Mr. Coyne's economic policy prescriptions are

wrong, partly because of errors in his diagnosis of Canada's current

economic circumstances and partly because of errors in judgments

about how our economic system works . . .", wrote Drs. Slater and

Smith.

"Greater emphasis should be placed on increasing tax rates

rather than relying on a tight money policy . . . We believe an

easier monetary and fiscal policy will substantially increase the level

of output and employment in Canada", they added.

Hi thisIn a recent interview

Journal reporter, the collaborators

commented on the critical letter

of the "Seventeen Economists",

Canada's long-term export pros-

pects, Russian economic aggres-

sion, and the problems facing Ca-

nada's economy.

"Many have accused Mr. Coyne

of shooting from the hip. and fa-

bricating a tissue of inconsisten-

cies." said Dr. Slater referring to

the letter of the seventeen econo-

mists. "We take the position that

indeed, he may have constructed

a consistent model. We have tried

INTER-UNIVERSITY

DEBATING POSITIONS

More mileage was squeezed

out of the shopworn topic "re-

solved, that neutrality is immor-

al" over the weekend.

Science '63 students Roger

Hughes and Doug Does journey-

ed to Western on Saturday and

dropped a close decision to law

student John Hall and pre-med

co-ed Diane Davis. But the team

of Martin Ware and Brian Coch-

rane redeemed Queen's honor by

drubbing a visiting Western duo

in a contest held in the McLaugh-

lin room, also on Saturday. Rick

Malt and Rory Leishman faced a

strong RMC squad at RMC on

Thursday, and lost a split decis-

ion.

Two cadets will pay a return

visit to Queen's on Thursday,

when they meet a pair of Queen's

debaters in the McLaughlin

Room of the Union at 7:30.

Again, neutrality will be the

topic.

Western now leads the Inter-

university Debating League, fol-

lowed closely by RMC. Queen's

could demolish RMC's hopes of

overtaking Western with a win

or. Thursday.

Opening Meeting

Annual Open Meeting of

the Alma Mater Society will

he held today at 7:00 p.m. in

Etherington Hall auditorium.

Constitutional changes, such as

the one elevating the L.A.B.

of C. to the status of the A.B.

of C, will be decided at this

meeting.

to sort out that model, and have

deliberately written this paper as

a serious unemotional comment
on it." The article will be re-

printed in the April issue of

Queen's Quarterly.

Asked if he thought the central

bank should remain dissosiated

from Parliament, a- it is now, Dr.

Slater said, "I believe the appoint-

ment of the governor of the Bank

of Canada should be made at the

pleasure of the crown — which

means that in a situation of fun-

damental conflict, the Governor-

General-in-Couucil can ask for

and receive the resignation of the

governor." Dr. Smith concurred,

stating, "the government must

take a position on whether or not

it agrees with the policy of the

central bank."

In their Financial Past article,

the two economists predicted,

"Canadians can expect an impro-

vement in their external trade

position in the intermediate term."

Taking note of the recent rumors

of Russian economic "aggres-

sion", Dr. Slater said, "I see no

indication that Russian products

will consistently be an encroach-

ment on our market. Much more

serious concern for our exports

centres around the export policy

of the U.S. and Western Europe."

The youthful-looking econo-

mists agree that unemployment is

cne of the most serious economic

problems facing Canada today.

"A situation of about ten per cent

unemployment in the labor force

is intolerable," stressed Dr. Sla;er.

"It is caused by a mixture of the

temporarily-weakened position of

cur exports, and the limited at-

tractiveness of private invest-

ment. In my judgment, not nearly

enough has been done." He went

on to suggest the lowering of ex-

change and interest rates, and a

large public investment spending

program. ,

The current controversy arose

when Mr. Coyne took it upon

himself to make a series of speech-

es accusing Canadians of "living

too high," Canadian newspapers

differ widely in editorial opinion

about the verity of Mr. Coyne's

theories. Recently, a group of 17

economists wrote an open letter,

declaring Mr. Coyne to be in er-

ror. No faculty members

Oueen's signed the letter.
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High Time
It is commendable that Adiai Stevenson, Dean Rusk and Pres-

ident Kennedy all seem to recognize the eventual necessity of

admitting Red China to the United Nations. For as long as China is

kept in diplomatic quarantine, she will in all likelihood continue to

be belligerent and blindly dogmatic in her attitude, just as Russia

was in the days when she felt (and with considerable justification)

that the capitalist world was bent on her destruction.

Today Russia, despite Mr. Khrushchev's highly effective bhiff-

and-bluster diplomacy, and despite her continuing campaign of sub-

version in other countries, is firmly committed to improving living

standards at home and preventing major wars abroad. With indust-

rial success and a certain measure of military security, Russia has

become a relatively responsible member of the world community.

Her political system appears to be undergoing a process of gradual

liberalization, while the main tenet of her foreign policy has become
peaceful economic competition rather than preparation for the in-

evitable capitalist armed invasion. She still hopes to communize the

world but she has learned to compromise.

The same thing is likely to happen to China. Experience will

probably modify her dogmatism and end her reckless advocacy of the

war to make the world safe for communism. In the meantime, how-
ever, before Red China has accomplished the inevitable and acquired

the Bomb, we should pull our thoughtless heads out of the sand and
acknowledge her existence. Once in the United Nations, she will be

forced to compromise, to pay as much attention to world opinion,

especially Afro-Asian opinion, as does Mr. Khrushchev. She can be

dealt with much more effectively under these conditions.

The remaining snag is, of course, the mutually exclusive demands
made by Mao and Chiang for control of both Chinese territories.

We would hope that the time is long past when anyone seriously

imagines that Chiang has any real hope of regaining China, or even
any right to it. After all, his mainland regime was as corrupt and
authoritative as any China has seen. If the permanent members of the

Security Council are supposed to be the "great" powers of the world,

then obviously it is Mao's China and not Chiang's which should hold

the Chinese seat. Red China is the true China. Formosa merely an
island run by a crafty dictator.

Of course, there are obvious difficulties involved in persuading

Formosa to step down from the Security Council to ordinary mem-
bership in the U.N., and even more obvious difficulties in persuading
China to give up her claim to Formosa. Still, we think some arrange-
ment could be made if the United States and Russia were to agree.

They could easily pressure their respective allies into a compromise
if the United States wotdd accept this course and it is high time
they did.

2uate<i • •

"Make your point, pick up
your soul, and check out of the

game while your winning?

That's the Astrogoth's way. If

you can't afford to lose, don't

sit down lo play."

Anonymous

Incidentals

Editor, Journal:

In last Tuesday's Journal the

report on Professor JolHffe's

address under the head 'Discuss

Nuclear Problem with Vigor',

does not give the essence of his

important contribution on the

dangers of the nuclear arms race.

He set forth two propositions

which he elaborated on briefly

before the 'vigorous' discussion,

1 ) Nuclear weapons are increas-

ing in destructive power and
numbers. The nuclear club is no
longer limited to a few nations,

soon weapons will be available to

even the poorest countries. Nuclear
warfare seems inevitable, within

ten years at most, if present trends

continue.

2) With this type of warfare

certainty Russia and the U.S.A.
will he utterly destroyed and there

is the possibility of the end of life

on the earth as a whole.

Editor's Notes!
Editor, Journal:

There are definite limitations as

to the content of an Editor's note.

Traditionally these are to supply

information necessary for the read-

ing of an article.

In Tuesday's Journal Mr. R.

Malt produced a logical piece of

writing which happened to be in

favour of the proposed location of

the new Physics Building. The
Editor's note consisted of four

sentences of which only one sen-

tence was relevant with regard to

fulfilling the requirements of an
Editor's note.

Doesn't the editorial column
offer enough space for the personal

opinions of our worthy Editor ?

Carol Tanner

Editor's Note: No / // an Editor

can't dictate the content of his

votes, who can ? The tradition

mentioned above is ridiculous.

This was the substance of his

remarks around which everything

written in the Journal, although

true, was purely incidental. Per-

haps speakers should be asked for

an abstract of their speeches so that

the Journal reports will he more
informative and get to the real

meat of what has been said.

Ray Laakso

Letters To The Editor

Flattery? Murder?
Editor, Journal:

It appears that our friend Mr.

Cochrane wishes to persist in his

foolishness.

If he would carefully reread

what 1 wrote in my last "Letter to

the Editor" he will find that I was
neither supporting bedpushing, nor

criticizing it. I was merely ques-

tioning the authority of Mr. Coch-

rane in his statement that "this

marathon bed-pushing orgy" is

ridiculous. Perhaps we should

rephrase the topic of the debate,

to which 1 have been challenged,

to — Resolved : that Mr. Cochrane

is being hypocritical in his state-

ment concerning college pranks.

However, I do not accept Mr.
Cochrane's challenge. In the first

place, I have better ways of spend-

ing my time. Secondly, the bed-

pushing stint, although enjoyable

while it lasted, is now finished,

and I for one do not wish to pro-

long it. Finally, although I believe

the marathon was worthwhile, I

do not want to create an issue by
trying to force a personal opinion

on other people.

I hope that with this letter the

bed-pushing arguement will come
to a close. And I sincerely hope
that Mr. Cochrane is flattered by

the amount of space which the

Journal has so kindly given to him.

John Duncan

Editor, Journal:

While I agree in part with Mr.

French's letter on test-tube babies,

I have to protest most strongly

against his statement that killing

an embryo amounts to murder.

The scientist doing this is killing

a life but he certainly is not killing

a human being. Essentially the

difference between a human and

any other animal is his intellect,

and subsequently his personality

and individuality. It is impossible

to define exactly at what point an

embryo becomes an individual

human being. In the case of a

normal baby its character begins

forming at conception in the feel-

ings of its mother, but in the case

of a test-tube baby this individu-

ality cannot come in the embryo
stage and until the child is actually

born or "decanted" the scientist

who destroys it is certainly not

killing a human being.

The moral consequences of

letting the embryo develop too far

would be profound, but developing

it only up to a point where it still

has no human personality of its

own and destroying it before it

goes any further would certainly

not be a crime, no more so than

injecting cancerous cells into the

body of a rat.

Mr. Frerichs would no doubt

call birth control "playing around

with human life" as well.

Tom Hasek

In Response
In response to the request of the executive of the Ahna \t

Society. I am pleased to take this opportunity to expla j tl

3

fully the considerations which the Board of Trustees had in $

in selecting the site of the new physics building. I must eitij^j

at once that the decision was not taken in haste or on the J
of expediency. The detailed examination of the problem

b

"

almost two years ago. During this period the matter was stU[fl

intensively by the Building Committee of the Board and was
cussed at length in three regular meetings of the full Board.

In order to ensure that adequate consideration was given
t0

the factors involved, the Board secured the consulting services

leading firm of architects, Messrs. Barott, Marshall, Merrett

Barott, who are familiar with the Queen's Campus and haVe

experience in campus planning at other Canadian universities

consultants were asked to make comprehensive studies of the

requirements for future university buildings and to prepare a rep

on an over-all future development plan for the university eanJ

looking several decades ahead. Furthermore, the consultants w
requested to advise the Board on the several possibilities for a

for the physics building which would be in accord with a long_
te

plan for the development of the campus.

The Board did not attempt to come to a decision until all \\

information was available. In making a final selection, the Boaj

examined every possibility from the standpoint of aesthetic cq

siderations, functional location, long-term needs, alternative u s ,

traffic patterns, and availability within the time required. Sevei

sites were ruled out because they would result in serious ov

crowding- and should be held for smaller structures or retained

open spaces. A number of locations would be better used for oth

important academic buildings which will have to be built in t
!

relatively near future. Some sites were too remote from the relati

academic buildings and would cause serious time- table difficult

for a large body of students. Other possible sites could not be ava

able without a period of delay, which would be intolerable in e

light of the urgent needs of the physics department.

The choice of the site on Stuart Street opposite Etheringti

Hall was made after a careful consideration of all these basic critei

and circumstances. The decision was not dominated by the exige

cies of the moment, nor did the Board overlook the aesthetic ame!

ties and longer-term objectives. While this choice was being mac

the Board also pressed forward with the preparation of the Ion

term campus plan on ample scale, to which I have already referre

The Board directed that this plan should exclude the construct"

of any further buildings on the Lower Campus and that provisii

should be made for new and adequate open areas in the future,

line with these objectives, the Board decided that the site of Jot

Harty Arena should be retained as an open space when the rii

is rebuilt in another suitable location in the not too distant futui

With but a few exceptions, the members of the Board

Trustees are graduates of Queen's, long familiar with the campi

and its buildings. In various capacities all of these have served tl

University with a deep concern for its welfare for many years

some for as much as half a century. I think it can be taken f

granted that their desire to serve Queen's wisely is no less th;

that of other members of the University family.

W. A. Mackintosh
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Astonishment?
Editor, Journal:

Astonished at the inclusion of

SUNAC among the endorsers of

a telegram to be sent to Mr.

Hammarsltjold, I enquired from

the SUNAC president who vehe-

mently repudiated his consent in

this matter. In a purely hypo-

thetical situation such as this,

which may easily be interpreted

by many as cold war propoganda.

an institution like SUNAC can

only damage its purpose by this

association, Moreover this club is

not an organ of Canadian domestic

politics.

Mr. Hammarskjold enjoys the

unquestioned confidence of the UN
and the esteem of the entire world.

His cause is higher and nobler

than the reach of this sneaky tele-

gram. By doing this act, the pro-

ponents are doing more harm than

good in this touchy and fluid

situation, at a time when retaliation

is inevitable and risky. To the

incited ones, let it be known that

Russia is not the only member of

the UN and sanctions against the

Secretary-General matter not in

the least. It will therefore be
worthy of them rf they exercise

restraint.

Sohinder Chopra

"Once Upon A Rhyme" - FRIDAY

Faithfullness?

Editor, Journal:

First may I assure you that

is not my intention to stifle

creative flame which burns wit

such searing passion in the hcai

of every Queen'sman. May trut

ever prevail.

But would it be a serious tlirea

to the liberty of your writers if tl

Journal banned from her pag'

such expressions as 'verbiage' a*

'verbal garbage' at least till tl

end of the term ? I am convince

they are an affront to the aesthet

sensibilities of every s e n s 1 1
1
v

reader. Furthermore, the y "

longer give any sense of vehetnem

or vituperation which appears l

have been their primary function.

However, if non-homogenizc

anger with more than two per«

hutterfat proves unattainable,

would happily withdraw my Pr<1

posal.

R. E. Jenning

Editor's Note: We faithfully P'«

inise not to use the terms

biage" and verbal garbage" >>' a'\

future regular issue of the JoutoA

tin's year.

Publishing Dates

This will be the last reg"'^

issue of the Queen's JoHrw

for the 1960-61 session. Thefe

will be one further issue on

March 10th, which will,
«*

hope, end the year in an «n
"

usual fashion. The Law FaC'

ulty will publish their Jon"*

on March 17tl
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a tribute to mankind's genius Ion cossacks
He was alone now. Eternally

Miles below glowed the green-

bine sphere, swathed in the velvety

void, turning its chaotic face to

|
eer and grimace at him. Somehow,

;(
seemed so sad, so lonely, lost

jn a myriad of twinkling bodies.

He felt no desire to return —
lo share the welter of babbling

madness.

"Oh, what price peace ?" The
moaning words ran through his

niind. "Who first said said that ?"

I
wonder. "No matter now."

At first he was tense and ex-

cited. The crushing force of the

blast had flattened his youthful

body against the unrelenting

stiffness of the contoured seat.

They had taken great pains to

make it comfortable. He had

feared the pain but now it had

disappeared. The numbness had

spread, threading its way
through the soft flesh, seeking

out the taut muscles, soothing

and relaxing them.

And then the shock when the
point of no return had been passed.
Yet it wasn't really a shock, he
thought. In fact it was pleasant.

Not the type of pleasantness which
makes one want to rejoice, but
rather like the feeling of a hungry
baby, when wanned by the hea-
venly liquid from the breast.

The breast. Then the bottle.

Then the solid food. And soon
he was in public school, high
school, and college. So quickly.

The five years of intensive train-

ing followed that — the gruelling,

painstaking, heartbreaking prepar-

ations. The failures, and the

successes. And finally the moment
for departure came, "better yet

the genesis", he thought.

The war arrived — four hours
before the silvery metal of the

rocket entered the scathing cold

of the stratosphere. He had been
sad to leave. But no more.

Soon the oxygen will have been

used up. He gazed at the blinking

blue, red, yellow, green lights on

the panel. His fingers carressed

the row of upstart toggle switches

by his side. He watched the slow

movement of the red needle

pointers on the green dials. The

dull silvery walls of the capsule

seemed to swallow his words,

spewing them out into the cosmos.

"Not even King Tut had a tomb

like this", he mused.

"I wonder if we have dropped

our first bomb yet. God yes, they

must have done it by now. Funny

how we're all alone in this universe,

a unique, unpredictable, and won-

derful species. And yet it took us

five thousand bloody years to learn

how to kill ourselves, Oh well,

what the hell.

"I always thought that dying

well would be hard. Now it

seems so simple, I guess five

years of hellish training could

drive fear out of any man.

"The girls used to gasp when I

told them I was an atheist. At

times it seemed so hard to remain

so. Yes, especially the nights,

before bed. Sometimes I felt like I

was missing out on something, as

though there was something I

should know and share, but

couldn't put my finger on.

"It's getting difficult to breathe

now. I guess it won't be long.

"It would be fun to have a

telescope — probably would be

able to see the holes opening up

down below, like the pock-marks

after chicken pox. I wonder if

anyone is still alive ? Soon it will

be just me and the Russian. And

he's dead now too, along with his

canine friends. I wonder how it

felt to him ?"

Slowly, he lost consciousness.

And then death wandered in

sweetlessly and painlessly. Like

walking into a mist, slowly be-

ing swallowed.

And the tomb revolved around

the broken desolate globe. A
tribute to mankind's genius.

A. Bruce Pappas

the vulnerable bour3eois
fr(|f|j f$ fl cf,ame/eon

I must become a poem,

Of spring-time and of white-robed nymphs.

Of innocence and breathlessness,

The vulnerable bourgeois.

Dare to discord the sceptic.

Brittle and exhilirating siren.

Beatnik rhinestone wit

On screaming taffeta —
Besides, black velvet, cut low,

YOU know —
A chignon.

I will dress in pink and banal folds,

And flowers from conventional gardens.

With o strange determination

I will dare the pastoral cliche!

And if the truth be here, acidity.

Mocking bite of sheer intelligence will be

Impotent to penetrate the New,

The Wonderful,

The Forever

"Truth is a chamelon . .

.'

— Clarence Darrow

What is truth? Is there such a thing as absolute truth, and if

so, can we ever capture it?

Here is a hypothetical situation — a man is found lying in an

alley, with a knife wound in his abdomen. His wallet has been

stolen. This is how the Toronto Star, a politician, advertising execu-

tive and novelist might report the incident.

Toronto Star:

CRIME SYNDICATE RULES TORONTO!
GANGLAND KNIFING CHICAGO STYLE!

SCOTLAND YARD MAY BE CALLED IN . . .
PHILLIPS

E. J.
Goldbrkkcr, of 31 Shadyside Road, was found critically

wounded last night by a policeman patrolling his beat.

Mr. Goldbrickcr was not available for comment following

the incident,

The memorable finals by the

Don Cossack chorus brought a de-

lighted Grant Hall audience to their

feet in a standing ovation last

Thursday evening.

Nicholas Kostrokoff, the chorus'

director, confused by this unusual

show of enthusiasm, displayed the

initiative and freshness that marked

the whole performance, leading bis

Cossacks in their own version of

"The Queen".

Even "God Save the Queen" by

this group was fresh and unusual.

In appearance, a more homely

group of performers, honestly and

amicably homely, has, to my knowl-

edge, not been seen in Grant Hall.

Yet these were genuine Slav and

Slovak faces, full of character.

I mention this because it was

among the first things that struck

me about the Don Cossacks.

More important, though, was

the beauty of the singing.

The Don Cossack chorus,

numbering about 25 singers, has

a volume range that during the

evening at once filled the whole

volume of the vaulted hall, a

moment later was merely the

melodic rustle of breeze in a

field. Their melodic range in-

cluded counter-tenor notes and

the rumble of below A, I was

Margaret Slavin.

THE

MUTUAL U£E
ASSURANCE COMPANY

of CANADA
HEAD OFFICE". WATERLOO, ONTARIO

Politician

:

TORIES TO SOLVE
UNEMPLOYMENT
BY GENOCIDE!

A forty-year old unemployed carpenter, E. J.
Goldbricker, was

critically wounded last night in what informed observers termed

a "Tory pilot plan to end unemployment."

The Conservative government is known to be embarassed by

the growing numbers of unemployed, and is said to be searching for

a fast effective means of reducing the number of jobless.

ESTADLISHEO 1B60

TEL U 6-1405
KINCSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST,

BRANCH MANAGER - A. E. NELSON, C.LU.

REPRESENTATIVES:

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.-Res. LI 8-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.-Res. LI 6-0032

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B,A„ C.LU.-Res. LI 2-7602

M EMMETT ADAM — Res. LI 2-6782

KEN PARKER — RES. Li 6-2170

niFT PROBLEMS

£>uHf them ta . . •

Spearn's of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

COME IN AND SEE UNUSUAL AND EXCLUSIVE GIFTS

FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

330 Princess Street
Dial LI

Advertising Executive:

MAN ATE WHEATIES
FOR 97 YEARS I

Ernest J.
Goldbricker, 31 Suunyshadc Drive, owner of an

E-Z-Bilt custom ranch-style home featuring built-in Zip can

openers in every room, was admitted to hospital Tuesday suffering

from a knife wound inflicted by a genuine Keen Bean bread knife

with serrated edges and stainless steel blade coated with Tuncar

tungsten carbide.

Questioned by police,

Wheaties arc great. Wheaties have GO-power!'

Goldbricker said. "Eat Wheaties

Novelist: . „
The wicked blade flashed, and suddenly he found himself on the

ground his hands clapped to bis belly, with the sticky red blood

oozing over his fingers and spilling onto the ground.

Corinna . . Coririna of the flashing eyes, golden hair

. I'll never see her again, he thought. Oh, it hurts, it hurt

told by the author of this rich,

impressive note, a truly "Rus-

sian" basso-profundo. All of this

is controlled in unusual Slavic

harmony and rhythms.

The chorus' opening number

was a Tschaikovsky sacred song,

"Blessed be the Lord," which in-

troduced the audience to both the

range and magnificent volume of

the Don Cossacks.

This unusual song faded into

the sounds of the field, mentioned

before, including what to this un-

educated ear sounded like the trill

of a cricket.

In the third number, the audi-

ence was introduced to the choirs

basso profundo, N. Rcva. Mr.

Kostrukoff explained that these

deep voices are developed in the

choirs of Orthodox churches where

they must take the place of the

organ, which is not used.

"Meadowland", which follow-

ed, was the only Russian song

familiar to the audience. It car-

ried a stirring climax, almost a

confusion of shout and song, un-

usual and effective.

The voice of I. Assur, a young

baritone soloist, will not soon

be forgotten by those who heard

him. Singing the elegy, "Sad

Snows over the Steepes", Mr.

Assur enjoyed using his clear

baritone voice. The audience

also enjoyed hearing it, on both

the occasions he stepped for-

ward as soloist of the chorus.

The second and third parts of

the show dissolved at times into

genuine h u m o r and slapstick,

almost enough of it. Moussorgsky's

amusing "Song of the Flea" gave

us some unusual voice effects and

a taste of some of the candid fun

that these musicians can have with

their art. In the third part, the

rythmic Cossack Cavalry march,

done in fairly good step, we met

two real comedians among the

chorus' members.

The dancing, even Mr. Solodu-

hin's impressive dagger dance, in

which he nips sharp ( I tried them)

knives from his lips to a board on

the ground, did not get the same

audience approval as the singing.

But the combination of the two,

song and folk dance, that brought

the show to a close also brought

the audience to its feet. The Arts

Society made a very happy choice

in this group. It is hoped that the

Don Cossack Chorus' mission of

keeping alive the songs of Old

Russia will bring them back to

Queen's again.

Michael White

Exhibitions

MARCH 1, 2, 3—The
Annual Salon of the Queen's

Camera Club.

MARCH 5-21—Paintings,

drawings and prints by Tony

Urquhart, presently resident

artist at the University of

Western Ontario.

WEDNESDAY? MARCH
22—Picture Loan Exhibition,

including contemporary Cana-

dian paintings,

p.m.

2-5 and 7-9

MARCH 29 to APRIL 16

—Some Modern British Pain-

ters, an exhibition circulated

by the National Gallery of

Canada.

ips
made

Corinna, beautiful Corinna. We could ha

the two of us, the two of us against the world.

Now why did she have to go and stab me like that?

Rick Malt

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

YOUR SYMBOL
OF PRIDE

• PINS * RINGS

• BRACELETS

Choose your class pin or

school insignia from a com-

plete stock in sterling or

gold.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
jEWELLERS

168 PRINCESS ST.
DIAL U 6-2261
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TO ARM OR NOT
(continued from page 1)

have to be in the form of projects

ensuring an increase in produc-

tion and the development of the

country, as gifts of cash or credit

are, in the Jong run, useless.

Elaborating on the subject he

said that aid could not have the

strings attached. It must not be

a bribe for other nations to be-

come like us, nor military aid.

In conclusion, Professor Gau-

thier felt that the only justifica-

tion of wealth was to make other

nations as wealthy; and, as last-

ing peace could not exist in a

world of haves and have-nots,

this was the only policy for sur-

vival.

Speaking next, Mr. Egan

Chambers, Parliamentary Secre-

tary to the Minister of Defense,

began his remarks by saying that

a reduction in defence would not

necessarily allow an increase in

foreign aid. A democratic gov-

ernment cannot exceed the wishes

of the people.

The Canadian government has

a two-fold aim : to avoid war, i.e.

to avoid becoming the battlefield

in a war between Russia and the

US; and to preserve freedom, i.e.

to prevent a spread of commu-
nism. This necessitates a certain

degree of armed preparedness, as

we have seen what can happen to

small, weak states.

He admitted that Canada could

no longer defend herself, but

through alliances and prepared-

ness she would become a nation

no one would dare attack. Also

Canada's voice is much louder

than it would be were she to

disarm.

Mr. Chambers remarked that

there were some who said the

U.S. was just as bad as the

U.S.S.R. Minifie in particular,

says we walk with the devil. To
these, Chambers answered, "If

the devil is abroad in the world

today, he does not live in Wash-

ington."

Finally, he said that, though

we have failed so far to achieve

peace through disarmament, it

has never been done before and

will take time. And while striving

towards this most important goal,

the government of Canada has the

obligation to provide for the

security of the Canadian people

by retaining miliary strength.

Charles Lynch, speaking last,

stated that the Russians have not

used atomic weapons because

they know the horror of them.

But the people of North America

are gradually being conditioned

to accept the possibility of wag-

ing nuclear war which, two years

ago, they were being led to hold

as unthinkable.

Our High Societies

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI-COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

Arts '62

At a meeting of Arts '62 this

week, both a permanent executive

and an executive for the academic

year 1961-62 were elected.

The permanent executive is as fol-

lows: President, Bev. Harrison;

Vice-President, Ralph Myers; Sec-

retary-Treasurer, Pat McCue; Soc-

ial Convenor. Gary Neil; Historian,

Judy Eubank; Committee: Derek

Burney, Sue Greer, Norm MacLeod,

Sue Weber.

The year executive is the follow-

ing : President, Charlie Conn ; Vice-

President, Sue Greer; Secretary,

Judy Eubank ;
Treasurer, Barry

Earle; Social Convenors, Gary Neil,

Nancy Thain ; Athletic Sticks, Di

MacDougall, John Macintosh ; Pub-

licity Director. Scott Morlcy; Con-

stables, Charley Gordan, Glenn

Clarke.

And Levano
To-morrow night, Wednesday,

March 1, Dr. T. A. Heinrich, Dir-

ector of the Royal Ontario Museum,

will speak in Ellis Hall at 8 p.m.,

giving an illustrated talk on Central

Asia entitled "The Golden Road in

Samarkand". Dr. Heinrich will elab-

orate on a trip which he took two

years ago from Russia to Samarkand,

a district in centra! Asia. He will

show slides of the Byzantine archi-

tecture, aud speak about the people,

commenting on the region and its

importance for to-day.

Dr. Heinrich himself has had a

very varied and interesting life.

Trained as an art historian, receiv-

ing his education in the United

States and Europe, during the war

he was a member of the American

Army Intelligence Staff under Gen-

eral Eisenhower, and after the war

he spent six years restoring dis-

placed works of art in Germany.

Science '62

The following election results are

reported by Science '62:

President, Bob McCabe; Society

Science Formal Rep., Peter Perrin:

Society Athletic Stick, John Con-

radi; Society News Editor, Bob

Duthie: Vice-President, Al Wirch;

Treasurer, Glenn Amell
;
Secretary,

Dame James; Social Convenor, Nick

Pearson ; Athletic Stick. Jack Cram

;

Year Scribe, Lloyd Koskitalo; Sr.

Prosecuting Attorney, Graeme Leo-

nard; Shcrriff, Paul Reid; Chief of

Police, Wayne McGill; Constable,

Bill Jenncy.

Arts Again
The agenda of the Arts Society

Annual Meeting, to he held in the

Biology Lecture Room on Wednes-

day, Feb. 29, at 7 p.m.:

A proposed amendment which

would alter the name of the Arts

Society to the Arts and Science

Society. This would result in a

change of the lettering on the

Faculty Jackets and in the wording

of the Constitution.

PATTON'S ci eA Ifens
DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDERING

In by 10:00 a.m.; Out by 5:00 p.m.

TEN MINUTE PRESSING SERVICE
The Nicest Cleaning In Town

349 PRINCESS STREET DIAL LI 8-4292

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

EXPRESSION OF
CONFIDENCE
A twenty-five page, 901-word

telegram went across the wires last

Wednesday evening from Kingston

to the United Nations, New York.

The telegram was Queen's expres-

sion of confidence in Dag Ham-

marskjod and the office of UN
Secretary-General. It should serve

as a timely demonstration of sup-

port 'since the Secretary-General

is just beginning an attempt to

prevent civil war in the Congo on

Afro-Asian backed Security
Council instructions.

Classified

Found
Ring — outside Fleming Hall. En-

quire, Fleming Hall Library.

Typing
Wanted — typing to be done at my

Iinmc or yours. Able to take dictation.

References. Call Llberlv 6-3998.

Typing — Liberty 6-9773.

For Rent

Two quiet, warm rooms, single or

double. Very reasonable. Law, Com-
merce, and Theology students. Near
Queen's. Parking area free. 196 Union.

Early Morn
(continued from page n

the Piper" had made a net
Profit

of $37.03. Last year the Rey
lost around seven hundred
lars. A further appointment,

th I

of Ken Roberts as Band M 1
ager, was made.

Mr. Hill, Journal Editor r J
vealed plans, as yet incompl

e(e
to provide better and cheapen
photographic coverage throng!
the rental of a photo-engravin

I

machine which could be used in

stead of having the work done .

commercially.

After much discussion, the Ex-
ecutive passed a blanket motion
approving of the- multitude 0

i

constitutional changes (see AM$
Gazette on page five) that will be
brought before the Open AM^
meeting today.

As hunger and the impending
Tri-Service Ball began to thin

the ranks of the Executive, tb

last regular meeting of the Alma
Mater Society Executive f0r!

1960-61 was brought to a close

SIGN POST
Tuesday:

VE3VX: Meeting, 7:30 p.m. Mem-
bers please attend election of the new
executive.

Badminton: Elections of next year's

President and Treasurer. All members
please be present.

U.N. Club Meeting:

7:30 p.m. Committee Rooms 3 and
4. Students' Union. Eelction of next
year's executive.

Wednesday

:

QCF: Study Group, 12:45 p.m., Bio-

logy Lecture Room, Old Arts Build-

ing. Rev. Stanley Self will speak on
"Freedom". Everyone welcome.

Jazz Club: Elections, 7 p.m., Douglas
Library Music Room. All welcome.

Thursday:

Queen's Revue Guild: Important
meeting, 7 p.m., Committee Room 2.

Everyone who was in "Pay the Piper"
please come.

Canterbury: Communion service in

the Morgan Memorial Chapel in the

Old Arts Building every Thursday in

Lent, 5:10 p.m. Everyone welcome.

Philosophical Society: Dr. R. B.
Sloan, head of the Department of Psy-

6 =

...an equation

in your future ?

if you have special interest in structural steelwork or mechanical engineering
in any of their many phases then this equation could be part of your future.

For Your Career . . .

. . . seek a company with a large operation where standards are high and the
broadest opportunities for development exist.

» , . seek a company where top engineers can guide and develop your future
progress along the most promising lines.

• • . seek a company with a sound record of past achievements, and a mana-
gement philosophy that will keep it forward moving for years to come.

. . . seek a company with whom you will be proud to be associated.

Such a company is Dominion Bridge.
Five divisions: Structural, Mechanical
Products, Platework, Boiler Products,
Warehouse Steel. Fourteen plants from
coast-to-coast in Canada.

DOM IM ION B RIDGE

Ad Not 0003
5 col x 330 lines

McKim Advertising Limited.

chiatry, will give a paper on "Fret
dom in Morality?" McNeill House
Common Room (North), 8:15 p.m
All welcome.

Saturday:

Arts Orientation Committee: If y0il

have some good ideas for Arts Orien-
tation and would like to take part ir

next September's Orientation Pro.
gram, come to the meeting of the Com-
mittee on Saturday at 1 p.m. in Com
miltee Room 2.

Tuesday, March 7

Queen's Debating Union: General
meeting, 7:30 p.m., Ban Righ Common
Room, to be followed by a party
(elsewhere). The program of the meet-
ing will include election of new execu-

tive, announcement of three debating

prize winners, presentation of the
Inter-faculty Debating Trophy, and an
impromptu debate. Refreshments.

CFR C
Thursday, March 2

6:30—Speak Softly

7:00—The Sound of Music
7:30—Calendar and Programme

Highlights
7:35—March Time
8.00—Show Music — The Student

Prince
8:30—Studio Theatre — Stories from

Canadian History
9:00—The Living Classics

Bach—Brandenburg Concerto

No. 2
Mendelssohn—Symphony No. >

Brahms—Piano Concerto No. I

! 1 :00—Music for Moderns
Friday, March 3

6:30—Time for Listening
7:00—Palladium Party
7:30—Campus Topics
7:35—Dixieland Jazz
8:15—Queen's at Work—H. P. Guild)

The Douglas Librarv
8:30—In Recital—Dr. G. M. Lyons

9:00—Concert Hall
Corelli—Concerto Groaso No. 8

Bach—Concerto No. 1 in d

Mozart—Sinfonia Conccrtante

Borodin—Symphony No. 2

11:00—Patterned for Pleasure
2:00—Sign Off

Saturday, March 4
IrflO—Prelude to Opera
2:00—Opera House

Puccini—La Bohemc
4:00—After the Opera
5:00—Interlude
6:00—Sweet and Low
7:00—Old Favourites
7:30—Calendar and Personality

7:45—The Jazz Scene
8:30— Saturday Concert featuring

Dvorak—Cello Concerto

9:30— Music Round the World
10:00—Night Music
11:00—Music Beat
12:00—Starlight Serenade

1 :00—Night Mist
Sunday, March 5

9:00— Musical Panorama
Haydn—Symphony No. 44

Beethoven—Symphony No- *

Khachaturian—Masquerade
Suite

1:00—Mostly Music
4:30—Emission Franchise

Thursday, March 9
6:30—Speak Softly
7:00—Thc Sound of Music
7:30—Calendar and Programme

Highlights
7:35—March Time ,

8:00—Show Music—My Fair Lady

8:30—Speaking Frankly
9:00—The Living Classics

Music of Liszt .

Piano Concerto No. I a«n

No. 2
2nd Hungarian Rhapsody
Concerto Pathctique
Mephisto Waltz
Liebcstraumc
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THE A. M.S. Gazett Proposed Constitutional Changes To Be Voted Upon

At Today's Open Meeting: Etherington Hall: 7 p.m.

A.M.S. Constitution
Article I, Section 4(a):
Add "4. The Levana Athletic Board of Co

trol ; renumber the succeeding committees as
to lows: 5. Budget and Finance; 6. TricolorWdcommg Committee; 7 External Affairs; 8A.M.S. Building Fund; Add "9 N F C U S
Article IV, Section 2:

«.f .uu.b.

Delete (a) and (b); substitute as follows'
<a >

E
f
ch st

!?
lcnt

J
s
l

ia!l W ™ athletic fee'of
$20 to be collected by the University at the
time of registration. Five-twelfths of the fees
paid by each registered female undergraduate
shall be allocated io the Levana Athletic Board
of Control. The remainder of the fees paid bv
each registered female undergraduate and all
of the fees paid by each registered male under-
graduate shall be allocated to the Athletic
Board of Control.

lb) Each student shall pay an annual fee
for the »°"-athletic activities of the A.M.S. not
to exceed 36.00, the exact amount to be recom-
mended by the A.M.S. Executive. The annual
fee, which shall be collected by the University
at the time of registration, shall include the
subscription to the Queen's Journal of %2.55
Article IV, Section 5:

Delete Hie following sentence: "In any case
any society or enterprise .... in Februarv "

Article IV, Section S:
Reword: "The A.B. of C. and the L.A.B. of C

shall submit an audited financial statement
the A.M.S. Executive."
Article V, Section 1:

Add as follows: (c) The female Alma Mater
Society Athletic Stick shall be appointed by
the A.M.S. Executive, and shall be responsible
to that body. She shall represent the A.M.S.
Executive on the Lcvana Athletic Board of
Control. She shall be a non-voting member of
the A.M.S. Executive.

Rclctter (e) as (f); Delete (f) and substitute
as follows:

(g) An External Affairs Chairman who shall

dc a senior representative of the A.M.S. Ex-
ecutive. He shall direct the activities of the Ex-
ternal Affairs Committee.

Rclctter (g) as (h) ; Add the following sub-
sections:

(i) A Chairman of the A, M.S. Building Fund
Committee who shall he a senior representative

of the A.M.S. Executive. He shall direct the
activities of the A.M.S. Building Fund Com
mittee in accordance with By-Law No. 18.

(j) A Chairman of the A.M.S. Budget and
Finance Committee who shall be a senior rep

rcsentativc of the A.M.S. Executive. He shall

direct the activities of the A.M.S. Budget and
Finance Committee in accordance with By-Law
No. 8.

(k) A Chairman of the A.M.S. Open House
Committee who shall be a senior representative

of the A.M.S. Executive.
Article V, Section 2:

Delete the last sentence and substitute as

follows: In addition, the male and female

A.M.S. Athletic Sticks and the Editor of the

Journal shall sit as non-voting members
Article X:
Add the following Io Section 1:

Any campus organization which fails to ob-

tain recognition within a reasonable time of its

formation shall be deprived of the use of Uni-

versity facilities for meetings and publicity.
_

Queen's University Band Constitution

Article IV, Section 1:

Delete as follows:

1. A per capita levy on all undergraduates

.... on or before November 1.

Substitute the following:

1 A per capita levy on all undergraduates oE

35 cents to be collected by the University at

the time of registration.
.

Constitution of the Tricolor Society

Article I:

Name and Membership.
Section 1: Unaltered. . .

Section 1: Admission to the Tricolor Society

•shall he limited to postgraduates, and to Stu-

dents in the second term of their final year,

who, maintaining a satisfactory academic stand-

ing during their undergraduate course,
_
have

rendered valuable service to the University in

non-athletic, extra-curricular activities, tor ex-

ample, (a) service in one of the major fields

of student government, journalistic work, dc

bating, dramatics, or tb) a significant contn

bution in a wide range of activity.^

Admission to the Tricolor Society shall be

granted by unanimous decree of a special com-

mittee appointed for this specific purpose.

Section 3: -e
(1) This special committee shall consist ot

la) The Principal of the University, who

shall act as chairman. -
(b) The Principal of Theology and the Deans

•of Arts. Science. Medicine, Law and Levana

(c) The Permanent Secretary-Treasurer of

the Alma Mater Society. ,

id) The six junior representatives on the

Executive of the Alma Mat" Society.

(et The Vice-President of the Arts society

the Second Vice-President of the Engineering

Society rife Vice-President of the fscu^ian

-tosses
her penultimate year. Should the V«S«™
dent of the Levana Society not be in tier

penultimate year, she shall be replayd on .h

ferred to in Section 3 those
siblc for an examination of the recorai

candidates who are members of h* «r

£

of the nominee to student me.

tho ^i C-'Cty PHl" l°Sc'h« with a list of

nominal
65 K no,nincc '-as performed. No

My 25?
be rcceived lat« 'han Janu-

Scctioii 6:
The special committee shall meet at the call

31 the President of the Alma Mater Society inhe spring term at a date not later than Feb
;,„ ,i -

s lou,(i announce its selections notHer than hebruarv 22
Article II;

Unaltered.
Article HI;
Sections 1 - 3 are unaltered.
Section 4 has been revised as Section 5 of

\rticlo I.

Constitution of the Tricolor Yearbook
Article I, Section 1:
Add: the publication of any yearbook other

ban Tricolor is prohibited. Exception to this
ruling will be Science '62, Medicine '62, Medi-
cine 63, and Arts '63, with the proviso that the
A.M.S. will not be held responsible for any
tmancial loss incurred by any of these publi
cations.

Article III, Section 5(b):

(50 "
'

S ''a" rcceivc an bonourarium of at least

- Article t:
Add Section 3 as follows

:

Recognition shall he given in Tricolor to the
members of the Tricolor Society and to other
graduating students who have made a valuable
•ontrihutiou to the extra-curricular life of the
University.

Constitution of the Athletic
Board of Control

Article I:

Delete Sections 1 and 2; substitute as follows:
Section 1

:

The Athletic Board of Control, as a standing
committee of the Alma Mater Society shall
.upervisc the men's intercollegiate and intra-
dural sports programme. No male athletic
group of students may make use of the name
of Queen's without the sanction of the Athletic
Board of Control.
Renumber Section 3 as Section 2, and Section

I as Section 3.

Section 3: delete "women's tennis .... golf
\rticle I, Section 4 (c):

Delete as follows: "and the president of the

Lcvana Athletic Board of Control."
Substitute; "and the Secretary-Treasurer''

\dd "male- after "A MS"
Article II:

Delete Section 1 and substitute the follownig:

Section 1

;

The Athletic Board of Control shall consist

if 15 members as follows:

The Principal of the University or someone
ppointcd by him.

A senior male representative of the Alma
later Society.

A representative from each of the five major

sports.

A member of the University's Board of

Trustees.
The Secretary-Treasurer of the Alma Mater

Society. . .

A representative of the Alumni Association.

A member of the staff who shall not be a

lembcr of the Physical Education Department.

A representative chosen by the Levana So-

ictv.

The \.M.S. male Athletic Stick.

The Director of the School of Physical and

Health Education.
.

Delete Section 2 and substitute the following:

Section 2:
Representatives named above who are not on

the Board by virtue of the position they hold

hall be appointed as follows:

la) The representative of the Alumni Associ-

Hion shall be named by the Board of Directors

of the Alumni Association for a two year period,

lb) The staff member shall be appointed by

of the Council, whose membership consists
of the Arts, Science and Medical Faculty Sticks,
the Law. Theology, and final-year Phys. Ed.
Sticks, and the individual year sticks.

Section 3:

The Phys. Ed. Staff members administer the
actual programme, and sit on the Council in an
dvisory capacity.
Section 4

:

The Intramural Athletic Council shall pre-
sent a yearly budget to the A.B. of C, to be
atified by the A.B. of C.

Journal
\ritcle IV, Section 3;
The Managing Editor shall receive an hon

orarium of at least $100 and the Head News
Editor shall receive an honorarium of at least
§50.

Article XII
Freshman Orientation

Section 1

All freshmen Orientation programmes shall
have the following objectives:

(a) that the freshmen be helped to find their

place and purpose within the University:
(b) that the freshmen be impressed with the

friendliness of Queen's, especially with faculty
student and senior-freshmen relationships;

(c) that the freshmen be made to realize the
seriousness of all aspects of education within
the University, and with their responsibility for
self-government within the University.
Section 2

(a) Facutty society initiations are part of the
erall orientation of each student and must

not detract from this objective. The term "in-

itiation" is used in this section of the constitu
tion to denote the period of time when the
first-year students arc under the direct super,

iion of their respective Society vigilantes.

(b) The ultimate responsibility for the So
cicty initiations and orientation shall rest with
the executive of the respective societies.

(c) The Chief Vigilante of each faculty so
ciety shall present his or her initiation or
orientation programme to the executive of his

or her Society for approval by March IS, A
copy shall also be presented to the A.M.S
Freshman Orientation convenor from whom
advice and guidance may be sought.

(d) The Chief Vigilante? shall be responsible

for seeing ihat the freshmen are made aware of

all the regulations and activities of the pro-

gramme prior to the beginning of the program

Section 1(c), delete "five" and substitute

iix".

Section 2(b): delete. Substitute as follows:

tb) New members shall be appointed in the

spring term by a committee composed of the

retiring NFCUS Chairman, the new NFCUS
Cliariman and the six retiring Junior A.M.S.
Representatives, Further appointments may b<

nade by the NFCUS Executive. Alt appoint-

ments shall be subject to the ratification of the

\.M.S. Executive.
Article III
Section 1(a) delete and substitute the follow-

ing:
(a) The A.M.S. External Affairs Chairman

who shall keep the A.M.S. informed on all

NFCUS local and national activities.

Section 1(b) add as follows:

He shall sit on the External Affairs Co
mittee.

Delete Section 1(d) and (e) and substitute

the following:

(d) A Secretary, who shall be elected from

and by the new committee.

(e) A Treasurer, who shall be elected from

and by the new committee.

Article V. „ , .. -

Substitute "Congress" for "Conference ir

the heading.
Section 3: Substitute "Congress lor t_on

ference" in the heading.

he University Senate for a two year period

Amend Section 3(b) to read as follows:

(b) No business may be transacted at a meet-

ing of the A.B. of C. during tic academic year

it which less than seven members are present.

For the remainder of the year the quorum

diall be four. , _ ,. , ,

Amend the second sentence of Section 4 to

cad as follows: _. .

This Committee shall consist of the Chairman

>f the Board, the Principal of the University

or someone appointed by him and the Secre

»ary-Treasurer of the Alma Mater Society.

Vrticle II, Section S:

Add subsection (d) Make its administrative

facilities available to the L.A.B. of C.

%SbfSS5
,

-.& «* ^ substitute .h,

"Delete Sections 2 and 3; substitute the fol-

lowing:

^^A.hietic Director shall supervise the

Tricolor Society shall be

manner:
il
-rs io a" >>-v-e> -n

later than January 10.

(b) Publication in two issues

(a) Letters to all recognized campus organ-

izations not later than ^^10. ^ Joorna i

not later than January 20.

?ny member of the Alma Mater Society may

submit nominations, to the

Names of such nominees shall be submitted to

the Selections Committee through the Alma

delete the

and sub-

Article IV, Section 1(f):

Delete "rectangular.

*&%£3£?*i and «.

AV^^^ti,u,ion of Levana Ath-

letic Board of Control.
d ;„ the

Athletic Board of Control

Article V

Th'men-s Intramural Athletic Council shall

be responsible for all intramural athlet.es.

!lt

C
e

li

nule
r

A.M,S. Athletic Stick is the chair-

(e) Freshmen shall not be required to con-

form to rules and regulations other than those

outlined to them and approved by their execu-

tive in accordance with subsections (c) and (d)

above.

Section 3

(a) The A.M.S. Freshmen Orientation Con-
vener shall be a student in bis or her third or

successive academic year. The Convener shall

be chosen by the A.M.S. executive as early as

possible, but by March 30 at the latest, from
applications sought through Journal advertising.

(b) The Convener shall be responsible for the

eneral oversight and co-ordination of all Fresh-

men orientation and initiation.

(c) The Convener shall get in touch with

the following persons regarding Freshmen or-

ientation and initiation and shall meet with

thcut as a group at least once in the spring

term: (1) the new Chief Vigilantes of each

Society; (2) the student chairman of the Arts

Orientation committee; (3) the student hand-

book editor; (4) one person with responsibility

for Freshmen orientation, appointed by each of

the following—Ban Righ House Council; each

of the men's residences; the Aesculapian So-

ciety executive; and the Engineering Society

executive.

d) The Convener shall make his or herself

available for consultation or advice to all per

sons or executives interested in Freshmen or-

ientation; and shall refer these persons to this

Article and to A.M.S. By-Law No. 16 which
provides penalties for unwarranted entry into

any student residence.

(e) The Convener shall arrange a dance spon

sored by the A.M.S. for all freshmen, io be held

following the Principal's Annual Address to

the Freshmen.
Section A—A.M.S. Principles and Regulations

Regarding Initiations:

(a) The emphasis anil objective of all Orient-

ation should be positive, and should include con-

structive projects when possible.

(b) The Faculty Societies should attempt to

complete their active initiation programs as

early as possible.

(c) Profanity should not be encouraged as

part of the authorized initiation programme.

(d) Noisy activities shall not be held before

7 a.m. on the lower campus or near the Hos-

^'fc) Freshmen shall not be requested or re-

quired to have their hair cut before their regis-

tration pictures are taken.
_

if) The Chief Vigilante of each Society shall

inform the freshmen of the option of not taking

part in the initiation programme for medical or

other valid reasons.

(St) Tarns must be procured by a date to be

specified by the Chief Vigilante of each Society

Freshmen "shall be exempt from wearing tarns

on Sunday. The tains shall be as follows: navy

Queen'- tricolor band, with a tassel—Arts, red

Medicine, blue: Applied Science, yellow.

(,Ji) \nv -indent who has not completed

three courses towards any dc-ree in any urn

s (,-.n he niisfdired -i freshman and

the-''iv : ' r t t"1 'h* **--*V- !'• r—ilations of

the' '" " 11 17 f ,if
-

;ocielJ'-

("1 lb...- shall be iii> initiation which is ph>

sically dangerous.

(j) \11 Freshmen shall attend the Princi

annual address to the freshmen class.

lk) \t the first year meeting of the fresn-

men years the President of the Society concern-

ed or the Senior A.M.S. representative of that

Society shall address the freshmen and empha-

size the system of student government at

Constitution of the Levana
Athletic Board of Control

The Levana Athletic Board of Control, as a

standing committee of the A.M.S., shall super-

isc the women's intercollegiate and intramural

sports programme. No female athletic group of

students may make use of the name of Queen's

without the sanction of the Levana Athletic

Board of Control.

ARTICLE U
THE OBJECT

1. To promote athletics for all members o:

U
2

Va
To enforce all regulations governing

athletes.
ewije and earcy out ,hc inter

vcar games, the Intercollegiate games and th.

exhibition games in the spirit of good sports

manship.
ARTICLE HI

OFFICERS AND MEMBE1S

added and the elections will be held.

4. A.M.S. female Athletic Stick-

She shall be appointed by the A.M.S. *tecu-

tive.

ARTICLE V
nv-LAWS

1. Meetings— _
(a) Regular meetings of the L.A.K. ot L.

shall be held every two weeks at a

date and time found most convenient

for members. Special meetings shall

held at any time at the request of the

president.

(b) Any member failing to attend two

consecutive meetings shall be re-

placed.

2. Open Athletic Meeting-

Fifty members of the Levana Society shall

constitute a quorum.
ARTICLE VI

E1.1GIBII ITV

1 Intramural: .

Members oE Levana shall have the privilege

of playing on their year team.

(a) A student competes for the year with

which she registered at Queens as

long as that year is still on the campus.

After that she will compete for the

senior year. All post-graduate stud-

ents, final year Nursing Science and

Diploma Course students are consid-

ered as members of the senior year.

(b) Graduates of one faculty proceeding

to a degree in another faculty shall

be considered as undergraduates and

therefore eligible to represent the

year with which they graduate.

The following girls are excluded from an

ntramural sport. .

(a) Those who make that intercollegiate

team before the intramural tournament

is held.

(b) Those who played that intercollegiate

sport the previous year. The following

girls are exceptions to this ruling and

may enter intramural competition,

(a) Those who do not intend to play

that intercollegiate sport the same

ipal's

Queen's and the responsibility of the freshmen

io the Alma Mater Society, to their year, So-

ciely, and University.

^e
,sr?i

0l

rc-trictioii'S or impositions which violate

,he spirit or the Inter of this Article may be

mposed upon the treshmen Any persons who

break these regulations may be liable to charges

in the A M.S. Court.

Constitution of NFCUS
\rtcile II. Section 1(c):

Delete Substitute as follows:

{< \ a minimum of five other members

1, President:

(a) To preside at all meetings.

(b) To sit on the Levana Executive.

(c) To make a report to Levana at the

'

annual meeting of all the activitie

during the current year.

2. Secretary:

(a) To keep the minutes.

(b) To carry on all communications.

(c) To keep a record of inter-year athletic

points and keep them posted in th'

gymnasium.
(d) To record with each sports represent

ative the points acquired by each gir

in that sport.

3, Treasurer:

(a) To pay all bills and keep accounts

(b) To obtain Lcvana athletic fee from

the vear executives.

(c) To act as treasurer of the Ice Revue

4. Sports Representatives:

There shall be representatives for th

various sports as outlined in the current L.A.E

oi C. Handbook, whose duties shall be:

(a) To organize their sport and see tha

it runs according to schedule.

(b) To draw up and post the scliedul

of games and practices.

(c) To enlist officials for games.

(d) To inform athletic sticks, captains 01

teams, or individual players when .

game is to be played or is postponed

(e) To co-operate fully with the coach o

that intercollegiate sport.

(f) To submit a full report to the Board

when that sport is completed.

(g) To inform Journal representativ

proceedings, and give notice of

coming events.

(h) To give year points to the Secretary

and to record with her the poin

acquired bj each girl in that sport.

?, Athletic Sticks:

(a) To organize the year entries in the

various sports.

(b) To work in conjunction with the

sports representatives,

6. Freshette Representative:

(a) To act as a non-voting member ol

the Board until the first meeting after

Christmas whereupon she shall become

a voting member,

tb) To act as athletic stick for her year

(c) To notify members of meetings.

7 Journal Representative

(a) To set as Women's Sports Eduor ol

the Queen's Journal.

(b) To enter in the L.A.B. of C. scrap

book, all press clippings pertaining

Queen's Women's Athletics.

8. A.M.S. female Athletic Stick to represent

the A.M.S. on the L.A.B. of C. as a voting

member.
ARTICLE IV

ELECTION" of OrFICEBS

1. President— .

She shall be a junior or a senior who ha

been a member of the L.A.B of C. She shal.

be nominated by the L.A.B. of C and electee

with the Levana Executive, and shall be an

officer of this executive.

2. Athletic Sticks—
.

They shall be elected by their year sooetie-

in the second-term elections, and shall lak.

office from that time.

The freshen representative shall be'appoint-

ed at the Fall Sports meeting of the L.A.B ot

C. and shall hold a non-voting office until th.

second-term year elections.

i Secretary. Treasurer, Sports Represent-

atives and Journal Representative—

The L \.B. of C. shall prepare a slate ol

candidates, one for each position, at which

time further nominations to be presented at

an open athletic meeting early m March may

(b) Those who are not eligible for

intercollegiate competition.

2. Intercollegiate:

Eligibility for intercollegiate contests shall

be decided by the rules of the Women's Inter-

collegiate Athletic Union. In addition no stud-

ent in the first year of her course may com-

pete on any University team after Christmas

who fails to reach a standard at the Christmas

exams, which if written in the spring, would

have resulted in the loss of her year.

ARTICLE VII

INTRAMURAL AWABOS

Points are given toward credit for intra-

mural awards as written up in the current

L.A.B. of C. Handbook.
No girl shall wear an athletic award until

she has earned the right to do so.

I. Intramural Awards Committee:

This committee shall consist of: the Athletic

Sticks of the Sophomore. Junior and Senior

years, the President of the L.A.B. of C. and

the Faculty Advisors. They shall scrutinize

the lists of awards to prevent errors and omis-

ions.
The committee has the authority to issue

or small Q's to students who meet the

requirements outlined in the section Individua

Awards, and also in the following exceptional

circumstances: ..... t
(a) To students m their final year who

have been active in intramural sports

but have not accumulated the neces-

sary points.

(b) To students who have contribute!

outstanding services to women's intra-

mural athletics other than playing on

teams.
2 Individual Awards:
Points shall be given for participation in

and the winning of. intramural events. Ine

dividual awards are as follows:

(a) A small Q with the special emblem

to represent the sport in which the

student has a total of 400 points. Not

more than 150 points may be earned

in any one sport in one year.

(b) A large A. which is awarded to a

student who has earned 800 points,

of which not more than 400 arc in

any one sport.

(c) A gold charm which is awarded to a

student who has accumulated 1600 or

more points.

Anyone who has read this Far, report to the

Journal office immediately for your free seeing

eye dog.

3, L.A.B. of C. Trophy:

This trophy shall be awarded annually to

•he vcar winning the highest total number of

0O;nt« in intramural comnelifmn Th* imrthv

shall be engraved with the name of the win-

ning year.

4 Tennis Cup:
The Levana Tennis Cup shall be engraved

with the names of the singles and doubles

winners in tennis.

ARTICLE VIII

INTFJtCOLIFCtATE AWARDS

No girl shall be allowed to wear an athletic

award until she has earned the right to do so,

and has attained academic standing for the

Intercollegiate Awards Committee:

This committee shall consist of the Rep-

resentatives of Intercollegiate Sports, the

President of the L.A.B. of C. and the Faculty

Advisors. They are to supervise the issuing

of Intercollegiate Awards, and have the power

to issue awards in exceptional circumstances.

? intercollegiate "Q":

An old Gold "Q" 6 in. x 4 in. to be known as

the Lcvana "Q".

The Levana "Q" shall be awarded to women

students:

(a) who play on a team in the Intercolleg-

iate scries which wins at least SO per cent of

the regular scheduled games.

<b) who, in Intercollegiate tennis and bad-

minton, win SO per cent of the possible game*

(See Gaiette Continued, Page 6)
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GALS BRING BRONZE BABY HOME
Queen's Matmen

Place Fourth

Queen's Matmen ; Gary Harpel!

( heavyweight) Jim Deline (157

lbs.) and Keith Chang (123 lbs.)

took second place in their respective

weight classes as the team finished

fourth in last weekend's O.Q.A.A.

wrestling tournament held at I

Western.

Other Queen's representatives 1

Ken Esselstine (147 lbs.) and Bob!

Crown (130 lbs.) finished third in i

their classes while Don Pysklywec

failed to score.

U. of T. won the Porter Trophy

for team champions and Rod

Carrow of Toronto was named

"Best wrestler in the tournament." t

Western came second, OAC third

and Queen's trailed O.A.C. by only
|

three points. This is quite a showing

considering that financial difficulties

cut the team down to six members.

Harpell sustained a separated rib i

cartilage while defeating Western's I Laughton is shown here with the ball in part of Saturday night's action in the Queen's gym.

heavyweight with a crushing head-
, -r^he Gael's played their last league game and will meet Ottawa's Dow Roughies in an exhibition game

lock and was unable to meet Carrow
j nere on Wednesday night to close out the season. Also shown here are Denny Bozic (55) and Tony Ras-

in the finals; he was awarded the
p0rjcn (43) from Queen's along with Gary Boug (33) cf Western

second place position however.

Esseltine, already injured by

Oswego State, put up the most

game fight as he was bandaged and

in great pain.

Chang fell unconscious soon after

leaving the mat but did recover

shortly after. His sinus had clogged

up and this combined with the strain

of his fight caused this blackout

Jim Deline demonstrated tremen-

dous conditioning in his O.Q.A.A.

debut and Don Pesklywec. also

a beginner, exhibited definite pros-

pects. Crown was unable to take

John Stevenson of Toronto, last

years second place man in the

130 lb. class but established hi

third place spot with two Saturday

wins,

Th team was again coached by

Jim Saylor. Queen's great of former

years.

Science '62 Win

Water Polo Title

The Science '61 water polo team

won the intramural championship

after being nmners-up for the past

two years. After defeating Science

'62 in the semi-final 5-2 and 3-0,

they met Science '63 in the final,

which was highlighted by rough

play and close checking. The final

scores were 3-0 and 5-0 for the

champions.

Led by the high-scoring front wall

of Laurie Wright, Bruce White,

Gary Liesmer and Dave Purcell,

the team went undefeated during

the season.

Gaels Toppled By Western

To Play Roughies Wednesday

Dr. R. B. Sloan, heod of the Deportment

of Psychiatry, will give a paper on "Free-

dom in Morality" to the Philosophycol

Society. McNeill House Common Room
I North! ot 8:15 p.m. Thursday.

AMS Open Meeting Todoy. This is the

government of Queen's— support it! Con-
stitutional amendments ond other impor-

tant questions will be dealt with ond
decided by those present ot this meeting.

Meeting will be in the Etheringron Hall

auditorium at 7 00 p.m.

Arts Society Annual Meeting will be

held in the Biology Lecture Room on Wed-
nesday, at 7:00 p.m.

jjliiu^

me MILDEST
BEST-TASTING

CIGARETTE

By Richard Segee

Saturday night in the Queen's

Gym, the Gaels Senior Intercol-

legiate Basketball team finished

the season by losing to the West-

ern Mustangs by a score of 62-45.

In the preliminary game, the

Queen's Intermediates lost a close

game to Trenton 58-57.

The Senior tilt was a close,

hard-fought game until the final

period. As usual, the Gaels were

fighting back from behind for

most of the game. After the first

few minutes of play, they found

themselves six points down.

Gradually, the Queen's men found

the range and began their at-

tempted comeback.

John Metras' Mustangs were

~ till in their old defensive form

and as a result, the Gaels were

forced to score most of their

points on outside shooting.

After a fairly low-scoring first

half, which saw the Mustangs
railed on 11 fouls, Western found

itself holding onto an eight point

margin, 32-24.

As the second half opened, a

determined Queen's team came
onto the court and began to score

The 8 point deficit soon dwind-

dled to three points. Western call-

ed a time out and decided that it

was time to stage another scoring

spurt.

The checking became a little

closer and the Gaels gradually

dropped further behind. West-
ern's lead soon grew to a com-
fortable 17 points and the game
ended 62-45.

For the first time, the Gaels

were able to outscore their oppo-

nents on free throws, as they

made 19 of 27 attempts, compared
to 14 of 26 for Western. From the

floor, the Mustangs sank 24 field

goals, while the Gaels only man-
aged 13.

Top scorer for the Gaels was
Captain Bob Laughton, with 16

points. Other scorers were Fred
Reilly with 12, Mike Jackson 5,

Denny Bozic and Barry Stone 4

each, and Blake Stewart and
Lloyd Budgell with 2 each. Tony
Rasporich, Ed Warda, Dave Al-

len, Graham Dowden, and Al

Raisbeck also saw action for the

Gaels.

Gary Boug was high scorer for

the Mustangs with 14 points. His

fellow scorers were Jim Griffin

with 12 points, May 10, Howson 9,

Lawson, Williamson, and Wolo-

shyn with 4 each, Tucker 3 and

Myer wtih 2 points.

In the intermediate game, cap-

tain Ted Norland became the first

20-pt. man of the season as he

hooped 21 points for the junior

Gaels. Unfortunately, the Inter-

mediates lost 5S-57.

The game itself was close from

start to finish. Although down for

practically all of the game,

Queen's seemed ready to break

loose any minute. It took until the

last five minutes of the game
before they were able to.

After being down 33-25 at the

half, the Intermediate Gaels
worked hard and were soon able

to close the gap. With less than

one minute remaining in the

game, Queen's led S7-56, but a

quick basket by Trenton clinched

the game and it ended 58-57.

Norland's 21 points were tops

for Queen's. Other Gael scorers

Dave Allen with 14, Jack McMur-
dc 10, and Charlie Sorrie, Jim
White and Ed Warda with 4 each.

The last contest of the year will

be an exhibition game between
the Queen's Golden Gaels and the

Dow Roughies to be played on
Wednesday, March 1 at 8:30 p.m.

in the Queen's gym.

'that could stand between Queen's gals and the

Clean Sweep Over Opposition

First Time In Nine Years

By Barb Johnston

At last the "Bronze Baby" has come to Queen's. For the first

time in nine years, Queen's has recaptured the Intercollegiate Basket-

ball Championship of the annual Women's Intercollegiate Athletic

Union tournament.

Friday. Queen's opened with a game against W estern winning

53-47 "Digger" Atwood scored 26 of the 53 points, 10 of them within

the first ten minutes of the game setting the gals off to a good start.

The team kept it up with excellent passing and basketball that wa s

almost perfect to watch.

Later the same day, Queen's met McGill trouncing them 30-27.

The play was rugged and the game hard fought but by this time,

there was nothing

Bronze Baby.

Going in to Saturday's game

against Toronto, the Tricolor

could do no less than tie for first

place if they lost as Toronto had

dropped one game to McGill in

the morning. But this was not

enough for the gals and they

held Toronto to a tie game, 37

points apiece, to gain sole posses-

sion of first place. Playing cool

and calmly the Queen's gals add-

ed the ability to score when it was

most needed to save the game.

In the last minutes of the game

against U of T Cookie Cartwright,

(going in for Digger Atwood who

went out on a double foul,) was

interrupted as she took her free

shot by a shout from the opposing

bench. The referee explained the

substitution, then handed the ball

back to Cookie who, undaunted

by the interruption, swished it in

to tie the game.

Checking was so superior by

both teams that it was impossible

to freeze the ball and it took six

and one-half minutes to play one

j minute and fifty seconds clock

time.

Credit goes to all the members

of the team: the forwards Joan

"Digger" Atwood, Agnes "Mc-

Goo" McGugan, Sue Hough.

Catherine "Cookie" Cartwright.

Ginny Freeman, Lou Forrester;

the guards, Mickey McCullough

Sue Weber, Mary Welsh, Nancy

Chapman, Ann Hall, Mariar

Page, Ginny Freeman (who all

played outstanding). In the

words of their coach, they "play

ed a game of champions", and sc

the Bronze Baby is rightfully

theirs.

In passing we would like to

mention that "Digger" Atwood

scored 64 of the total 120 points

scored by Queen's. Ginny Free-

man, a freshette, played guard for

the first time (as well as forward)

and did an excellent job of getting

rebounds from the opposition.

Toronto also scored 120 points

total and had 108 points scored

against them while Queen's had

110 against.

Queen's totalled 70 fouls while

Toronto went one further with

71 . Queen's first defensive line

was tops in the checking depart-

ment. As proof of the keen play,

the biggest spread of points in

any one game was 12, the score

being 51-39 for Toronto over

Western.

It would not be right to congra-

tulate the team without giving

credit to coach and manager Miss

Ann Turnbull has coached three

teams this year and attained

three titles, a tribute to her A-l

coaching, Jane Rodgers, the man-

ager was a tremendous morale

booster and guardian of Susie Q,

the team mascot.

So the precedent has been set.

We have won the title for the

first time in nine years and now

we are going to keep it for an-

other nine years, — we hope.

Foul Shot: Have they got the

Bronze Baby back from McGoo

yet? ''<..;*!

Team Standings : *

!

Queen's — 5 points

Toronto „ _ 3
"

McGill 2
"

Western 2
"

Gmm CONTINUED
(Continued from page 5)

BOOKSHOP 14 Montreal St.

(c) who, in Intercollegiate swimming,
sit members on the team placing in their
event. The award shall be given to those
members of a team which placed first,

I second or third in a field of five, first or
second in a field of four, or first in a
field of three.

(d) who compete in Intercollegiate
archery on a team placing first, second,
or third with six or more teams in com-
petition, or first or second with less than
six.

(e) A Manager's "Q", a Levana "Q"
with a small M on it, shall be awarded
al the discretion of the awards committee
to the manager of an intercollegiate team,
the members of which have won their
"QV.

3. Intermediate "Q"

:

An old Gold "Q" 4^ x 3^ to be
I known as the Intermediate "Q".

4. L.A.B. of C. Plaque:
!

The L.A.B. of C. Plaque is awarded

(

to members of a team that wins an inter-
collegiate tournament, provided they have

|
dressed for that tournament.

Plaques shall also be awarded under
the following conditions;

(a) To the individuals in badminton
or tennis who win their sectional competi-
uon in the intercollegiate tournament.

_
(b) To the individual who has the

highest score of all competition at the
intercollegiate archery tournament.

(c> To individuals who win events at
the intercollegiate swimming meet
Article IX

—

Executive awards shall be presented to
all members of the L.A.B. of C. who
have attended at least fifty per cent of
the meetings, and to the directors of any
major committees of the board. The

President of the Board and the staff ad-

visors have the right to withhold the

above award if undeserved. Presentations

shall be made at the open athletic meet-

ing held early in March,
Article X—

1. Snowball is a winter event orga-

nized ajid financially supported by the

Levana Athletic Board of Control.

2. The Snowball Committee wil consist

of five girls from Levana, of which at

least three must be members of the

Levana Athletic Board of Control, and

all of which will be chosen by the

Levana Athletic Board of Control. The

remainder of the committee will consist

of two representatives from each of the

faculties of Arts, Science, and Medicine,

who will be elected by their respective

faculty executives and of which at least

one from each faculty must be a male

representative,

3. The Levana Athletic Board of Con-

trol will give to the Snowball Commit-

tee $100 to cover expenses before the

event. This $100 will be returned to the

L.A.B. of C. The Snowball Committee

will be responsible for any debt which

they incur.

4. The aim of the Levana Athletic

Board of Control in the organization ot

Snowball is to provide a winter weekend

which will encourage the participation ot

the maximum number of Queen's stu-

dents.

5. Snowball is a non-profit event and

in the case that a profit is accumulated

it will be donated to an organization or

organizations at the discretion of tne

Snowball Committee and ratified by the

Levana Athletic Board of Control and

the Alma Mater Society.
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RINQPAL RETIRING
NEW A.M.S. EXECUTIVE
OFF IN HIGH GEAR

Sic-wart

LEVAUA PHOTO

Unknown workman trudges to first day on Physics Building

IConstruction.

The first meeting of the new
Alma Mater Society Executive

was held Tuesday evening with

Goodings, new AMS
it in the chair.

Miss Margaret Benson was ap-

pointed as Athletic Stick (female) i pointed

of the AMS to represent the Ex-

ecutive on the LAB of C. The

report of a survey conducted

within the members of the Tri-

color Society showed a majority

in favour nf a Society social func-

tion. Mr. Goodings was mandated

to investigate the possibilities of

funning a committee to organize

such a function,

David Hill, Chairman of the

VVUS Committee, reported that

Sohinder Chopra of the WUS
Committee and Alvin Johnson of

the International Club will be at-

tending a conference on the pro-

blems of overseas students. Miss

Diane Campbell. Chairman of the

External Affairs Committee of

the AMS, will also be attending

the conference.

Several AMS appointments

were made as L. Wilson was

made Chief Justice of the AMS
Court and Leonard Price was ap-

Chief Constable. The

institution of the United Na-

tions Club was approved. The

President of the Arts Society, Bev

Harrison, announced that the

name of the Society has now been

changed to the Arts and Science

Society.

Several by-law changes were

passed. They are:

By-law 2, Section 7 (b) "When per-

ission ;s granted io any organization

hold a dance for which tickets will

sold to other than members of the

lonsoring organization, the orfraniza-

jn shall he charged by the AMS for

ic com of the constables required. For

•ar dances a minimum of three con-

ables arc to he appointed, and for

oriuals a minimum of four".

fees RAisep 20%

By-law 2, Section 8 add "Law" aftei

.cvaiia". Delete (a) and re-letter sub>

quent subsections (b) and (c) a;

) and (b).

The Administration of Queen's

imounced this week that under-

raduate and graduate tuition fees

ill be increased by a full twenty

jer cent (20%) in the next ses-

iion,

The decision was made after

L-veral members of the Queen's

Physics Department threatened

Io resign if construction of the

proposed Physics Building was

delayed any further.

The movement of the dis-

cipline of Physics in our world is

oi such urgency that it cannot be

hindered by ill founded aesthetic

daims" stated the leader of the

'esisnation movement. "If we

suit of knowledge we may be

forced to reconsider our affilia-

tion with this University", he

continued.

Recent student and graduate

objections to the site of the pro-

posed Physics Building (to be

built on the Lower Campus)

caused the building program to be

given further study by the Ad-

ministration. The fear of its pos-

sible cancellation is reported to

have prompted the resignation

threat.

The fund raising drive to sup-

ply financial backing for this new

building project has fallen short

by approximately two hundred
' An

alumni boycott of the appeal for

money has thus threatened the

project. The Journal has received

several letters from Alumni bran-

ches, one of which states "we

feel the promotion of the Depart-

ment (Physics) at the expense of

the heritage of Queen's which in-

cludes an element of verdant art-

istry, mirrors too closely Huxley's

impressions in Brave New World

... to be worthy of our financial

or moral backing."

Several student leaders at

Queen's who have requested that

their names be witheld, expressed

their "deep concern" about the

(See Fees, Page 2)

ire to be frustrated in our pur- |
thousand dollars ($200,000)

The schedule below, supplied to the Journal by the Regis-

trar's office, shows the distribution of the increase and bow

the fee sheets will look in September.

Arts and Science:

Commerce
P.H.E.

Arts and^cience

Applied Science:

First and Second years

Third and Fourth years _
Medicine:

Pre-Medical

Medical

Nursing Science, First year

Nursing Science, Final year

Law:

1960-61

S-104.00

439.00

404.00

519.00

569.00

439.00

539.00

404.OO

424.00

404.00

New Increases

1961-62

S485.00

527.00

485.00

By-law 7 (a) "The AMS shall have

published as soon as possible in each

vear a directory and handbook called

:Who's Where' ".

By-law 12 "to: . . . prevent the con-

-uiiiption of alcoholic beverages on or

around the premises at the fooiball

games."

By-law 18. Article I, (b) "The pri-

mary objective of this committee . .
.'

By-law 15. Section 1(b) delete "one

cf which shall be held on the football

weekend on which there are no For-

mats, and shall consist of i—a bon-

fire at a suitable site; ii.—a dance, ad-

mission to which shall not exceed 35c

per person.

Section 1, add new subsection (d)

"The chairman shall submit a written

leyorl before the annual meeting in thr

Spring.

Section 2, delete subsection (d) and

reletter following subsections accord-

ingly.

Section 2, (c) which now become.'

(d) amend to read: "\ representative

from each of Art;. Lcv.ma. Fms'iumt-

Successor Appointed . . .

Dr. W. A. Mackintosh, principal of this university

since 1951, has announced his intention to retire after the

current session.

On announcing his retirement, Principal Mackintosh

released the following statement, exclusively to the Jour-

nal: . .

"Though, in reviewing the incidents of my adminis-

tration, 1 am unconscious of intentional error, I am never-

theless too sensible of my defects not to think it probable

that I may have committed many errors. Whatever they

may be, I fervently beseech the Almighty to avert or

mitigate the evils to which they may tend. I shall also

carry with me the hope that my University will never

cease to view them with indulgence; and that, after forty-

five years of my life dedicated to its service with an up-

right zeal the faults of incompetent abilities will be con-

signed to oblivion, as myself must soon be to the mansions

of rest. -,. , j

Relying on its kindness in this as in other things, and

actuated by that fervent love towards it, which is so natural

to a man, who views in it the native soil of himself and his

progenitors for several generations; I anticipate with

pleasing expectations that retreat, in which I promise my-

self to realize, without alloy, the sweet enjoyment of par-

taking, in the midst of my fellow citizens, the benign in-

fluence of good laws under a free government, the ever

favourite object of my heart, and the happy reward, as 1

trust, of our mutual cares, labours and dangers.

Fortv-one vears of service toj .. .

QueeS wil/be ended in June \

s-ch in the Banfng InsMu.e

in the Spring. Nonce lor a]

(or representatives shall he

in the Journal before sucl

mcnt

ideations

lUblfshed

appoiut-

,i tilt

goodings new PResivem

Post Graduate:

P.H.D. ttwo year course,

fees paid annually)

.Medical Radiology

Theology being a separate college doe :

the authority of this assessment.

The total yield from this increase

$337,500.00.

240.00

415.00

290.00

275.00

507.00

485.00

?46.00

310.00

not come under

will amount to

The climax of the Annual Open

Meeting of the Alma Mater So-

ciety held on February 28th was

reached when it was announced

that Stewart Goodings, the Senior

\rts and Science Representative to

the AMS, had been elected Presi-

dent of the AMS.

Mr. Goodings was born in Eng-

land and came to Canada in 1953.

He received his high school edu-

cation in Port Arthur and attend-

ed Lakehead College for his first

vear of undergraduate tra.ning.

Coming to Queen's in 1959 he

has been active in campus poh-

j the debating Club, and has

u=dn Junior Representative to

the AMS for the Arts Society.

A history and political science-

economics student, nineteen year

old Stewart Goodings (ne Smith)

Stewart Goodings

AMS. The Vice-President of the

AMS wn s also elected within the

electoral college and is Bob Clark,

d Robert Little, the the Senior Theology Represent-

ieSe Past President of the
|
ative to the AMS.

when Principal Mackintosh re-

tires.

Dr. Mackintosh came to

Queen's in 1920 in the capacity

of assistant professor in the De-

partment of Economics. In 1951,

he assumed the duties of princi-

pal and vice-chancellor.

The question asked now is,

who will occupy Sttmmerhill, the

traditional principal's residence?

In the rumour that prevailed

following the announcement, the

names Corry, Duncan and Conn

were heard most frequently.

However, the Journal was in-

formed that a successor had been

named.

For the first time in the history

of Queen's University, a woman

will occupy Summerhill. Dr.

(Miss) M. Dora Hivere of Laval

University's Medical department

will be installed at spring con-

vocation.

Dr. Hivere has had a varied

career. Her undergraduate days

were spent at the University of

Toronto, where she studied bio-

chemistry. She became interest-

ed in medicine as such and grad-

uated as M.D. in 1935.

Rather than going into prac-

tice, Dr. Hivere turned to re-

ODE TO JOURNAL
STAFFERS

Those who write

Are never right.

Those who edit

Get no credit.

Those who read proofs

Always miss goofs.

This confusion infernal

Produces the Journal.

M.C.F.

when she concentrated on the

preservation of living organisms

through revitalization, in the

field of anatomy.

A teaching-research opportun-

ity brought her to the Laval Med-

ical School in 1953 where she re-

mained to date, She is at present

in charge of anatomical research

in that institution.

The Journal placed a long dis-

tance phone call to Dr. Hivere on

Wednesday evening. We were

able to obtain some information

of interest to Queen's students.

Dr. Hivere is an avid follower

of theatre, music, science and

most art forms. She has had ex-

perience on stage.

She recalls with some reserva-

tions her envy of the famous

Queen-spirit" while at Varsity,

and the many acquaintances she

made among the Queens stu-

dents.

(See Principal, Page 2)

HONOURS
Students in the Faculty of

Arts and Science wlto wish to

be considered for admission to

Honours Courses leading to

the B.A. Degree, should make

formal application by 15 Mar.

The application should be

made by letter to the Registrar

and should indicate the fields

of study in which the candi-

date wishes to specialize.

Students registered in the

first year of Courses leading

to the B.Sc. (Honours),

should apply formally for per-

mission to proceed. Applica-

tion should be made by 15

March in the same form as

indicated above.
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'Why, I'd just love to be your new princ

FEES INCREASED
(Continued from Page 1)

move. They felt that the action of

the Administration in raising fees

was morally unjustified as stud-

ents are at the relative mercy of

tin- University Administration in

such matters.

The only retort students could

have "would be to leave" stated

one of the student executives,

"and this would necessitate a con-

siderable and disturbing change
in their academic lives."

Although fees were scheduled

for an increase in September any-

way, to cover increased adminis-

tration costs and a general salary

boost for the staff, students would

have only experienced an eight

per cent (S^i) raise. The addi-

tional twelve per cent (12%) will

he necessary to finance the initial

stages of construction for the new
Physics Building. The additional

increase will amount to approxi-

mately $237,500.00.

PRINCIPAL
RETIRES

(Continued from Page 1)

When we asked Miss Hivere

if she was aware of the rather

unique situation on Queen's

campus, she replied:

"Oh . . . you mean all those

men and hardly any women? Oh

yes, why when I was at Toronto

. . . oh well, never mind that . .
."

We inquired as to what theat-

rical experience she had acquir-

ed.

"Well," she mused, ". . . there

was one I remember ... let me

see . . . it was in 1931. You know,

depression and all. Well, a girl

has to work her way through

college one way or another, you

know ... it was at, oh, let's see

. . . do you know Toronto?" (Yes

we replied) "Oh well, the Casino

. . . on Queen Street ... it was

called 'Je Suis Seul' and I wrote

it myself . .

She asked where she would be

living and we replied Summer-

hill, and described the location.

"Good!", she repiled, "I can't

stand noisy neighbours . . . and

especially those who phone the

police . . . you know!"

. . . And we said that we knew

quite well.

Upon our request for a photo-

graph, she bubbled out "Oh, of

course . . . I've only got an old

one, but I've been applying my
research on myself . . . I'd just

lo-o-o-o-ve to be principal of your

real cute school . .
."

(And upon seeing Miss M.

Dora Hivere's photo, we're kinda

excited too! ... Look to your

left).

Editor's Note: Oh, yes—isn't it

surprising lioiv closely Dr. Mackin-

tosh's sf>ccch resembles the farnvel!

address of George Washington?

Cup Clip

OTTAWA—Mar. 6 — The
names of six Canadian students

who will visit the U.S.S.R. in

May was announced by NFCUS.
They are Dianne Lloyd, Saskat-

chewan ; David Edgar, British

Columbia; Stuart Smith, McGill;

Jules Belanger, Montreal; Frank

Griffeths, Columbia (interpre-

ter) ; and Bruce Rawson, NFCUS
president.

They will visit Moscow, Len-

ingrad, Kiev, the Caucusus, Stal

ingrad and possibly Tashkent.

Jacques Dufresne of Laval and

Michael Phillips are the two Ca-

nadians who will attend NFCUS
international work camp in Chile

Secondary School Teachers
Before accepting any teaching position in an Ontario

secondary school you ore advised to enquire if the

position is professionally occeptoble.

WRITE OR TELEGRAPH COLLECT:

Ontario Secondary School Teachers' Federation,
1260 BAY STREET TORONTO 5, ONTARIO

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR

DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

Look For The Bottles With

The Tartan Tops

JAMAICA DRY
GINGER ALE

AND

PEPSI - COLA

ELDER'S BEVERAGES

$100!
Yes I the Revue Guild of

Queen's University will

give one hundred dollars to

the person or persons who

can write next year's "Re-

vue". There are also two

compensatory prizes of $10

each for runners up. The

closing date for the contest

will be October 2, 1961 —
so you have the whole sum-

mer to work on it I If you

wish to enter, send no box-

tops, just two copies of

script and lyrics to the

AMS office prior to the

deadline. For further in-

formation, contact Don
Fraser, LI 6-4584.

NFCUS Drops Plan

For Student Discount , Rl

At the beginning of the year

the Queen's NFCUS committee

formed a subcommittee to look

into the possibility of obtaining a

10% discount for Queen's stu-

dents. Throughout the year the

committee corresponded with

NFCUS organizations across

Canada in an attempt to decide

whether such a plan would be

adaptable to the situation in

Kingston.

In order to estimate the need

of such a discount for Queen's,

a questionnaire was circulated to

a cross-section of students. As a

LAST MINUTE N HI *

A.M.S. Regrets

The AMS regrets to announce

that the AMS Lecturer Max
Freedman is unable to deliver the

lecture and as a result there will

>c no AMS Lecture this year.

Study NOW
VVe need readers in the fall —

>ass now. and have the inestima-

>le benefit of reading the Journal

lext vear as well.

SPECIAL AWARD
Herb Hamilton, Permanent

Secretary-Treasurer of the AMS
was presented with a special gift

from the Canadian University

Press (CUP) at the Color Night

Banquet.

Mr. Hill, Journal Editor, pre-

sented the award on behalf of the

CUP and mentioned that Mr. Ham-
ilton's 22 years of service with

CUP had made it what it was.

THEOLOGS WIN

At the Open Meeting of the

Alma Mater Society on February

28th, Mr. Hill, Editor of the

journal, announced that Theology-

had won the competition for the

best Faculty Journal. The trophy,

to be presented later, was donated

by the Whig-Standard and is to be

awarded annually to the Faculty

producing the Journal "of highest

general excellence". This is the first

year the award has been made.

The judges were the Editor of

the Journal, the Managing Editor

of the Whig-Standard and Pro-

fessor Whalley of the Queen's

English Department. Runner-up

was the Law Journal of last year.

Because the Law Faculty publishes

their Journal so late in the year

(March 17th) the previous year's

issue had to be considered for pur-

poses of this competition.

EXPORT
PLAIN OR FILTER Ttl*,i

CIGARETTES

Co-Op
Are you staying in Kingston

this summer? Why not stay at

the Co-Op residences? We will

have three houses open for room

and board and should have plen-

ty of room for those who just

want meals. For further inform-

ation, contact Gary McNeely,

LI 6-0272.

P.C.'s Elect

At the Annual Meeting of the

Progressive Conservative Asso-

ciation the new executive was

elected. It consists of: President.

Don Dowuie; Vice-President,

David Allin: Secretary, Linda

Waring ; Treasurer, Bob Page

;

Publicity Director, Ginny Dob-

son
;
Party Whip, Bob Green

;

Past President, Derek Burney.

Apply NOW
Applications for the position of

Color Night Convenor ; Who's
Where Editor; Freshman Hand-

book Editor ; and Freshman
Orientation Convenor are invited.

Apply to the AMS Office imme-

diately.

result of the information rece iv
from other universities and th
facts obtained from the quesu<,

naire, the NFCUS committee
h'

decided to drop the proposed 1

itiation of such a plan.

The results of such a questio
naire would seem to indicate

th-

the necessity of a discount Wa
concentrated in the area of doth
ing, restaurant facilities

;

school supplies.

Since the first two of thes

items are already covered by
discount for university student

by many Kingston merchant
and a substantial discount is a:

ready offered in the field of schoi

supplies by Tech Supplies, the r

does not seem to be a need f0r

discount at the present time.

The committee also consider
the repercussion to the Queen
student as a result of approach

ing the local merchants for

discount.

First of all it was felt that

one or two merchants volunteer

ed to participate in such a plai

the rest of the merchants wouis

be forced into following suit oti

suffering financial consequences,

This would not only create hard

feelings and impair student-mer-

chant relationships but it would]

also result in a loss of advertising,

revenue for various campus pub

lications. When the Business!

Manager of the Chamber of Com
merce was approached on this)

matter he stated that a discount)

of this type is against the policyf

of the local organization.

As a result of these consider

ations the NFCUS Committee de^

cided that it would be in the

interest of the students oil

Queen's to drop the matter.
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fJ.F.C.U.S. TAKES BLOW
RIGHT ON THE CHIN
Antigonish (CUP) — NFCUS was thrown off the St. Francis

3vier Campus this week in a surprise move during the monthly
pAent Council meeting. Opponents of the Federation claimed that

|
««« not financially feasible to remain in the organization ant!

(Clared that the average student derived little or nothing from it

Council Treasurer Ed Maclntyre, who led the drive to oust

i|C
Federation, attacked NFCUS after attending a recent regional

^ference. He claimed he had seen the Federation in action and
Sieved it was not worthwhile for St. Francis to remain in at a cost

f
$500 a year, which amounts to 10% of the annual budget. Nation-

al)-,
student contributions make up one-third of the total NFCUS

jtfdget of $100,000; the rest comes from industry and government
Agreeing with Maclntyre, Council President Bill Meehan said

|hat after careful consideration he believed St. Francis should with
iraW . The NFCUS Secretariat in Ottawa was not told of the pend
g withdrawal.

A heated debate followed the

morion of withdrawal, in which

pCUS supporters contended

ij,at the average student did not

know the value of the organiza-

lion and was therefore unfit to

make any judgement at that time,

ijeehan was asked to table his

motion, but he refused on the

uTOtmds that the issue had been

allowed to drag on long enough.

Last weekend representatives

of five French-language Univer-

sities indicated they might leave

fJFCUS unless the Federation

amended its education brief to

isk the Federal Government to

withdraw from certain tax fields

50 that the provinces could raise

funds for education. Apparently

(hey are finding opposition on

their campuses to the idea.
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the spring

McGill.

by Montreal and

Since that time, Queen's has

threatened to quit. In November,
1958, the AMS questioned the

international resolutions passed at

the NFCUS congress, which it

believed were of a political na-

ture. St. Francis Xavier Junior

College, affiliated with St. F.X.

University, dropped from the

Federation in 1959, but failed to

notify the National Secretariat

until it was time for the National

Congress.

At present there are 36 Uni-

versities and Colleges in NFCUS.
counting St. F. X. — totalling

S5.000 students.

At St. F. X. sonic of the blame

for "uselessness" was placed on

• the local NFCUS committee
The largest withdrawal from

| , . , . . , , , ,

„ , . . , which is said to have been
ihe Federation came m iy55 when

[our Universities, McGill, Toron-

to, UBC, and Manitoba dropped

nut. A year prior to that Montreal

left when the members of the

|federation would not agree to

iise fees from 50c to SI.

Toronto and UBC returned in

[1956 and In the fall of 1957 Mani-

toba re-joined to be followed in

STUDENTS MEMORIAL UNION
MENU
DINNER

80 CENTS

THIS INCLUDES CHOICE OF
FRIED CAT OUT

OR
STEAMED GONAD

BOILED B ATA SOLE
SNAKE SKIN

ROASTED REGISTRAR
YET! TESTES

EEL A MODE

JOCK STRA P SOU P

V AMP IRE CELICHT

In a constant effort to bring the new and unique to Queen's, the

Union has presented a selection of gourmet delights, in its usual

manner - - - Dig in boys!

FOREIGN AND CANADIAN
SCHOLARSHIP AID

— Jerusalem
Two Scholarships are being offered

to the Hebrew University in Jerusa-
lem. The first, the Canadian Hadassah.
Post-Graduate Fellowship in Science,
value up to $1200 and housing, is open
to the best qualified candidate, regard-
less of race, creed, colour, or national-
ity, who is a resident of Canada and
has a science degree. It will be tenable
for one year of graduate research in

any dcparlment of the Faculty of
Science. For further information write
Dr. Samuel Cass, National Chairman,
Youth and Education Committee, Ca-
nadian Friends of the Hebrew Univer-
sity, 2025 University Street, Montreal
2, P.Q. Deadline for applications
May 25.

search iti any Faculty of the Hebrew
University, including Jewish and Or-
iental Studies, Arts, Social Sciences,

Natural Sciences, Medicine, Agricul-

ture, Law, and Education. Canadians
must be 18 by October 15 and have
completed one year of University. For
further information write to Dr. Sam-
uel Cass (sec above). Application dead-

May 25.

— Queen's

Dr. A. V. Douglas, Chairman of the

Senate Committee for the Andrina Mc-
Culloch Prizes, announces that the

competition for prizes for the most
effective presentation of theses and
research problems, open to all gradu-
ate students, will take place in Room

The second is the N. J. Klausner
]
222, Ellis Hall, at 7 p.m. on Thursday,

Memorial Scholarship (a) and/or Re- 1 March 16.

LAST WORDS FROM MCDS

search Fellowships, valued at $1500.
It is open to the best qualified candi-
dates, regardless of race, creed, colour,
or nationality, who are Canadian re-
sidents or Canadians studying in Israel.

It will be tenable for one or more
years as deemed merited for under-
graduate or graduate studies or re-

Grads Service

active. Win Hacket. the Features

Editor of the campus paper, sta-

ted that he had asked members of

the committee for a feature and

had received nothing.

The motion was passed by 20-13

margin. It is believed that

NFCUS supporters on campus

will bring the issue before council

again.

I. Rove;

ftte SWewJt well equipped

4r HOME ECONOMICS...

I

ELECTION RESULTS
Following are the results of

the Aesculapian Society elect-

ions :

President, Bob Maudsley ; Vice

President, King Mahon; Treas-

urer, Hugh Scully; Secretary,

Sheila Mason ; Ass't. Secretary,

Marg Whitfield; Junior CAMSI
Rep., Bob McMillan.

Year Presidents: '66, Gord

Watt; '65, Don Rasnutssen; '64,

Bob Stone; '63, Dick Barry; '62,
1

7

Norm Marcon ; Levana Rep,,
j

Susan Smith; Junior AMS Rep.,

Rich Kidd; Senior AMS Rep.,

Brian Hennen.

Appointments : Formal Con-

vener, Dick Kennedy
;
Banquet

Convenor, Roger Hughs; Public

Relations, John Taylor; Medical

Review, Bob Card; Sr. Judge,

Terry Porter; Chief Justice, Mike

Shea; Jr. Judge, Lloyd Zbar; Sr.

Prosecuting Attorney, Walt Cas-j

Jr. Prosecuting Attorney, at Queen'

Sanford Fleming; Sherriff, Bob

Latham
;

Clerk, Tony Graham

;

Chief of Police, Peter McLaine.

CAMSI TO SPONSOR
STUDENTS ABROAD
The Canadian Association of

Medical Students and Interns

(CAMSI) is presently working

on a nation-wide project where-

by medical students may be able

|
to spend a summer in another

country (all expenses paid) work-

as part of a public health

programme—possibly a mass

immunization scheme.

The Canadian Air Force is be-

ing approached as to the possi-

bility of students being flown to

India, Ceylon or Africa. Word on

the future of this plan should be

forthcoming in two or three

weeks. Interested medical stu-

dents should contact any mem-

ber of the CAMSI committee here

The Baccalaureate Service,

honouring the graduating classes

in all Faculties and those taking

|

post-graduate degrees, will be

'held next Sunday in Grant Hall

, at 11 a.m.

I This year the Principal has ex-

I
tended the invitation to be Bac-

j
calaureate preacher to the Rever-

end Canon Michael Creal, Gener-

al Secretary of the Board of Edu-

cation of the Anglican Church of

Canada.

While seatings are reserved for

the members of the Graduating

Class and the Staff, students of

other years are cordially invited

to attend and to honour the mem-
bers of the Graduating class by

their presence.

The student well equipped for

bringing home the bacon uses

one unfailing short recipe:

"Take a B of M Savings

Account, add to it regularly."

Bank of Montreal

Kingston Main Office. 297 King St. E., at the Market:

T R. FRANCIS, Manager

Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:

WILLIAM F. CRONIN, Manager

Weatdale Ave. and Bath Rd. Branch;

WILLIAM BARRY. Manager

SUPER FINE-KNIT BOTANY
Your cardigan companion for campus, career

, or just because you adore lovely things . . .

full-fas it ioned of 100% English fine-knit

botany . . •
superbly tailored collar, ribbed

cuffs and hip-hugging band ... in dramatic dark

tones . - - subtle neutrals and Spring-lovely pastels.

Sizes 34-42 . . . 510.95

Without this label (glfeM) U is not a genuine KITTEN!

YOUR CREDITORS
REMIND YOU

Did yon forget about your

creditor ? Students who have

made use of the loan fund are

asked to clear their debts

before the end of the term,

if possible, as the fund is

running low.

All students, graduate or nndergrad-
uate, as well as members of ithe

Faculty, are invited to attend. Judges
are members of the Committee for

Graduate Studies.

— and McGill
The W. M. Birks Entrance Scholar-

ship, value $250, for one year, is avail-

able to a student entering the Faculty
of Divinity at McGill in the first year
as a candidate for the B.D. degree.

The award will be made to the can-
didate who in the opinion of the
Faculty is the best qualified and pro-
mising student entering the course
leading to the degree. The Faculty re-

serves the right to withhold the award
if no candidate of sufficient merit

should apply.

The successful applicant must enter

into residence at the University and
pursue his studies for the first year
of the course. Entrants who are also

candidates for ordination in either of

the Colleges oE the co-operating

Churches (the Anglican Church of

Canada and the United Church of Can-
ada) receive in addition free tuition in

the Faculty of Divinity.

Applications for the Scholarship

accompanied by a complete transcript

nf academic records and three support-

ing tetters of recommendation must be

received by the Dean of Divinity by
Jime 1st. The award will be announc-
ed July 1st. The Calendar of the

Faculty and application forms for entry

into the Faculty may be had from the

Dean's Office, 3520 University Street

College propecti may be obtained

from the respective Principals: Mont-
real Diocesan Theological College,

3471 University Street: Montreal Unit-

ed Theological Colcge, 3508 University

Street, Montreal 2.

SIGNPCSr
Sunday, March 12:

Glee Club Members, attention! We
are to sing at the Baccalaureate Ser-

vice on Sunday, March 12. Practice at

Red Room at 10:15 a.m. Pie. se cornel

Tuesday, March 14:

Sports Car club: members will meet

Committee Room No. 2 of the Stu-

dents' Union on Tuesday, March 14 at

:30 p.m. The purpose of the meeting

i to elect a new executive, so will all

members make a special point of at- .first pr

tending.

Classified

Typing
Typing—Theses, essays, notes, stan-

dard rates, D. Salisbury, Liberty

8-7065.

Theses, essays and lecture notes

typed. Standard rates. Mrs. Pegler,

ph. Liberty 6-7692.

Rooms
Two quiet, warm rooms, single or

double. Very reasonable. Law, Com-
merce and Theology students. Near

Queen's. Parking area free. 196 Union.

Lost
Will the person who mistakenly

look my brown and beige reversible

raincoat from Grant Hall at the Color

Nighl formal please call Don Downic,

Morris Hall, No. 391.

Found
Tech Supply credit notes. Enquire

at Physiology Bldg.

Winners
Students' Wives club—the winner*

of the recent draw are Malcolm bcott,

and Edna Davenport, sec-

ond prize.

CFRC
Friday
6:30—Time for Listening.

7:00—Palladium Party.

7:30—Campus Topics.

7:35—Dixieland Jan.
8:15—Queen's at Work -r

L. G. Macpherson, Scho«l of

Business.

8:30—In Recital.

u
:00—Concert Hall. .

Mendelssohn-Symphony No. a

Mozart-Symphony No. 25

Saint Saens-Concerio No. 4

Schubert-Symphony No. 7.

II 00—Patterned for Pleasure.

2:00—Sign Off-

Saturday . -
1:00—Masterworks featuring at-

p m Bach - Trio Sonata No. 6

in G at 3 p.m. Mozart - Piano

Sonata in A at 4 p.m. Mahler

- Songs of a Wayfarer.

5:00—Interlude.

6:00—Sweet and Low.
7:00—Old Favourites.

7:30—Calendar and Personality.

7:45—The Jazz Scene.
Saturday Concert featuring

Vaughn-Williams, Fantasia

on Greensleeves.

9:30— Mu<ic Round the World.

10:00—Night Music.

11:00—Music Beat.

12 00—Starlight Serenade.

1:00—Night Mist.

Sunday
9:00—Musical Panorama

Moiart- Piano Concerto fto. II

Brahms-Symphony No. 4

Prokofief-Love for Three
Oranges.

100—Mostly Music.
4'Ki~I£imssiun Franchise.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES. HOME COOKED POOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, K1NCSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR S5.00

Special Sunday Dlnwrs I

Part, or Banquet Arm*emcut. at Rainbow Re-m
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So You Want To Be
An Editor . • .

The following narrative oj the life of an Editor was written by the

Editor of the 1949 Jmmial. Since then it has become a university classic.

This is the fourth time it has appeared in the Journal since 1949 and it is

still appearing on the pages of member papers of the Canadian University

Press. Rarely is any article kept by other college papers for longer than

a year; its continual reprinting is a sign of its popularity amotig the

Editors of university papers.

So you want to be an editor ... so you had ideas before you came
to college of being a foreign correspondent ... so you practice on the

Journal and get to be an editor . . . every Wednesday and Sunday it's

Press Night . . . every Thursday and Monday there're the printers . .

.

and on Tuesday, Friday, and Saturday you relax . . . yea? . . . you
don't—you worry . . . about what you're going to use on the other

days . . . and about the copy somebody threw out . . . and the people

who don't like Steamshovel . . . and those that think the editorials

and bright and to the point . . . and those that think they stink . . .

and of course the people that don't like the Journal . . . everybody

can do a better job than you can . . . but they don't . . . they just

complain . . . complain . . . complain . . . that's all you hear down
here , . . crabbing and griping . . . about the Communists ... or

McCarthy ... or the good coach ... or the lousy coach ... or the

players on our teams ... or the players who should be on our teams
... or smoking in classrooms ... or not smoking ... or faculty

jackets ... or drinking ... or the women at Queen's ... or the men
at Queen's ... or the professors ... or the courses ... or humans in

general . . . and you get the worries of the atomic bomb . . and the

UNTD ... and the COTC ... and NFCUS ... and the 1VDL . .

.

CUP . . . IUS . . . WUS . . . SCM . . . AMS . . . QCF . . . NORAD . .

.

for or agin . . . building (Physics) up or tearing down . . . nobody
ever satisfied . . . nobody ever happy . . . oh. you learn about jour-

nalism . . . that unless yon tell somebody their story is better than
Hemingway ... or Huxley . . . they won't write again ... if the

stuff is off colour and unprintable (see page two) then we are prudes
with bourgeois tastes ... if we do print it . . . we're obscene and
blasphemous . . . that people only consider their own desires ... no
one else's . . . that last year's paper is always better . . . that every
other college's paper is always better . . . and every editor swears his

Journal will be better . . . but it isn't . . . 'cause people are just the
same . . . they never change ... the clubs are always sure that the
other clubs are getting more coverage . . . that this political party
is getting more emphasis . . . that this activity is getting more
publicity

. . . that there isn't enough poetry on the Features Page . . .

that Engineers are ignored . . . that Medsmen are forgotten . . . that
Artsmen are slandered . . . and the letters come in . . . but at twelve
midnight you don't worry about these things . . . you forget about
training in journalism ... all you think about is getting your words
counted . . . and stories measured . . . and pages made up . . . and
heads (for Navy types) ... and by-lines ... and new type ... and
how you are going to put everything in that you promised . . . 'cause
if you don't somebody is sure to holler ... or how you are going to
fill two more columns . . . and you think back to the first few weeks
Of school . . . and of all the budding reporters and writers and make-
up artists that flooded the office so that you didn't have work for
them all . . . and you wonder where they all disappeared to . . . and
you think that maybe you weren't nice enough to them and killed
genius ... or at least dampened enthusiasm ... so you talk to them
and beg and plead . . . but . . . suddenly they remember that they
have essays ... or tests ... or exams . . . and then it dawns on you
that you are here to get a degree too . . . and you have work to do'. . .

but there isn't a paid permanent editor for the Journal, so you stay . . .

and every Sunday ... and every Wednesday ... and every Monday
. . . and every Thursday . . . (not to mention those exciting AMS
meetings on Tuesday nights) . . . and the rest of the week you keep
on worrying.

2uoted,

"I sincerely believe that multitudinous patronage produces
better government — even at the student level."

Stewart Goodings,

AMS President.
"After AMS meetings we can come to my apartment and

DRINK!"

Stewart Goodings,

AMS President.
"What I like about going steady is its efficiency. I just lie

down on her couch."

Student Economist
"Zip up Robert !"

Suzie Wong

QUEEN'S GRAD . . . BRAVELY FACES ... new world.

Our columnists say au revoir - thank the stars

GOODINGS THE GOOD

As we come to the last issue of

the Journal for the year, many
great memories come to mind, and

while we are in this pseudo-nos-

talgic mood, we'd like to throw

out some accolades to people who
have made this second term what

it has been. Bouquets should be

given to: First and foremost, to

the Journal for the clear, infor-

mative, brilliant newspaper it has

been all year ... to Levana for

doing something constructive with

their time in Toronto, and for

bringing the Bronze Baby to

Queen's ... to the Engineers, for

proving that it's almost as much
fun to chase a bed around the

streets of Kingston, as it is to chase

around a bed in a room ! ... to

Life magazine, for showing the

need for an accurate Canadian

newsmagazine ... to Nick Pear-

son and the gang, for a tremendous

Colour Night Formal ... to the

Arts and Science Society (nee

Arts Society) for an evening of

thrilling entertainment by the Don
Cossacks ... to Tom Marshall,

for restoring dignity and serious-

ness to Model Parliament ... to

Levana for (well, that's up to

you !) ... to the theologues, for

being the best blood-letters and
the best Journal writers ... to

NFCUS and SCM for the seminar
on higher education, an idea which
may become one of t'le outstanding

features on the Queen's campus
... to the Tri-Service Ball, for

proving that there is one thing

which can bring the three forces

together ... to Peter Gallop, for

doing more for debating at Queen's

than anyone I know ... to

Sandy, for the cigar ... to Norm
Roth, for being one of the most

colourful speakers in Model Par-

liament ... to Artsmen for show-

ing they want clubrooms like I

want a new name ... to the

Coffee Shop for the hours it has

contributed to my present maniac-

depressive, nail-biting, and semi-

grey haired condition ... to my
buddies in residence for doing the

same thing in a shorter time , . .

to O'Keefe's, for . . . their new

theatre ! , . . to C h r i s t o p h e r

Plummer for proving there is

Canadian talent ... to Don Mes-

ser, for seriously confusing the

above point ... to the Lower

Campus for being so brave in the

face of imminent assault ... to

Mrs. Williams for the welcome

gifts of smiles and advice that she

hands out to every student who
sets foot in the huge AMS office

... to all the universities in Can-

ada who fired their student news-

paper editors, for proving Queen's

really has editorial freedom . . .

to Snowball, for becoming one of

the most eagerly awaited events at

Queen's, and to its creator, Lois

Knights ... to Phil, for the

Elder Journal, and for the best

campaign poster in years ... to

Eli Rabin, for preventing the

AMS from taking itself too seri-

ously . . .to Dave Bessant, for

playing with the Buddy Morrow-

Orchestra and for providing first

class music at the Revue . . .to

Dick Gatliercole, for his external

affairs ... to Jackie Kennedy,

for being the only First Lady of

the United States to compete with

Playboy pin-ups ... to the Leon-

ard Hal! breakfast 1 made in 1961

... to Herb, for being the only

indispensable man at Queen's . . .

to the Editor, for forcing me to

write the first statement of this

column
, . . to the guys who are

paying me to write about them in

this column ... to the Dean, in

the hope that he'll have compas-

sion ! . . . see you all next year !

Stewart Goodings

At this time of year most of us

are frantically trying to get caught

up on assignments and starting to

sort through the unintelligible

mass of notes gathered through

the past few months of spasmodic

attendance at lectures. The present

writer is no exception. Yet as

one surveys the vast chasm of

ignorance that seems to be the

total product of the year's work,

it is a good time to reflect on the

purpose and extent of student acti-

vities at university.

When a student arrives here in

the fall, final exams seem very

remote, and a great temptation

arises to plunge into the great array

of activities available and to defer

consideration of academic work

until some indefinite date in the

future. This date arrives all too

soon, and the result is either a

second-class piece of work, or

none at all.

I would be the last person to

claim that study alone was suffi-

cient to fulfill the function of the

university in the training of minds.

Nevertheless, I wonder if we are

not engaged in a considerable mis-

placement of emphasis at Queen's

in the relative amount of attention

spent on sports, student govern-

ment, and similar interests, in

comparison to that given to aca-

demic activities, Is it not the pri-

mary function of a university to be

a place for the exchange of ideas

among scholars ? Perhaps in our

concentration on the well-rounded

and well-adjusted individual there

has been a neglect of the creation

of scholars.

In comparison to other societies

of the modern world, our society

is marked by a singular lack of

purpose in the conduct of its

activities. This tendency is par-

ticularly to be noticed in a com-
parison of the attitudes of univer-

sity students. In Asiatic schools

today there is a tremendous thirst

for knowledge, and au almost des-

perate desire to acquire the skills

and opportunities offered by a

m
SANDY t-CUDOLES-l 5C10O3

university education. In contras

we have in Canada what Professo

Arthur Lower called a lack 0

desire among students to becom

master of a subject. This indif

ference to knowledge is even mon

prevalent among high-school ;tu

dents than among college student;

but this is scant consolation.

When you stop to consider tli

opportunity which is offered by th

university to the student, this in

difference becomes overwhelming

Here at Queen's, for only a quartei

of the actual cost, the student lias

the opportunity of learning from

some of the most distinguished

minds in Canada, of extending 1"

understanding into the very fron

tiers of present-day learning. There

are almost unequalled facilities for

absorbing the magnificent PaT1
'

orama of our cultural heritage, anc

for personal contact and discussion

with those engaged in every field

of academic endeavour. 111

spite of this frequent complaint

are heard that "There's nnthm

to do in Kingston."

It is perhaps vain to hope that

t h e Phillistinism predominant

throughout the country will not tw

reflected inside this university ^ •]

surely there are ways which *

can use to cut down on the prese

TO OUR CRITICS:

"GO TO HELL!"

nt

gross overemphasis on social

athletic, and organizational
aCtl

vities, in favour of more scholarly

pursuits. It would be encourag'
n2

to see the initiative for such »

movement arising from the sttide

body itself.

Sandy BO"*

P.S.—Snooker anyone ?
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EARL AND BARBIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. MARCH 12TH

11 A.M. "BARABBAS THE
ROBBER".

7:30 P.M. Things We Often

Say.

(2) 'I Am Fed Up"

8:45 P.M. Youth Fellowship-

A very cordial invitation to all

Queen's Students.
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CORNSR CLEROT B OUEEN BTB

REV. E. W. HORTON. S.A., B.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. MARCH 12TM

10:45 a.m. Sundoy School

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young Peoples

£t. Stum h' fflmrrft

UN.ON STR«T. .r TH« C*«RU«

RECTOR: REV, DESMOND C. HUNT

SUNDAY. MARCH 12TH

8-00 A.M. Holy Communion

for Canterbury

9:00 A.M. Holy Communion

11 A.M. Morning Prayer

7:00 P.M. Evening Prayer

8:15 P.M. Coffee Hour.

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

PRINCES* INO CLEROT STRBrf*

Rev Ma* V Putnam, b.a.

minister

SUNDAY. MARCH 12TH

11 A.M. Morning Worship

Sermon: Let as Rise and Build

7 P.M, Evening Worship

The Cross Before Calvary
"3" Jeremiah

8:15 P.M. Youth Fellowship

Tuesday 7:10 psn.

Prayer and Bible Hour

Come and Worship

pastoral assistant
rev Rilev Smalley

ORGAN,«T
c
ANDJHO,RM

F
A
|
re R

SUNDAY. MARCH l»TM

11 A.M. Morning Worship

Capt. the Rev. J. A, Davidson,

Preacher.

7:30 P.M. Evening Worship

Capt. the Rev. J. A. Davidson.

Preacher.

8:45 P.M. Fellowship Hour

for all Young People.

EVERYONE WELCOME

on

<
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r- U
£ ut
O u-
LU O

12. JUST

>

Z
Gi

13. MID-TERM TESTS

Take n» notice.

14. PADRE'S OFFICE

Draw a cliche card.

15. THEATRE TAG DAY

Stay at home.

16. MILLIONAIRE'S

WEEKEND
Draw a blind date card.

17. SCIENCE FORMAL

Wait 9 months.

18. LIBRARY BOOKS

35 minutes overdue. Pay $35 fine.

19. SUSIE-Q WEEK

Take cover.

20. FALL IN LOVE

Move back 6 spaces.

21. CHRISTMAS EXAMS
Write to Santo.

Jirst Huxlpan
(Athloi)

CAnlldlieitibtiihiBeniirluiit

)

4001 Elgin St. South (where

Physics Building should be)

(98 AFTER FORD I

SUNDAY. MARCH 12TH

6 AM. Sunrise Sacrafke

10 A.M. Camma Gambits

His Fordship Mustapha Monde,
j

Indoctrinator

7 P.M. Atpho Pregnacy

Substitutes.

9 P.M. Solidarity Service.
j
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Henri Wrxttm ©n A

The bell-clock clanks the knell of passing classes.

The Golden Hoard wings swiftly to the pub.

The lecturer slowly (olds away his glasses.

And leaves the hall his nerves worn to a nub.

Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight.

And all the air a solemn stillness holds.

Save where a 'dozer roars its last to night.

And round the Lower Campus silence folds.

Save that in yonder now erroneous tower

The vacant clock-face peers o'er the terrain

And weeps as erring hands mark off the hour

That brings to end the green-sward's happy reign.

How oft on thee did Mech to Civ-Eng yield.

When fingers on the chilly glebe have froze:

How jocund did they drive the team afield!

How oft have feet gained contact with a nose!

The boast of baseball, intramurals' power,

And all the garbs that poverty e'er gave.

The chaos of initiation's hour:

The paths of Physics lead but to the grave.

Nor you, oh Board, a fault on these inveigh

If unto you should voices loud upraise;

If o'er the trampled turf and hardened clay

Their shouted curses do not sound like praise.

But Knowledge to their eyes her ample page

Full of rich with Newton's spoil will soon unroll;

Committees' words repressed their noble rage.

And froze the geniol current of the soul.

One morn we heard with terror-striken thrill.

Across the campus passed the accents free;

Then Physics came, with air-compressed drill.

Tore up the lawn, cut down our favourite tree.

The next, with dirges due in sad array.

Slow 'cross the campus paths we sow him borne;

And those who heard the Theologian's lay

Saw a deep grave upon the morrow's morn.

(Sty? iEpttapIf
Here lay a field, a lovely piece of Earth

Its grass to Fame and Fortune not unknown.

Rude Science frowned not on its humble birth.

But Physics came and claimed it for her own.

Large was its acerage, and its sod was green:

Heaven did no expense so lorgely spend.

It died in Misery ('twas all that could be seen

In Heaven AND on Earth). It was our friend.

No farther seek the evils to disclose,

Thot harboured are within the men of Physics,

I For they will soon in slumbering groups repose)

In halls of higher knowledge of Atomics.

S. C. Hamilton

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In all your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-
dering requirements our store at 314 Barrie Street

near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
PUNT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST.

The 01 Singers
It is not often that the public

is treated to folk singers who

are free from the usual glib pat-

ter and smoothly oiled routine.

But within the confines of Ellis

Hall on Monday, February 27, a

group of folk singers gave what

must be described as a thrilling

performance.

The Oranim Zabar, or the OZ
group as they call themselves,

were brought to Kingston by

the B'nai B'rith chapter here

and the Hillel House Founda-

tion; three singers, a girl and

two men, Geula Gill, Dov Selt-

zer and Michael Kagan. Miss

Gill, with a vibrant and throaty

voice, took the lead in the group

with Seltzer and Kagan adding

balance and contrast to her sing-

ing and at times humorously

underlining her very expressive

voice. The first impression the

group made was that they were

there to enjoy themselves and

this is what they did. Their stage

movements were easy, informal

yet balanced, and the comment-

ary between the singing genu-

ine and usually humorous, and

lacked the standard smart type

of quip.

Ancient Hebrew and modern

Israeli songs were featured dur-

ing the first part of the pro-

gramme including a most beau-

tiful and haunting song of a

desert caravan with the drums

imitating the slow plodding of

the camels. Michael Kagan must

be given credit for his very sub-

tle use of the oriental drum,

while Seltzer, with an accord-

ion, provided accompaniment

without intruding. Most of the

songs were not in English and

yet this was no barrier to en-

joying them. The animated

facial and hand movements of

Geula Gill provided translation

enough. Unfortunately, over-

amplification of her voice dur-

ing the first half of the evening

somewhat marred the otherwise

pleasant effect of her singing.

Dressed in striking costume,

the group appeared on stage to

embark on a short tour around

the world, singing songs from

a number of countries including

one called Hava Nageela, which

Seltzer obliquely remarked they

learned from Harry Belafonte

in the United States.

DO's AND DON'Ts
Contrary to popular belief, the

girls from K.G.H. don't, and the

girls from Hotel Dieu, do.

While the songs from the

other countries were done well

in what seemed to be authentic

manner, the group was definite-

ly at its best with the Israeli

songs, as it was here that they

sang with an infectious spirit.

One of the highlights of the

evening was a melody from

Upper Galilee played on a flute

like instrument called the Chil-

lel. The music spoke eloquently

of the great antiquity of the

area in a manner somewhat

strange yet pleasant to the

western ear. Gill, Seltzer and

Kagan ended the programme

with a number of songs in which

the audience participated. At

one point the audience was call-

ed on to join in and bleat like

lost sheep. Also included was

the invitable Hora, or circle

dance, which seemed to demand

that the listener get up and

dance.

To sum up an exciting even-

ing, the versatile and spirited

group obviously enjoyed what

they were doing, and the audi-

ence appreciated this and enjoy-

ed the spirited singing and mus-

ical excellence of the OZ sing-

ers.

J. Olson

CONCERT
The Queen's Inter-faculty Choir

and the Queen's Wind Octet of

the University Band will present

a joint concert on Wednesday,

March 15th. The Wind Octet'

directed by Edouard Bartlet, will

play works of Handel and Mozart.

The Choir, a group of twenty-

five students directed by H. Grant

Sampson, has given several radio

performances and public concerts.

They will sing madrigals by Byrd,

Morley and Gibbons; religious

works of Bach, Hoist and Franck,

and folksongs.

The performance promises to be

of a high standard and will be held

in the Dunning Hall Auditorium

on March 15th at 8:00 P.M. Free.

Noted Actress To
Be At Queen's

Cornelia Otis Skinner, the well-

known actress, authoress and per-

sonality" of radio and television,

will present her much-acclaimed

programme of character sketches

for the Queen's audience on Sat-

urday. March 25. Proceeds are to

go to the AMS Theatre Fund.

Curtain is at 8:30 p.m. in Grant

Hall.

Tickets are now on sale at the

Drama Lounge and Old Arts

Building. All seats reserved.

WITH

CANADIAN CHEMICAL
COMPANY, LIMITED

This advertisement will be of most interest to graduates in chemistry,

chemical, mechanical and electrical engineering and engineering physics.

What interests you most about a career? Opportunity

should. Opportunity not only for advancement, but

opportunity for professional growth through varied

and interesting experience. We firmly believe in diversi-

fied experience and, luckily, we can offer it in our fully

integrated operation. We find it's best for you (makes

life more interesting and provides greater opportunity)

and best for us (we end up with senior people who are

fully experienced in our business). Now, let's have a

crack at answering some of your questions.

What do we do? Canadian Chemical Company produces

basic organic chemicals, cellulose acetate flake and

acetate yarns, fibres and staple.

Where do we do it? At Edmonton. We have three plants

on a 430 acre site. The first produces chemicals

—

alcohol, ester and ketone solvents, acetic acid, glycols,

pentaerytbritol, formaldehyde and other organics. The

second produces cellulose acetate flake. The third, ace-

tate and Arnel yarns and fibres.

Sales offices are located in Montreal, Toronto and

Vancouver.

What is oar future? Very bright. (It just happens to be

true.) We think of ourselves as a young, progressive,

fast-growing Canadian firm with world-wide affilia-

tions. The record bears this out. So does the operation

of our Edmonton plant. And the fact that our engineer-

ing department is one of the largest and most diversified

in Canada.

Ourraw materials are basic Canadian natural resources

:

petroleum by-products from Alberta and cellulose from

the forests of British Columbia. Our markets are world-

wide, and through our affiliates we have a strong al-

liance with companies in the textile, chemical and

plastics industries;

What would you do? As a qualified chemist or engineer

you could be working on product development, research,

process engineering, plant design, construction or some

aspect of production. This is exciting work in many

completely new fields. As a chemist or chemical engineer

youcould choose also acareer in salesot technicalservice.

What else should you know about us? Lots more. You

can get more information and literature by writing to

Department "A" at 1600 Dorchester Blvd. West,

Montreal 25, Quebec. Or to the Personnel Department,

Canadian Chemical Company, Limited, P.O. Box 99,

Edmonton, Alberta.

CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED

MONTREAL - TORONTO • EDMONTON • VANCOUVER

®

PETROCHEMICALS

dial 6-im AMEY'S TAXI ^6-1111

1
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UNITAS NEW GAEL QUARTERBACK!
Golden Gaels Tilt Dow

By Richard Segee

On Wednesday, March 1, the Queen's Gym was invaded by a

group of "basketball" players known as the Dow Rotighies. The

Roughies are a team made up on last year's Grey Cup champs, the

Ottawa Rough Riders. The game between the Gaels and Roughies

was won by Queen's 54-43, with proceeds going to aid the work

of the Kiwanis Club of West Kingston,

The Dow starting quintet of Ron Stewart, Russ Jackson, Gary

Scbreider, Eob Simpson and Lou Bruce, decided that they wanted

to play the game with a football. Simpson won the opening jump,

handed the ball to Jackson, and he trew a touchdown pass to

Stewart. The attemptedA.

Stewart. The attempted convert

missed the basket, and when ref-

eree Al Lenard produced a basket-

ball, the game was on.

The Gaels played serious bas-

ketball, but Dow, paced by high

scoring Bob Simpson, clowned the

whole evening away. Queen's took

a quick lead and never looked

back.

Over 400 fans attended tin

game, which didn't have a dull

moment. Bob Simpson repeated

his famed "sleeper" by hiding be-

hind the mats at the end of the

.rourt and then stepping out to

;rap a court-long pass from Jack-

son.

Colour Night

The annual Color Night ban-

quet was held at Wallace Hall

last Thursday, and featured spe-

cial guests Ron Stewart and Lou

Bruce, two of the greatest foot-

ball players ever to wear the

Tricolor uniform.

Among the head table guests

were Principal W. A. Mackin-

tosh, Dr. J. Melvin and Professor

F. L. Bartlett. The members of

last year's football and basket-

ball teams were present to re-

ceive their awards, along with

Levana athletes, who received

laurels for achievement in tennis,

archery, swimming, badminton,

volleyball, and basketball.

The Alfie Pierce trophy was

presented to John Quinn, while

the R.A.F. Basketball trophy was

awarded to Bob Laughton. Dave

Skene was the worthy recipient of

the Johnny Evans Memorial tro-

phy and Don Robb carted the

Jenkins trophy home. The Mike

Melovick and Jack Day trophies

went to Terry Nickerson and Ken

Esseltine, respectively.

To no-one's surprise, Science

'62 copped the Bews Trophy

again. The Levana AB of C tro-

phy went to Levana '62 and was

accepted by Leith Henderson.

Bob Crown and unnamed Levanite spar in Intermural Wrestl-

ing. It was Levanas first year in the competition officially. Bob

finally won but it was close!

A Review Of Levana Sports

(Year End Gal Sports Review)

Grand winner of the LAB of C trophy this year was Lev. '62,

who well deserved it. sweeping the majority of the intramural cham-

pionships and compiling a very high score in participation points.

Beginning with a bang in the fall, Lev. '62 hauled in top honors
j

year,

in softball. outdoor archery, tennis singles and doubles, volleyball,
;

Top marks for courage and de

News Shocks Grid Fans

Frank Tiudall rocked the campus of Queen's today when he-

disclosed to the Journal that J. Unitas, standout American signal

caller, has renounced American football and will try out with the

Queen's Golden Gaels.

Tiudall hinted at plans to convert star quarterback Cal Connors,

into a halfback, in order to fit Unitas into the power-packed Tricolor

line-lip.

Unitas is known to have made statements to the press m Balti-

more, concerning his dissatisfaction with American football and'

tating his desire to breath the "fresh clean air of Canada." Unitas.

—- - will reportedly enroll in an Ho-

iors Philosophy course here at

Queen's.

Comments on Unitas' inten-

tions were many and varied. Said

N.F.L. Commissioner Pete Rozel-

le- "Blfskzt!" Added Baltimore

Colt owner Norman Charley-

horse :
"Schlmpft !" Continued

waterboy Egbert Pail :
". . . huh?"

Gael footballers have expressed

enthusiasm at playing with the

veteran slotback, and the word is

"Redmen, WATCH OUT!"

Incidentally, Unitas' full name

is Jackson Alouitious Throck-

morton Unitas. He has starred for

the past two years as quarter-

back of the South- South-East

Baltimore Vocational and Tech-

nical Institute Tarantulas.

PLAOBITS
All the cleats, shoulder pads,

skates, gym shoes and assorted

paraphernalia have been hung up

.mtil next year, so it would seem

to be an appropriate time to ex-

tend our thanks to those athletes

who helped make 1960-61 such a

great year for sports here at

Queen's.

First, our thanks go to Mike

Wicklum, speedy backfielder

with the second-place Gaels. Un-

beknown to most spectators,

Mike played the entire season

with injuries to both knees and

his shoulder, which gave him

constant pain but never dimin-

ished his inspired effort on the

gridiron. Of course, thanks also

go to the entire Tricolor crew for

their stellar achievements this

—
and track field, dropping only swimming and basketball to Lev. '64

and '(>] respectively. After Christmas, still at the top of the score-

board. '<i2 placed first in hockey and badminton singles, tied '61 in

j

bowling, and lost to '61 in indoor archery and to '63 in badminton

doubles.

. On the Intercollegiate level,

Queen's gals brought home three

titles this year — two renewals

and one much longed and awaited

for.

Last fall, the tennis team of

There's something special

about du MAURIER
says FRED DAV/S

TV's top panel moderator

termination must go to Reid

Keays, a Queen's track and field

athlete who placed well up in the

Intercollegiate track and field

meet. Despite the lack of a coach,

Reid trained with dogged per-

sistence and acquitted Queen's

well in inter-university competi-

tion.

Lanky Bob Laughton earned

a hearty "well done" for his

perb play on the Queen's Inter-
Ann Carter, lessie Wallace, Marg „ . . , , lt_ . , .

,\, ...
, , , , j

collegiate basketball team. Bob
Henson and Marv Welsh edged 1

nut five other teams from To-

1

ronto, McGill, OAC, Western and I

McMaster to become the inter-

collegiate champs again. A title

which has remained at Queen's

for three years running was re-

tained by the intercollegiate bad-

minton team of Marg Benson,

Mary Welsh, Jessie Wallace and

Heather Beers.

who came to Queen's from Car-

leton U., is known as an excellent

play-maker and a deadly shot.

went down in history and claimed

the right to clothe the Bronze

Baby, in her rightful dress of kilt

iiiid tain o'shanter.

1 n the other sports, Queen's

ramie through with some noble

ifforts against keen competition

.yitli the following results:

"As a du MAUR1ER smoker, I know what
satisfaction means. It's the feeling I get

when I light up a du MAURIER and taste that

choice Virginia tobacco. And the "Millecel"

super filter is the finest yet developed."

.. is- ~£o~

du MAURIER
o really milder high grade Virginia Cigarette

But the prize of them all. the

Bronze Baby, came home in the

arms of the Queen's women's
intercollegiate basketball team.

And we hope she's home to stay ,
. .

i
li'vball, and fourth m s

lor some time. For the first time

in nine years, the fourth time in

thirty-nine and the first time off

their home floor, Queen's gals

Fourth in indoor archery, third

in outdoor archery, third in vol

wimining

In the offing are intercullegi.it

diiihg and hockey, which should

round out the programme.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store czn supply you with ail your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPL6ES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Bews Clues

Editor's Note: Don't take this fees bit too seriously. It's only a

joke, you know.

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
— AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS CANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night — Paar Christie's Orchestra

Catering to Private Parties and Banquets
FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

CALL LI 2-0745

With the bews race all but

over, Sc. '62 has again ended in

top spot. Inspired by quite a few

excellent athletes as well as-

splendid organization that result-

ed in mass participation in all

events. The engineers took the

lead at the beginning of the year

and never looked back. Meds '65

finished in second place with a

comfortable lead over Sc. '63 and

Phys. Ed. with Arts '64 closing

fast. These standings are unoffi-

cila as the final standings will

not be complete until the few re-

maining events have been decid-

ed.

The curling tournament is still

running with Arts '61, Sc. '61,

Arts '62, Phys. Ed. and either

Meds. '65 or Arts '63 entering the

final rounds. Arts '62 and Sc. '61

are the co-favourites.

Arts '64 won hockey suprem-

acy, defeating Sc. '61 in the two

game total goals final series. The

speedy Artsmen who have out-

skated the opposition all year,

made no exception of the play-

offs. Without intercollegiate rep-

resentation from Queen's this

year, the competition in the in-

tramural league was very keen,

and this year's champs are re-

garded as the best team to be

seen in the league since the fresh-

man Sc. '61 team.

Jim Dickson and Brian Mc-

Leod, both of PHE, downed Mike

Jackson and John McNeil, Arts

'63 to carry off the handball

doubles laurels. Singles competi-

tion has now been narrowed to

finalists Jim Dickson and Larry

White. Dickson downed Terry

Porter to gain the finals while

White subdued Bob Carnegie.

Lightning-fast Andy Wong

emerged victor from a hugli field

of hopefuls in the table tennis

event.

Up to press time, basketball

finals, free-throwing and inter-

faculty hockey were still in pro-

gress.
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ARMELLALEGO TO HEAD
PHYSICS CONSTRUCTION
Mr. Lucio Armellalego, head

construction engineer on the new

:n<lerground Physics Building

;o!d a Journal reporter yesterday

ihat: "de creation of dis beooti-

iul building; will be de highlight

[ my construction life!"

Dynamiting of the site will be-

gin April 1st. Mr. Armellalego

said that he does not expect any

difficulties in "making dis bigga

hole".

According to the engineering

iirm which made a survey of the

area, a strange geological pheno-

menon exists at the proposed site

of the building. While most of

the surrounding area rests on a

solid base of a flatline bed of

stratographic Ordivician lime-

stone lying about thirteen inches

below the surface, the Lower

Campus is supported by layers

of softer, more porous rock which

should yield easily to dynamite

charges.

In his exclusive interview with

the Journal, Mr. Armellalego ex-

plained that he made his break

tito the construction business

with his successful realignment

of the Leaning- Tower of Pisa.

He has worked on many chal-

lenging ventures. Among bis

most memorable experiences be

sts the excavation of the caves

in the Tassarli Mountains of the

Sahara Desert.

After be completes this job at

Queen's sometime in August, be

ill return to his homeland in

Crete to carry out the extensive

the Knossusreconstruction of

Maze.

Mr. Armellalego pointed out

some of the highlights of the

new Physics Building to the

Journal reporter. "You seea — de

students — dey come in at

— de bottom — and dey go — up

Ikey Said

Law Ball

THE LAW STUDENTS
SOCIETY OF QUEEN'S
UNIVERSITY WILL
HOLD THE "SOIT

DROIT FETE" FRIDAY,

MARCH 17TH AT THE
LASALLE HOTEL
FROM TEN P.M. UNTIL
THREE A.M.

1
Lucio Armellalego

— up — up. It dis a great inspir-

ation for dem, no? You seea dere

is no waya de getta out. Always

dey will be there — it is so seem-

plee — no worry of de what

is it? — de seven minutes — si

— foolish, no? Ah, now you will

always have a beeotiful campus

_ so many lovely trees — and

still you hava sucha nice place to

I study, no? so nice and cosee —

|

you seea?"

I
(Ed. Note: Mr. Armellalgo tuas

'.here indirectly referring to what

! some critics feel may be a basic de-

! feet in the design of the budding

the failure to provide an exit).

-Mama mia — I »"ust hurry

now — much to be done — big

job no?" Thus the exclusive in-

terview with your Journal re-

porter drew to a close, but we

-take liberty in predictmg that

j

Mr Armellagego will soon be a

familiar figure on Queen's cam

pus no?

Mr. Coombes: Glad to see

they adopted my sugges-

tion. They won't have to

bury the New Arts Build-

ing at the rate its subsid-

ing.

Prof. Bieler; Best place to

put twentieth century

architecture.

W. E. C. Harrison: . . .

vast panorama . . .

Mrs. Andrina McBroom: I

won't have any roomers

in my house who work

underground,

C. A. Curtis: Dunning Hall

will not be buried. We
shall fight on University

Avenue . . .

W. M. Nickle: The Govern-

ment of Ontario is in

favour of progress, what-

ever form it may take.

Wm. Mills: The people of

Kingston . . .

Ed Smith, Sc. '61: Speaking

as a civil engineer, the

size of the hole . . .

Jean I. Royce: There may

be a registration problem.

Frank Lloyd Wright:
(through a medium): It

may well be that archi-

tecture has progressed to

a point where nothing

more can be achieved

above ground. Henceforth

the vital thing will be the

shape of the hole, into

which buildings will be

buried.

Albert Hall: (Theology '62)

What Lower Campus?

Mary Ann Rose: (Levana

64) What Physics Build-

ing?

LOWER

CAMPUS

SAVED!
A Richardson Hall Communique revealed to-day that plans for the controversial new Queen's

Physics Building have been drastically altered. The Communique read:

"Upon an agonizing reappraisal of the many factors involved, and in accordance with long range

plans for the harmonious development of a beautiful campus, it has been decided to alter the basic

design of the proposed Queen's Physics Building to be situated in the Lower Campus area."

It is understood that the reference to "long range plans" is closely linked with the passing of a

By-law by the City of Kingston re-zoning the whole Campus area "Green Belt". The Journal is in-

formed that the effect of this By-Law will be to prohibit the University from erecting any further

buildings on the Campus.

Consequently, Queen's is to be driven gradually underground. The new Physics Building will

be situated in the Lower Campus rather than on it as was originally planned.

* glance at our Journal artist's conception of the new building, (drawn exclusively for the

y0,„Wbythe talented Hungarian refugee, Kuk), reveal, its revolutionary design. Only a "Hot Air

Vent" will project above the surface of the lovely greensward that is the Lower Campus, and ,t is

understood that the vent will be situated well-behind the goal posts so as not to interfere with touch

football games.
(See Ca»pus, Page 4)

,
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Apartheid In Canada?
The Union of South Africa has withdrawn its application for

continued membership in the Commonwealth of Nations. This action

was taken in the face of overwhelming criticism within the Common-
wealth of the Apartheid policy of the South African government. In

the vanguard of the attack on racial discrimination was Canada's

representative, Prime Minister John Diefenbaker.

Most Canadians will applaud the strong stand taken by the

Prime Minister, because to most Canadians racial discrimination, in

the abstract, is a very bad thing. From the tone of his speeches, the

Leader of the Opposition, Mr. Pearson, would have been, if possible,

even more vehement than Mr. Diefenbaker, had he been Canada's

representative at the Prime Ministers' Conference in London.

Wc do not question the sincerity with which such views are

held. We do not deny that in the circumstances the course of denying

South Africa membership in the Commonwealth has much to recom-

mend it. However, we do protest that Canada's representatives

should blandly mouth platitudes about the evils of racial discrimi-

nation.

Our leaders are playing the game at which Canadians excel, of

assuming a pose of intense virtue and proceeding to offer ready-made

solutions to the problems which afflict other, less-virtuous nations.

We doubt that there is much in Canada's past experience or present

policies to justify this pose of virtue. We think that to adopt it is

hypocritical.

It is said that Canada has no "colour problem". The reason is

obvious, we have a small non-white population. And the reason we
do not have more non-white citizens is that our Immigration Laws
are so administered as to restrict the flow of non-white immigration

to a mere trickle. In the great post-war period of immigration, the

number of European immigrants is measured in hundreds of thous-

ands ; the number of non-white immigrants, in hundreds.

Canada's immigration policy, so far as non-whites are concerned

is based on simple racial discrimination, however much the policy

makers may wrap it in more respectable attire. Both the major poli

tical parties have had a hand in it. That nothing has been done to

change it may be considered proof of its general acceptance among
the Canadian people, including those most vigorously castigating the

government of South Africa at the present time.

Nor has Canada's treatment of non-white minorities within the

realm presented a notable image of virtue. Canada's attitude to her
own native peoples the Indians and Eskimos has been to "hive them
off" rather than to attempt a constructive integration; her administra-

tive practice towards them is strewn with examples of insensitivity

and neglect. Where there arc large groups of non-whites residing,

as with the Chinese and Japanese in British Columbia, and the
Negroes in certain parts of Nova Scotia and Ontario, open discrimi-

nation is not uncommon.

It is true that no Canadian Legislature at the present day is

likely to pass discriminatory legislation. However, the "unofficial"
pressure of public prejudice is no less reprehensible that the
"official" Apartheid policy of South Africa, and such prejudice is

widespread in this country.

Canadians would do well to cast the mote out of their own eye,
before they gouge their neighbour's.

With apologies to Stephen Potter

At this time of year, when some are reviewing and some arc not, we offer a few hints on

how best to tackle the test of our knoxvledge — we refer, of course, to the exam. These hints are

intended mainly for the benefit of those who are experiencing for the first time the thrill of

finding out what lies between the covers of all these books. Here, then, are the basic ploys.

Where is the exam being written? This requires the assistance of a friend who is

writing the exam in a different course at the same time. Assume you are supposed to write

Eco 4 in Grant Hall. Approach your accomplice who is standing next to a large group of

female students: "Is this where Eco 4 is being written?" "No, Eco 4 is being written in

Dunning Hall." With any luck there will be a stampede to the nearest notice board. By

the time these people hace been reassured they will have forgotten facts worth at least

five marks.

The Flying Start Don't read the paper through. Find one question you think you

know something about and begin to write furiously. You will feel better and the opposition

will feel worse.

The paper doesn't cost anything. You should write only on alternate Hues and on

one side of the paper only. If you can write quickly enough the stream of fresh exam

books to your desk will be constant. If this doesn't wear down the opposition, nothing will.

Don't have your breakfast before the exam, have it in the exam. The psychological

effects of this manoeuvre are often profound. Those who enjoy eating will wish they were

elsewhere. Even those who don't will wonder how you can spare the time. To assure that

enough attention is paid to this ploy, have everything wrapped in several layers of paper.

Offer the left-overs to your neighbour.

Ask questions. The mechanics of this ploy vary a good deal with the subject, but the

basic idea is the same. If your question is obscure the opposition will think that you have

seen something they haven't. If it is stupid, they will underestimate you. Ask a question

about the first question on the paper towards the end of the exam.

Leave early. Examinations are designed to give those who know something a chance

to demonstrate their knowledge. This means you have more than enough time to put down

what you know, have breakfast (or lunch as the case may be), and distract your neighbours.

A properly managed exit may be worth five marks, and its cost you nothing.

Congratulate the professor. If the professor who set the paper is present, be sure to

tell him, in a loud whisper, what a well set paper it was. If he doesn't like you, you will

probably fail anyway.

These are some of the ways of passing on exam without actually reading anything. No

doubt other ploys will suggest themselves to the serious student of Exammanship. As the Founder Q

has said: "He who is not one up is one down." „

1
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Letters To The Editor

O Mores!

2uaie<l . . .

Si monument urn requiris drcumspit

Marani, Morris & Allen

On hearing the song "Marching Through Georgia":
If I'd known my march would have inspired that
song, I'd have marched around Georgia!

General Wm. Sherman

I never did care much for that Diefenbaker fella —
my Napolean brandy.

Sir. W. S.

he refused

Churchill.

What do you mean what right have I to

of the World!
. I am a citizen

M. J. O'Grady.

Complacent?
Editor, The Journal:

I feel urged to write to you as

I find our generation on the

threshold of a new challenge. We
are coming to the end of an era.

We must associate ourselves in

new group relationships and re-

align our loyalties to the basic

institutions of our society. Cer-

tainly and unequivocally our

heritage, our traditions are being

undermined by the lack of ap-

preciation of the fundamental

needs of man's creativity.

No longer can we sit idly aside

while dark incriminations of our

sociological decadence ennerv-

ates our former drive. No longer

can we appear as mere footnotes

to a world which is whirling in

constant activity. We must rise

and meet this challenge which
confronts us day and day, in-

creasing in intensity, destroying

all which blocks its path,

We must not be complacent.

As that great American once

so aptly said: "You can't fool all

of the people all of the time."

Worried.

Editor's Note:

The above letter is only one of

many we have received on the same
subject. In other words, it is the

expression of a trend. No doubt the

cynic would say that what "Wor-
ried" needs is a good psychiatrist,

or a beer, or a man, or all three.

But those of us who are concern-

ed must feel constrained to ask the

question: "Where will it all end?"

Depending on our answer to that

question, other, more serious qttes

Hons present themselves. "If it does,

what should we do about it?" "If

it doesn't, should we do anything?"

This is not mere hair-splitting. And
ivhat if it is? No less an intellect

than Aquinas devoted a good deal

of time to the question: "How many

angels can dance on the head of a

pin?" We must not, as "Worried"

puts it so aptly, "be complacent."

Petition

Editor, the Journal:

The following is a copy of the

letter which was sent to the

Rector of Queen's University,

Dr. Stirling, with the petitions

protesting the construction of a

building on the Lower Campus.

"The enclosed petitions bear

the signatures of some one thous-

and students protesting the pro-

posed construction of a building

on the Lower Campus.

Conscious as we are of the

many difficulties which led to

that decision, we nevertheless

ask you to represent the senti

ment of these petitioners to the

Board of Trustees and urge the

Board to reconsider its stand

concerning the future of this

most valuable property."

"Keep Queen's Green" Petition

OF AN ASS

I am a Columnist. The ma-B
difference between Me and thl
other people who write for new*
papers is that I am allowed J
write in the first person whill

write
they, poor creatures, must
in the third. I don't mind this be.
cause I do not prefer the sheltes

of anonymity to the calciu.

glare of publicity. "I" is My [

vorite word.

The word Columnist, believ-

it or not, is derived from another:

word Column. A Column is whal
this is space. Space is a void!

that is, there is nothing in jj
Every week it is My duty to pul

something in it. Otherwise there:

would only be five columns orl

the editorial page and the cditod

would be angry and I would losJ

My soap box. This would be diJ

astrous, not only from My viewJ

point, but also because the world

would lose the benefit of My wisd

counsel, without which it mus
surely end.

:

1

;

SM3|\f SUOdS jEUjnof lOj p9IU3Say

Editor, The Journal:

As I am now about to be ac-

cepted into the international

brotherhood of university grad-

uates, I look back over my career

at this university with some con

siderable degree of satisfaction

I am not a boastful man, but on

this occasion I cannot resist feel-

ing proud of my achievement.

For four years I have succeed

ed in resisting the valiant at-

tempts of a score of distinguish-

ed scholars and devoted teachers

to lead me along the paths of

learning. I have developed the

art of non-absorbancy to a high

degree of perfection.

But my accomplishments do

not stop at this. I have been a

faithful member of 16 commit-

tees, have attended 12 seminars

a year, painted 400 posters. As
well, I calculate that I have con-

sumed 12-1500 cups of coffee in

the coffee shop at ten cents per

cup, and have drunk an equal

number of beers at the Chalet at

thirty-five cents a bottle.

Look on ye future generations

and take pride.

Graduate '61.

We get these letters all the time.

Its a little hard to tell what in-

spires people to boast like this. As
an Editor my only duty is to print

them. God knows—we have to fill

up the space.

But as a graduate (oh yes — /

ami- a graduate), I have a certain

duty to keep people like this out of

the brotherhood. If the word ever

gets around that this is how the

I am an Idea Man. Every week
I sit before My typewriter and/

think Great Thoughts, Sometime-:,

I have as many as two Great'

Thoughts in one week. This is a!

bad week. I try to sell My Great!

Thoughts to the Atlantic Month-]

ly, and Saturday Night, and the]

Queen's Quarterly, Sometimes I*

receive polite letters in reply.

So active is My Brain however,!

that it is seldom exhausted after]

it has produced the Great!

Thoughts for the Week. It is]

capable of producing a limitless]

variety of Near Great Though ts.i

And these Dear Reader are what

I cast before you in this Column,

as pearls before swine. Do not be

offended. Dear Reader, I write

these words more in sorrow tliaa

in anger, for I realize that most

of you are innocent victims of thy

Mass Education Craze. Most of

you shouldn't even be in a Uni-

versity, but here you are grind-

ing out your Inalienable Right to

at least a B.A.

In these painful circumstances

I conceive it My duty to apply a

little soap to the Great Unwashed

without compromising My In-

tellectual Integrity. I try at all

times to be Controversial. But

alas, I fear the task is a hopeleii

one.

When I suggested that the

President of the A.M.S. invite

President Kennedy and Premier

Krushchev to hold a Summit

Meeting at Queen's in place of

the regular A.M.S. Lecture

was scoffed at. When I suggested

Prime Minister Diefenbaker

should submit to a psychiatric

examination some people appr°v

ed but the Tories threatened to

place Me on a pyre in front of the

Statue of Sir John A. Macdonald

When I chanced My Reputa-

tion as an International States

man to meddle in Campus Affa |r*

and suggested that all residences

should be made co-educational, I

was nearly expelled by the Sen

ate.

*

I am so lonely. Will somebody

please write Me a letter?

taxpayers money is spent we

all end up working for a JtW'tf

(including the professors, that d)

Editor's Note:
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Would You Let This Man At The Films

icbod)

-Take Out Your 16 Year-
Old Daughter?

-Sell You A Used Car? —Be Your Member of Par-

liament?

THE COLLEGE OF UNREASON
The Administrator sat behind a large

imposing desk. His steel rimmed spectacles

glinted in the March sunlight that came

through the window. He finished talking into

a machine that stood upon the desk, rose

and said "Shall we proceed with our tour?"

We walked along a corridor on either side

of which were large rooms each containing

a small number of desks at which sat young

girls. Before them, on the desks, sat other

machines. These I learned, were for the pur-

pose of reproducing the words the Adminis-

trator spoke into the machine that stood upon

his desk. When I remarked that few of the

machines were in use, the Administrator in-

formed me that this was more efficient.

We passed out of the building into the

open. I was struck immediately by the sight

of a large number of motor cars of varying

shapes and sizes. Most of these were parked

by the side of the road, but some were being

driven by young men who wore gaily colour-

ed jackets of red, gold and blue. The Admin-

istrator explained that these distinctive jac-

kets were one of the marks of a poor man's

university, I also realized what must be the

significance of the strange sign I had seen:

CAMPUS PARKING REGULATIONS

:

STAFF PARKING ONLY 8 a.m. to S p.m.

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY: VIOLA-

TORS WILL BE TOWED AWAY.

Now we came on a large green space

which sloped down towards a lake whose

waters were discernible through the trees and

between the buildings. He explained that this

had been chosen originally as the site of a hall

dedicated to the study of Natural Philosophy,

or Physics as it is now called. It was, he said,

the perfect place for the building since it could

be reached from any other part of the univer-

sity in seven minutes. But there were those,

he went on, who felt, obscurely, that there

was some value in a green space which was

used neither for a building nor for the park-

ing of motor cars. In vain, he had argued that

the erection of a building would not reduce

this green space. I would have questioned

this strange logic, but he was obviously angry

so I remained silent.

We went into a building which contained

both classrooms and professors' offices. The

doors of the latter were in most cases closed

and bore signs of which the following is a

representative example: (Professor X will be

available to meet his students between the

hours of 3:30 and 4:30 every other Friday.

No appointment is required.)

Our progress was interrupted at one point

by a somewhat agitated man who threw him-

self at the Administrator's feet and sobbed

out a tale of woe. It seemed that he had lost

his requisition for some paper and pencils he

urgently required and was accordingly obliged

to write on various scraps of paper with

instruments borrowed from his more fortun-

ate colleagues. The Administrator listened to

the man in silence, said something about in-

efficiency, which I did not hear, and strode on.

In one room a man was taking photo-

graphs. So surprised was I at this sight that

I was incautious enough to ask whether pho-

tography was considered a suitable subject to

be taught in a university. The Administrator

bestowed on me a look I can describe only as

patronising. These pictures, he explained,

were being taken for public relations pur-

poses. I dared not reveal the further extent

of my ignorance and stupidity by asking of

him what public relations were. His tone con-

veyed adequately that whatever it was, it

must be important.

We left this building by another door

and emerged in a quadrangle. My attention

was directed to the sight of a man on the

roof of one of the surrounding buildings. He

sat looking intently, with the aid of powerful

field glasses, through a neighbouring window.

It was with some trepidation that I ventured

to ask of the Administrator who this man

might be. It seemed that he was a 'time-study"

man whose function it is to observe others

at work without being observed. "This" I

said "is no doubt more efficient" and was

rewarded with a look of approbation.

Next we visited the library which con-

tained, so I was told, something in excess of

250 000 volumes. Again my curiosity over-

came me and I asked how often they were

borrowed. It seems that few of these books

arc ever borrowed and, fewer still read, added

my informant.

Our tour of the library completed, we

emerged once more into the sunlight. It was

now that we saw what for me was the strang-

est sight I have ever seen. Several people^ap-

peared pushing an old iron bed Behind these

were several motor cars which contained I

was told, other people who would relieve the

present bed pushers.

(See Unreason, Page 4)

THE BIG ROAD
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PHIKCE8* CLEROV STREET*

REV. MAX V. PUTNAM. B.A.
MINISTER

J

SUNDAY. MARCH IOth

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

"Gethsemano"

5:30 p.m. Y.P.S. Annual

Banquet

7:00 p.m. Preparatory

Service

•Where is The Room Reserved

For Me?

Tuesday 7:30 - Prayer and

Bible Hour

Sttttri. ffltiurrii

SYDEHHAK ANO WILLIAM 6TRE.T.

ONANIST AND «0£M^

SUNDAY. MARCH t9TH

11 00 a.m. Morning Worship

Rev. R. Smaller, Preacher

4 00 p.m. Organ Recital

By Or. F. R- C. Clarke

7- 30 p.m. Evening Workshop

Capt The Rev. J. A. Davidson

8-45 p.m. Fellowship Hour

For AH Young People

United Gliiurrif

CORNEH CL*llO* * QUEEN STS-

REV E. W- HORTON. B.A... B.D,

MINISTER

SUNDAY. MARCH 19TH

10:45 a.m. Sunday School

11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Wednesday: 8:00 p.m.

Young Peoples

Hollywood has discovered Canadian History,

the sad truth of this statement is revealed for

all to see in "The Canadians", a film which

recently graced the marquee of a local cinema

with a "World Premiere", (meaning no other

cinema in all of Kingston was showing the

film at that particular time).

"The Canadians" is essentially a saga of the

"Old West", an art form peculiar to North

America. But this film represents a new ap-

proach to the basic problem of this art form,

the use of the same plot annually in fifty dif-

ferent pictures.

"The Canadians" presents a new kind of

"Old West". Gone is the usual motley crew of

"good guys", "bad guys", and "Indians" riding

madly in pursuit of each other to the accompa-

niment of whistling bullets and zinging ar-

rows. In their place is another motley crew of

"good guys", "bad guys", and "Indians" riding

madly in pursuit of each other without the ac-

companiment of whistling bullets and zinging

arrows, (which have been replaced by Miss

Stratas of the Metropolitan Opera).

The key to this metamorphosis (met-a-mor-

fo-sis) lies in Hollywood's broadening under-

standing of Canadian History. Someone has

hit upon the interesting fact that the early

development of the Canadian West was not

punctuated by Indian Wars and Lawless Vio-

lence to the same extent as that of the Ameri-

can West, (with due apologies to Louis Riel.

the Mad Trapper, and others who, in all fair-

ness, did their best to make the Canadian West

memorable). Hollywood has dredged the

depths of its mind and soul to discover "the

reason why".

Imagine the delight when as a result of this

historical inquiry it was discovered that "the

reason why" rode horses, wore scarlet tunics

and buffalo-skin hats, and lived by the creed.

"Maintain the Right". Enter the North-West

Mounted Police, the most obvious "good guys"

in motion picture history!

The films opens deceptively with an operatic

ode to Canada, sung by Miss Stratas, which

does not appear to have any connection with

the rest of the film, except perhaps to place

Canada firmly on the map for those patrons

whose geography is a little sketchy. It proves

that Canada has: (1) Miss Stratas, who can

sing, (2) forests, (3) mountains, (4) marching

men in uniform, (5) Parliament Buildings, (6)

wheat fields, (7) sea-girt coasts, (8) super-

highways.

There are some things in a film review to

which justice cannot be done, and one of them

is the plot of "The Canadians".

The film Itself opens with a grisly shot of

the Battle of Little Big Horn taken shortly

after the conclusion oE Custer's Last Stand, in-

dicating that the fierce Sioux Nation have

made a mess of the U.S. Cavalry, and volun-

teering the pleasant information that, pursued

by the rest of the U.S. Army, the Sioux arc

heading across "The Big Road", (formerly

referred to as "The Undefended Frontier").

North-West Mounted Police beware!

Meanwhile, back in Saskatchewan, the

N.W.M-P. receive this news with as much

concern as "good guys" are permitted to

show. The Queen, (or Great White Mother

across the Seas) has sent word to them

that the Sioux are to be allowed to settle in

Canada so long as they keep the peace, (appa-

rently there was no Immigration Department

in Ottawa at this time). So the Mounties send

out Robert Ryan with a couple of bit players

to greet them. (One may assume that Ryan

was sent because he had met some of the

Indians in previous movies and would be on

first-name terms with them).

Enter the "bad guys". They arc standard

American "gun slingers", in search of horses

stolen in the U.S. and carried by Indians across

" the Big Road", into Saskatchewan. One of

the "bad guys" is a rancher and because he is

rich he is the worst. The others are obviously

innocent victims of circumstance who have to

make a liv ing somehow. However, all arc clear-

ly ignorant of the Canadian Customs Regula-

tions which require them to stop and report.

Oh yes. the Indians in this film are quite

"good guys", although they become justifiably

annoyed with the "bad guys" when, in search

of their horses, (and in the honest but mis-

taken belief that the Sioux have taken them),

they shoot up an Indian village inhabited chief-

ly by old men, women, and children. The

Indians are anxious to keep on the good side

(See Big Road, Page 4)

OBLIVION
HOW
Dost the solemn sound of Sleep

play on the Food of Love ?

When
dry glass whis

pen
circumambulates the stairs

Skulls beneath chinti ?

Where
Reflections of childhood

Recalls the warmth of Nature

Violets by the shining brook ?

Why
loon cries

Across the snow-filled sky

Labyrinthic moon-drops ?

America !

NOW
IS THE

Tara Sorina

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

PRINTERS Printing of

Phone 8-4114 Every Description

UNION STHSET. BV THE CAXFU»

RECTOR: REV QESMONO C. HUNT

SUNDAY. MARCH 19TH

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

Tuesday, March 21st

10:30 ajn. Holy Communion

Wednesday, March 22nd

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion

8:00 p.m. Lenten Service

A Cordial Welcome to all

Students and Nurses

(Hhalmrrs

Inilri flUfarrh

EARL AND BARRIE ST8.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D,D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. MARCH 19TH

11:00 a m. Mary The Mother

7-30 P.M. Thingi We Often

Soy.

(3) "I'm Scared Stiff

A very cordial invitation to all

Queen's Students.

Never On Sunday
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CFRC
Saturday, March 18

ft :00 p.m.—Saturday Spotlights

7:00 p.m.—Enchanted Woods
8:00 p.m.—South Pacific

9:00 p.m.—Cyril Staplcton

10:00 p.m.—Lena Home
11:00 p.m.—And Then Came Adam

Sunday, March 19

9:00 a.m.—Musical Panorama
Beethoven — Coriolan Overture
Rossini — Sonata
Walton — Facade
Schumann — Piano Concerto in A

12:00 a.m.—Ballet Stage

1:00 p.m.—Musical Moments
Vivaldi — Violin Concerto
Beethoven — Lenore Overture

3:30 p.m.—Mostly Music

Saturday, March 25

fi:00 p.m. Saturday Spotlights

7:00 p.m.—Roger Williams
8:00 p.m.—Cuys and Dolls
9:00 p.m.—Tony Bennett
10:00 p.m.—Listen to the Quiet
11:00 p.m.—Magic Flute of Herbie

Mann

Sunday, March 26

9:00 a.m.—Musical Panorama
Weber — Invitation to the Dance
Beethoven—Piano Concerto No. 3

Borodin — Symphony No. 2
Offenbach — Suite from Bluebeard

12:00 a.m.—Ballet Stage

1:00 p.m.—Musical Moments
Mozart — Symphony No. 36

Brahms — Quintet No. 1

3:30 p.m.—Mostly Music

Saturday, April 1

6:00 p.m.—Saturday Spotlights

7:00 p.m.—Doris Day
8:00 p.m.—Brigadoon

9:00 p.m.—Frank Sinatra

10:00 p.m.—Love Is the Thing

11:00 p.m.—Glenn Miller

Sunday, April 2

9:00 a.m.—Musical Panorama
Rossini — Overtures
Beethoven — Quartet No. 16

Von Suppe — Tantalusqualen
Liszt — Piano Concerto No. 1

12:00 a.m.—Ballet Stage

1:00 p.m.—Musical Moments
Brahms — Double Concerto
Mozart — Haffner Serenade

3:30 p.m.—Mostly Music

Saturday, April 8

6:00 p.m.—Saturday Spotlights

7:00 p.m.—Johnny Nash
8:00 p.m.—The King and I

9:00 p.m.—Dancing and Dreaming

10:00 p.m.—Harry James
11:00 p.m.—Young at Heart

Sunday, April 9

9:00 a.m.—Musical Panorama
Vaughau Williams — Symphony
No. 6
Dvorak — Quartet No. 6

Beethoven — Wellington's Victory
Wagner — Tannhauscr Overture

12:00 a.m.—Ballet Stage

1 :00 p.m.—Musical Moments
Purcell — Sonata ior Trumpet
Dvorak — Symphonic Variations

3:30 p.m.—Mostly Music

Saturday, April 15

6:00 p.m.—Saturday Spotlights
7:00 p.m.—Julie Andrews
8:00 p.m.—Porgy and Bess
9:00 p.m—Songs of the Fabulous

Century
10:00 p.m.—Jackie Glcason
11:00 p.m.—Victor Young

Sunday, April 16

9:00 a.m.— Musical Panorama
Bizet — Carmen Suite

Bach — Fantasie & Fugue
Schubert — Rosainundc
Bartok — Violin Sonata

12:00 a.m.—Ballet Stafjc

1:00 p.m.—Musical Moments
Saint Saens — Havana!se, Op. 83
Prokofiev — Symphony No. 5

3:30 p.m.—Mostly Music

Saturday, April 22

6:00 p.m.—Saturday Spotlights

7:00 p.m.—Free and Easy
8:00 p.m.—Bells Arc Ringing

9:00 p.m.—Melodies of Love
10:00 p:m.—Best of Julc Stync
11:00 p.m.—Harry Bclafonte

Sunday, April 26

9:00 a.m.—Musical Panorama
Wagner — Siegfried Rhine
Journey
Schumann — Symphony No. 2
Berlioz — Symphonic Fantastiuuc
Beethoven — Archduke Trio

12:00 a.m.—Ballet Stage
1:00 p.m.—Musical Moments

Bach — Brandenburg Concerto
No. 2
Tchaikovsky — Piano Concerto
No. 1

3:30 p.m.—Mostly Music

Saturday, April 29

6:00 p.m.—Saturday Spotlights

7:00 p.m.—Scarlet Ribbons
8:00 p.m.—Show Boat
9:00 p.m.—The Kingston Trio
10:00 p.m.—Exactly Like You
11:00 p.m.—Tonight at Midnight

Sunday, April 30

9:00 a.m.—Musical Panorama
Brahms — Tragic Overture
Rcspighi — Brazilian Impressions
Schubert — Trout Quintet
Prokoficf — Lieutenant Kijc Suite

12:00 a.m.—Ballet Stage

1:00 p.m.—Musical Moments
Chopin — Concerto No, 2
Debussy — Nocturnes

3:30 p.m.—Mostly Music

Saturday, May 6

6:00 p.m.—Saturday Spotlights

7:00 p.m.—Bon Voyage
8:00 p.m.—Gigi
9:00 p.m.—Stan Kenton

10:00 p.m.—Warm and Wonderful

11:00 p.m.—Stolen Hours

Sunday, May 7

9:00 a,m.—Musical Panorama
Walton — Concerto for Violin &
Orch.
Gounod — Symphony No. 1

Handel — Water Music

12:00 a.m.—Ballet Stage

1:00 p.m.—Musical Moments
Beethoven — Symphony No. 6
Music for Trumpet & Orchestra

3:30 p.m.—Mostly Music

ATTENTION!

. it's yours

when you

perfectly matching

SKIRT AND SWEATER!

M S! Mmmm! . . the admiring

S fi] looks that dart your way when
you swing into SpringS HI in a Kitten ensemble!

jj» ^ This pullover, dressmaker-styled,

$m?** in purr-soft "Geelong" Lambswool,
fluffed with white Angora collar and
cuffs is coordinated with "Geelong"

Lambswool skirt, a carousel of free-swinging
box pleats . . . both In an exciting colour palette

of perfectly matching, Springtime pastels.

Pullover, 34-40 . . . $10.95. Skirt, 8-20 . . . $22.95

Without this label \£&ui££l ft Is not a genuine KITTEN!

The Big Road
(Continued from Page 3)

of their friend and protector the

Great White Mother Across the

Seas ami so rather than shoot the

"bad guys" (that would break the

peace, remember?), they drive

them over a buffalo cliff to a

messy death on the rocks several

hundred feet below.

The best-looking Indian by far

is Theresa Stratas. She is not

really an Indian, of course, but a

white child carried away at a

tender age by the Sioux. How-

ever, since she is no longer tender

and is mixed up pretty thick with

one of the braves she considers

herself an Irfdian and that should

be good enough for us. At any

r*te she has probably the best

voice of anyone, white or Indian,

in the "Old West". Her death by

gun-shot wounds about three-

quarters of the way through the

film has deprived the world of a

great and steadily maturing ta-

GUEST SPEAKER

Will address Annual Dinner of

the Frank Mahavolich Fan Club.

lent, (and it robbed the film of

much more than that).

Miss Stratas and the North

West Mounted Police do not ex-

haust the Canadian elements of

this important film. It was filmed

entirely in Saskatchewan, and un-

doubtedly all the horses were

Canadian horses. The Cypress

Hills, where the film was shot,

ressemble nothing more than the

Sahara Desert with grass.

It is too early to guess whether

"The Canadians" will become a

"land-mark" in motion picture

history. Posibly Hollywood will

resort to other Canadian themes

in future.

War stories are obviously out,

(at least as they are presented in

Ontario Department of Educa-

tion text-books). Almost all our

wars involve the United States as

the "bad guys", and while a few

"bad guy" American citizens are

acceptable, a whole "bad guy"

American nation is too much to

expect.

Perhaps in the field of psycho-

logical dramas we will one day

see kindly old Sir John A. strug-

gling with his "alcohol problem",

or Mackenzie King crouched over

his crystal ball predicting election

results.

Probably our best bet though is

French Canada. Wait until Hol-

lywood discovers that the French

did have Indian Wars. We shall

then see the savages repelled by

eay Frenchmen with moustaches

and toques saying things like

"Sacre Bleu!" and "Hotel Dieu!"

Tust wait!

Working In Toronto This Summer?

Live at the Campus Co-operative Residence, Inc.

Good room and board at the lowest rates in the city.

Centrally located, near U. of T. Campus.

FOR RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION WRITE:

Campus Co-operative Residence, Inc.

32 SUSSEX AVENUE TORONTO 5, ONTARIO

OR PHONE WAInut 1-2520

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

CORNELIA

OTIS

SKINNER
IN PERSON

in a programme of

Character Sketches
GRANT HALL, SAT., MARCH 25, 8:30 P.M.

All Seats Reserved — 75c to $2.30

At The Drama Lounge or Phone Loc. 327

Sponsored by Queen's Drama Guild

Campus
(Continued from Page 1)

Officials of the Lower Campus

Preservation and Anti- Vivisec-

tionist League are reported to

have dropped plans to assassin-

ate the architects of the building

originally which was to have been

erected on the campus. Members

of the Queen's Committee for

Passive Resistence and a Green

Campus have decided to postpone

a scheduled hunger strike inde-

finitely.

The Minister of National De-

fence has sent a telegram of con-

gratulations to the University

for its foresight on going under-

ground in preparation for the

event, "which we all hope may
be avoided, but which we must

each of us everywhere prepare to

meet at anytime."

A senior University official

was heard to remark. "Well, we
hope now that everyone is satis-

fied".

Unreason
(Continued from Page $\ I

As if the idea of pushing a b( .

in broad daylight were not cup.
ious enough, that was not th
end of the matter. For it seen,J
that those who pushed it had no
particular destination. They f0]
lowed a prescribed course lite H
mechanical rabbit being pursu^m
by greyhounds.

I thanked the Administrator

and took my leave of him.

Upon reflection, I am incline

to change my mind. These younj
men and women who pushed th

bed were obviously enjoyinB
themselves. In time they too

would look on later generation

of bed pushers with a slightjj

incredulous eye. How much mor
curious that an ever increasing

amount of time, energy and

money should be directed to

ministration in an institution dt

voted ostensibly to the advances

merit of learning.

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENTS LTD.

Two appointments were announced today to the staff of this

rapidly expanding Company. Both men have had a great deal of

experience with university students and their problems and their

appointment is expected to add something which has so far beer

lacking in the make-up of the organization.

Secondary School Teachers

Before accepting any teaching position in an Ontario

secondary school you are advised to enquire if the

position is professionally acceptable.

WRITE OR TELEGRAPH COLLECT:

Ontario Secondary School Teachers' Federation,

1260 BAY STREET TORONTO 5, ONTARIO

ROY YORK RESTAURANT. LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party ar Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

ROBERT BRUCE LIMITED

KINGSTON'S SENIOR

DEPARTMENTAL STORE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SINCE 1879

DANCING EVERY NIGHT
— AT —

THE GOLDEN SLIPPER
9 MILES EAST ON HWY. NO. 2 TOWARDS CANANOQUE

Every Saturday Night — Poor Christie's Orchestra

Catering to Private Parties and Banquets

FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
CALL LI 2-0745
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Which Knife Is Switch?
A Modern Tragedy In One Short Act

The Time is 12.25 a.m. The place: the Law
School Coffee Shop. The Characters; are some
of the better-known figures in the Kingston un-
derworld, who do their best work after the sun
has set. We knoio them only as Wild Bill, Stud-

ious Stu, Jungle Jim, Dapper Dan, Dick the Dip,

Al the Angel, and the hatchet-man of the gang:

a sinister character known to his associates as

"Huge", It's apparant mob policy is about to be

discussed, over a friendly poker game.

Wild Bill: (looking about furtively) Are
they all gone? Good. (Then, adjusting his

«yeshade and executing a quick inside-outside

reverse twist shuffle of the cards held in his

big agile hands ) Pass me a stickey-bun,

Dapper.

Dapper: (2 stickey-buns giving his face a

"bloated appearance) Leave a few for me, will

ya, Bill?

Studious Stu: No one has yet answered the

question I asked last night. That is, when a

.shark attacks a swimmer, can we impute a

guilty mind to the shark?

Al the Angel: Oh, really, Studious, are you

.going to start that again? 1 really wish you
wouldn't keep getting off the topic. You know
very well we've got to decide what to do about

third year.

Huge: (leaning forward ominously, peering

over glasses at Studious) Yeah, no more of

your crap, Studious.

Wild Bill: (dealing an opening round of

Fiery Cross) I suppose it's really a question

of whose analytical jurisprudence to use: the

shark's or the swimmer's. (Grins sheepishly

at Huge)

Jungle Jim: (studiously, contemplating his

"bust hand) It all sound a bit fishy to me.

(muttered curses in the background greet this

bit of witticism)

Dick the Dip: I'll bet 5 and raise it 10.

Al the Angel: Oh, God, he's at it again.

Studious Stu: (chuckling quietly at the sight

of 3 aces in his hand) Have you seen the inter-

esting case in the last Afghan Law Review?

Seems a mountaineer fell on his knife doing a

tribal dance, and his wife is suing him for

criminal conversation.

Jungle Jim: Strange he should have been

dancing with a criminal ! (groans in the back-

ground)

Studious Stu: (leaning forward, interested,

Dick the Dip takes the opportunity to examine

Stu's hand) Yes. But the really interesting

thing was the form of the indictment. The wife

was apparently named as co-defendant in the

thing.

Al the Angel: Of course, society's to blame
for the whole thing. I really find it quite sick-

ening.

Dapper Dan: That strikes me as an over-

simplification. I don't think society's to blame.

I think he brought it on himself.

Al the Angel: Oh, really, Dapper. Will you
hurry up and bet?

Huge: He should have been out fighting

paper tigers with his knife instead of carrying

on a conversation with it. (Puzzled silence;

but Huge laughs uproariously)

Wild Bill: (grinning quietly, and think-

ing.) But then, what's the use of owning a

knife if you have to do all the cutting for it?

Studious Stu: (head back, chortling) Yes,

what's the use? I wonder if there's anything

in the Code about that kind of thing? (pulls

tattered Code from pocket: and lays it on table,

where it falls open at section 462: criminal

sexual psychopaths)

Jungle Jim: (huming to himself, off-key) A
wife without a knife is like life without a fife.

Or something, (audible oaths in the back-

ground)

Al the Angel: I really find this quite an

incredible conversation. Studious, will you

stop toying with that tiling and lay down your

hand ?

Studious Stu: (talking to himself as he

thumbs through battered Code) Yes. Here's a

judgment by Meredith C. J. right on point. 1

remember him well. He had a policy of never

putting more than eight cents in the collection

plate on Sunday . . . (in response to sharp dig

in the ribs from the Angel) Oh, yes. Three

Aces.

Dick the Dip: (large confident smile, scoop-

ing in pot, and already half out of his chair)

Four Aces!

Studious Stu: Isn't that bad luck? 1 never

seem to win at cards.

BATILLUM
VAPORARIUM

MAID MARION OMNIAS DIC1T

Et Scriba Dies Solis post rebus gestis nobilitatibus stupore

temulenta suscitavit qui spelunca fovcae circumagens celerissime in

omnias vias invenire. Et impetus tarn violcntus sit quam equilibrium

(etiam vcntriculus) Scribae perturbatum est modo ut concidit acqua

culcita plumea in cano pigro vulpo hirsutoque quod latrantes

speluncam cirenmnavigaverunt.

Et Scriba, postquam loco jentaculo Alkae Selzerae potavit, foras

parvissimos exiit et lente Via Concordia ambulavit ad Specluncam

Nicholam ut pulcherimum virginem venerare. O Homines Militares

postquam humilis et obscura Scriba formossima puella non est in

spelunca cognovit. Et infelixissima factus est.

Et pulcherrhna Marion usque ad vesperum non rcditus est. Et

Scriba quod hoc formosissima puella convcrsavit cum Glcbae Artium

qui tarn dcteriorae quam milites Heiuzium plus quattuor sunt in-

ventus est. Ac puella citra professa est quod semper anteposita est

Glebas Artium Baccalaureos Lcgisque qui Speluncam Nathanae

incultos sunt,

Et Scriba infelix tunicam lacrimosam auream indutus eat. Viam

Concordiam ad speluncam ipsam progressus est. Et quod solus

amicus est vera Michael animosus comprehendit et fluidus liquor

sucineus hausit ut dolorem demersus est.

Sed nunc tabulae assulae humila et obscura Scriba replctae sunt

et manus lassus est et labros siccos. Scriba igitur malleus scalprum-

que discedit dum sol ortus est.

(The Editor will award a small cash prise to the reader ivho spots

the most mistakes).

SIGNPOST
Friday

C.O.C.O.: An important meeting of

the Organizational Subcommittee of

the Committee on the Orgamzatjon of

Campus Committees will be held in

Committee Room 2 at 3:30. Members
are requested to bring their Organi-

zation Booklets on Committee Orga-
nization.

Q.C.M.: The Executives of the

S.C.M. and the Q.C.F. are pleased to

announce the amalgamation of their

respective clubs into the Queen's Chris-

tian Movement. There will be a

Weekly Study Group in Room 24a,

Old Arts Building at 7:30 p.m. The
Rev. Israel O'Reilly will speak on

"Religions of the World — Unite 1"

I.R.A.; The Queen's club of the

I.R.A. will hold their Annual Banquet

this evening. Guest Speaker — Dr.

Kelly O'Mallory. Topic is "Separatist

Forever". Members arc asked to bring

their shillelaghs.

Circle Francaise: Vcncz vous
amuscz a noire soTic du Poisson

d'Avril qui aura lieu a la Salle des FiU
Anglcterrc. Chanson et breuvage.

Sunday Concert Series: A r t u r

Rubenstein will give a recital at 3 p.m.

in Ban Righ Common Room. It is

hoped that there will be good turnout.

Tea and cookies. Gratis.

Queen's Chess Club: All members

are invited to attend a meeting in the

Centre House Study Room, Morris

Halt. We must put an end to the

game between Smith and Botvinik

which started there on December 2nd,

I960).

Classified

ROOMS FOR STUDENTS: Sum-
mer school ? Working in Kingston

for the summer? Three cool, clean

rooms, one block from University.

Overseas students welcome. 100 Clergy

St. W., G. Baker, LI 6-6433. (Genuine)

FOR SALE: Eighteen slightly used

hockey sweaters complete with orange

lion head insignia. Apply Kelly &
Brooks Trustees in Bankruptcy for

Michael J. O'Grady, formerly of 331

Earl Street, (?)

Wild Bill: That's ho\ goe; Studious

TRICOLOR PHOTOS: Tenders

arc now being accepted up until April

I for Tricolor '62 Graduate Photos.

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES: All

Clubs and Societies must have write-

ups in the STUDENT'S HAND-
BOOK, 1961-62. Would Presidents

please send material via the university

ma i! to Robin Pitcher, Morris Hall or

the A.M.S. Office, by April ISth. Clubs

and Societies whose material is not

in by ibis date will be contacted during

the summer months. If you have any

questions, please contact me at EX.

386.

For A Sure Tomorrow

. , . Insure Today

MR. |. D. MoclNTOSH
OFFICE LI 2-4973

HOME LI 8-8222

Representing

Crown Life
INIUIANCI COMPANY

HOUI OPFKt'TOtONtO. CAKAOA

There's no use trying to reconcile the irrecon-

cilable, I always maintain. a

Studious Stu: (obviously not listening) Yes.

(Lights fade slowly. Curtain, as Dick the

Dip carefully selects a Royal Flush from the

depths of his left boot.)

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
WITH

EXTRA LARGE SIZES AVAILABLE

TRI-COLOR ARMBANDS
V-NECK — $9.95

CARDIGANS — $11.50

103 PRINCESS STREET

For SERVICE
QUALITY
CONVENIENCE

In oil your Dry Cleaning, Pressing and Shirt Laun-

dering requirements our stare at 314 Barrie Street

near Princess is convenient and anxious to serve you.

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. ready by 5 p.m.

Cleland & Flindal! Ltd.

PLANT: 851 PRINCESS DIAL LI 8-4407 314 BARRIE ST

LAUNDERETTE
56*1 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDRY WASHED

AND FLUFF DRIED

SHIRT LAUNDERING

DRY CLEANING

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.

SAT. 5.00 P-M. WED. 1.00 P.M

"Only the choicest

Virginia Tobaccos
are used in

du MAURIER",
says FRED DAVIS

TV's top panel moderator

Look For The Eott'c With

The Tartan Topi

JAMAICA DRY

GINGER ALE
AND

PEPSI - COLA

ELDER'S BEVERAGES

"There's something extra special about a

du MAURIER cigarette; two things, in fact.

One is the choice Virginia tobacco. The other is

the "MiHecel" super filter. Together, they give

you the best cigarette ever."

du MAURIER
a really milder high grade Virginia Cigarette

D.AL 6-ini AMEY'S TAXI
DIAL 6-1111
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Recent Appointments

A controversial appointment to

the newly created Chair of Twen-

tieth Century Poetry. He is a

Iriend of Jack Kerouac and is

well-known as the author of the

Antediluvians, The Beatnik Iliad,

and Swinging Cat on a Hot Tin

Roof. Married, two children, and

a brown spaniel.

STORMY PETREL

Around The World With St. Patrick

De Sapio An Irishman

The new Vice-Principal (Pub

lie Relations) who is expected to;

give a much needed shot in the I

arm to the University's sagging

public image. He is a graduate

of the Peoria (111.) School of

Business Administration and has

worked for many years as a Con-

sultant to a well-known Wash-

ington Public Relations firm. In

the past he has made such pro-

ducts as Whoosh!, Mush, and

Sahara Deodorant, household

words. He is confident that what

was good for Sahara will be good

for Oueen's.

The voluble and weather-beat-

en Captain of the Motor Vessel

Wolfe Islander issues an order to

crewmen. He is the former Cap-

tain of the S.S. Colonytonation of

the Canadian Pacific White Fleet.

He has returned to the sea from

a pastoral retirement at Collins

Bay. He denied vehemently any

suggestion that the new job was
a tame one and stated that the

perils of navigation in the waters

of Kingston Harbour were com-

parable to any he had experi-

enced in the English Channel, the

Irish Sea, the Bosphorus, the

Straits of Magellan, and the

Royal York Hotel.

HEADS PROBE

Comes to Queen's Law School

with a national reputation. He is

a recognized authority on a num-

ber of jurisprudential subjects

ncluding the Influence of Aquin-

as on Aristotle, The Split-T For-

mation and American Realism,

and the Power of Positivist

Thinking. At 26, he will be the

youngest Law Dean in North

merica, and possibly the world.

TRADED

This prominent Kingston busi

nessman has been appointed

Chairman of a Royal Commission
to Investigate Restrictive Trade

Practices in the Ontario Liqu
Industry. His first official act

was the appointment of A. T.

(Tony) Kelly of Prescott, Ont-
ario as Counsel for the Commis-
sion. It is not anticipated that

the present monopoly of the

L.C.B.O, will be affected by the

Inquiry.

New York City, March 17: Tam-

many leader Carmine De

Sapio took advantage of a lunch-

eon in honour of visiting chief

executives of the Grand Order of

St. Timothy today to disclose

plans "nurtured by me for many

years" to donate, personally, a

new Catholic chapel and priests'

residence to the Irish village of

Kilderry. De Sapio said he was

struck by the beauty of the

countryside arrtl the simplicity

and piety of the people of the

village, located 110 miles from g
Dublin, when he first visited §
there several years ago. Mr. De

Sapio concluded by pointing out

to the assembled delegates that,

although he was proud of his 1

Italian origins, he was equally

proud of the fact (which was first 1

revealed at a luncheon for New
York Firemen on March 17th of |
last year) that his mother's maid-

j|

en name had been Kathleen g
O'Sullivan. 1
New York City, March 17: Dem- |

ocratic Mayor Robert m
Wagner today told a luncheon of ^
the Political Sons of St. Patrick

that he is breaking off relations

with Tammany Boss Carmine

De Sapio, and will run on a "re-

form ticket" in the next city 1

election, taking with him as his
g

running mate the President and

Past-Grand - MulliganStewMas- |
ter of the Political Sons group,

Shamus Fitzpatrick. Referring to

Mr. De Sapio as a "slippery 1
Southern European" without "an "

honest drop of Irish blood in his
™

veins", Mr. Wagner said his §
drastic decision had been made
"in the best interests of the citi-

zens of New York City". His

speech was greeted with prolong-

ed applause.

Dublin, March 17 : Irish play-

wright Brendan Behan, ar-

rested last night on 3 charges of

drunk and disorderly conduct,

and 5 charges of being under the

influence of alcohol while in a

public place, apologized to the

Police Court Magistrate hearing

his case this morning "for taking

up your time on such a glorious

day". Making the point that "the

good Saint himself" was not

"above taking a pint or two now
and then", Behan suggested he

should be dealt with leniently.

Smiling broady, Magistrate Tim
Delaney agreed that St. Patrick

"had a bit of a taste, like any
healthy man", but "never in pub-
lic". Behan was fined the equiv-

alent of one-half a day's pay, set

free with a reprimand.

w.m- m. m « \

The First St. Patrick's Day

(To complete its intensive coverage in depth of St. Patrick's

Day, the Journal asked Angus MeEachern, editor of the Irish

Affairs bureau of Time Magasine, for permission to reprint his

on-the-spot coverage of the original St. Patrick's Day, some years

ago. His story, as it originally appeared in Time, was wired from

Dublin earlier this zveek.)

On a normal working day, things are quiet in the pastoral

little town of Galgowan, 2 miles from Galway Bay in the

agricultural heart of Ireland's once-dormant, now-vibrant-

with-new-iudustrial-life, County Clare. Left to its 4th century

ways when the Theocratic Glass Works Company (manufac-

turers of red and green votive lights, and bustling, near-the-

top, leaders of Ireland's export trade) passed it up several

years ago to locate instead in nearby Kilkendry, Galgowan

has for long depended on an unspectacular, but prosperous,

muchroom-picking industry; and has often had reason to

thank its ingenious city fathers for the tourist trade which

suddenly developed when nearby Lake Ranahan was renamed
| March

Loch Ness, equipped with a multi-coloured (pale pink, tur- P
f>_ ^

quoise, and Veneniau Yellow) mechanical monster five years

ago.

Into this picture-post-card setting early last week strode

Guisseppe Antonio Francisco Patrick O'Toole, 34-year-old,

barrel-chested, wavy-locked son of an itinerant Irish tramp

steamer first mate father, and a buxom, good-natured Sicilian

mother. O'Toole, a Christian* whose open flirtations with

the Church of Rome have frequently incurred the wrath of

his Church of England spiritual superiors, has borne the

colorful title "Saint Patrick" since that March day 7 years

ago when he made a seemingly-miraculous recovery from a

knockout punch aimed at his jaw by local bully Tamus

O'Shaugnessy, rose from the floor of Calahan's Shanty (one

of the 48 pubs in the nearby hamlet of Greengaden) to k.o.

one-time-tough-guy O'Shaugnessy with four fast lefts to the

groin, one overhand slap to the nape of the neck.

O'Toole's mission in Galgowan: to assist local town plan-

ners grappling with a unque problem: the thousands of grass

snakes which, in the wake of last year's disastrous floods in

the nearby Lake Kildanan marches, have swarmed into

Galgowan sewers, threaten to pollute the (non-fluoridated)

water supply. O'Toole's method: (so startling simple and in-

expensive that it brought a smile even to the face of dour,

73-year-old, snake-bitten Mayor Francis O'Casey) : pile the

snakes into paper (supplied by Continental Can) cartons,

weighted with horseshoes from the nearby Galgowan dump;

throw the whole concoction into Lake Ranahan, whose placid

waters have seen more gruesome, but seldom more colourful,

sights.

It took 6y2 hours for O'Toole to complete the chore last

week, while hawkers plied a busy trade in souvenir shamrocks

and "super" (but only 4" long) hot dogs among the 9S0 cit-

izens on hand to watch. In his enthusiasm, O'Toole allowed

24 of the snakes to escape, cause considerable commotion on

board a barge rented by wealthy in-the-neighborhood tourists,

whose clipped accents betrayed their somewhere-between-

London-and-Manchester-origins. Smiled "St. Patrick" O'Toole

at the end of the day, (presumably referring to the snakes,

but with an ambiguous grin in the direction of the unhappy

Englishmen) "It was no worse than they deserved)).

Moscow, March 17 : Soviet Pre-

mier Nikita Krushev ap-

eared at the annual St. Patrick's

Day party in Moscow today wear-

ing a bright green serge suit, set

off by maroon hose and a scarlet

tie. Explaining that his Italian

tailor had assured him that all

Irishmen in Naples wore the

same garb on special occasions,

Krushev told Irish Ambassador

Daniel Culligan that "the blend-

ing of Soviet Red and Irish

Green on my person is a mighty

symbol of the love which the

peoples of the USSR bear to-

wards their fellow workers and

students in Ireland". Culligan, in

replying to the Soviet Premier's

toast, said any Irishman would

| be proud to have Mr. Krushev

§ for a friend.

"aflfi J. Chris I, a first-century carpemu s

inspiring activities in Roman Palestine were

Coeser, eventually led to bis execution.

part-time iaith healer, whose revolt-

oostant thorn in the side oS Augustus

'j.u . . m. m mm mm : i^iiirCiBi

17: Fourteen mil-

lion students, militiamen,

and commune workers paraded

through the streets of the Chin-

ese capital today, carrying large

portraits of Communist Party

Chairman Mao-Tse-Tung, shown

wearing an oversize shamrock in

his lapel. Informed circles in the

Forbidden City said that although

Chairman Mao was unable to

claim any Irish ancestry, he har-

bored a "deep love" for the Irish

people since his student days,

when he had been "greatly mov-

ed by the poetry of the magnifi-

cent Irish poet, Robert Burns".

I British foreign office spokesmen

in Hong Kong refused to com-

ment on the possible political

implications of the massive par-

ade. .

London, March 17: Prime Minis-

ter MacMillan today ex-

tended a warm word of friendship

to the Irish Free State, on the

occasion of St. Patrick's Day.

The British leader said he was

now confident that "all the old

scars have healed", and that the

extra patrolmen on duty outside

Westminster while he spoke were

there "as much to honour our

Irish friends as to guard against

possible mishaps which would be

frowned upon by the vast major-

ity of Irishmen". Mr. MacMillan

concluded by saying that the

British Empire had no cause to

regret its record in Ireland. At

this point, there was a slight dis-

turbance, while several Irish

visitors were permitted to leave

the visitors' galleries, and prom-

inent Conservative leader, the

Marquis of Salisbury was permit-

ted to leave the Commons.

Goes to Ottawa in straight

two-way trade for Dean Stewart.

"Le Gros Bill" is eager to make
the grade in a field which he has

hitherto left unfurrowed. Any
fears that the deal might founder

a la Sam Etcheverry were dis-

pelled when he discovered that

his contract with the University

did not contain a "no trade"

clause.

The young
Canadians

A FOUR-SECTION REPORT
A gallery: fourteen young, successful, but not

necessarily complacent people. A panel: What
six young politicians think and do about politics.
A short story: Ring Around October, by

Adrienne Poy. A look at "the middle-aged
young": by Peter Gzoyvski, a reporter their own
age, who finds a new restlessness among a smali
but growing group who are bored by easy success.

ie same issue:

The sea diary of a gay dog-by COLIN ACTON
Tony Gregson's getaway with two gold bricks-

by RALPH HEDLIN

DOMINION FERTILIZERS LTD.

The Appointment of Mr. Wilfred Laurier Bennett, Jr., as Vice-President

in charge of Distribution has been announced by the Head Office of the

Company in Ottawa.

In making the announcement Mr. Wilfred Laurier Bennett, Sr., who now
heads the firm said that his son would bring to the Marketing Operations of

the Company experience in the fertiliser distribution field.
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